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This simple, light runnin?
mill makes more and better
lumber with less power and

less help than any other. You can
set up and operate any American mill
with the directions before you. If you
have no timber, your neighbors have.
Don't let your engine lie idle.

124-Page Book^ Free
Containing valuable suggestions about
the care of saws, fully describing the fea^
tures that make our mills best, giving
prices and guaranty and full information
about our Wood Saws. Shingle Ma-
chines and other wood working ma-
chmery. Write for book today,

American Saw fm Machinery Co.
'50 Hope St.. Hackcttstown, N. J,
16(6 Terminal Buijding. New York

and be compelled to pay to your landlord most of
your hitrd-earned profits? Own, your own

farm. Secure a Free HomeBtead in,

Manitoba. Saskatchewan or Al-
berta, or purchase land in one
of these districts and bank a
profit of S 10.00 or $1^3.00
an acre every year.
Land purchased three years

ago at $10.00 an acre has recently
changed hands at $25.00 an acre.
The crops grown on these lands
warrant the advance. You can

Become i?icii
by cattle raising, dairying, mixed farm-
ing and grain growing in the prov-
inces of Manitoba. Saskatchewan
and Alberta in Western Canada.
Free homestead and pre-emption

areas, as well as land held by railway
and land companies, will provide
homes for millions.
Adaptableeoll, healthful climate,

splendid schools amX churches and
grood railways.
For settlers rates, descriptive litera-

ture "Last Beet West,'* how to reach
the country and other jparticulare. write
to 8ap*t of Immigration, Ottawa, Can-
ada, or to the Canadian Gov't Agent.

Canadian OoTemmetit Agent, 413 Gardner
Bldg. , Toledo, Ohio, or Room 30 Syracuse

Saving! Bank Bldg., Syracase, N.Y.

tS3)

rp| all you can p^po
\lvftforyoiirrawiLw i9

Experienced trappers and fur collectors are
never in doubt as to where to sliip their furs.
They all know that St. Louis, being the Great-
est Fur Market in the ^orld, is the place the

best retarna come from.
F. C. Taylor & Co., who own and control
the Great Far Exchange Building, have

^ more money invested in building and
. eqaipment than all other St. Louis
} fur bouses combined. They have
1 better facilities, enjoy a greater de-
mand and handle more furs than anj
[Other concern in America.

F. C. Taylor & Co. are therefore hi
Eosition to send yon quicker and
etter net resu Its for fora than

yoa can get anywhere else.

Trapper's Guide, Market Eeporta
and other Tainable information
ailed FREE. Write at once for

Latest Price List and shipping tags.
Vou need no introduction—Jnet #htg

F. C. TAYLOR A CO.
Crealost Far Houa« In ths World
375 FUR EXCHANGE 8LDS. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Cattle or Horse hide. Calf, Doq-, Deer,
or any kind of skin with liairor fur on.
We maiT^ them soft, liirlit, odurless.
wind, Ti h and water proof, and make
them into coats (for men or women)
robes, vui^ or g-loves when so ordered.
Tour fur g-oods will cost you loss than

to buy them, and be woi-tli more. Send
three or more cow or horse hides in one
shipment from nnywhere east of Den-
ver and we pay the frei{?hC both ways.
Get our illustrated catalog- which

gives prices of tanning-, taxidermv and
head mounting-. Also prices of fur
poods, and big: mounted g-arae heads
wo sell.

The Crosby Frisian Fur Company,
571 lyeU Ave.. Rochester, N. Y.

9 CORDS IN lOHOURS~ SAWS DOWN
TREES

BY ONE MAN with the FOLDING SAWING MACHINE. It
saws down trees. Kolds like a pocket-knife. Saws uny kind of
timber on any kind of ground. One man can saw more timber
with it than 2 men in any other way. and do it easier. Send
for FREE illuatrated catalog No. Ab'i showing Low Price
and testimoniala from thousands. First order ^'ets agency

FOLDING SAWING MACHINE CO.,
158-164 E.Harrison Street, Chicago, Mllnole

WOUMT BIRDS.—
of Taxidermy. We can teach you by mall to

-rmoant birds, animals, tan hidea,niake ruga, etc.
Veryfaseinating and profitable. Decorate your
home and oflice. Save your fine trophies.
Tuition low, success ouarantMd. Write
today for Fr«© Book on Taxidermy and our
magazine. Both freo. NaaTHWESTEim SCHOOL
OF TDXIDEnMT. 3531 Elwiiod Bidg.. OM*H«. NEB

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Firtside
folks get the very best attention.

Farm and Fireside. January 10, 1911

WE HAD a good apple crop last fall on the old farm in Sir John's Vale.

The ''big field" we planted in apple-trees last spring, and only two or

three died out of about seventeen hundred. Good planting? Well, I give

the credit to the season. We dug deep holes—for each tree its own sepa-

rate hole, and no plowing for them ; we pretty carefully snipped off the too-long and
crooked or bruised roots, we threw in just on top of each root system two shovelfuls

of black leaf-mold which we hauled from the "upper field" on the side of Great
Cacapon Mountain, and we religiously poured about two quarts of water in each
hole after we had half filled it up. Then we pulled dry earth over it and went
away at peace with the world. For it seemed as if we had done the best we could.

And after the trees were all planted—it was on a Saturday evening—we awoke
in the night and heard rain on the roof ! It rained for two days. The trees simply

couldn't die.

But these trees didn't bear the good crop of which I started to tell—of course

not. We have on the farm some two hundred old trees, middle-aged trees and
rather young trees, all of which bore. We cut back some veterans of more than

fifty years of age—and I wish I had a picture of them loaded ! Most of them are

of varieties of which I know nothing—some of them delicious to the taste.

There is a variety known locally as "Summer Reds"—an old variety, for the

trees are some of them two feet in diameter; a once popular variety, for they are

found all over the county. I don't find them under that name in any of the books.

They are big red apples, good in quality and beautiful in appearance. Take a

cloth and rub one of them and it shines like an apple of carnelian. We made up

seven barrels of cider for vinegar from these and other apples, and let a great

many decay because we had no more barrels and could get no more—the apples

happened to be too many for us.

And yet apples of a poorer quality were bringing two and a half to three dollars

a barrel on the tree at the same time. What was the trouble? We hadn't enough

for a car-load. It wouldn't pay to ship them by express—the rates are so high.

I met an apple-buyer in town. He was contracting to take apples as they run—all

varieties—at two dollars and a half a barrel in the orchards. But he shook his

head at mine. "Hardly enough to bother with," said he.

I knew that before I spoke to him.

BUT right there in that very neighborhood were many car-loads of those "Summer
Reds," fall pippins, russets and lots of others, scattered about in the old

farm orchards, here a tree and there a tree—and they should have been used as

food for men, rather than hogs.

They might have been, if we had had some sort of farmers' organization which

would have taken a barrel here and a barrel there as they were hauled to town,

and made car-loads of them, properly packed, labeled with the variety name.

The small producer of almost any sort of farm product can get the benefit

of the car-lot shipment by cooperation and in no other way. It is the same with

potatoes, hogs, cattle, sheep, chickens, eggs and almost everything else.

Eggs and butter? Certainly. We pay middlemen for collecting them and

shipping them in car-lots, don't we? And in some places the farmers have great

cooperative egg-collecting associations that ship that way.

At Sleepy Creek, some ten miles' from our place, is the orchard of the Sleepy

Creek Orchard Company, which in its sixth year has the record of having paid

fifteen per cent, on its stock last year, and I don't know how much this year, but

I suspect something like twenty-five per cent, dividends. They were packing their

sixty-eighth car of peaches when we called and had two cars more to ship. They

began with little money and had hard sledding for one or two years, but the peach-

trees they used as fillers in the apple-orchard paid oflf their debts in 1909 and put

them on Easy Street. Mr. Fulton, their manager, is a graduate of the Michigan

College of Agriculture and has already made a great success in fruit-growing.

Mr. Fulton does not need to worry about shipments. His problem is far

different from that of the small grower and at bottom far easier. He begins with

Waddels and is busy all the season—shipping car-lots of Waddels, Carman, Belle

of Georgia, Reeves' Favorite, Elberta, Fox's Seedling, Smock, Wonderful, and

winding up with Salway.

* * *

WE ARE going to plant some peaches : but can we follow this method and have

varieties running from July 15th to September 30th? Not at all. We should

lie able to get practically nothing at all for our fruit—not being able to produce a

car-load of any one variety'. With only a thousand trees we daren't go beyond

one variety—unless we double up with some of the neighbors. So that's what we

are going to do. We shall plant two or at most three varieties of peaches and

those the same kinds that a neighbor is planting. Whatever he plants, we shall

plant. We hope that ours and his will ripen together, and thus we shall have the

chance of filling cars for shipment. Even in this we know we may be disappointed;

for the same variety does not always ripen at the same time in the same neighbor-

hood under the different conditions of different orchards. But with a minimum

of five hundred trees in a block we may be able to pick the minimum weight of

a car alone—if we have to.

But suppose we had an organization of fifty farmers and should get together

and agree that we will plant an aggregate of fifty thousand peach-trees. We could

send them off in car-lots all summer long—just as Mr. Fulton does from his great

orchard. We should ha^•e all the advantages of the big orchard, while operating

on a small scale.

We plant too many varieties of fruits, instead of getting together on a few

standard varieties that are known on the markets. We breed too many breeds of

live stock, instead of agreeing on one breed and thus making our neighborhood

headquarters for that breed so as to attract buyers. We haven't enough of the

neighborhood spirit—I don't mean in Morgan County, West Virginia, where I am

almost a stranger and don't know so very much about the matter. But all over

these United States the farmers have too much of the farm spirit and individual

spirit and not enough of the neighborhood spirit.

Ten men are a great deal more than ten times as strong as one man. Fix your

eyes on neighborhood team-work, pulling together, and the car-lot shipment.
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The Magic of the Velvet Bean
By H. F. R.

IN
THIS letter, according to promise, I am to tell

about the velvet bean. I will begin by relating

a circumstance which more than anything else
impressed me with its value.

Our neighbor, Mr. C. O. White, who lives in the
wilderness four miles away, with but two or three farms
intervening between his place and ours, was a manu-
facturer of gasolene engines in Chicago four years ago,
when, like myself, he quit the competitive scramble. He
came South and went to farpning, and he is farming
right. We arranged for him to be present when we
began cutting our corn for the silo about the tenth of

July last, so as to be sure that we had made no mistake
in setting up and starting our fifteen-horsepower gaso-
lene engine, which cost us six hundred dollars. We did
not need so expensive a machine for our own use, but
we thought that some of our neighbors would build

silos if facilities for cutting and storing the silage were
at hand. In fact, two of them have already done so

and had their silos filled with our machinery. To help
the Fairhope Single Tax Colony is a part of the inter-

esting game we are plaj-ing, hence we got a portable
silage-cutting outfit.

At the same time,

we are anxious our-
selves to participate

in the advantages
which the colony
offers to capital as

well as to labor. We
are here because of
the colony and
because we believe
in the principles

upon which it was
founded sixteen
years ago.
Mr. White had

come over to our
place once before
when the little two-
horsepower g a s o-

lene engine which
pumps the water
and runs the sepa-
rator had gotten
balky and had
turned a screw or
two or done some-
thing to its insides,

and got it running
all right. He would
accept no compen-
sation for this ser-

j

vice, so Captain
Jack and I felt that
we should show our

[
appreciation of his
kindness in some way; and learning- when he would
begin gathering corn, Laney and I and the boy appeared
to his surprise that morning and, despite his protests,
put in one good day's work in the field helping him pull
the ears from the stalks. You smile at the idea of my
working in the field, but that is what I did, at least until
dinner-time. Then, out of regard for my old age, I

sat on the gallery in a pleasant breeze and watched the
others work, chatting meanwhile with Mrs. White.
Like Missie, she knows all about farming and is inter-
ested in everything done on the farm, and their nineteen-
year-old boy—one of the finest you ever saw—has taken
to the farm like a duck to water. He likes it because
he makes it a study and is putting his brains into it.

A Happy Home for Deserving Bacteria

Defore I left that day we measured the corn on one
average acre and, figuring seventy pounds of shucked

corn to the bushel, it amounted to sixty-six bushels of
shelled corn to the acre, as against twenty or twenty-five
bushels, which is considered a fairly good yield here
when five or six dollars' worth of fertilizer is used to
the acre. H not fertilized, ten bushels would probably
be the average yield in this part of the world. In fact,
no one thinks of raising corn here without fertilizing
heavily. In this instance, Mr. White had only applied
three dollars' worth of commercial fertilizer per acre
and the land was naturally no better than the average
around here. But this is what had been done to it; the
year before a crop of velvet beans had been grown on

the land and plowed under. This, together with the

fact that the seed had been selected with care and the

crop properly cultivated, explains it all.

But there was another interesting feature connected
with that corn-field which Captain Jack and I have taken
to heart. Just before the corn began to tassel, Mr.
White went through it with a hand corn-planter, a

thing like a walking-cane, which punches the corn down
into the ground, and sowed velvet beans in the rows
between the corn-stalks, putting in a bean or two every
ten or twelve inches. By thus planting the beans in

the corn rows instead of between them, the further
cultivation of the corn was not interfered with, for like

all up-to-date farmers, Mr. White does not believe in

"laying by" a corn crop or any other kind of crop. He
keeps stirring the top of the soil to the depth of an inch
or two as long as a mule can drag a cultivator between
the rows. This not only kills the weeds and conserves
the moisture, but, most important of all, it lets the air

into the ground and encourages the friendly bacteria
to multiply and keep working for the good of the crop.

When it conies to friendly bacteria, I claim to know

A Velvet Bean Patch on the Writer's Farm. Planted in Rows Three Feet Apart June 20th and Photographed in October

something of what I am talking about, for I lived in

Te.xas thirty-five years. I was there when the Mexican
boll-weevils crossed the Rio Grande and began their

devastating and strangely steady march, taking in a strip

of new territory thirty miles in width every year. I

remember how they filled the hearts of farmers all

over the state with dark forebodings, terror even, until

the national agricultural department came to the rescue,
thanks to Secretary Wilson. He invoked the aid of
the friendly bacteria. He showed the farmers how to

make cotton grow so fast and furiously that the boll-

weevils could not catch up with the crop until most of
it was securely incased in the hard shell of the cotton
boll. It was not a matter of extra fertilization, but in

the main a matter of extra cultivation coupled with good
seed and the burning of the stalks as soon as the cotton
was gathered.
The extra cultivation increased the friendly bacteria

in the soil and enabled them to head off the boll-weevil.
But, do you know, that for a long time the farmers,
as a rule, could see no good in the department's remedy
notwitiistanding its proven success at the agricultural

stations? It was too simple; it did not kill the boll-

weevils quick enough. It was also contrary to the
traditional idea of '"laying by" crops and of cultivating
land only for the purpose of killing weeds.

This, however, did not discourage the Secretary of
Agriculture. He made up his mind to pound his remedy
into the heads of the farmers, whether they liked it

or not, and so he flooded the boil-weevil stricken

regions with experts, book farmers mostly. This was
the campaign waged through the South under the gen-
eralship of Dr. S. A. Knapp. The experts went from
house to house, got the farmers together in little groups,
and explained to them how crops could not be grown
successfully in a.ny soil without the presence in tiiat

soil of bacteria friendly to the crop ; that, while fertil-

izing the soil had the effect, as shown by the microscope,
of increasing the friendly bacteria, it was also shown
by the microscope that stirring the soil and letting the

air in around the plant had the sam.e effect, often just

as great an effect, as a top dressing of stable manure;
that this was why the cultivation of a plant stimulateil

its growth, just as it is stimulated by the application of
a fertilizer; that since the boll-weevil could not appear
in damaging numbers until after several generations
had had time to hatch out and since they never attacked
the hard shell of the boll which incloses the growing
cotton, so lon,g as there were plenty of tender squares
in which to deposit their eggs, the right thing to do
was' to get an early variety of good seed, plow less land
for cotton and concentrate on this reduced area the

same amount of
work in cultivating

the crop which they
had been in the
hal)it of applying to

two or three times
as much land. It

did not necessarily

mean more work in

raising cotton, but
often less work,
considering the
increased yield and
the time saved in

plowing and plant-

ing a smaller area
as compared with a
larger one.

The conservation
of the moisture
resulting from the
frequent stirring of
the soil was also

dwelt upon, and it

w a s shown h o w
much better the
smaller field culti-

vated in this way
would stand the
summer droughts
than the larger one
cultivated the old
way. The farmers
were assured that,

under the depart-
ment's method, the

plant would grow rapidly from the start and the first

and second growth of squares would turn into hard-
shelled bolls and safely inclose a good crop before the

boll-weevils appeared in destructive swarms and that,

when they did thus appear, the third growth of squares
would be enough to satisfy their greed until the cotton

was ready to pop the bolls open.

An Inoculation of Ideas

THE wise old man at the head of Uncle Sam's agri-

cultural department, however, did not stop by merely
disseminating information in this way among the

farmers. He went still further. ?Ie had his experts

in every neighborhood which they visited persuade a

farmer or two to plant and cultivate perhaps no more
than a single acre under the printed rules and directions

of the department. These e.xperts would then come
around every week or two and sec that the job was
being done according to the book. By the end of the

season a single acre thus cultivated would sometimes
yield a bale or more of cotton worth, including the

seed, fifty or sixty dollars, while the cotton in the rest

of the field would hardly pay for picking. In this way
the brams of the farmers of Texas were inoculated, the

result being that bigger crops at probably less expense
are now grown in Texas with the boll-weevil than were
formerly grown without him.

I will' now return to the velvet bean, haying gotten

the friendly bacteria off my mind, about which Captain
[concluded ox P.\GE 6]
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More Histories of Abandoned Farms
Inspiring Stories of Success Told in Letters From Our Readers

Hard Work That Accomplished
Something

AN OLD farm covers both sides of a

long valley in our neighborhood, per-
' haps a mile long. The soil is lime-

stone, clay and slate diversified, with some
gravel. Years of unchecked vi^ashing and
cropping without return had so exhausted

its fertility that two large fields had been

thrown out as too poor to farm. Tenants
robbed the place of cross-ties, posts, etc.

Uncared-for washes cut up the land until

the spring floods used to deposit tons of

stone and debris in the yard and flood the

house.
Then the present owner took hold. He

wasn't afraid of hard work that accom-
plished something. He was an enthusi-

astic Grange member and well read on
scientific farming.

He hauled eight}' cart-loads of the flood

deposits out of the yard. Then the gullies

were filled, ditches cut to lead off the

surplus water; and the premises cleaned

up. Wire fences and post-and-rail boun-
daries went where the rotten old "worm"
fence straggled before.

The judicious use of barn-yard manure,
applied knowledge of soils and humus, the

turning under of green rye and clover,

sowing of buckwheat and rotation of crops

have brought the worn-out soil up steadily

to a high state of fertility. Out of timber

grown on the farm the owner has built a

fine bank barn and some other buildings.

No apparently waste by-product is lost.

Ohe of the first successes was the set-

ting of a field of alfalfa, which yielded

three crops per year, of so many tons

that I hesitate to tell it.

Saving Muscle-Power

The timber-cutting left the woods full

of tree-tops and fallen timber, so the

owner rigged up an old horse-power to a

saw of large size, and in one day can now
cut enough stove-wood to last many
months at a cost of about two dollars per

day. He has a knowledge of blacksmith-

ing and the necessary tools, so cuts his

shoeing bills to a minimum, and this is no
small item, working five head as he does.

He raises all his own meat, bread, veg-

etables, fruits and tame berries, while his

cows supply more than he needs of butter

and milk. His horse-power is also used

on a f«dder-cutter.

He believes in making ropes and pulleys

do the work of muscles, and all heavy
lifting is simplified thus. When he clears

out a locust-thicket he uses block and

tackle and two or four horses and tears

out the roots far better than they can be

grubbed out. Others in the vicinity

farmed around the big stumps, but he

hitched four horses to the heavy wagon
used for hauling cross-ties, and by putting

a roller on the side-bars, with a heavy

log chain he pulled out the stumps, aided

by the down-hill grade.

A rural telephone in his sitting-room

enables him to market his products after

supper, learn prices, etc. ; and last spring

he called help to fight a dangerous forest

fire that threatened his barn. Systematic

planning to make every move count

keeps his work always up to the minute.

The secret of his success has been hard

work and, perhaps, an unusual personality.

He is a fine manager and keeps his hired

men just as interested in the success of

his crops as he is himself.

Cumberland, Maryland.
Clifford E. Davis.

A City Woman's Experience

I WAS born in town, raised in town and
had never spent more than one day

on a farm at one time, until I married a

farmer boy sick of the farm and anxious

to live in town.
After living in town about six years

John began to get what the neighbors

and I jokingly called "farm fever" every

spring and fall, but I declared I would
not move onto a farm. For ten years I

fought this "farm fever." Then our
family had grown from two to seven.

Everything we ate was so high priced

and John's health had begiui to give way
working indoors, so that finally I decided
I had better yield. We sold our town
home and began to hunt a farm.

We knew all the time of this particular

farm near to John's old home, but John
said he knew I would not live there. At
last our time was nearly up, and we had
bargained for a four-thousand-dollar
farm. Then I guess fate took hold. I

asked my husband to take me to see the

"Hillside Farm," as we now call it. He
laughed in a sickly way. I understood
why when we arrived at the end of the
lane. Both sides of the road lay thick
with old cider-barrels, hoops, broken
dishes and crockery. Just behind the
house was the garden, with half the
fence down, the other half leaning one
way or other. There was an open well
with a few old fence-rails and boards
laid over it. When we had that well
cleaned they took a one-horse wagon-
load of trash out of it, but now there is

not a better well in the township. The
last tenants had drawn water up with a
pair of lines off a harness. A few steps
farther was an immense grape arbor
broken down. Around the corner of
the house was a large cherrj^-tree literal-

ly covered with grape-vines. The whole
3'ard was grown up with locust and bur-
dock. Not more than fifty feet from the
door was an old drill and wagons that
were only good for old iron.

A Run-Down Farm, But No Debt

I wilt never forget how we laughed
when we discovered there were two
colors to the woodwork in the kitchen

—

we thought it was dark brown or black,

but it turned out to be peach-blow and
drab when we were through scrubbing.

John left the choice to me. I reasoned
that if we bought the dearer farm, which
was in good condition, we would have a

debt of two thousand dollars, whereas
if we took the forsaken farm, which had
a good house, though dirty, we could
pay cash for it and clean and improve it.

We have lived here just two years
and the neighbors say it doesn't seem
like the same place. The whole secret is

work. How we all have worked, even
down to the baby boy of four years with
his little wheel-barrow.
We haven't spent much money on im-

provements, not more than fifty dollars
at the most. Of course, that well had to
be cleaned, a new pump put in and a
floor laid. Then we had to buy wall-
paper for the whole house and wire for
the new garden fence, the farm furnish-
ing posts. We pulled the grape-vine
down from the cherry-tree and put it on
an upright arbor. Last season we found
that tree and vine the best on the place.

There are about eighty choice apple-
trees in the orchards, which we trimmed.
We dug the burdock and dead plum-
trees out of the yard and trimmed the
cedars and lilacs. The orchard we
plowed in 1909 and planted potatoes, then
put in winter grain. Last spring it was
a picture to delight any eye, the apple-
trees in blossom overhead, the green
waving grain beneath, and the garden
looking so fresh that I wouldn't change
places with any town folks no matter
how fine their home.
Here we have the fresh air and fresh

products from the dairy and the vege-
table garden, beside the fresh fruits

which are considered luxuries in town
and we think it is just the place to raise
the children. I don't think we will have
any trouble to keep our boy on the farm,
he takes such interest in the work.

Pennsylvania. C. E. K.

Crowded Off the Farm
By W. T. Burdette

"I had pictured . . . the many things

a boy could do in a great city."

AWAY back in the eighties, when I sev-

ered my connection with the farm, or

at least had to sever it, my greatest

desire was to do something better than
farming. What a foolish desire it was.

I had pictured to myself the many things

a boy could do in a great city that would
elevate him, so that he could look down on
his sunburnt and husky brother back on
the farm.

But perhaps I should not have gone,

after all, had I not known that the old

folks were making preparations to rent

the farm at the end of my boyhood days
and that I would soon be ousted. I won-
der how many farm boys are thus left

out of the consideration by the old folks,

when they decide to sell or rent and move
to town?

Since leaving the farm I have learned a

trade, married and raised a family, but I

find that while I am living in an attractive

city—the nation's capital, in fact—I am
compelled to work every hour when able,

if I want to remain here. I find now that

I made a great mistake in leaving the

country. I have lost financially, morally
and physically. It was wrong, decidedly

wrong, to leave, not to return, but circum-

stances alter cases sometimes.
How I have longed for the plow, the

reaper,- thresher and the old cider-mill.

To-day I would sooner listen to their

clatter and screeching than the Marine
Band on Inauguration Day, coming down
the avenue.

I visited the old folks recently. They

"I find now that I made a great mistake
in leaving the country."

said they were sorry that they did not let

me take the farm, as it had depreciated in

value over three thousand dollars in

twenty years.

Have not the parents some responsibility

in the "rush of young men to the city?"

Parents, if you have sons and daughters,

do something to make the farm really

interesting to them. Take the boys as

partners. Turn the farm over to them
for a year at least. I am confident they

would make the old farm hum.
Allow them some pleasure, make the

home attractive and inviting in every way
possible and, above all, provide a good
library and a comfortable place to read.

All this can be done at a very little cost.

If you have daughters, allow them a

chance to be useful as well as ornamental.

Give the dairy to them, get them started

in the poultry business, and provide a

garden-spot, either flowers or vegetables,

or both. Let them manage things to their

own liking. Remember, you have turned

over things to the children, that this

responsibility will put them on their met-

tle, and while they may make some mis-

takes, they will atone for them by the

double earnestness of their work. Let

them come to you for advice. Don't force

it on them. You will find in a year or so,

that not only will the old place increase

twenty per cent, in value, but that you
have a happier home, a kinder family, that

you can spell contentment on every brow.

This will all come so easy that you will

wonder how it was done.

A Western Man in Virginia

'T'HE farm in question is located in

Southside, Virginia. I could give the
owner's name, but, as he is a very dif-

fident man, he prefers that I withhold it,

so we will call him Smith. Some years
after the war the owner sold this farm
and moved away. The man who bought
it could not pay for it, so it was sold

again and this proceeding was repeated
over and over again for ten years ; then
it was rented for several years. Each
occupant got everything he could out of

the land, but returned nothing to it; con-
sequently, the farm was reduced to a
barren waste. There are one hundred
and twenty-five acres in the tract. The
owner could find no purchaser, so placed

the farm in the hands of a real-estate

agent, who sold it to a Western man,
whom we call Smith, for eight dollars

per acre.

Smith paid half cash and gave his note
for the residue. He was a person of in-

domitable energj', possessing plenty of

horse-sense, and withal a man of fine

judgment. He was married and had one
child. He brought with him his house-
hold goods, two horses, six scrub cows
and some farming tools. After making
the cash payment he had little money
left. The first thing he did was to make
a pasture for his stock. He next filled

up all the gullies, then went to work to

get humus into the soil. It was spring.

He planted fifteen acres in corn and
sowed cow-peas in the corn before the

last working. He put another ten acres
in cow-peas, sowing them broadcast. In

the fall he picked all the pods and plowed
the vines under to make humus.
He cut the corn on the fifteen-acre

patch and hauled it ofif the field. He
plowed the vines and stubble under,
disked and harrowed the field, then
drilled in one and one half bushels of

wheat along with five hundred pounds
of bone-meal to the acre. In February
he sowed red clover on the wheat-field
and harrowed it lightly. In June he cut

the wheat. It made an average of twen-
ty bushels per acre and left a good stand
of clover.

Upward Steps

He put the ten-acre lot in corn, drop-
ping some phosphoric acid with the grain.

Meanwhile, he bought another team, giv-

ing his note, and hired a man to help.

They plowed thirty acres more. Ten of

them he put in oats and twenty in corn,

planting peas along with the corn. The
oats were cut in June and the land nicely

prepared and sowed to wheat in Septem-
ber, drilling in five hundred pounds of

bone-meal to the acre. In the fall the

twent}^-acre corn-field had five hundred
pounds of bone-meal disked in and was
sowed to wheat.
The yield from the fifteen-acre corn-

field that he put in the first year was fif-

teen bushels per acre. The thirty acres

planted in corn the second year averaged
thirty bushels. Working along this line

Smith greatly improved the fertility of

his farm and at the end of the third

year he had the most of his place under
cultivation, at least half of the acres

were producing three times as much as

when he bought the farm and he could

meet his first note. Unlike his neigh-

bors. Smith did not sell his calves, but

kept them to build up his herd.

Smith early recognized the need of a

better barn, but he did not have the

money to have one built. So he and his

hired man turned to, blasting and haul-

ing rock to make a suitable foundation

for the barn. Then they cut logs and
hauled them to a saw-mill to be made
into plank. This work ran into the third

year. When all material had been gotten

together they commenced to build, oc-

casionalh' getting help. Working on the

barn when the crops did not require

their services, they finished during the

fourth year. If this barn had been put

up by contract, it would have cost three

thousand dollars.

Smith's success is due to the fact that

he raised on his farm everything that man
and beast ate. He observed a proper ro-

tation of crops and always kept humus
and nitrogen in the soil by sowing cow-

peas on every available spot and sowing

clover in every corn-field and wheat-

patch. He would not take sevent}'-five

dollars per acre for his land to-day and

savs that he is making more money on

his farm here than he ever made on the

same area out West.
Danville, Virginia.

E. W. Armistead.
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Some Pressing Problems of American Farmers—III.

The Case and Its Cure—By John Pickering Ross

IT
IS the purpose of the series, of which

this is the conclusion, to direct atten-

tion to some of the problems of the
American farmer, the most serious of

which, perhaps, is that of increasing
the average production of food-stuffs,

lest the demands of our increasing popula-
tion outrun the national supply. Bound
up with this are other farmers' problems,
of labor and its management, of securing
to countr}^ homes a larger share of the
comforts of life and of diverting the flow
of able young people from farm to city.

Last month's article set forth the essen-
tials of the farm management of the
British farmer, whose success in solving
similar problems, under conditions in

some ways dissimilar, but in many ways
more stringent, has been remarkable.
How is this story of the business meth-

ods and the domestic life of the British
farmer to be of use to the American? It

is offered merely for suggestion and
encouragement, for what has been success-
fully done before can be done again.

It is worthy of note that at this period,
when a succession of prosperous seasons
have enabled the farmers of most of the
middle West and West to clear off their
mortgages and other indebtedness and to
accumulate good round balances at their
bankers, the ever-increasing cost of living,

the decrease in the supplies of wheat,
cattle, sheep and hogs, and the growing
price of farm lands should have become
so promineni a topic of talk and of news-
paper comment. To this may be added
the undeniable fact that on a too large
proportion of our farms fifteen to twenty
bushels of grain (the last reports on the
Kansas average of the wheat production
is thirteen to fifteen bushels), are allowed
to occupy the space that should produce
from thirty to fifty bushels.

So much land is being taken up by peo-
ple not trained to agriculture that a great
deal of this trouble must be ascribed to

want of knowledge ; but this excuse will

not be long admissible in face of the vast
resources for obtaining such knowledge
which the federal and state governments,
as well as many privately organized insti-

tutions, are offering to all.

Less Toil, Mere Planning

The life of the farmer should be the
happiest and most independent of all.

Statistics go to show that many more
than half of all the men who go into

trade or professions make a dismal failure

of it, while a bankrupt farmer is a rarity.

The prices of living affect him less than
any one, for the main necessaries of life,

and many of what ma}' be called the lux-
uries, he produces, or should produce, for

himself ; and if he and his famil}' fail to

enjoy the ordinary comforts of life, not
to mention its pleasures, it is generall}^

because he has underestimated the impor-
tance and the vast possibilities of his

calling and has been willing to work too
much with his hands and too little with
his brains, or to occupy the latter with
trivial details.

The fact is that the land cries for more
labor, while thousands of good men, able

to satisfy the want, go almost begging.
To a great extent it is "up to" the farmer
to set this right ; for it is a plain duty
for the man who can find work for the

unemployed to do so. It is a very prac-
tical form of patriotism.

The immense advances made in the
invention and production of farm machin-
ery certainly make field labor less severe,

but do not dispense with the call for
skilled farm hands. Up to the present
time no machine has been found which
will automatically feed and care for live

stock, nor a machine which will, without
injury to a young growing crop, pull up
the weeds which, on rich land, will always

be there, near to its roots, to rob it. The
biblical method of letting them "both grow
together until harvest" will not gee with
intense farming, for the weed is smart
enough to seed before the grain is ready
for the reaper. Machinery in mill and
iron works has increased rather than
diminished the number of hands em-
ployed ; and the same will be found to
hold good in farming when thirty to fift}'

bushels -of grain take the place of unfor-
tunate thirteen. The student, returning
from the agricultural college "chock-full"
of farming lore, will soon find out that
he can use it to better purpose than to

allow himself to become a mere day
laborer ; and he will see to it that the
man who is probably better fitted for hard
work and less for planning than himself,
gets his chance.

If it is true, then, that more labor must
be employed ; more live stock fed, and
a proper rotation of crops introduced and
strictly adhered to ; if the land is to be
made to produce all that it can without
impairing its fertility, let us consider how
these improvements can be effected.

First as to labor : How and where can
the most desirable kind be found?

In all the larger cities there are Ameri-
cans who, having quit country life with
the idea that they would do better in the
cit}', have found out their mistake, and
would gladly get back to the land. Many
of these have been farmers who have
failed, not from want of industry, but
of capital ; or because they lacked initia-

tive and managing capabilit}'. There are
also many foreigners brought up on
farms, the best of them for this purpose
being English, Scotch or Swedes, who
have tramped this country, taking transient

jobs when they could get them, but long-
ing for permanent settlement. Failing in

this, they have drifted back to the cities

However, beyond fair

and friendly treatment,
good wages and attract-

ive homes, there step in

the temperamental pecu-
liarities which . often
divide good men, and
which nothing but the
mutual determination to

bear and forbear can
bridge over ; so perhaps
it will be best to leave
the ways and means
whereb)^ a good em-
ployee can be retained
for each man to work
out for himself.

If I were hiring men
for this purpose, after
much experience with
all sorts and national-
ities, I would try to get
an American ex-farmer
with a managing wife, he to act as a sort

of foreman (if one could be found who
would take orders), and as horseman. I

would seek for a trained Scotch or Eng-
lish shepherd and a cattleman of the same
nationalities. For field labor any sober,

industrious man who has worked on a

farm and will follow instructions can soon
be trained to carry out the proprietor's

ideas of how things should be done. One
man with a fair knowledge of gardening
and perhaps of caring for horses should
be secured.
As to live stock : About every American

who cares anything about animals knows
that it does not pay to keep a scrub of anj^

kind, be it bull or bull-dog, horse, hog or
cattle. The well-bred animal ripens earlier,

feeds faster and carries his flesh in better
form and acquires it on less food than his

under-bred fellow. He is generally more
placid and better tempered and therefore

An Up-to-Date Boarding-House on an English Farm of To-day

With Comfortable Cottages Such as This

Content to Remain With One

Both of these classes of men can be
found by using the want columns of

the leading dailies of the nearest large
city ; or by employing the services of a

reputable employment office. By describ-
ing exactly what is wanted to the manager
of such an office, and being willing to pay
for extra careful service, he may be relied

on to find the right man, at least for a
month's trial.

It is often more difficult to keep a good
man than to find him. The labor account
has to be constant, so first of all a call

has to be made on capital to provide good
and attractive homes. The farmer can
afford to build either a house where the

wife of a leading man can board the
unmarried men

;
or, where none but mar-

ried men are employed on the place

—and this is often
best—comfortable cot-

tages, varying in size

from three to six rooms.
This may seem to be a

large outlay, but it is

generally a mistake, and
adds much to the labors

of the famil}', to board
hired men in the home.
Really nice cottages

allure the most desir-

able class of farming
men, and if they have
grown-up sons and
daughters who can be
employed on the farm
or in the house, a great
step has been taken
toward retaining them
for long periods.

Provided, Men and Their Families Are

Employer for Long Periods

easier to handle. He also catches the
buyer's eye more quickly. But he is more
prone to need good care ; is less fit to

rough it. Many farmers seem to think
that any sort of treatment is good enough
for young animals, but the truth is that

once allowed to get stunted in growth or
even to be subjected to a temporary set-

back for want of proper food or shelter

in winter it is almost impossible to get

them back to their best form. Man, in his

sphere, should always be advancing
onward and upward ; and. so the animal
intended for his use as food should be
kept advancing upward and round-about-
ward. I have noticed that farm horses
are much shorter lived in this countrj'

than in England, and impute it to the fact

that over there they are as carefully

groomed and cared for as our riding or

driving horses.

A Running Mate for the Hog

Hogs will always and with good reason
be the American farmer's best stand-by

;

but since mutton is all the time growing
in popularit}', especially as lamb, a few
words about sheep may be of use to those

who have not tried or not succeeded with
them.
As to breed : Any of the Down vari-

eties. Southdown, Dorset, Suffolk, Hamp-
shire or Shropshire, both for mutton and
wool, are best suited to this climate. They
stand both heat and cold better than the

larger, longer-wooled varieties, if the

English breeds are to be used. They are

healthier, more prolific and better mothers
and they ripen more quickly.

Sheep have one virtue peculiar to them-

An Old-Time English "Hind's House," or Boarding-House for

Farm Laborers

selves ; when turned out on land fairly

dry by Nature or by draining, their tread
is invaluable for consolidating and their

manure for fertilizing it. Sent into a

young grain crop which is thought to be
too rank, they will eat it down evenly
without disturbing the roots, which their

tread will press down more firmly than
any roller.

The chronicling here of a little personal
experience with this will be excused.
Some twenty years ago an Eastern firm
offered a prize for the best eight acres of
wheat grown with their fertilizer. I deter-
mined to try for it, and they sent,a liberal

supply, free of cost. I measured off the
land out of a field on which a crop of
potatoes and early cabbage had been
grown with a liberal dressing of stable

and hog-yard manure. After well work-
ing the ground I sowed it, a little later

than I had wished to do, with the ferti-

lizer. It was covered nearly all the winter
with snow. When spring came the wheat
was thicker and ranker than I wanted to

have it, and very loosely rooted. I had
drilled it nine inches between the rows.
I turned eighty wether sheep and a few
ewes onto it, and they ate it down prett)'

close. Most of my neighbors said I was
craz}', but I got the prize, and imputed my
good luck as much to the sheep as to the
fertilizer. This was in Illinois, on a

gentl}' sloping field of reddish loam on a
clay subsoil.

Sheep are Healthy

Sheep are not subject to diseases such
as hog-cholera or the epidemics so

destructive among cattle. Scab and foot-

rot, their two most common troubles, are
almost unknown under a good shepherd.
When great losses occur among them it

is almost always caused by want of proper
food and shelter in winter ; troubles only
to be avoided by care and forethought.

Mutton, and lamb are so rapidly grow-
ing in popular esteem—and this is largely

owing to the fact that we are just begin-

ning to learn sheep-feeding—and are com-
manding so good a price, just now running-

hogs, at their highest, very closely, that

it seems reasonable to hope that the day
of the sheep is dawning.
As regards rotation of crops, unless the

Western farmer is willing to see his land

become, even in the present generation, as

valueless for agricultural use as is so

much of New England, he must adopt and
adhere to some systematic use of restora-

tive crops. Old experience and modern
science unite in urging this. Choice of

seed, careful cultivation, the liberal use of

fertilizers, all these are good ; but as long

as the continued growth of cereals on the

same ground in successive years is

indulged in, certain deterioration, some-
times amounting to actual sterility is

assured, even with the most fertile soil.

The adoption of a special line of crop

rotation depends on so many varying cir-

cumstances of locality, nature of soil, type

of farming followed an':' other details

that it would be well for a'li but the most
experienced and scientific farmers to avail

themselves of the help of the experts of

their state board of agriculture, experi-

ment stations or state colleges. The
Division of Publications of the United
States Department of Agriculture at

Washington is issuing pamphlets and bul-

letins on the subject which, when recently

issued, can be secured gratis from the

Secretary of Agriculture, while older

bulletins' can be had from the Superinten-

dent of Documents at Washington, for a

few cents.

A very able article by Mr. J. C. Mohler,
[concluded on page 6]
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Farm and Fireside's Headwork Shop
A Department of Short Cuts, New Wrinkles and Knacks

Underground Engine-Muffler

MANY farmers have
gasolene - engines
the noise from

the exhaust of which is

objectionable. This
may be entirely done
away with by the use
of this simple muffler.

Two barrels are con-
nected by a pipe (A)

the same size as the pipe that leads from
the exhaust. Four or five small pipes are
screwed into the top of one barrel and the
pipe (B) from the muffler is fastened into
the top of the other. Both barrels are buried
so their tops are about six inches below the
surface of the ground. This muffler will stop
the noise entirely, and due to its large size

it will not reduce the power of the engine.
Abner B. Shaw.

Home-Made Lathe
AviNG often felt

the need of a
small lathe to turn
out file handles, etc.,

and having an old
sewing-machine on
hand I worked out
this device, ^^^ith a
sharp cold chisel I

removed the busi-
ness end (B) of the machine at C and D.
Now I filed deep grooves into F and put
in pin (E) to keep the turning article steady.
Figure A was secured at small cost at a
blacksmith shop and is fastened to the plat-
form by two bolts at O. A rest for the
cutting-knife is made like Figure G. The
cutting-knife was made from an old file, as
shown in Figure H. With this small
machine, the highly prized grillwork, which
adorns so many inside parlor doors, can be
made with little time and small expense. I

find much pleasure in using my lathe in my
spare time before and after school.

E. Clair Powell.

Chain Gate Fastening

a;CHAIN is generally
'fastened to a gate with

staples or wire, but that is

insecure and unsatisfac-
tory. The following
device will fasten the
chain so that it will stay
there as long as the gate
lasts.

Make a slot in the gate standard by boring
'holes close together. The bit used should be
a little smaller than the iron of which the
links are made, and the slot should not be
quite as long as the width of the links.

Clean the slot out with knife or chisel, and
drive the end link of the chain through the
slot until it projects about half an inch on
the other side of the gate standard. Slip a

piece of round iron through the link and
drive the link back until it draws the iron
tight to the gate standard, and you have a
lasting job. Eugene Stollwerk.

Dehorning Chute
CHUTES like this

one can be con-
structed of two-inch
lumber throughout,
excepting for the

two upper pieces on
the sides, which are

one by sixteen. A
stanchion is provided at the front end with
loose pins at bottom, which can be removed
quickly and the animal driven out in front

if desired. After the animal is fastened

into stanchion a rope run around its neck
and nose is fastened to the windlass and
drawn taut. Bolts should be used through-

out and clips on the cross-pieces to insure

strength. Arthur Loudenbeck.

A Farmer's Card Index
WHEN I read an article

in any paper that I

think would be useful I

mark it, and all the mem-
bers of the family in turn
likewise mark the paper.

When all are through with
the paper I cut out the

marked items. Those
bearing on the subject
that would be useful at

certain seasons are filed

in the monthly file in rear
of box and the others

alphabetically according to subjects treated.
In addition to this" I have a daily file for
anything to be attended to on a particular
day. My box is fitted with four-by-six guides
and cost eighty cents, but a handy inan can
make one that will answer just as well.

By following this general plan you may in

time have a mine of useful information and
have it where it can always be found. Any
one keeping farm accounts or records of
some test he is making can add an extra
alphabetical index and file his records on
cards. It is handier than entering them in

a book. L. R. Day.

To Make the Knots Let Go
HERE is a remedy for the hardest knot, in

harness, straps, cords, ropes or even
shoe-strings. Hammer the knot on all sides

with a mallet or piece of wood, turning the
strap or rope around. Then dip it in boiling

water, holding it there a minute or two,
according to the size of the knot to be
loosened. Before doing so add a little soap
to the water—common laundry-soap is the

best. Then with a sharp-pointed instrument
pick the knot loose. It can often be done
with the fingers. Knots that have been
pulled in harness or in ropes for months or

years can be loosened readily. Knots in

chains, when treated as above, can be loos-

ened also. S. T. Ray.

A Little Giant Racklifter

WITH the low-down
handy wagon

came the fiat rack so
generally used. The
only objection to it is

the weight when put-
ting on and off the
wagon (a job often

requiring two and three men) and the want
of a suitable place to store when not in use.

I overcome these difficulties in the follow-
ing manner. On one side of the barn floor
are two well-braced rests made of two-by-
fours, and fastened about the height of the
bottom of the rack, projecting a short dis-

tance out into the driveway. I drive up
close to this side and raise the rack enough
to catch upon the rests. Then I take the
loose end of a rope that is fastened to the
windlass arrangement (see sketch) and tie

it to a ring-bolt (B) fastened in the opposite
side of the rack. With- the windlass (C) the
rack is quickly turned up alongside the mow,
and one does not miss the little space occu-
pied.

The rack is in the dry instead of out-
doors rotting and we don't have to call on
the neighbors to help load and unload. The
loose pin (D) is inserted in the upright that
supports the windlass, to prevent the crank
turning when the rack is up. An old fan-
ning-mill crank or the raising and lowering
gear of a discarded grain-binder can be made
into windlass parts. Bernard F. Dalzell.

To Milk a Kicking Cow
I HAVE tried a number

of "sure thing" ways
to milk a kicking cow,
but never accom-
plished the job suc-
cessfully until I hit
upon this plan : Tie
the cow in a stall,

allowing her no sur-
plus rope. To the right-hand manger post
bolt (loosely) a board that will reach to
opposite left-hand post at rear of cow. The
board should be a little springy, but strong.
A simple catch (A) holds the board in place.
Since all stables are not made alike, I can
give oiily the general principles. But the main
point is to have the board so adjusted as to
press firmly against the cow's right side.
Thus a wedge-shaped space between board
and partition is obtained in which the cow
is securely held.

In the illustration the right-hand partition
is removed to give a better view of device.
A hook (B) made of heavy wire serves to
hold board up out of the way when not in
use. R. A. Galliher.

A Jockey Stick Hitch

finessing three, four
or more horses. Take
a stout light stick three
and one half to four
feet long, and fasten a
snap at each end by
cutting a notch and
tying with very strong
cord. Fasten one end
of stick to outside ring

of outside horse's bit and the other end to

hame of inside horse. Tie inside ring of
bit of outside horse to back-band. This pre-
vents crowding and a horse works fine as
soon as he has become properly accustomed
to it.

In the diagram AAAA represents the
horses' bits, SS the sticks, HH the hames,
BB points of fastening to back-band.

W. A. Seely.

The Air Your Mill-Race

Take four pieces

of two-by-four
six feet long
(AA), bolt them
in pairs, each pair
being crossed in

X shape, onto a
piece of four-by-four for a shaft. The shaft
is shaved down round at the ends and run
through a hole at the crossing of the two-
by-fours, so that one foot on either end is
left projecting for a bearing and pulley.
Then take two twelve-inch boards six feet
long and nail from one cross to the other on
all four ends, making four paddles and you
will have a windmill vt-heel that works just
like a water-mill wheel. Place it on two
posts across the direction wind comes from
the most. Then build a square pen around
it half-way up—high enough up, that is, so
that the wind only catches the uppermost
pair of paddles, and you will have power to
run your corn-sheller, saw-bucks and grinder,
pump your water and do a great many other
things.

Or place the wheel so it projects half-way
above the roof of some shed, and no pen
will be necessary. Better still, locate the
wheel between two sheds that come close
together, so that the uppermost pair of pad-
dles projects above the level of the roofs
and gets the wind.

This plan is of most use in plains regions
where the wind blows very steadily.

W. W. Pollom.

Gravity Closes the Gate
A

GATES like the one sketched will close

themselves from any position, also open-
ing uphill on rising ground. The main
points of this gate are : First, the long post
of the gate should lean in at the top from
the perpendicular six inches or a foot. This
causes the front end of the gate to rise

from the ground on its being opened and
gravity will always bring it back.

Second, this gate should have small bear-
ings. At the top a small bolt (A) should be
driven in the end of the gate-post and should
be a loose fit in a hole bored through the

piece of plank nailed to the fence-post. At
the bottom another bolt (,B) should be
driven in the gate-post with about an inch
projecting for a bearing which should rest

on an old piece of iron set in the ground
with a shallow hole in it for the bolt to

work in. This makes a slight contact and
little friction. All my gates are made on this

principle which may, of course, be modified
to suit circumstances. F. S. Sumner.

So Nothing Escapes the Paint

THE quick and dandy way to paint a gate

is to do it before it is made. Then all

the joints and covered places that in the

ordinary gate gather moisture and rot out

are protected by paint and the gate will last

much longer. If any future paintings are

given, all the hard places to reach with a

brush are already coated.

To do it, get a pair of trestles and tack

a board on each so you will have room for

all the gate boards to lie flatwise at once.

Then clamp all your gate boards of equal

width together, set them on edge and paint

all the upper edges at once. Then turn
them over and paint all the other edges at

once. Then spread them out flatwise and
paint their upper sides quick and easy like

painting a floor. Turn and do the same to

the lower sides and you will finish in a
quarter of the time it would take to paint

a finished gate.

Let the boards dry on the trestles, where
a second coat may be given in the same man-
ner if desired, leaving the final coat to be'

applied to the finished gate in order to cover
up any marred places.

Of course, one cannot take a gate apart

in order to paint it my way, but for that

matter it has been my observation that the

great majority of gates are only painted
once, when they are new. Paul R. Strain.

Poultryman, Attention

THE February 10th Headwork Shop will include a half-dozen poultry kinks which
will be just what you want for hatching-time and chick-raising time and there-

after. You'll want to save them for your scrap-book.

Everybody!
Are you voting on these Headwork ideas? Remember, your vote on a postal, for

the three knacks you like best, helps decide the regular prize award—five dollars to

each of the three contributors whose articles receive the largest number of votes.

Any subscriber can vote, or any member of the subscriber's family, provided the name
of the one that takes the paper is mentioned, and no one else is voting on the basis

of the same subscription. Editor.

Cement Grindstone

You can make your
own grindstone by

the following plan.

y _ Take two barrel-rings
-A and butt them together

^ with the bigger sides
in the middle. Brace them in that position
by driving a circle of nails around them,
for instance. Have a smooth platform of
boards under them. Into this mold pour
a mixture of one part cement and two parts
sand. The sand must be fine, and all stones
screened out with a sieve. Have a square
wooden pin set up in the exact center of
the circle, so as to have a hole for the axle
when the stone is molded. The sketch shows
the mold before the cement is poured in.

A. LUHNING.

Some Pressing Problems of the

American Farmer
[continued from page 5]

Assistant Secretary of the Kansas Board of
Agriculture, published last winter, showed
the immense advance in productiveness of
that state in the last twenty years. The
record of Kansas is duplicated or approached
in a dozen other progressive states.

Mr. Mohler gives well-deserved recogni-
tion to the industry and patience of the men
bv whom these results have been achieved.
There is comfort in the thought that such
men are certain to avail themselves of the
knowledge of all the recent advances in
scientific agriculture which the states are
so liberally putting within their reach. In
doing this they will be able to rejoice in
the assurance that their children's children
will wonder, not so much at the productive-
ness of their native state, but that "gran'pa"
was such a splendid farmer that he made the
old home farm, which they love, grow fifty
bushels of wheat where it only used to grow
fifteen, when he was a boy, and left it for
their enjoyment more fruitful than ever.
By that day it is even possible that the

packing-houses, cold-storage concerns, pro-
duce commission men, and even the butcher,
milkman and grocer may have been chast-
ened into some consideration for the unfor-
tunate "ultimate consumer." But may it not
also have happened that after eft'ecting this
wonderful reformation of the middlemen,
the always hungry public may turn its eye
on the farmer, so that he who has not made
the earth, the mother of us all. to yield all

that was possible of increase without destroy-
ing her fertility, may be held up to public
reprobation as a "cumberer of the ground?"

The Magic of the Velvet Bean
[continued from page 3]

Jack and Missie think I am something of
a crank, Missie especially so. She, as I have
told you before, is from Missouri, and farm-
ers there when she was a kid thought it

ridiculous to continue to cultivate a crop
after the weeds were killed—and ' then she
everlastingly persists in reminding us of the
additional expense.
When we picked that corn on Mr. White's

farm the vines were so entwined around the
stalks in many places as to interfere some-
what with our work. By late September
the corn-stalks in some places were covered
out of sight under great green hummocks
four or five feet deep. This growth contin-
ued unabated until the first frost. By that
time there were tons upon tons of green
stuff to the acre as appetizing to hogs and
cattle as clover. They can graze on it till

spring, since the density of the foliage pro-
tects the lower leaves and vines from the
occasional frosts occurring here during the
winters.

But not less important is the fact that just
beneath the surface the legume nodules will

have stored up in that field great quantities
of soil-enriching nitrogen gathered from the
atmosphere. The expense was trifling,

seventy-five cents for a peck of beans and
less than a day's labor to the acre. Why.
then, cannot this be made a; great corn and
hog producing country in which, alternating
corn with cotton, and growing the velvet
bean with the corn, the soil, instead of
deteriorating, will steadily improve in fer-

tilit}', notwithstanding uninterrupted crop-
pings?
The velvet bean does not thrive well, so I

am informed, further north than a hundred
miles or so from this latitude, and the farm-
ers here are only just beginning to awaken
to its value. Mr. White seems to have been
the first one in this vicinity to demonstrate
perhaps the most eft'ective way of using it.

I have not begun to tell all that I want to

say about this wonderful legume and of the
plans and speculations and pipe dreams
regarding it—literally pipe-dreams with real

smoke—in which Captain Jack and I indulge
when the day's work is over, sitting in those
easy chairs on the gallery. Of course, we
are always being interrupted by more or less

sage observations from Missie. She will

talk and she does like to throw cold water,
ice-water sometimes. I shall reserve some
of those pipe dreams for my next.

This is the second of a series of letters

from one of the most interesting dairy farms
in America. The third will appear soon.
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Trees are 1 reasure
A Selling Lesson for Woodlot Owners

IT
IS more of a puzzle to sell wood-lot

products than to grow them. Ordinarily-

wood grows itself without attention and
even the specially tended wood-lot, where
the stand is carefully thinned, the crooked
trees culled and the young growth looked

after, takes less work than any other similar

sized area on the farm. But the selling of

wood-lot products, where the best paying

market is sought out and the ultimate dollar

squeezed from the deal, is a matter requiring

a good deal of forethought and real sales-

manship.
The market for farm wood-lot products

can, for convenience, be classified under
four heads : Fuel (cord-wood and the like)

;

wood for lumber (sold in the log to saw-
mills, usually)

;
posts, piles and other timber

finished on the ground (including fence-

posts, telegraph-poles, railroad-ties, etc.), and
woods for special purposes (both those high-

priced woods which enter into manufactured
articles and wood for paper pulp, acid manu-
facture, etc.). Fuel, of course, sells lowest,

and special-purpose wood best of all. The
object of the farmer-salesman should be to

sell his wood to those who will put it to its

highest possible purpose, and who will be
willing to pay proportionately good prices

for it.

The fuel market is most available, and
most farmers probably realize all its possi-

bilities. The low-priced gasolene-engine has,

however, opened up one new possibility in

fuel marketing—the preparation of wood in

short lengths for city consumption. This
sawed-fuel trade is, of course, limited to

regions within easy hauling distances of

cities, over fair roads. Granted this condi-

tion, the city wood-yards can be canvassed
personally or through city friends or, better

yet, individual customers fovmd among the

"ultimate consumers," by direct solicitation

or through the wood-markets which some
cities have in connection with their hay-
markets. In the East this business is

increasingly popular among farmers near
cities, who want to fill out the slack season
and hire their men by the year. A Virginia
subscriber, Mr. H. E. Smith, wrote interest-

ingly of his wood-cutting experience in the

November 2Sth Farm and Fireside
(Page 4).

The problem of selling heavier timber to

sawmills to be worked into structural lum-
ber differs so greatly under the conditions

of each locality that a discussion in more
than general terms would have little value.

Of course, a market within hauling distance,

if there is such, is the most desirable. Where
it is necessary to ship by rail, the problem is

first one of getting together car-load ship-

ments. Unless it is possible to make up such
shipments from a single wood-lot or, by
cooperation, among several wood-lots of

neighbors, shipment is almost out of the
question, for freight rates on smaller quan-
tities are almost prohibitive. Furthermore,
few mills will consider buying anything less

than a car-load.

Poles Bring Easier Money

Before attempting sales outside of his own
neighborhood it is necessary for the wood-
lot owner to figure very exactly what it will

cost him to get out the timber, deliver it at

the railroad, and ship it. Only on such a

basis can he tell whether the offers he may
receive from the mills, when he solicits their

trade, will give him an adequate profit.

Some, though not all, mills will assume the

shipping charges, the price paid the shipper

being then proportionately less, of course.

Small wood-lot owners often have diffi-

culty in securing their first orders for tim-

ber which they are to get out themselves.
Sawmills and other buyers are slow about
ordering from men who handle limited quan-
tities, who are personally unknown and whose
timber is of more or less unknown quality.

Such a business has, therefore, to begin
locally and grow slowly.

The case of posts, poles, etc., is a little

different. Posts, of course, have a neigh-

borhood market. The profits that have been
gained in actual practice of post-growing are

set forth by Mr. Markley, below. The fol-

lowing facts on poles and piling are quoted
from "Farm By-Products," the great Farm
AND Fireside manual of side-line profit-

making, and are based on the actual experi-
ence of farmers :

Poles are worth good money to electrical
companies. If you can get together a car-
load of cedar, chestnut, cypress, juniper,
pine, oak, fir or redwood poles, you can get
a tidy sum for them. They must be reason-
ably straight, and their value increases
rapidly with their height. In 1906, the cedar
poles used by electric companies averaged
$4.23 each; chestnut, $3.71; oak, $2.35; fir,

$2.29 ; redwood, $5.28. ' Good forty to sixty
foot, straight shapely telephone-poles cost
as high as $25.00 each, and even more.
Look your trees over, and talk with the
manager of the nearest electric company.

Tell him what you have. If you have a car-

load, or more, get into touch with jobbers,

unless you have a local market. Good locust

poles are salable in limited numbers some-
times for the pillars of arbors and. pergolas.

Where trees have special uses, it is a waste
to sell them for ordinary uses.

Piling for docks, wharves, bridges, foun-
dations and other heavy building purposes
is sometimes bought at very high prices.

Any wood-lot which has good, straight hard
wood, or even coniferous trees, not quite up
to the electric companies' standards, and up
to twenty-four inches across the stump may
have a little treasure in piling—especially if

the public work is within hauling distance.
Piles sell readily in car-lots.

Railroad-ties are still frequently got out

on contract, though many roads now grow
their own timber. The man with a small

sawmill is in best shape to handle such con-

tracts, but farmers can often get them, also.

The selling of the fourth class—the finer

woods, for cabinet, furniture, wagon and
tool work, and other special ffurposes—is

ably and fully discussed, below, by Mr. W.
T. Christine, editor of the American Lumber-
ma-n, Chicago.
Nothing has been said so far about the

expects to allow sprouts to come from the

roots for another grove without planting.

This comparatively prompt return on the

investment appeals to us farmers, and there

is no longer any danger of a post-timber
famine. In my own county (Morrow, Ohio)
there are about sixty persons growing post-

timber trees. My own planting of eight

thousand trees will supply several square
miles of farming country with posts, even ,

though none of my neighbors grew any. We
believe that every farm of one hundred acres

or more could well have one acre of post

timber as a matter of convenience, as well as

profit.

The Ohio forestry department, having
started this planting, found that the farmers
were taking it up in a way that promised a

future supply of posts without much more
help from the state. Therefore, they took
up the much more important problem of

how to improve the farm wood-lot—more
important because most farms in Ohio as in

fact in all but the prairie states, have the

remnant at least of a wood-lot that if prop-
erly cared for would largely reforest itself

withotit any large outlay either in time or

money. It is from the second growth of

The Low-Priced Gasolene Engine Makes Possible the Production of Sawed Fuel

common practice of selling trees as they
stand, for a lump sum or on the basis of an
agreed-upon "stumpage" price, the buyer to

undertake the cutting. Such an agreement is

often the only one possible for the farmer
whose help is limited or who cannot connect
with any other market. But such contracts

often work disadvantageously to the farmer
in two ways—first, the lumbermen are rarely

careful of the young growth, which must be
depended on to restore the wood-lot and
make it a perennially paying investment

;

second, their buyers are inclined to drive
bargains that leave the producer a very short

end. Even where the wood-lot owner is not
overreached on the estimate or even the

measurement of the cut timber, the price is

not held to any fixed standard, but is in each
case driven just as low as the farmer will

permit. This is not the case in regions
where lumbering is a leading industry and
prices well known, but it is undoubtedly true
where lumbering is a side-line and many
sellers are uninformed. The only remedy is

cooperation—either in getting out wood or
in collective bargaining with the lumber
buyers.

One Tree Farmers' Experience

GROWING of trees for posts and poles very
properly received early official attention

in Ohio. The Wooster Experiment Station,

by its system of cooperation with the farmer,
placed a trial plat in almost every township
in the state. Many of these were not given
the proper care and proved of little value,

but where they got into good hands a valu-

able lesson was taught.

It was easily proven that the acre planted
to post timber would produce one hundred
posts for each year of its growth, a splendid
rental for even good farm lands. This is

no longer simply an estimate of the probable
yield figured on paper, but is borne out by
the results of groves that have been cut and
posts sold.

A locust grove twenty years old near me,
cut last spring, produced twenty-fi-e hun-
dred posts, bringing the owner five hun-
dred dollars. There was exactly an acre
in trees making an average of twenty-five
dollars a year for the use of the land. Very
little, if any, expense had been put on this

grove except the planting and cultivating the
first year and the cutting of the posts. This
grove was planted quite close and would
have been still more valuable if thinned ten
years ago to half the stand. The owner

these wood-lots, too, that we must look for

our future supply of lumber, building timber
and fuel. The growth of farm wood-lots is

not only a matter of individual profit. It is

part of a necessary national movement.
It is a little difficult to arouse interest in

tree growing, because the returns are sure to

be slow. If, however, it is demonstrated that

a wood-lot, well cared for by keeping live

stock out of it, by cutting out worthless
varieties of young trees, and interplanting

when necessary, can be made to yield a fair

income, besides yielding farm fuel and rough
lumber.

Another forestry problem that appeals to

me is the planting of the very rapid-growing
varieties of trees. We can be sure that in

the near future there will be no kind of

timber but will be of value. Twenty years
ago we were yet burning large elm trees

because there was no sale for them and
then the demands of the hoop-making indus-
try caused elm in a few years to advance to

twelve dollars per thousand. We have
looked upon the cottonwood as almost
worthless, but we know now that its lumber,
properly dried, takes the place of the high-

priced poplar for many uses. 'Cottonwood
fiber, shredded fine, is also being used in

plaster instead of hair. The shredding
machine works up even the small trees that

are obtained in the necessary thinning.

We can be sure then that the future will

demand all the timber of whatever kind we
may grow, and he who plants rapid-growing
trees will be sure of a market for them. To
test the rapidity of growth of the various
kinds, we are planting this year a grove of

three hundred trees consisting of tulip pop-
lar, Norway poplar, Carolina poplar and
cottonwood, and we expect in a very few
years to have a grove that will not only be a

thing of beauty, but a promise of a very
profitable investment in the future.

Horatio Markley.

Bonanzas of the Wood-Lot
BEYOND what might be called the "coarse"

timber market there is still another and
more exacting market demanding a high

quality of wood to be worked up into various

manufactured articles. Usually a "buyer"
for wood-lot logs or bolts, in which form the

product must be marketed, can be found,

at least in regions where there is consider-

able timber produced and shipped.

Sawmills, veneer factories, handle fac-

tories, manufacturers of spoke rims, hubs

and wood specialties buy these logs in their

crude state and shape them for the subse-
quent user—furniture-maker, vehicle-maker,
implement-maker, etc. With this subsequent
use the producer of the log or bolt has no
concern.

It does not pay to send to this market
timber containing serious defects. Crooks,
shake, knots, pin-worms, punk or dote are
serious defects, the damage depending upon
their number and the area affected.

Diligent inquiry should be made locally to

ascertain the nearest and most remunerative
source of demand. If there is no "buyer" in

your region any finished product can be
traced through the local dealer to the pro-
ducer, and from the latter it should be pos-
sible to secure a list of those supplying the
wooden parts. The exercise of a little

ingenuity should result in securing the
desired information. For instance, the man
with hickory to sell could get the names of

ax and hatchet makers from his hardware-
dealer, and then write those firms for the
addresses of handle factories which might
buy his hickory.

Wood-lot products should be shipped in car-

load lots with the exception of the log or
stump of fine quality of figure suitable for

the manufacture of fancy veneers. Local
agents will supply information regarding
minimum weights. Usually the nearest
market is the most profitable, because of
high transportation cost.

Poplar, cottonwood, willow, basswood,
hemlock, white pine, spruce and similar

varieties are used by pulp and paper manu-
facturers. Pulpwood usually is wanted in

four-foot lengths. In this case the timber
must be sound, but knots and crooks are no
defect. The lake states and the Appalachian
Mountain states are the homes of the prin-

cipal paper and pulp factories.

Log values are determined by size and
quality. A log thirty inches in diameter is

of much greater proportionate value than a
log fifteen inches in diameter. It enables

the manufacturer to produce wider lumber,

which commands higher prices.

Wood-lot Aristocrats

Veneer manufacturers demand the very
highest qualities of timber and pay the very
highest prices. The varieties employed are

white and red oak, walnut, also walnut
stumps, cherry, birch, maple (bird's-eye) and
curly ash, birch, poplar, etc. A curly tree

is a freak growth and commands a fancy
price. They are rare. It scarcely pays to

bother with walnut stumps, as only one in

fifty is of value.

Persimmon, osage orange, dogwood,
catalpa and others of like physical character

have a good market value, but are rather

difficult to sell owing to the small number of

concerns using such timber. From some sec-

tions the freight rates to the factories using
these woods would be prohibitive.

Hickory and ash are worth more to handle
and spoke manufacturers than to any other

class of buyers. Heart red cedar commands
a good price from pencil stock concerns, of

which, however, there is a very limited num-
ber.

The following list of prices shows the wide
variation between the lowest and the highest

prices, governed by quality, size of log, etc.,

and varying with individual concerns. These
prices are for a thousand feet of timber log

scale. One and one half thousand feet of

timber is the equivalent of a cord of wood.
This basis of comparison should enable the

owner of the timber to determine whether
his logs are of greater value as firewood or

as saw-logs :

Range of Log Values

1,000 Feet
Log Scale

Black walnut $25 to $75
Black cherry 25 to 60

Yellow poplar 15 to 40
White oak 10 to 40
White ash 10 to 25

Hickory 10 to 25

Red oak 8 to 30

Sugar maple 5 to 15

Cottonwood 4 to 16

Red gum 4 to 17

Elm 4 to 17

Basswood 4 to 25

*Chestnut 4 to 12

Birch 8 to 20
Beech 3 to 8

Chestnut also has a value of $3 to $5 a

cord as acid wood. W. T. Christine.

The Ohio Experiment Station furnishes

the following list of special uses to which
trees common in the Middle West are put:

White oak, veneering, furniture
;

hickory,

spokes and handles ; white ash, handles and
implements ; black ash, basket splits ; buck-

eye, artificial limbs ;
yellow poplar, pumps,

houses, buggies
;
sugar maple, flooring, ceil-

ing ; red maple, flooring, ceiling.
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HANDY GARDEN TOOL
Here's a practical tool for the fanner or
gardener—our Ko. 6 Combined Double and
Single "Wheel Hoe, Hill and Drill Seeder.
Four tools for the price of one. It plants
in hills or continuous rows, covers the seed,
rolls the soil, marks the next row, hoes,
weeds and cultivates. Simple, easy to oper-
ate, and does a day's work in 60 minutes.

Fam and

Garden Tools

For 75 years we have
made dependable tools
of quality for the
farmer, trucker and
town gardeners. VTe
make 33 garden tools
at 82.50 to $12.00 each.

Farm and Fireside, January 10^ 1911

IROMASE

Write to-day for Anniversary Catalog
describing our entire line including
potato planters, cultivators, sprayerB,
diggers, orcihard and other tools.

BATEMAN M'F^G CO.
Box 1382 GRENLOCH, N. J.

More Money From Poultry
Every hen made to pay a clear profit of overt'
per year by my famous OPEN-
AIR METHOD. I show you
how to make the best Fireless
Hatcheries and Brooders, Rat-
proof Coops, Lice Killers, Chick
and Laying Hen foods—every-
thing you need for ONE-

!

THIRD cost of others.

'

Endorsed by thousands
of successful poultrymen.
Send for FREE BOOK.

F. GRUNDY. POULTRT EXPEBT, I

MORRISOHVIOE, lUJIOIS

Alfalfa Book
^FREE"We are

in the center
of the alfalfa district

and are the largest handlers of
alfalfa 'in the U. S. "We sell best grade
seed at low price. Ask for Free Alfalfa Booklet
by Prof. Montgomen', Nebraska State Agricul-

tural College.
AJso big catalog of all Garden and Field Seeds Free.

Grlswold Seed Co., 211 So. 10th St., Lincoln. Web.

OCCnO THAT DO NOT DISAPPOINT^§11^ Sold on the Ford Plan, which, gnar-
I Ilia antees satisfaction and saves you

money on every purchase. Our cat-

alog tells about it, gives descriptions and low prices on
Best varieties Garden, Flower and Field Seeds, Pota-
toes, Bulbs. Trees, Shrubs and Small Fruit Plants. Con-
tains lots of testimonials from our customers. It's free.

FORD SEED CO. Dept. 80 Bavenna, Ohio.

Monarch Hydraulic

Cider Press
Great strength and ca-

pacity ; all sizes ; also
gasoline engines,
steam engines, saw-
mills, threshers.
Catalog free.

Monarch Machinery Co. , 603 Cortlandt Bldg., New York

69 Varieties. Also Small FrnltB, Trees, etc. Best Root-
ed Stock, GconiDe, ctieap, 2 sample viae, mailed for 10c. Desc.

price-list free. LEWIS ROESCU A SOS, Box£ , FredonU, M. t.'

See New York

At Our Expense
Do you want to visit the greatest city in the world,

take a trip to Coney, see the skyscrapers, Chinatown,

the Bowery, Brooklyn Bridge and hundreds of other

interesting sights, and all without spending one cent

of money?

Then send at once for the latest set of Post-Cards.

Seeing New York
Fifty fine colored views of America's Metropolis sent

without cost to any person sending us two trial 6-m,onth

subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at 25 cents each.

Send your order to

Farm and Fireside

Springfield, Ohio

Seed-Peas are Scarce

You like green peas ? So do I. You will

have to buy seed-peas ? So will I.

The crop was practically a failure last

season, and seed-peas will be scarcer and
higher priced than I have ever known them
to be. Much old seed was in the market a

year ago. Some of it did not come up well.

We will have to look out this time. Reliable

seed-houses will sell us good and fresh seed
that will grow. I am going to secure my
stock early, and from sources that are above
suspicion. When we have to pay from seven
dollars to twelve dollars a bushel, or from
two dollars to three dollars a peck for our
garden peas to plant, and can plant only

about seventy-five feet of row with a quart

of seed, we want to make sure that we get a

full stand.

Seed of the Big Onions
The seed-crop of the Gibraltar onion, the

biggest of the tribe, was also a failure in

1910. Last year we could buy this seed only

by the ounce. This year we will only be
able to get it in small packets, and the price

is high.

As in the case of garden seed-peas, how-
ever, we must try to make every seed count.

This onion is a choice product. I propose to

spray mine with lime-sulphur solution the

coming season, or dust them with slaked lime

and possibly flowers of sulphur as a pro-

tection against the vermicular rot, and then

put them on the market in small packages
(not over a peach-basket) at advanced prices.

Heretofore I have sold them for one dollar

a bushel right along. With seed failure

and higher prices year after year, we may
not be able to continue doing that.

The Scallion Problem in

Onion-Growing
In all onions that grow large we usually

find a proportion of thick-necked ones, so-

called "scallions." We are satisfied if the

proportion is not large. This is probably an
inherited tendency which may be helped
along by excessively wet weather or lack of

drainage, and also by lack of mineral plant-

foods or else a preponderance of nitrogen

in the soil.

Dry soil and the application of lime, phos-
phate and potash in one form or other will

in some measure counteract the tendency to

degenerate into scallions. Lime may be
applied in fall or early spring, at the rate

of one ton of the freshly slaked or two tons

of old air-slaked, but should in any case be

well mixed with the soil. Such lime applica-

tions need be made only once in five or six

years.

Late and Hollow Celery

J. Y. W^, a New York reader, asks

:

"What ails my celery? Plants were set in a

row sunk some eight inches, with three

inches of rotted manure under them. They
seem healthy, but do not bleach at all. The
stalks are hollow. I banked them well."

This undoubtedly comes from a novice in

celery-growing. An expert in our times

would not sink the row eight inches. We
now all plant on the level, or nearly so.

Some of our late-keeping or winter sorts,

like Giant Pascal, are very slow to blanch.

They usually do their best in winter storage,

in trenches, root cellars, etc. But if hard to

wFruit-growing Pays big in the East just as in the

West

—

-when dajie right. Each year there is more
dejTtand for good fruit. Already it far exceeds the

supply. Prices get higher all the time. Men offore-

_ sight who planted trees long enough ago to be bearing
now, and who have cared for them properly, are making-

more money from their orchards than from many times as

much land devoted to other crops. Thousands ofacres in New
&igland, in New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, and in other states, should

be planted to fruit thisyear— the first step to tiie owner's independence.

r;oupoN]9-^ Good for one
copy of Harri-
son's new 1911
Fruit and Orna-
mental Book,
within 30 days.

Will Send Every Eastern Farmer a Book That Will

. Him Grow Fruit as Well as Western Orchardists
This brand-new book is filled from cover to cover with up-to-the-minute facts about
friiit-gTOwing.* Its pictures tell stories of success with fruit, and its original and accu-

rate descriptions furnish just what you need to select the right kinds for your pur-

poses. Not the biggest book on the subject, but I believe it to be the best one
^

yet, in boiled^doTon facts. "With covers showing fruit in full colors, and every ^

J

picture a new one. the work has cost us a lot of money. I livant every farmer
east ofIndiana to have a copy—free for coupon herewith. Address me per-

. _^
sonally—I want to help you make money and get happiness growing fruit.

Orlando Harrison, Private Desk 19
HARRISON'S NURSERIES, Berlin, Maryland

Every American Planter knows that

Burpee's Seeds Grow!
BUT— do You know why they are the Best Seeds that can be grown for planting

in 1911? Our address is W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Burpee Buildings,

Philadelphia. Send us your address, and we sheJl mail, without cost, a copy of

The Leading American Seed Catalog for 191 1, a bright New Book of

174 pages that tells The Plain Truth About THE BURPEE-QUAUTY SEEDS

blanch, they are exceedingly fine and brittle,

and ordinarily quite solid. I find occasion-

ally a hollow-stalked plant among them this

year.

My advice to the novice, however, is to
plant mainly the self-blanching sorts, such
as White Plume, Golden Self-Blanching and
Chicago Giant. He will be more certain of

satisfactory results with them than with the
green winter varieties. Beware of cheap
seed, however. The best French-grown
celery-seed is none too good. Buy it in

preference to the cheaper California-grown
seed, even if you have to pay a fnuch higher
price for it You will be more likely to get

solid stalks and the lowest percentage of

bolting plants (plants that go to seed). The
self-blanching sorts are easy to grow and
easy to blanch. Then gradually try a few of

some good late or winter sorts. If chemical
mineral fertilizers are easily obtained, use
them in combination with the stable manure
or rotted compost.

New Green-Onion Culture
A lady reader in northwestern Pennsj'l-

vania inquires about her chances of success
growing the White Portugal or Silverskin
onion for selling as a green or bunch onion.

I believe the chances in that locality are as

good as mine here in Niagara County, New
York. The climate is not materially differ-

ent. This onion variety is quite hardy here
and not easily winter-killed. My soil is a

strong clay loam and very well suited for

this crop. Started promptly August 1st, on
richest ground, the onion-plants make such
strong root growth and are so well braced
in the ground by winter that there is little

danger of their heaving out even if left

without mulch in a cold spell and on bare

ground. The good top growth is apt to

catch the snow and perhaps dry leaves that

are blown on the patch by the late autumn
winds. I have never mulched my crop, but
intend to do that this winter.

This new method of growing green or

bunch onions for use in early spring is with-

out question the most interesting and most
important of the newer developments in our
garden practices, at least to every one who
likes such onions or has a good local call for

them during April, May and June. At that

time, and in the absence of something better,

people will eat the old Egyptian or winter
onion, a poor thing at best; in fact, just as

poor as the Portugal or Silverskin is good
and enjoyable. Nobody ever thinks of

mulching the winter onion, as it is as hardy
as it is poor. Nor will you find it necessary

to mulch or protect in any way the White
Portugal, which is nearly as hardy as the

other. Give it half a show and it will come
out all right.

Fertilizer Arithmetic

IH.WE at hand, here on my W'est Virginia

farm, a few tags taken from bags of fer-

tilizer sold in this locality. Two of them
are so-called "special" fertilizers. They are

also called "complete" fertilizers because

they contain a per cent, of all three elements

regarded as valuable in fertilizers. One of

the others is a phosphate-and-potash mixture,

and the other is a fourteen per cent, acid

phosphate.

I have worked out a comparison of the
-ictual value of the plant food in these
fertilizers and their retail prices in our
neighborhood and found a rather amazing
difference. I here outline my calculations,

both because these cases seem typical and
because similar methods can be applied by
brother farmers to the solution of their own
fertilizer problems.
The retail price of the acid phosphate is

eighteen dollars per ton and the freight

from the point of purchase to the local point

of distribution on a ton of fertilizer is

$4.80. Now if we deduct that freight from
the retail price—$18—we find the manu-
facturer's price plus the local agent's com-
mission—$13.20. As there are two hundred
and eighty pounds of phosphoric acid in one
ton of this goods we find that the cost of

one pound of acid phosphate is 4.7 cents or

practically five cents per pound of available

phosphoric acid.

The wholesale price here of sulphate of

potash is about forty-eight dollars per ton,

and calculating it to be fifty per cent, potash

we find one thousand pounds of potash to b-

worth forty-eight dollars or 4.8 cents per

pound, so we may calculate potash at approx-

imately five cents per pound. Nitrogen is

worth near fifteen cents per pound, though

the price varies to some extent, according to

the carrier of nitrogen.

On the basis of the above values let us

figure the real worth of three "special" or

ready-mixed fertilizers and see how their

real value compares with the price asked.

The tag from the potash and soluble bone
mixture indicates ten per cent, phosphoric
acid and two per cent, potash, which gives

two hundred pounds of phosphoric acid and
forty pounds of potash per ton. Calculated
at prices figured out above :

200 lbs. phosphoric acid, 5c. a lb $10.00
40 lbs. potash, 5c. a lb 2.00

Freight . ; 4.80

$16.80

That total indicates what this mixture is

really worth on the basis of the values of

ts separate constituents. It retails, however,
at $18.40.

The next brand considered is "corn
special" and contains eight per cent, avail-

able phosphoric acid, two per cent, potash
and 1.65 per cent, nitrogen. This gives one
hundred and sixty pounds of phosphoric acid,

forty pounds of potash and thirty-three

pounds of nitrogen per ton, which we price

as we did the others

160 lbs. phosphoric acid, 5c. a lb $ 8.00

40 lbs. potash, 5c. a lb 2.00

33 lbs. nitrogen, 15c. a lb 4.95

Freight 4.80

$19.75

The retail price of this brand is $26.20, or

$6.55 more than the calculated commercial
value.

The next is a "potato special," retail price

$27.40, which contains one hundred and
sixty pounds of available phosphoric acid,

one hundred pounds of potash and 16.6

pounds of nitrogen per ton. Calculated as

above we have

:

160 lbs. phosphoric acid, 5c. a lb $ 8.00

100 lbs. potash, 5c. a lb 5.00

16.6 lbs. nitrogen, 15c. a lb 2.49

Freight 4.80

$20.29

A summary of the above results does not

show up very favorably for the special fer-

tilizers, since it shows that farmers pay
more for them than the plant-food in them
is worth.
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Dissolved bone & potash... 18.40 16.80 1.60
26.20 19.75 6.45
27.40 20.29 7,11

An investigation of the above shows quite

a margin for the manufacturer for mixing
the goods, since the agent claims to make
only one dollar per ton on each of these
fertilizers. The difference between the cost

of the special fertilizers and the cost of

equivalent plant-foods bought separately is

chargeable only to skill in compounding and
labor of mixing the goods. Could not any
farmer who has knowledge of the composi-
tion of fertilizers make money at mixing
them at $7.11 per ton? Would it not pay
the farmers who use fertilizers to buy a

standard work on fertilizers, study up the

subject, buy just what they want and mix
it themselves ? A. J. Legg.

Rough on Aphis
DURING the past year several of our neigh-

bors have been bothered by the attacks

of "lice" on their cabbages. These were the

small mealy plant lice called cabbage aphides,

which seemed to work by sucking the juices

of the plant. They were mainly on the

under side of the leaves and were dusty

brown in color.

In my own garden I tried several remedies

that did not succeed very well, but the last

two I tried did the work. They were kero

sene emulsion and tobacco decoction,

don't recommend these remedies as new, for

I believe they are not, but at any rate th

following mixtures, which I used on tw
difl^'erent parts of my patch, for an experi-

ment, were successes.

Kerosene emulsion : I mixed half a pound
of hard soap with a gallon of hot water and

when it was dissolved added two gallons of

kerosene and churned it up till it looked

creamy. This was diluted with about forty

gallons of water before using and put on

witli a small hand-power sprayer.

Tobacco decoction : One pound of tobacco

stems were boiled forty minutes in two

gallons of water, then strained, and enough
water added to make an even two gallons

again. This was diluted to fifty gallons just

before applying with sprayer. E. E. Jarvis.



WhyHarrisSeeds

are Surest and Best
Seed that groius—that jjets right down to business and

makes ^oorf plants—is the only kind you can afford—^ud,
it's the kind yoxx^et when you order from us. Every strain of
our seed has a pedigree—has made a record for years.
Nearly all of it is grown on our own farms ; we give it a
carelul germination test, to prove just how much of it is

good. When we've found that out, we print it on a
special label appearing on each package, so that

You can always telll howmuch
of our ^^<r?\ seed will come up

Think of what that means! You
can tell when you plant it, whether
to sow thick or light; you can get
just the stand you want without
resowing, without wasting any
seed, and, most important of all,

without wasting any ti^ne.

Our free Catalogue contains
valuable information about Gar-
den, Field and Flower Seeds.
Write for it NOW.
JOSEPH HARRIS CO.
Moreton Farm, Box 32
COLDWATER, N. Y.

The Label Tells

You How Our Seeds Crow

Spraying Enables^u io

Grow FruitYouCan Sell

S^Vell-sprayed trees produce more fruit and
\beUer fruit and bear oflener. Don't
^wait until you have a new orchard

^—spray the trees you already
have, with a

Deming Spray Pump,
More than 20 styles.each
built right, durable,
satisfactory. Order
from your dealer

or write us.

The DEMING CO.

850 Depot SL

We
make
Pumps
for
all uses.

Distributing
agencies in

principal cities. ^

Frnit Trees at $6.4$ for 100
WE GROW THK TREES WE SELL, whSeh
are the best known fur garden and or-

ohard. Fre^th dag, true to name, no acale,

no risk. Personal attention given cni'h

order. Send ns a list of your wants for

wholesale prices. Everybody write for

free illnstrated catalogue.

APPLE TREES, 1 Mcintosh and 1

Banana, Kent postpaid for 26 cents.

Maloney Bros. & Wells, Box 16 Da-nsville, N. Y.

w Z 1

SALESMEN WANTED
Trained Salesmen earn from $1,200.00 to

$10,000.00 a year, and expenses. Hundreds of
good positions now open. No experience needed
to get one of them. We will aseist you to secure
a position where you can get Practical Experi-
ence as a Salesman and earn $100 a month or
more while you are learnli^. Write to-day for
our free book "A Knight of the Grip," list

of good openings, and testimonials from hun-
dreds of men recently placed in good positions.

Address nearest office, Dept. 193
National Salesmen's Training Association
licago New York Kamas City Seattle New Orleans^^Chi

Increasing: Productiveness

It is a well known fact that in

countries where the population is

greatest per square mile of territory,

and the farms are consequently small

on the average, the farmers raise

more per acre. They are more par-

ticular in the preparation of the seed
bed, properly planting the seed, being
sure that the best seeds are selected,

and that the soil is enriched and pro-
vided with fertilizers that insure the

largest 3'ields. These farmers do not
take chances on implements. They
purchase only those of known worth
—the ones that have been thoroughly
tried out. When an implement has
stood the tests imposed upon it by
thousands upon thousands of dif-

ferent people in all parts of the

world, it is a sure indication that the

machine is all right and that it has
done, and will do all that the manu-
facturers claim for it. That is exactly

the position the Buckeye Grain Drill

is in. These grain drills have been
constantly used for more than fifty

years by successful grain growers in

every part of the world where grain

is grown. This proves that there is

manufactured a Buckeye Drill that

can be relied upon to meet any seed-

ing condition anywhere in the world.
The farmer who wishes a hoe drill,

shoe drill, single disc drill or double
disc drill—the man who wants to use
his grain drill for planting beets, peas,

Lima beans, red kidney beans,

sorghum, bearded oats, treated wheat,
flax, rape, millet, grasses, clover and
alfalfa; the farmer who wishes to

sow commercial fertilizers with his

crop ; those who want a plain grain
drill or a press drill—can get in the

Buckeye line the drill that will do the
work in the best possible manner—in

other words, do it right. It is so
strongly guaranteed that the pur-
chaser is just as safe in ordering as

in buying government bonds. The
Buckeye is manufactured by -The
American Seeding-Machine Co., In-

corporated, Springfield, Ohio. Write
them for a Buckeye catalogue and
then go to your nearest implement
dealer and ask to see the Buckeye
Drill.

The Secret of the *'Pack"
By C. C, Vincent

1?

Figures: 1 2 3

Showing How to Start the Top

IN
THE last issue of Farm and Fireside

the equipment necessary for high-class

fruit-packing was described and the pre-

liminary steps that precede the. actual boxing

were outlined. Now for the making of the

packs.

The first step—Apples of a uniform size

are brought to the packing-table. They
have been graded previously, probably with

the grading-board described in Paft I. The
box is placed on an incline before the packer

and he proceeds at once to line the sides of

the box with lining-paper. The next opera-

tion is that of placing in the layering paper.

(After the pack is completed a cardboard

should be placed on top before the ends of

the lining-paper are folded over.) Next,

having the paper in place, the packer will

hook the "hod," which is a device shaped so

as to hold the wrapping-paper over the side

of the box.

How to wrap the apple—Most packers

have their own way of wrapping the apple.

We prefer the following : One picks the

paper up with the left hand, at the same time

reaching with the right hand for the apple,

which is placed in the center of the paper

diagonal with the corners. The outer edges

are pushed up over the apple, which is now
turned, bringing the smooth surface up and
the bunch of paper on the bottom. This

serves as a cushion. The apple is now
placed in the bottom of the box. This per-

formance is repeated until the layer is

finished.

To aid the packers in picking up the paper,

a rubber band is placed over the thumb or

fore-finger. An expert can wrap from fifty

to one hundred boxes per day. His ability,

of course, will vary according to his practice

and training in that line.

Style of packs—At the present time there

are two styles of packs, known to the trade

as the straight and diagonal. The straight

pack is so called because the rows run

straight across the box. This pack includes

the three, four and five tier apples. It is

very neat in appearance, but rather severe,

as each apple tends to be pressed against

surrounding apples. The diagonal pack is so

termed because the apples run diagonally

with the edge of the box. Two advantages

of this pack are :

First, it accommodates sizes that do not

adapt themselves to the straight pack.

Secondly, there is less danger of the apples

bruising in transit as they adjust themselves

more readily to the space in the box when
pressure is brought to bear.

All two and one half, three and one half

and four and one half tier apples can be

placed in the diagonal pack.

Growers in almost all the prominent fruit

sections are discouraging the use of the

straight pack, on account of the bruising of

the apple.

When the two sizes of boxes are used all

apples may be packed diagonally. For
instance, the apples that would pack straight

in the special would pack diagonal in the

standard.

The number of apples that can be packed
in each box, according to the tier labeling,

is as follows :

.? tier apples in the standard, 45 to the box.

3 tier apples in the special, 54, 63.

21/2 tier apples in the standard, 64, 72, 80, 86.

3H tier apples in the special, 96, 104, 112, 120.

4 tier apples in the standard, 96, 114, 112, 120.

4 tier apples in the special, 128, 144.

4^2 tier apples in the standard, 150, 163, 175.

AYz tier apples in the special, 185, 200.

5 tier apples in the special, 200, 225.

Unless the apples have been properly

graded beforehand, no such system of clas-

sification can be obtained.

How to start the packs —Very little

trouble will be experienced in starting the

straight packs, if the apples have been
properly graded. With the three-tier pack,

three apples are required to fill up the space

across the bottom of the box. There are also

three layers in depth. See the box desig-

4 5 6

Layer of the Packs Described

nated as Figure 5 in the illustration..

This photograph shows the top layers of

six boxes packed by the various methods

herein outlined.

The four-tier straight pack requires four

rows in width and four layers in depth (see

Figure 3), while the five-tier requires five

rows in width and five layers in depth (see

Figure 1).

The diagonal two-and-a-half-tier pack

(Figure 6) is started differently. The first

apple is placed in the middle of the lower

end of the box and two apples are pressed

firmly in the places which are left, as shown
in the illustration. In this style of pack

there are two and a half rows in width and

three layers in depth. This is not classed

as a commercial pack, for it is only used to

accommodate very large apples on special

occasions.

The three-and-a-half-tier pack is started by

placing the first apple in the lower left-hand

corner of the box and another in the center.

[concluded on page 14]

[The confidence felt by farmers and

[
gardeners in Ferry's Seeds to-day

1 would have been impossible to feel in

1 any seeds two score of years

[
ago. We have made a

I

science of seed

[
growing, ^^tjawj ^

always do '

exactly what you
'

expect of them. For sale

everywhere. FERRY'S 1911 SEED
^

ANNUAL Free on request.

. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich.

FLOWER SEED OFFER
We will send you these ten packages of Gregory's

Honest Flower Seeds, postpaid, for 25 cents in coin.

90 cents worth for 25 cents
1 pkg. Aster, Gregory's Special Fancy Mixture, . . lOc
1 pkg. Pansy, Gregory's Special Fancy Mixture, . I5c.

1 pkg. Coreopsia, Gregory's Special Fancy Mixture, 05c.

1 pkg. Poppy, (Jregory's Fancy Double Mixed ADnnala, 10c
1 pkg. MignonetfO.Gregory's Large Flowerine',very rich 10c.

1 pkg. Bachelor Button, Gregory's Finest Mixture* 10c.

1 pkg. Petunia, Gregory's Finest Hybrid Mixture, • 15c.

1 pkg. Candytuft, Gregory's Finest Mixed* ... 05c.

1 pkg. Nasturtium, Dwarf, Finest Mixed, .... 05c*

1 pkg. Sweet Peas, Extra Choice Mixed, .... 05c
10 packages sen/ for 25c in coin.
Our 1911 Catalogue , more
profusely illustrated than ever,
13 just out. A copy to you for
the asking.

J.J. H.GREGORY & SON,
43 Elm St., Marblehead, Mass.

"KANT-KLOG"
SPRAYERS
Something New

Spraying

Free

Gets twice the results
with same laborand fluid. ^
Flat or round, fine or coarse sprays
from Bame nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc Agents Wanted. Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. b'^^^
nrrvrrniup its pleasures and profits, is the
DCCIVLLrlllU theme of that excellent and hand
somely illustrated magazine, tlLEAIS'lNGS IN BEE
CULTURE. We send it for six months on trial for
twenty-five cents, and also send free a 64-page book on
bees and our bee supply catalogue to all who name this
paper. THE A. I. BOOT CO., Box 47, Medina, Ohio.

DO NOT DELAY! Order Your Potash Now
Every spring there is less potash in your local market than the farmer needs

and wants to buy. There is a reason for this. You expect to order potash with

the other fertilizers, forgetting that potash must come some four thousand

miles. This takes time.

Those who want to insure arrival in time, place their orders as early as

October to permit shipment before the German rivers are frozen. Late orders are

subject to more risks and delays.

Arrange for your dealer to place his order now so as to be sure of a

supply. If he does not handle it write us for prices direct from the mines to you.

Do not forget that the longer you have used phosphate the greater is the

present potash need and profit.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, ''''-^^S^S'tl^^^Z:^'^^-

Free
^The Planet Jr 191 1 illustrated catalogue is a complete

^
guide to lighter farm work, better crops, and more

money. Every farmer and gardener should possess it as soon
as the mail can bring it. What's the sense of drudging

when you don*t have to? Write today, and let

this free book help you select the labor-saving

implements you need.

L Allen& Co Box 1 107F PhUa Pa

,

N0.III PlanetJr Double-Wheel
Hoe has an important improTe.
meet for 1911—a eteel-frame,
making ifc practically in-

destructible. Adapted
^

to many kinds of
'

work. Pays for it-

eelf in a sin
gle sea-

son.

S3

([Planet Jr
,
Combined
iHUl and Drill
JSeeder.Wheel.

I Hoe,Cultivator,
\ and Plow is a real

I necessity ia every good

J garden. Can be adjusted in
a moment to sow ail gardea

' seeds, Jioe, oaltiTate,weed, and plov.

Hardy «Blizzard Belt"
Giant Strawberry Plants
Everybody likes fine strawberries, and to prove that our new
GIANT variety is the largest and strongest grower, as well as
the heaviest fruiter, we oflfer to send you TWO PLANTS (worth
30 cents) absolutely FREE. We have picked li quarts of fine

berries from a test bed grown from but two GIANT plants set
the year before. You can do as well, and at the same time raise
young plants for a new bed. If you care to send lo cents for
mailing expense, we will add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old, and send all to you at proper planting time in the spring.
It will pay you to get acquainted with our "HARDY BLIZZARD

' BELT" Trees and Plants. Write to-day and we will reserve the
plants for you and send you our catalog by next mail. Address

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 332 Osage, Iowa

PEACH TREES
and save disappointment. Catalogut

800,000 Peaches 5 to 7 feet 9c. ; 4 to 5 ft. 8c. ; 3 to 4 ft. 6c. ; 2

to 3 ft. 4c. ; 2 to 3 ft. light 3c. 200.000 Apples, 50,000 Pt-ars.

50,000 Plums, 100,000 Cherry, 300,000 Carolina Poplar, and
millions of Grape and Small Fruits. Secure varieties now-

pay in Spring. Buy from the man who has the goods
Free to everybody. Sheerin's Wholesale Nurseries, Dansville, N. Y.
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H ERE'S the place where
two farmers' sons have
built up a business of over $100,000 a year

Farm and Fireside, January 10, 1911

READERS OF FARM AND FIRESIDE:
If you want to make money with poultry as the Curtiss

brothers are making it, subscribe now for the FARM JOURNAL,
and get with it the new

Curtiss Poultry Book
which tells how Roy Curtiss, a New York farmer's son, start-

ing with a few neglected hens, has built up at the famous
Niagara Farm, the largest poultry plant in the world, with sales

of over $100,000 a year.

Roy wanted to make some money. He saw that the hens on
the place were almost entirely neglected, and he proposed that if his father
(a grain merchant and farmer) would furnish the feed, he (Roy) would take
all care of the flock, and supply eggs and chickens for the farm table, and
all that were left over were to belong to him. His father agreed, and
Roy went to work.

In two years he was using so much feed that his father had to
cry quits, but the boy kept right on. He had grit and "go," just like your
father's boys, and he was determined to succeed. He would start at two
o'clock A. M. for Niagara Falls, thirteen miles away, with poultry and eggs
to sell. His brother joined him in the business, and it grew and grew.
They took the farm, and paid off the mortgage. They built and added to

their plant, learning slowly how to avoid losses and make profits. Their
tender spring chickens and delicious ducklings captured the best hotel
trade of Niagara Falls, Buffalo, and the Adirondacks, and they began to

see ' 'big things' ' in the poultry business.

But they had no guidance. They had to devise their own
methods, and learn by their own-mistakes. If they had had such a guide
as the CURTISS POULTRY BOOK, it would have saved them thousands
of dollars and years of lost time.

This remarkable new book was written right at Niagara Farm,
by the veteran poultryman, Michael K. Boyer. Mr. Boyer had the
Curtiss brothers right at his elbow, with their records and data. He says
he never saw a general poultry plant so well managed at every point.
No "putting on style," no fancy buildings, no ornament, but straigrht, solid business.
Everything is planned for months ahead. Every day shipments go off, every day money
comes in. You could hardly believe how little they lose. Their percentage of fertile eggs,
of live, strong chickens hatched, of day-old chicks shipped without loss even to Kansas
or Florida, is really wonderful.

This book describes fully their methods of managing incubators, handling
eggs, feeding, killing, dressing, packing, and marketing. It gives all their formulas for
mixing feed for chickens and ducks at different ages. These formulas have been gradually
modified and improved, until now they bring the best results with such certainty that, if you
couldn't get them, they would be almost priceless. All these methods have been tested by
years of experience, resulting in what is believed to be the MOST profitable general
POULTRY PLANT IN THE WORLD. Whether you raise chickens, ducks, or eggs,
whether you keep forty fowls or forty thousand, you will find here help that you can get
in no other way.

Have yeu use for such a book? Then read the special offer below.

The Farm Journal (thirty-four years old) has over 750,000 sub-
scribers, MORE TH.\N ANY OTHER FARM PAPER. It is of great value to everybody,
in town or country, who wants to make money by growing fruit, vegetables, poultry, eggs, milk,
butter, as well as grain and stock. It is a great favorite with mothers, housekeepers, boys and
girls, as well as the men. "Cream, not skim-milk," is its motto. It is clean, brief, bright,
"boiled down," intensely practical. It tells in a few words, and just at the right time, what to
do NOW, and the best way to do it. It is now running a very interesting series, "Back to the
Soil," stories of city people who have gone to the country to make a home. If you care about
outdoor life, or plants, or pets, or children, or anything that grows, then, no matter how many
other papers you get, you and your family ought to have the Furm Journal.

Cut Out and Send this Coupon SPECIAL OFFER: We will send,

postpaid, the Feirm Journal

the rest of 1911 and all 1912, and
the Curtiss Poultry Book,

Both for 50 cents
cash, money order, check or stamps. Book and ,

paper may go to different addresses, if necessary.

FARM JOURNAL, 104 Clifton St., Pbila.

R. F. D State

AND UPWARD
SENT ON TRIAL

FULLY
GUARANTEED.

AMERICAN

A brand new, well made, easy running, easily
cleaned, perfect skimming separator for $15.95.
Skims warm or cold milk. Makes thick or thin
cream. Thousands in use giving splendid satis-
faction. Different from this picture which illus-
trates our large capacity machines. The bowl
is a sanitary marvel and embodies all our latest
improvements. Our richly illustrated catalog
tells all about it. Our wonderftilly low prices on
all sizes and generous terms of trial will astonish
you. We sell direct to user. No agents. Our
guarantee protects you on every American Sepa-
rator. Western orders filled from Western points.
Whether your dairy is large or small, get our great
offer and handsome free catalog. ADDRESS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO., BAi^B°RyGE.\ Y.

Selecting Our Butter Bacteria

THE taste of butter is affected by the
feed of the cows, by the air surround-
ing the cream or by the bacteria in the

cream. In 1890 an advanced step was made
in dairy science when Professor Storch of

Copenhagen, Denmark, discovered the fact

that the flavor of butter could be largely

controlled by governing the kind of bacteria

found in the cream. To secure the full

effect of these "starters" of selected bac-

teria, the bacteria originally present in the

raw cream were destroyed by heat. If

cream is Pasteurized at a temperature above
one hundred and forty degrees Fahrenheit, the

bacteria present will be killed. If then
the selected ferment be added, the nature of

the flavors formed will be due mainly to the

development of the selected organism. The
use of Pasteurized cream and pure culture

starters then began in Denmark, and in less

than a decade had revolutionized the dairy

industry of that country, admittedly one of

the most progressive in dairy matters.

The benefits of the system are uniformity,

clean, sweet flavor and keepjng quality,

although objection may be taken to the

greasy texture which it has been assumed
Pasteurized butter usually possesses.

Methods of Pasteurizing

The destruction of the bacteria which would
interfere with the desired growth of pure

culture starters in the cream is usually

accomplished either by heating the milk to

a Pasteurizing temperature at the time it

is run through the separator or by Pas-

teurizing the cream after separation. The
latter method is more commonly practised.

There are some advantages, however, in Pas-

teurizing the milk. When milk is Pasteur-

ized at the time of separation, a larger

quantity can be efficiently skimmed than

when the skimming is done at ordinary tem-
peratures. Considerably more fuel is

required to heat the whole milk, however, on
account of the greater volume of liquid that

is handled. Furthermore, the skimming of

hot milk interferes with the smooth running
of some cream separators, for which reason

the cream and skim-milk are generally

treated separately.

The Pasteurizing of cream is done in two
dififerent ways : First, by holding it at a

proper temperature for fifteen to thirty

minutes and then cooling to a ripening tem-

perature ; second, by running it through

a continuous-flow Pasteurizer in which the

cream is heated as it flows. Naturally, the

latter method gives a much greater capacity

per unit of time, but the bacteria are not

destroyed so completely, as the period of

exposure in the continuous-flow machines is

very brief. This is not so important in the

preparation of milk or cream for butter-

making as it is when this product is Pas-

teurized for direct use.

Benefits of the Method

The advantages of Pasteurizing are,

briefly, as follows :

First, by using the modern Pasteurizer for

heating and cooling the cream, the former
objections to the body of Pasteurized-cream

butter are overcome.
Secondly, the flavor of the Pasteurized-

cream butter may be made much more uni-

form from day to day than is the case when
butter is made without Pasteurizing the

cream.
Thirdly, Pasteurized butter will keep longer

and hold its good qualities better than that

made from the raw cream. Most of the ad-

vantages in flavor may be obtained in Pas-

teurized butter by the skilful use of starters,

and the butter-maker is more sure of obtain-

ing satisfactory results with starters when
they are used in Pasteurized cream than in

raw cream.
It has now been shown that sour cream

may be successfully Pasteurized, and that

unless the sour cream contains over thirty

per cent, of fat, it may be Pasteurized and
churned without much loss of butter in the

buttermilk. A thin sour cream, however,
containing in the neighborhood of twenty

per cent, fat when Pasteurized and churned,

sometimes leaves too much fat in the butter-

milk. W. R. Gilbert.

One of Fido's Troubles

A READER in New Mexico asks what is ail-

ing his dog, which has a strangling in its

throat and can hardly swallow. Ticks have

been taken from this dog's ears at times, our

correspondent says in his description of the

case. There is a strong probability that this

trouble is caused by wood-ticks which in

some way have gained lodgment in the dog's

throat or well back in its mouth. In such

cases place an oblong ring in the dog's

mouth to hold it open, and examine the

throat in a good light. If any ticks are seen,

go after them with tweezers. In the case of

wood-ticks, the head will remain, but will

soon come away. This treatment will often,

though not always, suflice. C. D. Smead.

%leBook

^Wc Want
Oar 1911

^Catalog In theHome^
^ of Every Farmer In America"

178 pages filled from cover to coyer with gen-
r nine Bug^, Harnesa and Saddle bargains; 251 il\u»- ^

/trations, man? in colors; 138 styles of Vehicles, 74 de-
'

J mgns in harness; the biggest and best book ever printed
fin this line. Don't miss sending for iti

Hnrray Highest Award Boggles DIrecf from
His Factory — Four Weeks Road Trial —
Insures Safe Deltrery—Two Tears' Guarantee

I Before buying any kind of vehicle, JusI gel the 1911

I

Murray Style Book and
compare Murray Prices with

I all others. Costs yon notli- ^
\ing. You might OS -well have
\ thii book in your home,

MurrayM'fg Co;_ NilJSMW

Cincinnati,^
Ohio

Send
For This'*'

Free Book
Right Now.

The firBt remedy to
cure Liump Jaw was

Fleming's Lump Jaw Cure
and it remains today the standard treat-
ment, with years of success back of it,

k.nowii to be a cure and guaranteed to
cure, Don't experiment with substitutes
or imitations. Use it, no matter how old or
bad the case or what else you may hare
tried—your money back If Flemine^a
LumpJaw Cure ever fails. Oar fair plan
of 6elling, together with full information
on Lump Jaw and its treatment* is given in

Flemlngr's Vest-Pocket
Veterinary Adviser

Most complete veterinary book overprinted
to be given away. Contains 192 pages and 69
illustrations. Write us for a free copy.

FLEMIIVG BROS., Chemists
222 Union Stock Vards, Chicago, m.

SharpenToolsFREE
X will send you the Luther Farm 12 Maehtnes

Special on 10 Days' Free Trial with- in One,
out any money down or asking forany
promises. Try It for 10 days to your
heart's content. Sharpen all your
sickles, plow-shares, discs, saws,
and then if you don't want
to keep it, send it back at
my expense*

LUTHER'S FARM
SPECIAL GRINDER
Is a great labor saver

—

has 12 sharpening devices
and attachment s—Its
grinding wheels are of
Carborundiim made in
mammoth electric furn-
aces at Niagara Falls out
of the same elements con-
tained in diamonds. Six
times harder than any other
sharpening material knowm It sharpens tools 25

times faster than the grindstone—no danger of
drawing temper—fully guaranteed—one-half mil-
lion in nse. Write at once for the story of Car-
borundum and our Free Trial Offer. You take ab-
solutely no risk. Write today. Luther Grinder
Mfg. Co. , 125 Madison Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

t

\

HARVEY BOLSTER SPRINGS
Soon save their cost. Make every wagon a iprlny
•wagon, therefore fruit, vegetabies, eggs, etc.,
briog more money. Ask lor special proposition.
Uvrey Bprin« Co., 3;;i»-17th St., KaclAo, WIa.

GUARANTEED

ATENTS ITrIe"?-" I
Si.\ty years' experience—acknowledged

"FREE
Si.\ty years' experience—acknowledged

standing. Send sketch for opinion on
patentability. All patents procured by
us published FREE in

Branch Office: SCIEIVTIHC AMERICAN
625 P Street, MUNN & CO^ Attorneys

WASHINGTON, D. c. 357 Broadway, New York

LE ARN fTOj WRITE^
:ADVifi iTISEMEN TSSH
We can positively show you by mail HOW TO INCREASE TOUB
SALAJIT. Book mailed free. Pafrv-UaviB, Dept. 25, Ohleaeo, HI.

LAIfll A WEEK

WANTED!! YOUNG MENH RAILROAD!!
Steam aod Electric Train Service. $C5 to 1150 per month. Big
demand. All roads. Hundreds put to work. Experience un-
necesaary. Instructions by mail. Five hundred more wanted.

I. RAILWAY 0. I. No. 86, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

WRITE YOUR OWN WILL s^u'ifi"*?,oSS It
strnct-ions. legal forms'and blanks sent for 32 Money Order.
FEDERAL LEGAL BTTREAU, Div. F, WASHINGTON, D. C.

^PATENTS START FACTORIES
PATENT SECURED OR

FEE RETURNED
Start right. Free Book—How to obtain, finance
and promote patents. Send sketch, free search.

FARNHAM & SUES, Pat. AKys., Ad. 43, Washington, D.C.
i

CALVES
RAISE THEM WITHOUT MILK

Booklet Free
J. W. BAHWELL, WAUKE6AN, ILL.

The proof of
THE Hay Press

^ Is its Capacity—Earning Power. ^
SPENCER HAY PRESS Catalogues make great
and definite claims proven by tbe press in action
or no sale. Nature of contract protects you. Covers
every claim by actual figures. More tons per hour
guaranteed than by any other Write
Horse press, same size bale. /ta^B^S Right
Send for new Catalogue D. /JSSSBi NOW
J. A. SPENCER

Dwight, Illinois
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THERE is a whole gatling

battery of practical les-

sons in every one of the

state dairy-cow contests, now
becoming- so popular in the

Middle West. The individual

dairyman derives new ideas,

not to mention inspiration,

from the successes of the

winning contestants. The state

or the community where cow-

testing contests are as yet

untried can well take notice

of the lasting social advan-

tages growing out of these

good-natured competitions, in

which the prizes are awarded
on a utility basis.

The Iowa dairy contest

which closed last fall fur-

nished a method of awakening
Iowa farmers to the latest and
best developments in the dairy

business. The Illi-

nois contest will do

the same for farmers

there. There has been

a real "uplift" in

dairying in e v e r y
other state where con-

tests have been held.

The men who inaugu-

rate contests of this

kind are great bene-

factors to society, for

they do that which
excites an interest in

the highest type of

agriculture.

W. W. Marsh, of

Waterloo, was sponsor
for the Iowa Dairy
Cow Contest. He
offered $1,000 to be
divided between the

cows making the best

record during the

year. The only stipu-

lation was that these animals should be

owned by Iowa farmers. One hundred and
seven cows finished the test ; the highest

received credit for 1,066 pounds of butter-

fat ; the lowest one for 186 pounds. Thirty

cows made better than five hundred pounds
of fat during the year.

In computing her rank, the age of each
cow at the time of entering the contest was
used as a basis upon which to establish cer-

tain percentages and handicaps. Under
ordinary circumstances it goes without saying
that the aged cow will produce more butter-

fat than a heifer, so if a heifer actually

makes five hundred pounds, she is entitled to

a little bit more than that much credit when
she is competing with an aged cow. Thus,
there was a difference between the butter-fat

production and the total credits with some of
the entries.

Some cows were not in the contest for the

entire year, yet their totals do not take this

into consideration. The number of days in

which they were in the test was accounted
for, but the credit passes as a year's work.
For instance, the Jersey standing highest for

the breed was Eurybia's Victoria. Her place
in the list was ninth, yet she made 564
pounds of fat in 319 days, not having fresh-

ened at the time of entering the test. The
cow standing fifth made a record of 546
pounds of fat with a total credit of 606
pounds in 325 days, while the cow standing
fourth made 622 pounds in 365 days. Thus,
it will be seen that the age of the cow, the
number of days in milk, as well as the milk
and butter-fat records, must be taken into

account in estimating the test.

What the Records Teach

The cow that won first place was Dairy-
maid of Pinehurst, a Guernsey owned by W.
W. Marsh of Waterloo. She made, during
the year that she was in this particular test,

over 852 pounds of butter-fat, with a total

credit of over 1,066 pounds. She actually
made considerably over 860 pounds of butter-
fat in the official Guernsey test, but the
period was different from the months in
which she was in the Iowa contest, thus her
record of 852 pounds stands in this connec-
tion.

One of the most phenomenal records of
the whole test was made by Molly W., the
cow taking third place. Her record shows
8,252 pounds of milk and 466 pounds of
butter-fat, with a total credit of 638. She
is a grade Jersey, kept upon an ordinary
farm under ordinary conditions. Her phe-
nomenal showing brought out one of the
most valuable lessons of the contest—namely,
the importance of a pure-bred sire with an
ordinary herd. There are over the state of
Iowa thousands and thousands of milking
herds of cows made up largely of Shorthorns,
Red Polls and some Herefords and the other

Dairymaid of Pinehurst, Iowa Contest

These Three Holsteins, Kept Under Plain Farm Conditions, Made One of the Best
Combined Records in the Contest

avowed beef breeds. ' These are kept for the

calves which they will bear. The milk they

yield is a secondary matter, but it is never-

theless taken into consideration in balancing

up the year's work. If all the farmers of

Iowa could be convinced of the importance
of pure-bred sires—if they could be shown
by the report of this test how much more
money they could make when the first crop

of cr.lvea came to milking age, the campaign
would have been of great value to the state.

The cow taking fourth place is Glencoes
Bopeep, owned by W. W. Marsh. Her record

shows 622 pounds of butter-fat actually pro-

duced during the year. She was a little

over five years of age at the time of entering

the test and was in for 365 days. Aside
from being a remarkable milker, she is a

typical Guernsey show cow, having won
premiums at the majority of the shows in

which she was entered to appear this year.

The cow taking sixth place

is another illustration of what
can be done with grade stock.

She is a Jersey-Guernsey cross

and was kept as a family cow
in a small Iowa town. Her
feed consisted mainly of those

products that are available

under like circumstances.

There was no alfalfa, no
silage and no roots. Even
the hay was not as good as

the average farmer can pro-

vide. Yet with all these

things to work against Jersey

V. won out over some of the

cows having greater advan-
tages and possibly better care.

The group picture shows
three cows owned by C. A.

Nelson, of Waverly. They
are Minnehaha Gerben DeKol,
Laura Netherland Gerben and

Jewel Abbekerk Ger-

ben, all registered

Holsteins of remark-

able constitution and
capacity. Mr. Nelson
is an ordinary farmer
—that is, he is a man
who works his own
land and looks after

most of the work
himself. His three

cows were milked, fed

and cared for in an

ordinary farm barn
by Mr. Nelson him-
self. This speaks very
highly of the owner
as a dairyman and
the cattle as individ-

uals having great
capacity for produc-

ing profitably. The
three cows made the

highest butter-fat

yield of any three in

a single herd in the test, with the exception

of the Guernseys entered by Mr. Marsh's
Iowa Dairy Farm. Their total for the year
amounts to 1,707 pounds of fat and 50,838

pounds of milk.

The cow giving the highest yield of milk
was a Holstein owned in Iowa, whose record
is 19,384 pounds of milk in 365 days. Mr.
Nelson's best cow gave 18,243. Milk from
these three cows was sold, as much of the

milk in Iowa is sold, to a condensary for

approximately $890. Mr. Marsh sold the

product of his three cows at retail in

Waterloo for $2,000.

This dairy-cow contest has been of

remarkable value to Iowa aside from the

lessons that the farmer who reads may take
to himself. It has been the means of creat-

ing a greater interest outside of the borders
of the state in dairying. Further than this,

[concluded on page 12]

How Long Should a

CREAM SEPARATOR
Last?

It Depends Upon the Kind
The average life of the common "mail order"

type of cream separator is one year ; many
of them barely hold out for three months

:

others for six ; but this gives the "mail order
man plenty of time to get his money before
the buyer discovers his mistake.

SHARPLES TUBULAR
Cream Separators

are guaranteed forever,
and thousands of them,
sold ten years ago, are
giving perfect service
to-day. Tubulars are
built right, by a manu-
facturer who knows
how ; who fias had thirty

years' experience.
That's why they last.

You can have
a Tubular, for a free
trial right In your
own home, without

spending one cent
for freight or
anything else.

Our 1911 catalogue will
soon be ready ; ask for

Catalogue
No. 112

30
yrs

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST CIIKSTEK, PA.

OMcaffo, ni.. Ban Francisco, Cal., Portland^ Oro*
Toronto, Can. Winnlpefft Can.

Train Your Colt
in 8 Hours—Break Your
Horse ofAnyBad Habits

by my simple method. I can teach you to break
any colt in 8 hours thru my wonderful mail sys-

tem, or break your horse
,
of any bad habits, such as
balking:, kicking:, shying,
being afraid of automo-

biles: in fact, any habit can be
cured by my method.

Instructions complete and simple;
mastered in a short time with little

study.

$1,200 to $3,000 a Year
At Home or Traveling

Several of my pupils are making big money
giving exhibitions in different cities. Others
train horses at home, making $15 to 825 a head.
You can do the same.

I have graduate pupils in every walk in life—
Farmers, Professional Horse Trainers, Sorse
Breeders, Riding- Masters, Teamsters, etc.

I have two courses—one. "How to Train a Oolt to
Drive, and Break Horses of Bad Habits"—the other,
"How to Eide and Train the Saddle Horse; Different
Gaits and Fancy Steps "

Let me send yon my Free Book on horses, and the
opportunities open to you. Write todav. now, while
you think of it, for Free Book. Also tell me about
your horse. (14)

Prof. Jesse Beery, Box 358, Pleasant Hill, Ohio

HORSEOWNERS IT COSTS
OWECEMT

try the'CLEAN" Curry|
'omb and save dollars^
In time, labor and ex-
pense. Automatic

^

Lthe'CLEAN"

action, durable, effec-
^tive, easy on the horse,
and always clean. Send

ifaddress—stating number
ofhorses owned.and we'll send Comb postpaid.c
Aftke TaiAL, Bcnd S5c nr return comb &t our expense. VaJinblo Horse Book
sent free. Clean Oomb Co., 48 Fiftli St. , Haclne, Wis-
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MAIL ME

THIS FREE

MOVING

PICTURES

BOOK COUPON
OR MAIL REQUIRED

INFORMATION

ON POSTAL CARD.
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SEE MY SENSATIONAL "MOVING PICTURES'* BOOK OF DAN PATCH

TO STOCKOWWERS p ^ ^ IPOSTAGE PREPAID
II Is A N«w Invention. Containing 48 Actual Photographs oi Th« Host Thrilling, and Sensational "Moving Race Films"
of The World's Champion Pacing Stallion,°-In One 01 Bis Wenderiul Flights Of Speed Against Old Father Time.—DAN PATCH 1:55
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ThBsi Moving Pielures Show Dan Pieigg In One (H His Mnrvclnus World Record Milei. These ielnal Life Pieturei Were Tiken From X High Power Automobile Which Ran Ahead 01 Dan Far The
Enliro Mile. Thej Are Ai Ufolihe As If Ton Stood Right On The Track And Saw Dan Dash By. Too Can Actuallr See Every Motion Dan Makes.

Ton Can See And Show Dan Patch 1:55 Dashing Down The Stretch And Dnder The Wire With His Gigantic Stride Of 29 Feat And Covering 46 Feet Of Ground in Ever; Second In Hia Desperate Race
With Two Tharougblired Runners And Old "Father Time." This Is The Only Moving Pictures Book 01 This Kind Ever Published. _,.

This Book Gives A Marvelous Speed Reproduction Of Dan Patch In Action. You Can Actually See Dan Pace A 1:55 Clip.
This Moving Pictures Book is a New Invention that you can carry in your pocket and show your friends instantly day or night, either once or

a hundred times and Without -x machine, curtain or light. It is the most Attractive Novelty and most pleasing Dan Patch Souvenir ever Invented
and shows Every Motion of Dan Patch 1:55 in pacing one of his Marvelous and Thrilling World Record Miles and it is Absolutely True To Life.

I assure you that they are the most successful Moving Pictures ever taken of a World Champion Horse in his Wonderful Burst of Speed.
K You Love A Great Horse and want to be able to see him in Thrilling Motion Pictures*at any time as long as you live Be Sure Anil Mail Me The Free
Coupon At Once Or Give Me The Requireil Inloi^ation In A Letter Or Postal Caril And I Will Mail You One "Dan Patch Moving Picture Book."

SEE EXTRA $6.60 FREE OFFER IN COUPON.'^ M. W. SAVAGE, MlNN EAf30l.lS, MINN.
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The Best Separator Today
is the

U. S. Cream Separator
You do not care who in^ented the Cream Separator.

You want to know which is the best separator today.

The United States Separator has demonstrated
its absolute and complete superiority over all other
Separators. It holds the world's record for closest
skimming, in fifty consecutive tests, continuing
through a period of thirty days, with the milk of ten
different breeds of cows. It was awarded the only
Grand Prize at Seattle, 1909.

Cream skimmed by the United States Separator
is used by 99n^ per cent, of all creameries. They
can't get enough U. S. Cream. We originated and
perfected the cream gathering system which has
put whole milk factory separation out of business.
Not 10 per cent, of the whole milk factories— of
which a "would-be-competitor" claims a monopoly

—

that were in operation 10 years ago, are running today.

Closest skimming, easiest running, easiest to
wash, longest lived—these are the chief reasons why
the U. S. is the best separator of today. Don't buy
any separator until you have sent for catalog 69.

Vermont Farm Machine Co., Bellows Falls, Vt.

Farm and Fireside, January 10, 1911

The Making of a Milker

WHAT is the right system of feeding for
the heifer, having in view her future
usefuhtess in the dairy, and when is

it best for her to freshen first? These ques-
tions are the gist of a query from a Massa^
chusetts subscriber, who has a fine fourteen-
months-old Jersey.

It is very necessary that the dairy cow
have a large, strong and well-distended
digestive apparatus. For the purpose of
developing this portion of her, give the
heifer free access to roughage of a palatable
nature, such as corn-silage and clover,
alfalfa or oat hay. Clover, alfalfa or oat
hay are specified in preference to timothy-
hay, corn-stover or straw, because they con-
tain a much larger percentage of protein,
which nutrient is useful in growing bone
and muscle, and for this reason by their
use greater giowth of the cow will be
secured. Small potatoes, mangels and car-
rots are very useful for winter feeding, in

that they are succulent and keep the

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside
in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the
very best attention.

Glencoes Bopeep, Successful in Show-Ring
and at the Pail. (See page 1 I)

digestive apparatus in excellent condition.

It is not advisable to feed her heavily oi
concentrated grains until after she freshens.
Four pounds a day of a mixture of equal
parts ground corn, ground oats, bran and oil-

meal will keep her in excellent condition and
growing rapidly, when fed in conjunction
with the roughage.

There is a difference of opinion as to

A Message
To Dairymen

Kiaht IMow owing to the unusually favorable mar-—— — ket conditions, especially in prices on all higfh

protein concentrates, Avide-awake dairymen can save $5 to $8 per
ton on feed bills by adopting the following feeding plan,which leading

dairymen say is the greatest saving method experienced in years

.

Iff /^{/dition ^^^y it produces a big increase in milk, and ai— decided improvement in the
'

' condition
'

' of their

to

PER TON
OnYour Feed

COWS'—a feature so important at the beginning of the long winter milking period.

"Condition" means money to the owner when milk prices are the highest.

Here is the Plan
You, no doubt, are feeding high protein concentrates such as gluten, cotton seed meal,
malt sprouts, etc. If you will combine SCHUMACHER FEED with amy of these to

the amount of half to two-thirds the ration, you will save $5.00 to $8.00 per ton on
your feed and get better results in both milk and "condition" of your cows.

Here is the Proof
The Quaker Oats Company,

Gentlemen:—I was feeding one bushel Gluten, one bushel Bran, and one bushel Cornmeal
mixed, (equal parts bulk) , when I was advised to feed one bushel Gluten and two bushels
Schumacher Stock Feed. I was milking 18 cows: in three days my cows gained 62 pounds of
milk. They continued to do fine. I used up my supply of Schamacher Stock Feed and went
after more but the dealer was out. I bought bran and meal and went back to my former ration.
In two days my cows dropped down SO pounds in milk. I bought more Schumacher as soon
as I could, and am getting very fine results again. My cows not only give more milk but keep in
better condition. I have also fedmy horses Schumacher Feed and I never had them keep in as
good shape doing heavy work. Yours truly, C. B. AJIES.

The IteSSOn Schumacher Peed saves so much is because it rounds out the ration perfectly.^——^——— It supplies those nutrients your ration lacks which build'strong tissue and rich
blood—which nourish the body and give the animal that strength and vitality so essential when she
is under the strain of heavy, forced milk flow. It is without question the best "balance" you can
get, because the most scientifically prepared. In fact, it is a perfect ration in itself and many
successful dairjTnen feed nothing else. Where "forcing" the flow is desired, the high concen-

trates are desirable, but ' 'forcing' ' cannot last unless something is fed to maintain the
physical powers. Hence with the use of Schumacher Feed you can cut down the
concentrates—save money—save your cows—increase the yield and maintain
better, healthier herds. Ask your dealer for Schumacher and test out this

plan. You will be surprised at the results. If he can't supply you write us.

The Quaker Oats Co,, Chicago, I/. S. A.^
Laiyesi Manufacturers of Feeds in

the World.

Schumacher Feed is Also Fine for Alt Farm Sfoclr

when heifers should freshen, but if fed well
during their early life, they are large and
strong at the age of twenty-four months,
and should freshen then, in order that they
may early in life attain the habit of con-
verting a large portion of their food into
milk and butter-fat rather than into beef
and body fat. If, on the other hand, the
cow is small for her age, breed considered,
it is oftentimes better to allow her to
develop further and freshen at the age of
thirty months. Hugh G. Van Pelt.

The "Blind Tush" Tradition
A ViRGiNi.\ subscriber recalled a rather
common tradition in a recent letter.

"Please tell me," she wrote, "if it is neces-
sary to remove so-called 'blind tushes' in
horses to prevent their going blind. We
have a fine mare that has some swelling of
the eyelids and around the eye, and neigh-
bors tell us to have those teeth knocked out
or drawn. We think she hurts her eye some
other way, for we bathe it in warm water
and it gets all right."

There is no connection between the
so-called "blind tushes" or "wolf teeth" and
eye trouble, which often occurs when a horse
is feverish from cutting or shedding teeth,
whether these particular teeth are present or
not, or which may arise from a great variety
of causes not at all connected with the teeth.

I think, however, that it is just as well to

have these "wolf teeth" extracted. They are
useless and not ordinarily found in horses'
mouths. But be sure and do not extract any
teeth that belong where they are. And don't
have the job done by any unskilled person
who will inflict needless pain, but by some
one who knows how. It is better to have
the teeth pulled than broken off.

David Buffum.

Hog-Dri'ving Made Easy
TJ VERY once in a while I see men having an

awful time trying to get a single hog or
a bunch of them through or over something.
.A.S a rule they go at it in exactly the wrong
way. You cannot rush a hog, and as soon
as you try it you will get in a mess. A
twelve-foot board is the best thing to use,
not to hit him, but to get behind him. If
there are two of you, one should take hold
of each end of the board, keeping it about
even with his nose. If he starts to go under,
lower it. and if he starts to go over, raise it,

all the time pushing him toward the point
which you wish him to go. A bunch can be
handled the same way. C. A. Waugh.

Better Cows, Better Farming
[continued from page 11]

it has attracted the attention of buyers to
Iowa as a center for the purchase of pure-
bred dairy stock, and in this alone the results

will not be felt in their entirety for some
years to come.

Dairying is the best kind of farming. It

saves the soil. It develops better citizens.

Therefore, anything that gives dairying a
healthy boost, that excites its healthy growth,
is of value to a state or a community, in a
social way. This contest cannot fail to have
an influence of this kind that will be felt as

the younger generation now upon the farm
begins to take charge of affairs. Contests
of this kind leave all the competitors on a
higher level at the finish than at the start
Having been keyed up to do their best, they
set themselves a permanently higher standard
in their work. Even the losers are gainers,

in a way. Undoubtedly many of the men
who were so fortunate as to capture prizes

in this contest will not be any more benefited

than wiir thoseWho won nothing save the

experience that caihe from the instruction

given by the tester -from w«ek to week;

The following are the records of the first

five cows in the Iowa test, arranged in order
of their standing. The name of cow is given
first, then her bre^d,- owner, and record.

Dairy Maid of Pinehurst, Guernsey,
Marsh—Age. 3-0-25 : days on test, 365 ; milk
(lbs.), 14,571.4; butter-fat, 852.89; total,

1066.11.

Jedetta of Pinehurst, Guernsey, Marsh

—

Age. 5-4-23 : days, 365 : milk, 15,199.1 ; but-

ter-fat, 774.28; total, 774.28.

Mollie W., Guernsey-Jersey, Kirby—Age,
2-3-4; days, 352: milk, 8,252.4; butter-fat,

466.21 ; total, 638.71.

Glencoes Bopeep. Guernsey. Marsh—Age,
5-4-14; days, 365: milk, 13,116.7; butter-fat,

622.56; total, 622.56.

Minnehaha Gerben DeKol, Holstein, Nel-

son—Age, 3-11-1; days, 325: milk, 16,035.4;
butter-fat, 546.15; total, 606.23.

* * *

Take a good, close look around the prem-
ises some of these bitter cold mornings and
see if you didn't start through the winter,

with more stock than- you: can handle in a
profitable and humane manner ; if you did

—

"

never be guilty of that act again!- ' ;
:



His Dorsetship

No Trouble to Breed Ewes
Early

SOME difficulty is

said to be found
in inducing ewes

to breed as early as

the middle of June,

and 1 have been asked

to state my experience

in the matter. Indi-

vidual cases certainly

will occur in almost

every flock of ewes,

which refuse to breed

at any time of the year, but I have never
known this unwillingness to extend to any
serious number of its members and have
always been able to meet it by substituting

other ewes for these refractory ones.

It is frequently a matter of weather or

of unsuitable local conditions. A cold wet
spring is certain to retard the tendency of

the ewes to mate, and can only be met by
providing warm shelter and increasing the

allowance of grain and hay. Locating
them on damp, low and marshy ground
tends also greatly to retard the breed-

ing-time ; but want of proper condition

is far more injurious than either of these.

If a ewe is allowed to become really

fat, she will show a great indifference as to

mating, and her progeny, if any, is likely to

be wanting in stamina ; and the same may be

predicated of one that is poor and thin.

Feeding corn has much to do with the

former mishap, for corn is a great fat-

maker. Lack of food or shelter, or some dis-

eased condition will be responsible for the

latter. In neither case is the ewe fit for

breeding early lambs. She must be full and
high in ilesh, but not fat, and certainly not

poor. I would not give these ewes either

corn or alfalfa in any form.

Variation in Rams

Trouble may arise, also, from ewes not

having been properly dried out after former
lambing. This is difficult to manage at first

starting an early-lamb flock, when the past

history of the purchased ewes is unknown ;

but in a season or two there should be

enough home-bred ewes from eighteen to

twenty months old that may be substituted

for these rejected ones. It is, however, not

always the fault of the ewes that the breed-

ing is delayed. Rams vary greatly in their

capacity for service. I once had a big Lin-

coln ram that served eight ewes within

twenty-four hours, producing in due season

eleven healthy lambs. Again I have had
rams as well bred and in. as good apparent

condition which could not be bred to more
than four ewes a day.

Personally, I have generally had good suc-

cess with Lincoln rams on Shropshire ewes
mated in June. For the production of top-

price meat there used to be a prejudice

against Dorsets, partly on account of their

horns and partly because, for the early-spring

lamb trade, their meat was supposed to tend

to coarseness. But that was in England,

and I don't think the breed had at that time

had as wide or as fair a trial as they have
since obtained here.

In this country then (to sum up my ideas

on the subject) I would say that in order to

catch the spring markets in sections where
warm and even hot weather may be expected

even in May it would be advisable to use a

Dorset or Lincoln ram on Shropshire ewes.

Where the seasons are later and more uncer-

tain it would perhaps be best to have Dor-
sets on both sides, but in that case I should

hardly expect to catch the very top prices.

In any case lambs dropped even late in

December, if properly cared for and forced

along, should by the fifteenth to the twen-

tieth of April weigh at least from forty to

fifty pounds and be quite as fat as is desira-

ble ; and these lambs frequently are the ones

which command the fancy prices. Anyway,
there is always a demand for such lambs

any time during the summer, though not

quite at Easter prices.

Jno. Pickering Ross.

What Sweeny Is and Is Not
THE question of sweeny and the other ills

the horse's shoulders are heir to, is raised

by an interesting letter from a young lady

in Kansas, whose parents take Farm and
Fireside. "Just what is sweeny?" is a ques-

tion often asked. It is a wasting away or

atrophy of some of the shoulder muscles,

following some injury—usually a muscular

sprain such as horses may get on rough

ground, or in making an unexpected step

into a hole. Usually there is tenderness and
swelling at the injured spot, and though

there may not be much lameness, a differ-

ence in the horse's gait can be recognized.

Professor Law says : "Standing directly in

front of him the affected shoulder is seen to

roll outward from the body to a far greater

extent than the sound one." The muscle

outside the shoulder-blade soon begins to

waste away until, in bad cases, it can hardly

be felt.

Sweeny is not a growing fast of the mus-
cle to the skin, but a wasting of muscle.

The word sweeny is loosely used, even by
some veterinarians, to denote any wasting
of the shoulder muscles. This can occur in

cases where there is serious lameness in the

leg so that the horse does not exercise it,

without the shoulder being injured in the

least. In such cases, of course, the treat-

ment ought to be applied to the point of the

real difficulty. Where the trouble is really

with the shoulder muscle, a cure can be

effected, with perseverance, if the case is not

one of long standing. Old cases, however,
can seldom be completely cured. The treat-

ment is to work the animal very lightly and
to use stimulating applications on the wasted
muscle. It is a job a good veterinarian
should attend to, if one can be secured.

A Treatment for Boils

In the case described in the afore-

mentioned inquiry, a brood mare went lame,

though without any blow or strain having
been noticed, and sweeny was suspected.

Later, a lump developed on the inner front

side of the leg just below the body, which
afterward discharged, the whole leg swell-

ing. The lump was twice lanced.

Mr. David Buffum prepared for the
inquirer the following advice :

Unless you know of some injury having
been sustained, I should suppose the whole
trouble to be due to a large boil or rather
abscess. As in the human race, such
swellings can rarely be fully accounted for.

Sometimes a run-down condition will con-
tribute. The immediate cause often seems
to be a lack of lime in the system. A half-
dozen eggs, shell and all, mixed each day
with her feed, might be good for this mare.
Or save the egg-shells from the house,
half a dozen a day, and mix with her feed.
This will not stop the present abscess, but
may prevent another. Do not press the
part affected so hard as to bruise it and
wash it two or three times a day with
warm water into which a little dioxogen
or diluted carbolic acid has been put. If

the mare has had a colt every year, it will

be wise to omit this a year so as to allow
her condition to build up.

I cannot guarantee this cure, but have
often found it the best treatment, and in
human beings I have several times stopped
a succession of boils by giving egg-shells
when other remedies failed. It depends,
of course, on whether lime is needed, but
will do no harm, anyway. Be sure also to
have salt always by her.
Our correspondent has been advised, as

a treatment for sweeny, to put a "seton"
(thread) or horse-hair under the skin of
the animal's shoulder. She had very sen-
sibly refused. Such treatment is barbarous
and besides does no good, in sweeny or
any other disease. I never knew an in-

telligent veterinarian to prescribe it and I
should refuse to apply if he did.

1878-19 11

Over 30 Years of Cream
Separator Leadership
The first successful cream separator was perfected and

patented by Dr. De Laval in 1878.

The DE LAVAL was the pioneer. It was first in the

field and for over thirty years it has

maintained its leadership against

any and all comers.

The DE LAVAL has always

been the acknowledged leader in

making cream separator improve-

ments. Its development has revo-

lutionized the dairy business and

done more than anything else to

make dairying profitable.

So completely is the superiority

of the DE LAVAL recognized by

creamerymen and those who make the separation of

cream and making of butter a business, that 98% OF
THEWORLD'S CREAMERIES USE THE DE LAVAL
TO THE EXCLUSION OF ALL OTHER MAKES.

In cleanness of skimming, quality of cream separated,

ease of operation, simplicity of construction and durability

the DE LAVAL is in a class all by itself.

The more you know about cream separators the more

you will appreciate its superiority, and whether or not

you start with one SOONER OR LATER YOU WILL
BUY A DE LAVAL.

The De Laval Separator Co.
165-167 Broadway
NEW YORK

42 C. Madison Street
CHICAGO

Drumm & Sacramento Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 William Street
MONTREAL

1 4 & 1 6 Princess Street
WINNIPEG

1016 Western Avenue
SEATTLE

AVE YOUR BAOK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Electric HandyWagon
Low wheels, broad tires. No
living' man can build a better.

Book on "Wheel Sense" free.

ELECTRIC WHEa Ca Box 13, IJiiiiicj, ill.

Fertile Farms in Tennessee
S5 to $10 per acre

Fortunes are being made on fertile Tennessee farms,
raising big crops of grains and grasses of almost eve*y
kind, also Cantaloupes, Cabbage, Tomatoes, String
Beans. Green Com, etc., also Horses, Cattle, Sheep,
Swine, Poultry and Eggs. Write me at once for Free
Llierature, which advises how to get one of these
splendid farms for $5 to $10 per acre. Act quickly!
H. F. Smith, Traf. Mgr.N. C. &St.L. Ry.Dept.S.Nash^ille, Tsna.

The man who feeds sheep, cattle or swine, so as to bring about
rapid growth and a short fattening period, never goes by guess-

work. With him, feeding is a science based on one fundamental
principle, viz : A Strong animal digestion means economical food con-

somption. To accomplish this—to make the digestive function of his
feeding stock unfailingly active—he gives regular daily doses of

in the

was fo

grain ration and reaps his reward in fat, sleek cattle, plump sheep and heavy hogs. Dr. Hess Stock Food
rmulated by Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V. S.) in response to a general demand for a digestive tonic which would

prevent failing appetite and stomach derangements resulting from heavy feeding.

This way of managing farm stock is called after the name of its originator
—"The Dr. Hess Idea,"

and proves conclusively that "a poor ration, well digested, is better than the best ration, poorly

.
digested." Dr. Hess Stock Food is sold on a written guarantee. It makes a milch cow increase her

mess ; shortens perceptibly the time necessary to fatten a steer, hog or sheep
;
puts horses in A 1 ,

condition and relieves all the minor stock ailments. '

100 lbs. $5.00

25 lb. pail, $1.60

Except in Canada and the extreme West and Soutb.
Smaller quantities at a slight advance.

Also manufacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a and
Instant Louse Killer. FREE from the 1st to the 10th of each
month—Dr. Hess <M. D., D. V. S.) will prescribe for your ail-

ing animals. You can have his 98-page Veterinary Book any
time by asidng. Send 2 cent stamp and mention this paper.

[. HESS & CLARK

Ashland, Ohio.

HESS POULTUV PANzABOi^Bil makes poultry keeping a successful venture for the man^^wi™ r% r M « or woman who wants a nice, quiet, home business.
It acts on the digestive organs of the hen and converts the greatest possible proportion of her food into large, full-meated eggs,
wards off cotniuon poultry ills and pays for itself many times over. Ask your dealer for Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a.

1}^ lbs. 25c: mail or express 40c. 5 lbs. 60c; 12 lbs. $1.25; 25 lb. pail $2.50.

Except in Canada and the extreme West and South. Send 2 cents for Dr Hess
48-page Poultry Book, free.
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Dealer'sPriceto
You NOW on
This Marvelous
New Emgine.

Schmidt's

FREE TRIAL Pl*'^-Engine
New offeror! gasoline engines. Abso--
lute free trial on this marvelous 3 h. p. chilled
cylinder gasoline engine. Direct from the engine works
to you. No dealer's profit. Five-year guaranty by the

engine works. Perfect engine for pamping, hoisting

working on a harvester and nmning every piece o
narw nn ft fnnn nr in & ^hon. Lishtest, lllOS

gine with

Send No Money.

harvester and nmning every piece of

machinery on a farm or in a shop. Lightest, most
compact, simplest: the only 3-h. p. gasoline engine with
chilled cylinder. "Write for the great introductory offer.

Just send your
name and ad-

dress. See for yourself. The newest acMevement
in engines. The perfect engine at last. Use it ten
days FREE.
Send it back
at our expense
if you don't
want it. This
engine is per-

fector wecould
not make tliis

amazing offer.

Dealer'*5 price
to you foralim-
ited time.

Easy Monthly
Payments

Air - Cooled,
New- Model, 3
h. p., 5 year
guarantee.
Best pmiip en-
gine. Schmidts
Pomp Jack fits

any pnmp.

Does all any 3-h. p. enginewill do and more—every-
thing. You will be astonished when you read our
catalogs. This engine will surprise you, the terms
and prices will amaze you. Our new offer on this

marvelous engine is amazing. Just send your

name and get it free. Send now. Do it to-day.

SCHMIDT BROS. CO. ENG. WKS.,DEPT.3541.Davenport.Ia.

Wom^n Oil a fai'?it nmhing a Schmidt
Engine do iheir irorfc

The Plodder and the Planner

I
HAVE in mind a couple of farmers I used to

know very well. One of them was about

the most industrious man I ever saw. It

was simply astonishing the way that man
would work. He was generally up at four

o'clock in the morning and he worked as

long as he could see how, in the evening,

and sometimes continued by lantern-light.

He seemed to be a regular pack-horse, but

never got ahead because he hadn't the right

kind of brains. For example, he insisted on
making his horses work as hard winter and
summer as he did, and as a result in a short

time his teams would play out and lie down
and die. Rough treatment, of course. He
lost enough in horses every winter that were
doubly worked and half fed and cared for

to have left a reasonable profit on the farm
every year.

He usually kept a good many hogs, but

they were a poor lot and impossible to fatten.

The corn those hogs ate was wasted. His
cattle, like his hogs, were of the scrub

variety, and after he had fed one of them
for three years it was still a runt and sold

in the market as a cull which brought from
two dollars to three dollars less per hundred-
weight than the first-class cattle that went
onto the same market.

This industrious man was no reader. He
worked so hard that he was too tired to read

at night, and he worked so many hours that

he had no time to read during the day.

As a result, he never adopted any improved
methods of farming. He never seemed to

realize that there was any difference between

good and bad seed. Corn was corn, wheat
was wheat, and oats were oats with him.

He was just as likely to plant seed from a

nubbin as from a good ear of corn and to

sow wheat that was only half developed and

Atlas

Roofin
The Reliable Brand i
WATER-PROOF
STORM-PROOF
WEATHER.PROOF

FIRE-RESISTING
We have sold Atlas Roofing for years with the great-

est eatisfactioii to our customere. See any of your
neighbors who have bought this roofing from ua and
ask them what they thint of it.

Atlas Rooting is made from long fibre wool felt,
saturated with asphalt and coated on both sides with
a patented composition which gives it a tough, smooth,
rubber-like coating and makes it water-proof, storm-
proof, weather-proof and practically fire proof. It is
so good that retail dealers can easily get nearly double
the money we ask for it. Oan be used to cover any
roof, old or new. may be laid right over old roofing and
make the roof good as new. No special tools or skill

Keeps out Snow, Sleet and Storm

are required to lay it. Each roll measures 108 eq. ft;

BO that it will surely cover 100 sq. ft. of roof allowing
for laps and cutting. Cement for the laps and enough
large headed GaLVAJNIZED nails to lay it are packed
in each rolL
Atlas Roofing is the best and cheapest material you

canusefor roofing any building, large or ^ ^aall. We
sell thousands of rolls every year because of the
splendid service and satisfaction the roofing gives
wherever it is used. Buy it while this offer lasts for
your new roofs or for those that need repair. The de-
livered prices here quoted are much lower than you
could buy an equal qual ity of roofing for anywhere else.

WE PAY The Freight
Atlas Roofing, ready to lay, is delivered to your nearest freight station, all charges

prepaid, at the following prices^ the lowest ever asked for such high grade, depend-
able Roofing. You have to pay nothing to the railroad, simply sign the agent's
receipt and take your roofing away. Send us the price given for the state in vrhich
you live and specify which weight you want. We send samples, with full instructions

for testing any roofing. Prices for Atlas Roofing, freight prepaid to

NEW ENGLAND STATES, N. Y., N.J., DEL., MD., VA., W. VA.,
PA.,0., MICH., WIS., IND., ILL., KY., TENN.. ARK., MO., lA.,
KAS., NEB.. MINN., N. DAK., S. DAK.

Standard Atlas Weight, Per Roll, S4 lbs..$l,S
Heavy Atlas Weight, Per Roll, 44 lbs. . l.E
Extra Heavy Atlas. .Weight, Per Roll, 54 lbs. . l.t

OKLAHOMA,
LOUISIANA,
TEXAS.

•$1.45.
1.85.
2.20.

ELSEWHERE
IN U. S.

. 2.02
2.43

134 Address your order to the house nearest you, either Chicago or Kansas City.

Montgomery Ward & Co.
19th and CampbeU Sts.

KANSAS CITY

p> C Just out. A fine catalogue of building material and builders' hardware. Shall weX . kj. send you a copy? Also a catalogue of woven wire fencing. A postal will brine it

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside in writing

to advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the very best attention.

The

HEW MODEL
25 Repeating RiAe

The gun to use for rab-

bits, squirrels, hawks,

crows and all small

game.

It han<}lei all .22 short cartrit^ges and C.B. caps; b an excellent gun
for small game and target work up to 50 yards. You quickly save

the price of your rifle in the reduced cost of ammunition. It conforms to the

high quality standard of all TSazZui repeaters yet sells at a surprisingly low price.

The solid-top and side ejection are always a protection, keep shells, powder
and gases from your face, allow instant repeat shots. Quick take-down construction—

easily cleaned—takes little space and brings greatest pleasure at small expense.

Learn more about the full TSbn^y? line. SendS TAffT/^Zt/i/I./ireOryilS C6.
stamps postage-for the 136 pBgey9^37X^ catalog. 141 Willow Street New H^yeo. Conn.

of an inferior breed as good wheat. His
work was done in the hardest possible way.

This man was always hard up. He always
got the poorest prices for what he raised,

and his crops were always small in spite of

all the work he did. He simply wore him-
self out with hard work, and although he

always lived hard, he never managed to get

ahead, simply because he "did not mix brains

with his energy.

Near him lived another man of different

type. He was never what was called a hard
worker. He was never out of the bed before

daylight, and unless there was something
exceedingly pressing he and his men quit

work winter and summer a little while before
night, but somehow everything he did counted.

He planted only the best grains he could

get hold of and made a study of his soil

and what crops were best adapted to each of

his fields.

He dressed well, lived well and educated
his children, and still somehow or other he
managed to accumulate a great deal more
money than the man just across the road
who worked sixteen hours each day and
never seemed to spend a cent that wasn't

absolutely necessary to keep him and his

family alive.

The difference between the two men must
have been simply a difference of ways of

thinking. The one made of himself a work-
mule, a burden-bearer, and nothing more

;

the other was a general who planned his

work and made his plans count. The man
that used his brains knew that it was
just as easy to raise a horse that would sell

for two hundred dollars when it was three

years old as to raise a plug that would only

sell for seventy-five dollars or perhaps less,

and was hard to sell even at that price. He
insisted that it was much better to grow
eighty bushels of corn on one acre than to

grow forty bushels to the acre on two acres,

and that there was no economy in just grow-
ing ten bushels of wheat to the acre w'hen

the same ground might under the proper
treatment be made to yield thirty. Don't

you think this latter man's ideas were better ?

' R. B. RusHixG.

Thz Secret of the '"Pack"
[continued from p.\ge 9]

Two apples are then .placed' in the spaces

which are left. Figure 4 shows this point

very nicely. We have, in this pack, three

and a half rows in width and four layers in

depth.

To start the four-and-a-half-tier pack, the

first apple is placed in the lower left-hand

comer of the box, another in the lower
right-hand corner and another in the center

(see Figure 2). Two apples are then placed

firmly in the spaces that are left vacant.

This pack has four and a half rows in width
and five layers in depth.

How to obtain the proper bulge-—Inex-
perienced packers will have some little

difficulty in getting the proper bulge to the

box. Practice, however, will obviate this.

When the fruit is packed, the apples at both
ends should come up flush with the top. In
the center they should extend a little higher.

There is more or less of a graduation
between one sized apple and another, as, for

instance, between the three and three and a

half tier apples. To obtain the proper bulge,

the packer selects apples that are a trifle

smaller for the ends, working those that are

a trifle larger to the center. In case the

apples are of the same size, and are being
packed on the cheek, in order to obtain the

proper bulge, the end apples are turned with
the stem ends up. Ever\' bo.x should have
from an inch to an inch and a half swell.

Lithographs—On the end of every box a

neat, attractive lithograph should be placed.

This adds very much to the appearance of

the box and aids materially in selling the

fruit. A cheap gaudy label detracts from,

rather than adds to, the appearance.
A lithograph should contain the grower's

name, the name of the locality and the name
of the state. The name of the state should
stand out in bold relief, as it aids wonder-
fully in bringing before the people the

possibilities of such a section for the pro-

duction of fruit.

On the other end of the box should be

stamped the number of apples, the packer's

number and the variety. This facilitates

matters considerably, for the consumer
knows the exact number of apples.

A few general considerations:
1. Handle the apples as little as possible.

2. Cleanliness should be observed in every

part of the work.

3. Decayed fruit should be disposed of so

as not to contaminate the premises.

4. Don't toss the apples about on the

packing-table every time you select one.
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These SteelShingles
Are Guaranteed

Against

Lightning!
We stand ready
to make good
this claim with
a $10,000 guaran-
tee bond.

Edwards Interlocking

"RED" Steel Shingles
are stamped in best Bessemer steel and come
in sheets 5 to 12 feet long and 24 inches wide.
Patent interlocking device gives absolutely
moisture-proof seams, which will not bulge or
pull apart.

Easy for Anyone to Lay
You can lay Edwards Interlocking "Reo" Steel

Shingles yourself on any sort of roof. Hammer
only tool needed. Can be laid on rafter boards
or old shingles. Look well on building.

Write for FREE Catalog No. 158
We are the largest manufacturers of all kinds

of iron and steel roofing and sell to you at lowest
prices. Our free catalog contains valuable in-

formation. Send dimensions of your building
and we will quote you exact cost of a "Reo"
Steel Shingle roof delivered to your station.

We want one representative in every com-
munity to take orders for Edwards Interlock-
ing "Reo" Steel Shingles. Write today.

Tlie Edwards Manufacturing Co.
108-158 Lock St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World's Largest Manufacturers of Steel
Shingles, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceiling, etc.

f$18 TO $30
A WEEK SURE SELLING EVER-READY TOOLKIT
DODBLE THAT, IF XOU'KE A HPSTLEK.

Here agents is the biggest winner yet. Broken all
records. Weaver,(Farmer) made 9 1,5(H> last year.
Only worked odd time^=. Jnst think of the conven-
ience. Ten tools in one. Hatchet, Hammer. Screw
Driver, Wrench. Pipe Tongs, >iaii Puller, Wire Cut-
ter, Pinchers, etc. JReqtiiresno effort. Just show
and take money. J. W. Whipple, Texas, sold 28 in 8
hours, profit, *19.00. W. W. Strauss, Pa.. (Lawyer)
sold 38 in 4 hours, profit $d6.00. Johni^on, Mo.,
wrote: "No canvasser but can sell hundreds around
these parts. Send 'em on, money order enclosed."
Think how handy. Every home, store,shop,factorj'

—

all need it— all buy. No scattered tools. No hunting
right one. Nothing like it. Field unlimited; re-
wards great; hustlers getting rich. A. Hason, O.,
sold 21 first day. Frank Clayton, Mich., says:
**Hatchet all yoa claimed. Neighbors all clamor-
ing. Took 2-t orders one day." Made of forged
Steel. Not sold in stores. Free .Sample to Work-
erg. Dncaralleled chance for ambitious men to get
rich. Why not go to work supplying demand, ap-
pointing agents, collecting. Get this easy money.
Yours for the askine. We'll help you make big
success. Only act now—send 110 money-^jiwt a card.

FOOTEMFG. CO., Dept. 401E, DAYTON, OHIO

Its^ Economy and Power
Startle the World!

Ttse Engin& Runs on COAL OIL at a
Fraction of Cosi of GasoUnOm

Thousands of these marvelous engines—In actual
use today—prove beyond question that kerosene is
the engine fuel of the future. The snccess of tha
"Detroit" Engine is absolutely

,

unparalleled.
Demand is overwhelming.
Kerosene (common coal oil)

runs it with wonderful ecou-
omy. Kerosene generally costs 6
to 15c less per gallon than gasol ine
—tuid gasoline isetill groins u
Euns on any engine faol. Only
three moving parts. Light
and portable. Does work of
engines we igh ins fonr
times asmuch. Runaevery^

/

thing.

The AmBxing

"DETROIT"
The Kerosene Wonder—on 15 Days'

Trial—Direct From Factory
Any engine you want, from 2 to 20 H. P . sent on 15 days' free

trial—tested Imiiedlatdy before shlpnlns and ready
to ron. I£ dissatisSed^-eyery dollaryouliavepiildiis for

the enelne cheerfully refunded. Prices lowest ever

known for higil-grade, guaranteed engines.

The New Book Is Ready.—WRITEI Tdia all about theM new
wonderfl that marie a n€w era ia engines. Special Intreductory price on firat

Detroit" en^ne gold in each commiiiiU; Quick action getfi it. Addresa

Oelroll Engine Works, 193 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich.

SEE
THAT REEL

Agents Make
$18 to $30

Per Week
THIS AWL SEWS
a Lock Stitch like a

chine. Just the thir>g for rqiairing

Shoes, Harness, Buggy-lops, etc. Sews up

Grain Bags, Tents. Awnings, and Wire Cuts on

Horses and Cattle. Makes a neat, durable repair and

quickly, too. Has a diamond point, grooved needles, metal

handle, and a reel holding 50 yards of waxed thread. Can be

carried in any tool box or the pocket. One man sold $2(X).00

worth in four days. M Neil sold 20 in 5 hours, cleared $8.50.

Had no experience Regular price $1.00. Complete sample

with three kinds of needles, needle case and two reels of thread

sent postpaid for 60 cents 2 for $1.00. Satisfaction or money
refunded. Send quick for sample and complete instructions.

ANCHOR MFG. CO. r>Ei>T. 452 DAYTON. O.

CEMENT FENCE POST
Tur ^~\T r\C Cement posts area success.

Wooden posts rot—cement
posts grow stronger. Use the best.
Get onr mold. Costs $14.00 to $20.00. Easily
operated—a boy can do the work. Make
money seliing molds and posts to
your neighbors. Sales donble each year.
If interested; write to-day, for price-list. If yotir

implement dealer don't handle, buy direct.

MOORE3 POST MOLD CO.
329 E. 3a St., Sterling, m.



A 7 Million Rod Price
Our new prices are based on this enorm-
ous output. Prices the lowest ever made
for a high, grade fence. We can

Save You 5 to 15 Cents a Rod
OTSffls and you'll say
s= ipait is the best
_ fence you'ever
*^Cused. Easiest

put up, lasts
longest and is

the strongest
fence made. Sell to user at

Dealers Prices FreightPrepaid
Don't buy fence AT ANY PRICE before get-
ting our prices. They will surprise you.

lllf^^eT^ly%e 30 Days Free Trial
sure they are
satisfied. Full
line of Farm
and Poultry
Fence. Very
low prices on
BARBED WIRE
and DATES. Write for Free Catalogue.

COILED SPRING FENCE COMPANY,
Box 18 WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

MINERAL
HEAVE
REMEDY

NEGLECT

Will Ruin

Your Horse

fCURES
,

^AVES
Send today foi

only

PERMANENl
$3 PACKAGE

cure any case

f I I W\ ¥~ \ -nl O"" money refunded.M K r 11 $1 PACKAGE
\J 11 1— fill cures ordinary cases.

Postpaid on receipt of .

prii.1'. AgentsWanted
Write tor descrlptlye taJ!

booklet
MINERAL HEAVE EEMEDT CO., 42S Fonitll Ave., Fittsbarg

SAFE
CERTAI

N

J^^^^m A.MD A.L.L.
^^^^^LIVE STOCK.

HIPPD
pa iv El eti } |R7!?|T9'S9i

HA
dintmenV.

ifj^lsTyT^^SjiMPLESGlMDLY C3A.I-L.S

.SWELLINGS.
ANO ALU
Nrj.AMED

MVG. CO.

IbDNDi-ridMS

ABSoRBINB
Cures Strained Puffy Ankles, Lymphangitis,
Poll Evil, Fistula, Sores, Wire Cuts, Bruises
and Swellings. Lameness, and Allays Pain

I
Quickly without Blistering, removing the hair,
or laying the horse up. Pleasant to use.
$2.oo per bottle at dealers or delivered.
Horse Book 5 D free.
ABSORBING. JR., (mankind, Sl.OO bot-

tle.) Per Strains, Gout, Varicose Veins, Var-
icocele, Hydrocele, Prostatitis, kills pain.

YOUNG, P. D. F.. 23 Temple St.. Springfield, Mass.

NEWTON'S Heave, Cough, Distemper
and Indigestion Cure.

Tlie first or second SI can cures heaves. The third
is guaranteed to cure or
moneyrefunded.$! percan
at dealers, or express pre-

" paid. Send for booklet.

THE NEWTON REMEDY CO.
20 years sale, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Heaviest Fence Made
Heaviest Galvanizing

We make l6o styles. Horse
cattle, sheep, hog, and bull
proof fences made of No.v
double galvanized wires
and absolutely rust proof
Bargain Prices:

14 eents per Rod I ^
Poultry and Rabbit Proof
Fences, Lawn Fences
Gates. Send for Ca.
and Free sample for
The Brown Fence &W!ri
Dept. 2IE Cleveland,

For 18-ln. 14 S-4c for 22-ln. Hog
Fence; I5c for 26-Inohj lg3-4c
for 33-lnch; 26c for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 48-inch Poultry
fence 28 l-2e. Sold on 30 days
trial. 80 rod spool Ideal Barb
Wire $1.45 Catalogue free.

KITSELMAN
Bo2 271

BROS,
MUNCIE, IND.

Patent Your Device--May Bring Wealth
Send sketch, invention for FREE opinion and Guide Book. Patent
obtainedor no charge. Bunyea Patents Co., Div. F. .WasMngton, D.C.

Try The

Bull Dog Feed Grinder

10 Days Free
You can grind 5000 bu. of cob and corn to
table meal with one set of Boilers and Con-
caves. Damp ^ain can't clog it—nails
won't break it. Has only 2 inch working
leverage which accounts for light running.
Get cor FREE Catalogue and Samples.

CROWN POINT MFG. CO.

135 E. Road. Crawn Point, Ind.

Breeding Line Upon Line
HEALTHY, vigorous stock is the founda-

tion of success, for the beginner or the

experienced poultryman.
The first law of breeding is : "Like -will

produce like." If -we have our breeding-yards
filled -with birds that are sickly, -weak layers

or have bad defects of conformation, we
may expect nothing but disappointment.

For utility or fancy points, I prefer line

breeding, after a careful selection of the

original male and female.

Suppose we purchase, from some reliable

breeder, a cockerel and a pullet, both from
the same mating, in good, healthy condition
and as near to the standard of perfection

for the breed as can be obtained. This pair is

the foundation of our" future success. Call

the cockerel M and the pullet N. The
product of this mating will probably not
give us anything exceptionally good in

standard markings. Probably there will be
no young birds superior to the parent stock,

and a large number of the progeny will have
to be discarded. At the close of the breed-

ing season we separate the original pair, M
and N. The pullets that we wish to reserve

from this mating for the coming year we
call group No. 2.

We have used our best judgment in select-

ing the very choicest pullets. We also

reserve the choicest cockerel. Call him
cockerel No. 2.

The Second Year

The next year we will mate the male M
to the pullets of group No. 2. Cockerel No.
2 is mated to the female N. This gives us
two breeding pens for the second year, which
pens we term Y and Z.

The progeny of the pen Y will be three

fourths the blood of the original sire and
one fourth the blood of the original dam.
The progeny of the pen Z will be three

fourths the blood of the original dam and
one fourth the blood of the original sire.

In selecting our stock for the third year

we are again very careful to reserve the

very best specimens. In mating pens for

that year we v/ill use a typical cockerel

from the progeny of the pen Y and a pullet

of the progeny of the pen Z. This mating
gives us stock one half the blood of the

original sire and one half the blood of the

original dam.
The same year we mate a pullet of the

production of the pen Z to the original sire

M, which gives progeny having one eighth

the blood of the original dam N, and seven

eighths the blood of the original sire M.
We also mate a cockerel of the production

of the pen Y to the original dam N, giving

us progeny having seven eighths the blood

of the original dam N and one eighth the

blood of the original sire M.
Here we have been changing types without

inbreeding. At every step great care must
be taken to select the best specimens.

This system I have followed for a number
of 'years and find it is the only road to

success for the utility man or the fancier.

Ryoim Isbell.

Gosling-Culture
EESE demand early mating. Every breeder

should have his pens mated up in Janu-
ary. In mating geese many odd peculiarities

will be observed by those who take time to

study their ways. In certain cases where a

goose has been placed with a new mate, she

has seemed to worry and treat her new mate
with utter disdain, until I have had to

return her to the old one.

If you have a goose that is shunned by all

and driven to one side, pen her and a single

gander away from the rest. She will not

mate unless so penned. Otherwise, as a gen-

eral rule, mate two or three females to one
male. If the gander is old, two are plenty.

Geese are among the most profitable of all

fowls to invest in, for they can be kept

several years for breeding purposes, and,

when your foundation is once laid, there is

little expense. Make good warm nests for

your birds ; boxes are preferred to barrels,

as ordinary barrels are often too small. If

you have no place to put your nests under
shelter on the ground, dig up pieces of sod

and insert in the box, hollowing it out

nicely in the center so that, after the straw

is placed on top (very thick for cold

weather), they cannot shove the nesting-

material from under them, and if they do,

the sod will protect the eggs from the cold.

Early Nurture

Set common hens on goose eggs at the

same time you do your goose, and then let

the mother goose care for all the youngsters,

being careful to give them a warm, dry place

at night. She will always bring them home
at night without driving, if given liberty. Be
sure and keep your young goslings free from
lice ; if you do not, they will .grow thinner

and thinner until they die. Give fresh water.

oyster-shells, charcoal and grit in abundance.
Do not give them a bathing-place until they
are feathered out.

I have found that a feed of two parts (by
weight) of corn meal, four parts of wheat
bran and one part of bone- or meat meal is

excellent for young goslings. This is mixed
with sour milk to a crumbly mass, and a

teaspoonful of soda and a teaspoonful of salt

added to every pailful. This feed is given

three times a day—morning, noon, and night

—as much as the goslings will eat up clean.

Be careful and do not dampen too freely:

Therein lies the secret of making a good
mash. When the goslings are two or three

weeks old I begin giving once a day, in

place of the mash, a mixture of whole gram
consisting of equal parts of corn, wheat,

buckwheat, kafir and barley.

Bran is quite indispensable as a bone-
forming element ; but grass is the main food
of geese. If they meet you with their

musical(?) clatter, take a few mouthfuls of

food, then lazily saunter away, you need not

think them ill. They are bent upon "turning
grass into greenbacks." A. E. V.

Tabloid Poultry Wisdom
The freshest eggs are those laid for the

first time by the very youngest pullets.

You cantipt expect success in the poultry

line and have a dozen mixed breeds. Select

the kind you want, and don't mix.

Earthen water-fountains in the poultry-

yard are better than tin ones. The former
will keep the water cooler in summer and
warmer in winter.

No use to sputter about it and call folks

fools because they insist on having white

eggs. Just get yourself into a position to

cater to the taste and let it go at that.

Dust which is used for poultry should not

be left too long in the houses. It gets old

and perhaps infested with insects, so that it

will defeat the purpose for which it is placed

in the boxes.

One good way to keep insect pests down
is to give the birds all the dust they need to

roll in. Just try that and see how they will

"second your motion" by rolling every day
and many times a day.

A combination of high roosts and heavy
fowls seldom proves satisfactory. Lame
birds will surely result. Wide perches, not
over two feet from the floor, are the best

for the heavy breeds.

Don't tie up the top of the grit-sack, just

because the hens are out on the ground.
They can not get much grit themselves, and
what they do get is not sharp enough to do
the necessary grinding.

A flat stone and a hammer are all the tools

necessary to manufacture grit from the
pieces of broken crockery and dishes which
accumulate more or less around every home.
The pieces can be pounded fine for chick
grit, or coarse for the older birds.

Order pure-bred roosters early, to head
your flock. It needs new blood this spring.

And don't expect to get good birds under a
couple of dollars ! They cost, but to grow
vigorous, healthy chicks you must have one
to every twelve of the hens whose eggs you
will save for hatching.

An Ohio subscriber is trotibled by her
hens having the habit of plucking out and
eating each other's feathers. Probably they
have been idle too much and have not had
enough animal food. If only a few do it,

kill them or segregate them. If they are

numerous, trim the edges of both the upper
and lower parts of their bills, by rounding
off the sharp edges of the beak and snipping

off the hook at the end. Give them a

variety of food, including animal food, make
them scratch and take exercise, and by the

time the beaks are grown sharp again they

will probably have forgotten the habit.

E. A., Indiana, is trying to figure out the

relative cost of keeping Indian Runner ducks
and chickens with a view to more intelligent

choice of varieties to keep. Accurate experi-

mental data on cost of maintenance of

chickens and ducks seem to be wanting, but

to produce an equal .growth in weight of

each will probably require practically the

same food cost. The ducks will make more
rapid growth by reason of greater power of

digestion and assimilation, but more food

will be consumed in a shorter period. The
point to be ascertained is the required

maintenance ration for adult birds when
kept under conditions best adapted to main-

taining the health, vigor and productiveness

of each.

WHEN
The thermometer regis-

ters Zero and eg"g"S are
60c. a dozen, it pays to use

Fairfield's Blood Tonic

And Egg Producer
the "Scientific" poultry con-
ditioner that makes the hen's
winter ration hke her summer
diet and keeps up the egg
production when prices are

highest.

A Separate Preparation For
Each Kind of Animal

Because the roots and herbs
so beneficial to one kind of

animal are of no benefit to

another kind.

Fairfield's

Egg Producer For Poultry Only,

Blood Tonic For Horses Only.

Milk Producer For Cattle Only.

Blood Tonic For Hogs Only.

Sold under guarantee
Ask your dealer for them.

FREE—Our "Scientific Poultry Book"
Worth 50c. but sent free for name
of this paper and your dealer.

Fairfield Manufacturing Company
500 S. Delaware Avenne

Philadelphia

Fairfield's Roup Remedy Cures Roup,

112^ POULTRY
Tells how to succeed with Q ^ ^\ yr

W poultry on the ordinary farm. ^ ^ ^ ^
1 How to make a first-class BB BB
/ brooder out o£ an old piano U HKRi b
J
box. Wliat breeds lay best. | II^B^a

J
Plans for poultry houses, how

B to feed, breed, etc. Describes ^^^^^^^^^
' PRAIRIE STATE Incubators and Brooders I

Tou will be surprised at the valuable information it I
contains. It's free. Write a postal for a copy today. I
Prairie State Incubalor Co.. 415 Man St., Homer Cily, Pa. I

For those who have from 300 ft. to 1^ miles to go for

their mail. Easily placed on telephone^ poles or 2 x 4's

fastened to fence posts. The

OAKWOOD MAIL CARRIER
Made entirely of metal. Ball-liearing pulleys. Sold

on thii-ty days' trial. Write for book "Getting the Mail."
Oakwood Mfg. Co. 25 Stanton Ave. Springfield, Ohio.

LAWN FENCE
Many styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save 20
to 30 per cent. Illustrated
Catalogue free. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box 321 Muncie, Indiana.

Many desi^s. Cheap as
wood. 32 pare Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,

'oiled Spring Fence Oo.
Box 4-14 Winchester. Ind.

SHIRTS—MAKER TO WEARER
$1.20 places at your door, everything prepaid, a Genuine Ehaki
shirt, the same as the Soldiers wear, at half what they cost Uncle
Sam. Made true Army style, 2 button flapped pockets, double
stitched throughout, cut full and generous in all sizes from 14 to
17. Choice of colors: Khaki color or Olive Drab. They wear like
Iron! Your initial (handsomely embroidered) to sew on pocket
sontFree! Send $1.20 for sample; your money back if unsatis-
factory. State size, color and initial.

U. S. SHIKT MAKERS
118 West 49th Street NEW TORE

"Good Shihtmakers for 17 Teaes. "

BSgBmrgmmsin
QUAKER CITY
FEED mSLLS
Send your name for money saving prices on 41-year
standard grinders. Book shows complete line. We
pay the freight.

Ma Money Down
Liberal Free Trial

Prove to yourself how superior
Quaker City Mills are. Grind
everything from com with
husks to graham flour. If not as
you expectj return at our ex-
pense. Get Free Book at one'
and pick your style. Address

A. C. STKAUB & COMPAN1.
3711 Filbert St. Sta. B, Fhlla., Fa.

The Maeninery Warehooee
370S B. AFhIand At.^., CUcoeo, 111.

It is to your advantage to
mention Farm and Fireside
in writing to advertisers.
Farm and Fireside folks get
the very best attention.
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Big Incubator Value
Sncx!essful Incubators have

aJways been superior to all
others. Tbis year they are
better than ever before and
the price is lower. Get our
direct-to-you proposition
and BigFREE Bookandlow
price before you pay a cent
for any incubator. "Wewant
to prove to you that this is
the bifrgest real value ever
offered.

Successful Incubators
have 20 years experience back of them. Every fault
ofothers eliminated. New special features developed
this year. Ventilation, heating, recruiation—allper-
fect. Don't experiment. Get a SUCCESSFUL^the
sure, certain money-maker. Get our price and book
NOW, If you want booklet on "Proper Care and
Feeding of Chicks, Ducks and Turkeys," send 10c.
Catalogue is FREE. Write postal.

DesHoines Incubator Co., 61 Second St.,I)es9IoIne5,Ia.

Poultry forProfit
IxDcations in tlie Southeast should appeal to
poultry Raisers. The ease with which poul-
try can be raised there and tlie demand mean
best advantage in profit making. The cli-
mate gives a laying period of ten and one-
half months— hens get green food for that
time. Poultry products find market at high
prices in Southern cities, the North and in
the West Indies. Lands at a low price suited
for poultry, for fruit truck and general farm-
ing. Our publications sent on request.

Homeseekers' Tickets via Ohio River Gateways
M. V, RICHARDS

Land and Industrial Agent Southern RailTray

1330 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, WASHINQTON, D. C.

$''y,55 Buys Best

/ 140.Egg
Incubator

Double cases all over; best
copper tank, nursery, self-reg'-

ulating. Best 140-chick hot-
water Brooder, $4.85. Both

$11.50. Freight prepaid (E. of

W€ flhip

quick f^om
St. Pftol, Buff&lo,

Kansia City or
Eacine.

ordered together.
Rockies). No machines at any price are better.
Satisfaction euarante«d. Write for book today or
send price now and save waiting.

B«U(! City Incnbator Co.. Box 100. Radne. Wis.

ICC Egg Incubator SI 125
lOJ Chick Brooder 1 1"~

CREIGHT PREPAID vEastK)f Rockies)

The Progressive has cold rolled copper
tank, hot water heat, double disc regulator,
self veatilatine;, deep nursery, high legs,
double doors, safety lamp. It is made from
Special Heat and Cold Resisting Material
with hundreds of dead air cells. Write today.

PROGRESSIVE INCUBATOR CO., Box 142 Raclot.WIS.
G. C. WHEELER, Manager.

GET OUR LOW
BBil^l? onfirsi-clas9lNCUBA-|rRlwEi TORS & BROODERS.

I

t-HATCE FEEE OFPEB on onr NEW NOj
U0XSTT7BE GEM. Greatest Incubator In-l
ivention Ever Made. No Gness Work, Nog .

,
Worry. Thousands in use. Everybody'^reigllt

|
Buoceeds. At dealers or send for free book. raio.

|^

GEM INCUBATOR CO., Box 35 Trotwood. q

BUCKEYES
50 EGG

INCUBATOR6
Building Up Better Stock

How shall we do it?

Two or three ways may be set down
for men and women of varying cir-

cumstances.
Perhaps the cheapest plan is to take a

dozen or two of your own eggs and go to

the yards of some neighbor who has a little

better stock than you have and ask him if

he will exchange with you. I have made
some good exchanges of that kind, but, of

course, you need to go to a man who is
,

willing to be neighborly.

Where you cannot make this dicker, the

next best thing is to buy some eggs. The
money may go hard, for it has come hard,

by work on the farm, but pay it out freely,

thinking ^way on ahead to the better poultry

you are going to have. Get the birds up
through to maturity and then quietly enjoy
yourself.

Still another way is to buy a few good
hens and a choice rooster. There are those

who make a business of selling stock this

way. You cannot tell what you will get.

It seems sometimes as if anything that

cackles sells for a good hen, while the crow
makes a rooster all right. But we want
results. It may not be that we shall ever
get with hens as we are with cows, . so that

we will demand a verified statement of what
the birds we buy have done or what their

ancestors have been about, but we are
entitled to be asstired that we are getting

good laying stock.

There are some men who will exchange a

good rooster with you for one that is about
the same in weight, especially if they are

overstocked. You can afford, if need be, to

pay a little something to boot for the sake
of getting the better stock. Just to get one
such rooster into a flock will often be the

means of creating a new condition of things

in the egg record.

Somehow, let's make up our minds that

we will get the very best stock possible.

Putting money into stock that will make the

flocks better is like investing in advertising.

It costs, but it brings returns.

Neglect will spoil the best breed of hens
iri the world. I have in mind a flock that

has taken some good premiums in the past.

^Get the Full Value of
'our Fence Investment

1

^OW? Use good cor-

ner and end posts, well
braced. Then stretch the

fence— stretch it till it sings.

Ellwood fence will stand any stretching.

You cannot break it.

Erect your fence in this way and
it will last twice as long. Any
fence dealer can suppl}'' the tools.

/i costs no more to erect a fenc^

properly. It requires no greater

effort if you espend a little thought

to get the knack of doing it. Our
dealer nearest you will give you

a booklet explaining how to erect

a fence—how to make the work
easy and right.

The steel in Ellwood fence is

specially made for the purpose
from carefully selected stock. It

is hard, elastic, tough and springy.

The line wires, composed of two

or more wires twisted into cables,

give each individual wire the shape
of an elongated coiled spring.
The fence is therefore sufficiently

elastic to take care of expansion
and contraction, and yet so rigid

when properly stretched as to pre-

vent sagging. The small and per-
manent mesh is made by weaving
one continuous wire throughout
the fabric. The mesh or stay wires
are so interwoven that slipping
is impossible. The triangular truss

is the strongest form of construc-
tion known. For this reason,
Ellwood fence will stand the
hardest usage and still retain
its shape.

.1

Ellwood Fence is sold in your town, t^he ein
wood dealer and let him show you his difEerent styles of fence and
Quote you his low prices. Get his expert advice on your special
needs. He is on the spot, buys in large quantities, gets the lowest
carload freight rates, demonstrates quality before your eyes and is

the man from whom you will get the most for your money.

FRANK BAACICE3, Vice President and General Sales Agent

American Steel & Wire Company
Chicago New York Denver San Francisco

Se>!£f for copy of'Ellidood Fence ffews," profuselyillustrated, devoted
to the inierests offarmers and slwtmng how fence may be employed to
enhance the earningpower ofafarm. Furnishedfree upon application.

but which is now sadly run down, just

because the man in charge of the farm has

a horse that he thinks more of than he does

of the hens. If it is worth spending time

and money to build up a flock, it is certainly

worth while to keep the birds up afterward.

E. L. Vincent.

Back-to-Nature Treatment

THE question of fertile eggs is not settled

altogether by the mating of the flock. It

frequently happens that the male and females
may be fully matured and hardy birds, and
the pens properly proportioned as to sexes,

and yet the eggs may prove infertile to a

disappointing extent. In cases of this kind I

would look to the food as the cause of these

unsatisfactory results. A flock may be given
enough food, but if it is lacking in the

elements which would be available to the

hen in the natural state at that season of

the year it is quite likely to affect the

hatching qualities of the eggs laid.

There is not much trouble about getting
fertile eggs after the hens get out on free

range. The hens then get no more to eat

than when they were confined in yards, but
they get natural exercise and more or less

green food, insects and so on, which they
do not get if confined. As a rule, in the

North, hens do not get outside the houses
very much until along in April or May, but

eggs are saved for hatching in February,
March and early April.

If we would have fertile eggs in those

months, and those that will bring out good
strong chicks, we must use every effort to

get the flock in prime condition, not later

than February ISth. Feed liberally of good
sound grain with a little green food daily.

Finely cut clover or alfalfa is about the best

thing we have in this line. Give some lean

meat and bone and keep the whole flock

active as far as possible by making them
scratch part of their ration out of the straw.

Examine the old birds and see if they

have not become over-fat during the winter.

If so, pen them up by themselves and cut

their rations down. Give all their food in

such a way that they will be compelled to

work to get it. After two or three weeks
they will be in better condition for producing
fertile eggs that will hatch out strong chicks.

V. M. Couch.

Ventilate Without Drafts

A MAN, to whom I had been talking muslin
windows and open-front hen-houses, said

to me the other day: "What is the object in

double-boarding and lining a hen-house to

make it warm, then opening it up with cloth

windows to let in the cold ?" And I have
heard others argue the same matter in a
little different way. One said he did not
need any open front to his hen-house, for it

was open all around now.
That is just the trouble—the houses are

open all round, and that allows a draft. And
any one that knows anything at all about a
hen knows she can't stand a draft. A hen
will endure a lot of cold if the air is still

and dry. The object in making the building
tight is to stop all chances of a draft. Then
have the open or muslin windows on one
side only, the south or east, and you have a

well-ventilated, dry, comfortable hen-house.

V. M. C.

Can anything wholesome, clean or profit-

able come from a filthy, foul-smelling poul-
try-house ?

If chickens are confined in the hen-house
until late in the morning, they are sure to

fly off the roost as soon as it is light and
scratch around in the filth, thereby laying
the foundation for disease

For the man who never has kept poultry,
twenty-five hens are enough. More would
be a handicap.

Now lise some of the dust you saved last

summer for the boxes. Didn't get any :

You will have trouble from all kinds of
insect pests before spring. See if you
can't borrow or buy some of a neighbor, and
do it right off.

Nothing tickles hens more than to have a

nice clean flooring of litter, straw or leaves
scattered in the houses. They will dig in

that and sing until they are as happy as
queens. And the happier they are, the more
business they will do in the nest-boxes.

Always remember that this is a big coun-
try when reading poultry suggestions, and in

trying new methocls ask yourself, "How does
my own common sense teach me that this

would work with me ?" This may save you
a lot of trouble, for the thing which might
do in one part of the country might be a

perfect failure •elsewhere.

Simple, self-regulating, complete.
Guaranteed to hatch every hatctiabl&

egg. Sold on40 days trial with money
back in case of failure. 150,000 in use.

If your dealer doesn't keep them write to us. We'Usend
you our catalogue and two books, "Making Money the
Buckeye Way" and "51 Chicks from 50 Egts," Free
iii£ BUCKEYE INCUSAloil CO., S73 W. Eusild AneDue, Sprinstteid, m.

BuSldars of Bu«keye Portable Poultry Houses
Sold Cheapei' Then You Can Build Tbem.

MAKE HENS LAY
By feeding raw bone. Its egg-prodactng value Is four
times that of grrain. Eggs more fertile, chicks more
vigorous, broilers earlier, fowls heavier, |~
profits larger.

MANN'S 'iS^II Bone Gutter
Cuta all bone with adhering meat and
eristle. Never clogs. 10 Days' Free Trial.
^o money in advance.

Send Today lor Free Book.
F. W. Mann Co.. Box 32. Millord. Mass.

140 EGG INCUBATOR
and 140 CHICK BROODER

$10
The Incubator is Botti
C&If£orma Red- p^r
wood, Covered"*''^
with asbestos and galTauued

lion; has triple walls, copper tank
_

nursery; egg t-ester. thermometer, ready
to use. 30 Days' Trial — moaey back

I
if not 0. E. Write £or Free Catalog today.

I
Irondad Incubator Co., Depi 49 RaciPcWte.

the Bockiea

$2Q0000 120-Egg Incubator
120-Chick Brooder

Blgeest Value Ever Offered
Safest, surest hatcher made. Metal
covered all around. Self-regnlatlng.
BigFreeBooktellsf ji f o
about the famous IMJC^J^l^SS
Freight prepaid East of the Missouri
River and North of Tenn. Send for
Free Catalogue and bargain offer,

i. W. nmjJBCO., Box 31, Freeport, IB.

PEARL GRIT
Not an Expense, a
Money Maker

epaya Its cost over and over in bigger^
healthier, better laying fowls. Grit
that is more than grit. Aids digestion,
gives appetite, supplies egg shell, bone
and feather material. Send for booMet.

OHIO MAHBI.EGOMPANV
7471 B. Clevelmd Street, Plana, Ohio

Hatch After Hatch
Write today for onr Big FREE
Book about the World's Greatest
Guaranteed Continuous Hatchers

f^VBUEDC Incubators
Wl rtlCnd and Brooders
Getyourshareof billion dollars
poultry money In 1911. Guide
Book free—write for it today.

Crpbers InenliAtor Co. , Dept. ' -

Eiifl.10, ». ¥., an lotk Citf, CMc»«o, IlL

BoMon, Mm. . gaJBM Cltr, Mo. , OmHtnd.Cal.

Poultry t

Branch ofla
The 1911 catalog by Robert H. Essex,
poultrv aud iucuLtator expen,
will start you rigbt. Improved incu-

bators and brooders. Rt;ad " Wliy
Some Succeed ^There oUiera Fail.

"

ROBERT ESSEX INCUBATOR CO.

83 Hemrt St.. BoFFflLO, H. T,

Greider's Fine Catalogue
of pure bred poultry, for 1911, over 200

pages, 57 colored pictures of fowls, calen-
I dar for each month, illustrations, descrip-

I

tlons, photos, incubators, brooders, and
'

all details concerning the business, where
and how to buy fine poultry, eggs for

hatching, supplies, etc., at lowest cost.

Send 150. B. H. GaPDER, Box 62, Rheems, Pa.

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on

and Almanoe ior 1911 has 224 pages with many
colored plates of fowls true to life. U tells all

about chickens, their prices, theircare, diseas-
es and remedies. All about Inenbatorsi their
prices and their operation. All about poultry
houses and how to build them. It's an encyclo-
pedia of chickendom. You need it. Only loc
C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 962. Freeportt PI.

BiiildifiyairSOwniliteiibafti^r
I want to send every poultry raiser my large

free book on home incubator construction. I
want to show you how my patented Lamps,
Thermostats-Tanks, Egg Trays, Wicks etc. will
save you money. All sizes, latest exclusive

I
improyementa. Usedby theleadingpoultrymen ofAiaer-
Ics. Writs for frea book ofincubator plane today.

H. M. Sheer, I»ept. 1 7, Quincy. JU,

Best Birds, Best Eggs,
Lowest Prices ^rieu^l
pure-bred Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Turkeys.
Largest Poultry Farm in the world. Fowls, Eggs

and Incubators at lowest prices. Send for big book,
"Poultry for Profit." Tells how to raise poultry and
run Incubators successfully. Send 10c for postage.
J. W. MILLER CO., Box 203. Freeport, III.

Big Book, Money in Poultry^
AND SQUABS. Tells how to start in small and

'

grow big. Describes largest pure-bred Poultry Farm!
lu tlie world, and g^ves a great mass of useful infor-i

mationabout poultry. Lowest pHces onfmcls, eggs^

incvhators. brooders. ' Mailed4c. F. FOY.Bos iO,Pga3oinesI^

CHICKEN BUSINESS .?„or'./-^n
We start you. Most successful Poultry Farm.
Thousands to choose from. Low prices on fowls,

eggs, incubators, etc. Big, illustrated, valuable
booli. Profitable Poultry. " sent for 3 cents.

Borry't Poultry Farm, Bo« 140, Clarlnda, l«.

PA T" C MT 6 Send abetoh or model
A. I JC rN 1 9 for FREE fiEARCH.

liooka. Advice. Searches end C* 13 17
Blc List of Inventions Wanted r *X. MZa

WatMB E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, WaahinftoD. D. C.

PATENTS in CASH DEMAND
Many deals closed by our clients—one recently for

$680.000.00—our proof ol PatenU that PROTECT.
Send 8c postage for our 3 books for Inventors.

R. S. & A. B. U«r, Dir. 49 Wtihintton, D. C. Eitab. 1869

SZOTTBEI) OB FBX
RETURNED.

Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide
Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
VICTOR J. EVAIfS A- CO.. V.^ASHIAGTOH. D. C
4Q WADIITTirQ Poultry-, Pigeons, Ducks, Geese,
trt IHnitllCO Turkeys. Guineas, Incubators. Dogs.
Catalogue 2 cents. MIBSO CRI SQCAB CO.. St. I,onl«

125 Egg Incubator

and Brooder °Vor
i If ordered together we send
*both for $10. Freight

'

' paid east of Rockies. Hot
. water, copper tanks, double walla,
double glass doors. Fre« catalog
describes them. Send for it today.

I

Wisconsin Incubator Co.,
88, Racine, %Vi8.

PATENTS
pTfie renort m to natental



Fit the Farming to the Farm

IN
Fulton County, Pennsylvania, near to

the Maryland line, is to be fovind a pros-

perous, intelligent and peculiarly interest-

ing farm community. Its experience carries

a lesson to many a farmer far better situated,

in so far as outside advantages go.

Here is a county without a railroad in it.

McConnellsburg, the county seat, is located

in a broad valley and all products marketed
from within or brought in from without

must be transported over the mountains.

Mercersburg, the nearest railway station, is

ten miles away, about seven miles of this

distance being up and down the mountain-
sides. To add to the difficulty even the high-

way is not free for public travel, being still

maintained by private management, with toll-

gates. The mail-carrier's toll charge is four

hundred and twenty dollars per year, a little

more than half the amount he receives for

carrying the mail.

In such a community one might expect

primitive farming and primitive people ; but

this delusion is quickly dispelled. The
farmers' institute, which brought the writer

there, was held in the large hall of the new
school-building, a fine, modern structure, well

appointed and up-to-date in every respect.

One glance into the faces of the large audi-

ence which gathered for the evening sessions

showed that they were people of intelligence

and character. This meeting, too, immedi-

ately followed the teachers' institute, which

had occupied the entire previous week, when
the people had heard many good things and

might well have been excused from coming

out to hear farmers talk on familiar prob-

lems.

Uphill Work in Two Senses

The soil of the valley is productive, and

the fields, fences, buildings and live stock

all show thrift and prosperity. The immense,

but well-built, stacks of straw attest the large

crops of wheat which were harvested the

past season. All this wheat must be hauled

over the mountains to market. We were told

that it took about eleven hours to make the

trip, but by putting on four or six horses

they were able to haul from eighty to one

hundred bushels at a load.

Despite this disadvantage in transporta-

tion these people have learned to adapt their

farming to their conditions and are far more
prosperous than many communities with the

best of raihvay facilities. The stranger gains

the impression that they keep and use more

horses than they need, but all are sleek and

well fed.

The absence of a railroad has its compen-

sations. They are not troubled with unde-

sirable people, and one cannot help thinking

that, the feeling of security and contentment

which seem to prevail may be a greater

blessing than any which railroads would

bring.

The experience of this community empha-

sizes the importance of adapting the type of

farming to the surroundings. Perhaps no

one thing is a more frequent cause of

unprofitable farming than the lack of such

adaptation. Dairies are maintained on

rough, infertile land, much better adapted to

sheep, fruit planted on low frosty land and

bulky or heavier crops of low vakie grown

at points remote from market.

What Can Your Farm Grow Best?

For the man who is to start in farming

anew no more important problem is to be

confronted than that of the choice of a farm.

In making that choice he should give special

attention to its adaptability to the type of

farming he wants to carry on. He should

first consider the climate, for certain climatic

conditions are much more favorable for some
things than for others. This is one of the

chief reasons why Maine has become so noted

for her potatoes, Vermont for her apples,

and Iowa for her corn. Minor variations

exist, too, which, unfortunately, it is not

always easy to learn without personal experi-

ence with a given farm.

Soil is of equal importance with climate,

and a much more variable factor in a given

locality. A soil which is well adapted to

fruit may be poorly adapted to grass or

potatoes, and one which will give good

results with pears or apples may be quite

unsuited to peaches. The slope of the land

should also be considered, for while steep

hillsides and irregular outlines may' prove a

serious disadvantage in growing cultivated

crops, for instance, in fruit-growing they

would be of comparatively little moment as

is proved by the success of the West Vir-

ginia side-hill orcharding.

The character of the available market is of

the utmost importance. If one is to grow
perishable products requiring quick delivery,

it is folly to choose a remote locality in

which to grow them.

The highways over which they are to be

transported are likewise a matter of impor-

tance. One should not attempt to move
tender fruits, easily injured by rough hand-

ling, over rough roads, nor to handle heavy
products over hilly ones.

Still other surrounding conditions may have

an important bearing on the outcome of farm
operations. The character and availability

of help, the danger from trespassers, and the

presence or absence of other growers engaged
in the same line, are among these. While
it sometimes happens that the absence of

immediate competition may prove an advan-
tage, especially in a small local business, it

more often happens that a greater advantage

accrues from having neighbors who are

engaged in the same line. Such a commu-
nity will attract buyers for the particular

product—a single breed of live stock, for

instance—and will secure better marketing
facilities.

Few of us are likely to be in a position to

select a farm suited exactly to our tastes.

More often we are already anchored where
it is not easy to set sail again. The problem
then resolves itself into adapting our lines

of work to the farm in hand, instead of

finding the farm to suit the work. If this

involves too much sacrifice of personal taste

it may be better to sell the farm and start

again on one better suited to our ideals;.

Success can hardly be expected with a misfit

farm. Fred W. Card.

How to Fight Wild Carrot

THE wild carrot, familiarly known as

"bird's nest" or "Queen Anne's lace,"

is found on wild land and along the roads
in the eastern half of the United States and
Canada. It came here from England. It

produces flower-stalks from one to three feet

high and has tall slender hollow stems and
a finely cut leaf. The flowers are white and
the clusters with the stems resemble an

umbrella. It has a very strong, suffocating

odor when in bloom and this with its nectar

attracts scores of insects. It blooms from

June to September. The large number of

insects which visit it make pollenization

almost sure, which partly accounts for the

readiness with which it spreads.

The long tap-root is more like a dandelion-

root than a carrot, being long, rather slim

and tapering, and somewhat branched.

It is a biennial, and the first season it

produces rather low vegetative growth. The

At Left, a Two-Year-Old Wild Carrot Plant

With Flower Stems. At Right,

Single Flower Head

second season it sends tip long flower-stems.

The seeds are very numerous and if the

flower-stems are cut down before seed has

been formed, new stems will come up.

This weed is a demon to spread, but not

very hard to eradicate. Good cultivation

will keep it out of cropped fields, especially

where there is a rotation including one or

more cultivated crops. In permanent pas-

tures, along roads and in other places not

cultivated, it should be cut down with the

scythe. This must be done repeatedly to

keep the new flower-stems that spring up
from carrying their seed to maturity, but

persistent cutting will kill the weed out,

generally in two j'ears. If the weeds are not

too numerous, they can be killed off indi-

vidually once and for all, by cutting the root

underground with a "spud." sharp spade or

other handy implement.

Recent tests have indicated that the wild

carrot is vulnerable to several weed-killing

sprays. One solution that is recommended is

sodium arsenite. one pound to twenty-six

gallons of water, sprayed on when the plants

are dry. P. E. McClenehan.

Circumventing the Horn-Fly
poR the past few years we have tried vari-
r ous methods of keeping the horn-flies off

the milch-cows. We first tried fish-oil. This
did very well for a short time, but it was
necessary to apply the oil at least once a
day, as it would harden in that time and it

then had no effect upon the fly.

The next application was axle-grease,

daubed on around the horns and along the
back. This was cheaper than fish-oil and
does not have such an unpleasant odor, but
it caused the cows to appear fully as dirty

as the fish-oil did, and it was necessary to

apply it even more often. After the cattle

had been out in a rain, neither of the appli-

cations did any good whatever.
The next remedy was a few ears of corn

fed to the cows at each milking. There is

always some whole corn in the dung, when
cows are fed in this way, and the chickens
soon got into the habit of following the

cows day after day digging over the dung
and scattering it, so it soon dried and the

flies, the eggs of which are laid in manure,
did not get the least opportunity to even
hatch.

Last summer was the first for many years

that we have not had to fight the horn-fly.

H. E. Lemmon.

How About Your Ice-Supply?

MORE and more farmers each winter are

putting up their own ice for the next

summer's use. That which a few years ago

was looked upon as a luxury is now consid-

ered by an increasing number of farm folks

as a necessity. It has come to be so that a

farmer would about as soon think of getting

through the winter without coal as through

the summer without ice.

In putting up ice care must be exercised

that it is not taken from polluted sources.

Much harm is sometimes done by using ice

from contaminated water, and the germs of

several diseases, contrary to general belief,

are not killed by freezing. Ice does not

"freeze itself pure."

Generally speaking it is better to take ice

from a running stream than from a small

lake or pond. But the stream should be

rather a large one to be safe, and not subject

to contamination by sewage from towns or

drainage from farms or feed-yards. If care

is taken to keep stock and water-fowls from

a clean pond for several weeks before the ice

is to be taken, it will be a comparatively

safe source of supply.

Perhaps the safest way to put up ice is to

make it from well-water. This is not a

difficult process, nor very expensive, though

tedious. You can have a number of forms

of convenient size made from sheet-iron.

These are filled, and in twenty-four hours

the ice will be frozen solid enough to pack,

when it may be removed, and the process

continued over and over again. The forms

should be made with slightly sloping sides, a

little smaller at the bottom than at the top,

so that they will slip from the ice easily,

and also so that they may be conveniently

stored one within the other when not in

use.

Commercially manufactured ice, being

made from distilled water, is, of course,

absolutely pure. I think the time will come
when the present method of putting up and
keeping ice for use will be considered bar-

barously unsanitary, and only manufactured
ice will be used, but until then it behooves
us to be as careful as we can to get the

purest within reach. M. G. Rambo.

New evidence of the value of cooperation

was brought out at the recent convention of

the Federation of Jewish Farmers of Amer-
ica. The Executive Committee reported that

the Purchasing Bureau, established by it

March, 1910, sold $10,634.53 of goods to

farmers. These were mostly fertilizers,

some seeds, silos, separators and machinery.
The farmers saved about fifteen per cent.,

and the Purchasing Bureau made about five

per cent, or enough to cover the expenses.

Besides saving, the farmers received better

quality of goods, had an analysis made of
fertilizers and received credit on goods.

It Shows on the

Scales

The old methods of feeding stock

are wasteful—expensive—unscientific.

Corn and oats lack essential qualities.

Cannot fatten as a complete balanced

ration does. Try it. You'll see the

actual difference on the scales. Feed

your stock

STOCH FEED

Watch your animals thrive on it. See

their weight of solid fat and flesh

mount up to money-making figures.

Made of Corn, Oats, Barley and their

by-products, ground and kiln-dried

—

furnishes the needed fat, protein, car-

bohydrates and fibre. All stock-

horses, mules, steers, cows, sheep,

etc.— relish it, eat it eagerly; grow

fat at less expense than the old way

—

keep in perfect condition. Testimo-

nials prove it. Send for free folder

telling how to get bigger profits from

your stock. If your dealer doesn't

carry "Quality Feeds," write us.

The GREAT WESTERN CEREAL CO.
MAKERS OF QUALITY FEEDS

Feed Dept.

CHICAGO
Boss Feed.^Gregson's Calf Meal, Daisy Dairy Feed, Sterliug

Scratch Feed, Sterling Chick Feed

BRANCHES
Boston, New York, Pittsbnrg', Philadelphia, St. Louisj

Indianapolis, Memphis

AGENTS--$33.30 A WEEK
Jack Wood did it ! He writes—" Hurry up

100 more — sold
aLiGiroR woEkCH first lot in 2 days

— best seller I
ever saw." Hun-
dreds of agents
coining money—
S5.60 worth of
tools for the
price of one.
I)rop forgedfrom

finest steel. Nickel Plated all over. Astonisliing low
price <o agents—1,200 ordered by one man.Write atonce.
Don't delay. Experience unnecessary. Sample free.

THOMAS iVIFG. CO., 2146 Wayne St., DAYTON, OHIO

MOORE'S PERFECT
MEDICATED OIL MEAL
One tablespoonful of this highly nutritious food-

tonic costs more to manufacture than a whole
quart of some stock foods, but their relative
merits and results produced are in similar pro-
portion. That is why hundreds of hard-headed
stockmen have discarded other preparations for
mine, after trying it.

TRY IT
FIRST

EEDSREE
In order to convince you of its superior merit in

the face of all competition, I will bear the ex-
pense of the first twelve feeds—send them to you
prepaid, together with full information, if you
will drop me a postal requesting it. You have
everything to gain, nothing to lose. Write me now

ALBERT MOORE. Box 501. Shelby, Ohio-

s 30 Days
At Our
Risks;

Guaranteed 3 Years
Triple-Power—All-steel

Clear up your stumpy fields with the 3-year
Guaranteed Hercules, now sold on 30 days'
Free Trial. Test it on your place at our risk.

Pulls stumps out, roots and all. 400^
stronger than any other puller made. Triple
power attachment means one-third greater
pull. The only stump puller Kuaranteed for
3 years. Only one with Double Safety
Ratchet. Only one with all bearings and
working parts turned, finished and machined,
reducing friction, increasing power, making
it extremely light running. Hitch on to any

stump and the stump is bound to come.
Also pulls largest-sized green trees, hedge-
rows, etc. Don't risk dangerous and costly
dynamite. It only shatters stump and
leaves roots in ground.

Special Price Offer

We have a special price proposition to the
first man we sell to in new sections. We
are glad to make you a special price on the
first Hercules sold in your community be-
cause that will sell many more for us
and save advertising. Write us at once
to get this.

EMCULES p!!ii^r
Just write a postal for our special price—30 days' Free Trial and all FREE BOOKS

about the only AU-Steel, Triple-Power Stump Puller—the Famous Hercules.

HERCULES MANUFACTURING CO.. 178 17tli St.. Centerville. Sa.
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
One Year (24 numbers)

Canadian Subscriptions

. . . 50 cents

I Year, 75 cents

Entered at the Post-OtEce at Springfield,

Ohio, as Second - Class Mail Matter.

Subscriptions and all editorial letters should be
sent to the offices at Springfield, Ohio, and letters

for the Editor should be marked "Editor."
The date on the address label shows the time to

which each subscriber has paid.
Subscribers receive this paper twice a month,

which is twice as often as most other National farm
journals are issued.

Silver, when sent through the mails, should be
carefully wrapped in cloth or strong paper, so as
not to wear a hole through the envelope.
When renewing your subscription, please say it is

a renewal, and if possible send the label from a
recent copy. If all our subscribers will do this a
great deal of trouble will be avoided.

PUBUSHED BY

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Branch Offices: 1 1 Elast 24th Street, New York City

Tribune Building, Chicago, Illinois

Copyright, 1910, by The Crowell Publishing Company

ABOUT ADVERTISING
Farm and Fireside does not print advertisements

generally known as "readers" in its editorial or
news columns.
Mention Farm and Fireside when you write to

our advertisers, and we guarantee you fair and
square treatment.
Of course we do not undertake to adjust petty

differences between subscribers and honest adver-
tisers, but if any advertiser in this paper should
defraud a subscriber, we stand ready to make ^ood
the loss incurred, provided we are notified within
thirty days after the transaction.
Farm and Fireside is published on the loth and

25th of each month. Copy for advertisements should
be received twenty-five days in advance of publica-
tion date. $2.00 per agate line for both editions;
Si.00 per agate line for the eastern or western edi-
tion singly. Eight words to the line, fourteen lines
to the inch. Width of columns 2j^ inches, length of
columns two hundred lines. 5^ discount for cash
with order. Three lines is smallest space accepted.

Letters regarding advertising should be sent to
the New York address.

Thirty-Third Anniversary Offer

As A bit of friendliness to Farm and Fireside^ and
in honor of our thirty-third anniversary, don't

you want to introduce us to some of your friends

and neighbors? All Farm and Fireside folks have

friends and neighbors who would like our paper. We
will accept special introductory three-month subscrip-

tions to Farm and Fireside for ten cents each. Your
friends will appreciate this neighborly interest, and

Farm and Fireside will be grateful for the introduction.

This proposition will hold good until February 10th, 1911.

A stiff neck often goes with a soft head.

It is a poor excuse that is always making one.

If you cannot make things come your way, go where
they are.

The wise farmer plans his summer-time work in the

midst of zero weather.

The man who goes up in the air when he runs against

a difficulty seldom comes down on the other side of it.

Is It Bread or a Stone?

PRESIDENT Taft in his message has adopted the

Hitchcock proposal for what is called "rural parcels

post." To call such a scheme "parcels post" in the real

sense of the word is to abuse language and juggle with

words. A system that allows the mails to be used for

parcels weighing only up to eleven pounds is not parcels

post. A system that allows parcels to be carried on

rural lines only is not parcels post. Mr. Hitchcock

may call it whatever he pleases, and ]\Ir. Taft may adopt

Mr. Hitchcock's name for it; but it is not what the

people of this nation have asked for in the past, nor

what they will be content with in the future. It is not

the bread for which they have hungered, but a stone;

not a fish, but a serpent.

This monstrosity called a "rural parcels post" is a

gigantic rural postal fraud which amounts to a further

postponement of justice to a people to whom it has

been long denied. Instead of a real parcels post, we
are offered what amounts to a shady deal with the

express companies, by which, instead of parcels post, a

system is proposed whereby the rural mail-carriers will

act as messenger boys for the express companies in the

rural regions where the express wagons do not run,

but by which the grip of those concerns will not be

loosened in the slightest on the parcels transportation

of the nation. All parcels carriage from city to city

and from town to town will still be in the hands of the

express companies.

Such a system as this, falsely called a parcels post,

would be of no use to farmers except for the carrying

of parcels to and from the place at which the rural

route on which he happens to live originates. He
would have no choice of markets. He could not even

use it in trading with near-by towns on other rural

routes. And in many cases he would not be able to

reach the nearest good town ; for v/here towns are large,

the rural routes as a means of saving distance start from
cross-roads post-offices in the suburbs.

For instance, seven routes start from Madison, Wis-
consin, and three more, in the trade territory of

Madison, originate in Middleton, an insignificant station

just out of the city limits. The people on these routes

would have to be content with Middleton as a market

so far as this so-called "parcels post" is concerned.

Jackson, Michigan, is a large trade center ; but the

rural routes in that vicinity largely start from such

hamlets as Parma. The same is true all over the

United States—the rural routes do not run between the

farms and the centers of trade, except in very small

part. They do not run from the farm to the places

where the produce is in demand. They do not run to

the cities where the competition is located that keeps

the middlemen's profits within bounds in the local

market and the local store.

How this hybrid thing would work out no one can

prophesy. It would certainly be of priceless benefit to

the express companies in collecting parcels in the

country for them to transport from city to city. It

would surel}- be of some benefit to local merchants who
would be given by it a "cinch" on the mail trade out

of their respective towns. That it would prove, as Mr.

Taft suggests, a stepping-stone to the real parcels post

seems unlikely. It would leave the unjustly favored

express companies more firmly intrenched than ever. It

might even divide the farmers and the consumers in the

cities, by bribing some of them with small benefits and

conveniences, to give up their fight for justice. It is an

anise-seed bag drawn across the trail of the parcels post

fox—and some of the shorter-sighted farm papers are

already in full cry on the scent of "it.

Farm and Fireside is opposed to the so-called "rural

parcels post" as a denial of justice and a sneaking com-

promise with monopoly. We advise the farmers of the

nation to fight it as a fraud. We shall get the general

parcels post in another Congress or so, if we do not

permit ourselves to be bamboozled and befooled by this

phantom.-minnow bait on the hook of our opponents.

Our ancestors refused to take the taxed tea, even when
made cheaper for them than for the mother country,

because there was a principle at stake. They fought for

the principle and won. There is a great principle at

stake in this parcels post fight, too; let us fight for it,

and we shall win. The enemy is on the run, and they

throw over this fake jewel to attract the farmers and

prevent pursuit. Let us not be deceived. The thing

offered to us who are an-hungered is not bread, but a

stone. Take the stone—and then hurl it at those who
proffer it

!

A THIRD OF A CENTURY
Farm and fireside will be thirty-three and a third

years old January 25th. We are going to mark the

occasion with a big special Anniversary Number.

Prof. W. A. Henry
of Wisconsin, one of the country's greatest authorities

on the practice and history of agriculture, will re-

view the progress of American Agriculture in the

three generations just past—a transformation that

has had few parallels in human history.

Special Features in Every Department

will be the order of this big issue. The fiction de-

partment will include a two-page complete short

story which no reader should miss.

Our Stanch Friends

who have been subscribers from the infancy of the

paper, will be given an honored place in this Anni-
versciry Number.

A Dream of Farm Plutocracy

MOST of the papers have become addicted to the vice

of drawing us as rolling in wealth. The picture of

the humble lawyer or doctor driving in his buggy and

taking the dust from the lordly farmer's auto is familiar

to us all. It has reached a point where polite people

have pointedly refrained from referring to malefactors

of great wealth in the presence of farmers. All this

has resulted in a new fictional creation—the bloated

agriculturist. We have not always felt as rich as we
have been painted; but we have assumed that this was

because we were not as wealthy as a real farmer

should be.

An embarrassing situation is created now, by the

increase of farm mortgages in the middle West. The

state of Nebraska keeps a record of all mortgages filed

and released, according to which the sum total of farm

mortgages for 1909 seems to have increased by the sum
of $14,866,720. A Nebraska correspondent of the New
York Evening Post estimates on the basis of these

figures that the farmers of Kansas, Nebraska and the

Dakotas during last year increased the indebtedness on

their farms by the huge sum of $45,000,000. All of

which proves that men will borrow pretty well up to

their limit, and that when land values increase, mort-

gages grow with them. But it leaves us in doubt as to

the role we are expected to play. Are we guilty of

swollen-fortunism or pauperism?

Vouched-for Commission Merchants

yVTE THINK that farmers should ship cooperatively

^ whenever that course is practicable. Wherever they

are strongly enough organized, we think they should

maintain their own selling agencies, as do the California

citrus-fruit producers, as described in Mr. Streeter's

article in our issue of December 10th. Many, however,

are unable to do these things in these large ways. Many
are obliged to paddle their own canoes and find their

own ways to market. To such the problem of the com-
mission man is always an important one.

Farm and Fireside has for a long time been consid-

ering the needs of such of its readers as must ship to

commission men. In carrying out our policy of doing

everything for our readers that a farm paper can do,

we have worked out a plan by which we feel sure we
can help those who desire the names of good commission
men, and if the reader will write, telling us the names
of the cities and towns most convenient for his ship-

ments, we will undertake to recommend commission

firms for him to try.

We cannot guarantee, of course, that our readers will

not have trouble with these concerns. We can guar-

antee no business men but our advertisers—and these

commission men will not be advertisers with us. What
we will do is this—and we desire everyone to read

carefully and bear this in mind. We will investigate

the reputation and financial standing of firms in the

towns to which you can ship, and tell you those that

seem most reliable. These will be the names of people

who have been thoroughly looked up, and who are

pronounced fair and square men. The}' will not be men
who are in the habit of having trouble with shippers

or of rejecting shipments without good cause. This

matter of looking up, which would be very troublesome

to you, we will do free of charge for all our readers.

We think it will prove a very valuable service. It is

costing us some expense, but we think it well worth the

money. It is a new field of service for the National

Farm Paper.
* *

If you can't do anything but croak, go out and live

in the slough with the rest of the bull-frogs.

A productive and well-cared-for vegetable-garden

bespeaks good living and a healthy household.

Are the boys and girls ready and competent to take

charge of the old farm if necessary? No? That's not

the way the city business man trains up his children.

A Step Toward More Eggs

THE first North American competition in egg-laying

will begin February 1st at Vineland, New Jersey,

and continue for a year. Any hen, no matter of what

color or breed, is eligible for entry. It is to be hoped

that the interest of poultry-growers will be keen enough

to make something notable of the contest. For it is

perfecth' clear that egg-laying is the real test of a hen's

value, and that a dung-hill hen which lays two hundred

and fifty eggs a year—if such could be found—would

be worth more than the bluest of blue-bloods whic'n

laid only two hundred. The selection of laying breeds

with reference to color or penciling of feathers is a

violation of the sound principles of breeding. Away
off in Australia they have long been carrying on these

egg-laying contests, and it is asserted that they have

hens over there that are the superior in laying to any

of ours.

And while we are on this subject, has any one

remarked the number of white and roan prize-winning

Shorthorns lately? In some of the classes at the last

International Live Stock Show scarcely an animal could

be found which was of that solid red demanded in the

show rings a few years ago. The Shorthorn people are

breeding now for character, not color. And that is the

trouble with the belted breeds of cattle and swine—they

are selected for a particular color requirement. Beef is

the test for beef, milk for milk, and eggs for eggs—not

color. The color test is for the fancier, not the farmer.

Out of the egg-laying contest will come a better class

of hens—for eggs. But we fear they won't be classy

as to shape and color. They won't need to be.



CONGRESS, as you will not need to be reminded, is

with us once more. Election brought some results

which may be characterized in non-committal

fashion by the platitudinous observation that they were

interesting. Further indulgence in platitude might even

justify reference to them as important. Perhaps with-

out stopping for these generalizations I may illustrate

how, in some regards, matters of interest to the rural

population are affected by the outcome.

I met, a day or two after the Congress session opened,

a widely known official of the Department of Agricul-

ture, and our conversation was somewhat after this

style

:

"Doctor, you have always been a good deal interested

in the Dolliver-Davis bill looking to government encour-

agement of specialized agricultural education in the

rural schools. What is the outlook for it making

progress?"

"Well, the three principal enemies that bill has had to

encounter in the house will not be with us after March

4th. They are Speaker Camion; Representative Taw-

ney, chairman of the house appropriations committee,

and Representative Scott of Kansas, chairman of the

house agricultural committee. Mr. Cannon will not be

speaker; Tawmey and Scott will not be in Congress."

"Sounds good for your proposition," I suggested

tentatively.

"That's where a 'maybe' comes in," was the reply.

"Who knows what these Democrats are going to do

about such matters, now that they are coming into

control of the house?"

And there you are. Nobody knows, except that the

Department of Agriculture has in recent years been

extremely popular with Democrats in both houses. It has

done more, direct work for the South than for any other

section, is better known there and is thoroughly appre-

ciated. ,
But that doesn't by any means assure that the

• party is going to take up such specialties as the Dolliver-

Davis, mea-sure. •
- '

National Gun-Toting

rpiHTE incident illustrates" how uncertain is everything,

A when such a sweeping change takes place, and especially

when Congress gets divided between two parties, the

Senate being Republican and the House Democratic.

The new house will not come into office until after

March 4th, and probably will not meet until next

December. But it is already plain that there is going

to be a lot of catering to public opinion, meantime.

You can't tell what form it will take. Maybe, under the

lead of President Taft, the Republicans will go in strong

for retrenchment and economy. In that case, will the

Democrats go them one better in the effort to save

money, or will they take the view that it would be

better politics to be liberal and "do something" for

everybody that wants something done? Too early to

tell yet. But there is one thing I am permitted to

confide to you, and I do it on no authority but my own.

It is that the amount of economies that will finally be

etfected will be sadly disproportionate to the amount of

conversation and eloquence that will be devoted to the

subject \yho would cut off the immense annual appro-

priation for pensions for the old soldiers? Or the

appropriations for maintaining and enlarging the navy,

the army and the coast defenses, and finishing the

Panama Canal?

Yes, I know, there are a few folks who think we

needn't build so many battle-ships ; and some others

who think the pension burden is excessive, and others

who don't see why we need any army. But they make

up a small minority, and this is theoretically a majority-

rule country. Pensions, the army, the navy, fortifica-

tions and the Panama Canal make up together vastly

the greater part of the annual expenditure of Uncle

Sam. He could do all his other business on about thirty

per cent, of what he now raises and spends.

On the other hand, the cost of these blood-letting

instrumentalities is altogether likely to be immensely

increased in the next decade. One of the very real

sensations of the first fortnight of the session was the

publication of a remarkable report setting forth that

national defense is in a deplorable condition. Secretary

of War Dickinson got up the report, of course, with the

assistance oi experts in military affairs. A curious

arid interesting accident befell the docvimenf

In the first place, it was such a frank exposure of a

weak condition of our national defenses as almost no

By Judson C. Welliver

nation except ours would open to the perusal of the

world. But we are an open-faced lot of folks, who
muck-rake ourselves with the greatest candor, and tell

all the uncomplimentary things we can think of about

our own affairs, quite careless of any amusement our

neighbors may extract from it all. So Secretary Dick-

inson and his experts got up this marvelously frank

exposition of national weakness and sent copies of it to

the press, for "release" on a certain future date—that

is, to be published simultaneously in all the papers, press

associations, etc., at the date named.

After the document was sent out, however, somebody

got a curious spasm of caution—curious, I mean, for

anybody connected with our free-handed government

It occurred to this thoughtful somebody that it was

rather foolish to tell all those secrets about our unpre-

paredness for defense, to nations that some day might

want to jump on us when we weren't looking. Where-

fore the cautious somebody induced the War Depart-

ment to send out to the press agencies a withdrawal of

the "release" privilege—that is, to tell the newspapers

that they mustn't print the document
The newspapers always obey orders about such things

—sometimes. In this case, a mix-up occurred. The
document after being made a confidential one, was, of

course, a thousand times more interesting to the public.

Copies of it were obtained in some fashion which did

not involve violation of the "release" pledgje, and it got

about forty times as much publicity as it would have

secured if there had been no effort to make it a mystery.

By way of adding to the sensation, the "secret"

message was transmitted to the officials of the House
of Representatives, for the "secret" information of the

appropriate legislative authorities. Speaker Cannon

promptly declined to assume responsibility for receiving

any such precious communication, and sent it back to

the War Department. That served to whet the desire

for such a rich sensation, and the newspapers promptly

made the most of it.

There will be a vast deal of worriment now about

the whole affair, especially the chance that Japan will

jerk off its kimono, roll up its sleeves and lick us out

of our boots some morning before we have got our

trousers on. And on the strength of depressing fear

of such an event, Congress will be pressed as never

before to strengthen the army, build still more navy,

fortify the Panama Canal, build rows of forts up and

down our own shores and generally fix things so that

when we lock up the national house at night and put out

the cat, we can go to bed with some little confidence that

we won't be murdered in our beds.

And what do you think is intimated around this town ?

There are folks mean enough to suspect that the whole

sensation was manufactured, the effort at secrecy was

feigned and mystery was thrown about the affair, in

order to produce a sensation and make it possible to

get more money out of Congress ! Did you ever hear

anything more preposterous?

Economy Askew

T T owEVER, my point is that, far from getting our

^ government on a permanently economical basis,

we are much more likely to have a spasm of economy—
mostly talk—and to go right on increasing our annual

appropriations at about the ratio they have grown in

the last decade.

Here, for instance, is the case of the Post-Office

Department President Taft and the postmaster-general,

Mr. Hitchcock, are agreed in recommending to Congress

the establishment of what is called a "limited" parcels

post for rural routes. Which means just this : That a

few rural routes are to be selected for a year's experi-

ment, not with the actual parcels post that everybody

has been thinking about for years, but with a parcels

post that will be confined entirely to the little community

served by the route or routes radiating from one

distributing-point. That is all there is to it In my
opinion, it has about as good a chance to succeed as

two-cent letter postage would have if you restricted

it in the same way.

The postmaster-general's plan would please one big

and powerful interest: The express companies. You

see, it would make the rural routes a delivery agency

through which, at postage rates, the express companies

get their service extended to the farmer at his home.

I am not prepared yet to condemn this proposal in

toto. But it doesn't seem to me to be the sort of experi-

m.ent that will encourage to extension, or that will

demonstrate what a real parcels post can do. The
farmer doesn't want to be coddled, and neither does

he want to be buncoed. Well, it seems that this

curious limited parcels post on rural routes would
amount to both coddling and buncoing him. It would
be "doing something for the farmer," but it would be

doing mighty little, and it would be giving the whole

parcels post a black eye, because the experiment prob-

ably would not pay, and would not particularly please

people.

It ought not to be necessary to fiddle along with a

lot of such insignificant experiments as this, when we
have the experience of the whole world with highly

developed and efficient parcels posts. Yes, perhaps it

would be expensive to provide equipment for it. But

Mr. Hitchcock is not fearful of expense; he seriously

proposes that we should very soon have one-cent letter

postage, which would raise the postal deficit to some-

thing like seventy million dollars a year.

But he doesn't intend to have the deficit, all the same.

Not he. He is going to meet that by raising the postage

on the magazines, and letting the magazine publishers

pay that little item of seventy million dollars a year.

Of course, they couldn't do it ; and so far as they were

forced to do it, they would have to get it back from

subscribers by increasing the prices of their publica-

tions. That in turn would cut off the nmnber of

subscribers ; the people would be deprived of their

reading matter, the publisher would lose, the post-office

would not, after all, get the increased revenue that had

been counted on, because the business would have

shrunken so much, and in the end the same old deficit

would be doing business at the original stand, popular-

priced literature would be a thing of the past and people

would wonder wherein they had,' gained by the- whole

project •
-

-

Experimental Dalliance -^v ' — '

'T'HE postmaster-general asks, in addition to this experi-

* ment with the parcels post limited to rural routes,

to be permitted to try out, at a number of cities, special

experimental parcels rates, to see what business will

develop and what the new work would cost.

That experiment, likewise, is entirely unlikely to give

any valuable information. Suppose the postmaster-

general, under such authorization, gives Lima, Ohio, the

privilege of specially low parcels rates. Who'll remem-

ber that Lima has that special graft, when sending a

bundle there? If Lima got the special outgoing rate

only, then there would be a rush of privilege-seeking

business to the town, to advantage itself by the special

opportunities of that year of discrimination in favor of

that town.

And besides all that, if special experimental parcels

rates are made at a few points by way of "trying it on

the dog," don't you imagine that the express companies

will see the possibilities of proving the whole plan a

failure by competing with especial vigor and enthusiasm

for the business of those towns?
' But, while there are objections to these proposed

experiments—I really belicA e objections that ought to

justify every sincere friend of general parcels post in

opposing the whole plan—yet there are some advantages.

For example, the country-town merchant is one of the

mainstays of present opposition to parcels post He has

come to believe it would bring in the mail-order house

of the great city right to the farmer's door, and injure

the country merchant True, there has been no such

effect in other countries ; but the country merchant very

generally believes that would be the effect in this

country, and he has a lot of Congressmen worried

about it

This Hitchcock plan of parcels post or rural routes

cannot possibly hurt the country merchant's feelings.

So long as it is limited to a single group of routes, the

merchant at the distributing-point for those routes has

a cheap delivery service afforded to him, which is denied

to his city competitor. He will in time, let us assume,

commit himself to that sort of a parcels post And
then some nice morning Congress will extend it by

giving a general parcels post, and the country merchant

will- have to accept it because the country will not

wait any longer. It looks like a clever plan, at least,

to chloroform the opposition to the country store-keeper.
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POOR RELATIONS
By Adelaide Stedman

Author of "Miracle," "Intellectual Miss Clarendon," Etc.

Illustrated by Herman Pfeifer

Part IV.

Outline of Preceding Chapters

MARiox and Penelope I\Iartin, who are left penniless

by the death of their father, go to New York
City to make their living, ]\Iarion hoping to be a

newspaper woman and Penelope intending to start as a

decorator. The girls are alone in the city except for

their father's wealthy relatives, who do not wish to be

troubled with poor relations.

After a visit from their

Aunt Clem and Cousin
Penelope the girls learn that

the}' need expect no help
from them—that they must
fight their fight alone. The
rich Penelope is engaged to

John Hastings, a newspaper
editor to whom ]\Iarion has
a letter of introduction.
After many discourage-
ments. Penelope is commis-
sioned to refurnish the
home of Mr. Shreve, who
lives at New Rochelle.
That week the girls take

dinner with their aunt.
Penelope and her mother
are beautifully gowned to
make the gulf between them
and their less prosperous
relatives more evident. Their
airs of condescension and
criticism make the girls

realize their position. They
had hoped for a little word
of comfort from their
uncle, but it is not forth-
coming. In fact, he is most
unpleasant and almost brutal
in his manner toward the
girls, and in his conversa-
tion puts great stress on
poor felations, which he
terms "clinging encum-
brances." Their Cousin
Fred is the onlj- one who
treats them with courtes}-.

He takes them to their
hotel, to the great annoy-
ance of his haughty mother.
As he bids them good-night,
he begs permission to call

some time, for he seems to
have taken a sudden fancy
to iMarion. The following
Monday morning, the rich Penelope and her mother stop
in to see John Hastings at his office. He asks Penelope
to give her reason for not announcing their engage-
ment. She makes some trifling excuse and at this point
her mother hurries her away. No sooner has she gone
than Marion is announced and presents her letter of
introduction to jMr. Hastings. He has no idea that
she is related to his fiancee, for the two girls decide
to conceal this fact. Marion's extreme youth, and the
fact that she is thrown on her own resources in a
strange city, touch a sympathetic chord in John Hastings"
big, manh- heart, and he appoints her a society reporter
on his paper. Just when things are beginning to look
bright for the girls, and Penelope is going ahead with
her plans for refurnishing Mr. Shreve's home, something
unpleasant occurs at Pierces' which prompts Penelope
to send to the firm her resignation. After a wretched
week of fruitless attempts to find another position, she
receives two letters—one from the law\-er of her uncle
Stephen, who lives in St. Paul, stating that he refuses
to accept the monej- on the mortgage on their father's
house, and one from Mr. Shreve, begging her to carry
out his commission privately. Once more the sun
shines for the two girls, and enthusiastic Marion urges
Penelope to take the mortgage monej^ which amounts
to two thousand dollars, and start as a decorator on
her own account.

Chapter X.

A FTER all, Penelope did adopt Marion's suggestion, and
made plans for becoming a decorator on her own

account. Engraved cards duly announcing her intention
were sent to the entire list of society people, including
one to her aunt, Mrs. Charles Frederick Martin.
When the inoffensive little notice arrived at that lady's

Fifth Avenue residence it provoked a household storm
which, by the time ?ilr. Martin came home at the
dinner-hour, had grown to be a tornado of wrath.

"Charlie," his wife demanded, shaking the pasteboard
beneath his nose, "what do you think of this? Did you
ever hear of anything so exasperating and awful in all

j-our life
!"

"What's the matter, Clem?" the man questioned.
"Stop shaking that card and let me see it."

She handed it to. him with an air of unresigned
martyrdom.
Mr. Martin put on his glasses and read slowly: "Miss

Penelope Martin begs to announce that she has taken
Rooms 333-335 H Building, 2— Fifth x'Vvenue,

where she will be pleased to receive orders for all

m.anner of artistic decorating."

"Well," he drawled, "what are you excited about? I

guess the girl is getting on her feet."

"I wish she'd take her feet to Kamchatka !" his wife
cried wrathfully. "Can't j-ou see what's wrong ! In
the first place her name is exactly the same as our
daughter's. Can't you understand ! Everyone will

think our daug^hter has started in business. Already
I've stopped answering the telephone, so many of our
friends have rung up to ask about it. The explanations
were awful

!

"I telephoned the foolish girl and asked her plans. She
is perfectly delighted ! Says she sent cards to everj'-

body in our set! All our friends!
"Goodness knows I've worked hard enough to make

a social success and now we have to see our daughter's

"She saw John Hastings approach from the shadowed doorway"

name flaunted in trade! If it had onh- been the other
girl, Clarion, but Penelope ! Nobody can help noticing
it ! It's a shame !" She began to cry. "Our Pen is

heartbroken! And what will John Hastings sa^'? He's
as proud as Lucifer ! \Vhile nobodj' knew about our
poor relations it was all right, but now everybod}' will

go to her out of curiosity and spite ! You know Society

!

Oh, Charlie, ever\' servant will be gossiping about our
affairs in a month,
"She just must stop ! She can't carry out her crazy

scheme ! You go to her
;
appeal to her famil}' pride I"

"She can't eat pride," her husband remarked dryly.

"I don't care what she eats !" The woman was sob-
bing heavily. The fear of ridicule, that obsession of the
newly-ric'n, possessed her and she magnified a thousand
times the importance of Penelope's venture into business.

"You must do something and be quick!" she declared.

'Bm- her off! Bulh- her off! I don't care which!
Onh- stop her ! Alake her recall those cards as a

mistake
!"

;Mr. Martin frowned. "Clem," he admitted, "the only
game I don't understand is the social game. It doesn't

seem to have an}- rules. I'll have to take your word
that this Penelope must be stopped. I'll have to buy her
oft, I suppose. What a nuisance!" he growled angrily,

then looking at his wife, "For goodjiess sake, stop

crying, Clem ! I can't stand it! I'll go see the girl after

dinner and fix matters !"

True to his word Frederick j\Iartin did call on Pene-
lope and he never forgot his interview with the two
girls. Whether he bullied, begged or bribed, Penelope
always had a cool positive refusal for his overtures.

He was angered to the core. Business dealings with
women always filled him with uneasiness. He could not
understand their methods, their utterly unanswerable,
illogical statements.

Finally he blurted out the real grievance his wife had
and again offered money if Penelope would only adopt
a French title, Madame anything, and not use the family
name.
"Uncle Charlie," the girl had replied, "you know-

}-ourself that the only names worth buying are the ones
above price."

Mr. Martin left enraged, and the only result of the

interview was to make wider the chasm between the

girls and "the family."

Chapter XI.

THE day after Penelope's announcement cards were
posted the Charles Frederick Martins were scheduled

for a tea, so when .Mr. Martin had returned from his

unsuccessful' negotiations with Penelope, his wife and
daughter had railed at his clumsy stupidity until he
bolted into his study to seek the less irritating society of
financial reports.

"I only hope it will just pour," Mrs, Martin groaned
dismallv as she sat at breakfast the next morning.

"Horrors, no!" Penelope answered, "a few catty
women would make our lives a torment. Our onlv
safety will be in numbers."
The afternoon proved to be of the cheerful, sunnv

variety, but Penelope, after an hour spent in the draw-
ing-room where the florist was arranging great jars of
flowers, seemed to recover her good humor.
By four o'clock a long line of carriages and automo-

biles began forming a cordon about the house, and a
gay he\y of guests chatted
in ever-w-idening groups.
However, the conversation
did not turn so entirely on
the decorating venture as
the nervous hostess had
expected. Of course, there
was a fusilade of questions
ranging from the idle to the
impertinent. Was the young
lady a bachelor-girl? How
did she ever have the cour-
age to be so independent?
Was she coming to the tea ?

But once curiosity was sat-
isfied, most of the guests
were content to let the sub-
ject drop. However, Mrs.
Martin noted the absence of
a few of the most exclusive
women who had received
invitations and she felt a
hot indignation against
Penelope send an angry
crimson to her cheeks.
Her daughter's thoughts

were not very different, only
she was thanking a merciful
heaven that men care little

about such gossip, for the
black-coated coterie about
her scarcely mentioned the
tabooed subject. Hastings
would not arrive until late.

Penelope determined that
she would make light of the
affair to him. His attitude

did not trouble her. He was
too much of a man to take
heed of trifles.

After the first crush had
thinned out, the Comte De
Feronac stepped up to the'

girl. "Mademoiselle," he
greeted her in French, "you
look as gracious as spring
with your armful of flow-

ers." He touched the nodding blossoms on her arm,
"I hope you will be as gracious to me as befits the

season."
She smiled softly. She was looking verj- charming

in a gown of rose pink, and after the annoyances of the

afternoon his high-flown flattery was grateful and
soothing.
"Come," he gazed at the emptying rooms, "you are

not needed here. Let us go into the library and have
a little chat."
Nothing loath, she allowed him to lead her into the

quieter apartment and place a chair for her nearer the
fire. The comte was very entertaining and amusing,
better still, he was most humble and worshipful in his

attitude toward the girl, and Penelope loved the incense
of his flattery.

Gradually his matmer became more and more lover-
like and, finally, he broke out, "IMiss jMartin, surely yor,

"must know why I haunt your presence, why I search
eagerly for ways of meeting you oftener. Surely

—

"

Penelope held up her hand warningly. For a half
hour she had seen the trend of the comte's thoughts,
and her large hazel eyes had taken speculative counsel
of the leaping flames. She shook her head and spoke
clearly, watching the man's face.

"You must not speak of love to me, comte," she
protested, "indeed, I am deeply grieved that you should
have such a desire, because," she paused as if in embar-
rassed hesitancy, "I am already engaged."
"Ah!" cried the comte as if he had been deeply

wounded, then, "Alademoiselle," he exclaimed, "perhaps
not even that—"
She rose, tall, qtieenly, a radiant smile on her lips, as

she saw John Hastings approach from the shadowed
doorwa}-,
"What I have told you is in confidence," she mur-

mured to the comte, then turned to the American, a hand
outstretched in welcome.

Hastings' greeting was quiet. He thoroughly disliked

De Feronac, and Penelope's beaming expression filled

him with vague uneasiness. Surely, he thought, she

had never looked like that when with him. Then he
instantly dismissed the suspicion. What a jealous cad
he was getting to be

!

Very soon the Frenchman made his adieux and Hast-
ings turned to his fiancee with a relieved smile. "I

thought he would never go," he laughed, "so I just came
in as a gentle hint, don't you know. I talked quite a

while with that chattering Mrs. Obern. She was bab-

bling something about a cousin of yours in the decorating-

business. To tell the truth, I didn't half listen. I was
thinking about coming in here. What is it all about,

Penelope?"
"Very little," the girl responded, suddenly animated,

"an out-of-the-world cousin of ours has just come to

New York and started in the decorating business. I

[continued on page 31]
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By W. Aldrich

I

IT
IS commonly believed that a general

movement of farmers to the sparsely

settled South must soon begin. For
the benefit of the movement and of the

individuals concerned, it is necessary that

the main problems involved become gen-
erally knovirn. As it now is, the great
majority of those who come into middle
Virginia, where I live, return whence they
came, dissatisfied, having lost a large

part of their capital.

The peculiar problems grow out of the

facts: (1) That the South is a long-
settled country with a well-established

civilization, and (2) that its soils are gen-
erally poor and difficult to manage.

It used to be thought that the Southern
aristocrat looked down upon the Northern
"mudsill;" but now most of the "holier

than thou" feeling is brought in by the
new-comer from the North, and it invari-

ably excites antagonism. It is a common
notion in the North that the Southern
people are wanting in enterprise and the
intelligence that goes toward making a

living. But the fact is that the most suc-

cessful and progressive farmers here are
natives, and that the new-comers are not
so successful. The South is progressive
through native talent and intelligence.

There is some state pride and provincial-
ism in the South, but little more than in

Maine and other New England States.

There is no ''Virginia for Virginians"
feeling except as to political offices. Vir-
ginians sell the soil of their state with very
little regret, and' exhibit little exclusive-
ness in business or industry.

Distrvist of the ability of Northern men
to handle the race qtiestion, added to state

pride and a mild kind of ancestor worship,
will keep new-comers out of the political

offices. But those who wish to go into

politics had better stay where they are
natives, or go to large cities and new states

where fe'yv are natives to the locality.

Many come to a region of cheap land
to mend their fortunes after failure else-

where. Many others come South to farm,
never having been farmers. Many who
fail here would fail anywhere. Cheap
land is a snare to many.
They cheat themselves into the notion

that they get the land for less than it is

really worth and proceed to act accord-
ingly. They fail to realize that the South-
ern people are as good bargainers as
Yankees, and that the majority coming
liere pay more for the land than it is

really worth. Land that is really profit-

able is worth at least fifty dollars per acre,

and if any one buys land here for five

dollars per acre, he may be sure that he
has forty-five dollars yet to pay in part
payments in the shape of improvements.
While such improvements are being made,
living on the land is hard and uncertain,
as in all cases of buj'ing a farm on
deferred payments. It requires far more
judgment and knowledge to make a living

while improving poor land than to pay
back payments on good land. But if the
buyer realizes his problem beforehand, he
is better able to accomplish its solution.

Northern and Western notions of farm-
ing have to be modified to conform to our
Southern conditions, especially in the
middle altitudes. The old local methods
have some justification, in fact, and in the
exigencies of making a present . living.

The last word has not been said as to
the management of our soils, and is not
known even to our "experts." But indus-
try and judgment, with some knoweldge of
local experience, will now be fairly suc-
cessful ' on these soils, and some day it

will become generally known how to work
them and not have their best constituents
go- into siispension and run off in the
waters with which our soils are too abun-
dantly washed.

It is -well for strangers h€re tO' begm
by making the money crops—tobacco and
cotton—just as made by their new neigh-
bors. A general conforming to the farm-
ing customs of the country is necessary to
the new-comer, though he may later make
some improvements on this practice, as
indeed he will find his more progressive
neighbors are already doing. Probably an
improved rotation in support of the money
crop, rather than diversification, is desir-
able. In the South specialization has
always been the tendency among success-
ful farmers. It is hard enough for one
man to accomplish one thing perfectly on
our refractory soils.

The new-comer must learn the social
code that governs the intercourse of the
two races at once and conform strictly

thereto. There are plenty of reasons
behind this code which is never long ques-
tioned by the new-comer, and is not
resisted by the members of the colored
race who despise too great familiarity on
the part of the white people.
This is a ,church-going community, and

the new-comer, of whatever sect, or no
sect, should -attend church regularly and
make regular deposits in the contribution-

basket of white, green or yellow money.
Red money has no odor of sanctity or
social standing. People live widely apart

and the church is the most convenient
place for meeting one's neighbors. It is the
farmers' club and the ladies' society. It is

a foolish boorishness that keeps so many
of the new-comers away from our
churches. Many are supersensitive about
being recognized by the congregation. If

they keep on going and giving, they will

be recognized soon enough.
Many people of obviously no social

qualities stand back and complain that
they are not sought out for social recog-
nition. New-comers should use a little

sense in this matter, as in many others in

which they are querulous and fault-find-

ing without reason. Here, as elsewhere,
social advantages have their corresponding
duties, and one must be quick to learn
and practise the duties expected before
he can expect the advantages.
New-comers should be diligent in their

own business to show their quality and
avoid the poverty that comes to so many
coming here and practising their own
notions of farming until they lose all their

money. They should avoid the too com-
mon practice of continually complaining
of the roads, the schools, the soil and all

the other things that are to be expected
where land is bought so cheaply. If the
new-comer will cheerfully attend to his

own business and graduall}- learn to do
what he can to better the conditions here,
he will soon find that all his neighbors are
cooperating. This is a mighty poor place
for any one to interfere too much with
his neighbors' business, whether public or
private, and the man who makes a practice
of doing so soon gets disliked.

The main application of this second
commandment is in relation to the mem-
ories of the historical events which
occurred forty-five to fifty years ago.

Instead of being forgotten, they have been
made the basis of a kind of political, social

and historical religion throughout the
South. Little and big politicians find it

an easy and always ready means of firing

the popular heart and riding into political

employment, and the cult is growing
rather than subsiding with the thinning of
the ranks of the veterans of the great war.
But the Confederate cult has now reached
such a development that it is far too
sacred to be offered to outsiders, and your
neighbors do not insist on talking it to

new-comers.
The two minor commandments for new-

comers in the South are: (1) Don't kill

your neighbor's dog. (2) Don't interfere

with his hunting on your place.

Hunting is a ruling passion in the
South. Dogs are its necessary instru-

ments. The country here is farmed open
and without fences, and the practice of
generations has made the "commons" a
general hunting-ground. New settlers

cannot stop this ancient and universal
sport at their imaginary farm lines with-
out giving offense and arousing hatred.
Dogs are here loved as members of the
family and cannot be killed for trespass-
ing or general worthlessness, any more
than the people's children. People here
will fight for their dogs right or wrong.
If one's temperament is not too nervous,
he can get used to the joyous riders, run-
ners aind walkers over his premises. Real
damage is very little, for the country
hunter respects crops, and the minor tres-

passes of dogs are more exasperating than
damaging. But if one puts up fences,

pig-tight, bull-strong and horse-high, as
fast as his improvements call for them, he
need not offend his neighbors by interfer-

ing with their dogs or their hunting.

Your good fence is your most necessary
and profitable improvement, keeping your
own stock in place and your neighbors'
"Stock out of mischief. It sets a pleasant
limit to hunting, a good-natured barrier to

dogs and is worth its cost in making your
place a private game-preserve and in

closing up byways and keeping prowlers
in the public roads, and in promoting good
neighborliness generally.

A candid recognition of the conditions
and rules above outlined will make the
new-comer welcome and contented in the

most exclusive and "tmreconstructed"
county in the South. These things need
not be a deterrent to any reasonable per-

son. The problem of making a living and
some surplus from our soil is one worthy
of any man's efforts. This filling of the

waste places of the South is one of the

things which are decreed for the future,

and is well within the capacities of our
white race.

There is much that is specially attractive

in the Southern character and practices.

Make up your mind to like those traits,

and disregard those things the Southerner
holds in higher regard than you can
aopreciate. When you go South make
friends among the Southerners. You will

be happier and it will pay in the • end.

This Air-Rifle
Without Cost
This is the wonderful King

Air-Rifle. It is a Repeater

shoots 150 times without re-

loading. It is just the rifle

for a Boy. Here is your

chance—you can get

it without cost.

Fill out and mail

the coupon below
and we will send

full particulars

by return mail.

Yo u can get one without

spending a cent. FARM
AND Fireside will help you

earn it. You would be glad to

do just a little work to get it.

Thousands of happy boys already

have earned a rifle easily from
Farm and Fireside.

A True Shooter

For
You

Would You

Like to Get One?

Boys, this rifle shoots accurately. Look out,
crows and hawks, if a boy ever gets after you

with this King Air-Rifle. It cultivates trueness
of sight and evenness of nerve.

It uses no powder—makes no noise—uses air and
shot. You will have use for it every minute.

Expert workmanship has made this a wonderful gun.
This rifle is provided with pistol-grip, true sights,

and is so strongly made it is almost impossible to get
out of order. It is extremely simple in construction.

Any child can use it and become an expert shot. It

makes boys grow to be manly, self-reliant men. Every
boy should learn to handle a rifle. It makes them
healthy and strong—sends them out of doors.

Any boy would be happy to get this rifle. No wonder
every boy should want one, we are glad to help every
boy get one—without having to pay a cent for it.

How to Get It

You can get this wonderful rifle without spending a penny if

you will do a little work for it. Send in the coupon to-day to

the Rifle Man or just write a post-card—say you want to earn
a rifle. We will be glad to help you.

Write To-day

The Rifle Man
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Please tell me how I can get the famous King Air-Rifle with-
out having to pay a cent for it.

Name ;

Address

50 Beautiful Post- Cards

Valentine,PatrioticandBirthday
WITHOUT COST

The sending of season Post-Cards is now an established custom. Everybody
sends post-cards and everyone likes to receive beautiful post-cards. Farm
AND Fireside has been able to secure for its readers the most gorgeous set

of Valentine and Birthday Post-Cards you have ever seen. Each one is

beautifully embossed in twelve colors and gold. You can obtain fifty of these
beautiful cards without cost very easily.

The picture on each of these cards is fully explained by words of appro-
priate sentiment that will be appreciated almost as- much as l/^c ; 'cture itself.

Your relatives and friends will assuredly -appreciate the thoughtfulness which
prompted your sending them one of these cards. Tokens of regard and ap-
preciation of tills kind are ofttimes more appreciated than far more substantial

gifts. Each of these cards is different, depicting beautiful colors, chubby-
Capid, pink-cheeked cliildren, gorgeous flowers, particularly beautiful landscape
pictures—all representative especially of this season of the year. Each card in

itself constitutes a handsome valentine.

Our Special Offers
OFFER No. 1

Send $1.00 for one three-year subscription to Farm AND Fireside. You will receive a set of

fifty Valentine, Patriotic and Birthday Post-Cards, without cost, and the subscriber will also
receive our 1911 Beauty Calendar.

OFFER No. 2
Get two of your neighbors to hand you 50 cents each for a year's subscription to Farm and

Fireside. Send us the subscriptions with remittance of $1.00 and this set of fifty Valentine,
Patriotic and Birthday Post-Cards will be sent you by return mail, postape prepaid. Your own
subscription will also be extended one full year, and each subscriber will receive a copy of our
1911 Beauty Calendar.

OFFER No. 3
Send 60 cents for one year's subscription to Farm and Fireside. You will receive a set of

fifty Valentine, Patriotic and Birthday Post-Cards by return mail, postage prepaid. Subscriber
will also receive our 1911 Beauty Calendar.

These Offers Will Expire in Twenty Days
Fcurm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio
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TIGER LILIES
Farm and Fireside, January 10, 1911

An Absorbing Story of Love and Constancy
By Izola Forrester

BEN Carter stood on the narrow depot
platform, a suit-case on either side of
him, and took his first survey of his

native town in fifteen years. It looked
mighty good to him. Fifteen years of

rolling prairie and treeless vistas, of

barbed-wire fences and ranch bachelor-

dom, can make almost any Yankee boy's

heart leap at the very sight of a rock wall

and overlapping hill distances, capped with
pine and oak and chestnut and all the other

tokens of particular blessedness Nature
gave to her granite-ribbed slice of earth.

The fellow at the ticket-window was looking him over
interestedly. Ben was direct and impulsive in his ways.

As he caught the gleam of friendly- curiosity, he went
over and put out his hand.
"How are you? You're the first human I've seen here

in Sconset and you look pleasant to me. My name's
Ben Carter. I used to live here."

Tommy nodded, in a non-committal way. He never
committed himself over strangers. The last drummer
had sworn he had been born over in the old Granger
place and had sold Tommy six. pairs of socks that had
disrupted the peace of his home at the first washing.

"It's a sightly place,'' said Tommy.
"Sightly? Say, boy, it's the road to paradise." He

laughed a big, round laugh tliat sounded oddly in the

quiet morning stillness of Sconset, and picked up the

suit-cases.

"Who lives at the old Carter place now?"
If there was a bit of tremor in the tone, the boy failed

to notice it. He took the stranger dow'n to the steps

at the end of the platform and showed him the

white gables of the old Carter place, half-way up the

hillside after you crossed the bridge. And he assured
him that nobody lived at the old Carter place except bid

Mrs. Carter and a girl that helped her with the work.
"Xobody else," Ben repeated, as he started at a long,

easy stride down the village street, "\^'onder where
they do live? I kind of thought they'd stick to the old

place and take care of mother."
For two thousand miles he had rehearsed what he

should say in the next ten minutes. He had fortified

himself for those ten minutes, and the crisis they held

in his life for fifteen years. And yet now, when he

came to the corner of the Carter grounds and saw the

big white house before him, with its many gables and
porches and "ells," he stopped and rested, trying to get

back the grip on himself.

And he set the suit-cases down again on the tarred

walk, and took off his hat, leaning on the high stone

wall and letting his eyes look their full on the old home.
It had not changed at all, that he could see, only for

the flowers. Surely there had never been so many
flowers before. Beds of double poppies flaunting silken

petals in the light breeze, diamond-shaped beds of

many colored zinnias, like little rainbow-tinted suns,

tansy standing tall and girlish in long rows of feathery

green, with golden buttons topping all, phlox
and flowering currant and trumpet flowers,

with gorgeous horn-shaped blossoms, and,

best of all, along the four rock walls that

girdled in the place, bushes of snowdrops and
tiger lilies.

Ben closed his eyes tightly to shut out the

picture a second and keep back the traitor tears

that welled to his eyes. For the moment the

place was a blur. All he saw was the wall, the

old gray rock wall, and the rows and rows of

tiger lilies, reaching out their black and gold
sprinkled hearts to him in the sunlight. Polly

had loved tiger lilies. He never saw one that

he didn't think of her, her brown curls fram-
ing her dear, childish face like a picture, her
dark eyes so teasing, so mischievous, so allur-

ing that they made his boy's heart ache like

the toothache. Day after day, in the summer-
time, when the tiger lilies bloomed, he and
Everitt had come along from the barn across

the road and found her there on the old rock
wall, with the tiger lilies all about in their

scarlet splendor. She would slip a couple in

her curls, one over each small ear, and another
at her throat, and long-stemmed ones lying on
her lap while she braided them into a horse-
shoe to hang about her neck. And when the

boys came along, half-grown, hungry-eyed,
awkward farm boys, she would pelt them with
the lilies and la-'i'i and run away down the

lane to her own home. Then he and Everitt

would fight for the lilies she had thrown, fight

fiercely, desperately, and Everitt usually got

the lilies. Ben grinned as he remembered it

all. Everitt usually did get what he wanted.
Then a few years more slipped past, and he

saw- another picture there by the old gray wall

with its rows of tiger lilies. He had been
awa}^ for a few months and had come home
with a great resolve to end it and tell her he
loved her and take his chance. And as he had
come up, the long hill road, as he had this

morning, he had seen them standing bj' the
wall, and he knew then that Everitt had first

chance.
He had not spoken to them, but, unseen, had

gone on up to the house, to his mother's room.
And in that quick embrace and his first half-

choked words she had learned the truth, that

both her boys were in love with Polly, and,
woman-like, she knew that while only one
might win his heart's choice, the end would be
the breaking of the ties of brotherhood.
And she had told Ben then that she thought

Pollj' loved Everitt.

It seemed as if she must love him. He was
tall and strong and tanned, with deep blue
eyes and curl}' blond hair that crisped up from

his forehead boyishly. Everybody loved Everitt.

Beside him, Ben, the younger one, had always felt like

a half-grown calf. He was too big. Even the minister
had said chafingly that Ben would not have to travel
as far as other people to reach heaven, for he had four
inches the start now. With his thick dark hair and
gray eyes, his broad, close-lipped mouth and square chin,
he had seemed a bit out of the running compared with
debonair Everitt.

"I think the.v will be married, dear,'' his mother had
told him, holding his hands tenderly and patting the
rough, short-clipped hair as she had when he was little.

"You must be brave and fair and generous to them both.
If you truly love her, you will give her her life's hap-
piness."

That was what he had tried to do. He had gone
West and had left Everitt a clear field. He had not
made trouble, but one tiling he had done. They should
have their happiness, but he would never look upon
that happiness, never see Polly moving about the old
home as Everitt's wife. That gift at least he might
rightfully wrest from the hands of fate.

But now, after fifteen years, as he smiled at the old
house beyond the beds of flowers, all the heartache and
bitterness had melted from his heart. What was the
use, he had told himself out West, in hugging misery to
one's heart. He was thirty-eight now. old enough to
know better. He would sell out and go back home and
see the folks, see his mother and PoU.v and Everitt,
and their children.
That was another point he suddenly missed the ful-

fillment of. The old garden was too quiet. There
should have been voices of children about. Those
voices had always been part of the picture he had seen
in the firelight glow at the ranch, children with Polly's
clear ripple of merriment in their laughter and her
dancing witchery in their brown eyes and Everitt's
blond curls on their heads.
He stopped suddenly. Somebody was walking along

the flagged walk behind him, and he turned. It was
Polly. Not a word could he speak. Hungrily, thirstily,

as a man who has lain for days on the hot desert sands
raises himself to gaze on the beauty of a rising mirage,
so did Ben Carter look for the first time in fifteen years
on the face of the only woman he had ever loved. He
forgot Everitt, forgot the voices he had listened for in

"He stopped suddenly . It was Polly

of tiger lilies"

Her arms were

the old garden, voices of human flowers
of life with brown eyes and blond curls.

Her arms were full of tiger lilies. Their
scarlet blooms glowed richly against her
gray dress and tender coloring. She was
slender and sweet as the girl he remem-
bered, and as her startled gaze was held
by his, the color rose slowly in her cheeks.
He had loved to see Polly blush years ago.
A great, overmastering yearning swept
over him. He wanted to reach out and
take her close in his arms, he wanted to
hold her close, close, without words, and

kiss her dear brown curls and tender eyelids, her sweet,
quivering lips and the dimple that cleft her chin. He
had always wanted to kiss that dimple. More than once
he had caught a stinging rap on the ears from Polly's
ready hand in the school-days for trying to reach it.

But suddenly he remembered. Not Everitt, but his
mother's words that day when he had told her his
trouble. He must be brave and fair, and generous to
them both. So he held out his hand in comradely
fashion_to her and said, "I've come home, Polly."
"Ben," she whispered under her breath. "Ben."
He thought she was going to faint, but she put out

both hands to hold him awav from her, and the lilies
fell at her feet as she leaned back against the old wall.

"It's—it's such a surprise, Ben," she faltered. "Just a
minute, please. No, don't touch me. I'm all right,
truly I am, onlj-, it's such a surprise. You see," she
smiled faintly, but bravely, up at him, her eyes filled
with tears, "you see we thought you must be dead."

"I'm a husky corpse," laughed Ben unsteadilv. He
could not trust himself to look at her eyes.- "But I'm
a good prodigal, Polly. There's something besides
husks in those suit-cases. Where's mother?"

"Asleep." Her eyes were startled still, her hands
were clenched tightly behind her. "I left her taking her
mornmg nap while I came out to pick the tiger lilies."
"You still like them?"
'T love them, Ben." Her tone was low .and sweet.
"You used to stick them in some wav, through vour

hair, behmd your ears," Ben began awkwardiv, dreamily,
looking down at her. "Wait a minute." He jiicked up
a couple and slipped them over each small ear in the
old way. "And you look just the same, too, Pollv, I
swear you do. Say, I've got a couple vet that felfout
of your hair one day, and I got them away from Everitt
and pressed them, yes, I have. That wasn't much to
take away from hnn, was it, just a couple of tiger lilies
that fell out of your hair."
She did not answer. Her eyes closed, and her lips

were pressed closely together as if in pain. Ben reached
down and lifted her hands to his lips.

"Don't you, Polly, don't you cry. I didn't mean to
even speak of it. It's all gone by now and don't amount
to anything. I won't hold any grudge against him for
getting you. I made, up my mind to that when I came
back. I'm going to ask all your pardons for -being

a sort of a kill-joy and giving you any trovible
at all. I'll be mighty glad to see the boy
again and grip his old hand—

"

_
He stopped short. Polly's hands rested on

his shoulders, she was looking straight up at
his, her eyes filled with tears.

"Don't Ben, dear, don't talk that way," she
pleaded. "Everitt has been dead for years.
I—I never married him."
Her voice failed her, and her head slowly

drooped under Ben's look of amazement. It
was very still in the old garden. An oriole
up in the red maples was singing clear, tender
notes of limpid melod}-, and down by the brook
a catbird hidden away in the alders meowed
shrilly. Her words forced themselves on his
understanding, in all their simple, tragic sig-
nificance. Everitt was dead, and she w-as liv-

ing there at the old place, alone with his
mother, for what?
"\ ou didn't marry him," he repeated doubt-

fully. "That's why I went awaj-, Pollv.
because I—I always thought you wanted
Everitt, and I wanted you both to be happy."

"I know, Ben. I always understood. So
did Everitt. He tried to find you."
Ben had dropped his soft felt hat some-

where behind him on the grass. The gate was
still between them, the little old gray w-eather-
beaten gate that certainly needed fixing up, as
it swung on one hinge. Ben opened it wide,
for her to pass through into the garden, and
he said, stumbling like a boy over his words

:

"Don't you need a man around, Polly?"
The old quick smile of understanding flashed

over Polly's face, but she said nothing, and
he went on, holding both her hands in his.

"If you only could forgive me for the blind,
dogged way I looked at things.".
She laughed softly, lifting her face to his.

"Ben, you stupid, slow old dear, don't you
see, can't you see? I've lived here for years
with mother—oh, yes, I call her mother, too

—

and we've just hoped and hoped that some da}-

you would come back to us."

Five minutes later Ben reached down after
his hat and the suit-cases and the tiger lilies,

and follow-ed Polly up the walk to the house.
Once Polly turned, just at the porch steps, and
smiled at him.

"Glad, Ben?"
He reached over quickly, then laughed, as

he accomplished his heart's desire.

"There, by jiminy," he said, "I always
wanted to kiss that dimple, -Polly."

And laughing together; his arm around
her waist, they went softl}- to the south
room where the mother was -sleeping.
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The Secret of Happiness
By Orin Edson Crocker

JOHN Pounds was a London cobbler

who spent his life mending shoes in a

dingy little shop in an obscure street.

He lived in poverty, but this did not pre-
vent him from doing a great work for

humanity. Year after year he took the
newsboys and ragged street urchins into

his mean little shop and as they' crowded
around him while he pegged away at his

shoes he taught them to read, write and
cipher. Many scores of boys and girls

were given their only start in life by John
Pounds, and not a few of them have
grown to be useful men and women who
bless the memory of their great bene-
factor.

A young woman once said to Mr.
Pounds shortly before he died, "I wish
you were rich. Your life would be so

much happier." The old man paused for

a few seconds and then replied, "Well, I

don't know. Had I been rich I might,

perhaps, have been much the same as other

rich people. This, however, I know

:

There is not a happier man in England
than John Pounds. I think it is best as

it is."

How many people there are who think
themselves just about to solve the great

secret of happiness. For years, perhaps,
they have toiled and worked, skimped and
saved, in pursuit of some will-o'-the-wisp

which it is expected will bring them hap-
piness. The goal is almost within their

grasp. A little more and they will reach
out after it ^d gain the end so long in

view.

But will-o'-the-wisps are illusive crea-

tures, and happiness is one of them. We
may gain the end for which we have
struggled and toiled, but alas ! Happiness,
which we thought would attend the ful-

fillment of our quest, goes dancing on
before us as far from our grasp as ever.

Would you know the real secret of
gaining happiness? Would you be spared
the disappointment of finding that your
efforts have been unavailing? Then lis-

ten ! The real secret of gaining happiness
is not to be found in wealth, position,

power or any of the worldly rewards for

which men strive. Far oftener these things
mean only added responsibilities, more
cares, heavier burdens.

Happiness, on the other hand, is a bless-

ing that comes best unsought. It finds its

way most frequently into our lives when
we think very little about it and when,
like John Pounds, we are so far forgetful

of self as to be concerned only with secur-
ing the welfare and happiness of others.

Seek happiness, then, not for yourself,

but for others. Give yourself to deeds of
service. Help carry the burden of
another. Sacrifice, if need be, in order
that the life of some one else may be
made brighter and cheerier. Somehow,
from all of this, there will result a satis-

faction that will drive away all thoughts
of your own desire for happiness. You
will find that you are happy in making-
others happy.

Popular Missionary Hymn
By Frank J. Metcalf

pROM Greenland's icy mountains,
* From India's coral strand.
Where Afric's sunny fountains

Roll down their golden sand,
From many an ancient river.

From many a palmy plain

They call us to deliver
Their land from error's chain.

What though the spicy breezes
Blow soft o'er Ceylon's isle,

Though every prospect pleases,
And only man is vile.

In vain with lavish kindness
The gifts of God are strewn

;

The heathen in his blindness
Bows down to wood and stone.

Can we, whose souls are lighted
By wisdom from on high.

Can we to men benighted
The lamp of life deny?

Salvation, O salvation

!

The joyful sound proclaim
Till earth's remotest nation
Has learned Messiah's name.

Waft, waft, ye winds, his story.

And you, ye waters, roll.

Till like a sea of glory
It spreads from pole to pole.

Till o'er our ransomed nature
The lamb for sinners slain.

Redeemer, King, Creator,
In bliss returns to reign.

Reginald Heber wrote this hymn long
before he had been to India. It was first

set to music by Handel, but in this country
it is now universally used with the tune
composed for it by Lowell Mason, who
was then a bank clerk at Charleston,
South Carolina.

Heber was born April 21, 1783, in

Cheshire County, England, and died April

3, 1826, in India. His father was a man
of wealth, so the son received every
advantage in education. He spent two
years on the Continent traveling very
extensively, and on his return to England
he took holy orders and settled at Hod-
net. Here he remained sixteen years.
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Mr. Farmer, this is something for you and your wife to talk over together. There are a lot of heavy expenses
staring you in the face this spring. There's the plowing and the sowing, with probably a new implement or two to

buy—and perhaps some seed. There is the wages of the "extra hands." Maybe there's a new field to be cleared,

new fences to be built, new bins, new barns, and one hundred and one other things. You have plenty of uses for

the harvest money. That's where the money in the bank will come in handy.

Now the wife has her heart set on a new parlor carpet—maybe it's only a chair or two, or a new kitchen stove.

These are her tools. She needs them, too. But you don't have to spend the harvest money to get them.

We can show you in a candid, straightforward talk how she can get these things—get them now—use them
and enjoy them and pay for them, not with money taken out of the bank—but with her own butter and egg
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dealers* profits. We give a binding
!?uarantee of satisfaction and save
you BS 1-S percent- Youcan buythe
well-known Reeal Rus^ 6x9 ft., re-
versible, all-wool finish, at 11(3.75.
Our Brussello Rue* 6x9 ft., great-
e>t value known. #1.85. Splendid grade Brussels

Rue 9x12 ft.. Famous
Invincible Velvets, 9x12 ft.

,

^16. StSTTdard Axminsters.
ftxl2ft., $18.50. Finequality
Lace Curtains, 45c per pair

and up. Tapestry Curtains,
Wilton Rues, Linoleums
at Mill prices.

Write to-day for our NEW
ILLUSTBATED CATALOG,
No. U. Sent free. Shows
latest designs in actual colors.

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO.
2432-2462 JASPER ST., PHILA.

Leeu'n Photography,
Photo-Engravingor3-ColorWork
Engravers and Threa-Color Operators Earn From
$20 to SSO Per Week. Only college in the world where
these paying professions are taught successfally. Estab-
lished 17 years. Endorsed by International Association of
Photo-Engravers and Photographers' Association of Illinois.

Terms easy and living inexpensive. Graduates assisted
In securing good positions. Write for catalogue, and
specify course in which you are interested.

Illinois College of Photography or I 602 Wabash Are.,

Btssell College of Photo-Engraving i
EtHogham, Illinois.

L, H. BISSELL, Pres.

WESHlPo" APPROVAL
irithout a cent deposit, prepay the freight
and allow 10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL.

IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn our
t'.nhenrd of prices and marretoas offers
on highest grade 1911 model bicycles.

FACTORY PRICES iv:;?.^"^
a pair of tires from ani/one at any price
untQ you writ« for our large Art Catalog
and loam our iconderfuJproposition on first

sample bicycle going to vour town.

RIDER AGENTS Z'IUX%\T,
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

We Sell cheaper than any other factory.
TIRES, Coaster-Brake rear wheels,

lamps, repairs and all sundries at half ttsual prices.

Do Not Walt; write today for onr special offer.

MEAD CYCLE CO.. Dept. C-83, CHICAGO

SHEET MUSIC 1 5c EACH
Postpaid

SONGS—Words and Mosic for Piano or Organ
Garden of Roses
Rainbow
My Ponv Boy
SQver Bell
Sweet Bunch of Daisies
Shaky Eyes
Somebody Else
Just Some One
Star of the East
Senora, "A Gem"
Yiddle on Tour Fiddle
Dreaming
Are Tou Sincere
Daisies Won't Tell

Yip-I-Addy-I-Aye
Down in Jungle Town
Cubanola Glide
That Italian Rag
Garden of Dreams

INSTRUMENTAL
Meditation by Morrison
Kiss of Spring Waltz
Silver Bell. Two St«p
Rainbow, Two Step
Star of the Sea. Reverie
Turkey in the Straw
Rag-a-Tag-Rag
Drifting Leaves, Reverie
Burning of Rome, March
Melody of Love

Our Music is the same,

Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly
You Are Idejd of My Dreams
My Heart Learned to Love You
Call Me Up Some Rainy A* noon
The End of World With You
I"m Looking for a DearOldLady
Any Little Girl that'sNice Girl
By Light of Silvery Moon
I've Got Rings on My Fingers
I'd Rather Say HeUo
I'm Awfully Glad I'm Irish
Silver Threads Among the Gold
Mesmerizing Mendels'n Tune
Put On Tour Old Grey Bonnet
Way Down in Cotton Town
Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland
My Love is Greater than World
Where River Shannon Flows
Play That Barber Shop Chord

-Music for Piano or Organ
Hearts and Flowers
Love Sparks. Waltz
Moon Winks. Three Step
Maple Leaf, Rag
Beautiful Star of Heaven
Ben Hur Chariot Race
Wedding of Winds Waltz
College Life, Two St^ep

Rose' Song. Reverie
Blaze of Glory, March Hit

every paiticulur, as you
purchase in any Music Store, the only difference
being the price, and that is always loicer.

THE MYREX CO., 248 W. 36th St., New York
Hamilton PrqiitSharing Coupons loitJi all orders

_SenE) 2c Stamp for "Money Savino" CataloQ

igValentinePostCardsi

THE
BEST
VOU
EVER
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NO
TWO
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the moat beftutlfal post ^

^ _ _ ever Bold, 10 ceDts. Ali dlferentT
ooDBlBtlD^ of d&lnty Cupids. Ee«t3, DoTeB, L«Tera, Text ftnd Florftl designs.

F»r better than oor Chriitmea oaids, and they were beeutlea. Beme are em-
bOBBed and in celd, llthOirTaribed in many colore on a fine grade ef cardboard.

V. HERMAN a CO.' 2130 North HalstcdSt., Dept. 4=6,CHICAGO

Post-Card Projector

For Farm and Fireside Readers Only
We want every Farm and Fireside

reader to have one of these wonderful new
Picture-Projecting Machines. Reproduces
in the exact colors and outlines post-cards,
illustrations, photographs, magazine clip-
pings. Entertainment for yourself, your
family and your friends. Throw upon the
wait in life-size dimensions your entire
collection of cards or photographs.

LET US SEND YOU ONE
Write us to-day for full particulars how

to get this fine Foto-Scope without cost."
Write at once to

FARM and FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

Interesting Alligator Farms
By Arthur Inkersley

Alligator waiting for a rabbit at ihe "alligator farm," Los Angeles, California

IT
MAY be said "with-

out fear of successful

contradiction," as the
street vender states, that

one of the queerest in-

dustries on earth is the
raising of alligators for
the market. There are
in the United States two
well-established and
profitable "alligator
farms"—o n e at Hot
Springs, Arkansas,
founded about eight years
ago, and the other, started
a few years later, at Los
Angeles, California. The
pioneer of the industry
and the founder of the
.Arkansas farm was H. J.

Campbell, who, from
boyhood has been famil-
iar with alligators in

India and the United
States. The chief haunts
of alligators in North
America are the Ever-
glades of Florida, the swamps of ^Mississippi and Texas and
the baj-ous of Louisiana, though the saurians have been found
as far north as the New River in North Carolina.

After alligator-hide had become a recognized commercial
product, the demand for it increased so rapidly and the creature
was hunted so remorselessh' that in ten years, according to a

report of the United States Fish Commission, more than three
million alligators were killed in the state of Florida, besides

thousands that were destro3-ed in other Southern states. The
alligator is so slow in attaining maturity that one measuring
two feet in length is about ten years of age, while one having
a length of twelve feet ma}- be from one hundred to two hun-
dred years old. It soon became apparent that, if the alligators

were slaughtered in so wholesale a fashion, the}- would be in

danger of extinction. In some parts of the Southern states,

where they were killed by organized bands of farmers, whose
cattle thty raided, and by professional hunters, who wanted
their hides, they are now protected by law. Mr. Campbell per-

ceived that the alligator had a high commercial value and would
become rare in a wild state in the course of a few years. As it

is a hardy creature and costs almost nothing to feed, j\Ir. Camp-
bell believed that its artificial propagation would be a profitable

enterprise. Hence the Arkansas establishment and later the

California Alligator Farm.
The latter is near Eastlake Park, Los Angeles, occupying- a

little tract of about two acres watered by a small stream. In

order to accommodate the saurians, the stream has been
widened, so as to form pools or ponds, each of which is sur-

rounded by a substantial fence of chicken-wire, so as to keep
its inhabitants' from straying, and is given up to alligators of the

same size and age. This segregation is absolutely necessary,

for, if alligators of various sizes and ages were put into the

same enclosure, the larger would devour the smaller and the

profits of the farmer would be literally eaten up. Rushes and
other aquatic plants grow in each pond and furnish cover in

which the alligators may hide from view and where the females

may build their nests and lay their eggs in the proper season.

The large specimens and the breeding stock at the farm,

varying from twenty to sixty years old, have, of course, been
captured by professional hunters, who are familiar with the

haunts of the alligators and the various methods of taking

them. The "babies" and young alligators have been bred at the

farm and are strictly native Californians. In a state of nature

the alligator burrows into the mud on the banks of a stream or

swamp, remaining buried all through the winter, and coming out

again when the warmth of spring wakens it to active life. At
the Arkansas farm on the approach of winter the alligators arc

placed in a long, low building in which is a series of pools of

water, kept tepid by steam-pipes passing through them. Under
these conditions the alligators remain dormant and may be

handled with safety. In Southern California the climate is so

mild and genial even in the coldest months that the alligators

do not hibernate, but remain in the open air all winter, enjoying

the sunshine, but eating no food.

The summer is the breeding season, and during the month of

June the males become very dangerous, fighting so viciously

that great care has to be exercised to keep them from hurting

each other seriously. They call to their mates, bellowing like

bulls and turning the farm into a pai\demonium. Sometimes it

is found necessary to muzzle the more violent males. In a state

of nature when the female is ready to lay her eggs, she picks

out a quiet, sheltered spot and fashions a sort of mat by scrap-

ing together with her feet rushes, mud and bits of sticks. On
this she deposits a layer of eggs ; puts another mat on the eggs

and on the second mat
lays more eggs ; then a

third mat and more eggs ;

each upper layer being
smaller than the one be-

neath it. At last a cone
about four feet high is

built and from thirty to

sixty eggs have been laid.

The cones are well con-
structed and will with-

stand rain and ordinary
storms, though now and
then a flood sweeps them
away when they are on
the banks of a stream.

The eggs are long, nar-
row and shaped like a
capsule. They weigh
about four ounces and,
when the alligator is

wild, are hatched by the
warmth of the sun,' the
time required varying
according to the heat of
the summer. The mother
remains on. guard all the
time and is very savage,
suffering no one to ap-

A big incubator and a tray showing eggs and young cJligators that have
just emerged from the shell

proach the nest. But as
soon as the young alli-

gators are hatched, she
leaves them to shift for
themselves, considering
her duty done. On the
farm the eggs are taken
from the nest and placed
in a large incubator built

specially for the purpose.
Each tray in the incu-
bator holds forty-five
eggs. The temperature
is kept at eighty degrees,
though a considerable
variation in the heat does
little or no harm. Nearly
ever}- egg produces a lit-

tle 'gator, hardly any
turning out infertile. The
baby 'gators are about
seven inches long, look
much like lizards and are
quite lively. They are
placed in the inclosurc
nearest to the incubator
and at the upper end

of the farm, having a shallow concrete trench filled with water
to splash about in and being shaded from too hot a sun by
palm-branches. For a few days they are fed on chopped
meat, but soon grow strong enough to look after them-
selves. They are hardy little creatures, never suffering from
unwholesome food or ill-ventilated quarters. As they grow
bigger, they are moved to the next inclosure; after some time
to the next, and so- on. The verj- large, old monsters, varying
from seventy-five to two hundred years of age and weighing
from two hundred and fifty to three hundred pounds or more,
are kept to themselves, each having a small domain of which
he is sole occupant.

The breeding of the young alligators is an important part of
the industry, for hundreds of the "babies" are |old to tourists
or sent to various parts of the United States by express each
year, the price being one dollar and twenty-five cents to two
dollars^ and fifty cents apiece. Any eggs that fail to produce
young 'gators are blown and sold as souvenirs. The small-sized
alligators are bought by storekeepers, saloon-men and others,
who display them in the windows of their places of biisiness as
advertisements. Those of still larger size and maturer growth
are purchased by museums, zoological gardens and menageries
in various parts of the world. In spite of the fecundity of the
alligator, the supply is not equal to the demand. In order to
keep up the breeding stock, it is necessary to catch mature speci-
mens in their native haunts. This is done by experiencecl
hunters in several ways. Some alligators are caught in nets,
and some in traps which close with a strong spring when the
bait is seized. But usually alligators are taken at night. They
bask in the sun all day, but at dusk go to the water to sleep.
When hunting in the daytime, the men note the holes and dens
into which the alligators creep; into these they thrust a long
pole, the end of which is covered with carpet or leather. The
alligator seizes the pole in his jaws and holds on with more
than bull-dog tenacit}-, suffering himself to be drawn by main
force from his hiding-place", but never letting go. Keeping at a
respectful distance from his powerful tail, which will break a
man's leg at a swish, the hunters bind the animal's jaws with a

noose of rope and place him in a ventilated wooden box for
shipment to the farm. Another method is employed at night.
The hunter, having a bull's-eye lantern in his hat, paddles gently
about a stream where alligators are known to. abound till he
sees a ball of fire on the surface of the water. This is the
alligator's eye, which is said, in the parlance of the hunter, to be
"shined." Paddling quietly toward the gleaming eyeball, the
hunter, when within a few feet, blows the animal's head to
pieces with the charge of a shot-gun. Before the creature goes
down, it is seized with a grappling-hook and drawn into the
boat. Good hunters can kill a score or two in a night by this
method. 'Gators of small size are picked up by the tail, with the
hands and are sent alive to the farm.
One of the attendants at the farm possesses the power of

mesmerizing the strange creatures. Approaching one, he makes
some passes, sings in a crooning tone, and soon the 'gator allows
himself to be turned over on his back and lies motionless. Other
alligators have been taught to "shoot the chute." One is seized
by a noose and dragged to the foot of a wooden stairway, the
steps of which are carpeted so as to give a better foothold.
Slowly and awkwardly the saurian clambers up the steps to a
little platform, where he waits a minute or two till the spectators
have walked around to the front of the chute ; then at the word
of command he slides head first down into the pool. How the
people laugh and shout ! It would almost seem as though the
'gator knew that he was performing before an enthusiastic

audience, the way he
comes down the chute.
A favorite time at

which to visit the Los
Angeles farm is on a
Sunday afternoon, when
the animals receive their

weekly meal, which con-
sist? ordinarily of waste
meat from the packing
establishments, and oc-
casionally of chickens,
ducks or rabbits, which
are killed before they are
thrown to the 'gators.

The farms are usually
crowded with visitors

who seem to delight in

watching the alligators

consume their generous
portions of meat. It is

amazing the large quan-
tities that an ordinary
sized 'gator will eat and
how quickly he devours
the food. When the
keeper appears, the alli-

gators seem to know-
that it is dinner-time.



Big 20-Day Bargain Offers
The Best 1911 Calendar Without Cost

> <

Positively the Last Time

This is positively your last chance to

get one of these 1911 Beauty Calendars
without cost, as the offer is certain to

be withdrawn within a period of 20 days.

If you don't wish this unusual oppor-

tunity to get away from you, the very

best time to act is right now.

A Gift to Subscribers

THIS is your last chance to obtain, with-

out cost, the most beautiful and elegant

Calendar of 1911. Never before has

Farm and Fireside made a Calendar that

has been so popular with its readers. Already
nearly one hundred thousand readers have
obtained the Calendar. If you want the

most beautiful 1911 Calendar to decorate

your walls you must act at once. Don't
delay. To obtain the Calendar you must act

within 20 days, but we advise you to reply at

once, then you will be sure to receive one.

Every Farm AND FIRESIDE family can obtain

this Calendar without COSt during the next

20 days. If you have not yet obtained your
Calendar, write to-day as explained below.

A Remarkably ^

Beautiful Calendar

We started to make your 1911 Calendar

almost a year ago. We decided that, to make
it more beautiful and more interesting than

any other calendar this year, we would show
the pictures of three girls, instead of one, and

that these would be the loveUest girls' heads

painted in recent years. Months were spent

in searching for them, and here they are

—

three beautiful, healthy, American girls—the

handsomest girl pictures in years.

An Ornament
For Any Home

After we got the pictures, months have

been spent in making the Calendar itself.

The Calendar for every month has been

drawn by hand by an artist. The paper on
which the Calendar is printed is the best of

glazed picture paper, the kind expensive pic-

tures are printed on when bought in stores.

And as we said before, the Calendar has been

printed twelve different times, each time in

a different color. The result is a gor-
geous display of color that will
brighten and cheer every home.

What You Will Get

EVERY READER who accepts any one
of the offers below will receive a copy
of Farm and Fireside's Beauty Cal-

endar absolutely without cost with a sub-

scription to Farm and Fireside. The
Calendar will be sent carefully packed in a

tube, postage prepaid, and we guarantee that

it will reach you in perfect condition. This
1911 Beauty Calendar will make the most
showy and handsome picture you ever saw
when hung on the wall of your living-room.

It is two-and-half feet in length, printed on
the finest heavy paper, brass-bound at top

and bottom so it won't tear or roll, with a

patent hanger, all ready to hang up.

Anniversary Number
of Farm and Fireside

The next issue of Farm and Fireside
marks the 33d anniversary of the existence of

the National Farm Paper. This great

event will be fittingly celebrated by Farm
AND Fireside, and every reader will enjoy
the extra anniversary features. During its

33 years of success, Farm and Fireside has

won the respect and admiration of the entire

farming community. It is a stand-by in most
of the prosperous homes of the country. The
1911 issues will be better than ever before.

The Farm Paper Leader
For 33 years Farm and Fireside

has been the acknowledged leader of the

farm papers. This policy is best illustrated

by the numerous distinctive and popular

features of Farm and Fireside, as, for in-

stance, our Farmers' Lobby at Washington,
D. C. Farm and Fireside also maintains

a special staff of expert authorities to answer
any and all questions about farm matters.

Each issue during the ensuing year will con-

tain important articles on the marketing of

farm products. "When to Sell Wheat,"
"Fair Milk Prices, and How to Get Them,"
"What Constitutes the Best Market Price,"

and the like.

Read Below How to Get the 1911 Beauty Calendar

Until Feb. 1st
These offers expire on February 1st. It is important

that every reader who wishes to obtain the 1911 Beauty
Calendar, should send his order before that date. It will

pay you to renew in advance even if your subscription has

not yet expired.

New Year's Offer No. 1

Send 5Qc,
and you will receive the 1911 Beauty Calendar at once,

without cost, postage prepaid.

New Year's Offer No. 2

Send $1.00 [fp
dress) 72 numbers, and you will receive the 1911 Beauty

Calendar at once, without cost, postage prepaid. You
will also receive without cost, a box of 50 beautiful Val-

entine post-cards, all different.

New Year's Offer No. 3

AVifV»/>iif Ce\a¥ Get two friends each to hand
rv ItllUUt V.^U&t 50 cents for a one-year sub-

scription to Farm and Fireside and send us $1.00 for

the two subscriptions. In return we will send you Farm
AND Fireside for one year without cost. We will also

send you a box of 50 Valentine post-cards, post-paid. A
1911 Beauty Calendar will be sent to you, and to each

of your two friends.

ORDER WITHIN 20 DAYS

for a one-year subscription to

Farm and Fireside—24 numbers

—

a three-year subscription
to Farm and Fireside (to one ad-
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Farm and Fireside, January 10, 1911

OUR YOUNG FOLKS' DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Cousin Sally

A Letter to Our Girls and Boys
rom Cousin Sally

d;
EAR Girls and Boys :

—

Many, many hearty thanks to

'\-oii, my dear boys and girls, for

sending a New Year thought my way.
It went straight to my heart and after

I read your letters which contained
only good wishes and happy thoughts
for my future, a big lump came in my
throat. And I sat at my desk a long
time, thinking what a fortunate girl I

was to have such an armj' of little

jf---.^ friends—and such constant ones, too.

I want you boys and girls to know that

your New Year greetings and good
wishes were appreciated and shall

always be cherished b}- me.
Now that we are once more begin-

ning a new year, let us try to make it

the best one of our lives. From the very start our club
has been a source of great jo}- to me. It is a big success

;

onl}- it must be a bigger success this year. ^Nlind you, I

say "must." If you will all say "must" straight from
your heart, as though you meant it, and will put your
shoulders to the wheel, our dream can't help but come
true. It has to, that's all

!

What I specially want to talk about this time is our
club and the work of our branch clubs. This letter

should interest non-members as well as members, for.
I feel sure that my suggestions will help them, too.

'

First I shall talk to my girls ; I'll come to you boys
later and give you and the girls a few outdoor and
indoor games.

Recentl}- the presidents of some of my branch clubs,
who are really making a^ success of their club work, have
asked me for suggestions for making money ; some have
asked for games, others for ideas for fairs and still

others for ideas for giving successful parties.

A Japanese Tea-Party

When I was a girl of thriteen, I belonged to a sewing
and reading club called "The Cherry Blossom Club."
We pretended that we were Japanese maidens and the
first year we studied about Japan, and occasionally one
of the members would read aloud some lovely Japanese
legend or goblin stor}' while the others sewed. After the
club went along successfulh- for a year we thought it

was high time to celebrate in some way. So I sug-
gested that we give a tea-party and invite all our friends
and schoolmates. The invitations read :

" 'The Cherry
Blossoms' request ^'our honorable presence at our tea-

party, which will take place Thursday, between the
hours of five and eight, at the home of our president. Tea
will^be served to all honorable guests at five cents a cup."

Well, such fun as we had planning
that tea-party. The invitations had not
been out a day before everybody in the
village heard about it and was eager
to come. When the happy day arrived,

we girls were quite overwhelmed at the
throng of jolly bo3'S and girls that

came trooping into Dorothy's house.
Our tea-party was held in a big

old-fashioned room with an open fire-

place. How the logs did crackle and
how the flames did rush up the great
square chimney ! I can see it ytt. The
light from the fireplace and the Jap-
anese lanterns hanging from the ceiling

cast a soft glow over the room and
made it all seem like a picture of the
Orient come to life. Ropes of j-ellow
and lavender crepe paper were fes-

tooned from the chandelier to the walls
and looped up at intervals with large
white chrysanthemums, which one
club girl's mother had made for us.

Hanging from the chandelier was a
large Japanese parasol and from its

handle dangled a card which read

:

caused no end of merriment, for Marjorie was very
bright and said funny things that set us all in an uproar.
By seven o'clock all but about ten or a dozen of our
guests had gone, so we decided to play some games.
Gladys was clever with the pahit-brush and had m.ade
a very attractive drawing of a Japanese girl which was
tacked on the wall. Then everj-one in turn was blind-

folded, given a small paper chrysanthemum and asked
to pin it on the dark tresses of the girl in the picture.

A prize was given to the bo}' and girl who pinned it in

the right place, while a tiny five-cent Japanese doll was
given as the booby prize. Then we played "Puss in the

Corner," for the Japanese children are just as fond
of this game as we are. After this same "Hunt the

Thimble," only we hid a slipper instead, just the

way the little Japanese children do. It was such fun !

Betty's Picture-Book

By Eva May Farlow

When Betty puts her dolls to sleep

And all their prayers are said,

She takes her little picture-book
And sits beside their bed.

Pictures ! Pictures ! gay and bright.

Just see the woolly lamb

!

But what is this—a naughty boy
Is in his mother's jam.

O dear! O dear! the jar has slipped

And fallen on his head,
And now his mother's spanking him
And sending him to bed.

Now comes the queerest looking man.
Of sense he hasn't any.

He's Simple Simon and he sells

A big pie for a penny.

And who's this happy-looking boy
A-sitting in a corner

—

His little thumb stuck in a pie

—

I guess that he's Jack Horner!

And just as Betty turns the page
To look at dear Bo-Peep

The Sandman tiptoes to the door
And beckons her to sleep.

And oft to Happyland she goes,

Where dwell the fairies bright

:

The land where little boys and girls

Do everything that's right.

Beware ! Beware ! ye honorable guests
Assembled here to-day

!

If kissed beneath my canopy,

A forfeit you must paj-

!

The Japanese are very fond of paying forfeits, so this
seemed very appropriate. \\'e all tried to steer clear
of the parasol, but nearly every one had to pay a forfeit
which was later redeemed.

Our Costumes

Oh ! it was such a jolly tea-party ! How we club
members hurried back and forth pouring tea and serving
it I

_
We looked for all the world like little Japanese

maidens dressed in gay colored cotton crepe kimonos
which we girls had made at club meetings. Our hair
was combed back stra'ight, pompadour fashion, with gay
colored paper chrysanthemums pinned most coquettishly
at the side. And wasn't it strange, we all had dark hair
except Gertrude. The guests sat on cushions which
were dropped here and there around the room and we
served the tea and little cakes on lacquered trays, for
we were little Japanese girls and were not used to chairs
like our American cousins. It kept five of our club
members busy making the tea while the other five

served it. As the boys and girls finished drinking their
tea, ilarjorie was right on hand to tell their fortunes
from the tea-leaves in the bottom of the cup. This

Our Tea-Party is a Success

As a closing to our tea-party we club members did a

little dance—just a few graceful steps back and forth,

in and out, carrying Japanese fans and bobbing our
heads as we went. Then the party came to an end. As
the boys and girls tripped merrily down the stairs into

the street, we girls followed hot on their trail and when
they weren't looking let go a handful of rice which we
had slyly concealed in our hands. How they laughed
and shouted as they trooped away! Our party was a

great success and we "Cherrj- Blossoms" felt that it

was well worth the trouble and the time that we had to

get it up. I shall be ever so happy to know that you
girls are planning to have a Japanese tea-party just

like mine. Do try it. You're sure to have a good time.

Indoor and Outdoor Games

Captain—All choose partners but one child who rep-
resents the Captain. The others, who are the Crew. •

form in a line around the Captain and, walking two and
two, sing^

Oh, Captain, we shall burn the boat
Or wicked pirates be

Unless my partner, you can catch

—

Take care ! or you shall see

!

After the Crew sings this twice they change partners
and the Captain makes a rush to get a partner. The
player left out then becomes the Captain and the game
goes on.

Poor Ducky—The boys and girls sit around in a circle
and some one is chosen to be Poor Ducky. It then falls
to the lot of Ducky to quack in front of some one player
who must stroke Ducl^-'s head and saj-, "Poor Ducky,
Poor Ducky, Poor Ducky !" repeating the words three
times without smiling. If the player smiles while he is

stroking the Duck's head, he or she must change places
with Ducky. To make it all the harder for the players
to keep from laughing. Ducky should make the most
comical faces he knows how while he is quacking and
the funnier his voice, the more fun there will be. Do
you know, a lot of us grown girls played this game
the other evening, and it was lots of fun to see all the
guests look so sober and dignified, and then finally burst
out into a hearty laugh.
Bell-Bov—Here is another good indoor game. All

players are blindfolded but one, who has a bell tied
loosely around his neck so that it will ring at every step
he takes. The players then scatter around the room
and try to catch the one with the bell. The Bell-Boy
will have to act prett}' lively to keep out of the way, and
if he is caught, he is blindfolded and his captor is made
the Bell-Boy.
Animal Game—Each player chooses some animal

which he or she is to imitate. One sits in the center and
tells a tale, bringing in the names of the various animals
chosen. At each mention of an animal, the pla3"er rep-
resenting that animal must get up and imitate it. If he
fails to do so, he must pay a forfeit, to be redeemed
later on.

Catching the Snake's Tail—This is a Japanese
game and is played as follows : The plaj-ers form a
line, each resting his hands on the shoulders of the player
in front. The one who is the Catcher is out. The first

player on the line is called the Head and the last the
Tail. When the game begins, the Catcher stands about
fifteen or twenty feet away from the Head and at a
given signal tries to catch the Tail, or end plaj'er, with-

out pushing anj' one else. The others
defend the Tail b\- moving about in

an\' \\3.y they choose, except that the
line must not be broken, for should it

break the Tail is considered caught and
consequently must become the Catcher,
while the Catcher goes to the head of
the line.

A Snow-Ball Game—A level piece
of ground is required for this game.
]\Iark off a good-sized square where
the snow is thickest and most compact,
and starting from the top dig holes at

intervals large enough for a snow-ball
to fit into. (See the diagram.) At the
side of each row a stift' piece of card-
board bearing the numbers of each
hole in the row is stuck in the ground.
The object of the game is to see which
bo}' can throw his snow-ball in the
hole bearing the highest number. Each
player is allowed three balls, and the
one who rolls the highest number wins
the game. The following diagram will

give you an idea of the board. The X's
mean the holes and the numbers at the
side are supposed to be the cardboard

and show how much each hole counts in the game.
You will find this to be a most interesting game.

Board : XXX X—50—70— 60—100
XXX X—20—90-200—300
XXX X-^K)—80—150— 75

XXX X—50-^5— 65—250

Cock Stripe—In this game the boys' caps are used.

One player is chosen for the Cock and then blindfolded
and asked to stand up with his feet wide apart. About
ten feet away from him, the players stand on line and in

turn throw their caps between his legs as far as they
can throw. When every player has had a turn he runs
forward and stands by his own cap. The Cock then

crawls on his hands and feet, still blindfolded, until

he reaches a cap. The player whose cap he first touches

becomes the object of chase and the other players go
running after him as hard as they can go. When he is

caught he is brought back and is then made the Cock,

and so the game goes on.

I haven't space enough to give you all the games I

intended to and I did want to speak a little more about

parties. But my suggestions will keep until next time.

Assuring you all of my constant interest in your work
and play and everything that concerns yon, I am, as

alwavs. Faithfully yours. Cousin* Sally.



Clothes for Children and Grown-Ups
Including a Set of Useful Patterns for His Highness, the Baby-

Designed by Miss Gould

I*
I*
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Send Your Name To-day to

No. 1686—Night-Drawers With
Pointed Yoke

Pattern cut for 1 , 2, 4 and 6 year sizes.
Material required for medium size, or for
the 4 year size, four and three fourths
yards of twenty-four-inch material

THE woman of fifty years or more
finds she has just as many dress
problems which are really very hard

to solve as she had in her younger days.

With the passing of the dear old-fash-
ioned grandmother, with her soft, white
ringlets and plain somber gown, and with
the introduction of youthful fashions for
women of all ages, the woman over fifty

to-day is often in a quandary as to her
dress. If she gowns herself as her mother
did, she will be conspicuous. On the other
hand, perhaps she does not feel that she
wants to dress just as her daughter does.
The wise woman over fifty must take the
middle course, therefore, and bring to

her aid her own good taste and her own
individuality.

It is not always necessary for her to

wear black, but she should select incon-

spicuous fabrics. Grays, tans and black

and white are nice colors for the older

woman's dresses which should be simple.

No. 1627—Set of Baby Patterns

Patterns cut in one size. Quantity of material re-
quired; For the cloak, two and five eighths yards of
thirty-six-inch material; for the dress, two and three
fourths yards of thirty-six-inch material; for the v/rap-
per, two and one eighth yards of thirty-six-inch ma-
terial; for the kimono, seven eighths of a yard of
thirty-six-inch material. The price of this Set of Baby
patterns, including all four garments, is ten cents

'T'HOUGH real dressmaking is sometimes
* the hardest sort of a task for the busy
woman, yet if there is a new baby in

the family, the making of little clothes for
his precious self is never a burden. Of
course, his mother wants every little gar-
ment as dainty and attractive as possible
and she wants it in the right style, too.

Perhaps she may be glad of some help
in the way of patterns and suggestions for
their making. If so, she will find illus-

trated -on this page a most useful set of
baby patterns. There are four little gar-
ments, each cut in one size only—the
cloak, the dress, the wrapper and the
kimono. The pattern for the wrapper
can also be used by cutting off the upper
part of the small round perforations on
the wrapper pattern, to form the little

kimono. In changing the wrapper pattern
into the kimono, omit collar, wristbands
and cuffs and let the sleeves hang loose.

Then scallop the edges, tying the sleeves
with ribbons. This set of baby clothes
patterns can be bought for ten cents.

1 685— Girl's Underwaist
and Drawers

Pattern cut for 2, 4, 6 and 6 year sizes.

Material required for medium size, or
for the 6 year size, two and one fourth
yards of twenty-four-inch material

THE smart-looking costume illustrated on
this page in pattern No. 1681-1682 will

be found very practical by the woman
over fifty. The waist and skirt may be
joined beneath the belt or they may be
separate. The bolero with the short

kimono sleeves may be worn or not as

preferred. Gray poplin or cashmere with
the bolero in a darker shade of silver

would be attractive for this dre'ss.

If the pattern is desired for making a

house gown, silk would be prettier for

that purpose than the cashmere. The dress

should be of figured silk with the bolero

plain silk. When plain silk is used for the

dress the bolero could be of velvet.

Another very practical design which the

older woman will also like is shown in

pattern No. 1568. It is a trim-looking
house gown for morning wear. Dark
blue henrietta would be pretty made up in

this design. The collar, cuffs and belt

could be of linen in a lighter shade.

No. 1681—Waist With Adjustable Bolero

Cut for 34, 36, 38, 40. 42 and 44 inch bust. Material
required for 36 inch bust, two and three fourths
yards of thirty-six-inch material with one yard of velvet

No. 1682—Gored Skirt Buttoned in Front

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28, 30, 32 and 34 inch waist.

Material required for medium size or 26 inch waist,

four and one half yards of thirty-six-inch material

Woman's Home Companion
Patterns

The woman who makes her own
clothes and wants to be well dressed
should use Woman's Home Companion
patterns. Not only are they very sim-
ple, but every garment made from
these smart, up-to-date patterns is sure
to be a success. Illustrated on this

page are some very practical designs
for the busy housewife and for the
mother of several little children. They
are all ten cents apiece, excepting the
set of baby's clothes, which is ten cents
for the whole set. An order, addressed
to the Pattern Department, Farm and
Fireside, 11 East 24th Street, New
York City, inclosing ten cents, will

bring you a pattern that is worth just
ten times ten cents.

We have a liberal offer to make you
in regard to these patterns. Here it

is: We will give one Woman's Home
Companion pattern if you will send us
only one new yearly subscription to

Farm and Fireside at fifty cents. The
subscription must be for some one not
now a subscriber to Farm and Fire-
side. Send orders to the Pattern
Department, Farm and Fireside, 11

East 24th Street, New York City.

Follow these directions when order-
ing patterns : For ladies' waists, give
bust measure in inches ; for skirts, give
waist measure in inches ; for misses
and children, give age. Don't fail to

mention the number of the pattern.

Perfect satisfaction is guaranteed.

No. 1568—Tucked Wrapper in Two Styles

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch bust
measures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36 inch bust, nine and one half yards of twen-
ty-seven-inch material, or seven and three fourths
yards of thirty-six-inch material. The price of this

pattern is ten cents. This design is attractive when
made up in wash fabrics as well as in cloth

Copyright, 1911, by The Crowell Publishing Company
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and we will send you a copy of our Special
Sale Catalogue Free and Postpaid.

OF MACY
BARGAINSTHOUSANDS

There has never been a midwinter sale quite like
this. From fleld and farm and workshop—from,
producers, from manufacturers—we have gath-
ered to«:ether a wonderful variety of fine mer-
chandise and to sell it all iu January and Febru-
ary we oflEer it at

BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS
ShirtTOnlsts, skirts, petticoats, comldna-
tlon suits, corset covers, table and bed
linens, towels, wash broods, dress goods,
embroidery, neckwenr. Infant's wear,
apparel for men, women and cblldren,
household eoods, thousands of the mostneeded
articles gatliered togetlier spe-
cially for this great sale. Don't jK-wuvbuy anylhineto wear, i^E^ ^fS^nwCQAany where,atany price. ,SK^^if ^B^-^/SwA*'
until you first see «Ef«?fc« 'w*
what we offer in
this free catalogue.

Write for
it now.

Ask for Catalogue No. 700
R. H. MACY & CO., New York
Broadway at 6th Ave., 34th to 35th Street

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

FREE
mmmmJCATAL06 No. 10

iShowB most com-
Ipleta and np to date line of Embroidery De-

[ signs. Supplies, Handkerchiefs. H o a a e -

EoId Linena, Etc—over 2000 illustrations. It's FREE. Write today.

F. HERRSCHNER «469 Mar«hfl«ld Auc, CHICAGO-

BE AN ILLUSTRATOR—Learn to draw. We will teach you by mail how

to draw for magazines >Ssb» School of Illustration

and newspapere.

Send for catalog.

30 CENTS PER 100 lustrated postal cards
(New York and Coney Island views). Smith, 243 Canal St., New
York. I sell any Italian boobs. Aek for Catalogue.

^. TELESCOPE. RIFLE

choice of -1 50 premiums loi s^Hind our Keystone

Easy-to-Thread Best Quality GOLD EYE
NEEDLES al 'ic a packaKe. Wiih eveiy Iwopackafics

fllve FREE a Silvei Alummum TK.mblr.

I
Send name and addrns. We send postpaid. 24

needle pacbaRcs dnd 12 thimbles vviih LARGE
PREMIUM BOOK. When sold send us rhe

$ 1 .20 and receive prmium enliiled lo, seleci-

,
cd (rom premium list. Exira prcseni FREE

if ordered loday. A posi card will do.

Send no money. We irusl you. Address

^
Keystone Novelty Co-
Box- 614, Greenville, Pa.

GOT IT

Got Something Else, Too

"I liked my coffee strong and I drank
it strong," says a Pennsylvania woman,
telling a good story, "and although I had
headaches nearly every day I just would
not believe there was any connection
between the two. I had weak and heavy
spells and palpitation of the heart,

too, and although husband told me he
thought it was coffee that made me so

poorly, and did not drink it himself for
he said it did not agree with him, yet I

loved my coffee and thought I just
couldn't do without it.

'One day a friend called at my home
—that was a year ago. I spoke about
how well she was looking and she said :

" 'Yes, and I feel well, too. It's be-

cause I am drinking Postum in place of
ordinary coffee.'

"I said, what is Postum?
"Then she told me how it was a food-

drink and how much better she felt

since using it in place of coffee or tea,

so I sent to the store and bought a pack-
age and when it was made according to

directions it was so good I have never
bought a pound of coffee since. I began
to improve immediately.

"I cannot begin to tell you how much
better I feel since using Postum and
leaving coffee alone. My health is bet-

ter than it has been for years and I

cannot say enough in praise of this

delicious food drink."

Take away the destroyer and put a
rebuilder to work and Nature will do
the rest. That's what you do when Pos-
tum takes coffee's place in your diet.

"There's a Reason."
Read the little book, "The Road to

Wellville," in pkgs.

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.



You
Who Get

Hungry
Between Meals

Don't deny yourself food till meal
time.

When that mid morning hunger ap-
proaches, satisfy it with Uneeda Biscuit.

These biscuits are little nuggets of nutrition.

Each crisp soda cracker contains energy
for thirty minutes more work.

Many business men eat them at ten

in the morning. So do school
children at recess.

They're more nutritive than
bread. You can eat them
dry— or with milk.

Uneeda Biscuit are

always crisp and
delightful.

Never Sold

in Bulk

In the moisture-proof

package

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Buy Furniture from the
Finest Stock in America

Annual Sales Probably Larger Than Any Other Re-

taU House in the World. Our Policy—WHOLESALE
PRICES ON FURNITURE OF UNUSUAL EXCELLENCE

Would you consider it a privilege to

be able to visit all the great city stores and
look over the metropolitan display of

stock, Tvhen you want a new piece of fur-

niture, a rug or carpet, or have decided to

furnish a new room or refurnish an old

one? It would be a satisfaction, at least,

to see as many styles as possible and to

decide after thorough examination and
comparison.

You Can Do That Very Thing
Without Leaving Home

R2150
Morris Chair*
EasUy Worth $7.00.

If yoa don't think so
send it back at onr expense

Last year a prosperous looking couple
visited the Montgomery Ward store. They
lived in New York State and had becomfe

acquainted with us through buying from
our Grocery List. They asked for the

Furniture Division and were shown our
Furniture Book and samples. They were

When People Really Know Our Goods and Prices,
We Always Get the Order

furnishing a new house complete and had
visited furniture stores in three of thelarg
est cities, one of them New York, before
coming in to see us. After having seen
goods in all these stores and taken careful
note of qualities and prices, they gave us an
order for the furniture for their new home.

If these people, after having shopped
in the finest furniture stores in the coun-
try, could buy with satisfaction and profit

at Ward's, so can you. The stock they
found as stylish, as well selected, and as

high in quality as those of the metropolitan
stores is here for you to select from. Bet-
ter yet, you don't have to come to Chicago
to see it. We can show it to you where-
ever you are.

LET US SEND YOU OUR FURNITURE CATALOGUE
One hundred and twelve illustrated pages of furniture, more than 1,500 items to choose from,

every piece fully and truthfully described. Furniture for every room in the house, carpets, rugs,
curtains, in endless variety, all at prices away below what you would pay for goods of the same
quality anywhere else. See the sample shown above.

Drop ns a postal saying "Send me your Furniture Book". Address the house
nearest you, either Chicago or Kansas City,

Montgomery Ward & Co.
19tli and Campbell Streets

KANSAS CITY. MO. 136
Chicago Avenue Bridge

CHICAGO

Absolutely safe. Mates and burns its own
pas. Brilliant 500 candle i>ower light.

Casts no sliadow. Costs 2 cents per
week. No smote, grease, nor odor. Over
200 styles. Every lamp warranted. Agenta
wanted. Write tor catalog.

THE BEST LBGHT CO.
212 E. 5th St.» Canton. 0«

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2 Hair Switch
We will trust yon ten days.

Choice of Natural wavy or straight hair. Send
a lock of your hair, and we will mail a 22 inch
short stem fine human hair switch to match. If
you find it a big bargain, remit $2 in ten davs.
or seU 3 and GET YOrR OWX SWITCH. Extra
shades a little more. Inclose 5c postage. Free

beauty book showing latest style of hairdressing

—

also high grade sTrjtches. pompadours, wigs, pnffs, eto.

AimaAyers,Dpt746, ISQuiocyStChicago

.
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Infant's Sweater and Hood
By Charlotte F. Boldtman

THE infant's hood illustrated may be
made either of one skein of perle cotton
No. 5, two skeins of threefold Saxony

or three skeins of Pompadour wool, the latter

a material like Saxony, but silk-wound. The
perle cotton is a heavy mercerized cotton and
conies in large hanks.

Cast on 86 stitches and knit 2, purl 2,

for 8 rows. Every other row must be begun
with 2 purled stitches, to preserve the rib.

Ninth Row—Knit l,purl l,and repeat to end.
Tenth Row—Knit plain. Repeat the last 2

rows alternately until there are 26 rows in
all. Then knit in plain garter stitch, increas-
ing 1 stitch in beginning each row, for 12
rows, when the edges of the work should be
long enough to reach from the crown to the
nape of the neck. If they are not, continue
with the increased rows as long as necessary.

After the length is secured continue to

knit in plain garter stitch, but instead of
increasing, narrow 1 stitch at each end of
ever}' fourth row. Do this for 26 rows, then
knit in garter stitch without narrowing until
the work is deep enough for the front. Run
the stitches onto a thread. Now fold the
cast-on edge of the work and overhand one
half to the other, then overhand together the
edges of the work to the last increased row.
Take the points thus formed at the crown
of the hood and catch them together, to give
the peaked crown.
Once more resume knitting. Cast on 12

or 15 stitches, according to the width desired
for the neck-band, and knit in plain garter
stitch until the strip is long enough for the
neck. Sew to neck of hood, turning the
work in such a way that the last row meets
the end of the last row of the front, with
the end of the last row of the neck-band at

the lower edge. In sewing be sure not to

stretch the neck out of shape, and have the
neck-band short enough to make it sit close
against the neck.

After the neck-band is sewed in place,
turn, knit across the last row, across the
front stitches held on the thread, then pick
up and knit the stitches across the cast-on
end of the neck band. On
the stitches now on needle
knit in plain garter stitch

for two inches, bind off and
fold back for the turn-over.
The sweater is made all

in one piece, excepting for
the sleeves. Begin along
the left under-arm seam,
casting on 55 stitches. If

these stitches give too
short a length, more may
be added. Knit 4 rows (2
ribs), in plain garter stitch.

The last row ends at what
is the armhole. Now cast
on 107 stitches at the end
of the last row, or enough
!o reach up and around the
armhole and down the
back of the under-arm
seam. Here, too, more
stitches may be added if a
little larger size is desired.
With 162 stitches on the
needle knit in plain garter
stitch for 3 inches, or
enough to just reach from
the top point of the arm,
up the shoulder to the
neck. Let the last row end
at the lower edge of the
front of the sweater,
that end at which the first rows were made.

First Front Row—Turn and knit in garter
stitch as usual to the stitch before the center
of the row and run the remaining stitches

onto a thread. On the stitches on the needle
continue as follows : Turn, knit 2 together,

then knit to lower front. Repeat these 2

rows 4 times, when 75 stitches will remain.
Now change to the basket stitch pattern.
Beginning at the lower front edge, purl 6,
* knit 4, purl 8 and repeat from *, ending the
row with purl 5.

Second Row—Knit 2 together, knit 3,

* purl 4, krut 8 and repeat from *, ending the
row with knit 6.

Third Row—Work like first row, but end
with purl 4.

Fourth Row—Purl 2 together, then purl
to the end of the row.

Fifth Row—Knit 4, purl 8 and repeat,
ending the row with knit 1.

Sixth Row—Knit 2 together, knit 7, * purl
4, knit 8 and repeat from * to the end.

Seventh Row—Work like fifth row, but
end with purl 8.

Eighth Row—Work like fourth row.
Repeat from the first row, always narrow-

ing 1 stitch at the top of each row that
begins there. Be careful that these narrowed
stitches do not upset the pattern. When 16
rows in all have been knit in the basket
pattern, knit 6 rows in garter stitch, nar-
rowing at the neck as before, then bind
off the 64
stitches that re-

main. This
completes the
left front.

The back is

ne X t to be
knit. Take the
stitches from
the thread onto
the needles
again, and
begin to work
next to the end
of the first row
of the left
front. Bind off

the first 2
stitches, then
knit plain to
the end. Knit
back and forth
in plain garter

Child's sweater made in one piece, with
exception of sleeves

stitch for 3 inches, or until enough short rows
have been made to reach across the back
of the neck, from the left shoulder to the
right. Have the last row end at the neck
and temporarily lay the work aside.

With another ball of yarn cast 64 stitches
on the needles, for the center edge of the
right front. Knit 6 rows, increasing 1

stitch at the end of the second and every
second row thereafter. On the fifth row
start the buttonholes by binding off 3

stitches 4 times down the front, and on the
sixth row cast these stitches on again, to
close the buttonholes. Now work 16 rows
in the basket pattern as those for the left

front were worked, alwaj'S increasing 1

stitch at the end of every second row, and
after the basket stitch rows work 10 rows
more in garter stitch. This completes the
center part of the right front, the last row
ending at the top or neck.
Take up the work temporarily laid aside.

At the end of the last row of this piece cast
on 2 stitches, then knit across the last row
of the right front. There should be 162
stitches on the needles. On these stitches
knit a strip for the second shoulder like

that knitted for the first, then bind off all but
55 stitches at the lower front end. On these
55 stitches knit 4 rows for the right under-
arm section and bind oft". Sew up the under-
arm seams.

Begin the sleeve at the top. Cast on 52
stitches and knit in garter stitch for 6 inches
or the length desired for the sleeve. Change
to No. 16 steel knitting-needles and knit 1.

purl 1, for two and one half inches, for the
ribbed cuff. Bind oft' loosely. The second
sleeve is made exactly like the first. They
are sewed up and placed in the armholes
before the crocheted borders are worked.
For the pockets cast on 22 stitches and knit

in garter stitch for 3 inches and bind off.

Crochet the border across the top of the
pockets, as follows : Use the contrasting
color and a No. 2 bone crochet-hook, and
make 1 single crochet in each stitch across

one edge. Turn, and make a second
row of single crochet, tak-

ing the stitches up on the
double thread. Pull a loop
of the white wool through
the loop on needle, turn,
chain 2, pick up a loop in
the second stitch and a
loop through the first

stitch of preceding row.
Pull the wool through 2
loops, then through 2
loops. For the second
stitch pick up a loop at

the side of the first stitch

and a loop in the next
stitch of preceding row.
^^'ork off the loops as
before, then repeat the sec-
ond stitch across the row,
fastening oft" at the end.

For the fourth row return
to the beginning of the
third row, there picking
up the contrasting color.

AVork 2 rows in single
crochet as before and
fasten off.

The same border is

worked around the neck
and the sleeves. In work-
ing the neck, narrow 1

stitch in beginning each
row and in working the first

row take care not to stretch the knitting

out of shape. It should be held in, to give
the proper fit. On the sleeves make 1

single crochet in each stitch on the edge,

giving a border that makes the cuft" flare

in a pretty, babyish way.
The sweater is made of fourfold German-

town and takes about one quarter of a pound,
with a small quantity of contrasting color

No. 2 bone needles are the best to use.

Threefold Saxony can be used eqtially well

and makes a sweater rather lighter in weight,

one that will wash better, perhaps, than a

Germantown sweater. For an older child

the directions may be carried out with
Spanish yarn on No. 3 bone knitting-needles.

This makes a strong garment for a rough-
and-tumble child.

If a high-necked sweater seems more
desirable, the fronts may be made straight,

without decreasing at the top after the row
has been narrowed to seventy-five stitches.

For a sweater of this kind the stitches should
be picked up around the neck with the No.
16 needles used for the cuffs and about two
inches worked in one-and-one ribbing. Bind
oft" and work the five border rows on the
edge, skipping an occasional stitch of the

knitting, sufficient to keep the collar from
flaring.

Another manner in which the sweater
may be changed is in the knitting, which
may be entirely of garter stitch, omitting the

basket stitch

stripes. A
sweater of this

kind could have
two stripes in

contrast-
ing color down
each front to-

ward the cen-
ter, each stripe

four rows (two
ribs) wide.

If it be con-
sidered prefer-
able, the pock-
ets of this
sweater may
be omitted,
although as all

know baby
loves them,
even at this
very early age.



The Housewife's Club
EDITOR'S NOTE—Monthly we give prizes of $2.00 for the best description (with rough sketch) of an original home-made household convenience or labor-

saving device and $1.00 for the third best or any that can be used. ^ We also give 25 cents each for helpful kitchen hints and suggestions, also good

testecf recipes' that can be used. We would suggest that you do not send more than two recipes, and not rnore than five kitchen hmts each month, because we
receive so many that space will not allow us to print them all, in spite of the fact that they are reliable and practical. «i AH copy must be in by the tenth of I-eb-

ruarv and must be written in ink, on one side of the paper. Manuscripts should contain not more than 250 words. We would suggest that contributors retain

duplicate copy, as no manuscripts, will be returned. The mail is so heavy that it is impossible for us to acknowledge receipt of manuscripts. Address The House-

wife's Club," care of Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
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Invalid bed prop—For those who are

confined to the bed and yet can sit up for a

few hours at a time, this bed prop is sure to

prove a convenience. It is made from the

back of an old cane-seated rocking-chair, and
the illustration will give you a very good

Bed prop made from back of an old rocker

idea of just how it is made. The strap or

chain in the middle of the prop, and which is

attached to the back, makes it possible to

adjust the prop to suit the patient or invalid.

R. B., Pennsylvania.

To keep butter-mold from cracking : A
good way to prevent bowl part of butter-

mold from cracking is to immerse in cold

water, slowly bring to boiling-point and boil

for an hour or two. Let cool gradually
; or,

better still, dip bowl in hot lard or grease.

Mrs. a. G., Oklahoma.

For molding butter—Many housekeepers
who make their own butter sometimes have
trouble in molding same, on account of the

butter "sticking" to the mold. I think if

they will try the following method, they will

find it will save time and patience : Wash
and scald mold, then cool in cold water.
Take a piece of clean thin cloth and cut a
round piece as large (or a little larger) in

diameter as print of mold. Dip cloth in cold
water and spread smoothly over print, cover-
ing edge. Press butter carefully. The cloth

will come off with the butter, which will be
molded perfectly smooth.

Mrs. a. G., Oklahoma.

Improvised lunch - boxes —Instead of
throwing away the empty cereal-boxes as I

used to, I now save them for lunch-boxes
for the children, and after cutting from the
top about two inches, I slash each corner
down about three inches, put in the lunch
and fold over squarely all four corners of
the box and tie with twine.

It makes a neat lunch-box.
Mrs. H. B. M., Connecticut.

For a felon on the finger vise hot turpen-
tine. Place a small quantity of turpentine
in a small vessel and put on stove to heat.

When warm, immerse finger in the turpen-
tine, allowing it to remain several minutes
until turpentine becomes hot as can be borne.
Repeat twice a day for several days, when
felon will begin to peel off. Of course, care

should be taken while heating the turpentine,

as it is explosive. Perhaps a safer way is to

put the jar of turpentine in a pan of hot

water. M. L. S., Illinois.

This is the way I have removed black-

berry and grape-juice stains from table-

cloths, etc. As soon as the cloth is stained,

plunge it in cold water. Let it remain a few
minutes, then put it in lukewarm water, to

which a small quantity of borax has been
added, and rub the stains vigorously.

D. N., Indiana.

I make pillows for my living-room couch
from blue or pink chambray with a ruffle of
the same and decorate the tops with designs
formed of rick-rack braids. Such pillows

launder well. Mrs. V. H. S., New York.

A professional cleaner who has used many
preparations and fluids, gives the following
as his favorite : Shave up four ounces of a
good quality pure white
soap and dissolve in

four ounces of boiling
water. When cool add
five ounces of am-
monia, two and a half
ounces of alcohol, two
and a half ounces of
glycerin and two and a
half ounces of chloro-
form. This can be
kept if corked tightly.

For cleaning woolen
goods use two table-

spoonfuls to a pint of
water. For cleaning carpets, rugs and all

other heavy materials a stronger solution

may be used. M. B. G., Wisconsin.

Fruit-shelves—The shelves shown below
are made of boards about five inches wide
and are one foot apart. The drawing really

explains itself, and if the man of the house
is handy with tools, he can easily make a
set of these shelves for the busy housewife's
cellar. The jars, which should be labeled,

stand out very plainly on the shelves, so no
time is lost in hunting for any particular
variety. Mrs. J. P. V., Oklahoma.

A set of shelves for holding canned goods

A home-made gargle for a sore throat is

made in the following proportions

:

One pint of hot water, one tablespoonful
of salt and one tablespoonful of camphor.

This should be used as hot as possible.
L. B. R., New York.

When making sash curtains make a hem
of equal width at top and bottom, and save
the trouble of slipping rods through too
small a groove. Occasionally change the
curtains end to end and they will wear twice
as long. Mrs. V, H. S., New York.

If you want to shut off the view from any
window, dissolve in a little hot water as

much epsom salts as the water will absorb.
While hot, paint this over the windows and
when dry you will have a good imitation of
ground glass. M. W., Pennsylvania.

For the scrub - pail—This home-made
device for holding a pail v/hile mopping the

kitchen floor has
proved invaluable to

me. It saves many
backaches. It is made
of a square piece of
wood, with casters fast-

ened on the bottom
with a rope in front by
which to pull it. Two
pieces of an old box
may be used, by nailing
them together. It is

well to place the pieces
so that the grain of the
wood will run in oppo-

site directions. Then the wood will be less

likely to warp. To keep the pail from
!

slipping, thin strips of wood should be nailed
on the "mopping truck" as shown in illus- i

tration. Mrs. S. C. P., Massachusetts.

To insure straight edges on linens and
damasks, draw a thread before cutting.
Table-cloths cut this way can be folded
evenly after being washed.

Good loops can be made by cutting strips

from an old kid glove, rolling in each a
piece of coarse string, then sewing the edges
of the kid neatly together.

Cranberries can be made very palatable
with much less sugar by mixing them with
about half their bulk of apples. Rub both
cranberries and apples through a colander.

To clean hair -brushes—Do not wash
them with soap. Put a teaspoonful of harts-
horn into the water, which should be luke-
warm, and dip the brush up and down until
it is clean. Let dry with the bristles down-
ward and the brush will be as good as new.
If you do not happen to have anj? hartshorn,
use a teaspoonful of soda. It will do just
as weH. Mrs. E. S. B., Virginia.

A mopping truck which
saves the worker's back

The Housewife's Letter-Box
Have you been looking for a special recipe for years ?

Do you need any information on household matters?
And do you meet with litde problems in the home
that you wish some one would solve for you—some
one who has had a little more experience than you?
Then, why not make use of YOUR OWN department
and ask the questions which have been troubling you?
This department has proved that the spirit of helpful-

ness is abroad in the land, especially among the wom-
en of the farm. That our readers have the mutual
desire to help one another is evidenced by the large

and prompt response we have had to the questions
which are printed here monthly. There is no payment
made for contributions to these columns. All answers
and inquiries should be addressed to "The House-
wife's Letter-Box," care of Farm and Fireside,

Springfield, Ohio,

Questions Asked

Will some one please tell me—
How to make a pound cake? Also, the

quilt pattern called "Corn and Beans?"
Mrs. C. h. D., Tennessee.

How to keep house plants in the winter-
time? Mrs. M. C. S., New York.

How to can home-made sauerkraut ?

A Subscriber, Nebraska.

How to keep my cider sweet ?

Mrs. M, H,, Connecticut,

How to make good home-made cheese ? I

want to make some, but have never been able

to get a recipe. S. W. Z., Georgia.

How to make sauce without milk to serve
over a baked pudding? I think it is made
with water, flour and sugar.

Mrs. M. M. J., Ohio.

Will some one please send me patch quilt

designs of the state of Nebraska ?

M. K., Nebraska.

Can some one please send me the recipe
called "New Year's Cake" which was printed
four or five years ago in Farm and Fire-
side? Miss F. F., Kansas.

Questions Answered
To can mushrooms, for Mrs. M. A. B.,

Pennsylvania—Select perfectly clean mush-
rooms. Peel and stem them. Pack in jars

and when jar is full sprinkle over the mush-
rooms a teaspoonful of salt. Shake it so

that the. salt will fall to the bottom of the
jar. Adjust the rubbers, lay on the lids,

stand jars on a rack in the boiler, in which
there is enough cold water to come nearly
to the top of the jars. Cover boiler, bring
water to boiling-point and boil for one hour.
Lift jars from rack, take oft" the lids and
throw them into a pan of boiling water. In
case jars are not quite full, use contents of
one jar to fill the others until they overflow.
Then quickly put on lids and fasten securely.

Stand the jars on the rack in the boiler,

add sufficient boiling water to cover the
tops of the jars thoroughly and boil for

thirty minutes. Mrs. H., Massachusetts.

Tomato-catchup, for Mrs. W. B. M., New
York—One gallon of tomatoes stewed and
strained, one cupful of sugar, one quart of
cider-vinegar, four tablespoonfuls of salt,

three tablespoonfuls of mustard, two table-

spoonfuls of black pepper and one fourth of
a teaspoonful of cayenne. Boil down one
half, then bottle. Mrs. S. K., Mississippi.

Core and slice one half bushel of tomatoes.
Place a layer of tomatoes in a jar. sprinkle

lightly with salt, add a small handful of

peach-leaves and a few slices of garlic.

Repeat until you have used all of the toma-
toes. Let stand twenty-four hours, run
through a colander, being careful to remove
all peach-leaves first. Chop fine six onions
and four red peppers, put in cheese-cloth
sack with two tablespoonfuls of -mixed
spices. Cook slowly two hours and add one
cupful of cider-vinegar and one cupful of

sugar. It should cook slowly four or five

hours. Test a little in a glass. When no
liquid rises to the top after standing a few
minutes, it is done. Bottle and seal. If prop-

erly made this catchup will not spoil when
opened in warm weather.

M. C. M., Indiana.

Sweet pickles, for Mrs. L. W., New York
—Seven pounds of pickles, three and one
half pounds of sugar, one pint of vinegar,
one ounce each of cinnamon, mace and
cloves. Put the pickles in jar, boil vinegar
and spices together, pour it over the pickles
and let it stand two days ; then pour the
vinegar off again. Put it on to boil and
when hot pour in the pickles and boil all

together till clear and transparent.
Mrs. S. K., Mississippi.

Here is another recipe for sweet cucumber
pickles that have been put down in brine.
Soak the pickles out well. Put one teaspoon-
ful of ground cinnamon in a cheese-cloth
bag and boil it up in enough vinegar to cover
pickles. Pour vinegar over pfckles and let

stand two or three days. Then pour vinegar
off and put in one half cupful of sugar. Let
it come to a boil and pour over pickles again.
Let it stand a day or so and then repeat,
pouring vinegar over them until they are
sweet enough. Mrs. G. M,, New York.

If Miss M. M. B., Kentucky, will try the
following recipe for making caramel filling,

she will have no trouble with it :

Two cupfuls of dark brown sugar, one
heaping tablespoonful of flour. Mix dry,
add one half cupful of sweet cream, cook
until it will lump when dropped in cold
water. Remove from stove, flavor with
vanilla, beat until partly cool, when it will

spread without running off,

M. C, M„ Indiana,

Here is another recipe for caramel filling

:

One cupful of sugar, one half cupful of new
cream (old will curdle), one tablespoonful of
butter, one teaspoonful of vanilla, one tea-

spoonful of vinegar.
Mrs. C. Y. G., Tennessee.

For Mrs. W. S., Ohio—Buy some oil of
sassafras and drop a little of it around in
your kitchen cabinet, where the red ants
abound. You will be surprised to see how
quickly they disappear. I got rid of ants by
using the oil, so I am speaking from experi-
ence. S. E., South Dakota.

Gives Breakfast

Zest and

Relish

Post

Toasties
A sweet, crisp, whole-

some food made of Indian

Corn, ready to serve right

from the box with cream

and sugar.

Flavoury

Delicious

EconomicftI

"The Memory Lingers"

Postum Cereal Co.. Ltd.,

Battle Creek, Mich.

Six

Silver Teaspoons
These are the stylish Wild Rose

design, triple-plate silver teaspoons.
They are made by the famous Oneida
Community Ltd.
They are exactly similar in quality

to spoons selling at $3.00 for the six in

the best stores. It takes an expert to

tell them from sterling silver spoons
selling at $7.50 for the six. They are
guaranteed for ten years. You can
get all six without paying a cent.

J

HOW TO GET THEM
Get only three of your neighbors or friends to

each give you 50 cents for a subscription to
Faem and Fireside (for one year each). Each
subscriber will also receive a copy of our big 1911
Beauty Calendar. Send the $1.50 and the three
subscriptions to us and we will send you the six
silver teaspoons above by return mail, postpaid.
That is all you have to do. You can get a second
set by petting three more subscriptions, if you
like. Don't delay. Remember, you can offer our
beautiful Christmas Calendar with each subscrip-
tion. Canadian subscriptions 25 cents extra.

Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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SENT FREE
A handsomely illus-

trated booklet ot

"Choice Recipes"

with 40 new

recipes for mak-

ing home-made

candy, besides

recipes for pre-

paring many de-

licious drinks

and dainty dishes

v^i^Toic with

Baker's Cocoa

and Chocolate
Absolutely pure, of delicious

natural flavor and color, and

all the strength of the best cocoa

beans scientifically blended.

52 HIGHEST AWARDS
in Europe and America

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Establuhed 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

OLD COMMON SENSE

Change Food When You Feel Out of Sorts

"A great deal depends upon yourself
and the kind of food you eat," the wise
old doctor said to a man who came to

him sick with stomach trouble and sick

headache once or twice a week, and who
had been taking pills and different medi-
cines for three or four years.

He was induced to stop eating any
sort of fried food or meat for breakfast,

and was put on Grape-Nuts and cream,
leaving off all medicines.

In a few days he began to get better,

and now he has entirely recovered and
writes that he is in better health than
he has been before in twenty years.

This man is 58 years old and says he
feels "like a new man all the time."

Read "The Road to Wellville," in

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new-

one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

111 lour Oivn Home at OUR RISK
Has EXCLUSIVE FEATURES such an:
Odor Hood—Carries all steam and odora from
cooking to chimney. Ash Sifter—Permits sift-

— ins ashes right in range. Oven
Thermometer—Stone Oven
Bottom—Absorbs and holds heat
in oven; a fuel saver.

Direct from factory to you at

Wholesale Price. Freight Prqiaid.

Easy Credit Terms if Wanted.

365 Days Guarantee.
Write today for Free Catalog

and Special Prices.

THE IMPERIAL STEEL RANGE CO.
S68 State SL. Cleveland, 0.

I

A Little Talk to Girls

CAN YOU DRAW?
Our Graduates Are filling High Salaried Posilioiis

Earn $25 to $100 Per Week
in easy, fascinating work. Ppnotipal, Individual

9 Home Instrurtion. Etpert Instructors. Superior
Eqnipment. 12 years' successful teaching, t'inancial Retnrns
Guaranteed. 12 Separate, Complete Ai-t Coarses for pecuuiary
profit, or pleasure only, as desired.

Ariicf'« Ontfil^ iDatnimenta anJ supplies to eachmUdl a UUIUI gtu^ent without extra, charge.
Write for partionlars Our On-n Firc'

and Handsome Book. proof Bid;;

School of Applied Art
A 252 Fine Arts Bij>g.

ittle Creek, Mich.

A PULL TURNS ON THE SUNLIGHT
[Better than electricity or city gas, cheaper than
Ikerosene or candles. Steady, white, Brilliaiit; i-4c per
hoar. BumB 97 per cent edr. Lighted or extin^shed by
iDoll of chain. No emoke, no soot, no odor, no grease.

k^HBlios Light ""a'^'^
iForhomea, etorea, halls, fectoriee, shops, chnrchea,hotels,
Ipobiic buildingra, etreets. Etelivered ready for ajiyope to m-
I etall. Write now for free booklet and make selection from
oar namerous artistic styles. Exclusive territory and biff

Fmoney for good agents. We help you sell.

Standard-Gillett Light Co., 11 F Michigan St., Chicago, U.S.A.
EstabliBhed 1898. Paid-in Capital $100,000.00

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Falls to Kestore Gray
Hair to it3 Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
60c. and gl.OO at Druggists.

SOME girls love to suffer. Amy does.

I did when I was a girl. So many
girls think they are martyrs.

The advantage about martyrdom is that

you get into the limelight, and then every-

body—or all but a few—sympathizes with
you. Nearly all girls pass through this

stage, and it does no particular harm
unless it comes to stay ; unless martyrdom
refuses to pass. It is dangerous in the

event of its coming late, for it is likely

to stamp a girl with unpopularity with
herself and persuade her to do and saj'

many things that had better be left unsaid
and undone. It is better to be a strenu-

ous protester than a martyr, for the reason
that in the former instance people learn

where to place you, and also just where to

find you.
Amy has big eyes, soulful, like a fawn,

and she has an appealing little face almost
like a decorated Easter egg. Amy is past

twenty and she is good to look at. She
is never very happy. There is always
some reason for her unhappiness, and an
acquaintance with Amy has forced upon
me the conviction that she looks for

things to be unhappy about. After inven-

torying the advantages which have accrued
to Amy, I cannot see that she has reason

to be unhappy, although things may not be
entirely to her liking, as is often the case

when there is a step-mother. It is my
observation that everybody has something
which classifies with thorns. And yet not

ever^-bod}-—not quite all of us—will per-

init the thorn to make us unhappy, spoil

our days and ruin our dispositions. I am
also about to state that as a rule the peo-

ple who feel sorry for themselves, look

sad in the glass, cry in secret and appear
with eyes and nose all stained red are

selfish.

The Girl With a Temper

Now if a girl loses her temper once in

a while, creates a scene, stamps her foot

and claws the air, even slams a couple of

doors, why, the folks in a way know
exactly how she feels and, since there is

always the prospect of another day when
her mood is likely to be less tragic and
more comfortable, no one feels unduly
alarmed. But with a girl like Amy there

is absolutely no chance for anybody. An
assault on her silence seems to be uncalled

for. She isn't saying a word nor doing
anything except thinking thoughts. She
isn't finding fault nor disapproving.

INIaybe she is only keeping things to her-

self. She wouldn't even show you her

new hat and tell you how much she liked

it, for fear of being caught in the act of

feeling glad about something. She
wouldn't tell you about an invitation she

has to a party next week. Can you picture

Amy? Perhaps you know her and per-

haps you may like to send her a marked
cop3" of this.

The Selfish Girl

I am right here to tell Amy that she is

a selfish, ungrateful girl ; that she thinks

about herself all the while when she might
be thinking of some one else who needs
sympathy and love.

I know something about martyrs, for

the simple and sufficient reason that I once

was a martyr myself. People who suffer

for imaginary causes generally have a real

reason for suffering before they get

through.
I remember once, when I was a little

girl, I was told to take the shears and cut

the grass that was growing close to the

fence—grass which the lawn-mower could

not touch. Now the time was afternoon

on a day when all my young friends were
going to the circus. Being the kind of a

child that likes to suffer, I decided that it

was more effective for me to remain at

home with a very heavy heart and crawl

around the yard cutting stupid grass with

the scissors while I watered it with my
tears (because I was such an abused

lamb), than for me to protest vigorously,

denounce the injustice of it all in a

loud voice and then afterward win the

consent of the powers to go to the

circus, together with the price of a ticket.

As my young friends passed by on their

way to the circus, I

was seen on my
knees at my task.

They discovered

me and said : "Come
on!"

"I have to re-'

main at home to cut

this grass with the

scissor s," I said,

and wept copiously.

By Haryot Holt Dey

Here was evidence of the cruelt}' of my
foster-parents. Here was positive proof.
And as my j-outhful companions proceeded
on their way to the circus, they chattered
in denunciation of the outrage. The event
was regarded as tragic in the extreme, and
made a deep and lasting impression upon
my S3^mpathizing friends.

The Result of Martyrdom

One time forty years afterward it was
repeated to me as proof that I was abused
by the very kind relatives who had
assumed the responsibility of my rearing
and maintenance. The absolute injustice

of it all impressed me profoundly forty
years after, and be it said here in defense
of myself that I then explained that the
dear people—long since gone to rest

—

never even knew that I wanted to go to

the circus. So the injustice, instead of
being visited upon me, was in reality

visited upon them who in no wise
deserved it.

"I was a more strenuous martyr than
that," said a bright woman with a merry
voice, when we were speaking of this pro^
clivity in young girls. "My mother used
to shut me up in the closet sometimes
when I was naughty. It was a very shal-

low closet and there was only room for
me to stand up among the dresses and
clothing that hung there. As I stood
there in disgrace I used to pray fervently
that I might be struck dead instantly, so
that when my mother opened the door she

To My Beloved

TTiere are no words so sweet and fair

As those that I would call thee;
There is no perfume half so rare
To match the soft scent of thine hair,
That like the fragrance of the air

In May days does enthrall me.

There are no colors such as those
That through thy cheeks are flowing:

They put to shame the love-red rose
That in some Southern garden grows,
Or soft tints of eternal snows

In dawn's embraces glowing.

There is no music of the spheres.
Of hcLrps and sweet bells ringing.

Would soothe -my soul with gladder tears
Or thrill with deeper joys my ears
Through all the long declining years
Than thy voice softly singing.

There is no sky of deeper blue
Than where thine eyes are smiling,

No land of dreams that poets knew,
Where summer winds ne'er changing blew.
And never-fading flowers grew.
Could e'er be more beguiling.

There is no heart as true as thine
But that within me beating,

Which constant as the ivy vine
Shall worship at thy beauty's shrine.
The wrinkles and the furrows line
Of greedv age defeating.

—Edward D. Tittmann, in Smith's Magazine.

would find me stiff, stark and dead with
staring eyes. This was in order that my
mother should be punished for persecut-
ing me. It wzs, to teach my mother a les-

son. Then everyone would talk about me,
and feel sorry for me, and there would be
a funeral with flowers, and everv'one in

black, and crying. Then I delighted to
persuade myself that I was quite dead,
and once my mother had to shake me
because I stared so hard and behaved so
queerlj'. How surprised she would have
been had she known that I was playing at

being a dead martyr ! A dead martj^r
always has a greater value than a live one,
and young as I was, I understood this. I

was anxious to prove my idea."

The "Misunderstood" Girl

This idea of martyrdom is an abnormal,
selfish, self-centered, hysterical demand
for sympathy. For example. Amy proba-
bly thinks she isn't loved. There is one
peculiar and interesting thing about love
—namely, that it is divine reflection.

Whoever reflects love receives love in
return. This is according to the law.
"Love is the fulfilling of the law."
Love is only to be obtained through

loving, and it really isn't half so important
about who loves you and how they sho\V
it, as whom you love and how you make

them understand it. This sounds exactly
like preaching ; and when one is old it is

natural to preach. I can hear Amy think
it as she reads this.

Let's figure on this and see how it

works out

!

This is not to decry the value of mar-
tyrs. Far from it. But real martyrs, like

Joan of Arc and a few others, were mar-
tyrs for the sake of a principle, and not
from any personal motive. When a real

martyr burns at the stake, it is not for
personal distinction and aggrandizement,
nor is it because they feel sorry for them-
selves. It is because they have the cour-
age to stand for an idea. It is not to make
others unhappy, but to glorify an idea.

An imitation martyr is like other imita-
tions, intolerable. I don't seem to know
just what specific there is for this abnor-
mal tendency to be a martyr, as mani-
fested now and then in a young girl. It

is presumably self-pity. Now, believe me

!

There is nothing that will disarm and
undermine all the forces of character
sooner and more effectually than self-pity.

And as for sympathy ? Pooh ! Who wants
sympathy? Certainly no good soldier.

We are placed here in this world pre-
sumably to help one another. You say
you are misunderstood ? Certainly, we are
all misunderstood. But the girl who is

least understood by others, understands
herself least. How can others understand
her when she doesn't understand herself?
Besides, this is a busy world we are
living in. Everyone is busy with the work
that has to be done, and few of us have
time to stop and interpret the meaning
of the emotions evinced by martyrs,
whether the martyr is sixteen or sixty.

The Sympathy-Broker

In nearly every neighborhood there is

a sympathy-broker to whom you can go to

syndicate your sorrows. I have never
found that a sympathy-broker ever gives
anything that can be exchanged for any-
thing else. There is the momentary
unction to your soul of hearing some one,

in whose ear you have poured your tale

of woe, agree with you in your notion
that you are abused. They will usually
point out to you features of injustice
which have escaped your notice ; and thus
your case seems stronger after talking
with them than it did before. If you
had any doubt about your being the
greatest sufferer from wrongs of any one
around, these doubts are dispelled by the
sympathy-broker.
But what does this sympathy-broker get

for you? How does the experience
benefit you ? Does it make you stronger,
better poised, kinder, gentler or more
hopeful ? I leave it to you to decide what
it does. As a rule, when you pour out
your tale of woe, you are unfaithful to

some one. You have forfeited your loy-

alty. Sympathy-brokers always have
plenty of time to listen. They will neg-
lect the dusting and the teacups to condole
with you. They sigh and look sad, and
you go home red-eyed and hopeless,
weary of an unsatisfactory world.
But a great many people find the world

unsatisfactory. You are not the first one.
Possibly if we found this plane of con-
sciousness too happy and satisfactory, we
should be loath to leave it for a better one.

But it is a positive fact that the people
who find the world the most to their lik-

ing are the busiest people.

There is considerable misapprehension
in regard to work. Many of us long for
money with which to buy leisure in which
to enjoy ourselves. This is a wholesome
idea. But no idle person is happy. Of
course, it's pleasant to be able to choose
one's work. For those of us who cannot
there is often a certain mental attitude
toward work which is in the nature of
rebellion. We ma}' feel sorry for our-
selves because we have to work. Right
here you get the martyr spirit. Then
again it ma}' be that you hate your step-

mother. But your father likes her. Here
comes in loyalty to your father. You
may hate your step-father. But your
mother likes him. He may have his good
points. Anyway, your attitude should be

loyalty. That's all

that's expected of

you.
The answer to the

problem of Amy's
martyrdom has two
words in it. They
are loyalty and
work.
Now it is for

Amy to prove it

!
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believe her name is Penelope, too. Our
families haven't come into contact for ages.

Not very exciting, is it ?" She smiled
bewitchingly and went on, "Now we have
something more interesting to talk about,
haven't we, dear? " She gazed at him a little

anxiously, then, as all curiosity faded out
of his face and he took her nearest hand,
she relaxed into languor and soon suggested
their returning to the drawing-room.

Just as they were entering the green room,
Mrs. Martin rushed up to them, crying, "Oh,
Penelope, some of my jewels have been
stolen ! Some rings and a diamond heart.
Marie went to ray case to get out the pieces
I wanted for to-night and she discovered it

had been disarranged and some pieces were
missing! Who could have taken them?"

Excited questioning and inquiries were
soon supplemented by searching as the police
came on the scene—but evening came with
no further developments. Whoever the
thief was he or she had covered all traces.

The jewels were gone to play their part in

the Martin family history.

Chapter XII.

Marion's duties on the Morning Chronicle
were not very arduous, and the sunny

girl soon grew accustomed to her niche in

the working fraternity.

Ever since her enrollment among his

employees, Mr. Hastings had called her to

his office about twice a week and together
they discussed her work in the most cordial
and friendly manner.
The office force saw nothing unusual in

this as it was their editor's policy to keep
constantly in touch with the personnel of his
paper. However, John Hastings knew that
his interest was extraordinary. Often he
wondered why he so enjoyed these semi-
weekly interviews ; and as often he decided
that it must be because of his fondness for
Guy Ha}'nes. He had stood sponsor for
Miss Martin, and the inexperienced girl

surely needed help and advice if she was to
succeed in the newspaper world. With such
an explanation of his motives the man satis-

fied himself and kept on in his role of
mentor.
As for Marion, she scarcely knew her own

feelings for five minutes at a time. Her
admiration for John Hastings had grown
into a kind of hero-worship. To her, he
was the greatest of modern men. Always in
the background of her thoughts, when in his
presence, lurked the questions, "How could
such a man marry Penelope Martin ? What
would he say if he knew who she was ?

How much longer could she keep her secret?"
Ever since Penelope's announcement cards
had gone out she had dreaded some revela-
tions, but four or five days passed and noth-
ing happened and Marion began to believe
that affairs might drift indefinitely.

However, at the end of the month came an
occurrence which put an end to their pro-
fessional interviews and lifted them out of
the relation of employer and employed into
the roles of man and woman.

Early one Wednesday afternoon Marion
went to Mr. Hastings' office as usual. For a

brief hour they discussed her work, when
suddenly a crackling noise startled them
both. The girl glanced swiftly about, then
with a quick frightened cry she sprang to
the center of the room where Hastings was
standing and, putting her hands on his arras,
pushed him aside, crying, "Move! Quick!"
just as the huge electric fixture which hung
above him fell to the floor with a crash,
throwing up a spray of flying glass.

In a moment the office was full of people,
and for fifteen minutes excited men, women
and boys talked loudly of "the criminal care-
lessness" of contractors and shook hands
heartily with their beloved editor-in-chief.
As for I.Iarion, when Mr. Hastings told of

her quick move, except for which he might
have been beyond tale-telling, she became
the heroine of the minute. A chorus of
praise was lavished on her in the solemn
manner which falls upon men when the
shadow of sudden death creeps into their
midst. Everyone was sober, when suddenly
a small boy, overcome by his enthusiasm,
piped out, "What's de matter wid Miss
Martin? She's all right!" Then quick
laughter drove away sobriety and in a few
moments the office cleared.

Marion had stood quite still, pale and
trembling, during all the hand-shaking and
congratulations, and finally, when no one
was left but the tall grave man whose life

she had in all probability saved, her courage
gave out and quick sharp sobs shook her
from head to foot.

"Why, Miss Martin," Hastings cried in
alarm, "you were not hurt, were you ?"

"No, but just think, you might have been
killed! I can't bear to think of it!" There
was agony in her voice.

"I—I have no way of thanking you," he
murmured, tenderness in the words. "I
shall always feel that I owe my life to you

—

it was a brave thing to do—to rush to the
dangerous spot. You might have been

—

injured I" He could not bring himself to

say killed, and even at the thought of it a
nervous shiver shook him.
The girl sank into one of the big chairs

and looked at him queerly. Suddenly their
eyes met, and, moved by an irresistible

impulse, the man took a step toward her

—

then another, when abruptly she seemed to

recall herself and with a quick motion rose
to her feet.

"I must go," she almost whispered, her
breath coming fast.

"Let me, at least, say 'Thank you.' " He
held out his hand. Slowly, almost reluc-
tantly, Marion placed hers in it ; and they
stood so in silence for a second, each
strangely stirred by this bond between them.
Then the girl hurried to the door, and with
a little nod and smile, vanished.

Hastings stared after her for several
minutes ; and only after walking up and
down his office innumerable times could he
settle down to work ; even then, however,
his editorial writing was disturbed from time
to time as he vainly tried to picture what
Penelope would have done under the same
circumstances.

[continued in next issue]

For the Writer's Desk
By Elma lona Locke

The following recipes are offered to the
scribbler, who also delights to dabble in

chemicals, as a help to him in furnishing his
•desk with some of the little aids so helpful
in the plying of his trade.

An economical black ink—Add a little

|iron filings to a bottle of rain-water, expose
it to the sun for some time, until dissolved.
The ink is pale when first used, but soon
becomes very black, and never fades.

Copying and recording ink—Put into a
quart bottle one and one half ounces of
bruised galls, coarsely powdered ; add six
drams of green copperas, ten drams of gum
arable and one pint of rain-water. Cork
securely and set the bottle in the sun, shak-
ing it occasionally. It should be fit for use
in about six weeks.

Violet ink—Dissolve one ounce of best
violet aniline in one gill of hot alcohol, stir-

ring until thoroughly dissolved, then add one
gallon of boiling-hot water, first dissolving
One and one half ounces of white gum arable
,in the hot water. This makes a rich and
beautiful ink, which will not fade or corrode
steel pens and is not injured by freezing.
An addition of one pound of white sugar
and one half pound of glycerin will make
an excellent copying ink.

Red ruling ink-—Take an ounce vial and
put into it one teaspoonful of aqua ammonia,
gum arable the size of two peas, six grains
of No. 40 carmine, five grains of No. 6 or
8 carmine and fill the vial with soft water.
It is soon ready for use.

White ink—This ink is useful in writing
upon dark-colored paper. Mix one half
ounce of powdered flake white and one dram
of powdered gum arable with distilled water
sufficient to make it of the consistency of ink.

To keep ink from molding—It is said
that a few cloves added to a bottle of ink
will prevent its molding and also give it an
agreeable perfume.

To restore faded writing—When writ-
ing has faded, moisten the paper with water
and then brush it over with a solution of
sulphydric ammonia. Or, boil galls in wine
and sponge over the surface with the
solution.

Liquid ink eraser—To one quart of soft
water add one fourth of a pound of chlorid
of lime. After shaking it thoroughly let it

stand for twenty-four hours. Then strain
through a cotton cloth and add one teaspoon-
ful of acetic acid to every ounce of the
chlorid-of-lime water. Apply the solution,
without rubbing, to the word to be erased,
and when the ink has disappeared take up
the remaining fluid with a blotter.

Removing stains from books —To remove
ink-stains from a book, a solution of oxalic
acid is said to remove them without injuring
the print.

The fumes of a brimstone match removes
fruit-stains from books, papers or engravings.

Mucilage—What is claimed to be postage-
stamp mucilage is made with two parts of
dextrine, one part of acetic acid, five parts
of water, dissolved by heat, then one part of
alcohol added.

A convenient pen -holder—A handful of
beads, one eight to one quarter of an inchm diameter, in the bottom of some little
squat round-mouthed vase will make an
excellent pen-holder and cleaner. It will
take the place of the old-fashioned pen-
holder that wa? filled with shot, and it will
be cleaner. It will be particularly appropri-
ate in a room where it is desired to keep
everything as old-fashioned as possible.

It occurs to me also that such a holder
would be most appropriate for many other
sorts of things as well. Large-sized glass
beads would be fine in the bottom of a glass
vase for flowers, helping to keep the stems
of the flowers in place, especially if flowers
are scarce, and also helping to keep a slender
vase from tipping ; they can be of clear glass
and will be invisible when the vase is filled
with water.

Our 33d Anniversary
Farm and Fireside will celebrate the
completion of a third of a century
of successful publication with the

January 25th Number
FOR THIRTY-THREE YEARS Farm and Fireside has been

the farmer's friend. It has grown from a small paper, with
only a few thousand readers, to a great institution, with nearly-

half a million subscribers, representing every state, and almost
every county in the Union. Thousands of readers who subscribed
to Farm and Fireside a quarter o'f a century ago or more, are
still devoted subscribers. Farm and Fireside has been the first

farm paper to meet the new 20th Century conditions of the Amer-
ican farmer, and over a year ago made' many improvements. It
established a handsome cover in colors for each issue, it improved
the quality of the paper on which the journal is printed; it ob-
tained the services of its present distinguished editor, Herbert
Quick; it established a lobby at Congress in Washington for the
benefit of the farmers of America, and made many other editorial
improvements, at a cost which has already amounted to over one
hundred thousand dollars. Needless to say, Farm and Fireside
readers have enthusiastically received these great and costly im-
provements and have spread the praises of Farm and Fireside
among their friends, who in turn have become loyal and satisfied
readers of the National Farm Paper.

Read About These Features
The History of Farm and Fireside

One feature of the January 25th number, which will delight
every reader, will be a brief history of Farm and Fireside,
from the time of its first issue until the present time, showing
the enormous improvements that have been accomplished in

Farm and Fireside and in American publishing generally
within the past 33 years.

An Absorbing and Thrilling Story

Complete in the January 25th number, will be a story en-
titled "An Experiment in Match-Making, " by the famous
author Winifred Kirkland. The story is handsomely
illustrated, and throbs with interest from beginning to end.
Every reader of Farm and Fireside will be delighted with
this great story.

An Anniversary Puzzle

Sam Loyd, the Puzzle King of the World, has created a spe-
cial anniversary puzzle for the January 25th number of Farm
AND Fireside, which will be intensely interesting to every
Farm and Fireside reader. The Farm and Fireside Anni-
versary Puzzle is one of the greatest puzzles ever created by
the maker of "Pigs in Clover," 'Parcheesi" and other
famous puzzles.

When Eggs are Scarce

Among the important articles in the January 25th Anniver-
sary Farm AND Fireside will be an article entitled "When
Eggs are Scarce," which will prove of intense interest to every
woman reader of the paper.

St. Valentine's Day
All kinds of suggestions for St. Valentine's Day parties, dec-
orations, garnes and refreshments, including many clever
ideas for making home-made Valentines, will be a feature of
the January 25th number.

Xhe Agate Box
A story of love and mystery by Paul Crissey, will be an im-
portant feature of the Anniversary Number.

We want every Farm and Fireside reader to be sure and read
the great January 25th Anniversary Number of Farm and Fireside,
which will be followed by many other valuable and interesting
numbers throughout the year. Two issues every month, brimful
of farm news and home information, pictures and stories.

See Special Offer on Page 25

Be Sure That Your Subscription

is Paid in Advance

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio
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Sharpen Your Tools
MY Expense!

I will send you a Harman Special Alectride Farm Tool Grinder, with ten Grinding
Attachments, right to your farm for an absolutely free trial lasting ten days.

I will guarantee that this Alectride Grinder will not draw the temper from the steel.

I don't want you to send me any money—not a cent. I want to make you an offer so liberal that
you simply cannot afford to refuse it.

I will give you the use of this magnificent outfit for ten days absolutely FREE—no red tape, no
papers to sign, no obligations of any nature. Just get the outfit, use it for ten days just as though it

were your own, on your own work, sharpen your sickles, plowshares, cultivator shovels, scythes, axes

—

anything that is dull—then, if you wish, return it to me at my expense.

Now, I want to tell you why I am making this offer
We know that every progressive, up-to-date farmer realizes the advantage of always having sharp, bright

tools to work with. You know how much more work can be done with tools which are always in good
condition. You know how much easier yom' work is and how much longer your tools last. You know all

these things and yet—you DO sometimes work with dull tools, don't you?
I want to prove to you that you can easily keep all your farm tools in good condition all the time with

this wonderful, simply wonderful, outfit which I will send you FREE.

Genuine Alectride Grinder

Farm and Fireside, January lOy 1911

Mail the Coupon for
full explanation of
our great ten days*
free trial offer

1. One Sickle Grinding Wheel (Improved)
2. One Fine Grinding Wheel (Improved)
3. One Coarse Grinding Wheel (Improved)
4. One Haxman Special Oil Stone (Improved)
5. One Saw Gummer (Improved)
6. One Sickle Holding Attachment
7. One Scythe Stone iNew)
S. One Harman Special Razor Hone (Hew)
9. One DiBc Grinding Attachment (New)

10. One Tool Rest

NOT An Emery Wheel
And Alectride is the most wonderful abrasive in the world, even
hard enough to scratch the diamond. It is really manufactured
precious stones, for it is made of the very same substances which go to make up the
sapphire and the ruby. Alectride is the most perfect grinding substance known.

.

It is just as much harder than emery as emery is harder than ordinary chalk. A
grinding wheel made entirely of pulverized South African diamonds would not
grind one bit better or faster than the genuine Alectride wheels which we furnish

with this superb machine.
Alectride is manufactured in the most terrific heat which man has ever been able

to produce. A heat so great that it will actually burn up a common brick like so

much gunpowder. And in this incomparable heat is produced Alectride. It is the
heat in which the worlds were formed. Everyone of the beautiful iridescent,

needle-like crystals is so hard that it will actually scratch the diamond itself. It is

these crystals which are crushed up and made into the grinding wheels. It is these
inconceivably hard and sharp crystals which cut through the hardest steel more
easily than the finest emery wheel will cut through soft copper.

SAVES TIME-EFFORT-MONEY!
You can do the same work in two minutes on an Alectride wheel that would take you at least half

an hour on a grindstone, and do it better. And you cjm operate the Harman Special Farm Tool
Grinder for half an hour with less effort than would be required in running a grindstone for two
minutes. Alectride will grind 25 times faster than a grindstone and 8 times faster than an emery wheel.

We wzmt to prove these things to you at our expense. We want to send you the Harman
Special Tool Grinder for a ten days' trial right on your own farm. See for yourself how it will grind
and sharpen every tool on your farm. See for yourself that it is time to throw away the grindstone.
Send the free coupon for our free booklet describing this wonderful .Alectride. Mail Coupon Today!

LASTING-BINDING-GUARANTEE
Alectride wheels are so much harder than the hardest steel that no amount of grinding seems to

have the slightest effect on them. Alectride will cut the biggest steel file you have in two in five

seconds. We give a lasting, binding guarantee with our tool grinder.

Alectride will NOT draw the temper from the steel!

THOUSANDS IN USE
Read These Letters of Praise

Hanncin Grinder
Recommended byGovernmentOfficials

Supt. of Indian School Adds His
Praise to That ol Thousands of

Farmors All Over the Country

Department of the Interior, V. S.
Indian Service, Wahpeton Vi-
dian School. Wahpeton, N. D.

Haeman Supply Co., Chicago.
Sirs: The tool grinder shipped

to this school has given good
satisfaction and appears to be as
guaranteed by you. I am enclos-
ing photograph of the school and
buildings, and you may use same
and recommendation as you de-
sire. Very respectfully,

W. 0. EANDOLPH,
Slip*, and SpL Disb. Agent.

Government recommendation
means something. The Harman
Grinder tras first tested care-
fully, approved and purchased.
Now, after it has been used and
proved its worth in hard ereryday
grinding and polishing and has
been approved by officials who are
slow to praise unless they ICNOJ\'~
don't you think that yon should
at least TRY this grinder when yon
can do so at no expense to yourself
and no risk? The grinder MlJSiT
make good to your entire satisfac-
tion or we want you tosendit back.

. Write for the grinder today and
see hoxo much money it will save
on YOUn farm.

Most Useful Machine on
Farm

I must say the grinder is far
ahead of anything lexpected it to
be. No more hand power grind-
stones for me. When I want to
sharpen anything I go and do it

without chasing xip the second
party to turn the stone. Not being
used to sharp tools, three of
my family have slight mementos
on their fingers and I touched
myself slightly this afternoon.
]My boy calls it "Pop's" hicycle.
Very true that statement that
you can use it 365 days a year. I
gummed a cross-cut, sharpened
some knives and a hatchet. I am
satisfied that it is the most useful
tool or equal to any tool the
farmer or anybody else has on
his place.

C. J. DOYLE.
Orchard Farm, Westfield, Mass.

If Farmers Knew, All Would
Buy

I don't think any farmer would
be without one of your grinders
on his farm after he has an oppor-
tunity to try one. I think it is
the best machine of the kind I
ever saw. The Hone that I re-
ceived with my machine is the
best stone I ever used, and I have-
used a great many different kinds.
I have tried nearly everything
that needs sharpening on a farm
on this grinder and it has proven
satisfactory in every case.

B EMEY BUNNELL.
R. R. iVo. 1, Sevada, Ohio.

Beats Anything I Ever Saw
Your Grinder is just what every

man that has tools to grind should
have. I am well satisfied with
the grinder. It beats any grinder
I ever saw or used. Enclosed find
check to pay for grinder.

EBEE DePON.
R. F. D. Xo. 3, Ossian, la.

Seven Days Enough to Prove
Worth

I have had the grinder jtist
seven days and that is enough
to show me that it is more than
you say it is, and I have tried it
on everything that I could, and
it beats the old grindstone all
hollow, and I thinkyou will make
more sales around here, as there
has been quite a few of my neigh-
bors who have seen my grinder
work. BERT LEWIS,

JBox 29, Larchwood,'.Iowa.

Would Not Take Twice Price

After ten' days' free trial with
your Grinder I can say that I am
well pleased with it and would not
take more than twice the price
for it if I could not get another
like it. V. V. MAXSOi.-J,

West Point, Miss.

Another Man Who Knows a
Good Grinder

I received your Grinder the 15th
and have given it a thorough test.
It is much better than I expected,
which is enouph to say I am well
pleased uith it. 1 would not sell
it for double the cost and do with-
out one. R. B. COLEMAN.

Berryville, Va.

Alectride wheels will not wear in spots or become lop-sided.

They will not glaze over. They are not only hard, but they are equally

hard throughout. There are no soft spots in an Alectride wheel.
Alectride wheels will not draw the temper of the finest tool. The
reason for this is that Alectride does not heat the article which is being
ground as does an emery wheel or grindstone. Alectride cuts and cuts

.

quickly—it cuts so quickly that the steel does not have time to heat.

1
HARMAN SUPPLY CO.,

Dept. 3531, 160 Harrison St., Chicago, III.

Without any obligations on me please send me FREE your
catalog explaining your Alectride Special Farm Tool Grinder, also

full particulars of your ten days' FREE Trial Offer, also the inter-

esting story of Alectride.

Name _

Address

No Letter h Necessary; Just Send the Coupon.

SEND THIS
FREiE Coupon

Remember, Ten Days' FREE T. ial!
Send the Coupon Today and get our Grinding Tool Catalog FREE!

Also our free booklet explaining all about Alectride, the newest and most wonderful
substance known.

Don't wait a minute. Send the free coupon today and post yourself on this wonderful offer.

Learn all about the Harman Special Alectride Farm Tool Grinder. Sharpen every dull tool

on your place positively free. We let you keep the machine for ten days, and then iJF you wish,

send it back at our expense. But mail the coupon today and get our free booklets and circulars,

and get our FREE trial request blank. There is no obligation. You will be amazed at the

wonderful results you will get from using Alectride. Anything you sharpen is sharpened better

and quicker. Send for our free booklets today. Let us tell you what Alectride is and what
it will do with every tool on your farm. Get our free booklets and our special limited offer.

Remember, 10 days' free trial. Send free coupon NOW.

HARMAN SUPPLY CO. ''"."iTaf' CHICAGO
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If Your
BinderBroke
At 7 A.M.

would you have to hitch up

—

go to tovm and
take a chance on the dealer having: the part
in stock? Or would you call up on the tele-
phone— make sure the part is there— and
have it back in time for a fair day's work?
That's just a sjis:£est207t of the immense value

to you—of a telephone. Think howmany hard
trips—how much work, time and money you
will save with a

Stromberg-Carlson
Independent Telephone

Satitfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded/ Call np for latest market reports—sellm TTlien prices are high. Get the weather reports
Pi and plaa accord-

~

aft€
you

Ingly. At night

—

after work — call up
your neighbors for a
little chat. And In case
of emergency — the
telephone Is always
ready. Let us send
you definite Informa-
tion and particulars
about our money-back
guarantee. Our Free
Book — "How th
Telephone Helps the
Farmer"— should be
in your hand*!. Ask
for Edition 33 and
address nearest office
NOW,

STROMBERG-CARLSON
TELEPHONE MFG. CO.

Chicago, III.

ROCHESTER, T«
City, Ho,

HUBER
Gas Tractor
An All Round Farm Tractor

Intended to take the place of

Teams for Plowing, and for
Hauling All Farm

Machinery
Also a fine belt power for running

small thresher, baler, feed cutter,
saw mill.

Uses a surprisingly small quantity
of gasoline.

Built for heavy duty, but in construc-
tion is equal to the finest marine or
automobile engine.

Backed by most ample guarantee,
and our forty years' experience build-
ing traction engines.

Full information on request.

THE HUBER MANUFACTURING CO.
606 Center St.,

MARION, OHIO

S50 TO S3Q0 SAVED
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers, d
jobbers and cataio£ house profit. I'll save you from
S50 to£300 oQmy High Grade Standard Gasoline
Engines fromlf to 38 -H.-P,—Price direct to you j/^^
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for j^^f
similar engines in carload lots for spot cash, Direct

GALLOWAY y#^/-"
Price and quality speak for themselves ^^N^y^ n***^^-

* fand you are to be the sole judge. S^,^— Pt'V ^Tf
*

SeU your poorest horse and buy a J^-^J^ Trial. Sahsiac-

S.H..P. only$1ig.SO
B^^^^ _-^;-7r:-] ^ Jr^'^J^ proposition. All

llcAuM^LJ^^^^^^ ™^ '-"^

_^^^^^Mnrmnrm / rnaterial, labor and
i^l9HI^Hmi?<v5Hlm/ ^ small profit. Send ior

iltJP^Hl'MBM^^m f'_r ^1 ^y^i^BOOK FREE.

^^^P^Plll^HP^? JU Wm. GaUoway. Pres.

^~2p^fl||n^^^V^a^ 746 Galloway Statioa

^B^^^^^^^^SS^ >\ aterloo, Iowa

THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE OF

MACHINERY in America. We have
been making it for over

2o years. Do not buy until you see our new Illus-

trated Catalogue No. I5. Send for it now. It is FHE£.

Austin Manufacturing Co., Chicago

Simple Simor r'k

for you 30 days FREE
"We will send oar powerful Simple Simon Gaso-

line Farm Engine to one farmer in every com-
mnnity on 30 days' FREE TRIAL, at our Special
Introductory Price. Remember, but one farmer
in every commnnity. You must act quickly.

Iim'on Gasoline Engines
are designed especially for use on the farm. Horizontal or
Tertical. Made in 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9 h. p. Patented roller
valve ge^r, found only on our Simple Simon Engines, does
sway with more than 20 working parts. Make engine com-

^pack and durable. Write today
^ for catalog and details of oar
Special Introductory

k Proposition. It means a
Iblff fiaviniE to yon. (36)

I Aimttreng-Qaam Mfg. Coi
iSUCCliMUint Street

Waterloo, Iowa
(Established 186T)

Farm and Fireside, January 25, 1911

» THIRD of a century ago Farm and Fireside was born.

. It was a small baby, and as is generally the case, nobody could tell

what it might come to.

J Nobody thought that it would ever be the giant that it now is ; that

it would live to be the friend of such a myriad of families; that it would
grow to be the counselor and aid of so man}- farmers and stock-raisers ; that the

end of its first third of a century would find it not only alive, but growing faster

than ever.

Things have changed for all of us in thirty-three years. The editor was
then—the autumn of 1877—a gangling boy plowing wheat-stubble in Iowa—for

another crop of wheat. The central part of the state was half prairie—the western

part nearly all unplowed. The times were hard; for the Mississippi Valley was
yielding such tremendous crops of cereals that the world was not able to buy
them. Lands in the Middle West were unsalable, and thousands of farms were
lost to the mortgagees.

Things have changed in Iowa. The era of spring wheat passed, corn and

clover came in with swine and cattle, rotations cheered the soil, the w-orld caught

up with the 3-ield of cereals, and we are now coming in Iowa into another era of

wheat—winter wheat—not as a sole crop, but as a part of a rotation. The farmers

then rode in lumber-wagons, and the man with a good spring seat was proud of it.

He feels now that he really must plan to get an auto, at least when the second silo

is finished, and the new house is up.

Some change, this, in a third of a century?

AND the fine thing about it is that while some good and pleasant things have

passed out with the j ears, never to be seen again, most of the changes have been

in the direction of a better and happier rural life.

In the South the war still hung over the land like a cloud left by a conflagration.

The plantations were being deserted as the planters moved into the towns. The
fields were left to the negroes, and it looked as if the future of this fairest of

lands was to be solely one of a city population of one race, operating, by absentee

landlordism, lands worked by tenants of another race.

In the South this third of a centurj- has worked more wonders than in the

North. The intensity of belief and the capacity for enthusiasm which has always

characterized the Southern people has for years been gathering strength in a

new revival of agriculture. The North has felt rather pitiful about Southern

farming—forgetful of the fact that the South has been skilful enough to make
a stupendous success of a crop that is a failure almost everywhere else—cotton.

But now the New South is invading the North's peculiar field—mixed farming. In

the agricultural race, the North may be ahead, but the South is going fastest

And we have learned that the misunderstandings that persisted thirty-three

years ago were errors on both sides. The sensible Northerner in the South loves

to think that the people among whom he lives are true to the memories of their

fathers who fought under Lee and died for the Lost Cause. Of course, they are

proud of their Confederate history. Of course, thej' of the North are proud of

their Federal history. All question of right and wrong is ended. Perhaps the

greatest triumph of this third of a century has been the greatness of spirit which

has enabled us as a nation to drop out of our hearts the enmities of our warfare,

while cherishing its memories.

And the East has passed through a change in thirtj-three years onlj' a little less

startling than that which has come to the South. Farming in the East suffered

the same blight that struck the South, during those years when the prairies opened

their rich furrows to the steel plow, and the harvests of the West fell before the

harvesting-machine. The farms of the East "went back." I remember how won-

derful it once seemed to me that the old farm of my grandfather in Tompkins

County, New York, was worth a hundred dollars an acre. My father said that

Iowa land would never bring that much—never ! But since that time of fall-plowing

for wheat, and while Farm and Fireside has been making its eight hundred visits

to its readers, the Tompkins County- lands went gradually down—or at least land

did over much of the East Now I could buy two acres almost anywhere in the

strictly farming sections of the East for the price of one of those which I plowed

in 1877.

Does any one imagine that while the East has been going through this gigantic

liquidation there was any fun in it for the farmers? Nay, verily! There has

been suffering and sorrow and loss. But the East is past the anguish, as is the

South. I see scattered here and there about New England farms which show

the revival of agriculture, along new lines, and the stiflPening of the spirits of her

farmers along all lines. The day of decadence is over, for East and South.

The Pacific Coast already had its old agriculture v/hen Farm and Fireside

began its career. There were irrigation blocks in the Southwest, too. Before the

East ever heard of alfalfa they were growing it in New ^Mexico, Arizona and

California ; and ere the East knew of irrigation save as a mere name, thousands

of people there were living by it. But in this third of a century the Pacific Coast

has sent all over the continent the great running-mate of corn, the best of the

legumes, and irrigation has become a gigantic thing, the occasion of a new farm

life among Anglo-Saxons. ^Meanwhile, the Pacific Coast, after a generation of

struggle for justice in transportation, is gradually winning her way into view of

her goal. The regulation of railways and the building of the Panama Canal are

the twin stars of her hope; and their influence will complete the circle that binds

the whole great continent into one immense Association of Hope
To be sure there are problems. It is hard for the man without capital to get

land—harder than it used to be. And this is perhaps the only resp|pt in which

we are not better off than a third of a century ago. This the future must consider.

We may not see a way out, but a way will no doubt be found in the future whereby

idle hands and idle lands will not exist at the same time in the same nation. Then,

too, we have taken from our lands since then a part of their fertility. But we

know better than then what we should do to put it back, and we are learning

every day.

The order of the next third of a century is Hope with Knowledge. That is

the watchword for this nation, and it is the watchword of Farm and Fireside.

Hope with Knowledge—so long as we have the latter, the former is ours of right

!
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Union Metallic Cartridge Company 10

Food-Stuffs
Baker and Company, Walter 30
Bushway Flavoring Extract Company 10
National Biscuit Company 35
Postura Cereal Company (Grape-Nuts) 35
Postum Cereal Company (Postum) 6

Hair Goods
Ayres, Anna 27

HarroiL's
American Harrow Company 9

Hay-Presses
Kansas City Hay Press 12

Hide and Fur Dealers
Crosby Frisian Fur Company 10
McMillan Fur and Wool Company 10
Northwestern Hide and Fur Company 10

Horse-Collars
Johnston-Slocum Company 12

Household Miscellaneous
Mead Cycle Company 11
Olson Rug Company 27

Incubators and Poultry
Atwood, C. M 16
Belle City Incubator Company 17
Berry's Poultry Farm 16
Buckeye Incubator Company 15
Cyphers Incubator Coinpany 15
Des Moines Incubator (Company 15
Essex Incubator Company 15
Foy, Frank 16
Greider, B. H 15
Gem Incubator Company 15
Ironclad Incubator Company IS
Johnson, M. M 15
jNIankato Incubator Company 16
Miller. J. W 15
Missouri Squab Company 16
Nebraska Incubator Company 16
Neubert, R. F 16
Pfile, Henry 16
Progressive Incubator 15
Queen Incubator 16
Reliable Incubator Company 15
C. C. Shoemaker 16
Stahl, George H 16
Sure Hatch Incubator Company 16
Steinmesch Feed and Poultry Company 16
Wisconsin Incubator Company 15
X Ray Incubator Company 16

Land
Brooksville Board of Trade 14
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway 11
Chaffin & Co., R. B 11
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway 11
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway 11
New York Central Lines 10
State Board of Immigration 11

Lights Burners, Etc
Best Light Company 27
Simplex Gaslight Light Company 28
Sun Vapor Light Company 28

Live Stock Stock Food and Remedies
Engelking, H. H 14
Fleming Brothers 14
Hess & Clark 12
Karbrak Chemical Company 14
Newton Remedy Company 14
Silver Company, L. B 18
Standard Stock Food Company 13

Mail-Carriers
Oakwood Manufacturing Company "12

Paints
National Lead Company 7

Rice, A. L 7

Patent Attorneys
Chandlee & Chandlee 28
Coleman, Watson E 10
Evans, Victor J 10
Farnham & Sues 16
Publishers Patent Sense 16

Pianos and Musical Instruments
Cornish Company 27
Dyer & Brothers, W. J 28

Plants, Seeds, Etc.
Buckbee, H. W 8
Burpee, W. Atlee 9

(concluded on page 30)
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Anniversary Introductory Offer
A s A bit of friendliness to -Farm and Fireside^ and

l\ in honor of our thirty-third anniversary, don't

-^you want to introduce us to some of your friends

and neighbors? All Farm and Fireside folks have

friends and neighbors who would like our paper. We
.will accept special introductory subscriptions to Farm
and Fireside for Ten Cents each, each subscription to

extend for three months, including six big issues of

Farm and Fireside. Your friends will appreciate this

neighborly interest, and Farm and Fireside will be

grateful for the introduction. This proposition will

hold good until February 10, 1911.

The census report shows that a large number of folks

have gone from Iowa in the last ten years, but it does

not tell the number who are homesick to come back

again.

One reason why farming is paying better nowadays

than formerly is because there are fewer people engaged

in it in proportion to the total population of the country,

a.nd consequently there is a larger share of the proceeds

for each individual farmer.

Money planted with strangers in a far-off scheme is

not bread upon the waters, nor apt to return after many
days.

A free bulletin entitled "Underground Waters for

[Farm Use" can be had by addressing the Director of

[United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

"All the wealth of her South American colonies failed

to make Spain rich, because her outgo far exceeded her

income," says a writer. How many farms we see on

which this very policy ends in bankruptcy or a mortgage

sale.

A new strawberry has been originated by Luther

Burbar'.. ,,amed Patagonia. The name of his new cherry

is Burbank.

Will somebody please notify our grocer that the cost

of living has been reduced?

A Missouri correspondent says : "When the tempera-

ture drops so low some of these nights, hang a lighted

lantern in the cellar, about a foot from the floor, making
sure it cannot fall and set fire to the house. The heat

from it may be enough to save the fruit and vegetables

from freezing."

Let's Go On Together

IT IS not for all of us to be able to say : "I have been

with Farm and Fireside from the first." But we
hereby invite every reader to stay with us the next

third of the century. All we ask of you is to stay alive,

and to take the paper; the matter of making it worth

your while to take is then' up to us. We confidently

accept the responsibility. We face the oncoming years

cheerfully, knowing that Father Time will bring us

surprises, but firm in the faith that there is an evolution

working for higher things in every age, and if, day by

day, we choose wisely among the new things that present

themselves, we shall do well for you and for ourselves.

And that is the best blessing we can ask for the new
division of time upon which we are entering—that we
may have the grace to choose wisely day by day among
the new things. One choice at a time, and that a wise

one. If we can put that in effect, we shall make progress.

In the next thirty-three-and-a-third years, we shall make
a lot of progress—if we can adopt that rule.

And so can each of - you. Let's go along the road

together

!

M
Is It a Fruit Bubble?

r. Spillman, of the Department of Agriculture,

'Sprinkles a little cold water on the enthusiasm of

the fruit-farm fanatics. It is a good thing to sprinkle.

The conditions remind one of the tulip bubble which

set the people of Holland crazy centuries ago. Every-

body was either in tulips, or going into them, and a

good many fortunes were lost in the craze. The Missis-

sippi Bubble was a boom in a colonization scheme. The
South Sea Bubble was the same sort of mania for

investments in stocks of companies operating in the

South Seas. England has just been through a Rubber

Bubble—blown by promoters of shares in rubber planta-

tions. In this country we are in the midst of a craze

for fruit-farms that bears a great many of the ear-

marks of a Fruit Bubble.

Mr. Spillman suggests that the markets for all sorts

of fruits except two are easily glutted when too many
people get the notion that great profits are to be made
in them. The exceptions named by him are apples and

OUR FEBRUARY 10th ISSUE
Will Present to Our Readers

One of the Most Important Features

Of the Coming Year of Good Things

It is the opinion of FARM AND FIRESIDE that Dr.
S. A. Knapp is one of the greatest educators, just

as he is one of the greatest organizers, that America
can boast to-day. At the age of seventy-seven he is

dire.cting the mightiest single force that is working
for the advancement of the agriculture and the regen-
eration of the rural education of the South—perhaps
of the whole nation.

Doctor Knapp's Own Story

of this great work begins in FARM AND FIRESIDE,
February 10th.

In this same issue: An account of a Utility Poul-
try Plant that clears its owner $ 1 ,300 a year—not an
exceptional, record-breaking case, but a proved in-

stance of solid success on a moderate scale. Other
great poultry features of seasonable interest.

pears. The writer of this has just planted an apple-

orchard, and feels duly grateful for the exception—and

still he is not quite easy in his mind. He is harassed by

doubts as to whether or not the country can possibly

absorb at adequate prices the apples that may be

expected when the orchards now planted and in process

of planting come into bearing. The apple is the greatest

of all fruits. It can be used for more culinary purposes,

it has more of the qualities of a staple food, there are

greater possibilities of expansion in the demand for it

than any other fruit. But it has been stated that the

orchards already planted in the Northwest will have a

capacity of two hundred thousand car-loads per year

when they come into bearing. The area planted in the

East is enormous. And still the boom goes on.

Everywhere, on the cars, in the hotels, in the clubs,

on the streets, are to be found the men who are planting

apples or have interests in apple-orchards. Can all their

dreams come true? Can any large proportion of them

come true? The writer, in the midst of his own dream,

is still awake enough to harbor doubts.

Be sure you are wrong and then back out.

It is a long road to success, but not so far back.

The name of "Get Together Club" could be used to

good advantage in rural neighborhoods.

The farmer who does not do much reading will not

be apt to do much thinking.

Life Insurance

Let no man or woman take it from any utterance in

these columns that we think it unwise for farmers

to insure their lives. There are things so necessary

to the profitable carrying of the farm that they should

be taken care of first ; but a life insurance policy as

large as can be carried safely is a thing to be bought

with enthusiasm and carried on with every possible

economy. Life insurance does not pay as an invest-

ment; but as a purchase it does. Some people fail to

remember that the thing purchased in a life insurance

policy is not tangible property, so much as safety and

the comfort there is in the feeling that in the dark

days when a dollar looks like a ticket into paradise,

there is a great institution ready to pay the dollars.

There are billions of dollars of so-called insurance

in force which may be good to-day, and worthless in

five years
;
but, on the other hand, there are old and

tried companies whose policies are as. good as govern-

ment bonds, and will be as long as this nation stands.

Their contracts are worth the money they cost. After

the farm equipment is adequate, the time has arrived

for considering the matter of insurance. Some families

do not need it ; but most do. We buy clothes for

comfort of body. Why not buy insurance for comfort

of mind and peace of soul? The glory of the life

insurance business is that it sells these things, which

in the olden times were priceless.

To raise a mortgage, plant labor and sow economy.

If you want a man to have a good opinion of your

judgment, disagree with everybody who disagrees with

him.

Silage

IF YOU haven't a silo, think over the matter of building-

one. The greatest forage crop in the world is corn

;

and the silo is the most economical device for use in

dishing it up. The silo is almost indispensable to the

really up-to-date dairy, but silage is the best form in

which to feed corn to sheep or to beef cattle. There is

nothing hard to learn about operating a silo. It has all

been worked out. JThe road to profits under present

conditions seems to be through silage, and concentrates

to balance the ration. And in the matter of concen-

trates, cotton-seed meal is worth thinking about. That

it pays to buy concentrates rather than to feed an

unbalanced ration is certain.

' The agricultural college that is "up to date" is the

one that graduates the largest numljer of progressive

farmers.

The farmer who makes doctors and lawyers out of

his sons should not get mad at the rest of mankind

when he can't get help during harvest.

Getting Bulletins

»

ABOUT four fifths of the bulletins published by the

United States government are allotted to senators

and representatives for distribution. They are always

glad to send them to their constituents on request as

long as any are on hand. Many bulletins can be obtained

from congressmen and senators after the supply of the

Department of Agriculture is exhausted. There are

three ways to get these publications : First, from your

senator or congressman, who will send them free as

long as they last; secondly, from the Secretary of Agri-

culture, who also gives them away, and third, from

the Superintendent of Documents, who sells them. The
ordinary bulletin sells for five cents, but some of the

more extended ones cost more. In one of these three

ways most of the bulletins hitherto issued may be

got—-and they form a body of valuable farm literature.
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The Long Road We Have Traveled
A Review of a Century's Agricultural Progress—By W. A. Henry

THE editor of Farm and Fireside has asked for

some notes on the rise and development of

American agriculture during the last hundred

years, divided roughly into third-century periods.

Necessarily it is possible to touch only the more stnkmg
features and chronicle some of the many changes durmg
that time. As population statistics come from the Census

Reports our divisions are by decade periods.

The Creeping Stage— 1810 to 1840

THE vear 1810 found our still young nation with a

population of about 7,000,000, which increased to

17,000,000 by 1840. J\lost of the people then lived in the

country. In 1810 five per cent, of the people lived m
cities of 8,000 inhabitants or over; in 1840 the percent-

age had risen to 8.5, and by 1900 to 33 per cent. The
sparse population of those early times was scattered

along the Atlantic seaboard with overflow colonies

steadily pushing westward into the

forest wilderness, which originally

covered all our Eastern and South-
ern territorj-.

Agriculture was indeed primitive

in those times and every home an

independent settlement of almost
patriarchal family life. The work
of the women folk was varied,

laborious and supremely important. -

The wool was carded and the flax

was hatcheled and spun into yarn
and woven into cloth at the family
loom. Cooking was done at the

fireplace and baking in the brick

oven. Butter and cheese were
laboriously made in the old-fash-

ioned way. All fruits were either

dried or preserved w-ith sugar, for

sterilization and sealing in air-tight

cans, discovered in France in 1795,

had not yet come into practical use.

For the men folk the first work
was cutting down the great forest

trees and gathering them into log
heaps where they were burned.
Think of the enormous destruction
of timber in those times ! The
ashes were leached and the lye

boiled to "black salts" or combined
with tallow to form soft soap. Then the rooty soil with
its loose rich leaf-mold was broken up by the iron-shod
wood plow ^nd seeded to grain among the stumps.
Jethro Wood took out his first patent for the cast iron
plow in 1819. As in Biblical times, grain was cut with
sickles and threshed to the tune of beating flails. The
grass cut with straight-handled scythes was gathered
by hand rakes. There were no steel springs for the rude
wagons made by the village wagon-maker and black-
smith, though the bodies of the Concord coaches swung
luxuriously on leathern straps.

Along the New England Coast the excess grain was
moved to the seaports in ox wagons. When ground to

flour or to meal, which was kiln-dried, it was, along
with dried codfish and salt mackerel, shipped to many
ports, including the West Indies, from which were
brought back yellow sugar, blackstrap molasses and
rum. The settler bold enough to move any distance
from navigable water thereb}' loosed his connection with
civilization and forced the more to rely on his own
crude resources for subsistence. He could not market
his grain nor could he raise cattle or sheep profitably

in a country covered for the most part with forests.

And so our people as a nation were hedged about in a
manner that made development slow at best.

But more and more stories of the new land came
floating into the settlements from the trappers, the
hunters and the hardy pioneers whose adventurous
spirits had carried them through the forested wilder-
nesses and on into the vast prairie regions of the upper
Mississippi Valley. Here was a rich soil without stones

or other impediments to tillage; on them grazed millions

of buffalo and other wild animals that fully attested the

m.arvelous qualities of soil and climate. But this region

was for all practical purposes shut off from the

Eastern settlements by almost impenetrable forests.

Whenever or wherever there is a real pressing need
in human development, that need, in some way, is always
met. To reach this great Western prairie by moving
up the Mississippi River was a slow process, practically
impossible for those living on the Atlantic seaboard.
To break over the mountains from the Potomac to the
Ohio Valley was a wearisome pilgrimage, and wagoning
through the forests of northern Pennsylvania or New
York w'as but little better. And so the Erie Canal was
conceived, and soon men were digging that great ditch
through the primeval forests of central New York.
This canal was America's first great commercial under-
taking. It stretched from Troy on the Hudson to Buf-
falo on the Great Lakes. At its completion, in 1825,
cannon were placed five miles apart along the route
from Buffalo to Troy, and on down the Hudson River
to New York City. The minute the gates at Buffalo
opened to let in the water, the first cannon was fired.

and on catching the sound the next cannoneer, five

miles down the canal, fired his charge, and so on until

the eager, waiting inhabitants of New York City heard
the joyful sound, and knew that the waters of the
Atlantic were in boat connection with the interior great
lakes of America. At once a tide of immigration began
pouring through this artery, pushing on by way of the
Great Lakes into the great upper Mississippi prairie

empire.
In 1831, a sixteen-mile steam railroad was completed

between Albany and Schenectady. This was the fore-
runner of our present vast system of railways now
tying all parts of our country together in a ceaseless

interchange of traffic. Vessels, propelled wholly by
steam, crossed the Atlantic in 1838, giving rapid trans-

portation to the ports of Europe. The last accompany-
ing primal necessity, the electric telegraph, was given
by Morse and Vail in 1837.

It is marvelous that all these basic instruments of
transportation so vital to the progress and development
of this nation should have come into existence and been
put into operation so nearly together. By means of them
the settlers on the new Western lands, a thousand or

more miles from the markets, were enabled to exchange
meat, grain, butter, cheese, etc., for tools, clothing and
other necessities of life.

The year 1840, which roughly closes the first third-

century period, may be regarded as roughly marking the

time when this infant nation ceased creeping and began
to walk.

The Walking Stage— 1840 to 1880

THE changes we shall note between 1840 and 1880

were largely the resultants of the great forces set

in motion during the preceding period. By 1880 w-e

numbered 50,000,000 people and agriculture was advanc-

ing by leaps and bounds. As this period neared its close
railroad lines still pushed in every direction throughout
the great Middle West. The Union Pacific, begun in

1864, was pushed out over the Rockies, across the
deserts, and finally to our Pacific Coast possessions.
For the most part the railroads preceded the settlers,

thereby wiping out most of the real hardships of
pioneering.

In early times little cotton was grown in the South
because it required a daj's labor to separate the seeds
from four pounds of lint cotton. Whitney's invention
of the cotton gin in 1794 determined the character and
direction of agricultural industry in the South. About
that date one enthusiast boldly predicted that the time
would come when the South would raise enough cotton
to make all the socks worn by all the people of America.

In 1862 two great events had their birth. Congress set

aside 11,000.000 acres of land for the endowment of an
agricultural and mechanical college

in each state of the Union. It also

passed the Homestead Act, by which
lands might be acquired by settlers

without cost. And how rich we
were in land ! One speaker in Con-
gress almost despairingly declared
that our government had land
enough for all the people for the

next seven hundred years! And by
seventy years from that time, now
almost run, the government will

have parted with all agricultural

lands included in that statement.

In the vear 1820 there came to us

8,000 immigrants; in 1840, 80,000,

and in 1880, nearly 500,000. These
sturdy people, mostly from North-
ern Europe, settling on the new
farming lands helped mightily in

the upbuilding of agriculture in the

great West.
About 1840 conditions began to

change perceptibly in favor of a

less strenuous existence for all

classes of people, including the

farmer. Factories were taking over
the spinning and weaving; fruits

and vegetables were being preserved

by canning instead of wholly by
drying and preserving. The clothes-wringer came about

1860, and washing-machines were in use. Where in the

early times the cooking had been done at the fireplace

and the baking in brick ovens, there was now the cast-

iron stove. Until about 1860 the home was lighted by
the tallow candle—one on the supper-table ordinarily,

but two in honor of company. Beginning about 1860,

"coal-oil" came onto the market, but was rated cheap

at seventy-five cents or a dollar a gallon. Grain was
now cut with the reaper and grass by the mower, and
the hay gathered and stored by the horse-rake and the

horse-fork. We had Pullman railroad cars and palatial

lake and ocean steamships, though farmers rather rarely

patronized them. But they were riding in wagons and
buggies with hickory spokes and steel springs in place

of the carts and lumber wagons of the earlier times.

By the close of the period, or about 1880, we were in

times of great plenty and variety in all the necessities

of life and many of the luxuries. Figuratively, our

nation was no longer creeping, but advancing by great

strides.

The Running Stage— 1880 to 1910

BOUT the time Farm and Fireside had its birth, or

thirty, years ago, we had reached our majority as a

nation and become one of the world powers. And yet

we had only really begun to develop our agricultural

and other resources.

Immigrants were now pouring into the country in a

great flood, and everywhere there was a rush for land.

Above all, this was a land-settlement period. In spring-

time trains moving into the Dakotas and other Western
territories were so loaded with people that women and
children often slept in the aisles of the coaches for lack

of better accommodations

!

[concluded on page 17]
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Our Old Settlers' Meeting
A Page Written by Our Readers

Mrs. Margaret Henry Peter Gottfredson ' Mr. and Mrs. James Offutt .Claus Wiese Mrs. a. G. Hendrickson

A THIRD of a century !

A long time meas-
ured in years, a

longer time in terms of
change. It speaks well for
the vitality of a farm
paper that it has been able
merely to attain to the
record of that length of
life. It speaks well for
its quality and its essential

usefulness that it has
been able to hold readers
throughout that long span
of time. Many of Farm
AND Fireside's earliest

readers in that third of a
century have passed from
this life. We are sure that there are many from whom
we have not heard. But we are proud of the goodly
number that have written us, and whose names we have
placed in the Roll of Honor on this page.

First, however, let our readers speak for themselves.
We are going to give over this page to an "Old Settlers'
Meeting" for the exchange of views of these truly
constant readers of Farm and Fireside.

I have been a constant reader from the beginning.
One of our family took "Farm and Garden" before it

joined with Farm and Fireside. I have watched the
development of the paper, and if it continues to improve
as it has in the past, I expect to read it as long as I am
able. The greater part of my reading has probably been
done, but if the time ever comes when I may be unable
to review the news from the columns of the old Farm
and Fireside I shall still keep my friendly feeling for it.

A reader at ten, a reader at forty-four—will I be a
reader at sixty-four? Jacob L. Aleon.
Vanderburg County, Indiana.

My wife was among your earliest readers. We can't

remember the exact date, ,but think it was 1877. She
subscribed first at Roscoe, Missouri, and I don't believe
we have lost fifteen numbers to date, in spite of many
movings—from Missouri to Florida, back to Missouri
and thence to Oregon. I told my wife when she sub-
scribed for the paper that the first frost would kill it,

but the paper has passed a good many frosts and is a
lively kicker to date; and we think the balance of our
days we will keep Farm and Fireside following us up
until we cross the river into the next planet.

Douglas County, Oregon. N. Stone, Hannah Stone.

I, for one, ha /e taken Farm and Fireside ever since it

first started, and a;s my time is not out until nineteen
hundred and twenty-one, I think I may be ahead of the
game more than any subscriber you have got. That is

figuring pretty well ahead for one of my age—sixty-

seven. I am in hopes of staying on this earth a good
while longer, but we old soldiers are passing away very
fast, and none of us are what you might call spring
chickens. Irwin H. Almy.
Providence County, Rhode Island.

It is with pleasure that I can reply to your request to

your oldest readers, and tell you that we have been
subscribers to Farm and Fireside since Vol. 1, No. 1,

and during that time have kept our subscription paid in

advance. When we received the first copy, our post-
office address was Cawker City, Kansas. For more than
twenty-four years it has come to us on the shores of the
Pacific Ocean. Geo. M. Stanton.
Orange County, California.

I am truly one of your constant readers. I have been
a reader of your paper from its beginning, thirty-three

years ago, and am now paid four years in advance,

Charles A. Greene W. C; GOODERL

though I am up in seventy years of age. Farm and
Fireside is in many families in this neighborhood, but
few of the subscribers were living thirty-three years ago.

The picture which I send you—the last one I had
taken—dates back itself thirty years. My wife, our
three children, fourteen grandchildren and three great-
grandchildren are all living and we had the pleasure of
eating Christmas dinner together.

Farm and Fireside is always a welcome visitor in our
home. W. C. Gooderl.

Ohio.

I haye taken the Farm and Fireside since its publica-
tion and at this writing have on file all of the numbers
down to Vol. 34, No. 4. It is a paper I could not have
done without. It has been of great use to me all these
years. My subscription is paid to 1913.

New London County, Connecticut. John F. Brown.

While selling merchandise in Curryville, Pike County,
Missouri, in 1877, we received a subscription proposition
from a paper to be called Farm and Fireside. In
exchange for a list of one hundred names we received
Farm and Fireside the first year. We have been regu-
lar subscribers ever since. In 1879 we closed out our
town business and moved to the farm. Although raised
on a farm we knew but little about raising stock, poul-
try, etc., and then was when we found Farm and Fire-
side very useful to us. We very much enjoyed the
articles written by Maida McL. They were so kind,

motherly and useful. We missed her articles very much
when she ceased to write.

Here is greeting to all oldest readers.
Audrain County, Missouri. James Offutt and Wife.

Do you remember the Czar revolver you gave as a

premium with Farm and Fireside thirty or more years
ago? I have mine and it shoots as well as ever. Since
my husband's death I have lived alone, but am not
afraid with that old seven-shooter under my pillow. C.

I arn not one of those old soldiers of Farm and Fire-
side that has read it for thirty-three years, as I am only
thirty-four years old, but I feel like giving a word of
praise to this good paper for the glad tidings it has
brought to me for twenty-six or twenty-seven years.

About the year 1883, my father, Mr. Albert W. Reece,
subscribed to Farm and Fireside. Our home was on a

one-hundred-acre farm, two and one half miles east of
High Point, North Carolina, and nearly ever since it

has visited us.

When I saw that the paper was soon to celebrate
its thirty-third birthday my memory turned back to

childhood days when I used to sit for hours of the long
winter nights and listen to father and mother read it

and chat pleasantly and plan for the next summer's
crop. In my mind's eye I can now see the old home as

t was twenty years ago, my three sisters and myself
sitting around the crackling fire of oak and hickory
wood, eating hickory-nuts and walnuts and popping
corn. I love to pop corn yet, and doubtless a good many
other readers of Farm and Fireside do, too.

Since then I have left the old homestead to make my
own way, have married and have children of my own
and live in a thriving city. But now when I sit by my
fire and the children come in from school and hand me
the latest copy of Farm and Fireside, it reminds me
once again of those happy days and I have to stop and
tell them a story about the farm. My little boy eleven
years old says he is going to be a farmer and he loves

to read Farm and Fireside. He is now the proud owner
of a fine two-and-a-half-year-old colt and three head of
Jerseys.
We all read Farm and Fireside and want to continue

to as long as we live and it maintains its same high
standard. Lewis S. Reece.
Guilford County, North Carolina.

I wonder if I am not
one of the first comers on
Farm and Fireside's list

—I subscribed in the sev-
enties, and have been a
constant reader ever since.

I have been a frontiers-
man and home-builder
and have got many useful
ideas from it. The stories
have been clean and moral.
I can say I was never
better satisfied with any
publication, either for
myself or family. I first

subscribed from Vermil-
lion, Sevier County, where
I was the first settler and

promoter. My wife is very particular about what she
or the children read, but has no fear of Farm and
Fireside. P. Gottfredson.

Sanpete County, Utah.

The Roll of Honor
Irwin H. Almy Rhode Island
John F. Brown Connecticut
Joseph N. Forbes Florida
Mr. and Mrs. Cal. Winnie Wisconsin
Geo. M. Stanton California
Mrs. E. C. Erwin Washington
Jacob L. Aleon Indiana
Mrs. E. R. Carr Alabama
L. O. Sword Minnesota
Mr. and Mrs. James Offutt Missouri
W. C. Gooderl Ohio
S. B. Johnson Arkansas
Mrs. Margaret Henry Pennsylvania
W. L. Baker Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. N. Stone Oregon
Mrs. S. W. Lopez Mississippi

J. E. Rorabaugh Pennsylvania
J. L. Fisher Pennsylvania
G. M. L. Snelling California
H. G. Roberts 1 ennessee
F. L. Rowley South Dakota
W. M. Richardson New Hampshire
Emil C. Preyer Ohio
J. J. Strickland Pennsylvania
Claus Wiese Minnesota
J. W. Hill Illinois

E. H. Dickerman Minnesota
Mrs. Sally A. Clark Missouri
Mrs. A. E. Cutts New York
Peter Gottfredson Utah
O. B. Robbins Missouri
Mrs. R. Z. Bailey North Carolina
Court W. Ranslow Missouri
D. W. Chase Maryland
J. N. Hood, H. M. Hood Delaware

The list above includes subscribers who have been
with us from the very beginning. But we cannot omit
from the Honor Roll the following good friends who
have been subscribers or readers for thirty years.

G. W. Shults Georgia
Charles . A. Greene Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Donohoo Texas
Mrs. Hannah K. Dravo Pennsylvania
Mrs. Allen G. Hendrickson New Jersey
Mrs. Nancy Dalrymple Ohio
Robert A. Russell Virginia
Gus Pasco Wisconsin
Wm. D. Spicknall Nebraska
A. D. Chisholm Massachusetts

J. M. Atwood Alberta, Canada

Mr. anb Mrs. Stone and Family



These Steel Shingles
Are Guaranteed

Against

Lightning!
We stand ready
to make good
this claim with
a $10,000 guaran-
tee bond.

Edwards Interlocking

RED" Steel Shingles
are stamped in best Bessemer steel and come
in sheets 5 to 12 feet long and 24 inches wide.
Patent interlocking device gives absolutely
moisture-proof seams, which will not bulge or
pull apart.

Easy for Anyone to Lay
you can lay Edwards Interlocking "Reo" Steel

Shingles yourself on any sort of roof. Hammer
only tool needed. Can be laid on rafter boards
or old shingles. Look well on building.

Write for FREE Catalog No. 158
We are the largest manufacturers of all kinds

of iron and steel roofing and sell to you at lowest
prices. Our free catalog contains valuable in-

formation. Send dimensions of your building
and we will quote you exact cost of a "Reo"
Steel Shingle roof delivered to your station.

We want one representative in every com-
munity to take orders for Edwards Interlock-
ing "Reo" Steel Shingles. Write today.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
T 08- 158 Lock St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World's Largest Manufacturers of Steel
Shingles, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceiling, etc.

Save'
S30.00

We Want
Out 1911

'^Catalog In the nome
^

^of Every Farmer In America"
178 pages filled from cover to cover with EeQ-

f nine Bu^^, Harness and Saddle bargains; 251 iUui*
/trations, many in colors; 138 styles of Vehicles, 74 de-

/fligns in harness; the biggest and best book ever printed

fin this line. Don't miss sending for iti

Hnrray HIgbest Award Boggles Dtrecl from
His Factory — Four Weeks Road Trial —
Insures Safe Delivery—Two Tears' Gnarantee

I
alora buying any kind of v*hlcls,]usl gcttli* lOII

1 Murray Slyla Book and
1 compare Murray Prices with
I all others. Costs you noth-

\ ing. yon might as well have
\ thij book in your home*

The Wilber H.
k Murray M'f"g Co,

309 E.5tliSL,
dnclnnatl,

Ohio

Send
for Thls^
Free Book^
Btgkt Mow.

Farmers' Handy Wagon

at a Low Prioe
Absolntely the best wagon bailt for every kind

of heavy teaming. Low eteel wheels, wide tixee.
Will last a lifetime without repairs.

STEEL WHEELS
for farm wagons
•any size to fit

any axle. Send
for our free

booklet before
you buy a wagon
or a set of wheels.

EMPIRE MFG. CO., Box 68-W Quincy.ni.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-

tid^ in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
fotk* get the very best attention.

FAMILY OF FIVE

AO Drank Coffee From Infancy

It is a common thing in this country

to see whole families growing up with

nervous systems weakened by coffee

drinking.

That is because many parents do not
realize that coffee contains a drug—
caffeine—which causes the trouble.

"There are five children in my fam-
ily," writes an Iowa mother, "all of

whom drank coffee from infancy up to

two years ago.

"My husband and I had heart trouble

and were advised to quit coffee. We
did so and began to use Postum. We
now are doing without medicine and are
entirely relieved of heart trouble.

(Caifeine causes heart trouble when
constantly used as in coffee drinking.)

"Our eleven-year-old boy had a weak
digestion from birth, and yet always
craved, and was given, coffee. When
we changed to Postum he liked it and
we gave him all he wanted. He has
been restored to health by Postum and
still likes it.

"Long live the discoverer of Postum !"

Read "The Road to Wellville," in
pkgs. "There's a Reason,"

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true and full of human
interest.

Farm and Fireside, January 25, 1911

The Headwork Shop
A Department of Short Cuts and Knacks

Easier on the Team
ALL farmers know

the inj ury that

binders and like

machines do to horses'

necks, because of the

great weight that comes
^ on the neck-yoke. This

above device is designed to offset this.

It is meant for a four-horse team, two
horses at the tongue and two in the lead.

The wooden extension (B) touches the tongue
and is fastened to it by two fiat pieces of

iron (one on each side, marked AA). This
extension (B) is braced by the iron rod (C).

The bolt that holds brace C to B, also holds
coupler for doubletree (D). The following
dimensions are about right : Irons (AA),
ten inches; wooden extension (B), sixteen
inches: brace (C), twenty-four inches.

The pull of the two lead horses, exerted
on the singletrees (EE) gives a lift to the

front end of the tongue that takes much of
the weight off the yoke (F) and relieves the
wheel horses. This device has proved its

great value on our own farm for several

years. James W. Campbell.
,

Baby's Play-House
THIS is a good way

to keep the baby
off the drafty floor

in the winter. Make
a sort of square crib

'-^ with strong two-by-
twos three feet high

- at the corners, and

^ the bottom (A) of
the box part one foot

from the floor. Above that box close in the
sides for another foot up, with a half-inch
board or heavy cloth (B). Six inches above
the top of the box thus made fasten a light

rail (C) with the edges rounded off. Put
the baby's playthings in this box on legs and
he will play there for hours at a time. It

is on casters so it can easily be moved from
one room to another or outdoors when the
weather is fine. We have raised two children
in one of these devices and my wife con-
siders it the handiest thing about the house.

Edward Sommers.

More Room on the Sled

HERE is a sled
. extension which is

I I
very convenient in

j
snowy weather for

11 hauling big loads of
^fodder. It can be

attached to almost
any farm sled. I use
two bottom pieces of

two-by-three eight feet long (AA) with two
crosspieces (BB) bolted on, and standard
holes in back end. The bottom pieces of
extension are notched one half inch deep on
the bottom and one half inch deep on top
where they fit over and under the cross-
pieces of the sled, to prevent slipping. The
proportions of sled and extension are made
a little exaggerated in the sketch, so as to
bring out the construction of the extension
more simply. , E. P.

Fireless Cooker in Five Minutes
ET a five-gallon or fifty-

pound lard-can with a tight
cover. Any kind of pot with
a close-fitting lid will do.
Double up eight or more news-
papers and push them down
in the bottom of the can, let-

ting them come up at the sides
to form a nest for the pot.
To cook any kind of veg-

etables, let them boil about five or ten
minutes to get good and hot, then set the pot
in the can, crumple up more paper and push
it down beside the pot, then put six or eight
folded papers down tight on top of the pot-
lid, put the cover on the can and leave it.

If put in in the morning, by noon the
vegetables will be done and still hot. Beans
take all day and must be taken out at noon
and heated up a second time. Beef should
boil thirty minutes, then the cooker will
finish it in about four or five hours.

This makes a light, cheap, clean cooker
that will do good work. W. A. Moore.

For a Heavy Gate
c

A

1

!

1

1

Take the tracks off an old barn door or a
similar rig and nail one track (A) on the

top of the gate. Then nail a strong board
(B) on the gate so that it makes an exten-
sion of the top rail of the gate and fasten
another track onto B. Raise the next two
posts six or eight inches and nail a board
on the top of the post to which rollers (XX)
are fastened. Then nail one Jjoard on each
side (not shown in the sketch) to keep rain
off rollers. You may have to weight board
(B) at end to balance gate. M. M. H.

Headwork Winners Dec. 1 0th
R. D. WoodmEOisee, Windy-Day Door-Stop
C G. C, - - - Needn't Stop and Figure
Fred E. Hutchins, - Measure as You Walk

HE
1

two feet long.

Buggy-Jack
'ere is a dandy
handy buggy-j ack

you can make your-
self, if you have a
forge. If not, any
blacksmith can turn
out the iron parts for
you.
The base (A) is a

piece of two-by-six
On this is set the two-by-

four upright (B) thirty inches high. A
broad notch is cut out of the top and holes
bored through on which to pivot the lever.
This upright is braced with pieces of buggy-
tire. The lever (C) is made of two wagon-
tires or other strong strips of iron about
one fifth of an inch thick, two inches wide
and three feet long. Bolt them together at
YY, blocking the strips one inch apart. Bore
other holes at both ends of, and one third
of the way along, the lever—the last being
for the bolt which pivots the lever to
upright.

Place the lever in the notch in top of
upright and run a bolt through the holes in
upright and lever. On another strong bolt
through hole in one end of lever hang an
iron hook which should be three inches across
from point to eye. It should swing loosely
in the bolt, as should the smaller hook at the
other end. Lastly, fasten a trace-chain about
three and a half feet long to the base. Put
large hook under axle, put your weight on
other end of lever, and when you get the
vehicle where you want it, hook the trace-
chain. D. W. Danison.

A Drop-Latch
THIS latch, though sim-

ple, is very handy on a
gate one must pass through
quite often, as it will close
itself by giving it a slight
push. It is built on the
plan -of the common metal

13 latches used on small
doors, but seldom on gates.

Latch_(B) strikes A on the slanting portion
and rises until it drops into the slot and is

held. The latch (B) and fastener (A) are
made of oak, as that gives less friction. D
is a handle to raise the latch by. C. Lowe.

A Horseman's Winter Kink
Many early settlers of West Virginia in

having their horses shod in winter had
a practice of having the smith flare or bevel
the calks and toes of the shoes outward so
that they did not go square down from the
shoe, or even turn in slightly as they some-
times do. It was found that when the snow
was in a "bally" condition it fell out so
much more readily from a shoe so made.
Then before starting out on the road they
soaped the frog of the horse's foot and all

inside the shoe with old-fashioned soft-soap,
and the horse was as near insured as could
be against snow-balls for that day.

Paul R. Strain.

To Hang Seed-Corn

HERE is the ready "method I used success-
fully this fall to string up seed-corn.

First, thrust one end of an inch board four
inches wide into a crack in the side of a
corn-crib or other convenient place about
four and one half feet from the ground and
securely fasten it there. Cut some notches
in the board for the strings to lie in to keep
them from slipping. Now throw your string
over the board and slip in the first ear (Fig-
ure 1 ). Then, with one hand grasping the
two back strings and puUingi»them through
the others, shove the next ear through with
the other hand (Figure 2—for simplicity the
hands are not shown and the sketch
shows merely position of strings). Then
you will have the string in the position
shown in Figure 3, all ready to shove in
the third ear. To place the fourth ear, pro-
ceed as in Figure 2, and the fifth ear will

go in as the third one did, and so on for
each alternate ear. The string should, of
course, be much longer than the one in the
sketch. Place butts and tips of ears alter-

nately at right and left, and keep the ears
pressed down close to each other as you
weave them in. I use a single strand of
binder-twine and put up from twelve to

fifteen ears in a set.

To finish, thrust a hook made of heavy
wire under the loops of the string and put
the front loop over the hook (Figure 4).
Then pull down the rear loop to the position
shown in Figure 5, and the string of com is

ready to hang up. Thomas Dowler.

A Winter Wheelbarrow
THE illustration shows

the wheel of my wheel-
barrow fitted with a run-

Bner for use when there is
snow on the ground. When
I fiist tried it I was sur-

prised to find that it ran easipr than the
wheel alone did over bare ground.
To make the runner, cut a piece of hard-

wood lumber, about two and one half by
four inches and about two and one half feet
long, to the illustrated shape A. Then
chjsel a mortise, the same width as the wheeL
and of the depth shown by the lower dotted
line, in the top of the runner. Drive in a
staple at B and pass a rope or wire
through the staple and around the rim of
wheel as shown in illustration and you have
a winter wheelbarrow. Subscriber.

the Brace

THE sketch
shows a gate I

used twenty-three
years. It has never
sagged as the sup-
port comes in
middle of gate.
Make it of one-
by-four lumber ;

for crosspieces, two-by-four notched in one
inch to receive the lengthwise slats. The bars
(AA) are made of five-eighths-inch steel,
long enough to let gate slide as high as you
wish. A solid-eye hinge holds the lower ends
of AA, and the top ends are bent to come
close to post and bolted to the post with a
seven-sixteenths-inch bolt through the post.
The brace (B) is made of one-and-one-
fourth-by-one-half-inch steel with an eye in
one end for bar (A) to pass through, and
bent so that this eye sets square on the bot-
tom eye hinge bolt. The other end is filed to
fit notches of C, which is also made of steel,
notched the whole length and bolted at top
and bottom.
When you wish to separate sheep or hogs

from cattle or when there is snow on the
ground, take hold of the middle of the gate
and raise it up and it will stay where you
put it and swing as freely as ever. There
are no pins or bolts to move and the gate
will never sag. C. N. Lyon.

Knocking Teeth Out

'T'HE usual way to take out worn or broken
* sections from the sickle-bar of a mower

to which the sections are riveted, is to chisel
or file off the rivet heads and then, resting
the sickle-bar on a large nut, with the rivet
over the hole in the nut, to punch the rivet
out with hammer and spike. Even when
punching out rivets very carefully, you are
likely to bend the bar, and in any event it

is a slow job. Here is a way to take out six
or seven sections safely in the time usually
required for one.
Open an iron vise slightly and push down

into it the section you wish to remove, until
the sickle-bar (A) rests level on the jaws
of the vise. Screw the vise up so that it

grips the section lightly—not tight, but firmly
enough so that the sickle-bar will remain in
place without being supported. Then strike
down on the section to be removed with a
heavy hammer—the arrow indicates where
to hit. One or two blows will cut off both
rivets—^just as wire is cut with pliers. Keep
hold of the sickle-bar so it will not fall

when the section is driven loose. The bar
is supported by the vise, so it will not bend
even if it gets part of the force of the blow.

Hy. F. Nietert.

Simple Aerator
RATHER than buy an aerator I

made one as follows : I took
the cover of a thirty-gallon milk-
can and had a circular piece of
tin soldered over all but the out-
side row of holes which serves as
ventilators when can is closed.
This I place open side up on a
frame of wooden barrel hoops
and strong lath (shown ~at top
of sketch). Frame should be
just large enough to slip inside
the can and rest on the ridge
near the top. The bottom hoop

should lack six or eight inches of going
around and should have a tendency to spring
out so the weight of milk in cover will not
make it slip off the ridge. The four uprights
inside the hoops should be long enough to
leave six or eight inches between can and
cover, for free circulation of air and to admit
a small pail to catch milk if desired.

Slip the frame into the can, put the cover
upside down on it, pin a cloth strainer to the
edge of the cover so it hangs down inside

the circle of the cover, using spring clothes-

pins. This takes the dirt out of the milk,
then spreads it out in the bottom of the can
cover and allows it to run slowly in fine

streams into the can through the row of
holes in the can cover. The device works as
well as any aerator I have seen and saves
washing extra utensils, as the can-cover must
be washed anyway. .^C. Jay Follett.



From Acorn to Oak
The Story of the Rise of Farm and Fireside

A THIRD of a century ago, in the fall of

1877, there was established in Spring-

field, Ohio, a pviblication called Farm
AND Fireside. This had been conceived

primarily as a medium to assist in advertis-

ing the agricultural implement business of

Mr. P. P. Mast. The larger possibilities of the

undertaking were almost at once apparent,

however, and the controlling organization,

the P. P. Mast Co., gave way to a partner-

ship of the three men principally interested,

under the firm name of Mast, Crowell &
Kirkpatrick. The moving spirit in the con-

ception of this enterprise was John S.

Crowell, to whose energetic, insistent

advocacy of the proposition must be credited

the beginning of a publication business that

was to found a farm journal of nation-wide

circulation. At the outset he was printer as

well as partner. The man whose work meant
most to the editorial development of Farm
AND Fireside, however, was Mr. J. C. Kirk-

patrick. During the first years of the paper's

existence, he took direct charge of the edi-

torial work, and later, when he had given

over the active direction of the farm depart-

ments to other hands, he still retained the

position of managing editor and a responsible

supervision over the ^policy of the paper.

Only one room in the two-story building

pictured at the head of this page was
required to house this venture in its embry-

onic stage, but it early became apparent

that the paper was destined to outgrow its

swaddling garments without delay. Only

two years elapsed before the upper floor of

a larger building had to be secured, the force

of workmen having grown from the pro-

prietors and a helper or two to a dozen

when the new quarters were first occupied.

Mr. William M. King,

of Yellow Springs, Ohio,

was associate editor and

an extensive contributor

from 1878 to 1885. The
last three years of -that

time Mr. King took " par-

ticular charge of the

Southern or "Louisville"

edition then maintained.

Mrs. King was the leading

contributor to • the house-

hold department, under the

pen name of "Maida
McL.," during that period,

and a prominent contribu-

tor for many years after.

Mr. and Mrs. King now
reside at Ballston, Vir-
ginia, near Washington, D. C. Mr. King was
for the four years, following his withdrawal
from Farm and Fireside, chief of the seed
division of the Department of Agriculture.

iTater he was with the Census Bureau, and
to-day he is still in the national agricultural

service, in the Bureau of Statistics. Farm
and Fireside is still favored with his con-

tributions.

The Formative Period

In 1882 Mr. Charles L. Thome became
editor of Farm and Fireside, remaining in

that capacity for six and a half years, until

he accepted the post of Director of the Ohio
Experiment Station at Wooster. Born and
raised on a farm, Mr. Thorne then, as now,
had that essential qualification of understand-
ing just what the farmer must learn in

order to most successfully deal with the
complex problems that constantly confront
him. Undoubtedly to the genius, method
and mathematical accuracy of Mr. Thorne
Farm and Fireside owed no small share of

Its steady, substantial progress and popularity.

A letter just received from Director
Thorne contains the following cordial words :

"I recall with pleasure the years spent with
Farm and Fireside, and I heartily

rejoice in the evident progress it is making
toward a still larger field of usefulness."

Only a short time

elapsed after the

change to larger

quarters before it

became evident that

the growth of Farm
AND Fireside must be

provided for in a

home of its own. In

view of this building

a site was procured
where the first instal-

ment of the present

plant was erected

with a frontage of

one hundred feet and

a depth of seventy-

five feet, with a well-

lighted basement,
three stories and an
attic. This was com-
pleted and occupied
late in the fall of 1881.

After the w i t h -

drawal of Mr. Thorne,

The Room Outlmed in White Was the

First Home of Farm and Fireside

Mr. John C. Barnett became active editor

of Farm and Fireside, continuing uninter-

ruptedly in that capacity until the fall of

1909 and remaining with the paper as an
advisory expert until May, 1910. The Com-
pany was again fortunate in the choice of

editor, Mr. Barnett, like his predecessor,

having been farm-born and farm-bred with a

finishing of his educational training in col-

lege. As a writer of incisive, illuminating

English, Mr. Barnett proved himself to be a
master who could put before the minds of

his readers the salient findings of science

and experiment stripped of the incumbrances
that are apt to make obscure the truths con-

tained. Natural ability, preparatory training,

travel and persistent attention to the work
in hand were the main factors that accounted
for the success he achieved. Mr. Bar-
nett is now farming near Urbana, Ohio.
During the two decades of Mr. Barnett's

occupancy of the editorial chair Farm and

Mr. Charles L. Thorne Mrs."Maida McL." King

Fireside expanded into an agricultural jour-

nal of national scope without a peer in its

class. To accommodate this expansion fifty

feet were added to the frontage of the build-

ing in 1891 with depth, basement and stories

to correspond. This large additional space
only sufficed for twelve years. The company
had also acquired the "Ladies' Home Com-
panion," which, under the name of the
Woman's Home Companion, made a- phe-
nomenal growth, increasing in size more
than four times and in circulation over five-

fold in a little over ten years. The growth
of the two papers made necessary the addi-
tion of another fifty-feet frontage, in 1903.

This enlargement gave a total frontage of

two hundred feet and seventy-five
,
thousand

square feet of floor space on the four floors

of the entire plant. Even this immense
plant has since became inadequate and now
still another addition, fifty by eighty-four
feet, of five stories is nearing completion.
This brings the aggregate of floor space for
the entire plant approximately to one hun-
dred thousand square feet.

' Mr. Herbert Quick assumed active edi-

torial management of Farm and Fireside
in 1909. Once more choice was made on
the grounds of eminent fitness by birth and
broad personal knowledge of rural require-
ments secured through active farming experir

The Crowell Publishing Company's Present Plant. A Further Addition is Now-
Being Constructed

ence. These qualifications were reinforced
with intimate knowledge of agricultural,
governmental and political conditions gained
by residence in various sections of the coun-
try advantageous for study of our rural
problems. His experience in the world of
affairs had been exceptionally broad. He had
been farmer, teacher, lawyer, active business
man and editor. From 1898 to 1900 he
served the municipality of Sioux City in the
capacity of mayor. Perhaps the decisive
factor influencing the management to offer
Mr. Quick the editorial chair was his inimi-
table literary- ability to give charm to the
simplest experiences of rural life or other
matters under consideration. Many Farm
AND Fireside readers do not need to be told
that Mr. Quick's name has become well
known in authorship outside of agricultural
journalism.

The Business Organization

During this active period of the growth
and development of Farm and Fireside, the
organized membership of the Company
remained the same until 1899, when the
death of Mr. Mast occurred. His interest

was then purchased by the remaining part-
ners who had been the active conductors of
the business since its establishment, Mr.
Mast's energies being largely given to his
extensive implement manufacturng business.

Shortly after this transfer of Mr. Mast's
interest, the business was incorporated as
The Crowell and Kirkpatrick Company.

In 1901 Mr. Kirkpatrick retired from the
company, leaving Mr. John S. Crowell the
largest stockholder and most prominent
factor in shaping the destiny of the business,
of which he was official head until February,

1906, when Mr. Crowell

— I

retired, the business being
sold to the present man-
agement, the name remain-
ing as before—The Crowell
Publishing Company. Since
his retirement, Mr. Kirk-
patrick has been connected
with publishing and rail-

road business in various
parts of Ohio. Mr. Crowell,
since retiring, continues to

reside in Springfield, Ohio.
The fireside and house-

hold interests o^Farm and
Fireside have always been
equally prominent with
those of agriculture, it

being realized that the
hearthstone constitutes the base on which the
structure of successful farm husbandry must
rest. During Mr. Kirkpatrick's connection
with the company, he gave personal atten-
tion to the fiction and other special features
of the magazine. For many years the pages
relating to the household were prepared
under the direction of Mrs. Louise Christie,

whose pen name was Christie Irving. Mrs.
Christie was continuously in charge of this

work from early in the eighties for more
than a decade. She now resides in Denver,'
Colorado. Miss Lida Keck, now Mrs. L. E.
Wiggins, succeeded Mrs. Christie. Mrs.
Wiggins now resides in Springfield, Ohio,
engaged in magazine and other literary work.
During the years 1904 to 1908 Mr. H. Mar-

lin Saylor supervised the fiction and various
special feature-s that appeared in the house-
hold section of the magazine. Since that
time, both the fiction and "Fireside" depart-
ments have been in charge of Miss Margaret
Hartness, who has become widely known
for her work on both Farm and Fireside
and the Woman's Home Companion.
Few magazines of the character of Farm

and Fireside have had the good fortune to

retain valued department contributors during
such long periods. Mr. P. H. Jacobs took
charge of the poultry department in the fall

of 1888, and his relations with the magazine
were severed only by
his death in 1906.

Mr. T. Greiner
assumed editorial

charge of gardening
and kindred subjects
in 1888 and is still

enriching this depart-
ment with his ex-

tended and ripening
experience. Mr.
Greiner is recognized
as one of the highest
authorities in his
special field.

Prof. Samuel B.
Green in the same
year, 1888, took
charge of the fruit-

growing page and
closed his work only

*

with the ending of
his life in its fullest

intellectual tide of
power, August last.

lliam M. King

Figure on
Painting

li Mir
'^^'^ spring

A second short flax

crop keeps, linseed oil

up, but the increase in

price in pure white lead

paint is not so great as

you may fear.

Get at your dealer's

the cost of 100 pounds
of "Dutch Boy Painter''

White Lead, 4 gals, pure

linseed oil, 1 gal. tur-

pentine, 1 pint turpentine drier—this makes
8 gallons of old-fashioned paint.

Compare this cost, either by the gallon or by
the job, with what you used to pay for paint.
You'll find the difference so small that you

can't afford to put off paintinir. or to paint with
anything- except "Dutch Boy Painter" White
Lead. Write for free "Painting- Helps" No. 147.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
Ofices in the falhwing cUies;

New Tforlc Boston Buffalo

Cincinnati Cleveland St. Louis
San Francisco

fjohn T. Lewis 4 Bros. Co.,
Philadelphia)

(National Lead and Oil Co.,
Pittsbursh)

i

and you will have no trouble

keeping your stock sup-

plied with water.

You can not only lift the

water but pump it to any
part of the premises with

RELIABLE

They are the most dependable,
easiest working and longest service
pumps you can buy.

Write tor our fret booklet '^Water Sup-
plyfor theHome." It contains many valu-
able suggestions on pumps and pumping*

GOULDS MFG. COMPANY
114 W. FaU St. Seneca FallB, N. T.

Pain! Wiffiont Oil

Remarkable Discovery That Cat!
Down the Cost of Faint Seventy-

Five Per Cent.

A Free Trial Package is Hailed to Every-
one Who Writes.

A. L. Bice, a prominent manufacturer of
Adams, N. Y., has discovered a process o{
making a new kind of paint without the use
of oii. He caiis It Fowdrpaint. It comes in the
form of a dry powder and all that Is required Is
coid water to malte a paint weather proof, fire
proof and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to
any surface, wood, stone or brick, spreads and
Iool(s like oil paint and costs about one-fourth as
much.

Write to Mr. A. L. Elce, Manuf'r., 454 North
St., Adams, N. Y., and he will send you a free
trial package, also color card and full informa-
tion showing you how you can save a good many
dollars. Write to-day.

Use a HERCULES
AU-Steel Triple-Power

Stump Puller on
30 Days' Free Trial
Clear up your stumpy fields at our risk bow

with a famous Hercules on 30 days' Free Trial.
Test it on your place at our risk. Pulls stumps
out, roots and all. 40055 stronger than any
other puller made. Triple power attachment
means one-third greater puU. The only stump
puller guaranteed for 3 years. Only one with
Double Safety Ratchets. Only one with all
bearings and working parts turned, finished
and machined, reducing friction, increasing
power, making g it extremely light-running.

Hitch on to any stump
and the400%

More
Power Stump isBound

to Come
Also pulls largest-

Biaed green trees,
hedgerows,
etc. Don't risk
da ngero U9
and costly
dynamite. It
only shatters

stump and leaves
roots In ground.
6«ve big money
Dy getting our

0/^^V*<I and free trial offer. Also
FixILEi 0\JyJr%SD special proposition to
first buyers where we have no agents. Write ns a
postal card today. Address

HERCULES MANUFACTURING CO.
178 17th Street, Centerville, Iowa
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GARDENING
By T. Greiner

" -~ ~ rr

Green Saves You $10 to
$20 per 1 00 on
all Tree Orders
Every person who expects to

plant trees this Spring—

a

dozen or a thousand—should
first send for Green's 1911
Complet-e Catalogue. It lists

everythiuQi desirable In fruit
and shade trees, as well as
small fruit; tells you how we
sell direct to you from our
nursery, and quotes you low-
eat "at-the-nursery" prices.

By oQr direct to jma plan, we aetu*lly sare yoo flO to $20 on every
porcbase of 100 trws oTer Cre« m^enta' prices. Tea pay oo commissions
to aojoue, but buj direct from oae of the largMt avirWies io the United
States, where -n grow, bud aitd graft tree* fr«n beariag orchards of our
OKo. This poUoj is your best guaranty that you get what yoa order

—

Qoalitj trees, all bai^, northern grown, and Cruo to name. Every tree
ia triple iospected and guaranteed free &om peats or seals. Carefully
packed to reach you in perfect condlcioo.

Qreen'» Nurseries are located in one of the greatest fruit centers in
the United States—northern New Toric—yet w« are 6 to IS miles distant
from other nurjcrica—no chanee for contagious disease. Our catalogue
is our only salesman, and has been fot over 30 year*, but our square
dealing policy makes our customers loyal to ua and hrings them back
year after rear with new orders. If you hare never bought trees under
Green's Xuraary plan, investigate by sending at once for the 1911 cata-
logue, and we will alao send you free o\ir remarkable book, "Thirty
Yean With Fruits and Floweit.'* Capital, f100,000.

aREEN*S NURSERY CO., Boa 19, Rochester, N. Y.

9FlnoGloxlnlas,5 colors ,25c
7 Double Beeoniis, 7 " 25c
5 Frinaed Begonias. 5 *' 25c
25 Rne Mixed Gladiolus, 2Sc

II yon love Flow-
ers write me a letter

(not postal) for Park's
FloreJ Guide, teem-
ing with floral notes,
pronouncing the hig
flower names, giving
a germination table,
showing nearly 1000
flower pictm'es. It's
different It insures
success. Be sure to
see it B«st seeds hi

lowest prices. 42dyr.

10 Pkts. Cboice Flower Seeds. 10 cts.
Aster. Q. of Market. MidJPinks, New Japan. Mzd.
Larkspur, Stock-flowd. " Poppy. New Shirley "

Pansy, Giant Fragrant "' Portulacs, Large-flwd, "

Petunia, New Bedding, •* Sweet Peas *' *'

Phlox Drummondi.new ' iMixed Seeds, 1000 kinds.

10 Pkts. Choice Vegetables, 10 cts.
Beet, Imp^ Early Tumip.
Cabbage,Early Solid Cone
Cabbage. Late Flat Dutch
Cucumbeii "Whit© Spine,

Onion, Danvers Yellow.
Parsnip, Large Guernsey.
Radish, Special Mixture
Tomato, New Matchless.m .-_ 'r>., 1« * n.1Lettuce. Malta DrumheadTurnip. Purple-top Globe

jytfllL Send 10c lor either lot» or 20c for
both. Or. 8«nd 60c for club of three (60

§kt8.) and I'll add four 2-oz. pkts. (worth 40c)BeBt
weet Com. Beans. Peas and Squa&h. also, trial sub-

scription to Park's Floral Ma^ra^ne.which cheers
and brightens more than 600,000 homes every
month. Sixlots(124 pkts.). Sl.OO. Club with friends.

GEO. W. PARK. B16, La Park. Pa.

WONDERFOt
FALL-BEARING strawberry

Fruits in Fall of first year and in Spring and Fall
ofsecondyear. Better than a gold
mine. SOOplantssetln Spring of 1910
produced In Aug., Sept., Oct. and
Nov. nearly 400 quarts, whicli
sold at 40c to 50cper qt., netting:
us over ga,000 to the acre.
We are headquarters for these
plants. Also all other Berry Plants
— Plum Farmer, Idaho and Royal
Purple Raspberries, Norwood and
Early Ozark Strawberries. Hastings
Potato. 28 years experience. Catalog will be sent you
tree. Write to-day. L Jl fnUBt, Boi 11S,PnuSKl.M.Y.

48 Million Shortage
Government statistics show there were
48,000.000 bushels lees of potatoes grown
in the.United States last vear than
in 1909. This with increasing popu-
lation must necessarily make a
larger demand for potatoes in
191L No crop as a

Money Maker
equals it, and the information showing how to grow
for profit will be mailed absolutely free to any one
aaklDg for it. Our president has devoted over fifty
years to the study of potato culture and the manufac-
ture o£ machinery for handling the crop in al) stages.

ASRINWAU. MANUFACTURING CO.
432 Sabin Street, Jackson, Michigan, U. S. A.

Worid's OldMit aad Largert Bakers of PoUto ftehlpery.

VICK'S
Garden

and Floral
iFor 19 11)

GUIDE
Tells all that is worth knowing about Vegetable,
Flower and Farm S©eds»Plants, Berries, Fruit and
Ornamental Trees. You need the Guide to make
your garden or farm a success. A copy is ready
for you. Send for it to-day. It is free.

JAMES VICK'S SONS. 415 Main St., Rochester. N. T.

12 FRUIT TREES ^s^'^/o" FOR 98c
1 Roosevelt, 1 Bradshaw Plum, 1

Niagara Peach, 1 Bing, 1 Napo-
leon. 1 Montmorency Cherry, I

Baldwin, 1 Mcintosh, 1 King
Apple, 1 Orange Quince, 1 Bartlett,
1 Seckel Pear. All first class trees,

2 yr., 4 ft hi^ for 9«c Everybody
write for free illustrated catalogue.

Maloney Bros, b Wells, Box U D&iisviUr., N. Y.

THAT DO NOT DISAPPOINTQrrno
P 1 1 J\ Sold on the Ford Plan, which guar-

^^^^^^^1^1 antees satisfaction and saves you^^^^^^^ money on ever>- purchase. Oar cat-
alog tells about it. gives descriptions and low prices on
Best varieties Garden. Flower and Field Seeds. Pota-
toes, Bulbs. Trees, Shrubs and Small Frmt Plants. Con-
tains lots of testimonials from our customers. It's free.
FORD SEEP CO. Pcpt. 80 Ravenna. Ohio.

nFPI/CCDIUf* pleeisures and profits, is the
DCLnCLr inU theme of that excellent and hand-
somely illustrated magazine, tiLEANINGS IN BEE
CftlLTUKE. We send it for six months on trial for
twenty-five cents, and also send free a 64-page book on
bees and our bee supply catalogue to all who name this
paper. THE A. I. ROOT OO-.Box 47. Medina. Ohio.

"KANT-KLOG"
SPRAYERS

Spraying

Something New ^
Gets twice the results

with same labor and flu«:d.^
Flat or round, fine or coarse sprays
from same nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc Agenta Wanted. Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. B^^frrlri

From Producer to Consumer
FROM the standpoint of the consumer, aftd

perhaps as a matter of fact, the scale of

prices which the retail buyer of garden
and other products has had to pay is pretty

high. It is estimated, however, that in the

transit from his pockets into those of the

producer sixty-five out of every one hundred
cents have been absorbed by the people

between, and only thirty-five have reached
the grower. What can we' do to make a

better showing in 1911?
First, we must try to have the goods first-

rate, high-class goods, not trash. I sell a

good deal of my surplus vegetables, as well

as the products of the hen-yard, to private

consumers, people who know a good thing

when they see it, and come to the place after

the things they want. I do sell, however, a

lot of things (green onions, celery, etc.) to

grocers at wholesale prices. It may be well

to make an effort to sell more of that stuff

to consumers direct, and secure the higher

retail figures. That will help. We may
also, more determinedly than ever before,

work for that parcels post which, when we
get it, will, to some extent, eliminate middle-
men's profits and at reasonable cost bring

producer and consumer together. If in one
way or another we can manage to deal more
directly with our customers, especially with
those who use the things we grow, we have
solved a big problem, and will come out in

better shape in 1911 than we have ever
before.

Fillers and Potatoes in Orcheirds
A reader in St. Louis, Missouri, says he

proposes to set out next spring one hundred
apple-trees thirty feet apart with a peach-
tree in every square. In the great apple

regions of this (New York) and other
Xorthern states, we must set our apple-trees,

if standard, at least forty f«et apart for a
permanent orchard. Some planters have used
earlj'-bearing and short-lived varieties,

especially the Wagener, for fillers, in order
to utilize the large spaces between the per-

manent trees for a dozen years or so. The
difiiculty is that when the permanent trees

come into bearing people usually want "just

one more crop," and thus neglect to cut the

fillers down at the proper time, which
inevitably leads to the end of usefulness for

the entire orchard.

In the West and Southwest apple-trees

come into bearing earlier than ours do here,

and not being so long-lived, are set closer

than we set them. To set peach-trees as

fillers, as a few growers here have done,
might do when there is space enough. The
practice is not favored by our commercial
growers. It is all right in a family garden
or orchard.

There is no reason why potatoes could not

be grown for a year or two in a newly-
planted orchard, either in the ordinary way
or by covering with straw. By the latter

method the potatoes are covered six or eight

inches, and even up to a foot, in depth, and
this requires an immense bulk of straw. I

can hardly say how many loads will be

needed, but only small areas are usually

planted in this way. For use in orchards,

however, we must take in consideration that

by this heavy mulching we are apt to stimu-

late the growth of wood to an excessive and
perhaps harmful degree, and caution will be
advisable.

Forcing RhubeU"b, Radishes
and Spinach

G. C. S., New Jersey—Rhubarb is a crop

like mushrooms in at least this one respect,

it can be grown in the absence of light. In

fact, the less light, the better. What you

want in forced rhubarb is tender stalk, not

leaf growth. The latter would require light.

A frame mushroom-house is undoubtedly a

good place for forcing rhubarb. This will

do very well under the same conditions of

temperature as mushrooms.
You cannot grow radishes or spinach in

darkness. These crops need light, and a

good deal of it. Although they are quite

hardy, too, I would prefer a higher tempera-

ture for them than is sufficient for rhubarb

or mushrooms.

A Gardener's Selling Lesson

I
USED to peddle truck, apples, and so on, but

I found that the results did not justify the

efforts. I got up at three o'clock three times

a week, and started out at daylight. Often

I sold out well, but if there were picnics on

hand, or a steady rain set in, there I was

stuck with a load of perishable truck unsold,

and had to drive all over town, take any

price I could get and lose most of the day.

On hot days I used to meet old marketers

who had followed the business( ?) for forty

years plodding along through a fog of dust,

with restive, fly-bitten horse*, going to find

the late market glutted and prices down.

I gave credit to supposedly honest custom-

ers by the month. I notice in going through
my discarded wagon book five accounts
totaling eighteen . dollars tiiat T never got
and never will get.

One day I entered a large store to sell

some left-over produce. It was fresh and
fine, but the proprietor said, "You peddle out
stuff to private families and run a book,
don't you ?"

Of course I answered, "Yes."
"Well, I won't buy a thing of you nor any

other man who peddles around the streets."

The prices gotten in peddling were see-

saw prices, up and down, according to the
wagon the housewife bought of. Unscru-
pulous truckers cut prices shamefully to

secure my customers at rates that I. couldn't

meet.
After trying peddling out thoroughly, I

quit it and made an arrangement with a

store-keeper by which he was to take all the

truck I sent him, regardless of other offers.

On my part I agreed not to sell to any one
else, to supply only the best truck, and buy
supplies from him only. As a result he pays
me a higher cash rate than any one else,

sends me 'phone orders and my load is all

sold before my w-agon leaves home. I am
back in a few hours. I am no longer
annoyed by fault-finding customers who used
to strip down all my roasting-ears to pick
out the best, stick brass pins in dressed
fowls, or break wings and breast-bones in

trying to find out their age, and demand
heaping over-measure ! Furthermore, I need
not worry over the non-arrival of the paj'-

car or doubt the honesty of the customer
who bought a five-dollar lot.

In the long run I believe it pays to se!

to a store and get your cash, every time.

Clifford E. Davis.

Mr. Davis' experience will give a useful
hint to readers similarly situated. We might,
however, call attention to another possibility,

in truck selling—marketing not from door to

door, taking chances on buyers, but rather

marketing on a regular route to steady

customers, who will give fair prices and
courteous treatment to the man who supplies

superior vegetables. With such customers
the day's wagon-load can be made up on a

basis of previous agreement with the cus-

tomer by 'phone or at the preceding delivery.

Or, the consumer may even come to the pro-

ducer, as Mr. Greiner describes in the open-
ing article on this page. Of course, to hold

such trade one has to have produce better

than the ordinary, and to work up such a

trade one must have the knack of salesman-
ship. Editor.

Big SceJe Celery Raising

IN THIS neighborhood (Ottawa County,
Michigan) there are many farmers who

have from five to forty acres of muck soil,

and as muck is the real thing for celery,

there is a lot of it raised here. Some farmers
even have five or more tenants raising this

favored product, which is shipped mostly to

Chicago. Perhaps your readers will like to

hear about the methods that we use in our
region with first-class success.

Early in the spring, about the middle of
April, we make the seed-bed ready. First

we put on a good coat of rotten manure
and then plow it. After that we drag it

three or four times. For about one week we
let it lie, then drag it again once or twice.
Then we take a board about ten feet long,
fixed so that it can be drawn by a horse, and
with this make the surface nice and smooth.
When the seed-bed has thus been well

worked up, we sow the seed. This is done
from the twenty-fifth of Apri) to the first of
May. The seed is sown in rows six inches
apart—not broadcast—^and about as thin
as any drill will sow it, and the seed-bed is

kept clean until it is time to plant. The
plants are then taken out of the seed-bed
and planted in rows from four to five feet

apart in the field made ready for it, the
plants being set from four to six inches
apart in the row.
When the fertilizers are used a trench is

plowed about five inches deep into which the
fertilizers are strewn. A good handful on
every three feet is sufficient for most celery
fertilizers. When used like that it will take
about seven hundred pounds to the acre.

When barn manure is used it should be put
on broadcast in a moderately heavy coat.

Celery is mostly planted in the rows from
the first to the twentieth of July. It should
be cultivated every week and kept clean of
weeds to the tiventieth of September. Then
it is banked up once with a horse banker
and that is repeated October 1st, after which
it is left alone till trenching-time, which is

from October 20th to November 1st. The
varieties generally used are Golden Self-
Blanching, Columbian and other late
varieties, such as French Success, Winter
Reliance, Giant Pascal or Dwarf White
Solid. All of those will keep for a long
time.

Every grower that raises celery on a big
scale generally sees to it that he can ship
celery from November 1st to the first of
March. This is done by raising enough Self-
Blanching to ship from November 1st until

Thanksgiving, and Columbian to ship from
Thanksgiving to New Year's. After that the
late varieties are shipped, of which I think
the French Success and Winter Reliance are
the best keepers. William M.\rlink.

THE THREE KINGS

of the

ONION WORLD
Our Red Globe Weth-
ersBeld, noted for its

earlineAS, size and qaal*
ity, now stands at the
head of the onion family.
Our Minn. Yellow

Globe—Pride of the grrower
for its earliness, developing
a grolden yellow color, large

size and mild flavor. Is a heavy cropper
and good shipper.
Our Minn. White Globe which is in a class

by itself—a perfectly shaped, thin skinned,
snow white beauty, bountiful yielder and
good keeper.

Qnaniol flffsr* — '^o' 10 cents in itampi
0|ICU<ll unci, we will send you 1 packet
of each of the above "Three Kings" also our
New 1911 Seed and Nursery Catalog, a guide
to success in farming and gardening.
Remember we grow all kinds of Seeds,

Shrubs & Nursery Stock, the hardiest. North-
ern grown varieties. Write today.

FARMER SEED & NURSERY CO.
378 6th AVE., FARIBAULT, MINN.

BUCKBB£'S S£EOS SVCCBEDt

SPECIAL OFFER:
Made to bnlU New BwImss. A trial 1

make you onr permanent cnstomer.

rPri/P fntlprfIon"""'''' Tarietiea; ttt- 1fri ILK, \^WilCt,HUH^ j2 kinds; Tom>t«M,u\
the finest; Tornip, 7 splendid; Onion, 8 best varie-

'

ties; 10 Sprimg-flowering Bulbs—65 varieties ill all.

QVARANTJEED TO PI^ASE.
Writeto-day;_ Meation tills Paper.

SEND^IO^CENTS
to cover portage sna pseking and receivo this valnaMe
eoUeetion of Seeds postpaid, together with my big
Instrnctlve, Beantiful Seed and Plant Book,
telli sU sboat ttie Best vsrietie« of Seeds, Plants, stc

, BOCKFOBD, ILL.

Seeds, Plants, Roses,
Bulbs, Vines, Shrubs, etc.
Hundreds of car lots oi
F KIT IT and OBNA-
MENTAI, TKEES. 1,200
acres, 50 In hardy Roses,
nonebettergrown. 44 green-
houses of Palms, ferns,
Ficus. Geraniums and
other thingrs too numerous
to mention. Seeds, Plants,

Bnibs, Roses, Small Trees, etc., by mail, post-
paid. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Immense stock of SUPERB CANNAS, the
queen of bedding plants. Acres of Pseonias and
other Perennials. SO choice collection s cheap in

Seeds. Plants, Roses, etc. Elegant 168 -page
Catalog PR£:E. Send for it today and see what
values we give for your money. Direct deal will

insure yon the best at first cost. 57 years. (11)

The Sforra & Harrison Co.. Bos 110,PainesTille,0.

Champion Evaporator
THE BEST

For Maple, Sorghum, Cider
and Fruit J«llies

Easy to operate;
saves labor and
fuel. Write for
descriptive cata.

Champion
Evaporator Co.
Hudson, Ohio
We handle Sugar
Makers' Supplies.

PSSSmveYou$50
On a Manure Spreader

r^if You'll Let Me
This is just a little ad—but a postal will bfin^ my Big

Book—and give you my J50.00 Savinj Price End Special
Proposition. You can save as much answerins this little ad*
vertisement as i-i ft coveied a page.
My Spreader positively wiU do better mRfcaadlastiof^er

than any Spreader made—no mat-
ter what the price—so why pay
more? 40,000 farmerm h*'
stamped their O. K. on
my •9read«r and monay,
savlflo prica. My Special
Proposition will interest you.
Just a postal addressed to Gal-
loway oi Wata-loo, Iowa, willl

btinf you everythiag postpaid.

WIU Voy Pay a Paaay For
Tfao Poatal and Sava #«0.00t
-AddrMs Wm. Galloway. Pna*

WM. CALLOWAY OO.
74SoaHa«ray Sta. Watoriae, ta.

Frmlght
Pmtd

TREES THAT GROW
Apirfe 4c Peach 8c, Plum ISc,
Cherry I2c. Best quality,
1 arge bearers, grafted
stock, not seedlings
Concord Grapes, $2.50
per 100. Forest ^Tree Seedlings V\ T""*!^^'^^'

—™^
11,25 per 1000 ^^^r^^^^^''''^we pay "Incompwabie Lettace.

freight. ^ Cormaa Nurseilaa,^ Box 140, Baalrtaa, Mak*

Send
Dame

&D d a d

-

B for Free
- Anniversary

— Jfttalogandlistofsp*-
^lal Anniversary Coileo-

FREE SEED
Manual, which tells all about our Tested tJiiiiran-
teed Sure to Grow Seeds. Don't waste time and
ground planting doubtful seeds. Get oiu" large, hand-
some, 76-page Illustrated and descriptive Hook of
Field and Garden Seed, which will increase your
profits and help you to make money. Every farmer
should have this valiialile 1911 Book, for It Is

FREE. A postal briugrs It^ Write today. Address
A. A. BERRY SEED CO., Box 442, CLARU4DA, IOWA

O 17n\ C Fresh and Reliable, none better. Have
O E. E.U ^ stood the test for over 30 .vears. We offerwuuw ^ jjjjj jjjjg garden, field and flower
seeds. Send for a copy of , .

'

COLE'S feABDEN ANNCAI,
In which you will find all the good things in seeds, at
low prices. Address

COLE'S SEED STOKE, PEliA. IOWA.

POMEROY HARDY ENGLISH WALNUT TREES
FOR SALE. Guaranteed to be grown from thePomeroy
bearing acclimated trees .Write for dewcriptive booklet
and prices. Norman Pomeroy, Lockport, N. Y.



Fruit-Growing

New Youth to Peach-Trees

I
DISCOVERED the advantage of the process

of dehorning after cutting back some
water or sap sprouts that grew on old

stubs of favorite varieties. The sprouts were
cut back at least two thirds of their length,

and all old wood and dead limbs removed
with a saw. All wounds made in cutting off

the limbs were painted- with lead and oil to

keep out dampness and to prevent the setting

up of fungous growths which causes rapid

decay. The season the trees were cut back
there were few peaches, but they were very

fine. The tops made a fine growth and set a

heavy crop of strong fruit-buds. The second
season after dehorning, the trees were loaded

with choice fruit, the size, color and flavor

A Tree in the Writer's Kentucky Orchard
—Before Dehorning

being considerably better than they were
originally when the trees were in their prime.

A few years later the San Jose scale was
introduced into our orchards and before we
were aware of their presence they had killed

many of our trees and injured more to such
an extent that we at first thought of cutting

them all down. Then thoughts of the cut-

back sprouts on the old stubs and their won-
derful crops of fruit induced us to dehorn
those showing the most life. The scales had
begun their nefarious work on the tips or

tender growth of the branches and kept it

up until the entire tops were killed. The
dehorning was done during the last of March
and up to the middle of April. All the limbs
that were cut off were carefully gathered
and burned and the dehorned bodies were
sprayed wtih the lime, sulphur and salt

mixture. It took a very small amount of the
mixture to cover them completely, and there

was not a sign of a living scale during the

The Same Tree—After Dehorning. The
Writer is Illustrating the Proper

Way to Saw a Limb

entire season, no leaf curl, no scab or rot.

The trees had been attacked to some extent
by all the above, but since we have been
using the lime, sulphur and salt spray they
have troubled us very little.

We spray for the scale during March and
April and again just as soon as the leaves
fall, which is some time in October.
The first photograph shows a tree in our

orchard early in the spring of 1910. The
second picture shows the same tree just at

the completion of the dehorning.
Dehorning makes old trees become as new.

In a well-shaped tree there should be only
three or four main limbs, and these should
be cut back to six or eight inches, as shown
in the photograph (No. 2). If the tree con-
tains an unreasonable number of large limbs,
all but three or four should be cut off close
to the body and the wounds painted. This

cutting away of the top stops the flow of

sap, hence theie is a rank growth of sprouts

that must be thinned while small, during the

summer. The head of the tree may be made
uniform by leaving one sprout properly

located on each stub, so that as it grows out

the side of the tree from which it starts will

be well developed. By careful selection of

the stubs to be kept and by close attention

afterward a beautiful head may be formed.

Photograph No. 3 shows a tree that had been
dehorned two years previous and had grown a

new head. This picture was taken just before

Another Tree, Dehorned Two Years
Previous, Showing New Head

the annual pruning. About one half of last

season's growth will be cut away, also a

great many of the smaller and intervening

limbs will be cut out. In this way we shape
the tree and thin the fruit by one operation.

Photograph No. 2 shows the way to cut

off a limb in dehorning. First a cut is

Same 1 ree Shown in First and Second Pic-

tures—Taken the July After Dehorning

made with the saw on the under side of

the limb as much as one third of the depth,
which prevents any mangling of the parts
left when the branch falls. Otherwise it

may tear off a long sliver from the bottom
of the stub.

The fourth photograph shows the same
tree as Nos. 1 and 2, but was taken from a

[concluded on page 10]

I want 1000 Farmers who have never
used it to make a Trial Experiment with

Nitrate o£ Soda
on a small part of a field, on any staple

Crop. It will be a useful demonstration
of the value of Nitrate as a Fertilizer

when used as a Top Dressing. vThe Trial

Will Cost You Nothing
Send your name and address on Post
Card for instructions and conditions

Dr. WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director of Propaganda
71 Nassau Street, New York

No Branch Offices

100 pounds of an
ordinary Fertilizer

(testine 2-8-2)

^^-«» tX-XY^
f FILLER \

38 LBS

N1THATEOFSODA
12 LBS

ACID
PHOSPHATE^
56 LBS

Both o£ these are

called ••complete"

fertilizers, but they

are very different.

Well-balanced
Fertilizer

(tesrine 2-8-10)

FILLER,
laLBS

NITRATE OF SODA
12 LBS

ACID
PHOSPHATE
66 LBS

WfumATE OF POTASH *LB«.l

If you prefer ready-mixed fer-

tilizers, insist on having enough
Potash in them to raise the crop

as well as to raise the price. Crops

MUmArEOF
POTASH
SO LBS

contain more than three times as much Potash as phosphoric acid.

It was found years ago that the composition
of the crop is not a sure guide to the most
profitable fertilizer, but it does not take a very

smart man to figure out that a well-balanced

fertilizer sbonid contain at least as much Potasb

as Pbospborie add. Insist on having it so.

If you do not find the brand you want, make
one by adding enough Potash to make it right.

To increase the Potash 5 per cent., add 10
pounds of Muriate or Sulfate of Potash
to each 100 pounds of mixed fertilizer; to
increase it 10 per cent,, add 20 pounds.

Talk to your dealer and ask him to carry Potash in

stock or order it for you. It will pay you both, for Potash Pays
For particulars and prices write to

4-r3r»TiifAXT i^^At f \\Tf\T%vr<Z
Continental Building, Baltimore

GERMAN KALI WOKKb Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Hardy **Blizzard Belt"
Giant Strawberry Plants
Everybody likes fine strawberries, and to prove that our new
GIAJSTT variety is the largest and strongest grower, as well as
the heaviest fruiter, we offer to send you TWO PLANTS (worth
30 cents) absolutely FREE. We have picked 11 quarts of fine
berries from a test bed grown from but two GIANT plants set
the year before. You can do as well, and at the same time raise
young plants for a new bed. If you care to send 10 cents for
mailing expense, we wiU add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old, and send all to you at proper planting time in the spring.
It will pay you to get acquainted with our "HARDY BI,IZZARD
BELT" Trees and Plants. Write to-day and we will reserve the
plants for you and send you our catalog by next mail. Address

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 332 Osage, Iowa

Burpee's Seeds Grow!
And the Burpee-Business Grows!

If you would like to read about the Best Seeds that can be Grown and the
Largest Mail-Order Seed Trade in the world, you should write to-day (a postal
card will do) for The 35th Anniversary Edition of THE LEADING AMERICAN SEED
Catalog, a bright new book of 174 pages,— it is free to all who appreciate

Simply address W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia

Our Factory Price and Book Prove

This flte Biggest 1911 Value in a Harrow \:

^^American Harrow Co.,
89 37 Hastings Street Detroit. Mich.

Send me your new, big book, free, and
quote me your low, direct factory price.

H
^1 Name

Tovm

.

II.F. D. .

ERE'S the one harrow bargrain of the year—the firs/ and only senvine iongveless Disc—at a price that you
can't resist. You can't get higher quality or bigger value no matter what you pay. We'll let you have
this Detroit-American on the only Real 30 day free trial offer—no money in advance, no deposit and we pay

the freight. Then if you decide to keep the harrow, send money or pay on time—and our unlimited time guarantee
protects you forever. Don't use an old fashioned tongue disc with its whipping and pounding of horses and neck-
weight which injures the team just when you need U most. A tongueless disc solves the problem, saves the
horses, saves time and work, lets you work closer to fences because no pole to catch.

Get our book and freight paid price first. Note that the

Detroit-American T^S^'^iL^S^'
is all steel, whicli means no breakage, no repairs or costly delays in busy season. Light In dra/f—strong as a harrow
be made. Entire frame and front trucks are steel. Wide tired steel wheels do not cut into soil. Arched axle gives ~'

clearance. Trucks are attached to frame by flexible pivot so wheels pass over uneven places without
disturbing the perfect balance of frame. Steel discs cut to uniform depth. Disc sections do not
strike together in center. All end thrust taken up by Hard Maple Ring Bearings. Pipe oilers.
Steel Separators between blades. Long blade scrapers. These and many other Detroit-American
advantages are shown in our big book. Choice of 16 sizes, cutting from 4 feet to 10 feet In width.
Regular round disc blades 16, 18 and 20 inches. Cutaway discs furnished if desired. Get your har-
row at a price that makes It the biggest bargain ever offered. Send coupon now. Get the guide to
the right harrow at the right price. Also see new Detroit-American Manure Spreaders and Cultl-
yators. All in the Big Book. Write now. Address

American Harrow Company, D°?S'Mic*i**'-
Warehouses In Many Cities Insure Prompt Delivery.

MADE. Lowest
fuel cost; lowest
up - keep cost;
easiest on the

machine It operates, delivering steadier power than any other gasoline engine, adapting it especially for operating farm machinery, with better results
and least waste of grain. Lowest fuel cost for it runs on Gasoline, Kerosene, Distillate, Gas or Alcohol and has perfect lubrication. Lowest cost because
it delivers greatest available power jjer horse. A slow speed, high duty engine. Starts easier and quicker than any other engine, occupies less space,
is less cumbersome, with less vibration, therefore adapting it for either stationary, portable or traction use. IT IS THE POWER CONTRACTOR'S
FAVORITE ENGINE, No engine made has so wide a range of use. YOU WILL MAKE A MISTAKE IFYOO DO NOT WRITE DS FOR INFORMATION.
1% H P. to H. P. single cylinder. 6 to 20 H. P. two cylinder. 30 to 50 H. P. four cylinder. State your requirements and get our advise.

THE TEMPLE PUMP CO., Manufacturers, 492 West 15th St., Chicaso. U. S. A. This is our 58th year.
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NewYork State Farmers

In New York State

are nearest to the greatest

markets in the world.
These markets include Boston and other New England Cities as

well as Greater New York with its

Five Millions of Consumers.
They take all you can raise and want more. Their demands are

increasing daily.
, cYou pay less rreight.

You pay fewer middlemen.
You obtain the best prices.

You pay less taxes, and have good roads.

Other farmers have found this to be true, and they are coming to

pick out the farms that are for sale at $25 per acre and up.

They will not only better themselves as farmers, but they will

bring their families near to the great churches, the best colleges and
schools, the museums, galleries—to all the opportunities offered by
the great cities of the East. Earliest comers will have the first

choice of the desirable farms in the best farming centers of the State.

The New York Central Railroad, in order to assist people who
desire to buy New York farms, have opened a well equipped
FARM BUREAU that will gladly give full information of what
is available in farms suitable for every sort of product and industry.

New York State raises

The Most Diversified Crops in the Union
Dairying, Fruit, Hay, Forage, Live-Stocic,

Vegetables, whatever is your specialty, you will
[g

find farms adapted to its profitable pursuit. \

Write for Free Booklet ''Farming in the Empire State" to ^"^SSittSSfS^
FARM BUREAU, Dept. J, Grand Central Terminal, New York

NEWYORK^
,

Central
LINES ^

The Only Implement Necessary
to Follow the Plow inAny Kind ol Ground
lBthe"A0MK"Itcnt8, craBhes, leTela, tarns and smoothes in one operation, and thoroughly worbs all the soil.

On Plowed Corn Stubble the sharp sloping coulters have thor-
oughly sliced and cut It. where its valuable fertilizing qualities are available. The coulters cut

through to the under soilleaving no lumps or air spaces between tho furrow slices. The under
soil is thoroughly compacted and the top soil left loose attracting and conserving all the moisture.

Pulverizing Harrow Gives Yon
Greatest Value for Your Money

Cattle or Horse hide. Calf, Dog, I>eer,
or any kind of skin with hair or fur oil.
"We make them soft, light, odorless,
wind, moth and water proof, and make
them into coats (for men or women)
rohes, rugrs or gloves when so ordered.
Tour fur goods will cost yoa less than

to buy them, and be worth more. Send
three or more cow or horse hides in one
shipment from anywhere east of Den-
ver and we pay the freight both ways.
Get our illustrated catalog which

gives prices of tanning, taxidermy and
head mounting. Also prices of fur
g-oods, and big mounted game heads
we sell.

The Crosby Frisian Fur Company,
571 Lyeil Ave. Rochester. N. Y.

miiiHpiiiiMiiiinDiMiiiiuiriaiiiiiiiiniiaiiiiinQiiHiiiitiiiai»njM»iioi»^

\Qeautifg Your Porches ^ Lawn |
'^Flowers, Shrubs and Climbers B

I

Special Offer This Month
|
f

6 BEAUnniL HARDY. FLOWERING SHRUBS 45c |
1 6 BARDY, CUHBING VINES - = = : SOc. =

Alf Different Varieties—Postpaid 1
' Our ISn Seed and Nursery Catalog 5
j Now Ready — Write Us! s
I K'armer Seed & Nursery Co. 1
i Station 13 F*Ariba\ilt, Minn. =

g3nHiiu»]rp1[iiHmiuniiuunuiiniiiuiitiiiiE3n)CTaiiitiiiiiiiiaiiiruiiiiiiDHiiHiiiiiiaHuiintiHt5

450,000
800 Varieties. AIbo Grapes. Small Fruits, etc. Beet
rooted stock. Genuine, cheap. 2 sample currants mailed for 10c.

Catalog free. I.EW13 ROESOH k 80S, Box E, Fredonla, K. Y.

SPRAYING
FRUIT TREES

ifi no longer an experiment,
"mt a necessity. Prevents
wormy fruit by de8tro>iDS

all insect peets ana
fang n 8 diseases.
Every farmer, gar-
dener, f ra i t or
flower groweT
should write for^our
FREE catalog, de-
scribing 21 styles of
Spraying Outfits and
containing a full
treatise on spraying

fruit and vegetable
crops, and much valuable

information. (19)

WM> STAHL SPRAYER CO., Box 109-X, Qufncy, in.

^^^^ Alfalfa Book
We are FI?FF
in the center ^^^^^^^^^^^Sfe^^T^ ' t '

of the alfalfa district ^^"^^^^^^^Ss^^^
and are the largest handlers of ^^^^^^^^^^S
alfalfa in the XJ. S. We sell best grade
seed at low price. Ask for Free Alfalfa Booklet

by Prof Montgomery, Nebraska State Agricul-

tural College.
Also big catalog of all Garden and Field Seeds Free.

Criswold Seed Co.. Z06 So. lOth St., Lincoln, Web.

Free from Disease. Grow faster.
Heavier fruiting. Yearling
ApplesSc. Other fruit in pro-
portion. Full line ornamen-
tals. No agents.You save 50 per
cent. Complete catalogue free.

Galbraitb Nursery Co., Box 26, Fairtury.Neh.

PEACH TREES
and save disappointment.

800,000 PeacliesS to7 feet 9c.; 4 to 5 ft. 8c.; 3 to4ft.6c.; 2

to 3 ft. 4c. ; 2 to 3 ft. liglit 3c. 200,000 Apples, 50,000 Pears,
50,000 Plums, 100,000 Cfierry, 300,000 Carolina Poplar, and
millions of Grape and Small Fruits. Secure varieties now
pay in Spring. Buy from the man who has the goods

Catalogue Free toeverybedy. Shee rin's Wholesale Nurseries. Dansville, N. Y.

Planet Jr.
ementsGuaranteed

Backed by over 35 years' experience of

practical farmer and manufacturer. You run
vyhen you get a Planet Jr, and you will be

surprised at how much more and better work^

can do with less labor. Planet Jrs
ht and strong, and last a life-time,

a. 251 Planet JrCombined HiH and Drill Seeder,
^Double-Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow opens

,^
furrow, sows seed in drills or hills, covers, rolls, marks

It next row. Also has perfect cultivating attachments-

JNo 16 I Planet Jr Sinsle Wheel-Hoe,
lake and Plow is a most useful adjustable garden tool.

JtCeeps ground in thorough condition. The new press

"^^steel frame makes the tool practically indestructible.
fft>PCa*?^ ^ Write today for 1911 illustrated catalogue of all

Planet Jr implements. Free and postpaid.

.SL Allen & Co Box iievF PhilaPa

Garden and Orchard
&

Rabbits Won't Meddle

MR. R. J. BouGHTON, of Kent, Ohio,
for many years a subscriber to Farm
AND Fireside and still, in his seventy-

seventh year, an interested reader, sends us
the following description of a rabbit-repellent

that is simple and that has stood the test of
long use.

In Farm and Fireside of November
10th, Page 9, I noticed Mr. Grinstead's
description of his troubles tying corn-
stalks and old rags to his fruit-trees to
protect them from the depredations- of
rabbits, which protection was unsuccessful.
Later, he said, he procured a quantity of
drugs and mixed them with whitewash and
applied, yet after all this time and expense
he thought the trees might need a second
application. Again in Farm and Fireside
of December 25th, Page 9, a note said

:

"It will take a little time to surround
young orchard-trees with screen netting
or veneer protectors, but it takes the
rabbits a mighty short time to peel the
trees." Now will I be intruding if I cast
in a mite?
Take lard (any old lard will do), put it

in a dish over the fire till melted, then
stir in sulphur till it is highly perfumed.
Mix well. Then with an old paint-brush
paint the bodies of the trees from roots to
as high as rabbits can reach. One applica-
tion will be sufficient. Mr. Bunny won't
meddle.
Now if Mr. Fruit-Grower wishes to do

a still better job, next spring, when the
danger of rabbits is passed, and on some
day when the housewife has done out the
family washing, let him take the warm
suds (not hot) and with an old stocking or
woolen rag wash the trees from top to
bottom, scrubbing well, but not so as to
injure the bark ; and later, when he goes
out among his trees, he will have occasion
to smile (I think). The above treatment
has been in use by us, when needed, for
at least seventy years, and I don't know
how much longer. I never knew it to
disappoint. -

"Pure Spray" Law
SPRAYING is at least half of fruit-growing,

as well as a good part of gardening and
truck farming. The new law on the adul-
teration or misbranding of spraying materials
—called the Insecticide Act of 1910—is now
in force and is very important.

In common parlance, it may be called a
"Pure Spray Law," or a "Pure Poison Law."
It forbids the transportation from state to

state of adulterated or misbranded insecti-

cides or fungicides, the most important of
which are Paris green and arsenate of lead.

It will be enforced by the Department of

Agriculture a good deal as the Pure Food
Act is enforced. It regulates the percent-
ages of the poison, the water and the filler

allowed in these commodities, and fixes the

percentages, too much or too little of which
will cause the substance to be regarded as

adulterated or misbranded. Persons desiring

full information should write the ' Secretary
of Agriculture, asking for it. Users of
insecticides, fungicides and sprays who sus-

pect adulteration should bring the matter to

the attention of the department. The act

will no doubt be a good thing for both the

manufacturers of good goods and the users

of them.

Learn by Doing

LF. C, Ohio, would like instructions in
• the modus operandi of budding and

grafting plum and cherry trees. It is rather

a complicated subject, and there is a lot of

"knack" to it. Write to the Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C., and ask for

Bulletin No. 157 on the propagation of

plants. Study this, and any other authorities

you can have access to, and practise, prac-

tise, practise. It will be interesting and a

source of pleasure and benefit.

Neo) Youth to Peach Trees
[continued from page 9]

different side of the tree. The picture was
taken about the first of July, at which time
the annual growth of wood was about half

over. At that time all surplus limbs were
cut off, and the small buds that would have
made limbs were rubbed off, and this fall

the places where the limbs had been were
all healed over smoothly. It is so much
better to remove the surplus limbs while
they are small. There is a fine lot of fruit-

buds on these limbs, which promises a good
crop next season.

In one way the old trees rejuvenated by
dehorning are better than young trees, for

aged trees are immune to the "borer," with
which the peach-grower has to contend.
Another advantage with dehorned trees is.

that a root system is already established, one
that will in two years produce a top far

better than the one removed.
By dehorning, then, the life of the tree is-

not only prolonged and its days of usefulness

made, many, buf this last state of the tree is

better than the first. J. W.. Guifjin.

BIG
CARTRIDGES

The dead-sure Hre and one-ton-
Idlling-power of UMC cartridges
breed that assurance of eye and
hand and brain that makes the
"one shot kill" habitual with big
game shooters.

UMC 100% certainty of results is the

same with any standard rifle—because

the characteristics of all rifles are pro-

vided (or in UMC cartridges.

The UMC standard is more than ever

the goal of the ammunition world.

"Game Lawt 1910" MaiUd Free.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Company
AgcncT: 299 Broadway, New York Citr

SCARFF'S Garden Roots
Great profit in growing Scarff'a market strains of rhu-

barb, asparagrus, horse radish, sage, etc. Best money
making varieties. 1000 Acre Farm devoted to growing fin-
est fruitplants, trees and farm seeds. A splendid catalog free.

W. N^. SCARFF NEW CAHLISLE. OHIO

BESTINTHEWORLD
^ PRICES BELOW ALL OTHERS
|t I give a lot of new sorts for

trial with every order I fill.

Grand Big Catalog CBCC
Illustrated with over £i*£JE

,
700 engravings of vegetao^
and flowers. Send yours and
'your neighbors addresses.

R. H. SHUMWAY. Rockford. lUinois

Our Choice Iowa Seeds are backed by a reputation of t6 years.
Largest eatablishment in the West. 8500 acres in seed grow-
ing, 14 departments in charge of experts. AH the beat
novelties, standard varieties of Garden and Farm Seeds,

Plants, Bulbs, Nursery Stoclc, Poultry Supplies, etc. Ask
for a copy of our large, handsomely illustrated catalogue.

§owaSeedCo,p Dept. tlOes MoinBS,iowa

Mount Beautiful Birds
We can teach you by m»'l to mount and stuff

Birds, Animals, Gamo Heads, FIshaa,
Tan Skins, etc. Just vrhat every sportsman
and huiiter need^. Quiuklj, e&silj learned bj men,
womeo and boys- Cost very low. Succcee guarante cd,big

profits. Free—New catalckg and Taxidonny Magdtine.

Write today. NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF
TAXIDERMY, 2581 Elwood Bldg.. Omaha, Heb

AGENTS WANTED Hen or Woman to
B«I1 Cousomars. Big

Profits, Qroceries, Coffees, Teas, Extracts, Perfnmtf, Soaps, vtc.

Witb or without premiums. Write tor catalogue A.

Buhway FlftTOijng Bxtrftct Co., 9BI N. Wfttsr Bi., Decstnr, SI.

LEARN JEWELERS' ENGRAVING
A high salaried and easily learned trad2, tSught thoroughly by mail. We will

t«a«b the begitmer better engraving than he can gain in years of rigid ^pren-
tloeebip. We will also improve the skill of any engraver. £«nd for our catalog.

The Eng^raving^ School, 25 Pag« Bldg^ Hiohigan Are., OhlcaKO, III.

WE SELL
GUNS AND TRAPS
AT LOW PRICES

Send for catalog No. 27.

WE BUY
FURS AND HIDES
PAY HIGH PRICES
NORTH WESTERN

HIDE AND VXTS. COMPANY, Minneapolis, Minn.

PA T C K3 T C SECTJKED or fbe
Free report as to patentability. niuBtrated Gnlde

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
VICTOR J. EVANS A: CO.. WASHINGTON. ». C.

PATENTS Send ftketoh or model
for FREE SEARCH.

Books, Ad-vlce, Searches and 11*13 T? C
Blc List of laventlonB Wanted ^ cV. Hid
Wabon E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, Wuhincton, D. C.

SCARFF'S
you about it here, but our catalog is free and if you are
interested in good corn you should

GOOD SEED CORN
We sold over 31.000 bushels of
it last year. We cannot tell

W. N. SCARFF
see it. Write to-day.

NEW CARLISLE, OHIO

To McMILUN FUR & WOOL CO.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Illustrated Circular Free to anyone interested in

RAW FliRS.'
Trappers' Guide Free to these whs ship to m



EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED
HORSE HIDE

Your Guarantee of Satisfaction

When you buy gloves for service see that
they bear the "Asbestol" trade mark.
You will find it stamped on the palm. It

assures you a glove or mitten of long,'

r wear and solid comfort.
[<i a p . mn\

Gloves and Mittens
have been the standard high grade
work gloves and mittens for years. The
leather used in making them is specially
tanned to insure strength—toughness.
Eisendrath 's Celebrated Horsehide is proof
against steam and heat and is washable.
Gloves or mittens made of it will last

longer and feel better than any others. In-
sist on having the best—always ask for
"Asbestol."
If your dealer shouldn't happen to have

"Asbestol" Gloves and Mittens
tell us his name. We will see you are
supplied and send a fine memo-
randum book free.

EISENDRATH
CLOVE COMPANY

Dept. H , Chicago

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We ship on approval withoat a cent

depoait, freight prepaid. DON'T
FAY A CENT it yen ate not astiiaed
after ufin^ the bicycle 10 daya.

nfl UflT nilV o IficyoU or apairUUnUI Dili of tires Uomanyont
at any price until yon receive our lateat

art catalog iUustrati&r every kind of
bicycle, and have learned oar unheard of
pnoet and marvelous new offers,

flllB PCHT u all it will coat yoa toUnC UKn I write a postal and every-
thing will be aent yoa free postpaid by
return mail. You will get much valuable in-
formation. Do not wait, write it now
TIRES, Coaster - Brake rear

wheels, lamps, lundtiee at half nsual prioea.

Mead Cycle go. Dept. c-aa Ghiaago

Choice Virginia Farms
ALONG CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILWAY
AS LOW AS $15 PER ACRE. Abundant rainfall, rich

. lojl, mild winter*, nearby eastern markets. Write for

illustrated booklet "COUNTRY LIFE IN VIRGINIA,"
(100 pages,) and low excursion rates. Address,

K. T. CRAWLEY, Industrial Agent,
C. & O. Railway, Box X-L, Richmond. Va.

FREE 300 PA<iE BOOK ABODT MIN]VI;:sOTA
(^OMPILED by the state, dcBcribing industries, crops.^ live Btook, property values, echools. churches and
towns of each county and Minnesota's splendid oppor-
tunities for any man. Sent free by

State Board of Immigration
Boom 226 State Capitol, St. Paul. MlnneBOta

Virginia Farms and Homes
FREE CATALOGUE OF SPLENDID BABGAINS

K. B. OHAFFIN A CO., Inc.. Ki. hroona, Va.

LEARN TO;;WRITEi:
flDVEfiTiSEMENTSh EARN

$25 to $100

A WEEK
We can positively show you by mail HOW TO INCREASE TOUR
gAIARY. Bool; mailed free. Pae>-l)BTi8, Dept. 25, Chicago, III

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
25 Designs—All Steel

Handsome, cost less than wood,
more durable. Don't buy a fence
until you get our Free Catalogue
and Special Prices.

We cao save you money.
Kokomo Fence Machine Co^
427 North St., Kokomo, Ind.

LAWN FENCE
Many Styles. Sold on trial at
wliolesale prices. Save 20
to 30 per cent. Illustrated
Catalogue free. Write today.
KITSELMAN BROS.

Box 322 Muncle, Indiana.

Common Sense and Plain Dealing:

Ralph Waldo Emerson once said:
"Nothing astonishes men so much as
common sense and plain dealing." The
more we think about this statement,
the more we are convinced that Emer-
son was right. Common sense enables
us to choose wisely, to make correct
deductions, to avoid snares and pit-

falls, and plain dealing gives us the
power to do the right thing by our
fellow men and to avoid misleading
statements. The American Seeding-
Machine Co., Incorporated, Spring-
field, Ohio, makers of the Buckeye
Grain Drill, have evidently kept this
saying of Emerson constantly in
mind, for their warranty on the
Buckeye is so plain that it would not
mislead a child, and the common
sense displayed in the design and
manufacture of this world-famous
grain drill has made it astonishingly
simple, accurate, reliable and wear
resisting. Write to the manufacturers
for a Buckeye catalogue, read it care-
fully, and then drop in at your near-
est implement dealer and see what an
exceptional drill the Buckeye is. The
feed is of the double type—that is,

two feeds in one—a force feed hav-
ing great range as to quantities, and
which will accurately measure and
sow all grains and gtass seeds, peas,
beans, rice, beets, etc. The combined
Buckeye Grain and Fertilizer Drill
will sow all commercial fertilizers

and is the only drill in the world that
has an absolutely non-corroding glass
fertilizer feed. The many good fea-
tures will surely interest the careful
farmer and we know our readers will
be pleased to learn more about it by
sending for a Buckeye catalogue.

Garden and Orchard
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Some Foreign Seeds Tested

OUR national Department of Agriculture

is doing a good work in the introduc-

tion of foreign seeds and plants. It

is not to be expected that all of these will

prove successes in this country, but if a few
do so, we will be well repaid.

The introduction of vetch in the Southern

states is an example of the benefits derived

from this work, as vetch has proved to be a

great soil-restorer both in the South and in

the North.
The writer was favored by the department

in receiving seeds and plants for testing in

our section—Carroll County, Indiana. These
were planted out, but owing to unusual
weather conditions no absolutely fair report

can be made on them until another year.

Omitting all botanical names we will give a

brief description of several varieties.

Seeds of a turnip common to Baluchistan

(Asia) were sown and produced fine roots of

good quality. The color is a bright red.

The flesh white and tender. The top growth
is remarkably heavy. It is early to mature
and on this account will be valuable for

market purposes. Sown late it will be of

value for pasturing sheep because of its size

and dense foliage.

A cabbage, a native of Abyssinia, too

nearly resembles mustard to be of any value,

so far as heading is concerned. It grows
four to five feet high and throws out a large

mass of leaveSj but will not head here. It

might be valuable for plowing under or for

early pasturage, but otherwise seems of no
value.

New Watermelons

Two varieties of watermelon, one from
Roumania and the other from the Society

Islands, were planted. These are interesting

in their habits of growth and in the fruit.

The first is of good quality, medium size,

thin rind and small seed. The flesh is yellow

and the color of the melon pure white. The
second is also of fine quality. It is distinct

and noyel in color of flesh and rind, the

growth very rank. We will plant of these

two kinds another season in the hope of

getting some superior melons.

The Roselle seed was planted early, but

owing to inclement weather the plants were
not put in the open ground until June.

The growth did not reach the usual propor-

tions, neither did they bloom. So no test

could be made of the bloom for jellies, etc.

The stems and stocks were well steamed and
their juices extracted. From these juices

we made a fair quality of jelly of a pleasant

taste. The plant is very ornamental for the

lawn or house and may prove valuable for

its jellies and marmalades in seasons more
congenial than the past. Whether it can be
forced to bloom in this climate is to be

tested. From the bloom the best jellies and
jams are made.

Drought-Defying Corn

The m.ost interesting and perhaps the most
valuable of these tests is that of the Chinese
corn. - This is a strong-growing plant with
short joints, dense foliage and bears two to

four ears to the stalk. The ears and grain

are small and mature early. The plant is a

great resister of drought, having a dense
mass of roots that penetrate deep into the

soil. The object in its dissemination is to

get crosses on our best kinds having like

traits to it in growth and productiveness. We
think it will be valuable for silo uses, owing
to its great amount of foliage. Or, for thick

sowing for hay or fodder in the fall it may
be good.

Three varieties of strawberries were
planted—one from China and two from
Chili (South America). The latter did not
thrive with us, being subject to rust and
mildew. The Chinese plant, however, is a
great grower—makes many runners, bears
and blooms the entire season. The fruit is

medium size—deep red color—very attract-

ive looking, but entirely without taste. The
only use that can be made of it, it seems, is

to procure crosses from hybridizing on our
best natives and getting varieties having its

vigor and productiveness. J. H. Haynes.

Agricultural News-Notes
For the purpose of encouraging fruit-

growing in India it is proposed to have horti-

culture taught in the village schools by
competent, enthusiastic teachers.

A progressive Maryland Grange has offered
its metnbers a five-dollar prize for the most
profitable half acre of land devoted to fruit,

vegetable and berry growing within twenty
miles of Baltimore or Washington, D. C.

The recent appointment of Dr. Flodora
Lobos as Minister of Agriculture for a
period of six years is a fortunate one for
Argentina. That nation is forging to the
front as one of the leading corn, wheat,
flaxseed and meat producing countries in the
world. J. W. Jr.

G LABOR SAVING MAGHIN
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TRIAL
Freight Prepaid
Guaranteed lOYears

Send the coupon at the bottom of

this advertisement and get full par-
ticulars of my free trial offer,

I will send, freight prepaid, without trouble
or red tape, the wonderful labor-saving Luther
Farm Special Tool Grinder—with 12 different

attachments—for 10 days' free trial. If you do
not want it after you have sharpened all

your farm tools, return it and I'll pay the return
freight too.

I make this offer to prove to you how
neceseary my grinder Is on your farm
—how it makes all your farm work easier—and
to show you the marvelous sharpening power
of Carborundum wheels and how tney will

not draw temper.

Luther Farm Special
Tool Grinder ?5 TimoslFasJer

Than Grindstone

—

6 Times Faster Than Emery — Guaranteed 1

0

Years — Hall Million Now in Use.
You can do all your farm work quicker and easier because of

sharp tools, and in sharpening them you can do in a few minutes
what would take you half an hour with the grindstone. You
can take your rustiest, dullest, old tools and make them like

new in a minute or two. And when you consider how little the
Luther Tool Grinder costs—no more than a week's pay of a
hired hand—and that it's on the job for a life-time, no pro-
gressive farmer can afford to be without it,

CARBORUNDUM ^.'::.\nMl.Vr^.Z
Carborundum is the most wonderful sharpening substance the

world has ever known. It is made of artificial diamond crystals
created in the most terrific heat of mammoth electrical furnaces
at Niagara Falls where it gets a temper and sharpness that cuts
the hardest steel.

^
No cooling with water is needed and there's

no danger of drawing temper from steel because with the gen-
uine Carborundum no pressure is necessary to sharpen the
dullest tool.

There is ONLY ONE Carborundum and it Ls found
on the Luther Grinders — so beware of imitations with mis-
leading names and descriptions. Get the Luther Grinder with
the 10-year guaranteed, genuine Carborundum wheels.

12 Machines in One
Get my wonderful grinder on your

farm and you can sharpen all your tools
twenty-five times faster than with a
grindstone and without danger of draw-
ing temper from steel or the need of cool-
ing with water

Carborundum Sickle Wheel,
Carborundum Coarse Grinder
Carborundum Fine Grinder
Carborundum Saw Gummer.
Carborundum Scythe Stone.
Carborundum Oil Stone
Carborundum Razor Hone
Carborundum Pocket Hone in

Leather Case.
Carborundum Rust Eemover
Buffing Wheel
Tool Rest
Patent Sickle Holder.

Handles! Tool On Farm
I have neglected to mection every time,

in writing yon. what I think about your
grinder. I think more of your farm grinder
as a handy and time-saving implement than
anything on my farm.

F. N. NEAL. Bristow, la.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12

10 DAYS' TRIAL-FREIGHT PREPAID
Send Coupon For Particulars

Cut out coupon and get full particulars about my 10 days'
free trial offer. There are no strings to it

—^no obUgations of
any kind.

I will also send McClure Magazine's interesting story about
the discovery of Carborundum.
Remember, you're under no obligations when you return the

coupon. It brings you the details of my straightforward offer,
and how you can take advantage of it. So don't hesitate

—

just clip out the coupon now— and send it.

LUTHER GRINDER MFG. CO.
•^
pU.'il?."

125 Madison Street MILWAUKEE, WIS.

^uther Grinder Mfg. Ce"^
I

125MadisMSf. Mllwaukte, Wit.
I

Gentlemen: Please send me full

I
details of the 10 days' Free Trial Offer |and McClure's story of Carborundum,

Bit is distinctly understood that this re- _
quest places me under no obligations, I

I
Name

I
Address

p State Co ^

tselraan
Fence

Made from thorough-
ly Galvanized Open
Heartli steel wire. Our
Free Catalog shows 76
styles and heights of
hog, farm and poultry
fence at from

1 tii Cents a Rod Up
Sold on 30 days free trial. If not satisfied re-
turn it at our expense and we will refund
your money. 80-rod spool of Ideal galvanized

BARBED WIRE $1.45
Write today for large Free Catalogue.

EITSELMAN BROS. Box272Mniic:e, Indiana.

Fertile Farms in Tennessee
$5 to $10 per acre

Fortunes are being made on fertile Tennessee farms,
raising big crops of grains and grasses of almost every
kind, also Cantaloupes, Cabbage, Tom'atoes, String
Beans, Green Com, etc., also llorses, Cattle, Sheep,
Swine, Ponltrj; and Eggs. Write me at once for Free
Literature, which advises how to get one of these
splendid farms for $5 to SIO per acre. Act quickly!
H. F. Smith, Traf. Mgr.N. C. &St.L. Ry.Dept.S.NashvUle, Tenn.

Golden Opportunities in the Northwest
The Dakotas, Montana, Idaho and

Washington offer golden opportunities
for the farmer, the business and the
professional man. Towns recently-

established along the new Chicago,
Milwaukee & Puget Sound Railway
in these states have had a phenomenal
but substantial growth. These new
towns offer good openings in many-
lines of business. Adjacent to this

new line are thousands of acres of
good agricultural land awaiting de-
velopment and in Montana a 160-acre
or 320-acre government homestead
can still be secured. THE CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAIL-
WAY during 1911 will offer very low
round-trip fares to points in the
Northwest, affording the home-seeker
an excellent opportunity to visit and
investigate this new and undeveloped
country. For descriptive literature,

fares and dates on which reduced fare
tickets will be on sale, write F. A.
MILLER, General Passenger Aeent,
Chicago. (153)

I Qlcts.arod
<|i For a 20-lnch or 15

eta. for 26 In. Hog Fence; 2S
cts. for BO-inch poultry fence.
Sold directtothe farmeron
30 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
SpeXUal barb wire , 80-rod spool.
91.4S. Catalog free.

Interlocking Fence Co.
box 2 1 morton, illinois.

Spreader Value Means What
You Get-Not What You Pay

, The Great -Western is a quality spreader—made for the men -who cao
see pust the price to the years of service and the kind of service. It is

bnilt -with the finest materials—the correct principle and rigrht construc-
tion. Then the price is fixed on the basis of our matchless facilities and

enormous output which insures the most for your money. 100,000 farmers and
most U. S. Government and State Experiment Stations—use and endorse the

Great Western Spreader
Let us send you proof. Kjiow -what the wonderful Great Western Endless Apron means.
Read how much more oak, hickory, steel, malleable and wrought iron is used in the con-
struction of the Great Western Spreader than in any other. Read all the facts. Then
you'll know why we gruarantee every Great Western to give 50^ more service with 5055 less
repairs—whether it's a wooden or steel-wheeled machine, anywhere from 3S bushels to 100
bushels capacity. §•

Make $4 to $S
_ More Per Acre

Don't buy any spreader till you get our big art
Spreader Catalog. It's full of proof of Great
Western Superiority. Tells of all the advan-
tages and what they mean to you. Ask {or

I
Spreader Book No. S161

SMITH MFC COMPANY
1
158 E. Harrison Street Chicago, Illinob
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Reo $1250
Top and Mezger Automatic Windshield extra

Demand proof that a motor-car will give you what
you want. You want power, speed, comfort ; but, most
of all, you want reliability and endurance.

The Reo has complete proof. First the 25,000

users who have Reos and are happy ; but it is hard

to get at all of them.
Proof of power : The Reo holds the record for climbing Mt. Hamilton

in California, a climb of 24^ mUes to an altitude of 4200 feet in i hour

5 minutes, and did it in foggy, slippery weather.

Proof of speed : In October a Reo beat a Chalmers by 10 miles over

50 miles of sandy roads. Time 57 minutes 43 seconds. In November, a Reo
beat the field at Yonkers, N. Y. Ten miles in 13 minutes 52 seconds.

Proof of reliability and endurance: The io}4 day-and-night record

from New York to San Francisco is absolute proof of this. A car that can
run continuously day and night for 4000 miles over such roads

as the Reo encountered can be absolutely relied ufKjn to go
wherever you want it to, and as far as you want. There is,

nowhere else, such proof of reliability.

Proof of comfort : Prove it yourself. Get next to a Reo
driver and let him take you out on a bad road.

Send for catalogue and more proof. i> ^^^J?

R M Owen & Co Lansing Mich Reo Motor Car Co

You can
do il

with d

General Sale*
Accent for

Licensed under Selden Patent

^Yours FREE 30 Days
1*11 Pay Freight Anywhere

JoBt let me send my Cbatham Fanning Mill to yoor
K. R. Station on a month's trial. No money, no
contract and I pay the freight. Return at my ex-
pense or keep It and take a year to pay me. Just let
me prove the money you can make with a

CHATHAM and Seed Grader
Oeansand snides all kinds ol seeds, g^rasses and graias. Don't

^ow weeds or thin stands. Land and taxes are too high. I>oabIe
the crops, get better crops and have high-priced seed tr sell. Send
postal now for my factory price, liberal terms, and get FREE
BOOK No. 140. Tells how thousands are making big,

extra profits with a Chatham. Send your name by next maiL
Address Manson Campbell, Pres.,

MANSON CAMPBELL CO., Detroit, Mich.
Kansas Cstyp Mo.; St. Paul, Minn.; Seattle, Wash,

No Money Down
No Note

No Contract

I and RIddtoa
Enoueh for Every PumoM

Liqlifninq Pilless Scabies
New PaLfiem. 5olid ChaoinelSfeel Fraone

Channels are seven inches which istheheight of platform from ground.
Levers are octagon in shape giving greater strength. Bearings ar-e
Toolsteel. This scale will last a life time with ordinarv care.
Equipped with compound Beam Free. Furnished abso-
lutely complete except platform planks. Guaranteed
accurate and tested to more than its capacity.
Write for o\ir prices and description before buying.

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS CO., 124 Mill St.. Kansas City. Mo

nee Is Enough
ToBuyaCream

arator-
If you have never ovpned a separator, let your
firsi machine be your lasL Don't buy care-
lessly or buy only on price and then find

that you need and want a really
good machine.

If 3'ou have an unsatisfactory, or worn out separator, let

j-our next one be a lifetime investment.
You will not be genuinely satisfied, you will not be

f making the dairy money you could, j'ou will not be
i producing the finest dairy products with the least

work, until you get a Great Western Cream Separator.

Don't waste money on other machines to find this
out. Let others experiment—you be sure from the
Start. Decide now to investigate and test

On Free Trial—S-Year Guareuitee
Thousands have written us of their experience with other machines before they got

a Great Western. Send for our book and read the letters.
Read our Free Trial Offer—any kind of arrangement you say. Read ovir gmarantee

—not for 1 or I years, but for J years, backed by Jl.OOO.OOO.OO.
Cow owners who want a// the cream, highest quality cream, least work, the bigrg^est

profits for the longest term of years, come to the Great Western Separator sooner or later.
It is the only separator with a skimming system that follows nature's laws—the milk

I sinks, the cream rises. The only separator that will skim cold milk clean, with the only
\ close skimming, easy turning bowl that is kept perfectly clean without effort. Imported
1 ball bearing's throughout and more accurate adjustments than used in many watches
1 make the Great Western easier for a boy or girl to turn than for a man to turn any other
1 separator. Low tank and low gears, with high crank, mean greatest convenience, least
I vibration, velvety cream and longest wear without repairs.
1 ITDirir VolnfkklA T«frt.-™ *C Learn in a few minutes from our large dalryinan*e book
ir Ivt-i-LL, Y aiuaulc iniOnnanOII what thousands have been trying to accomplish for gen-
I erations. Turn to page 19 of our Art Catalog and get the cream of knowledge regarding milk separ.
lation. Study these facts a little, then study the Great Western Separator. The rest we leave to your
1 Judgment. YouHl decide to try a Great Western anyway—all at our risk. If It doesn't beat every other,
^ on every pointwe doii*texpee« you to keep It. Write for book Tioio. Askfor Separator Catalog No.CMl

[smith manufacturing CO., 158 East Harrison St., Cliicago, ID.

When in Doubt—Test

AN INQUIRY comes from Georgia concern-
ing a family cow suspected of tubercu-
losis. A part of her tail three inches

long is soft, as if there were no bone in it.

Otherwise she is in good condition. Our
correspondent suspects tuberculosis and
wants to know how to detect the disease, as
the milk is being used by children, and chil-

dren, as is well known, are more susceptible
to infection with bovine tuberculosis, through
milk, than are adults.

It is impossible to determine with cer-

tainty by the appearance of a cow, or of
the milk produced by her, whether or not
she is tuberculous, even in advanced stages.

The softening of the tail may be due to a
tuberculous condition of the tail bones,
though softening may be also brought about
by other causes. If the cause is tuberculosis,
then it is dangerous to a certain extent to

use the milk.

It is generally believed that milk, when it

leaves the cow, is not infected with the
tuberculosis germ, even though the cow has
tuberculosis, unless the disease has attacked
the udder of the cow. However, the tuber-
cular germs may enter and infect the milk
immediately after it has been drawn, and
before it is taken from the barn, if cows
are present which have tuberculosis of the
lungs or the intestines, and so give off

germs in their breath and feces.

The Only Safe Course

It would be most advisable to have a
qualified veterinarian test this or any other
suspected cow with tuberculin, and in

case she reacts, to dispose of her, thoroughly
disinfect her quarters and substitute a
healthy cow in her place. In case the
trouble is not tuberculosis, the veterinarian
can diagnose the trouble and prescribe for
her when applying the test.

Another subscriber has an otherwise
healthy cow whose nostrils discharge matter
and some blood. These may be the results

of a bad cold or possibly of tuberculosis.
The latter disease is the more to be dreaded,
because no reliable outward signs of it

appear until the disease is in its last stages.

The animal, may have become a source of

danger to the rest of the herd and to those
who use the milk by reason of the germs it

gives off in its feces or when it coughs or
slobbers. The udder may even become
affected and germs enter the milk direct,

without any emaciation, serious coughing or
other readily visible symptom of the disease
having appeared. The only safe course,

where tuberculosis is suspected, is to test

for it.

Our advice to the second inquirer was to

place the cow in a warm, well-lighted, well-

ventilated stall, with plenty of bedding, so
as to help her recover from any cold she
may have, but to have the tuberculin test

applied in addition. Hugh G. V.\n Pelt.

Just a word here regarding some current
suspicions concerning the test. It is im-
possible to give a healthy animal the disease
by injecting tuberculin, which is a heated
and filtered extract of bouillon in which
tuberculosis germs have been grown, no
germs, living or dead, being present in the
final product, after filtration. The injection
of this not only cannot infect a healthy
animal, but there is absolutely no sound evi-

dence that it hastens the course of the dis-

ease in animals already tuberculous. The
test is almost unvarj'ingly accurate, in the
hands of qualified and careful persons.

Editor.

Hard Milking Made ELasy

THERE are two methods of rendering less

difficult the operation of milking hard
milkers. One that is often practised is the
slitting of the teat with an instrument'which
most veterinarians have. This loosens the
"sphincter" muscle which causes the opening
in the end of the teat to be small.

There are two dangers which accompany
this operation. First, foreign germs may
gain access to the interior of the teat, caus-
ing infection that gives endless trouble to

the milker and perhaps a portion of the
cow's udder may be thereby lost. The sec-

ond danger is that in healing the opening
in the teat may become even smaller than it

was before the teat was slit.

A simpler method and one less liable of

ill results is to use a teat-plug to dilate

gradually the opening. These plugs can be
secured through any local druggist from
veterinary-supply houses. They are made of

lead and are of the proper form so that when
inserted into the teat they will remain there

between milking periods. It is best to disin-

fect them each time before inserting to

eliminate all liability of infection. Put them
in boiling water a few seconds and then,

when they are cool, insert them, handling

them always as little as possible and with

clean hands. By the continued use of teat-

plugs for a short time the difficulty of milk-

ing can be greatly lessened. H. G. V. P.

Farm and Fireside, January 25, 1911

HESS DIP
and Disinfectant
— is an indispensable necessity to —

every live stock owner.
Farmers and stockmen suffer,

through lice and parasites, the appal-
ling annual loss of nearly $200,000,000
—a sum which could be saved and
added to the grand aggregate of "farm
prosperity " if Dr. Hess Dip and Disin-
fectant were used the country over.

Dealers, everywhere, handle this
preparation. It is easily prepared—
easily applied. It meets the govern-
ment requirement for official dipping for

sheep scab. Use it for lice, fleas, sheep
ticks, sheep scab, foot rot, mange, bog
cholera and every form of germ or
parasitic disease. Cleanses and pur-
ifies pens and stables. Send for our
free Dip Book.

One gallon makes so to loo g:*l-

lons of solution ready for use.

DR. HESS A CLARK. .iUhtond. Ohio

Yoa want to be a lawyer

—and here is tlie way!
Have you love for the profession, good

health, energy', common sense and patience?
Witli these qualities—and sound training—
you may expect the highest success.

We are thoroughly competent to give you
the training. For 20 years we have prepared
men from all walks of life to practice law.
Our graduates hai'e passed rigid bar exam-
inations in every state. Our system is en-
dorsed by judges, lawyers and law colleges.

Our teachers are practicing attorneys. Our
courses are complete—text books, lessons,

side helps, lectures, Ulns-
tratlve cases, examina-
tions, suggestions, encour-
agement and counsel.

Our Complete College
Law Course is desifirned es*
pecially for earnest young
men, handicapped by little

spare time and less money,
but full of courage and per-
sistence. Such men win out.

Send for the cataloiftLe
and "evidence."

STUDY
LAW
AT

HOME
SPMSUE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF UW
144 MuesTie Building, DmoiT, Micr.

I WANT FAIR PUY
For iS years I have fought all forms

of trust combinations, have kept my
prices down where every farmer conld
buy a first class scale at a fair price
and have protected the dealer. Now
the implpment dealers largely snb-
eidized by the trusts say that if I sell
my scales to a farmer they won'tletme
sell to any dealer. A.11 right. I am

readyfor the fight. Hereafter my price is the same to all.
Money talks and any responsible man can buy my scalee
on approval to be paid for on agreed terms at dealer's
Erice. Money talks and your request on a postal card will
ring you my offer on any kind of a scale that you may

want, big or little. Money talks and if you have the
money I have the scales and the inclination to light the
trust which says that no man can buy my scales without
paying a profit to the dealer. Write me and soon.

"JONES He Pays the Freight"
6 Fay St., Binghamton, N. Y.

For tlU'Se ^"ho liave fr».ni od^ ft. to IKj miles to go for

ir mail. Easily placed un tcIei>liotie pules or 2 s 4's

fastened to fence posts. The

OAKWOOD MAIL CARRIER
Mafle entirely of metal. Ball-bearing pulleys. Sold
n thirty days' trial. Write for l>0(ik "GettinET the M;til.

'

'

OakwoodliKg. Co- 25 Stanton Ave. Springfield, Ohio.

Indestructible Ho''.^&Mde Collars
prevent and cure sore ehonlders. Save costl

of hames, pads, or straps. Stronger, lighter,
better. Always keep their shspe. Guaran-
teed not to rust. A^tistable in size to fit
animal whether fall poor or spring fat.

'Write Today For Onr YEAR'S FREETRIAL
with freight prepaid. Endorsed by vet-

erinarie5. used by City Fire Depts. and more
than 100.000 farmers and teamsters. Sold
by dealf rs evervwhere. Good agents wanted.

fcJOHNSTON-SLOCUM CO. 728 Stale St. CARO. MICH.*

FEED V
grinoeux

An honest mill sold In an
honest way. Try it.

»TripIe-geared, Ball-bearing,
I>ouble-cut. Keep it i f satis-
fied; if not, return it at my
expense. No money down. I

trnstyoa. Ft^t«Bt ud b«pt grinder nade. 8aT«s
twice it3 cost ereryjcM- Oct m; fre« eattlof. AIbo

pow«r giioderi, gssoUliQ CDpaes, scaIm ftnd dcrrioka.

C. i71>ITTO, Box 79 JOUET, imWOIS

Try The

Bull Dog Feed Grinder

10 Dayu Free
Ton can grind 5000 bn. ol cob and com to
table mefcl with one »et of B<dl«rs and Oon-
csTCt. Damp grain can't clog It—nails

won't break it. Has only 2 inch worting
leverage which accoontB for light ranninf.
Get oar FB££ C&talogiM snd Samplw.

CROWH POINT MFG. CO.

135 E. Road. Crnvn Point, Inl



Live Stock and Dairy

The Truth About Milch-Goats

I
HAVE had practical experience in the care

and breeding of milch-goats, and as the

interest in these animals is growing won-
derfully, while at the same time Americans
know comparatively little about them, the

facts I have gathered may have value to

others. In the first place, I purchased a

thoroughbred Swiss milch-doe for experi-

mental purposes. When this doe dropped
a doe kid, and the milk was ready to use

after the fifth day, we divided the output

with the kid—that is, we would pen the doe
and her kid separate in the evening. The
next morning we milked the doe for our

use, getting about two quarts of milk, and
then turned the doe and kid together for

the day and let the kid have what it could

get until evening. In this way, while they

were running together, the kid learned from
its dam to eat other food.

Some breeders wean the kids when they

are two weeks old and feed them by hand.
They sell the goat's milk to sanatoriums, for

invalids, or to families, for babies, at twenty-
five cents per quart. I know of at least two
breeders who have a good trade of this kind.

We feed just what we have on hand

;

clover hay or alfalfa is the best. Pumpkins,
cow-peas, corn-fodder, clean apple and potato

peelings, oats and corn (ground or whole),
bran, cabbage or turnips, stale bread, pie-

crust, biscuits, etc., or any clean waste food
will do. But all of the above named feeds

must be placed in a clean receptacle. Noth-
ing dirty will milch-goats eat, no matter how
hungry they are. In general, anything that

you feed sheep or cattle will do for goats,

with this exception, it must not be slop.

Feed all feed dry and in a dry place. Place
pieces of rock-salt in boxes that they have
access to at all times, up off the ground.
They drink very little water if it is cold.

If possible have the water lukewarm and
give once a day in clean vessels.

Milch-goats breed in a similar manner to

sheep, five inonths being the period of

gestation. They drop from one to four kids

at a birth, but usually two with thoroughbred
does.

When the weather is chilly, rainy, snowy
or blustery they must be sheltered, but in

fair weather they can run out, even though
it is cold. When the kids are first dropped
see that they are dry and that they take a
little nurse. No further attention need be

given them. The foregoing are precautions

for the delicate ones. Hearty animals get

along any way, but do much better if given

attention.

We use the milk in the ordinary way, just

like cow's milk. Used in coffee, it has the

same effect as pure cov/'s cream. The milk

is from one third to one half richer than

cow's milk and absolutely free from tubercu-

losis. In all cases where microscopical

Mr. Darst's Pure-Bred Toggenburg Buck

examinations have been made not one case
has ever been found of tuberculosis in goats.
We have two does in the city for our

milk-supply. They run loose in our back
yard during the day and we stable them dur-
ing the night. The hay-rack is connected
by a chute to the hay-loft. When milking-
time comes around we loose one goat from
her stall, put feed in a pan, set it on a milk-
ing-stand, and the goat mounts the stand
voluntarily and is milked ; then the next
goat in the same way. Let me here remark
that a good milch-doe has as large-sized teats

as a cow, hence she is easily milked.
They will give milk from nine to eighteen

months, according to the time of breeding
and the quality of the goat. I usually have
to dry them off in order to breed yearly.

Goats are cleaning up my wood-lot of
twenty-five acres to a nicety, eating wild-
rose bushes, sprouts, iron weeds, blackberry
and elder bushes, and the leaves from forest
trees as they drop. Very seldom do they
eat grass when getting the above forage.

Never allow them to run on wet or mucky
land. Keep their stable dry.

Rails won't do for fencing in goats. The
fence must be at least four feet high and
made of woven wire, and any stumps or

other climbable things along the fence must
be removed, otherwise the goats will be
hard to keep in. Around the orchard
especially have a good woven wire fence,

with no rail fence joining it. J. C. Darst.

Is Oleomargarine

As Good As Butter?
Because oleomargarine is colored like butter and looks

like butter and even tastes like butter, is it as good as

butter?

The makers CLAIM it is.

You KNOW it is not.

You know that it is an inferior article, that it is sold

by misrepresentation, and you wouldn't touch it with
a ten foot pole.

Now similar conditions prevail in the separator business.

The DE LAVAL is everywhere recognized by cream-
erymen, prominent dairymen and buttermakers as being
by far the best cream separator on the market.

98% of the world's creamerymen use the DE LAVAL
to the exclusion of every other make. That looks like

pretty conclusive evidence that the men who make
the separation of cream and the making of butter

A BUSINESS, the men who know, are not in any doubt
as to which is the best cream separator.

The makers of inferior separators acknowledge that

the DE LAVAL is best when they say to you "Our
separator looks like the DE LAVAL" or "it's just as

good as the DE LAVAL, but we will sell it to you for

a little less money."
Why do they offer to sell their machines cheaper?

For the very same reason that the makers of oleomargarine
sell their product cheaper than butter—because they
COST less to MAKE and are WORTH less.

The DE LAVAL has many imitators but no equal.

There is no substitute for the DE LAVAL any more
than there can be a substitute for butter.

If you need a cream separator, why experiment with
"worth less," "near" or "just as good" imitations?

You will save yourself time, money and trouble by
getting the genuine DE LAVAL.

For catalog and any desired information write to the

nearest office of THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.,
165 Broadway, New York; 42 East Madison Street,

Chicago; Drumm and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco;

173-177 William Street, Montreal; 14-16 Princess Street,

Winnipeg; 1016 Western Avenue, Seattle.

F. E. Sanbokn, Pres. Standard Stock Food Co.

I am putting a quarter of a century of
business experience as a manufacturer of Stock
Food and Veterinary remedies behind this free
offer. I know mat I am manufacturing Stock
Food and Veterinary Remedies which are above
the class of goods which can be found elsewhere.
I know this because I know that I insist upon
the absolute purity—because I insist upon put-
ting those things into my goods which are put
there to make the stock thrifty.

My goods, when used as they should be,
will give you big returns on your investment.
This has been demonstrated again and again

—

thousands of times. 1 am backing this with a
positive guarantee on every article.

Now will you accept the goods shown on this
page free—free withont a cent of expense to
yon? I say to you that you will never be asked
to pay one cent of money for these goods. I am
giving them to you for introductory purposes. I

want to show you that the Standard line has
no eqnaL I want to get you started on the
Standard line. I am acting just as you would
act under the circumstances. If you had some-
thing which you knew to be better than any
other thing of the kind ever made, and you
wanted people to know about it quick, you would
give them some of it so they would know, and so
they would tell their friends. That is just what
I am doing. Will you mail me the free coupon
over on the other side—mail it today.
F. E. Sanborn, Pres. Standard Stock Food Co.

CABINET

I Will Give You All These Highest
Quality Articles and This pg*
IVIagnificent Brass Trimmed
Cabinet Positively Witliout Cost

List of FREE Goods Send
RegTjIar
Price

1 gallon can Standard Stock Dip %l 25
1 2-lb. box Standard Horse Worm Powder 50
1 bottle Standard Stock Liniment 50
1 bottle Standard Colic Remedy 1.00

1 box Standard Veterinary Salve 50
1 box Standard Gall Salve 25
1 box Standard Heave Powder 50
1 bottle Standard Pine Tar Extract 50
1 bottle Standard Spavin Paste 1.00
1 one-quart can Standard Fly Shy 35
1 one-half gallon can Standard Lice Killer 65
1 box Standard Insect Powder 25
1 5 Valb. box Standard Poultry Food 50
1 4-lb. box Standard Hog Worm Powder 1.00

1 Redwood Brass Trimmed Cabinet 3.20

This fine cabinet and-
preparations are given

Total cash value of FREE goods $12.00

All of the 14 above regular size

preparations, together with cabinet

are yours without paying us one cent

Send for the FREE Coupon

Standard Stock Food Co., Dept. 3531, ^
ne".^'

No
Money
Send

Coupon
Only OneCabinetSent

to Any One Person i^^^ ii^e"!
ber, this is an offer for introductory purposes only. We
give you these free goods so you will know the value of
Standard Stock Food Preparations. Don't delay about
sending the coupon for this greatest of all offers— aa
offer never equaled before.

ITfREE cabinet coupon EStn^r^WhM:
II Gentlemen :—You may send me prepaid free certificate good for one Redwood Cabinet as described, filled
II with regular sized packages of Standard Veterinary Remedies in connection with your special introductory offer,
f

. all of the actual cash value of S12.00. This puts me under absolutely no obligations whatever, and I am never ta
II pay you anything at anj'time for these free goods or the Redwood Cabinet.

H
11

U
a

My Name .,

Postoffice.. ..R. F. D. No..

I own horses cattle cows hogs .-..sheep Poultry
Here is the name and address o£ the dealer where I usually buy my veterinary remedies, stock foods, etc

Pealer's Nam*.. ..Town.....



A Doiiar
Package at

KineTeniK
A snHicieDt quantity to Biake

4- Pails Of too
Pounds of

Stock Tonic, Con-
ditioner, Regula-
tor or Condition
Powder on Earth.
The whole story in a nut shell

KIneTenIK is the most
carefully prepared Toaic,
Regalstor or Conditioner
on tbe market with the
niter and Salt leK out.

It ia a carefully com-
pounded prescription,
reflect rn? experience,
exoeriments and act-
ual tests of the most
successful Fa r oi e r
Stock Raisers* Veter-
inary Surgeons and
Chemists o£ the world,
including the results ob-
tained by the Agricultural
Experiment Stations.

It omea to yon in con-
centrated form and all

you have to do i3 to mix H
with salt and middlings,
bran. corn meal, oil meal or
any ether ground feed yon
may be usine. to get the
best Stock TonlcCon-
dltloner. Condition
Powder or Regulator
on earth* at about 1-tenth the price you are now paying. Give
as a chance to prove our claims. We will send you a full sized
Dollar Package absolutely free. Not a cent t& be paid as
either now or at any time in the future.

Onty Ono Rackago
We only send one package in this manner, and

this package is F'REE. You decide for yourself
whether our claims are true. Sit right down and
fill out this coupon today and make us "show you.*'
We know after you have tried KineTeniK you will
Insist upon your dealer supplying you.

KarBraK Chemical Co., Dept.408WelIsboro, Pa.

• Bf.BDsh,Gen.Mgr.KarBra£aemicaICo.Di^UOa Weflsboro.Pa. I
m Send me absolutely free* a dollar package of
J KineTeniK I am not to pay you one cent for this

Package either now or at any time in the future, a

Ndnie ,

; P.o :

R.F D Express Office S

S County ^, State

own. .Horses. ..Cows.. .Hogs and acrefarm 3

J DEALERS: Our line is sold through Local Dealers.
*

Send for the best Sales Plan ever conceived.

BOOKKEEPING
TAUGHT BY MAI 1

at home—during spare
time. New system—very

simple—anyt ne can learn. Few hours each week completes course.
Diploma given. Knowledge of bookkeeping necessary to success
in business, whether for yourself or others. Bookkeepers get good
pay—have short hours. Special offer to the first student in each
town. Low price for all. Send for free booklet, "Key to Success."
Lincoln Commercial School, 622 Nasi? Bldg., Toledo, O.

SCOTCH COLLIES hit
good stud Bred bitches. H. H. Engelkisg, Sheboygan. Wis.

Live Stock and Dairy

Cutting Corners in Dairy Costs
s A general
thing, when
some branch

of our farming is

not paying, it is safe

to conclude there is

a leak somewhere

—

a hole through
which the money we
ought to get is ooz-

ing and which needs
to be found and
stopped up. But it

is not to be looked
for always in the

same place ; sometimes it is in the produc-

tion, sometimes in the selling, sometimes in

both.

I recall in this connection an experience

I had when a young man when the care of

a large dairy farm rather unexpectedly
devolved upon me. I was considerably wor-
ried over the outlook, for, although I had
been farming for a number of years, my
live-stock experience had been wholly with

horses and sheep.

I found the farm provided with a far

better lot of cows than I expected—all Jer-

seys, and most of them of very choice stock.

The output of butter, too, as far as quantity

went, was all right, but it was by no means
uniform in quality. Some churnings were as

fine as butter could be and others were cor-

respondingly poor, the foreman on the farm
—who made the butter himself, having been
taught, he said, by his wife—marketed it at

a store in a near-by village where, despite

the high quality of the herd, it brought only

the average price of farm butter. He sub-

sequently told me that his wife, whom he
married "way down East," was not only

the belle of the town where she was raised,

but the best butter-maker—a statement that

caused some question in my mind as to the

standards of beauty and butter in that sec-

tion. Later, however, on installation of

another foreman, likewise from down East,

I learned that his wife, too, had filled the

same place of honor, which showed that

standards vary "way down East" just as

elsewhere—a fortunate thing, when we come
to think of it, for otherwise we should all

want the same girl and the same butter.

Learning From the Other Fellov^

But the problem I was confronted with
was purely one of butter and not of girls.

The farm was not paying, and it was very
evident that it never could pay unless we
found some way to get better prices. This.

AND UPWARD
SENT ON TRIAL

FULLY
GUARANTEED.

—AMERICAN=

SEPARATOR
A brand new, well made, easy nmning, easily
cleaned, perfect skimming separator for $15.95.
Skims warm or cold milk. Makes thick or thin
cream. Thousands in nse giving splendid satis-
faction. DiflEerent from this picture which illus-
trates our large capacity machines. The bowl
is a sanitary marvel and embodies all our latest
improvements. Our richly illtistrated catalog
tells all about it. Our wonderftilly low prices on
all sizes and generous terms of trial will astonish
you. "We sell direct to user. No agents. Our
gtiarantee protects you on every American Sepa-
rator. Western orders filled from Western points.
Whether yotxr dairy is large or small, get our great
offer and handsome free catalog. ADDf^SS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO., bainS.ge.\v.

We have a size to suit your power and requirements. Get one
of these guaranteed outfits
now. Lumber is high. The
mill will soon pay for it-

self. No experience needed.^
No Belt*, Springs or compli-

cated parti to get out of

•SAW
order or cause trouble.
The sawer has complete
control of Variable Fric-
tion Feedwith one hand; slight motion of lever changes
speed. Other time and labor saving devices enable
this mill to saw more lumber with less power and
less help than any other. Frae Mill Book explains
and lists our complete line of wood working machin-
ery. Write for it today.

AMERICAN SAW MItL MACHINERY CO.
150 Hope St., Haekettstown. N. J. 1576 Tenfiinal Bldg., New Yotfc

of course, necessitated making better butter,

for the "off" churnings which the store-

keeper heroically took without a murmur
(doubtless getting even in some dark way
that we little suspected) were enotjgh to

keep our prices permanently low. Frankly,
I was not proud of the farm or my con-
nection with it.

A little observation of my foreman's
inedieval methods with butter convinced me
that they were beyond all hope of repair and
that nothing short of a complete revolution

would be of any use. Accordingly, I visited

all the best dairies within reach, and when
I found one whose equipment and methods 1

felt sure were worth copying, I asked my
foreman, not without some misgivings, if he
was willing to abjure his whole system and
try an entirely new one. To my surprise he
said he would be glad to do so if only shown
that the new one was better. This was
easily done by simply having him visit the
dairies I had seen and study their methods,
and, after we had installed a little new
machinery, he was soon making butter of the
very finest, always uniform in quality.

We now severed our connection with the
store-keeper. I learned afterward that he
had been having butter from that farm for

some ten years and it is appalling to think
of the number of "off churnings" during
that time and the tons of bad butter that he
received and distributed. A number of

wealthy families had their summer homes in

the neighborhood and to them we now looked
for a market. In a little while they were
taking all our butter at just double the price
received before, and this doubling of our
income made the desired difference in the
bottom line in our books. The farm was
now on a paying basis and at least one bad
leak had been stopped.

The Hay-Buying Puzzle

There was another serious leak on the
farm, however, which I did not discover till

the first winter was nearly over, and that

was that the farm was not supplying enough
hay and other forage to winter over its cows.
Toward the end of February this became
painfully apparent and by March we were
buying hay. The foreman, whose native
town, it appeared, was distinguished no less

for literary talent than girls and butter,

pasted onto the dairy-house door a poem,
clipped from his home weekly paper and
entitled "The Farmer." I do not recall very
much of this gem of poesy, but I remember
that one verse ran as follows :

His cows he fed with upland hay,
His oxen he fed with swale

:

To be short of this on the first of March
He was never known to fail.

Apparently we were right in line with
"The Farmer." Reader, did you ever run
short of hay on the first of March and have
to buy some for your cows? If not, you
have no true conception of weights and meas-
ures : you can never realize how very little

hay there is in a ton or how soon it is fed
out. I resolved that that abhorrent hay-
buying business should never again come to

pass on that farm and it did not. We could
not at once increase our hay, but it was an
easy matter to raise more corn-fodder and
grain to cut green for forage.

Many Hands Meike Light Profits

It was many years after this, during which
I had abandoned dairying and returned to

my first love, the breeding of horses, that I

was called in, as a sort of consulting physi-

cian to prescribe for a farm that did not
pay. The farm, which, was in the state of
Massachusetts, belonged to a wealthy" man
who bought it for his recreation, but had an
ambition to make it pay. For, however rich

a man may be, he knows that the agriculture

that costs more than it yields is wrong in

principle.

In this case there was no question about
the selling end, for the milk all went to a
near-by private dairy, where a very fancy
price was paid for it. At this price the farm
ought to have paid well, but it did not. At
first I thought the trouble lay in the employ-
ment of two much labor, for the farm hands
were too many by half. It seemed to be the

regular custom of the place to send two men
to do the work of one and they were fairly

falling over each other in their super--

abundance. I procured the discharge of a

number of these gentlemen of leisure, which
released the pressure somewhat, but an
examination of the herd showed that there

was where the chief trouble lay. For it

numbered a lot of elderly females, toothless

and decrepit, who were being kept for their

pedigrees and the prizes they had won in

the remote past. Most of them were farrow,

for they were of no use, even as breeders.

The milk records—for the first thing I did

on reaching the farm was to cause a record

to be kept of what each cow gave—disclosed

an astonishing number who were being kept

at a loss.

The elimination of these worthless cows,

their replacement by good ones and the sub-

stitution of -a better feed-ration rendered the

farm self-supporting, which, with the inordi-

nate number of farm hands that the owner
insisted on keeping, was all that one could

hope to do. With a greater economy in

labor, it would have paid handsomely.
Pavid Buffum.

Farm and Fkeside, January 25., 1911

Keep holdof
YOUR MONEY
Do not pay freigbt bills.
Do not deal with ^^
strangers. Take
risks of no kind.
Do not be deceived by cata-

logues or advertisements. Vou
can always have for free trial,

right at home, without investmg
one cent, the "World's Best

'

cream separator, the universally
satisfactory

Sharpies
Tubular
Cream
Separator
The latest product of the

oldest cream separator fac-
tory in America and the
largest in the world. When
you buy a cream separator
buy the best : buy one that
you will be proud to
have your neighbor see.
You know who builds th(

Tubular and who guar-
antees it. write for 1911
Catalogue Noll 2«.

Dairy Tnbn-
lars are selt-

olllsr. Ka«l]
bol«a, t D b e
or cops. Um
same oil orer
and OTer. No
wafte.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST CHESTER, PA.

OUcaco, 111., San Fraiiclsro, Cal., Portland, On.
Toronto, Can. Winnlpcff, Can.
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Fully ten thoasand horses
are cured every year with

Fleming's
Fistula and Poll Evil Cure

and many of them are bad old cases
that skilled doc tore have aban-
doned. Easy and simple; no experience
needed; no cutting to be done; just a
little attention every fifth day—and your
money refunded if it exer falls. Cures
most cases within thirty days, leaving the
horse sound and smooth. Valuable in-
formation and full particulars given in

Flemingr'e Vest-Pocket
Veterinary Adviser

Best veterinary book for farmers: 192
pEkges, 69 illustrations. Copy mailed free.

FLEMING BKOS., Chemists,
222 Union Stock Yards. Chicago, m.

NEWTON'S HEAVE
COUCH, DISTEMPER^! IBET
AND INDIGESTION WvRb

The Standard Veterinary Remedy.

Makes the horse sooad, stay sound

DEATH TO HEAVES
The first aeeond $1.00 can cures. The third can

is guaranteed to care or money refunded.

$1.00 per can at dealers, or express prepaid.

THE NEWTON REMEDY CO., Toledo. Ohio.

Too Much people who have
never seen it. Write

PlOrida Land BrooksviUe Board of
M MKJtiMa M^aMiu

Trade for BOOK OF
has been sold pacts describing

dinerent kinds or Flor-

ida soil. We have no
land to sell but want settlers and investors to

develop richest district in Florida, according
to State Dept. of Agriculture; not pine land,

not sand, but high and rolling with rich dark
top soil and clay subsoil. No fertilizer, irri-

eation or drainage necessary. Raises 80 bu. corn per acre.

Best for citrus fruits, truck and staple crops. An industri-

ous man, with $500 to $1,000 capital, can be independent

here. 300 ft. above sea ; no swamps or marshes. Ideal cli-

mate, schools, churches, towns, good roads, all conveniences.

Home seekers and investors please investigate. We need

you and win help you. Board of Trade, Box 159, BroofcBTilIe,FU.

BW P^y in Aut»
mobile Buatnen

''We teachTOQ by mail
in 10 weeks to d« a chaof-

' fear or repair man, and assist
_ on to secure good position. Higii-

j endorsed—reasonable—no antomo-
^bUe required. Firstleison free—sendnow

sAatoZnstltnte, 319 Empire Bldg , Bochetter. N.T.

BROAD TIRES
mske good roads and sav« drafts
There's long service in the modem

Electric Metal Wheels
withstraightor staggered oval steel
spores. Ko tires to set, no break-
downs. Fit any wagon. Make A
Dew waKon ont ot your old geaia.
Write for free catalogue.

ELECTRIC WHEa CO., Bi»T3, Oiiliin.a

WHEELS, FREIGHT PAID, $8.75
for 4 Boggy Wheels, Ste«l Tires. Vitb Baolwr Tina,
(18. i5. Herabbing your wheels, $10.30. I niaaaf«ei«ir«
wheels ^ to 4 ID. tread. Baggy Tops, $6.50; Shafts,$t.W,
Learn how to hny direct. C«&ak>g&e«. Bep&ir vbeela,

Wagon UmbreUaJ'us. F. F.BOOBtOati, O.



Hatch Alter Hatch

Write today. Don't you start this new Billion
Dollar Chicken money year, without getting our
Big Free, 212-page book tor money-makers,
"Profitable Poultry Raising"— greatest we've
ever issued. It teUs about

^'^nUl^nC! Incnbators
V/ M. mTmil and Brooders

with late letters from Cyphers owners all over the
country proving biggest hatches
rlghtatong. Own a reaZincuba-
tOT—not an imitation. Before you
buy any, get the facts. They're
all In our Big Free Book. Address ,

CYPHERS INCCBATOR COMPANY '

Department 72 BufTalo, N.Y.
KewYork City Cblcago, III. Boston, M53B.
fiftnsas Cltr.Mo. (200U A[;«DtB) Oakland, CaL

Big IncubatorValue
Successful Incubators have
always been superior to all
others. This year they are
better than ever before and
the price is lower. Get our
direct-to-you proposition
and BigFREE Bookandlow
price before you pay a cent
for an?/ incubator. Wewant
to prove to you that this Is
the biggest real value ever
offered.

Successful Incubators
have 20 years experience back of them. Every fault
of others eliminated. New special features developed
this year. Ventilation, heating, reprulation—all per-
fect. Don't experiment, Get a SUCCESSFUI^the
sure, certain money-maker. Get our price and book
KOW. It you want booklet on "Proper Care and
Feeding of Chicks, Ducks and Turkeys," send lOo.
Catalogue Is FREE. Write poataU

Des Moines locabator Co., 61 Second St., DesBIoInes, la.

BUCKEYES
so EGG

I

INCUBATOR6
' Simple, self-reflating, complete.

'Guaranteed to hatch every hatchable
egg. Sold on 40 days trial with money
back incase of failure. 150,000 in use.

If your dealer doesn't keep them write to us. We'll send
you our catalogue and two books, ''Making Money the
Buckeye Way" and *'51 Chicks from 50 Eggs," Free.
TflE BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., 573 W. Euclid Avenue, Springfield, Ohio.

Builders of Buckeye Portable Poultry Houees
Sold Cheaper Than Vou Can Build Them.

ON A POSTAt
BRINGS THIS FXKE

Tells how hundreds are
succeeding — how they
get big hatches— how
they raise big flocks-
how they started on less
than $15 capital and no
experience — how they
were successful Irom the
start- Tells all about

the latest, most improved incubators and

YOUR NAME
Poultry
BOOK
FREE

Just the book for beginners. Write for it today.
IRONCLAD IN0TTBAT0J Ĉ0̂ ,Box 49 ^Racine.ViB.

I CCT Egg Incubator $1 12.5
Chick Brooder ' '

~
FREIGHT PREPAID a.aM m ..ocKiev

The Prosrressive has cold rolled copper
tank, hot water heat, double disc regulator,
self ventilating, deep nursery, high legs,
double doors, safety lamp. It is made from
Special Heat and Cold Resisting Material
with hundreds of dead air cells. Wri(e today.

PROGRESSIVE IHCUBATOR CO., Box 142 Racine, Wis.
G. C. WHEELER, Manager.

A Cenulne Rsllabia Incubator at
less than price asked for those
cheap pasteboard. Iron walled ma-'
chines. Perfect, reliable, hot air,

heating and ventilating system at
Lowest Cost of all. We Pay Freight east of
Denver. Send for our Free Book and special
ofEer or better yet Send Order Today.
Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co., Bo»B4i Quincy, III,

Foultra tlic Best Paying
Branch^oflarmingi

The l911 catalog by Robert H. Essex,
poultry and incubator expen,
will start you right. Improved incu-

batorg and broodera. Read 'VWhy
Some Succeed Where others Fail."

ROBERT ESSEX INCUBATOR CO.

83 Henry St.. Buffalo. N. Y.

GET OUR LOWnni^p on first-class INGUBA-
a f\ I b TORS & BROODERS.I
S-HATCH FREE OFFEE on our NEW NOi
MOISTURE GEM. Greatest Incubator In-r
n^ntion Ever Made. No Guess Work. No| i

Worry. Thousands in use. Everybody'^^rGignt I

fiucceeds. At dealers or send for free book. Paid,
j_

GEM INCUBATOR CO.. Box 35 Trotwood. 0*

in the next

^S thirty days

Feed your hens green bone, cut with a
Stearns Bone Cutter. We will lend you
one to try, free, for the next 80 days.
If your hens don't lay lots more eggs,
don't pay for it. Write to-day for
catalog and booklet, **How to make
poultry pay."

R. €. Stearns & Co., Box 12. Syracuse. N.Y.

HO00 120-Egg Incubator
120-Chick Brooder

Blesest Value Ever OHered
'Safest, surest hatcher made. Metal
covered all around. Self-regulaj;lng.
Big Free Book tells WT^vc A ¥ C!
about the famous li>J_i/-VJ_.0
Freight prepaid East of the Missouri
River and North of Tenn. Send for
Free Catalogue and bargain offer,

i. W. niLLEBCO., Box Sli Freeport, III.

MAKE HENS LAY
more eggs; lareer, more vigorous chlcksj
heavier fowls, by feeding cut bone.

UAUII*C LATEST MODEL
IHAIIn O BONE CUTTER

,
, cuts fast, easy, 6ne: never does.

Dears' Pr.. Trial. No money Id advance. Book free,

r.W.MANN CO.. Bax S« MILFORD, iWASS.
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Utility Poultry-House

IN
DESIGNING this house I endeavored to

meet the requirements of the average
poultry-breeder and give a good house at

reasonable price. This house may be made
cheaper by using cheap flooring instead of the

siding, and by making the frame of two-by-

four all through, instead of doubling at the

sills and corners as I did in building mine,

and also by reducing the size of the scratch-

ing-shed. If this shed is divided by a wire

partition, it will make a most excellent roost-

ing-place for the old birds and youngsters in

summer, or it can be used as a brood pen
for a few hens and the very early chicks.

I have left the location of the small drop

openings for the fowls to the builder.

I have shown no dropping-boards, leaving

that to the option of the builder. The three

roof; 296 feet 6-inch drop siding; 8 pieces

2x4, 16 feet long, for sills and plates; 9

pieces 2x4, 12 feet long, for the front stud-

ding; 13 pieces 2x4, 10 feet long, for back
studding; 10 pieces 2x4, 14 feet long, for

rafters.

Additional lumber for window-frames,
corners, etc., would vary with the prefer-

ences of builder as to details of plan. My
house took 8 pieces 1x4, 8 feet long; 6 pieces

1x3, 12 feet long; 1 piece 1x12, 14 feet long;

2 pieces 1x2, 10 feet long ; 1 bundle lath.

About thirty pounds of nails ranging from
ten-penny down, two pounds of lath nails

and two pounds of staples, besides hinges,

loose pin-butts and other incidentals would
be needed. A. E. Vandervort.

More About Flooring

SOME few issues ago (November 10th)
\

described the making of a cement hen-
house floor. A subscriber asks for more
details.

In making the floor it is well to construct

a base of cinders well tamped down two or

I6fr.-

Front View of the Utility Poultry-House

windows should be put on with loose pin-

butts so that they can be removed in hot
weather. The muslin frame above should be
made of one-inch lumber and covered with
cheap muslin on both sides ; this will leave

an inch air space between the two sheets of
muslin which will keep out the cold, but
still allow of free ventilation without any
drafts. A drop curtain in front of the roosts

should be used in the coldest weather. If

t' -e house is made of matched lumber, it will

need tar-paper only at the ba,ck, around this

roosting compartment.
I have used muslin-front houses for a

number of years and have found that the

birds do better in these houses than in the

three inches thick, to
.
keep the floor from

absorbing dampness from the ground
beneath. Small rubble stone or coarse gravel

will answer the purpose if the cinders are

not available. In that case, the thickness of

the base should be increased somewhat, as

the stone or gravel is not so good a non-con-

ductor as the cinders. On top of this base lay

two and one half inches of concrete composed
of one part Portland cement to five of sand.

Before it sets finish with a half-inch surface

composed of a one-to-three mixture. This
will make a most serviceable floor for the

hen-house, and the cost is exceptionally

light. M. G. Rambo.

Here is the Man
Who Saves You

»25 to «75 ^le"
Phelps, the made-to-order buggy

maker, wants to get acquainted with

you and tell you how he can make you
a big saving on any kind of a buggy
or vehicle you want to buy by selling

you direct from his big factories at

wholesale prices.

Don't YouWant Free Book?
It's his only salesman showinfr 125 styles

to choose from—showing in big; photographs
all aboyt how good buggies are made. Split
Hickory Vehicles are trade-marked vehicles
— the highest grade that's made. Not a
single common quality buggy in the book.
This book shows the largest variety of all

kinds of vehicles ever gotten together in one
display. It gives you
many choices in trim-
ming, finishes and styles.

A postal gets it.

H. C. PhelpE, President
The Ohio Carriage
Mfg. Company

Station 23
Columbus, Ohio
Largest Factory
in the World Sell-

ing Vehicles Di-
rect to Consumer.

Best Birds, Best Eggs,
Lowest Prices ^r/^fu?
pure-bred Chickens, Dncks, Geese and Turkeys.
Largest Poultry Farm in the world. Fowla, Eggii

and Incubators at lowest prices. Send for big book,
' 'Poultry for Profit.

'

' Tells how to raise poultry and
run Incubators successfully. Send 10c for postage.

J. W. MILLER CO.. Box 203. Fr*eport, III.

Greider's Fine Catalogue
of pure bred poultry, lor 1911, over 200
pages, 57 colored pictures of fowls, calen-
dar tor each month. Illustrations, descrip-
tions, photos, incubators, brooders, and
all details concerning the business, where
and how to buy fine poultry, eggs for
hatching, supplies, etc., at lowest cost.

Send 15c. B. H. GRflDER, BOX 62 , Rheems, P*.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in Tvritine to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks gtt the very best attention.

a Q

U . IZPr J
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Side View—Smaller Scale than Front

View. N-Nests. R-Roosts

glass-front ones, but that a house should
have a row of windows near the floor line so

that the birds may get some direct sunlight.

The muslin frame should be made to swing
out so it will make an awning in the sum-
mer, and the windows should swing in so

that they will be less subject to breakage.
This house will comfortably accommodate

a flock of twenty or twenty-five birds with-
out the scratching-sheds, and with these
thrown into use quite a good many more
can be taken care of. I have shown but
three nests, leaving it for the builder to put
in as many as he may deem necessary. The
simple form of trap nest shown is one I

have used for a number of years, with per-
fect satisfaction. The hens seem to like

these dark nests better

than light ones, and
there will be no trouble

from egg-eating.

The nest is sprung
when the hen touches
the peg (A), thus re-

leasing the arm tacked
onto the door. When
the door drops the

catch (B) hooks over the nail (C) at side of
door, and holds the door. There should be
ventilation holes in the box so it will not
be stuffy. For small breeds a common
cracker- box will make two nests, but for the
larger breeds a larger box should be used.
Make the drop door of light wood so that
when it falls it will not scare the hen.
The peg (A) can be attached to arm so it

will be lifted out of box when released.

The list of material required for this

house is as follows : Netting, etc. : Six feet
li/^-inch mesh, 48 inches high, for the upper
opening of the house ; 6 feet 1-inch mesh, 30
inches high, for window opening; 14 feet

1-inch mesh, 24 inches high, for the lower
part of the shed; 14 feet li^-inch mesh, 60
inches high, for upper p^rt of sheds. Muslin
16 yards. Two squares of prepared roofing.

Glass, 3 €x8xlO sashes. Tar-paper, one roll.

Lath, one bundle.

Lumber: 225 feet 8-inch flooring for

Trap Nest

-Send NameMy 1911

—Proves Why My Low Prices on 100,000
Machines Make Me Only 7 Per Cent on
Let me send you my 1^ ' I *L>T TCI 'V^
bier, new. 1911 Old 1- 9 U m9 M J| JI X
Trusty book and con-
fidential personal letter right away. Tells you
howmuch less than 810 1 charge you this year
for one of my world-famous Old Trusty Incu-
bators—freight prepaid east of the Rockies.
You see, I'm working on 100,000 machines
this year on a makers profit of only7% or less,
so I can put the price way down even though
I always keep up my highest standard in
workmanship, materials, and guarantee 80^
hatches or better. And my 10-year High-
Quality Guarantee is Johnson's—backed by
all Johnson's property, cash, factories and

a lifetime reputation
for square deal oil

Old Trustys. When I

made only 50,000 Old Trustys I had to
charge 16^ profit, but chicken raisers, both
beginners and experts, havebought so many
Incubators from me that they forced my
factory capacity up to 100,000 and I'm giving
it back to my customers Isy keeping only 1%
or less, profit now on each machine. Old
Trusty is better and surer than ever this
year. Handsomely metal encased and
asbestos lined. Hundreds of thousands in
successful use now—3 times as many as
any other made.

Less
Than

$10 Now
and

Johnson Pays
the Freight

(East of the Rockies)

Write today for my big booh—hundreds ofphotographs and every page
a poultry sermon easy to follow for big profits. Send a letter. or write
a postal and send if by first mail. Take Johnson's word for it,

you cannot spend a little postage to such good advantage. Address

M. M. JOHNSON,'"'Si^a!^~ Clay Center, Neb.

[125 Egg Incubator and Brooder f^^^
Why pay more than onrprioellf ordered to*?ethep we send

both machines lor ftiO.OO, and pay all the freiglit charges.
^ Hot water, double walls, dead -air space between, double plaaa doorB, copper
tanks and boilers, self-regulating. Nursery underneath the egg tray, both

„ Incubator and Brooder shipped complete, with thermometers, lamps, egg-
Freight a tt* testers—all ready to use when you receive them. All machines guaranteed.
Paid H Incubators are finished in natural colors showing the high grade lumber

used—no pdint to cover inferior materiaL If you will compare our machines with others offered at anywhere
near our price, we will feel sure of your order. Don't buy ontil yoQ do this—you'll save money. It pays to in-
vestigate the ''Wisconsin' * before yea bay. 8end for the free catadogr today, or send inyour order and save time,

WISCONSIN INCUBATOR CO.» Bo» 68, Racine, Wis.

Wisconsin I ncubatort

I
are made of California
Redwood. Lamps

I

are galvanized iron,
O. K. Burners. Taylor
Thermometers,

This Illnstrailon
shows the double walls
with airspace betv/een

Wisconsin Incubator Co., Racine, Wis. Vickery, Ohio
Gentlemen:—! am well pleased with your incnbator. After I had

taken off one hatch, I could have sold it to several of my neiirhbors,
bat I did not want to sell it. From the first hatch I grot 97 chicka
from 100 eR-£ra and if the e^ffs do not hatch it is not ttie £ault of the
incubator because it is pertect. „ . ," MARY M, STULL.

Wisconsin Incubator Co., Racine, Wis. Grass Lake, Mich.
Dear Sire;—I do not think there is a better machine on earth than

your incubator. From the first three hatches I got 115 chicks from
115 eg^, 105 chicks from 105 ee^a and 109 chicks from lOfl egrOT.

No incubator on earth can beat Chat. I will etand by this state-
meat« I can prove it.

A, JESSOP. B. No. 8.
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Bigger Hatches
—Wifii liHs Less (

—No Bother or Worry

X-Ray Incubators produce bigger per cent hatches than any
other incubator made. That is proved by the thousands ot let-

ters -we have received from X-Ray users. Our book is full of
proof. But we want to tell yon some of the reasons now.

First, we put the lamp underneath, in the center, where it be-
longs—not on the side. So we get absolutely even temperature
throughout the egg-chamber—no cold side. Then the X-Ray oil

tank holds 4 to 8 quarts of oil—so there's no every-day fiUing of

the lamp—no every-day muss, smell and bother. Fill the X-Ray
lamp once and you never need touch it till after the hatch. And
our automatic trip cuts down the flame when egg-chamber gets
too hot. All others let the excess heat escape. That's why we
use only one gaUon of oil to the hatch, where others use 3 to 5 gallons,

not the only advantages of owning

Incii
the door is at the top, with two double-glass panels. Simply raise the lid to ventilate or
to turn eggs. Eggs are never taken out of incubator. And you can see the thermometer
CTcry minute without opening any door. Look right through the glass at the top. And
the thermometer we use is different and better than any other. You should know
all the facts about this wonderful X-Ray Incubator and X-Ray Brooder. So many
advantages over all others that they're worth knowing about.

^ Write For Our Interesting Book—FREE
Read all the facts. See beautiful celor-illustration of X-Ray Incubator.
Read how weU it's made. Best of materials — genuine California Red-
wood, all enameled-steel covered, beautiful rosewood finish, bottom

and all. Legs, galvanized steel, thoroughly braced. We'U let
you try an X-Ray Incubator — and Brooder, too, if you want

it — for three hatches end we'll pay thd
freight. Youll never give it up after yoq
know what it does. Send us your name
and address on aposta! right BOW and ask
for Free Book No^s .

X-Ray Brooders,

X-Ray Incubator Co.,
Wayne. Neb.

Mayer Work Shoes are made to meet i

the demand of all classes of -working
men. They are made solid and are

absolutely dependable under all con-
ditions. They fit good and look good
and win outwear other work shoes at

the same price because they are made
of specially selected tough, seasoned^
stock, choice uppers, heavy soles,^
solid counters, double leather toes and
double rows of stitching.

I

The Genuine have the Mayer Trade BAaifc^

stamped on the sole. If your dealer^

wiil not supply you, write to us.

We also make HonorbUt Shoes for
I Mea, Z^etuline Laxiy Shoes, Martha
I

Washington Comfort Shoes, Yer*
ma Cushion Shoes and Spedai
Merit School Sboes.

I
F. Mayer Boot & Shoe Co.,

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

LOOK FOR
THIS
TRADE MARK

HE SURE HATCH
iS MADE RIGHT
Uncle Sam never says how a thing ought to be made aotil be

knows. Farmer's Bulletin No. 236 of the U. S. Dept. of Agricol
'

ture tells the right way to make an incabator and what features
good incubator must possess. The Sore Batch contains every one
of those features and is made exactly as Uncle Sam says an inctiba'

tor ought to be made. The

Sure Hatch Incubator
is the only one on the market that unqualifiedly meets erery requirement
of the government. It's the one perfect incubator.
We will send yon a Sure Hatch for a 60 DAY

FREE TRIAL, pay (he freight, and refund yoar
money if you are not satisfied.

Send for Farmer's Bulletin No. 236, sent free by the
Government. Send also for the Free Sure Hatch Book.
Read the Government requirements of a good incubator,
then read the description of the Sure Hatch Incubator
and you will see why we guarantee the Sore Hatck
to hatch every fertile egg.

Write for both books. Early chicks pay best.

Sure Hatch Incubator Co^
I
Box 66 Fremont. Neb.

Buys My Double
Wall, Hot Water

Fifty Egg Incubator
A better machiae for the money cannot be had. Guaranteed

to hatch every fertile egg. Doable walla. Hot water tank cov-
ers entire top of egg chamber. Absolutely self-reguJating. I*ve
built incubators for 30 years.

800,000 Satisfied Users of
Stahl Incubators

100 egg size, price $7.60
200 egg size, " $9.60

SO-page catalogue shows fall line of
Excelsiors,Wooden Hens. Brooders,
etc. Write for it to-dav.

GEO. fi. STAHL
Box2S3-B, Qalacy, III.

THINK
OF IT

•Fntly
Guaranteed

Ask
the

editor

of this

paper if

Suhl and
his Incu-

bator
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Farm and Fireside, January 25 ^ 1911

If Costs You Ic
to write me a postal for free book
about Queen Incubators on the make-
good plan. Send it, friend. Try a

With eggs so high the hen seems to feel

that she needn't lay many.

Look out for soft-shelled eggs. They are

the cause of egg-eating many times. Keep
plenty of grit and shells on hand all the time.

It is a good plan to have the same one
feed the hens right along. They are quick to

see when a stranger comes among them and
they will not feel comfortable as long as he
IS there. The hens that are comfortable are

the ones that give you the eggs.

Chicken Fiction

I
HAVE repeatedly advised Farm ."^nd Fire-
side readers who are not familiar with
the poultry-raising business to go slow in

making a start. A romantic tale published in

a book by one farm paper has done the poul-
try business about as much harm as the

wonderful "systems" so extensively adver-
tised. This book is about a couple of sickly

people who did not know a chicken from a

woodpecker starting into the poultry business
and in two years making a fortune. Thou-
sands of people have bought the book and
dreamed they could do the same thing, and
dropped the little cash they possessed. One
poultryman said that the publishers should
have labeled it "Chicken Chaff for Poor Pale
People." ,1 have received many letters from
people asking if I thought they could start in

with three hundred to five hundred hens
and work into a good large business like

the men in the book.

Learn to Walk Before You Aviate

Let me tell these would-be millionaires
that not one man in a million could even
make a living from poultry on the lines so

attractively laid down in the book. So just

drop the dream and book together. All the
men I know who have made good at the
poultry business began in a small way and
stuck to it.

Avoid the romances and gold bricks

offered by people who never made a hundred
dollars from poultry in their lives, but can
tell you how to make a dollar a minute hy
their astonishing schemes. It is not the
driblet of cash asked for their schemes that

is the chief loss, but the time and money
wasted in trying them.
One of the most successful breeders of

hogs in this country told me that it was no
trick at all to produce a first-class hog.

First know what is wanted, then find and
mate what will produce it, then give it such
feed and care as will develop it fully. He
said he knew very little about horses, cattle

or sheep, but he did know hogs, and he knew
just how to produce the best.

To be a successful poultryman one must
know fowls. He must know what to mate
to produce the kind of stock that will give

him the largest profit, then how to feed and
care for it to develop its best qualities.

These things are easy if one will give his

whole mind to them. Until he learns them
he should have no more fowls than he can
attend to easily, for he will have to put in

some time watching and studying. I know
a young man who began with twenty hens
and in two years he had learned more about

hens than most people learn in a lifetime.

Then he extended his operations as far as he
could without hiring any help and he made a

good deal of money.

Seek Utility, Not Novelty

There is too much guessing and moonshine
in the poultry business now for many people

to make much out of it. There is too much
quackery, too much chasing after strange

foods and fool systems. There is also too

much changing of breeds or varieties. The
breeds now being pushed by great adveirtise-

ments are about as good as some of the

older breeds, but in no respect better, and I

would advise all beginners to steer clear of

them while the boom is on and prices are

beyond sense. I once paid six dollars for a

Plymouth Rock cockerel and three pullets

that came from what is termed "utility

stock," and in two years I had over six

hundred of the best layers and market birds

I ever raised, all from those four fowls.

The reason I raised so many of them was
because they vvere perfect market stock

—

strong, vigorous, blocky shape and good

color. They were from stock that had been

raised in the open for years, and they were
full of stamina and grew like weeds.

As I have repeatedly said, the best way to

learn poultrj'-raising is to begin with a few
fowls, keep eyes and ears open, and exercise

good business sense. One can get con-

siderable information from the poultry jour-

nals, but it requires a lot of sifting. Many
a time I have found much better advice in

farm papers than in poultiy journals. It

came from people actively engaged in the

poultry business and making money at it. It

is regrettable that this class of people write

very little because they have little time to

spare, and when they get "well fixed" they

don't care to. FuEtj Grundy.

Incabator
30. 60 or 90 Days
on my liberal plan.

[Low factory price, freight paid.
10 year personal guarantee.
I've started over 61,000 people

into money making on this plan. 1911 model Is

best of all. Book is ready for you and it tells.

Send the card to-day to

WlCKSIgUW. QutEM iHCUB/tMR Mill. BM 57. ImCOtll. Ha.

SAM THOMPSON WILL SHIP,
fffs Fairfield Incubaiof on !

^2 Days' Trial—Guarantee]
It To Haicli 90fo or Better.

'

I want to pr ve to you m / Incubator is the
best you can buy anywhere at any price.
The World's
B«sl
Hatcher

' Send for my
Incubator, 50, 100

or 225 esrg rapacity. I'll send it
freislit prepaid, i^ill it with eggs.
When they're hatched fill it again. If my Fair

held doesn't prove the best, most satisfactory"h»tch-1
er ynu ever san-, send if riu-ht back at my expense

Will you try the Fa rBeld at my risk?
Wrilo lor Free Catalog and 8-«
Hatch Trial Offer. -My big book I

teil;: about rny tri.il plan. I

^SamTfiompaon,President I
Nebraska Incubator Co.

|

^ 504Main St.,

>l«eb.
Fairfield,

TH'O MTOi 1

TSMlOfTSE 1

The liigh - grade
hatcher now down to bedrock
price. Well built of best ma-
terial. Has double walls,
heavy copper hot-water tank
and boiler, self-regulator,
nursery, high legs, safety
lamp, egg tester, thermome-
ter, etc. None better at any
price. Sold direct from fac-
tory under binding guarantee

ana long-term trial. The result of 16 years' experi-
ence with Incubators and raising poultry.
Brooders for 120 Chicks, $2.25; for 240, $3.50 and up.
Write at once for big free cataloeue and poultry book.
>H-\KATU I.VCL'BATOR CO., BOS 824. ILLXKATO, MLVX.

flMPIRE FENCE
Get the genuine EMPIRE big
^ wire fence, direct, at wholesale.
^Save dealer's profits.

Big Factory, Big
Sales, 23 Sfiyles

No traveling- salesmen, small
^ ezpenee. prices low. livery-
thlng g^uaranteed. Free samples by

mail. Prices of leadingstylesfreightpre-
paidtoal! points north of the Ohio and
east of th e Mississippi River :—

Wlwfl IndKBhigh Medium Weight Eitr* heavy(aU J?o.9)

39 2Sc per rod 37c per rod
47 26c per rod 41c per rod
65 32c per rod 49c per rod

Special rates beyond this t-erritory.

BOND STEEL POST CO., 42 E. Manmee St, Adrian, MicB.

9
10
12

OBHaKEHTAL PERCE. Cheaper and more durable than wood for

Lawns, Chnrcbes, Cemeteries, Public Grounds. Also Non-Rusling
Farm ami Poultry Pence. Catalog Free. Special Offer. Write,

THE WARP FENCE CO., Box'921,Decatur.tnd,

EVERY FOWL A
MONEY MAKER
I want to send everr live poultry raiser my

BIG FREE CHICKEN BOOK.
Contains more real chicken information
than a whole library full of most poultry

_ books. Tells botr to eaue vum^, stept and iahur.

Sow to limit your feed expense and etill get more ftnd betitr eggt ud
eJaeks. 'What not to do &s icell as irhat to do. batch better

ehiekent, more chicks Hve, sell for more money. SO paget, all

interesting. S£iui for tt t'.-dav. It id Free.

HENRY SfETKMESCH. Pres.. g05 STHMMESCH BIDS.. ST. LOUIS

PATENTS:

FIFTY VARIETIES pare bred ctickens. dncks.
geese, and tuxkeys. Northern raised, hardy and fine

in plumage. Prize-winners at the world's largest
shows. Lowest prices on stock and eggs. Incu-
bators, Brooders, and Poultry Supplies. lirge Illus-

trated Catalogue mailed for 4 centa.

C. M. ATIVOOD, Box SI, Dundee, Hinn.

For facts about Prize
and Reward offers and
inventions that will

bringr from ffiOOO to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of intense interest to inventors, send 8c postage to

Pnl». Patent Seme. Dept. 49, Barrister Bldg..WasMnyton,D.C.

PFILE'S 6S VARIETiElS
Land and Water Fowls. Farm-raised stock,
with £ggB in season. Send 2 cents for mv
valuable illustrated descriptive Poultry Book
forlSll. Write today.

HENRY PFILE, Box 627. FREEPORT. ILLS.

fill Best Paying Varieties ^'S.^Lt*
ifW Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Eggs, Dogrs

and Incnbators. All at Low Prices.
Send 4c. for my Book which ^ivea reliable

information worth many dollars to you

W, A. WEBER, Box 936. Mankato, Minn.

Thora's For-
tunes In Ul

We start yon. Most successful Poultry Farm.
Thonsands to choose from. Low prices on fowls,

eggs, incubators, etc. Big, illustrated, Taluablo
book. ' 'Profitable Poultry,

'

' sent for 3 cent^.

Berry's Poultry Form, Box 140, ClarlntU, la.

HONElTlN POULTRY AND SQUABS
FOY*S BIC BOOK tells how to start small and
grow big Describes World's Largest Pure-
bred Poultry Farm; gives great mass of poultry
information. Lowest prices on fowls, eggs,
cubators and brooders. Mailed 4c in stamps,
F, FOY BOX 10 - PES MOINES. IOWA

ylQ DDSrirnC Fine pure bred chickens,
40 DnLLUO ducks, geese and turkeys.
Jiorthem raised, hardy and very beautifuJ.
Fowls, eggs and incubators at low prices.
America* j< greatest poultry farm. Send 4c.
for fine 100-page 17tli Annual Poultry Book.

R. F. MEUBERT. BOX 837. MANKATO. MIIH-

CHICKEN BUSINESS

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTI

and iklrunae tor 1911 has 224 pages with many
colored plates of fowls^me to life. It tells all

about chickens, their prices, their care, diseas-

es and remedies. All about lambators, their

prices and their operation. All about poultry
houses and how to build them. It's an encyclo-
pedia of chickendom. Tou need it. Only loc«

C C. SHOEMAgElt, Box 862. Freeport, 111.

PATENT SECURED OR
FEE RETURNED

Start right. Free Book—How to obtain, flnance
and promote patents. Send sketch, free search.

FARNHAM * SUES. Pal. Attya., Ad. 43, Waahlngten. D.C.

«||j|n|rj|rQ Poultry, Pigeons, Ducks, Geese,
IHlilL i ICO Turkeys, Ghnineas, Incubators, Dotss.

Oatalogoe 2 centa. M1890UM SQUAB CiU.,- 8t. Louis



is the beat single investment a farmer can make
It's the Keystone in the Arch ol Prosperity.

PRICE.. The few parts comprising the
Waterloo Boy engines and the large quantities

in which they are built, enable us to undersell

our competitors.

SIMPLICITY. No frills, no complex
parts to bother you, get out of repair and run

up a bill of expense.

SER.VICE. We let you try the Waterloo

Boy thoroughly before you part with your money.

A GASOLINE ENGINE with the old reliable

fly ball governor, with an igniter as simple as a

pair of scissors, with an automatic feed-regulation,

with a speed lever that works like a_ throttle on a

locomotive. Starts easy in winter. Built for Service.

DURABILITY. The Waterloo
Boy has made good for 17 years. Guaran-
teed lor 5 long years. 30 Days' Free Trial.

We have kept every proriise ever made.
Do you need a gasoline engine? Write for catalog.

Waterloo Gasoline Engine Co.
173 West Third Ave., - - Waterloo, Iowa

A 7 Million Rod Price
Our new prices are based on this enorm-
ous output. Prices tlie lowest ever made
for a lilgli grade fence. We can

Save You 5 to 15 Cents a Rod
and you'll say
it is the best
fence you'ever
used, easiest
put up, lasts
longest and is
the strongest

fence made. Sell to user at

Dealers PricesFreightPrepaid
Don't buy fence AT ANY PRICE before get-
ting our prices. They will surprise yoti.

Slt^^\%rmay bl 30 Dajs Fiec Trial
sure they are
satisfied. Full
line of Farm
and Poultry
Fence. Very
low prices on
BARBED WIRE
and GATES. Write for Free Catalogue.

COILED SPRING FENCE COMPANY,
Box 30 WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Heaviest Fence Made
Heaviest Galvanizing

We make 160 styles. Horse
cattle, sheep, hog-, and bull
proof fences made of No. 9
double g-alvanized wires
and absolutely rust proof
Bargain Priosi

14 (lenJ per Rod Up
Poultry and Rabbit Proof
Fences, JLawn Fences and
Gates. Send for Catalog
and Free sample for test.
The Brown fence &Wire Co.

Dept.21W (Ueveland*

AGENTS 100% PROFIT

Moat perfect and valuable Com-
bination of tools ever invented. Sella
at si^ht to Farmers, Plumbers,

Machinists, Automobile Owners, in stores and the home.
Made of Drop Forged high grade carbon steel. One agent in

Essex Ckmnty, N. Y., after a 6 days' canvass ordered 100 tools
His profit $100.00. Big snap for agents. Sample free to workers

T.THOMAS MFG. CO., 2746 Warne St., Dayton, Ohio

FOR MENDING HARNESS
Ittakea » ehoes, tents, awnings, pulley belts, car-
a wax -^jiL^ pets, saddles, suit cases, buggy tops,
thread, C''^^:^?^^ dash boards, or any heavy material.
feeds
from spool and
does the work of
any harness maker
machine. It is indis-
pensable for farmers.
Agents wanted. Sent prepaid
for $1.25. Send at once for
catalog. STFWART-SKINNER CO.

23 Hennon Street, Worcester, Mass.

tewaiit' 8 Atjtomatio
Awii is the on Iy per-

fect Sew-ing— Awl.

Don't Rust Farm Fence
Heavily galvanized. Sold
direct to farmers at
manufacturers' prices.

Also Poultry and Orna*
me11t.1l Wire and Iron
Fencea, Sidetrack deal-
ers'proflts. Catalog free.

Gtit Special Offer. Write.

THE WARD FENCE CO.

BOX 363, DECATUR. IHD.

>»»:<

UWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
vood. 32 pa^^e Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,
Celled Spring Fence Oo.
Box 403 Winchester. Xnd.

WANTED!! YOUNG MEN!! RAILROAD!!
steam ftod £lc«tria Tr&ln Berrlo.. 966 to flSO per month. Big

demiind.' All roads HuQdrcdfl put to work. Experlenoe im-

aeeeae&Tj, Injtructloiu by mall. Fire huQdt«d mors w.ntod.

I. BAILWAT 0. I. No. 86, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

More About Making Brooms
BROOM-MAKING Seems to interest many

farmers. The editors of Farm and Fire-

side tell me many inquiries have come
to them on that subject since the publication

of my letter in the issue of November 25th.

In the first place it should be understood
that this work is a trade, and no one without

being „l.own the actual operation can make a

success of it. It is necessary to learn many
things that cannot be made plain on paper.

The machinery needed to make a good
broom is as follows: A cylinder scraper to

remove seed, a harl-cutter and harl-stemmer,

a "squirrel cage" broom tier, a broom-vise
to hold the broom while sewing it, a broom-
clipper to cut off the uneven ends of brush
after brush is tied to the handle and sewed.
There will also be needed a pair of "hand-
cuffs" to push the needle through in sewing,

and a broom needle pointed at both ends,

with the eye in the middle. Any kind of a

building will do to work in if it is light and
roomy. We use a large cellar with four
good-sized windows.
The sorting of broom-corn is the first and

most important lesson the beginner rnust

learn. It is not very difficult when shown
by another, but impossible to describe on
paper. The learner must know, at sight,

first the long even harl, second harl, shingles,

turndown and handle corn. Pictures and
diagrams given with catalogues of machinery
help make it plain, and yet I know I could

not have learned without first being shown.
I find "Brooms, Brushes and Handles,"

published monthly at Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
a very good periodical on this subject—one
dollar a year, H. H. Murphy.

The Long Road We Have
Tray>eled

[continued from page 4]

In 18S1 Jesse Williams of New York
started the first cooperative cheese factory,
thereby taking cheese-making from the farm.
About 1880 the cream separator came into
operation, and in 1890 Babcock gave to the
world his milk test. Combined they took
from the farmer's wife the burden of butter-
making. In 1876 Francis Morris of Mary-
land erected the first silo for the preserva-
tion of green corn forage in America. At
first regarded with suspicion by farmers, the
silo has now become a vital factor in

advanced dairying and its importance is

beginning to be recognized in beef produc-
tion.

During this period the reaper was per-
fected into the grain-harvester while the
necessities of the great West brought out
the header and the combined header and
thresher. About 1880 came the telephone
and electric lighting, and by 1890 the gaso-
lene-engine. Once the telephone was for

the city alone ; now it is the farmer's best

ally. Once the postman left letters at the
doors of city homes only; now 41,000 rural
inail-carriers daily bring mail to the homes
of 4,000,000 farmers. That marvelous inven-
tion, the automobile, only yesterday the city

man's machine, is with the auto-truck now
beginning to find its greatest use in the
country among the farmers.
One note of discord. The rush of settlers

to the great fertile West drained the country
from eastern Ohio to the Atlantic of much
of its best youth and treasure. Young men
and women from the farms and money from
the banks poured into the Weci and left the

East poor indeed. Because of this and the

rush to the cities the farming property of the

great state of New York shrunk $150,000,000
in value between the years 1870 and 1900.

But now there is a returning tide and East-
ern farming lands and Eastern agriculture
are coming back to their former exalted
position.

All through this paper the transportation
problem has loomed up as the leading feature

in aiding and directing the agricultural

development of our country. Without ade-
quate transportation the grain in a Dakota
elevator has little value. It must first be
moved to where it is needed for human food.

Transportation has been in the past, and
still is, the greatest material factor in the
development and prosperity of agriculture in

this country. Our freight trains now move
with the speed of passenger trains of earlier

days, but still the railroads fail to serve as

widely as they should. Tardily and to our
shame we are only beginning to take interest

in water transportation.
And now we talk of the wireless telegraph

and the aeroplane ! Steadily and surely we
are approaching the period of almost perfect
fluidity of transport. And so, agriculturally

and otherwise, we are entering a period that,

figuratively, we may style the flying age.

American-trained truckers have found the

conditions for the growing of tomatoes for

the mid-winter market very profitable in the

vicinity of Tampico, Mexico. They expected

to ship three hundred car-loads to the United
States during December.

What that great pioneer wheat, the Fultz,

was in the seventies and eighties, the Turkey
Red of Russia and western Kansas is to-day.

It is now sought for west of the Rockies

and the Dakotas, and in the dry-farming
districts of Montana and Colorado. *

**Halching Facts" Free
/ want to send you my 1911 Booklet. Just send name and

address on a posted—I'U mail you my latest edition of " Hatching
Facts"—the most unique—most convincing—right- to-the-point piece
of literature ever published on Incubators and Brooders and Poultry
Raising for Profit. It gives you just what you want—quick—tells
you how to start right at least expense. My Belle City Incubator
Won the World's Championship last season. "Hatching Facts" tells

you all about it—tells you of hundreds of other wonderful hatches.
Write for the Booklet today—or if in a hurry, order direct from this
ad—hundreds of others do. I'U send book, too. Anyway, read my
remarkable offer below. J. V. ROHAN, President Belle City Incubator Co

5Buys the
Best'

Ever
Made

$4.85 Buys tbe Best Brooder
WeSblp

Quick From
St. Paul
Buffalo

Kansas City
or Racine

Botli Incubator and Brooder. Ordered Together. Cost•— But $11.50—Freight Prepaid (East of Rodkies)
Our Belle City Incmbator will hatch more chicks, under

the same condition's, than any other incubator, else your money
will be refunded. This I guarantee. It has double walls and
dead-air spacs aU over, copper tank and boiler, hot water
heat. The best self-reg:uIator, deep nursery, strongr eggr tray,
high legs, double door. "Tycos" thermometer, egg tester and safety lamp included.

The Belle City Brooder is the only brooder having
double walls and dead-air space. I guarantee it to raise
more chicks than any other brooder made. Hot-water,
top heat, wire yard, platform and safety lamp.
A Complete Hatching Outfit tor Only $11 50
No machines at any price are better—75,000 in use.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Write for book, "Hatching
Facts" today, or send the price now and save waiting.

J. V. ROHAN. Pres.
140-Chlck Brooder Belle City Incubator Co., Box 100« Racine, Wis.

You can do it. They are the simplest rules you evertried to carry out. Thousands
of corn-growers are doing it and making more money out of their corn than they
thought possible before Holden told them how—and not one ounce more work
or any harder work. Don 't be among the thousands who are sticking to methods
out-of-date a generation ago. You corn-growing farmers of the Com Belt,
Holden has a message for you. It was because he had the same corn problems
you have that enabled him to discover the principles of corn-growing, which he
has summarized in Holden's Four Rules. What he discovered, you can apply.
Learn how to grow bigger crops, how to fill your cribs fuller, and to make
your pocket books fatter by grabbing this opportunity to get corn facts.

HOLDEN'S
Com Secrets

is the latestand by far the best book Holden has written

—

theONLYCOMPLETEcornbook—intenselyinteresting,
inevery way practical and easy to be understood and fol-

lowed—the result of years of experience, tests and dem-
onstrations; and Corn Secrets is the summing up of it all.

Holden, as a boy on his father's farm in Michigan, began
to look for things. He was dissatisfied with farming—too
many troubles—too much work—not enough money. In
working his way through college he worked his way into things for himself and
by himself and soon began to instruct his professors about his rich discoveries
in corn. He satisfied himself that money could be made in corn-growing and
made easily. He learned the then unknown wealth of corn, how to increase its

value by proper breeding and careful selection of seed, making it richer in oil,

protein, starch, glucose and sugar, and how to

Increase the Feed and Fattening Value of Corn
for live stock purposes. All this was in college days. Prof. Holden has studied com ever since,

and he has become the world's greatest corn expert He is in demand everywhere, has been in-
structing farmers and putting them in the way of making money in corn growing, and now he gives
to the world at large his greatest and most complete work in Corn Secrets.

For Corn Contests corn-growing interesting, fascinating and prof-

If you or your boy think of entering your state 'table. It is the new and pleasant way. It tells

PROF. P. G. HOLDEN

or county corn contest, you certainly cannot
hope to win without Holden's Corn Secrets. If

your competitor has it, and you don't, he is sure
to beat you and raise the prize-winning crop.

For Corn Profits
Every corn-grower just must have Corn Secrets,
it matters not how small the acreage. No corn
farmer can afford to be without it. You cannot
produce best crops without Holden's Four Rules.
Corn-growing without profit is drudgery.
Holden's Corn Secrets tells you how to make

you how to harvest and care for the seed, how
to test the seed and keep it in proper condition
until planting time. It tells you how to sort
grade and select seed for planting. In addition,
it has the most wonderful series of corn illus-

trations ever made, showing by half tones
from photographs exactly how every step
is performed. To put Corn Secrets, Holden's
latest word on corn improvement into the
hands of every corn-grower in the country, to
increase the nation's wealth and the fanner's
welfare, we make this great offer

:

Copy of "CORN SECRETS/' postpaid 1 tflnl^ ^1 ilH
FARM JOURNAL Foot FoU Years j

ti'IIiy <PJ.0IIII
Book and paper may go to different addresses, if necessary.

214,294 subscribers in the corn-growing states
alone. We want to double these figures. Your
subscription will help us, but it will be doubly
helpful to your own prosperity. No matter i f you
have other papers, your farm and family litera-

ture will not be complete without the best farm
monthly published.

Farm Jonrnal has been Helping Farmers
for Thirty-lour Years

Farm Journal is the standard farm and home
monthly, with 750,000 subscribers. There is no
better. It is clean, clever, cheerful, intensely
practical. For the corn-grower, dairyman, fruit-

man, poultryman, truck raiser, the villager,
suburbanite, the women folks, the boys and
girls. Boiled down, much in little. Full of
gumption. Regardless of what you may think
now, FARM JOURNAL is for you, too.

Cut out and send this Coupon

Here's the secret. This boy will liave a
. record-breaMng crop.

Do not let another season go by without apply-
ing Holden's rules in growing your corn. We
invite your help. Talk this over with your
neighbors. Co-operate with us in this good
work. We want every corn-grower everywhere
to subscribe for Farm JoumaL We now have

i FARM JOURNAL.
! 104 Clifton St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

! For the enclosed $1.00, send Farm Journal
! full four years and one copy Holden's
S Corn Secrets, postpaid, to

!Name .

$ P.O..

|r.p.d- -State-
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Rutty Country Roads
Hills, Ditches and Streams

Have No Terrors for This Car
Here's a car that simply "beats them all" when it comes to climbing the banks

and fording streams. It was built for farm conditions, priced to suit the farmer's
ideas, and now farmers tell us we have hit the nail on the head.

Whyl any man can go crazy over an Abbott-Detroit. We never thought of putting our $1,500
car against the world's famous high priced racers in event contests, but on the spur of the moment
we sent one of our stock cars to the Vanderbilt Cup Races, and since then in five weeks have brought
home the greatest record ever made by a motor car. In the North, East, South and West
Abbott-Detroits have been defying all natural obstacles and raging storms, and electrifying
automobilists by winning in aU the great speed and endurance contests.

"The Car With a Pedigree"

Standardized—Great Farmers' Motor Car
With that big bold swing that " gets you

going," she sails along the highway! A beauty!
Think of it—has most of the valuable features
of $4,000 cars, 24 painting operations and the
lines, the luxury, the endurance. No other
automobile can carry our gasoline tank; it has
a double feed, giving an e.xtra 25 miles. You
can't miss it—if you make up your mind to
know what you are getting and then decide to
get just that.
When you consider that you buy the latest

when you buy an Abbott-Detroit, that we do
not save improvements for next year's model
but use them as soon as we get them, you have

another reason for liking the .\bbott-Detroit
The price is $1,500, which includes complete

electric light equipment, magneto and batteries
—usually "extras" with other motor cars. At
this price, no other motor car made can compete

—

unless the purchaser simply don't know about
this wonderful car, the greatest value in the world
and the only genuine Simon pure, especially built
farmers' car that all the farmers "take to like a
duck takes to water."
Now you certainly want to know all about the

Abbott-Detroit and we'll send you the whole story
and the catalog if you'll drop us a postal for it

double quick.

Abbott Motor Co.

138 Waterloo Street, Detroit, Mich.

Heavy Fence
For EconomyWOVEN-WIRE FENCES must be heavy as

they have to turn animals by sheer strength
of the wire. A fence with barbs is protected

from excessive pressure because the animal fears the
barbs. Remove the barbs and the greatest strength
of the animal is thrown upon the fence. Its wires
must be larger and stronger. To have a long-life
woven-wire fence the fence must be heavy.

is a thoroughly galvanized square mesh fence of
weight, strength and durability. Large wires are
used and the whole fabric is woven together with
the American hinged joint (patented)—the most
substantial and flexible union possible. Both wires
are positively locked and firmly held against sideslip
and yet are free to act like a hinge in jaelding to
pressure, returning quickly to place without bending
or injuring the metal.

Dealf^rjS Kv#arvwli*»r^^-.Stocks of American FenceL^C<UCr:> tiVCrywnere carried in every place
where farm supplies are sold. The Fence is shipped to these
points m carload lots, thereby securing- the cheapest transpor-
tation, and the savingr in freight thus made enables it to be sold
at the lowest prices. I^ook for the American Fence dealer and
get the substantial advantages he is enabled to ofiEer. He is
there to serve the purchaser in person, oflEer the variety of
selection and save the buyer money in many ways.

FRANK BAACKES, Vice President and General Sales Agent

American Steel & Wire Company
Chicago New York Denver Francisco

Send tor copy of "American Fence News," profusely illustrated, devoted to the interests
of farmers and showine how tenet may be employed to enhance the earning power of a farm.
Furmslied tree upon application.

THIS FORGE OUTFIT WILL SAVE ITS COST
IN 30 DAYS ON YOUR FARM

This Practical Farmer's Forge Outfit saves Ifs small Initial
cost—only S3.60—in 30 days. With it you can do all your black-
emithing: and repairing. Does equally as much work as any
$10.00 forge ever made. One farmer writes: "I had never
before built a fire In a forge, but now 1 do all my own black-
smitMng and repairing and have invented a Hoi-se Hoeing

Machine and made 75 of them on tie Farmer's
Forge." Another writes : "I wouldn't take
$100 for mine, if I coaldn't get another.'

Special Winter Offer Y.T^r<^^.h
Farmer's For^e complete, S3.60, or 1 Farmer^s
Forge, 1 anvil and vise combined and 1 pair of
tongs, all for So. 40.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.
Our Farmer's Forges sold 14 years ago are Btill

Riving entire satisfaction. Our forges have hearths
24x26 inches, WVz inch blowers, run easy and have
all the first-class qaalities of high-priced forges.
Fully warranted. Orders shinned promptly. Write to-
day. Send stamp forcatalogNo. 31 and testimonials.

I C. A. S. FORGE WORKS, SARANAC, MICH.

Farm and Fireside, January 2Sy 1911

Home-Made Heating Tank
THIS heating tank is a tried and proven

contrivance, being used extensively by
farmers here in Oregon for cooking

feed, heating- water for hog-killing time and
boiling lime-sulphur spray.

The materials required are a two-by-twelve
plank twice the length of tank required, for
the sides ; a two-by-six plank for ends, and a
piece of heav>' sheet-iron as wide and twenty
inches longer than required length of tank.

Cut side and end pieces to required length,
spike sides and ends together, having end
pieces (shown by dotted lines in drawing)

The Tank Bottom Side Up—Showing Ejid
Pieces (Dotted)

inside of sides and flush with what is to be
the top. Next round off bottom corners two
or three inches so that sheet-iron may be
bent up without breaking. Fasten sheet-iron
on bottom with a double row of close nailing

on each side, up ends and along the bottom
of end pieces.

This tank must be placed over a pit or
furnace box slightly smaller than size of
tank so that flame cannot come directly

under wooden edges. Then it will never
burn out. Ruby Haskin.

Here's a Marketing Chance
T»/f AKE the most of your opportunities if a
•^'••construction gang is encamped on or
near your farm. We have no trouble in

selling to the commissary department all

kinds of fresh vegetables, the men preferring
them from the garden rather than from the
tin cans. Railroad work, canal, road or
other big government jobs offer such oppor-
tunities. The opening of a new factory
often opens good marketing chances to the
farmer who goes after the new trade with
diligence from the first. Study the nation-
ality of the workmen and cater to racial

tastes. Greeks are very fond of chickens
and sheep, the Italians love stews, and fresh
fish are always in demand. In regions where
fish are at all plentiful, a boy by taking a

forenoon off can make quite a little money
catching and selling fresh-water fish. Water-
melons and poultry, of course, appeal most to

the negro. Wm. A. Freehoff.

Books Received
THE Art of Road-Making, by Harwood

Frost, is a thorough but non-technical
treatise on the principles and practice of
making roads of all kinds, from the King-
dragged dirt road to the concrete city pave-
ment. In the section on country roads the
discussion covers their location, construction
(with bridges, drainage, etc.), materials,
maintainance, etc., with a special chapter on
state-aid systems. This is a good book for
road-masters, engineers who are not road
specialists, and for the general reader inter-

ested in the highway problem. Pages, 544

;

Engineering News Publishing Company, New
York City; price $3.00.

The publication of the revised tenth edi-

tion of Feeds and Feeding, by Prof. W.
A. Henry, i3 a real event for stockmen.
This standard manual has not only been
enlarged and brought abreast of the latest

proved knowledge in feeding, but it has been
entirely rewritten. Part I. discusses the
basic principles of the elaboration of food by
plants and its use by animals. The chapter
on feeding standards and the calculation of
balanced rations explains this important mat-
ter with a clearness that will be appreciated
by beginners. Part II. treats of feeding
stuffs, their nutritive and manurial value.
Part III., comprising half the book, gives
information on the best methods of feeding
all classes of farm live stock, chapters sum-
marizing experimental results being followed
by chapters of specific recommendations for
practice. This arrangement makes the book
as handy for the practical feeder to begin
with as it is valuable to him later, when he
goes on to the intensive study of the prin-
ciples underlying good feeding. Pages, 613 ;

published by the author, Madison, Wiscon-
sin ; price $2.25, post-paid.

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, New
York, have issued their 1911 Garden and
Farm Almanac, containing spray and plant-
ing tables, a calendar of farm work, tables of
weights and measures and working formula
adapted to farm use, gardening suggestions
and several new illustrated articles. Pages,
222

;
price 25 cents.

Popular Fruit-Growing, by Prof. Samuel
B. Green, late editor of the fruit-growing
department of this paper, has just been
brought out in a new edition, having been
revised and enlarged by the author shortly
before his death.

This book has been previously reviewed
in Farm and Fireside. Pages 300 ; Webb
Publishing Company, St Paul, Minnesota;
price $1.00, post-paid.

Importeuit!
Trinidad Lake asphalt is of

vital importance to every roof.

Lengthens its life. Saves time,
labor, money.

Genasco
Ready Roofing

is made of Trinidad ^Lake asphalt.
Doesn't crack, rot, or break. Gives
lasting protection to your home, barn,
and all other buildings.
The Kant-leak Kleet clamps seams

watertight without cement or large-
headed nails. Makes laying easier
than ever. Saves time. Protects
against wind. Gives fine finish. Fur-
nished in rolls of Genasco, when
ordered.
Look for the trademark. Ask your dealer for Genasco,

Mineral or smooth surface. Highest award. Seattle, 1909.
Write for samples and the Good Roof Guide Book.

THE BARBER ASPHALT
PAVING COMPANY

Largest producers of asphalt, and largest
manufacturers oE ready roofing in the world.

PHILADELPHIA
New York San Francisco Chicago

Cross^section, Genasco Smooth-SHrface Roofiag

ji^BMMBBHMMBBi Trinidad Lake Asphalt
E:.-^=^̂ Er=-=^^^=^'= -=-- Asphalt-saturated Wool Felt{^^^inHHl Trinidad Lake Asphalt

Cyclone Ornamental Fence will give the
outside of your home the finished appear-
ance that curtains give the inside. It takes
away that look of something lacking. It

beautifies and protects the lawn.

Cyclone ornamental Fciice
ismade of large wires, heavily galvanized.
All fittings are of highest quality, malle-
able or wrought iron. Heavy upright
wires are firmly seated in the cables, form-
ing an immovable joint. Easily put up on
wooden or iron posts. Made in many
attractive designs. We guarantee it fully.

Cyclone Farm Gates are strong,
durable and light on posts. Frames are of

high-grade carbon steel and fabric of heavy,

closely woven galvanized wire. Willturn any stock

Write us about how many feet of

fence and the number of gates you
need. We will send catalog FREE.

I
Cyclone Fence Co.,

^EPT. 109 WAUKEGAN. ILL^

THERE CAM
B^TONE BEST

•5>>., Wftif loss srofHs breeding anS"

^» feeding scrub hogs ? Two ol

^our O. I. C. hogs weighed
280S lbs. We are headquart-
vs for breeders. Will send
unglg pair of oiir (anoui

,O.LC.HOGS
on time, and give agency to first applicant.
We are originators most extensive breeders
and shippers of thoroughbred swine in the

world Wri'e for circulars.

THE L. B. SILVER CO.
^101 CHizens CLEVELMD 0.

U. S. Government
inspected herd.

EstablUhedinl863

Twelve Fortune-Telling

POST-CARDS
All for the Asking

ONE for each, znonth in the year with horoscope
of persons born in that month. Yon and your

friends will get lots of fun and entertainment
ont of these cards. Simj»ly eend three two-cent
stamps to pay the postage in mailing. We make
you uiis anusaal ofier simply to get acquainted
with others who appreciate post-cards; and just
as soon as we receive your letter we will tell you
how to get a set ol

Fifty Magnificent Post-Cards

all postage and mailing expenees paid. 8end three
two-oent stamps right away as onr supply of these
cards is limited; but we guarantee a set of these
new Fortune-Telling cards by return mail if yon
write us at once.

FARM & FIRESIDE, Springfield, 0.



Farm Notes

Some Sound Saw Sense
Three experts with the cross-cut saw have

something to say to FARM AND FIRESIDE
readers in the following letters. Mr. Kemp
and Mr. Claussenius differ in the details of

their saw-setting; but we believe that simply
shows there are two good ways to do it.

THE following system of saw adjustment
has been worked out in twenty-two
years' experience. The first requisite is

a good filing-horse, the front batten loose

with wooden dowels outside and thin wedges
between batten and dowels to clamp saw.
With the saw clamped in this, "joint" the

saw. I use a home-made jointing tool on the

general plan of those sold by stores. Joint

the saw until all teeth are touched by file.

Then take the "bur" off the teeth and set.

Use a block of iron or steel about one and
one half inches wide and three inches long,

with one side beveled (Figure 1, first illus-

tration). Place this against each saw-tooth

and with a small hammer strike tooth so

as to bend it down onto the bevel.

After you have struck the tooth try it

with your gage. I use a gage made as shown
in Figure 2. In a center hole is inserted a

spool and small bolt for handle. In the upper

hole (A) is a taper flat head rivet. Bend
the other three small projections down and
true all up on flat side of emery-wheel or
file, then take oft" a little of lower projection

for your set. Try every tooth, and if set too

much by hammer, pull it back with a tool

with a slot in it as shown in Figure 5. An
old eight-inch file will do. The slot fits ov»r
the tooth. This can also be used for setting

teeth, but short teeth are liable to break.

After the saw is set true fix the drags or
rakers. They should be one sixteenth to

one thirty-second of an inch shorter than the
teeth and their points turned a little toward
the ends of the saw (Figure C, second illus-

tration). In this sketch the teeth are drawn
greatly enlarged.

Make a gage (Figure 4, first illustration)

out of a piece of iron or very hard wood,
one fourth of an inch thick and three eighths
of an inch wide, six or seven inches long and
perfectly straight on the bottom. Through
the center of this screw a one-fourth-inch
bolt, so it can be adjusted by turning. This
gage serves to fix height of the rakers.

Now file the cutting teeth evenly. The
more like a knife point they are in side

view (see Figure A, second illustration), the

better they cut. The more pointed they are

(see Figure B), the more they scratch.

Never side-file the saw, for if you thin down
the points of the teeth, they will bind in the

bottom of the cut.

Here is a handy saw guide if you want
one. Figure D, second illustration (Figure
D is drawn on a much smaller scale than
A, B and C) shows it accurately. It is

nailed lightly to the log with the shaft

lengthwise of log. Start the saw slowly,

holding it against the six-inch cross-piece.

E. Claussenius.

Wood-Cutting Made Easier
OiNCE "constant care saves repair," we
^must use our best efforts in felling trees
so they can be sawed handily. If the trees
stand close together step back eight or ten
feet from the largest ones, and hold up an
ax helve by the upper end between -the
thumb and finger to serve as a plumb-line.
As the eye passes upward from the center of
the base of the tree along the helve, one can
judge quite accurately the way a tree leans
and where it will tend to fall.

A good steel wedge is an indispensable
companion of the cross-cut saw. By the
timely use of a wedge a tree may be forced
to fall against its natural inclination or an
unfavorable wind. After the bed is pre-
pared, saw in about one fifth of the diam-
eter, on that side first. See that the kerf is

cut the proper angle to guide the tree in its

descent. In cutting away the wood with
the ax in the usual way to the limit of the
kerf, it is preferable to strike up on the
lower side of the kerf, if saw-logs are to
be sawed, or posts, so as to have the break
straight across. The wedge should always
be started before the pinch begins.

It is never safe to saw through a log into
the ground, especially hard or frozen ground.

E. D. King.
'

I

Another Sawyer's System
N ORDER to have the saw run easy and do

the best work it must be in first-class

shape, and to put it into such shape the

requirements necessary are proper tools,

time and care.

For fitting I like to use a stand in which

the saw can be wedged. The saw is placed

in it, the movable board pressed tight against

the saw by wedges, and the saw is ready to

be "jointed." To do this, place an eight-inch

mill file in a jointing tool, which can be

bought at any hardware-store, and bend the

file to correspond with the curve of the saw.

The method I prefer for getting the teeth

the same height is to run the file over the

teeth until the shortest tooth is touched, so

that teeth and rakers, or drag teeth, are all

made the same length. On the same jointing

tool there is a raker gage.

I like to have them filed down about one
half the thickness of a dime lower than the

cutting teeth.

To set the saw I prefer to use a monkey-
wrench with the jaws far enough to pass

over the teeth and bend the tooth out so as

to just touch the point on the setting gage
marked X (see Figure 3 in the upper illus-

tration). This gage is easily made from a

piece of hoop iron. The amount of set you
want to give, by which you will shape the
gage, will depend on the kind of work you
want to do. Place the edge of the gage
against the saw and try every tooth until you
have them adjusted so every tooth will cut

in the same track. In filing the teeth to a

point care should be taken not to file too

much. File three or four strokes on one
side, then the same number on the other,

and when getting down to the point one
stroke on each side at a time. File at the

same bevel as a new saw.
Harvey Kemp.
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Prosperity Follows

The Telephone
Prosperous farmers have a tele-

phone in their home. It helps

them in emergencies—profits

them in business transactions

—puts their friends in talking

distance. Every time they use

the telephone they save or

gain in time, energy or money.
Be Sure Vour Telephone la a

Rural Telephone
and you can be certain of the best

service. Always ready—remark-
ably free from trouble. Thousands

of farmers in every part of the country are using them.

SAVE TIME ANO rREIOMT

'ItUnim out NEAREST flOVB*

Send the coupon for complete
information about Western
Electric Rural Telephones.
You will find our booklet in-

teresting, instructive and
valuable in many ways.

Send for it to-day.

otRfmiHawreo

WESTERII ELECTRIC COIMIPAI^Y
New York,
Philadelphia,
Boston,
Pittsburg,
Atlanta,
Montreal

Antwerp

Chicago,
Indianapolis,
Cincinnati,
Minneapolis,

Toronto

Manufacturers of g.^^ ^ouis, San Francisco,

the 5M0,000 olnv^r. ^'
kZu^^^'^^*

"Be//" Telephones g^^^^ sait L^cecity.
Winnipeg Vancouver London Paris

I Johannesburg Sydney Tokyo

O
O
m

o
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ow to Save Half on
Your Tire Cost

Here are tires which, until lately, cost 20% more than the ordinary,

AUbecausetheycan't rim-cut, and because they are oversize. Now
these sametires,whichsavehalfon one's tire bills, cost no extra price.

We have sold half a mil-

lion Goodyear No - Rim - Cut
tires at 20 per cent more than

the price of other standard
tires. Last year our tire sales

trebled—jumped to $8,500,000.

All because the tires can't

rim-cut, and because Good-
year tires are 10 per cent

oversize.

Now these same tires—No-
Rim-Cut tires — tires 10 per
cent oversize— cost no extra

price. Our multiplied output

has cut the cost of production.

All motor car owners should

insist on them now.

We have run them flat in a hundred
tests—as far as 20 miles. Yet there
has never been a single instance of

rim-cutting.

The Cause of Rim-Cutting

The above picture shows how an
ordinary tire— a clincher tire— fits

this same standard rim . The remov-
able rim flanges must be turned to
face inward—to grasp hold of the
hooks in the tire. That is how the
tires are held on.
Note how that thin edge of the rim

flange digs into the tire. That is what
causes rim-cutting. That is how tires
are wrecked beyond repair if you run
them flat, even forafew hundred feet.

That rim-cutting ruins more auto-

mobile tires than any other single
cause.

How We Avoid It

The difference is simply this: Inthe
GoodyearNo-Rim-Cut tires there are
63 braided piano wires run through
the base on each side. That makes
the base unstretchable. The tire

can't creep on the rim, and nothing
can possibly force it over the rim.

When these tires are inflated thj
braided wires contract. They are
then held to the rim by a pressure
of 134 pounds to the inch.

That is why Goodyear No-Rim-
Cut tires don't need to be hooked to

the rim. The rim flanges can be
turned to hook outward, and you
can't rim-cut the tire.

Other makers, to meet our compe-
tition, run a single wire through the
base . Or theyuse a hard rubber base.
But neither plan will do. The braided
wires, which contract under air pres-
sure, are absolutely essential to a
safe bookless tire. And we control
that feature.

Goodyear Tires 10 ^/o Oversize

The 63 Braided Wires

No Rim-Cutting

The picture shows how a
Goodyear No -Rim-Cut tire

fits any standard rim for quick-

detachable tires. Also de-

mountable rims.
Note that the rim flanges—which

are removable—are turned to hook
outward with No-Rim-Cut
tires. There are no hooks
on the tire base to hook
Into this flange, as there are
on other tires.

The rounded flange comes
next to the tire casing, and
rim-cutting is made impos-
sible. Half a million of
these tires have been used.

Here is another feature which,
with the average car, saves 25% on
the tire bills.

The Goodyear—while it fits the
rim—gives you 10% more tire foryour
money. That means 10% more carry-
ingcapacity. It means, with average
conditions, 25% more mileagepertire.
The reason is this:

Motor car makers, in adopting tire

sizes, figure on the weight of the car

as they sell it and the weight of the

passengers at 150 pounds each.
They supply the tire size to support

GOOD^

that load, but they rarely leave any
margin. They cannot afford to at

the present prices for cars.

You may add a top, a glass front, gas
lamps, gas tank, an extra tire, etc. And
passengers may over-weigh. With nine
cars in ten the expected load is exceed-
ed. The result is a blow-out—often while
the tire is new. Overloading, with the
average car. adds 25% to the tire cost.

We Save that 25%
When you specify Goodyear No-Rim-

Cut tires you get 10% oversize without
extra cost. That prevents overloading.

It adds, on the average, one-
tourth to the tire mileage.
We give you this extra size

without extra cost to protect our

R reputation. When tires are
wrecked by overloading, one
naturally blames the tire maker.
We wish to avoid that blame.

There are many other things you
gain when you specify Goodyear
No-Rim-Cut tires. They Bre all told
In our book, " How to Select an Auto*
mobileTire." Ask us to send it to you.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Sixtieth St., Akron, O.
WE MAKE ALL KINDS OF RUBBER TIRES

Branches and Agencies in All the Principal Cities

<
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Changing the Italian Immigrant Into a Useful Citizen

Future Presidential Secretaries

The class in type-writing at the Italian House Children's Aid Society, New York. The touch system
is employed and the keys are used without characters

Teaching the Italian Girls the Art of Saving Money
Five Points factory girls at Italian House depositing their savings at the Penny Provident

Substation

Where Evening Hours are Used to Good Advantage
This shorthand class was instituted to meet the demands of Italian merchants for stenographers

who could take dictation in their own Icmgua^e

Italicin Girls Learning How to Cook
Here the ffirls are taught to prepare an attractive appetizing meal at a very small cost. At present

this class is being taught how to prepare a breakfast for six people at the cost of thirty-five cents

A Practical Lesson in Housekeeping
The girb' evening class arranging the living-room of the one-hundred-and-twenty-dollar model

fiat at Italian House

Many of the Younger Men are Taught the Printing Trade
These boys, who are printers* devils in the daytime, are helped up the ladder of their trade at

the Italian House night school

The Italian is Quick to Learn the Advantages of Labor-Saving Machines
The class in power sewing-machine work, where garments, bed and table linen are made (or

the Children's Aid Societies of many institutions

Photographs Oopjrigfated, 1909, Underwood and Underwood, Hew Tork

Learning to Be a Competent Office-Boy

The first step in the youthful Italian's business career. Employers report that the boys trained

in this school are efficient and industrious
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STUMBLED into a cheering aspect of the parcels post

fight the other day. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission is investigating express companies' rates all

over the conntry, and here is what a commissioner

tells me

:

The express companies make two kinds of rates.

One set has to do with business for which the express

concerns must compete with the United States mails.

These are made so low that they will take all the

profitable business away from Uncle Sam, but on busi-

ness which cannot be hauled profitably at the post-office

rates the express companies don't -try to compete at all.

For instance; The Post-Oftice Department charges

one cent per pound for hauling parcels of four pounds

and under, anywhere in the United States. No matter

about distance: it costs the same per pound to mail a

package from New York to Jersey City, as from New
York to Seattle.

Now, there is a profit in hauling that parcel from New
York to Jersey City, but no profit in hauling it, at the

same rate, from New York to Seattle. So the express

companies make rates on the profitable, short-distance

business, just under the post-office rates, get the business

and make the profits. But they leave the long-distance

business—and its attendant losses—to the post-office.

That's certainly easy to follow. Now follow it a bit

f artiier.-

Good Busines.s—But Not for the Post-Office

THE - post-office doesn't take merchandise parcels

weighing over four pounds. Hence the express

companies don't have to meet competition in this busi-

ness. What do they do ? They boost the rates on this

non-competitive business just as high as the traffic will

bear, and make huge profits from it.

^-The • Interstate Commission discovered this double

system of rates, designed to force the post-office to carry

the unprofitable traffic. Investigating farther, the com-

mission decided that, by the intent of existing laws, the

government is entitled 'to monopolize the parcels traffic

iji packages of four pounds and less. And the story

goes that the commission is likely to make an order,

directing that express rates shall be reorganized on a

logical, reasonable basis, which will give the post-office

a chance to get some of the profits and avoid some of

the losses.

The effect of such a plan would be, briefly, to wipe

out the postal deficit, put an end to all excuse for raising

second-class mail rates and to give the postal service

a surplus instead of a deficit.

More than that, it would get the post-office fairly into

the parcels-carrying business, would demonstrate how
profitable that business is and would surely lead to the

present removal of the silly four-pound-weight limit

and allow the post to carry all sorts of parcels at

reasonable rates.

A "Vested Right" to Loot

THAT sounded good to me, and I trotted around to the

Post-Office Department to tell it about the scheme.

I met a frost. The Post-Office Department isn't sure

whether it wants that parcel business ! It is fearful

that to take all that business away from the express

companies might injure their business and ultimately,

by reason of reducing their dividends, hurt general

business ! A high official of the Post-Office Department

actually argued to me that whereas in the beginning

the government probably intended to enforce a monopoly

of the carriage of parcels of four pounds and under,

it has for m.any years failed to enforce such a rule,

has allowed the express companies to build up the

business, and is now morally estopped from taking back

that which rightfully has belonged to it all- these years

!

Farmers, who are more interested than anybody else

in parcels post, should know that a perfect flood of

remonstrances are coming to congressmen against any

establishment of parcels post, even the service limited

to particular rural routes, which I described in my last

letter. This opposition is being systematically worked

up, supposedly by the express companies. It comes

mainly from country merchants, who express the fear

that any start toward a parcels post would ultimately

lead to a general parcels-carrying arrangement. This

the country merchants somehow imagine would injure

them.

On. the other hand, the farmers are, doing nothing.

All the letters congressmen receive are opposed to par-

By Judson C. Welliver

eels post. Every man who believes in parcels post,

limited or general, ought to write to his congressman

and his senators demanding it. Now is the time to do

it. Congress ultimately acts about the way folks want

it to act. If all the showing is on one side, that side

will win with Congress. If you people who want the

parceSs post don't make yourselves heard, you will not

get it, because the other crowd is working day and

night to beat it.

Speaking of Public Opinion

tt's a marvel how unblushingly Congress keeps its ear

•close to the ground these times. Let the public opinion

seismograph produce the least faint record of disturb-

ance, and Congress gets as excited as if the whole

fabric of our institutions were tumbling about its ears.

W'hereof I am reminded in connection with the ludi-

crous antics with which the Senate is accompan3-ing

its efforts to get square with public sentiment on the

subject of Senator "Billy" Lorimer of Illinois. You all

know about "Billy." He's the blond, blue-eyed, benevo-

lent-looking lioss of Chicago. Used to be a street-car

conductor
;
good one, too. Had brains of the real kind.

NeVer had opportunity or means to cultivate them mucli

in the formal fashion, but he rose from car conductor

to be a senator and a millionaire, and one of the two

most powerful men in Chicago.

Sounds like the fairy story of the good little boy who
always "doffs his cap" and says "sir" to you from the

pages of the Sanford and Merton kind of books. Well,

it isn't that kind. It is just the sordid, mean, discredit-

able, but typical, story of how bosses are made in

American politics.

Lorimer had brains and the faculty of getting on. He
rose in the street-car service; got into small politics;

became a ward boss and at last the Republican boss of

the city of Chicago. Made his millions out of con-

tracting and the like. Went to Congress, and was a

representative from Illinois when Roosevelt tried to

pass his meat-inspection law. Nobody had ever heard

of Lorimer as a congressional factor until then. Sud-

denly he took up the cudgels for the packers in their

effort to prevent the meat-inspection law passing, and

the force he mustered was a session's wotider. With a

few others of the same sort, he would have succeeded

in preventing the legislation but for the tremendous

force that Roosevelt put behind the fight for it.

-Defeated, Lorimer dropped again out of congressional

sight till the tariff session in 1909. The crisis of that

session was the fight of the conservatives to prevent

adoption of an income tax. One more vote was needed

to defeat the income tax amendment.

There was a vacancy from Illinois. The legislature

had been for months deadlocked, unable to elect a

senator. Powerful Chicago interests wanted certain

duties retained in the tariff. Here is the inside story

of what is alleged to have happened. I don't vouch

for it, but all Washington believes it substantially true.

Safe and Sane Mr. Lorimer

LEADERS in the stand-pat fight against income tax

decided that, before it could come to a vote, they must

have a senator elected from Illinois, who would vote

with them against income tax. These leaders went to

the representatives of Illinois Big Business and said in

efi'ect

:

"You gentlemen want certain duties on your products

retained in the law. All right. Get a senator elected

who will stand with us against the income tax. If you

produce a senator and he is right on income tax, you

get your duties as you want them; otherwise you don't."

Whereupon, as the story proceeds. Big Business in

Illinois got down to little business. It turned attention

to Spring-field. At that time "Billy" Lorimer was not

dreamed of as a candidate for senator. It would have

been too raw, as if Tammany's legislature in New York
should elect Charles F. Murphy to the Senate. Lorimer

represented everything bad in Illinois politics. But he

was "right." He was "safe." That was the sort needed

at that moment.

So one morning, without warning, fifty-five Repub-

licans and fifty-three Democrats in the legislature voted

for Lorimer and he was elected. The income tax was

defeated, and the Big Business interests saved their

precious duties.

It must have cost somebody a pretty penny, for about

a year later a Democrat who had voted for Lorimer
testified to getting one thousand dollars for it. Others

confessed to getting from one thousand dollars to about

two thousand dollars; others, being summoned into

court, declined to testify lest they incriminate them-

selves.

Enough came out to make apparent*—not to prove,

mind you, but to convince everybody willing to be

convinced—that Big Business had raised the cash and

financed the Lorimer election. To this day, no shred

of testimony has been adduced to connect Lorimer with

it, but of the rottenness of that election no reader of

the testimony can have doubt.

So the Senate was forced to order an investigation of

the charges. The Committee on Privileges and Elections

was ordered to do it.

In substance, the committee found that there was
reason to suspect that four votes cast for Lori ner had

been "tainted" with Ijribery : but Lorimer had more than

four majority, and so, even if these votes be thrown out,

he would still be elected. Moreover, as the committee

had not learned of Mr. Lorimer personally handing

an}-body any money for voting for him, it didn't think

he ought to be Ijlamed if any over-zealous friends had

bought a few votes for him !

An Unexpected Jolt

Y T WAS intended to railroad the thing through, have the
•* report sent in by a unanimous committee and thus

end the thing at once. There would be no need of a

record vote in the Senate, no embarrassment, no noisome

odor.

But it was found impossible to get all the committee-

men to agree on the whitewashing report, ilost of

them were ready and willing. Republicans and Demo-
crats stuck together in the white-wash enterprise, just

as they stuck together in electing Lorimer. The two

exceptions—the men unwilling to give Lorimer a clean

bill of character and to smother up the scandal without

a vote—were Frazier, Democrat, and Beveridge, Repub-

lican. Frazier was on the sub-committee that conducted

the investigation ; Beveridge was not. Frazier declined to

sign the whitewashing report from the sub-committee

to the full committee; Beveridge joined him in declining

to sign the report from the full committee to the senate.

All sorts of pressure was brought to induce these

recalcitrants to make it unanimous, but they refused.

\Vithout a unanimous report, the Senate must vote on it.

And that is just what senators don't want to do. It's

wonderful how the people watch these roll-calls.

A Memorandum Worth Saving

INSURGENT senators—Democrats like Owen and Gore

of Oklahoma, Shively of Indiana, Frazier and others,

with Republicans like Borah of Idaho, Cummins, La
Follette, Bristow and Beveridge—declared against the

scandal of it. Then the country got really busy sending

seismographic messages indicating its attitude of mind.

Day after day se"nators heard from home that if

they wanted to be reelected two or four years hence,

, they would do well to oppose seating Lorimer. At the

time I am writing it is conceded to be very doubtful

whether the blond boss will get his seat.

Whether*he gets it or not, the people ought to remem-

ber the men "who made that investigation ; who made it

with the apparent purpose of hiding, not disclosing, the

truth
; who tried to save Lorimer and to prevent a vote

on the proposition. They will need attention next time

they run for reelection. This is one of the most impor-

tant roll-calls we will have this session. Here it is

:

Senators who tried to whitewash Lorimer in com-

mittee's report: Burrows of Michigan, Republican;

Depew of New York, R.
;
Dillingham of Vermont, R.

;

Gamble of South Dakota, R. ;
Heyburn of Idaho,

R. ; Bulkeley of Connecticut, R.
;

Bailey of Texas,

Democrat
;

Paynter of Kentucky, D. ;
Johnston of

Alabama, D. ; Fletcher of Florida, D.

Senators who tried to prevent the whitewash in

committee's report : Frazier of Tennessee, Democrat

;

Beveridge of Indiana, Republican.

If you live in a state where any of these gentlemen

live, that list is a good one to save. If you don't, just

wait till the entire Senate votes on the question, and

watch what your own senators do. Then, when they

run. for reelection, govern yourself accordingly. That's

the only way we plain people can get any action.
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POOR RELATIONS
Farm and Fireside, January 25^ 1911

By Adelaide Stedman

Author of "Miracle," "Intellectual Miss Clarendon," Etc.

Illustrated by Herman Pfeifer

Part V.

Outline of Preceding Chapters

MARION and Penelope Martin, who are left penniless

by the death of their father, go to New York
City to make their living, Marion hoping to be a

newspaper woman and Penelope intending to start as a

decorator. The girls are alone in the city except for

their father's w^ealthy relatives, who do not wish to be
troubled with poor relations. After a visit from their

Aunt Clem and Cousin Penelope the girls learn that

they need expect no help from them-—that they must
fight their fight alone. The rich Penelope is engaged to

John Hastings, a newspaper editor to whom Marion has

a letter of introduction. After many discouragements,

Penelope is commissioned to refurnish the home of Mr.
Shreve, who lives at New Rochelle.

That week the girls take dinner with their aunt.

Their Cousin Fred is the only one present who treats

them with courtesy. He takes them home to their hotel,

to the great annoyance of his haughty mother and begs

permission to call some time, for he seems to have taken

a sudden fancy to Marion. The following Monday
morning, the rich Penelope and her mother stop in to

see John Hastings at his office. He asks

Penelope to give her reason for not

announcing their engagement She makes
some trifling excuse and at this point her

mother hurries her away. No sooner has
she gone than Marion is announced and
presents her letter of introduction to Mr.
Hastings. He has no idea that she is related

to his fiancee, for the two girls decide to

conceal this fact. Marion's extreme youth,

and the fact that she is thrown on her own
resources in a strange city, touch a sym-
pathetic chord in John Hastings' big, manly
heart, and he appoints her a society reporter

on his paper. Just when things are begin-
ning to look bright for the girls, and Pene- V

lope is going ahead with her plans for
refurnishing Mr. Shreve's home, something
unpleasant occurs at Pierces' which prompts
Penelope to send to the firm her resigna-
tion. After a wretched week of fruitless

attempts to find another position, she
receives two letters—one from the lawyer
of her uncle Stephen, who lives in St Paul,
stating that he refuses to accept the money
on the mortgage on their father's house,
and one from Mr. Shreve, begging her to
carry out his commission privately. Once
more the sun shines for the two girls, and
at Marion's suggestion Penelope takes the
mortgage money, which amounts to two
thousand dollars, and starts as a decorator
on her own account
Penelope sends her business card to Mrs.

Martin to the great annoyance of that lady,
who finds that it bears the same name as
that of her daughter. She is enraged to
have her daughter's name flaunted in trade.
The next day she gives a tea, and among
the guests is Comte De Feronac. In a pri-
vate conversation with Penelope in the
library, he speaks of love to her, but she
tells him that she is already engaged. At
this point John Hastings enters the room.
When the party is over there is great excite-
ment

_
in the Martin household, for Mrs.

Martin discovers that her jewels have been
stolen. In the meantime Marion is doing
very satisfactory work on the Chronicle.
One afternoon while she and Mr. Hastings
are talking in his office one of the electric
fixtures above his head falls. Marion
springs to the center of the room and pushes
him aside just as the heavy fixture falls.

Chapter XIII.

Oix weeks had passed since the girls'
^-^ coming to New York and each was
beginning to settle into her own groove. Also,
into the thoughts of each a man was intrud-
ing, and close as the sisters were, no hint of
such a thing was ever given between them.
During the first weeks of Penelope's

decorating venture many of her aunt's
friends had stopped in at her office to make
inquiries, as they said, but in reality to inspect her
personally, as she soon discovered. However, a few
gave small orders, enough to enable the girls to live.
To Penelope the one commission of absorbing interest
was Mr. Shreve's house, which was rapidly becoming
"the home" she had planned.
One glorious Monday morning, keen with the winter's

chill, she took the train for New Rochelle. After driv-
ing along the now familiar road, she gazed with pride
at the house which she was transforming. Painted
white, solid and dignified, it looked not unlike the old
colonial homes of the South. Inside, boxes, crates and
furniture in various stages of resurrection were piled
in the now uncarpeted and dismantled drawing-room,
while the odor of fresh paint, varnish and oils pervaded
everything.

In pity for Mr. Shreve she had completed the librar>'
first, and on this day as she entered it, a warm glow
of satisfaction brightened the smile with which she
greeted Mrs. Bellamy. "Good-afternoon," she spoke
cheerily, "well, do you approve of the new room?"
The old lady's faded blue eyes looked a little tragic.

"I think it is a little hard for old people to accustom

themselves to change," she sighed, "I'll not deny that

this room is very cozy and pretty." Her glance moved
from the soft-toned velvet and leather to the bright bits

of brass and the dull-finished picture-frames. They
were indeed an improvement on the old beloved ugliness.

"It will grow on me, I think," she smiled resignedly,

"but oh, my dear, I shall never like this polished floor.

An ice pond is safe in comparison."
"I hope the men didn't polish it too highl}'." Penelope

anxiousl)- tested a portion of it, then smilingly shook
her head at the quaint old lady who was watching her
so dubiously. "You will even grow accustomed to the
floors," she asserted, "besides, think how much more
h}'gienic they are than the old dust-filled carpets."

"Ye-es," Mrs. Bellamy assented, "that's what Mr.
Shreve said. You must have told him, my dear, because
ordinarily he doesn't know as much about housekeeping
as his beloved Micawber family. But to tell you the
truth, he is so pleased with this library and your plans
for the rest of the house that he hasn't any eye for
danger—none at all."

The girl laughed, "Well, then, I'll get to work.
I believe the paper-hangers and carpet men are
ready to begin on the bedrooms. May I go right up?"

"She shrank behind the

of palms . . . and a
Hastings and Penelope

"Do, Miss Martin, and before I forget it, Mr. Shreve
said he would be home for tea and to please ask you to

stay, so that you could talk things over."

"I will be glad to." Penelope's eyes were bright, and
as she ran up the broad stairs she hummed a snatch of a

popular tune.

Suddenly Mr Shreve's voice sounded. The girl flew

to a glass and in a few moments with genuine ingenuitj'

she made herself presentable.

Mr. Shreve greeted her in the library doorway. "Miss
Martin," he exclaimed, "you are a genius ! How did

you know that if I have any special preference in

household arrangements it is to have the electric lights

look like candles, if they can't be the genuine article.

These five-branched candlesticks are exquisite."

"I didn't know you liked them, but they have alwa5'S

seemed a friendly style to me. I am so glad you are

pleased," the girl responded with smiling lips.

"Pleased! I am delighted! Why, every evening I say

to myself, 'Arnold Shreve, do you realize that when you
get home you are going into a room which is as com-
fortable and as cozy as a man's fireside can be ?' George !

I wonder how I will feel when the whole house is

finished. I wouldn't make it too attractive. Miss Martin,
or I may be tempted to stay at home all the time and
send my business to the bow-wows." He laughed
genially, then said cheerfully, "By the way, Mrs. Bel-
lamy asked me to make her excuses to you. She was
just called to a neighbor's and won't be back in time for
tea." His voice was anything but regretful.

Just then the maid brought in the tea-tray with its
heavy load of old-fashioned silver.
"Won't you do the honors, Miss Martin?" Mr. Shreve

requested.

Somehow Penelope blushed, but she slipped obediently
into the chair beside the table. "What a quaint old
teapot," she exclaimed rather irreverently.

"It has a queer story," Mr. Shreve replied, a quizzical

A
"^^ bought originally for Lady

Anne Shreve, an ancestor, who lived during the Ameri-
can Revolution. Yoii know those were rather awful
days, especially for the supporters of the poor king,
and the Shreves were stanch Tories. But, to return to
the teapot, one day a party of Continentals (the family
lived in Georgia then) came to the manor-house in
search of an important paper Sir Arnold Shreve was
supposed to have. It was about four o'clock when the

band appeared before the house, and in
point of fact Sir Arnold was holding that
very document inclosed in a little brass
cylinder in his hand. He was about to be
off^ with it within the hour. However, when
the soldiers appeared, he knew their pur-
pose, and quick as a flash my lady threw
the tube with its precious contents right
into the teapot The men searched the
house from cellar to garret, then when they
returned to the hall, crestfallen and disap-
pointed, bless me if Lady Anne didn't offer
the officers a cup of tea out of that very
pot Imagine how demure she must have
looked, the minx!"
Mr. Shreve paused while they both

laughed, then went on: "From that time
the teapot has been held as a family luck
symbol and it has been a custom that when
the heir of the house becomes engaged he
invites his fiancee to come to his home and
there, in the presence of his family, she
pours tea frOm the old pot as an augury
of future good fortune."
"What a pretty custom," Penelope mur-

mured, her cheeks hot, but not from the tea.
"Yes, isn't it?" the man went on inno-

cently, "my wife wouldn't conform to it,

she said she didn't believe in superstitions."
He sighed a little, then queried with sudden
eagerness, "Do you approve of old customs.
Miss Martin?"

"Indeed, I do," Penelope faltered, "we
need a little poetry in these practical days."
"You are all poetry," the man asserted,

"your voice is as soft as the velvet yo'u have
put in this room." He was looking at her
earnestly, evidently unconscious of the
simple directness of his words.
Penelope seemed to have no answer for

his remarks, so she poured another cup of
tea instead, and was so confused that she
kept on pouring until the beverage over-
flowed into the saucer.

Just then Mrs. Bellamy came hurrying in,

exclaiming, "My dear Miss Martin, I was
so afraid you would be gone ! I almost
forgot about my shelf for the bisque
figures! It ought to be put up immediately,
ought it not? Will you see about it right
away ?"

"Certainly, Mrs. Bellamy," Penelope rose
with alacrity, "you will pardon me, Mr.
Shreve?"
He nodded gloomily, and with an almost

angry flourish pulled a handkerchief from
his pocket, bringing with it a small note-
book. As he picked it up he stared at the

upturned page, murmuring, "Bless my
soul I" with the utmost amazement, for

written across the white sheet at least

twenty times was the name Penelope Shreve.
Blankly he remembered having taken

the book out on the train that afternoon.

His face reddened until it resembled

the red morocco cover of the

and he exclaimed once more,

Chapter XIV.

ON THE day following the last visit of Penelope to

the Shreve homestead Mr. Shreve wandered into the

Union Club at about five o'clock, that hour when the

feminine species turn to the tea-room, and things

masculine to the haunts of clubdom.

Mr. Shreve sank into a massive brown leather chair

by a window. A table with an ash-tray, matches and

his newspaper was at his elbow. Apparently everything

which wheedled comfort into existence was present;

still the man frowned. Once, and that not three months

ago, this particular brown room in the Union Club had

been his idea of a man's paradise, but now he contrasted

it rather scornfully with a certain blue room in New
Rochelle. It was the home touch that made the differ-

ence he decided. How cheerless the club-room now
seemed. Then suddenly he smiled and sighed in

quick succession, sighed so loud that a gentleman in the

next chair curiously lowered his enshrouding newspaper.
[continued on page 33]

. . . clump
second later

passed by"

little memorandum,
"Bless my soul

!"
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The Value of an Old Friend

By Rev. Charles F. Weeden
Pastor of Harvard Church, Boston

IT
IS fine to have a friend, a wise and

loyal friend. If we know what real

friendship is, we understand that it does

not mean flattery, but a personal interest

in us that helps, corrects, sympathizes and
inspires. That personality may come to

us through the printed page. Such a friend

has Farm and Fireside been to hosts of

readers for over a score and a half of years.

Its form is as familiar as a human face

and its voice you have learned to cherish

and to depend upon. By the light of the

evening lamp and around the hearthstone
blaze you have read its pages and it has

talked in a friendly tone to you about

your farm and household. A really good
paper is meant to stimulate discussion and
prompt to improvement. A sermon fails

which sends you away content with your-
self. The Bible isn't a sugar-plum, but

a medicine-chest. Your faithful Farm
AND Fireside editor is the truest kind of

friend when he clears your land for larger

crops and taps you on the shoulder to

awaken you to make the most of your
acres. He appreciates your helpful sug-

gestions and applauds your enterprise.

"No man," said Stevenson, "is useless who
has a friend, and every man is indis-

pensable while he has a friend." As an
old and tried friend Farm and Fireside

believes in you and counts on your friend-

ship and desires to make more than ever

its pages indispensable to your homes.

Make new friends, but keep the old :

Those are silver, these are gold.

Friendships that have stood the test—

.

Time and change—are surely best.

"What is the secret of your life?" asked
Mrs. Browning of Charles Kingsley, "tell

me, that I may make mine beautiful, too."

He replied, "I had a friend." Friendship
is religion. Christianity is founded upon
it, for it is a religion of love. Affection

warms and sweetens life and makes it

beautiful. The value of an old friend is

that they

Have a Common Experience

and for that reason there is free inter-

change of thought and feeling. You can
"think aloud" in the presence of a friend.

Everyone can have a friend who will show
himself friendly. While we are' kindly
disposed toward all "mere numbers would
not prove that you were rich in friend-

ship." We choose a few out of many.

Friends are like melons. Shall I tell you why ?

To find one good you must a hundred try.

It requires but a moment's thought for

you to understand that you may count
your dependable friends upon the ten

fingers of your hand.
Amid the troubles and sorrows how

comforting it is to rest in the affection

and sympathy of an old friend. What
this old world needs is kindness and love.

How many disheartened and lonely people
there are, and how many find solace and
peace in the heart of a friend.

No one is so accurst by fate
No one so utterly desolate
But some heart, though unknown.
Responds unto his own.

Some day we will find that friend. A
common sorrow, a mutual burden, a like

destination, a neighborly kindness, unity
of purp,ose, oneness of aim will often edu-
cate us to friendships.

Valuable friendships are kept under
control and a true friend is always dis-

creet and does nothing that will compro-
mise virtue or stain character. A true
man will never use his friend for selfish

ends or ask to be upheld in the wrong.
There is a proper Limit to the familiarity

of friends, To pass by these limits is the
danger of a railway engineer running by
a red light—there's a crash coming.
Beware of so-called platonic friendships.

Friendship should be a sheltering tree,

not a violent cataract. Parents should
know the friends of their children,

especially should mothers be the mentor
and guide of their daughters in the choice
of friends. Every father should be his

son's chum.

This above all—^to thine own self be true
And it must follow as the night the day
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

And everywhere and anywhere we
should cultivate a broad-minded spirit of

friendliness like the farmer-poet who said :

"Let me live in my house by the side of the
road

And be a friend to man."

Friendship is as mysterious as it is

beautiful. When the army of Israel was
watching the fight of David and Goliath
the people applauded the deed of bravery,
but Prince Jonathan's insight was deeper.
He understood David by a kindred feel-

ing. It was face answering to face, heart
beating with heart. Both young men were
heroes. It took the noble in Jonathan to
discover the noble in David. We say
opposites attract each other, but there are
the deeper undercurrents of thought and
feeling by which soul is knit with soul. It

was the unselfishness of Jonathan that
won David. In all the subsequent peril

of their lives Jonathan appears as the
model friend. He remained "tender as a
woman and yet true as steel, overflowing
with generous kindness, utterly devoid of
selfishness, trusting as much as he was
trusted." When Jonathan was killed in

battle David cried out of his heart, "Thy
love to me was wonderful, passing the
love of women." The world has admired
this noble friendship and has extolled the
Jonathans and Davids as they have
repeated themselves in the heroic life of
the world. Some Achates and ^neas,
Castor and Pollox, Damon and Pythias,
Washington and Brother Jonathan Trum-
bull, Lady Somerset and Frances E.. W-il-

lard, husband and wife, Christ and the
Christian and many true-hearted souls in

humble life have illumined, exemplified
and exalted friendship's ideal.

What is the

Source of Abiding Friendship

David and Jonathan acknowledged that
it was a divine alliance. "Go in peace
forasmuch as we have sworn both of us
in the name of the Lord saying, 'The Lord
shall go between me and thee.' " We
cherish the hope that all friendships may
lead to a grateful recognition of the
source of all human felicity and true
personal affection. Friendships of the
world will fail where the higher friend-
ships hold. Your friend is not perfect,
but the loftier conception overlooks his
fault and rejoices in his virtues. God's
love is eternal and they that put hope and
trust in Him are bound by a far-sighted
and everlasting covenant.

I would flood your path with sunshine,
I would fence you from all ill,

I would crown you with all blessings
If I could have my will.

Aye, but human love may err, dear.
And a power all-wise is near.

So I only pray, God bless you
And God keep you thro' the year.

Most important is it to be like Abraham,
the friend of God. The Master skid, "Ye
are my friends if j'e do the things I com-
mand you." What wonderful friendships
He had from the rough fisherman to the
tax-gatherer ! What a "great human" He
was ! In that strong book, "The Rosary,"
the lover-nurse blindfolds her eyes for
hours and sits doing nothing, alone, eats
by herself, gropes in darkness, waking in
the morning to the same blackness she
has had all night that she might under-
stand the difficulties and trials of the
blind artist whom she served and loved.
There was no other wav. Their hearts
met m Sightless Land. So the Prince ofHeaven has entered human darkness and
pain that He might show Himself our
friend, understand the depth of our
human woe and guide us into the light.
We ought to appreciate our earthly

friends. They cannot stay wkh us always.
Thank God daily for your friends.
There are separations and lonely hearts.
It may be helpful to toil on holding in our
fond memories the past, but still we long
"For the sound of a voice that is still."

One of the gracious benefits of Christ's
visit to the earth is the glad assurance that
in our friendship with Him we have hope
of reunion in the eternal home. There
shall be no more sea, to separate us; we
shall go no more out forever. Without
friends our world is dark, but the pres-
ence of Christ is ever our light and
comfort.

So long thy power hath blessed me, sure it still

Will lead me on
O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, till

The night is gone,
And with the morn those angel faces smile
Which I have loved long since and lost awhile !

50 Beautiful Post-Cards
WITHOUT COST

Valentine, Patriotic andBirthday
The sending of season Post-Cards is now an established custom. Everybody

sends post-cards and everyone likes to receive beautiful post-cards. Farm
and Fireside has been able to secure for its readers the most gorgeous set
of Valentine, Patriotic and Birthday Post-Cards you have ever seen. Each
one is beautifully embossed in twelve colors and gold. You can obtain fifty of
these beautiful cards without cost very easily.

The picture on each of these cards is fully explained by words of appro-
priate sentiment that will be appreciated almost as much as the picture itself.

Your relatives and friends will assuredly appreciate the thoughtfulness which
prompted your sending them One of these cards. Tokens of regard and ap-
preciation of this kind are ofttimes more appreciated than far more substantial
gifts. Each of these cards is different, depicting beautiful colors, chubby
Cupid, pink-cheeked children, gorgeous flowers, particularly beautiful landscape
pictures—all representative especially of this season of the year. Each card in

itself constitutes a handsome valentine.

Our Special Offers
OFFER No. 1

Send $1.00 for one three-year subscription fo Farm and Fireside. You will receive a set of
fifty Valentine, Patriotic and Birthday Post-Cards, without cost, and the subscriber will also
receive our 1911 Beauty Calendar.

OFFER No. 2
Get two of your neighbors to hand you 50 cents each for a year's subscription to Farm and

Fireside. Send us the subscriptions with remittanco of $1.00 and this set of fifty Valentine.
Patriotic and Birthday Post-Cards will be sent you by return mail, postage prepaid. Your own
subscription will also be extended one full year, and each subscriber will receive a copy of our
1911 Beauty Calendar.

OFFER No. 3
Send 60 cents for one year's subscription to Farm and Fireside. You will receive a set of-

fifty Valentine. Patriotic and Birthday Post-Cards by return mail, postage prepaid. Subscriber
will also receive our 1911 Beauty Calendar.

These Offers Will Elxpire in T-wenty Days
Feurm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

live Stock Atlas and Handy Manual

Now Ready
Farm and Fireside's new

Live Stock Atlas and Farmers'
Handy Manual, which is now
ready for our readers, is a mar-
vel of practical information.
For instance, it includes five

different charts of the horse:
First, showing exterior parts;
second, the bones; third, the
veins, or circulatory system;
fourth, the muscles, and fifth,

the internal organs. Each part,

bone, vein, muscle and organ,
is numbered and each number
corresponds to a key number in

the index so that the youngest
school boy can refer to the chart
and give you the name of the
anatomy of any of your farm
animals. There are four similar
plates, one each for the cow,
sheep, hog and chicken. The
Live Stock Chart is on second
page of the Atlas.

A Map of the Wprld
is shovyn on the first page of this Atlas.
This map shovys all the countries of the_

world, the routes of the successful Arctic
and Antarctic polar expeditions, all

steamship routes, all ocean currents, the
heat equator and isothermal zones.
Bordering the map on this page are the
flags of the nation in their actual colors,

and pictures of the rulers of the world.

Map of Your Own State
The last page of this Atlas and Handy

Manual contains a map of your own
state, or any state that you desire, giving
the pictures of the governors up to the
present time and showing the counties,
congressional districts by number, dis-

tance between these towns by railroad,

trolley lines, county seats, a table giving
the population of all towns shown on the
map, etc.

The Farmers' Handy Manual
portion of this work contains a volume
of miscellaneous information including
nearly every subject from a recipe for

preserving fresh eggs to a formula for

concrete construction.

We unhesitatingly pronounce this the

most comprehensive Atlas and Handy
Manual ever attempted. You will agree
with us when you receive this Atlas and
Handy Manual, which you can obtain

WITHOUT COST
by accepting either of the below offers

at once:

for two different
yearly subscriptions to FijaM

AND FiKESiDE; you wiU receive a copy of
Fakm >nd FntESIDE's Live Stock Atla
and Farmers' Handy Manual. Also your
own subscription Iwill be extended one
full year. Each of che subscribers w

"

"

also receive Fakm and Fibeside'
Anniversary Premium Picture.

Affor Nn 7 Send $1.00 forUuer llO. ^ three -year sn
scription to Fabm ani> Fibe
SIDE; you will receive our
Live Stoclj Atlas and Farm,
ers' Handy Manual^ also our
Anniversary Premium Pic- j
ture, aU charges prepaid. V Dumber
including postage. '

This offer will be

fWfpr fin 1 Send aooUner no. l yearly subsc

Pabm
AMD

Springfield,
Ohio

I accept offer

withdrawn within
Bhort time, there-
fore you should

ACT
TO-DAY

and inclose $

for which send me one
copy of your Live Stock

Atlas and Handy Manual.

Name.

Fost-Office.

State.
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An Experiment in Match-Making
By Winifred Kirkland, Author of "The Home-Comers/* "Polly Pat's Parish," Etc.

Illustrated By Frances Rogers

November 6th.

ARGOT first happened to me at the

Whistler exhibition seven j-ears ago.

was doing the exhibition for the

Eastern. I had my paper prettj-

heavily in mind, for it was in

">the days when I was still afraid

of the chief, when suddenly I went
right oif to nowhere. To stand on a mysterious unknown
quay at night all alone, to hear the lapping of unseen
waves against the shore, to gaze into the blue darkness
until out of it grow shrouded mast and ghostly rigging,
to gaze on into the blue until the pale little stars bud
softly there, to feel the salt night wind blow to you
out of the nowhere—to stand all alone at night with
the sea and the sky and the ghost of a ship—suddenly
some one turning around from the picture bumped
right into me

!

"I beg j-our pardon. I didn't see you," she said.

"You mightn't; I'm small," I said, aside, not turning
from the picture. Margot herself was, and is, very
big indeed. I felt that her eyes dropped the dreaminess
of the painting for a keen look at me.
"You're another, aren't you?" she said. '"I wish I

didn't have to go."
The next day the same thing happened.
"Do you come ever>- day?" she asked.
"I try to."

"So do I."

When they turned us out of the exhibition rooms that

day- we went and had tea together. It took us an hour
and a half. At parting ]\Iargot said, "By the
way, if I'm to come to see you Sunday after-

noon, I'd better know what name to ask for."

"I'm Laura Kavanagh," I said.

"I'm Margot Clay," she responded. "Sunday
it is, then," and went tramping away under the

electric lights, han'ds in the pockets of her long
brown ulster, bumping into some people,

swinging wide of others, not seeing either.

Margot's .bigness filled my little room that

Sunday afternoon. We were both still in the
hall bedroom stage of art and literature. Mar-
got was strong and brown and twenty; she sat

looped at ease over the iron rail of my bed
while she talked. I moved about gingerly in

the small space left to me and the tea-things.

We were studying each other all over, and
inside. I have always liked people who have
brown-black hair drawn straight back, and big
hands.
"'She was the smallest lady alive!'" quoted

Margot, looking at me. "Tell me, when may I

paint your hair? You're all hair, did you
know that? When I squint at you this waj',

all I can see is a scrap of a girl walking
around under a great whity-yellow thatch. It's

an awfully good thing in the sunlight"
I had to glance at the mirror. I don't look

in it often, and fortunately I forget in between
times what I see there—a splash of white
under all that hair, and little black eyes that

jump out at you from the white, and, the luck
of it, pale eyelashes

!

We told each other a good deal that after-

noon. ]\Iargot introduced me to her four
brothers in Tacoma, and I told her about
Hester and Queenie at home in the coimtry.
We've been all girls in our family for genera-
tions. I confess that I'd looked ]\Iargot's name
up in the catalogues of the Water-Color and
that I remembered "Sage Brush" and loved it.

And Margot owned she'd spent an afternoon
in the reading-room looking for my Whistler,
and had guessed me out, though I wasn't
signed.

"You write just the way you look," she
enlarged, "but not the way you talk. But then
you don't talk much, do you ever?"
"No," I owned, "I can't bear to talk."

Still I've talked to Margot; and because
she scolds me so for being quiet, I've

talked to other people, too, a little, sometimes.
Since that Sunday afternoon until this winter. New

York has never been lonesome. Of course, things are
changed with us both now, but these things do not make
so much difference as we both used to think they would.
We have a studio and a maid and a flat-top desk, with
drawers many enough for me and my manuscripts to

get lost in ; and occasionall}' we have a reporter, as, for
instance, when Cowley bought Margot's "Street Lights"
or when I have a book come out. I've had just three.

I don't write novels fast, and they're not novels that
everybody reads either

;
only a few people read them

very hard. Margot hates my books as honestly as I

love her pictures. I wonder if I could ever write anj'-

thing that she would like. She hates my bookshelf, too.

She came in from riding one day and took her whip and
poked all the gentlemen she hates in out of sight.

"You're the Lady of Shalott," she said.

I jumped up, so angrj- that we were both frightened.
I don't know why I was so angry- at having been called
that just because I've a fondness for twentieth centur}'
poetry, and just because I like to write things that are
a little remote from 'ever}--day life—things a little too
delicate and fanciful for Margot's taste!

I am ashamed that this winter New York is lonesome
again, after seven years. I am thoroughly ashamed. I

wasn't really prepared for it at all. It happened in

August, and I suppose I was so occupied with Hester
that I didn't take in all that Margot's letters last summer
told me. Hester was more difficult than ever during my
last vacation at home. She's been a growing problem

to me for some time, but now that she's twenty she's
worse than ever. I am ready to help her to do anj-thing
that she wants to do, but she doesn't want to do any-
thing, and she doesn't want to staj' at home and do
nothing either. She's dear and sweet, and she's grown
to be very pretty besides, but I found the poor child last

summer so restless, unhappy, morbid. It seems to me
simply pitiful when a woman full of energy and brains
and all that hasn't any one special talent to keep her
straight. Fancy what life would be for me if I didn't

have my writing! Of course, it is obvious that a girl

like Hester ought to get married, but there isn't a
soul in the countr}- for her to meet and get married to.

ileanwhile Hester is just a mass of undirected brain
and emotion. I am going to have her here this winter
for a while. I wonder if she could put her sou! into

book-binding.
The reason why New York is lonesome is that now,

when I turn in on a November evening and find Margot
stooped to watch the colors the cannel-coal is taking in

the rosy grate, Hester all in crimson, short-sleeved,
short-waisted, bare-necked—I know when she gets up
and turns around to me, all tall and stately, that the

shine in her eyes isn't for me at all ; I know that

Haddon Orr is fast on my heels in the elevator

!

Ever since I first knew IMargot she has always main-
tained that out of all classes and types, out-of-door
artists and traveling salesmen are the most marry-able
of men. She looked at me lately with impish eyes and
said, "Now that I'm going to prove my theory hy marry-
ing an out-of-door artist, suppose you try to prove

I knew I was the most selfish woman in the world

it by marrying a fine fat drummer hoy, little Fair-and-

faint-and- f ragile."
November 15th.

We have been talking a great deal about Hester.

Fortunately for me Margot is not so absorbingly engaged

as some people are. At least she does pretty well in

sympathizing with me in my anxiety about my little

sister. She quite agrees with me that marriage is the

only thing for a woman not absorbed in a career, but

how to marry Hester, and to whom? We have gone
over all the men we know, but none of them will do.

They are the men Margot knows, strictly speaking, for

I never have known men. I'm hopelessly a woman's
woman. I always sit in a corner and make the tea when
Margot and I have our afternoons at home. Of course,

it's a little unfortunate for me professionally, not know-
ing men. I realize perfectly that the men in my stories

are not exactly vitalized, and Margot says they are all

shadow-knights out of Spenser. But Hester is not at

all like me, for men like her—that is, the few men who
have seen her. The more Margot and I talk the child

over, the more it seems as if all Hester needs is a man
and a little propinquity. And it is for us, Margot and

me, to provide the man and the propinquity.

November 17th.

"But," I wailed to Margot to-night as I was drying my
hair before the grate, "since you've got Haddon Orr,

there isn't any man left for Hester."

Margot clapped her knee. "Tim!" she shouted.

Tim is Margot's next nearest brother.

"But would you mind," she went on, sobering, "that

Tim's a merest dry-goods merchant, nothing intellectual

about Tim, nothing esthetic. He's no talking ghost out
of your old pseudo-semi-demi-medieval romances. He's
a man and a merchant !"

"But he's in Tacoma," I said.

"I can get him out of Tacoma. He's always been
planning to come East. Business is slack after Christ-
mas ; he can leave it with Bob for a while and come
here and walk the shops in New York. Why shouldn't
a man walk the shops and learn things just as a doctor
walks the hospitals? I'll write him. I'll get him. I'll

tell him it's his last chance before Haddon and I go to

live in Florence."
"Shall you tell him anything else, Margot?"
Margot's eyes had all sorts of little meditative twinkles

and sparkles in them.
"I don't know," she said. After a minute or two of

reverie she suddenly continued, looking at me, '"Are the

dry-goods choking you ? You look as if you were trying

to swallow the whole shopful. You don't want a big

gross shopkeeper for Hester? There's nothing ethereal

about Tim."
'T don't think Hester would mind," I answered

evasivelj'.

"But Laurie would?"
"It's Hester's affair. We aren't match-making for me.

I'm settled."

"Yes, worse luck!" admitted Margot. "I wish nobody
would ever buy your old die-away books. Then
perhaps you would'nt go on writing them for a

whole lifetime that might be better employed!"
At that we were icy for a whole half hour.

I felt abused. Margot is so rough-handed

^ I sometimes. Her lack of intellectual sympathy
(she has plentj- of the other) hurts sometimes.

If loving a man is at all like loving another

woman, only more so, then it seems to me that

any man I might have loved when I was
younger would have had to like my stories.

Of course, Margot and I couldn't stand the

silence more than half an hour. At the end
of that time I said in a humble tone, "Do you
believe he'll really come?"
"I'm sure he will," Margot responded heartily.

January 20th.

And he did, three days ago.

Hester was with us two weeks before Tim
came. It is always very cozy to have Hester

around. Margot and I are not really domestic,

though we try to be. When Hester is with us,

flowers grow out of unexpected vases, and
missing hooks and eyes mysteriously reappear

in their appointed places. But this year Hes-
ter's visit has been different from her visits

of other winters, for the poor child has been

so pathetic. Her old delight in a good time

seems to be gone entirely. She has been quiet

and really touchingly sweet, but Margot and I

have tried in vain to bring back her old baby

enthusiasm for things. She has gone dutifully

into the book-binding, but she doesn't care.

However, after her quiet country existence, I

have great faith in the efficacy of city streets

and the interest of a daily out-of-the-house

emploj'ment. But yet as I watch Hester I am
forced to bank more and more on Tim.

He arrived a few hours before Margot
expected him. Hester and I had been out for

a Januarv walk, and coming in and hurrying

toward the fire in our little studio-study-parlor

we found in the biggest armchair—Margot in

man's clothes ! We did our best to make him

at home, of course, and Hester especially came

to the front with a warm welcome for Margot's

brother who had come all the .way across the

continent to see us. They have been at ease

with each other from the very first minute.

As for me. I haven't yet recovered from the

peculiar shock Tim's presence gave me, for

he is so absurdly like Margot that I felt as if

he must be Margot masquerading in coat and trousers.

The resemblance is so strong that it makes me feel

dreamy and unreal. I have to keep checking myself all

the time because I am constantly on the point of talking

to Tim just as freely as if he were really Margot. They

have so manv things in common, the same way of

slapping the knee when they're pleased, the same big

laugh, the same big white teeth, the same big eyes, only

Tim's eyes are not so keen to see things as Margot's.

It developed verv quicklv—that is, Hester found out

that Tim was frightfullv hungry. It was still two hours

till dinner, and mere tea would have been an affront, so

before I knew it, Hester had us out in the dmmg-room
and was developing wonders in the chafing-dish, and

Tim, with big elbows on the table, was watchmg her

with eyes both hungry and delighted. Thus Alargot

found us when she came in—Hester standmg over the

chafing-dish at one end of the table, all warm and

glowing with her walk and her cooking ;
big brown Tim

at one side gazing at her, and me, unregarded, but ver>-

happy in regarding the other two, obscurely spreading

sandwiches at the other end of the table.

Januao' 29th.

Tim has promptly found a boarding-place near us.

Just as Margot walked into my life, unceremoniously

but utterly in one brief hour, so from that first afternoon

it has seemed as if Tim has always been part of our

domicile. Slowlv I have realized that he isn't so much

like Margot after all. He isn't a bit clever, never makes

witty speeches. A year older than Margot, he seems ten



years younger than either of us. He has none of

Margot's artistic talent; knows what pictures he

likes, that's all. They are invariably of the

chromo-lithograph variety. As to his reading, he
seems to have but one author in his mental library,

and that is Dickens. • His conversation is studded
with Dickens. It was very queer to me at first

to know a person who really believed in Dickens.

Fortunately for the success of our plans and purposes,

Hester is well up on Dickens, can catch the obscurest

allusions and locate it in its proper volume.

February 5th.

To-day I have had a curious shock. I came upon Tim
seated at the study table, elbows upon it, knotted fists

at his temples, forehead knotted, too, bowed over a

book. Hearing my step he shut the book up quickly

and shoved it under a pile of magazines, his face red-

dening and the queerest expression in his eyes as he
looked at me. I couldn't make out the expression at all

until afterward. When Tim was gone I couldn't help

pulling forth the book he had been ashamed of—and it

was my own "Keith of Ewern !" Then I saw Tim's
eyes again, and I understood, and I covered my own
eyes up, and my cheeks were so hot that it seemed as

if they would burn my hands. The book had been
lying half open when Tim saw me. He must have been
reading at the fountain scene, the sun just at dawn,
when Keith finds the forest-girl. I never thought of it

before ; I never thought any one could understand it so,

but perhaps, if you had taken it literally and had not
seen the underlying allegory, you might have thought
that—

" 'I'm half sick of shadows,' quoth the Lady Shalott
!"

Oh, I wish Margot had never called me that; I hate
it so

!

This evening Tim seemed to be quite natural, but I

wasn't. Just before she went oflf to bed, Margot found
me with my head under the lowest shelf of the linen-

closet
"What in the world are you doing, little Scrap?" she

inquired.

I got up and turned around. "I'm putting away my
books; my own, I mean."
Margot didn't say a word ; she just gave me one look

out of her eyes that are so like Tim's, except that they

see so much more than his do.

February ISth.

I believe I never saw two people better suited to each
other than Tim and Hester, and to all appearances they
seem to be of the same opinion. Really, our match-
making almost loses zest, it is so easy. As. I chaperone
the two in the various entertainments Tim has dis-

covered for Hester (I really didn't know New York
was capable of such diversity of amusements until this

gentleman out of the West discovered them) it seems
to me that Hester takes the whole thing very lightly.

Sometimes I wonder if she really appreciates Tim.

February 25th.

Hester continues to make all sorts of things that Tim
likes to eat. I've discovered only one thing I can do
that Tim likes. I can read aloud—by Tim's choice,

"Pickwick Papers." Tim is as happy as a small boy with
"Pickwick." He knows it by heart, and several pages
in advance he begins to chuckle, subterraneotisly at first,

then higher up until the big laugh bursts right out of
eyes and mouth. Tim makes me laugh if Dickens
doesn't.

We have very cozy stay-at-home evenings often, we
three, Hester, Tim and I, gathered about the dining-

room table, Hester sewing, Tim listening and laughing,

throwing back his head and slapping his knee sometimes.
J\Iy Dickens education progresses in spite of me.
We three are relegated to the dining-room because

Haddon Orr and Margot hold the studio.

March 12th.

But sometimes our evenings do not feel cozy at all.

I mean, I am the one who does not feel cozy, and it is

selfish of me, selfish, selfish ! Sometimes when I consider
my Margot and Haddon Orr in the studio, all engaged,
and my Hester and Tim Clay in the dining-room all but
engaged, it occurs to me that it's almost time for me to

slip off to bed. Number Five is such a very odd num-
ber ! To be sure, when I rise to go, Tim and Hester
always protest most civilly; one might almost think they
really wanted me to stay. It is out of consideration for

my feelings that Tim goes home and Hester follows me
to bed so soon after. But I wish I didn't have any
feelings to be considered. When my Margot is marry-
ing a Haddon and my Hester is marrying a Tim, I

certainly ought not to mind being Number Five.

March 20th.

I am writing another book, and I think it is different;

it is modern anyway. I think the man in it is alive.

And I'm sure the woman is

!

April 18th.

I have been stupid as well as selfish, and to my own
little sister ! I thought Hester was feeling better, hap-
pier, more like herself. I thought so, I suppose, because
everything has seemed so much brighter and more cheer-
ful since Tim came. But Hester isn't better, she's

worse ! She sleeps with me, and last night I knew by
her lying so still with just the faintest little gasp now
and then that she was crying. It was awfully still, and
the electric light through the shutter made bars of
brightness on the wall. I couldn't speak to Hester. I

knew she knew that I was crying, too, and we just lay
there and never spoke, until, as the milk-carts began
to rattle over the pavement, Hester went to sleep.

But to-day I decided that something must be done. I

waited to talk to Margot, and at last I got her alone,
our two selves alone in our own precious little home,
just like old times, without any Hesters or Haddons or
Tims about.

"Margot," I said, "I'm tired of this!"
"Tired of what, little Scrap?"
"Tired of men hanging around !"

"Scrap, what do you mean?"

"Hanging around without proposing ! I'm tired of
Tim ! I consider it's time he said something."

I didn't know that I was going to say this, and I

didn't know whether I was laughing or crying. Margot
just looked at me with eyes big as millstones, but they
were very keen.

"He's been around here for twelve weeks, and every
day and all day with Hester, and I don't see why some-
thing doesn't happen, and it's awfully hard on Hester."
"Why?"
"She cries at night. And I don't want anybody to be

trifling with Hester, not even Tim. I want my little

sister to be married—and happy."
"Tim isn't trifling," said Margot quietly.

"Well, it's your match-making anyway. Can't you
hurry it up?"

"Yes, I think perhaps I can," said Margot calmly,

adding after a pause, "especially as it's partly my fault.

I've been telling Tim to go slow."
"But he wanted to go fast?"

"Oh, yes, Tim always makes up his mind in one
minute, and sticks to it forever after. I knew he'd be
just like that about marrying."
"Then you'll tell him he may go as fast as he pleases ?"

"I'll take him walking this very afternoon."

Match-making is so easy it isn't even interesting.

Really I don't see why I was in such a hurry. When I

get Margot married off, and Hester married off, what's
left for me? Nothing but writing. I hate writing 1

I believe I'm tired, not sick at all, just tired ; sometimes
this spring I feel so tired that it seems as if nothing in

life would ever make me fee! rested again.

I think I never walked so fast or so far or so long
as I did this afterfioon. I don't know where I walked
except that I didn't walk in the park; Margot and Tim
were going there. It began to rain at last, but I kept
on walking and walking until at half-past six I decided
I might as well go home. I turned my latch-key very
softly and stole to my bedroom. I heard voices in the

studio—one was rumbling and masculine, the other
voice was Hester's, and oh, it was so high and happy

!

Just as I closed my door I heard her laugh as I hadn't
heard her laugh since she was ten, and hearing that

laugh and looking at my draggled self in the mirror as
I lighted the gas, I knew I was the most selfish woman
in the world—and oh, the tiredest!

Then there came a little scurry of steps to my door;
it flew open. "I thought you would never come !" said

Hester. She was all in white in the doorway, teary,

radiant, flame and sweetness, my own little sister turned
into something that frightened me, it was so lovely. I

took her two little icy, thrilling hands, and at last I

forgot to be selfish

!

"I am so glad, darling!" I said.

"You know?" she asked.
"How could I help knowing when I look at you ?"

"It is so beautiful, and it seemed so long to wait," she
whispered.

I drew her down on the bed and held her tight a long
time. At last she moved to get up, catching my hand to

draw me after her.

"Come," she cried, "he's waiting to see you."
But I cried out, "Not yet! Not yet!"
"Why not?" asked Hester, her starry eyes dilating

with surprise.

"I can't," I whispered, feeling a little faint. "Tell

him—tell Tim—"
Hester dropped my hand, backed away, regarding me

with utter amazement
"Tell Tim ! Tim I Tim ! It isn't Tim !"

"Isn't Tim?" I think I tumbled over on the pillows,

really and truly faint now.
Hester was down beside me. "How could it be Tim,"

she asked, "when I'd seen Sid first?"

"Who?" I managed to gasp.

"Sidney Thorpe. No, I know you don't know him. I

just couldn't tell )'ou. He's visited at home for years.

Only I thought he was never coming again. Then he
did come—here—to-day. He couldn't stand waiting any
better than I could. Come and see him—but oh, Laurie,
how wet you are! Where have you been?"

It was not merely my skirts and shoes that were wet
at that minute, nor for several minutes after. There
had to be a good deal of drying off before I was ready
to see Sidney Thorpe.

Just as Hester was giving me a dab of powder on
my nose and a kiss on my mouth at one and the same
time, I managed to stammer out—for the world had
turned so topsy-turvy

—

"But you were to marry Tim. Margot and I sent
for him on purpose!"

I think Hester shot up a foot taller, and her eyes,
which are really so mild, had a fine fire in them.
"Thank you !" she said. "I'm much obliged, but I

think I am able to take care of myself
!"

I thought so, too, when I saw Sidney, big and red and
raw-boned—^and a man ! Freckles and wide gray eyes
that you could trust to the very bottomless bottom of
them. He wasn't a Tim, but if he and Hester loved
each other

—

I managed to get hold of Hester a moment before
dinner, for I was worried to death. "But who'll tell

Tim?" I asked her. "I'm sure he's going to propose to

you this very night."

"No, he isn't, for I won't see him !"

"But—who will? Who'll tell him? There's no keep-
ing a secret in this house I"

"Isn't there?" said Hester, meaning by her smile that
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she had kept one pretty well for three months.
"But of course, some one must tell Tim. You
must"
"Never, never. I can't stand seeing how he'll

look."

"You must !" repeated Hester. She had grown
terribly masterful since Sidney Thorpe's arrival.

When Margot came in ftor dinner, she said so, too.
I must be the one to tell Tim. Margot had dropped
Tim at the door, but he would be around for the evening
we knew. I implored Margot to tell him, but she not
only would not listen, but went off with Haddon Orr
to the theater right after dinner. Hester was inexorable
and retired with Sidney to the dining-room, leaving me
altogether alone, at the mercy of any caller, in the studio.

I never felt so lonesome in my life as I did there by
the studio fire. Haddon and Margot had gone off to
the play in a glow of gaiety. I could hear Hester and
Sidney in the dining-room, and their voices were so
glad that it hurt. And here was I, waiting by the fire
to say something to Tim (Tim of all people!) that
would make him feel as lonesome as I was feeling
myself. Yet, in one way perhaps it was right that I
should be the one to tell Tim, for I could understand
how he was going to feel about it.

At the stroke of half-past eight he arrived. He came
hurrying into the studio, tugging off his overcoat and
looking so big and warm and happy that I could hardly
stand it. I had my speech all ready, but it all depended
on his asking where Hester was, and he never asked!
Instead he said, "I'm so glad to find you by yourself.
Miss Laurie, there's something I've got to ask your
advice about I've got Margot's advice all right, but
I'm not quite sure. Anyway, it seems to me you're the
person who could advise me best, and so I've come to
you. Will you?"

"Yes."
He fidgeted a minute, swallowed, then put his hands

between his knees and started in. At first he hesitated.
His eyes were shining, but they were awfully anxious,
too.

"If you wanted something. Miss Laurie, more than
you'd ever wanted anything or ever would want any-
thing—if, perhaps, you could get it by jumping at it

quick, and perhaps that way you'd lose it forever—and
if, perhaps, you could get it by waiting and worlcing it

for years, and perhaps that way you'd lose good time
when you might have had it—would you—^jump for it

or wait?"
I was so sorry for him that I could hardly speak,

because, of course, I knew that all he said meant just
Hester. I decided that it was best to go straight to
the point at once, and I said, "It won't do any good
either way, either jumping or waiting."
Tim's face is so round and boyish that I never

dreamed he could look so old in a second.
"Are you sure?" he said.

"Yes. I know. I didn't know myself until to-day
or I'd have told you before. It happened only this
afternoon."
"What happened ?"

"The other man."
"The other man?"
"Yes," my heart seemed just torn out with pity. "I

didn't know 'Hester had another man."
"Hester! Hester!" and his tone was exactly like

Hester's earlier in the evening when she had said in

such surprise, "Tim ! Tim !"

"But wasn't Hester the thing you said you wanted so?"
"No !"

Then I saw something in, Tim's eyes that made me
shut mine, for something somewhere inside me snapped,
and I felt sick and queer and sank down in my chair.
After a while I said, "But, Tim, how can you?

Nobody ever did before. Men don't, you know. Men
don't like me."
"Fools !" growled Tim.
And after another long while I said, "But I can't

cook things in a chafing-dish."

Tim said something which seemed very violent about
chafing-dishes.

And for my life I can't remember that we said any-
thing else, although I'm sure we talked ever so long.
I'm sure that Tim never said he loved me, or asked me
to be his wife, or said any of the things I've always
thought men ought to say when I was writing books.

I don't believe I've managed to put Tim into this

story. I don't believe I ever could put Tim into a story,

because he's Tim. But that book I'm writing now is

going to have a different ending from the one I planned.
And I'm sure the book is going to be different from
the others, too

;
anyway, it isn't being written by any

Lady of Shalott!
This is all, I guess, except what Hester said. I went

in to her when she was undressing, and I just said,

"And now, Hester, I have something very special to

tell you I"

"I know," Hester answered, "I've known for twelve
weeks."
But that wasn't so strange as what Margot said. I

went to her room in my kimono. She was standing in

her long red opera cloak, so big and beautiful that I

just put up my arms around her neck, and it seemed to

me as if we both felt all the preciousness of all our
seven years together in that one moment; and when I

became more tranquil I whispered, "Margot, it wasn't
Hester."
"Wasn't it?" And I looked up to see the laugh in

her eyes, and then I drew the two edges of her opera
cloak over my head again. And then I came out, and I

was laughing myself, and saying, "Isn't it funny how
differently our match-making turned out from what we
planned !"

Margot's two hands were clasped behind my
back, and she looked down into my face, and she
emphasized her pronouns outrageously as she said,

"My match-making turned out exactly as / planned !"

The End
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The Love Secret of a Stern Old Judge
By Paul Crissey

MY GRANDFATHER WES a judgc of the Supreme court

of the commonwealth. Clothed in the dignity of

his lean, almost classic face, he measured the

voice of the law, while the battle-worn flag of the Union
hung impressively behind him. He was a severe man
to look upon, a man to respect.

Rugged and lean of face, with certain sharp, almost

hard lines, he seemed to be difficult to approach, and rny

life with him was one of habitual silence, but of certain,

distant, unspoken comradeship.
I was only twenty-five years old and very much in

love, and as a result I was spending most of my
time earning money and trying to provide for a home
of my own. We lived alone, my grandfather and I, in

a big, stately old house in the heart of the cit>- and it

was here that every evening we exchanged a few words
of greeting; had a short, sharp fusillade of argument

over public affairs and ate our supper together. We
seldom exchanged personalities and never confidences,

partly because there seemed to be no provocation for

doing so, and partly, no doubt, because I had early

come to think of my grandfather as a man far removed
from the commonplace and emotional matters with

which young persons are apt to be concerned. To be

frank, my grandfather's face was too austere to invite

anv of my shy little secrets.

I had been fortunate in love and business, and planned,

as the fall chilled slowly into winter, to bring my home
dreams to the bright focus of realization. And j'et I

disliked heartily to do so without first consultmg the

old judge, who had been, since my father died, my only

relative. I was his only heir, though I had always

disliked the term as well as the idea. By all the canons

of familv and personal courtesy it was due him to

know, beforehand, that the chances were he

would have to spend the remainder of his days

in the big house alone. This I fully realized,

and vet I hesitated to open the subject with him.

''He shall come and live with us, Morton," my
intended wife had said, and I, rather dreading

the prospect of his dignified, severe company,

had answered bruskly

:

"No, dear, I shall never ask him. I do not

want him in our home—he is quite used to soli-

tude and, I believe, quite content with it." And,

in spite of Elinor's kindly insistence, I had with-

held all knowledge of the perplexing situation

from the old judge.

I had seen him judicially indififerent when
those who thronged the court-room wept

audibly; I had seen him, with immovable
features and severe, searching glance, send men
to prison, when his decision had been their last

hope and his court their last haven ; I had seen

him, equally tranquil, sentence a man to death

on the gallows—and ever as I saw these things,

I thought that stern old Judge Burleigh,, my
grandfather, lacked that spark of human kijid-

ness which burns, or should burn, in everj- man's

heart.

And in view of these facts I had no mind to

ask him to live with me in my future home or

even to hint to him that I was contemplating

marriage.
Night after night, as we sat before the grate

fire in our big, lonesome house, I had tried to

gather courage to tell him, but somehow the

sullen roar of the city about us had emphasized

the firm, unsympathetic lines of the old man's

face, and each time as I tried to put my little

love affair into words, I thrust the difficult task

aside with a shudder and answered briefly some
abrupt question of his about some doubtful

action of the Senate.

On these nights I often longed to tell him
of the beauty of the lady of my love, longed to

confide to him the catalogue of her graces, of

her queer little characteristics and her great

goodness—and each time I would resolve to do
so the thoughtful, far-awa}% yet alert eyes of

the old judge would turn upon me in their grave

coldness and scatter my courage. Sometimes
his face would light, momentarily, with a look

of slight, disturbing wonder, and I would cover

my apparent confusion by hastily piling another

well-trimmed stick upon the fire. In all it was the great

severity, the forbidding lack of warmth, in the old man's
face that held me back.

What would he know of dainty little mannerisms, of

soft, warm hands or of a witchingly lovely face with

lips so tempting? Nothing! I answered myself, as

each night came and went and he remained stiff, stately,

detached.
It had always been my grandfather's habit, of a win-

ter evening, to sit before the fire and smoke an old pipe

that reeked of age and use. But it had for him a fas-

cination and I often imagined he came to some of his

most important judicial decisions while looking through

the blue, uncompromising smoke that curled up from
his ancient pipe.

With aching impatience I watched the days go by

while the thought of my duty to tell him all haunted

me, as did the gentle voice of Elinor when she asked

me, time after time, whether I had yet told him.

The holidays passed. The snow on the dirty streets

piled higher and I imagined that the months of the

winter had begun to tell like long years upon my
grandfather.

Finally, one night, when the wind swirled angrily

down between the gulch-like walls of the street, I

raised my head from its restful position in my hands

and gazed in unconcealed astonishment at my grand-

father. It was nine o'clock and we were sitting before

the open fire, and my grandfather was not smoking

!

I could hardly believe it. It was a startling break in

the established order of things; but what was more

astonishing, there was an unaccountable change in the
visage of the old man. My pulses jumped. His face
looked strangely softened and my heart gave a strange
leap. But finally my fear passed. Now was the time
to tell him. I wanted to blurt it out, but reconsidered
and started more tactfully.

''You are not smoking to-night, grandfather?" I

remarked, a trifle constrained, perhaps.
"N-o." His answer was slow, deliberate, thoughtful.
"No, I'm not smoking to-night, Morton."
"Wh\- not?" I asked. It was a most unusual, a most

personal conversation for us and I momentarily expected
him to end it bruskly. But he answered and his voice
was low and soft, and, strange to say, my heart warmed
suddenly to this fine, honorable old judge, severe though
he was.
"For several reasons," he said at length, "and they

may all be very foolish ones. It seems to me that when
a foolish old man needs the blue curling smoke to start

his imagination moving he is fast becoming too inhuman
to enjoy the dreams that come of it. Of late m}' pipe
has carried me back, somehow, in a strange way, and
I have gone over again the days before your mother
or you. came to me. It all is verj- strange, Morton, and
I have decided that if it be just tobacco-smoke needed
to bring back memories, those memories cannot be very
real. So, my boy, I am going to leave out the old pipe
for a while and test the realities of memory."
He turned his face slowly back to the blaze before

him as he spoke, and I could see, almost clearly, the
channel his mind was working in. He was trying to

force those memories back with the pangs of self-denial

as the penitent scourges himself with his own hand. I

was astonished. I had touched upon » strain of hidden

'I gathered her closely to me, while the agate box remained

clutched in her hand"

gold in this old mountain of severity. It pleased
me and I leaned eagerly forward to tell my plans.

"Don't, lad," he said impulsively, as he saw my move-
ment, "I know what you are going to say, what you
want to say. Why, Morton, I've seen it in your eyes,

your actions, in everj'thing you have done and said in

the last six months. I know, boy, and I'm glad because
you are. I know what you think of me, but I'm just a
bit different than 3-ou suppose. I've judged you rightly,

haven't I ? You haven't given me a full measure of
justice. But then there's no harm in that, my boy, for

it was only kindness in you that kept it back. Now,
wasn't that it, really?"

I fancied his eyes watched eagerly, longing for an
answer in the affirmative, and I answered truthfully:

"Yes, grandfather."
It was a new grandfather here beside me on the

hearth and I loved him. He was a comrade now, a
companion, and he filled a long-stifled hunger in me.

'"Every gnarJed tree, rough and harsh though it may
be on the exterior, has a heart that is softer than the

rest of its body. Everj' prickly leaf has a soft flow of
life through its veins. So it is with me, Morton."
He smiled a trifle sadly while I only stared at his

wonderful evidences of perception. It was just what I

had thought of him, only I had taken little account of
the softer part.

He leaned forward slightly, and sideways the least

bit, while his hand sought the pocket of his smoking-
jacket. When he drew out the object which bulged
his coat, and my eyes rested on it, there seemed to

come vaguely to my nostrils the scent of magnolia
blossoms—the subtle ghost of a fragrance, as it were.

It was an oval-shaped box, covered, top and bottom,
with a thin slab of blood-red agate that glowed dully
against the gold edges. My grandfather held it lovingly
m the palm of his hand for a moment or two and the
bright firelight flickered over his severe features which,
strangely enough, had softened marvelously.
The simple, artistic lines of the little box appealed to

me strongly as did the chapter of my grandfather's life

which he unfolded to me. Love's heart-throbs thrilled
in the old man's quiet voice as he told me his storj-, our
first confidence.

"It was way down in Virginia," he began slowly.
"I knew it," I cried, "I smelled the magnolias." And

for answer my grandfather opened the box and I saw
what was within. It was a magnolia blossom, crushed,
withered and dried—only a shadowy ghost of its former
beauty and fragrance.

"It was back in the time before the war. I was a
young man, barely over age, yet with every notion that
I knew quite as much as my elders. Not an uncommon
occurrence ! We lived in a big house about half a mile
from Colonel Trotwell's summer place. He was our
onlj"- neighbor and when our family went calling, as we
often did, we usually chose the colonel's place because
it was nearest and because it was also the most interest-

ing place available. At least it was for me, for it had
an attraction which no other neighbor's home had—

a

girl.

"And she was a fine girl, too, Morton. Quiet,
unobtrusive and beautiful, and I believe I would
rather have spent a half hour with her back in

the orchard than to have been made president of
the United States. I know, now, that I would.

"Well, things ran along quite sedately until

one day a young man came up from Kentucky
to visit the Trotwells. He had all the advantage
and charm of city manners and city clothes and,
all-in-all, he was quite a fine young fellow.

Naturally the little girl over at Trotwell's
showed a great interest in him. As for myself,
I disliked him decidedlj'. I regarded him as a
trespa,sser, though I had no right to do so, and
looked upon him from the first as an enemy. I

had an idea that no one but Elinor and myself
had a right to the paths of the Trotwell orchard
and it hurt badly to see this young man from
the city stamp out my footprints in the orchard.
But I stood it for a long time—stood it quietly
until, one day. all the black rumors of armed
rupture between the North and the South which
had been flitting angrily about the country were
confirmed. Needless to say, my sympathies
were with the North and I shortly made that
fact known. It stirred up a whirlwind of
reproach, anger and protests, but I stuck to it

with determination. Colonel Trotwell sent Sam,
an old family slave, over to see me. We called
him Old Sam because no one knew just how old
he was.

" 'Young Marse Burleigh, Colonel Trotwell
szys ez how you-all ain't t' come ovah no mo','

Sam announced, and I only nodded. I had
expected as much, but had somehow hoped that
time might change the peppery colonel's mind.

" "All right. Old Sam,' I answered and went on
cleaning my gun. I was going awaj' fo join the
Union cavalrj- the next morning.
"And that evening, as I sat on the big gallery,

I heard the bitter twang, twang of guitars down
in the negro quarters and heard their voices
singing madly some wild song. Poor fools

!

They realized as little as children the mad dis-

aster that had come upon the nation.
"Well, the music was just a little too much

for me, so I laid down my gun and crept quietly
up to my room, where I remained until dusk,
trying to think what I should do. Finally, after
dark, I slipped unnoticed from the house and
wandered down through the nearest cotton-patch
to the edge of our land where it joined Colonel
Trotwell's orchard. The cotton looked white
and ghostly in the moonlight and a dry, musty
stillness was in the air.

"I leaned against the fence thinking hard, trying to
decide whether or not to go ov'er and see Elinor and
have it out with her father. I wanted to—I wasn't
afraid of him—but I wanted to do what was right. I

was only trying to find myself.
"There were a few magnolias growing near the fence

and somehow their intense sweetness sickened me. All
of a sudden I heard voices, the clanking of a saber and
the swish of a skirt. It was Elinor and the young man
from the city. How I hated him ! He was in uniform
and I straightened up and strained my e3'es in the semi-
darkness to see its color. I knew it would be gray—and
gray it was, as I clearly saw when the pair passed
slowly through the stretch of moonlight. I felt very
weak, very faint—but I decided what to do. No longer
would I hesitate.

"With one hand on the top rail I cleared the fence and
ran hurriedly by a round-about way to the Trotwell
house. Somehow the big, white pillars along the gallery
looked cold and uninviting, but my blood was up and
I had no eye for such signs. I opened the door and
stepped in. Elinor and the joung man from the city-

had not returned and I walked into the big living-room.
Old Sam stood there and his eyes grew big and bulging
with apprehension when they fell on me.

" 'Good Lo'd,' he gasped. 'De cunnel suah will kill

you !'

" 'No he won't,' I answered sharply. 'Tell Miss Elinor
I want to see her alone in here when she returns—alone,
Sam, do you understand ?'

[concluded on page 31]



Valentine Parties and Games
With Clever Suggestions for Making Your Own Valentines

IRLS who feel discouraged
about attempting a Valen-
tine jollification because
they live in the country or

are limited in the matter of
pocket-money, should have
been among us one Valen-

tine Day at Meadowmead farm.
Everything, if we had been of the easily

discourageable sort, seemed rather for-

bidding. King Winter still reigned in

snowy majesty out of doors; we had but
a couple of dollars, so we all had to look
to our girlish wits to help us out. Yet it

proved the merriest sort of a party.

Our entertainment committee numbered
four—two visitors from the city, the

country hostess and the most obliging of

small boys and' brothers.

A Successful Party

It was this fourth member who made a

tour of the countryside seven or eight

days in advance of the frolic and verbally

delivered the invitations, requesting each
boy or girl who accepted to send in before
the appointed date one or two little valen-
tines or valentine letters, to be delivered
through the Valentine Post-Office.

Some of the clever and pretty things
sent in, as well as others that we prepared
ourselves, in grder to have the mail-bag
interestingly heavy, I will describe' later.

For the post-office itself we used a
folding clothes-horse covered with calico,

save for the window space. For the win-
dow we employed a grocery box minus
top and bottom which was placed inside

the clothes-horse on a low table. Above
the window hung a red letter sign deco-
rated with hearts and arrows, which read

St. Valentyne, Hys Poste
Februarie 14, 19

—

One of the committee, costumed as the
queen of hearts, acted as postmistress
seated on a chair behind the little window.
The queen wore a regal mantle made of

a sheet decorated with red hearts and had
a gold pasteboard crown on her loosened
locks.

As soon as the guests arrived some one
reeled out a gay tune on the piano, and
we all formed in line to march to the

post-office. The postmistress would deliver

but one missive at a time, so that we all

marched a second and some a third time
to collect our letters.

After the march came the fun of open-
ing one's mail and guessing from whom it

came. Such speculations delightfully filled

in another quarter hour, after which we
had a

Valentine Picture Puzzle

The puzzle was made up of a dozen
comic valentines, the kind still found in

any country store, which we bought for a

dime. These were cut into pieces of all

shapes and sizes and thoroughly jumbled.
We divided the pieces and placed them in

four dinner-plates and put one plate on each
small table, together with a bottle of muci-
lage. As the company numbered twelve out-

side of the committee, who did not enter,

into this contest, we had four tables, three
seats to each table. Each player received
a large square of cardboard on which to

paste t'.ie pieces. Players were assigned
to their first table, but could afterward, if

the possibilities seemed exhausted there,

exchange with anotlier player at any other
table who was similarly situated.

The player who was first to correctly

build up a vakntine received a dainty
booklet (described later on) as a prize.

When cleared of the picture puzzle we
used the tables for a very hilarious card
game—Blind Hearts. This we played
exactly like Blind Euchre—that is, every-
one played without once seeing his own
cards, which were held face out and were
perfectly visible to everyone else but the

player. Tricks were taken entirely at

random, and were as guiltlessly lost. The
prize was the most delicious of jelly-cakes

from the home kitchen baked in the form
of a heart

Finding Valentines

Soon after the awarding of this trophy,
the small boy of the committee distributed

folded slips of paper to all members of
the party. The girls' slips were of blue
paper, and the men's of pink tint. When
all were distributed, the company was
invited to "match up and find their val-

entines." What was the amazement on
opening the slips to find no sentimental
quotations, no lovers of bygone days, but
such homely terms as "Corned Beef, Oil,

Cheese." However, a comparison of the
papers revealed the fact that Lamb found
its affinity in Mint Sauce, Oil in Vinegar,
Pepper in Salt, Corned Beef in Cabbage
and Bread in Cheese, and after a general

By Mary Dawson
laugh and much hilarity valentines for

the ensuing games were quickly arranged.

A Contest in Mending Hearts

This was where the man of each pair of
valentines received a piece of pink paper
muslin and a pair of scissors with which
he was required to cut out a heart. A
large rent was made in the heart-shaped
piece of muslin and this his partner was
required during the next ten minutes to

darn as neatly as she could, using sewing-
materials provided by the hostess. Prizes
were awarded to the couple producing the

best heart shape and making the neatest

darn, and forfeits were imposed for the

worst.
In another good contest the partners

were called upon to produce either a val-

entine love poem or a valentine story,

whichever one they chose. The story or
poem had to be formed of the word slips

which were found in a basket on the table

in front of each one and which were
merely headlines clipped from back num-
bers of periodicals, afterwards separated
into their component parts. The cleverest

production in either class of endeavor
won a pretty valentine bookmark for each
contestant.

In a competition of another kind each
girl, looking very pretty as she did it,

wound into a ball a skein of worsted,
which her gallant held for her on his

outstretched hands. The pair who were
first to show a tidy-looking ball compris-
ing an entire skein, as a result of their

joint labors, were rewarded as before.
This brought to an end all the games

we had specially planned for the occasion,
but some bright mind clamored for a
waltz or two. Immediately the center of
the big room was cleared of tables and
chairs, the rug rolled back and the girls of
the company took turns at the piano dur-
ing the next half hour, while the rest

danced to many favorite old waltz mel-
odies and two-steps.

In the first dance, each gallant led out
the valentine with whom he had played
the partnership games, and later on
escorted her to supper.

Table Decorations

The supper-table—that is, the embellish-
ment of it—was something of a problem
until an obliging neighbor offered to lend
for the occasion a beautiful pot of
begonia in bloom. We covered the pot
with pretty green moss found in the woods
and used the plant for a centerpiece. All
around the pot we grouped a circle of
pink cardboard hearts, having as many
hearts as there were guests at table. These
hearts had original riddles written on the
reverse side, and from each radiated a
streamer of five-cent ribbon, which pro-
ceeded to the cover of some guest. Here
it terminated in a gilded pasteboard arrow
which served as place-card. The table
looked most attractive and we girls felt

quite proud of our work.
For any one who caimot obtain natural

flowers of any description, I would sug-
gest purchasing one of the little ten-cent

-

flower patterns sold with tissue paper
goods and making crepe paper roses.

These arranged in a low bed of ivy
leaves or pine sprays would be attractive

and the riddle hearts can be grouped
around such a centerpiece in the same
way. We made over cardboard founda-
tions for our supper-table four large pink
paper flowers of the hollyhock family
which formed boxes and which were
posed at the corners of the table to hold
respectively fudge, tiny sweet pickles,

sugared pop-corn and candied orange-peel
and ginger.

Riddle Hearts

To return to the riddle hearts. The
conundrums on the reverse side related in

every case to some member of the party.

At the conclusion of the feast the men
drew ribbons and received questions
regarding the girls, and the girls vice
versa. Foolish queries they were in every
case, but always good-natured and mirth-
provoking. For example, it was asked of
one^oung girl (who happened to have a
devoted admirer by the name of Witte)
why she could never be at a loss for a
bright retort. The answer was that she
always had her Witte about her.
Again of a young man " studying law

who was of a pleasantly disputative ten-
dency and chairman of the local debating
society it was asked, "Why does Mr.

S resemble Dutch cake?" The
answer was that he was so full of good
"raisins."

For the repast itself we had hot clear
soup with little hearts stamped out of
bread and toasted. Then came some
delicious chicken-salad beautifully trimmed
with hearts cut from cold boiled beets and
sweet pickles; soda biscuit and coffee.

This course was followed by floating
island served very cold in small glasses,

the meringue being colored a pretty pink-
with currant-jelly. It was passed with
heart-shaped cookies.

After dessert the little sweets and
relishes in the flower-boxes were circu-
lated. The menu was a satisfying one for
a cold night as well as delicious.

Valentines and Prizes

A word about the valentines, which for
home-made articles were rather ingenious.
A specially novel creation was a gray

dove bearing a message. The shape of
the dove (represented as flying) was first

cut from cardboard. This was then cov-
ered with pale gray tissue paper folded
and creased to suggest plumage and lightly

sewed into place. The bill and tiny feet

were tinted rose color, and whether or not
ornithologically correct, the result was
very pretty. The little valentine billet-

doux was attached to the dove's feet with
baby ribbon.
For a funny valentine, we took a blank

card (or a square of cardboard), and with
red ink ruled it off into wide lines. On
the lines we wrote the following jingle:

No poet I, nor good at rhymes.
Read, prithee, Love, between the lines.

Between the lines we painted in with
water-color rows of wee pink hearts.

When a morsel of ribbon had been drawn
through perforations at the top and tied

in a smart bow, the effect was quite
striking, I can assure you.

Flower Valentines

One of the girls was very clever at

ribbon-flower making. She fashioned
three or four charming little pansies from
the merest ends of colored ribbon. These
we mounted on a card with this inscrip-

tion in gold ink : "There's pansies. That's
for thoughts. From Your Valentine,
February 14."

A picture of a boy wearing a dunce-cap,
which we clipped from a magazine adver-
tisement, inspired another poetical flight.

We mounted him on the outside of a little

cardboard folder, added with pen and ink
a blackboard on which only the letters I

and U appeared. On the inside we wrote
this explanation

:

I know of letters only two,
Dear Valentine, but I and U.

Again from cardboard we made a little

folder, this time circular in shape. The
two outside covers were tinted to repre-
sent the hemispheres with continents, as
in a school atlas. On the inside the fol-

lowing lyric effusion was inscribed

:

Thou art all the world to me

;

Let me be all the world to thee.

Pressed flowers make charming valen-
tines and tiny dried ferns can be used in

connection with them. A simple but
pretty one was made from, or rather deco-
rated with, some dried pansies from the
window garden. We cut the folder out of
colored cardboard in the form of a double
heart, creased together in the middle. On
the inside we neatly pasted the pressed
flowers. On the outside was written in

fancy lettering with gold ink, "Open My
Heart and Read My Thought."

Valentine Booklets

For the valentine booklet given as a
prize in one of the games we cut two
heart shapes separately from cardboard
to serve as covers, and for the booklet
itself similar shapes in thick white paper.
With a leather punch we made two holes
through which to pass two pieces of rib-
bon to hold the booklet together. The
ribbon was ^ied sufficiently loose to allow
the pages to turn back easily. The out-
side cover was decorated with a design of
arbutus and in fancy lettering the title,

Valentine and the Poets. On each page
was written a verse from some poet relat-
ing to love or St. Valentine's Day. The
names of the authors were given and the
ribbon used to bind the book corresponded
in color with the flower on the cover.
Two simple yet not unattractive prizes

were valentine bookmarks made from
scraps of ribbon fringed at both ends and
decorated with' a design of violets painted
on in water-coloFs with the day and date;

lettered in gold.

Cornish Instruments for^
real merits are unex-
celled by any other,
whatever theprlee^
or name or repu-
tation*
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One years

free trial
This la our offer

to you—select any
Cornish piano or
organ, from the
least expensive to

the finest ever
built and we,
without one bit

of obligation on
your part, wiH
Bend the Instru-
ment to you di-
rect from our
factory with
the distinct un-

'

derstandlng that
If the Instrument
does not come up
to your fullest
expectations you
are not to keep It,

and that the

Trial Will Cost You Absolutely Nothing

If the Instru- Two Tears Credit If Needed
ment does not
prove better
value for the
money than you
can get any-
where else—If It

Is not as good an
Instrument a a a

you can buy for!
one-third more^
than we ask—if

at any time
within a year
you feel that
you have not a
good bargain,
send it back; we
won't find one
word of fault
with your de-
cision, and you
win not be one cent out of pocket for freight or for
use of the instrument.

The Cornish Bond Protects You

We Save Ton 8100 and
more On a Piano

Easy Terms and holds us strictly to
this offer. Tou are to have
the privilege of any terms
of payment that you may
choose. Tou risk nothing.
We assume all re-
sponsibility, because
we know all about the
great beauty of material
and workmanship in Cor-
nish pianos and organs and
we know all about the
pure, sweet, rich tone
quality of our Instruments
and we know what a
quarter ol a million
satisfied purchasers
think of them.
If you keep the Instra-

ment It will cost you the
Koct-Bottom Factory
Price, not one cent more,
and you will receive with
It our Bonded Guar-
antee which Insures the
Instrument for 85 years
against defect in material
or workmanship.

Send Fop The New Cornish Book
Don't think of buying before reading It. It is the

handsomest piano and organ catalog ever Issued. It
explains things you ought to know whether you buy
from us or not and It is yours for the asking. "Write
for it now and please mention which you are later-
«sted In—piano or organ.

WASHINGTON. N.J.
Eslabllsbsd Over Hall a Conlury

Bar On The Comlsli
Plan—Save One-Third

€oritl$D C^o.

GOLDEN OPERA SINGERS
On Two Weeks* Trial

Are canaries that we train In Germany to sing. . They
are taught lo imitate the flute, violin, and chimes,

—

and to actually out-sing and out-trill the greatest
operatic stara. They sing constantly, morzung, noon
and night*

Let us sell you one of these
canaries on two weeks' trial.
Then if you are not satisfied that
you own the most wonderful
canary you ever heard— you
may return him and we will re*
fund your money- You assume
no obligation or risk.
Last season over 4000 of these

birds were sold on trial in the
U. S., Canada and Mexico, and
everv one ttayed sold* Send for
our Free book telling how can-
aries are trained.
CUCLEY & MULLEN, bio.
1248 Market St., Phlla., P«.

T/ie largeit Pet Shop in the World

Title
Begiotered

Send Your

We Will Make

Beautiful designs to your taste — Plain,
Fancy, Oriental — fit for any parlor.
Guaranteed to wear ten years.

Rugs, 50g and Ut$
Ours Is the largest factory of Its kind
In America. Established 37 years.
Originators of Ol .SON FLUFF RUG.
(Grand Prizes at 3 World's Fairs.)

We Pay Freight
Old carpeta are
worth, money;

'don^C throw yours
away.

'FgiFF Write today
for book of

designs in colors, prices
and full Informattou.

34 LafSin Sfreof, Chicago, Uh

THE BEST'^IGHT
Makes and burns its own gas. Costs 2o per
week. Gives 500 candle power light and
casts no shadow. No dirt, grease, nor
odor. Unequalled for Homes, Stores,
Hotels, Churches. Pwblic Halls, etc. Over
200 styles. E\'ery lamp warranted. Agents
wanted. 'Write for catalog.

THE BEST LIGHT CO.

212 E. 5th St.. Canton. D

Sent on ApprovaL Send No Money. $2 Hair Switch
We will trust you ten days.

Choice of Natural wavy or straight hair. Send
alock of your hair, and we will mail a 22 inch
short stem fine human hair switch to match. If

you find it a big bargain, remit S2 in ten days,

or sell 3 and GET YOUB OWN SWITCH. Extra
shades a little more. Inclose 5c postage. Free

beantv book showing latest style of hairdressing

—

also bigh grade switchea. pompadours, wig^, puffs, etc.

AnnaAyeis,DpL752,19QDiDcySLChicago-
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Simpson-
Eddystone

Prints
I
are reliable dress-goods

They have been the

standard calicoes of the

United States for over 65
years. Your grandmother
relied on these same cot-

ton dress-goods of quality;

SO did your mother.
Numerous beautiful,

fashionable designs, print-

ed in absolutely fast col-

ors on the finest and best

woven cloths.
Show this advertisement to your deal-

I er when vou order, and don't accept

substitutes, li not in your dealer's

stock write us his name and address.

I

We'll help liim supply you.

The Eddystone Hig. Co.. Phaaddpbia
Established by Wm. Simpson. Sr.

Collars
This year wear Challenge Waterproof Collars

and save money right along -on laundry bills.
You can't tell them from linen,same snappy style,
same dull finish, guaranteed to give satisfaction.

WATERPROOF

Collars s Cuffs
Pat. Dec 26, 1905. i>-* w™ 'o^oPat. Not. 34, 1908.

Sold bi/ dealers everywhere. Collars, 25 ets., Ct^s, 50 cts.,
or mailed by us direct. Our new *^Slip-Easy" finish makes
tie adfustment easy. Writefor our latest style Book.

THE ARLINGTON CO., (Established 1883)

Dept. D, 735-727 Kroadway, >'ew York
Boston Philadelphia Chiea^ San Franoisco St. Louis

Detroit Toronto

Learn to Play theViolin
We give an instraction book and Course of
Liessons (by correspondence) with every in-
strument. We import our violins direct
from the best European makers and sell at
verj' low prices. Complete outfits, includ-
ing. Violin, Case, Bow. Ohin Rest, Tuning
Pipe, Extra Strings, Instruction Book and
Finger-board Chart, for «d.50, 95.40. #8,
and up. Extra quality outfit at 910.
Famous Grorz Violins S12 up. Everybody
should know how to play some musical in-
jstrument. It gives yon life-long pleasure
'and social advantages and is a means of
earning money. Our prices are the lowest

in America for good quality Violins. Guitars, Man-
dolins, Comets, Flutes, Clarinets, Accordions, and
all other musical instruments. Send now for our
list of Special Oflfers. Say what Instrument you
wish to buy. We guarantee satisfaction.

W. D. DYER & BRO. ( ESTD 1870)
Dept. 380 St. Paul, Minn.

T YOUR IDEAS
$8,500foroneLDventlon. Book, "How

to Obtain a Patent" and "What to In-
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Raising Plants on the Farm
Suggestions for Preparing the Early Vegetable and Flower Garden

By Samuel Armstrong Hamilton

d9

THERE is no reason why any farmer's
wife (who usually does the growing
of plants, if any) should not grow

her own plants, both for the flower and
vegetable gardens. The equipment required
is small and easily made by any one who
can handle a hatchet and saw, as most
farmers can. There is no question but
what the average farm-garden is not what
it could be, were more attention paid to

the proper growing of plants on the farm.
The old tomato-can is not the proper

thing in which to grow your plants,

especiall}- not the place in which to sow
the seeds. Anj^ one can make a flat for
this purpose, and nothing can be better. A
flat is a wooden box, and, when especially

made, is of the following dimensions

.

Twenty-four inches long, twelve inches
wide and two and a half inches deep. But
these dimensions, excepting the depth, are
not empiric. You may take a canned-
goods box and saw it off two and a half

inches from the bottom, and you will have
a flat, which will do as well. Or, you can
make a long, narrow one which will fit on
an ordinao' window ledge by sawing off a

box in which window-shades are received
by the dealer, two and a half inches from
the bottom. Such a flat is especially good
for the farm-home, where the boxes have
to be set in the windows, from lack of a
hotbed or cold-frame. Do not plant seeds
in pans, cans, pots or similar receptacles
which are more than three inches deep.
Every farm which makes a specialty of

a home or truck garden should, of course,
have a hotbed or cold-frame, or both, and
even a small greenhouse will more than
pay for itself, where there are many plants
used, or a market for their sale. But this

paper will treat of the farm-home in

which these are not present. There should
be, in addition to the seed-flats, a supply
either of pots of two-and-a-half-inch and
four-inch sizes or other flats into which
at the proper time to transplant the young
seedlings.

The practice of allowing seedling-plants
to develop in the receptacle in which the
seed is planted is, generally speaking, a

bad one. This is predicated on the reason
for transplantation of plants. Why do we
transplant? The answer is: In order to

increase the root-growth, especially the

fibrous feeding-roots. This applies to even
the hardy plants, shrubs and trees, which
it is the practice of the nurserymen to

transplant, at least twice, before offering

for sale as first-class plants, and it applies

with double force to the plants which the
farmer's wife grows for her home veg-
etable-garden. In addition, let me say
that plants developed in pots, after having
been sown in flats, are worth twice as

much as those transplanted into other
flats. Pots are not expensive, and it will

pa)' all who grow plants to keep a supplj'

of them on hand.
The shifting of plants from one pot to

another, when the smaller one is filled

with roots, means the same to the plant

as does the transplanting from one flat to

another, but there is better root develop-
ment in the pots.

The soil for the seed-flats need not
necessarily be very rich, but it should be
loose and porous, and filled with humus.
In fact, it is possible to bring the young
seedlings safely from the seed to the
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transplanting stage in pure sand, enriched
with a little bone-meal; or, sifted hard-
coal ashes could be used. The best results

will be obtained by the use of good fine

garden-loam from an old garden.
The soil should be finely pulverized and

leveled in the flats, and small drills made.
Do not sow seeds broadcast in flats

—

always in the drills. Seeds which are
large enough should be placed individually

by hand. In the case of very fine, scarce
ones, press down the soil with a piece of
white paper, and with the end of a tooth-
pick, moistened in water, pick them up,

one at a time, and place them in the
drills.

For very fine seeds the drills can be
made by drawing a line with a ruler or
straight-edge and the point of a pencil,

as such seeds should be very lightly cov-
ered. Many seeds are wasted and the
plants stunted or misshapen, owing to the

seeds being too deeplj' covered. Instead
of covering fine seeds as you would large

ones, merely press down the soil with a

board, and water with a fine nozzle.

The advantage to be derived from the
separate sowing of seeds lies in the fact

that they can be transplanted to other flats

or into pots without disturbing others, and
there is no competition for plant-food, or
the more vigorous robbing the weaker.
This means that the plants will develop
evenly and be thrifty and full of vitalitj-.

There is a right time to transplant the

ordinary garden-plants which are grown
for the farm garden. Such kinds as the

cabbage, tomato, pepper and celery

require individual treatment. The cab-

bage should be transplanted or thinned
out as soon as the third leaf shows and
everj' effort made to produce root-growth.
The early cabbage is usually grown
indoors, and the late planted outdoors in

a seed-bed. If a large root-growth is not
made by the time it is ready to set out in

the field, a poor head will be the result.

First get the best root-growth possible.

The tomato, being a fruiting plant,

should be so grown, from the seed up, that

it will be short and stock)'. This means
the largest possible development of the

roots, and the smallest possible develop-
merit of the stalk before the buds and
fruit are formed. This is accomplished
by wide planting of the seed and trans-
planting of the seedling as soon as the
first real leaf, aside from the seed-leave<,
is fully formed. The best tomato-plant.s
are those which are taken from the flats

as directed above and potted into two-incli
pots, and turned every day, to allow of
equal development on all sides, and as
soon as the pots are filled with roots, shift
on to four inch, growing them in a tem-
perature not above seventy degrees. The
soil in which the potting is done should be
well-enriched, fibrous loam, and a hand-
ful of bone-meal should be mixed with the
quantity required for a four-inch pot.
Do not allow the plants to become "pot-

bound," or they will check. Frequently
repot one of the plants and as soon as the
ball of soil is seen covered on the outside
with fine, white, fibrous roots, the plants
are ready to be shifted on. The shifting
can easily spoil the plants. Set the plant,
from the two-inch pot, in the four-inch
one, in the bottom of which there has been
placed drainage material and enough soil

to fill it one third. This will enable you
to sift in around the plant fine soil to the
top. Do not ram it down with a stick and
damage the roots, but soak it with water,
and it will settle, when more can after-
ward be put in to fill the pot to within
half an inch of the top.

The pepper-plant is grown in a manner
similar to the tomato, but the celery
requires treatment different from all.

When these plants are two inches high,
they should be sheared back to the hearts
with long-bladed shears and then trans-
planted to flats, an- inch apart each way.
As soon as they touch each other, shift

into other flats, or take out every other
one, so that they will stand two inches
apart. This will make them stocky and
increase the size of the heart, which is the
thing desired. Treat flower-plants in a

similar manner, keeping in mind that

choice fruit or flowers cannot be had from
a plant which has not a large mass of
fibrous feeding-roots, and this root pro-
portion should be attained while the plants
are young.

In the growing of plants indoors, there
is a danger which must be guarded
against—the disease which attacks the
joung seedlings just after they get
through the soil, known as "'damping-off."
The disease is a fungous one, and
the spores are awakened into activit}'

by a too wet condition of the soil at night-

fall. Young seedlings should not be
watered at any time except in the early

morning, and should be thoroughly dried
off before nightfall. Many cases have
arisen from watering on dark days, when
the plants were not in a temperature high
enough to dry them fully.

The disease develops with great swift-

ness, sweeping off a whole flatful of young
plants in a single night—in the morning
they look as if they had been dipped in

boiling-water.
There is no cure for this disease. Pre-

vention is the thing. Never water the

plants until the top soil is what the florists

call "on the dry side"—that is, neither wet
nor dry, and then do it thoroughly early

in the morning.

The Boy and the Girl

The Greatest Product of the Farm—By Cora A. Thompson

hat's the matter with the

boy and the girl that causes
them to drift away from
the farm, Mr. and Mrs.
Farmer? I ask you the

question.

Let me give you one
good reason. The parents !

The other day I asked the father of a

bright boy, "What will you make of your
boy. a farmer?" "Xo indeed! My son
shall not work so hard as his father. I

do not know yet, but he shall do some-
thing easy, with quick cash returns."

The next house I visited I knew the

daughter to be an energetic, splendid

home worker, so I asked her mother

:

"What future are you planning for your
daughter? Is she to be the helpmeet of

some Mr. Young Farmer?" "No indeed !"

was the reply, "my daughter shall be no
farmer's slave like her mother. She shall

have a career. I am planning and saving

now to send her to college. Should she

ever marrs', it must be a professional

man." "Why?" I asked. "So her life

work may be easy, and she may have good
clothes and perhaps servants." EASY.

the hey-note to the great unrest. Poor
deluded parents ! Driving the young
fledglings away from the home nest and
the old farm by their own folly.

What more glorious heritage than to be

born a farmer's son or daughter? What
boy or girl born in the city is awakened
by the song of robin and whippoorwill on
a spring morn? Does the city boy have
the lovely summers, with its fragrant

meadows and fresh greenness like the

country boy? And oh, the glory of the

iridescent foliage, be it on bush or tree,

be it beautifying the hills or adding to

the mysterious charm of the valley.

Would you exchange it, my boy or girl,

for the narrow, conventional life of your
city brother or sister? Can they possibly

have your independence and freedom? If

the higher education of to-day is driving

the boy and the girl from the farm, I beg
of you, Mr. and Mrs. Farmer, to organize

and cooperate and change it.

We must have better country schopls!

We must have better intensive farming!
Ambition for a few paltry dollars drives

the boy and the girl from their allegiance

to the farm, to seek a city position in

order to have the tawdry finery which is

the cause of luring so many to ruin.

Be not ashamed that you are country
bred. Suppose you are the son or daugh-
ter of a farmer who is not over-rich. The
old farm is where presidents are born and
reared. All boys and girls cannot become
occupants of the White House, but they

may become what the world needs most
of all to-day, noble men and noble women

!

To reach a perfect and complete man-
hood and womanhood, much seemingly
iTiaterial good must be resigned. You
think you would like to go to the over-

crowded city. Don't do it! Stick to the

farm ! There is dignity in plowing the soil

and scattering the seeds that grow into

golden wheat that makes the bread for

which your less fortunate brother must
toil in shop and mine and fiery furnace.

Boys and girls, stick to the farm.
Farmers of America, wake up, and let us

band together in a great and united effort

to keep the boys and girls on the farm,
to better the rural school. Reinemher,
youv strength lies in unity, cooperation

and organization. Nothim; can stand

against a banded brotherhoo l of farmers.



Practical Patterns for Useful Clothes
Designs by Miss Gould

No. 1470—Child's Yoke Dress—Sleeves
in Two Styles

Cut for 1 , 2, 4 and 6 year sizes. Quantity of mate-
riaF for medium size, or 2 years, two and five eighths
yards of twerity-four-inch materia), or one and three
fourths yzirds of thirty-six-inch material. The back
view shows dress with plain sleeves and atraight collar

No. 1276—Guimpe Dress Buttoned
at Sides

Pattern cut for 4, 6, 8 and 10 year sizes. Quantity of
materia] required for 8 years, three and one fourth
yards of twenty-two-inch materia] or two and one
fourth yards of thirty-six-inch materia], with one and
one half yards of thirty-six-inch material for a guimpe

No. 1656—Housework Dress
Pattern cut for 32. 34. 36. 38, 40. 42 and 44 inch bust
ineasures. Quantity of material required for mediutn
size, or 36 inch bust, ten yards of twenty-seven-inch
material, or seven and one fourth yards of thirty-six-
inch material. English gingham is a durable material

AT THIS season of the year there is noth-
•'•ing like a new skirt to help out a
wardrobe that is beginning to be passe.
A skirt cut along the newest lines of
fashion can step right into a half-worn
wardrobe and play the part of a good
Samaritan, and a fashionable one at that.

It will help to make every waist with
which it is worn better looking and it

will give the impression of adding more
than one new frock to the wardrobe, if it

is only used in the right way. The skirt

pattern No. 1679 Seven-Gored Skirt With
or Without Band illustrated on this page
is a most economical one, for from it

three very smart, very different skirts can
be made and yet the price of the pattern
is but ten cents.

No 1679—Seven-Gored Skirt With
or Without Band

Cut for 22, 24, 26, 28. 30, 32, 34 and 36 inch waist.
Material required for medium size or 26 inch waist,
three and seven eis:ht]ia yardsof thirty-six-inch mate-
rial, with three eichtlu of a yard of material for band

Pattern No. 1679, showing the gored skirt without
the band and the back made in two styles

No. 1683—Waist With Vest
Cut for 34, 36. 38. 40 and 42 inch bust. Material re-
quired for 36 inch, three and one fourth yards of
twenty-two-inch material, with three fourths of a yard
of all-over lace. The lace vest looks pretty when white

No. 1684—Skirt With Side Drapery
Cut for 24, 26. 28, 30 and 32 inch waist. Material re-
quired for 26 inch waist, eight yarns of twenty-two-
inch material. This is a stylish design for a skirt

How to Get the Patterns
If you want clothes that are right in style and yet practical, use the patterns

which are illustrated in Farm and Fireside. These are the famous Woman's
Home Companion patterns which are guaranteed perfect. The patterns are
most simple to use and we supply them at the very low price of ten cents each.

So great has been the demand among Farm and Fireside readers for our
Woman's Home Companion patterns that we have established three offices or
depots from which these patterns can be obtained, as follows

:

Eastern depot: Farm and Fireside, 11 East 24th Street, New York City.

Central depot : Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
Western depot : Farm and Fireside, 1538 California Street, Denver, Colorado.
We suggest that you send your order to the depot that is nearest to you to

facilitate the quick delivery of the pattern.

A Premium Offer

To any Farm and Fireside reader who sends us one new subscription to

Farm and Fireside with fifty cents for the same, we will give as a premium for
the subscription, one Woman's Home Companion pattern. To obtain a pattern
without cost, send the subscription to Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

No. 1446—Room Gown With Side
Closing

Cut for 32, 36 and 40 inch bust measures. Quantity
of material required for 36 inch bust measure, ten
and one half yards of twenty-seven-inch material, or
seven and one half yards of thirty-six-inch material

I llustrated on this page are a number of
'very practical and helpful designs. First
there is the housework dress shown in
pattern No. 1656 and the room gown,
really a wrapper, in pattern No. 1446. Both
of these are always welcome additions to
any woman's wardrobe. Then there is

the smart dress, pattern No. 1683 and
1684, showing the side drapery now so
fashionable in skirts and the design for a
stylish separate coat in pattern No. 1678,
which is sure to appeal to any woman
whether she lives in town or in the coun-
try. A separate skirt and two children's
dresses are also shown on this page. No.
1470 is for the very little g^rl and No.
1276 is a stylish dress to be worn with
different guimpes made of lawn or dimity.

Copyright, 1911, by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 1678—Belted Overcoat With Sailor

Collar

Pattern cut for 32,36 and 40 inch bust measures

—

small, medium and large. Quantity of material re-

quired for medium size, or 36 inch bust, five yards of

thirty-six-inch material, or three and three eighths

yards of fifty-four-inch material, with one yard of con-
trasting material twenty-seven inches wide for collar

and Cuffs. Plaid backed serge would make a smart coat
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The delicious natural flavor

and thorough reliability of

Baker's Cocoa

and Chocolate
have made them

the first choice of

good house-

keepers the

world over.
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U. S. rat. Office
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illustrated
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containing 40
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SEE NEW YORK
AT OUR EXPENSE

Do you want to visit the greatest city in the
world, take a trip to Ooney. see the sky-scrapers,
Chinatown, the Bowery, Brooklyn Bridge and
hundreds of other interesting sights, and all

without spending one cent of money ?

Then send at once for the latest set of Post-Cards.

SEEING NEW YORK
Fifty fine colored views of America's Metropo-
lis sent without cost to any person sending us two
yearly subscriptions to Fakm aud Fibeside at
50 cents each. Send your order to
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The Jade Bracelets
By Izola Forrester

X THE mountain country
above Liang Chow there

once dwelt the two
daughters of Quong, the

perfume-peddler.
All day long they

tended the rare flowers

of their father's garden,

while he labored in the distillery, making
essences and perfumes so fragrant and
delicious that his fame spread all over the

country, even to Peking where the palace

of the emperor stands.

'Some day, my little blossoms, the

prince himself will come to ask me for

mv perfumes," Quong would say to his

daughters. "Therefore we must be dili-

gent and labor, so that we may discover

the rarest, most exquisite essence in all

the world of flowers."

And Swallow, the youngest daugh-

ter, would smile and stand gazmg
off over the purple hills for the com-

ing of the prince. But Snow Star,

the eldest, would go back to her work
among the flowers in the garden and

would toil from dawn until nightfall.

"Lazy one," Quong would say,

"work while there is yet time.

The prince may be on his way
even now."

"If he comes to-day," laughed
Swallow, "I will let him take a

whiff of my yellow lilies, and he

shall be astonished. Yea, my
father, if he comes to-day, I will

take him to the nook where the

tiny wind-flowers unfold pink
banners to the breeze, and he

shall kneel and worship their

loveliness."

"She should be soundly
strapped for her idleness," said

Snow Star somewhat disdain-

fully. "See all the blossoms
I have picked for thee, my
father. Am I not a dutiful,

diligent daughter?"
"The best in all China," Quong

would say, and then he would
sigh and look at Swallow, for
her skin was fair as ivory, and
her lips like twin rubies, price-

less rubies such as the empress
wears when she goes up to the

temple once a year to the feast

of the Purple Doves. And the

eyes of Swallow were like purple dove's
eyes, too, deep and soft as the shadows on
the distant hills. And her hair was a
shining glory like polished ebony, even
though she wore no jeweled pins in it,

nothing but pink clusters of wind-flo\vers
over each \Xx\y ear.

One day there came a young merchant
who asked for a day's lodging. He was
selling jade bracelets, green ones for chil-

dren, pink ones for maidens and pure
white ones for wives. And Swallow
showed him where the pink wind-flowers
grew and where the yellow lilies stood in
rows like modest maidens, and Snow Star
said they were both worthless and idle as
grasshoppers.

"Aye, a3^e, the prince will come sud-
denly, foolish one," she told her sister,

"and thou wilt not be ready to meet him,
nor to show him thy father's rarest per-
fumes, and he will ride on, and we will be
ruined."
"You may show them to him. Snow

Star," said the fair little Swallow. "I
am so ver\' busj', my sister."

And the very next day Quong said to

her in a questioning voice, "What
dost thou wear upon thy arm, child?"

"I gave her the green jade bracelet to
wear," said the young merchant. "Her
heart is as fresh and green as the spring-
time."

And the next morning Quong saw tlie
pink bracelet on her arm, and he asked
her again, and the young merchant
answered for her, 'T gave her the pink
bracelet to wear, her beauty is as rare and
lovely as the pink dawn that steps tiptoe
on the mountain-tops."
"Rubbish," said Snow Star, but Swallow

said nothing, only sighed.
And that evening as the sun was going

down, there came the soldiers of the prince
over the hills, and they stopped at the
house of Quong, the perfume-peddler.
"Ah, what shall I present to the gracious

nostrils of his most potent majesty," cried
Quong, kneeling in the dust. "Where shall
I find the rarest perfume in all the world
to give him? He has come too soon
before I was ready to receive him.
And Snow Star knelt, also, and wept

bitterlv

"Swallow showed him where the pink wind-flowers grew'

But up from the meadows
where the yellow lilies grew and
the wind-flowers blossomed there
came the young merchant and
Swallow. When they saw him,
all the soldiers shouted, and,
Quong knew that he had
unawares entertained the prince.
"Let me die, your highness,"

he groaned. "Let me die quickly,
because I could not see the glory
of the sun-born when it shone in

my ver3' house."
But the prince smiled and said,

"Quong, fear not, for I have
found your rarest perfume. It

hides in the silken mesh of Swal-
low's hair, it lies upon her tender
lips, it is the very breath of her
spirit, and lo ! upon her arm I

have slipped the milk-white
bracelet, and she has promised
to be my princess."
Quong and Snow Star watched

them ride away over the purple
hills together, and Quong went
back to his perfume-making, but
Snow Star wept by the wind-
flowers. She said it was useless
to be diligent when princes came
in disguise.

November 1 0th Prize-Winners
T ouiSE Beck^ age ten, Hicksville, Long
'-'Island; Ruth Benjamin, age nine, Beck-
ville, Pennsylvania ; Ellie Myers, age
eleven, Myers P. O., Charleston, South
Carolina; Angelecka Landberg, age fif-

teen, Eatonville, Washington ; ]\Iar>- B.
Potts, age ten. Peculiar, Rlissouri.

Honor Roll

R.ACHEL Taylor, Grace Grafton, Paul
N. Watt, Vera B. Hall, Beulah Miller,

Valetta Appleby, Elizabeth Smith, Ruth
Meyers, Bessie Morris.

Cousins Wishing to Correspond
lyr AE Sheesley, age fourteen, R. R. 2,

Big Run, Pennsylvania
;
Gladys Full,

age eleven, Newport, New York; Pearl
Persinger, age sixteen, R. F. D. 2, Repub-
lic, Kansas ; Elsie Everett, age thirteen,

Forest Hill, Marj^land; Clar Gerretsen,
5924 San Pedro, Los Angeles, California

;

Roland R. Bromelsick, Station H, Govans,
Maryland ; Olive Barr)', age thirteen, R.
F. D. 4, Hillsboro, Illinois; Grave Graf-
ton, age thirteen. Box 25, Forest Hill,

Maryland.

The Letter-Box

pvEAR Cousin Sally:—
It has been a good while since I wrote

to you. I have a hen and twelve chickens,
and we have three little pet chickens.
Mama and I found a quail's nest with
fourteen eggs in it. Six of them hatched
and we kept three of the little birds for
a long time, then they died. They were
so cute, but seemed very wild.

Mama killed a ver\' large copperhead
snake which she found in our grove the
other day.

I have the dearest pony. When I say,

"How do j'ou do," he lifts up his right

foot for me to shake. I would love to
exchange cards with some of the cousins.

Your little friend,

Stella Thacker^
Bethel, Ohio.

Dear Cousin Sally:—
I am a city girl thirteen years old.

I go to school and am in the seventh
grade. Perhaps you and the cousins have
read in history (during the period of the
Revolutionary War) of the Wyoming
Massacre. Well, there is a monument
marking the place where this battle was
fought. From our windows and doors at

home and at school we may look upon this

monument. It is between forty and fifty

feet in height. On the third of July of
each year a service is held on the grounds
in memory of this dreadful battle.

I wish some of the cousins would write
to me, especiallj' those who live in or
around Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.

Elizabeth T. Wilson,
14 North Main Street,

Plains, Pennsylvania.

Dear Cousin Sally :

—

I am writing to thank you for the lovely
paints that you sent me. I had no idea
that I would win a prize.

Do any of the cousins ride horseback?
I just love to ride. My sister and I have
a jet-black broncho pony and a bay Ken-
tucky horse that we ride. We also have
a Shetland pony named Gingerbread.

I am in the second year of high school
and take Domestic Science, German,
English and Geometry.

If my letter is printed, Cousin Sail}'-, I

would like to say that I am a girl, even
if I do have a boy's name. I have received
postals addressed "Mr."

I will exchange postals with any one
who sends me a card, but please remember
that I am a girl.

Cecil Burns, Age Fifteen,
Red Wing, Minnesota.

Monthly Prize Contest
T AM sure most all of rriy boys and girls
* have had a garden of their own where
they have raised flowers or vegetables. I

want you to write and tell me all about
your own garden, what you planted in it

and how you cared for it. Head the
article "How I Raised ." The com-
position must contain facts from 3^our
actual experience. Do not write more
than five hundred words. Write in ink,

on one side of the paper only. The best
compositions will be printed in one of our

coming numbers.
Now, boys and girls—little folks, too

—

do take part in this contest and try to win
one of our beautiful prizes. For the best

compositions we will give prizes of post-

card albums, books, paints, paper dolls and
games. The contest closes February 25th,

and is open to all boy and girl readers
who are seventeen years of age and under.
Address Cousin Sally, care of Farm and
Fireside, 11 East 24th Street, New .York
City.

Cousin Sally's Club
IF YOU haven't joined Cousin Sally's Club,
*you have missed something really worth
while. Join to-day and find out what it

means to be a member of a big, splendid
club like this one. Our club button is very
attractive and pretty, and costs only five

cents. When you write for one. Cousin
Sally will send you a long letter, telling

you the club's motto and just what is

expected of club members. All boy and
girl readers seventeen years of age and
under may join. In writing, address
Cousin Sally's Club, Farm and Fireside,

11 East 24th Street, New York City. If

you join the club at the same time you
enter the contest, write your name, age
and address on a separate sheet of paper.

Be sure to see Cousin Sally's long letter

to you boys and girls in the next issue.
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Our Puzzle School
Conducted by Sam Loyd

Can You Solve This?

"Give me three skeins of silk and four
of worsted," said little Susie as she placed
31 cents on the counter, which was the
correct amount.
Thinking she had the right to do a

little shopping on her own account after
the style of her mother, she remarked, "I
think I will change my mind and take
four skeins of silk and only three of
worsted."
"Then you are just one cent shy,"

remarked the shopman.
"Oh, no," said little Susie as she skipped

out the door with the goods, "I think you
are just one cent shy."
What was the price of silk and worsted?

Dividing His Herds
The story is told of a Western ranch-

man who, finding himself well advanced
in years, called his boys together and told
them that he wished to divide his herds
between them while he still lived. "Now,
John," he said to the eldest, "you may take
as many cows as you think you can con-
veniently care for, and your wife Nancy
may have one ninth of all there are left."

To the second son he gaid, "Sam, you
may take one more than John took, as he
had first pick, and to your good wife Sally
I will give also one ninth of what will be
left."

To the next younger he did the same,
giving him one more cow than Sam's
portion on account of the better cows
having been picked first, and to his wife
one ninth of the remainder. This he
continued to do to the younger sons and
their wives until the herd of cows was
divided.

Then he said : "As horses are worth
twice as much as cows, we will divide the
horses so that every family receives live

stock of the same value."
Now, if our young farmers will just

exercise their wits and tell how the cows
and horses were portioned out to the
families, I would be delighted to dis-

tribute some puzzle books among them,
for despite of its being extremely simple
it calls for ingenuity rather than mathe-
matical knowledge.

Twenty - Two Birds Expressed
Enigmatically

(1) A bird full of frolic and fun, (2)
the standard old Romans adored; (3) the
bird that sad judges put on, and (4) the
bird that from Eden hath soared. (5)
A bird that must help you to dine, and (6)
a bird that is useful in chess; (7) a bird
made of paper and twine, and (8) a bird
in mourning dress. (9) The bird that
must be in a fleet, and (10) one raising a
ponderous_ load

; (11) the bird that sup-
plies us with meat, and (12) the name of
an iron road. (13) A bird that mimics
and apes, and (14) a food the Chinese
eat. (15) A bird that helps to make
clothes for men, (16) the bird that oft
sells from, door to door; (17) the bird
that can write with a pen, and ( 18) the
name of a foreign shore. (19) The bird
that in ages past was the scourge of
imperious Spain, (20) the bird that should
travel fast, and (21) one with, a shallow
brain. (22) The readers may often have
heard of many a wonderful nest, but tell

me the name of the bird that built of our
churches the best.

A Charade
From a number that's odd cut off the head,

It then. will even be;
Its tail, I pray, then take away;
Your mother now you'll see.

The Anniversary Puzzle
Farmer Jones had been married twenty-

five years and for a quarter of a century
has had a prosperous and happy farm and
fireside, so the children designed to cele-

brate the anniversary by a well-conceived
plan. Everyone was to be taxed for a

contribution of some article as pa desired

for his tool-room which had always been
longed for
A forma] letter of invitation was sent

to Uncle John tp leave "his hovel," as he
used to term it, and enjoy a one-day car-
nival at the Duncanville farm. He said
he would accept for himself and Aunt
Mary if I lent her a warm shawl to
return with, so it augured well for the
success of the day.
We were to have sports, games, a grands

banquet and a square dance in the bai-n,

which ma advised as a wind-up.
Jake scooped the insides out of a dozen

pumpkins and gave the big rinds to Nellie
to make lanterns.
The girls took command of everything,

which made Jake say, "When the hens
crew drive roosters from the barn-yard,"
which am merely quoting a very ungram-
matical saying by Josh Billings, which
I seldom give, as I prefer his "compliment
to the hens that hatch eternally."
There was lots of fun over the tub-race

and bitterly contested game of "the Mad
Zebra who escaped."
Ma made a speech at the dinner and

gave some household recipes, such as
"don't try to broil canned lobster," remem-
ber that "real soft soap ain't potash and
grease," etc.

Now, as all the children and grand-
children contributed to the tool-room, you
have only to discover the concealed
articles to tell how many descendants
were present. Nellie-on-the-Farm.

Brain-Sharpeners

Why was "Uncle Tom's Cabin" not
written by a woman's hand? Because it

was written by Mrs. Beecher Stowe
(Beecher's toe).

What moral lesson ^does the weather-
cock teach ? It is vane to a-.spire.

When is a house like a bird? When it

has wings.

Why is a lame dog like a school-boy
adding six and seven tegether? Because
the dog puts down three and carries one.
When is a lawyer like a beast of bur-

den? When drawing a conveyance.
Why is a coward like a leaky barrel ?

Because they both run.
If a short man married a widow, what

would his friends call him? A widow's
mite.

Who is privileged to sit before the

queen with his hat on? Her coachman.
Why is it unjust to blame coachmen for

cheating us? Because we call them to
take us in.

What is a counter-irritant? A fash-
ionable woman shopping.

uzzle

Into how .many pieces can Hans Lim-
burger divide a cheese with just four
straight cuts of his knife?

Answers to November Puzzles
In "To Be Found on the Farm," we see

Honey, Hen, Beans, Gander, Cow, Houses,
Shad, Pig, Lamb, Horse, Wheat, Scythe,
Reaper, Meadow, Mare, Churn, Stable,
Table, Crop, Orchard, Egg, Sow, Well,
Stile, Lard, Pasture, Farm Hand, Tomato,
Reaper, Butter, Flocks, Sand, Herd, Ox,
Pitchfork, Sickle, Barn, Harrow, Peas
and several other very simple ones.
Concealed Geography : Astoria, Orange,

Poland, Nassau, Bath, Omaha, Saratoga,
Medford, Rye, Venice and Corinth.
The Old-Time Rebus says, "All that

glitters is not gold," which is a mistake,
for gold does glitter. The proverb should
say, "All is not gold that glitters."

The answer to the rebus is Speculation.
The charade is Ma-ted.

A prize puzzle book will be sent to the
fifty readers sending the best answers to

Sam Loyd, Box 826, New York City.

When answering the puzzles be sure to

tell what books you have received so as

not to receive duplicates.

The Agate Box
[continued from page 26]

"The old serving-man shambled out of

the room, muttering something about the

colonel being over to Jackson's and home
any moment. A minute or two passed,

then I heard footsteps on the gallery

—

heard the soft scuff of Old Sam's feet and
then a little stifled exclamation. The next
instant Elinor bounded into the room, her
face flushed, almost angrily, I imagined.

" 'I'm sorry,' I began, then stopped
abruptly—for there in the doorway stood
the man from the city, resplendent in the
uniform of an officer of the army of the
Confederacy.

" T asked to see Miss Elinor alone,' I

said politely.
" 'Well,' he answered, 'we're alone.'
" 'Not while you're here,' I said hotly.

'Will you please go?'
"He turned to Elinor, smiled sugges-

tively and then sat down abruptly in a big
chair. My time was limited The colonel
was liable to be home any minute and
that, I knew, would overturn all my plans.

I walked slowly across the room until I

stood before the officer arid looked him
squarely in the eye.

" 'You are not my superior,' I said
quietly. 'And if you don't get out of here
for five minutes—or until I say you are
wanted—I'll be under the necessity of
depriving the Confederacy of a very
promising and ornamental young officer.'

"I had no time to waste—and perhaps I

would really have enjoyed carrying out
my threat—but there was no need of it,

for the man bowed and left the room.
"I turned to Elinor, who was leaning

heavily on a table on the opposite side of
the room. Her face was quite white by
this time and in her eyes was a mistiness
that baffled and upset me. It was as if

she guessed my errand, but I could not
read her answer in her eyes, so I spoke.

" 'Elinor,' I began quietly, 'we must
come to an understanding. I love you
very dearly; I want you to become my
wife. I know this is strangely abrupt, but
it must be. Put aside any opinions of
your own as to my attitude toward the
war and think only of your own happi-

ness, of your future. If- you love me,
Elinor, I want you to marry me—right
away—to-night. Do you ? Will you ?'

"I had to hurry. Time was growing
short and I half suspected that the cow-
ardly young prig from the city had hur-
ried over to Jackson's to get the colonel.

"I looked across the table at Elinor.

Her face was just gently tinted with pink.

Oh, how I longed to take her in my arms

!

Our eyes met and hers fell. But she
raised them slowly again and I saw hope
in them. Then mine dropped. They saw
hec white hand stealing out across the
dark table for this little agate box which
had lain there for years as a decoration.
My hand, too, in search of something also

took its course toward the box and closed
slowly over Elinor's. It was but the touch
of our hands, but the thrill that followed
seemed to awaken all the love in the heart
of that little girl and I gathered her
closely to me, while the agate box
remained clutched in her hand. I couldn't
say much—didn't have time, in fact, to

say anything, for the door had been
thrown suddenly open and the temper-
crazed colonel stood in the doorway, while
behind him I could see the placid, satisfied

face of the fellow from the city.
" 'Get out of here !' roared the colonel

and his face was scarlet and purple.
" 'Go,' whispered Elinor. 'Don't argue

with him. It's better.'
" 'Send me some word,' I answered

quickly, 'to-night'
"Then I turned, bowed and walked out

past the colonel.

"He reached angrily with his claw-like
hand in the air and as I passed the outer
door I heard something crash against the
wall. I looked back and there on the floor

in the moonlight lay the agate box which
the colonel had flung angrily at me.

"I sat up late that night listening to the
wild sounds from the quarters and wait-
ing for some word from Elinor. I was
nearly sick when it finally came—in the
shape of a little negro boy who threw"

a

few pebbles against my window and
coaxed me down-stairs.

" 'Come,' he whispered and slipped
something into my hand. It was the agate
box—the ruddy trifle that had brought
Elinor and myself together, and I knew
by this token that she was waiting for me
somewhere.
"The negro was young Sam, a grandson

of Old Sam's, and he piloted me across
the fields to an old road about half a mile
from the house. A horse and an old
rickety buggy were waiting and as I

climbed in I found a very quiet bundle of
soft clothes and ruffles cuddled up at the
far side, sobbing quietly.

"And in this way Elinor and I ran away
and were married, and j^oung Sam drove
us. Then I went to the war and my father
and mother died while I was away. Elinor
went back to live in the old house. It was
burned to the ground when the Southern
raiders swept through our country,
because a Northern sympathizer had
lived there. I carried the agate box all

through the war. Now it and the faded
magnolia blossom are the only mementoes
I have of that old life. Everything else

was lost in the fire when my father's place
was burned by the Confederates. I never
saw Elinor again after I went to war.
When I came back she had—gone. But
she left a baby, a little baby girl."

And here my grandfather stopped. His
voice had grown husky, though his eyes
flashed through his tears and his face,
marvelously gentle and soft, radiated a
light of love, of understanding and of
dear memories and of compelling sym-
pathies.

"And—the baby?" I said softly, "was
my mother?"

"Yes, Morton," my grandfather answered,
then put a kindly hand on my shoulder
and continued, "and that is why, my boy,
I have shown so little aff^ection for you.
Deep in my heart I have great love for
you and yet I have never dared to show
it. Everything I have ever loved . has
been. lost—excepting this box. I'm a very
foolish old man, but I have not dared to
put the dark and withering mark of my
affection upon you."

Somehow, this opening of long closed
chapters gripped me hard and I could not
trust myself to speak.
"And now, Morton, the agate box is

yours. Put some satin in it and a bright
diamond ring and give it to your—^your
Elinor." His voice shook as he finished
and laid the little trinket in my hand.
The agate box, with its romance that

winds through the cotton-fields and lanes
of Southern orchards and exhumes the
fragrance of age-withered magnolias, lay
in my hand, and from that moment
friendship between my grandfather and
myself was equaled in warmth only by the
hot embers of the dying fire.

The magnolia blossom has not lost its

fragrance and the memories of the agate
box are increasingly sweet. In the heart of
its mistress it outranks all her treasures.

Doing Our Best
By Harriet Whitney Durbin

HE DOES his best, and when his best's bad.

He don't fret none, nor he don't get sad.

He simply 'lows it's the best he had.

Old John Henry.

Whenever the question comes up as

to whether the world is growing better

or becoming worse, we all have a ready
opinion and glib words wherein to clothe
it. Yet I wonder if we ever, in real sin-

cerity, consider our own accountability
for the world's progress or its lapsing
backward.

It is a stirring thought to me that if I

am steadfastly doing my best, am living

up to the very greatest that is in me, this

big, puzzling old world is just in that pro-
portion growing better. It matters nothing
if some other person's "best" is better than
mine—that is something for which I do
not stand responsible. My best may be
bad, in comparison, but if I hold by the

best that I am able to do, I know the

world is growing that much better.

Could there be a greater incentive to

each and all of us for doing our "level

best" as each day starts in anew?
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IX ice
And Other Flower Collections Without Cost in

Farm and Fireside's Anniversary Offers

FARM AND Fireside's 1911 Anniversary Rose and Flower offer
is the most liberal and valuable we have ever made to our readers.

Six sturdy rose-bushes, g'rown especially for Farm and Fireside
readers by one of the larg^est nurseries in America. We guarantee
that they will arrive in perfect condition, ready to set out, and that

They Will Bloom This Season of 1911
Farm and Fireside Rose Offers have been famous for many

years. Hundreds of thousands of rose collections have been shipped
to our readers—and we do not know of a single case of dissatisfaction.

Every collection is carefully packed in burlap and moss, guaranteed
to reach you in perfect condition, and is shipped prepaid. Every
rose is a different variety.

HERE ARE THE SIX SUPERB ROSES
Order as Collection No. 101

The Famous New Blue Rose
This year we have enlarged our collection to

include the famous new blue rose. This unusual
and remarkable climbing rose was originated in
Germany and is of quick and vigorous growth. The
flowers are borne in large trusses ; they are slightly

double or even single, pretty large, and of a deep
purplish violet, with light violet center, and prom-
inent yellow anthers. The blue rose is very attract-

ive when grown in pots.

The six rose-bushes consist of

:

1. The New Blue Rose : The latest novelty in

roses ; a seedling of the Crimson Rambler.

2. Maman Cochet: The queen of all garden
roses, with color of rich, clear pink. Such beauty
as is possessed by this variety is well-nigh marvel-
ous. The buds are beautiful, large, full and ele-

gantly pointed. The flowers are extra large and
perfectly double.

3. Etoile de Lyon : This magnificent Tea Rose,
south of the Ohio River, has proved to be perfectly
hardy. Flowers are very large, double, full and
deliciously fragrant. The color is a beautiful
chrome-yellow, deepening at center to pure golden-
yellow.

4. White Killarney : A very beautiful Hybrid
Tea Rose. The color is an exquisite shade of deep
shell-pink, lightened with silvery-pink. The buds
are exceptionally long and beautifully formed, the
open flower is graceful in the extreme.

5. Helen Gould : The most beautiful and satis-

factory rose for general planting ever introduced
in America. The flowers are, perfectly double, the
buds beautifully made, long and pointed. The color
is warm rosy-crimson like that of a ripe red water-
melon.

6. Will. R. Smith: A most promising summer
bedder with beautiful, firm, glossy foliage, quite like

Cochet in appearance and durability, very vigorous
in growth, with shadings of pink.

This Rose Collection Without Cost as Explained Below

OTHER GREAT FLOWER COLLECTIONS
Six Magnificent Chrysanthemums

Order as Collectien No. 102

Six large flowering Japanese varieties, all different colors, the very finest Chrysanthemums
obtainable.

1. Black Hawk : Dark velvety crimson.

2. Estelle : Pure white with extra large flowers.

3. Millicent Richardson : Beautiful rosy violet,

very big.

Four Elegztnt Ferns
Order as Collection No. 103

Of all plants for pot or interior decorations,

ferns occupy the place of favor in the estimation

of all. This collection, which consists of the four

leading varieties, will beautify any home. They
frequently sell for fifty cents each.

1. Boston Sword Fern: Long arching fronds.

2. Nephrolepis Scotti : Handsome bushy growth.

3. Nephrolepis Whitmani : A beautiful sym-
metrical plant.

4. Emerald Fern : Pretty decorative house plant.

State the Month in Which

4. Mrs. Robert Foerderer: Soft creamy yellow.
5. Percy Plumridge : Large Japanese incurved

variety.
6. W. F. McNeice : Lavender pearl, shading to

pink.

Five Lovely Carnations
Order as Collection No. 104

Unrivaled in their rich and refreshing fra-

grance, unequaled for diversity of colors,

unapproached for daintiness and beauty of out-
line.

1. Prosperity : White, overlaid with pink.

2. Rose Pink Enchantress : Splendid blooming
qualities.

3. Red Sport : A flaming scarlet.

4. Harlowarden : Dazzling crimson, the largest
and best of its color.

5. Lady Bountiful: Pure white, with large
flowers.

You Wish Plants Shipped

You can obtain these six famous
Roses, including the new Blue Rose,

without cost, if you send a subscrip-

tion to Farm and Fireside in 20 Days.

Guarantee
We guarantee all plants

to be exactly as described,

to arrive in perfect condi-

tion and' to give entire
satisfaction. Each collec-

tion is made up of differ-

ent varieties, all famous.

Each collection consists

of well-grown plants that

will bloom this season of

1911.

About Shipping
All the plants will be

shipped carefully packed.
All plants will be large,

healthy and weli rooted,

and will bloom the coming
season. Unless the sub-
scriber states on what date
she wishes plants shipped,
plants will be shipped to
each locality at the time
they should be set out.

All collections will be
shipped carefully packed,
deliver}' charges prepaid
by Farm and Fireside.

Our Great Anniversary
Flower Offers

OFFER No. 1. We will send one Rose or

Flower collection, to every reader who
sends $1.00 for a three-year subscription to

Farm and Fireside—72 numbers.
OFFER No. 2. Get two friends to hand

you 50c each for a one-year subscription to

Farm and Fireside. Send us §1.00 for the

two subscriptions and we will send you your
own subscription to Farm and Fireside for

one year Also we wiU send you,
one collection of Rose-Bushes or Flowers.
We will send an additional Rose or Flower

collection as a premium in payment for each
additional Farm and Fireside subscription for

one year at 50c. This offer is open only to

readers who take advantage of either Offer

No. 2 or Offer No. 1.

OFFER No. 3. Send 60c for a one-year
subscription to Farm and Fireside—24 num-
bers—and one Rose or Flower collection.

Our Anniversary picture will accompany
every subscription.

You Must Order Within 20 Days

Cultural

Directions
Collections must be or-

dered entire. Accom-
pan3dng each lot of plants
there are full directions

for planting, care, etc., iri

order that the besLresults
may be obtained!

20-Day OfFer
These great Anniver-

sarj' offers hold for 20

days. We advise you to

order at once. Remember
that our Anniversary pic-

ture described in the
offers on page 33 accom-
panies every subscrip-
tion. Write your order
on the blank opposite. It

will pay you to order
now even though your
subscription has not yet
expired. Your new sub-
scription will be entered
to begin the month after

youf present subscription
expires.

*

Write Your Order on Blank on Opposite Pagei^

Send Your Order to Farm aiid Fireside Within 20 Days
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roor Relatlons
[continued from page 22]

"Why, Mr. Shreve !" he exclaimed heartily,

"I haven't seen you since I met you in

Oberlin's office ; and Oberlin has failed,

started afresh and made a million since
then !"

The older man laughed, "Jack Hastings,
how are you, my boy ?" he returned cordially.

"I haven't been at the club lately. I—I've
been very busy. I'm having my house
redecorated and that takes a great deal of
my time."

"Having your house done over, eh?"
Hastings rallied him. "Now, if I didn't
know you, I would say that looked decidedly
suspicious, especially coupled with the sigh
which announced your presence to me."

Mr. Shreve flushed like a girl.

"By Jove !" Jack laughed delightedly, "I
believe I struck the nail on the head just
aiming at space. Who is the lady, Mr.
Shreve ?"

"Jack," the man remonstrated, trying to
smile naturally, "I should be quizzing you
about matrimony—not you me. How is it

that a fine young fellow like you has not
become a benedict long ago ?" He leaned a
little forward and went on solemnly, "A
home is a fine thing. You will discover it

some day. We all need a sacred hearthstone,
Jack, with somebody sitting there waiting
for us. A man can't work very well when
there is not a soul in the world to care
whether he has made a fortune or if his
pockets are not sheltering a dtiU penny."

There is something in a club-room,
especially at the twilight hour, which is as
conducive to confidences between men as
midnight with its accompaniment of kimonos
and loosened hair is between women. So
Hastings gravely nodded as Mr. Shreve
paused and said slowly, "You are right

—

and it's a secret, but I am started on the
road which leads to the fireside." He sighed
almost unconsciously.
The older man smiled at the young fellow,

a kindly quizzical light in his eyes, "I knew
it," he announced triumphantly, "otherwise
you would have changed the subject. Men
don't like to discuss hearthstones until they
desire to possess one."

"It's queer," Jack's voice was disturbed,
and he scarcely seemed to realize he was
speaking aloud, "I never can picture Penel-
ope sitting at home of an evening—with me."

"Penelope!" Mr. Shreve exclaimed; then,
as the man flushed scarlet, he questioned a
little breathlessly, "You don't mean Miss
Penelope Martin?"

Hastings made x\o response, "It's a secret,"
~he muttered self-consciously, but his eyes
answered, "Yes." Hastily he rose as a
laughing group of men joined them. "Good-
Inight," he shook Mr. Shreve's hand, wonder-
ang at its coldness and added, "you will
respect my confidence I know."

Mr. Shreve nodded. Suddenly he felt
almost old. The world held for him only
one Penelope Martin, the one he knew. And
now he thought her engaged to young John
Hastings, so debonair and handsome and
likable. «

In brooding silence he watched his dream '

home with its shadowy occupant fade away
into a house again. He dreaded to go near
it. That night he went home .very late and
then directly up-stairs. The blue room was
too full of ghosts.

Chapter XV.
PENELOPE sat alone in the red library

awaiting Jack Hastings. She held herself
very erect in the high-backed chair, her long
felender arms resting loosely on the carved
sides. She looked almost queenly in the fire-

light, as from moment to moment an imperi-
ous angry gleam lit up her eyes.

Mrs. Martin had issued invitations for a
great ball and that day three regrets had
come, regrets which filled the girl with bit-

terness ; for the Van Ordens, the Pells and
the Castles, the people who had declined to
come, were the ones who held descent and
family up as their household gods^—the lead-
ers of the "conservative set."

Penelope's heart beat faster with chagrin
as_ she thought of her cousins, the cause of
this disappointment. For six years the
Martins had fought their way into society,
and now, just as they were beginning to be
accepted as a matter of course, as "unde-
niably belonging," here comes Miss Penelope
with her decorating shop and her claim of
relationship to start afresh the hateful
question, "Who are they?" Evidently the
Van Ordens, the Pells and the Castles had
decided anew that as far as they were con-
cerned the answer was "Nobodies."
The proud girl's face burned with scorn.

How mean and low their standards were.
She even laughed a little, there by herself.
Her father had engaged one of the young
Van Ordens as his private secretary, only
to dismiss him as incapable. Often she had
contrasted

_
her father's face, strong, deeply

lined, but intensely keen and virile, with the
classic-featured vacuity of the youth's
countenance, and many times her mocking
smile had appeared as she watched the
enormous effort it cost this scion of departed
greatness to even take down the dictation, of
the man whose father had sold groceries
in a town of the Middle West.
Again to-night she went over her familiar

mental journey, comparing herself to the
city's aristocracy, and as always it left her
arrogantly convinced of her superiority, a
proud, mocking smile on her lips. Passion-
ately she desired the social heights and deter-
mined to reach them, much as her father had
passionately desired to win his place among

men. And always in the background of her
thoughts were her cousins, the means of
starting the conflict anew.

She glanced at the clock listlessly. Jack
would be there presently. She sighed a little

at the thought of him. She had deliberately
accepted his attentions and his offer of mar-
riage because he had the thing dearest to her
heart, position. Of all the men she then
knew he had stood the highest in her scheme-
filled world. She had never pretended to

herself that she loved him. Love ! Her
eyes grew cynical at the suggestion. Idly
she wondered if there were any truth in the
platitude that women who married for money
or rank always fell in love afterward and
then came varying tragedy.
As to any wrong she might be doing Hast-

ings, such a thought never occurred to her.

Her whole life had taught her to use people,
to appraise them and value them accordingly,
so that such a viewpoint had become part of
the girl herself.

In a few moments Mr. Hastings arrived,
kissed Penelope gravely and looked at her, a
troubled questioning in his eyes. He had
scarcely seen Marion since the day of the
accident, and when they had come into con-
tact their stiff formality was an embarrass-
ment to both. However, daily Hastings
became more dissatisfied with himself, more
conscious of something amiss between him
and his. fiancee.

That evening he had determined to voice
his doubts, so after they had sunk into
chairs, in the shadow just beyond the fire-

light, he began, "Pen, there is something
wrong between us. I don't know what it is,

but it is there. Is it that you have discov-
ered that you do not love me, dear? If so,

tell me. It will be far better. Is that the
reason why you hesitate to announce our
engagement? Is it. Pen?" He rose and
stood in front of her, his face white and
stern in the dull glow.

For a second a startled gleam flashed into
the girl's eyes. Then she laughed softly, her
own/ mocking laugh, which was still very
sweet. "Jack," her voice was a protest, "I
can't even get angry with you, you are so
absurdly boyish. You should have loved a
Spanish girl who would have flown into
tantrums of jealousy to prove her affection.
Silly boy !" She held out her hand, the
jewel in her engagement-ring flashing a
thousand ways, "See, I put it on this
evening," she murmured, "just for you."
The man took her long slender fingers in

his, but still he regarded her moodily,
exclaiming, "I can't understand myself, but
it's in little things like just now. If you
really cared, you would have been furious at
my doubting you, but you only laughed!"

Suddenly Penelope rose, too, her loveli-

ness imperial in its charm, "Jack," she said
slowly, "I said I would marry you, didn't I?"

"Yes, but why don't you announce our
engagement—it is a public secret already."

"I don't know why," the girl replied with
her calm frankness, "perhaps—

"

The butler stood in the doorway, "The
Comte De Feronac calling," he announced.
Hastings looked at Penelope suspiciously
and noticed the animation which lit her face.

"Show him in," she ordered.
"Pen, this was to be our evening alone,"

the man complained, "the first in a month !"

The girl smiled teasingly, "You seem to

want a capricious sweetheart," she mocked.
"Very well ! I will be one ! Now, I'm going
to smile my sweetest at the comte."
A sudden flood of resentment held Hast-

ings in its grasp. Somehow he felt cheated
of his romance, of the blissful days that
ought to have been thfeirs during this court-
ing-time.

"I won't be here to see you," he snapped
abruptly.

His ill humor moved her to laughter. "Oh,
Jack," she smiled, "you are so funny when
you are angry."

"Good-by," he stepped through the door-
way into the hall.

Penelope took a step to follow him, then
stood still, a queer expression on her face.

In a moment the comte appeared. For a
brief half hour he entertained the girl with
the personalities so easy for Continentals to
employ, and when Mr. and Mrs. Martin
returned from a reception at eleven, the two
were still in the library.

Chapter XVI.

LATE in the afternoon of the day on which
the Martin ball was to take place, the city

editor called Marion, just as she was leaving
for home. "Miss Martin," he directed, "you
will have to go to that ball to-night—I'm
sorry, but Miss Dean just 'phoned that she
was ill, so there is no one else to send."
"To Mrs. Martin's ball," the girl repeated

almost mechanically, "why, I can't because—

"

she checked herself at sight of the man's
frown. He was a disciplinarian and objec-
tions were useless.
"Very well," she murmured just above her

breath, but with such a white, startled face
that, as she turned to leave, the man, hard-
ened as he was, was more than half tempted
to call her back. However, she really was
the only one to send, so he swallowed his
sentiment in favor of business.

Marion went home in a daze, revolving in
her mind fruitless schemes to avoid the
evening's assignment ; even as she realized
that she must go, unless she appealed to Mr.
Hastings. And that she would not do.

Penelope, on hearing the story, advised
her to go. "You know, dearie," she soothed

[continued on page 35]

Anniversary Picture
GIFT FOR EVERY SUBSCRIBER

To celebrate its 33d Anniversary,
Farm and Fireside wishes to present
every subscriber with a copy of the
beautiful painting "Waiting for the
Milk-Man." This great picture is one
of the finest animal pictures ever
painted. Everybody loves dogs, but
it is only once in a generation that
there is painted a great dog picture.
This picture is worthy of recogni-

tion as a rhasterpiece. It represents
three handsome and mischievous
looking httle puppies who are evi-
dently awaiting the appearance of
their young master with the portion
of milk for their breakfast. The
situation is typical and very natural.
It is printed in colors and will make
a handsome appearance on the wall
of your living-room.

The small reproduction of our An-
niversary Picture gives no idea of
the real beauty of the painting. But
look at the little fellows ! See how
lifelike they are. They look as though
they could jump right out of the
frame and lick your hand. Seldom
has so fine a dog picture been painted.
Never before has Farm and Fireside
had such a handsome, classy picture
to offer its readers. This generous
way of treating subscribers has con-
tributed largely to the wonderful suc-
cess of Farm and Fireside. A copy
of this magnificent picture goes with-
out cost to every subscriber, new
or renewal, accepting any of our big
Special Anniversary Offers as out-
lined on the lower part of this page.

"Wailing for the Milk-Man"
This Elegant Picture, in Colors. Size. 11x16. Our Gift to You

Description of the Picture A TWenty-Day Offer
Copies of this handsome picture

have never before been offered to the
public. These pictures have been
obtained for our readers at great
expense. Every picture is fully pro-
tected by copyright and cannot be
reproduced by anyone else whoso-
ever.

"Waiting for the Milk-Man" is

11x16 inches in size and is printed
on extra heavy art paper. The pic-

ture is in colors and looks exactly
like the original painting.

This special picture offer will exist
only during the next twenty days.
Never before in the history of the
agricultural press has any farm paper
made such a generous effort to please
its subscribers and supply them with
a gift of real merit.
Let us again advise you that the

offer is for twenty days only. It will
be well, therefore, for you to fill out
the coupon below indicating the offer
you accept and send it to us by early
mail.

Our Biggest Offers
Good for the Next 20 Days

ANSIVERSABY OFFEK Jfo. 1

Send $1.00 for a 3 year sub
^>.>»»« scription to Farm
AND Fireside—72 numbers—you will
also receive the Anniversary picture and
we will send you without cost any one
flower collection described on opposite
page.

ANKIVEKSAKy OFFER No. S

WifKoiif Cn^¥ Get two friends

50 cents for a i-year subscription to Farm
AND Fireside and send us $1.00 for the
two subscriptions. In return, we will
send you Farm and Fireside for one
year, also any one of our great Flower
Collections, without cost. The Anniver-
sary Picture will accompany ;each sub-
scription.

Readers accepting: offers No. 1 or 2 may ob-
tain additional Flower Collections as premium
for each additional Farm and Fireside
yearly subscription at 50 cents.

ANNIVERSAKT offer Ko. 8

Send 60c for a i-year subscription
— to Farm and Fireside— 24 numbers — the Anniversary Pic-

ture, together with any one of the Flower
Collections.

50 Post-Cards
In any of the above offers you can sub-

stitute for a Flower Collection the set of

50 Post-Cards described on page 23.

anniversary offer No. 4

^<»r»rl ^ino for a i-year subscrip-Jeng OUC
tlon to FXrm and fire-

side—24 numbers—and you will receive
the Anniversary Picture.

By accepting one of the above special
offers immediately you will insure your-
self against disappointment because we
cannot possibly agree to fill any more or-

ders after the expiration of the twenty-day
limit. You will profit by acting on our ad-
vice and mailing your order without delay.

Send Your Subscription With This Blank To-day

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio
I accept your Anniversary Offer No.

Send me Farm and Fireside for

Inclosed find $

years.

Name
Address

Send me premium as follows:

Also send Farm and Fireside to:

Name

Address

Name

Address
^ ,

The Anniversary Picture Will be Sent With Every Subscription
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Money-Making Side-Lines

How is it that so few people with ground

at their disposal ever think of planting

quantities of catnip ? It ma.y be made
a fine side-line for wives' or daughters'

pocket-money.
Here in California such things at mint

and catnip cannot be grown so readily as

they can in the Eastern states, and, of course,

cats are not so numerous, but even here I

had a good trade in catnip down in San
Diego two years ago.

For a while it was necessary that I have

a steady income in order to meet an urgent

emergency. As I had no other resources for

the first few weeks, until I had my literary

work well under way, I turned to my large

garden for aid. The vegetables and fruit

helped me nicely, but I did not give a

thought to my large bed of catnip until one
dav a woman from whom I was taking an

order for fruit said, "I do wish you had
catnip. I have three cats and I know that

they would be delighted to,roll in a bunch

of it." As she was a good customer, I gave

her a bunch of the sweet-smelling herb; and
when I saw the excitement of her pussies,

who had never before been given fresh

catnip, it set me to thinking. So next day I

took a large bunch as a sample and devoted

the whole morning to soliciting custom from
some of the -fine residences in select neigh-

borhoods, where Angora cats were likely to

be found. Sure enough, there they were in

plenty,' and one pleased woman, the owner
of no less than seven of the half-grown

beauties, ordered twenty-five cents' worth of

the catnip for the first of every month.
Before noon I had secured a regular monthly
custom of two and one half dollars, and
orders for over a dollar's worth more at

once. Later on I got still more regular cus-

tom, but, alas ! my trade outgrew the catnip

and finally I could no longer supply the

demand. Besides, the necessity for such

work on my part had ceased.

I have often thought of what a chance

there is in even that one line for some
woman who cares to follow it in earnest. I

*ad only thirty stalks of catnip growing,

great sprawling affairs that covered ten by

twenty feet of ground in a partly shaded

corner of my garden, yet in nine weeks I

sold nearly eleven dollars' worth.
M. Z. Watrous.

Some wonnen know how to make money
from poultry. What has been done can be

done again. Careful management and study

will accomplish much. The demand for

fresh eggs is always greater than the supply.

Squab-raising, as superintended by some
women, is a money-making venture. The
birds need to have a large, clean place, and

be given plenty of the right kind of food.

One housekeeper is happy in supplying her

customers with cottage cheese. Her private

account shows a steady and constant growth.

A poor widow, left with a small field, began

the culture of ginseng. She commenced on a

small scale, investing only five dollars at

first. She now has a large, fine bed that

nets her the snug income of one thousand

dollars a year.

An unmarried woman, living near a stock

yard, saw that calves only a few days old

were frequently brought by the farmers for

the weekly shipping day. She found that if

one could keep them for a few months, they

would double in value. She had a vacant

field and bought several calves on which to

experiment. She was so successful that she

enlarged her business, and to-day she is a

*wealthy woman.

"No one can raise anything but weeds on

this sand lot," exclaimed a discouraged

farmer to his wife one day after his third

failure to crop it with profit.

"Turn it over to me," said his young wife

in an energetic tone. A few days before a

neighbor had said to her, "We are going to

clean out our raspberries and strawberries.

You can have all the plants you want." She

determined to take advantage of the offer

The lot was fertilized, fitted up well and

the fruit-garden became a reality. The third

season she was able to put thirty dollars m
the bank which she had realized from the

sale of the berries. Z. I. D.wis.

Helpful Hints

To Keep Out Rats—Mix potash with pow-

dered meal and throw it into the rat-holes

in the cellar, and the rats will disappear.

A small quantity of alum in sugar syrup
will prevent the syrup from becoming
granulated.

To Gather a Ruffle—A good way to gather

a raffle, sleeve, etc., is to make a very long

stitch on the machine, place the edge to be
gathered under the foot and sew along. Then
draw the upper thread until the desired full-

ness is obtained. Shirring can be done in

the same way by using the gage to measure
the distance between the threads.

Never wash blankets on a damp or cloudy
day. Choose a day when it is bright and
breezy, if you possibly can.

With Cranberries
CE.AXBERRiES Or any other acid fruit should

never be cooked in metal utensils, but a

porcelain-lined, granite or earthen dish

should be used.

Cranberry-Sauce—AVash the berries and
drain them dry. put them into the preserv-
ing-kettle, and for three pints of berries add
three cupfuls of sugar and one and one half
cupfuls of cold water. After they begin to
boil, cook them for ten minutes closely cov-
ered. If there is any scum, remove it, and
when done, press through a sieve to remove
the skins and seeds.

Mock Cherry-Pie —One cupful of cran-
berries chopped, one half cupful of raisin

;

seeded and chopped, one cupful of sugar, one
tablespoonful of flour, one half cupful of
cold water and one half teaspoonful of
vanilTa-extract. Stir all thoroughly together
and bake with two crusts.

Cranberry-Pudding—Beat two eggs until
light, add three fourths of a cupful of sugar,
one half cupful of milk, two cupfuls of flour
sifted with two teaspoonfuls of baking-
powder and one half teaspoonful of salt.

Then stir in one cupful of cranberries cut in

halves, pour into small greased molds and
steam for one hour. Serve wit'n hard sauce
or maple syrup.

Cranberry Drop Dumplings—Put on to
cook t'nree cupfuls of cranberries, one and
one half cupfuls of sugar and one cupful of
boiling water. Jilake the dumplings of two
cupfuls of flour, one teaspoonful of baking-
powder, one half teaspoonful of salt and
three fourths of a cupful of sweet milk.
Drop in spoonfuls into the boiling fruit,

cover closely and simmer on the back of
the range for twenty minutes.

Cranberry Sponge—Wash one quart of
cranberries and put them in a porcelain
saucepan with two cupfuls of sugar and one
cupful of water. Cover and cook for ten
minutes after they begin to boil. Remove
any scum that rises, and when done, press
through a fine sieve. This will jelly when
cold. Beat the jelly with a wire egg-beater
until it is light and foamy, then fold in

lightly the stiffly whipped whites of two eggs,

heap in a glass dish and serve at once.
Elma Iona Locke.

Quilt-Block Designs—The quilt designs in
this group below are in two colors and are
intended to be made up into a sash quilt.

The illustration shows one complete section
of six squares.

First cut out thirty-five blocks ^ foot
square and of the light colors which you
choose for a background of the quilt, then
cut out thirty-five designs of a darker color—shown here in black. Sew one design on
each light block and you are ready to set

the quilt together.
Make the quilt five blocks wide and seven

blocks long, run a sash or strip of cloth
about four or six inches wide, and of the
same color as the design, the entire length
and breadth of the quilt and between each
two rows of blocks each way. This will
make a very beautiful quilt and without
much piecing. The sash between the blocks
will bring out the design much more prom-
inently than would be the case were the
blocks set tightly together. Plain or figured
material in any desired color may be used.
It is simply a matter of taste with the maker
of the quilt.

The proper way to get the patterns from
the blocks is to draw off the design on a
piece of thick paper or Bristol-board the full
size of the block (from ten to eighteen
inches) then cut the pattern for each dif-

ferent piece from your drawing. If you
cut the model design from very stout paper
and use them very carefully, one pattern of
each block should be sufficient for the entire
quilt. A. J. Ransom.

When Eggs are Scarce

P VEN on the farm there are times when
•'-'eggs are scarce and one must economize.
However, this is not very hard to do if one
has reliable recipes to cook from. I find
I can manage very well without eggs when-
ever necessity demands it. For the benefit
of other housewives who must also study
economy, I give these recipes, some of which
call for one egg, while the others call for
none at all.

CakC'—Use one egg (or it can be made
without any), two tablespoonfuls of butter,
one and one half cupfuls of granulated sugar,
one half cupful of sweet milk, two cupfuls of
flour, two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder.
Beat well and bake in two layers. Using this
same batter, you can add one cupful of
raisins, one half cupful" of English walnuts
and bake in a loaf

Eggless Ginger-Cake—One half pint of
cooking molasses, one half pint of boiling
water, two tablespoonfuls of butter, one half
teaspoonful each of cloves, ginger and cin-
namon, one teaspoonful of soda, two cupfuls
of flour. Melt butter and stir it into mo-
lasses. Add spices, stir in flour, dissolve soda
in boiling water and pour it in. Beat hard
until foamy. Bake in two thick layers.

This is fine put together with fudge icing
and eaten wann.

Eggless Fruit-Cake—One cupful of sugar,
two tablespoonfuls of butter, one cupful of
chopped raisins, one teaspoonful each of
cloves and cinnamon, one cupful of sour
milk, one teaspoonful of soda, two cupfuls of
flour. Bake in a loaf.

Good Eggless Doughnuts—Two cupfuls of
warm mashed potatoes, two cupfuls of sugar,
one cupful of sweet milk, two tablespoonfuls
of butter, five level teaspoonfuls of baking-
powder, one teaspoonful of vanilla. Flour
to make soft dough. Roll out half an inch
thick. Fry in hot grease. The potatoes
keep the doughnuts soft, and they keep fresh
much longer than those made with eggs.

Corn-Bread—Two and one half cupfuls of
sifted meal, one teaspoonful c^f salt, one levet
teaspoonful soda. Mix together dry, then
add enough sour milk to make medium bat-
ter. Grease bread-pan. Then melt a table-
spoonful of lard in it and pour in the
corn-bread. Bake in quick oven.

Eggless Brown Bread—One pint of sour
milk, one teaspoonful of soda, one half pint
of New Orleans molasses, one tablespoonful
of baking-powder, two pints of Graham
flour. Beat well. Bake in well-greased half-
pound baking-powder cans in slow oven.

Pineapple-Tapioca—Soak four tablespoon-
fuls of tapioca overnight. Add one half
cupful of water and cook till clear. Then
add one pint of canned pineapple, and sugar
to taste ; cook until thick enough. Serve
with whipped cream.

Pumpkin or Squash Pie—One cupful of
stewed pumpkin, one fourth of a cupful of
sugar, one tablespoonful of New Orleans
molasses, one tablespoonful of flour, a little

cirmamon and cloves, one cupful of milk.
Beat together, add a little baking-powder

;

beat again. Pour in rich crust and bake.

Eggless Salad Dressing—One tablespoon-
ful of butter, two tablespoonfuls of good
vinegar, one half teaspoonful of salt, one
tablespoonful of sugar, two tablespoonfuls of
flour, one cupful of good thick cream. Beat
until smooth and cook until it thickens. If
too thick, add more cream. A salad dressed
with this, and with a few preserved cherries
or English walnuts used to decorate it is

splendid.
All of these recipes are "tried and tested."

Beulah T-\tum.

Unusually Attractive Designs for a Patch-Work Quilt

The Housewife's Letter-Box
Wine-Cake for Mrs. N. H. Iowa—One

and one half cupfuls of currant-wine, three
cupfuls of sugar, two cupfuls of butter, four
cupfuls of flour, five eggs, two pounds of
raisins with one cupful more of flour, and
one teaspoonful of soda in the wine. Spices
to taste. A. E. M. S., New York.

Purnpkin-Butter for Mrs. W. R. Missouri
•—To one large pumpkin, peeled and cut,
allow one three-gallon pail of sweet cider
just ground. Place kettle on fire and fill,

always allowing one pumpkin to three gal-
lons of cider. Boil until thick, stirring all
the time after it begins to thicken. Add
sugar, cloves and cinnamon to taste.

Mrs. a. H. K., Illinois.

Cut up and cook your pumpkins the same
as for pie ; rub through the colander. Add
a cupful of good cider-vinegar to each gallon
of pumpkin. Add sugar, salt, cinnamon and
a little cloves to taste ; boil down again and
can hot. Mrs. N. E. R., Texas.

For Mrs. C. M. E., Ohio—Will you please
send your full name and address to editor of
"Housewife's Letter-Box?" I have secured
the help you are looking for.

Rye-Bread for Mrs. E. W., Arkansas—To
one cupful each of scalded milk and boil-
ing water add one tablespoonful of lard,
one tablespoonful of butter, one third of a
cupful of brown sugar and one and one half
teaspoonfuls of salt. When lukewarm, add
one fourth of a yeast-cake dissolved in one
fourth of a cupful of lukewarm water and
three cupfuls of flour ; beat thoroughly, cover
and let it rise imtil light. Add rye-meal
until the dough is stiff enough to knead

;

knead thoroughly, let it rise, shape into
loaves, let it rise again and then bake.

For Mrs. E. E. C, Massachusetts—Here
is a formula for an insect-powder that
I have used four years. It is splendid
for ridding the house of ants and bedbugs,
and can also be used in the chicken-house,
but never use it on a setting-hen. One pound
of naphthalinf, one pound of sulphur, five
pounds of stucco, one third of a pound of
Scotch snuff. Get the druggist to mix it
for you and put the powder into a tin can.
It will last for a long time. Be careful to
keep it away from children. While it is
not poisonous, it might make them sick and
it is always well to be on the safe side.

Mrs. p. S., Nebraska.

For Mrs. J. H. S., 'Washington—Wash
the red and white Irish chain quilt in
suds—not too hot—rinse in clear water;
then have ready; a second tub of water, to
which has been added a little bluing and
enough salt to make the water taste quite
salty. Put quilt in this. I am stire the red
wiU not run into the white. Wash on a
bright day so that quilt will dry quickly.

E. S. G., Pennsylvania.

The following questions, asked November
10th, have not been answered. Can some
reader answer one or all of them? How to
clean German silver? How to mend a mir-
ror when the quicksilver has rolled oft?
How to preserve ginger? A pattern of the
grape and tulip quilt?

Meringue Pie for Mrs. H. E. 'Wisconsin

—

Use one tablespoonful of powdered sugar to
each white of an egg. Beat the whites until
stiff", adding the sugar gradually, and bake
in moderate oven. Too much sugar, too
warm an oven or a draft blowing on the
meringue when cooling will cause it to fall.

Mrs. H. a. B., New York.

Salt-Rising Bread for J. E. R., Iowa-
Very early in the morning take a heap-
ing tablespoonful of unsifted meal and a
pinch of salt ; pour upon this two thirds of a
cupful of hot water (not boiling) ; into this
stir one half teaspoonful of sugar and enough
hard-wheat flour to make a thin batter

;

cover the bowl tightly and place in a jiot or
crock containing warm water ; cover this,

also, and set in a warm place. When bubbles
begin to form in the batter, stir in a little

more flour. When the yeast foams up to the
top of the bowl, take four sifters (favorite
size) of flour, a little salt, a teaspoonful of
sugar, shortening the size of an egg and one
quart of water warm as the hand can bear.
Knead into four stiff loaves. Place these

in a greased pan, keep warm until raised
sufficiently and bake as any other light bread.
A meat-roaster makes the best pan in which
to bake salt-rising bread. Should the yeast
fail to foam, don't throw it away, but put it

into next morning's biscuits and try again.
V. B., Pennsylvania.

For Mrs. S. J. R., Delaware—Grease spots
on wall-papen can be removed by covering
the spots with French chalk, powdered, and
allowing it to remain for twenty-four hours.
If the mark has not then disappeared, repeat
the application, laying a piece of blotting-

paper over the chalked spot and pressing
with a warm iron. If the paper is merely
soiled, it can very often be cleaned by
rubbing the spots with a piece of dry bread.

Mrs. J. F., Florida.
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her, "you are bound to meet Aunt Clem
sooner or later. Yon might just as well

let it happen now. She is sure to be quite

as embarrassed as you are."

Marion nodded her head in reluctant

assent. How little her sister understood

!

For over two weeks Marion had avoided
her employer. At last she had acknowledged
to herself that she loved him, and with this

self-revelation so bitter-sweet in its import
had come a resolve to leave his service at

the earliest possible moment. Mr. Hastings
was engaged to her cousin. A thousand
times a day she repeated this fact. It was
necessary that she should love him hope-
lessly ; but surely it was not needful that

she should stand by and watch the culmina-
tion of Penelope's happiness.

It was in this spirit that she decided to go
to the ball. Surely she could slip away
without seeing John Hastings. It would be
easy to be inconspicuous in such a crowd.

Nevertheless her heart quaked as at nine
o'clock, in her well-worn little tailor-made
and dark fur toque, she set out for the
Martin home.

Just a few carriages were lined up at the
mansion's entrance. It was still too early.

Marion's breath came fast as she walked up
the marble steps.

The butler at the door eyed the girl

doubtfully.
"I am a reporter from

_
the Morning

Clironicle ," she explained, "kindly give this

card to Mrs. Martin." Her voice was low
and muffled.

Silently the wooden-faced one conducted
the girl into a dark little reception-room,
then turned and left her.

She felt horribly forlorn and alone. A
hot, indignant sense of injustice forced
burning tears to her eyes. Here was her
aunt giving a ball and she, her niece, was not
following the gay influx of guests, but was
sitting in a dull little waiting-room, with a
pencil and pad in her hand, ready to "write
up" the affair.

Suddenly she heard Hastings' voice out-
side and she strained her eyes to see him in

the gloom. How handsome he was, and how
manly ! She fancied he looked pale in the
one glance she had of him. Hot tears ran
down her cheeks. She must try to put him
out of her thoughts. He was engaged to

Penelope Martin. With a little grieving sigh
she dried her eyes. It was very still in the
dim room. Had the butler forgotten her?
Achingly she longed to be one of the smiling
girls of whom she just caught glimpses as
they passed in light-hued wraps with flashes

of glowing color beneath. It seemed very
hard to be poor. How humiliating it was
going to be, to meet her aunt in this position !

Abruptly the curtains at the doorway
parted and Mrs. Martin, agleam with jewels,
entered the room.

"Please excuse
—

" she began, then catch-
ing sight of the girl, she gasped weakly,
"Marion—you !"

"Yes, Aunt Clem," the girl's cheeks were
crimson, but her manner was quiet, "I'm a
society reporter on the Morning Chronicle."

Mrs. Martin flushed in her turn.

"Mr. Hastings' paper," she exclaimed
involuntarily. "He has never mentioned it

to us—

"

"He doesn't know of our relationship. , I

have never spoken of it," Marion explained.
That lady looked at her with a mixture

of relief and embarrassment. She had not
invited her nieces to the ball, and while she
never saw them her conscience made no
protest, but to have Marion come as a

reporter had made her feel vaguely guilty.

"I—I'm so surprised," she stammered, "I
had not even the slightest idea that you—

"

"Of course not!" The girl's tone was
businesslike. "Now, will you please give me
a list of the guests and a menu. Then I

should like to see the decorations and the
costumes in the ball-room." Her voice broke
traitorously, but she forced it into control.
She must forget it was to her aunt she was
speaking.

"Certainly, with pleasure," Mrs. Martin
returned, "come to the library and I'll give
you the list and the menu right away."
She stared at her niece's face, white and
pinched with the pain of the interview.
"Won't you take a glass of lemonade and
some salad before you go ?" she suggested
uncom fortably.

"No, thank you!" Marion's eyes flashed,
"I must hurry !"

"Oh, must you ?" She led the way to the
library and gave the girl the required papers.
"Now, I'll take you to the musicians' gallery.
That will be the best place for you to see the
dance," she continued, her sense of guiltiness
growing with each moment.

Without speaking they passed through the
flower-laden rooms until they halted just
outside the ball-room by the stairs which led
to the musicians' balcony.
"Go right up, my dear," Mrs. Martin begged.
"Very well. Aunt Clem," Marion mur-

mured.
Her aunt glanced hastily around, hoping

no one had heard the girl's form of address.
Some guests were coming down the long
corridor, "I must go !" she exclaimed, "the
guests are just beginning to enter the ball-
room. Ask one of my men for anything you
want." She nodded, smiled and flashed
away very hurriedly.

Marion climbed the narrow little steps

;

a kindly-faced German musician placed a
chair for her beside some young men and
women evidently of her own profession, then
she put forth an effort to place her mind on
the costumes.
With a preliminary chord the music com-

menced
;

gradually the floor became alive
with gliding figures.

Marion's head ached miserably, but she
mechanically kept noting gowns and jewels,
when suddenly she saw Penelope and John
Hastings standing just below her. The girl

was exquisite in a trailing gown of white
satin embroidered with pearls, with the same
jewels at her throat and in her hair. She
was smiling radiantly at her fiancee, with
whom she had rapidly made peace after the
quarrel of a week before, while he looked
animated and eager.
Marion rose unsteadily. She felt ready to

cry or faint. It was bad enough that she
was never to know happiness, but she would
not stand by and watch the fortunate ones
enjoy their pleasure.

Crimson-cheeked she stopped for a moment
at the foot of the stairs to thrust her pencil
and pad into her hand-bag, when suddenly
she shrank behind the thick clump of palms
which hid a green bench at the approach to
the balcony, and a second later Hastings and
Penelope passed by. The man glanced idly

at the potted plants, but evidently seeing
nothing, passed on.

After a few moments Marion stepped out
from her hiding-place, shivering and trem-
bling with nervous dread. Somehow she
felt in a hostile atmosphere, trapped, among
enemies. She paused a minute to collect
herself, then just as she turned to go, young
Fred Martin lurched out Of a near-by door
and stood in front of her.

[to be continued in next issue]

Recreation for the Farmer's Wife
By Mabel G. Rodgers

FARM people need recreations and pleasures
occasionally just as much as town peo-

ple, especially the farmer's wife, whose work
is indoors the greater part of the time. She
needs to get out and mingle with other
women, have friendly chats and exchange
ideas. Staying too closely at home is apt
to make one narrow-minded and consequently
unable to appreciate the joys and sorrows of

others.

In one farming community a wide-awake
young married woman originated the idea
of forming a book club. She talked up her
plans with one or two others and asked
several if they would join, with the result

that the club was organized with ten mem-
bers. Each one contributed a book of the later

fiction and entertained the members once
during the year. The meetings were held
each month and the books were exchanged,
light refreshments served and a good social

time enjoyed. Now the club membership is

increased to sixteen and every one seems to

enjoy having the books to read and thp
pleasant afternoon each month. They get
interested in each other's children and cows
and chickens, and sometimes have lively dis-

cussions about the best feed for chickens or
the prices of milk and butter. Of course, it

is not so easy for them to go as it is for the

woman in town. Sometimes they have to

walk quite a distance and sometimes they
must stay at home when the horses are too
busy to be spared, but they appreciate the

meetings more for the effort they have to

make.
At one meeting in the year everyone

helps furnish the refreshments and the

families of the members are invited. This
keeps the husbands good-natured and they

are always interested to know about the
meetings—"who was there ?" and (man-like)
"what did you have to eat?"
Another splendid thing in the way of rec-

reation for the farmer's wife is to have a
hobby. Not something to take her whole
time and alienate her from work, for, as
"Ole Nutmeg" says, "When the hobby rides
the rider it's time to get off and walk," but
some pleasant, congenial occupation for the
spare minutes. One woman devotes most of
her spare time to her plants and flowers. In
summer she has beautiful large pansies,
tulips, lilies, roses and many others, and in
winter her windows are full of flowers.

Another woman has reading for her pas-
time. She reads magazines, books and
papers and tries to read something instruct-
ive each day, as well as fiction. She thor-
oughly enjoys reading and every minute she
can conscientiously spare from her work is

spent this way.
Some women get a great deal of enjoy-

ment from a small camera. These are quite
inexpensive and if one does the developing
and printing, the cost is not large. There
are so many opportunities for getting inter-
esting pictures on the farm and the pictures
one takes of the home, the children and the
farm animals will be valued for many years.
Then there are many other things—garden-

ing. Nature study, walking, music, drawing,
embroidery, stenciling—almost an inexhaus-
tible list and something for each and every
one. The farm woman can get just as much
pleasure from these things as her town sis-

ter, and even if she does not spend more
than five or ten minutes daily in pursuit of
her "hobby" she is sure to get much enjoy-
ment and inspiration.
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Hungry
Between Meals

Don't deny yourself food till meal
time.

When that midmorning hunger ap-
proaches, satisfy it with Uneeda Biscuit.

These biscuit are little nuggets of nutrition.

Each crisp soda cracker contains energy
for thirty minutes more work.

Many business men eat them at ten
in the morning. So do school
children at recess.

They're more nutritive th<

bread. You can eat them
dry— or with milk.

Uneeda Biscuit are
always crisp and
delightful

Never Sold
' - Bulk ^jmmrni

In the mahture^proof

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMjPAHY

CHEATED FOR YEARS
Prejudice WiU Cheat Us Often If We

Let It

You will be astonished to find how
largely you are influenced in every way
by unreasoning prejudice. In many
cases you will also find that the preju-

dice has swindled you, or rather, made
you swindle yourself. A case in illus-

tration :

"I have been a constant user of

Grape-Nuts for nearly three years," says
a correspondent, "and I am happy to

say that I am well pleased with the

result of the experiment, for such it has
been.

"Seeing your advertisement in almost
all of the periodicals, for a long time I

looked upon it as a hoax. But after

years of suffering with gaseous and bit-

ter eructations from my stomach, to-

gether with more or less loss of appetite

and flesh, I concluded to try Grape-
Nuts food for a little time and note the
result.

"I found it delicious, and it was not
long till I began to experience the bene-
ficial effects. My stomach resumed its

normal state, the eructations and bitter-

ness ceased and I have gained all my
lost weight back.

"I am so well satisfied with the result

that so long as I may live and retain my
reason Grape-Nuts shall constitute quite
a portion of my daily food."

Read "The Road to Wellville," in

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true and full of human
interest.

400-Card

Post -Card Album

Sent Without Cost
Tliis liandsome

Post-Card Album will

hold 400 cards. It

is 8% inches wide by
14 inches high and

has 100 pages. Is

substantially bound
in cloth and has a

handsomely d e c o -

rated cover. A book

of this kind is abso-

lutely essential if you

wish to show off your

post-card collection to the best advantage.

It will enable you to keep post-cards al-

most indefinitely. You want this for your

post-card collection.

Our Offer—Send us only three yearly

subscriptions to Farm AND Fireside, and

remittance of 11.50, and we will then send

you, post-paid, this fine 100-page Post-

Card Album.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Springfield, Ohio

m Be An Independent Buyer Spend One^Cesit Fof
This Big FREE Book

Direct to You
i;eiM;..;;;SvSiir;kiA«r)SV^a^^

—"And Gas
Stoves, Too"

Oven Thermom-
•tcr Makes

Our Big Free Stove and Range Book gives you our
factory wholesale prices and explains all— saving you
£5 to S40 on any famous Kalamazoo stove or range,
including gas stoves. Sold only direct to homes.~ Over 140,000 satisfied cus-

tomers in 2t.000 towns. Over 400 styles and sizes to select from.

SIOO.OOO bank bond guarantee. We prepay allfreight and give you
—30 Days* Free Trial
—360 Days' Approval Test
-CASH OR CREDIT

Wrile a postal for our book today—any responsible person can
have same credit as your home stores would srive you—and you save
IS to $40 cash. No better stoves or ranges than the Kalamazoo could
be made—at any price. Prove it, before we keep your mooey- Be
an independent buyer. Send name for Free Catalogue No. 1 83*
Kalamazoo Stove Company, Hfrs., Kshmagoo, HicUcui
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V GRAND FREE ILIWWK |ii|0G
Buy iullcUiig^M^

Direct from 1^

Windows

Doors, Windows, Mouldings, Flooring, Frames^ Lumber, Lath,

Shingles, Roofing—Everything Needed!
^

We are selling high-grade guaranteed Building Material of every description at 50 cents on
the dollar. If you want to save 50 per cent of the prices demanded by retail dealers, here is your
chance. Simph' put 5-our name and address on the coupon and "Uncle Sam" will bring you our
Grand Free Catalogs of over 5,000 P.irgains—ever>-thing required to put up a new building or
modernize an old one. Here in our great new fireproof plant, built of solid concrete, we carrj-

the largest, finest stock of building material in the world.

Build That House or Barn NOW and Save Money in Big Chunks!
To celebrate the completion of our new fireproof plant, we have started a sale that has startled the country.

If you are ever going to build, if you are ever going to remodel or repair your house, barn or other buildings, if

vou are ever going to buy Building Material, now, now, now is the accepted time—the supreme opportunitj- to

save big money—to make every dollar go twice as far as before.

Over Half a MUlibii Giistomers!
Solelj' through our Grand Free Catalogs and the Big Values offered therein, we have built up a patronage

extending from ocean to ocean. Over half a million satisfied, enthusiastic, loyal customers on our books 1

'

Every article we ship is guaranteed, and we refund every penny and pay freight both ways if goods are not
absolutely satisfactor}-. Three big banks vouch for our reliabiliu^ See our rating in Dun's and Bradstreet's
Commercial Agencies. Ask our customers. Oct the 3 Big Free Catalogs and see prices.

7P

I0FIN6

Fliat-

Coated

Fire-Re-

sisting

Roofiing

per Roll
of 1 08
sq. leei

Good Strong Door

buys Lumber, Barn Sash and otherj

necessary material for this barn. Sees

Plan Book. We sell a tremendousj
amount of barn material—everything from foundation'

to cupola. Our prices enable you to build barns or
a complete set of farm buildings at a saving that will!

astonish you. Send us list of materials for free esti-'

mate or get our great Book of Plans for Farm Build-,

ings and see the big saving we guarantee. The barnl

shown here is only one of thousands built from Gordon-Van Tine materials

Build that barn NOW and save money!

How to Remodel Old Houses
At VERY LOW COST for Materials. Our Grand Free
Millwork Catalog gives valuable ideas for modern-
izing old houses—tells how to add stairs, porches,
mantels, plate rail, etc., at lowest possible cost.

Costs only a few dollars to double the attractive-

ness of an old house.

^
Estimates FREE!

Send List of Materials Needed and See What We Can Save Vou.

Our Estimating Department makes no charge for
giving complete itemized figures on material for any
kind of a building. Send list of materials wanted,
or figure it out yourself, from our catalog.

This Book of Plans FREE!
Over 50 Designs for Houses, Barns, Cottages,

Bungalows, Granaries, Hog Houses,
Poultry Houses, Etc.

This great Plan Book wins out because it is practi-

cal and gives the latest ideas on farm architecture.

Gives complete designs for SO Houses, Cottages,

Bungalows
;
Farm, Dairy and Cattle Barns ; Corn

Houses, Granaries, Cattle Sheds, Hog Houses,
Wagon Sheds, Implement Sheds, Cribs, Automobile
Houses, Poultry Houses, etc.

Every buUding shown hai been actually buUt at

The handsome houses shown at the right-hand side of this page are
The book is free.

A

Flight

of Stairs

Complete

Our Prices Save You From $60 to $125 on'Stairs!

to Our Reiiabifiiy!

Scott County Savings Bank
-^pltal SSSO.OOO Surplus ilSO.OOo

DavenpArt, Iowa

_
May Concern:
trreat pleasure to testify

i.iiars 1,$ juG,0(ju,Ou;, and tlicy enjoy tin

lighest credit with wcstsrti Financial Insti
tutions.
We assure prospectiv -

.ire perfectly secure ii, .>

with their orders, as v.e i,..acr:,taiid li.ric i;

toods are not entirely satisfactory they ma.v
be returned at shippers' expense and the
money will be promptly refunded. The offi

cers of this company are well and favorably
;;nown to us, and maybe relied upon to d'

' tlv as they atrr« ' 1 H HASS, f:ashjer.

SI 827 builds this 8-room house coni-
<P I jU^ f piete_ We will furnish you all

the Lumber and Millwork, including plans

for $698.

L

the prices stated

taken from our Plan Book. Note the low cost for lumber and millwork.

Send 10 cents for postage zoid mealing.

00 pOD builds this beautiful bungalow com-
V^jtilO piete. We will furnish you all Lumber
and Millwork, including plans, for $868.

1-Piy, $1.00

3-PSy, $1.50
Millions of feet of Flint-Coated Roof-

ing, made of genuine Wool Felt, water-
proofed with Asphalt, surfaced with Flint
and IMica—at less than half regular prices,
for quick clearance. Every roll guaran-
teed 5, 8 or 10 years, according to
weight. Ask for Free Roofing Catalog.

Save $100 to $300 on Every Carload S!!I!L[!l!lJ^^

of Lumber You Buy
Buy from us in any quantity—at

I wholesale prices—less than the
retailer pays. We undersell ever>--

body because we save you the

middlemen's profits. Whether you buy $5 worth or $5,000 worth, you get our
lowest prices and our guarantee of quaUty. Ask for our Free Lumber List, which gives cut

prices on Rough and Dressed Lumber, Dimension, Joists and Timber, Siding, Flooring,
Ceiling, Finishing Lumber, Fencing, Ship Lap, Lath, Shingles, etc., etc. Our y&rds are

connected with 26 different railroads.

onThisCou
Write immediately. Use the coupon or write a letter or postal. This is important. Get possession of the great money-

saving, price-cutting catalogs. Get your name on our Free Mailing List for extra Bulletins as fast as thev are issued.
(56)

Gordon-Van Tine Co., 22B3 Case St., Davenport, Iowa

3=FREE B00KS=3
Gordon-Van Tine Co.

2283 Case St., Davenport, Iowa

Please send FREE BOOKS checked
below to

Name

Address •

Occupation

Any of the following books free. Check
the ones you wish.

Millwork Roofing Lumber
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WATERLOO BOY
THE PRICE MAKER
!*1C6 No other gasoline engine'

reduced the price of gaso-
line engines like the

WATERLOO BOY
Waterloo Boy has fewer parts than

any other engine. It costs less to make few parts I

than many parts. Waterloo Boy is made in
j

large quantities. It costs less per engine to make
j100 engines a day than to make 10. That's why

j
we make the nnder-

selUng price.

Waterloo Boy Is Dependable
Always ready to go. No foes. No Bucking. Starts^
easy in winter. Igniter simple as a pair of scissors.
Antomatic feed regulation does away with both '

the expense and bother of a pump. Speed lever 1

works like a throttle on a locomotive. Nearly all

parts are interchangeable. If you want satisfac-
tion all the year round, buy the "Waterloo

j

Boy. Waterloo Boy Lasts
It' 8 not e "cheap skate. " Built

j

. of best material, by men tha*:
J

JlT—aLJI^fc- know how. 17 years of,
' l-liClOUHy' making good. GtTAEAN-

/ TEED 5 FEAES. 30
DAYSEEKE TEIAL

Waterloo Gasoline Engine Co., _ _
I 215 W. 3d Av. Waterloo, .rf^* 3

Iowa.

YOUR HOME
YOUR STABLES
YOUR BARNS
YOUR DAIRY
YOUR STORE
YOUR CHURCH
YOUR VILLAGELight

With Salom Batteries

The perfection of the storag:e battery by Pedro G.
Salom has brought electricity within reach of all.

No more dim candle light, no more bad smelling
and dangerous kerosene lights, no more soot and
dirt and no more danger of fire and explosion.
With SALOM STORAGE BATTERIES you can
have all the light you want, and when and where
you want it. You can use electricity for ironing,
churning, cooking, heating, the separator, etc., etc.
With electricity on the farm there will be no awk-
ward questions from the insurance agents, and
besides, the insurance rates are largely reduced.

Lights available Day and Night without Starting

your Engine and are Cheaper to Burn than Lamps.

Write us tonight for full particulars, cost of this
outfit, and in replying tell us whether or not you
have a gasolene engine or any other power.

NIAGARA LEAD & BATTERY CO.
Dept. E. Niagara Falls, N. Y.

SEE
THAT REEL

Agents Make
$18 to $30

Per Week
THIS AWL SEWS
a Lock Stitch like a

cKine. Just the thing for repairing

Shoes, Harness, Buggy-tops, etc. Sews up

Grain Bags, Tents. Awnings, and Wire Cuts oh
Horses and Cattle. Makes a neat, durable repair and
quickly, too. Has a diamond point, grooved needles, metal

handle, and a reel holding 50 yards of waxed thread. Can be

earned m any tool box or the pocket. One man sold $200.00

worth m four days. M Neal sold 20 m 5 hours, cleared $8.50.

Had no experience. Regular price $1.00. Complete sample
with three kinds of needles, needle case and two reds of thread

sent postpaid for GO cents 2 for $1.00. SatisfacnoD or money
refunded. Send quick for sample and complete instructions.

ANCHOR MFG. CO. DEPT. 453 DAYTON, O.

FOR MENDING HARNESS
Ittakes • shoes, tents, awnings, pulley belts, car-
a wax pets, saddles, suit cases, buggy tops,
thread, Kj^^s^ dash boards, or any heavy material,
feeds *«»=»^^^««^5fe«fc^oTEWAET' 8 Automatic
from spool and Awl. istheonly per-
c'oes the work or i^^3^^?3^i(|^^_feet Sewing
any harness maker '^^(L Awl.
machine. It is iQ^'s-^^^^^^^py^T^g^fcfe^i^;^^
pensable for farmers.
Agents wanted. Sent prepaid a,
for S1.25, Send at once for ^1
catalog. STEWARTcSKINNER CO.
42 Hermon Street, Worcerter, Ma».

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
25 Designs—All Steel

Handsome, cost less than wood,
more durable. Don't buy a fence
until you get our Free Catalog"ue
and Special Prices.
We can eave you money.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co.
427 North St.. Kokomo, Ind.

CheapasV^<^^

I
i>i<»:<»:oi<»:<»:o:<c<i>:<M<MW

Wom8nufactiare|.awnandFarm Fence. Selldirect
shipping touBBrsoniy.atrnanufacturers' prices. No
agents. Ourcatalog is Free. Write for it today.
UP-TO-DATE MFG. CO., 971 10th St., Terre Haute. Ind.

LAWN FENCE
Many Styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save 20
to 30 per cent. Illustrated
Catalogue free. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box 32 1 Muncie, Indiana.

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogne
tree. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,

oiled Spring Fence Oo.
'Box4 1 4 Trinehntei. Isd

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

With the Editor

THE best thing about visiting anj' great exhibition is, to me, the meetings along

the way. I went to the International Stock Show this year with Doctor
Henry—author of "Feeds and Feeding," builder of the great Wisconsin
Agricultural College, champion for thirty years of the cause of the farmer

and of education for farming. We went from Madison, via Milwaukee to Chicago.

Now a visit to the International is a fine thing at any time ; but a visit to it

with Professor Henry is a thing never to be forgotten. I would rather go straying

through the back lot with Professor Henry than to visit the International with lots

of men I know—and to visit the greatest stock show in the world with the professor

IS really not an ordinary thing.

We reach a station. The professor goes out on the platform, and comes in

with a blue-eyed, weather-beaten old gentleman with "farmer" written all over hiin.

He is an old pal of the professor's.

"I want you to meet Hank Smith," said the professor—though that isn't the

real name. He takes Farm and Fireside^ and I mustn't offend him by dragging

him into publicity in his own paper. Mr. Smith is living on the same Wisconsin
farin on which he was born—over sixty years ago. He was one of the events of

the trip to me.

'I'm lettin' in^' son run the farm," said he, "but I kind of keep an eye on it."

"What are you feeding?" asked the professor.

"The grain ration," said our newly-picked-up companion, "is about a third

barley and two thirds corn. We didn't have much corn this 3"ear, but we had lots

of barley. I found that barley is worth a good deal more than corn for sale, pound
for pound, and I looked it up in Professor Plenry's book and found that they are

about the same in feedin' value—so we hauled off two thirds of our barley, and

we're shipping corn out by rail to take its place. It's makin' us some money, that

trade, too."

* * *

I
WONDERED how many of our readers would have looked the matter up in a book,

to see what the value of two kinds of feeds are, in relation to the price. Some
of them would, of course, but what proportion? And yet all this matter of feeding

values has been worked out by actual test.

"You're a book farmer, then?" said I.

"Well," said he, "1 don't depend on books as much as I might, or probably as

much as I ought to ; but when I don't know a thing, and it's handy found in a

book, wouldn't I be a fool for not lookin' it up? I'd think mighty little of a doctor

that would treat a patient from memory, when the thing he'd forgot, or maybe
never knew, was in the books in his office ; or of a lawyer who would try a case-

by guess-and-b'gosh, when he could know by lookin' in a book. I've done pretty

well farmin', by rememberin' my mother's rule. 'Boys,' says she, 'don't fail to pick

up all you can from the experiences of other people, for those experiences don't

cost nothin'.' My mother said, 'Don't bother to survey the road to town when
you want to know how fur it is. That's all been done for you by surveyors that

made it a business. Take their figures on the distance. They're correct and they

don't cost you a cent.' So I took Professor Henry's figures on the corn and barley.

The3''re correct, and they don't cost me a cent, for the book has paid for itself

long ago. The farmer who'll gather up and save what don't cost him a cent has

got an awful advantage over the one that pays for everything as he goes along.

The best things in life are the cheapest—and the most valuable of all don't cost

a cent."

"Do you think the ration you are feeding your cattle is a balanced one?" I

asked, just to see how far he went with his discipleship to Professor Henr3\

"Nope," said he, "not quite. It needs a leetle m.ite of cotton-seed meal or

oil-iTieal or some concentrate rich in proteids. But my boy don't favor buyin' of

'eiTi, and (here he lowered his voice) I'm letting him buy his experience. No use

forcin' it on him. He'll see before the feedin' season is over."

Now here was a man who responds to the test of the successful modern man
ill any vocation—the man who studies his business and. applies the experience of

others. The same thoroughness would have made him a successful physician or

lawyer. Whether he has ever seen a college or not, I don't know, but his mind has

acquired that quality which all education is a failure unless it gives—efficiency.

He knew what he was about, and why. In the best sense of the term, such a man
is an educated one.

* * *

WHAT agricultural papers do you take?" I asked.

(He had not been told my occupation.)

"All of 'em," he replied. "I don't know of any that I don't take, anyhow. The
neighbors laugh at me when I take a basket to get my mail in. But there's more of

other folks' experiences in farm papers than anywhere else. I get it for nothin'-—for

the prices of 'em don't amount to anything. A fellow come along the road a few

years ago canvassin' for a farm paper. I found it was one I didn't take and sub-

scribed. My folks laughed at me—they always do when I subscribe for a new
one; but in a day or two the hired man and I had some wire fence to change over

from one line to another, and that very morning' I found in the new paper a way

described for saving time on the job. We figured that the scheme saved us a dollar,

or maybe two, in time. So I had the laugh on 'em. I say that some farm papers

are better than others, but I never saw one that wasn't worth more than it sells for."

This is the sort of people one meets when going to the International with

Professor Henrj^ I believe he would dig up a successful farmer on the Bowery

or in upper Fifth Avenue. When we reached Milwaukee, we went to a hotel for

dinner—and Professor Henry found half a dozen successful farmers to sit at meat

with.

One has operated a dairy on fiftj' acres in western Wisconsin, from which he

has made a living, educated several children in the state university and now is

really well-to-do—and he has the financial records of this life work. I hope to tell

you more of this sometime—I have the visit planned. Another of the men is a

well-known importer of Guernseys—the professor knew him when it was a great

problem with him whether or not he could afford to buy one pair of pure-breds.

He is known from sea to sea and across the water, now. My note-book was filling

up. I had already been more than paid for my visit to the International—and I

wasn't half way there. Moral : Go with the professor.
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A Neighborly Introduction

OUT of friendship to Farm and Fireside as well

as interest in the welfare of your friends and

neighbors, won't you help us to extend our list

of acquaintances in your community? We will accept

special introductory trial subscriptions of three months,

for TEN cents each—giving you six big issues of Farm
AND Fireside. This oiter is for introductory purposes

only and your cooperation in making it known will be

appreciated as a kind and neighborly act by all concerned.

It is not economy to keep good feed away from
hungry stock.

If you have any hauling to do over the meadow, do

it now, before the ground thaws out. A wagon,

especially the narrow-tired, cuts the life out of a

meadow when the frost is leaving it in the spring.

The horseshoe for. luck over the door will soon be
replaced by a worn-out auto tire.

There is a great howl about sending money away
from home to the catalogue houses, but how about the

home grocers ordering car-loads of 'potatoes, apples,

etc., in other states rather than buying their own cus-

tomer's tVuck? Eh? How about that?

This is a good time for spreading manure over the

fields you will break up later on. While it may not rot

down enough to have much fertilizing effect this season,

it will be in the soil and safe from losses by leaching.

The farmer is not losing interest in the county fair,

nor is his city neighbor. At one tri-county fair in the

South recently the attendance during four days was

between twenty-five and thirty thousand, about six

thousand more than the year before. The agricultural,

poultry and live stock exhibits at this fair were also

an improvement over last year.

Governor Deneen of Illinois recommends to the legis-

lature of his state a revision of the grain-inspection

laws. They need it. And in this connection the views

of the grain companies would be pertinent on the

inspection of Illinois legislators.

The Fight on Tuberculin

Cattlemen as a rule are unfavorable to the tuberculin

test for cattle. And yet they must admit two
things—first, that it is a reliable test for tuberculosis

and, secondly, that whenever an animal is shown to have

tuberculosis, nobody can say that it is not endangering

the family of its owner, his swine, his fowls and, in

fact, the whole neighborhood.

If a leper were known to be in any community, there

would be a panic ; and yet one tuberculous cow is a

greater menace to the health of the people than a dozen

lepers.

To be sure, there are cattle which have encysted or

calcified tubercles in their bodies, which will probably

never be a source of danger, and which will be con-

demned if tested. But does that signify? The owners

of tuberculous cattle are prone to take the position that

it must be shown without doubt that infection will

proceed from them before condemnation. The world

will be much more apt to say that every animal which
may possibly be a source of contagion must be con-

demned.

. Not all farmers are opposed to the test—far from it.

The University of Wisconsin has been obliged to take

up the manufacture of tuberculin, because the demand
is greater in that state than the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture can supply. That is, there is a

demand for more than thirty thousand doses a month in

Wisconsin. This demand is mostly from farmers and
mostly for voluntary tests.

There is deep significance in this for other states.

The University of Wisconsin has been for years carry-

ing the truth as to tuberculosis in cattle to the people

of the state. No effort was made to jam any test system

through. The people were asked to go only so far and

so fast as they believed in going. They were shown
that it will be in the long run greatly to their interest

to clean out their herds. In the meantime a great many
people, not veterinarians, have been taught at the uni-

versity to administer the test. There are hundreds, if

not thousands, of farmers in Wisconsin who have cre-

dentials showing them to be experts in tiiberculin testing.

They are the ones who are asking for more than thirty

thousand doses a month. They are the ones who are

forcing the state to start a tuberculin factory. The
farmers of Wisconsin are moving in the direction of

stamping but the scourge from the herds of the state.

Some will say that this cannot be done—but that is too
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much to say. It probably can be done. It will be a hard

and possibly a long fight ; but when it is won the herds

of Wisconsin will sell at prices that will be the envy of

those regions where the cattlemen are fighting progress

and sanitary science by fighting the tuberculin test. It

will be vastly better if they will study Wisconsin law

and the democratic, sane methods of Wisconsin. The
fight on tuberculin, after all, we believe, is more the

fault of tyrannical and mistaken policies on the part

of the authorities, than of the narrow views of stockmen.

Growing Brown Cotton

11* osT people will be surprised to know that there is

such a thing as a naturally brown cotton. It is

grown in Egypt, and we imported nearly seventy-three

million pounds of it in 1909, paying for it prices almost

as high as those demanded for the best sea island cotton.

For some things this brown cotton of Egypt is better

than any other. The Department of Agriculture has

been for some years experimenting with varieties of

this Egyptian cotton for the United States, and has

issued a bulletin on it—Bulletin No. 200 of the Bureau

of Plant Industry. This may be a good thing for our

friends in the cotton belt to look into.

A Chance for Better Schools
Ti*0ST people know that some very important laws are

^'pending in Congress for national aid to education;

but few seem to ur Jerstand how important the matter
is or, we think, there would be more activity among the

people in relation to it. And in this connection it should
be borne in mind that national aid to education is no
new thing. Most if not all our state agricultural colleges

receive aid from the federal government. Agricultural

education has received such help from the nation as to

account for a large part of its extension. And most of

our newer states have received great grants of land

from the government in aid of schools.

The bill now pending—the Dolliver-Davis bill—is the

result of years of labor on the part of committees and
seems to be in form to pass.

It is, in brief, a measure to extend to secondary
schools—by which is meant schools above the primary
and below the colleges—the aid of the United States

Treasury in establishing and maintaining the teaching of

agriculture, domestic economy, trades and industries.

In short, it is a bill for vocational education. To
farmers it seems more important, if possible, than to

others, because the rural schools are poorer in vocational

bearings than any others. The bill also provides for

funds to aid normal schools in the preparation of teach-

ers to carry on the work it seeks to establish.

The Dolliver-Davis bill, if passed as drawn, will affect

the schools of every state, and sooner or later, in all

probability, every school-district in the country.

It will appropriate five million dollars a year beginning

with 1914 to each of the states and territories, in propor-

tion to population, for "instruction in trades and
industries, home economics and agriculture;" four

million dollars annually, beginning in 1914 for secondary

agricultural schools, allotted to the states and territories

in proportion to farm population ; one million dollars

annually for branch agricultural experiment stations

allotted according to farm population, provided the state

appropriates for the same schools an amount equal to

its allotment of United States funds; ten thousand
dollars to each state for extension work to be carried

on by its college of agriculture and the mechanic arts

;

one million dollars to be allotted according to population

for the training of teachers for the work.

Such are the essential and controlling provisions of

the act. There are other and important provisions in

it,' but these are the substantive ones. No doubt the

law if enacted will be one of the most disturbing ever

passed—to the ordinary mossback school system. For
in order to get the benefit of the law, a lot will have to

be done locally and by states in the way of better-

ments. It will, we think, result in a great acceleration

of the movement for consolidated rural schools and

rural high schools. That is why we are for the bill.

The New Samson
qpHis is to be a do-nothing Congress—or so say the

Washington despatches. One reason given for the

predicted failure of the Senate to pass any of the laws

so strongl}^ urged by statesmen of the dominant party,

who see in the time between now and the fourth of

March a period meet for death-bed repentance, is that

its time will be taken up in the Lorimer case filibuster.

Which reminds us that if Mr. Lorimer loses his seat,

he will still have done noble work in killing the legisla-

tion he was placed there to kill. Like Samson, he will

slay more in his death than he could possibly have

slain in his official life. It is also a fact that there are

more ways to kill a cat than by choking it to death with

cream. There is more than Lorimer in the Lorimer case.

Mr. Laurence Sterne says that when it is on&e deter-

mined that any innocent creature shall be sacrificed,

there lacks not fuel in any thicket into which it may
have strayed to offer it up withal.

It's verv much the same with bills.

t
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Soils Live^-Keep Them Alive
How We May Conserve the Riches Underfoot—By B. L. Frame

FARMING in America has yet to be learned. The
United States has been a nation of crop-growers,

not farmers. When the country was new we found
the soils fertile; we have drawn annually on the

rich deposits of Nature. At first possibly this was a

wise practice, at any rate it was inevitable. Thousands
of farms are now so reduced in fertility that they are

beginning to show it in decreased jields. Thousands of

others are still worse off. Many a farmer makes a bare

living, and every year his land gets poorer instead of

richer. There is not a state in the Union that is an

exception. Ohio, Alabama, Colorado, Illinois, Wash-
ington, every one of the richest states has learned, or

is learning, that constant cropping will use up available

plant-food.

In the past, men have gone "farther West;" to-day
they are going to the newly-irrigated lands, and to

Canada. Soon there will be more new lands open.
But there are undiscovered riches within our own

boundaries. It is cheaper to take possession of what is

under our feet, rather than what is many miles away.
It is time to learn farming.

In the past our agriculture has been, in a sense, as

much mining as farming, in that riches were being taken
from the soil and nothing returned. No use lamenting
that now. The riches were there, and our economic
sj'stem—in fact, our common sense—led us to take
them as rapidly as we could—until the realization came
that the supply was not inexhaustible. We know that

now. What are we going to do about it?

In the Old World men know better than we how to
farm. There are fields in the Old World that were old
fields two thousand years ago, and the}^ are far more
fertile than even the best fields of America. Let us
begin to learn soil-building, then, rather than soil-

mining, of which we alread}' know enough.

The Life in Soils

VJ7HAT constitutes soil fertility? All is not known
about it yet. Some things, however, are known.

Soils are living, growing, breathing things. We mean
by this that "live," rich soils are living things. They
are inhabited by millions of microscopic organisms com-
monly known as bacteria—distant cousins of the dis-

ease-producing bacteria, which are the black sheep of
the famil}-. The soil bacteria carry on beneficent and
useful functions, and the more of these bacteria a soil

has in it, the richer, the more productive it is. The
fewer bacteria, the "deader" it is in every sense ; the
less possible it is to make a profit from it. There is

absolutely no evasion 'of the law that "a rich soil is a
living soil." Now we want to know how a living soil

can be made.
First, get the water out of it, the stagnant water.

Drain the land, if Nature has not done it for you. Air
is necessary to life. Then, if the soil seems to be sour,

"We have drawn annually on the rich deposits of Nature"

The bank has wonderKil resources, but it cannot stand the drain
forever

put lime on it. Carbonate of lime is the source of
fertilitj'. It promotes wonderful bacterial life in soil.

It promotes fertility hy stopping the waste of nitrogen.

Soils filled with carbonate of lime naturall^^ tend
toward an increase in fertility. What is carbonate of
lime? It is the natural, unburned, ground limestone,

made in imitation of the way Nature made soils in the

beginning. Nearly all soils have too little carbonate
of lime' in them to make maximum crops. The best

farmers east of the Mississippi are all using lime to-day.

What else can we do to make a soil truly alive?

Bacteria love lime, yes, and vegetable matter in the
soils. Living soils have humus in them—humus being,

practicalh-, decaying vegetable matter. The more of
this, the more bacteria, the more plant-food.
Manure makes land rich. Can you remember that?

"Pshaw !" j'ou exclaim, "my grandfather knew that."

Yes, your grandfather knew it, 3'our father forgot it

;

you are beginning to learn it for yourself. Agricultural

truth is as old as the pyramids. Indeed, the ancient
peoples knew more than we know about most things

pertaining to soil-building. Our latest discoveries are

only confirming what the ancients knew. Manures
make land rich ! This is the vital truth that needs to

be impressed on the American farmer to-day.

Phosphorus added to the manure doubles its efficiency.

"Hold on," you exclaim, "what is this phosphorus?"

It is the vital element in bones, it is the true source of

life in man, beast and herb. Director Thorne of the

Ohio station proved that manures reinforced with

phosphorus yielded double what they did without it.

You find phosphorus in mines of fossil rock in Ten-
nessee. You buy "floats," or fine-ground Tennessee
rock, mix that with your manure, or buy "acid phos-

phate," the same rock treated with sulphuric acid, and
mix that with your manure.- Either will abcmt double

the usefulness of the manure.

The Cash Value of Manure

MANURE, what is it worth, anyway? It is a lot of

work to handle it. Will it pay?" You ask this,

and Thorne of Ohio and Hopkins of Illinois answer:
"A ton of manure may be worth in general farm crop

returns as much as four dollars." That is perhaps an
extreme estimate. It is never worth less than two dol-

lars. A horse makes at least twenty-five dollars' worth
of manure in a year, and usually considerably more. A
steer makes twenty dollars' worth, and a sheep two dol-

lars' worth. You keep a good many cows, horses and
sheep. Are you neglecting this, the best of all revenues?
Best because it remains a permanent asset of fertility

on your land. It makes your farm worth more.
"Oh, well, don't worry, I haul the manure out every

fall." You do, do you? Has it lain in the weather or

in piles firing, all summer? Then, it has probably lost a

little more than half its value. Then you have hauled
it out in a wagon and with much disagreeable labor

spread it imperfectly on the land. A few spots you
have made too rich, so that the grain falls down ; while

other spots have gone untouched.
Now, to get the true value out of this manure, don't

you know you ought to own a manure-spreader, haul

out the manure as fast as it is made, and get it spread
evenly over the land? A ton of manure thus spread is

worth four tons left to lie in the yard until fall and
imperfectly spread. For manure carries bacteria

;

manure carries life to the land.

A short, simple, true story. A man bought a sixty-

acre field of poor soil. Its last corn crop was twenty
bushels per acre. He drained it and let the water out.

He sprinkled over it a little manure, and some phos-
phorus. Clover was sown. Clovers love bacteria and
gather fertility. The clover grew. Corn after clover

made forty-five bushels per acre. Again a light cover-

ing of manure, again a trifle of phosphorus, then

clover-seed. Heavy clover resulted. On the clover-

sod he raised sixty-five bushels of corn per acre; com-
ing up, you see

!

Still again manure, again a trifle of phosphorus, a

few more drains. Then clover, marvelous clover. Then
corn, eighty-five bushels per acre. Now alfalfa; the

first crop harvested made two tons to the acre. This is

the history of a representative field.

A Pipe-Dream That is Not All Smoke
Another Letter From an Alabama Dairy Farm-~By H. F. R.

A LITTLE while after my last letter was written, I

went over one sunny day to Silverhill, a village

of a dozen or two houses, eight or ten miles east

of here. I went after a plow which had been left there

to be repaired by an expert blacksmith. It was a bright,

cool morning when Jet and I started. She is the family
horse-of-all-work that helps out the mules.
The roads were unspeakably bad, but I jogged along

contentedly in a springless one-horse wagon. I looked
like a farmer ; I was browned and sunburned enough to

be taken for one, and I was a farmer. I said to myself,
over and over again, "My ! don't this beat practising

law, that miserable old life with its interminable worries
and cares and grinding drudgery." I shuddered when I

thought of those endless hunts for authorities in end-
less rows of calf-bound volumes, the tedious and hair-

splitting distinctions to be drawn from them when
found, precedent on precedent, technicality on technical-

ity. And then the court-room battles and the eager
scramble for success, where success for me meant fail-

ure for the other fellow.

It seemed a horrible nightmare of a life compared
with this—this life of freedom, in the open, the pleasant
breeze, the flashing foliage, the resonant pines and
chasing shadows. What a blessed privilege to have
been able to make the exchange and to joy in it still,

even after having tried it for a year and more. I patted
myself complacently.

Drawbacks Easy to Forget

BUT coming home in the afternoon the sun was hot
and it was in my face. I had scorned to take an

umbrella. The idea of a farmer bothering with an
umbrella on such a trip ! I had also economized, as all

good farmers should, and made my dinner off of ten
cents' worth of crackers and cheese bought at the vil-

lage store, with no beer—it's prohibition here—instead
of paj'ing fifty cents for a comfortable meal at the
hotel. I regretted it, not the prohibition, thank good-
ness, but the saving of that half dollar, and the fact

that two thirds of my lunch remained untouched did not
console me either.

The sandy hills down which Jet trotted merrily
going were quite different returning. Jet was lazy.

She did not mind the whip. She just poked along in

the blinding sand and blistering heat. And I must
admit that I almost had a passing feeling of regret when

I thought of my former law partner, at that very
moment, doubtless, under an electric fan in our old

office, so clean and cool and comfortable. However,
when Jet and I had finally driven into our big, breezy,

tile-roofed and cement-floored barn, with its shutters

up and panels removed so as not to obstruct the wind
from any quarter, and had refreshed ourselves at one
of the watering-troughs, and I realized that my work
for the day was over, it did not seem so bad after all,

this simple life of the farmer, despite its occasional

hardships and drawbacks.
That evening when the sun was set and our pipes

lighted. Captain Jack and I discussed the trip and the

country over which I had passed and the people living

in that vicinity. I had met only one team on the entire

journey. I had traveled for miles at a time without
seeing a sign of a human habitation, although I was on
the main road from Fairhope to Silverhill. As I

remember it, I had only gone by eight small farms.

This reminds me. Baldwin County, in which we are

living, is about the size of the state of Rhode Island

and has a population of only seven thousand or there-

abouts. What lots of room for more people ! It is

bounded on the south by the Gulf of ]\Iexico, on the

west by Mobile Bay and on the east by the river Styx
of classic name, the western boundary of Florida.

"Captain Jack," said I, "if we make a success of this

blooming farm [I used that word in deference to the

English in him] we will have to do it along different

lines from an\i;hing I came across to-day. I have not

seen a single farm which indicated prosperity. If I

had land to sell hereabouts I should hate to take a

prospective buyer over that road; nothing to show
except a few little patches of sickly-looking cotton and
spindling corn-stalks."

And so Captain Jack and I talked of the unpre-
possessing appearance of farms and of farm life as a

general rule everywhere about us. It was so different

from what one coming from farms in the North is used

to, and we concluded that the kindly knockers in Fair-

hope, who had assured us over and over again that

farming was no good in this part of the world, had
reasons a-plentj' for saying so. But this did not dis-

courage us in the least. How could farming pay if the

farmer's only idea in handling his land was to apply
five to ten dollars' worth of commer'jial fertilizer per

acre to it, year after year, and nothing more, and thus

steadily burn the humus out of the soil? Again, where
can a permanently prosperous farming community be

found, the country over, entirely lacking in good sleek

cattle, improved pastures and meadows, with plenty of

stuff raised to feed to cattle and hogs? And what else

but failure could be expected of one trying to raise

stock who placed the slightest reliance on the almost
worse than useless free range around us on which good
cattle die and scrubs, sired by scrubs, barely survive,

eaten up by ticks in summer and starved and chilled

to the bone in winter?

A Dream, Likewise Some Figures

^E DISCUSSED the situation and again went over our
joint pipe-dream as to how a man with comparatively

small means, sa}- one or two thousand dollars, could

take forty acres of land, in Fairhope colony or there-

abouts, and in ten years accumulate a handsome com-
petency. Strange as it may seem, we decided that he

could do it with greater ease and certainty in this land

of mild winters, despite appearances to the contrary,

than where it freezes and snows and sleets for four

months in the year.

This is the way we figured it out : The home-seeker
whom we had in view comes here and takes a ground
rent lease for a long term of years on forty acres of

colony land within two or three miles of Fairhope. He
could' buy privately-owned land equally as good as to

location and quality, but six hundred to a thousand dol-

lars of his capital would be absorbed in its purchase.

It would cost him from fifteen to twenty-five dollars an
acre. By taking his land from the colony, however, he
would be able to retain his entire capital and use it all

for improvements and expenses in getting started. His
first semi-annual payment of rent would not amount to

more than twelve dollars, or thereabouts, at the rate

of perhaps sixty cents an acre per annum to begin

with.

In our opinion he would get just as good a title to

his land, for all practical purposes, under the colony
plan as though presented with a fee simple deed to it,

free from encumbrance. The colony can do this largely

because of the generosity of Joseph Fels, the millionaire

soap manufacturer of England and America. His dona-
tions for the purpose of making a practical demonstra-
tion of some of the features of the Henry George idea

[concluded on page 24]
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The Story of Boys' Com Clubs in the South—By Seaman A. Knapp

Dr. Seaman A. Knapp, at the age of seventy-seven, is

directing the most noteworthy work that is being done in

America to-day—the far-reaching campaign that is redeem-
ing the education as well as the agriculture of the South,
and perhaps of the whole nation. Thousands of men are
cooperating in the movement, but Doctor Knapp is its

originator, its organizer and its prophet. He here presents
an intimate, interesting account of one factor in the cam-
paign—one of the big factors. EDITOR.

A FEW days since two very interesting young women
were escorted to my office by Chief Clerk Jones
of the Bureau of Plant Industry and introduced
with the explanation that they wanted to know

something about the Boys' Corn Club work. I \/as about
to excuse myself, owing to pressure of business, when
one of them remarked that she was a school-teacher
from New York, knew something of practical life,

managed her own farm and as a teacher
wanted to use any knowledge she might
obtain of the. Boys' Corn Club work for
the benefit of the boys of her state. This
won me and I discovered suddenly that
I was not so pressed for time as I had
supposed.
"Kindly commence at the beginning,"

said the teacher, "and tell us something
of the origin of these clubs ; how they
are organized and instructed, and what
you expect to accomplish by this work."

"Rather a long story," I remarked,
"but I will tell you some of it.

"The Boys' Corn Club work was
organized under the United States
Department of Agriculture to enable the
common-school teacher to teach real

agriculture."

"Can't real agriculture be taught in

the schools by the use of good text-
books?" hesitatingly asked the teacher.
"No, not real agriculture. Good text-

books give a great many valuable sug-
gestions about agriculture, but the real

science can only be learned by practice
upon the farm. The laws in a number
of Southern states required that agricul-
ture should be taught in the common
schools, but compliance with the law
was mainly zero. The difficulty was
increased from the fact that nearly three
fourths of the rural teachers were
women." .

An Educational Acre

"TPhe difficulty was met by organizing
* the Boys' Corn Clubs. The county

superintendent of public instruction and
the rural teachers select the boys and
organize the clubs. The Farmers' Coop-
erative Demonstration work of the
United States Department of Agricul-
ture furnishes the plan and the instruc-
tions ; the teacher sees that each boy
thoroughly understands them, and the
county farm demonstration agents assist
in supervision of the field work. Each
boy takes one acre upon his father's
farm and works it under the instructions
and at the end of the season he must
furnish a complete account of each field

operation and its cost, for the prize is

for the largest yield at the lowest cost
per bushel.

"The bankers and merchants furnish
the prizes. There is also a special honor
prize. The boy who wins in his county
is awarded a diploma by the governor
of the state. The boy who stands
highest in the state is given a free
trip to Washington and is awarded a
diploma by the Secretary of Agriculture.
"The Boys' Corn Clubs have accomplished more than

was deemed possible. They have taught the boys how
to study agriculture and how to apply written instruc-
tions to the farm

;
they have given the boys a new and

larger view of the possibilities of the soil and they are
filled with an ambition to become great farmers because
they have achieved something of note and they see a

great future in the vocation. The boy in the club has
learned one thing well and he will strive for the
rest.

"There is more in this Boys' Corn Club work than
merely learning how to produce a good crop of corn :

it has suddenly transformed boys into men and in some
cases into heroes. It has also been a most potent instru-

mentality in influencing their fathers to adopt better
methods. There are some farmers who will not accept
a modern system of farming. They persist in using
implements and methods antiquated a thousand years
ago. But when their boys make a great corn crop and
bring home the prizes, they mellow and 'come across.'

"

The boys have solved the problem of cheaper food
for the masses—more corn and how to raise it. Nine
Southern states—Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas
and Texas—produced in. 1910 over 158,000,000 bushels
more corn than in 1909. To 46,225 boys in clubs, study-
ing and making corn, is due a large measure of credit
for the achievement.

Here's Corn-Growing for You

•yHE Boys' Corn Club work for 1910 is showing some
* wonderful yields. In one club of forty-eight boys in

Mississippi the average was ninety-two bushels per acre.

Nineteen bovs in South Carolina received certificates

from the government for great yields. Many boys in

the different states produced over one hundred and fifty

bushels per acre and a few went beyond two hundred
bushels to the acre. Jerry H. Moore of Florence, South
Carolina, fifteen years of age, son of a country Methodist
preacher, holds the record for the highest yield for the
year, 228% bushels, weighed and measured by three
responsible men.
Where teachers did not organize a club, in some

cases the field agents of the Farmers' Demonstration
Work organized them. James H. Kelly, of Alcolu,
South Carolina, formed a club and in his final report

gave the following instance:
"One boy in our club was very, anxious to work an

acre in corn. His father gave him one on condition
that he dig out the pine stumps and pay all expenses.
After the boy had gotten out nearly all the stumps in

the field, the father took that acre and gave him another.

Upper Picture—The Boy Who Made Fifty Bushels of Corn With a Goat
Below—Jerry H. Moore and the Corn From His Acre—228^ Bus

upon the same condition. The boy went to work,
cleaned this new field and plowed it. Then I advised
him to plow it again. When the boy wanted some
fertilizer his father refused to permit him to buy till 1

went security and promised to make good all losses, if

any. The boy's corn was measured this week and
made eighty-four bushels to the acre. His father's corn,

on three sides of the boy's, made nine bushels per acre.

When the corn was weighed and the father's went to

the pigs and the son's sold for seed corn at two dollars

per bushel, the father changed front. It was rich to

hear him talk about his , son's crop. He said if he had
known how to make corn twenty years before he would
have had decent clothes now and be rated as somebody."

A Girl Corn-Grower

T N Clarendon County, South Carolina, there were one
* hundred and forty-two members of the Boys' Corn
Club, and the average of all was sixty-two bushels per
acre. One little girl, fourteen years old, Hannah Plow-
den, of Manning, South Carolina, wanted to join the

club. She made one hundred and twenty bushels and
was lionized by her neighbors. Among other honors
the county sent her to the great corn exhibit at Colum-
bia, South Carolina. While there a stalwart senator was
introduced to her and remarked that he felt like hugging
any girl that could accomplish so much, and banteringly
said, "I know a dozen boys in my county who want to

marry j^ou." The girl replied, "There are a hundred
boys waiting down in Sumter County."
At Rogers, Arkansas, Earl Hopping, a boy fifteen

years old, joined the Boys' Corn Club, but his father

was unable to furnish him a horse or mule to work
his acre, and he broke a goat to harness and did all

the work with it. Note, in the accompanying picture,
the determined look of the boy, in which the goat shares.
Also observe the plow adjusted to the goat and the cart
for hauling fertilizers.

1 paused a moment in my rapid outline of the Boys'
Corn Club work, given much as I have given it here,
and the teacher remarked : "How interesting ! I should
like to learn the yield of corn per acre of some of the
boys."

_

"I will give you the names of the winners of the first

prize in each state," I replied. Here is a duplicate of the
list I handed her, giving the names and addresses of the
winners of the trip to the capital of their country, and
also the yields of their respective acres and the cost
per bushel

:

Hughey A. Harden, Banks. Alabama, 120 bushels,
32 cents per bushel.

Ira Smith, Silver, Arkansas, 119 bushels, 8 cents
per bushel.

Joseph Stone, Center, Georgia, 102 5-8

bushels, 29 cents per bushel.

Stephen G. Henry, Melrose, Louisiana,
139 8-10 bushels, 13.6 cents per bushel.
William Williams, Decatur, Missis-

sippi, 146 4-7 bushels, 18 cents per bushel.

W. Ernest Starnes, Hickory, North
Carolina, 146 2-7 bushels, 38 cents per
bushel.

Floyd Gayer, Tishomingo, Oklahoma,
95 1-12 bushels, 8 cents per bushel.

Jerry H. Moore, Winona, South Caro-
lina, 228 3-4 bushels, 43 cents per bushel.
Norman Smith, Covington, Tennessee,

125 1-2 bushels, 37 cents per bushel.
Wm. Rodgers Smith, Karnes City,

Texas, 83 1-9 bushels, 13 2-3 cents per
bushel.

Maurice Olgers, Sutherland, Virginia,
168 bushels, 40 cents per bushel.

In addition a second prize was given
from South Carolina, and one from the
Sixth Alabama Congressional District.
These were won by

:

Archie Odom, Bennettsville, South
Carolina, 177 3-4 bushels, 23 cents per
bushel.

John Williams, Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
83 3-4 bushels, 49 cents per bushel.

"There are points in that list worth
noting, aside from the remarkable
yields," I pointed out to my visitors.

"You will note that the extraordinary
yield of Jerry Moore was secured at a

greatljr increased cost per bushel. This
follows past experience that excessive
yields are not so profitable as medium
yields. Probably one hundred to one
hundred and twenty-five bushels to the

acre, on an average, yield a larger net

income than two hundred bushels or
over. The product of Archie Odom,
1773/i bushels at twenty-three cents per
bushel is really more of an achievement
than that of Jerry Moore, 228)4 bushels
at forty-three cents.

"You observe that the yield on the

boys' fields is far in excess of the men's
demonstration farms. The reason is

that the boys follow instructions closeh'

:

the men think they know how to make
a corn crop and they are guided largel}'

by a personal experience of little value."

Everybody Helps

"'pHE crop of corn produced in a state
•I has been afifected more readily by the

work with the boys than with the men.
When the boy wins, the father, mother,
sisters and neighbors soon know it and
become converts."

"It is a wonderful work. The mag-
nitude of it is scarcely conceivable," exclaimed both

visitors. "Does the Department of Agriculture do all

this for the people, without aid?"

"By no means," I replied. "In Virginia, Governor
Mann and State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Eggleston are most influential supporters, and the state

government is back of the boys' corn movement. In

North Carolina and Georgia the state colleges of agri-

culture are cooperating financially and influentially ; in

South Carolina the state commissioner of agriculture

is a most efficient supporter, and that state directly gives

aid; in Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Arkansas
the state colleges of agriculture, the state commissioners

of agriculture and the superintendents of public instruc-

tion are efficient cooperators. In Oklahoma and Texas
the agents of the Farmers' Cooperative Demonstration

Work organize the clubs. The national Department of

Agriculture does much, but everybody helps."

"It must cost a large sum of money," remarked the

teacher.
"Not as much as you would suppose. The General

Education Board of New York contributes liberally

;

states, counties, corporations and individuals lend

financial aid and. have reduced the expenses to thirty

cents for each boy's farm that is worked under dem-
onstration."
"The whole story sounds like a fairy-tale," said the

teacher. "Are you sure it's real?"

"It is intensely real to the boy who toils under a sultry

sun six days in the week to work his acre and in silent

solicitude watches its growing on Sunday; it _ is a

welcome conclusion to the doubting father; it is the

fruition of a dream to the fond mother; it is snnply a

novel to such as hear the tale, but never saw the boy.'

at the Plow,
hels
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THE coop here
sketched is

designed to pre-
vent chicks from
piling up and smoth-
ering. A screen tray
(A) is made to slip

into three different
slots, between cleats
on the sides of the
coop. When the chicks

are small, put it in the lowest slot at such a
height that it is just over their heads. They
cannot pile up to any extent then. As they
grow, put the screen in higher slots.

The floor (B) which the chicks lie on is

made of screen reinforced with laths. This
is placed in a slot about one inch above the
solid board floor of coop. This makes the floor
very little colder and is very valuable in

that it makes sure of a supply of air in case
the smallest chicks should pile up a little.

This screen floor is but little trouble to
take out and clean. Jesse Rahn.

Practical Self-Feeder
ERE is a self-feeder I have
I'orked out and* used. It will

never clog nor stop. Take a tin

or galvanized iron pipe eight
inches in diameter -and two feet

.^long. At the bottom of the pipe
^have three L-shaped pieces of

strap iron (AA) riveted at equal
distances apart around the cir-

cumference. Put the shafts of
three thumb-screws down through
holes in these L-shaped pieces
and through holes in the bottom
of a pan (.B). A single thumb-
screw and attachments are shown

at the right. The thumb-screws enable one
to adjust space between pipe and pan so the
grain will feed out just right. Bend a heavy
w-ire for handle to hang feeder from ceiling

by, at right height for birds to reach con-
veniently. In the center of pan make hole
and put through a string with button or big
knot on it, the lower end of string being
fastened to screw-eye in floor to keep feeder
from swinging about. This feeder holds
about twenty-five pounds of dry mash.

H. N. Skinner.

Early Birds

THE purpose of
this device is to

release chickens
from their roosting-
quarters at day-
break. Make the
door (A), through
which the chickens
pass, about twelve
inches square and

of light wood. Hinge it at the top to open
outward. This door is lifted by the coiled
spring (B). A notch about one inch square
is cut in the middle of the lower edge of
door. The trigger (C) is hinged at its

inside end onto a roost or a crosspiece
specially placed. On the outer end nail a
light block of wood (D) which the notch can
pass over freely when end of trigger is down.
When the chickens are settled for the

night, make sure that none are roosting on
the trigger, then close down "the door and
raise the outer end of the trigger so the
block catches on the door. It will hold there
because of the pressure of the door, pulled
by the spring. At daybreak when the 'chick-
ens begin stirring around one hops on the
trigger, depresses it and lets the door open.
The door I have on m.y hen-house has not
failed to open at daybreak every day for six
months past. J. W. Foster.

Rough and Ready Level
B"* A s THERE is always an old

/\ square, string and horse-
shoe on every farm, and sel-

dom an accurate level, a
good way to solve the level

problem is to tie a horse-
shoe to a string which will

serve as a plumb-bob, and
\ A setting the square down onOthe timber to be leveled

(A), hold the plumb-line
(B) so it runs down the vertical edge of
the square. Adjust timber so the plumb-line
coincides accurately with side of square and
you have the level. "Old Chip."

Hen-Classifying Nest
NESTS are called

"trap" nests when
by some device the
hen is confined after
she has laid. By using

trap-nests, the poultryman can keep tab on
how many eggs each hen is laying and also
on the eggs of each individual hen. The
simple trap-nest sketched herewith, in
cross-section, makes it unnecessary to visit

the hen-house two or three times a day in
cold weather to release the hens. It does
not distinguish the eggs of each hen—it

simply separates the laying hens from the
non-laying, and in the majority of cases that
is sufficient.

Build a box about fifteen inches high,
twelve inches wide and three feet long. One
end is left open with a teeter-board (A)
extending sixteen inches into the box. Just
above the inner end of the teeter-board a
piece of wire netting (B) is stretched across
the box. This netting comes down far
enough to prevent the hen from coming back,
but leaves room enough to let her put her

head under when entering. Just in front of
the nest proper (D) there is an "exit hole"
(C) into another yard. The teeter lets

down as the hen goes in, and rises into place
as she steps off. After she has laid she caru
not return to the original pen, but must go
out the side hole into another yard. At
night all the hens that have laid are in one
pen, and those that have not are in another.
Above the nests is a hinged door (not shown
in illustration) which allows one to gather
eggs and remove nesting material.

Archie E. Vandervort.

A Seeder for a Few Cents

ONE can make a cheap
seeder, to drop seed

behind the plow, in the fol-

lowing manner. Take a tin

pan that holds at least a
quart. Cut a board round
and a little larger than the
pan, and screw pan (A) to
the round wood wheel (B).
Near the rim of pan punch
in some holes as far apart

as you want the seed. Have a stoppered
hole in the board wheel through which to
put in seed. In center of wheel and pan
make a hole to put through a bolt for the
axle. Make handles and put axle bolt
through at the end, and fasten other end to
plow. Let seeder run back of plow. The
whole afifair costs less than twentj--five cents.
It will drop all small seeds—cane, milo,
Kafir-corn, broom-corn 'and all the like, and
will do as good work as any single-row
planter, except that it will not cover the
seed. The next round, however, will cover
it with the plow. H. N. Kerr.,

Powdering the Poultry

HERE is a handy way to manage the mas-
sacre of the lice and mites. Put a small

handful of Persian insect-powder in a large
lard-can which must be clean and dry inside.
Then put the chicken in the can and close
the cover down tight. Roll the can over and
over several times. In its struggle to keep
upright the chicken gets powder all through
its feathers. Stand the can up before remov-
ing the cover, and you can make the powder
last for a lot of hens.

Persian insect-powder is death to lice,

though harmless to creatures having lungs.
Do the work rapidly as possible, however, so
the hen will not smother.

Mrs. A. L. Phillips.

Bracket Stove

IF YOU have a small iron
stove, try this plan of

putting it on brackets.
One brace goes under-
neath at rear, another
near front, and the front
one has a round band
attached to hold the
stove from slipping for-
ward. The braces should
be of bar iron, the round

band of strap iron, and these parts can be
varied in shape to fit the stove, of course.
\\'ith this arrangement there need be no mat
under the stove, it is out of the w'ay of the
broom, and best of all it is out of reach of
creeping babies. I have found this scheme
an all-round comfort and especially desirable
in small rooms. Mrs. Robert Bowles.

A Ladder Transformation
SE a short ladder and two
stout poles about eight feet

long and three inches thick.

Bore holes in the tops of the
posts large enough for a ladder
rung to work in easily. Take

.^out one end of top rung of
ladder and slip it through the

holes in the posts. Replace
rung in ladder and fasten it

Fasten the posts together with stout

braces (XX) at top and bottom, and you
have a safe and handy step-ladder.

L. E, Batchellor.
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Poultry-Yard Water-Works

GROUtID LEVEL

This is my tried and satisfactory system
for supplying water to the poultry-yard.

A one-inch iron pipe extends down through
well platform three feet, then through side

of well, thence underground to the point
where water is required. At A the pipe is

reduced to one half inch, the s*ne extending
above the ground and curving over basin.

The main pipe should be two or three
inches higher at the point A than at the
point C, where it leaves the well, and a very
small hole is drilled in the vertical pipe in

well (at B) exactly on a level with the point
(A). Now the water will always stand in the
main pipe from B to A and will always be
cool in the summer and warm in winter.

The small hole at B permits the rest of the
water in the pipe to drain out into the well,
so there will be no water in the upright
pipes to get warm in summer nor freeze in
winter. A drain cock may be used at C to
drain entire pipe should it ever be neces-
sary. There should be a strainer in the
funnel under pump-spout to prevent rubbish
from clogging the pipe.

Every time the pump-handle is given a few
strokes, fresh water is forced out of the
ground pipe into the basin and without
trouble the water will be renewed many
times d''ring the day. S. E. Cress.

Fools the Chicken-Eating Sow

Farm and Fireside, February 10, 1911

Individual Dropping-Boards

F YOUR SOW has the
trick of catching

a / chickens in the pen,
nail boards or rails

from sides of pen to
stakes (BBBB) thus
forming three-foot

alleyways in, manner indicated. The boards
should be high enough from the ground so
chickens and pigs can pass under, but too
low for the. sow, thus compelling her to
follow the zigzag alleyways in her chase
after the chickens, in which she will corre
out second best. The end of feeding-floor is

shown at left, marked, A.
For protection against a chicken-eater in

an open field, remove the end ring from a
trace-chain and attach a strap to a link in
the middle of the chain, and buckle the strap
around one of the sow's front feet above the
front and below the back toe nails of the
same, care being taken not to produce a
sore from galling. This leaves -the two ends
of the chain to drag the ground, and in an
attempt to run, the sow is sure to step on
one or both ends of the chain with her hind
feet, and be forced to halt, while the chain
will not materially interfere with her slower
movements. J. R. Clark.

Easy-to-Clean Nests
AIL pieces (as A)
to studding of

hen-house to rest the
device on. Nail on
them a twelve-inch
board for the floor of
nests, and in front of
that a four-inch board
to make a step in

front of nests. The
back is sixteen inches
high and nailed to

studding. The top is sixteen inches wide
and pitches forward four or five inches,

extending out a few inches beyond front of

nests. The partitions are nailed to the top,

but not to the floor or the back. A strip an
inch or so high (not shown in sketch) is

nailed along front of floor to keep eggs
from rolling out. The beauty of this scheme
is that you can lift off the top and partitions

and sweep floors of nests all in one quick job.

Carl Stacy.

Broom-Corn Stripper

Ni

HERE are plans of a broom-corn stripper

such as I built for my own use last

summer. It proved very satisfactory, as it

not only saved the cost of the ordinary large
machines, but did the work much better and
stripped the brush cleaner. With it one
man can strip the broom-straws as fast as he
can pull them from the stalk.

It is made of two pieces of wood fastened
together at one end with a hinge. On one
side are two plates (A) of steel fastened to

the wood with four screws, and a stop-block

is fastened on the other side of the lower
piece to keep the top piece from giving when
you pull the straws through. Nail the lower
piece to a bench with the handle pointing to

your left, as in the upper sketch, and pull

the straws with the right hand.
Frank A. Wirth.

Roost Support
A A simple roost support

is shown. To make
it you need a piece of
stout galvanized wire,

pieces of heavy galvan-
ized iron for the wall
supports and eight
round-headed screws.
The lengths of the dif-

ferent sides of the sup-

port will be regulated by the size of the

roost, but the length of the top (A) should
be two inches. The roost should come
within one half inch of the wall, and a wire
nail driven into the end as shown will pre-

vent its moving endways. When you make
a roost have the rounded top on which the

fowls roost two inches wide, and the depth
three inches. The roost should be frequently
painted with liquid lice-killer or kerosene
and coal-tar to kill lice or mites. A. E. V.

Notice to Contrihutors

For the three best articles in each issue of the Headwork Shop we give prizes of

five dollars each, awarded by post-card vote of our readers, the voting to close

two weeks after date of issue. All other contributions used are paid for at regular

rates.

Headwork articles accepted for publication will be printed in the order in which

they are received. Once in a while a contribution has to wait as much as two or

three months for publication. It is not possible to send individual notices of accept-

ance to contributors, so this notification is printed, for the relief of mind of those

whose contributions may have been thus held up. Editor.

This scheme does
much toward keep-

ing the hen-house
clean and sanitary,
with little work. There

a dropping-board
under
with
along
make

every roost,

a strip nailed
each side to

raised edge.

A-iL

These boards can be hung so they slant
down and back to a small door (X) in the
back of the hen-house, which fits tight down
on dropping-board when shut (see left-hand
board in sketch). Or the boards can slant
forward and be cleaned into a bucket. I

prefer the latter sort. The cleaning is easily
done with hoe or wooden scraper.
Another useful building trick we used in

our hen-house was to make the roosts of
wide tongued-and-grooved stuff, and the
roost supports of the same material. The
ends of the grooves were plugged, the roosts
and their supports carefully leveled. We
pour kerosene into the grooves, and it helps
keep down lice and mites and prevents
scaly-leg. J, F. B.

Kill Mites Like Moths
MITES and lice infest setting-hens, which

mean death to chicks and very often to
the hen. To prevent this we place some
moth-balls in the nest and neither mites nor
lice will trouble the chicks. This is by far
the cheapest and best means we know of.

J. H. Haynes.

A Strong Milk-Stool

^gj^ 'T'ake a two-by-six fourteen
1 inches long for the seat,

and spike it to the top of a
two-by-four piece about
fourteen inches long. Then
brace it by nailing a piece
of strap iron about one inch
wide to one end of the seat,

—A passing it under the two-by-
four upright, and finally

nailing it to the other end of two-by-six.
Then draw the strap iron in close to the
upright at AA and fasten it there. Screws
are better for this than nails. This is the
best stool we have used. E. Trachsel.

Self-Feeding Hopper
Take a board three

feet long by twelve
inches wide, measure
off twelve inches
from the end on one
edge, twenty-four
inches from that end
on the other edge, as

shown in the diagram at left. Saw diagOn-
all}' across between these points, on the
dotted line. Then saw off the little point
(X) of each part of the board. This gives
the two- side pieces of the hopper (as A).

Nail on the front (B) and back (C) of
the hopper—boards about three feet long do
for this. The sloping part of the back
should come down two inches below the bot-
tom of the sides. Nail to the bottom of this
sloping back piece a board four inches wide
(E), thus making a shallow trough below
the little slot at the bottom of the hopper.
Nail on little triangular pieces (as G) at the
ends of this trough.

Put on a hinged top and the hopper is

done. Nail it up with the back against the
wall. The space below may be used for a
nest. The hopper can be divided by a cross
partition if desired. C. O. Snyder.

Improved Tool and Nail Box

h;

<HE drawings give an end

addition to the space which
the main body of the box
affords, two extra compart-
ments (A and B) are pro-
vided, to hold an extra

/'—
' supply of nails and staples

, I
in a position that does not
interfere with contents of

box proper. Compartments A and B are
substantially hinged to sides of box and
when in use are opened out as shown in

lower sketch. They have lids to prevent
their contents from spilling when folded
over body of box as shown in upper sketch.
C is the handle of box. Ch.'^s. F. End.

ockefeller Lice-Killer
ere is a time-saver in the way
of an automatic lice-killer.

Make two oblong frames of any
thin box material, its inside
measurement being the same as
the hole in the chicken-house
leading into the run. Two of
these frames are nailed together
with a one and one-half thick-
ness of old hea\-y cloths between,
fringing out in the center hole

with a flat square piece like a lamp-wick
sticking up out of the top.

Soak the whole thing, frame and all, in

kerosene and nail it directly over hole lead-

ing from house to run. A large tomato-can
is flattened a little on one side and hung on
a nail with that side against the wall. With
'chisel punch a long narrow hole in bottom of

can for your cloth wick in top of frame to

go through, wick fitting tight in slot. Fill

can with kerosene and it will filter all

through cloth in frame, and as hens squeeze
through they receive a very little all over
their body which will keep away the lice.

Charles C. Talmage.

HeadworkWinners December25
Sarah Black - "Skims OflF the Weeds"

S. H. W. - - - - "Bit-Box"

E. Stokes Sayre - - "Anti-Sag Gate"
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Farm Notes

East Versus West
From the Hired Man's Viewpoint

1HAVE worked in many states ; on fruit

and dairy farms in the East, corn farms
in the Mississippi Valley, irrigated farms

in Colorado, and in the harvests of the Great

Plains. Therefore, I am fairly well qualified

by experience to judge the various sections

from a hired man's viewpoint. In this I

shall speak more with reference to the East-

ern and Central sections. The far West
is an entirely different proposition.

Labor conditions vary in the different

sections, but wages are much the same every-

where.
A boy who wants work in the East can

usually get it, but there is not always much
choice of jobs. This is not the case in the
Middle West. Real work is easy to get,

although soft snaps, contrary to many
reports, are rare. Everyone is willing to

help a man get a job, and if not satisfied

with the first, he can easily change. Any
store-keeper, barber or banker will gladly

introduce him to a farmer who needs a man.
This farmer will meet him cordially, shake
his hand and, if they agree, take him home,
talking agreeably and showing respect for

his opinions—if he has any. And let me say
here that the ability of a man to talk intel-

ligently appeals strongly to most Western
farmers.

Arrived at home the farmer will introduce
the man to his family, invariably ask him
if he is hungry and treat him well.

A Job, Not a "Situation"

This may make the Easterner believe that

he is indispensable. Before he leaves home
he is usually told that the Westerners can-
not get enough help and that the men may
do as they please and still be retained. Con-
sequently some don't do good work and are

"fired." Most Western farmers are willing

to use patience with an earnest man who
doesn't understand his work or who is not
strong enough for it, but they would rather
lose a crop than keep a man who does not
at least try to earn his money. If a man
works hard for the boss' interest he will be
well used and favors will be given him.
The Eastern boy hears much about the

high wages paid in the West. In this he is

sure to be disappointed. It takes an extra
good man anywhere east of the Rockies to

command thirty-five dollars per month
(board included) and two dollars per day
(rarely two dollars " and fifty cents) and
board is the standard harvest wages from
Maine to Montana. Experts command top
prices in their lines, but nowhere have I

found common labor paid frorn three to six

dollars per day, as I was told would be the
case in the harvests.

Then, with conditions as they are, does
the Eastern boy gain by going West? Judg-
ing by the number who fail, one might well_

say that he does not. But I believe that the
boy who goes, sticks to his job and keeps his

eyes open will come out ahead, although his

profits cannot always be reckoned in dollars

and cents.

Fair Comforts, Valuable Elxperience

Western farmers can give their men
advantages that are impossible to most East-
erners. Many Eastern farms are devoted to

dairying and as a rule the men work a full

day in the field besides chores. On most
corn-farms there are few chores except the
care of the horses. The Western farmer
works a ten-hour day, usually from 6 :30 to
11:30 A. M. and from 1:00 to 6:00 p. m.,

thus allowing an hour and a half for noon-
ing. No work is done after supper. A man
has his evenings to himself and is not too

tired to enjoy them in a quiet way.
The Western hired man has Saturday-

afternoon off, but a man in any locality

should have this in the bargain when he
hires out. He can spend the time pressing
his clothes, writing letters and doing numer-
ous other things that are usually left for
Sunday.
There is only one team on the average

Eastern farm, and the boss uses it. The
hired man has other work, usually hard,
puttering jobs. In the West every man
works a team, and a reliable man is given
the use of a driving rig.

In addition there are the great advan-
tages of travel and contact with strangers.
No matter what a boy does in later life, a
year spent working on a Western farm will

be of untold value to him. He cannot help
but absorb some of the Western enthusiasm
and energy, and he will learn how to deal
with farmers—a valuable asset that is lack-
ing in many men's business education.

But the West hides disadvantages to
counteract these favorable conditions. The
worst of these is homesickness, the "Heim-
weh" of the Teutons. It is said that when
Swiss soldiers—counted among the bravest
in the world—-hear their national air played,
they become so homesick that they desert in
great numbers. What awakens this feeling
in the American youth I. know not, but I

have talked with many Eastern boys in the

West who were starting home, and nine

tenths of them were leaving because they

were homesick. They were good, husky
fellows, too, who were probably leaders at

home. A boy starting West jokes about

homesickness, but he soon finds it to be a

reality. From personal observation I believe

that one boy out of every three who go West
starts for home within a month, if he has the

money or can get it.

Another disadvantage of the prairie states

is the excessive heat which prevails during

the harvest season. I have seen powerful
men, not used to the conditions, play out

because of this and the change of water,

which bothers most Easterners. In most
cases the bad effects wear off soon.

A third disadvantage, sometimes met, but
easily avoided, is to stop in a locality popu-
lated by foreigners who have not learned
American ways. A man will find it to his

The Writer Running the Two-Row Cul-
tivator, on Farm Near Beloit, Wis.

advantage to leave such a place at once.

Even if he gets work his life will be very
unpleasant.

Thus far I have touched mostly upon the
life of the man working by the" month. The
day laborer who follows the harvests, per-

haps from Texas to Winnipeg, finds condi-

tions very different. No boy should try

this unless he is in fine physical and moral
condition. He will find every disadvantage
in the shape of hard work, oppressive heat,

filth and unpleasant companions. Unless he
is careful and uses good judgment, he will

have less money at the end of the season
than at first. Most harvest hands have been
in the business for years, beating their way
from job to job, and spending their wages
for booze. They do the work from force of

habit and because it nets them money fast.

Unless a boy is very strong morally he will

become like them for the sake of compan-
ionship. If a boy does want to try the

harvests, he should take another fellow with
him and they should stick together in

everything.

The average boy who works by the month
for thirty dollars will save more than the

one who follows the harvests, besides not
suffering the discomforts.

Judging by experience, I believe it will

pay any Eastern boy to go West, for a year

at least. But let him try the great corn
states first. Then if he wants to go farther,

let him. He will know more about what he
is going into. His experience in the Middle
Country will be invaluable to him anywhere,
and he will remember the year spent there

as one of the pleasantest of his life.

Alfred T. Morison.

i

Practical Home-Made Ice-Plow

THE old way of cutting ice was to take the

same old cross-cut saw that did yearly

duty at the wood-pile and laboriously saw
out each cake. Many farmers still cut their

small supply in this way, although the saw
is too fine for such work, and cuts very
slowly. An ice-plow as usually bought costs

too much, but one can be made. This is

what we did several years ago.

We cut two pieces of hard-wood plank
about six feet long by ten inches wide and
two inches thick. In these grooves were
cut, slanting slightly as shown in the illus-

tration to receive four cutters, which the
blacksmith made out of teeth from an old

spring-tooth harrow. He straightened these

and sharpened them in the shape shown in

'"W w w w
SIDE

,

the cut, spreading the points a little to make
them "clear" in the channel. The grooves
in the plank should be less than half the

thickness of the tooth so that they will bind
and hold the teeth firmly when they are

bolted together. We placed the teeth in the

grooves and bolted the sides together with
five bolts. The handles, braces and clevis

for the end we got from an old plow. The
blacksmith made the guide which was fast-

ened to two eye-bolts in the beam so that it

could be reversed. The teeth were regulated

in depth of cut by driving them after loosen-

ing the bolts, as an old-fashioned plane-bit

is set. D. V. Hope.

When to Use the Subsoil Plow
IF ANY ONE advises you to subsoil in the

spring for seeding with either one of the

usual spring crops, don't act upoii it.

I had a ten-acre field of clay upland that

invariably produced from seventy to eighty

bushels of shelled corn to the acre. This
field was planted to corn and the disadvan-
tage of subsoiling in the spring was distinctly

shown.
One half of this field was plowed to the

usual depth of eight inches, and a subsoil

plow drawn by another team deepened up the

hard subsoil to the depth of eight inches
more, making fourteen inches in all.

The entire field was thoroughly harrowed
and planted to corn and well cultivated dur-

ing the summer. The subsoiled part of the

field produced but half a crop of small ears

and nubbins, while the unsubsoiled half of

the field produced a full yield of not less

than seventy-five bushels of corn to the acre.

Practical farmers who read this account
may think that this was an exceptional case,

or that a lack of rain after the corn was
planted may have been the cause of such a

poor yield. However, if that was the cause
of the failure, it is now a well-established

factl:hat after land has been subsoiled as it

should be, in the fall of the year, the winter
rains which enter the soil tend to fine the

coarse particles of the upraised subsoil so

that they will settle together and restore the

desired degree of fineness which makes its

capillarity—the condition which enables

water to rise in the soil—as complete as that

of the surface soil.

Such a condition is in every way desirable.

The land, after being subsoiled in the fall,

becomes a needed reservoir of moisture so

that by the following spring the capillarity

of the subsoil is made nearly equal to that

of the fine surface soil. The result is that

the moisture held in the subsoil will, after

the cultivation of the corn is begun, ascend
by degrees and make available the plant-food
for assimilation by the rootlets of the grow-
ing, corn-plants. Such preparation for the

crop as suggested, if supplemented by fre-

quent cultivation of the surface soil, forms
a mulch which tends to prevent the loss of

moisture by evaporation from the soil, pro-
moting a vigorous growth of the corn-plants.

There is no doubt that the very best

results will follow the practice of subsoiling

in the fall all heavy clay soils south of the

forty-fifth degree of latitude.

Wm. M. King.

Bee Hints for Spring

ARE you sure your bees have plenty, of

honey to last until fruit bloom ? If not,

you had better start to feed as soon as the

weather is not too cold. Make syrup, of

granulated sugar two parts, water one part.

Mix, stir until well dissolved and warm.
But do not let it come to a boil. Feed it

while warm. If your hives are of the regular
standard pattern, put the syrup on top of the
frames in shallow dishes—pie-plates, for

instance—with a piece of cheese-cloth over
the syrup. This prevents the bees from
drowning while they can get the syrup as it

soaks into the cheese-cloth. There are regu-
lar feeders on the market that work very
well.

In the cold months be careful to keep the
entrance to the hive open, as it oftentimes
gets clogged with dead bees or perhaps with
snow and ice.

Moving-Day in Beeville

If your bees are in old box hives, you may
want to transfer them to standard hives.

This may be done when fruit is in full

bloom. Here is the way we transfer bees

—

it is the newest and handiest method

:

Move the old hive back six or eight feet and
set the new hive in the old hive's place.

Then get a small box, a foot or so deep and
just the area of the bottom of the old hive
so that the box and hive can be fitted'

together closely with the edges meeting all

around. Turn the old box hive upside down,
set the hiving-box over it and drum against

the hive with your hand or a stick until

about two thirds of the bees are driven into

the hiving-box. Then gently lift off the box
and dump out the bees in front of the new
hive, which, of course, should have a sheet

of brood foundation in each frame to insure
the starting of straight combs.

Be sure that the ,queen is with the bees
thus moved to the new hive. This is

essential.

Turn the old hive right end up and allow
it to stand at least twenty-one days, by
which time the brood will all be hatched.
Then drum all the remaining bees out into

the hiving-box and dump them at entrance
of new hive as before.

At all these movings, the bees should be
smoked to prevent their fighting.

The old way to transfer was to pry one
side off the old hive and cut out the straight

combs, leaving the crooked and drone combs.
The straight ones are then fitted into the

frames of the new hive, tying them there

with waxed strings. J. A, Kreighbaum.

A California subscriber writes : "Here is

something I want everybody to know :

Essence of peppermint will stop the pain of

a burn or scald instantaneously. It is also

good for chilblains. Try it."

Do Your
Buildings

Need Paint?

\!

Examine your buildings and see If they

need painting now. If they do, don't put

the work off because you believe linseed

oil will drop in price. There is no hope

of it. Besides, the price of paint made-

to-order of

"Dutch Boy Painter"

White Lead and pure linseed oil is lower than
you may think, if you have not actually figured it.

Get prices from your dealer on the ingredients
of this old-fashioned, long-wearing, pure white
lead paint. You will find it cheaper than any
ottier paint you'd think of using.

Write for ourfree "Painimg- Helps No. 247."

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
An iffice in each of the folltywins cities:

NewYork Cleveland Chicago
St. Louis Boston Buffalo

Cincinnati San Francisco

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co..
Philadelphia)

(National Lead and Oil Co..

Pittsburgh^

Use KEROSENE
Etii,...^ FREE!
Amazing "DETKOIT" Kero-

sene Engine shipped on 15 days'
FREE Trial, proves kerosene
cheapest, safest, most powerful
fuel. It satisfied, pay lowest
price ever given on reliable farm
engine; if not, pay nothing.

Gasoline Going Up

!

Automobile owners are burn-
ing up so much gasoline that the
world's supply is running short,
q^solioe is 9c to I5c higher than
coal oil. Still going up. Two
pints coal oil do work of three
pints gasoline. No waste, no
evaporation, no explosion from
coal oil.

Amazing "DETROIT"
J% ^MW^M\ and up. The "DETEOIT'* ia

llnltf i%mi the only engine thathandles
Vllljf ^^^Mmam coal oil successfully ;uses al-

• cohol, gasoline and benzine,
too. starts without cranking. Basic patent—only three moving
parts—no cams—no sprockets—no gears—no valves—the utmost
in simplicity, power and strength. Mounted on skids. All sizes.

2 to 20 h. p., in stock ready to ahip. Engine tested just before
crating. Comes all ready to run. Pumps, saws, threshes,
chums, separates milk, grinds feed, shells corn, runs hema
electric-lighting plant.

Sent any place on 15 days* Free Trial. Don't bay an engino
till yoa investigate amazing, money-saving, power-saving
"DETROIT.'* Thousands in use. Costs only postal to find
out. If you are first in your neig:hborhood to write, we will allow
you Special Extra-Low Introductory price. Write I

Detroit Engine Works, 133 Bellevue Ave., Detroitt Mich.

WipeYourFeet
Mud, snow, dust and dirt will not be
tracked over your floors if you use

Grab's Foot Scraper
outside your door. The only de-
vice made which cleans bot-
toms and sides of shoe in
one operation. Has ten

parallel plates for scrap-
ing soles and two stiff

bristle brushes which
clean sides of shoe. Ad-
justable to any aize.
Handsomely enameled.
Looks neat. Can be ro-
tated and swept under.
Fastens to doorstep or
any handy place. G-et
one and save useless
work. Price 75c, If your

dealer win not supply you, don't take substitute, but send
your order direct to us. Illustrated folder FREE!.

VICTOR U. GRAB & CO., SB Ashland Block. CHICAGO, ILL

With
An

American

Saw
Mill

Sizes
This simple, light running
mill makes more and better
lumber with less power and

less help than any other. You can
set up and operate any American mill
with the directions before you. If you
have no timber, your neighbors have.
Don't let your engine lie idle.

124-Page Book^ Free
Containing valuable suggestions about
the care of saws, fully describing the fea-
tures that make our mills best, giving
prices and guaranty and full information
about our Wood Saws, Shingle Ma-
chines and other wood working ma-
chinery. Write for book today.

American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
1 50 Hope St., Hackettstown, N. J.
1676 Terminal Buildicg, New York
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A live man in your neigh-

borhood can create a good

business for himself by-

selling our fertilizers.

They are rightly balanced

and blended to improve

both crops and soil. They
are well known and pop-

ular, hence sell readily to

progressive farmers.

We are among the largest manufact-

urers in the world. Our factories

never shut down.

Send for free Booklet and ask for

Agency today; address nearest office.

The American Agricultural Chemical Company
Baltimore,

Boston,

Buffalo,

Cincinnati,

Cleveland,

Detroit.

Jacksonville,

Los Angeles,

Philadelphiat

New York,
Savannah,
St. Louis. J

$2.1 0 Worth to
Test for

Only 1 O Cents

21 Packets Superb
Sorts Really
FREE for Trial

Our Superior Home Grown Seeds are fr^^sh, reliable and guaranteed to grow. We will mail the following
a. sorts '21 liberal size packets, better than others use in collections) for 10 cents and enclose catalogue and
check for 10 cts. worth more your selection Free. Thus making these Free. Money back if not satisfied.
BEET, Crosby's Egyptian, best extra early sort.
CABBAGE, Lightning Express, early, sure header.
CARROT, Perfect, Half-Long, best table sort.
CELERY, Golden, Self-Blanching,best orisp, keeps.
CUCUMBER, Family Favorite, prolific, good.
LETTUCE, May King, tender, delicious.
MUSKMELON, Rocky Ford, the best everywhere.
WATERMELON, Deposit Early, earliest, sweetest.
ONION, Prizefaker, weight 3 lbs., 1000 bus. per acre.
PARSNIP , Improved Guernsey, smooth, sneet.

^^^^^ We are extensive and reliable growers.
^^^V Tell all your friends to send.

PEPPER, Crimson King, early, large, sure.
RADISH, While Icicle, best, early, long, tender.
TOMATO, Earliana, best, extra early, smooth.
TURNIP, Sweet German, large, sweet, good.
ASTER, Deposit Show, 200 best showv sorts.
DIANTHUS PINKS, Prize Mixed, 100 best sorts.
PANSY, Berlin Giants, mammoth rich colors.
COSMOS, Giants Mixed. POPPY, Grand Mixed.
SWEET PEAS, California Giants, large mixed.
ANNUALS, Summer Garden, 500 fine flowers.

DEPOSIT SEED CO., Deposit, N. Y.

Whether yon are growing' Field or Sweet Com, you can't be too particular about
your seed—get the best and the increased >ield will always pay you handsomely

WE GROW LEADING STRAINS ON OUR OWN FARMS
—^esi the seed to see what percentage will grow and mark the re-

sult on each packajje. The varieties we offer will mature even in a
short season. Give our seed a trial this year. Catalogue free.

Joseph Harm Co., Moreton Farm, Box 32, Coldwater, N. Y.

WrCki^r\ Qo/^rl C i^fr\'V\T f ^^^^ '^'^ '"""^ every farmer
K^XDKJ. OCCUa VTl KJW • knows, but what You want is the

Best Seeds that can be Grown l Such are the only seeds produced and
sold by BURPEIE, Philadelphia. Shall we mail you a copy of our Complete New
Catalog for 1911 ? It is a Safe Guide to Success in Gardening and is free to

all who realize that in seeds "the Best is the cheapest." Write to-day I Address

W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia,

The Largest Mail -Order Seed House in the World.

O F

HENDERSON'S SPECIALTIES
To demonstrate the superiority of Henderson 's Tested Seeds, we have
made up six of the best we have, into a Henderson Collection, consisting of
one packet each of the following great specialties:

Ponderosa Tomato Henderson's Invincible Asters

Big Boston Lettuce Mammoth Butterfly Pansies

Sc2urlet Globe Radish Gismt Spencer Sweet Peas

To obtain for our annual catalogue, "Everything For The Garden,"
described below, the largest possible distribution, vie make the following;

unusual offer: To everyone who will mail us ten cents, mentioning
this publication, we will mail the catalogue and also send our Henderson
Specialty Collection as above.

Every Empty Envelope Counts as Cash
This Collection is end osed in a coupon envelope, which when emptied

and returned will be accepted as 25c cash payment on any order of one
dollar or over.

"EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN"
our 1911 catalogue, is without exception the best we have ever issued.

208 pages, 8 colored plates, 800 photo engravings, showing actual results

without exaggeration, make it the most complete as well as beautiful

horticultural publication of the year, also contains full cultural directions
for flowers and vegetables.

Peter Henderson & Co. <
4tw YORK City

Farm and Fireside, February 10, 1911

GARDENING
By T, Greiner

• 'sS^'^T?*^^^^ir -TcV V -ww* ijr*^^ ^tir^s^^^^^^-^F*

Why Not Floats?

FLO.«s is finely ground raw phosphate
rock, and useful in a way, possibly the
cheapest source of phosphoric acid for

soils abundantly supplied with humus, and
perhaps a little on an acid order, or to mix
with stable manure for the purpose of fixing
ammonia, and getting the phosphoric acid
gradually into shape for the use of plants. A
good share of the floats is mined in Tennes-
see, and it is not readily obtainable here in

the small quantities I would need. If my
operations were extensive enough that I

could buy in car-load lots, I certainly would
use it. Under my present conditions, the
use of floats is almost out of the question,
and I have to depend on acid phosphate
(dissolved rock). But even in small opera-
tions I don't see my way clear to do without
this form of superphosphate, both as a direct

application to the soil and as an admixture
to fresh stable manure, and even as absorb-
ent and ammonia fixer in stables and poultry-
houses.

Potato Varieties

IH.WE a number of requests to name the
best three early, best three medium and best

three late potatoes. So many new sorts have
recently been introduced, and so many
changes made in the selection of market
varieties in the various potato districts, and
varieties seem to difl^er so much in their

adaptability to different sections or soils, that
we may well ask: "Where are we at?" I

will try to ascertain what are the three sorts

of each group grown most largely and
favored most by the potato specialists in

various parts of the country, but in the
meantime I would like to have the potato-
growers of the Farm and Fireside family
send in the lists of potatoes they prefer for

their locality.

As a gardener I raise mostly early sorts.

I must have the Early Ohio as the earliest,

about the best of keepers, and of excellent
quality. Irish Cobbler is my next choice, a
very early sort, being of good quality, a fairly

good producer and of white color, for those
who prefer white to red. For my third choice
I don't know that I could name anything
better than Hebron, the Beauty of Hebron,
which is older even than the Early Ohio,
and this I have grown since 1870 or 1871, or
just about forty years.

Growers elsewhere may prefer Early Six
Weeks or Norston Beauty (Quick Lunch) or
others that might be named.

Way to Open Potato-Pits

A GREAT many farmers and truckers bury
their potatoes in a hole or "pit" over

winter to keep them. Everyone knows what
a job it is to throw the necessarily thick

covering of dirt off a potato-pit. Here is an
easier way to tear the pit down in spring
when potatoes are ready to market.

For three years we have used what is

called a ditching scraper, or "banker" for

this work. Hitch one horse or, better yet, a
team to the scraper, put about twenty feet of

chain onto it (depending on size of pit).

Pull scraper to top just a little past the peak
of pit and start the team. You will be sur-

prised and pleased at the results. One man
can do this work if the horses have been
taught to mind at the word, and as much
earth can be moved at one trip as can be
thrown down in twenty-five shovelfuls.

R. E. Rogers.

Do You Like Leeks?
FOR those who do not like the strong flavor

which characterizes the onion, the leek

off'ers a boon. It is an old vegetable, dating

probably from the time of the Egyptians. It

is of the same family as the onion and is a

biennial. The flavor of the onion is retained,

but in a mild and delicate way in the leek.

The shape is very different, there being no
rounded bulb as in the onion. The lower
part of the plant is the edible portion, which
can be increased in size by drawing earth up
around it.

Select rich soil and sow the seed early in

April in the North, in drills one foot apart

and one inch deep. Do not sow too thickly.

When the plants are about six inches in

height, and the thickness of a pencil, trans-

plant to their permanent homes, which
should be in rows a foot apart in deep rich

soil. Put the transplanted leeks in these

rows, at a distance of six inches apart, with
the necks of the plants covered with earth.

The soil should be drawn up around the neck
as the leek grows, in order to blanch it.

About October the plants can be used.

They are used chiefly in soups or can be
boiled like asparagus. Leeks cannot be kept

in a dry state like the onion, but must be
put in trenches like celery if one wishes to

preserve them. Howell P. French.

ALFALFA CLOVER SEED
^ , tests 98^6 purity, 9n$ germination. Write

for samples and' prices and New Beautifully Illustrated Catalog which tells
Northern grown, *'Full of Life,"

Use a Deming "Cen-
tury" Sprayer and stop
worrying about Insects and

diseases in your trees.
Strong and compact,

,i with a big air-cham-

^ her, to make pumping easier.

Deming Spray Pumps
—more than 20 styles. Ask your
dealer, or write us. Pumps for
ali uses—agencies everywhere.
THE DEMING COMPANY
850 Depot St., Salem, Ohio

Fi^ht your Insect Battles

With the'CcnturySprayer

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Stand for Purity and Qnality. The result
of 38 years' experience in testing, and
proving the best. Our GARDEN AND FARM
MANUAL for 1911 tells all about them.
Hailed free to Seed buyers who write for it.

JOHNSON SEED COMPANY,
217 Market St.. PhUadelphia. Pa. jm

about the best varieties of "Full of Life" Seeds. Plants, Bulbs, Shriihs, etc.

H. W.BUCKBEE, Rockford Seed Farms. R.F.D.26, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

TREES atLOW PRICES
Direct from Grower

Send for illustrated catalog of Iniit and
ornamental trees, vines, shrubs, roses.
He.athy, High-grade Quality Stock. Gov-

ernment Inspected, Anything
. . . that doesn't grow replaced free

*^TREES i GROVER NURSERY CO

TheValue yoLManure
Can be doubled by using ROCK PHOSPHATE in
connection with it. Manure alone will not supplv
enough phosphorous to your soil. BASIC SLAG
carries 15 to 21 percent readily available phos-
phorous and 35 percent lime; line for acid soils.
Write for delivered prices on car lots.

WING SEED CO., Box 649, Mechanicsburg, O.

CLOVERS TIMOTHY Vo'olii.
Cheapest and Best Seeding Known

Alslke, Clover and Timothy mixed. FuUy H Al-
sike, a great bargain. Most wonderful hay and pas-
ture combination that grows. Write for Free Sam*
pie and our large 76-page catalog describing this
wonderful grass mixture. Far ahead of anything
you can sow and ridiculously cheap. Be couvlnced-
A. A. Berry Seed Co., 54a Clarinda, Iowa'

Twelve Fortune-Telling

POST-CARDS
All for the Asking

ONE for each month in the year with horoscope
of persons born in that month. You and your

friends will get lots of fan and entertainment
out "of these cards. Simply send three two-cent
stamps to pay the postage in mailing. We make
you this unusual otfer simply to get acquainted
with others who appreciate post-cards; and just
as soon as we receive your letter we will tell you
how to get a set of

Fifty Magnificent Post-Cards
all postage and mailing expenses paid. Send three
two-cent stamps right away as our supply of these
cards is limited; but we guarantee a set of these
new Fortune-Telling cards by xetum mail if you
write us at once.

FARM & FIRESIDE, Springfield, 0.

EASY CHANGE

When Coffee is Doing Hann.

A lady writes from the land of cotton

of the results of a four years' use of the

food beverage—hot Postum.
"Ever since I can remember we had

used coffee three times a day. It had a

more or less injurious effect upon us all,

and I myself suffered almost death from
indigestion and nervousness caused
by it.

"I know it was that, because when I

would leave it off for a few days I

would feel better. But it was hard to

give it up, even though I realized how
harmful it was to me.
"At last I found a perfectly easy way

to make the change. Four years ago I

abandoned the coffee habit and began to

drink Postum, and I also influenced the

rest of the family to do the same. Even
the children are allowed to drink it

freely as they do water. And it has
done us all great good.

"I no longer suffer from indigestion,

and my nei~ves are in admirable tone

since I began to use Postum. We never
use the old coffee any more.
"We appreciate Postum as a delight-

ful and healthful beverage, which not

only invigorates but supplies the best of

nourishment as well." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

Read "The Road to Wellville," in

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.



CENT
SEED
SALE

1A KERNELS OF
lU,VUU Selected f/^^
FERTILE SEEDS for IOC
1 500 Lettuce
1 000 Onion
1000 Radish

1 00 Tomato
1500 Turnip

1000 Celery
1 00 Parsley

1 500 Rutabaga
1 000 Carrot

1 00 Melon
1 200 Brilliant Flower Seeds, 50 sorts

Any one of these packages is worth
the price we ask for the whole
10,000 kernels to start with. It is

merely our way of letting you test

our seed—proving to you how
mighty good they are.

Send 16 cents in stamps to-day and
we will send you this great collection of seeds by
return mail. We'll also mail you absolutely tree
our great catalog tor 1911 — all postpaid.

^ JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO.,
119 South eth Street, LaCrosse, Wis.

QQ Worth of
Flower

Postpaid ^
For Only Xvy.

1 fM. Asters, Floral Park Mixture
L 1 Pkt. Pansies, Extra Giant Mixed
1 1 Pkl. Carnations, Finest Miiod
' 1 Pkt Mignonette, Sweet Scented

1 Pkl. dlyssum. Carpet of Snow
1 Pkt. Poppy.Double Carnation Fid,

1 Pkt. Petunia, Finest Mixed
1 Pkl. Porlulacca. Choicest Mixed
I Pkt. Verljena,Extra Special Mixed
1 Pkl, Sweet Pea, Large Fid. Mixed

To get our GrardenAnnual into
the hands of as many flower
lovers as possible we will send

the above 10 packets of First Class

Seeds for only 10 cents postpaid.
J. ROSCOE FUILER & CO., BOX 344 FLORAJi PAKK, N. Y.

4S MUlion Shortage
GoTemment statistics show there were 48,000,000 bush-
els less of potatoes grown in the United States last
year than in 1909. This with increasing population
must necessarily make a larger demand for potatoes
in 1911. Ho crop as a

Money Maker
equals it. and the information showing how to grow
tor profit will be mailed absolutely free to any one
asking for It. Our president has devoted over fifty
years to the study of potato culture and the manufac-
ture of machinery for handling the crop in all stages.

ASPINWALL MANUFACTURING CO.
432 Sabin Street, Jackson, Michigan, U. S. A,

World's OldeBt and Largest Dlakers of Potato machinery.

Save Money on
Berry Boxes and
Baskets
Fruit and Vegeta-

ble packages and Grower's Supplies
of all kinds. Write for free money-
saving catalogue and price-list.

Largest Factory of its Kind in the Coantry.

NEW ALBANY BOX AND BASKET CO., Box 109. NEW ALBANY, IND.

orrnOTHAT do not disappoint
J\PP I I J\ Sold on the Ford Plan, which guar-

^_ antees satisfaction, and saves you
money on every purchase. Our cat-

alog tells about it, gives descriptions and low prices on
Best varieties Garden, Flower and Field Seeds, Pota-
toes, Bulbs, Trees, Shrubs and Small Fruit Plants. Con-
tains lots of testimonials from our customers. It's free.
FOKD S£EO €0. Bept. 80 Bavenna, Ohio.

"KANT-KLOG"
SPRAYERS
Something New

Spraying

Gets twice the results—j^Tf^—irp:
with same laborand fluid, ^^sr^'"
Flat or round, fine or coarse sprays
from same nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc. AgenU Wanted. Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pnmp Co. K^^^fi

BPCIfCPPIUP pleasures and profits, is the
cCi\Cl.r lilU theme of that excellent and hand-

somely illustrated magazine, ULEANING-8 IN BEE
CCXTUBE. We send it for six months on trial for
twenty-five cents, and also send free a 64-page book on
bees and our bee supply catalogue to all who name this
paper. THE A. I. ROOT CO., Box 47, Medina, Ohio.

REST SEED POTATOES:?^^^ °f

*^ A r
70 varieties free

A. G. ALDRIDGE, Fbher's, Ontario County, N. Y.

Froit Trees at $6.48 lor 100
WE GROW THE TREES WE SEhh, TPhioh

are the best knoivn fur garden and or.

ohardt Fre*4h du^, trae to name, no scale,

no risk. Personal attention given each
order. Send ns a list of yonr wants for
wholesale prices. Everybody write for
free illnstrated oatalogne*

2 APPLE TREES. 1 Mclntoah and 1

Bitnana^ sent postpaid for 25 cents.

Maloney Bros. & Wells, Boxl6 DaLnsviUe, N. Y.

.Little 2der
BROADCASTS ACCURATELY
hours of time and days of work. Pays

itself every acre it sows. Makes broad-
casting as successful for clover, timo-
thy, flax, wheat, oats, etc.. as slower,
more costly methods. Lasts life time.
Steel frame and bearings. Handhold
Body shield! Force feed! On the
market 20 years. Write today for

; booklet describing seeder
and full ol scientific fuels on broad-

.'.j caating eceda mentioned aliove.

LITTLE GIANT SKEDER CO.
811 Market St., N.DIanchCBter.Ind.

^11.50 at Dcalera
or Prepaid

This _ I

How
and

When
to

Sow

It is to your advantage to
mention Farm and Fireside
in writing to advertisers.
Farm and Fireside folks get
the very best attention.

Pull Together
A Selling Lesson for All Orchardists

FRUIT-GROWING ill the Pacific Northwest
has made such gigantic strides during
recent years that many Eastern growers

are beginning to look into the situation in

order to determine the cause of this amazing
development. Their investigations show that

business methods and organization are the

direct causes. The highly developed orchards,

their excellent management, high quality of

fruit, pack, price, all signify this fact.

The success of the orchardists in the

Northwest has acted as a' stimulus, for in
,

almost every fruit section in the United
States men in all walks of life are being
attracted to this lucrative business. Since
the industry is attracting such a cosmopolitan
class of growers it is of paramount impor-
tance that they understand the fruit markets
and their requirements.

It is quite easy for many orchardists to

ability, and one who is honest and fearless in

his dealings with his fellow-men. Such a

man must, of course, be well paid.

Concerted effort on the part of the mem-
bers of the Hood River Apple-Growers'
Union has brought about specialism in the

valley to-day. The growers realized that to

achieve the greatest financial success they

must have a specialty. Let us see if they

have accomplished their aim. At the present

time, only two varieties of apples, the Spit-

zenburg and Yellow Newtown, are produced
in quantity, and only one variety of straw-

berries—the Hood River. Undoubtedly
success has crowned the efforts of these men.

How the Union Gets Results

The union has been very fortunate in hav-

ing some ninety agricultural college men join

its ranks. These men are, in practical work,
applying the scientific principles of fruit-

growing they acquired during their college

career. Here we find them, all striving for

the same end—the production of the large red
apple and the upbuilding of their community.
The union has been instrumental in hold-

ing biennial fruit fairs. These have been
notable events, for their exhibits have
attracted world-wide attention and have
stimulated rivalry and interest among the

, Courtesy of Horticulture Dept., University of Idaho.

A Western Packing and Shipping House—Moscow, Idaho

grow fruit, where scientific methods of

orchard practice and management prevail,

but to sell it to the best advantage is another
proposition. The individual grower, unless

engaged in the business on a tremendous
scale, is at a great disadvantage. Unless
he can grow fruit in car-load lots there is

little chance fof his success, for he will have
many difficult problems to overcome, such as

excessive freight rates, competition, etc., as

well as the handicap of his own probable
lack of business experience and lack of

reputation among buyers. In fact, he will

be at the mercy of the commission man.

Cooperation the Secret of Success

The solution to the problem is simple
enough : The formation of cooperative
unions or associations. Cooperation is no

•new thing to the people in the United States,

for we have it from good authority that the
pioneers in the settling of this country found
it to their advantage to band together. It

is especially essential to cooperate in certain

lines of work, and fruit-selling is one of

them. Growers, in most of the highly devel-

oped fruit sections of the Northwest, have
realized the necessity of cooperating in order
to compete with the world at large.

Since, then, the success of the small

grower depends largely upon organization,

it will be instructive to study what the Hood
River Valley Association of Oregon has
achieved during its brief existence, and how
this has been accomplished, for this organi-
zation is both successful and typical.

The growers in the valley in 1902, realized,

as individuals, only eighty-five cents per box
from the sale of their Spitzenburgs. In
1903 the Hood River Apple-Growers' Union
was organized, and as a result succeeded in

marketing the fruit for two dollars per box.

Nor did they stop at that ; the good work
went on, for, in 1904, $2.10 per box was
realized, and, in 1905, $2.60 per box. From
1905, on until the present time, tremendous
profits have been realized.

Now their fruit is known the world over,

having obtained recently -a very strong hold
in the European markets. The grower has
reached the era of scientific management and
development of his orchard, can produce
fruit of the highest type and order, and
through the union receives remunerative
prices for his product.

Good Management Half the Battle

Several factors were brought to bear in

the working out of this problem. The valley

has won the distinction of being able to

produce an article of quality, and the grow-
ers have had some organizers as managers
of their union. These men were thorough
orchardists, understood how to put up fruit

in fancy boxes for long shipments, were
posted on all market conditions and were
familiar with practically every fruit market
in the United States.

Here is an axiom for cooperating orchard-
ists, truckers and farmers : The success of

any organization depends largely upon its

manager, who must be a man of recognized

growers themselves. They have also been
instrumental in drawing buyers to the valley,

who buy the fruit, ship it East and exhibit it

for two or three days in some of the large

cities. This is one of their principal means
of advertising.

The rules and by-laws of this association

are very exacting in their requirements, and
it has only been by rigid enforcement of

these that such splendid results have been
accomplished. The union requires all of its

fruit to be packed by expert packers, no
individual grower, who is a member of the
association, being allowed to pack his own
fruit. The enforcement of this rule has
resulted in putting up a package that is

absolutely uniform in every respect. All

apples are wrapped in paper, bearing an
[concluded on page 10]

If you love Flow-
ers write me a letter
(not postal) for Park's
FlorsLl Guide, teem-
ing with floral notes,
pronouncing the big
flower names, giving
a germination table,
showing nearly 1000
flower pictures. It's
different. It insures
success. Be sure to
see it. Best seeds at

lowest prices. 42dyr.

5 Fine Giexinfas,3 colors ,25c
7 Double Begonias, 7 " 25c
5 Fringed Begonias, 5 " 25c
23 Fine Mixed Gladiolus, 25c
10 Pkts. Choice Flower Seeds, 10 cts.

Aster. Q. of Market, Mxd,
Larkspur, Stock-flowd, '*

Pansy, Giant Fragrant "

Petunia, New Bedding, "

Phlox Brummondi.new

Pinks, New Japan, Mzd.
Poppy. New Shirley *'

Portulaea, Large-flwd, "

Sweet Peaa " -
**

Mixed Seeds, 1000 kinds.
10 Pkts. Choice Vegetables, 10 cts.

Beet, Imp, Early Turnip.
Cabbage,Early Solid Cone
Cabbage. Late Flat Dutch
Cucumber, White Spine.
Lettuce. Malta Drumhead

Onion, Danvers Yellow.
Parsnip, Large Guernsey.
Kadish, Special Mixture
Tomato, New Matchless.
Turnip, Purple-top Globe

Send 10c fop either lot, or 20o for— - both, Or, send 60c for club of three (60
gkts.i and I'll add four 2-oz. pkts. (worth 40c)Be8t
weet Corn, Beans, Peaa and Squash, also, trial sub-

scription to Park's Floral Magrazlne,which cheers
and brightens more than 600,000 homes every
month. Six lots (124 pkts.), $1.00. Club with friends.

GEO. W. PARK. B16. La Park, Pa.

To grow the fln-
est flowers and
most luscious

vegetables, plant the best
seeds. Ferry's Seeds are best
because they never fail in yield
or quality. The best garden-
ers and farmers everywhere
know Ferry's seeds to be the
highest standard of quality
yet attained. For sale
everywhere.

,
FERRY'S 1911 Seed Annnal

Free on request

0. M. FERRY S CO.,

OEnoiT, MOM.

NolFs Tested Seeds
EACH YEAR OUR BUSINESS GROWS-SO DO OUR SEEPS.

A TRIAL MAKES YOU A PERMANENT CUSTOMER.

$250.00 in Prizes—Write To-day

SPECIAL OFFER-PRIZE COLLECTION
12 named New Special Varieties Sweet Peas.
Special colors. Will please most critical. Worth
separately 60c. Send only 30 CENTS to cover post-
age and packing- and receive SEEDS POSTPAID, to-

getherwith beautiful 112-page GARDEN and FLOWER
BOOK (250 illustrations) and CASH Prize Offer free.

J. F. NOLL, 119 MULBERRY STREET, NEWARK, N. J.

VirF'Q Garden and Floral
VILJV 3 GUIDE for 1911
Ready now. As always, the authority on, what, how,
when and wherg to plant. Sent free,

p A 1^ JW ^CThT\Q Headquarters for Alfalfa,
"ixlv I'l ^^CCIJO Clover, all hay and pas-
ture mixtures. Beans, Cabbage, Corn, Oats. Onions, Pota-
toes and all farm seeds in large or small quantities at
lowest market prices for absolutely highest quality. Your
copy of the Guide is waiting for you. Write for it to-day.
JA8. VICK'S 80JV8, 415 Main St., Rochester, IV. Y.

SCARFF'S Berry Plants
1000 acres devoted to the growing of ScarfE's fruiting

strains of small fruit plants, fruit trees, farm seeds, gar-
den roots, etc. Our free catalog will surely please you
and save you money. Write for your copy to-day.

W. N. SCARFP, New Carlisle, Ohio

99Hardy **Blizzard Belt
Giant Strawberry Plants
Everybody likes fine strawberries, and to prove that our nevy
GIANT variety is the largest and strongest grower, as well as
the heaviest fruiter, we offer to send you TWO PI<ANTS (worth
30 cents) absolutely FREE. "We have picked 12 quarts of fine
berries from a test bed grown from but two GIANT plants set
the year before. You can do as well, and at the same time raise
young plants for a new bed. If you care to send 10 cents for
mailing expense, we will add 6 BABY E'^'ERGREENS 2 years
old, and send all to you at proper planting time in the spring.
It will pay you to get acquainted with our "HARD'^ BLIZZARD
BEIiT" Trees and Plants. Write to-day and we will reserve the
plants for you and send you our catalog by next mail. Address

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 332 Osage, Iowa

Freight Paid on Tr^^-,
» AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED= —

Our new catalogue, which is sent free, tells all

about these remarkable, money-saving offers. Write to-day for a copy. Send ten cents and we will

send the catalogue and a beautiful Hardy Plant.

the: rich t,Al«J» KURSEItlES Box loO , Rocliester, J*. Y.
"Rochester is the Tree Center of the World.

"

PEACH TREES
and save disappointment.

800,000 Peaches 5 to 7 feet 9c.; 4 to 5 ft. 8c.; 3 to 4 ft. 6c.; 2
to 3 ft. 4c.; 2 to 3 ft. lifrht 3c. 200,000 Apples, 50,000 Pears.
50,000 Plums, 100,000 Cherry, 300,000 Carolina Poplar, and
millions of Grape and Small Fruits. Secure varieties now
pay in Springr. Buy from the man who has the g^oods

Catalog'ueFree to everybody. Sheerin*s Wholesale Nurseries, DansviUe, N. Y,

The greatest labor-savers and time-savers ever invented for the farm
~ d garden ! A Planet Jr does the work of 3 to 6 men ; and does 1

it better. Makes you independent of indifferent help. Made by ai
practical farmer who knows the every-day need of other farm-

ers. Thirty-five years' experience. Fully guaranteed.
I No. 4 I Planet Jr Combined Seeder and Wheel-Hoe saves time, labor,

seed and money. Almost all useful garden implements in one. Adjustable in a minute k

to sow all garden seeds, hoe, cultivate, weed, or plow. Pays for itself quickly, even
in small gardens.

iNo. 81 Planet Jr Horse-Hoe and Cultivator ^'"i »jore

in more ways than any other horse-hoe made. Plows to or from the
'

row. A splendid furrower, coverer, hiller, and horse-hoe; and un-

equaled as a cultivator.

The 1911 Planet Jr catalosrue is free. It illustrates^

and describes 55 dififerent implements for the
farm and garden.

Writejor it today.

S L Allen & Co
Box 1107F Philadelphia Pa
mam
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Wood's Seeds
For The

rarm Garden
have an established reputation

extending over thirty years, be-

ing pleinted and used extensively

by the best Farmers and Garden-
ers throughout the Middle and
Southern States.

Wood's New for 1911 will

Seed Catalog ^^JpJ-
-

to what crops and seeds to plant
for success and profit. Our pub-
lications have long been noted
for the full and complete infor-

mation which they give.

Catalog mailed free on
request. Write for it.

T. W. WOOD €i SONS.
Seedsmen, - Richmond, Va.

mmNosTON's.
Famous Tomatoes
are favorably kaown throupli

out the world. Twenty-five of

the best sorts were introduced
by us. We grow more high-
grade tomato seed than any
other seedsman in the world

New Globe-jShaped Sorts
Globe, Hummer and Coreless are nearly

perfect. Pocket of filobe lOcts; llnmmer lOets; Coreles:

loots; the three sorts, one packet of each for 2oots.

Livingston's Superb Onions
We grow acres of Onion seeds on our farms annually

Livingston's { Southport White Globe 5c ) the 3 ptts
Pi-lvate \ Sonthpoi-t Bed Globe . 5e > for

Strains ( Ohio Yellow Globe - . 5c ) 10 cents.

Beautiful 130-Page Catalogue FREE!

If^s the finest leed book of the

year. Contains more than 2-!>0

illustrations from photo-

graphs. Practical cultural

hints will help to make your
work a success. Write for it

today. It's F-R-E-E !

THE uv/NnsTom
335 Hiph St., Columbus. Ohio

All Northern grown, guaranteed to be 99 percent
pare and free from dodder. 'U'rite for free sasaple
on which we invite you to get Government tests.
This seed should produce hay at S60 per acre annually.
Free instructions on growing.

GRAIN AND GRASS SEED
Northern grown and of strongest vitality. We handle

export grade only and can furnish grass mixture
suitable for any soils. Write for catalog.

WING SEED CO., Box 249, Mechaniosburg, O.

^s;^^^ Alfalfa Book
We are^^^^feg- CDPC
in the center ^^^^^^^^^^ T IxILIL
of the alfalfa district ^^"^^^^^^^S^^^^
and are the largest handlers of ^^^*^^^^^^5&»
alfalfa in the U. S. We sell best grade ^^""^
seed at low price. Ask for Free Alfalfa Booklet
by Prof. Montgomery, Nebraska State Agricul-
tural College.

Also big catalog of all Garden and Field Seeds Free.

Griswold Seed Co., So. 1 0th S«MjLlncol|^leb^

Monarch Hydraulic

Cider Press
Great strength sod ca-
pacity ; all sizes ; also

gasoline engines,
steam engines, saw-
mills, threshers.
Catalog free.

Monarch Machinery Cg. , 603 Cortlandl Bldg., New YoA

ENCOUJIAGE THELBOYS
Boya wiiit cncourfiqement-

if they don't get It nt home they

go elsewhere. Toaoh them to eftm their

own spending money. Growing vegetftbleB

is instructive, interesting, profitahla when

Farm and^

GardenTooIs^
are used. Our No. 6 Combined Hill and Drill
Seeder with Marker and Double and Single
Wheel Hoe is a wonderful tool—can be used
in various unusual combinations- Saves time,
labor and seed Price. 812. Other
garden tools, $2.50 up. Easy to

operate. Recommended by .

irdeners everywhere. Writ© '

to-day for 75th Anniver-
sary Catalog—Free.

BATE-MA-N M'F'G CO.
Bos 13S-B

Grenloch, N. J.

Garden and Orchard

What 1910 Taught One
Gardener

IN
REVIEWING each season's work, there are

many experiences that stand out as worth
remembering. No matter how many years

we run a garden, we are always learning new
methods that will put new profits in our
pockets thereafter.

The most distinct advances we have made
in the handling of any crops we grow have
been with our Earliana tomatoes and with
raspberries. For years we have successfully
grown Earlianas and made good money from
them, as we have always taken pains to have
a highly manured piece of ground for this.

But it has always been too late, when the
tomatoes were removed, to get anything more
from the ground. We disliked to see such
valuable ground lying idle. Last year we
marked the ground three by three feet, and
in each alternate, or six-foot, space, we
planted Cumberland and Cardinal raspberry
tips. As the season was far advanced, we
used plants that had already made consider-
able growth, setting them with a chunk of
adhering dirt. In the intervening spaces we
set the Earliana tomato plants.

From a trifle over half an acre set in this

way, we sold over two hundred dollars'

worth of Earlianas and they were out of the
way in time to layer the raspberry tips. The
raspberries made an immense growth, as the
ground was well worked and kept clean of
weeds, to make the most of the tomatoes.
We now have a profitable crop of plants to

dig from this ground early in tlie spring,

and prospects for a bountiful crop of berries

a few months later, whereas we usually
planted and cared for the raspberries the
first season without getting any returns from
the ground, and hardly knew what to do next
with the ground, when the tomatoes were
.off, unless to sow it for rye, and get it back
to clover.

Too Much Richness

We got a new pointer in strawberry-grow-
ing out of the year's experience, too. After
a continued battle with the weeds in one of
our strawberry-patches well up to fruiting-

time, we decided never again to plant these

in the rich old garden-spots, where weeds
have gone to seed for years and potash has
been applied for the early cabbage crop at

the rate of eight hundred pounds to the acre,

besides heavy applications of barn-yard
manure. On such enriched garden soils

weeds grow with wonderful rapidity, and
the results in berries from a patch planted
on ordinary farming soils with an ordinary
application of manure gave fully as large a

yield of berries, with no difficulty in keeping
the weeds in control.

For some time we have made a practice
of saving a quantity of the smaller seed-pota-
toes for late planting, spreading them out on
a floor so th?y get short, stocky sprouts. We
often plant these on ground that would
otherwise be vacant, late in the season, and
with liberal applications of fertilizer when
planting we usually get a good crop. We
planted a quantity as late as July 20th last

year, and in spite of the drought that pre-

vailed in this section of Ohio we had fully

as good a crop as from the earlier planting
and there were no bugs or weeds to contend
with, so the item of labor was little more
than planting and harvesting.

We never found much use for Hodson
Wax Bush Beans, as in midsummer they get

stringy and tough before full grown. But
lately we have gotten in the way of planting
them about August 1st to the 15th, bringing
the crop well into September and up to early

October. Coming late in this way they are

remarkably tender and beautiful, sell well

and produce a profusion of beans such as no
other variety approaches. C. Weckesser.

Pull Together
[continued from page 9]

attractive monogram and the name of the
association, and are then placed in standard
or special boxes.

To meet the needs of the small grower the

union has been instrumental in having built

a shipping-house in the heart of the east

side district, where all the fruit from this

section is received and packed, or if pre-

viously packed, inspected. Such an establish-
ment should be located where the largest
number of growers can make economical use
of it. It should also possess all the neces-
sary facilities for handling produce and have
one or more methods of transportation.
When the fruit is packed in the orchard

the same rigid rules must be observed as
in the association's shipping-house. The
fruit must be taken to the packing-house,
sorted and then packed by expert packers,
who have been sent out under the auspices
of the association.

To the small grower the union is a neces-
sity, because it enables him to combine his
fruit with that of other growers to make up
car-lots. The union can do business on a
wholesale basis, while the individual can
do only a small retail business or ship his
fruit on consignment. Buyers prefer to deal
through unions and are willing to pay better
prices because they are sure of a uniform
pack and because they feel that the associa-
tion will do business on straight business
principles.

While the advantages of a cooperative
union are very obvious and it may be super-
fluous to mention them, yet it might be very
well to enumerate a few, to show the results
that can be accomplished by a union, but
which the individual cannot hope to accom-
plish.

First : The union is in a position to
receive daily quotations from all the markets
of the world.

Second : It has the power to change the
destination of a car en route, in case of a
glutted market.

Third : It can handle the problems of
shipping and storage more cheaply than an
individual.

Fourth : Icing of cars can be given per-
sonal attention by the union's representatives.

Fifth : The union saves thousands of dol-
lars for its members by buying spray
material, paper, boxes, etc., in car-load lots.

Sixth : It can do extensive advertising.
All these things an association can do with

comparatively little, cost to its members,
while to an individual this outlay would be
impossible.

How to Organize Your Own Neighborhood

Since associations have played such a
very large part in the development of the
fruit industry in the Pacific Northwest, it

would be well for other fruit-growing sec-
tions in the United States to emulate their
work.
The formation of an association is quite

simple. Those interested should notify all

orchardists in the local-ty that a meeting for
this purpose will be held at a specified time.
At the appointed time a temporary chairman
is selected, who states the object of the
meeting. The meeting should now be thrown
open for a general discussion.

Befoue the meeting adjourns a committee
is appointed to draw up a constitution and
bj'-laws. To aid beginners in this work it

would be well to write several of the more
successful organizations in the West for
their constitutions. By comparing these, a

stronger and more satisfactory constitution
can be worked out. A few of the leading
associations in the West are located as
follows

:

Medford Fruit-Growers' Union, Medford,
Oregon.
Hood River Apple-Growers' Union, Hood

River, Oregon.
Yakima County Horticultural Union,

North Yakima, Washington.
Wenatchee Fruit-Growers' Union, Wenat-

chee, Washington.
Fruit-Shippers' Associa-

Apple-Growers' Union,

Southern Idaho
tion, Boise, Idaho.

Payette Valley
Payette, Idaho.

Bitter Root Fruit-Growers' Association,
Hamilton, Montana.

Palisade Fruit-Growers' Association, Pali-

sade, Colorado.
Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Associa-

tion, Grand Junction, Colorado.

Chop every old, useless and dying tree out
of the orchard, keeping a memorandum of

the number of trees thus removed, and put-

ting in an early order for others.

A Missouri correspondent points out that

:

"Wood-ashes are good fertilizer for grape-

vines. They will supply the necessary pot-

ash for them, and if the same amount of
poultry-droppings is added to the ashes, the

undesirable, rank growth that too much
ashes sometimes causes will be kept down."

Pratt-Elkhart "40"
is the quietest, simplest and most powerful car
in the "40" class. They are in use today in over
lialf the States in the Union.

BACKED BY THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS*
SUCCESSFUL MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE
Made in four classy designs; 117-inch wheel base, Unit
power plant, three-point suspension, offset
crank shaft, Bosch Magneto, 34x4-inch tires.
List Price—S1800.00. Top and wind shield extra.

We Wut a Sample Car in Everr Locality—Write (or Catalog and \

liberal propoatioD

ELKHART CARRIAGE & HARNESS MFG. CO.. EDUtart. Indiana.

Farm and Fireside, February 10, 1911

Better Seeds
Lower Prices

If we did not know we had something better to
offer you In seeds, at lower prices, we would not be
so anxious for you to have our catalog. No better
seeds can be bad.—We offer them to you direct at

wholesale prices.
Cabbage Seed—We supply seed to
the largestgrowers and storers of cab-

, bage In the United States—pure seed—
jthe kind that produceB cabbage, sure
to head up even and hardiand stand
up and stay green in
storage until spring..

Cauliflower Seed — Is Danish^
grown,from selected heads,screened i
so^-ougetonly largeplampseed. We'
will forfeit ?500 for better, truer seed
than we furnish at moderate prices.

^ ^ jOuionSeed—Therelsnocleaner,
truer seed to be had. Get our
special prices before buying.
jCuoumber Seed—Is all grown
•in New York State. As white as
chalk—no seedsman puts out bet-
ter pedigreed stock at any price.
Peas—We grow our own stock,

hand-picked and cleaned. Peas second to none.
Beans —We grow here, hand-picked,
screened, and graded. New Tork State beans
excel the world.
Sweet Corn—Ask the gardener or the Con-
ner If he would plant western grown sweet
corn? Ours is all eastern grown. Fleldcorn
on approval.
Forrest's Honest Seeds are second to none
—and at about one-half the usual price.
Catalog free to all—drop ns a postal.

FORREST SEED CO., Box 38. Cortland, N. Y.

CIDER PRESSES
The Original Ht. Gilead Eydiaollc ?re>g

produces more cider from less
apples than any other and is a
Bjfo MONEY MAKES. Sizes
10 to 400 barrels dail.v. Also
cider evaporators, apple-
butter cookers, vinegar
generators, etc.

CATALOGUE FEEE.
THE HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO
106 Lincoln Ave., Mt. GUead, Ohio.

Or Koom U9 D. 39 Oortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.

GOOD SEED CORN
We sold over 11,000 bushels of
it last year. We cannot tell

you about it here, but our catalog is free and if you are
interested in good com you should see it. Write to-day

W. N.

SCARFF'S

SCARFF NEW CARLISLE, OHIO

850,000

69 Tarletles. Also Small Frnlts, Tree«, etc Best Root-
ed Stock, Genuine, cheap, 2 sample vine* mailed for 10c. Desc.
price-list free. LEWIS BOESCH * SON, BoiE , Fredanlm, N. I.

I niC EVERBEARING
MiO RASPBERRY

Bears the first season I

The most prodactivo rasp-
berry—planted in April, bears
continuously from June to
October of same year. The
first to ripen and tlie last. Ber-
ries large, of bright red color

and excellent quality ship
2iXt miles in first-class order.

Absolutely hardy a sun-proof.
Our new catalog Free—tells

how to choose and grow small
fruits ' 'that produce profits*

'

'

J. T, LOVETT,
Box 136 Little Silver, N.J.

Excelsior Peas
Finest low-growing, sec*

ond-early pea yet intro-
duced. Hardy—can be
planted early. Extra large
pods. Thrives even on
poor soil and in dry

weather. Let us send you
on Grecorv'3 Honest

Seeds. FREE —
>-,-«- ~^!3fcw

Gregory's band-
^RliGOSji^^^ome new Cata.

HD'NE«;T^»'"'Siie — finernunca^^Wyj^^ ever for

EfSt^^Wll. Ask for copy.

J.J, H.SDEGORy&SON

43 Elm St., Martilehead, Mass,

Potato Culture

Potatoes are unquestionably one of
the most profitable crops the farmer
can grow and he should investigate

the matter, do a little experimenting
and see whether or not his land is

adapted to raising them. With pres-
ent day methods and machinery the
labor of planting and harvesting has
been greatly reduced. Chief among
potato planters is the Evans, manu-
factured by The American Seeding-
Machine Co., Incorporated, Spring-
field, Ohio. This machine opens the
furrow, plants and covers the seed in

the best possible manner—far more

:

accurately than can be done by hand.

;

It has adjustable pickers that will
.

handle all sized seed. Where artificial

fertilizers are to be used, an accurate
fertilizer attachment can be furnished,
which is guaranteed to sow any and
all brands. The Evans Potato Planter
will pay for itself in a single season
where the acreage is sufficient. One
man or boy can operate the Evans
under all conditions of seeding. It is

light draft, simple and strong. Send
to the manufacturers for a copy of
their Evans Potato Planter catalogue.

If you want special information they
will be pleased to answer your ques-
tions. After you have read this cata-

logue, go to your implement dealer

and insist on seeing the Evans—the
machine that must and will do all the
manufacturers claim. Take no sub-
stitute. Get the Evans—the machine
that "makes good."
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How to Make a Nailing-Press

MR. C. C. Vincent has pointed out to us

that the sketch of nailing-press, which
we supplied in illustration of his

article on apple-packing (December 25th

issue, Page 8 ) did not represent the approved
type of press used in the Northwest.
The description and sketch given herewith

will show the construction of that type. Such
presses can be made at home by any handy
man at a cost under five dollars.

The body of the press is made like an
ordinary table, except that there is a depres-

sion across the middle, over which the box
of apples rests. The form of depression
shown in the sketch, which goes down by
"steps," isxboth strong and handy.
Two stout arms (AA) are pivoted to pairs

of uprights at each end of table. These arms
are hung on bolts so as to swing up

How Mulching Helps Shrubs

WINTER is the time to mulch the trees

and hedges about the farmstead. When
cultivation is discontinued mulching should

begin and be continued until the ground
about them is so covered that a soil protec-

tion is not necessary. There is usually an
abundance of waste material around the

feeding-yards in the form of damaged straw

and the like, to use for this purpose, and
also there is usually spare time in the winter

to do this work.
Many hedges and much shrubbery have

been planted throughout the country during

the past few years, and in the event of a dry

summer these will suffer and possibly die out

entirely, if not protected with mulches to

save the soil moisture. It is quite likely

that a sod will have formed after cultivation

was discontinued, and the ground, as a

result, will soon become dry in the event of

droughty conditions. This very cause has

ruined many very promising hedges and also

many small fruits and vines.

Many people have very little knowledge of

the large quantities of water that thrifty

growing trees and bushes take from the soil

Nailing-Press and Packing-Table in a Western Packing-House

and down. When no pressure is on them
they are held up by the strong spiral springs

(BB). The two arms are joined at their inner

ends by the connection (C) shown, enlarged,-

at top of sketch. The bolts of this connec-
tion fit loosely in their holes so as to have
considerable play.

A strong foot-lever (D) rests in this con-

nection, St) that when the foot-lever is

depressed, the arms (AA) are also depressed.

The foot-lever is pivoted to two uprights

at back of table, and, when pressed down, it

can be held there by catching it into the

ratchet (F), the foot-lever having- a piece of

iron projecting from it so it will catch

easily.

To the arms (AA) are bolted loosely the

vertical pieces (EE), which project through
the table-top and bear on their upper ends
iron clutches of the right shape to hook over
the ends of the box.

The' box is packed, as described by Mr.
Vincent in Farm and Fireside of January
10th, in such a way that there is a slight

bulging of the apples at the middle of the

box above the level of the apples at the

during a hot, windy day in midsummer. It

has been said, on good authority, that a

large cottonwood will, in a single day, pump
a barrel of water through its roots into the

body of the tree and allow it to escape through
the 'leaf surface. A large portion of this

must be soil moisture which has been stored

in the earth, but finds its way toward the

surface very rapidly during hot weather.
One of the great values of the mulch is that

of retaining the supply in the soil near the

surface, where the tiny feeding roots of the

trees will drink it in with the plant-food it

contains in solution.

If all the growing trees and shrubbery
about the farmstead are mulched during the

winter, they are much more likely to make a

rapid growth' during the summer regardless

of weather conditions. R. B. Rushing.

ends. When the cover is laid on the full

box, it is necessary to apply force to the
ends of cover to bend them down j5nto the
end pieces of the box. Hence the press.

The clutches are hooked onto ends of cover
and the foot-lever depressed, putting pressure
onto the arms (AA) and a down pull onto
the clutches at tops of EE. The foot-lever

is then hooked into ratchet, leaving the box
cover firmly held down onto ends of box
for nailing.

The holes in table-top should be large
enough to permit the upright pieces (EE)
to drop away from the box readily when the

pressure on foot-lever is released and the
spiral springs bring the arms (AA) up again.

The dimensions of an ordinary nailing-

press, as fvirnished by Mr. Vincent, are

:

Length of table, 5 feet 4 inches
;
width, 22

inches
; height of legs, 2 feet 5 inches

;

length of foot-lever, 2 feet 3 inches
; length

of arms (AA), 2 feet 4 inches; length of
and E, 2 feet 4 inches.

A broad board—not shown in sketch, for
simplicity—usually is nailed along front and
back of table with top edge flush with top
of table, which gives a neater appearance and
greater rigidity.

A Melon Lesson

WE LEARNED Something in melon-grow-
ing last season. Muskmelons have

always been a very profitable crop with
us, especially when started in boxes or quart
baskets under glass. But last season, as cold

and wet weather continued up to June, our
entire cro.p of plants started in boxes was
lost by damping off about the time we usually

set them out. We then hurriedly planted a lot

of Emerald Gem seed, as this is the best

early variety in our experience, right in the
open ground, thinking it too late to start

another crop of plants under glass. How-
ever, as we had a lot of room in the green-
house about the middle of June, I had the
little boys carry the boxes from the cold-

frame, where our crop of plants had been
lost, into the greenhouse and plant some Tip
Top seed therein once more, thinking that

we might by some favorable circumstance
still get a few of these choice melons. I let

the boys do this, not wishing to risk the loss

of my own time, for, or course, it was
dubious business starting melons under glass

so late in the season.

I looked forward with a good deal of con-
fidence to a good crop of Emerald Gems in the

patch outdoors, as these came up nicely. But
the rains had packed the ground so hard,
where we hurried to plant them, for fear of
being too late, that, do what we would, they
refused to make a decent growth during the
ensuing dry weather and were a total failure.

We scarcely got a dozen respectable melons
from the entire patch.

While the Tip Top plants were growing
in the greenhouse we replowed and nicely
fitted the ground for these, and although we
set them out on the fifth of July, they grew
rapidly. The ground was loose and moist,
in spite of the drought, and they matured
nearly the entire crop of large, delicious
melons.

This experience showed, I think, that best
results depend not so much on how early

planted, as on the best possible preparation
of the soil to induce a rapid, vigorous growth.

C. E. Weckesser.

Your Stumps 30 Days

FREE=
'°"

Risk=

Guaranteed 3 Years
Triple-Power—All-steel

Clear up your stumpy fields with the 3-year
Guaranteed Hercules, now sold on 30 days'
Free Trial. Test it on your place at our risk.

Pulls stumps out, roots and all. 400^
stronger than any other puller made. Triple
power attachment means one-third greater
pull. The only stump puller guaranteed for
3 years. Only one with Double Safety
Ratchet. Only one with all bearings and
working parts turned, finished and machined,
reducing friction, increasing power, making
it extremely light running. Hitch on to any

stump and the stump is bound to come.
Also pulls largestcsized green trees, hedge-
rows, etc. Don't risk dangerous and costly
dynamite. It only shatters stump and
leaves roots in ground.

Special Price Offer

We have a special price proposition to the
first man we sell to in new sections. We
are glad to make you a special price on the
first Hercules sold in your community be-
cause that will sell many more for us
and save advertising. Write us at once
to get this.

HERCULES IS
Just write a postal for our special price—30 days' Free Trial and all FREE BOOKS

about the only AU-Steel, Trij^e-Power Stump Puller—tht Famous Hercules.

HERCULES MANUFACTURING CO., 178 17fta St., Centerville. la.

Home Fertilizers
Mixed
Some day you will want to mix your own

Fertilizers, so as to get them CHEAPER and
BETTER than any other way. You need
my book on Home Mixing, containing

and instructions, as well as other informa-
tion. Send your name and address on
Post Card to

Dr. WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director of Propaganda

71 Nassau Street, New York
NO BRANCH OFFICES

and bis book will be
seat you Entirely Free

Mix your own fertilizers.

It's the simple, satisfactory and
profitable way. You get exactly what

your land and crops need and don't waste a

cent on make-weights and fillers. Add enough

POTASH
to make a perfectly balanced plant food for the

,

crops you are putting in and you'll get proof that

Potash Pays.
For valuable information on the mixingr, use and

value of fertilizers write today for our free hterature on
Home Mixing.

We sell Potash tbrousrh dealers
everywhere, or direct to /„otash
farmers anywhere in any
amouBt from a two-hundred
pound bag: up.
Get Prices. Potash Pays,

German Kali Works
^Baltimore; Continental Bldg.

Chicago: Monadnock BIk.
, '

Hew Orleans : Whit- s^^:i5i7^^5jsg)/'/ / /
,

ney Central Bank
Baildins

Home
Mixing
Pays

SFAND

NO
riLLEU

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside
in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the
very best attention.

Big Money Is Made Growing Peaches for Market
A six-year-old Peach Orchard in Palisade, Colorado, sold for $24,630.50 cash. Peaches was the only
produce raised and sold from the land. When six acres bring this amount of money it proves that grow-
ing' Peaches is immensely profitable when rightly conducted. East of the Mississippi River nearly every
farm has slopeswhich face the north and east—with natural Peach Soil. Learn what varietiesthrive on your
land, enemies to avoid, care of the trees, and a big- crop of choice fruit is almost a certainty. Carefully
marketed, fancy Peaches sell for more than oranges, and land for Peaches costs less.

We Tell You HOW to Grow Peaches RIGHT
Our big orchards make us lots of money. Some of ourbearing trees are twenty-five years old with no
sign of yellows. Six million fine young Peach Trees are now growing in our nurseries. Would you plant
some this spring, if we show you how to make them sacceed? If you will, send for our unusual catalogue
for 191X NOW. Veteran growers and beginners will find it invaluable. It's/ree, but tell us how many
trees you need. Write W(?zy, The book also tells about Apples, Pears, Grapes, Strawberries, etc.

Orlando Harrison, Private Desk 19, HARRISON'S NURSERIES, Berlin, Maryland
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The Farmer's Son's
Great Opportunity

"Why wait for the old farm to become your in-
heritance? Begin now to prepare for

yoar fatore prosperity and inde-
pendence. A great opportnnity
atraita yoa !n Uanitoba. Saskatch*
ewan or Alberta, where you can Be-

cure a Free Homestead or bay land
at reasonable prices.

Now's the Time
—not a year from now. when land
will be higher. The profits secured
from the abundant crops of
Wheat, Oats and Barley, at

well as cattle raising-, are caosing a steady ad-
vance in price. Government returns show
that the number of settlers In West-
em Canada from the JJ. S. was 60
per cent largrer in 1910 tlian tlie
previous year.
Many farmers have paid for their

land out oftheproceeds of one crop.
Free Homesteads of 160 acres and

pre-emptions of 160 acres at $3.00
an acre. Splendid climate, eood
schools, excellent railway facilities,
low freig-ht rates; wood, water and
lumber easily obtained.
For pamphlet "Last Best West," particnlara

as to locations and low settlers' rate, apply to
Sap' timmig.. Ottawa. Can., or to Can. Gov. Agt.

Canadian Ck>vemment Agent, 413 Gardner
Bldg . Toledo. Ohio, or Room 30 Syracuse

Savings Bank Bldg.. Syracuse, N.T.

(55)

Garden and Orchard

Too IWuch people who have
never seen it. Write

Florida L,Bild Brooksville Board ofj^jjuci M^aAAKt
Trade for BOOK OF

has been sold l^^^^i .

^/scribing

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ different kinds or Flor-

ida soil. We have no
land to sell but want settlers and investors to

develop richest district in Florida, according
to State Dept. of Agriculture; not pine land,

not sand, but high and rolling with rich dark
top soil and clay subsoil. No fertilizer, irri-

gation or drainage necessary. Raises 80 bu. corn per acre.

Best for citrus fruits, truck and staple crops. An industri-

ous man, with $500 to $1,000 capital, can be independent
here. 300 ft. above sea; no swamps or marshes. Ideal cli-

mate, schools, churches, towns, good roads, all conveniences.

Home seekers and investors please investigate. We need

you and will help you. Board of Trade, Box 160. Bruofesvi]le,Fla.

Canadian Farms
The land of agricultural opportunities to-day is

Canada. The last best West offers the farmer an
unparalleled future in ranching, dairying, grain and
fruit raising, and mixed farming. It is worth while
for you to know why. Write us for information now.
for each moment of delay means a lost opportunity.

C. S. JENNISON & COMPANY
Bank of Novia Scotia Bldg., Winnipeg, Canada

Virginia Farms and Homes
FREE CATALOGUE OF SPLENDID BAEGAINS

K. B. CIIAFFIN & CO., Inc. Richmond, Tb.

FABM ASD 20-CO\T DAIBV FOR SALE, milk-route, horses,
machinery hay and grain, everything complete. Income

$5,000 a year. Price §7,000. N. W. Howe, Hampton, Va.

The New Apple-Orchard
GOING to set out a new apple-orchard

this spring? Then begin to plan early,

if you want to do it right.

Personally, I prefer the "diamond" system
of planting. You can get as many trees on
six acres as you can on seven when set on
the square. One must allow twelve feet for

all fences in order to leave room for working.

The matter of laying out the orchard calls

for considerable thought on the part of the

beginner. Having had the opportunity of

setting out orchards here in Ulster County,

Now take two strings forty feet long, put
a hook on one end of each and fasten the
other ends in a ring large enough for driving
a small stake through. One man tends the
hooks, which are placed, to start, on the
first two stakes of the first standard row
(BB in the sketch). When the cords are

now stretched the center of the ring will

lie where the first tree will come in the

second row of standard trees. Put a stake

there {at A in sketch). Then pass first hook
over to the third stake, and you locate the

second tree in your second standard row.

Keep this up all over the field. If the

ground is not too hard or ston}', shingles cut

in narrow strips will do for stakes. Two
men in this way can measure off and stake

out a large field in a day. The standard
trees should all be staked for and set first.

Then go over the field the same way and
stake for the fillers, using the standard trees

Sr
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Set on "Diamond" Plan, and (to Right) on "Square" Plan. Former Contains
Three More Standeirds (Dots) and Thirteen More Fillers (Crosses)

New York, I may be able to give a few help-

ful pointers. I believe in setting the stand-

ards forty feet apart, for our conditions,

and all fillers twenty feet, whether apples

or peaches.

The first thing to do in starting an orchard
on the "diamond" plan is to set stakes for

the first row of standard trees. To get this,

I start on one side of the field where there

is a straight fence, or where one can get a

straight row of trees. The straight line can
be readily laid out by setting poles fifty or

sixty feet apart and stretching a line between
them. Make sure the line is straight by
sighting with the eye. Then take a good
tape-measure or forty-foot chain and set a

small stake every forty feet where tree is to

stand, along the stretched line. After this

the large poles and line may be removed.

for the hooks on the line. By using this

method carefully there will be no need of

sighting along the rows of trees while plant-

ing.

Taking it for granted you are going to put

out quite a large orchard for the commercial
market and do not want to wait ten or

twelve years for the fruit in paying quan-
tities, I suggest that, if you are a New

WHICH WAYAREYOU PAYING FOR

AN IHC GASOLINE ENGINE?
THERE are two ways—a quick, easy way and a long,

costly way.
The first way is to go to the IHC local dealer, pick out

the style and size suited to your needs—pay for it—take it home
and set it to work. It will operate your cream separator, feed

grinder, thresher, fanning mill, turn your grindstone, saw
wood, etc.

The other way is to get along as best you can without it, and
pay for it over and over again in the time and money you lose

by not having it.

"Procrastination is the thief of time," and time is money. An
IHC Engine saves time—saves money. It's an investment that

pays big dividends, day after day, year in and year out, through its

capacity for doing work at less cost than any other power.

IHC Gasoline Engines
are made in al' s and sizes, 1 to 4S-H. P., vertical

and horizonta/^F ationary, portable, and tractor.

Their efficiency, economy, and dependability have
been proved by years of service. Thousands of
owners consider an I H C Gasoline Engine one of the
best paying investments they ever made.

If you want to know more about what an I H C
Gasoline Engine will do for you, and why it is that
IHC construction insures more power on less gaso-
line consumption than any other engine, you should

call at once on the IHC local dealer, or,

write for a copy of the IHC Gasoline
Engine catalogue.

While you're delaying you are paying,
so why not have what you're paying
for.

INTERNATIONAL HARVES'^'^''

COMPANY
OF AMERICA

(Incorporated)

Chicago

USA

I H C
Service Bureau
What is it! A clear-

ing house of agricultur-
al data. Wliat does it
do? Helps farmers to
lielp ttiemselves. How
can it be used! By
sending your farm
problems and puzzling
questions to the Bureau.
We are co-operating

with the highest agrt-
cultural authorities and
every source of infor-
mation will be made
available to solve your
difficulties. We shall
be pleased to have an
opportunity to assist
you. Write the I H O
Service Bureau.

Placing Standards on "Diamond" Plan

Yorker, you plant nothing but red apples of
the following varieties : For the standards,
Delicious and Jonathan ; for the fillers.

Wealthy, Macintosh and Black Ben. These
latter varieties grow rapidly and bear in a

few years if properly pruned and headed.
When they get in the way of the standard
trees, which will be in ten or twelve years,

they must be cut out at once.

Your choice of variety, of course, depends
on your locality. In general, plant what the

region is already most noted for.

The digging of holes and planting should
be done by hand. Make a circle around the

stake with point of shovel the size the hole
should be, which will be about two feet

Tree Just From Nursery and (at Right)
Same Tree Pruned

across. By using this method the right

location for the hole will not be lost in

digging, after you have removed the stake.

The hole should be about eighteen inches
deep, which allows for throwing a couple of

shovelfuls of top soil in bottom of holes for

trees to stand upon. Where only a few
trees are to be planted on sod or where the

ground has not been subsoiled, it has been
my experience that the holes ought to be. at

least four feet wide.

In planting the trees be careful about
pruning the roots too much. Severely
bruised roots are usually the only ones that

should be cut off. The stock of tree should
be made to stand in center of hole. Then
cover the roots with good top soil. A little

shaking of the tree up and down should be
given, so as to make the loose soil settle

about the small rootlets, upon which we
depend for first growth. The hole can then
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be filled up and well packed with any soil. If

the ground is very poor, a handful of bone-
meal put around each tree and about two
inches underground will prove a good starter.

Having started the tree, you now must
direct its growth. The first limb should be
three and one half or four feet from the
ground, according to the best practice of
this region. I like a five-branched tree, three
branches on the sides and two on top. The
top ones should branch apart in a sort of
V-shape. But no two limbs should be
directly opposite one another on trunk of
tree. They should be four or five inches
apart on the trunk. The reason for such an
arrangement of branches is that the tree
when old is much less liable to injury from
heavy snows or winds if the branches leave
the main stem at different heights than when
they branch off at same height so that a
double strain comes at one point.

The branches should be cut off just above
the bud, with the bud on the outside. All
inside buds that will grow a limb directly
toward center of tree can be brushed oft" and
save the sap that would go into them for
the rest of the tree. Also, we save on the
next year's pruning.

The matter of how long to have the
branches is largely a matter of common
sense, but the tree when finished should be
pyramidal in form, and kept so from year to

year, the first few years. It is desirable
to have the tree grow spreading, in order to
let in sunlight and air to the center.

When pruning the roots of a tree, one
should use a sharp knife and cut the root off

in a slanting direction, on the under side

;

this will cause the wound to heal over
readily, by throwing out plenty of fibrous
roots at the end.

The apple will grow on a great variety of
soils, but it seldom thrives on very dry sand
or soil saturated with moisture. Its favor-
able soil is a strong loam of a limestone
nature. It is generally agreed that a deep,
strong, gravelly, marly or clayey loam, or a
strong, sandy loam on a gravelly subsoil,

produces the greatest crops and the highest
flavored fruit, as well as the utmost longevity
of the trees. Too damp soil may be ren-
dered fit for the apple by thorough drainage,
and that which is too dry by deep subsoil
plowing or trenching where the soil is of a
heavy texture. Many orchards are very
productive on quite stony soils.

Apple-orchards as a rule do best on north-
ern or northwestern slopes.

Sylvanus Van Aken.

Hotbed-Making
A HOTBED is necessary for the starting of

early tomatoes, cucumbers, melons, sweet
potatoes, etc., if no greenhouse is available.

My method of making a hotbed which is not
to be permanent is as follows:

In a well-drained place I dig a trench
eighteen inches deep and six feet wide, and
as long as I wish to make the bed. If glass
is to be used on it, the length should be some
multiple of three feet, which is the width of
a single ordinary hotbed sash. I use boards
twelve inches wide for the sides, and two
boards twelve inches wide and six feet long
for the ends. The end planks are nailed to

ends of side planks. Pieces of one-by-four
six feet long are nailed in for cross-bars
every three feet, for the sash to rest on.

Manure from the horse-stable, which con-
tains about one half straw, is used. Oat-
straw is excellent for this purpose. This
manure I fork over several times to insure
an even heat by thoroughly mixing it. This
trench is then filled about one foot deep and
tramped down thoroughly. Then put on a
light sprinkling of water, cover with three or
four inches of manure again and firm down.
That makes the manure about even with

the surface of the ground. Then I fill in

six inches of rich dirt which has been thor-
oughly worked over to put it into the best
condition for planting. This is let stand a
few days and then it is thoroughly worked
to give it more life and kill the weeds which
may have started.

I take a board four inches wide and as
long as the bed is wide and level with the
edge of it, being sure to have the center of
the bed fully as high as the sides, for usually
the center settles most.

Managing Air and Moisture

I then sharpen one edge of the board and
make furrows in which to plant the seed by
pressing the edge down into the soil about
three fourths of an inch. This leaves (he
seeds covered about one half inch deep.

If the soil is inclined to bake or crust, I

sprinkle some very fine sand over the surface
and water lightly with a sprinkler.

If one has no glass sash to put on the
frame, it can be covered with a good grade -

of muslin on a lath frame. I have used
muslin covers for hotbeds and find they
work very well; but, of course, not so well

as the glass sash. The muslin should be
placed so that it can be raised on warm
bright daj's, as nothing equals warm bright
sunshine for the growth of anything.

I always keep the beds covered closely

until the plants begin to come up, uncovering
only when necessary to water. In cold

weather I water in the morning so the bed
can warm during the day. After the plants
begin to come up I give them plenty of air,

and when not too cold uncover the bed
every warm day. R. B. Rushing.
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$1,000,000

Chicken Money }
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—In 1911. Poultry and egfgrs bring handsome
tjrices—steadily. The farmer is the natural
poultryman. Egrgs and poultry are staple crops
for him. But go into poultry raising in dead
earnest—with the right eQuipment.

^'V'l^H'CDCl Incubators^ » and Brooders
are the World's Standard Hatchers—tried and
proved; fireproof, insurable, guaranteed

.

Genuine, noa-moisture machines — self-ven-

tilating, self-regulating.
Used by more Government Experiment Sta-

tions, more large poultry plants, more leading
fanciers, than all others put together.
The Cyphers is always the Hnal choice o£ the

poultryman or woman who means business. It's

true economy to start right.
Send today for our Big Free

Book—"Profitable Poultry Rais-
ing," and complete catalog of
Cyphers Incubators, Brooders
and Standard Supplies. Address
nearest office.

Cyphers InonbstorCO'i DePt 'S
Bulfulo.N. y.,New York Ult;, ChlMgo, III.,

BMtoD. H&u. . KansM 01^, Mo , OaklJUid, Cat fW rwili fc lwwiMfcll

Every Fartriisr ajid Fart
liricr 5 Wif6 tinHak^i
^ - _ Money with

|And They Don't Hava
to be Fanciers

Poultry is part of straight
f business farming—often
the best paying part.Send
for 1911 Free catalog and
start right. Learn the way
Robert H. Essex, the incu-

bator authority and poultry
^expert, advises. (The 1911
Essex Model Incubators and

Brooders are the latest and best money makers for
farm poultry raising. Every man, woman and child
who keeps even a few chickens, should read this
highly instructive book. Free. Write for copy.

ROBERT ESSEX INCUBATOR CO.
S3 Henry Street Bulialo. N. Y.

iZZ Egg Incul
LkJk) Chick Brooder -><--«-m^kJk^ Chick Broode

FREIGHT PREPAID 'East ot Kockie.)

The Progressive has cold rolled copper
tank, hot water heat, double disc regulator,
self ventilating, deep nursery, high legs,
double doors, safety lamp. It Is made from
Special Heat and Cold Resisting Material
with hundreds of dead air cells. Write today.

PROGRESSIVE INCUBATOR CO., Box 142 Racine, Wis.
G. C. WHEELER, Manager.

£. U O
INCUBATOR6
Simple, self-regulating, complete.

Guaranteed to hatch every hatchab 1 e
egg. Sold on 40 daystrial with money
back in case of failure. 150,000 in use.

If your dealer doesn't keep them write to us. We' 11 send
you our catalogue and two books, "Making Money the
Buckeye Way" and "51 Chicks from 50 Eggs," Free.
THE BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., 573 W. Euclid Avenue, Springfield, Ohio.

Builders of Buckeye Portable Poultry Houses
,

Sold Cheaper Than You Can Build Them.

,00 120-Egg Incubator
120-Chick Brooder

Biggest Value Ever Offered
Safest, surest hatcher made. Metal

|covered all around. Self-regulatlng.
Big Free Book tells fl-kSJ" A 1 CI h-i - -'

.

about the famous RUEd^^M-iiS
|

Freight prepaid East of the Missouri
River and North of Tenn. Send for k r. . ,
Free Catalogue and bargain offer. I *''f'.S»t
». W. MILLESCO.. Box 81, Freeport, IIU Paid

EVERY FOWL A
MONEY MAKER
I want to Eend every live poultry raiser my

BIG FREE CHICKEN BOOK.
Contains more real chicken information
tlian a whole library full of most poultry
book.3. Tells how to save money, steps and labor.

How to limit your feed expense and still get more and better eggs and
chicks, IVhat not to do as well as what to do. Eggs hatch better
chickens, more chicks live, aelt for in.<yre money. 80 pages, all
interesting. Send, for it today. It U Free.

HENRY STEINMESCH. Pres.. 205 STEINMESCH BIDG.. ST. LOUIS

PRICE
GET OUR LOW

on first-class INCUBA-
TORS & BROODERS.

3-HATCE FREE OFFEB on our HEW NO
lUOISIITRE OEM. Greatest Incubator (a-
Jvention Ever Made. No Guess Work. No
Worry. Thousands in use. Everybody
Bucoeeds. At dealers or send for free book.

I Freight I

Paid.

GEM INCUBATOR CO., Box 35 Trotwood. Q.

140 EGG INCUBATOR
"40 CHICK BROODER
The incubator is Both (
California Red- pQ-
wood, covered ****

with asbestos and galvanized «

iron; has triple walls, copper tank;!
nursery; egg tester, thermometer, ready

to use. 30 Days' Tnal — money back — I

I
if not O. K. Write for Free Catalog today,

j

I
Ironclad Incubator Co., Dept. 49 Racine.Wis. I

Greider's Fine Catalogue
of pure bred poultry, for 1911, over 200

pages, 57 colored pictures of fowls, calen-
darfor each month. Illustrations, descrip-
tions, photos. Incubators, brooders, and
all details concerning the business, where
and how to buy fine poultry, eggs for
hatching, supplies, etc., at lowest cost.

Send 15c. B. H. BrHOER. Bax 62, RwtEMS. Pn.

SHOEMAKER'S
. BOOK on

and Almanac for 1911 has 224 pages with many
colored plates of fowls true to life. It teUs all

about chickens, their prices, their care, diseas-
es and remedies. All about Incabators, their
prices and their operation. All about poultry
houses and how to build them. It's an encyclo-
pedia of chickendom. You need it. Only 15o.
C. C. SHOEMAKER, Boi 962. Fi eepoi-t, 111.

43 VARIETIES j""-'*''''' -^'.8®°™-- Ducks, Geese.

Catalogue 2 cents.
Turkeys, Guineas. Incubators, Dogs,
MISSOURI SQUAB CO., St. Louis

WE PAYS80 A MONTH SAURY
and furnish rig and all expenses to Inlroduco poultry
and stock powders; new plan; steady work. Address
^CLER COMPANY^ X403; SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS^

Twice as many by feeding green, cut bone.

MANN'S BONE CUTTER p',o'v^';«.

No money in advance. Cat'lg free,
F.W.Mann Co., Box 32, Milford. Mass-

How a Maine Poultryman Won
Success

MR. O. D. Wells of Skowhegan, Maine,
has proved that a man with no previ-

ous experience may enter the poultry
business and make money, if he goes at it

right. Up to four years ago Mr. Wells had
been engaged in the canning business exclu-
sively, but when a tempting offer came for
his plant and good will he promptly accepted
it. Then he embarked upon his venture with
poultry and made good at once. The first

year receipts exceeded the running expenses
by approximately nine hundred dollars, the
next by one thousand dollars and the year
following by nearly thirteen hundred dollars.

This sum represents compensation for his

labor, with the interest and depreciation on
his investment. He values the entire property
at $4,200, including a fine dwelling-house.
The first factor in this remarkable record

is the location. ^ Mr. Wells chose three acres

of light sandy soil, sheltered from the raw
westerly winds by a wood-covered hill rising

abruptly about two hundred yards away.
The drainage is perfect, and that light

soil produces wonderfully under the treat-

ment received. Last, but not least, two-inch
iron pipes driven down in convenient places,

with pumps attached to the tops, furnish an
abundant supply of sparkling water.

The hen-house proper is located almost in

try go to a wholesale marketman in Boston,
and the steady supply, with the high quality,

makes this arrangement mutually advan-
tageous. The size and vigor so evident all

through this flock is one of the most
remarkable things about the entire establish-

ment.
On the ground unoccupied by the buildings

and yards Mr. Wells raises roughage for a

horse and cow, garden truck and small fruits

for the table, and all the green stuff that

the poultry require. He follows a short rota-

tion which includes clover one year in a
place, except for one small plot of alfalfa.

Rye is used for green stuff early in the

spring, and by sowing thickly Mr. Wells cuts
it three times before it gets too tough.
Clover and alfalfa come next, and this sup-
ply lasts until mangels are ready. Thirty-
seven square rods yielded over six and one
half tons of the latter this year, or at the

rate of nearly thirty tons per acre. As an
experiment Mr. Wells is trying hairy vetch
mixed with the rye sown this fall, expecting
to improve both the quantity and quality of
the crop.

Judgment and System

In addition to the home-grown green stuff,

Mr. Wells feeds dry mash made in accord-

ance with the well-known Maine Experiment
Station formula, and corn, wheat and oats.

The hard grains are fed in deep litter morn-
ing and night, the quantity varying with the

activity of the birds and the egg yield. It

is at this point that the fine skill of the

proprietor comes in to gage the necessities

of the flock. The green stuff is supplied

about noon.
From the time the pullets are hatched,

they are not disturbed until shifted to winter

Where Mr. Wells' Flock Lives, Lays and is Happy

the center of the three acres. It is two hun-

dred and sixty-three feet long by fifteen feet

deep, with roof sloping both ways. There
are ten pens extending the full depth of the

house and twenty feet long, and four of

the same depth, but only twelve feet long. The
larger pens accommodate sixty birds each,

and the smaller twenty-five. This gives a

housing capacity for seven hundred layers,

and Mr. Wells never tries to crowd in any
more. Inside the house is fitted with cur-

tain-front roosting-closets, feed-hoppers and
ordinary box nests. The yards are one hun-
dred feet deep, extending from the back of

the house north. Mr. V/ells says that

another time he would make them half the

distance and have the extra land to use.

The drainage is so perfect that he has not

found it necessary to plow up the yards as

yet. With this arrangement there is no need
for an alleyway, for a team can drive any-

where along the front to load or unload.

For the Rising Generation

The brooder-house is one hundred by
twelve feet, divided into three equal parts.

Each section has its own yard, the three

together occupying about an acre. The
easterly section of the brooder is double
walled and windowed, and here is where the

incubators are run. There are three of

these, two three hundred and sixty-egg and
one one hundred and forty. These are run
three times, starting the first time about
February ISth. The iirst hatch goes into

the brooders in the west end of the house,
the next into the center portion, and
when the third batch comes off, the brooders
are taken from the oldest chicks and placed

in the incubator section, while the hatching-

machines are taken away entirely. Mean-
while the yards have been plowed and seeded
with oats at the earliest possible date. This
sweetens the soil every year and provides

green food when the little fellows are ready
for it.

Mr. Wells starts the chicks on commercial
chick food, adds dry mash at the end of the

first week, and gradually shifts from the

chick food to cracked corn and hard grains

after they are three weeks old. The cock-

erels are killed off as broilers as long as the

market holds up and then are shifted to a

special yard to be finished as roasters. The
pullets remain in the brooder-house until

ready to go into winter quarters some time

in October.
Killing of the old hens begins the last of

September and is over in about four weeks.

Except for breeding purposes, Mr. Wells
carries no old stock over, and on that

account always has a good egg yield during

the winter. All the eggs and dressed poul-

quarters, and then they remain in the same
place until killed. In shifting to winter

quarters, Mr. Wells aims to get his best

birds together, so that for breeding it is only

necessary to add the cockerels. Three males
are run with each flock of twenty-five, and
four with the larger pens in the breeding

season. About two hundred and fifty year-

lings are carried over each year to be used
for breeding. New blood is introduced
through purchased males every third gen-

eration. Mr. Wells doesn't take much stock

in the trap-nest theory of breeding, but pre-

fers to depend on lots of vigor. He says

that if a pullet has plenty of vigor she can't

help laying if given the stuff to make eggs

with.

To get at exact averages of cost and pro-

duction takes more bookkeeping than Mr.
Wells can find time for, but he thinks that

the feed costs about $1.50 per hen while the

corresponding income has never fallen below
three dollars.

Throughout this well-kept plant there is

practically no trouble from vermin. The
roosts are painted systematically with crude
petroleum, while the brooders are sprayed at

regular intervals with one of the coal-tar

compounds. These precautions keep down
the red mites, and the ample opportunities

for a dust bath keep the other parasites from
becoming a factor.

Not every beginner could equal Mr. Wells'

success. He started with the advantages of

previous business training and with a suffi-

cient, though not an unusual, amount of

capital. He chose a remarkably good loca-

tion. But these advantages in no way detract

from the credit due Mr. Wells for his record.

He had the ability to make the most of his

opportunities, and it is this factor of per-

sonal ability that is most necessary to suc-

cess, in poultry-raising as in every other
industry. John E. Taylor.

Bread-crumbs ground up fine and moist-
ened are great for little chicks. Milk is good
to soak them in, but before you put them out
for the little fellows, press a good share of

the moisture out. Too much soft, mushy
feed is not good.

A New York correspondent sends this hint

:

"A neighbor of ours lost some of his chicks

every night for a long time. He never knew
just what the animal was that did it. If he
had had some little runs shut in by fine-

meshed wire he could have saved them."

Set eggs from hens that are good layers.

Don't take them from the boxes promiscu-
ously. Strain is just as much in hens as it

is in cows or horses.

IT'S
THE greatest little money maker

you've ever seen and it's got the back-
bone to operate and last for a longer
period of years than any other incu-

bator of a given type. As a hatcher it

is a little wonder. Nothing else like it

on the market. It has a record for
high percentage hatches. Poultrymen
by the thousands use it in all sections
of the country. Ask them. They will
tell you all about the reliability and
superiority of the Reliable. What will
make and save them money will do the
same for you. My

100 Egg Size $ ^JS
Reliable Incubator7
is without doubt the most efficient of this
size you can buy and it costs you less than
half of what you ordinarily expect to pay
for a first class machine of this size. Has
all the most up-to-date improvements

—

everything complete. The perfect hot air
double safety heating and ventilating sys-
tem. The very best tanks and trays. Carries
the most sensitive regulators and ther-
mometers. Made of best materials by the
most skilled men known to the trade. In
every respect it's a little beauty and a per-
fect wonder for hatching. Bear in mind,
only $7.15 for everything. Other sizes
65 egg $5.35, 220 egg $11.50.
And I Pay the Freight to any point east of

Denver. I absolutely guarantee any incubator you
buy. Order one of these $7.15 wonders at once Re-
liable Brooders are the same high grade quality asmy incubators.

80 chick $3.90
120 chick $5.95
220 chick $6.85
Send for my big Free
Book and eend me
your order today.

J. W. Myers
President

Reliable Incubator S
Broader Factory

BoxB-41,Quincy,l(l.

Heaviest Fence Made
Heaviest Galvanizing

We make i6o styles. Horse
cattle, sheep, hoj;:. and bull
proof fences made of No. 9
double galvanized wires
and absolutely rust proof
Bargain Prices:

14 cents per Rod Up
Poultry and Rabb.t Proof
Fences, Lawn I- ences and
Gates. Send for Catalog
and Free sample for test.

B Brown Fence &\Vlre Co.

aIE Clev«tand, Ohio

AGENTS 100% PROFIT

Most perfect and valuable Com-
bination of tools ever invented. Sella

at sight to Farmers. Plumbers,
Machinists. Automobile Owners, in stores and the home.
Made of Drop Forged high grade carbon steel One agent in

Essex County. N. Y., after a 6 days' canvass ordered 100 tools

His profit SlOO.OO. Big snap for agents. Sample free to workers

T.THOMAS MFG. CO., 2746 Wayne St., Dayton, Ohio

Don't Rust Farm Fence
Heavilygalvanized.Sold

'

direct to furmers at
manufacturers" prices.

Also Poultry and Orua-
roental "Wire and Iron
Fences. Sidetrack deal-

ers'profits. Catalog free.

Get Special Offer. Write.

THE WARD FENCE CO.

BOX DECATUR. )ND.i

Best Birds, Best Eggs,
Lowest Prices ^riTtuI
pure-bred Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Turkeys.

Largest Poultry Farm in the world. Fowls. Eggs

and Incubators at lowest prices. Send for big book,
' 'Poultry for Profit.

'

' Tells how to raise poultry and
run Incubators successfully. Send 10c for postage.

J. W. MILLER CO., Box 203, Freeport, III.

MONEY IN POULTRY AND SQUABS
FOY'S BIG BOOK tells how to start small and
grow big Describes World's Largest Pure-
bred Poultry Farm; gives great mass of poultry
information. Lowest prices on fowls, eggs, =-

cubators and brooders. Mailed 4c. in stamps.

F. FOY BOX 10 PES MOIWES, IOWA,

CHICKEN BUSINESS .?„°.r'.„'°.:;
We start you. Most successful Poultry Farm.
Thousands to choose from. IjOW prices on fowls,
eggs, incubators, etc. Big, illustrated, valuable
boolt, ' 'Profitable Poultry,

'

' sent for 3 cents..

Berry's Poultry Farm, Box 140, Clarlnda, la.

PATENTS Send sketch or model
for FREE SEARCH.

Books, Advice, Searches and TT" 13 TT^ "r^

BIc List of Inventionii Wanted JT IV JH. JCj

Watson E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer, Washineton, D. C.

T E T£? SECURED OP, FEES RETUKNED.
Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
VICTOR J. EVAiVS A- CO.. WASHINgTOJi. D. O.

Grit for Fowls That is
More TSian Grit.

Sharpest and best of all grits, -with
Bhell,'bone and feather materials. Sup-
plies the beautiful colors for plumage.
Price low as common jjrits.Try it.

Send for Grit Boob Free.
OHIO MARBLE COMPANY

747 S. Cleveland Street, itaus, Ohio

I
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Make Your
Hens Pay Better—

Perhaps, Mr. Henman, you go "by the book" and

think because you do, you're getting about all there is in

poultry. Well ! here's a point worth your further consider-

ation. The expert knowledge which you've gathered from the

published experiences of others will net you many more good dollars

if you'll follow "The Dr. Hess Idea" for the care of hens, and mix
in the morning mash which you give them a small daily portion of

Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a makes more of the hen's food digest. That means less food lost through noo-assimilatlon

—

more food converted through the proper channels into meaty eggs. Hens getting Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a stop
robbing at the trough and begin paying in the basket. It makes healthy fowls and good profits a certainty. It
carries young chicks safely past the many dangers of early chickenhood. It makes market birds and old
fowls fat rapidly and it prevents such common poultry troubles as roup, cholera, gapes, etc. Ask your
dealer for Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a. Remember " The Dr. Hess Idea—a poor ration well digested,

is better than the best ration poorly digested." A penny's worth of Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a
feeds thirty fowls one day. Sold ou a written guarantee.

\\ lbs. 25<^ mail or express 40c; 5 lbs. 60c; 12 lbs. $1.25; 25 lb. pail, 92.50.
Except in Canada and Extreme West and South.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio
Send 2 cents for Dr. Hess 48.page Poallry Book, free.

DB HESS STOa fmi:iacts on the

'd i gesti ve
organs of horse, cow, steer, hog or sheep, to keep
them healthy and acii've. Thus its use means
increased appetite ; more ration assimilated ; mere

100 lbs. $5.00; 25 lb. paU $1.60
Except in Canada and Extreme West and South. Smaller quantities at a sHght advance.

Send 2 cents for Dr. Hess Stock Book, free.

milk in the poil and more flesh on the steer. It is

a guaranteed preparation which no up-to-date
farmer can afford to be without. Keeps farm
stock in thriving condition—relieves minor stock
ailments.

125-Egg WISCONSIN Incubator & Brooder
If ordered together we send both machines for $10.00—freight ROTH FOR

paid east of Rockies. Hot water, double walls, dead air space f^^^J^Jl^K^nB^a
between. Top has three walls. Double glass doors, copper tanks
and boilers; self-regulating. Nursery underneath egg-tray. Both
Incubator and Brooder shipped complete, with thermometer, lamps, egg-testers

—

all ready to use when you receive them. All machines sold on a 30 days' trial, if

not satisfactory at end of 30 days you can return them, and money will be refunded.
Incubators finished in natural wood showing exactly the high grade lumber we use.
If you will compare our machines with others offered at anywhere near our price, we
will feel sure of your order. Don't buy untU you do this—you'll save money. It pays
to investigate the "Wisconsin" before you buy. Read the letters below—they are
actual proof from users, showing the success they' are having with our machines.
This is the most convincing evidence you could get. Send for the free catalog today

or send in your order and save time. Orders shipped same day received. Read the letters below.

WISCONSIN INCUBATOR CO., Box 88^ Racine, Wisconsin
Thos. J« Gollier« Mflr*WisconBin Incubator Co., Racine, Wis. Crow Agency. Mont.

Gentlemen:—I thought I would drop yoa a line to let you know
how 1 came out with your machine. It has just hatched the second
time and anybody would have a hard time to get it from me for
three times what it cost. From the first hatch I got 121 chicks
from 123 fertile eggs and the eecoad time I put a small tray in
front of the egg tray and from 151 fertile eggs I got 144 fine
chicks. I am more than pleased with your machine and I am going
to get three more before spring. My neighbors have ail kinds of
machines here and I hold the record with my machine.

F. L. STANLEY
Wisconsin Incubator Co.. Racine, Wis. Blanchester, Ohio
Gentlemen;—I am well pleased with the way your incubator

works. I think the chick nursery underneath the egg tray is all

right as you do not have to take the chicks out until they are all

batched and they come downstairs like the children in the morn-
ing. I set the incubator three times and got 245 chicks.

F. FERKEL
Wisconsin Incubator Co., Racine, Wis, Odessa. Mo.
Gentlemen:—It pleases us greatly to be able to say that yotir in-

cubator is a jewel. We have seen several incubators in operation
and none have equalled the Wisconsin. Through six hatches we
Dever averaged less than 90 per cent. We also had excellent re-
Butts with duck and turkey eggs. We were also pleased to find the
material and construction exactly as represented.

H. S. REDDICK
Wisconsin Incubator Co. , Racine, Wis. Grass Lake, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—I do not think there is a better machine on earth than

your incubator. I have taken off four hatches and I got a 100 per
cent hatch the first three times and a 99 per cent hatch the fourth
time. From 115 eggs I got IIG chicks, 105 eggs, 105 chicks and
from 109 egga I got 109 chicks. No incubator on earth can beat
that. I will ataod by thia statement aa I can prove it.

A. JESSUP, R. No. 8,

Thia Ulustration shows the
double walls* dead air space
construction of our machines.

No other manufacturer can use
better material in the construction
of his machines than we are using
in our machines. Incubator made
of California Redwood. Lamps
galvanized iron. O. K. burners.
Taylor thermometers.

guaranteed for d years,

MAKE THESE COMPARISONS
BEFORE YOU BUY

1st
2nd

They will help yoa to avoid making a mistake in
deciding which machine to buy.

Be 6ur© and compare tbe lumber. Our Incn*
bators are of selected California Redwood.
The Wisconsin has double "walls with dead air
space, a decided advantage. Some have no

dead air space.

The egg chamber in tne Wisconsin is fully 10
^m%m inches deep. Some, to cheapen cost of mak-
ing, are 8 inches deep.

JM^Bm This makes the nursery less than 2 inches and#Ifl too shallow for little chicks. In the Wiscon-
sin the nursery Is B inches deep.

tZSBm IntheWisconsin there is plenty room between
the egg tray and the door for the chicks to

get in the nnrsery. In some incubators you have to
oprjnthedoor in order to put the chicks in the nursery.

The Wisconsin has large double glass doorsOul through -whichthethermometer can be easily
read. Some have a small single glass, making it nec-
essary to open the door to read thermometer.

If you will make these comparisons— weigh them
well, I know you will order my machines and be better
pleased, for these are cold facts which actual compar*
isons will prove.

*J
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Plan Now for Eggs Next Winter

THE annual batch of complaints about
hens not laying arrived a little earlier
this winter than in several years. Many

people who wanted eggs for their Thanks-
giving pumpkin-pies were disappointed, and
the sales of "egg powders" were large.

I have tried for some years to impress it

on the minds of Farm and Fireside readers
that hens will not lay while they are growing
a coat of feathers. The materials, or most
of them, that ge- into eggs are taken up by
the growing feathers.

Poultry-keepers have often read in poultry
papers about hens laying all through the
molt. They have read the same thing in

the advertisements of those who are selling

drugs and medicated foods, and it puzzles
them when their hens do not produce eggs
when bountifully supplied with what is

declared to be a sure make-'em-lay.
Hens will often lay right along while they

are shedding their old feathers, because the
shedding is no drain upon the system. Then
is when people blow about their hens laying
right through the molt. But as soon as the
new coat starts the eggs cease to appear.

If the hens molt late it is more than likely

that winter will be well on before the new
coat is finished and they get back to their

job. Real fresh eggs are generally worth
some money along about August, and poul-

try-raisers try to keep the hens going. And
they will keep going if properly fed. Then
as winter comes on eggs are worth still more
and the hens have quit business. Now,
what are we to do for midwinter eggs?
The thing to do is to have a bunch of

pullets sufficiently matured to be laying in

December. I have had thousands of April

and May hatched pullets laying by Thanks-
giving, and they laid all winter. To get

them into business by that time one must
give them the best care and an abundance
of good food. The greatest enemy of early-

hatched pullets is mites and lice. In the

spring people are so busy that the fowls are

more or less neglected, and before one is

aware of it their sleeping-quarters are fairly

alive with mites, and the check to growth
and development is greater than most
poultrymen can be made to understand. If

the mites are kept out of their sleeping-

quarters and they are well fed, pullets will

make rapid growth during the warm weather
of summer, and will be sufficiently matured
to begin laying even in October.

Experience has taught me that it is not

best to hatch your laying stock in the latter

part of winter, as some amateurs claim,

because such pullets very often molt in late

autumn, just when you want them laying

their best, and all that do molt at that time

are out of business most of the winter.

The best and strongest pullets are those

hatched in April and May, and kept in the

open air all summer. About sixteen years

ago I tried the system of keeping them in

coops in lots of six to ten, but in two years

their stamina was gone, and the stock

hatched from their eggs produced chicks

that were vitally weak and almost worthless.

To develop into good, vitally strong birds

they must have air and sunshine and exer-

cise, and these they cannot get in coops.

Cooped chickens can be forced to grow rap-

idly, if only six to ten are kept in one coop,

and they are given close attention and the

coops moved every day, but they will not

produce vitally strong stock. And the labor

of attending to them cuts out all chance of

profit, if one values his time at anything.
Fred Grundy.

FASTEST HAR-

NESS HORSE

IN THE
WORLD

LEADING

2:10
SIRE

FOR ms tBE

£ BEAUTIFUL PAINTING BE DAN PATCH 1:55
REPRODUCED IN 14 PERFECTLY BLENDED COLORS BY A MARVELOUS NEW
INVENTED "ORIGINAL COLORS" PROCESS. SIZE OF PICTURE 16X22 INCHES

THIS SPLENDID PAINTINGOPDAN'SHEADWAS MADE FROMUFE AND I WANT TO ASSURE
YOU THAT IT IS AS NATURAL AND LIFE LIKE AS IF DAN STOOD RIGHT BEFORE YOU.

THE 14 COLORS PICTURE OF DAN'S HEAD THAT I WILL SEND VOU IS PRINTED ON EXTRA
HEAVY ENAMEL PAPER ABSOLUTELY FREE OF ADVERTISING AND WILL BE MAILED, POST-
AGE PREPAID, IN A SPECIAL MAILING TUBE SO THAT IT WILL REACH YOU IN PERFECT CON-
DITION. THE PICTURE SHOWN TO LEFT IS A GREATLY REDUCED ONE COLOR. PHOTO ENGRAV-
ING OP THE SPLENDID 14 COLORS 16 BY 22 PICTURE YOU WILL RECEIVE.

THIS IS AN ELEGANT PICTURE FOR FRAMING TO BANG IN THE FINEST HOME OR OFFICE.

IT IS AN EXACT AND PERFECT COLORED REPRODUCTION OP THE FINEST PMNTTNG
EVER MADE OF THE SENSATIONAL AND WORLD FAMOUS CHAMPION STALLION, DAN PATCH
1:55. I THINK SO MUCH OP THIS PAINTING THAT I HAD IT REPRODUCED IN A BEAUTIFUL
STAINED ART GLASS WINDOW m MY COUNTRY HOME. THIS PICTURE WILL BE A PLEASURE
FOR YOU AS LONG AS YOU LIVE BECAUSE IT SHOWS DAN'S TRUE ESPRESSro^
AND HIS LOVABLE DISPOSITION AS NATURAL AS LIFE. YOU CANNOT B^^^ A PICTURE LIKE
THIS BECAUSE I OWN THE PAINTING AND HAVE RESERVED IT EXCLUSIVELY FOR THIS USE.

T^ ASPIENBIO, 14 eOlOBS BEPRODUCTION OF THIS ?AINTIR3 HAILED ABSOUJTE^ tttt e^^T
Jiil>-^>*^ IF YOU WRITE ME A POSTAL CARD OR LETTER AND ANSWER 3 QUESTIONS, ^<:^

WRITE ME TODAY and ANSWER THESE 3 QUESTIONS, let How many head of Each Kind

of Uve Stock and Poultry do you own? 2nd. In what Paper did yoa see my offer? 3rd. Have you ever

used "International Stock Food" for Horses, Cattle, Sheep or Hogs? ..c.tr-.iij
Would you like the Finest 14 Colors Horse Picture ever published m the world of the Fastest Harness

H«rae in all Horse History? I wiU mail you one copy, size 16 by 22, promptly and wi^ Postage t^repaicl.

If you love a Great Champion I do not believe you would take $10.00 for The Picture I will send you

free, if you could not secure another copy. Write Me At Once and this Splendid Picture is yours t ree.

YOU MUST ANSWER THE 3 QUESTIONS. M. W. SAVAGE, Minneapolis, Minn.

DAN PATCH HAS PACED 14 MILES «ver«61NG 1:B6K. 3D MILES «eii»bimg 1:57K. 73 MILES mB«6lil6 1:69H
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S being four feet wide and the other twelve

5, inches. The height of these wings next
k brooder is twelve inches and each has a two-
* inch slant. These compartments are sepa-

rated from main box by felt flaps so that

All Sorts of Home-Made
Brooders

EXPERIENCE-LETTERS in considerable num-
bers have come to us in response to our

request published November 25th, for

facts about home-made brooders, so many,
in fact, that we can find space for only a

part of them. Those published herewith

include the best descriptions received of each

principal type of home-made heated brooder,

beginning with the simplest. Many other

letters contained points of excellence, and
we wish to express our thanks to other

correspondents whose descriptions were
unavailable.

The simplest type of artificially-heated

brooder is lampless—practically a "fireless

brooder." Mr. Henry Higgins, Scott County,

Illinois, sends this description :

To make two or three
brooders, which I have
found very satisfac-
tory, I used boxes two
and a half to three feet

square. The tops slope
two ways as shown in

sketch. The shorter
side is glazed, and the larger side makes a
hinged lid. In each of these brooders I set

a wire cylinder about six inches across and a
foot high, on top of which I place a warm
soapstone, which holds heat all night in the

coldest weather. A hover of the ordinary
type—a frame supporting a round wooden
board, with flannel strips hanging from it

nearly to the floor—may be placed in the
brooder for the chicks to huddle under.

Mr. N. B. Linganfelter, Franklin County,
Pennsylvania, has another sort of lampless
brooder which accommodates up to twenty-
seven chicks. He has raised that number in

it without a single loss. Here is his letter

:

The brooder box is

about two feet long,
fourteen inches wide
and seventeen inches
high in front, lined
with heavy paper in-

side the sides, back
and lid. The lid is

hinged. There is a
small door in front

for the chicks and a glazed window higher
up. Heat is supplied by the tank (A), made
of galvanized iron. Mine is nine and one
half inches long, thirteen and one half inches
wide (nearly width of brooder), four and one
half inches high. The height might be
greater. A detail not shown in the sketch
is a rim extending around top of tank to
prevent hot water from slopping on chicks
by any chance. An iron cover with handle
is laid over hole in top of tank. Water just
at a boil is put in, and with my brooder it

needs renewing twice a day in cold weather.
The tank rests on a frame so it is raised

four and one half inches from floor of-

brooder. The frame under tank is made of
slats, set close together, so no chicks can
get their heads up between slats, from which
hangs flannel cut in strips, to within about

'

an inch of the floor. Around outside of
frame, let the flannel, cut in two-inch strips,
hang almost to floor as a curtain. Omit
flannel strips from two back slats (next back
of brooder) or the chicks will pile up against
the wall and smother. This plan gives us a
heated hover under which the chicks can go
at will, and the whole box is fairly warm.

The simplest lamp-heated brooder described
was that of Mrs. Frank Shoup, Texas County,
Oklahoma, who says :

Our brooder, with
which we have
raised several lots'

of chicks, is a box
four feet long by
two and a half wide,
with hinged top and
a small chick door
in the front. In
bottom of brooder a

round hole is cut, just large enough so a
six or eight quart pail (A) can be thrust up
into it from underneath. The rim of pail
must fit hole closely and there must be no
leaks in pail, so no deadly lamp fumes can
get through to chicks. A two-inch tin pipe
(B), long enough to reach from center of
box through the side, is laid across the pail
slanting upward through hole in end, for a
ventilator. A lamp—an old one from an
incubator is best—is placed under the pail
and warms it. This heats the brooder. To
admit the lamp, the brooder is raised ten
inches or so from the floor on a frame and
a runway to floor furnished for chicks.

W. D. Neale of Otero County, Colorado,
sends the following plan :

hi

ftir

¥

The middle section is a box sixteen inches
high, twelve inches wide and thirty-six
inches long. The heating apparatus is a
-lamp with a two-inch tin pipe over it for a
flue running lengthwise of the box about
'four inches from the top, curving at the
farther end of the box and returning, there
being a continuous upward slope to the
pipe, so that it has some little draft. This
apparatus is shown in detail at right of
sketch. A flat lamp with short tin flue was
used.
On each side of this main box is a wing

or extension with slanting roof, one wing

chicks have access to all. The roofs of the
wings are hinged, and in the larger roof is

a window-sash.

From Leslie L. Haskin, Linn County,
Oregon, comes the following design of a
brooder, worked out in greater elaboration

and for work on a larger scale. The sketch

below shows, at the left, a cross-section, and
at the right, a perspective view. Here are

the directions for building.

For the base, or lamp-house (2), build a
box one foot high, two and one half feet
broad and four feet long (inside measure-
ments), open at top and bottom. Nail cleats

(7) all around inside one and one half inches
from top. On these cleats lay a piece of
medium-weight sheet-iron, two and one half
by four feet, and nail it there. On top of
the box lay a floor of close-fitting or matched
boards. This gives a double floor with one
and one half inches air space (3). In the
center of the wooden floor cut a hole four
inches square, building over it a box (4) of
the same size and three inches high, open
at bottom and covered at top with wire
screen. This is a warm-air shaft.
For the brooder proper (5) make another

open box of the same dimensions as base,
but only six inches high. Set this on the
base, and across the top of each end nail a
six-inch board, to hold it square and rigid.

The rest of the top is a cover (loose, not
nailed) having a panel of glass (8) set in
the center. In the front of brooder cut a
door (9) four by six inches, for chicks'
entrance. In the back of the base cut one
ten by twelve inches, for convenience in
caring for lamp. Take a three-fourths-inch
auger and bore two holes (as 6) at each end
of base, three fourths inches from top, into
the air space between floors. Place the cov-
ered brooder on the base, start the lamp ( 1

)

directly under warm-air shaft, and the
brooder is complete.
The lamp beneath the sheet-iron heats the

air in the air space (3) which flows up
through warm-air shaft (4) and out over the

A

backs of the chicks. This 'makes a fine over-
head heat, the thickness of the wooden floor
preventing undue bottom heat. At the same
time fresh air is continually being drawn
into the auger holes at ends to be heated.
No lamp-fumes can ever enter the brood
chamber.
The brooder is made this width to accom-

modate the commercial size of sheet-iron,
but is also the proper size for about fifty

newly-hatched chicks.
The floor may be swept off by simply

lifting the brooder off^ the base.
The chicks' door should be fitted with a

slitted flannel curtain to retain heat when
they are running in and out. If it is desired,
the brood chamber may also be divided by
another curtain, to give chicks a greater
choice of temperature.
A thermometer may be used by hanging it

through a hole in the brooder cover, but it

must be guarded, else the readings will be
inaccurate, owing to chicks crowding against
the bulb.
Be sure to screen top of warm-air shaft,

or chicks hopping upon it will fall in and
be burned.

I have had best success with this brooder
when I used a make of lamp constructed like
a miniature oil-stove, with a water-tank over
the oil-reservoir. While I have found no
danger from fire so long as lamps are care-
fully tended, still I advise using lamps, hav-
ing some form of water-jacket.

On the other side of the continent, in

Fairfax County, Virginia, James S. Westcott
has worked out a plan on the same principle

as the above, but with additions. Here is his

description and sketch, a cross-section view :

The sheet of galvanized iron (B) rests on
a cleat running around brooder. Another
cleat one by two inches is tacked over this

on which rests floor of brooder (F) made of
matched lumber. Half-inch holes are bored
from outside into this air-space between
floors. The lamp (A) sits directly under
D and should have low chimney or no
chimney. D and E are two tin cans, D
fitting into an opening in the galvanized iron
and E into an opening in the floor of brooder.
The top of E has many small holes punched
in it, to allow the air which enters the holes

[concluded on- .page 16]

You Can
Buy The

"Egg
Complete !of Ouly ^
WHY buy any other

incubator at any
price? Why not

own a World's Cham-
pion Belle City? Yet,
my price is only $7.55
and remember, I furnish
you a bigf, full size 140-

J. V. ROHAN, Pres. ess machine at that
figrure.

Mrs. M.J. Clifton of Quinlan, Oklahoma,
settled the world's championship by winniiiir
the Successful Farming: Hatching Contest
agrainst all other machines, March 29,1910, by
hatching: 140 chickens— the {uncapacity other
machine—a 140-eg;g: Belle City Incubator.
Many other machines were in the contest

—

other machines had high scores—but no

Freight Paid
E. oi

Rockies

other machine hatched
its full capacity—140-

egg size—140 eggs set—140 chicks hatched.
Why pay much more

than my price for as
large a capacity as
the Belle City, or the
same price for a much smaller machine, and
yet get an unknown hatcher? I take great pride
in the fact that I have started thousands and
thousands of people in the money-making,
poultry raising business, at small expense,
for their complete oatfit. What you want is
a hatching outfit that is right in every detail
—that's known to be perfect, yet simple in its
operation—that will make a success from the
very start, out of your very first hatch.

Complete Hatching Ootfit—My $7.55 Belle City
Incubatorand $4.S5Brooder, Ordered Together
Only $11.50—Freight Prepaid East oi Rockies

Let me ship you one of these complete
outfits, all freight charges prepaid, to your
station, on 90 days' free trial. The Belle City
Incubator is an old, tried, tested, proven
machine. I have been in the incubator
business and my machines have been
on the market for 28 years. I print thou-
sands of testimonials and photographs
of people who are using my machines iu
my printed matter. My plan is quick sales
and a lot of them at a low price.
A brief description of the Championship

Belle City Incubator is as follows:
Double walls—dead air space all over

—

copper tank and boiler—hot-water heater-
best regulator—deep, roomy nursery— strong
egg tray—high legs—double door—and every-
thing that's any good on an incubator—all iu
the Belle City. 'Tycos" thermometer—egg

tester—burner and safety lamp included.
The Belle City 140-chick Brooder is the

only one having double walls and dead air
spaces. I guarantee it to raise more healthy
chicks than any other brooder made. Hot-
water top heat—large, roomy, wire runway
yard, with platform—metal safety lamp and
burner.

I will be glad to send my literature of this
complete hatching outfit free, giving you all
the information you may want. I advise
you to get your outfit early. Have it on
hand all ready to run when your eggs are
ready.

I have sold thousands of machines direct
from my advertisement. Everyone that
reads farm papers knows that I am respon-
sible. If you want to, you take no risk in
ordering direct from this advertisement.

Thousands Order Direct FromThis Advertisement
and Save Money. Why Not You ?

By ordering my Championship Belle
City Incubator and Brooder together, you
get the complete outfit for gll.50—freight
charges prepaid—(E. of Rockies.) This
saves you 90 cents on the regular price of
the incubator and brooder and gets the out-
fit delivered to you at your station, all freight
charges prepaid—be ready to run when your
eggs are ready to set.
By ordering from this advertisement, you

save time, save money, do away with pos-
sible delay in getting your machine f nd take
no risk, because I guarantee to refund your
money at the end of 90 days' free test if

everything about my complete hatching
outfit is not exactly as represented in this
advertisement.
You can hold me to every claim made

here. The editors of this paper protect
your interests and stand back of me and
my factory in guaranteeing to do as repre-
sented. Why not cut out this advertise-
ment, keep it for reference, send me

140-Chick

Brooder
$4.85

your order, get your outfit at once, and
be ready for the season.

I Guarantee the Belle City Incubator
to outhatcli any macbine made

—

when operated under like condi-
tions—no matter what kind or what
the price. Your money back if this
test proves untrue.

140-

Egg
Incu-

bator

$7.55

ship quick from Buffalo, Kansas
City, St. Paul or Racine—
And I Guarantee to ship all orders
sent from this ad on day received.

The Largest Manufacturer in the World of 140-Egg Incubators
—the Best Size Under All Conditions.

I. V. ROHAN, President

Belle City Incubator Co., Box 100 Racine, Wis.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside in writing to

advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the very best results.

New Home -Builder . Book
r^eeps Cost Within Estimates!

NOT "Theoretical" Figures, but Actual Cost to Build!
Here, at last, is a prfictica] Plan. Book that keeps the cost of new homes

nitMu the origriual estimates. Doubtless yoa have consulted architects or
have sent for some of the many Flan Books
that are advertised for sale. Have you ever
tried to put up a house at the price stated in
these books? If so, you have learned how dis-
astrous it is to depend on the theoretical fig-

ures given by moat architects. The Gordon-
Van Tine Plan Book wins out because it safe-
guards the borne builder. It shows real

_ Photographs and Floor Plans of Newest Designs
in Houses & Bungalows Costing $600 to $6,000 ^^^^^^^I'^Sk:^^

5.Room Bungalow. $868 aufra'?!t\T|ge'&"s*l?rei' '^^^e''h\7eTe'6"n
^-Room Hou.e,$1.0S7

these housea go op and we have furnished all the material used. We want this book to be in the hands of
every prospective home builder, and for a limited time will send it FB££ on receipt of 10 cents to cover
handling and postage. Don't fail to write!

GRAND FREE MILLWORK CATALOG Saves 50 Per Cent on Building Material!
Over half a million home builders are buying Building Material at Bargraln Prices,

great Millwork and Lumber Plant. We carry a tremendous stock of Build-
ing Material—everything needed to build and complete beautiful homes
of the most modern types, even to mantels and hardware. We guarantee
quick shipment, no matter how large the order.

Quality, Safe Delivery and Satis-
faction Guaranteed or Money Re-
funded. Three big banks vouch for
our responsibility.

Get the big Free Catalogs, the
Home Builders' Plan Book and
build with utmost economy and
the positive assurance of cost not
exceeding estimates. Write today.

direct from our

. JUimber and Millwork for tliia

5*Room Bungalow. $946

Gordon-Van Tine Co.
2284 Case St, Davenport; Iowa

Lumber and Millworic for thU
8-Room Stucco Houie, $1,019
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WRITE YOUR NAME
ON A POSTAL

creta ot
.ers'Gac*

.-5, Plans
' Pooltry Houses.—how

to m&ke a first-class brood-
er oat of a piano box. De-
scribes the 1911 Sand Tray

PrairieState Incabators.

I
Prairie State Incubator Co.
415 Main St.. Homer City. Pa.

I

and get this big book on Poultry
> Raising, freo, post-paid. It tells
how snccessful pt-uitrymen feed,
breed, rear, hatch and house.
Fall of valuable hints and helps
you'll be pleased to know,

112 PAGES
Practical Poulinr Raising Eiperieoces

.j^V¥rt±e Quick
for Prices on
QUAKER CITY
FEED MILLS

Get our Big Free Book and low price direct from fac-
tory—fora latest improved Quaker City Feed Mill that
meets your needs. Grinds fastest, does best work
with least power. Grinds ear com. shelled com. all
grains, separate ormixed,coarse, medium or the finest
table meal. Grinds soft and wet comas wellas husKs.
HO DEPOSIT-FREIGHT PAID

Our free trial and proposition protect you. "We
pay freight Try any Quaker City Mill—11 sizes,
22 styles—and If not satisfactory retnm at our
expense. Big Book Free Now. Address i

A. C. 8TBAUB COMPANS
3741 Filbert St. Sta. B. Philadelphia, Pa.
Western Office: The llarh, Warehonse

3703 S. Aihland Are,, Chlrago, III,

100-Egg Incubator QUI V S
100-Chick Brooder ^

Incubator alone, S7.50.
Brooder alone, £3.50,
Highest quality—lowest price.
Satisfaction gmaranteed.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
—money back if not satisfied. Prompt
delirery. Send for Free catalogue.

The United Factories Company
Department. Cleveland. Otuo

MOTORMEN WANTED
Big Pay and Sure Position
' Aleo Conductors. Doesn't this beat
following a plow ? We fit you at home
by mail for theae good paying posi-
tions. Hundreds of positions now
open for our graduates. This is the
school endorsed by electric railway
managers everywhere. Write for full
information FKEE. OFFlCIil BY. SCHOOL,
een'l Offlee, 405 Freeport, III.

Storekeepers who are in-

terested in

MAKING BIG MONEY by getting their cus-

tomers to read Farm papers should write us

to-day. Profitable and helps the rest of your
business. The Crowell Publishing Company,
11 Eaxt 24th Street, New York City.

PATENT YOUR HEADWORK ^£?„JLti^ni?lS
report of patentability; also book of instructions. No patent, no
charge. BrVTEA PATENTS CO., Dir. F Washln^n, D. C.

Secrecy assured.
"Information free.

Dir. F. WASHINGTON, D. C
WRITE YOUR OWN WILL
FEDERAL tEGil BUREAU,

WflRIFTIFQ POULTRY, HARES,EGGSand STOCK
U*T fnniLIILO for sale reasonable. Catalogue and
show record free. M. F. ROTH, SOUDERTON, PA.

Poultry-Raising

Alfalfa—A Great Green Food

NOT many years ago if a man had pro-

posed feeding hay to his hens, he would
have been considered a mild Itinatic.

Yet now thousands of tons of hay are fed to

the poultry flocks of this country every year.

From the earliest times poultry-raisers

have noticed that hens having access to

green food lay better than those deprived of
it, but it took poultrymen a long time to

learn that they could feed green vegetables

in winter with profit and still longer to learn

to feed hay. First, lawn-clippings dried in

the shade were tried, but every poultry-

raiser is not so situated that he can store

lawn-clippings or secure green vegetables.

Then came a genius with the idea that

clover-hay might be cut into pieces short

enough to be swallowed by the hen, and cut

clover at once became a favorite feed as a
winter substitute for grass and other green
feeds. Later clover-hay was ground into a
fine meal to be used as the component part

of a warm mash, and it has made a very
good feed.

In the meantime alfalfa was found
superior even to clover for live stock, and
analyses at the agricultural experiment sta-

tions showed why. It is richer in protein,

the substance which is a component of the

white of eggs and that element of feeds
which makes lean meat, than any other

forage crop. Clover-meal by this time was
being used in large quantities and alfalfa-

meal was tried. It was found to be really a

great feed for laj'ing hens and growing
chicks. The best alfalfa-meal when slightlj'

moistened turns a vivid green, and the

odor from it is like new-mown hay. All

kinds of poultry eat it greedily, and when
fed to growing chicks it helps them develop

strong, vigorous muscles and large, hard
bones. Fed to laying hens it provides them
the very, material needed in making eggs. A
combination of productiveness and fertility

of eggs that has long been sought is brought

about by this new feed.

Recently a very prominent and successful

poultryman said to me : "I never had my
hens lay so well at this time of the year, I

began feeding alfalfa-meal a few days ago

and since that time we have been getting

eggs b}" the basket, I think it is the best

single feed for laying hens I ever used."

A number of our best prepared egg

rations have alfalfa-meal as a base instead

of oil-meal, A combination of alfalfa-meal,

beef-scrap, ground bone and a few other

ingredients of minor importance makes the

best feed for chicks that can be secured.

With alfalfa-meal the poultryman need not

hesitate about keeping his laying* hens con-

Perfect Equipment is THE Secret of Our Success!

With the experience gained in operating the Largest Poultry Plant in the World, our knowledge
~ of the several malces of incubators is greater than the manufacturers .

For the sake of economy WE built an incubator
giving results never secured ii) anv other make>

and we now offer it to the public. The

International
Self-Humidifying

Incubator
is responsible for our great success, and will give to the struggling beginner all

of the profits and none of the losses. Absolutely automatic in every function,

unvariable temperature, certain moisture from the moment of starting the

hatch until nature requires a cessation in order to properly dry the newly-
hatched unit of future profit—so thoroughly safeguarding its entrance into

poultrydom as to guarantee its livability when raised under the very
acme of "Foster Mothers," the

SANITARY
HOVERSINTERNATIONAL

This Hover makes possible the rearing of the maximum of chicks and
the minimum of deaths—90< to 95* live and thrive and grow. It is the
only device that contains the actiee principle of the hen, and the ingenuity of

man can go no further.
Our best efforts are centered in the production of Day-Old-Chicks and

Hatching Eggs from matured stock. No pallets' eggs are used except for table
purposes.
We have just completed our 1911 catalogue on Incabators and hovers,

also our stock catalogue on Rancoros Strain BABT CHICKS and HAT0H1H6
EGGS. Yoa are welcome to either or both of these catalogs.
Send to-day.

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES COMPANY
Home Office, Box 275, Brown's MiQi-in-the-Pines, N, J,

Braiu^ 21 Barclay Street, New York Cty

FREIGHT
PREPAID ON ^'BREGO^'

RUBBER
1^^^ -l^l^^f^ boyiDg any roofing antllyoa baveseen and tested ourotd reliable

"BRECO"—guaranteed waterproof, fire-resistlng. durable Rubber Roofing.
Made by our own special process, of long-fibre wool felt, saturated m aapbalt.A Cement and Special Rooting Heaviiy coated on both sides,

* * Nails iDClosed in each roU— Send lor Free Samples and Booklet
H^rnmpr lavs U these samples o£ i-ply, 2-piy and
^ffuZ. ATf 3-ply roofing. Put them toeverytestyo-a

' can think of and prove to your own sat-
isfaction that ** B R E C O *' Rubber Roof-
ing is the highest quality roo&ng oa tbo
market. We give the

Longest Guarantee
Send for samples or order now on our

strong guaranteeof satisfaction ormoney
back. "We pay freight to all points east
of the western boundary Mne of Minne-
BOta, Iowa, Missouri, and north of south line of Tennessee, Don"t
delay writing; such special prices may not be offered to you again.
Take advantage of them by writing us now, today—

BREESE BROS. CO.. Rooting Dept. 24. Cincinnati, Ohio

SAVE 50%
—Direct
—Send Name
BOOKLET
FREE

—Explains All

fined the year around, so far as the getting
of green food goes, for the meal is fully

as valuable in maintaining health and pro-
ductiveness as the best natural grass. Of
course, the providing of exercise comes in

as a- problem here.

Aside from the virtue of alfalfa as meal,
green alfalfa is one of the best-known
summer foods for hens. A piece sown
near the poultry-yard makes an excel-
lent place for them to forage and will save
lots- of grain. We sowed a piece last spring
and let a lot of young chicks have access to
it, and we never had chickens do so well.

The chicks on being let out in the morning
would make right for the alfalfa-field. A
succulent food that contains sufficient protein
for the support of the whole body, and for
egg production, is the most ideal food, and
alfalfa fills these requirements. Try a piece
of alfalfa this year and be convinced of its

value for poultry. Most soils not too sour
can be made to grow it, though it may take
some extra care to get a stand of it at first.

But the planting of alfalfa is now well
understood and does not present any great
difficulties to the poultr5rman, who will not
want ?'•" "'eat area all at once.

A. E. Vandervort.

Boiled-Down Poultry Lore

One good hen beats ten loafing scrubs.

Market your eggs while you can say with
|

clear conscience, "They are certainly fresh
eggs."

A Connecticut subscriber says : "Tell the
farmers to use red cedar or sassafras poles
for perches for their fowls; mites do.not like

the taste of either," There may be some-
thing in this. Who knows ?

While the chill of winter is still in the air

do not place more than eleven eggs under
an ordinary-sized hen of the American
breeds. These are all she can cover prop-
erly, and if she is a little undersized, ten

eggs are a great plenty. There is always a
temptation to go beyond the proper limit in

furnishing the early setters with eggs.

Broody hens are apt to be scarce at this

time of year and the disposition is to make
the best possible use of the few which can
be secured.

Having an overabundance of potatoes and
no sale for them, one of our Ohio sub-
scribers, last spring, fed them liberally to his

hens. The tubers were boiled and mashed
with bran and various grains mixed with

j

sour milk, ^^'hen the potatoes were discon-
'

tinued egg-production was not reduced.
"Why was that?" he asks us. According to

experiment station poultry authorities, the I

ration fed in addition to the potatoes was
|

already "wide"—that is, it contained as large

a proportion of carbohydrates, as compared
with proteids, as was necessary, even before
the potatoes were added. Potatoes, which
contain more carbohydrates, therefore, did
not better the ration. Had a too "narrow"
ration been supplemented with the potatoes,
the effect would have been to increase the
sustenance and probably the productiveness
of the hens.

Farm and Fireside, February 10, 1911

ATMilfionRodPrice
Our new prices are based on this enorm-
ous output. Prices the lowest ever made
for a high grade fence. We can

Save You 5 to 15 Cents a Rod
and you'll say
it is the best
fence you'ever
used, Baslest
put up, lasts
longest and is
the strongest

fence made. Sell to user at

Dealers Prices FreightPrepaid
Don't buy fence AT ANY PRICE before get-
ting our prices. They will surprise you,

t^lt^t\V/!^°ay 30 Days Free Trial
sure they are
satisfied. Full
line of Farm
and Poultry
Pence, Very
low prices on
BARBED WIRE
and GATES. Write for Free Catalogue.

COILED SPRING FENCE COMPANY,
Box 18 WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

All Sorts of Home-Made Brooders
[continued from page 15J

between floor and galvanized iron, and is

heated by lamp, to pass out over heads of
chickens. A guard (G) made of wire screen
is fastened around E, about an inch away all

around, so that chicks will not be burned by
crowding against E. On top G is fastened
to the hover (H), built round and having
the usual strips of flannel hanging down
from it almost to floor. The ventilator (I)
has a tin slide over it which can be closed in
cold weather. The ventilator ( C) is for
lamp and is covered by a board built out
one half inch from side of brooder on cleats,
so that opening is screened and gusts of
wind do not extinguish lamp. There is a
door in rear (not shown in sketch) for get-
ting at the lamp. There is a window (not
shown) in front of brooder chamber and
below that a small door for the chicks, with
a. "gang-plank."
Be careful to solder can (D) carefully to

galvanized iron (B) that no fumes from
lamp may reach chickens.

Just how great is the utility of these home-
made brooders ? They are, as one correspon-
dent expressed it, "right handy" for small
numbers of chicks unexpectedly left orphans
by the loss of a hen or artificiallj' orphaned
by hatching them with the incubator. Only
the last two brooders will do for work on a
large scale.

It should not be expected that these
brooders will do the work of the factory-
made article, and only one of our correspon-
dents makes that claim. The main difficulty

is in getting a lamp that will give an even
heat for anj' considerable time, unless a
regular brooder lamp can be had. But while
the large-scale commercial grower cannot
very well, with economy, use the brooders
here described, the fact does not lessen their

value to the small-scale poultry-raisers whose
needs do not warrant the purchase of a

brooder.

In our next issue we will publish the let-

ters of some correspondents who have tried

fireless brooders.

Get This

Air-Rifle
Without Spend-
ing One Cent
The King Air-Rifle is a repeater.

It shoots 150 times without re-

loading. It is strong, durable
and shoots accurately. It

cultivates tmeness of sight

and evenness of nerve
These
fine air-

rifles are
provided
with pistol

grip, true
sights, and are
so strongly made
that it is almost
impossible for them
to get out of order.

This rifle is harmless
It uses no powder

just air.

There is no
smoke, no
noise. Air is

plentiful
and shot

costs but

10c for

Boj-s have use for it

every minute—hunt-
ing in the woods, shoot
ing at targets, drilling
as soldiers, and innu-
merable uses that onl}- boy
can discover. Every boy
will want one of these rifles,

and this is an unusual oppor-
tunity to get one absolutely
without cost. Get your sub
scriptions at once and send
your order in earl\-.

laf^Yd Send a postal to
* F.^RM AST) Fireside

tcday. Just say you want an Air-
Rifle without having to pay one cent.
Thousands of happy boys easily
earned them this way.

Write to-day
.•\ddress

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

RESULTS OF FOOD
Healtb and Natural Conditions Come from

Right Feeding

Man, physically, should be like a per-
fectly regulated machine, each part
working easily in its appropriate place.

A slight derangement causes undue fric-

tion and wear, and frequently ruins the
entire system,
A well-known educator of Boston

found a way to keep the brain and the
body in that harmonious co-operation
which makes a joy of living.

"Two years ago," she writes, "being
in a condition of nervous exhaustion, I

resigned my position as teacher, which
I had held for over 40 years. Since
then the entire rest has, of course, been
a benefit, but the use of Grape-Nuts has
removed one great cause of illness in

the past, namely, constipation, and its

attendant evils.

"I generally make my entire breakfast
on a raw egg beaten into four spoonful?
of Grape-Xuts, with a little hot milk or
hot water added. I like it extremely, my
food assimilates, and my bowels take
care of themselves. I find my brain
power and physical endurance much
greater and I know that the use of the

Grape-Nuts has contributed largely to

this result.

"It is with feelings of gratitude that

I write this testimonial, and trust it may
be the means of aiding others in their

search for health." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

Read- the little book, "The Road to

WellviUe," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one a]>peaurs from time to time. They
are genuine, true, eaid full of human
interest.
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Incubator Wisdom
HERE are hints worked out by two

expert poultry-keepers of long expe-

rience. 'Beginners with incubators

—and perhaps some older hands—will find

these pithy paragraphs valuable supplements

to the directions which incubator makers

furnish. In one or two minor details these

two sets of recommendations clash. We
present these differing views in recognition

of the fact that incubator-running has not

been reduced to an exact science. In points

at all open to debate it is a good thing to

be familiar with the reasons for the differ-

ences of opinion. Editor.

How to Run the Incubator

CHEAPNESS in an incubator should be no

inducement to the buyer. I do not

want the reader to believe that the costliest

machine is the best. What I desire to

emphasize is the fact that a machine con-

siderably below the market prices of stand-

ard makes of incubators is doubtless also

below them in hatching possibilities.

When your machine has been set up you
will have to run it a day, maybe longer, to

get the heat- under control. In starting it,

I would run with ventilator wide open for a

few hours. When you have adjusted your

regulator according to the instructions com-
ing with your machine, and it maintains an

even temperature of 102 or 103 degrees, you

are ready to place your eggs in it.

The eggs will do best if they are of -uni-

form size. The eggs of Brahmas, Cochins

and other heavy breeds, never do as well

when incubated with eggs from Leghorns,

etc. Better results also come from eggs as

nearly as possible of the same colored shell,

for brown eggs are thicker shelled than

white ones and are always later in hatching

and require more ventilation to dry them
down, or secure the proper air space, hence,

if the two lots of eggs are incubated at the

same time, if you provide the correct ven-

tilation for the former it will be wrong for

the latter.

After the eggs are placed in the machine
the temperature will drop considerably and
it will take several hours to get back where
you started it. If your previous regulation

has been correct, however, you will see it go

back to 103 and stay there.

See to it that there is no direct draft on
the lamp, as it will cause it to smoke and
also cause the machine to become unevenly

heated.

Let the Regulator Do It

After the second day begin to turn the

eggs at a regular hour, morning and night,

also cooling once a day, preferably in the

morning, and filling lamp, too, at night.

When there are very marked changes in the

weather, a little care should be exercised to

see that a little more (pr less) lamp flame is

given. You will soon get the "hang" of the

thing, . and then you will wonder how you
ever got so nervous and scared, and why you
looked at the thermometer every two and a

half minutes. Looking at the thermometer
won't hurt, if you will only quit "monkeying"
with the regulator, for if you started the

thing right, the regulator will, within reason,

take care of any little inside changes. If

there is any adjusting to be done, it should

be before the eggs are placed in the machine,

and after that you can do all that is neces-

sary by controlling the lamp flame.

On the seventh day you will be ready to

test the eggs. Good testers are sold by

poultry-supply houses, or you can perhaps

make one. They are simply shades arranged

so that an egg, when placed at a hole in the

shade, gets the full light shining through it.

It is better for you to start with the thin-

shelled eggs, as they show better the "germ"
in the egg, which will look like a spider with
little blood veins for legs. You will see it

move, contract and expand, and after that it

will be easy for you to pick out the strong,

fertile eggs ; but with very thick-shelled eggs

you will find it more difficult. If you are a

beginner and are in doubt, break a few eggs

in a saucer. You may lose a few chicks by
this process, but it is the best of all teachers.

First's the Worst

The first week of incubation is the most
critical. Follow carefully the instructions

that go with your machine. If your hatch is

a good one, you may continue the same way
for the next hatch, but if the reverse, you
should immediately write your incubator

manufacturers, giving details. They cannot
afford to have displeased customers and
should be more than willing to help you out.

On the seventeenth tir eighteenth day all

hatchable eggs will appear perfectly dark,

except the air space. Those which are not

are worthless. If the air space is too small,

your ventilation must be opened wider ; if

large, it must be closed up some. Your
operating instructions will give you the cor-

rect size that the air space should be at cer-

tain stages.

When the nineteenth day comes around
some of the eggs will probably commence

pipping. I don't believe in opening the
machine after this until the hatch is over,

not even to help out a struggling chick. If

you do, you endanger the balance, and a
chick that can't help itself out will never
amount to anything. Keep the chicks in the

machine twenty-four hours, throwing the

ventilators wide open after the hatch is

over.

Don't forget to clean out the Irfcubator

thoroughly and fumigate it after each hatch.

Don't get excited if the heat runs up to ICS

degrees when hatching. This is all right.

All eggs that are not hatched by the

twenty-first r'ay are worthless and even if

they do hatch out the chicks will never
amount to much.

Memoranda

See that the lamp-burners are kept clean.

Do not leave the doors of the incubator

open when cooling the eggs.

Dark-shelled eggs are a little later in

hatching than light ones.

The warmer the weather, the more ven-

tilation should be provided.

Wheti the outside air is laden with mois-

ture, increase the incubator ventilation.

During the last part of the hatch a fertile

egg will be one or two degrees warmer than
an infertile one in the same tray.

There is very little danger of cooling down
too much, except in freezing weather. The
hen will leave her nest in zero weather and
still bring off a good hatch

;
why not the

incubator ?

Too much moisture has killed more chicks

than too little. A. E. Vandervort.

Directions Plus Good Judgment
BEGINNER.S should read up on all the prin-

ciples and processes of the hatch and be

sure that they understand the work before

filling the machine with eggs.

After- the incubator is set up and properly

located start with a few eggs or none at all

and run it for a day and a night, at least,

to see if you can keep the temperature even.

There is no magic about it, but a little prac-

tice sometimes saves some very costly expe-

rience, later.

Be sure that the machine sits level and
that the thermometer registers correctly.

Determine the-former by a spirit level. Test

the thermometer with a clinical thermometer
or one that is known to register correctly.

Unless this is done the thermometer may be

the cause of a failure. If the incubator is

large, two thermometers should be used, or

one in each tray.

Directions are always sent out with the

incubator, but a little judgment should be

used with the directions. Good judgment is

a prime factor in the business of hatching

chicks by machinery—or in any other line

of business for that matter.

The Surroundings Count

Don't try to operate an incubator in a

room where doors are being frequently

opened. If the machine must be in the

house, it should be in a room which is

unoccupied. A dry cellar is the best place.

A damp cellar will not do. Neither will

one that cannot be thoroughly aired. When
placed in a cellar a good incubator needs
very little attention because there are no
drafts. A cold draft will lower the tem-
perature in the egg-chamber several degrees

in a few minutes unless the ventilator is

closed.

A cellar or basement is the best place in

summer, also, because it is sometimes a

difficult matter to keep the temperature from
going too high.

Don't be afraid that the lamp will explode.

There is no more danger than with an
ordinary lamp. But, of course, the incu-

bator-lamp needs more attention. .Have a

regular hour each day for filling the lamps,

cleaning the burners and trimming the

wicks.

Trimming wicks is very important. If a

strong heat is needed to keep the tempera-
ture right, cut the wick square across. When
less heat is required in mild weather or the

latter part of the hatch, trim the wick with
the corners rounded. This gives a pointed

flame and less heat. Be sure that the wick
fits the burner. If too small, get a new one
and save trovible.

Use only the best grade of kerosene, and
you will not be bothered with smoky lamps.

If soot does accumulate in the pipes, remove
it without delay, for soot makes it difficult

to keep the heat up. A stout switch with

a bunch of feathers tied to one end will do
the work. This should be done when the

lamp is not in position.

Turning and Airing Eggs

Turn the eggs at regular intervals, the

same hour each day. With our incubator,

we change the trays every day. If the posi-

tion is not changed,, those directly under the

ventilator will not hatch well. Changing the

trays from one side to the other and back

to front is all that is necessary.

I don't believe in spending any time airing

the eggs in cold weather. They get all the

air they need while being turned. Anyway,
it isn't safe to take chances.

It sometimes happens that the first-hatched

chicks suffer greatly while waiting for the

slow ones to come out. It is almost impos-

sible to test thick-shelled eggs properly, and

the "slow" ones too often contain dead

chicks. If necessary, keep an oil-heater near

the incubator while the chicks are hatching

so that the inner door can be opened once
or twice and the older thicks removed.

If the first hatch is not what you were
counting on, don't be too quick to find fault

with the. incubator. Ninety-fi.ve times out
of every hundred the fault is either with
the operator or the eggs. Remeinber that

the best incubator ever built cannot hatch
infertile eggs or bring live chicks out of

eggs that have been carelessly handled,
either before or during incubation. Remem-
ber, also, that the temperature must be kept
normal in order to hatch normal chicks. If

too high, the chicks are liable to be crippled.

If too low, they will be slow to hatch and
very weak. Anna Wade Galligher,

Some Useful Crosses

AMONG many poultry-keepers there is a

_ prevalent idea that pure-bred fowls are

delicate and unprofitable, and that there is

no bird to equal a real, genuine mongrel.
Considering the number of hardy and free-

laying breeds that have come to the front
during the last few years, it is difficult to

agree with this.

However, there is no doubt that a cross
between two pure breeds promotes strength
and quick maturing. I refej* of course, to

the first cross only. In the second cross
between two cross-breds, or even in a cross
between a cross-bred and a pure-bred, the
virtues of the original stock almost invari-
ably "go to pieces" and we have non-
descripts.

The purpose of crossing is to get some
specially desirable type of table or laying
bird, but not to get breeders—at least not
in the case of the utility poultryman who
does not want to bother with breeding
experiments.
Which is-the best cross ? That is a ques-

tion without, an answer, for there are sev-

eral crosses preeminently useful for different

purposes. A favorite cross, and one that is

difficult to improve upon, is the one produced
by crossing a Minorca cock with a Black
Orpington hen. The offsprings are black,

some taking a good deal after the Minorca
in shape and appearance, and others bear-
ing more resemblance to the Orpington. The
pullets lay nice-sized eggs, some laying
brown eggs and others slightly tinted. They
are well adapted to either a free range or
a small run. Some of the pullets will not
become broody, and those that do are easily

broken of their broodiness.
My own experience has been chiefly with

breeds more common abroad than in the
United States, but it may have greater inter-

est on that very account. Among the less

common breeds, Langshans cross well with
most of the Mediterranean fowls. A capital

laying hen is produced by mating the
Andalusian with the Langshan. The eggs
of this cross are large and mostly colored.
The chickens are usually black.

The Houdan-Leghorn is another excellent
cross, hardy and prolific, and doing well in a
limited run. The eggs are white. A cross
frequently seen in parts of England is the
Redcap-Buff Cochin. It is light in ground
color, covered with dark red spots and is

very hardy and a free layer.

Among other good crosses are the Leghorn-
Brahma, the Plymouth Rock-Houdan, Leg-
horn-Wyandotte and the Dorking-Indian
Game. The latter is considered the best
cross for the table. W. R. Gilbert.

Just Look
At The Eggs We Are

Getting

since we have been giving our hens

Fairfield's Blood Tonic

And Egg Producer

The "Scientific" poultry condi-

tioner that stimulates the egg
producing organs, perfects diges-

tion and prevents and cures all

poultry diseases by removing the

cause.

A Separate Preparation For

Each Kind of Animal

FAIRFIELD'S
Blood Tonic and Egg Producer

For Poultry Only.

Blood Tonic and Regulator

For Horses Only.

Blood Tonic and Milk Producer

For Cattle Only.

Blood Tonic and Fattener

For Hogs Only.

Nature's remedies. They insure

perfect health, increase production
and save feed by perfecting diges-

tion and purifying the blood.

Sold under guarantee
Ask your dealer for them.

FREE—Our "Scientific Poultry

Book" worth 50c but sent free

for name of this paper and your
dealer.

Fairfield Manufacturing Company

500 S. Delaware Ave.

Philadelphia

Use Fairfield's Roup Remedy

WANTED!! YOUNG MEN!! RAILROAD!!
Steam and Electrlo Txftio Service. 165 to |t50 per month. Bif
demand. All roads. Hundreds put to nork. Experience un-
necessary. Instructions by mail. Five hundred more wanted.

I. RAILWAY 0. I. No. 86, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

LEARN TO WRITE
ADVERTISEMENTS EARN

$25 to $100

A WEEK
We can positively show you by mail HOW TO INCREASE TOUR
SALARY. Book mailed free. PaKe>Davis, Dept. 25, Ghlra^o, III.

Guaranteed for 15 Years

—

No More Roof Expense
When you use Dickelman Extra—your roof troubles are over. Our 15-year guaranty-
Stamped on every roll—and given to you in black and white protects you absolutely. It
simply means that you will have no more roof expense—no more roof troubles—for at
least 15 years after the date you purchase. Most
likely you will never have to roof the same building
again.

DICKELMAN EXTRA
Galvanized Metal Roofing

We guarantee it for 15 years, but know it wil! last twice that long.
We k>?ow that our roofing which was put up 25 years ago is still in excellent

conditio}!—a.nA should last 25 years longer. We do not simply tell you or promise
you our roofing will last for 15 years

—

sue guarantee it. Ask your dealer about
DICKELMAN EXTRA. If he doesn't sell it, write us at once for sample and
our valuable roofing book—sent prepaid. Know why we can guarantee our roofing
for 15 years while others make vague promises that mean nothing.

The secret of the durability of Dickelman Extra lies in the wonderful system
of galvanizing—and the high quality of the materials used. The metal sheet we
use for a base is made by a special process which leaves it tough—yet pliable
and open-grained. So the galvanizing material fills up the "pores"—and actu-
ally becomesa^o^^/ofthefin^ This prevents it from cracking

—

^scaling—wearing or rusting off.

The Dickelman

Manufacturing Co.

72 Gormley St.

FOREST, OHIO

Get our book—
and sample, w
yon can teil it

to know for

yoorielf its mi-

perioritj.

Send
Now for
Sample
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LET US Ik

Cattle or Horse hide. Calf. Dog-. Deer,
or any kind of skin with hair or fur on.
We make them soft, lipht, odorless,
wind, moth and water proof, and make
them into coats (for men or women)
robes, rugs or g-lores when so ordered.

Your fur g-oods will cost yon less than
to buy them, and be worth more. Send
three or more cow or horse hides in one
shipTiient from anywhere east of Den-
ver and we pay the freight both ways.
Get onr illustrated catalog -which

g-ives prices of tanning, taxidermy and
head mounting. Also prices of fur
g^ods, and big mounted game heads
we sell.

The Crosby Frisian Fnr Company,
571 tyell Ave.. Rochester, N. Y.

SALESMEN WANTED
Trained Salesmen earn from §1,200.00 to SIO.000.00

a year, and expenses. Hundreds of good positions
now open. No experience needed to get one of them-
We will assist you to secure a position where you can
get Practical Experience as a Salesman and earn SlOO
a month or more while you are learning. Write to-
day for our free book, "'A Knight of the Grip.'' list
of good openings, and testimonials from hundreds
of men recently placed in good positions.

Address nearest office. Dept. 193
National Salesmen's Training Association

Chicago New York Kansas Ci^r Seattk New Orleans

OUR tra:
GUIDE FREE

FUR SHIPPER. SEND FOR IT. Infor-
mation wortli a fortune to you— DROP THE
MIDDLEMAN—Try the SQUARE DEAL FUR
HOUSE the House that's DIFFERENT, thlsyear.
Write for Price List A.. Valuable information
as to PRIZES OFFERED, FREE. Write

WEIL BROS. & CO., Est. 1871, Box 1 Fort Wayne, Inl
Capital $500,000.09 Paid

Mount Birtis
f'Q teach you by mail to stuff and moant

. kinds of BIrdSi Animals, Cams-Heads,
•so to tan skins and make rugs. Decorate
yonr homo with your beautifultrophies, or
command big income selling specimens and
mounting for others. Easily, quickly learned
in spare time by men and women. Success
.guaranteed. Write today for our free boos
i "How to Mount Birds and Animals*
absolutely free. N.W.SCHOOL OF TAX-
IDERMY 3532 Elwood BIdg. Omaha, Xeb.

'i\t.i'i!'im\_iyi}'i ! u J n h c \ i u t "i n c 'a! 'i i 'i ivw

«
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u
ORRlMEKTlL FENCE. Cheaper and more durable tban wood for

Lawus, Churclies, Cemeteries, Public Gruuuds. Aiso Xon-Rustiug
Farm and PoultrT Fence. Catalog Free. Special OfTer. Writ*.

THE WARD FENCE CO.. Box 921. Decatur, ind .

II 3i CentsBRod
1 For 18-in. 14 3-4c for 22-in. Hog
g Fence; 15c for 26-inch; 18 8-4c
_ for 32-inch; 25c for a 47-inch
^ Farm Fence. 48-inch Poultry

fence 28 l-2c. Sold on 30 days
trial. 80 rod spool Ideal Barb
Wire $1.45 Catalogue free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 27 1 MUNCIE, IND.

Line Breeding Explained

SOMETIMES a subscriber who keeps pure-
bred fowls and who desires to avoid
inbreeding, and yet wishes to stop the

expense of buying new cockerels every year
to avoid inbreeding, asks this question : "Is
it possible to work out a system by which
one can divide the flock or in some way-
avoid breeding from exactly the same blood
succeeding years, without too much labor

and too much keeping track of the different

pens ?"

Here is an example : Suppose you buy
all your eggs for hatching from one place.

Is it safe to breed the cockerels from this

hatch to the pullets from this hatch ? If

it is safe to so breed the first year, how
long would it be safe to keep on breeding
without introducing new cockerels ?

It is quite common for poultrymen. espe-

cially beginners in raising pure-breds, to buy
eggs in the way outlined, all from one yard,

without knowil% whether all the eggs are

from one breeding or not. While there is

no special assurance that the chicks hatched
from these eggs are sisters and brothers,

there is no special assurance that they are
not. In breeding the finest of these cock-
erels to the best of the pullets you may be
making the worst kind of a start toward all

the disasters that follow- inbreeding.

You can do this, and by the union of your
finest specimens continue so breeding, bring
forth in every flock standard marked fowls
of prize-winning quality ; but, according to

my experience, in from three to four years
you will have w-eakened your flock as a flock,

you have decreased its general size, made it

susceptible to disease and deformity, and
the cockerels you sell in many cases will

prove infertile.

Line Breeding and Inbreeding

Line breeding is a different proposition
from inbreeding. It begins in this way.
You buy, say, one pen containing ten hens
and one rooster, of the stock you prefer.

You rear from this pen and set apart as many
of the finest pullets and cockerels as you
wish to keep. \\'hen you make up your
y ards next season select the very best cock-
erel of the bunch and mate him back with
the hens purchased the year before. Select

ten of your very best pullets and mate with
the rooster purchased the year before.

Now you have made your start for what
is called line breeding. The pullets and
cockerels of the breeding back to the parent
stock must be marked, and these mated back
to, the next year, the grandparent stock.

In this way you are always getting farther
and farther away from the relationship of
sister and brother.

But to do this you cannot run away from
keeping close tab on the pens and the line.

It entails trouble, and if you only keep a
limited number of chickens, soi-ne of the
degenerating signs of inbreeding usually
show in the long run, in spite of what is

sometimes asserted to the contrary. The
men who can line breed best are the big
breeders who raise thousands of chickens
each year. These men can line breed and
still keep up the vigor of the flock, as the
pen they have on their list as No. 100 is as
far from relationship from pen No. 2 as if

they had sent a thousand miles away for it.

A Safe System in Small Flocks

For one who does not breed extensively,
and cannot keep up too many pens, here is

a better way : The second year, while breed-
ing back the daughters to the fathers and
sons to the mother, buy a setting of eggs,

and from these select your breeding cock-
erels for the third year. The fourth year
breed back again as I have described,' again
buying eggs that year from which to raise
your breeding males. In this way every two
years you buy eggs.

Of course, if you are breeding to a cer-
tain standard, and have your fiock built up
to that, you often undo all the work by
introducing new breeding stock that is not
in line with your ideal. That is why, if you
are thus working toward a certain standard,
it is best to start your foundation stock on
line with the flocks of some large breeder,
and buy new your breeding eggs or stock
thereafter, every two years, from these
same yards. Keep a record of which of
the big breeders' pens you have bought from,
so that, though you get stock each time line

bred as your own, you can have the breeder
pick out the new stock from a pen so
remotely related to your old stock that it

cannot be looked upon as related at all, so
far back is it.

Another hint : Were I buying eggs as a
start, I would buy half the eggs from one
yard and half from another yard so remote
from the other as to preclude relationship.

Then I could safely unite these pullets and
cockerels, making up several pens of them
the next year. Or, if not buying from two
firms distant from each other, I would buy
from remote pens in one of these large poul-
try plants that raise thousands of one breed
a year. Ida M. Shepler.

A Flock Record and Its

Making
OUR flock made a record for 1910 that w-as

pretty creditable, and Farm and Fire-
side's readers may care to hear how it was
done. Beginning January 1st, we kept an
accurate record of eggs produced, and up to

Phelps Wants to Send it Free
/ Guarantee
every wheel and part of the run-
ning gear to be made of triple

A grade Straight Grained Split

Hickory—the same grade exactly.

^ this spoke which I send un-

^painted as a sample of

the material used
with every
Buggy 1

ship.

It's a Big Show Room of over

125 kinds and styles of Vehicles

for you to choose from—more
Vehicles than you could see in ten

big towns—or 25 Retailers' Stores.
Each Vehicle is described in smallest detail by Phelps him

self—the Practical Buggy manufacturer, both in vrords and
and in big photographs, which show you more about the points

you ought to know about the Buggy you're going to buy than
you could learn from any other source in a month's time.

Split Hickory
'Confidence

of over 140,000 farmers
'Think of it—Phelps has their confidence—over 140,000 satisfied purchasers are driving

Split Hickory Vehicles throughout the United States today—all customers of Phelps,

who is the originator of the plan of selling made-to-order Split Hickory Vehicles direct-

from-factory-to-user on 30 Days' Free Road Test—on a 2 Years' Guarantee.

Don't you want this New Book—fresh from the printers for 1911.? In it you'll

I"
find a great \'ariety of Auto Seat Buggies—Runabouts—Surreys—Phaetons—Carriages

—

% Driving Carts—Spring Wagons, etc.—and a full line of high quality Harness,

I Visit Phelps* Factory through his Big Book—it will cost you only a postal,

sj Just say
— "Phelps, send me the Book"—and he'll do the rest.

H. C. PHELPS. President

16 Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co., Station 27, Columbus, Obio
Largest Factory in the World Selling Direct to Contumer

$2E»
lo$7S

Saved—Or No Sale
— according to style
of Vehicle yoa Buy.

3x9 Skein—$52.00
3KxlO Skein- S4.70

ElkhartVehicles andHarness
have a world wide reputation for high quality

and our prices have made them famous.

THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS'
experience sellinEr to the consumer means success.
We ship for examination, guaranteeing safe deliV'

ery, satisfaction and to save yoa money.
Catalog shows aU styles of pleas-

nre vehicles and harness, pony
vehicles and harness, spring wagons,
delivery wagons, farm wagon«,
and harness.
May we send you large catalog?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.,
Elkhart, Indiana

Save
$25-

Farm and Fireside, February 10, 1911
our last accounting (December 1st) the flock,

averaging thirty-six hens, had produced
5,577 eggs. In order to get the exact aver-
age per hen it is necessary to give the
average by months as we had not the same
number of hens throughout the year. There
were fortjvtwo hens in the flock during Janu-
ary and February, and the number of eggs
produced was 827, or an average of 19.69
eggs per hen for the two months. In March,
April. May and June there were thirty-six
hens which produced 2,726 eggs, or 75.72 per
hen for four months. In July and August
thirty-five hens produced 1.103 eggs: aver-
age per hen 31.51. For September, October
and November there were 921 eggs : average
per hen 27.09. This makes the average per
hen for the entire eleven months 154.01 eggs.
The flock was made up mostly of White

Leghorns, but there were a few mixed hens,
cross between Plymouth Rocks and Leg-
horns. Seventeen were pullets, the remain-
der two and three year old hens. They were
comfortably housed and well fed, but were
not in any sense forced for eggs. As shown
by the averages there were no phenomenal
records, the highest average being twenty-
two eggs per hen for March ; but the hens
kept laying throughout the year and that is

what counted.

Feeding

Our principal feed throughout tie year
was corn and -^vheat, but other grain was
used, also^ just as we happened to have it

—

oats, rye, sunflower and a little waste pop-
corn. During the coldest weather a warm
mash consisting of bran, corn-meal and
alfalfa-leaves was fed in the morning. The
alfalfa-leaves were first moistened with boil-
ing water and allowed to stand for a few
minutes, then enough bran and meal, mixed
in the proportion of three to one by weight,
was thoroughly mixed with the alfalfa to
form a crumbly mash. Only a small quantity
of the mash was fed in the morning, just
enough to warm the hens up quickly. The
remainder of the morning feed consisted of
corn and wheat in equal parts, scattered in
deep litter.

A little grain was fed at noon, and at

three o'clock in the afternoon as much grain
as the hens would eat up clean ; the quantity
varied on different days. It is impossible to
state the exact amount a given number of
hens should be fed, as there are so many
varying- circumstances to be considered.
Some form of green food for the hens was
provided daily. Cabbage, beets, carrots, tur-
nips and potatoes were used, the potatoes
very sparingly, as their too free use is apt
to cause digestive trouble. A mixture oi
bran and middlings was kept in hoppers
where the hens could help themselves at

any time. Grit, charcoal, crushed shell and
fresh water also were kept before them.
The only meat they received w-as in scraps
from our table. No doubt the egg produc-
tion for January and February would have
been greater had beef-scrap and green bone
been added to the ration.

Other Worth-While Hints

During the spring and summer months the

hens had the range of several acres of

pasture-land, which furnished an abundance
of green food and insects. The amount of

grain fed daily was reduced to almost half in

midsimimer, and the warm mash was dis-

continued in March. No material change
was made in the feed during the molting
period, other than the feeding of some sun-

flower-seed.

Throughout the year we cleaned the drop-

pings out of the poultry-houses several times

a week and whitewashed the perches fre-

quently. Cleanliness is quite as important as

proper feeding, but the exceptionally good
record was not alone due to proper feeding

and housing. Back of these was the well-

bred flock—not all standard bred it is true,

but all strong, vigorous hens from healthy

stock. I think too little attention is paid

to this matter on most farms.

It is impossible to give the net profits for

the year from this flock as we had two other

flocks and no separate account was kept of

the feed consumed by each. The total

amount paid for feed was $82.10, but this

was for the three flocks and 224 young
chickens raised the past year. The value of

eggs produced by the flock of thirty-six was
$106.95, or $24.85 over all expense. Add to

this the value of the young stock produced

and there is a very substantial profit left.

Nat. S. Gree.n-.

The freshness of eggs is limited to a few

days. They may stay old a long time.

A West Virginia ' correspondent says

:

"In a choice I would take a three-year-old

rooster before I w^ould a yearling cockereL"

It isn't care that makes eggs hatch well,

it is vigorous breed, and the know how, with

a hen who will set, not a flirty pullet.

When building the poultry-house arrange

it so it will be almost out of doors in the

summer-time, and easily transformed into

snug quarters for the winter.

Furnish a good- sized egg to your ciistom-

ers. They pay a .good price for them these

days. Give them the worth of their money.

Small eggs are not .just the fair thing.
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Think— Mr. Farmer

THINK!
Sharpies Tubular
Cream Separators
A Free Trial In Your
Home Costs You
Absolutely Nothing

Think of what it means to you when
you can have a Sharpies Tubular
Cream Separator, the "World's Best,

'

'

delivered by our representative at

your home town ; demonstrat-
ed in your own home ; left with
you for free trial v/ithout its

]

costingyou one cent forfreight
\

in fact, without any investmej
whatever.

j

Think hard and
tell yourself if

there is any
reasonwhyyou
should send
your money to

a "mail
order "
house, or
pay freight

on an infe-
rior cream
separator.
Write for

1911 cata-
logue No.

THE SBARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST C1IE8T1SK, PA.

CJilcaso. HI., San Franclnco, Cal., Portland* Ore*
Toron-to. Can.. Winnipeg, Can.

$18JO $30
A WEEK SURE SELLING EVER-READY TOOL KIT

DOUBLE THAT, IF YOU'RE A HUSTLER,

Here agents is the biggest winner yet. Broken all
records. Weaver, (Farmer) made $1,500 lastyear.
Only worked odd times. Just think of the conven-
ience. Ten tools in one. Hatchet, Hammer, Screw
Driver, Wrench, Pipe Tongs, Nail Pxiller, Wire Cut-
ter, Pinchers, etc. Bequires no effort. Just show
and take money. J. W. Whipple, Tex^ sold 28 in 8
hours, profit 919,00. W. W. Strauss, Pa., (Lawyer)
sold 38 in 4 hours, profit $S6.00. Johnson, Mo.,
wrote: •*No canvasser but can sell hundreds around
these parts. Send 'em on, money order enclosed."
Think how handy. Every home, store, shop, factory

—

all need it—all buy. Ko scattered tools. Ko hunting
right one. Nothing like it. Field unlimited; re-
wards great; hustlers getting rich. A. Hason, O.,
sold SI first day. Frank Clayton, Mich, says:
"Hatchet all you ciauned. Neighbors all clamor-
ing. Took S4 orders one day." Made of forged
Steel. Not sold in stores. Free Sample to Work-
ers. Unparalleled chance for ambitious men to get
rich. Why not go to work supplying demand, ap-
pointing agents, collecting. Get this easy money.
Yours for the asking. We'll help you make big
success. Only act now—send no money—just a card.

FOOTE MFG. CO., Depi. 101F DAYTON, OHIO

Put a pair on your buggy.
Get them on the huggy you
buy. Then to change from
shafts to pole or hack again,
just release a lever and the
thing is done. No tools need-
ed. Fernald Quick-Shifters
fit any buggy ; they take the
place of common bolts. All
metal ; no wear, no rattle

:

safest, simplestandquickest
coupler made, 85o. at car-
riage, harness and hardware
dealers', or 860. from us.

Fernald Mfg. Co., Inc.
North East. Pa.

Makers of
JTernaldDouble TraceBolder
Fernald Dash Rein Holder

and Spitzli Coupler,

(S ARMY AUCTION BARGAINS
^$11 A.OO SET ARMY POLE HARNESS $01.85

**^Si)tArmyleadIeamHaniess$17.95''i=
Arnir Saddles $3.00 up
ArmyShelferTents 1.00 op
Army'Unif'ms.newl.ZSup.

7-Shot Rifle Carbine 3.50
OldSide-Ann Pistols.50 up

Side-Atm Sword .35 np

SEND POSTAL TO-DAY/
FOR FREE CIRCUlARl

Largest stock Goyerniuent Auction B,ir(;ains in th« world. 15
acres required for Its storage. 3r>4-page catalogue, over 4,000
UlnsCratioii9 of army and nn\y auction goods. Kcgular QIltitarT
Encyclopedia. Mailed for 15 cents (stamps).
CiNNONS, FIAQS, PISTOLS, RIP1B8, Sl'EARS, DlllJMS, Etc.
FRANCIS BANNERMAN. 501 Broadway. N. Y.

will make yourold farm wagon, nAAlf
as good as new. Save money be- DUUn
cause they never need repairs.
Write for our big free hook tell- FREEing all about them and how they •»••"

pay. Empire Mfg. Co., Box 6az, Quincy, III.

HARVEY BOLSTER SPRINGS
Soon save their cost. Make every wagon a spring^
wagon, thereiore iruit, vegetables, eggs, etc.,

[[bring more money. Ask tor special proposition.!
Ear^ey Spring Co., 3g»-nth St.» Racine, Wis.

Live Stock and Dairy

A Talk About Pigs

c;

GKIARANTEEO

ERTAiN religious

sects, and some
physicians, tell

us that all manner of

diseases originate in the

noxious habit of eat-

ing hog meat. Our old

family doctor—gone to

his lasting rest thirty

years ago—told his

patients that when the

devils went into the

swine in Biblical times
and they ran down into the sea, it would
have lieen a fine thing for the human race if

tliey had been the last of that species of

omnivora ! But when the big slices of lean,

country-cured, corn-fed ham are hissing in

the skillet, and the gravy bubbling up a rich

Ijrovvn, or the sausage frying so tantalizingly

that you can smell it half a mile down the

pike, while the buckwheat-cake winks itself

full of holes, what do we care what doctors
say ?

Once in iny salad days (which phrase, I

take it, signifies the joyous, unthinking hours
of boyhood) my father bought two shotes.

They were of the black, lank, bony breed,
always hungry, and telling the world so in

unmusical voices. In the pride of possession,

I resolved to buy another pig. I was work-
ing out here and there at fifty cents per day,
and a dollar then was bigger to me than the
tire of a big Mogul engiiie. Out of the

tobacco-sack of nickels and dimes I oozed
out a dollar and a half, and a neighbor gave
.me a red sandy pig ten weeks old for it.

Vanderbilt never gazed upon his first mer-
chant vessel with half the pride I felt in

that pig ! I fed it carefully by itself, and at

butchering-time it was so far ahead of either

of the older shotes as to be away 'round the

bend whistling for brakes !

Once at a Sunday-school picnic, I heard
a young speaker point a moral something
like this : In an orchard where a lot of hogs
are turned to eat the apples, you will find

that, after all have eaten their fill, there are
one or two that will stop and look up to see

where such fine food came from. The young
man wanted his hearers, in the midst of

daily life, to look up, and give thanks, too,

to the place from whence "all blessings flow."

This brings me nicely to a little "anti-

dote," as an old school-mate used to say.

We raised a pair of large white hogs in our
orchard, who got sharp enough to know
which tree dropped the best apples, and they
let the trees of Maiden's Blush strictly alone,

and went on to the Baldwins, the Yeagers
and the Rome Beauties. Now, whether they
looked up in thankfulness or not I am not
prepared to say; but somehow they caught
on to the important fact that a pig on his

hind legs just spanned the distance between
the fruit-laden branches and the ground

;

and that a good shake would bring down
plenty of food ! They improved on the idea

for fun, even when they did not care for

fruit, and this led to discovery and impris-

onment in the pen, whence they never
emerged until ready to be hung, and tried

post 'mortem.

People say, "a hog is a hog, and filth won't
hurt him." This needs "that short and ugly

word." Without discussing the principle of

the matter, let me tell you my modus oper-

andi, or how to get busy. First, you want to

make Mr. Pig grow as big a frame as he can.

After you have the clothes-rack you can
paste on all the fat you please, but if you
go and load on all the fat first, how are you
going to get good framework? ~ Now years
ago, when I could sing, "I'm the shepherd
of the valley, tra la, la, la, la" to gamboling
lambs, I wrote to a man-who-knows, and he
told me how to do this, and I picked up lots

more pointers working for a man who had
slues of hogs. And this is just about the

extract of all hog science : Keep the pen
clean, warm and dry, in season and out of

season, and all the time.

Let the pig have plenty of green grass or

clover and a little patch to exercise, in.

After weaning, give a pint of white or red

middlings thoroughly scalded and stirred up,

and cooled with the dish-water from last

meal—but not if there is soap or washing-
powder in the water. This amount is for

two pigs. Give it three times per day, but

give it regularly as clock-work, for there is

more in this than you think. Where you
have just a few pigs, see that they have a

leaf-strewn box to sleep in, and are free

from lice. Boil little potatoes until a fork

will pass through easily, then drain dry, and
let steam drier yet. Mash them and mix
with your slop at each feed, say a dozen to

each pig ; and they will grow faster than

belief. A few nubbins of corn charred on

the cob, given every few days, will keep

away cholera, some say, and at least it will

help their digestion. Chopped apples, raw
pumpkins, and the like, will help them grow.

"Variety is the very spice of life," but

feed nothing sour or unclean ; and nothing

that the pigs might get choked on.

That's the way I feed pigs to make them

grov,'. I might tell you how to put fat on
thein cheaply, but there isn't room for that,

this time at least. But I want to hit you all

a last swat, and it is this—no matter what
you have to pay for pigs, cleanly-fed, home-
grown hogs will furnish you with cleaner,

more healthy meat than that which you buy
and pay nineteen cents a pound for, as we
had to last week, in this part of Maryland.
And almost every farmer wastes enough
potatoes "too sinall to pick up" (Eh!), cab-
bage-leaves, onion-tops, dish-water, etc., to
feed four hogs for luxurious family eating-
just as many as I have in my peia now.

Clifford E. Davis.

Shoe-Boils Again

IN COMMENT tipon Mr. Buffum's answer to

a New York subscriber's inquiry, a few
issues ago, concerning shoe-boils, the writer
may say that in four cases in his experience
at least we found that allowing the horse to

go barefooted was not an effective precau-
tion. Our two worst cases came upon a
horse that had not been shod for three years.

We had the shoe-boils cut out by a compe-
tent veterinarian, and afterward sold ' the

horse thoroughly sound. After injecting
cocaine, the surgeon slit the cyst from top

to bottom, then cut out the sides, taking off

the back wall of the swelling as well as the

front. The wound remaining was about
seven inches in diameter, but after we had
kept the horse's head tied up for a month,
little of the wound reinained.

Shoe-boils appear at great size very sud-
denly ; in fact, sometimes the size of a large

cocoanut when first observed. In a case of

this kind, if the horse be young and salable,

my own recommendation would be to tie up
his head so he may not lie down night or
day, and apply a standard blister, repeating
as often as necessary. This fall we reduced
a shoe-boil on a good horse by this method
and sold him some time since.

In case of old work-horses it is often
advisable to overlook such blemishes ; but
they may be much reduced by puncturing the
cyst and injecting tincture of iodine. Some
have reduced the cyst by simply slitting it

open with a clean, sterilized knife. The
pocket of serum is not located deep, but
quite near the skin. Geo. P. Williams.

The fellow who keeps fourteen different

sorts of dogs is a dog-gone poor neighbor to

the sheep-owner.

It may keep a horse's hair slick to blanket
him while he is in his stall, removing the
blanket when he is taken out for a drive, but
such a plan will detract from his general
health. The change from warmth to chill

is too sudden.

While you have plenty of time during the
v/inter, - keep a close watch of every cow in
the dairy barn and see if the income from
her dairy products will pay for her feed and
leave you a reasonable profit on your time
and labor.

Openings for ventilation in live-stock or
poultry buildings should be regulated accord-
ing to the prevailing weather. Ventilation
is necessary, but it is possible to make a
fad of it and chill the stock, in cold or windy
times, so much that the good effects of pure
air are offset. Even a good thing like pure
air needs to be handled with care.

Good for
'*

All Farm Stock.
Sloan's Liniment is an excellent

remedy to keep on the farm for
lameness in horses or cattle, hog
cholera, chicken distemper and
roup. HERE'S PROOF.
Mr. O. Bullock, of Sims, N.C., writes:—"I

have used Sloan's Liniment for twenty years for
horses, hogs, chickens, cows and myself. If a
horse or mule gets siclc I give him some of your
medicines and I cure him. Your medicines are
the best that can be found on the market."

GOOD EOR HOGS.
Mr. Geo. Oswald, of Cameron, Mo., writes:My hogs are sick and I am trying your Lini-

ment on them. I gave the first dose last night
and the worst one is up today making its bed."

is an antiseptic remedy, very pen-
etrating, needs no rubbing.

Price, 50 cents and $1.00.
Book on care of stock sent free.

Dr. EARL S. SLOAN, Boston, Mass.

Train Your Colt
in 8 Hours—Break Your
Horse ofAnyBad Habits

by my simple method. I can teach you to break
any colt in 8 hours thru my wonderful mail sys-

tem, or break your horse
i of any bad habits, such as
balking, kicking, shying,
being afraid of automo-
ia fact, any habit can be

cured by my method.
Instructions complete and simple;

mastered in a short time with little
study.

$1,200 to $3,000 a Year
At Home or Traveling

Several of my pupils are making big money
giving exhibitions in different cities. Others
train horses at home, making $15 to S25 a head.
You can do the same.
I, have graduate pupils in every walk in life-

Farmers, Professional Horse Trainers, Horso
Breeders, Riding Masters, Teamsters, etc.

I have two courses—one, *'How to Tram a Colt to
Drive, and Break Horses of Bad Habits"—the other,
"How to Bide and Train the Saddle Horse: Different
Gaits and Fancy Steps "
Let me send you my Free Book on horses, and the

opportunities open to you. Write today, now, whiia
you think of it, for Free Book. Also tell me about
your horse. (14)

Prof. Jesse Beery, Box 22, Pleasant Hill, Ohio

SOME OF THE REASONS WHY
the

United States Separator
Is the BEST in the World.

The United States Separator employs a feeding device to
deliver the whole milk beyond the cream zone—preventing any
remixing of cream and skimmilk and any conflict of currents.

No other device of any other Separator will do this
work so well, as the records show. This device is patented,
and can be used on no other Separator.

The United States uses non-aligned channels for the currents of

milk through the separator bowl. This is covered by strong patents.

No discs or other construction can equal its perfection in
separation. It won the world's record for skimming, in 50 con-
secutive runs continuing 30 days, with the milk of ten different

breeds of cows. .0138 of one per cent.

99, of the creameries use cream gathered from United States

Separators—and are eager for rhore. Cream from the United
States is smooth and perfect for butter making.

. The United States skims cleaner, runs easier, washes easier and
lasts longer than any other separator. - Ask the man who runs one.
Ask us for catalogue No. 69 at once.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., BELLOWS FALLS, VERMONT.

Distributing warehouses in every dairy section of the U. S. and Canada.
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Tool Grinder

Freight Prepaid
Guaranteed 10 Years

Write today for free trial offer. See how you can get
this big labor-saving farm machine, freight prepaid,
for 10 days free trial without trouble or red tape.
Sharpen all your farm tools, and if you sentJ it back
I'll pay the return freight too.

Luther Farm Special
25 TIMES FASTER

THAN GRINDSTONE

Will Not Draw Temper From Steel

"With the Luther Farm Special Grinder there is no
need of cooling with water, or no danger of drawing
temper from steel, because the wheels are

Genuine Carborundum
the most wonderful sharpening substance the world
has ever known. But beware of imitations with high
sounding names. Get the Luther Grinder with the
genuine, ten year guarantee. Carborundum wheels.

Write for Free Trial Offer 4
Answer this advertisement today and get particulars
of my free trial offer. Xou'll be under no obligations.
I will also send you the interesting story of Carborun-
dum. Write today sure.

Luther Grinder Mfg.Co.,C. J.Luther, Prest.,

419 Newton St., Milwaukee. Wis.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside in writing

to advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the very best attention.

How Some Market-Toppers
Were Fed

PERHAPS the readers of Farm and Fire-
side would like to know how we bought,
fed and handled the sheep that topped

the market, International week.
Early last spring we decided to feed a

good band of sheep in the summer and fall.

So when we put in the grain in most of the
fields, we sowed three pounds of rape-seed

to the acre. It proved to be a good season
for the rape in our section of South Dakota,
for when the grain was bound there was a

good stand, and a rain after the shocking
gave the rape a fine start.

^\'hen we laid the corn by we also sowed
rape just ahead ot the cultivators, and again
rain came to start the rape in good season.
So we were prepared to start the sheep well.

In addition to the stubble-fields, we had a
forty-acre wild pasture with a fine grove and
a running spring. This we carefully saved
for the sheep.

In the middle of July, when the range
sheep began to come to the Omaha market
in great numbers, we wrote to one of the
large stock-buying' firms and had them get

us two double-deck loads of thin yearling

Simply clip out the coupon and mail to me at once.

Not one cent to pay—not one thing to do.

I want to give you this big 25 lb. pail of my Stock Food absolutely FREE. I want you to feed
it to your horses, your cattle, your hogs, your sheep and your poultry. I want you to know for

yourself why Wilbur's Stock Food is fed by over 500,000 farmers and stockmen. Why it saves
feed—^prevents disease and doubles your profits.

Send Me No Money—Not Even a Stamp—This Big Pail of Stock Food CostsYou Nothing

«5

Not one cent now or at any other time do I want
for this big $3.50 pail. Contains 1240 feeds

—

enough for a good practical feeding test. I know
that every stock-raiser who tries this free $3.50
pail will continue to use my food. That's why
I can afford this great free offer where I have no
agent—that's why I am ready to send one mil-

lion free pails to one million American farmers.

Is it worth a two-cent stamp to write for

my big FREE $3.50 pail? Do you want to

double your profits, AND SAVE YOUR
LIVE STOCK? If so, clip out the coupon
and mail to-dav.
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FREE $3.50 PAIL COUPON
F. P. W ILBUR, Pres.,

Wilbur Stock Food Co.,
236 Huron St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Please send me the $3.50 pail of Wilbur's Stock Food
free of charge.

I own horses cattle .hogs.

My Name

P. O R. F. D. ..

. poultry
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II

II
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II
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Wilbur's Stock Food builds up run down horses
—cleans the blood, softens the stomach. Revitalizes

the entire system and positively prevents all disease.

My Stock Food doubles the milk and butter

when fed to milch cows, fattens hogs and beef
cattle for market in forty days less time. Pre-
vents scours when fed to sheep.

As a poultry raiser and egg maker it has no
equal—makes strong, healthy chicks, doubles
the egg supply, and absolutely prevents Pip,

Roup, Gapes, Bowel Trouble and all Poultry
Disease.

$1000.00 Guarantee
I will pay $1000.00 cash to any person

who proves this offer of a Free ti.50 pail is

not exactly as advertised.

Fill out and mail the coupon
today—at once.

WILBUR STOCK FOOD CO.
236 Hnron St.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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wethers of good enough quality to top the

Chicago market when we got them well fat-

ted. It was the first day of Augtist that

they wrote us that they had filled our order
and on the third of August the sheep
arrived in Hartford. They were as fine a

bunch of thin growing yearlings as one ever
sees—five hundred and fifty-one" of them
and not a poor one in the bunch. They
were of quite a pronounced Merino type,

although not wrinkly, and they probably
came from a Southwest range.
They were just the kind to make the best

of gains if properly cared for. They were
very hungry, so we let them take their time
and pick along the roadsides all the way
home. We only made a mile an hour, but
when we reached home the sheep were full

and ready for a good drink and a rest. As
I opened the big gate into our bottom pasture
and watched the sheep scatter out over the
bottom-land and down to the clear little

stream that runs over the granite and gravel,

and saw them drink their fill, I thought,
"When God made this farm it was for a

sheep-farm." The clear cold water, the rich

grass of the bottom-land and the big trees

beside the stream make it a sheep's paradise.

AH the wethers soon drank, and as the sun
had already set they bunched and in a short

time all lay down, thus proving that they had
been herded on the range.

Starting Them ELasy

The next day one of us took them out
early in the morning and herded them all

day in a stubble-field that had no rape in it.

In the evening we put them Back in the bot-~

tom-land pasture to drink. After a few days
of thus herding them en stubble they had all

the weeds out of it. Then we put them in

that forty-acre pasture on which there had
not 'oeen an animal all summer. How they
did enjoy the rich feed. There had been
cattle in the pasture for years before and it

was weedy. The sheep preferred these
weeds to the grass, but when the weeds were
pretty well gone they went after the grass.

They slept in the grove nights. There was
a rtmning spring in the pasture which we
piped to a long trough, and the sheep soon
learned where the water was. When they
had eaten that pasture down pretty close,

we herded them everj- day in the stubble-

fields till about the twentieth of September,
when we turned them into the corn-field,

from which we had cut the corn for the silo.

There was rape in the field and a good many
ears of com which the binder had knocked
ofl. This was the first corn the sheep got.

We now turned a flock of two hundred old
ewes in with the wethers, for the latter had
never seen com and had never learned to

eat it. But the ewes knew and in a few
days all were eating corn. When the sheep
had cleaned up the corn and rape from that

field we turned them into another corn-field

where the rape was high and where there
was plenty of corn.

Pushing Them to a Finish

At first we left them in there only a half

hour morning and afternoon, .-^fter about
three days, we left them in an hour at a

time, and in a week's time they were run-
ning in the corn-field at will. The gate was
continually open between the corn-field and
pasture, and the only care new was to see

that every sheep got into the com-field in

the early morning and that all got to the

corral at night.

They ran this way till the seventh of

November. Before that, as soon as we saw
the corn was getting pretty well cleaned up.

we put a team on an iron drag and dragged
down the stalks in order that the ears above
the reach of the sheep would be knocked
down. When we took the sheep out of this

field, there was not an ear of corn left in it.

We turned them into a new corn-field the

morning of the seventh of November. Beside
this field was a clover-field, also a stubble-

field with a fine stand of rape in it. The
new rape, the clover and corn of a new field

put the finishing flesh on them, and when
the com in this field was eaten they were
ready to ship. They were sold on the Chi-

cago market November 28th for $5.75,

which was twenty-five cents a hundred above
any sales for some two weeks before and
after.

The gross amount received in Chicago for

those five hundred and forty yearlings

( eleven had died or been killed by dogs)

was $3,046.49.

Here is the account of those sheep :
^

551 yearlings, cost in Omaha $2,103.50

Freight to Hartford S2.70

Feed-bill on road 26.00

Commission 20.00

^^Freight Sta State

Total cost at Hartford $2,232.20

Freight and switching in shipping

to Chicago $ 175.20

Yardage 27.00

Feed-bill in Chicago 36.25

Total cost of marketing $ 238.45

Cost in Hartford 2,232.20

Total cost $2,470.65

Gross returns $3,046.49

Total cost 2,470.65

Profit $ 575M
Paul H. Beown.



Pig-Time Precautions

Sows that carry a reasonable amount of

flesh evenly laid on are usually the ones
that, do best with their litters. They

will be quiet longer than the lean sows that

are prompted by hunger to be up and look-

ing for something to eat. Much of the

danger that comes to the pigs at birth will

be eliminated if the sows are kind and tract-

able, allowing all necessary help at farrow-

ing-time.

The quality- of feed largely governs the

amount of flesh that the sow may safely

carry. The sow that has been fed a ration

of grasses, forage and small amounts of

grain foods may carry a large amovmt of

flesh and still be safe to use for breeding.

Feeding during the period, of pregnancy
should be liberal. The sow's condition should

be kept up. It is a mistake to half starve

pregnant sows, thinking that the reproduc-

tive organs are peculiarly Hable to be trans-

formed into masses of fat at the first sign

of an appearance of fat upon her back and
libs. The use of the reproductive organs
creates a demand of an unusual nature upon
the system that must be met in the same
way as demands due to other causes—such
as growth, exercise, exposure to cold—by
providing liberal quantities of the right kind
of foods. No sow can bring a litter of

thrifty, well-developed pigs unless she is fed

liberal quantities of the right kinds of food
during pregnancy. Given plenty of nourish-

ing foods, abundance of bulk and succulence

and pure air and exercise, there will be little

danger of overfeeding her.

Exercise and fresh air exert a counter-

acting influence upon heavy feeding. Sows
that are fed liberally must have exercise.

Winter is a difficult time to handle brood
sows and special attention should be given

to maintaining them in a thrifty and vigorous

condition, because of the scarcity of bulky

and siicculent foods and the lack of exercise.

Root crops are an excellent substitute for

forage crops ;
however, care must be exer-

cised in feeding them to avoid causing a

profuse action of the bowels. Clover and
alfalfa cut or ground and mixed with the

grain feed in the slop aft'ord both succulence

and bulk and has a very stimulating effect

upon the bowels and whole digestive sys-

tem.

By keeping the sows separated in lots of,

from ten to twenty, it is safe to allow them
to run together up to within two or three

weeks prior to farrowing, then each sow
should be removed to the farrowing-house
and given special attention and food, as the

occasion may need. This gives her time to

become familiar with the change and
acquainted with the herdsman. (A corn-cob

acquaintance as many term it.) It pays to

be on friendly terms with the sows at far-

rowing-time and means the saving of many
pigs.

Sows should be given plenty of straw or

other material to make dry and clean nests,

but not enough to make deep nests and holes

for the pigs to crawl in and get tangled up
and lost or crushed by the sow. Fenders
should be placed around the sides and ends
of the pen, about eight inches from the floor,

to keep the sow from lying on the pigs or

crowding them against the sides of the pen.

Experience, judgment and a knowledge of

the disposition of the sows afford the only

guide for a man to follow in handling his

sows during the farrowing period.- If the

weather is cold, it is many times necessary
to stay with the sow and take the pigs as

fast as they come and place them in a box
or basket and see that each one is dry and
gets its first feed and its right place at the

dinner-table. For the first few days after

farrowing the sow should be fed very spar-

ingly. After this her food should be
increased gradually until she is being fed
all that she can digest and assimilate.

When they are about three weeks old the
pigs will begin to look about for supplemen-
tary foods by going to the trough with their

dam 'and nipping bits of grass or forage. At
this period it is desirable that we fix a creep

so that they can come into the alleyway and
feed them a little sweet skim-milk and
wheat-middlings three or four times a day.
In this way they will gradually wean them-
selves and by the time they are removed
from the sow they'will not miss her and they
will suffer no set-back in condition.

When weaning a litter it is an excellent

practice to leave two or three of the smaller

pigs with the sow for a few days after the

others are taken away and give them a

chance to catch Hp with the other members
of the litter. This is alike beneficial to both
the sow and the pigs, for she gradually
becomes dry without danger of leaving her
with a caked udder.
One of the hardest problems confronting

the herdsman is to keep the young pigs free
from indigestion and scours. A litter of
pigs once affected by this derangement sel-

dom make as good development as those
gaining without a break. This complaint
comes largely from unsanitary conditions,

and for that reason it is judicious to clean
out and, if possible, disinfect the nests and

pens at least once a week and oftener when
many pigs are kept in the pen all the time.

All sour swill must be kept away from, the

sows while they are nourishing young.
Wheat-middlings is an excellent grain

food for brood sows and young pigs, although

a little bran may be used to lighten up a

little during the first few days, and some
digester tankage to add to the nutritive

value during the lime the pigs are pulling

down all the milk the sow is capable of giv-

ing. The feeder must vise his own judg-

ment as to the condition of the sow and her
pigs and^plan his methods of feeding accord-
ingly.

No man can tell just how much care and
food a sow and her pigs will require. Con-
stant attention alone will decide the ques-

tion. The best of care and plenty of food
during this critical period has an influence

upon the development of the pigs that can
be noticed until they are full grown. The
man who gets the pigs well started has
solved three fourths of the problem of grow-
ing profitable hogs. W. Milton Kelly.

Anti-Grub Device

THE way to prevent grub in the head, which
so often afflicts sheep, is to grease the

noses of the sheep with tar or tar and tur-

pentine. This repels the small gad-fly

which otherwise will deposit its "nits" (liv-

ing embryos) around the nostrils of the
sheep, whence the nits crawl up into the nose
passages and develop into good-sized" grubs.

The customary way to get the grease on the

sheep's noses is to bore two-inch holes in

a log, put salt in the holes and smear tar

around them so that the sheep in going after

the salt smears its nose.

I have a device that I think is an improve-
ment on the above.

- A four-by-four scantling is used, with two-
inch auger-holes bored every eight inches
along its length, deep enough so that the

point of the bit jiist goes through. Then no
water will stand in the holes, even if rain

should get in under the roof. At the ends
of the scantling nail boards of the shape
diagramed and put on a back and top to

keep the rain off. This whole device is set

up on legs driven into the ground.
To each quart of salt I add a couple of

large spoonfuls of spirits of turpentine and
also smear tar around the holes. The sheep
do not object to these "dopes," but the flies

do, and Mrs. Fly can deposit her eggs in a

stump somewhere. Alvah Blackburw.

When a Cow Laps Water

A Pennsylvania subscriber is worried
about a cow which does not drink nat-

urally, but laps up the water. Outside of

the inconvenience caused, I do not know that

there will follow any detrimental results. As
a rule cows gain the habit of lapping water
by having free access to it at all times.

Especially is this true in the winter when
the water is cold.

There are two methods that often break
cows of this habit. The first is to heat the

water to a temperature of seventy-five or
eighty degrees before giving it. The other
is to water the cow only when she is ex-
tremely thirsty, taking the water away when
she begins lapping it.

Hugh G. Van Pelt.

An Odd and Hopeless Case
CRIBBING, among cattle, is practically an

unknown trouble. Yet one such case is

described by a Pennsylvania subscriber,
whose tv.'o-year-old heifer is "an expert
cribber," eats little and is very poor. In
over thirty years' practice of veterinary
medicine and surgery I have not come across
more than three or four such cases. There
is no known cure for it. I candidly think
that the very best thing to do with such an
animal is to slaughter her, if only for her
hide and for chicken-meat. It may be that
sometliing would be found in her stomach

—

some disease or foreign substance which
caused the trouble. C. D. Smead.

Be sure that you furnish proper quarters
for the farrowing sow. You can't afford to
lose a single one of the little "squealers"
this season.

Pregnant ewes had about as well be turned
out among wolves as to be left where the

other stock bump and kick them around, as
this is one cause of weak, paralyzed or dead
Iambs at lambing-time.

Don't allow that old reprobate of a cow to

fool you by giving a profuse flow of milk
for five or six months, then going dry. It's

the cow that gives a reasonable amount of

milk from seven to nine months in the year,

that you may safely bank on as a profitable

member of your dairy herd.

Don't go to the well—be up to date and

pump the water to your house and barn

Goulds Reliable Pumps
bring to the farm one real

advantage of the city—water

where it is needed. From
our complete line we can

meet any requirement from

the cistern pump to the large

powerpump for general

water supply, including

lift and force pumps,

thresher pumps,
hydraulic rams, pneu-

matic water supply
pumps, rotary, centri-

fugal and irrigation

pumps.
The name Goulds on

every one marks the genu-

ine. Don't buy any pump
until you ha-ve read our

free booklet—

Water Supply for the Home,''
We want you to select the pump best adapted to your conditions.

This book is a mine of valuable information on the subject. Send for it.

The Goulds Mfg. Company, s
14 W. Fall Street

Seneca Falls, N. Y.

500 Stitches a Minute
This means more to the shoe buyer than mere speed.

It means only the best material and long wear in every
Goodyear Welt shoe.

For the rapid Goodyear welting machines insert more than
500 stitches a minute—quick, close and strong. Cheap ma-
terial or imitation material cannot stand up under this volley
of rapid stitches. Only the best material can be worked on
these machines. Only the best material can get into a
Goodyear Welt shoe. Long wear is assured to the buyer.

Comfort too is assured by this shoemaking method. For
these same machines produce shoes that are smooth inside.

A narrow strip of leather called
a welt is sewed to the shoe upper
and to the channeled innersole in
a single seam.
But not a thread penetrates to

break the inner smoothness of the
shoe.

Another machine lock-stitches
the heavy outer sole to this welt
around the edge of the shoe. This
seam too is entirely outside.

The shoe is left smooth inside.
Your comfort is assured.

Econemy too points to "Good-
year Welt." The most dressy
shoes are now made on these in-

spired machines just as durable
and comfortable as if hand sewed
but costing only one-third as
much.
These machines are employed

i n the factories of all leading man-
ufacturers who create and issue
the authoritative shoe fashions for

dress and business wear.

Fully five hundred different
Goodyear Welts are made by these
makers.

But each Goodyear Welt, where-
ever you find it or whatever trade
name it may bear, is dependable.
The style is right, the shoe is

smooth inside, the best of material
has been used in its making and it

costs you only one-third the price
the hand shoemaker used to
charge. Never forget these fea-
tures.

A printed list furnishes aU these
500 names of shoes. Some are sold
by leading retailers in every town.
But get this list before you buy
another pair of shoes. Let it be
your guide.

Your name and address across
this advertisement brings the list

and two other interesting booklets
describing the sixty machines and
telling " The Secret of The Shoe "
— all without cost.

United Shoe Machinery Co.

Boston, Mass.

ATENTS^^S^
Sixty years' experience—acknowledged

standing. Send sketch for opinion on
patentability. All patents procured by
us published FREE in

Branch Office: SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
625 P Street. MUNN & CO.. Attorneys

WASHINGTON. D.C. 357 Broadway, New York

PATENTS in CASH DEMAND
Many deals closed by our clients—one recently for

$680.000.00—our proof ol Patent* that PROTECT.
Send 8c postage for our 3 books for Inventors.

R. S. & A. B. Laccy, Div. 49 Wiuhington, D. C. Estab. 186»

..PATENTS START FACTORIES
PATEMT SECURED OF

FEE RETURNED
Start right. Free Book—How to obtain, financi

and promote patents. Send sketch, free eearoh
FARNHAM & SUES, Paf. Ally»., Ail. 43, WashinQlon, D.C
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Turn Your Waste
Into Meat and Profits
How? Fence your farm so as to utilize your
waste products. Fence is the important factor

in rotaiion and alternate pasture. It enables you
to convert waste into profit. With liberal use
of gates, small fields are quickly thrown into

big ones giving unlimited extension and alter-

nation. The fence thus cuts down the cost and
increases the production of the farm by turn-

ing waste into meat—your big profit-maker.

Royal Fence
Ib made of heavy, hard, stiff steel wire, the
strongest and best possible to produce for fenc-

ing purposes. The stay or upright wires are
continuous from top to bottom of the fence, and
are secured to the horizontal wires by the Royal loop. The stays are rigidly

held in place and side slipping prevented by being wrapped around the
horizontal wires entirely within the tension curves. This construction forms
a fabric of the utmost strength and flexibility—the best of the continuous
stay fences.

Royal Fence Dealers Everywhere ^Srtrlo\\?^!''^fu^h°i^'*?^
particular needs. He will gladly show you his different styles o£ fence and explain
their merits right on the ground where you can have them before your eyes and
make your own comparisons. He buys in large quantities, gets the lowest
carload freight rates and can sell you good fence at the lowest possible price.

FRANK BAACKES, Vice President and General Sales Agent

American Steel & Wire Company
Chicago New York Denver San Francisco

Send torcopy of "Royal Fence News," profusely illustrated, devoted to the interests of farmers andshow
ine how fence may be employed to enltance the earningpower of a farm. Furnished free upon applicatiotu

Repeating Shotgun
Made famoul by its dependability. The solid top and side ejection keep gases and powder away from your eyes ;

help quick, effective repeat shots. Rain, sleet, snow and foreign matter can't get into the action.

The mechanism is strong, simple, wear-resisting. The double extractors pull any shell instantly ; tv/o special SEifety

devices prevent accidental discharge while action is unlocked, and an automatic recoil block makes hang fires harmless.

All Marlins are strongly made, finely balanced, accurate, hard hitting guns, and are the quickest and easiest to lake
down and clean. Illustration showi Model 24, grade "A", 1 2 gauge ; it has all the features that make for a perfect gun.

Send three stamps postage today f-or our 136
page catalog describing the fall Siarlln line.

J^zr/in^rearms Ca
141 Willow Street New Haven, Conn.

BPOK ^^^^

Every Farm Home
^Should Have TMs Book

CONTAINS the greatest Harness and Vehicle offers ever
made; 178 pages of -wonderful Interest to Farmers; 251

illustrations, many in colors; 138 styles o£ Carriages, 74 styles

Harness. See our 'Wagou Leader of special construction, page 101,

and special Harness Bargain, page 143. We sell direct from our fac-

tory, giving you genuine, absolutely guaranteed
^l^i^Sji

Bargains in Vehicles and Harness
Doesn't ft stand to reason that you can buy Vehicles, Harness and Sad-

dies to better advantage from the makers than from second and third parties?

Dealers, Agents and Mail Order Houses have to get their profits and selling

expenses that come out of your pocket. No sense in your paying out this extra

money, when an old, reliable Manufacturing Concern like Murray of Cincin-

nati stands ready to ship direct from our factory.

"J/ " "Highest Award" Buggies Direct From ffis

fyU(A/iaii Factory— Four Weeks* Road Trial—Sale
^ Delivery Insured—Two Years' Guarantee

No buying a "cat in a bag" from "Murray." Ton select any
vehicle you like from our Big Style Book, vre ship it on, ana
you take it out and give it a practical test on the road arouna

,

your place for 30 days. Ifyou are not satisfied, -we simply vron t '

trade, that's all. No obligations on your part, no hard feel-

ing on ours. Ifyou decide to buy, we stand right behind yoa
^with the well known "Murray" Guarantee off Quality.

We Want Our 1911 Catalog in the
Home of Every Farmer in America.

The Wilber H. Murray M'fO Co^
Dept. 309 Cincinnati. O-

Page 63—Auto Seal Buggy—
An unusual Buggy Bargain. Seat and
general arrangement are esclusive. We
eave 70a about fSO eeUiug direct from factor;.

Save
$30

Silos for Small Farms

w ouLD it pay the owner of a small

farm—say forty acres, or less—to

put up a silo for the disposal of his

limited corn crop? Air. Abram Phillips,

Angola, Indiana, has figured out that the
silo is a profitable investment even on the
small farm. Here is his interesting letter :

Many owners of large farms in this
county (Steuben, Indiana) are building
silos prepartitory to feeding dairy cows or
fattening steers for market. Those who
built last year made a success feeding
silage, and some have even added a sec-
ond silo this year. This seems to give
other big farm-owners the silo fever, and
silos and silage feeding are the leading
topics among them to-day.
But why do we so seldom see the silo

recommended for the small twenty', thirty
or forty acre farm ? p'or our own benefit
we have made a thorough investigation of
silage feeding and have reached this con-
clusion, that it will pay the owner of a
small farm to build a silo, the size, of
course, corresponding to the number of
cattle he wishes to feed.
We own forty acres of good tillable

land, all under cultivation except eight
acres of new ground which is free from
stumps, but has been kept in sod for
pasture, as it never freezes out like clover
pasture and can alwaj^s be depended upon
when other pasture fails.

Now if this eight acres is planted to
corn next spring and we get a good yield,
we can sell the corn and fodder from four
acres, which will pay for the silo and have
the other four acres with which to fill it

;

and that corn as silage will feed farther
than the whole eight acres harvested in
the usual way.
Four acres of good corn, I figure, will

fill a^ silo ten feet in diameter by eighteen
feet 'deep, holding about twenty-four tons,
which will run about seventy bushels per
ton, or sixteen hundred and eighty bushels
in all. An ordinary cow or steer cannot
eat more than one bushel at a feeding,
two bushels per day, seven hundred and
thirty bushels in a year. Hence, sixteen
hundred and thirty bushels will feed two
dair\' cows or steers a year and there will
be some left ; or, if supplemented by clover-
hay, that amount of silage may be made to

Brother Horse Entertains a Large Party

of Friends

feed three head of cattle. Of course, these
cattle would get some grain besides the
silage, or silage plus hay.
The cattle can be kept in a lot for exer-

cise and fed from the silo while all the
rest of the farm is under cultivation. A
few shotes, with their noses rung, allowed
the run of the lot and feeding-barn, will
work over the droppings and clean up all

bits of silage .scattered by the cattle or
feeder. The shotes will need other feed
only once a day and will go ahead very
well on this diet.

A silo of this size can be filled in half
a day providing the corn is cut the day
before, so there will be no delay in getting
it to the machine. The cost of filling a

small silo is ten dollars for the silage-

cutter, while fifteen dollars ought to pay
for the cutting of the corn and hauling it

to the machine, which is about as cheap
as the crop could be cared for in the ordi-

nary way or by shredding.
Even if a farmer owned only fifteen or

twenty acres he could make a silo pay, for

if he wished to practise crop rotation he
might rent land of some neighbor to plant

to corn.

One difficulty with the small-farm silo

immediately suggests itself. Unless a layer

about two inches thick is removed all over

the surface of the silage every day, there is

likely to be a seriovis loss from molding.

Prof. W. A. Henry, in "Feeds and Feeding,"

says : "Two inches in depth of ordinary

corn-silage weighs about three pounds per

surface square foot near the top of the silo

and ten pounds near the bottom, averaging

about seven and one half pounds. On this

basis the proper feeding area may be placed

at about five square feet per cow daily."

Would the man who feeds only a few cows,

as Mr. Phillips plans, be able to use up
enough silage each day to keep ahead of the

mold ?

Have any of our readers had experience

with the small silo ? If so, we would like to

hear what they have learned. New possibil-

ities of the silo are being revealed each day,

and there is no one who knows quite every-

thing about it. If yeu have first-hand

experience-knowledge of the small silo,

tell us I Editor.
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HORSESELF-
CONFORMING

The only col-
lar that fits itself
perfectly to
your horse's
shoulder. You
wUl be through
with shoulder
galls, through
with losing
time and
money by
having hor-
ses laid up
when most
needed—
t h r o ugh
with buying
collars so
often, if you

insist on"UNO"
collars.

"UNO" collars have a heavy facing
of Young's Uno self-conforming mix-
ture (a yielding, pliable facing that fits
itself to the shoulder), backed by
selected long rye straw—have double
strength throats giving double
strength where common collars are
weak—heavy,smooth sole leather tops—solid serviceable rims-all parts made of pure
bark tanned leather cut from best part of the
hide—all shapes aod sizes, $5.75 to $4.75 each.

Bridle Rosettes FREE
Send us the name of a harness dealer who

does not handle "UNO" Horse Collars, and
we will send you a beautiful pair of Nickle
Embossed Bridle Rosettes FREE.
Our booklet, "Horse Collar Sense,*' gives

you some valuable pointers on how'to judge
and buy horse collars* Free on request

BENJAMIN YOUNG
Dept. 63 MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Cattle or Horse hide. Calf, Dog-, Deer,
or aay kind of skin with hair or fur on.
We make them soft, ligfht, odorless,
wind, moth and water proof, and make
them into coats (for men or women)
robes, rugrs or grloves when so ordered.
Tour fur g-oods will cost you less than

to buy them, and be worth more. Send
three or more cow or horse hides in one
shipment from anywhere east of Den-
ver and we pay the freig-ht both ways.
Get our illustrated catalog' which

g-ives prices of tannine:, taxidermy and
head mounting-. Also prices of fur
groods, an.d big- mounted g-ame heads
we sell.

The Crosby Frisian Fur Company,
571 LycU Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Agents Make
SEE^'^^^^ $18 to $30
THAT REEL ^^IC^^fes.^ Wcck
THIS AWL SEWS
a Lock Stitch like a n._

chine. Just the thing for repairing

Shoes. Harness, Buggy-tops, etc. Sews up
Grain Bags, Tents, Awnings, and Wire Cuts on
Horses and Cattle. Makes a neat, durable repair and
quickly, too. Has a diamond point, grooved needles, metal

handle, and a reel holding 50 yards of waxed thread. Can be

carried in any tool box or the pocket One man sold $200.00

worth m four days. M Neal sold 20 m 5 hours, cleared $8.50.

Had no experience. Regular price $1.00. Complete sample
with three kinds of needles, needle case and two reels of thread

sent postpaid for 60 cents 2 for $1.00. Satisfacnon or money
refunded. Send quick for sample and complete instructions.

ANCHOR MFG. CO. DEPT. 453 DAYTON. O.

OUR TRAPPERS
GUIDE FREE

FUR SHIPPER. SEND FOR IT. Infor-
mation worth a fortune to you— DROP THE
MIDDLEMAN—Try the SQUARE DEAL FUB
HOUSE theHouse that's DIFFERENT, thisyear.
Write for Price List A. Valuable information
as to PRIZES OFFERED, FREE. Write

WEIL EROS. & CO., Est. 1871, Box I Fort Wayne, Inl
Capital $500,000.00 Paid

Book
LFBEE.

Mount Birds
We teach yon by mail to stuff and mount

an kinds of BirdSi Animals, Game-Heads.
Also to 4an skins and make rugs. Decorate
your home with your beautiful trophies, or
commaud big faieome selling specimens and
mounting forothers. Easily, quickly learned
in spare time by men and women. Succesi
guaranteed. Write today for our free booii

"How to Mount Birds and Animals**
absolutely free. N.W.SCHOOL OF TAX-
IDERMY ih'A'l ElwoodBld?. Omaba,\eb.

The DAMNING OF JONES."
The Implement Trust says. "Damn Jones and out of busiuesg

with liim" Ijccause he is the only man who dares to sell j-ou a

w:irranted take-it-hoiue-and-try-it-before-buying-scale of any size

or kind at tlie dealers' price. Money talks and your money is as

good as any dealers' and your credit better. Send for my offer aud
their reason for "damning Jones."

"JONES He Pays the Freight."

6 Lay Si., BIN6HAMPTON, N. Y.

WE BUYWE SELL
FURS AND HIDES
PAY HIGH PRICES

Send for catalog No. 27. NORTHWESTEKN
HIUE AM> FUR COMPANY. Minneapolis. Minn.

GUNS AND TRAPS
AT LOW PRICES^ SHIP YOUR

FURS
%b NTcMlkuN FUR & WOOL CO.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN
lllustrafed Circular Free to anyone intereiled in

RAW FURS.
iyTranp*rS' Cuide Free to thote wh« thip to



Edwards Interlocking

"Reo" Steel Shingles
Need

No Repairs!

They Last as

Long as the

Building

They are stamped of best Bessemer
Steel S to 12 feet long: and 24 Inches wide.
They are made either in plain steel, painted
on both sides, or heavily galvanized. They
wiU not rust nor corrode. The interlocking
feature covers the nails and provides for
expansion or contraction.

Put Them On Yourself
Anyone can lay these shingles on any roof.

Jwst a hammer and a few nails is all you need.
Edwards Interloeklngr Reo Steel Shlneles

will save money for you. Tliey wilt last
longrer than wood-eliiiig:le or composi-
tion roofs and grive you absolute protec-
tion agralnst fire and lierbtningr. We give a
$10,000 guarantee bond tliat no roof cov-
ered with Reo Steel Shlng-les will be de-
stroyed by lightning-.

Factory Prices—Freight Prepaid
Being the largest manufacturers of every kind

of iron and steel rooflag material, we are in a
position to quote you lowest possible manufac-
turer-to-user prices.

Write tof Maw Catalog 258
which gives valuable information you should
have. Ton can save money and have a better roof
by buying Edwards Interlocking Reo Steel
Shingles. Send us dimensions of your building
andwewill quote you cost of a Reo Steel Shingle
Roof delivered at your railroad station. (36)

THEEDWARDS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
208-258 tock Street, CINCINNATI, OHiO

|

Greatest Farm
Profits

are made by farmers in the Southeastern States
on the cheapest, best located lands in America, in
regions most healthful, climafce most agreeable.
This is shown by actual returns. Farmers have
reported wheat yields of 40 bushels per acre, com
iOO to 150, six tons alfalfa, 200 to 300 bushels pota-
toes, profits of $100 to $400 on truck, up to $900 on
fruit, make beef and pork at 3 to i cents a pound.
The Southern Field, illustrated newspaper, giv-

ing facts. State Booklets, LandXists, etc., sent free
on application. Low Rates over Southern Rail-
way. Write

/H. I/. RICHARDS
Land and Industrial Agent. Southern Railway

1330 PENNSYIiVANU jlVENUE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Rider Agents Wanted
in each town to ride and exhibit sample 1911 bicy-
cle. Writefor .ipecml qffey.
Finest Guaranteed 1 fl 4. ^ <t O T

1911 Models *p i U to *p ^ f
^ with Coaster-Brakes and Puncture-Proof tires.

L 1908 & 1 9 10 Models ^7 <t 1 O
lall of the best makes « *-0 I
1100 Second -Hand WTieels

All makes and models, ^9 x.^
Rgood as new *p*^ %pQ
fflOreat FACTORY CliEARIN'G SALE
?We Ship on Approval without a
mcent deposit, jony the freight, and allow

flO DAYS* FREE TRIAL,
^TIRES, coaster brake rear wheels, lamps,

sundries, parts and repairs for all makes of bicycles at
half u^ual pri-ces. DO NOT BUY until you get our

catalogues and offer. Wvite noic.

AIEAU €YC1.E CO., Dept. CSS, CHICAGO

FREE TO FARMERS
A Valuable 160-page book entitled

"SILO PROFITS"
Written by 200 of the most successful
Feeders, Farmers and Dairymen In
the World. ff^ Every farmer In
America should read this book, and
as long as our supply of these books

,

last we will mail one copy free to
each person asking for it. It gives'
theactual experience of these farm-
ers and in their own words.
Our Factories are located at An-

derson, Ind., DesMoines, Iowa, and __
Kansas City, •hsjca.Write NOW 'O^^CiJ.^i'
Missouri. *^for this book C^llO rrOtltS

INDIANA SILO COMPANY
*il4 Union Biiildinc Anderson, Indiana

BRQMB TSRES
make good roads and save draft.
There's long Berrice in the modem

Electric ^efal Whsefs
with straiglit or staggered cvalsteel
spokes. No tires to set, no break-
downs. Fit any wagon. Make a
new wagon out of your old gears.
Write for free catalogue.

OKim WHEEL CO., BoiU, OlilllB«.UI<

Fertile Farms in Tennessee—S5 to SIO per acre-
Fortunes are being made on. fertile Tennessee farms,

raising big crops of grains and grasses of almost every
kind, also Cantaloupes, Cabbage, Toniatoes, Ktring
Beans, Green Corn, etc., also Horses, Cattle, Sheep,
Swine. Poultry and Eggs. Write me at once for Free
Litertiture, which advises how to get one of these
splendid farms for S5 to $10 per acre. Act quickly!
H. F. Smith, Traf. M^.N. C. & St.L. Ry.Dept.S,Nashville, Tenu.'

WANTED—Family Men f "dep'eS
farmers In Eastern North Carolina, "The Nation's
G-arden Spot," A card brings the Information.
C. VAN liBTJVEN, President, Wilmington, N, C.

RAISE THEM WITHOUT MILK
Booklet Free

J. W. BABWELt, WAUKESJ3% ILL.s
It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-

side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

:e Hay i
Is its Capacity—Earning Power.

SPENCER HAY PRESS Catalogues make great
and definite claims proven by the press in action
or no sale. Nature of contract protects you. Covers
every claim by actual figures. More tons per hoar
guaranteed than by any other ^ Write
horse press, same size bale. yf^^S^Sf Right
Send for new Catalogue D .

/^«^^™»

J. A. SPENCER
Dwight, Illinois

When Care Saves Sheep Profits

WHEN lambs are expected provide
warm quarters for the ewes, deeply

bedded with straw. Allow no one, or
any dog, to frighten the sheep at any time
now, for a sudden fright is likely to either

cause premature birth or at least to have bad
eftects on both ewe and offspring.

Go to the lambing-house every hour -until

bedtime, and be ready to assist any ewe that
needs it, and to attend to the youngsters.

If possible, it is a good plan to sleep near
the sheep-yard and look in on them several

times during the night. As soon as a lamb
is dropped, wrap the tiny bunch of bones
in warmed cloths until dry and well warmed,
then unwrap and nestle it in the straw. The
mother will do the rest. Within six hours
see that it takes nourishment from the ewe.
This takes patience and often some teaching,

but it pays to persist.

As soon as the ewe has dropped the lamb
or two, give her a bticket of milk-warm
water, for the act of lambing will leave her
very thirsty. The drink will soothe her
nerves, quiet her anxiety, and she will give

down her milk freely and chew her cttd

contentedly. Cold water would be very

hurtful, if not fatal, at this time.

When lambs are due separate such ewes
from the rest of the flock to prevent injury,

and keep them in the fold where you can
watch them every hour. It pays to let other

things wait, rather than be careless now,
and see all your year's profit fall and die. I

have known sheep-owners to turn pregnant
ewes out in the pasture and lose three to

five lambs that were born away out in the

field, were chilled and died of neglect.

Always speak low and gently to the ewe
at this time, for a sheep knows by your voice

if you are angry or joyous, and it is the

singing shepherd tljey love.

If you get the lamb safely over the first

forty hours, it is likely to grow all right

after that, but warmth, care and attention

must be there when needed. If three are

born to one ewe, as I have had happen, you
must raise one with nipple and bottle, or

ejse get another ewe that has lost her own
lamb to adopt the odd triplet. C. E. Davis.

About Rickets

RICKETS—^or "progressive rhacitis," as

veterinarians call it—is a disease, the

cause of which is not fully determined. It

is, however, most common in regions where
the soil is deficient in lime salts, and in cases

where the mare has ' been fed corn largely

when in foal.

A North Dakota subscriber describes a case.

A five-months-old colt of his is stiff through
its entire body—is unable to get up at times.

It has some swelling of the legs.

This disease does not always, as many
suppose, manifest itself soon after the birth

of the colt or other young animal, especially

when it takes on the progressive form of the

disease. There is no known specific for it.

However, many recover when fed liberally

on oats.

Personally I have had best success by
giving twice daily, morning and night, to

foals the age of this one, two-dram doses of

the saturated solution of phosphorus. Also,

once per day, at noon, give Hematic-Hypo-
phosphites. These can both be given in

ground oats. Also give a tablespoonful
every morning of a mixture of common salt,

eight ounces ; powdered charcoal, ten ounces.
Give colts having this disease the best of
care and nursing, and don't expect imme-
diate cures. It will take a long time to get

rid of it, if it is cured at all.

. C. D. Smead.

Fooling the Balker
WHEN a horse balks do not whip, scold or

quarrel with it, "Speak gently." Be
patient. Take time. Go to the bits. Fasten
a strap around one front leg, between the

hoof and fetlock, and tie the foot up to the

hames, or hold it up, as the case may be,

compelling the horse to stand on three legs

while it rests ( ?) . Resting will very soon
become more irksome than going. But with
kindly "whoas" and the continued holding by
the bit, compel the horse to stand until

thoroughly anxious to go, which will not be
long, when the foot should be let down and
the animal allowed to go. Repeat the pro-

cess as often as the occasion demands,
increasing rather than diminishing the time

of the restraint J. R. Clark.

D. B. L., Dade City, Florida, asks as to

the largest wool clip recorded for a single

sheep, and especially if a hundred pounds
have ever been scored. We think not.

There are some records of just under fifty

pounds, which shrank half in washing. The
Australian merinoes are supposed to be the

heaviest yielders ; but New England has pro-

duced some splendid animals of this breed.

Is Oleomargarine

As Good as Butter?
Because oleomargarine is colored like butter and looks

like butter and even tastes like butter, is it as good as
butter ?

The makers CLAIM it is.

You KNOW it is not.

You know that it is an inferior article, that it is sold
bv misrepresentation, and yo7( wouldn't touch it with
a ten foot pole.

Now similar conditions prevail in the separator business.

The DE LAVAL is everywhere recognized by creamery-
men, prominent dairymen and buttermakers as being by far

the best cream separator on the market.

98 % of the world's creamerymen use the DE LAVAL
to the exclusion of every other make. That looks like

pretty conclusive evidence that the men who make the
separation of cream and the making of butter A BUSINESS,
the men who know, are not in any doubt as to which is the
best cream separator.

The makers of inferior separators acknowledge that
the DE LAVAL is best when they say to you "Our
separator looks like the DE LAVAL" or "It's just as good
as the DE LAVAL, but we will sell it to you for a litde

less money."

Why do they offer ,to sell _their machines cheaper ?

For the very same reason that the makers of oleomargarine
sell their product cheaper than butter—because they COST
less to MAKE and are WORTH less.

The DE LAVAL has many imitators but no equal.

There is no substitute for the DE LAVAL any more than
there can be a substitute for butter.

If you need a cream separator, why experiment with
"worth less," "near" or "just as good" imitations? You
will save yourself time, money and trouble by getting the
genuine DE LAVAL.
For catalog and any desired information write to the

nearest office of THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.,
165 Broadway, New York; 42 East Madison Street, Chicago;
Drumm and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco; 173-177
William Street, Montreal; 14-16 Princess Street, Winnipeg;
ior6 Western Avenue, Seattle.

Farmers' Handy Wagon

at a Low Price
Absolutely the best wagon built for every kind

of heavy teaming. Low steel wheels, wide tires.
Will last a lifetime without repairs.

STEELWHEELS
for farm wagons
—any size to fit

. any axle. Send
' for our free
booklet before
you buy a wagon

^aaa^- or a set of wheels.

EMPIRE MFG. CO., Box 63-W QuSncy.lll.

HORSE OWNERS JOTy^^'"'
At Our Risk

and save dollars in|
time, lahot and ex-
pense. A u t oma t i c

action, durable. eSee*
tire, easy on the liorse.
and always clean. Send

'address—stating number

ABOUT I

ofhorses owned,and we'll send Comb postpaid.^
After Trial, send eSo or return comb at our expense. Yalimble Horse Boot
sent freo. Clean Comb' Co., 48 S'ifth St., Hacine.Wis.

No matter how old the blemish,

'

how lame the horse, or how many doctors
have tried and failed, use

Fleming's
Spavin and Ringbone Paste

Use it under oar guarantee—your money
refunded if it doesn't make the horse
go sound. Most cases cured by a single 45-

minute application—occasionally two re-

§uired. Cures Bone Spavin, Eingbone and
idebone, new and old cases al ike. Hot used

on. splint, curb or soft bunches. Write for

Fleming's Vest-Pocket
Veterinary Adviser

Best book on blemishes, and we send it

free. Bead it before you treat any kind of
lameness in horses. 192 pages, 69 illustra-

tions, durably bound in leatherette.

FLEMING BEOS., Chemists, (2)

222 Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

AND UPWARD
SENT ON TRIAL.

FULLY
GUARANTEED.

A

AMERICAN

A brand new, well made, easy running, easily
cleaned, perfect skimming separator for $15.95.
Skims warm or cold milk. Makes thick or thin
cream. Thousands in use giving splendid satis-
faction. Different from this picture which illus-
trates our large capacity machines. The bowl
is a sanitary marvel and embodies all our latest
improvements. Our richly illustrated catalog
tells all about it. Our wonderfully low prices on
all sizes and generous terms of trial will astonish
you. We sell direct to user. No agents. Our
guarantee protects you on every American Sepa-
rator. Western orders filled from Western points.
Whether your dairy is large or small, get our great
offer and handsome free catalog. ADDRESS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.,
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the

public

finds

you
out

You can*t stop the

spread of good news.

If you sell a good

article your customers

will talk about it.

Tliat*s how it happens

that there are now

250,000 Economy

Cream Separators in

actual daily use. We
sold 40,000 last year.

Ask for the Economy

Chief Dairy Guide for

1911. Most interesting

cream separator prop-

osition ever printed.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.

Chicago, Illinois

DEATH TO HEAVES
llCllf TflV'C Heave, Cough, Distemper
nCIW I Un « and Indigestion Cure.

The first or second tl can cures heaves. The third
is guaranteed to cure or
moneyrefunded.il percan
at dealers, or express pre-
paid. Send for booklet.

THE NEWTON REMEDY CO.
nUDO. OHIO.
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and the cross-bred animals are not fit for will, with perhaps some assistance, have
breeding stock. The man who produces burned out the stumps and thoroughly cleared

X • n i J TV • r cross-bred animals must buy all his breeding half of his land and gotten it into proper
l_*lVe btOCK and Uairy K stock, if he wants to keep up the quality of condition for a cultivated crop. On these

his herd. twenty acres he plants cotton and corn,^put-

As to the notion that pure-breds are bred I'e"ls^of t.o^'ton''^?'he''so?l h1v?nTbee"n' w'ellfor fancy points, not for utility, there is stored with humus and nitrogen by me^ns
plenty of contrary evidence. Let the advo- of the velvet bean, it needs no other com-
cates of cross-breds study the standard of mercial fertilizer than one containing phos-
excellence adopted by the various associa- phoric acid and potash. This should be

Pure-Breds, Cross-Breds and
Mongrels

IWAS very much interested in Mr. Corbin's

experience with pure-bred and cross-bred

hogs, published a little while ago in Farm
AND Fireside. It seems that a trial of pure-
breds has convinced him that they are most
economical for the man who grows hogs for

the market. There seems to be a contrary
opinion prevailing among many farmers that

pure-bred animals are for the fancy breeder
rather than for the man who grows stock for

the market. I have heard stock-growers
assert that pure-bred animals have been bred
for fancy points and pampered until they
have lost vitality. They seem to think that

the breeder is working for fine points, rather
than to produce animals that will grow into

the best pork in the least time.

I am often asked whether a cross between
a Berkshire and a Poland-China, or some
other cross, would not be better than a pure-
bred of either. 'I have had experience with
grades of several different breeds, crosses,

mongrels and also pure-breds. My experi-

ence is that the pure-bred hog is a more
uniform breeder and a more practical pork-

producer than any hog of mixed blood.

For the past ten years I have kept nothing
but pure-bred Chester Whites. It is some-
times said that all white hogs are especially

liable to skin diseases—also that the Ches-

ter White is a very good hog to keep in the

pen, but is lazy and shiftless and does not
thrive unless especially well cared for. I

have found these to be imaginary faults born
of prejudice. One hog-grower who had the

impression that the Chester White was a

shiftless hog bought one of me and a year
or two afterward told me that he had turned
this pig out in the woodland with his grade
Poland-China shotes, and that the Chester

White outgrew any of them. Another gave
me a similar experience. I am not an
enthusiast who can see no good points in

other breeds beside my favorite, but think

that, as a rule, the hog-grower can do better

with the breed which he likes the best.

Pure-Breds Not Simply Ornamental

All of the standard-bred hogs are good
practical pork-producers. The main point to

consider is uniformity. A uniform bunch of

hogs will feed better together than a mongrel
lot. They make a much better showing and
will bring a better price on account of their

uniform appearance. We sacrifice uniform-
ity when we cross-breed. Very often cross-

breds are good pork-producers, but in crosses

the prepotency of both breeds is destroyed

tions of breeders of pure-bred hogs. There
is a similarity in all these standards. All
give prominence to the well-developed chest,

shoulders and hams. All attach importance
to the strong, well-shaped back. The ear
and tail, while they are considered, do not
count many points in the "scoring" of the
hog. Really, the standard of any of the pure
breeds just describes a good hog.

applied at the rate of three dollars' worth
to the acre. If he cultivates the crop prop-
erly in accordance with instructions furnished
by the Agricultural Department or the near-
est experiment station, he will be almost
certain of not less than fifty bushels of
shelled corn and a bale of cotton to the
acre.

He will plant the other twenty acres again
in velvet beans or cow-peas while working

A hog must of necessity have health and cotton and corn crop and thus put addi"

constitution to develop such a well-formed
body. There is an impression with some
that good treatment tends to weaken the
constitution of a hog. The facts are that
good treatment, without pampering, strength-
ens the animal. A. J. Legg.

A Pipe-Dream That is Not All
Smoke

[continued from page 4]
of land value taxation enabled the Fairhope , _
Single Tax Colony to acquire twenty-two fortable cash income from his second year's

tional richness into the soil for the benefit
of the cotton and corn to be raised on this
half the following year. Corn here is sel-
dom worth less than eighty cents and it
usually brings a dollar a bushel. Cotton is
now selling for sixty-five dollars a bale, to
which must be added ten dollars a bale more
for the seed. It is to be hoped, however,
that our man will not be so foolish as to
fail to return to the soil all the cotton-seed
raised on it, or the equivalent in cotton-seed
meal.

In this way an able-bodied and industrious
man can almost certainly, realize a corn-

hundred of the four thousand acres which
it now owns. The remainder of the land
was previously obtained through contribu-
tions from other single taxers.
Our homeseeker begins in the fall, we will

say, and has most, if not all, of his land
rough-cleared by spring. By that, I mean,
he has girdled and thus deadened the few
large pines and has cut and burned the
undergrowth and grubbed out some of the
smaller stumps. Then, using a strong road-
grading plow, drawn preferably by an
ox-team . which he can hire for the job. he
plows the land, going around the stumps and
standing trees as best he can, and he picks
up and burns the roots which the plow
brings to the surface. He disks it and har-
rows and drags it and in the spring he plants
it all in velvet beans. The velvet bean will

grow just as well on new land as on old
land. ^He sows the beans in rows three and a
half feet apart and puts up a hog-proof
fence, making the posts, probably, from tim-
ber grown on his land. The beans should
be cultivated to some extent, but being on
new land the weeds will not be very trouble-
some. The period during which velvet beans
can be planted with advantage extends from
the middl* of April to the first of July

;

work beside adding much to the value of his
farm. Then, by adopting the rule of raising
his cotton and corn on land in velvet beans
or cow-peas the preceding year, and of also
sowing beans or cow-peas in the corn-rows
as described in my last letter, his soil will
steadily increase in fertility, and his income
grow ever}' year.

I explained this method of raising crops
to a farmer the other day and he said.
"Well, that means giving two years to a
corn or cotton crop, one year to get the soil
ready and the other to grow the crop, with
no income from the land every other year.'
That does not necessarily follow. One can
always make a direct profit on his legumin-
ous crops by using them either for pasturage
or hay or silage. Cow-pea hay sells here
readily at twenty dollars a ton and there is

an inexhaustible demand for it in Mobile.
Since much of the nitrogen which velvet
beans and cow-peas bring to the soil is

deposited in the nodules beneath the surface,
the removal of the foliage above does not
greatly detract from the -beneficial effect of
these legumes. It simply lessens the amount
of humus which the soil would otherwise
receive from plowing the vines under.

Fuel here is free. People drive into the
woods and gather up the fallen timber

hence he has plenty of time in which to get wherever they please and no one objects

in his crop. Long before November his land
will be covered with a dense mass of green
leaves and vines, three or four feet in depth,
and the nitrogen-storing nodules in the soil

will continue to increase until further growth
is checked by frosty weather.

If he has cattle or hogs to turn upon the
foliage, so much the better. They will thive
and fatten upon it all winter. In the mean-
time, and before the following spring, he actual practice.

Lumber is cheap and, owing to the mildness
of the climate, shelter and clothing hardly
amount to half of what they would cost a
pioneer on the prairies of the North.
What I have been talking about is no fairy

tale. The experience of Mr. White, already
detailed, and that of others whom we know
of, coupled with our own observations, satis-

fies us that this dream can be realized in

IWe Say it Again!

Reait
This
Letter

The Quaker Oats Co.,

Gentlemen:— I was feed-
ing 1 bushel Gluten, 1 bush-
el Bran, and 1 bushel of
Commeal mixed, (equal parts
bulk), -when I -was advised to
feed 1 bushel Gluten and 2 bushels of
Schumacher Stock Feed. I was milk-
ing 18 cowsj in 3 days my cows gained
62 lbs. of milk. They continued to do
fine. I used up my supply of Schu-
macher and went after more but the
dealer was out. I bought bran and
meal and went back to my former ra-
tion. In 2 days my cows dropped down
BO lbs- in milk. I bought more Schu-
macher as soon as I could, and am
getting very fine results again. My
cows not only give more milk but keep
in better condition- I have also fed
my horses Schumacher Feed and I
never had them keep in as good shape
doing heavy work.

C. B. Ames» Delevan, N. Y.

YouAre Losing
Money andMilk

Every Dmy You Put Off
testing the New Schumachei* feeding plan. We don 't ask you to take

our word for this—just read the words of your fellow-dairymen herewith. We
could fill this and a dozen more pages with letters like these from the best

and largest dairymen in the country, telling how this simple plan

Sbwos $5SM to $822 a Tou
on feed and in addition produces a remarkable increase in milk and puts cows in the fin-

est kind of condition. You certainly want such results, don'tyou? You can get

them as sure as day dawns if you will mix

Ghummoher Feed
(to the amount of two-thirds your ration) with any protein concentrates such as Gluten, Malt Sprouts,

Distiller's Grains, Oil Meal, Cotton Seed Meal, Blue Ribbon Dairy Feed or similar high protein feeds you
are feeding. That's simple—that's easy. The reason it works so well is:

^» j» Milk prices were never higher. Coarse grain prices never more favorable, making it

r IfSmS possible to sell Schumacher at or below the price of'bran.

O »M Schumacher Feed, a kiln dried, ground corn, wheat, oat and barley products feed,

^CGOntSS scientifically blended is the most perfect "balance" you can get to complete

a ration such as you want for milk making and to build up and maintain good flesh and strength

60 necessary to enable your cows to stand long, heavy milking periods.

M> a _f By cutting down your high cost concentrates you save $5 to $8 a ton—have a
tnifttm better ration for the purpose—get more milk—and when cows are dry

they are ready for the butcher without any expensive "fitting." A t«st will prove
and please you. As a hog feed you will find Schumacher especially fine. Get it at

your dealer, if he hasn't it, write us. By all means try it now,
while every drop of milkmeans money to you.

The Quaker Oats Go»
Chicago, Um Sm Am

.-.•-,:srt';«*i

Gained
30 IbSm

Cows
The Quakee Oats Co.,
Gentlemen: During the past

few months I have been feeding
my dairy a ration composed of
equal parts of Gluten Feed and
Distillers Grain. About two
weelis ago I left out the Dis-
tillers Grain and began using
Schumacher Feed in its place
and feeding just the same
amount. In 2 days my dairy has
gained 30 lbs. of milk per day. 13
of these cows have been milked
since last Mai ch and April.
The most hnportant point In

this test is the fact that, while
Schumacher's cost me S6.(!0 per
ton less than the Distillers Grain,
my cows actually gained in milk
production by feeding it, and at
a time when, as every dairyman
knows, itisthe tendency forcows
that have been milked continu-
ously as long as these have,
to shrink.

J. E. MuBEAT, Freedom, N.Y.

afJJ. '-»*JMlri

You will find Schumacher Feed especially fine for hogs. Try it



TKe/FARHElO' LODDY.
IF

YOU put the boot on the other leg, if you look at

this potash controversy through the other end of

the opera-glass, I suspect you will agree with my
own conclusion, that there is no occasion for a tariff

war with Germany about the German government's

attempts to regulate the business.

There are acres and acres of people in this country

who would like to see our government handle some of

our natural resources as Germany is handling her

potash. I am one of them. I am willing to opine, even,

that if we can get the dust settled, and give the Ameri-

can people a clear view of this case, it may present to

them an object lesson in efficient conservation that will

be worth while.

Commercially and otherwise, our German friends are

great bluffers. But they don't hold the cards to justify

a commercial war with the United States, and they will

not have one unless somebody on this side gets tmduly

excited over the representations of special interests.

Let's go back to the beginning for a survey of. this

situation. Potash was discovered in great deposits in

connection with salt mines in Hanover and the Hartz

Mountain region of Germany, some thirty years ago.

Experiments proved it a great fertilizer, and soon a

huge demand was created for it.

The Germans conceived that it would be well not to

let the deposits be exhausted in haste ; to prevent waste

and recklessness. If we had had a like idea about our

forests a generation ago, it would have helped some.

Some German Conservation

¥ TNRESTRicTED Competition threatened such waste, and
*—

' some German states bought potash-mines in order

to "get their hooks" into the business and secure a

voice in its conduct. Before condemning the Germans
for doing that, it is well to consider our forest reserves,

our withdrawals of coal and phosphate lands, which are

analogous.

To concentrate management, unify methods and

lower expenses, the Germans organized the "Kali

Syndikat," in which the government and the private

mines are pooled. But instead of having an immensely

watered capital—like, for instance, our steel trust—it

has a nominal capital. Instead of selling potash abroad

cheaper than at home—again like the steel trust—it does

nothing of the sort. The man accustomed to bellowing

out a protest against steel rails selling abroad cheaper

than at home can hardly object to that. Suppose,

instead of having merely the greatest steel-producing

industry on earth, we absolutely monopolized steel.

Suppose that we were the greatest users of it, as Ger-

many is of potash ; and that Germany was the second

greatest user, as we are of potash.

Then suppose that two huge trusts were formed in

Germany, trying desperately to monopolize the right

to buy steel from the United States and to control the

German market. One of them buys a lot of iron-mines

and steel-mills in the United States, in order to

strengthen its hand. That's what one of our American
fertilizer combinations—the Virginia-Carolina Chemical

Company—did when it bought a big potash-mine in

Germany.

Here's an Illuminating Supposition

jvjow let's go on fitting the boot to the other leg. The
^ ^ steel combination is a sort of gentlemen's agreement,

we will say, like the German potash syndicate. It is,

in fact, an agreement, made for five-year periods, to

govern production and prices, prevent waste, enforce

economical methods of mining—such as our government
is tardily trying to secure in coal-mines—and generally

keep the business on a safe basis. Suppose that, just

as the German states own some potash-mines, our
government had kept its grip on the Mesaba iron

deposits in Minnesota, which it once owned, and
through this interest was a big factor in the syndicate.

We are getting our parallel drawn down toward
present conditions in potash. On June 30, 1909, the

five-year period of our steel syndicate expires. Some
of the private producers are dissatisfied with conditions,

and before agreeing to renewal of the agreement for

another five years want to secure a larger allotment of

the business. Their arguments fritter away weeks.
The date is approaching when the old syndicate will

expire. At midnight of June 30th it will end. The old

syndicate must be renewed by that hour, or unrestricted

competition will resume sway, prices will be cut,

and all thought of sensible conservation will end.

By Judson C. Welliver

In this crisis, while hundreds of inen representing the

conflicting steel interests are holding a conference,

arguing day after day, night after night, representatives

of the two German syndicates appear on the scene.

That is what the American fertilizer trusts did while

the last potash syndicate was in its dying hours. These
foreign buyers, ready with immense orders and long-

time contracts, pull every wire possible. They want to

get their supplies as cheap as possible and on terms

that will freeze out competitors and copper-rivet their

monopoly back home. They have unlimited capital

behind them. Their orders are the biggest prizes in

the game. Their inducements are such that some of

the' mine-owners, confident of getting their contracts,

deliberately prolong the controversy until the clock in

the big steeple across the street strikes the hour of

midnight.

The old syndicate is dead

!

Instantly there is a rush from the conference chamber
to the rooms where the foreign buyers are in waiting.

Week by week they have held out for this moment.
Anticipating the smash-up of the syndicate, they have

planned with the greatest care for their grand coup.

They have forms of contracts drawn up, ready to be

signed within an hour after the old syndicate expires.

Before morning, these are executed with some of the

privately-owned mines. Thirty per cent, is shaved off

the former prices, in these contracts made in the brief

period before the syndicate is pulled together again.

They cover supplies for one of the foreign trusts for

scA'en years. The saving is said to be worth twenty-five

miilion dollars to that trust.

That is what Robert S. Bradley, chairman of the

1>oard of the American Agricultural Chemical Com-
pany, did. He got his contract signed—and in a few
more hours the syndicate was reformed. But those

contracts stood. The mines that held them would be

compelled to work to utmost capacity to execute them.

Other mines would lose business because of them. The
whole trade would be demoralized. When the syndicate

was reorganized, important interests remained out of it

and made other contracts with American users of

potash. The syndicate set about to have these contracts

cancelled or rendered worthless; and here come in the

legislative measures against which protest is made.

Not so Tough as it Looks

^^ERMANY threatened an export duty on potash unless

^^these contracts were given up. The American buyers

insisted that a contract must be executed, and threatened

to appeal to Washington and bring on a tariff war if

Germany interfered. The Germans retorted by intro-

ducing legislation in the Bundesrath, whose effect would
have been practically to repudiate the contracts; and,

with this pending, the German syndicate renewed efforts

to get the Americans to cancel the contracts. Still the

Americans refused.

But they did offer to "split the difference"—to give

up half of the twenty-five million dollars saving their

new contracts would have made. The Germans would
not agree. Fearful of tariff war, the German govern-

ment did not press the export-tax measure, but instead

the imperial government passed a measure, now a Irav,

under which the annual potash production is apportioned

among the mines. The mines that made the American
contracts are given so small an apportionment that they

could not possibly keep the contracts ; and the legisla-

tion imposes a tax of twenty-two dollars per ton on

production above the apportionment. This would mean
either repudiation of the American contracts or bank-

ruptcy of the mines holding and trying to execute them.

On its face, this looks tough on the Americans.

Examined in the light of knowledge of the methods of

our fertilizer trusts, they present another side. Many
anti-trust concerns have tried to make fertilizers, and
it is constantly charged that the trusts try systematically

to induce the Germans to refuse supplies of potash to

these, and to make the trusts the sole authorized agents

in this country. The effect of such agreement, which
the Germans have refused to make, would be to perfect

the monopoly of the American trusts, and enable them
to exploit the American farmer to whatever extent they

liked.

Right there comes the crux of the thing. Would the

American farmer get any benefit if those contracts were
sustained? Nobody can tell for a surety. I doubt it

very much. Our Department of Justice has been oi

the trail of the fertilizer combinations, for conspirac

in restraint of trade, and evidence is not wanting tha

the combines, if given the benefit of these contracts

would use them to increase their own profits, to driv

all possible competition from the field, and in the en(

would become so rich and powerful that they would bi

able, when present contracts expire, to dictate terms t(

the potash syndicate itself. If we had as vigorous an(

eft'ective methods in this country for dealing with com
binations in restraint of trade as the Germans have, i

might be worth while to hope for some benefits to thi

consumer of fertilizers. But, on the whole, it appear
much more likely that the American consumer will ii

the long run do quite as well if the German situatioi

continues to be dominated by a government-regulatec
community of interests, which at least can be dealt witl

pretty directly by our government, and which assure:

that all customers—all individuals or corporations, citi'

zens of one country or of another—will be treated alike

Of course, the American holders of these favorabh
contracts do not take this view. They protest tha-

Germany is discriminating against them. This does no-

seem quite the case, considering that some French fer-

tilizer concerns that secured contracts under the ok
syndicate prices are having these contracts nullified it

the same way that the American ones are being attacked

The Tariff in the Role of Big Stick

rjRESiDENT Taft is being urged by the Bradley inter-

^ ests to coerce Germany by issuing a proclamatior
applying the maximum rates of the Payne-Aldrich tarif

to Germany. There is no doubt that such a move woulc
precipitate a tariff war in which the advantage woulc
be largely on the side of the United States. Presideni

Taft, however, is not so sure that Germany has done

anj'thing for which we would be justified in making
such a move. People who held especially favorable

contracts have all been treated alike by the Germar
law. The maximum and minimum provisions of the

Payne-Aldrich law are designed to secure exactly
' the

same treatment for Americans that is given to people oi

other countries. It is seemingly true, as the Germans
insist, that no discrimination has been imposed againsi

Americans, as compared to people of other countries

Altogether, it is not likely that there will be any tariff

war.

One important result may come from, the controversy,

which has been going on for months, and has been the

subject of a good deal of diplomatic correspondence
between Washington and Berlin. That is, that a great

incentive has been given to efforts to find more deposits

of potash in other parts of the world. Already reports

have come in that great deposits have been found in

Austria, that others are to be opened in Spain and
Portugal, and that within continental United States still

others are being investigated which may in time make
us independent.

Don't Scratch the Trust's Back—It Claws Yours

rjuT how about our American trusts, in connection
*-*with these discoveries of new deposits? There is no
reason to doubt that in time the rest of the world will

find plenty of potash. Flowever, note the other side of
this case:

'

The American fertilizer trusts are ready to inject

themselves into the control of whatever discoveries

may be made. They will be glad to smash the German
monopoly—if they can substitute one of their own.
Their agents have already investigated the discoveries

in Europe. They are now looking into other indications

in Death Valley and the Salton Sea region.

Personal!}', I am a buyer and user of fertilizer. I

paid twenty dollars and fifty cents per ton this year for

fertilizer I bought from one of the subsidiaries of the

American Agricultural Chemical Company. Somehow
that corporation does not seem likely to extract much
satisfaction or sympathy from my neighbors who have
dealt with it. We are not for a commercial war with
Germany or anybody else, for its sake.

Mr. Bradley, the real head of the American Agricul-
tural Chemical Company, has explained the contentions

of his company to me in detail. His call was most
interesting, and I have never met a man who stated his

case better. But he did not get my verdict, and I don't

believe he will get the verdict of the administration or

the country—a verdict that will include recommendation
of commercial hostilities with Germany.
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POOR RELATIONS
By Adelaide Stedman

Author of "Miracle," "Intellectual Miss Clarendon," Etc.

Illustrated by Herman Pfeifer

Part VI.

Outline of Preceding Chapters

MARION and Penelope Martin^who are left penniless
by the death of their father, go to New York
City to make their living, jMarion hoping to be a

newspaper woman and Penelope intending to start as

a decorator. The girls are alone in the world except
for their father's wealthy relatives, who do not wish to

be troubled with poor relations. After a visit from
their Aunt Clem and Cousin Penelope the girls learn

that they need expect no help from them, that they must
tight their fight alone. Their Cousin Fred is the only
one who treats them with courtesy, for he seems to

have taken a sudden fancy to Marion. John Hastings,
editor of the Morning Chronicle, and fiance of the rich

Penelope, appoints Marion a society editor on his paper,

and through Pierce Brothers Penelope is commissioned
to refurnish the home of Mr. Shreve at New Rochelle.

Just when things are beginning to look bright for the

girls something unpleasant occurs at Pierces', and
Penelope sends in her resignation. However, after

many unhappy attempts to find another position, the

girls receive in the same mail two letters, one from the

lawyer of their Uncle Stephen, who lives at St. Paul,

stating that he refuses to accept the money on the mort-
gage on their father's home, and one froni Mr. Shreve
begging Penelope to carry out his commission privately.

With the mortgage money Penelope then starts as a

decorator on her own account and accepts Mr.
Shreve's commission. In the meantime quite

a warm friendship has sprung up between
RIarion and John Hastings. Marion admits to

herself that she loves him, but never breathes
her little heart secret to her sister. Hastings
has no idea that she is related to his fiancee,

for Marion has never told him. Instead of

having the happiness he had expected during
his courting days, Hastings finds something
lacking in Penelope and feels cheated of his

romance. She refuses to announce her engage-
ment and allows the Comte de Feronac to pay
her much attention. All the while Penelope,
too, has a little heart secret which she keeps
from Marion. Her friendship for Mr. Shreve
has ripened into love, although she hardly
admits it to herself. At his club one evening
Mr. Shreve meets his old friend John Hast-
ings, who tells of his engagement to Penelope
Martin. Shreve is astounded at the news, and
leaves Hastings very suddenly and goes off

with a heavy heart, to the home which he had
dreamed he and Penelope would one day
occupy together. He does not know that

Penelope has a cousin by the same name.
Meanwhile Marion is having her own troubles.

The Martins give a great ball and she is asked
to go and write up the affair for the paper.

She dreads meeting her Aunt Clem, whom she
feels despises her more since Penelope sent

her business cards to all the society people and
flaunted her daugjiter's name in trade. When
Marion sees Hastings, the man she loves,

happy, smiling, dancing with Penelope, she can
stand it no longer. Dizzy and faint, she rises

and leaves the musicians' gallery where she
had been sitting. When she reaches the bottom
of the stairs, she stops a moment" to collect

herself, and just as she turns to go Fred
Martin walks out of a near-by door and stands
in front of her.

Chapter XVI.—Continued

"T»/f ARiON," he marveled, "what in the name of
•''^*all the heathen gods are you doing here?"

He had evidently been partaking of the punch
already, and he repeated unsteadily, "What—are
you—doing here? I had no idea I would see you!"

"I—I am a reporter on the Chronicle." The girl

looked about desperately for a means of escape, but
there was only one path—down the long corridor where
he could easily follow her. "I must go," she moved
decidedly, "right away !"

"No, not yet." Fred spread out his arms in front of
her. "Not yet ! I want to talk to you. You are my
cousin—my very pretty cousin—and I want to talk to
you !"

"No, I am late." Her voice trembled with alarm.
"Nonsense !" The boy's tone was irritated. "You

don't have to get your stuff in until twelve o'clock. I'll

take you down in my car."

"No, thank you—please
—

"

He took her arm and pointed to the green upholstered
bench. "Let's sit down and have a little chat," he
suggested.
Perforce Marion consented. She dared not refuse.

In his half-intoxicated state, he was quite capable of
making a scene.

Once seated, Fred leaned back comfortably and eyed
her attire with scant approval. "The mater ought to
have sent you a bid to this affair," he grumbled. "I told
her so, but women are such cats sometimes. You should
have been invited!" His voice was grave as with the
affairs of nations.

"Oh, not at all," Marion demurred. "We should not
have come, anyway. And now—I must go

!"

"Oh, no!" He caught her sleeve and drew her down
again.

She looked about fearfullj', meditating on a run down
the corridor. "You must go back to your guests," she
insisted. "I simply must go!"
"They are not my guests. They bore me—to death.

The women buzz—^>-ou know ! I always want to vrave
them away—like bumble-bees!" He laughed loudly.

The girl's chagrin amotmted almost to agony. What
would her aunt say if she found them there ? She looked
at Fred, tears in her eyes. "Don't you see I must go,"
she pleaded. "I—I have no right to be here. I

—

"

He broke in persuasively. "Then let me take you to

your office. I called twice—at the hotel, but you—were
out. I would have come oftener, only—the governor
made me promise not to ! Now—-you are here—and I

want to talk to you. You look awfully pretty when you
cry, Marion. I tell you, give me a kiss and I'll let

you go !"

"Fred !" the girl rose furious.

"Not so fast !" Once more he caught her arm, exclaim-
ing, "Jove, you're stunning when you're angry, too

!

Come, give me a kiss—we're cousins!" he leaned toward
her.

Deadly pale, she tried to push him away, sobbing,
"Don't—oh, don't!"
A man passing by the palm screen heard the agonized

voice, and stepping aside, he caught sight of the befud-
dled bo3' still holding the girl's arm.

'jMiss j\Iartin," Hastings almost shouted in surprise,

then his face became grim. "Fred, you—" instantly he
saw the boy's condition and with one twitch drew him
awa)', so forcibly that he fell. Angrily he picked him-
self up, as the man gazed from him to Marion, dum-
founded, his eyes lingering on the girl's terrified face

j
"Hastings st oped and picked up the

offending package"

"I guess I can talk to
—

" Fred began belligerently,

when Hastings interrupted almist savagely

:

"Oh, no you can't !" Then he turned to Marion and
said gently, "Miss Martin, I had not the slightest idea
you were here."

"Miss Dean was ill—I had to come," she gasped,
grasping the bench for support. Everything was whirl-
ing before her eyes—she could not think—it was too
awful.
Hastings looked at Fred scathingly. "March," he

ordered under his breath, "and quick
!"

The boy flared under the scorn in the man's voice, "I

will not," he exclaimed wrathfullj'. "I guess I don't
have to ask your permission to talk to my cousin!"
"Your cousin," the man whispered.

• "Yes !" Fred laughed impudently.
Hastings turned to Marion for confirmation.
"Yes," she echoed weakly, then of a sudden the

flowers, the lights, the music seemed to overpower her
and she sank limply on the green seat.

"You cad ! you miserable, contemptible cad," Hastings
railed, scarcely knowing what he was saying as he raised
the girl's head, "go for Penelope, quick I"

At the sight of Marion so still and white, the boy
began to recover himself. Nervously he hurried away,
while Hastings stood looking down at the girl in di^mb
suffering. A wild unreasoning anger filled him. She

—

Penelope's cousin! Why had he not known of it?

In a moment his fiancee swept into the hall, her eyes
blazing.

"What is this about Marion's fainting?" she demanded.
"Oh, as soon as I heard she was here, I knew very
well she'd make a scene—just to humiliate us before
our guests!" The girl was beside herself with fury.
"What do you mean," Hastings said angrily, "don't

you see her? Get some restoratives quickly!"'

"Can't she be gotten out of here?" The girl's voics
shook. "I won't have a scene!"
The man's face grew strange and white as he stared

at Penelope. "I'll go then
—

" he began, and just then
Marion opened her eyes.

"Oh, what is it?" she whispered.
"Nothing much," Hastings' tone was inconsequential,

but he gazed authoritatively at the brother and sister,
"you just lost consciousness for a moment."
"How awful !" she sat up slowly, still dazed.
"Oh, what effect !" Penelope sneered, so shaken she

could not restrain herself.

Marion stared at her and abruptly the hot scarlet of
pride glowed in her cheeks, and she rose, restored by
her indignation. For a moment she glanced at each face
in the group, then Fred touched her arm, "I'm awfully
sorry," he confessed, "this has been all my fault."

"It is over." She turned abruptl}', then added hesi-
tatingly, "you can tell your sister what happened. Now,
I am going."
"You are not fit to leave here." Hastings' voice was

anxious.
She smiled at him bravely and replied, "I am all right;

but now—please—please let me go." Her voice broke
and without another word she hurried away.
They stared after her a moment in silence, each upset,

stirred, unstrung. Then, suddenly, the Comte de
Feronac was bowing to Penelope with courtly grace.

"Is it not our dance, mademoiselle?" he inquired.
The girl started, then nodded and smiled

graciously, and chattering in French walked
away with him.
Fred stood regarding Hastings undecidedly

until that gentleman turned on him fierceh'.

"You—you—" he began, then clenching his
hands, turned away disgustedly.

"I suppose I had had a little too much," the
boy confessed guiltily, "why is it I never know
when to quit? I think I'll sign the pledge." He
gazed at the older man for approval, but Hast-
ings had not even heard him. He was walking
up and down, his hands in his pockets, his face
drawn into a scowl of self-condemnation. Why
had he allowed Marion to leave alone? Why
had he listened to her plea? She might have
fainted again right on the street. What might
not have happened ! His mind was in a tur-
moil. Marion, Penelope's cousin ! Why had
she not told him—still, why should she have
informed him? But whjf had her relations
done nothing for her? His heart was bitter

against Penelope—his fiancee. He shuddered.
The Miss Martin who had enraged him that
night was a very different person from the
brilliant, engaging Miss Martin who had won
him.

He glanced at his watch impatiently ; Marion
ought to be at the office by this time. He
turned to Fred who was still glooming near
by. "Is there a telephone in this part of the
house?" he inquired.

"Yes, in the green room to your right," the
boy answered and walked away.
Hastings strode through the open doorway

and took up the little instrument which stood
on a convenient table.

"Hello, give me Bryant 3101," he spoke
softly.

Suddenly a man's voice sounded from an
adjoining room.
"What are engagements," he was saying in

French, "they are worthless if the spirit is

lacking ! What makes them binding is love

!

Ah, mademoiselle—think—I will give you
devotion—ardor—worship. We will be happy

—

I love you, see I am brave to say it ! I dream
about you—I breathe in your honor !" Hastings moved
noisily and tried to get out of earshot. He recognized

the Comte de Feronac as the speaker; and a dull won-
der as to whom the fair engaged one was, who listened

to such love-making, crossed his mind. He could only

half realize the situation. His thoughts were of Marion.
In a moment his number answered and he queried

eagerly, "Jackson, has Miss Martin come in yet with her
assignment? Yes, this is Hastings. What; she has!

Oh." There was a vast relief in his voice. "That's all.

Good-by."
His heart felt suddenly light. Wiping the beads of

perspiration from his forehead, he walked toward the

far room, forgetful of the words he had just overheard.

He slipped over the threshold, but withdrew instantly, for

he had caught a glimpse of Penelope in the comte's arms.

Gathering himself together, he retreated, and
approached from another entrance so that they could not

fail to hear him. His heart was pounding loud with

anger, but this was not the time nor the place for action.

Standing once more in the doorway, he said blandly,

"This is my dance, I believe," even as he noted the flush

on Penelope's cheeks.

"Oh, yes," she smiled lightly, as the comte gave her a

languishing look. The men did not exchange a word.
Grimly Hastings led the girl away. "I \vant to talk to

you, Penelope," he announced, leading her into the green

room. He was wounded and hurt that she had deceived

him. Didn't she love him after all? The thought sent a

great wave of gladness flooding over him. Perhaps he
could still be free

!

"Well?" the girl seated herself, impatiently tapping

her satin slipper on the floor.

"Briefly, this !" He came to the point instantly.

"I won't be played with, Penelope ! I happened
to overhear part of the comte's love-making to you!"



"Eavesdropping, were you?" she sneered.

"You know better. It was quite by
accident—but that makes no difference—

I

heard what he said
!"

"Well," she queried again, smiling a

little triumphant, mocking smile.

"I won't stand it !" his anger rose at

her nonchalance, "you are engaged to me.

I lind you in another man's arms !"

The ' girl still smiled, "Do you want
your ring back?" she questioned calmly.

"Then come to me to-morrow at five.

Now, I've another dance with the comte."
Hastings' face was dark. "I'm glad

!"

he" muttered, "I'm glad !" His voice was
almost fierce with joy.

She looked up challengingly, "You were
anxious enough to, once," she parried.

"It was I who dallied wiih the announce-
ment ! I who played with you ! Stupid !

I would have died of ennui within a

month as your wife ! I've known for a

week that this was going to happen, only
I was not ready to tell you—until

to-night."

Once more the comte stood in the door-
way taking in the situation with knowing
eyes.

Penelope rose promptly. "To-morrow
at five then ?" she questioned placidly.

"Yes!" the man's voice spoke volumes.
Then he was left alone.

Chapter XVII.

THE night of the ball was one long tor-

ment to Marion. She had come home
utterly wretched; to pour out the story

of her humiliation in an angry riot of
words, to which Penelope listened in

silent indignation; her dark eyes so soft

and tender that the younger girl felt they

must see through her pretenses and dis-

cover her secret. Somehow she could not
bring herself to speak of her feelings

toward Hastings. She loved him ; but
he and she were parallel lines which might
run along side by side indefinitely, but
could never meet. Not even Penelope
should hear the words she might not say
to him.

A girl's renunciation is a queer thing.

With Spartan firmness Marion had
accepted fate's dictum that John Hastings
must be put out of her life; but she had
quickly realized, and the experiences of
tiie evening had brought the lesson home,
that she could not stand by and watch the

* engaged couple enjoy their happiness.

Throughout the long dark hours she
had re-decided that as soon as possible

she would leave the Chronicle and try

never to see its owner again. At the

thought, a dismal little sob shook her.

She was young. She was in love ! Her
yesterdays had been mere promises; the

long, long to-morrows ought to be days
of fulfillment. Instead, the future would
stretch into just a succession of years;

with no white stones to mark their

progress.

After a while her gush of self-pity

passed; and the inevitable rebound lifted

her above despondency. She had her
writing. Perhaps some day she would be
famous and have hosts of friends. Even
her snobbish cousins might comie to her
humbly, in deference to her greatness.

There was her novel right now. She had
taken it to a publisher's three weeks
before. It might be accepted ! Who
knew? With such soothing thoughts she
tried to salve the ache in her heart, and
finally came the best ointment of all

—

sleep

!

In the morning she went to the office as

usual ; but evading any possible contact

with Mr. Hastings, secured her assign-

ment and slipped out.

Penelope had suggested that they have
a picnic lunch in her office that day, so at

noon Marion hurried along Fifth Avenue,
carrying several neat paper bundles.

Luncheon was in the air. The population

of the stores was temporarily withdraw-
ing to places where King Menu reigned.

The girl walked quickly, until her eye
was caught by a cloth-of-gold gown in

one of the shop-windows. It was exquis-

itely embroidered in nodding goldenrod,
and avtistically displayed about it was a

glittering fan, gold slippers, silk hosiery

and a sequined scarf, all to match.

"Oh," Marion exclaimed in delight and
paused almost unconsciously, as did two
out of every three women who passed.

In a moment she walked to the side

street where a rear view of the creation

could be seen, when suddenly the sound
of a man's laugh caused her to turn

quickly. There stood-- Mr. Hastings, his

eves merry as he regarded her.

"You were so absorbed you didn't

notice me!" His voice was strangely

glad.

Hot color flew to her cheeks. "I—I was
absorbed," she confessed lamely, her mind
Eying over the episode of the night before.

John Hastings looked down at her with

something suspiciously like tenderness in

his eyes. He had longed to call her to

his office that morning; but he had decided

not to, for even as Marion had realized

her hopeless love for him, with the first

hope of freedom, he had suddenly seen

what his sentiments were toward the

golden-haired girl who occupied so large

a share of his thoughts. Penelope would

never know it, but her own actions toward

Marion last evening had first awakened him
to this self-knowledge. He loved Marion.
He would wait until the following day,

when he would be actually free, for how
could he talk calmly, when every moment
he would be longing to take her in his

arms and tell her everything? For the

first time he had felt the thrill of real

love making his heart pound harder.

Now, however, that he had unexpect-
edly met her, it was hard indeed to keep
the happiness out of his voice and manner.
A crowd of women had gathered about

the attractive window, and suddenly some
one, in turning, collided with Marion,
knocking her against Mr. Hastings. She
recovered herself instantly, but the string

on one of her parcels caught on a button
of his coat, and in a moment a glazed
package of ham was lying on the side-

walk, while its outer wrapping, caught by
the wind, went sailing away.
Marion gazed at it in confusion. "Oh,"

she murmured, "what shall I do with it!"

A few people were staring already, so
Hastings, noticing the girl's embarrass-
ment, stooped and picked up the offending
package, placing it in a magazine he was
carrying.

Marion laughed hysterically, as he
gravely took the swollen book under his

arm. "My sister and I planned to have
a picnic luncheon in her office," she
explained breathlessly, not remembering
she had never mentioned Penelope to him.
"Wasn't it awful to drop it! Everyone
looked so scandalized at seeing plebeian
ham !" Suddenly the ludicrous side of
the incident occurred to them both and
they laughed weakly. It was one of those
occurrences which make people intimate
in a moment.
"Are you giving your magazine 'food

for thought,' " she giggled after a pause.

He smiled and said slowly, "I am sorry
your picnic was endangered. I didn't

know you had a sister here. Miss Martin."
The surprise of discovering her rela-

tionship to his fiancee had remained with
him. Why had he never been told ?

"Oh, yes," Marion replied, endeavoring
to speak easily. "I have a sister, Penelope.
She is a decorator."

"By Jove, I remember when she
started!" Hastings exclaimed. "I never
connected you with her. Why didn't you
tell me you were related to the Charles
Frederick Mai'tins ? You must have known
I knew them."

"Yes," Marion nodded; "then paused,
wondering what to say.

"Then why didn't you tell me?" he
insisted. Something in his tone made the

girl decide to reply with a half truth.

"Because I didn't want you to feel under
any obligation toward me on account of

—

friendship," she answered.
He drew a long breath of relief at the

simplicity of her answer. He had not
liked the mysterious suggestion of secrecy.

"You were over-conscientious. Don't
you know I would always do anything I

could for you, for your own sake?" His
voice was eager.

Marion started and trembled. She must
turn the conversation into safer channels.
"Thank you," she murmured. Then, the

words scarcely audible, she added, "I
knew of your engagement to my cousin

—

I wanted to keep business—and—senti-

ment apart."

"You knew !" Hastings exclaimed invol-

untarily; suddenly ill at ease and angry.
She nodded silently. A phrase of con-

gratulation would not come.
The man could scarcely contain himself

as he saw the pained look in Marion's
face. How he longed to tell her that she
was the one, that to-morrow he would
come to her with the great offer. With
an effort he swallowed the crowding
words, only allowing himself to say, "You
must never speak of obligations between
us. Miss Martin. You—you do not need
influence—to succeed. It is odd, though,
I can never think of you as a business
woman."

"I am glad," she replied, voicing the
sudden impulse which came to her,

"because I expect to leave your employ
very soon, Mr. Hastings."
"What," he exclaimed. There was real

anxiety in his voice. The idea of her
leaving voluntarily disturbed him, though
he fully intended that she should leave,

never to return.

"Is anything wrong?" he queried.

"I—I cannot risk a repetition of last

night's scene," she answered, scarlet with
embarrassment. "To be a society reporter,

under the—present circumstances—is im-
possible."

A great pity for her moved him. "It

was terrible for you," he replied. "Fred
is a young idiot." His opinion of the rest

of "the family remained necessarily

unspoken.
Marion made no response. She was

surprised and wounded that he did not

object to her going more strenuousb^ In

a moment she moved to leave him. "It

is late," she said. "I should not have
discussed my affairs now. May I come
to vour office to-morrow at five?"

"Do," he exclaimed so heartily that she

felt more hurt than ever; then added,

"Meanwhile, let me walk to your sister's

office with you, to guard against acci-

dents."
They said little until they stood in front

of the big building where Penelope's
modest sign appeared. The man was busy
watching the girl's exquisite face under
the simple little fur turban. He had
gathered meaning from the morning's
incident, and he was too much of a New
Yorker not to know that only necessity
led girls to take "picnic lunches in offices."

How he yearned to give flower-like
Marion all the little luxuries, to protect
her from every privation and hardship

!

"Good-by," she said at last. "I think
you deserve a reward for your bravery

!

It certainly took courage to pick up that—

•

package."
He handed her the bulky magazine

gravely, saying with half-laughing earn-
estness, "Be careful ! I'm very grasping.
I may claim—that reward."
"Very well. It's a leather medal !" she

exclaimed hastily; then with another
good-by, hurried away.

Penelope was in the ofifice, but she did
not notice Marion's flushed face or ner-
vous, troubled manner, for her thoughts
were fixed on a letter which lay on the
desk by her side.

Finally Marion became conscious of her
sister's silence. "What is it. Pen?" she
asked anxiously.

"Nothing, dear, I just have a headache."
"From whom is that letter?"
"From Mr. Shreve. He has gone to

Europe!" The girl rose abruptly and left

the room.
"Oh," Marion murmured with sudden

light. Then her eyes filled with tears.

Surely she and Penelope were not
favorites of fortune.

M;

Chapter XVIII.

ARioN left Penelope's office immedi-
ately after luncheon, covered her

afternoon's assignment, and at five

o'clock returned to the hotel. It had
begun to rain, and she drew off her wet
things wearily. The gray wall opposite
looked darker than ever under the somber
sky, and she was forced to turn on the
electric lights to give the rooms even a
semblance of brightness. What a miser-
able day it had been. Her unexpected
meeting with Mr. Hastings had been so
strange. She could not understand him.
He had seemed so eager in her praise,
only to take her decision to leave his
service with most disconcerting calmness.
Suddenly the door-bell pealed, putting

a temporary end to her questionings.
It was a boy with the mail : and the one

letter she received sent a vivid red to her
cheeks, for printed on the envelope was
"Merrick & Bland, Publishers." The girl

held the leter convulsively, and the clock
ticked minutes while she stood staring at
it, afraid to read its contents. Her breath
came quickly as she finally tore the
envelope open and pulled out the type-
written sheet. It began

:

My Dear Miss Martin :

—

We have read your novel, "Both Sides of
the Story, with great interest. It shows
much promise, and we have decided to pub-
lish it if you are willing to assume half the
expense.

Her face fell and she had to shake the
tears out of her eyes before she could
read on.

You understand that the risk is great in
publishing the work of a new author, but
under the above conditions we will assume
the responsibility. The sum we would ask
of you would be about fifteen hundred dol-
lars ($1,500). If you will kindly call some
day this week between eleven and one, we
can settle matters definitely.

Very sincerely,

C. C. Knowles,
Merrick & Bland Publishing Company.

The girl crumpled the sheet in her hand,
laughing hysterically. "Publish it—if I

pay fifteen hundred dollars," she thought
ironically. "Why, it takes me a whole
week to earn twenty-five. Fifteen hun-
dred dollars !"

Again the peal of a bell, but this time
the telephone's, disturbed her.

Marion' tried to steady herself as she
answered.

"Hello," she called shakily, then as a
voice answered her, she repeated, "Mr.
Frederick Martin calling." Her voice was
amazed; but after a moment's hesitancy
she went on. "Tell him I am very sorry,
but I cannot see him."
With scant ceremony she hung up the

receiver and for a few seconds she won-
dered what in the world her cousin
wanted ; her anger rising at the thought
of him. Then he was forgotten in her
misery over Merrick & Bland's letter. The
book was good ! They admitted that

!

Why didn't she have the necessary money !

Presently the third ring of a bell startled
her. Slowly she went to the mirror and
dried her wet eyes. It was the door this

time. Slowly she went toward it and
threw it open, only to see Fred step into
the room.
"What do you mean?" she demanded

with dignity. "Didn't
—

"

[continued on page 38]
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The Valet of the Goddess

THE Goddess of Liberty, perched upon
the Capitol at Washington about one
hfth of a mile above the ground,

ought to be in mourning, if she is not.

For Al Ports, who for forty years has
tended her and is the only man who ever
came within kissing distance of her, is

dead. Ports was one of the best known
and conspicuous of the old-time attaches
of the Capitol, and rendered untold ser-

vice to the goddess. Among other things,

he has five times scrubbed her from head
to foot As the goddess is twenty feet

high, built of bronze and weighs sixteen

thousand pounds, this was no slouch of a

job.

Not even the importance of the goddess
saves her from the elements and she has
to be scrubbed once in about four years

to keep her from falling to ruin. At each
quadrennial cleaning she is found to he
covered with great scales of oxidized

bronze, to say nothing of bearing .on her

person the marks of hundreds of strokes

of lightning that have hit her since the

last time she was washed. All seven of

the lightning-rods on her shoulders and
in her crown are usually completely fused

and burned away and have to be renewed.

Ports has had charge of this work for

forty years. He is the only man
who ever fell from the dome and
lived to tell of it. Working on
the balcony just below the god-
dess he slipped and fell. He
turned a complete somersault in

the air and landed in a crumpled
heap in the gallery above the

first order of columns, not dead
—only stunned a bit.

In addition to washing the

goddess. Ports and his men
have regularly repainted the

outer surface of the dome itself.

Washing the goddess usually

takes a week and costs four or

five hundred dollars, but paint-

ing the dome takes nine or ten

tons of' paint and the labor of
thirty or forty men for about
two rnonths.

The dome has eight hundred
thousand square feet of surface,

or the equivalent of about eight

ordinary city blocks. The work
is dangerous, especially for the
men who put up and move the
scaffoldings. The timbers have
to be poked up through a hole
just under the goddess, and put
together piece by piece. The
dome is painted from movable
ladders, and when it comes to
shifting these over one of the
ridges in the roof, onlookers
hold their breath. However, no
one has been hurt yet, though
there have been several narrow
escapes. On one occasion a man
slipped at the verj' foot of the
great Goddess of Liberty and
slid downward along the thirty-

foot curve that ends in mid-air.
When he stopped, his legs were
dangling over three hundred feet

of space ! One of the men threw
him a rope, and he climbed back
and vi'ent on with his work
unconcernedly.
The hardest thing to reach is

the Indian headdress that the
goddess wears instead of a cap.

President Jefferson is responsible
for this bonnet. He was at the
helm of state when the goddess was cast,

and he objected to the liberty cap. "The
liberty cap," he said, '"was the symbol of
freedmen, not of freemen. When a slave
became free in those days, he assumed the
cap. It has no place in the heraldry of
men who were born free. We will have
none of it."

When asked what, then, the goddess
should wear, Jefferson is said to have
replied : "The goddess is now an Ameri-
can goddess, and she ought to ' have a

distinctivel)' American headdress ; cer-

tainly there is no other so very American
as the Indian feather bonnet." So she
was fitted out with one and placed on high
to show the nations of the world what
this young country could do when it really

tried. If the goddess were mortified over
this mix-up, she has at least had time to

get over her regrets in the better part of

a century which has elapsed since she
was elevated to her lofty perch on the

Capitol's dome. But nothing will console
the men who have to wash those feathers

one by one. C. Marriott.
^ ^ ^

There are a great many different kinds of

grain used as food by men in various parts

of the world. Corn and wheat are very

extensively used and barley is consumed
in vast quantities in certain parts of the

world, but at least one third of the popu-
lation of the whole world live on rice. It

is said to be used in more ways than any
other one article of food in the world.

Concerning Halley's Comet
EDMUND Hallev, the disciple of Newton,

was not the discoverer of the comet
named after him, but he was the first to

find by his calculations that the orbits of
the comet observed in 1531, 1607 and 1682
were identical and that the period for the
return of the comet would be seventy-five
and one half years. The first reports of
the appearance of the comet date back to

the fifth century B. C. Chinese astron-
omers have regularly described its period-
ical returns for two thousand years. But
none of the earlier observers -recognized
that it was the same comet that reap-
peared periodically amongst the great
many reported. Halley did not live to
verify his prophecy of the return of the
comet in 1757, for he had died, in 1742, at

the age of 86. Of course, when the time
came all observatories were busy to reach
the skies, but none of the learned astron-
omers of the da\- succeeded in spotting the
expected star. The first one to see it was
a plain peasant of Saxony, John George
Palitzsch by name, whose hobby was
astronomy. He had hidden his instru-
ments underground during the first years
of the Seven Years' War, but had dug them
out again when the worst danger seemed
past, at least, for his neighborhood. He

0j

The Goddess of Liberty on the Capitol's Dome at Washington

reports that with his eight-foot tube he
saw the comet in the constellation of
Pisces on Christmas Day at six o'clock in

the evening.
He repeated his observations on the

twent}--sixth and twenty-seventh of
December and assured himself that it was
the comet, so eagerly sought. Palitzsch,

whose discovery of the coinet had made
him famous all over the world, became a

regular correspondent of the great F. H.
Herschel, astronomer to the English court,

who, at one time, had been an humble
musician in Hanover. The Saxon peasant
made some more important contributions
to astronomical science.

It was, by the way, a farmer in the
Transvaal who gave the first report of the
appearance of Halley's comet last spring.

Iron in Vegetables

IT IS estimated that the human system
needs a little over a grain of iron a day.

It is, therefore, not without importance to

know, that of all the vegetables, lettuce

contains the most iron. Many people,
even physicians, believe that spinach is

richest in iron salts; this, however, is an
error. On the contrary, the latest investi-

gations place it lowest in the scale in this

respect. Winter cabbage comes next to

lettuce, and even the potato contains a

higher percentage of iron than spinach.

Perhaps this may be a comfort to fat

folks who will eat potatoes.

Items of Interest

A French company has been organized to
dam the Rlione to such an extent as to

secure water-power of one hundred thou-
sand horse-power, for valuable inanu-
facturing purposes, and to reestablish
navigation from the city of Lyons to Lake
Geneva, and to connect the Rhine with
the Rhone by a navigable canal. The
work is looked upon as a wonderful piece
of modern engineering, and will make a
wonderful change in affairs in the section
of country more closely identified with
the improvements.

* * *

The manufacturing industries of the
world often undergo some very odd
changes. During the reign of certain
rulers certain industries sprang up that
afforded the people labor, but for political
and other reasons the industries would be
neglected, and in some instances the
industry would disappear entirely. In
later years many of the leading nations
have made laws protecting the leading
occupations and industries of their people,
but even in these modern times some
queer changes take place. Twenty years
ago Germany was the leader in the manu-
facture of buttons from shells, and Japan
secured its supply from Germany, but in

late years Germany is importing
shell buttons in large quantities
from Japan.

* * *

Expert explorers who have
gone from the United States to

the Philippine Islands for the

purpose of determining the
variety of the valuable products
that are to be found in our pos-
sessions across the Pacific, report

great beds of coal, which are to

be found on almost ever\- island

fully explored. This will make
a vast change in shipping facil-

ities, as the expense will be much
less than if the fuel would have
to be shipped from other distant

points. Minerals of almost every
sort are found, and iron and
copper, as well as zinc and lead,

and some very rich gold and
silver deposits have been found.

Stone and cement materials, as

well as valuable pottery claj's

and some of the finest timber to

be found anywhere, comprise a

few of the more valuable finds

on our distant possessions, and
the islands will be the scene of

great activity in inining and
manufacturing industries in the

coming ages.
% if. %

Away up in Alaska, where our

people who are used to luxuries

go in search of great wealth,

many hardships are often en-

countered that we who remain

at home cannot realize without

actually experiencing the same.

To do without fruits and veg-

etables, except those that are

prepared to be taken to that dis-

tant cold region, is a hardship

that most American people never

think of until they are - hidden

away amid the gloom and snow
and ice of that Arctic region.

An apple might be carried there

if every precaution were taken,

but it would bring as much as

five or ten dollars if sold. One
of the most remarkable discov-

that frigid region is the find-

an American of a great hot

sprmg, which, although but twenty-five

miles from the Arctic circle, is continually

pouring forth great volumes of hot water

and steam. It has so modified the climate

for a short distance around the wonderful

spring as to make it a desirable place to

reside and to raise a number of fresh

vegetables, which are said to be delicious,

and which, of course, command a hand-

some figure from the hungrj- gold-seekers.
* * *

Naturalists tell lis the oldest known
species of tree in America is the gingko

tree, which in former ages thrived in great

abundance as far north as portions of

Canada. The gingko tree has a trunk

resembling the pine and a magnificent

foliage similar to that of the maple. Iri

autumn the foliage becomes a solid mass
of a beautiful golden hue, and is more
uniform in its coloring than any other

highly colored tree in the season of

approaching winter.

Some of the rare trees are grown
as far south as the Carolinas, but

more are to be found farther north.

* * *

The Salvation Army is gro^^•ing so rap-

idlv that it looks as though it would some

dav conquer the world. The army is

established and doing good work in fifty-

two different countries on the globe, and

still the work goes on with new converts

bv the thou-sand. J. D. Timmons.

eries m
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Four Magazines for $1.

THIS is the biggest value for $1.00 ever
offered. You can get the best City

Weekly, the best Farm Papers and the best
Home Magazine, together with an exquisite
Art Calendar, all for One Dollar, if you ac at
once. Each comes for a whole year. You can
have them sent to one or to different addresses.

100 Papers at One Cent Each
Think of getting all these great papers and

magazines at this low price. Every one is a
paper of national reputation—large and well
printed—one that is sure to be of tremendous
interest and usefulness to all the family. The
small sum of $1.00 will secure for every week of

the year an abundance of good reading, news
and useful information.

OUR OPPEI*
Chicago Inter Ocean and Farmer

1-Year Subscription—52 nos.

Farm and Fireside

1-Year Subscription—24 nos.

The Honsehold
1-Year Subscription—12 nos.

The Miuonri Valley Farmer
1-Year Subscription—12 nos.

The 1911 Beasiy Calendar
Packed in a tube, postage

prepaid.

Send for- Them To=day
For One Dollar you will receive a subscrip-

tion to each of the four magazines for a whole
year, and the 1911 Beauty Calendar. This offer
is limited. You can have each paper sent to
any address you choose or all to your own ad-
dress. Subscriptions may be new or renewal.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

$100

No.
1591

GIRL'S WATCH
Do you want to have one

_i for yourself?

This handsome v/atch is

dainty and attractive
and a fine timekeeper.
It c a n be worn with

a chatelaine pin.

It is guaranteed
for one year. You
can get it with-
out cost.

We will send this walch
for only six yearly sub-
scriptions to Farm and
Fireside at 50 cents each.
Each subscriber will also

receive our big 1911
Beauty Calendar. You
can easily earn it in an
afternoon.

Send the subscriptions to

FARM AND FIRESIDE Springfield, Ohio

Sunshine Boxes for

Mothers

By Fay Stuart

The day is cold and dark and dreary.

It rains and the wind is never weary.

THE no-school signal sounds and
mother sighs. Dorothy and Ruth
flatten their noses against the win-

dow-pane and complain tearfully that
there is not a thing to amuse them. They
have read all their books, the games are old,

and as for patch-work, "they just hate it!"

The rainy days, especially rainy Satur-
days, and the days of convalescence when
measles, whooping-cough and other child-
ish ailments have left the children fretful
and exacting, present a perplexing prob-
lem which mother must solve.

The wise mother prepares for these
emergencies. Upon the top shelf of a
closet she stows away, little by little, the
materials from which Ruth and Dorothy,
and even brother Robert, can manufacture
sunshine on the most stormy days.

In every household there are quantities
of odds and ends. It is very easy to buirn
them because they have no particular
place and one wishes such stufif out of the
way. It is hardly any trouble, however,
to save and slip these odds and ends into
their respective boxes upon that closet
shelf. On rainy days mother will find
these boxes brimful of sunshine.
There are the pretty advertising cards,

the pictures from last year's calendars, the
colored plates in the seed catalogues, the
fine prints and photographs in old mag-
azines. Put them all in the box marked
"Pictures," and then some stormy day
or long winter's evening show the chil-
dren how to arrange them artistically in
scrap-books. A collection of photographs,
which might include the White House
children, as well as the little heirs to the
thrones of foreign countries, or an album
of famous authors and artists, would be
instructive as well as interesting. One
child might fill his book with cat pictures,
another with birds, flowers or pretty baby
faces, and so on.

The large pictures glued upon paste-
board and then cut into strips and fancy
sections make interesting puzzles.
Then there should be the "Poem Box."

Let the children sort these out for scrap-
books, choosing the Christmas poems for
one page, Easter, Thanksgiving, humorous
and patriotic for others. If the children
like_ to speak at entertainments, they will
be interested in this box, and the book of
selected poems will prove useful.
Sometimes a pair of scissors and a pile

of old magazines will busy the little

fingers for hours as they clip out the
pictures and verses.

Another box might contain cast-off
millinery. Old violets, roses, daisies and
other flowers, feathers, ribbons and bits
of fancy straw from discarded hats are
easily taken off and tossed into this box.
How the little girls will revel in the con-
glomeration of bright colors as they
fashion gaily-trimmed hats for their dolls

!

In another box save pieces of silk, vel-
vet, muslin or woolen goods with all the
stray bits of lace, baby ribbon and bead
trimming. From these treasures will grow
dozens of dresses, sashes and bonnets for
the little dolls.

One box should be devoted to the pages
from old fashion magazines from which
the little folk so eagerly cut whole fam-
ilies of paper dolls.

All the pieces of colored paper or lace
paper from the candy-boxes, bits of gilt
and tinsel should be kept for the time
when the little girls want to make dresses
for their paper dolls. Bright tissue paper
will be in demand at May-time. With a
dish of paste and some scissors the chil-
dren will manufacture wonderful May-
baskets for their little friends.
There is hardly a limit to the number

of boxes which might hold these sunshine
materials. This is not an exhaustive list
by any means, but intended simply as a
suggestion to each mother's ingenuity.

It means some little trouble and thought
m making the collection, but the results
will prove that it is well worth while.
Be careful not to he too lavish with the
sunshine material. One box at a time and
only upon stormy or shut-in days will
prevent that embarrassment of riches that
soon ends in weary listlessness.

If the children can be influenced to
make the picture-books or puzzles for
some little sick friend or the children's
hospital, if the choicest poems are col-
lected in a book for auntie's birthday
gift, or a little doll with her dainty outfit
planned and sewed by childish fingers is

made with the thought of sending it to
some poverty-stricken home where play-
things are a luxury, then the rays of sun-
shine will creep into other homes, and best
of all, while amusing themselves, the little
ones will learn lessons of generosity,
thoughtfulness and love. I

Does the Washing all by Itself
You can sweep or dust or do up the

breakfast dishes while the Nuway
Washer does the washing for you.

The work is done—not by your arms and
back—but by the steam in the wash boiler.

In about 20 minutes
you take the clothes

out of the boiler,

rinse and blue and
hang up to dry.

That's all there is to

this wonderful new
way of washing.

No rubbing.

No turning of any
crank or handle.

No swinging a heavy
tub back and forth.

No work at all. No
time taken up.

Justputintheclothes. Price

The Nuway Washer does the rest— all by

itself. And your clothes will be whiter

—more snowy—less "yellowish" than

by any other way of washing.

T^-"-*!! ^ (rllrllrifrl frl|rl[rl|fl (rl tSi I!^

THE NUWAY WASHER

LACE the washer in your boiler and
put the clothes in around it. As soon
as the water boils the steam forces the

hot, soapy water up through the opening
atthetop andtheforce of suctionthen keeps

the water circulating.

If all this isn't true,
YOU GET YOUR
MONEY BACX.
This startling discov-
ery is so simple that it

costs less to make and
less to buy than any
other washer.
It's all in one piece. No
springs, wheels, cogs
or levers. No movingr
parts. Nothing to break
or get out of order.
It lasts forever.

Here's How It Work*
See Ihe picture

It keeps the boiling
sudsand water rushing
and sucking through
the clothes — through
and through again— at$s.oo

the rate of FIVE GALLONS PER MINUTE.
No dirt or impurity or discoloration can stay
in your clothes against pressure like this.
YOUR MONEY BACK. A signed Guarantee
goes with each Nuway Washer to refund
your money if you are net pleased.

You will find a great deal of help in our famous book, " Wash Day
Hints." A postal will bring it. If wash day bothers you, send
the postal today. Be sure to get this book. Send today to Dept. G.

T. H. E. SALES COMPANY, 71-73 W. Broadway, New York

* /?. K MACY & CO, Establish Prices in New York
.Almost everything you eat, wear or use comes from or is sold through New York and merchants
from every city in the land come here to buy goods. Why don't YOU buy in the same place your
merchant buys? You don't have to pay the big middlemen's profits, commissions, selling ex-
penses, transportation charges, etc.. which are a part of the prices asked in usual retail stores. If
you want to do so you can make a big saving this year and at the same time have better things
to eat, to wear, and to use. Send a postal card to learn by return mail how to make this saving.

LIVE BETTER AND AT LOWER COST
first-class merchandise. We either manufacture our own goods or secure them at first hands and we pass them on to you:
at mere cost of materials and labor with our one smalJ margin of profit added. Our prices are so low that even merchants'
wonder how we do it. Don't take our word for it—see for yourself. We issue a big catalogue filled from cover tO:

cover with a wonderful variety of every kind of merchandise, which we sell at prices below those quoted by any other'
dealer at home or elsewhere. We will send you a copy free and postpaid i£ you write a letter or postal card and
ask for it. You waste money every day you get along
without tiiis free book. Write for it to-day.

Send for Catalogue No. 2700

R,H.Macy&Co,NewYork_ ^ ^^^^^^^^^

R. B! Mac;': Aflradioiis are &eir low Prices

IN MEMORYOF THE DEAH
' ' ,1'. Remember the sacred duty you owe the dead

REPUBUC CEMETERY FENCES AND GATES
Will protect and beautify tile resting place of your departed loved
onea. They are inexpeaaive and almost everlaflting. Made of large
beaTily galvanized mat proof wires. Eiclnsive, attractive designs.
Special prices to churches and cemeteries.

A Postal Will Bring Our Catalog.

Eepublic Fence 6, Gate Co., 219 Republic St., N. Chicago, 111.

BOYS!
GET A WATCH AND FOB

WITHOUT COST
You can get this dandy watch
and fob very easily. Write a

postal-card to the Watch Man.
Tell him you want to get this

watch and fob without
spending one penny.
He will be glad to help

you get your watch.

Thousands of delighted boys

have secured their watches

this way with the

help of the Watch
Man.

You can do it, too.

Any boy that real-

ly wants one can

easily get this fine

watch. But how
will the Watch
Man know about

you if you don't

tell him?

Write a Postal To-Day to the WATCH MAN

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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LookForThe Bab
When^^buBuySafety F>ins,

R)und Onlyonthe Best^X*"

swartsduplexs^pins

The baby

on the Ccird is

your protection.

It means you're

getting the safest

and best wear-

ing safety pin

made.

Don't take substitutes.

Get the kind that lasts

the longest.

Seimple card sent FREE on re-

ceipt of your dealer's name and
address.

CONSOLIDATED SAFETY PIN CO.
30 Farrand St., Bloomfield, N. J.

$13,245 in 110 Days

$30,000 in 9 Months
Amount of orders from R. V. Zimmerman, Ind.,
farmer \address upon request) for our

NEW INVENTION
First experience as a?i agent. M. Stone-
man, Nebr., artist (address upOii request)
spare time orders total

OVER $15,000.00
One order exceeds $6,000. "£esi

' tiling- ever sold. Not one cotnplaint

I

from 2,000 customers " C. A. Kor-
stad, Minn., (address upon request)

Orders $2,212 Worih in Two Weeks
Hundredsenjoyingsimilar prosperity.

Agents breaking all
records—actually get-

ting rich. Let
us refer you to
10 more whose
total ordersex-
ceed $51,000.
To hundreds

Uke O. Schleicher, Ohio, (minister) whose first 12
hoars work sold 30 outfits, (profit SSI. 90). A. "Wilson,
Ky . who ordered $4,000 worth and sold 102 In 14
days (profit $278.40). J. Hart, Texas. $5,000 worth
and sold 16 in 3 hours ( profit S43.68). Reese, Pa.,
( carpenter) solicited 60 people—sold 55. Reader, these
results possible for you, at home or travelling, as
exclusive agent for Allen's Wonderful Bath Ap-
Saratus. New, powerful, irresistible. Truly won-
erful! Gives every home a modern bathroom for

only $6.50. Abolishes tubs, bowls, buckets, wash
rags, sponges. Supplies hot or cold water m any
room. No plumbing, no water works, self-heating,
makes batmng 5 minute operation. Easily carried
from room to room, Ohild operates easily. Means
no more cold rooms, drudgery, lugging water, filling

tubs, emptying, cleaning, putting away. No wonder
agents without previous experience make small
fortunes, buy homes, have an automobile, bank
account. Average 8 orders to every 10 families.
Fascinating, dignified, exciting work.

Free Sample, Credit, Liberal Terms i?„"n'*ri2ffta\e
— business supplies capitai. Investigate by all
means. Address postal today for full details.

ALLEN MfG. CO.. 3240 Allen Bids., TOtEDO. O.

AGENTS The Aerio ^fe%"r
smashes all sales re-

cords. J. Correia sold 17 in day and half
, R. E. Harwood sends order for 100; and
' so it goes; Write for agency today. Sells
on sight—customers delighted— recom-
mend you to their friends oausing an

t
endless chain of basiness. Nothing like

it— POWERFUL, DOUBLE ACTION,
CONSTANT SUCTION. Takes but one
person to operate—no stooping—op-

erated with perfect ease. It's pow-
eriul suction draws the dirt, dust,
and germs into its metal dust-
cylinder. Price within reach, of all.

Agent's Great Opportunity. Mrs.
,_ Phillips says it beats her expen-

^gj^T^^^-ij sive power machine— hundreds
^^i^^g^^ send similar letters. Send post-

~^ " al today— get one for yourself
sell dozens to your friends

and hundreds in your territory.

Aerio Vacuum Co. E 1500 Cincinnati, O.

"WuRUlZER
V. S. Lettered "t f\f POSTPAID
Leam quickly to play Violin,Guitar, Man-
dolin or Banjo without teacher. Special
OiTer: Finger-board & famous "Howard"
Self-Instructor (regular^ Stic) only 25c.,
coin or stamps. State kind of instrument.

iMM Mfc ^. M, Bif, HandsoTne Catalog of

F^RKK BAND INSTRVIHEMTS
Ji J fl J .ud musical inetrmnents

We supply the U.S. Got'! wilb Masical iBstnunents

The Radolph Wnrlitzer Co.
124E.4thSlCiiiciiiiiali 345 Wabash Ave Cbicago

£AfiNA
dec of ! tO prcmiumi (or crllina our Keystone

Easy-to.Thread Best Quality GOLD EYE
^

NEEDLESal Sa* pacVagc. Willi every Iwopackaac*
j

pvc FREE a Silver Aluminum Thimblr.

J Send name and oddrew. We tend po'ipaid, 24
^

needle packaae* and 12 jhimble* with LARGE
PREMIUM BOOK. WKen told n-nd vi ihe

$1 .20 and teceivc pre-nium entitled lo. »elcri

ed ffom premium Ul Exlta proenl FREE
j

il oideied loday. A pod card will do.

J
Send no money. We iru»i you. Addiew

Keyatonc Novelty Co-

i

Box- 615. Greenville, Pa.

"Won over the young man and secured the consent of Maggie"

SWEETHEARTS STILL
A PATHETIC LOVE STORY OF OLDEN DAYS

BY E. E. LEWIS

There's a bliss beyond aJl that the minstrel
hath told

When two that are linked in one heavenly
tie.

With hearts never changing and brow never
cold,

Love on through all ills and love on till

;

they die.

DAVID Llewellyn was a \-oung sheep
farmer on the Welsh hills, living

near the road between Abergavenny
' and Blaenafon.

j

In the year 1800, five years after the

j

Cape of Good Hope came into the pos-

session of the British Government, David
caught the fever of desire for the new El

Dorado. Converting his possessions into

1

money, he took ship from Newport and in

good time landed at his future home.
Cautious and calculating, he prospered in

everything, and in the autumn of 1807
returned to his native land for a shipment
of horses.

He made his purchases at Abergavennj'
,
and neighboring market towns, and
brought them together at the ship inn of
Newport, j\Ionmouthshire. Sailings were
not then so frequent as in this da}- of
great ocean commerce, and Air. Llewellj'n

had nearly three weeks to wait before he
could find a suitable ship bound for the

1

Cape. Meantime, being necessitated to

have some help in caring for the horses
during the long voyage, his attention

became fixed upon Alatthew Reese, the

hostler at the inn, a strapping young fellow

of twenty years, always good-natured and
with a reputation for being kind to horses.

When Llewellyn heard of this he con-
cluded that he had found just the man
for his work. Broaching the matter to

the landlord, he received the highest

indorsement of Matthew's character, but

was told that he expected to be married
at Michaelmas to Margaret, a pretty

young maid at the inn, and that it was
probable the arrangement would be an
obstacle to the long voyage.

Matthev/ Takes Leave

But an interview with Matthew and the

promise of good wages, which would help

him and Maggie to begin housekeeping
upon his return, won over the young man
and eventually secured the consent of

Maggie. So one fine morning in the

spring of 1808 Matthew bade his sweet-
heart good-by, with many tokens of affec-

tion and regret, took the horses on board
and headed into the British Channel upon
the long voyage to Cape Colony.
During their intimacy at sea Mr. Llewel-

lyn became more favorably impressed
with Matthew and resolved, if possible,

to keep him permanently. But when he
came to propose it, shortly after reaching

1
South Africa, he was met with such a

I

decided refusal that he feared to bring

j

the question up again. However, Matthew
I

was persuaded to help with the horses
until they were disposed of, and then the

delay of waiting for a ship was such that

some "months had passed.

Matthew Hears Bad News

Matthew had, almost as soon as he
landed, written a letter to Maggie and
given it to IMr. Llewellyn to post. He
had also written two since, sending them
into town by the same hand, and was
wondering why he heard nothing from
home. Could it be possible that Maggie
no longer loved him?

In the meantime Mr. Llewellyn had
received two letters for Alatthew which
he forgot to deliver. At last Reese said

that he would stay another month and
then go home whether he heard from
Maggie or not. This conclusion made Mr.
Llewellyn aware that something must
speedily be done if he would retain the

man. Offers of higher wages and greater
privileges were declined, so one day when
the month had nearly expired, Mr. Llew-
ell3"n came home from the post-office with
startling and heart-breaking news. He
told Matthew that he had received a letter

from the landlord of the ship inn at New-
port, saying that Maggie had died after a
short illness, and had sent her love and
inclosed some little keepsake to Matthew.
This seemed to settle it, and Reese, broken
in spirit, with all his hopes and ambition
crushed, agreed to remain. He took up

"A glance at the letters revealed the
whole cruel plot"

the steady routine of life with unabated
faithfulness—but apparently having no
interest in man or woman. Month after
month and year after year passed.

Llewellyn's Conscience

goaded him, the disconsolate young man
working with the fidelity of a dog hurt
him. He took a trip home to Wales,
leaving all in charge of Matthew, and
returning with a wife, found ever\-thing

had prospered even better than when he
was there. He tried to ease his guilty

conscience by advancing jNIatthew's salary
and giving him opportunities of buying
and selling and raising stock on his own
account. Reese throve like Jacob under
Laban, and year after year laid by money
for which he had no use, until in 1843 Mr.
Llewellyn suddenh- died, leaving his wife,

but no children, and a will vesting one
third of his estate in Matthew Reese.
Matthew was now a rich man, si,xt3--three

}'ears of age and lonely as a winter night
at sea. Mrs. Llewellyn and he carried-

on the ranch for some few years, until

one day the widow decided that she
would go back to her own people near
Abergavenny. She offered her share of
the estate to Reese upon such terms that

" 'Whispers the o'erfraught heart and bids
it break'

"

he was able to accept them and pay
her at once. But this arrangement
left him at si.xty-six more alone than ever,

as destitute of relations as Melchizedek.
The men must be fed and the house
cared for, so a housekeeper was secured,

who undertook a renovation of the estab-

lishment. In moving an old bookcase.

there fell down from behind it a package
of yellow faded letters. With womanly
curiosity she looked them over. Some
were addressed by her employer's hand to
"Margaret Atherton," some in a woman's
handwriting bearing Mr. Reese's name, but
every one was sealed. The maid hurried
to Mr. Reese with them. Sitting at his

desk, a glance at the letters revealed the
whole cruel plot which had blighted two
faithful lives. Oh, the pity of it! He
put his old gray head down upon the desk
and sobbed like a child.

Early next morning Mr. Reese ordered
his horse, rode straight to Cape Town,
offered all his holdings at such prices that
he found buyers at once, and with bills on
London for the proceeds boarded a ship
which was to sail for the Mersey within
twenty-four hours.

Newport Once More

Once at Liverpool he posted to New-
port. But fifty years had wrought some
changes. It was not the Newport of his
boyhood days. All the old proprietors
and habitues of the ship inn were dead
and gone. At length, from an old
man who had known both Reese and
Maggie in the long ago, he learned that
Miss Atherton had waited years, hop-
ing to hear from him. She became low-
spirited, anxious and always wanted to
be near the ships and the water. And
after she had saved a little money, she
went somewhere up on the hill toward
Caerleon, three miles off, and took a
small cottage, where she would always
be in sight of the sea and where she could
watch for the return of her sweetheart.
"But Lor' bless you, j\Iatt, this was over

fort}^ years ago—we he's old men now,"
and a far-awaj' look came into the old
man's eyes and his lips quivered. Reese
heard no more, but, turning, began to
climb the hill toward Christ Church.

Reunited

After many inquiries when he reached
the high land, he came in the early evening
to a cottage. At the door stood a woman,
gra)-, bent, feeble, casting a far-away look
over the Bristol Channel. Maybe his own
sight was failing, for he could not recog-
nize the comely damsel to whom he had
waved good-by as he led awaj- Llewellyn's
horses, and whose memory he had carried
in his heart of hearts during all the
weary years since that far-off daj' of his

early manhood. But something in the
motion of the head seemed familiar, and
coming close up to her, he whispered,
"Maggie!"

"Fift}' years of Europe" may be worth
"a cycle of Cathay," but five minutes upon
the step of that little cottage with those
faded letters before them, outweighed the
heartaches of half a century.

For that brief time they forgot the
weary drag of five times ten years. They
saw not the gray hair, nor the frail step,

nor the wrinkled face. They were away
upon the top of the "Delectable mountains"
where the voice of the turtle is heard in

the land, and the world is ever young.
But the day is drawing in—the day of

life itself is far on the ebb tide—they
would be married ere some mischance
occurred. They hastened to the city, and
while he ransacked the town for a wed-
ding outfit which would please a princess,

Maggie stayed at a hotel. Great jo}', like

great grief, sometimes "whispers the o'er-

fraught heart and bids it break." When
Mr. Reese was shown up to her parlor

the next evening Maggie Atherton seemed
to be sitting in state surrounded by silks

and linens and lingerie, a ribbon across

her lap, a beautiful lace in her -hand, a
smile upon her dear old face, but she
herself had "crossed the bar."



Cornish Iiistrumentft for
real merits are unex-
celled by any otlier,
whatever thepriee^
or name or repu-
tation*

'

One years

Tree trial
This Is our offer

to you—select any
Cornish piano or
organ, from the
least expensive to
the finest ever
built and we,
without one bit
of obligation on
your part, win
send the instru-
ment to you di-
rect from our
factory with
the distinct un-
derstanding that
If the instrument
does not come up
to your fullest
expectations you
are not to keep it,

and that the

Trial Will Cost You Absolutely Nothing

If the Instru-
ment does not
prove better
value for the
money than you
can get any-
where else—if It
Is not as good an
instrument as
you can buy for
one-third more'
than we ask—if
at any time
within a year
you feel that
you have not a
good bargain,
send It back; we
won't find one
word of fault
with your de-
cision, and you

Two Years Credit If Needed

We Save You 8100 and
more On a Piano

will not be one cent out of pocket for freight or for
use of the instrument.

The Cornish Bond Protects You
Easy Terras and holds us strictly to

this offer. Tou are to have
the privilege of any terms
of payment that you may
choose. Tou risk nothing.We assiime all re-
sponsibility, because
we know all about the
great beauty of material
and workmanship In Cor-
nish pianos and organs and
we know all about the
pure, sweet, rich tone
quality of our instruments
and we know what a
quarter of a million
satisfied purcliasers
think of them.
If you keep the Instru-

ment it will cost you the
Rock-Bottom Factory
Price, not one cent more,
and you will receive with
it our Bonded Guar-
antee which Insures the
Instrument for 85 years
against defect In material
or workmanship.

Send For The New Cornish Book
Don't think of buying before reading It. It Is tho

handsomest piano and organ catalog ever Issued. It
explains things you ought to know whether you buy
from us or not and It is yours for the asking. Write
for It now and please mention which you'are Inter-
ested in—piano or organ.

WASHINGTON, N.J.
Eslebllaheil Ovor Hall a Century

Bay On Tlie Oomisbi
Plan—Save One-Xlilrd

€orni$l)

i\uijj,\.ui|)Cij\u(tiiiilj,uiuiii\'CLS

From theManufacturers' prices save ^

dealers' profits. We give a bindi. „
guarantee of satisfaction and save
you SS 1-8 percent. Youcanbuythe
well-known Reeal Rue* 6x9 ft., re-
versible, all-wool finish, at ^S.To.
Our Brussello Rue, 6x9 ft., great-
est value known. Splendid grade Brussels

Ruc»9xl2ft., $11. Famous
In vinelble Velvets, 9x12 ft.

,

^\^. Standard Axminsters,
9xl2ft., $18.50. Finequality
Lace Curtains, 45c per pair
and up. Tapestry Curtains,
Wilton RueSj Linoleums
at Mill prices.
Write to-day for our NEW

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG,
No. H. Sent free. Shows
latest designs in actual colors.

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO.
2432-2462 JASPER ST., PHIU.

CANYOU DRAW?

9 He

Our Graduates Are Filliag High Salaried Positions

Earn $2S to $100 Per Week
in easy, fascinating work. Practical, Individnal
Home instrnotlon. Expert Instructors. Superior

Equipment. 12 years' successful teaching. Financial Returns
Onaranteed. 12 Separate, Oomplete Art Oourses for pecuniary
profit, or pleasure only, as desired._

Arrtct'c fliiffil of firie instruments and suppliea to eaohmUM & UUllll atudent without extra chareo.
Write for particulars Our Own Fira-
and Handsome Art Book. proof Bldg.

School of Applied Art Ji ijfcjWjwapejBL'Min*
A 252 Fine Arts Bldq. Bgjgy^^^^^^^^^2|j^^l||

tttle Creek, Mich.

AIR GAS! Latest Inventions
StandardVacuumGas Maoliiiie makes
gas automatically! Uses 97^ ordinary air!

Cheapest, safest, most hygienic for lighting,

heating and cooking! All conveniences of city

l^aa, without auy of Ita drawbacks! Non-poisonous,

non-aaphyxiating, inexploBive and inodorous! Ma-
\ chine always ready! Gas can be made for IBo

per 1000 cu. ft.! 25 timea cheaper than aeety-

lone! Cheaper than kerosene lamps, electricity

or city gaal Saving will pay for the machine
in a few months! Agents wanted everywhere

in the United Statca and abroad.

Standard-Gilletl Light Company
1 1 F Michigan St., Chicago, U. S. A.

THE DEMON PUZZLE
modern times. It consists of 12 odd shaped
pieces which when put together form a chess

or checker board. Intricate, perplexing, looks

easy, but a hard nut to crack. Buy it, Ti-y it,

and if you fail to solve it in a week's time pass

it on to your enemy. Sent postpaid for I5c

stamps or coin.

BRADFORD MANUFACTURING CO.. 29 Mercer St., New York

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2 HairSwUch
We will trust you ten days.

Choice of Natural wavy or straight hair. Send
a lock of yonr hair, and we will mail a 22 inch
short stem fine human hair switch to match. If

yo»i find it a big bargain, remit S2 in ten days,
or sell 3 and GET YOUR OWN SWITCH. Extra
shades a little more. Inclose 5c postage. Free

l)eanty hook showing latest style of hairdressing

—

also high zrade switches, pompadours, wige, puffg, etc.
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St, Valentine's Day
How the Custom of Sending Valentines Originated

By Emma L. H. Rpwe

THE quaint custom of remembering
one's friends and sweetliearts with
messages of good-will and love is

perpetuated from year to year, and gains
rather than loses in popularity.
Beyond the obvious fact that St. Val-

entine's Day was named for a saint, little

is generally known of the origin of the
custom of sending forth valentines. There
are two common versions, and the reader
may take his choice.

The Roman Legend

St. Valentine was a priest of Rome, a
miraculous healer, martyred in the third
century. According to the authorized
Roman legend, he was arrested and
thrown into prison at the instigation of
the Emperor Claudius. Attempts were
made to win him back to idolatry. These
efforts being unavailing, after long impris-
onment St. Valentine was finally beheaded
on the Flaminian Way, February 14th.

The simple version, which seems believ-

able, is that the saintly Valentine, accus-
tomed to doing good deeds and kindly -

acts before his imprisonment, tried to

keep up the good work even while in

prison. He constantly sent messages of
comfort and cheer, good-will and love to

his friends up to the time of his sad
death. His friends, in honor of Valen-
tine's memory, thereafter sent out mes-
sages of love on February 14th.

The Other Version

equally plausible, is that St. Valentine,
good and saintly as he no doubt was, had
nothing whatever to do with the custom
of sending messages. It was chance alone
which connected his name with the cus-
tom. There was a practice in ancient
Rome during the month of February to

celebrate the Lupercalia, feasts in honor
of Pan and Juno. One of the ceremonies
took the form of a sort of lottery. The
names of young girls were put into a box.
The men drew from this box haphazard.
The early Christian Church disapproved
of this form of lottery, even as we now
find modern churches disapproving of
lotteries. An attempt was made to eradi-
cate the evil or at least to change it to a
less personal form. Names of saints were
placed in the lottery box instead of those
of the young women. As the festival of
the Lupercalia began about the middle of
February, and as St. Valentine's Day (or
rather his death) happened to be at this

particular part of the month, the priests

simply chose the day for the celebration
of the new feast.

As one can , see, the substitution of
saints' names by the priests was not
entirely successful. The custom contin-
ued, in exaggerated forms. Not- only did
the men choose maids, but the maids soon
began to choose the men—and those
chosen were called valentines.

In England and Scotland

St. Valentine's Day was celebrated by the
young folks, something in this manner

:

An equal number of maids and bachelors
met at one house. Each man wrote his

name upon a slip of paper and dropped it

in a box ; each maid wrote her name upon
a slip of paper and dropped it in a second
box. Then each drew a slip from the box
of the - opposite sex. This resulted in a
double valentine system, rather confusing.
Each person not only drew a valentine,

but was a valentine as well. Each man,
however, was supposed to cling more ten-

aciously to the valentine that he had
drawn, rather than to the valentine that

had drawn him. The custom included
"treats," to be given by the men to their

valentines—parties, feasts, etc. The bal-

lots were worn for several days by the
more enamored of the swains—whether
close to the heart or upon the surface of
the waistcoat, rumor does not state

specifically.

Valentines for the Married People

Another variation of the custom
included the married as well as the
unmarried people, and a gift of some kind
was deemed obligatory from the chosen
to the choosing, as a sort of forfeit or
"relief." A note from an old diary is

rather illuminating on this particular point

:

I find that Mrs. Pierce's little girl is my
valentine, she having drawn me ; which I

was not sorry for, it easing me of something
inore that I must have given to others.

The poor man evidently felt that a sim-
ple gift which would please a child would
be far less exhausting to his purse than a
gift which would have to please a mature
young woman or, even still worse, a more
mercenary matron.

It appears that either a "relief" or
release gift was the general expecta-

tion or the strong likelihood of the
valentine being a permanent affinity.

Some even went so far as to think (but
this was mainly amongst the common
people) that Cupid was abroad on St. Val-
entine's Day, and in some way bound
together the futures of the one choosing
and the one chosen.

Old Superstitions

Some of the notions regarding St. yal-
entine's Day and the methods of divination
seem to be confused with those of Hal-
lowe'en or vice versa. It was thought that
the first unmarried person of the opposite
sex whom one met on St. Valentine's
Day would be one's permanent valentine,
husband or wife.

The following quotation exemplifies
this:

Last Valentine, the day when birds of kind
Their paramours with mutual chirpings find,

I early rose just at the break of day,
Before the sun had chased the stars away

;

A-field I went, amid the morning dew,
'To milk my kine (for so should housewives

do).
Thee first I spied—and the first swain we

see,

In spite of Fortune, shall our true love be.

Another Quotation

this time from a young girl's published
comments, is very amusing, and includes
several methods of divination.

Last Friday was St. Valentine's Day, and
the night before I got five bay-leaves and
pinned four of them to the four corners of
my pillow and the fifth to the middle, and
then I dreamed of my sweetheart

;
Betty said

we should be married before the year was
out. But to make it sure, I boiled an egg
hard and took out the yolk and filled it with
salt, and when I went to bed, ate it, shell
and all, without speaking or drinking after
it. We also wrote our lovers' names upon
bits of paper and rolled them up in clay, and
put them into water ; and the first that rose
up was to be our valentine. Would you
think it? Mr. Blossom was my man. I lay
abed and shut my eyes all the morning, until

he came to our house, for I would not have
seen any other man before him for all the
world.

These little tricks of the day are cer-

tainly as potent now—as they ever were.
And the human heart, remaining the

same through all the centuries, the mes-
sages of love and good-will on St. Valen-
tine's Day are sure to be received with
much pleasure, and let us hope reciprocally.

Interesting Paragraphs

BEES were in America when the white
man first came.
India now ranks second to our own

country in the production of cotton.

Volcanoes have been known to remain
extinct for several hundred years and
then become active.

Electric power is to soon be furnished
the city of Detroit, Michigan, from
Niagara Falls.

A great deposit of pure tantalum ore
has recently been discovered in the Ural
Mountains.
Radium casts a glow that gives a violet

tinge to glass and porcelain, and a yellow
hue to pure white paper.

The Eskimo men will not permit the
women of that strange tribe of people to

use tobacco in any form.
It is estimated that m.ore than one thou-

sand aeroplanes have been built in France,
and most of these are practical.

A low automobile has been constructed
by a practical French mechanic, which
will be used by invalids. It is very popular.

Cappet 2 rooms
at ttie cost of one

You caul Here are
real baroains, sold
to you honestly, and^
backed by our guar-
antee of satti/ action or
every cen t returned.' '

What's the use for you
to pay extra money to
some dealer for selling
you no better floor cov-
erings.

Just thinki Ru(
and carpets as fir

as can be made
beautiful, long las

ing, soft and warm, wii
bright, fadeless colors
at regular manvfactu
er's prices^ one-third ;

one-naif less than retai
We buy in big lots. Yc
know that saves mone;

Roxboroup Rugs
Talk about handsome
patterns! We've got
some just right for your
dining-room, and others
specially for your parlor
and bedrooms and kit-
chen. You'll be proud to
own any of them, and
your neighbors will cer-
tainly be envious. We
sell LACE CURTAINS
too! At small cost.

Get a postal right no^
and write for our han^
some illustrated cat
logue. It tells all aboi
each article and givi
you the exact low pric
Don't put off writin;
You won't have to bt
unless you want to, b'

^^by all means send fort!
catalo^e, and see tl

1.I0W prices.

ROXBOROUGH RUG CO.. 370 Lyceum Ave., Phila., P;

DONT PAY TWO PRICES-
FOR STOVES & RANGES
You Save $18.00 to 822.00 on a

Hoosier
Stove or
Range

WEynot buy the bestwhen
you can buy them at Buch low,
unheard-of Factory Prices.
Hoosier Stoves and Ranges are
delivered for you to use In your"""^"""^^^^ own home 30 days free before

yon buy. A written guarantee with each stove
backed by a Million Dollars, Our new 1911 Improve-
ments on stoves absolutely surpass anything ever
produced. Send postal today for free catalog.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
126 State Street, Marion, Indiana

Work at Horrn
Weaving Rugs and Carpet

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

$4 A DA
Easily Made
We start men ai

women in a profitab
business on a small i

vestment. K^riu qu

for prices and Loom Boi

KEED MFG. CO., BOX A, SPRlNtiFIELD, OH]

You can paper 3 room
for the cost of one

Have you three rooms that nei

papering? Buy your papers fro
us—-we'll save you half the cost, ai

show you how easily any man (

handy woman at home can har
them and save labor expense, to

You can beautify three rooms f(

what one has cost you befor
Send for free Spring sample-boc
and instructions to-day.

Penn Wall Paper Mills,

Dept. 6,

Philadelph

Produces powerful, white, more brillian

light than city gas, gasolene or electricity-

simple, noiseless, odorless, clean, safe, dur

able—complete success—recognizei

world's standard. Fully guaranteed.

T. H. BALL, California, SOLD 85C
On money back guarantee—not one returned
C.E.Kramer made 8700 in 60 days. Complete lin

of lanipb and chandeliers for homes, offices and public places

Ask neai-est ol^ice for agency propoBitinn or how to get lamp free

MANTLE LAMP CO. OF AMERICA, Dept. 214
Chicago. I'ortland, Ore., W;Uerbury, Conn., Winnipeg, Moutrcal. Canada

AFLOODOFLIGK f

SEE NEW YORK
AT OUR EXPENSE

Do you want to visit the greatest city in the

world, take a trip to Coney, see the sky-scrapers,

Chinatown, the Bowery, Brooklyn Bridge and
hundreds of other interesting sights, and all

without spending one cent of money ?

Then send at once for the latest set of Post-Oarde,

SEEING NEW YORK
Fifty fine colored views of America's Metropo-

lis sent without cost to any person sending us two
yearly subscriptions to Fabm and Fireside at

50 cents each. Send your order to

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

THE SIMPLE,
KODAK WAY

DEVELOPING films in the Kodak Film
Tank is so easy and so little apparatus is

needed that you can do all the work on the
kitchen table and have room to spare. The
Kodak Film Tank can be used in any light

—

no dark-room for any of the processes. The
experience is in the tank, so you won't waste
any time or materials in learning how.

The important part of it is that a begin-

ner who uses the Kodak Film Tank gets

better results than the veteran Kodaker who
clings to the dark-room method. Develop-
ing films will make many a winter evening
pass quickly and will give you that satis-

faction which comes from doing every part
of the work yourself.

youy dealer or -write us direct for a /re6
copy of the booklet " Tank Deueloptne7it."

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

382 State Street, ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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Home Clothes for Home Women
Designed by Grace Margaret Gould

No. 1 520— Double - Breasted
Tucked Waist

AFTER all, there is no other dress
that a woman should give quite

so much thought to as her dress

for ever)'-da)' wear. A smart-look-
ing, yet plain, house dress, a dress

that a woman can slip on in the

morning and yet keep on all day if

necessary, is the type of gown which
must be thought over carefull.v before
its design is selected.

Just the right sort of model for

this type of dress is illustrated on
this page in pattern No. 1703. It is

cut in an unusual number of sizes.

To make the dress : Form the small
plaits in the fronts and the plaits in

the sleeves bj' bringing the corre-
sponding lines of triangle perfora-
tions together. Join the fronts and
back at the shoulder seams. Fonn
the broad shoulder plaits, back and
front, by bringing the lines of triangle
perforations together. After the
plaits have been pressed, join the
fronts and back of the waist at

under-arm seams. Gather the waist
at lower edge between double crosses.

Join the belt to the lower edge of the
waist as notched. Match centers of
waist and belt at the back and edges pa^ern cut' for 34. 36.' 38740 and 42m front. Brmg the large perfora- inch bust measures. Quantity of ma-
tions in belt to under-arm seams, terial required for rnedium size, or 38

Tnin the side anH hark cmrpt nf '"c" bust.four and three eighths yardsjom vie Siae ana Oaciv gores OI of twenty-four-inch material, or two
skirt as notched. 1 ake up the darts and one half yards of thirty-six-inch

at the waist by bringing the lines of material. Figured madras is pretty

small round perforations together.
Gather the back gores at upper edges

between double crosses. Join the skirt to
the lower edge of the belt as notched.
Now join the panel to the front edges of

the waist and skirt, matching the notches.
Turn hems on front edges of panel by

notches. Join collar to neck as notched.
Lap fronts, matching center lines of large
round perforations, and fasten invisibly
from neck to waist.
Turn a three-inch hem on skirt by line

of large round perforations. Baste as near
lower edge of skirt as possible and press
before turning up hem.

Close the dart at back of sleeve. Then
join the front seam by notches. Join cuff
to lower edge of sleeve. Gather the sleeve
at upper edge between double crosses.
Before pinning sleeve in arms-eye pin

the shoulder plaits in waist, which extend
over sleeves. Place front seam in sleeve
at notch in front of waist and bring notch
in top of sleeve to shoulder seam. Pin
plain part of sleeve in arms-eye, draw up
gathers to fit remaining space, distribute

fullness evenly and pin before basting.

No. 1 7O0—Dressing-Sacque With
Sailor Collar

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42
inch bust measures. Quantity of mate-
rial required for medium size, or 36 inch
bust, three and three fourths yards
of twenty-seven-inch material, with
one yard of contrasting material

1590 — Plaited Tailored
Shirt-Waist

Pattern cut for 34, 36. 38, 40 and
42 inch bust measures. Quantity
of material required for medium
size, or 38 inch bust, three and
seven eighths yards of twenty-four-
inch material, or two and one fourth
yards of thirty - six - inch material

per

'T'HERE never is a time when a
* woman does not need an extra
shirt-waist, for nothing helps along a
rather small wardrobe like a stylish

tailor-made waist. Illustrated on this

page are two designs which, though
very simple, are also very smart. No.
1520 is a double-breasted design. It

fastens in front at the left side and
groups of tucks give the desired long
lines, while three-pointed tabs make
an attractive finish.

There are a quantity of materials
suitable for a waist in this style.

Plain and figured silks, when one
wants an extra nice waist, Henrietta
or challis for cool daj's, and madras
and gingham for warm days, are all

good serviceable fabrics. It is pretty
to have the opening, the collar and
the cuffs in a contrasting color. The
other design, No. 1590, is for a plainer
shirt-waist, one that will be especialh^
suitable for morning wear. The back
is plain, while four full-length tucks
finish the front, where the waist
fastens through a hem.
A design for a dainty, pretty dress-

ing-sacque is also shown on this page
in pattern No. 1700. A particularly
effective way to make this would be
to have the sacque itself of plain
Henrietta or flannel with the belt,

collar and cuffs in the same material
or a Persian or figured design.

The woman who does not need a

house gown, but wants a trim wrap-
for morning wear, will find the

design in pattern No. 1702 a very practical

one. It does away with the necessity of a

collar and tie and even the belt. It is cut
on princesse lines, however, which make
it look well.

Another design for the busy housewife
is also shown on this page in pattern No.
1450. A work-apron with adjustable
sleeves is always a necessit}' for the

woman who likes to be daintily dressed in

the afternoon and on Sundays, but who
must attend to the work in the kitchen.

This apron can be slipped over the nicest

dress and will protect it from dust or spots.

A high-neck and long-sleeve nightgown
is often a necessitj', even when the

weather is' not extremely cold. Just
because a woman needs to have one of

these comfortable gowns is no reason why
it should not be attractive. If it is cut on
good lines and trimmed with a little lace,

it is sure to be quite pretty. Lawn, muslin
and cambric are regulation materials, but

the woman who needs a really warm night-

gown would do better to select flannel. A
good design is shown in pattern No. 1253.

No. 1 703—Morning Dress With Panel Front

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch bust
measures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36 inch bust, eight and one fourth yards of
twenty-seven-inch material, or six yards of thirty-

six-inch material. It is best to select a wash fabric

No, 1702—Princesse House Gown
Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38. 40, 42, 44 and 46 inch bust
measures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36 inch bust, nine and three fourths yards of
twenty-four-inch material, or six and one fourth yards
of thirty-six-inch material. Use braid for trimming

No. 1450—Work-Apron With Adjustable
Sleeves

Pattern cut for 32, 36 and 40 inch bust mesisures—
small, medium and large. Quantity of material re-
quired for medium size, or 36 inch bust, six yards of
twenty-seven-inch material. The sleeves are button-
ed in at the shoulders but may be omitted if preferred

How to Get the Patterns
If you want clothes that are right in stj-le and yet practical, use the patterns

which are illustrated in Farm and Fireside. These are the famous Woman's
Home Companion patterns which are guaranteed perfect. The patterns are
most simple to use and we supply them at the very low price of ten cents each.

So great has been the demand among Farm and Fireside readers for our
Woman's Home Companion patterns that we have established three offices or
depots from which these patterns can be obtained, as follows

:

Eastern depot: Farm and Fireside, 11 East 24th Street, New York City.

Central depot : Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
Western depot : Farm and Fireside, 1538 California Street, Denver, Colorado.
We suggest that you send your order to the depot that is nearest to you to

facilitate the quick delivery of the pattern.

A Premium Offer

To any Farm and Fireside reader who sends us one new subscription to
Farm and Fireside with fifty cents for the same, we will give as a premium for
the subscription, one Woman's Home Companion pattern. To obtain a pattern
without cost, send the subscription to Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Copyright, 191 1, by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 1253—Sacque Nightgown

Pattern cut for 32, 36 and 40 inch bust measures-
small, medium and large. Quantity of material

required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, seven

and one half yards of twenty-two-inch rnaterial,

with one and one half yards of edging for trimming



THE HOUSEWIFE'S CLUB
EDITOR'S NOTE—Monthly we give prizes of $2.00 for the best description (with rough sketch) of an original home-made household convenience or labor-saving device, and $1.00 for the third best or ai

that can be used. ^ We also give 25 cents each for helpful kitchen hints and suggestions, also good tested recipes that can be used. We would suggest that you do not send more than two recipes, ai

not more than five kitchen hints each month, because we receive so many that space will not allow us to print them all, in spite of the fact that they are reliable and practical. ^ AH copy must be in by the third

March, and must be written in ink, on one side of the paper. Manuscripts should contain not more than 250 words. We would suggest that contributors retain duplicate copy, as no manuscripts will be returne
The mail is so heavy that it is impossible for us to acknowledge receipt of manuscripts. Address "The Housewife's Club," care of Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

FOR Frosted Feet—Take a quantity of

slaked lime and mix with lard to a thick

paste. Apply to the affected parts, which
should be wrapped in a linen cloth. If this

is done every night before retiring, it will do

wonders. It has helped me when other

remedies have failed. C. M., Pennsylvania.

To keep water barrels from bursting in

cold weather when filled with water, insert

a corn-stalk until it reaches the bottom and
put a weight on top. The air will circulate .

freely through the pith of the stalk and thus

prevent barrel from bursting.
E. A., Kentucky.

To Poach Eggs—Into simniering, slightly

salted cream, carefully drop (so as not to

break) one egg at a time. Dip cream tip

over the eggs. Remove before hard and
place upon individual pieces of hot buttered

toast, then turn over remaining cream.
C. C, California.

Delicious Sauce—Mix well one egg, one

cupful of sugar, one tablespoonful of butter
;

then add slowly, stirring all the tirne, two
small cupfuls of boiling water. Stir con-

stantly and boil slowly until it begins to

thicken ; then remove immediately from
fire. Season with nutmeg.

Miss E. C. P., Virginia.

When cutting butter cover the knife with

a piece of oiled paper. This makes a clean

smooth cut. Mrs. C. E. N., New Hampshire.

To wash new muslin curtains, which are

generally full of lime, steep them overnight
in water in which salt has been dissolved.

The salt brings out. all the lime, saving
pounds of soap and hours of labor.

Mrs. C. E. N., New Hampshire.

Chocolate or cocoa stains will entirely dis-

appear if they, are first washed in cold water,

and then in soap-suds.
Mrs. J. L. S., Missouri.

The following sketch shows a bed for a

tiny tot. It can be made narrow enough to

pass through a door and any length desired.

Make the distance between the top and side

strips twelve inches. Take a piece of inch

Home-made bed for young child

mesh poultry-netting twelve inches wide and
fasten all around. Tack poultry-netting

firmly over the bottom, which serves' quite

as well as springs. With silkoline or some
other suitable goods make a curtain and
fasten all around the top rail and let it come
within one inch of the floor. Line the- inside.

The little one is thus protected from drafts.

The top rail and wire may be left off^ one
side and the open side turned next to the

toother's bed at night and in daytime turned
to the wall. Mrs. M. B., Virginia.

Cheese-Omelet—One cupful of bread-

crumbs soaked in one cupful of sweet milk,

one beaten egg, one half cupful of grated
cheese. Mix well, turn into hot buttered
frying-pan. When brown, turn carefully and
let brown on other side. Take up on a hot
dish and serve at once.

Mrs. R. B., Minnesota.

To clean painted walls or woodwork, use
baking-soda. Dampen soda and rub on sur-

face to be cleaned until dirt is loosened.
Then wash off with soap-suds.

Mrs. C. R. W., Illinois.

Creamed Halibut on Toast—One half

pound of smoked halibut, one cupful of

cream, butter and toast. Cut halibut in

small pieces, cover with cold water, let boil

two or three minutes to freshen it. Drain
off water and pour cream over fish, adding
a small piece of butter and a little pepper.

Toast white bread, and butter it while hot

and as soon as the halibut has become heated
through. After the cream has been added,
serve it on the toast.

Mrs. L. T., Washington.

To Get Rid of Red Ants—Sprinkle sul-

phur where the ants abound, and they will

soon disappear. Then make little muslin
bags, fill with sulphur and hang up in cup-
boards or place on shelves where the ants
are likely to come, and it will keep them
away. New sulphur should be added occa-
sionally. Mrs. C. I. B., Vermont.

Husk Mats—Nice floor-mats or rugs can
be made from corn-husks. Soak or scald
the husks first, then braid them in a common
three-strand braid, adding a husk each time
you bring a strand forward.
- Sew together in any shape desired. Two
strands of the husks may be dyed and con-
sequently look much prettier.

Nice table-mats may be made in the same
manner, only tear the husks much finer.

Keep the husks moist while working with
them. Mrs. J. L. R., Ohio.

Before placing potatoes in the oven to

bake, grease each one with fryings or butter,

and they will cook much quicker and the
skin will peel off almost as thin as tissue
paper. Mrs. D. M. M., Pennsylvania.

Cream Salad Dressing—Four tablespoon-
fuls of butter, one tablespoonful of sugar,
one tablespoonful of flour, one teaspoonful of
salt, one cupful of sv/eet milk, one half cup-
ful of vinegar, three eggs, one teaspoonful
of mustard, a little cayenne pepper. Boil
the mixture and when cold bottle it. When
used, thin with a little whipped cream.

Directions for mixing : Put butter in a
saucepan, add flour and stir until smooth,
then add milk and stir 7.ntil it begins to boil.

Place saucepan in a larger one filled with
water and let it cook a few minutes, stirring
occasionally so that it will not be lumpy.
Beat eggs and add to them salt, pepper,
sugar, mustard, which have been well mixed
dry. Add vinegar, mix thoroughly and add
to the boiling mixture. Stir until as thick
as custard, then strain. ]. S., California.

Half a clothes-pin is a quick remedy for

a rattling window on a windy night.
E. U., New York.

When Cream Will Not Whip—If one has
difficulty in whipping cream, break into it

the white of an egg, then beat the two
together. The result will be highly satis-

factory. F. M. S., Illinois.

For Earache—Toast half of a cracker
brown, soak it in hot vinegar until soft,

place in a cloth and hold over the ear, cov-
ering, all with a hot-water bottle or hot salt-

bag. Mrs. E. C, Indiana.

Steamed Fig-Pudding—One cupful each
of molasses, chopped suet and milk, two
eggs, three and one fourth cupfuls of flour,

one pint of chopped figs and one teaspoonful
each of soda and cinnamon, one half tea-
spoonful of nutmeg. Steam over boiling
water till done. Serve hot with the fol-

lowing sauce

:

Beat together one half cupful of butter
and one cupful of powdered sugar, then add
one cupful of sweet cream or rich milk,
flavor as desired and just before serving
place dish in hot water and beat until
creamy. Mrs. J. B. C, Pennsylvania.

When baking cakes place a pan of cold
water in the oven and the cake will be much
nicer. M. A. M., Ohio.

Pork-Cake—Boil one pound of finely-

chopped pork in one cupful of hot water
for two minutes. Add two cupfuls of sugar,
one cupful of molasses, two teaspoonfuls of
cinnamon, one teaspoonful each of cloves,
nutmeg and allspice, and two cupfuls of
raisins. Dissolve two teaspoonfuls of soda
in one fourth of a cupful of sour milk. Add
and stir in flour until thick enough to drop
from spoon. Bake one hour.

, E. E. F., Pennsylvania.

Baked Apples Which Retain Their Plump-
ness—To prevent apples from having a
sliriveled-up appearance when baked, place
them first in a stew-pan, cover with boiling
water and boil rapidly until the apples start

to get tender. Remove to a baking-pan or
roaster, sprinkle with sugar and cinnamon,
put a lump of butter on the top of each one
and hake until done. They will not only
look better, but will taste better, and are
especially delicious eaten with a sauce or
plain cream. Mrs. J. N. B., Kansas.

Home-Made Lemon Essence—I have found
the following recipe a great saver of money,
and the product far supe-
rior to the kind of extract
sold at the store. Hope
the housewives of Farm
AND Fireside will try it.

Place three ounces of pure
alcohol in a wide-mouthed
bottle with good cork and
add the grated rind of
lemons as you use them.
When the bottle is full

empty into a cloth and
squeeze out all the liquid

possible. Put it back in

the bottle, add two ounces
more of alcohol and fill

with grated peel again.
Repeat the straining proc-
ess, add another ounce
of alcohol, fill and strain-

for the third and last
time. It usually requires
about two dozen lemons
to furnish flavor for the
six ounces of alcohol. Orange-extract and
delicious fruit coloring of crushed berries I

make in the sam.e way.
Mrs. J. B. C, Pennsylvania.

When making lard add two tablespoonfuls
of baking-soda to each eight-gallon kettle of
fat. It will cook more easily and the lard
will be whiter. All grease comes out of the
cracklings. E. A., Kentucky.

To remove ink-spots from linen, take a
lighted paraffin candle and allow it to drip
on the ink-spot. Take a pinch of cream of
tartar, rub it into the warm paraffin, roll up
the linen and allow it to remain for a few
days. Then open it out and pour boiling
water through the stain and wash in the
usual manner. I know this will remove old
ink-stains from linen, for I have tried it

with entire success. Mrs. L.V., Washington.

Marble Cake—We have used this recipe
for years in our family. One and one half
cupfuls of white sugar, one half cupful of
butter, one half cupful of sweet milk, one
half teaspoonful of soda and one teaspoonful
of cream of tartar, the whites of four eggs
and two and one half cupfuls of flour for
the light part, while the dark is made of one
cupful of brown sugar, one half cupful of
butter, one half cupful of molasses, one half
cupful of sour milk, one half teaspoonful of
soda, one teaspoonful of cream of tartar, two
and one half cupfuls of flour, the yolks of
four eggs and one half teaspoonful each of
cloves, allspice, cinnamon and nutmeg. Drop
in the pan a spoonful of the light mixture
and then a spoonful of the dark, and so on
until it is full. Then bake.

Mrs. R. F., New York.

Home-Made Evaporator—The two best
points of this evaporator are economy of
space and rapid drying. It may be made as
large as the top of a cook-stove and as high
as desired. It should have no top, as the
heat ascends through all the sieves filled

with fruit and escapes through the top
sieve (A). This particular evaporator has
five sieves. The lower sieve is twelve inches

Carpet-Beater—A good way to utilize o'

rubber boots is to make a carpet-beater i

them. I made one by cutting the rubber :

ABC
Something unusual in the way

of a quilt design

Practical home-made evaporator

above the stove. The upper part of evapo-
rator is of tin and the lower part of gal-

vanized iron. The holes, or ventilators (B),
admit cool air, which is heated as it ascends
and carries the moisture from the fruit with
it. The sieves, which are made of per-
forated zinc with a small wooden frame
around the edges, should be moved higher
or lower as they dry the fruit.

Mrs. F. V. C, Ohio.

The white of an egg can be whipped more
quickly by adding to it a teaspoonful of cold
water. N. B. L., Ohio.

Cleaning With Gasolene—We have always
used gasolene in our family for cleaning
purposes, but were always bothered by a
ring forming around the edge cleaned. One
day while away visiting I spilled some grease
on a pink albatross dress. I was in despair
about cleaning it, for I knew a ring would
be left from gasolene almost as bad as

the original spot. My friend told me to

put a little pinch of salt into the gasolene.

I did so with the result that there was no
spot or ugly ridge. I have cleaned 'all kinds
of goods this way since and always with the

best success. M. B. G., Wisconsin.

A teaspoonful of lemon-juice to a quart
of water will make rice white and keep the

grains separate when done.
Mrs. J. A. S., Ohio.

Swastika Quilt Design—In making the
quilt, use two materials of different colors

—

one light, the other dark. Set the quilt

together with strips one fifth of the width of
the block—that is, ' if the
blocks are ten inches
square, the strips should
be two inches wide.
A—Sew the dark and

the light strips together
systematically as shown.
B—Sew this long strip

to A. Then sew C to B.
C is put together the same
as A, but is reversed.
Mrs. E. C. D., Virginia.

Empress of Russia's
Brine—T h i s far-famed,
old-time pickle, which is

said to give its high value
to Russian pork, is pre-
pared as follows

:

Boil in three gallons of
pure spring-water two
pounds of powdered loaf
sugar, three ounces of
saltpeter and six pounds

of common rock-salt. Boil gently over a
slow fire ; skim while boiling and when quite
cold pour over the meat to be pickled, taking-
care to cover entirely. Meat should be
washed, drained and wiped before putting
in the brine. Small pork will take four days,
and hams for drying and smoking tv/o weeks,
unless extra heavy.

This pickle may be used repeatedly by
reboiling with a small addition of its ingre-
dients. R. E. U., Porto Rico.

Two Uses for Paraffin—If a piece of
paraffin is grated and put in the water in

which clothes are boiled, it will make them
whiter and they will not require much
rubbing.

When making starch, add a small piece of
paraffin before cooking. It will prevent the
irons sticking and give a beautiful gloss to

the clothes. Mrs. M. N., Illinois.

Carpet-beater made of old rubber be

strips and nailing them securely to an 6
broom-handle. This rubber carpet-beater
every bit as good as the ones you buy ar
has been very useful to me. E. B., Nebraska.

To Prevent Prints Fading—Before washii
the dress dip it in a pail of salt-water ar
let dry. If this is done before the dress
washed the first time, the process need n^
be repeated when the dress needs a secor
cleaning, as the salt-water sets the colors.

Mrs. E. S. B., Virginia.

A good preparation for softening the han(
is made as follows : Soak half a pound <

oatmeal overnight in a quart of warm wate
strain and add a teaspoonful of lemon-jui(
and a teaspoonful each of olive-oil, ros
water, cologne and glycerin.

E. 1. L., Wisconsin.

A handful of salt stirred into the la
rinsing water will make the clothes le:
liable to freeze in bitter cold weather ar
will keep them from sticking to the lines.

E. M., New York.

A little suggestion for women working i

offices : Oversleeves of the ordinary gem
are very unsightly and for that reason ai
often discarded when cleanliness ar
economy cry out for them. If they are mac
of the same material as the waist (partici
larly if it is colored) they are not at a
conspicuous, and they are very easily mac
and easily kept clean. A tight-fitting slee^
pattern can be used, and if the overslee\
comes well above the elbow it can in mo.
cases be kept on without pinning.

"Ajam/' Pennsylvania.

To CookRotmd Steak—Chop into a pour
of steak about one half cupful of flour. Tf
juice in the meat will absorb the flour. Ti
out in a frying-pan a bit of suet, then put i

the steak and cook on both sides unt
brown. Take out meat, place in anotht
pan, cover with a tablespoonful of water an
let simmer one hour on the back of tl:

stove. Pepper and salt before taking ou
Serve_ with gravy. This is delicious. Tf
meat is so tender. This is an excellent wa
to cook tough steak.

Mrs. J. A. F., New York.

Matting will last longer and look better
as soon as tacked in place it is varnishe
with a clear varnish. It can then be wipe
up like linoleum and does not split or brea
so easilv.

Mrs. J. J. O'C, Washington, D. C.

One method of removing mildew is to rv
the discolored spots with lemon-juice an
then with salt ; another is to wet them wit
warm water, rub on a little soap, an
sprinkle with powdered French chalk an
salt. Dry in the sun and repeat the trea
ment if necessary. If these methods fai
bleaching water can be resorted to.

simple bleaching water is made by boiling
teaspoonful of borax in a quart of water. .

very strong one is made by mixing one ounc
of chlorid of lime and one ounce of washing
soda and pouring over the- mixture a quart c

boiling water. Stir well and let it stand fc

a day before using. Strain through fin

muslin and bottle. Mrs. L. B., New York.

Steamed Graham Pudding—To two cuj
fuls of Graham flour add one cupful c

molasses, one cupful of milk, two teaspoor
fuls of soda dissolved in a little milk, butte
the size of a walnut. Mix thoroughly, the
add one cupful of chopped raisins. Th
raisins must be floured a little. Steam thre
hours. If you make this once, you will mak
it many times. Mrs. E. W., New York.

If you buy butter enough for a week c

two, put it in a stone jar, press it down wit
a potato-masher, take a handful of salt an
sprinkle on top of the butter ; then pour i

a cupful or two of cold water. It wi.

keep sweet, no matter how warm the weathe
is, so long as it is covered with this sail

water. It will not make the butter salti

When needed take up enough for the tabl

at a time.
Mrs. J. J. O'C, Washington, D. C.

To Keep Eggs Fresh—Wrap each strictl

fresh egg in a sheet of paper ("butter" pape
is best) and place in ordinary shoe-boxe;
Each one will hold about two or three doze
eggs. Fill each box, tie up and date r

putting them away as they are filled. Kee
in a cool place, the same as you keep you
canned goods, but not where it is frost}

Turn over each box once a week or oftenei

Use the oldest first, going by the date on th
box. The eggs will keep fresh many monthi

Mrs. R. B., Kentucky.

Baked Indian Pudding—Scald one quai

of milk, add to it six teaspoonfuls of corn

m.eal and cook until the meal ceases t

settle. Add to this one cupful of molasses

one teaspoonful of ginger and a little sail

Stir well. Just before putting into the over

add one cupful of cold water. Bake slowl;

one hour. This does not need sauce.

Mrs. E. B. W., New York.
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OUR YOUNG FOLKS' DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Cousin Sally

Good Work by Our Girls and Boys

The Doll I Love Best

(HERE is a doll in our home.
Whose appearance is a sin

To any decent household
That has a doll therein.

Her hair that was so curly

Is straight and scant, 'tis said.

Her ej^es that were so merry
Are sunken in her head.

Her dress, once sweet and dainty.

Her slippers and her hat
Are sadly torn and ragged
And soiled—but what of that?

I love this little dolly

Better than all the rest,

I would not have her whole and new.
For this way sbe seems best.

And as I rock her genth-
And kiss her good-night, too,

I say, "Of all my lovely dolls.

None is so dear as you !"

Ellen Howard, Age Fifteen,
Baraboo, Wisconsin.

Let's Pretend

Let's pretend all sound is music,
Let's pretend all work is play.

Let's pretend that we are happy,
Sorrow'll come another day.

Let's forget the rain that's over.

See the rainbow in the sky,

Let's pretend success is coming
As we see the clouds drift b}-.

Let's pretend: life's all pretending:
Let's pretend we'll win the fight.

Let's pretend. God helps pretending
If it only helps the right.

Ruth P.\trick, Age Fifteen,

Randell, Kansas.

Our Baby
OrR baby is a darling.

Her eyes are deepest blue,

Her cheeks are like June roses.

Her tears like sparkling dew.
Ellie Myers, Age Eleven,
Charleston, South Carolina.

Off to School
/^FF we go one by one

Slate and books in hand,
Happy and glad that school's Isegun
And school-bells ring over the land.

Mother is watching alone at the door
While we run fast' along.

Lessons are learned, one, two, three and
four.

And our ears catch the sound ding-dong.
Eleanor S. Canter, Age Xine,

Charlotte Hall, Indiana.

Baby
/^ur baby is the cutest one

That ever you did see.

She upsets all the little cups
While we are playing tea.

She crawls along the floor so fast.

While trying to play horse.
And bumps her darling little head
Against everything, of course.

With all the mischief baby does,
We love her just the same,

And sunshine's alwaj-s in our home.
Since our dear babv came.

Louise Beck, Age Ten,
Hicksville, Long Island.

When the Leaves Turn Red
COME, little leaves," said the wind one

day,
"Come o'er the meadows with me and

• play

;

Put on your dresses of red and gold.
For the summer is gone, and the days

grow cold."

.\s soon as the leaves heard the wind's
loud call,

Down they came fluttering one and all

;

Over the brown fields they danced and
they flew.

Singing the sweet little songs they knew.
Rachel Kepler, Age Thirteen,

Knoxville, Mary land.

The Young Chief of

FAR, far away in the . hot countr}- of
Mexico is a high flat-topped plateau

called the Enchanted Mesa. At present it

is uninhabited, but far back in the dim
past it sustained a small tribe of Indians
who sought safety on its almost inac-

cessible heights from a neighboring tribe

of strong and hostile Indians. The chief

of this small tribe had a son of twelve
whose name was Red Wing. He was xery
brave and kind to the people over whom
he was some day to reign.

One day, when everyone thought
their enemies were far away. Red
Wing crept down upon the plain

and wandering far awaj- did not
know that night was near until he heard
the solitary call of the evening bird in

the cool bushes. But hark ! in the quiet

evening Red Wing heard men's voices,

and looking around saw hundreds of
Indians lying behind the bushes awaiting
the approach of night. Red Wing must
give notice to his people. So creeping
along over the ground he was not seen
for some distance, when finally he was

the Enchanted Mesa
spied, a tiny speck moving slowl)' over the
ground carrying a warnmg to his people.'

Knowing that secrecy was now of no use,

the Indians, with a yell, started after Red
Wing, but he was able to make the Mesa.
Beginning the tedious ascent of the' walls,

he climbed to the top just as an arrow
from below struck him. Exhausted, he
fell over onto the ground. The Indians
then thinking they had killed Red Wing
before the alarm was given, began silently

to scale the walls, hoping to surprise the

sleeping village. But Red Wing was not
dead. He soon arose and awakened the

warriors, who rushed to the gap and soon
beat off their enemies. Then they rushed
in search of their young chief, whom they
found lying unconscious behind some
bushes. Two arrows were broken- off in

his body, but on his pale face upturned
to the cold moon there was a smile instead
of any sign of pain.

Red Wing had saved his people and was
content to fall asleep.

Harter F. Wright, Age Fifteen,

Sims, Virginia.

0^1)9 fell us \)oxo^jy6xx hriow,

J^^<2,r)yS\x rr]^Q, n^i^y^ixtr Tr)ir)3 TX)?v.lk,/

Cousin Sally's Letter

pvEAR Girls and Bovs :

—

I cannot begin to tell you what a
great big help your letters have been to

me. All the good, kind things you have
said about this page of ours have been
deeply appreciated and I feel very happj-
indeed to know that my efforts have met
with success. Perhaps you ma}- not realize

how much your little messages of appreci-
ation mean to me and how the}' inspire me
to do still better work and bigger things.

It was most interesting to me to receive
from my boys and girls so many varied
opinions of our page. I was glad to get
your frank, honest opinions—the}- are just

what I wanted. One comment from one
of my girls, and one which I was ever so
glad to receive, was that our stories had
been a little too young. She was about
sixteen years of age and preferred older
stories and I have been thinking that per-
haps her criticism is right. What do you
older cousins think about it? I can easily

overcome this by varying the stories, run-
ning in one issue a story for very young
folks and printing in the next a story for
older boys and girls.

So many new readers have been
enrolled in our club. I wish those of you
who have been putting it off would join
to-day and find out what it means to
be a member of this splendid club of ours.
You all want to become just the best men
and women the world has ever known

—

now, don't you? Then join us in our good
work and see how the club will help you.
Our club stands for truth, honor, kind-
ness—kindness to everybody, as well as
to dumb animals

;
loyalty to your country,

your parents, your schoolmates; courage,
sincerity and ever>'thing that is good. We
members believe in doing a good deed
whenever we can and in saying kind
things about people. We believe in being
cheerful, always remembering that it is

the courageous boy and girl who smiles
when everything goes wrong and when
other people are cross and irritable. We
do not believe in gossiping or finding fault
with people. Instead we look for their
good points and we are trying our best to
think good thoughts and say pleasant
things. We want our faces to radiate
sunshine, happiness, love and goodness
and we are trying to keep out all the mean
thoughts, which we call "weeds," and
plant only beautiful thoughts, which we
call "flowers." So, very often now, I shall

ask you how the flowers are and if you
have forgotten to pluck out the weeds.

I had hoped to write a longer letter, but
space will not permit, and then I thought
you might like to see your own work this

time.

Write to me soon and don't forget about
our club button, which costs only five

cents. Faithfully always,
Cousin Sally.

Autumn Leaves
T^HE sunshine is warm and haz}',
* Brown is the ripening corn.
And the merry harvester's calling

Is heard in the early morn.
Up from the farmer's cottage

In the morning air so cold
Wavers the coiling smoke-wreath
When the leaves turn red and gold.

Under the ruby and amber
Of the flaming forests fair

Autumn is dreaming, dreaming"
In the clear, cool, fragrant air.

The nuts are dropping slowly
And before the days grow cold

The squirrels are filling their storehouse
When the leaves turn red and gold.

Eloise Case, Age Fifteen,

R. F. D. 2, South Royalton, Vermont.

The Morning Dew
VP7HEN I went out the other morn,

The green was wet with dew.
It was a very prett}- sight.

For things looked strangely new.
.

. What made it still more beautiful.

All was a snowy white.
As though soft fluffy snow-flakes
Had been falling through the night.

All Xature seemed to love it.

Each flower with its fair hue
Displayed its tiny petals.

Which shone with drops of dew.

And later in the morning,
When the sun shone bright and ga\-,

The heat came down upon the earth.

And the dewdrops melted away.
Frank C. Hout, Age Thirteen,

R. F. D. 2, Aliddleburg, Indiana.

The Letter-Box
pvEAR Cousin Sally:—

I was very glad to receive my pin,

and I am glad that I belong to your club.

We're having snowy weather now.
I have two sisters, one six years old and

one five months old.

I have been going to school three j'ears,

having started when I was seven years
old and finished the third grade the first

year. I am in the sixth grade now. Down
here we don't have A and B except in the
first grade. We have twelve grades down
here. Lynde C. Smith,

Wasco, Oregon.

Dear Cousin Sally :

—

I am sorry I did not write you before,
but I did not have time.

I go to school and am in the sixth and
seventh grades.

I like Farm .-vnd Fireside.
I received my club button and think it

is just a little beaut}'. So the young folks
that aren't members of Cousin Sally's

Club had better join. The club motto is

fine and I am trying to live up to it.

In the morning before I go to school I

wash the dishes and carry in water and
sweep the floor and make the beds and go
to school. I have four sisters and three
brothers.
My two sisters want to know the club

motto, and I tell them to join.

Your cousin, Ellen A. Norden,
Age Thirteen,

R. F. D. 1, Box 34, Sykeston,
North Dakota.

Dear Cousin Sally:—
I hope I am not too late to wish you

and my other cousins a happy new year,

and our club the greatest success possible
for the future time.

What a nice letter you wrote to us girls

and boys, and I am sure we all appreci-

ated it

I hereby resolve to keep a resolution,

by saying I shall take all interest in our
page and help our club all I can. Most
any kind of a contest pleases me, but I

like writing poetry.

Hoping to hear from you soon, I am
Ever your loving cousin,

Lillian Douglas,
East Granby, Connecticut.

I wish I could print all of the letters I

receive. They are so interesting. I love
them all, and even though they can't all be
printed, still I want you boys and girls to

know that Cousin Saily loves to read them
and keeps them for her very own Letter-
Box. Cousin Sallv.
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When the Air is Frosty

By Edgar L. Vincent

HY, then you step along a

bit more lively, you watch
for the streak of sunshine

to break through the clouds

and you smile a little more
cheerily. So the chill goes
out of the air and every-

thing is bright and happy once more.

Was the air frosty down your way this

morning? It gets so sometimes. Maybe
we got out of bed on the wrong side.

Perhaps the air of the room was not just

as pure as it should have been through
the night, so that somebody had a head-
ache. Then how easy it was to say the

sharp thing or to show by one's manner
that the heart-mercury was a trifle below
zero ! For a moment or two it looked as

though there might be a thunder-storm or

a squall of some kind. You know how it

is. You have seen just such times before

now.
What now?
Just brisk up and say, "What a beautiful

morning this is ! Seems as though every-

body ought to be happy, doesn't it? I am.
Are you?" And ten to one the frosty

feeling will vanish out of the air and the

world will go on. as before.

There are some places in the country
that have the name of being the chilliest

of any in all the land. Take up the morn-
ing paper and you will see that in those

towns the mercury went down ten or

fifteen degrees lower than it did anywhere
else. Makes you shiver to think of it.

You wouldn't want to live in those places.

You know you would freeze to death.

Do you know why it is that these par-

ticular places are so cold? The folks that

have studied the matter tell us that there

is something about the formation of the

hills and valleys about those places that

invites the cold air to settle there and that

sends the mercury down whizzing. Maybe
the sun doesn't get up over the hills there

as early as it does in your town. Or per-

haps it goes down earlier than anywhere
else, hidden behind the hills.

It takes sunshine to drive out the frost.

In those very towns which are down in

the weather man's list as being the very
coldest in all the world by-and-by the sun
gets to playing peek-a-boo through the

clouds, and when it fairly finds its way
down to the earth, it sends the frost kiting

and those are the most beautiful places to

live in. It is then you are sure that

you never could be happy anywhere else.

Sunshine makes the heart happy. Let
your sunshine go out to the man and

woman who have cold chills dancing up
and down their backs. Melt the ice off

the window of his heart and help him see

through to the lovely scenes just outside.

As you go up and down the world, you
now and then see a face that is nearly

frozen stiff with distrust and fear and
selfishness. Somehow, you just want to

creep right away from such a man. You
feel that you must gather your skirts up
close about you and never so much as

touch this poor, half-frozen man. He
doesn't even look at you. His very soul is

having a hard, chilly time of it.

But don't be too sure that there isn't

something of frost in your own heart. If

it were not so, you surely wouldn't have
this feeling of wanting to run away.
Instead, you would let out a little of the

warmth and sunshine in your heart and
give it to the man of the frozen heart.

The time to be cheery and bright is

when other folks are down in the mouth.
It doesn't take much grace in the heart to

take sunny views of life when everything
goes well. Anybody can smile when other
folks are gay. The time when it takes a

whole heart full of love to see the bright

side is when the shadows lie thick every-
where and the way seems shut up with a

thick black-brier hedge. If you can be
cheery then, you are in just the right place
and doing the work that God wants you
to do.

It cuts some of us clear down to the
quick that we have not been given great
things to do. How we would like to be
the king of some favored country! Seems
to us the crown that sets so awkwardly on
the heads of other folks would look ten
times better on ours. We would make the
world a great deal better if we only had a
chance. And we find fault about it and
wonder why we were not blessed with a
silver spoon to eat out of.

It is all right to want to do the very best
one can in this world. Kings have their

work to do. So do peasants. And the
man who is good enough and true enough
and warm-hearted enough to get up close
to some iceberg of a friend and thaw him
out until he smiles and takes a brighter
view of life is making the world better.

His crown has jewels in it that no king
ever wore. His scepter is jeweled with
love, and love is the greatest power in the
world.
When the air is frosty, shine as you

never shone before, radiate sunshine. It

won't be long then till the cold vanishes
and the sunshine falls in splendor over all.

y

Let There be Light

By L. D. Stearns

ND God said. Let there be
light, and there was light."

Did you ever watch the

day as it came creeping,

creeping from the depths
of night—softly, grayly, at

first, then with a little

clinging glow of gold and pink edging
into the gray, the stars blinking sleepily

overhead, until, all suddenly, behold! a
golden glory over all the world, and the
new day was born ?

I love to think of that first day awaken-
ing, when God, from His high heaven,
cried into the darkness of the unformed
world, "Let there be light," and from the
night of chaos the new world awoke ; and,
as it sprang, all glowing, into sudden light.

He finished, "It is good."
In every life—every soul—come su-

preme moments when the God spark in us
rises high on its throne and cries, "Let
there be light."

Friend, heed that call. We're groping
but blindly, for the most part now, I

think, knowing so little of the soul, and
the bond that reaches up, and ever up,
uniting us with the great soul of the
Infinite. There comes to us at moments
something that we do not understand, a
little conscious touch of fleeting power, of
reverent awe ; a sudden reaching out to
the better, higher, nobler things of life

—

but we turn carelessly aside, and the cru-
cial moment is gone. We have not under-
stood the call to the soul, "Let there be
light."

Yet sometimes, now and then, we pause
and wait ; and something sweet and holy
and ralm comes flooding our soul, as the

glory of the new day comes flooding the
world, fresh and sweet from the heat of
night.

Friend, begin the day aright. Let the
light come into your soul before you face
the problems of the day. For just a mo-
ment get face to face with God. Diffi-

culties are before you ; decisions must be
made

;
tangled threads must be straight-

ened ; mistakes of yesterday, perhaps,
made right.

Every day and every life has its own
individual problems. Yours aren't the
problems of the world. They are yours.
They're between you and the Almighty.
Small or great, they must be faced. Let
Him see our heart. He knows it already,
but just hold it out before Him in the
morning. Even though you utter no
word, bow your head for a second and
wait, while like a benediction the com-
mand goes forth, "Let there be light," and
straight from the heart of the Eternal,
light will come stealing softly into your
soul.

Every morning the slate of life is

handed out, clean and fresh, for the new
record that must be placed thereon. We
can't avoid the writing. We can decide
what the writing shall be ; and one day the
volume in which all the records are bound
will be opened and the story read and the
judgment passed. Let's try to make our
record one to be proud of.

"And God said. Let there be light."
And the light is there. It rests with you,
friend, it rests with me, whether we'll let

it illumine and glorify our lives or
whether we'll go creeping gradually on,

just glimpsing it now and then from afar.

A Great Anniversary Gift
FOR EVERY SUBSCRIBER

.
^
Farm and Fireside still has a

limited number of its great Anni-
versary Gift Picture on hand. If you
desire a copy of this beautiful paint-
ing, "Waiting for the Milkman," you
will do well to order within the next
few days. We guarantee to fill all

orders received for it this month
only. This great picture is one of
the finest animal pictures ever painted.
Everybody loves dogs, but it is only
once in a generation that there is

painted a great dog picture. This
p-icture is worthy of recognition as a
masterpiece. The situation is typical
and very natural. It is printed in

colors and will make a handsome
appearance on the wall of your living-

room. It is a suitable picture to adorn
the walls of any home in the land.

The small reproduction of our An-
niversary Picture gives no idea of
the real beauty of the painting. But
look at the little fellows ! See how
lifelike they are. They look as though
they could jump right out of the

frame and lick your hand. Seldom
has so fine a dog picture been painted.

Never before has Farm and Fireside
had such a handsome, classy picture

to offer its readers. This generous
way of treating subscribers has con-
tributed largely to the wonderful suc-
cess of Farm and Fireside. A copy
of this magnificent picture goes with-
out cost to every subscriber, new
or renewal, accepting any of our big
Special Anniversary Offers as out-
lined on the lower part of this page.

"Waiting for the Milk-Man"
This EJegant Piclure, in Colors. Size 11x16. Our Gift to You

Description of the Picture For A Limited Time Only
Copies of this handsome picture

have never before been offered to the
public. These pictures have been
obtained for our readers at great
expense. Every picture is fully pro-
tected by copyright and cannot be
reproduced by anyone else whoso-
ever.

"Waiting for the Milk-Man" is

11x16 inches in size and is printed
on extra heavy art paper. The pic-

ture is in colors and looks exactly
like the original painting.

This special picture offer will surely
be withdrawn before the end of Feb-
ruary. Never before in the history
of the agricultural press has any farm
paper made such a generous effort to
please its subscribers and supply them
with a gift of real merit.

Let us again advise you that the
-offer will be extended you during the
balance of this short month only. It

will be well for you to fill out the
coupon below indicating the offer j^ou

accept and send it to us by early mail.

Our Biggest Offers
Good UntU March 1st Only

ANNIVERSARY OFFER No. 1

Send $1.00 for. a. 3-year sub

-

tj^iR\M «y.^.^vr
g(.j.jptiQn to Farm

AND Fireside-;—72 numbers—you will
receive the Anniversary Picture and we
will also send you, without cost, any one
Flower Collection described on opposite
page.

ANNIVERSARr OFFER No. 3

Without Cost ^'^'P ^T""^^M«.i..v>>«.. •^K^t,^.
g^^jj hand you

50 cents for a i-year subscription to Farm
AND Fireside and send us $1.00 for the
two subscriptions. In return, we will

send you Farm and Fireside for one
year, also any one of our great Flower
Collections, without cost. The Anniver '

sary Picture will accompany each sub-
scription.

Readers accepting: offer No. 1 or 2 may ob
tain one additional Flower Collection as pre
inium for each additional Farm and Fireside
yearly subscription at 50 cents.

ANNIVERSARY OFFER No. 8

^Ai-irl Rfir' for a i-year subscriptionoena puc p^/^ ^^^^ fireside— 24 numbers — the Aflhiversary Pic-
ture, together with any one of the Flower
Collections.

50 Post-Cards
In any of the above offers you can sub-

stitute for a Flower Collection the set of

50 Post-Cards described on page 38.

anniversary offer No. 4

^#anrl f^fto for a i-year subscrip->jcim u\JK,
tion to Farm AND Fire-

side—24 numbers—and you will receive
the Anniversary Picture.

By accepting one of the above special
offers immediately you will insure your-
serf against disappointment because we
cannot possibly agree to fill any more or-

ders after the expiration of this offer. You
will profit by acting on our advice and
mailing your order without delay.

Send Your Subscription With This Blank To-day

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio
I accept your Anniversary Offer No Inclosed find f.

Send me Farm and Fireside for years.

Name _

Address ; _
Send me premium as follows: .

Also send Farm and Fireside to:

Name _

Address _ _

Name _

Address

The Anniversary Picture Will be Sent With Every Subscription
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FARM AND Fireside's 1911 Anniversary Rose and
Flower offer is the most liberal and valuable we have

ever made to our readers. Six sturdy rose-bushes,

grown especially for Farm and Fireside readers by
one of the largest nurseries in America. But, it will be
necessary for you to order before March 1st because

You can obtain these six famous Roses, includ-

ing the new Blue Rose, without cost, if you send a
subscription to Farm and Fireside before March 1

.

after that date our supply of Rose-bushes and Flowers
is sure to be completely exhausted. The Roses and
Flowers are all of hardy, vigorous gro\\1;h and are
irreproachable in every respect. We guarantee that
they will arrive in perfect condition, ready to set out,

and that

They Will Bloom This Season of 1911

Farm and Fireside Rose Offers have been famous for many
years. Hundreds of thousands of rose collections have been shipped
to our readers—and we do not know of a single case of dissatisfaction.

Every collection is carefully packed in burlap and moss, guaranteed
to reach you in perfect condition, and is shipped prepaid. Every
rose is a different variety.

HERE ARE THE SIX SUPERB ROSES
Order as Collection No. 101

The Famous New Blue Rose
This year we have enlarged our collection to

include the famous new blue rose. This unusual
and remarkable climbing rose was originated in

Germany and is of quick and vigorous growth. The
flowers are borne in large trusses

;
they are slightly

double or even single, pretty large, and of a deep
purplish violet, with light violet center, and prom-
inent yellow anthers. The blue rose is very attract-

ive when grown in pots.

The six rose-bushes consist of

:

1. The New Blue Rose: The latest novelty in

roses ; a seedling of the Crimson Rambler.

2. Maman Cochet! The queen of all garden
roses, with color of rich, clear pink. Such beauty
as is possessed by this variety is well-nigh marvel-
ous. The buds are beautiful, large, full and ele-

gantly pointed. The flowers are extra large and
perfectly double.

3. Etoile de Lyon: This magnificent Tea Rose,
south of the Ohio River, has proved to be perfectly
hardy. Flowers are very large, double, full and
deliciously fragrant. The color is a beautiful
chrome-yellow, deepening at center to pure golden-
yellow.

4. White Killarney: A very beautiful Hybrid
Tea Rose. The color is an exquisite shade of deep
shell-pink, lightened with silvery-pink. The buds
are exceptionally long and beautifully formed, the
open flower is graceful in the extreme.

5. Helen Gould: The most beautiful and satis-
factory rose for general planting ever" introduced
in America. The flowers are perfectly double, the
buds beautifully made, long and pointed. The color
is warm rosy-crimson like that of a ripe red water-
melon.

6. Wm. R. Smith : A most promising summer
bedder with beautiful, firm, glossy foliage, quite like
Cochet in appearance and durability, very vigorous
in growth, with shadings of pink.

The Above Rose Collection Without Cost as Explained Below

OTHER GREAT FLOWER COLLECTIONS
Six Magnificent Chrysanthemums

Order as Collection No. 102

Six large flowering Japanese varieties, all different colors, the very finest obtainable.

1. Black Hawk: Dark velvety crimson.

2. Estelle : Pure white with extra large flowers.

3. Millicent Richardson : Beautiful rosy violet.

4. Mrs. Robert Foerderer: Soft creamy yellow.
5. Percy Plumridge: Large Japanese incurved

variety.
6. W. F. McNeice: Lavender pearl.

Four Elegant Ferns
Order as Collection No. 103

Of all plants for pot or interior decorations,

ferns occupy the place of favor in the estimation

of all. This collection, which consists of the four

frequently sell for fifty cents each,

leading varieties, will beautify any -home. They

1. Boston Sword Fern : Long arching fronds.

2. Nephrolepis Scotti : Handsome bushy growth.

3. Nephrolepis Whitmani : A beautiful sym-

metrical plant.

4. Emerald Fern : Pretty decorative house plant.

State the Month in Which

Five Lovely Carnations
Order as Collection No. 104

Unrivaled in their rich and refreshing fra-
grance, nnequaled for diversity of colors,
unapproached for daintiness and beauty of out-
line.

1. Prosperity: White, overlaid with pink.
2. Rose Pink Enchantress: Splendid blooming

qualities.

3. Red Sport: A flaming scarlet.

4. Harlowarden : Dazzling crimson, the largest
and best of its color.

5. Lady Bountiful : Pure white, with large
flowers.

You Wish Plants Shipped

Guarantee
We guarantee all plants

to be exactly as described,

to arrive in perfect condi-

tion and to give entire

satisfaction. Each collec-

tion is made up of differ-

ent varieties, all famous.
Each collection consists

of well-grown plants that

will bloom this season of

1911.

About Shipping
AH the plants will be

shipped carefully packed.
All plants will be large,

healthy and well rooted,

and will bloom the coming
season. Unless the sub-
scriber states on what date
she wishes plants shipped,
plants will be shipped to

each locality at the time
they should be set out.

All collections will be
shipped carefully packed,
delivery charges prepaid
by Farm and Fireside.

How to Get the Flowers

Great Anniversary Offers

OFFER No. 1. We will send one Rose or

Flower collection to every reader who sends
§1.00 for a three-year subscription to Farm
and Fireside—72 numbers.

OFFER No. 2. Get two friends to hand
you 50c each for a one-year subscription to

Farm and Fireside. Send us Si. 00 for the

two subscriptions and we will send you your
own subscription to Farm and Fireside for

one year. Also we will send you one collec-

tion of Rose-Bushes or Flowers.
We will send an additional Rose or Flower

collection as a premium in payment for each
additional Farm and Fireside subscription for

one year at 50c. This offer is open only to

readers who take advantage of either OlFer

No. 2 or Offer No. 1.

OFFER No. 3. Send 60c for a one-year
subscription to Farm and Fireside—24 num-
bers—and one Rose or Flower collection.

Our Anniversary picture will accompany
every subscription.

These Offers are Limited to March 1st

Cultural

Directions
Collections must be or-

dered entire. Accom-
pan)-ing each lot of plants
there are full directions
for planting, care, etc., in

order that the best results
may be obtained.

20-Day Offer
These great Anniver-

sary offers hold for 20
days. We advise you to
order at once. Remember
that our .A^nniversarj^ pic-
ture described in the
offers on page 35 accom-
panies every subscrip-
tion. Write your order
on the blank opposite. It

will pay 5^ou to order
now even though your
subscription has not j-et

expired. Your new sub-
scription will be entered
to begin the month after
your present subscription
expires.

Write Your Order on the Blank on Page 35, or on a Piece of Paper

Send Your Order to Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio
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Have you been looking for a special recipe for years ? Do you need any information on household

matters) And do you meet with little problems in the home that you wish some one would solve

for you—some one who has had a little more experience than you? Then, why not make use of

YOUR OWN department and ask the questions which have been troubhng you? This department

has proved that the spirit of helpfulness is abroad in the land, especially among the women of the

farm That our readers have the mutual desire to help one another is evidenced by the large and

protript response we have had to the questions which are printed here monthly. There is no pay-

ment made for contributions to these columns. All answers and inquiries should be addressed

to "The Housewife's Letter-Box," care of Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Questions Asked

IVill- some one please tell ine—
How to can peas? Mrs. T. S., Ilinois.

How to clean sofa-pillows that are stamped
in color and embroidered in silk? Also how
to keep cheese from molding ?

E. V. La G., New York.

How to prepare citron used for cake, also

how to prepare figs ?

Mrs. D. H. T., New York.

How to cook dried sweet corn ; also how
to prepare dried apples ? Mrs. M. H., Ohio.

Of any dye that will change white fur to

black? T. H. C, Pennsylvania.

Which tests the higher, sweet or sour

cream, and should it be stirred every time
cream is added? Mrs. C. I. C, Indiana.

Mrs. yi. D. W., of New York, is anxious
to know if one of the readers has a pattern

for a pieced quilt called "Wandering Blades"
published quite a while ago in Farm and
Fireside. Editor.

Mrs. J. A. B., of Massachusetts, would like

to have directions for steaming a dark fruit

or wedding cake. She knows hov/ to bake
a cake, but doesn't understand how to steam
one.

C. L. G., of Ohio, would appreciate a

recipe for old-fashioned boiled Indian pud-
ding as made by the New Englanders.

Questions Answered

To Rid House of Rats, for A. D., Califor-

nia—E. E. F., of Kentucky, sends in the

following information contained in a news-
paper clipping. It reads :

"A friend wrote us that he rid his farm of

rats in the following manner :

"On a number of pieces of shingles put
about a tablespoonful of molasses and on
that I put a small quantity of concentrated
lye, then placed the old shingles around
under the cribs. The next morning I found
some forty dead rats and the rest had left for

parts unknown. I have learned that several

farms have been rid of these pests in the

same way and never knew it to fail. It is

worth trying."

Marshmallows, for Mrs. A. O. P., Ohio

—

Soak two tablespoonfuls of gelatin in five

of cold water while you boil one and one half

cupfuls of white sugar with seven table-

spoonfuls of cold water, for five or six min-
utes. Remove from fire and pour over the

gelatin. Beat until thick and quite stiff,

add flavoring and a pinch of salt. Butter
and dust a tin (I use a square loa'f-pan)

with powdered sugar. Turn in the mixture
and let stand until next day or until cold.

Cut in squares and roll in powdered sugar.
Mrs. G. T., California.

Vinegar From Apple- Cider, for J. L. H.,

West Virginia—I have made vinegar for

forty years in this way : Take three or four
pieces of brown or straw paper as large as

your two hands and cover them with molasses
and put them in the barrel. Leave the bung-

open, but cover with a thin cloth to keep
flies out, and in time you will have the best
of vinegar, Mrs. S. C. H., Connecticut.

Neapolitan Cake, for L. M. S., Ohio—Two
cupfuls of sugar, three teaspoonfuls of bak-
ing-powder, one half cupful of butter, seven
eggs, one half cupful of sweet milk. Divide
into three parts, and color - one dark with
chocolate mixed in, another with pink fruit

flavoring, the third part with lemon-flavoring.
Bake in three layers and ice between layers
on top and sides. Mrs. E. W. B., Kansas.

Cream Layer Cake, for E. F., California

—

One cupful of sugar, one quarter of a cupful
of butter, one half cupful of sweet milk, the
whites of two eggs, one and one half cttpfuls

of flour, one teaspoonful of baking-powder
and one teaspoonful of extract of rose.

Stir butter until light ; beat the whites of
eggs until light; then mix together, adding
'the sugar. Beat all until light, then add milk
and baking-powder and flour, which should
be thoroughly mixed together before stirring
in. Now stir all together until light and
bake.

Filling for Cake—The yolks of two eggs,

one cupful of sugar, two tablespoonfuls of
cream and one teaspoonful of vanilla.

Mrs. M. C, Ohio.

For Mrs. O. M. K., Illinois—Some time
ago I saw in The Housewife's Letter-Box an
inquiry by Mrs. O. M. K., Illinois, asking-
why it took so long for her to get butter, that
her cow was properly fed and seemed well.
I will give what I think is the cause, and I

speak from experience, as I have made quite
a study of the matter the past few years,
with sometimes one and sometimes two
cows. I believe that a cow between four and
five months before she becomes fresh begins
to make inferior butter. It takes- longer to

churn than when she is fresh, and when the
butter does come it is greasy and lacks the
grain of the butter of a fresh cow. I have
read that if the cream of a fresh cow is

mixed with that of an old milker the butter
will come soon, and eveft if you get sour
milk of a fresh cow and mix with the cream,
using the thick milk of the fresh cow as a

"starter," as the agricultural - bulletins call

it, it will remedy the matter. I don't know
that that will help, as I never tried it, but I

do know that scalding the milk or cream will

make the butter come very soon and it will

be of a much better quality and keep better

than unscalded cream, though it will not be
so nice as that from a fresh cow. An
aluminum pan or kettle is the best thing to

scald the cream in, for you can put it on a

hot stove and the cream will not burn the
way it does when cooked in vessels of other
ware. Care must be taken not to let the
cream boil over. Sometimes, if there is not
room on the stove, I ptit the cream in a pan
that a deep pie-pan will cover and set it in

the oven with water in the pie-pan and the

cream will not burn so long as there is a pan
of water over it. Each mess of cream should
be scalded while it is sweet, and left to cool

before putting with the other. Should one
not have a separator all the milk will have
to be scalded and left to cool before skim-
ming, b^it that is a great deal of work.

G. E. H., Illinois.

Here is another suggestion from J. B., of

Ohio—If Mrs. O. M. K. will try the follow-
ing plan, she will have no trouble getting
her butter to come quickly, as I have used
the plan for several years. As soon as you
bring your milk to the house put it in a

vessel over the fire and heat until it beads
or almost boils. Then strain in the usual
way for the cream to raise. Stir your cream
in the jar each time you add new cream and
when you churn heat your cream to the

proper temperature for churning, instead of
adding hot water, and I think you will have
no more trouble in getting sweet butter in a

very short time.

Peanut- Butter, for Mrs. H., Ohio—Here
is a recipe which was printed in the House-
wife's Club, September 10th: Shell and
grind freshly roasted peanuts, grind to a
powder, mix to a smooth paste with one half

as much butter as peanuts.
C. M. B., Tennessee.

To Resilver a Mirror, for Mrs. B. E. G.,

North Carolina—Mercury is not the only
substance required to resilver a mirror. Take
a mixture of three ounces of bismuth, one
half , ounce each of tin and lead melted
together and three ounces of mercury added
when the first mixture is cool. It is neces-
sary that these directions are closely fol-

lowed. Apply to the back of the mirror with
a hare's foot, which can be bought at any
drug-store, or a rabbit's foot will answer.

E. F., New York.

Pumpkin-Pie, for D. O., New York—I also

had trouble to get my pumpkin-pies to brown
on top. I make the dough, cover my pie-

pans, and then mix the pumpkin all ready
to stir in the milk which I boil before adding
to the pumpkin. I also melt a little butter
and mix it in and do not use any eggs. As
soon as I boiled the milk my pies came out
of the oven brown on top.

Mrs. J. W. H., Pennsylvania.

Pumpkin-Pie—One and one half cupfuls of
steamed and strained pumpkin, two thirds of
a cupful of brown sugar, one teaspoonful
of cinnamon, one half teaspoonful of ginger,
one half teaspoonful of salt, two eggs and
one and one half cupfuls of milk, one half
cupful of cream. Mix ingredients in order
given and bake in one crust.

Chocolate Fudge, for Mrs. A. O. P., Ohio
—Two cupfuls of sugar, one and one half
cupfuls of milk, two squares of unsweetened
chocolate, butter the size of a walnut, a
pinch of salt. Boil until it molds in cold
water. Add a teaspoonful of vanilla. Beat
until real thick and povir in buttered tins.

College Fudge, for Mrs. A. O. P., Ohio-
Melt one cupful of butter. Mix in a separate
dish one cupful of white sugar, one cupful of
brown sugar, one fourth of a ct-ipful of
molasses and one half cupful of cream. Add
this to the butter, and after bringing to a
boil, continue boiling two and one half min-
utes, stirring rapidly. Add two squares of
unsweetened chocolate, scraped fine. Boil
five minutes, stirring it first rapidly and then
more slowly toward the end. Remove from
fire, add one and one half teaspoonfuls of
vanilla and beat till it thickens. Pour in
buttered pan and cut in squares when firm
enough. Mrs. C. S., Kansas.

Cracker-Jack, for L. M. S., Ohio—Two
cupfuls of granulated sugar. Melt over fire

till it forms a dark syrup. Add two generous
tablespoonfuls of butter and the. same of
molasses. Let boil and pour over freshly-
popped corn. Stir. Miss B. S., Kansas.

For E. S. G., Pennsylvania— If your
begonia is like mine, the old tops die down
once or twice a year. I clip them off and
new shoots come on. Mrs. E. W. B., Kansas.

contains illustrations and descriptions of

hundreds of pieces of fine furniture, made
in approved styles, of tlie highest grade
of material, beautifully finished in all the
latest effects, the finest furniture made
in American factories, worthy a place in

every American home and sold at prices

that every family can afford.

There arc Few Fumiturc Stores in This Country
that Carry such a Complete Stock or such
Great Variety of Styles and Patterns.

THERE IS NOT ONE STORE THAT SELLS
AT SUCH A CLOSE MARGIN OF PROFIT.

We have proved to buyers many times
that, in furnishing a house complete, one

and sometimes two rooms can be furnished free by the
saving on the whole bill.

m JUSTICE TO YOURSELF, you cannot afford to buy fur-
niture of any kind or description without having seen
and studied the pages of this book, without having com-
pared its prices with those asked elsewhere.

YOU CANNOT MAKE R MISTRKE IN BUYING FROM US because our liberal

guarantee applies to all furniture purchased here. We return your money
and pay transportation charges on every article that is not wholly
and entirely satisfactory.

Let Us Send You Our Furniture Catalogue
TOU WILL FIND IN ITS PAGES a sure, safe guide to furniture Talues and

prices. The furniture we sell is the same as that sold by the largest stores, made in the same
first class manner by the best factories in the land. If you compare the prices in this book with
those asked in any store you visit, we shall not have to ask you to send us your order—you would
not place it anywhere else. 140

. JUST WRITE ON A POSTAL CARD, " Send me your Furniture Book,"
sign your name and address and send it to the house nearest you, Chicago Avenue
Bridge, Chicago, or Nineteenth and Campbell Sts., Kansas City. It is one sure way to save money.

Montgomery Ward
KANSAS CITY CHICAGO

A Popular Woman's Magazine
FARM AND FIRESIDE has made arrangements with THE HOUSE-

WIFE, a leading woman's magazine, by which we can offer our
readers FARM AND FIRESIDE and THE HOUSEWIFE each for a full

year, together with our 1911 BEAUTY CALENDAR—

The Handsomest Calendar of the Year,
All for only Sixty Cents

Here is what you set:

FARM AND FIRESIDE, One fuU year, 24 big numbers

THE HOUSEWIFE, One full year, 12 numbers

1911 BEAUTY CALENDAR, 2 1-2 feet long—printed in 12 colors.

All for only 60 cents.

The 1911 Beauty Calendar
presents the heads of three beautiful

girls. The three most beautiful pic-

tures of recent years. The calendar
is printed on liandsoniepictarepaper,
is bound with brass at top and bot-

tom, and has a patent hanger. It

will be sent to you carefully packed
in a tube, postage fully prepaid.

To obtain this great offer, your
order must be mailed within twenty
daya.

Remit by P. O. Money-Order or
Ileg-istered Letter, and address

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

ved MONITOR
MAKES IRONING EASYAND A PLEASURE
Pronounced "The World's Bejt" by over 276,000

satisfied customers. No hot stove—easy to operate.

Heat regulated instantly. SATISFACTIOH GUARANTEED.

Highest in quality—lowest in price.

Highly polished and nickel plated.

AGENTS WANTED.
Write for catalogue and terms.

The Monitor Sad Iron Co.

15 Wayne St., Big Prairie, 0

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

50e. and gl.oo at Druggists.

Sweethearts
THE NEW PARLOR (lAME

This is a game that will delight both
young and old. Entertaining, amusing
and instructive. Just the thing for

parties and social gatherings.

Send us two yearly subscriptions to

FARM AND FIRESIDE, at 50 cents
each, and in return we will send you the
.game of Sweethearts with full instruc-

tions and suggestions for use.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, 0.

1 11 Be An Independent Buyer Spend OneX^ent For
This Big FREE Book

—"And Gas
Stoves, Too"

Oven Thermom*
eter {Makes
Baking Easy

Our Big Free Stove and Range Book gives you our

factory wholesale'prices and explains all—saving you

S5 to S40 on any famous Kalamazoo stove or range,

including gas stoves. Sold only direct to homes.

Over 140,000 satisfied cus-

tomers in 21.000 towns. Over 400 styles and sizes to select from.

SIOO.OOO bank bond guarantee. We prepay allfnight and give you

—30 Day8* Free Trial
—360 Days' Approval Test
—CASH OR CREDIT

/
Write a postal for our book today—any responsible person can

have same credit as your home stores would give you—and you save

$5 to $40 cash. No better stoves or ranges than the Kalamazoo could

be made—at any price. Prove it, before we keep your money. Be
an independent buyer. Send name for Free Catalogue No. 1 83-

Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mfrs., Kalamazoo, Michigan
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Soda
Crackers
Grew
on Trees

Nature would cover them with
shells, like nuts, protecting from
moisture, mildew, dirt and insects.

Just so are Uneeda Biscuit protected by the

moisture-proof, dust-proof package. It keeps
them oven-fresh and crisp, retaining all their

flavor and goodness till used.

Think it over and you will always
buy the protected kind

Uneeda
Biscuit
Never Sold

in Bulk

In the mohture-proof
package

NATIONAL Br^^CUIT rOMPANY

50 Beautiful Post-Cards
For Farm and Fireside Folk

Patriotic, Good Luck and Birthday
Farm and Fireside has been able to secure for its readers the most

gorgeous set of Patriotic, Good Luck and Birthday Post-Cards you have ever
seen. Each one is beautifully embossed in twelve colors and gold. You can
obtain fifty of these beautiful cards very easily.

Your relatives and friends will assuredly appreciate the thoughtfulness which
prompted your sending them one of these cards. Tokens of regard and ap-
preciation of this kind are ofttimes more appreciated than far more substantial

gifts. Each of these cards is different, depicting beautiful colors, chubby
Cupid, pink-cheeked children, gorgeous flowers, particularly beautiful landscape
pictures—all representative especially of this season of the year. Each card in

itself constitutes a handsome present.

Our Ten-Day Offers
OFFER No. 1

Send SI.00 for one three-year subscrfction to F.\rm .\nd Fireside. You will receive a set of
fifty Patriotic, Good Luck and Birthday Post-Cards, without cost, and the subscriber will also
receive a copy of the picture, "Waiting for the Milk-Man," free of charge, postage prepaid.

OFFER No. 2
Get two of your neighbors to hand you 50 cents each for a year's subscription to Farm .4nd

Fireside. Send us the subscriptions with remittance of Sl.CO and this set of fifty Patriotic,
Good Luck and Birthday Post-Cards will be sent you by return mail, postage prepaid. Your
own subscription will also be e.xtended one full year, and each subscriber will receive a copy of
the picture, "Waiting for the Milk-Man." free of charge, postage prepaid.

OFFER No. 3
Send 60 cents for one year's subscription to F.\rm and Fireside. You will receive a set of

fifty Patriotic. Good Luck and Birthday Post-Cards by return mail, postage prepaid. Subscriber
will also receive a copy of the picture, "Waiting for the Milk-Man," free of charge, postage
prepaid.

These Offers Will Expire in Ten Days
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

Farm and Fireside, February 10, 1911

Health and Beauty Hints

By Elma lona Locke

A SIMPLE remedy for hiccough is a

lump of sugar saturated with vine-
gar. This has been tried with great

success.

When one has had a cold for a few
daj'S, the nostrils are apt to get sore.

Anoint them frequently with vaseline. I

know of nothing that will heal them so
quickly.

I have found nothing better than cold
ginger tea for colds. It will not start per-
spiration as wilt a hot tea. The latter is

better if you can stay in bed until you
sweat out the cold (which, if tried at the
start, will often save a severe illness).

But if you must be up and exposed to the
cold air, try the cold tea. ;\Iix one half to
one teaspoonful of pure ground ginger
with a teaspoonful of sugar, add a little

water and mix smooth, then iill up the cup
with cold water and drink just before
retiring.

The following is a fine remedy for chil-

blains : Dissolve by gentle heat one ounce
of camphor gum in four fluid ounces of
sweet oil and apply to the afflicted parts.

Never use a sponge for bathing, they
are filthy things at best. If used at all,

they should be boiled very frequently. A
cloth is far better, a flannel one being
preferable.

Do not bathe in hard water ; it is ruin-
ous to the skin. Soften the <vater with a
little powdered borax or a few drops of
ammonia.

Remember that it is impossible to really

cleanse the skin with cold water. Use
a pure soap with warm or hot water, and
follow with a dash of cold water to close

the pores and invigorate the system.

A physician claims that excessive palpi-

tation of the heart can always be arrested
simply by bending double—the head down
and hands hanging—so as to produce a

temporary congestion of the upper portion

of the body. In nearly everx'" instance of
nervous or anemic palpitation, the heart
immediately resumed its normal function.

In case of toothache, when all the teeth

seem aching at once, the trouble may be
caused by acidity of the mouth. Wash the

teeth and rinse the mouth out very thor-

oughly with a solution of baking-soda in

warm water.

For freckles take one ounce of alum,
one ounce of lemon-juice and one pint of

rose-water. Shake well and apply to the
face at night.

For light freckles gained during sum-
mer, use the following lotion : One fluid

dram of the compound tincture of benzoin,
one half dram of glycerin and three
ounces of rose-water.

To prepare oatmeal for the complexion,
take two tablespoonfuls of the best oat-
meal and boil it in two quarts of water for
several hours, strain and cool. Then add
the juice of a lemon, and one tablespoon-
ful of alcohol. Apply after the face has
been bathed with warm water, pure soap
and a complexion brush. Do not wipe off

the lotion, but let it dry into the skin.

The oatmeal will make the skin soft, the
lemon-juice will whiten it and the alcohol
will remove any greasj' appearance.

For burns use a solution of boric acid.

Drop two ounces of the acid crystals into

a quart glass jar and fill with water. This
makes a saturate solution. Take a piece
of gauze or cheese-cloth, saturate it with
the solution and lay on the burn. Apply
very moist, cover with absorbent cotton
and then with oiled silk. This will keep
moist for hours, as the oiled silk prevents
evaporation.

For a bruise rub a little olive-oil or
even butter into the skin to prevent discol-

oration.

The soreness of boils may be relieved,

and often the swelling arrested, by the
timely and frequent application of tur-

pentine.

An excellent method of cooling a hot
forehead is to apply a little eau de Cologne
or methylated spirit and then to fan the
forehead brisklj'. This causes the spirit

to evaporate and leaves the forehead as
cold as if ice had been applied.

To remove a scar left by a burn or cut,

rub scar crosswise, two or three times a

day, with pure olive-oil.

An excellent poultice for sprains is

made of cotton-seed boiled until soft and
applied while hot. It is splendid for

drawing out the pain.

For corns, soften stale bread with good
strong vinegar and bind on overnight.

After two or three applications the corn
can usually be picked out. It also takes

out the soreness.

Cranberries are used internally

externally in cases of erysipelas.

and

roor Relatlons
[continued from page 27]

"Please see me," he pleaded. 'T must
eat a slice of humble pie before I can

look myself in the face again. That's

impossible, but you understand what I

mean. Honestly, I know I acted like a

cad! Be a good fellow and let me tell

you so. I—I never felt so blue in my life,

i—I came up when the man at the desk

wasn't looking. I knew you would never
see me if I waited for permission."

The girl's face was white with anger;

but he went on, fumbling with his hat and
cane.
"Don't despise me. I—I have always

liked you, Marion, but you wouldn't give

me a decent chance to show it There's

lots of bad in me, but there's some good,

too ! I can't help it if the governor hates

poor relations worse than poison!"
]\Iarion laughed a little bitterly with an

irrepressible choke in her voice.

"You have been crying!" the boy
exclaimed suddenly. "You don't know
how that makes me feel ! I could go out

and hang myself."
His words stung her into speech. "You

don't suppose I am crying for you, do
vou ?" she scorned him. " "I have plenty of

things to cry about, but you are not one
of them." Her nerves were unstrung from
the constant strain she had been under
that daj', and she spoke almost hysterically.

"What's wrong, Marion?" he questioned

earnestly. "Let me help you and show
you I'm the right sort."

She shook her head decidedlv.

"Please," Fred begged. "Please!"
"I'm crying because I haven't fifteen

hundred dollars," she broke out breath-

lessly, "and I need that much to insure the

publication of my book. I just had a letter

from Merrick & Bland saying so." She
gave this information on the impulse of

the moment, as usual, and suddenly the

interpretation he might put in her words
came to her and she added vehemently.

"Don't think I would accept help- from
vour father—no indeed. This money

would make me free, independent, but I

wouldn't accept it from my uncle—^not if

he offered it on a silver salver."

•Let give it to you !" the boy
exclaimed eagerly. "Let me, Marion!"
"Nonsense," she flared. "You know I

wouldn't accept a penny."
"But—" his face was earnest.

"There are no 'buts !' Please go now,
Fred. I'm very tired. I should not have
told you about my story. I—I accept your
apolog\' : I believe you were not responsi-
ble for what you did I" Her manner was
strained and weary, while her blue eyes,

shadowed and heavy, looked an appeal.
Fred opened the door and stepped into

the hallway.
"I'm going to help you," he insisted.

"No ! No !" she called, but he was
hurrying down the corridor.

The girl seated herself strangely per-
plexed. What did Fred mean? A long
tremulous sigh escaped her. Was there to

be no end to her perplexities ?

[to be continued]

Do you remember when yon heard
My lips breathe love's faltering word?
You do, sweet—don't you?

When, having wandered all the flay.

Linked arm in arm, I dared to say,

"You'll love me—won't you ?"

And when you blushed and could not speak,

I fondly kissed your glowing cheek.

Did that affront you ?

Oh, surely not—your eye expressed
No wrath—but said, perhaps in jest,

"You'll love me—won't you ?"

I'm sure my eyes replied, "I will,"

And j^ou believe that promise still.

You do, sweet—don't you ?
'

Yes, yes ! when age has made our eyes
Unfit for questions or replies.

You'll love me—won't you?
Thomas H. Bayly.
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CNo Excuse Now for Pa3ang a High Price for a Good Farm Implement. CDavid Bradley Implements, for Eighty Years the

Standard, Now Direct From Factory to You at Lower Prices Than Dealers Paid BeforeWe Bought the Big David Bradley Plant

David Bradley Garden City Clipper Walk-
ing Plows. Wood and Steel Beam. A. Style
for Every Purpose. $3-68 Up-

David Bradley Light
Draft Sulky Plows. —^
Twenty-Six Sizes and Models. $22-95 Cp-

David Bradley High L.itt Foot Lift Gang
Plows. $45-25 Cp.

Darid Bradley Ball Bearing Disc Plows.
$29.85 to $52-65.

David Bradley Little Jap Disc Cultivator.
Balance Frame. Pivot Axles. Seat Bar
Dodger. A World Beater. $27-50-

David Bradley Little Jap Riding Cultiva-
tors. Thirteen Styles of Shovel, Spring
Tooth and Surface Gangs. Balance Frame.
Pivot Axles. Seat Bar Dodger. $21-95 Up-

A matter of vital interest to every farmer is our recent
purchase of the great David Bradley farm implement
factory, the oldest and largest in the world selling direct

to the farmer. The result is a sensational reduction
in prices, brought about by the application of our famous
factory to consumer selling methods. You pay actual cost of

manufacture plus one single factory profit, eliminating at

least three middlemen's profits.

Four generations of American farmers have testified to the

absolute superiority of David Bradley goods. Plain old fashioned

honesty stands behind every Bradley implement, an incontestable

insurance policy against disappointment. Bradley quality has been

supreme since 1832, and the sons and grandsons of the men who made
it so maintain it today in our employ.

Send for our David Bradley Book of Farm Implements with full

descriptions and prices of the complete Bradley line, sold under our
binding guarantee of perfect satisfaction or money back.

We have the patterns for every Bradley implement ever made and
can always furnish promptly any Bradley repair or part, no matter
when or where the original implement was purchased.

David Bradley Manure Spreader. The Strongest, Simplest and Best.
Models. $42-50 Without Truck; $69-50 Complete, as Illustrated.

Six

David '.Bradley Double Cam All Steel Hay Press.
$300.00 to $350.00. Our Prices, $ 1 35.75 Up.

Dealers Sold for

David Bradley Tn-Ro Pivot Axle Cultivators. Seat Bar Dodger. !Expand-
ing Lever. Cultivates Two Bows at Once. $4 1 .00 Tip.

David Bradley One-Horse Corn Drills. Foice
Drop. Three Models. $6-98 TTp.

David Bradley Listers. Three Styles, Walk-
ing and Riding. $ 1 6-95 Up.

David Bradley Force Drop Corn Planters.
Flat Drop and Edge Drop. $22-85 Up.

David Bradley Ideal Disc Harrows. Tongue
or Tongneless. Solid or Cut Out Discs.
$15-95 Up.

David Bradley Cotton and Cornstalk Cutter.
$1895-

David Bradley Walkins Cultivators.
$1 1-87 Up.

= ^SEND TODAY FOR OUR DAVID BRADLEY BOOK OF FARM IMPLEMENTS—

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO
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Sharpen Your Tools
Farm and Fireside, February 10, 1911

Mail the Coupon for
full explanation of
our great ten days'
free trial offer

MY Expense !

I will send you a Harman Special Aiectride Farm Tool Grinder, with ten Grinding
Attachments, right to your farm for an absolutely free triad lasting ten days.

I will guarantee that this Aiectride Grinder will not draw the temper from the steel.

I don't want you to send me any money—not a cent. I want to make you an offer so liberal that
you simply cannot afford to refuse it.

I will give you the use of this magnificent outfit for ten days absolutely FREE—no red tape, no
papers to sign, no obligations of any nature. Just get the outfit, use it for ten days just as though it

were your own, on your own work, sharpen your sickles, plowshares, cultivator shovels, scythes, axes

—

anything that is dull—then, if you wish, return it to me at my expense.

Now, I want to tell you why I am making this offer
We know that every progressive, up-to-date farmer realizes the advantage of always having sharp, bright

tools to work with. You know how much more work can be done with tools which are always in good
condition. You know how much easier your work is and how much longer your tools last. You know all

these things and yet—you DO sometimes work with dull tools, don't you?
I want to prove to you that you can easily keep all your farm tools in good condition all the time with

this wonderful, simply wonderful, outfit which I will send you FREE.

ctride Grinder

n Emery Wheel

1. One Sickle Srindlng Wheel (Improved)
2. One Fine Grinding Wheel .Improved i

3. One Coarse Grinding Wheel ilmprovedi
4. One Harman Special Oil Stone (Improved)
0. One Saw Gummer (Improved)
6

. One Sickle Holding Attachment
7. One Scythe Stone (Newi
8. One Harman Special Razor Hone (New)
9. One Disc Grinding Attachment (New

10. One Tool Rest

THOUSANDS IN USE
Read These Letters of Praise

And Aiectride is the most wonderful abrasive in the world, even
hard enough to scratch the diamond. It is really manufactured
precious stones, for it is made of the very same substances which go to make up the

sapphire and the ruby. Aiectride is the most perfect grinding substance known.
It is just as much harder than emery as emery is harder than ordinary chalk. A
grinding wheel made entirely of pulverized South African diamonds would, not
grind one bit better or faster than the genuine Aiectride wheels which vve furnish

with this superb machine.
Aiectride is manufactured in the most terrific heat which man has ever been able

to produce. A heat so great that it will actually burn up a common brick like so

much gunpowder. And in this incomparable heat is produced Aiectride. It is the
heat in which the worlds were formed. Everyone of the beautiful iridescent,

needle-like crystals is so hard that it will actually scratch the diamond itself. It is

these crystals which are crushed up and made into the grinding wheels. It is these

inconceivably hard and sharp crystals which cut through the hardest steel more
easily than the finest emery wheel will cut through soft copper.

SAVES TIME-EFFORT-MONEY

!

You can do the same work in two minutes on an Aiectride wheel that would take you at least half

an hour on a grindstone, and do it better. And you can operate the Harman Special Farm Tool
Grinder for half an hour with less effort than would be required in running a grindstone for two
minutes. Aiectride will grind 25 times faster than a grindstone and S times faster than an emery wheel.

We want to prove these things to you at our expense. We want to send you the Harman
Special Tool Grinder for a ten days' trial right on your own farm. See for yourself how it will grind
and sharpen every tool on your farm. See for yourself that it is time to throw away the grindstone.

Send the free coupon for our free booklet describing this wonderful Aiectride. Mail Coupon Today!

LASTING-BINDING-GUARANTEE
Aiectride wheels are so much harder than the hardest steel that no amount of grinding seems to

have the slightest effect on them. Aiectride will cut the biggest steel file you have in two in five

seconds. We give a lasting, binding guarantee with our tool grinder.

Aiectride will NOT draw the temper from the steel!

Harman Grinder
Recommended byGoTemmeDtOfficials

Supl. of Indian School Adds His
Praise to That of Thousands of
Farmers All Over the Country

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Indian Service, Wahpeton In-
dian School, Wahpeton. N. D.

TTabman Supply Co., Chicago.
Sirs: Xhe tool grinder shipped

to this school has given good
satisfaction and appears to be as
guaranteed by you. I am enclos-
ing photograph of the school and
buildings, and you may use same
and recommendation as you de-
sire. Very respectfully,

W. C. RANDOLPH,
Supt. and Spl. Disb. Agent.

Government recommendation
means something. The Harman
Grinder was first tested care-
fully, approved and purchased.
Noio, after it has been used and
proved its worth in hard everyday
grinding and polishing and has
been approved bu officials who are
slow to praise unless they KJS'OW^
don^t you think tliat you should
at least TRY this grinder when you
can do so at no CJcpense t& yourself
and no risk.f The grinder MUST
make good to your entire satisfac-
tion or we warn you to send it back.
Winte for the grinder today and
see hoic much money it will save
on YOUR farm.

Most Useful Machine on
Farm

I must say the grinder is far
ahead of anything! expected it to
be. No more hand power grind-
stones for me. \\lien I want to
sharpen anything I go and do it

without chasing up the second
party to turn the stone. Not being
used to sharp tools, three of
my family have slight mementos
on their fingers and I touched
myself slightly this afternoon.
My boy calls it "Pop's", bicycle.
Very true that statement that
you can use it 365 days a year. I
gummed a cross-cut, sharpened
some knives and a hatchet. I am
satisfied that it is the most useful
tool or equal to any tool the
farmer or anybody else has on
his place.

C. J. DOYLE,
Orchard Fami, Westfield, Mass.

If Farmers Knew. AU Would
Buy

I don't think any farmer would
be without one of your grinders
on his farm after he has an oppor-
tunity to try one. I think it is
the best machi-ne of the kind I
ever saw. The Hone that I re-
ceived with my machine is the
best stone I ever used, and I have
used a great many different kinds.
I have tried nearly everything
that needs sharpening on a farm
on this grinder and it has proven
satisfactorv in everv case.

i KMRY BUNNELL,
R. R. No. 1, Nevada, Ohio.

Beats Anything I Ever Saw
Your Grinder is just what every

man that has tools to grind should
have. I am well satisfied with
the grinder. It beats any grinder
I ever saw or used. Enclosed find
check to pay for grinder.

EBEE DePON,
R. F. D. No. 3, Ossian, la.

Seven Days Enough to Prove
Worth

I have had the grinder just
seven days and that is enough
to show me that it is more than
you say it is. and I have tried it
ou everything that I could, and
it beats the old grindstone all
hollow, and I think you will make
more sales around here, as there
has been auite a few of my neigh-
bors who have seen my grinder
work. BEHT LEWIS,

Box 29, Larchwood, Iowa.

Would Not Take Twice Price
After ten'days' free trial with

your Grinder I can say that I am
well pleased with it and would not
take more than twice the price
for it if I could not get another
like it. V. V. MAX30N.

West Point, Miss.

Another Man Who Knows a
Good Grinder

I received your Grinder the 15th
and have given it a thorough test.
It is much better than I expected,
which is enough to say I am well
pleased with it. I would not sell
it for double the cost and do with-
out one. E. B. COLEMAN.

Berryville^ Va.

Aiectride wheels will not w^ear in spots or become lop-sided.

The}'- will not glaze over. They are not only hard, but they are equally

hard throughout. There are no soft spots in an Aiectride whee
Aiectride wheels will not draw the temper of the finest tool. The
reason for this is that Aiectride does not heat the article which is being
ground as does an emery wheel or grindstone. Aiectride cuts and cuts

quickly—it cuts so quickly that the steel does not have time to heat.

HARMAN SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 3532, 160 Harrison St., Chicago, 111.

Without any obligations on me please send me FREE your

catalog explaining your Aiectride Spedal Farm Tool Grinder, also

full particulars of your ten days' FREE Trial Offer, also the inter-

esting story of Aiectride.

Name

Address

No Letter Is Necessary; Just Send the Coupon.

SEND THIS
Coupon

Remember Ten Days' FREE Trial!
Send the Coupon Today and get our Grinding Tool Catalog FREE!

Also our free booklet explaining all about Aiectride, the newest and most wonderful
substance known.

Don't wait a minute. Send the free coupon today and post yourself on this wonderful offer.

Learn all about the Harman Special Aiectride Farm Tool Grinder. Sharpen every dull tool
on your place positively free. We let you keep the machine for ten days, and then if you wish,
send it back at our expense. But mail the coupon today and get our free booklets and circulars,

and get our FREE trial request blank. There is no obligation. You will be amazed at the
wonderful results you will get from using Aiectride. Anything you sharpen is sharpened better
and quicker. Send for our free booklets today. Let us tell you what Aiectride is and what
it will do with every tool on your farm. Get our free booklets and our special limited offer.

Remember, 10 days' free trial. Send free coupon NOW.

[ HARMAN SUPPLY CO.;^";t;.'' CHICAGO
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is the best single investment a farmer can make
It's the Keystone in the Arch of Prosperity.

PRICE,. The few parts comprising the
Waterloo Boy engines and the large quantities

in which they are built, enable us to undersell

our competitors.

SIMPLICITY. No frills, no complex
parts to bother you, get out of repair and run

up a bill of expense.

SEKVICE. We let you try the Waterloo
Boy thoroughly before you part with your money

A GASOLINE ENGINE with the old reliable

fly ball governor, with an igniter as simple as a

pair of scissors, with an automatic feed regulation,

with a speed lever that works like a throttle on a

locomotive. Starts easy in winter. Built for Service.

DURABILITY. The Water loo
Boy has made good for 17 years. GuaraQ.
teed for 5 long years, 30 Days' Free Trial.

We have kept every promise ever made.
Do you need a gasoline engine? Write for catalog

Waterloo Gasoline Engine Co,
215 West Third Ave., - Waterloo. Iowa

RANGER" BICYCLES
Have imported roller chains, sprockets and
pedals; New Departure Coaster-Brakes and
Hubs; Puncture Proof Tires: highestgradi
equipment ajid many advanced features pos-
sessed byno other wheels. Gnara^iteedsyrs.

FACTORY PRICES STeVs t^^"
others ask for cheap wheels. Other reliable
models &om 812 up. A few good second-
hand machines $3 to $8.

lODAYS'FREETRIALYra'je
^ni^3\,freight prepaid, anywhere in U. S.,

without a cent in advance. DO NOT BUT a
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone atawy

price until you get our big^new catalog and
special prices and a marvelous ne-w offer.

A postal brings everything'. Write it now.
VipCC CoasterBrake RearWheele, lamps,
I Bntw parts, and sundries half usual prices.

Rider Agents everywlTere are coining money selling our bi-

cycles, tires and sundries. Write today.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. 0-83, CHICAGO

Fertile Farms in Tennessee
$5 to $10 per acre

Fortnnes are being made on fertile Tennessee farms,
raising big crops of grains and grasses of almost every
kind, also Cantaloupes, Cabbage, Tomatoes, String
Beans, Green Com, etc., also Horses, Cattle, Sheep.
Swine. Poultry and Eggs. VTrite me at once for Free
Literature, which advises how to get one of these
splendid farms for So to SIO per acre. Act quickly!
H. F. Smith, Traf . Mgr.N. C. & St.L. Ry.Dept.S.NashviUe, Tenn.

Canadian Farms
The land of agricultural opportunities to-day is

Canada. The last best West offers the farmer an
unparalleled future in ranching, dairying, grain and
fruit raising, and mixed farming. It is worth while
for you to know why. Write us for information now,
for each moment of delay means a lost opportunity.

C. S. JENNISON & COMPANY
Bank of Novia Scotia BIdg., Winnipeg, Canada

» HAND BOOK
? —FREE—

Sixty years' experience—acknowledged
standing-. Send sketch for opinion on
patentability. All patents procured by
US published FREE in

Branch Office: SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
625 F Street, MUNN & CO., Attorneys

WASHINGTON, D. C. 357 Broadway, New York

1^'
Big: Pay in Auto*
mobile Business

We teach you by mail
in 10 weeks to be a chauf-

feur or repair man, and assist
_ on to secure good position. High-

ly'endorsed—reasonable—no automo-
bile required. First lesson free—sendnow

Empire Auto Instdtnte, 379 Empire Bldg., Rochester, N.T.

PATENTS

Lnmber is high. A car load or two pays
for an American Mill. Supply your needs
and your nei^bors'. No experience needed.
Haxil mill to timber if desired. All Slz«s

—

All Prices. The Variable Friction Feed,
Combined Ratchet Set Works and Quick Receder

means most work
with least power.
Free Catalogue
lists all kinds of
wood working ma-
chinery. AEkforit.

American Saw HUl
Uaeblnery Co.

150 Hope St.

Hackettstown, N. J.

1576 Terminal
Building
New York

&end sketch or model
for FREE SEARCH.

Booke, Advice, Searches and 13 "C* f
Blc List of Inventions Wanted ST M\. MZt KL,

Watson E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer, Washington, D. C.

See New York at Our Expense
Do you want to visit the greatest city in the
world, take a trip to Coney, see the sky-scrapers,
Chinatown, the Bowery, Brooklj-n Bridge and
hundreds of other interesting sights, and all

without spending one cent of money ?

Then send at once for the latest set of Post-Cards.

SEEING NEW YORK
Fifty fine colored views of America's 'Metropo-
lis sent without cost to any person sendingMs two
trial 6-month subscriptions to Faem and Fiee-
erDE at 25 cents each. Send your order to

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

With the Editor

M OHAMMEDANS, wheii they desire to acquire holiness, make pilgrimages

to the tomb of Mahomet at ilecca. The Christians—as they called them-

selves—of the Middle Ages used to make pilgrimages and crusades to the

tomb of the Savior at Jerusalem.

Probably it did and does them good.. But as for me, I prefer to make my
pilgrimages to spots where things are being done now, and I would rather visit

living persons than anj- tombs under the sun. It does me more good. I get more
inspiration out of it. Just now, the problem of how to make life more what it

should be presents itself to me as more important than any other—for if people have

a fair chance in this world, I am willing to place elsewhere the responsibility of

their future life. Not that it is unimportant—the future life—but perhaps if the

problem of this life is well solved, the other will be solved, too. I don't know.

I don't pretend to know, I tell you ! All I know is that when L make a pilgrimage

I go to the living and not to the dead—and if you don't agree with me, just come
over to my house some evening and we'll talk it out.

Just now I want to report what I saw when I made my pilgrimage to Page
County, Iowa, to see what they are doing there in the way of what the County
Life Commission calls ''a new kind of country school."

I don't believe a pilgrim ever came back from tramping to Jerusalem more
uplifted and inspired than I am.

Miss Jessie Field met me at the train—Miss Field, whose letters to Farm and
Fireside have made you all acquainted with her and her work for better schools.

She met me in an auto—one that her schools won by their exhibit at the Omaha
Corn Show, and which they gave to Miss Field, who needed it. And here I wish to say

to county boards, where there is a county superintendent who is working hard to

visit schools and follow the examples of such superintendents as Miss Field, that

they are dreadfulh- short-sighted if they don't get that countj' superintendent a

motor-car. It's such silly short-sightedness to allow a good school man or

school woman to go poking along with a horse and buggy, when he might as well

be getting from school to school in ten minutes, and back to the office from the end

of the count}' in an hour. Get autos, and get into step with the Infinite! A run-

about doesn't cost much, and a runabout will do. A runabout with Jessie Field

at the helm is worth more than a six-cylinder, ten-passenger touring car with an)'

other county superintendent I ever saw driving it. Put your main thought into the

matter of a superintendent and then get a runabout.

^ ^ ^

A COUNTY farmers' institute was on—and I found out afterward that Miss Field

and her teachers and tlieir pupils were running it. Not "practically" running

it, but openly and confessedly. The farmers had placed Miss Field in charge.

And let me assure you it was some institute—I spoke to probably twelve hundred

people there that night—but the audience spoke far better than the speaker.

"I want to take you out to the Oak Grove School," said Miss Field, "before you

go to the institute."

"All right," said I, "we can't see too many schools to suit me."

On the top of a hill, with some oak trees about it and the rolling farming

country falling away on the three sides to lower levels, is the Oak Grove School.

It is just a one-room school—no consolidated district, and there were from a

dozen to twenty pupils there. A pleasant, motherly person, Mrs. Anna Hobson, is

the teacher. Some people might not see any difference between this school and the

ordinary country school, but I remember too keenly the country schools I used

to attend and teach. It is different The school-house is built with some eye to

beaut}'. Inside it is decorated as good rooms are decorated everywhere—prettily

decorated. There are pictures on the walls—not many, but good.

"How many of you have sent things to the farmers' institute show at Clarinda ?"

was asked.

Every hand went up ! There wasn't a pupil in that school who hadn't sent some-

thing. The littlest boy had sent ten ears of corn—the teaching in Page seems to

revolve about corn. "And what did you send, dearie?" asked Miss Field of a tiny

girl. "I sent a buttonhole !" was the reply. "And I did some work on the

school-house." "What did you do on the school-house?" "I cut paper for the

shingles
!"

This was all Greek to me, but I found out all about it at the institute. The

pupils of some of the schools made small models of their school-houses and

grounds, and placed them on view at the show. There was a prize for the best

one. And even the littlest girl could work a buttonhole or hem an apron or do a

raffia napkin-ring. One girl at the show told me that her grandmother was teach-

ing her to sew. "Grandma," said she, "can work a buttonhole so nobody can tell

the right side from the wrong side. Next year I hope to show some buttonholes

here that- I've worked like that!"

Another part of the show looked like a Headwork Shop—^there were gates,

brooders, incubators and all sorts of things made by the boys. There was a prize

for the best exhibition of knot-tying.

The boy who got the prize in the acre-yield corn contest grew ninety-two

bushels on his acre—without any fertilizers—remember that, you South Carolina

boys

!

A whole department was devoted to cookery. At ilrs. Hobson's school I met

Merle Bayles, a fourteen-year-old miss who took first prize in cookies—and

another prize—not the first—in bread. Just to show me that all the good cookery

didn't go to the show, Mrs. Hobson robbed Miss Merle's dinner-pail of a cooky

and I ate it. Now, I profess to know all about cookies from the practical view-

point of the man who eats one or two with his coffee every morning, and I wish

to testify that this cooky was absolutely as good as a cooky can be made. I ate

another from Merle's prize lot at the show, and I couldn't tell the difference

THAT evening we had the session of the institute, and the next day. The thing

was a great success. Practical problems in farming were discussed. Speakers

from out of the county were there. It was a fine institute from any point of

view. The farmers of Page Countj- seem awake to the benefits of the latest things

in farming, in road-building and in farm life—^but the thing that made this institute

different was the background of school life that overpowered everv'thing else.

I stayed over another day. I wanted to see more schools. The runabout went

speeding by the first school-house—Miss Field was not going to stop!

"What's the matter with this school?" I inquired

"Nothing," said Miss Field. ''Shall we stop?" [concluded on page 22]
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The Farmers and Reform

ONCE a man said to the writer that the greatest

bulwark against the repeal of abuses in govern-

ment, by which farmers are sufferers, are the

farmers themselves.

There is some truth in this. We as a class are too

prone to attend to our own business—our own individ-

ual business. This has made us as a class neglectful of

everybody's business—our own collective business.

From this comes the disposition of the farming classes

to be conservative; and from it, too, comes their tend-

ency to go the whole road when once they take up the

cause of progress.

In portions of this country at this time the farmers

are true progressives. In other regions they are quite

the reverse.

It is time for them to take sides everywhere with

reference to certain progressive measures which in even

the most old-fashioned states are soon sure to be issues.

We are all in favor of democracy—the rule of the

people and the ending of the rule of the Special Inter-

ests. As a rising tide grows the demand for new laws

framed to the end that the people shall rule. Among
these new measures are direct legislation through the

INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM AND RECALL.
Farmers should study these. We believe that nothing can

be done in the way of giving farmers that proper weight

in the government of the nation to which they are

entitled, but which they have never exercised, so effective

as the enactment of direct legislation laws. Many of our

readers live in states where this reform is accomplished.

These are not within the scope of this appeal. But upon
all others we urge the claims of these great democratic

measures.
* * *

In Switzerland there is only one state which has a

political boss. That state is the only one which has

failed to adopt the initiative and referendum. When
every state in our Union has adopted these tools of

democracy there will no longer be bosses and machines
in America.
" Election of senators by direct vote of -the people is a

coming issue. It must come if the Senate is to be

anything more than a rich man's club standing for the

interests of its members and their kind. As long as

railways, express companies, smelting trusts and the

like can through manipulation of legislatures elect

United States senators, the Senate will be a bar to

progress. The tool cannot do work against the- hand
that wields it. In the language of Isaiah, "Shall the ax-

boast itself against him that heweth therewith? or shall

the saw magnify itself against him that shaketh it?

as if a rod should shake them that lift it up, or as a

staff should lift up him_ that is not wood."
Shall a United States senator boast himself against

him that heweth therewith? No! Then let us see that

our constitution is so changed that the people shall do
the hewing. The election of United States senators by
direct vote of the people is necessary to the national

welfare. WE NEED PEOPLE'S SENATORS, NOT-
WALL STREET SENATORS.
A demand has recently been made for more stringent

corrupt practices acts. Penal laws alone cannot effect

reforms. The awful conditions in Adams County, Ohio,

and in other places, arose in defiance of law, and -not

for the lack of it; but for all that the revision of our
corrupt practices acts in accordance with the best models
is a good thing and farmers should be for such revision.

* * *

Wherever the direct primary has not been established,

farmers should work for it. It is the only means yet

found by which the farmer can have as much weight in

nominations as does the citj^ man.
Wherever farmers are members of legislatures, they

should support laws giving cities the commission form
of government, with the initiative, referendum and

recall—for every such law passed helps along the Peo-

ple's Power movement by which alone the rights of

the class of common men to which farmers mostly

belong can be made and kept safe.

There are sinister influences working to keep from us

the parcels post. There are sinister influences working
to ruin the truth-telling, fearless magazines by raising

their postal rates. There are sinister influences looking

with greedy eyes on wafer-power, coal and phosphate

lands. Influences like those that said in the days of the

prophet, "My hand- hath found as a nest the riches of

the people: and as one that gathereth eggs that are for-

saken have I gathered all the earth; and there was none

that moved the wing, or that opened the mouth, or

chirped!"

The only way to balk these sinister influences is to

put ourselves in the way effectively to move the wing
and open the mouth and chirp against them that seek

the riches of the people "as one gathereth eggs that are

forsaken."

Get behind the People's Power movement, and work
for it. Work for popular elections- of United States

senators. Work for the initiative, the referendum and

recall. Work for direct primaries. Help the cities to

get the commission form of government. Work for

parcels post. Work against the muzzling of the

ITiagazines.

Corn Not the Criminal
v^E HAVE been taught that the use of moldy of decay-^ ing corn for food is the cause of that dreadful

disease, pellagra.

This verdict has been arrived at by the European
scientists after nearly a hundred years of observation.

The disease appeared in this country only a few years

ago and is undergoing study at the hands of American
investigators.

For some months now reports have reached the press

indicating that the American medical men are finding

reason to doubt the theory which lays the blame on
corn, no matter how thoroughly decayed. And we now
have a report from the Illinois commission for the study

of pellagra which definitely states that no connection

can be established between the disease and the use of

spoiled corn. The experiments were made in the treat-

ment of human patients, and a great many tests were
made on animals—by the much-condemned mode of

so-called "vivisection" which is but another name for

the method of studying diseases by animal experimenta-

tion. Monkeys and guinea-pigs were used in these

experiments, and the research seems to have established

the important fact that the world has been laboring

under a mistake as to the cause of the awful disease.

Doctor Evans of the commission says that he believes

the cause will be discovered, and that when it is, one
of the greatest -triumphs of science will be scored. The
disease is unutterably painful, indescribably repulsive,

and so far has proven quite incurable. It scourges

certain portions of southern Europe constantly and has

been the despair of science. Its outbreak in America
has been looked upon as equal in gravity with that of

the lodgment of the bubonic plague on the Pacific Coast.

But if the study of it under the new conditions shall

result in a discovery of its cause—and with that, of its

cure—we shall not have been endangered in vain.

In the meantime, the only breath of suspicion that

ever attached itself to the fair name of corn has been
cleared away.

What is Your Favorite Tool ?

pvERY farmer has some tool which seems to him the

•"best It may be a plow. It may be a new-fangled

tool for a new sort of tillage. It may be some old

stand-by. It may be adapted to the peculiar conditions

of a large farm, a small farm or a peculiar farm. It

may be a seeding or planting tool. It may be a hay-

making or harvesting tool. It may be in the house, or

in the barn, or in the back field. It may pump water

for irrigation, or for drainage. It may distribute fer-

tilizer. It may cultivate the crops. Farm and Fireside,

as the National Farm Paper of the Practical Farmer
Everywhere, wants a few hundred letters from practical

farmers, experiment station workers, orchardists, and

in short EVERY KIND AND CONDITION^ OF
FARMER on the subject "THE BEST TOOL I USE."
Of course, there must be a reason. You may have

three hundred words in which to tell the reason. These

words should be written plainly on one side of the

paper. If you have a photograph of the machine, at

work or not, or of the results of its work, send it in.

We shall publish a lot of these letters, if they are as

good as our contributors are wont to write. Those
used will be paid for at our usual rates. And for the

photographs used we shall pay, also.

Do you see the point of this new departure of ours ?

Farm papers are prone to dwell on the Why of things.

We do. But this beautiful, promising spring and sum-
mer we are hoping to lay a little more emphasis on

the Flow. We don't believe that half of us know how-

to plow, or hoe, or milk cows as well as we should..

And for the man or woman who has the tools for doing

it Best, we are waiting with editorial pencils poised.

Who among the people with the Know-How will be in

first, with a good, meaty, three-hundred-word letter on

"THE BEST TOOL I USE," telling the Why of it?

Come now, snow us under 1

Any washes about the fields or pasture-lands should

be filled up before the spring thaws set in, as that is

the season during which they begin their destructive

work. Then, by doing this- now, one will not cut up

the fields by hauling over them when the soil is soft.

In Holland, there are thirty-seven local organizations

of bulb-growers having a total membership of -over

three thousand. The export value of the bulbs grown
by them annually amounts to nearly four million dol-

lars. England is Holland's best customer. Why could

not bulb-growing be made a very profitable industry on

our northwestern coast?

The difference between a country and city greenhorn
is that one would like to know everything, and the

other thinks he can tell him.

Another Reason for Saving the Paper
TN THE September 10th issue of Farm and Fireside

•'for this year a complete index of the current volume
will be published. This will enable readers to find,

with the minimum of trouble, any article included in a

file of the year's papers.

It is our ambition to make every issue- of Farm and
Fireside worth saving. We believe we are successful

in this, judging by the many letters, we receive from
subscribers who have the filing habit. About the most

encouraging testimonials we have received were those

letters from our oldest subscribers who said : "We
have saved every paper we have received since our

subscriptions started." Three, at least, of our original

subscribers take pride in complete files, from Volume 1,

Number 1 to the latest issue—over eight hundred

papers, covering over thirty-three years. Think of

the care and foresight and interest in the paper that

those files represent.

The index will be just one more of the many reasons

for saving Farm and Fireside. It will give new value

and interest to everybody's file. "Save your papers."

See final offer of Flower Collections on Page 26
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A Canning Factory on the Farm
A Chance for New Profits and How to Make the Most of It— By James D. Bowman

BY-PRODUCTS and side-lines on the farm
are subjects of growing interest these
days ; add to this the desire on the

part of the owner of a small bit of a farm
to get as many dollars as possible from
each acre, and j'ou have the reasons for
interest in the subject of small commercial
canning-plants on the farm.

It is not to the best interest to the
farmer to sell his product in as raw a
state as the market will take and let some
other fellow put it in condition for the
table or the merchant's shelves and, inci-

dentally, make the larger profit. We
should aim to produce as near as possible
a finished product on the farm. Besides,
there is a fascination in being a real manu-
facturer, so to speak, and putting an
article on the market bearing your own
name. It is attractive also to the children
and is a welcome change from the regular
routine of farm-work.

I first became interested in this subject
three years ago, when I grew two acres
of tomatoes for a small local cannery and
came out on the wrong side of the balance
sheet. The price they paid, twenty-five
cents per bushel of sixty pounds (or
something over eight dollars per ton),
would not enable a man of small acreage
to make a living, to say nothing of keep-
ing up the fertilitj' of the soil.

I decided that if I could can tomatoes
myself, although it would mean much
more work, it would enable us to make
two or three times as much per acre.
Besides, we could sell fresh vegetables
only when the market was good, canning
only the surplus, not only of tomatoes, but
of other vegetables as well.

When I wanted to study up the business,
however, I soon found that the informa-
tion obtainable on this subject is meager.
I wrote to our (Virginia) experiment

At Left, Approved Type of Can and Lid;

Center, Capping Steel in Use; Right,
Capping Copper

station, and then to the agricultural exten-
sion department of the state university,

and at last to the Agricultural Department
at Washington, all without avail. Ordi-
narily you can get free bulletins from
Washington on any subject from growing
soy beans to clearing stumps off your
farm, but seemingly they had not investi-

gated this subject. True, they sent me two
bulletins, one on canning and preserving
fruits, the other on canning vegetables in

the home by the so-called intermittent
process of sterilization, but both of these,

while valuable to the housewife, were
useless for my purpose.
So I decided to bu}^ an outfit and work

it out from the instructions furnished.
These instructions I found to be meager
enough, as the making of these outfits

was then almost as much a new experi-
ment with the manufacturers as the using
of them was with me. The instructions
furnished hy manufacturers are now much
more complete. However, I struggled
through the first season more successfully
than I had dared hope, and the same
season a trip to the regular canning region
near the Potomac in the interest of the
state experiment station broadened my
ideas of knowledge of the business so
that I tackled the past season with full

confidence.
I have not done a large commercial

business, only putting up a few thousand
cans, a few of which I retailed to the
consumers in a mining town, but most of
which I wholesaled to retail grocers in
Fairmont, only three miles away from
our place.

Certainly, it Pays

So much for my own experience. The
question most readers will ask, I think,
is : "Will home canning pay on the aver-
age farm?" Certainly, it pays, more than
anything I have ever attempted, except
growing strawberries. As to how much
it will pay, that depends on manj' con-
tingencies : The locality, condition of the
crops and markets, how you market and,

In a Farm Canning Factory

From Right to Left are Shown Processes of Peeling, Filling Cans, Fluxing, Capping and, at Furnace,
Scalding and Processing

last, but b}' no means least, the man behind
the business. I Will give you some figures

and you can work your own problem out
yourself.

A bushel of tomatoes should fill eighteen
cans; I have filled twentj^ or more from a

bushel, but eighteen is a fair average, take
one season with another. Cans, cases,

labels and all supplies cost me about two
and one half cents per can. Under no
circumstances should they cost more than
three cents, including freight. I have six

children between the ages of nine and
seventeen. My family can easily put up
three hundred cans in one day. By
employing neighbors' children to peel

tomatoes, which will not cost much, W'e

can easily put up five hundred to six

hundred cans per day. So you see we
are able, at little expense for labor, to put
up many thousands of cans in. a season,

although we put up less than three thou-
sand the past season, not having the stuff

to can.

Factory Prices Versus Home Prices

-Factories pay, for peeling, three or four
cents per pail of peeled tomatoes. One
packer, if she is experienced, will fill from
one thousand to two thousand cans per
day—say one thousand cans—receiving

about one dollar per day. A capper will

cap two thousand cans per day, or more,
getting $2.50 per day. These figures are
for experienced hands, of course, but they
give some basis for figuring costs, on an
average.
Suppose a man has good soil and intends

to grow five acres of tomatoes for a can-

nery at the railroad. He will do well to

get two hundred bushels per acre, or one
thousand bushels in all, which he must
pick and haul right to the factory, at

twenty-five cents per bushel or onlj'' two
hundred and fiftj' dollars gross. Now if he
has an outfit, costing perhaps fifty dollars,

and a shed to work in, he and his family
will fill with those same one thousand bush-
els of tomatoes, eighteen thousand cans, or

fifteen hundred dozen. At ninety cents

per dozen (the wholesale price this year)
they will bring thirteen hundred and fifty

dollars gross. The cans and supplies will

cost about four hundred and fiftj' dollars,

while ten to fifteen dollars will cover fuel

and gasolene (for soldering furnace) and
all incidentals, leaving, say, eight hundred
and fifty dollars as the return for the

year's tomato crop—six hundred dollars

more than the factory would give. Figure
it yourself if six hundred dollars would
be fair pay for the family's six or eight

weeks' work.
Will the canned product sell? Readily,

and the longer you follow the business,

the better the market, for if you take

pains, you can produce even a better

article than the large canning plants and
people will call for your goods.

The Work in Outline

It is not necessan' to enter into too

much detail as to the work, because the

makers of machines and outfits now fur-

nish very complete instructions. But I

will give here an outline of some of the

important operations gone through, as

illustrated by my own experience.

Tomatoes are the most profitable things

to can and about the easiest for the begin-

ner. Plant firm red varieties (not yellow
nor purple) that are smooth and ripen

uniformly to stem without green ends.

Some of the best that I have tried are

Stone, Paragon and Matchless.

If the machine or outfit has no provision

for scalding, use an iron kettle on a

furnace—or a stock-feed cooker with
portable furnace will do. Use a strong

wire basket holding a half bushel or

more; have water boiling or nearly so.

Put tomatoes in basket and scald by

plunging in kettle until skin begins to

crack. Don't scald them too much. Put
them on a peeling-table or in large tubs,

not piling the tomatoes up too much, or
they will cook
Watch the peelers carefully if they are

children. Too much tomato should not be
cut away and yet all black or rotten places,

all peel and stem-core should be removed.
Peel from blossom toward stem end.
Packing is very important A careful

woman does best at this. Fill cans full,

but not so full as to allow wet contents
to press firmly against top, else the solder
will not adhere in capping. "Extra-
Standard" tomatoes should weigh thirty-

eight ounces per can, gross, and, when
drained a couple of minutes on a screen
on half an inch mesh, the solid contents
must weigh not less than twenty ounces,
all red ripe. (This is the standard outlined
in the Tri- State Packers' Association
rules.) It takes experience and "gump-
tion" to pack right. Weigh a finished can
occasionally.

After packing, cans are most easily

handled on wooden trays holding ten or
twelve cans. Clean top of cans with a
scrub-brush, using a pail of clear water.
Put on the lids, using the solder-rimmed
lids, and apply acid or flux with a small
flat brush. A small boy can do this.

In capping, use a regular "capping cop-
per" or "capping steel" described in cata-

logues. Keep them bright ; don't burn
the tin oft', but have them hot enough to

melt solder quickly. The business end of
the "copper" is a segment of a circle; the

"steel" is a full circle. Place point of rod
in center of lid, in the little exhaust hole,

and give the tool a twisting motion. The
trick is done quicker than I can tell it

"Tipping"—the covering of the exhaust
hole—^is easy. Put point of common
plumber's copper in the exhaust hole,

touch it with a stick of solder, and give
copper a twist that is easy to learn.

Elxhausting and Processing

"Exhausting" is a process canners ought
to know about, although in the Berkeley
Springs canning region millions of cans
of tomatoes are put up and none ever
exhausted. Exhausting is simply the heat-

ing of contents of cans to one hundred
degrees before tipping the hole, or before
capping. Generally speaking, if the con-
tents are warm, as are scalded tomatoes
or blanched vegetables or fruits that have
been heated a little so as to get cans full,

do not exhaust If, however, contents are
cold, exhaust, otherwise there will be no
vacuum to draw back the bulged ends
after cans cool, and they will look like

"swells" or spoiled goods, though really

all right
"Processing" is the most important

operation of all. It is simply heating the
cans to such a point that the contents
are thoroughly sterilized. If overdone,
the contents will be mushy, if underdone,
they will spoil. Spoiled cans are called

"swells" because the ends bulge out, and
sometimes they explode and spoil labels

on other cans.

Use a nice artistic label and put it on
neatly. It is slow work till you "catch

on," but now with a little experience I

can label a hundred dozen in ten hours.

Do this on idle or rainy days. It is light

work that a girl or woman can attend to.

Use a light board or lid of shipping-box
to work on. Nail with small nails two
cleats (AA) just far enough apart so

the can will lie firmly between them, in the

space (C). The cleat (B) should be
placed with a square at exact right angles

with AA, The other cleats (DEF) form
a place for the paste (P). When the label

is placed across the can in space (C),
exactly at right angles, the end comes in

contact with the paste, the surplus of

which is scraped off by edge of cleat (D).
Grasp label around can firmly with both
hands, then set the can up, bringing ends
of label together at back. You soon get
the knack. This board is almost a
necessity.

String-beans are almost as sure a thing
as tomatoes, but sweet corn and peas only
pay (except for family use or to save a
surplus) when put up on a large scale,

with expensive machinery'.
Corn will seldom keep when put up in

an open canner, but I have had good
success using a closed steam boiler with
gage and safety-valve and processing at
fifteen pounds pressure, equal to two hun-
dred and fifty degrees Fahrenheit. This
boiler has a capacity of fifteen No. 3 or
twenty-four No. 2 cans and cost me fifteen

dollars. Not a can in four hundred spoiled
this year. However, for tomatoes and
fruits the open boiler is as good.
Corn, peas and beans should be

"blanched" or parboiled a few minutes
before packing.
The length of time to process varies

with the goods in hand. Tomatoes take
eight minutes in closed steam boiler at

fifteen pounds pressure, thirty minutes in
open canner. Beans take twice as long as
tomatoes, peas four times as long, and
corn eight times as long. Those are safe
averages, varying somewhat with locality

and season.

Don't put in too much juice of tomatoes.
I often throw away much juice. Some-
times I mix half tomato-juice with a few
scraps of tomatoes and half corn and put
it up for family use.

When You Buy Supplies

In buying supplies, if you mean to ship

by rail to towns or other points, get cans
ready packed in cases holding twenty-four
cans each, and use them to ship in. Crates

Board That Saves Labor in Labeling

—

See Text

holding five hundred cans cost seventy or
eight}^ cents each and are useless after-

ward. Buy solder-hemmed lids. They
cost one dollar and ten cents to one dollar

and forty-five cents extra, but have suffi-

cient solder on edge of lid to do capping
just as cheaply and much more con-
veniently than the old wa}'.

Farmers' Bulletins, No. 220, Tomatoes,
and No. 289, Beans, and a new one. No.
426, entitled "Canning Peaches on the

Farm," are free for the asking either of

your congressman or Secretary of Agri-
culture, Washington, D. C.

Two bulletins have lately been issued

that would be interesting to canners and
prospective canners—as follows : "Bean-
Growing," Bulletin No. 259 of Michigan
Experiment Station, East Lansing, Mich-
igan, and "Growing Tomatoes for the

Canning FactorjV Bulletin No. 144 of
Indiana Experiment Station, Lafayette,

Indiana.
If you only put up a few cans, you had

best retail to neighbors; if, however, you
put up any amount worth mentioning, you
should sell to the retail grocers in the

towns, working up a regular trade and
guaranteeing all goods. Don't try to

wholesale and retail in the same neighbor-
hood or town. You will make enemies
of the merchants if ycu do, and lose trade.

The pit of debt looks deeper from the

bottom.

A merciful man will not swear at his

automobile when something goes wrong
with it

When success in business destroys the

chance for a successful home, life it costs

too much to be profitable.

The best farmer is the one who grows
up on the old place thinking that right

here is to be his life-work, and knowing
that he never could be happy anywhere
else. That man will set his -little end
of the North River afire.
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EDUCATION IN SCHOOL AND OUT—PAGE COUNTY
Read About the Editor's Pilgrimage to This Iowa County and Its Schools, on Page Two, This Issue

The Old
Page County retains its one-room schools, though all

have been improved and beautified. Some, like the

one in the picture, have been replaced by new
buildings

The New
This comfortable, up-to-date school-house was built

on the same lot as the old one by the people of the

district. The better the school, the better the school-

ing, they believe

Miss Jessie Field and Bernard Haggland, Winner of the

County Individual Trophy for Best Ten Ears of Corn

Dinner Under the Trees at a Page County School
The bench was the Arbor Day work of the boys of the school

Father's Advice
Picking out the best ears for the corn show

Miss Field's Auto With a Load of Young America
Last summer Page County boys had a week's encampment at the Clarinda Chatauqua

"Horse-Judging"—Fun at the Boys' Camp
There were games and sports as well as practice in iudging real stock and corn

Farm Devices and Sevvring in the County Industrial Exhibition

Headwork and handiwork go together in Page County schools

Page County Boys' Corn-Judging Team, 191 1

"The teaching in Page seems to revolve about com"
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Headwork and Footwork

o UR yard gate

I
opens both
ways. I often

1 have two pails in

my hands when I

' go through the gate.

IIP It was too slow to

set a pail down and
I
open the gate, so I

fixed this latch. I

, have wires (AA) on
each side of the
gate from the inner

end of latch (B) to bottom of the gate with
blocks (,CC) to step on that will raise the
latch. While your foot is on the block push
the gate from you and pass through. Open
from the other side the same way. The wire
to other side of gate goes through a hole
made by partly sawing out one of the gate
boards. H. E. W.^rkick:.

Steady Ironing-Board

THE ironing-board
here described is

one my brother made,
and it is solid, light

and handy. On the
wall, twelve inches out
from the corner, he
fastened with screws
the hook parts of two
window-screen hinges
and the eye parts to

the end of the ironing-
board. Such a hook
(A) and an eye (B)
are shown in detail

above. Any sort of
hook and socket will

answer the purpose satisfactorily.

On the other wall he fastened by a hinge
a piece of board (C) twenty-four inches long,

four inches wide, as a rest for end of iron-
ing-board. Four inches from the outer end
of this he fastened a leg (D) for support,
hinging it so' it can be closed up when not
in use. In the bottom of the leg is a thick
nail with the head cut off, w'hich fits into a
small hole in the floor, so leg can't slip.

The board is set in front of a window for

the sake of the good light. J.-^xet Br-Ady.

A Handy Rack

inside a wagon-box.
Q The bottom boards

(A) of each side of
the rack are s i x

C inches wide, just a
little shorter than the

length of the wagon-box, and should be of

strong oak or elm. Nail upright staves to

these bottom boards, inside. The top boards
of the rack (B) can be of any light wood.
The two strong crosspieces (C) fit into the
holes in the bottom boards—the fit should
be just loose enough so the boards can be
readily piolled loose from the crosspieces.

The crosspieces are just long enough so that

they hold the bottom boards firmly out
against the sides of the box or bed piece

of the wagon. When taking rack out of

wagon-box, lift up one side of rack above
top of box, pull the bottom board of that side

loose from the crosspieces and lift off the

rack by halves, thus making it a light job.

A wire or rope can be stretched between
the rear ends of the upper boards (BB),
and endgate, made of staves, hung to the

wire. Wm. H.^mmill.

Lever Lifter for Beef

IBS

H

at the other end.

No Admittance to Cutworms Quick and Safe Kindling

MOST gardeners have suffered losses from
cutworms cutting early-set plants. Here

is a way to bar them out. Take tin cans

used in canning fruit and unsolder the ends
by putting the cans in a fire. When setting

plants place one of these tin cylinders over
each plant and press it slifhtly into the soil.

This not only protects the plant from cut-

worms, but from cold winds swaying it

about. If there is danger of frost put two
or three folds of paper over the top of the
can and the plant is secure. Not one plant

in a thousand need be lost. Try it.

J. H. H.AYNES.

Easy Reifter-Cutting

THIS scheme enables
the inexperienced

hand to cut rafters
quickly and surely,

and so they will

always fit. First, lay

the sills (ABCD).
Mark the exact mid-
dle point of the end
siU (A). Also, meas-
ure down both side

sills (BC) a length
equal to the height
you want to make the

roof, from comb to plate. This distance is

labeled H in the sketch. Then lay each pair
of rafters on the sills, so that they cross
just on the mark at middle of end siU, and
go across the side sills just about at marks
on them. Lay your square exactly on the
marks on the side sills, as shown, and use it

as a guide to cut heels. Then lay square
on mark at middle of end sill and use it as
a guide to cut rafters where they are to
meet at comb of roof. F. J. Coombs.

Hot Water on the Move C^-^^
ERE is a simple and
convenient way to

heat water for scalding
hogs and such like

work. The device con-
sists of a barrel with a
pipe fastened in it,

with an elbow a few
feet away, from which
the pipe returns to bar-

rel, both ends of pipe

being open into barrel. Fill barrel with
water and build a fire under the bend .of

pipe. The water will flow up and into the

barrel from the upper part of the pipe as it

gets hot. This movement of water through
the pipe is continuous and the water can be

kept at any temperature. By having threads

on the pipe it may be screwed into the holes

in the barrel tight enough to hold water.
Wii-L Shinn.

ANYONE who tries this kindler will find it

very good. Cut or break a corn-cob into
pieces about two inches long, put the pieces
in a tin quart can (an old fruit-can, for
instance), pour over them a gill or two of
kerosene and set the can in a safe place
convenient to your siove.

When you want to start a fire, shake the
ashes from the grate, lay one of these pieces
of cob about the middle of the grate and
light it. Lay on light kindling, then your
wood or coal, and close the stove. If coal,

put on only a little at first and some more
after a few minutes. E. W. Heatwole.

A Pirumng Udder

MAKE this ladder
about four or five

feet wide and the
height required for
the trees you are to

prime. Make it rigid,

and in moving from
one side to the other
or from tree to tree

pull it along on one shoulder and you will

find it is very easily moved. The width of
it is the best feature. It will not upset and
it permits one to prune a wide scope before
moving. D. Congee.

A Strawberry-Vine Trimmer

THE accompanying sketch explains my
method of hanging a beef in dressing. A

singletree hook is attached to a strong lever

with baling wire and caught in a link of a

log-chain passed up betw-een two joists of

the wagon-shed, or two heavy scantlings or

planks fastened across the shed close

together. The lever rests on a strong piece

of wood laid across the joists as sketched,

for a fulcrum. One man can easily raise the

carcass one or t^vo links at a time : then the

iron pin (A) is run through a link with
the ends resting on the two joists, and the

hook is put into the chain lower down for

another lift. This is easier than raising with
a tripod. A wild animal that cannot be got

in the shed to kill can be dragged in with a

horse after killing. Robert Bradfield.

To Grind True Bevel Edge
ere is a carpen-
ter's device for

grinding true bevel
edges on plane-bits,

Cy^^^
chisels, etc., with an

/T'^^'*^ ordinary grindstone.
Take a square stick
( .\) about three feet
long and about an
inch thick, put a
sharp nail in one end
and with a small
hand-screw (B)
clamp a plane-bit (C)

Stick the nail at end of
stick into a post or the side of a building.

Set the stone close enough to give the right
bevel. Then with one hand hold the tool

and with the other turn the grindstone. The
tool will be held steady so you can grind a

true bevel. B. F- Reinhart.

H]

PROCURE a chopping-knife such as
is used in the kitchen. It should

be the kind that has a single

standard in the center, over which
the hand-piece fits. Take off the
hand-piece and put in its place the
handle of a rake, the knife-shaft
going into the end of the stick.

Vines can be rapidly and easily

trimmed w-ith this, as one can
stand erect to perform the work.

Mrs. R. L. Putze.

Beurbed-Wire Fence-Builder

w e I

Handy Corn-Sheller

ONE can make the
work of corn-'

shelling much easier

by this plan. Fasten
a bar of iron across
a box about eighteen
by thirty inches

square and high enough to sit on com-
fortably. The iron is about three quarters

of an inch wide by a quarter of an inch

thick and has its edges square, not rounded.
The bar is held down by a staple at one end
of the box and at the other end rests in a

notch in which it is held by a board to sit on.

Both hands are used in shelling. The left

is clasped firmly around the bar, between
the legs of the operator. The ear of corn
is drawn upward by the right hand, the
fingers of the left holding it firmly against

the bar and slightly pushing it upward. Shell

two thirds of the small end first and then
turn and shell the butt. Two bushels of the

small corn grown here in Washington can
be easilv shelled in an hour after one gets

the hang of it. J. L. Kelly.

To Turn Under Weeds

THIS beats anything I ever tried for bttry-

ing hea^^ weeds and grass when plowing.
Bolt to the plow-beam, with a bolt a little bit

loose, a piece of wagon-tire—three eighths
by one and one fourth inches is a good size

—

of a length to suit the length of your plow-
beam. Shape it as shown in sketch. (A). At
B give it a half turn, and then at the end
form an eye or loop (C) and insert weed-
bar (D) through loop. With a three-eighths-

inch bolt across loop clamp weed-bar snug.
This bar should be of two-inch gas-pipe (I

have used a two-inch hard-wood pole, but it

was rather light) about tw'O and one half or

three feet long. In end of pipe over furrow
drill a hole and insert a pin four or five

inches long. Let pin slope backward so as

not to catch and drag up the weeds.
This weed-bar should be at right angles to

the plow or parallel to doubletree, also

parallel to surface of the ground. The bar
floats on top of the weeds and grass, holding
them down until furrow slice turns them
under. The pin in end is to drag into fur-

row any long weeds, etc., that may fall out

toward the plowed land. I find the best

place for weed-bar to swing is about midway
between top of shin and point—about the

place sketched—though the user can adjust

this to suit himself. The attachment works
on the same principle as the chain used by
many farmers for dragging down weeds, but

it is much better and not in the way when
one is turning at the comers.

Chas. L. SttUPiHG...

J
NE man can
easily build

barbed-wire fence
by using this sim-

p 1 e yet effective

device. The illus-

tration speaks for
itself, with the
exception of one or
two points. The

piece marked A is a heavy board which acts

as a brake and is attached to frame by two
small hinges. The part of this board that

rests on coil of wnre is narrowed to allow it

to drop between ends of spool as the coil

grows smaller. If the "brake" does not
prove heavy enough, add a little more
weight. Two slots, as at B, are cut in frame,
in which rests an iron rod or digger-handle
upon which the coil of wire turns. Make a
loop on end of wire, through which pass the
hammer-handle, thus preventing wire from
cutting the hands. WTien enough wire has
been run off for the first "stretch," staple to

post, go back to starting-point and tighten

before cutting wire. This prevents waste of

wire. Proceed in like manner until all wires
are on. Then move to next "stretch," and so

on, until fence is completed.
R. a. Galliher.

Let the Windlass Do It

jOn't strain your
'back lifting a

wagon-box on and
oft". In our barn we
have rigged up a

windlass, consisting
of a rounded four-by-
four (A) reaching
from one post of
barn frame to an-
other, with one foot

over, in which to put lever (B). We have
a metal ratchet on windlass to hold back as
you wind. Ropes from the windlass go over
pulleys fastened to joists and end in frames
to slip over the ends of wagon-box. These
frames are made of two two-by-fours roped
together at the ends. Volney L. Martin.

Posts Without Post-Holes

HERE is my method of building wire fences,

which saves considerably in time and
also in the amount of posts : Set good strong

posts about ninety feet apart, stretch and
fasten the wire on these and then set short

posts between them, allowing the short posts

to rest on top of the ground. Old fence-

posts may be used by sawing them off

square. They may be set as closely as
wanted. J. L. Robinson.

Barbed Wire Rolled to Stay

HERE is a handy way to make a neat roll

of barbed wire. Stretch the wire on the

ground. Then take one end of it and make a

circle in it of about the desired size for

the roll or coil. Then start and roll this

circle of wire along the main wire, at the

same time rolling it back and forth across

the main wire as shown in the sketch. The
dotted lines show the path the roll should

take, crossing the main wire as often as

possible to commence with, but as the roll

gets bigger it does not need to cross so often.

When it is all rolled up thus and the end
fastened, the roll can be thrown in or out

of a wagon without coming unrolled or

tangled.
In rolling be careful to keep the mam

wire tight by hitching the roll back once in

a while. C. F. Whitney.

B

Home-Made Hitching-Snap

THE snap shown in

, the sketch is first-

Iclass for fastening
dogs and calves or

V 1 \vy ^ multitude of
N^^^OsN^^ jpS, other purposes
*// \\ / / W around the farm. It

can be made by any-
one, with a pair of
pliers, from a piece
of steel wire stiff

enough to have some
spring. Bend the
middle of the wire
around into a loop.

.\bouit two inches from lower side of loop
bend the wires so they cross. Then twist
the ends around to make the upper loop (A).
Loop (A) should be at right angles to lower
part of snap (B) ; the left-hand sketch
shows loop (A) in side view, the right-hand
sketch shows it ii? front view. The ends of
loop (A) overlap like a key-ring. To open the
snap, squeeze at the points indicated by
arrows and slip in the ring or rope as you
would slip a key onto a key-ring. J. K.

Rake Stones by Horse-Power
P"ASTEN thills onto a log and put drag teeth
* into the bottom of the log. Have handles
on the log, also, so you can raise it from the
ground. Drag this device along until full

of stones, then raise the log, dropping the
stones. "When you have the stones gathered
into rows this way, go over the field with a
wagon and fork the stones into it.

Mrs. E. J. Goodwin.

Automatic Fork-Returner
THE accompanying

sketch shows a real
labor-saver. It returns
the hay-fork after the
hay is dropped with-
out the trouble of
doing it by hand.
A wire cable (A) 'is

fastened to the end of the track for a
pulley to run on and the other end should
be anchored to the ground some distance
from the barn to make room for a load of
hay to pass under. To this pulley a weight
( B ) is attached. From the pulley a rope
extends to the fork and carriage. The rope
should be just long enough so that when the
carriage is drawn out over the load the
weight will nearly touch the grovind, and
the weight should be just heavy enough to
draw the fork and carriage back alone.
When the hay is drawn into the bam the
weight will be raised. Several of these
devices are in use in this section and giving
excellent satisfaction. G. H. Glitzke.

Save Strips of Fencing
Don't cast aside as worthless short pieces

of woven wire fencing of six or more
feet in length. They make durable and
light "filling" for gates, and as lumber is

becoming more costly, a saving of two thirds
lumber in even a gate means something.
Make a strong frame, brace well and stretch
wire fencing over it and it makes a neat
gate. Total cost of gate need not be over
$1.50. J. E. Raiser.

A Home-Made Refrigerator
''o have ice-water
without a refriger-

ator or any waste of
ice, use a square box
and a three or four
gallon earthen jar,

having the box six or
eight inches wider
and higher than the
jar. Mix two parts

dry sawdust and one part salt and put a
layer several inches deep in the bottom of
the box. Then place the jar in center of
box and pack the salt and sawdust mixture
tightly around the jar to within an inch or
two of the top of it. Put five or ten cents'
worth of ice in the jar with enough water
to half cover it, and if you have a tight lid

to the box your ice will last all day. Add
more water when needed. We cover our jar
with a granite plate and in that keep a cake
of butter, and around the jar eggs and
tomatoes. Mrs. L. D. Lea.

Lightning Post-Lifter

Cut a forked sapling
seven feet long and

about five inches in diam-
eter with the forks three
-or four feet long. At H,

f^six inches from the end,

bore a hole* through the

sapling, crosswise with the

forks, large enough to pass
a chain through. On one
end of the chain, have a

grab-hook like G that will

hook snugly over the chain or release it

easily. To the other end of chain the team

is attached.
Set the fork with the top against the post

and the bottom about two and a half feet

away, pass the chain around the post near

the ground and fasten as tight as possible

with the grab-hook, start the team and your

post is lifted out. Unhook from post and

drive on by the next one. The chain being

through the fork, the team drags it, which

saves the work of the extra man needed to

carry a detachable lifter and fasten the chain

around the post. For strength and expedi-

ency I have never seen the equal of this kind

of lifter. I- A. Stoker.

HeadworkWinners January 1 0th

Abner Shaw - Underground Engine-MufBer

A. Luhning - - Cement Grindstone

B. F. Dalzell - Little Gant Rack Lifter
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A Mint on the Farm
By A. F. Bonney

F TWENTY or thirty

swarms of bees on a

farm is not a mint, I

should not know where
to look for one, for it

is a poor season that

a good swarm of bees

in a chaff hive will not

yield the farmer five

dollars. Yes, I know
that all the bee books
which discuss this part

of the bee business will mention a lesser

sum, but they are speaking of men who
have a hundred or more swarms. It stands

to reason that a small number of swarms
will gather more honey per hive than will a

large number to more hives, therefore the

average yield per hive is larger on the farm
than in the regular apiary. In 1908 I got

some fifteen dollars per hive, in section

honey. Had I been producing exti'acted I

should have got nearly fifty per cent, more
honey, which, selling at a somewhat smaller

price, would have ^iven me somejhing like

twenty dollars per hive.

Suppose, however, that you have but five

swarms of bees and get but twenty pounds
to the hive. That means one hundred pounds
of the finest sweet in the world, for your
own table if not for sale. A few minutes a

day during the three summer months would
be all the time required. Twenty pounds is

less than I ever produced, while I have had
as much as two hundred pounds per hive.

A Business for Everyone

Anyone may keep bees, the number of

swarms depending only on inclination and
ability to attend to them. There seems to

be no age limit, for there are men eighty

years old still busy with their bees, and I

know of children who attend to several hives

unaided. Nor is sex a bar, for there are

many women bee-keepers in the country, and
they are successful. Of course, health and
strength count for as much in apiculture as

in any other calling, but persons in delicate

health will find bee-keeping a very nice

occupation to kee_p them busy out of doors.

There are but few spots in the United
States where bees may not be kept profitably,

and these are the treeless, fiowerless, clover-

less plains. Even the deserts of Arizona
are better bee pastures than are portions of

the Dakotas, but it will probably not be
many years before these states will have
many large apiaries. Wherever swarms of

bees may be captured it will pay to keep
bees, as a general rule, and all locations

may be improved by planting nectar-bearing

plants, as sweet clover, which, after being
regarded as a weed for years, is now coming
to be quite widely raised for hay.

To the average person there is no differ-

ence in bees, but the apiculturist recognizes
,

a great number of breeds, though there are

but a few available to man's use. These
may roughly be summarized as the Italian,

Caucasians, Holy Lands, Carniolans, Cyprians,

Black, or German, and possibly a few more.
About 1860 the Italian bee was brought

to this country and at once found favor,

until now it is safe to say ninety-five per

cent, of our bee-keepers have this breed.

It deserves the esteem in which it is held,

for Italian bees are good workers and are

not given to excessive swarming, while they

fight the bee-moth better than any other

kind of bee.

Man has kept bees in hives since the

earliest dawn of history, as is proven by
inscriptions in the tombs of Egypt and pas-

sages in the Bible. At first the hive was
nothing but the section of a hollow log;

These frames can be readily removed from
the hive for examination or to take away
honey.

Mr. Langstroth discovered that if a cer-

tain space was left about, the frames the

bees would do well in a cold climate. This
was based on the fact that bees will not seal

together two surfaces three sixteenths of an
inch apart, so now all hives have that space
over the frames, which allows the bees to

move from one part of the hive to another

to reach their winter stores. Similar spaces

at the sides and ends serve as air chambers,

but what is more important enable the

bees to reach every part of the hive to get

at the larva of the bee-moth.

The Modern Hive

If the beginner will remember that all

modern hives are based on the Langstroth
he will not be tempted to buy any patented
hives, be they non-swarming, comb-honey or

what not, for they will be different from
what the neighbors are using, and when he
is buying or selling, his frames and theirs

will not be interchangeable. The standard
Langstroth hive is made by all dealers and
is of the dovetail or lock-comer pattern.

This hive is a box eighteen and a quarter
inches long, fourteen and a quarter inches
wide and nine and a half inches deep, which
allows for the spaces around the frames as I

mentioned. Because of price the average
hive is made of seven-eighths-inch lumber,
and is intended to be packed around with
chaff or other material or put into a cellar

for greater warmth in winter. This brings
me to the question of the best hive to be
used by beginners, and for that matter
others.

I have used all kinds of hives, making
them so that I should know all about them,
and -speaking from acquired knowledge I

can assure the reader that there is but one
hive for the small-scale bee-farmer to use,

unless he is willing to let his bees die off

each winter and trust to luck to catch others.

Of course, I know about cellars, but let me
assure you that not even all the expensive
cellars dug by professional bee-men will

invariably winter bees successfully, hence it

;3 not likely that the average house cellar

will do it, for, regardless of number of

swarms, the cellar must be kept close to

forty-five degrees Fahrenheit, it must be

Cross-Section of a Chaff Hive

(See Description)

then came hives of clay, straw and finally

such as we have now, made of boards. But
it was not until Mr. Langstroth invented
his hive in 1865 that bee-keeping became a

commercial possibility. The principal fea-

ture of his hive was the movable frame. A
frame, I might explain for the benefit of the

beginner, is composed of four pieces of

wood made into a frame nine and one eighth

inches deep and seventeen and five eighths

inches long, outside, and is intended to hold
the comb the bees will make and in which
they store honey. The top bar is one and
one third inches thick, or wide, and the

bottom bar one inch. Wires are stretched

from side to side to support the comb.

bee-keepers' parlance, is a hive, shallow or

deep, which is put over the brood-chamber
in summer as a sort of second story for the

bees to store honey in.) Our chaff-filled

super is set on a thin board (G) called the

"super cover" or "inside cover." A rain-

proof cover (F) is put over the top of the

super. I use a shallow, flat-topped cover

roofed with tin or galvanized iron, with a

rim two inches deep, which fits snugly down
around the super.

The idea of putting boxes up into trees

in hopes that stray swarms of bees will go
into them is not original with me, but so

far as I know I was the first to use a large

number of them. I now have almost one
hundred in use. Moreover, I improved the

device, and might have secured a patent, I

think.

My improvement consisted in so making
the box that it would take in a standard
Hoffman frame (which is merely an
improved Langstroth frame), and my reason

for so doing was that when the bees go into

the box the queen finds comb, in which she

would at once go to laying eggs—within four

days, to be precise. Hence, when I take

down the box all I have to do to remove
my swarm was to take out the frame con-

taining the brood (larval bees produced
from these eggs) and put it into a hive

where the other nine frames were waiting

for it. The rest of the bees are then shaken
out in front of the hive, another frame is

put into the box and it is replaced in the

tree. Working in this way, the bees will

always stay where they are put, to take care

of the brood, but without brood to hold them
they may leave.

A Place Like Home
My tree box is made seventeen and seven

eighths inches long, nine and one fourth
deep and six inches wide, inside measure-
ments. Cut notches in the inside edge of

the end pieces, both in the center, to take

the ends of the frames, and on the inside

of one end put blocks to keep the frame
from moving sideways. In one end of the

back put a stout loop of galvanized wire to

hang the box up by. Cut hole or a slot

one fourth by four inches close to the bot-

tom end to serve as an entrance. Make a
little door to swing or slide, to be used to

shut the bees in when you take the box

The Three Bee Types—Worker, Queen and Drone

reasonably dry, well ventilated and free

from vermin. All this calls for an outlay

which the beginner on the farm or in town
could ill afford.

The hive I allude to is the chaff hive,

which is nothing more than a regular Lang-
stroth hive surrounded by a box, the space
between being packed with chaff or, as I

lately discovered, the finer parts of shredded
corn-stalks. These spaces are, of. course,

closed top and bottom. You have what
amounts to a refrigerator with the top and
bottom removable—a refrigerator that keeps
cold out, not in. I believe most Northern
manufacturers list such hives, and they dif-

fer but little and in unimportant details.

Such hives may be left on the summer
stands all winter, and the bees will almost
certainly come through in fine shape. There
is little, if any, spring dwindling, because
the bees do not get warm early as they
would in the cellar, fly out and die. There
is no carrying the hives from yard to cellar

and back. The bees come near to natural

conditions, and they will use but little more
stores than will bees wintered in the cellar.

The season's work over, all one has to do
to get ready for winter is put an empty
super on a super cover over the brood-cham-
ber, fill super with chaff or other porous
material, put the cover on, reduce the size of
the entrance with the blocks provide.d by the
manufacturers and you are done. Time, ten

minutes.

"Snug as a Bug in a Rug"

The accompanying cut shows a cross-

section of a chaff hive. The brood-chamber
(A) is the main part of the hive where the

bees live, winter and summer, and where
the frames are. This is surrounded on all

sides by chaff spaces (BB), which remain
in place winter and summer. HHHH are

the inner and outer walls of the hive; C is

the bottom board ; I the entrance to hive.

A cover to shed rain (DD) remains perma-
nently in place over the chaff spaces to pro-

tect them from rain-water. A super (E)
emptied of its frames is filled with chaff

and set on top of the brood-chamber to keep
it warm during the winter. (A super, in

down. The box need not be very tight, just

so the bees cannot get out. A perfectly

plain box will serve to catch bees, but is

not nearly so handy as the one I describe.

The cover is cleated and i.s fastened on
with lath nails, screws or crate staples so

it is easily removable. When a swarm goes

into the box, which can be told by seeing

the bees coming and going steadily, take it

down, remove the cover and proceed as

before mentioned.

How to Get Started

The proper time to get ready for bee-

keeping is in the winter, by reading up on
bees and bee-yard appliances. There are

several good bee books published, one of

which you should get, as well as a catalogue.

Then having decided how many hives you
will buy, order them not later than May 1st.

April 1st is better. Make several tree boxes
between the time you begin reading and
May 15th, so as to have them ready to put

up the last week in May. (I give the dates

found best in my own experience, here in

Iowa.) Get your hives and frames together

and foundation in your frames, and have
your supers ready by June 1st. Foundation,

you will find, is wax in thin sheets made to

resemble the midriff in honey-comb. It is

put into frames to save the bees time in

building comb, and also to make sure that

the combs will be in the center of the

frames and that there is little or no drone
comb in the hive. You are now as well

prepared as you can be until you have
gained experience.

With each hive order a wood-and-wire
honey-board, with openings large enough to

let worker bees pass, but too narrow for

the larger queen. This is used between the

brood-chamber and the super to keep the

queen from going above to lay eggs ; for if

she did, the brood hatching would darken
the comb. You will want with each three

hives a bee-escape in a board, which is a

device to get the bees out of the super when
you want to take it off to get the honey
out. You will need a bee veil—the Alex-

ander veil is a good one—a smoker made

of copper and a pair of gloves Vv-ith long
cloth gauntlets. Add to these a pair of

bicycle-clips for the men and a pair of

bloomers for the women-folk, and you can
work with bees and never get stung. The
time will come when you will cut off the

ends of the fingers and thumbs of the gloves,

then you will discard them entirely, and,

while you may not believe me, you will

many times forget to put on the veil. You
will want a hive tool, and a screw-driver
makes a fine one. This is used to loosen

the super from the hive and separate the

frames.

Three Kinds of Market Honey

As I mentioned briefly, supers are extra

hives, shallow or deep, which during the

A Tree Box of the Author's Pattern

honey-flow are put over the brood-chamber
for the bees to store honey in, which they
will do if either frames containing comb or

foundation are given them, or else sections

in which is foundation. Sections are the

nice little square frames filled with honey
which we are accustomed to see, and were
at one time very popular, but many old bee-

keepers are now abandoning them. There
are two other kinds of honey produced

:

Extracted, which is honey thrown from the

combs by centrifugal force, and bulk, or
chunk. The last mentioned is nothing more
than comb-honey cut from the frames and
sold ; it may even be section honey cut out
because unfinished or spotted with bee-

bread.

Supers which take the four-by-five sec-

tions also hold the five-inch extracting

frame, and while the beginner may be led

to buy supers fitted for producing section

honey, I strongly advise that they work only
for the bulk until they can afford an extrac-

tor, and to this end buy hive bodies of the

dovetail pattern fitted with frames not wired.

These frames are the same size as those in

the brood-chamber. I advise this, because
with such hives to be used for supers one
has always on hand something in which to

put a swarm of bees, if they get one unex-
pectedly. You can improvise covers and
Ijottoms until you can buy more, if you wish
to increase your swarms.

Producing for the Market

I know of no reason why the amateur
should try to produce section honey. It

meets the demand in cities for a small quan-
tity of honey in convenient shape to be
delivered at once, but it takes vastly more
work to produce it, and to get it puts the

bees into a swarming condition which neces-

sitates that they be watched constantly. So
I advise that you use either a dovetail hive

as a super, or a regular super fitted with
frames, in connection with the queen-exclud-

ing honey-board, for by its aid one gets

sheets of nice clean honey, which from
clover and basswood is pure white. I never
yet have got less than ten cents a pound
for this above the cost of container..

The machine used in extracting honey
fro.m the comb works on the same plan as

does the cream-separator, centrifugal force';

the honey is thrown out of the cells after

the capping has been removed. It is run off

into a tank and allowed to settle, then drawn
off into containers. This gives the bees

back the same combs to be refilled, which

saves them a deal of labor. A small separa-

tor can be. bought new for about ten dol-

lars, and not many men ever need a larger

size. Having the honey in convenient shape

to sell is desirable, while the machine will

take honey enough from discolored combs to

soon pay for it. One can often sell the

extracted honey where they could not the
bulk.

Forty Years Among the Bees, How to

Keep Bees, Advanced Bee Culture, ABC
and XYZ of Bee Culture, Langstroth on the

Honey-Bee and Quinby on Bee-Keeping are

all good books, and no one should try to do
much with bees until he has studied some
such work. I do not advise amateurs to

read the bee journals, for they are filled with
advanced discussions which would only con-

fuse. However, after your first season begin

reading them. Do not hesitate to ask your
nearest bee-keeper neighbor for advice, for

bee-keepers, as a rule, are a sociable lot.

always willing to help the beginner, even to

lending bees, hives and appliances.

Make haste slowly, for a year or two is

not too long to get a good grasp on the rudi-

ments of the 'ousiness.
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PLANT AND FERTILIZE

Eelipse Corn Planttr
and Fertitizer Distributer

Improved row marker. Wide range for hill
spacing, 6 to 45 incties. Handles any kind of fer-
tilizer, In any condition, 50 to 450 ibs. per acre.
We make a special gear wiiich bows 600 lbs. per
acre. Plants all seeds accurately. Light draft,
easily handled, quick and positive adjustments.
We also make the

Eclipse Two-HorseTwo-Row Planter
Write us.

Belcher & Taylor A. T. Co.
Box 110 Chioopee Falls, Mass.

A PERFECT STAND
I
Of potatoes is what you will get with good

I
seed and an Iron Age Planter. It plants 100

I per cent, without miflses or doubleB or in-

I jary to the aeed. Every eeed piece placed,

I
just right, at even spaces and covered uni-

I
fomily. The boy pays for his labor 10 to 20

I

times over, and the planter pays for itself

—

aek any user. With or without fertilizer diitributor.

Garden Tools
I have ' 'made good' ' and proven their

I
superiority for 75 years. Send

I postal to-day for our Anni-

I
versary Catalog— it tells all

I about our Pot-ato Planters,

I Cultivators, Diggers. Spray-

I
ers. Garden Tools, Wheel

I
Hoes, Drills, etc. . and

! F R E E , Don't delay.

BATEMAN M'F'G CO.
ISae QRKNIiOOH IT. J.

PHIL.AOEL.PH1A. PA.
SSuid for Pnrlly and Qaaliiy. The result
of 38 years' experience in testing, and
proving the best. Our GARDEN AND FABU
HANCAL for ign tells all about them.
Kalled free te seed buyers who write for it.

JOHNSON SEED COMPANY,
217 Market St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Price Plow More
Acres

per day, do it better, save
JadiDE yourself and horses

by using

Winner Trucks
to hold plow steady. Kot

necessaryto hold handles, even
tumlne. You can lay stralghter, bet-

ter furrows. Boy can plow anvichert as well as a man.
Draft is lighter because all weight is carried on wheels,
instead of dragging on plow-bottom. They retn^te
depth and width of furrow. Fit any plow beam, t O
Days Free Trial. Money refunded if not satisfactory.
Send for circulars to-day. l£W|s_ bqi B CoiHand, Il.T.

Greatest Rose Catalogue CD C C
Now Ready for Tea riVljIj
Ready to help you lelect roses guarameed to

I'loom- endless varieties, sold on their own roots,

:t from America'sforemost growers. Enclose
10c and we will also send our f»motis book, "How
ito Grow Roses" (1911 edition revised), the rose
over's manual of planting and care. Beautiful,
uthoritativo. Write for these books TO-DAY:

THE CONARD ^ JON£6 CO.
,Roee Specialists—50 years experience

Box West Grove, Pa.

TiJY Al CAI PA Now grown everywhere. Liberal package
I If I HLrHLrfl of seed for trial plot and complete in-

structions mailed 25c. PENN SEED CO., Flndlay, Ohio
Sensation—96i bushels per acre. Also SEED
CORN. Samples and catalogue free.

THEO. BURT & SONS, Melrose, OhioOATS
EVERBEARING
RASPBERRY
Bears the first geason I

The most productive rasp-
berry—planted in April, bears
continuoasly from June to

October of same year. The
first to ripen and the last. Ber-
ries large, of bright red color

and excellent quality 6hip

200 miles in first-class order.

Absolutely hardy a sun-proof.
Our new catalog Free—tells

how to choose and grow small

fruits ' 'that produce profits.
'

'

J. T. LOVETT,
Box Ite UtUe Sliver, N. J.
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GARDENING
By T. Greiner

Few Gibraltar Onions This Year

No ONION variety that I know of could
take the place of the Gibraltar for

.size or mildness. I just learn that the
failure of the Gibraltar seed crop was so

complete that not a single pound of it was
harvested in 1910. I have managed to secure
a small quantity of 1909 seed, and if you
can do the same, and get it to grow all right,

you will be lucky. It seems strange, how-
ever, that the big seed firm which introduced
this onion some years ago cannot succeed
either in growing or having grown for them
all the seed that customers may want.

Growers, Get Together
I wonder whether the business of growing

fruits is so much more important and exten-
sive than that of growing vegetables. When
we see fruit-growers everywhere banding
together and forming great organizations,

so as to be better able to further and protect

their own interests, we may think it strange
that there is so little of the same spirit in

their vegetable-producing brethren. The lat-

ter are slow in making any efforts for

cooperation, in coming together or forming
organizations. An attempt is now being
made, however, here in New York, to

organize a "Vegetable-Growers' Association,"
the preliminary meeting having been called

for "Farmers' Week" at Cornell University,
this month.

It is to be hoped that the move will be
successful and imitated elsewhere.

New Small Fruits of Promise
I class small fruits as garden crops

because they fit well into the general line of
products carried by the market gardener.
Mr. Alderman's report on newer fruits as
tested at the Geneva station mentions the
following

:

The Prolific strawberry gives some prom-
ise as a leading cominercial fruit, while
Magnus, although fine for the table, is not
prolific enough. On the station grounds no
fall-bearing strawberry has proved a success.

All have given few plants and few berries,

and the berries were inferior in size, color

and flavor.

The June red raspberry, which originated

on the station grounds, is almost equal in
vigor to the Cuthbert and by several days
the earliest variety. Altogether it is consid-
ered good for early market.
Plum Farmer has made the best showing

of any black-cap tested. I have it on my
grounds, and all I object to is the name.
The Himalaya blackberry was introduced by
Luther Burbank. The claims made for it

are very tempting. Its behavior, however,
has been disappointing. The finiit is large,

but quality poor. Perfection currant is well

spoken of. It is worth a trial.

The Scallion Problem Again
Further inquiries have come in regarding

the causes that make onions grow thick-

necked rather than produce nice well-finished

bulbs.

The finest-shaped and most solid bulbs
with the smallest tops which I ever grew
were produced from Prizetaker seed sown
directly in open ground in early spring, in

sandy loa-ra (in New Jersey) that had but
a very moderate supply of humus, and was
manured with a fair amount of poultry-

manure and commercial fertilizers, including
some nitrate of soda. This was, I believe,

the second year after that variety was first

introduced. There was no tendency then to

make thick-necked or "scallion" onions.

Possibly the tendency has increased since.

Undoubtedly such a tendency is inherited

in some strains of onions. Then the trovible

is in the seed, dormant perhaps, but sure to

crop out when soil and weather conditions

favor this development.
My experience is that soils in which humus

predominates, as in mucky and peaty soils,

scallions are far more liable to be found than
in soils less abundantly supplied with decay-

ir,

The Planet Jr No 7 2 two-
row Pivot-Wheel Cultivator, Plow, Furrower and

Eidger is the greatest implement ever invented for saving time and
money on large crops.

Works two rows at one passage, all widths from 28 to

44 inches,—and what's more, works crooked rows, and rows
of irregular width ; and surprises everyone in check-rows.
Cultivates crops up to 5 feet high. Covers two furrows
of manure, potatoes or seed at a time. Never leaves
open furrows next to plants. The Planet Jr is designed
and built by a practical farmer and manufacturer. It

simplifies the work and prepares for big results.

'Strong, compact and lasting. Fully guaranteed.
Write today for igii illustrated catalogue of all
Planet Jrs, including 55 kinds of horse and
hand implements for every farm and gar-
den need. Mailed free.

S L Allen & Co
^^V/ .'SKT ' /f lHi%^ Box 1107F Philadelphia

ing organic matter. If we put extra doses

of nitrates in the muck and peat soils, we
increase the chances for scallions, especially

in a wet season. I have never been able to

put too much humus or too much nitrogen

into my rather strong loam, but I try to have
a proper balance of plant-foods and always

a free supply of the mineral elements. If I

had to plant on muck, unless very sandy, I

would try to use more wood-ashes or potash

and phosphoric acid in commercial chemical

forms, and less of nitrates or of bulky and
nitrogenous manures. A fertilizer answering
the formula S-8-5 may be applied at the rate

of five hundred to one thousand pounds per

acre with perfect safety.

The New Burch
PLOW

Blue-Grass Sod for Onions
An Iowa reader wants to know how to

grow onions on a piece of blue-grass sod.

If rich or well enriched, it may do first rate,

provided that we can get a nice mellow
seed-bed on top, even if only a few inches in

depth. Onions do not require a very deep

soil. Sometimes big crops are raised on rich

sod land without additional manuring, but I

prefer to use stable manure, plowed under.

Poultry-manure scattered on top and thor-

oughly harrowed in is usually of great help.

Half a ton or more of a good complete

fertilizer, say 6-8-8 or 6-8-10, per acre often

gives good results. In some cases lime is

needed or helpful. We cannot always tell

just what is needed.

An acre of land contains 43,360 square

feet If I wish to measure the area of a

piece of ground, I do so by stepping it off,

taking large steps and figuring it out on the

basis of three feet to the step. It comes very
close to the truth.

Watermelons After Watermelons
A Kentucky reader inquires whether it

would be safe to plant watermelons on

ground where watermelons were grown last

year. Rotation of crops is always safe, but

watermelons on the same piece of ground
I cannot see any special risk in growing
for two or more seasons. Muskmelon-grow-
ers in this county often raise this crop for

many years continuously on the same ground
with success. Why should watermelons do
differently ?

There are certain contingencies, however,

that would introduce risk into this plan

—

diseases and insects. Where these are prev-

alent from year to year a shift of ground
might be better.

Easy
on Man
and Beast

OVER FIFTY YEARS EXPERIENCE
in making good plows are back of the construction of fhe New
Bnrch. Thousands in use giving best of satisfaction. Every

plow is fully guaranteed. For detail construction, ma-
terials, and fiill information, write for our FREE CATALOG.

SPECIAL FEATURES made right or left hand;

has our famous short beam (steel or wood), which gives the

plow a light draft. The lone Iiantllea, firmly braced, give

the plowman the advantage of leverage, making it easy to han-

dle. The point is high in center, rans square in furrow,

does all the cutting, and frees the monldhoard of th.e strain

of cutting and lifting. The wide 'bottom, high and straight

landside, independent shoe, make it run smooth and steady.

ALL GOOD DEALERS HANDLE rf-THE PRICE IS RIGHT.

THE BURCH PLOW WORKS CO. ISE's'V-SlfollL

BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY
potatoes, tomatoes, cucumbers, cantaloupe, small

fruits, orchards, can be sprayed at slight, com-
parative cost for protection against blight,

bugs, scale, etc., witb an "IRON AGE" SPRAYER.
Also, actually increases the yield. The machine
is adjustable to various width rows — solution

thoroughly mixed— delivered in a fine" spray
that covers the plant— single or double acting

pumps—three, four, six or seven rows—one or two horses—55

or 100 gallon steel or wood tanks. Has orchard attachment

Farm and Garden Tools

and manv others.

are practical, effective, economical.
They give permanent satisfaction

We have been making the de-
pendable kind for 75 years.
Formulae for solutions fur- ^
n ished on application. Write
for our free Ann iversaryCafc-

,
alog showing potato ma- ^
chinery, horse hoes, culti- E....— . .,

,

J
vators and complete line of garden drills, wheel hoes, orchard

' BATEWAN M'F'G CO.,Bo» 1389,Grentflcli.H.J. |

How Do You Dig Potatoes?
This Digger is as necessary as a cnltivator. Don't hold

to old fashioned, expensive ways, when a postal win
bring you the explaining catalogue of the

Farquhar Elevator Digger
Thifl 19 the successful digger you have
heard about. It means less work,
quicker work, and added profits of
15 cents a bushel. We have a full

line of diggers suitable for any size
field. They make good, are inex-
pensive, and will repay their cost
in one season. At least send for
the catalogue—do that now.

A. B. Farquhar Cox Ll<ti

Box220 Yorll,

WONPERFUI.
FALL-BEARING Strawbory

Late and Elarly Tomatoes
My advice to readers is to try, for once at

least, the Ponderosa and the Tenderloin

tomatoes, and see if they are not of particu-

larly fine quality. For a late tomato to

satisfy late calls from customers that require

quality, these two sorts, or others of the

same type, may answer to perfection. They
are especially fine for slicing, to be eaten

raw. One specimen of the Ponderosa, last

summer, was sufficient to give a generous
dish of sliced tomato for each member of

our family of six.

For real business tomatoes, here in our

short seasons, we must still rely on those of

the Earliana type, of which we have very
fine strains, that give us good-sized and very
solid fruit. In short, the early tomatoes are
our real money-makers.

Buying Garden-Seeds and Fruit

Trees
A reader in Ohio asks me to tell him

where he can procure good garden-seeds and
fruit-trees true to name. It is easy enough
to get good garden-seeds. Apply to any
seedsman whose advertisements you find in

the columns of Farm and Fireside. You
can get good seeds from any of them.
You will have to be careful about nursery-

men. Some have a bad habit of substituting

one variety for another, when short.

Advertisers in Farm and Fireside can be

depended on.

Lettuce Experience

LAST season we received good profit from
our crop of Grand Rapids lettuce grown

in frames and in a cheap structure of a

greenhouse covered with sash, depending on
sunlight for heat, with only a stove to

prevent freezing during severe cold spells

in the spring—better profit, in fact, than

from that grown in a substantial greenhouse,

earlier, with hot-water heat ; for the price

for the greenhouse crop was lower at the

season when we got the crop, besides having

the expense for fuel and extra care and
attention in fighting aphis or green fly

charged to its account.

We get best results from sowing our

Grand Rapids lettuce-seed rather thinly in

frames during the latter part of September
and early in October and covering with sash

when severe freezing weather comes. In

this way we manage to always have a supply

of plants ready. Sometimes we have to pry

up the soil with plants when frozen and take

it to the greenhouse to thav.', but these plants

grown in frames always save several weeks
growing and valuable space in the green-

house, and they are always ready when
wanted. C. Weckesser.

Fruits inFall offlrstyear andin Spring and FAli
ofaecondyear. Better than a sold
mine. 60Q plants set in Spring of 1910
produced In Aug., Sept., Oct. and
Nov. nearly 400 quarts, wtLich
sold at 40c to 50c per qt, netting
us over S2,000 to the acre.
We are headquarters for these
plants. Also all other Berry Plants
—Plum Farmer, Idaho and Royal
Purple Raspberries, Norwood and
Early Ozark Strawberries. Hastings
Potato. 28 years experience. Catalog will be sent you
tree. Write to-day- t. J. fwiiEir, B«u ITSPbuiiu. H.V

QPRAV FRurrs andO*^ i:v.*^ |l ,FIELD CROPS
I ftod do whitewMhmg In most effectual, ecoDomlcftl,
rspid vKy. fifttiifaotioD guu-tmUed. BROWN'S

'

power'* Auto-Sprays
f Ifo. 1, shown here, is fitted with Auto-Pop No;zlc—

' doog work of 3 ordinary eprayere- EadorBed by Et-
' perimeat Stations Knd 3^x>,U<X> others. 40 etyleaaiid

f Bices of bud and pow«r sprayers—«leo pricea
aod valuable spraying gaii^ in our Freo Boolt.

Writ* postal now.

THE E. C. BROWN COMPANY
18 Ja; St, SoobMUT, n. X,

SEED CORNJOATS AND POTATOES
Beid'B Dent A white Gap, ear or ehelled. Extra

fine Swedish Select and Sensation Oats. Early Ohio
potatoes. Satisfaction guaranteed. Price list free.
C. C. VALE. R. F. P. Wo. 6. NEW CARLISLE, OHIO

CTDAWDCDQV Dl AMTC 44 Money Making Tarietiee. Second-
O I llAllDCnn I rLAII I 0 crop seed potatoes, seed com. Aspar-
ftgos roots. Write to-day for bargain Catalog that fully, describes

tlie best stock. 31 years in bufliness. J. W. Hailj Marlon Sta. Md.

BEST SEED POTATOES ,o^-fe?e^
A. G. AIDRIDGE. Fiiher't. Ontario Comly. N. Y.

SEED
, Cabbage Seed—We GUI
ply largest growers In U.

!

Cauliflower— D a n 1 s

!

grown, large, fertile seed.
Onion Seed—No cleaner, truer seed.
Cucumber Seed—White as chalk.
Also pedigreed Peas, Beane and Sweet Com. About
a usual prices. We sell direct—no middlemen. Write.
rOHREST SEED CO., Box 38 Cortland, H.Y.

Take No Chances

What is the use in taking chances
on buying farm implements? They
should have the unqualified endorse-
ment not only of users who know a
good tool when they use it, but they
should be so warranted by the makers
that the purchaser runs no risks.

Buckeye Cultivators have been on the

market for more than half a century;
the line is the most complete on the

market; they are used by the most
successful farmers in every land

;

they are gaining in popularity every
year. Isn't this a sure indication that

they are built right, that they do the

best possible work with the least

expenditure of time and labor, that

they require very little for repairs

and that they are made by men who
know how? Not only is that true,

but they are made by The American
Seeding-Machine Co., Incorporated,
Springfield, Ohio, who place such a

strong warranty on them that no risk

whatever is taken b}' the purchaser.
Write to them for Buckeye Cultivator
pamphlets and then go to your local

dealer and insist on seeing Buckeye
Cultivators. Should he be unwilling
to supply 3'ou with a Buckeye, tell the
makers about it and they will see that

you get:.-w33at-:y©e:-want?=3r .i .^isasK :
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Use a HERCULES
AI!-Steel Triple-Power

Stump Puller on
30 Days' Free Trial
Clear up yout stumpy fields at our risk now

with a famous Hercules on 30 days' Free Trial.
Test it on your place at our risk. PuUs stumps
out, roots and all. 400^ stronger than any
other puller made. Triple power attachment
means one-third greater puU. The only stump
puller guaranteed for 3 years. Only one with
Double Safety Ratchets. Only one with all

bearings and working parts turned, finished
and machined, reducing friction. Increasing
power, making n it extremely light-running.

Hitch on to any stump
400%
More
Power

and the

Stump isBound

to Come
Also pulls largest-

sized green trees,
hedgerows,
etc.Don'trisk
dangerous
and costly
dynamite. It
only shatters

stump and leaves
roats In ground.
Save big money
by getting our

CDCI? ll^r\l<rQ free trial offer. Also
FIxJZiJC* MJxJKJSSSj special proposition to
first buyers where we have no agents. Write us a
postal card today. Addlress

HERCULES MANUFACTURING CO.
178 17th Street, CentervUIe, Iowa

Farmer
BOY'S
$1000^

For a single ear of corn
S, 000smallerprizes
By the man who has

given more prizes and more fine corn than
any other man in the world. Get ready for
the contest. AU particulars and a big
package of pedigree seed corn free. Address

WILLB.OTWELL. CarlinvUIe.IIIinois

SBELL'S SEE
For only 10c we send five

packetsFlowerSeeds or five

packets Vegetable Seeds
and then return the money
in the form of a Due Bill

good for 10c to apply on
any order amounting
to 50c or more.
We also send free our
large 104 page 5<r^(i .,4 K-
nual, quotingfresA,vita I

Michigan-grown seeds at very
moderate prices. Perfect satisfac
tion or money refunded. Send to-day.

S. M. ISBELL & CO., SEEDSMEN
Box 340 JACKSON. MICH.

12 FRUIT TREES FOR 98c
1 Roosevelt, 1 Bradshaw Plum, 1

Niagara Peach, 1 Bing, 1 Hapo-
leon, 1 Montmorency Cherry, 1

Baldwin, 1 Mclntoah, 1 King
Apple, 1 Orange Quince, 1 BarWett,
1 Seckel Pear. All first class trees,

2 yr., 4 ft. hi^h for 98c. Everybody
write for free illustrated catalogue.

Maloney Bros. 6 Wells, Box 1< DainsvUle, N. V.

VICK'S
Garden and Floral

GUIDE for 1911
Ready now. As always, the authority on what, how,
when and where to plant. Sent Free.
¥7 A OIV^ Clli'irr\CHeadauartersfor Alfalfa,r AIVlVl Or^r.JLyO Olover, all hay and pas-
ture mixtures, Beans, Cabbage, Corn, Oats, Onions, Pota-
toes and all farm seeds in large or small quantities at
lowest market prices for absolutely highest quality. Your
copy of the Guide is waiting for you. Write for it to-day.

JAS. VICK'S SONS> 415 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.
HOW TO MAKE THEM PAY.
The pleasures, the work and the
profits of bee keeping are fully cov-

ered in ^^Gleanings in Bee Culture." 6 months trial
subscription 25 cents. Write for book on Bees and
free catalog—both free.
THE A. I. ROOT COMPAXY, Box 47, Medina, Ohio

BEES

450,000
800 Varieties. Also Grapes. Small Fruits, etc. Best
rooted stock. Genuine, cheap. 2 sample currants mailed for 10c.
Catalog free. tEWIS ROESOH & soy. Box E, Fredonln, M. Y.

SCARFF'S Berry Plants
1000 aorea devoted to the growing of SoarH's fruiting

strains of small fruit plants, fruit trees, farm seeds, gar-
den roots, etc. Our free catalog will surely please you
and save you money. Write for your copy to-day.

W. jsr. SCABFF. Kew Carlisle, Ohio

GLOVER \ TmOTHY Uttil
Cheapest and Best Seeding Known

Alsike, Olover and Timothy mixed. Fully J Alsike, a
great bargain. Most wonderful hay and pasture com-
bination that grows. Write for Free Sampre and our
large 76-page catalog describing this wonderful grass
mixture. Far ahead of anything you can sow and ridic-
ulously cheap. Bo convinced.

A. A. Berry Seed Co., S42 Clarinda, Iowa

Little Giant Seeder
FOR BROADOASTINB

,
It broadcasts accurately ^ seeds which

you've always sown some slower, more
costly way. Insures even stand of grain.

Lasts a life time I Steel frame and
bearings. Hand hold, body shield
force feed I Paysfor itself every acre
sown. On the market 20 years,

THIS BOOK FREE- GlTeaBcien-
ttfio iDformnlion on ralaing of t;m-

_
othy, clover, alfalfa, flax, etc., and

- full description ot our aeeder.

Little Giant SeeJer Co.
I. oO at Dealers or 318 Market St.
leut prepaid If he No. Manchester, Ind.

hasn't it.

er Co.

Ind.
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Fruit-Growing
Kv^if^-i-"^*^^^Bs * ^ar^

Pruning—How and When
THIS article is written to serve as a

guide to readers of Farm and Fireside
regarding the correct methods of prun-

ing as practised by many of the successful

fruit-growers in the Pacific Northwest.
Pruning is one of the essential factors in

aiding the growing of the large red apple

so famous in this section. While a report

of this kind cannot cover the broad subject

of pruning completel}', it aims to present the
kernel of the whole proposition, and the
points discussed are well worth the careful

consideration of all, whether pioneers or

beginners in the business.

While no fixed rules can be given regard-
ing pruning, that will apply to every tree,

everywhere, there are, however, a few prin-

ciples which, if kept in mind by the operator,

will facilitate matters considerably. Each
tree offers problems peculiar to itself that

can be solved only by the good judgment of

the man with the pruning-shears ; but the

following points should be observed in every
case.

In the Young Orchard

1. A balance between the top and roots
should be restored before planting the young
tree. This point is of paramount importance
to the beginner. In the nursery, the equili-

brium between root and top has been dis-

turbed by clipping off many of the feeding

roots, and in order to overcome this defect,

the grower should cut back the top accord-
ingly.

2. Regulate the number of limbs by dis-

tributing them at proper distances from the

ground and doing away with weak crotches.

This can be done more economically at the

time of planting. If one-year-old trees are

used, they should be cut back to within thirty

inches from the ground. Four to five scaf-

fold limbs are all that are necessary to make
a well-balanced tree. If a low-headed tree

is preferred, let the first scaffold limb come
out fifteen inches from the ground. This
leaves fifteen inches in which to distribute

the other three or four branches. All buds
should be pinched off lower than fifteen

inches from the ground. Avoid allowing
two- of the limbs coming out in one place,

as poor crotches result.

.3. Obtain an open-centered tree, in order

to facilitate sunlight, which is essential for

the proper coloring of the apple. Highly-
colored apples bring top prices in most mar-
kets. In order to show the importance that

color has in the selling of the apple, Mr. Frazer
of New York makes the following statement :

"The question was asked, 'Is a fine color of

more importance than flavor?' From a total

of one hundred and eight replies from rep-

resentative commission men in all the leading

fruit markets of the United States, sixty-

three per cent, consider fine color to be of

more importance than flavor."

In the Bearing Orchard

1. All crossing limbs should be removed.
Spraying is quite an item in the expense of

an orchard, and with all superfluous limbs
removed before the application, less material
will be needed.

2. Prune to encourage the production of

fruit rather than wood.
3. Prune to prevent the lower limbs from

hindering cultivation ; the upper ones from
growing out of easy reach for spraying and
picking.

4. Prune to prevent the "off year habit"

in trees.

5. Prune to correct too compact or too

spreading growth of top.

If the grower strives to master the art of
pruning, his success will be based on the
observance of the above-mentioned rules.

Since pruning is such a vital factor in

the development of a commercial orchard,

the time of performing said operation is of

vital importance. Hence the necessity of

drawing comparisons between winter and
summer pruning.

Winter Versus Summer Pruning

The practice from time immemorial has
been to prune the orchard in the winter. In
the minds of many manipulators, no other
reason is known aside from that of con-
venience. The growers should know the

principles involved and when winter pruning
may with profit be exchanged for summer
pruning.

Generally speaking, an apple-tree may be
pruned in any month during the winter with-
out any serious injury, but experiments have
proved that there is a definite time during
the winter months when it may be done more
advantageously—in late winter or early

spring. At either of these times the flow of

sap is not far distant and the wound heals

quicker, thus preventing excessive drying.

It is not good policy to prune in mid-winter
as the wounds remain too long exposed to

the action of the rains, winds, etc., before
healing takes place. Early winter pruning
or soon after the leaves fall is preferable

to that of mid-winter, since there is usually

[concluded on page 11]

Raise Oats
follow the oats with clover and plow the sod
for corn. You will find this rotation a paying one,

especially if you leave all the roughage on the ground,

but—you can do better. On the oats use

Let it {orm at least 6% of a complete fertilizer, applied 250 to 500 lbs. to

the acre. It will make heavy oats and set the clover.

Write for valuable free booklets on how to make filler-free fertilizers

for different farm crops.

We sell Potash direct, or you can get it through your dealer.

Ask for prices, on any amount.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Incorporated

Baltimore—Continental Butldlnii

Chlcaifo—Monadnock Block

New Orleans

—

Whitney Central Bank Building

Available
Nitrogen s

is the thing in practical

fertilizing.

Nitrate of Soda
is the cheapest and most available

form of Nitrogen for all crops.

"The Cost of Available Nitrate," Sent Free
It is worth dollars to you. In this book Prof. Voorhees

shows how the American farmer could have saved
$17,000,000 on the cost of nitrogen in igog. Address

Dr. William S. Myers, Director of Propaitanda 71 Nassaa Street

No Branch OHlces NEW YORK

Hardy **Blizzard Belt"
Giant Strawberry Plants
Everybody likes fine strawberries, and to prove that our new
GIANT variety is the largest and strongest grower, as well as
the heaviest fruiter, we oflfer to send you TWO PLANTS (worth
30 cents) absolutely FREE. We have picked la quarts of fine

berries from a test bed grown from but two GIANT plants set
the year before. You can do as well, and at the saine time raise
young plants for a new bed. If you care to send 10 cents for
mailing expense, we will add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old, and send all to you at proper planting time in the spring.
It will pay you to get acquainted with our "HARDY BLIZZARD
BELT" Trees and Plants. Write to-day and we will reserve the
plants for you and send you our catalog by next mail. Address

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 332 Osage, Iowa

Every American Planter knows that

Burpee's Seeds Grow!
BUT—do You know why they are the Best Seeds that can be grown for planting

in 1911? Our address is W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Burpee Buildings,

Philadelphia. Send us your address, and we shall mail, without cost, a copy of

The Leading American Seed catalog for 191], a bright New Book of

174 pages that tells The Plain Truth About THE BURPEE-QUAUTY SEEDS

The One
:ai*aain of 1911
Pfoved on Thirty Days Free Trial—Mo Money Down
Cash or Credit—Long Guarantee—and Freight Paid

No other harrow can equal this original tongueless disc for quality.
And our factory price makes it the leader in value. It's the only
genuine tongueless disc— all others are imitations and don't save
your time or horses or money. We let you prove the superiority

of the Detroit-American on our real free trial—no money in

advance, no deposit and we pay th« freight. If you decide to keep
the machine after the trial send money or pay on time. Eithei

.
way, our unlimited-time guarantee protects you forever. Get our
book and price before you take a step towards buying any harrow.

Detroit-American ^"S"'^
Ss the only all steel ton£ueles3 disc made. This means no breakage, no'
repairs or costly delays in busy season. Read about its light draft, strength,
durability and efficiency. Wide tired steel wheels—high arched axle—flex-

ible pivot—uniform cutting steel disc sections which do not strike together
in the center. End thrust taken up by hard maple ring bearings. Steel
separators between blades. Pipe oilers. Long blade scrapers.

Get the barrow you want— 16 sizes cutting from 4 to 10 feet in width,
with 16, 18 or 20-inch blades. Cutaway or regular
round disc blades furnished as ordered. We give you
everything anybody else does and more. A better

barrow— a bed-rock factory price—a real free trial

—

cash or credit—unlimited time guarantee and we pay
the freight. ' Send coupon or postal right now for best
book and prices on harrows—also Detroit-American
Manure Spreaders and Cultivators. Address

AMERICAN HARROW COMPANY -9 ^ Here'
6940 Hastings Street Detroit, Michigan uertulne—<

—
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The largest grower
ofpure Alfalfa Clover,

Tlmotby, Bed, Alslke and
Mammoth Clovers.
kinds the gentleman farmer

and the farmer who respects his
lands wants to sow on account of

their ahsolut© purity, namely 99.80
and 100 per cent, growth.
The kind America's famous agri-

culturist, Ex-Gov. Hoard, of Wis-
consin, endorses, sows and praises.

Salzer's Seed Catalog Free
It's the most original seed book pub-
lished, bristling with seed truths, and
18 mailed free to intending 'purchas-

ers. Or remit 10c in stamps for 10
pkgs. remarkable farmseedsam-
ples, including oxu" famous Alfal-
fa,BUllon Donar Grass,Speltz,etc.

JOHM A. SALZER SEED CO.
1 1 0 So> SHi Straal LaCrrase, Wis.

CULTIVATE OFTEH
I
and you hold the moietare
1q the ground. Caltivate
shallow or deep as the crop
neede it aiid you release the
forgotten or uuknown soil

properties which are ueeded
to make the crop grow prop-
erly. We have been makini
farm toola for 75 years aii<

think we have es good a line
of Elding Cultivators as you
need to chooao from.

UH^AQE RIDING ClllTiytTORS
are iong-lived machine*—adjufitable for rows 28 to 50
inches, wkile in motion—teeth adjustable for depth and
ftngle—pivot or fixed wheel, one row or two—high or low

wheels—work well on hillsides—farm cloae
and true. A complete line. Our Anniver-
sary Catalog will show yon—also, potato
machinery, garden wheel hoes and driUs,

etc. Address
BATEMAN M'F'G CO.

Bo« 1387 GRENLOCH^.J.1
TREE5atL0WPRICESj

Direct from Grower
Send for illustrated catalog of frnit and

\

ornamental trees, vines, shmhs, roses.

Healthy, High-^rade Quality Stock. Gov-
ernment Inspected. Anything

, _ that doesn't grow replaced free.

GROVER NURSERY CO.
TREt:> y 80 Trust Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

SCARFF'S Garden Roots
Great profit in growing SoarfE's market strains of rhu-

barb, asparagus, horse radish, sage, etc. Best money mak-
ing varieties. 1000 Acre Farm devoted to growing finest
fmit plants, trees and farm seeds, a splendid catalog free.

W. 3f. 8CARFF, Xew OarUsle, Ohio

Garden and Orchard

The Newest in Pomological

Progress
ROCHESTER. New York, has often been

called the "Mecca" of the fruit-grower.

The Empire State is undoubtedly the
only state in the Union that can boast of the
possession of two such big

.
organizations of

fruit-growers as the New York State Fruit-
Growerg' Association and the Western New
York Horticultural Society, each one having
a membership of one thousand or more. But
the Empire State also has two institutions

that are the leaders in thought, investigation
and progress ; the state experiment station

at Geneva, under Doctor Jordan, and the
Cornell College of Agriculture, with its

experiment station, under Dootor Bailey.

At the last meeting of these two fruit-

growers organizations (1910) it appeared
to have become settled that lime-sulphur
solutions or compounds have crowded nearly
all other spray materials, as winter sprays,

out of general use and favor. The last meet-
ing of the state fruit-growers, held January
4th to 6th of this year, seemed to settle the
final fate of the old and once so popular
Bordeaux mixture, and likewise of Paris
green. This brings the lime-sulphur solution

to the front even as a summer spray, with
arsenate of lead as the chief, almost only,

poison for general uses. To the older readers
of Farm and Fireside this should not be
much of a surprise. I have freely given
expression to my belief, in these columns,
that this was the drift of the evolution of
our spraying practices.

A number of fundamental propositions

tested in thorough and extensive trials,

especially by Professor Whetzel of Cornell,

may now be accepted as probable or settled

facts. Among them is that home-made
concentrated solutions are not only as

effective as the commercial ones, but con-
siderably less expensive : also, that the com-
mercial solutions are perfectly reliable and
often more readily available than the home-
made solutions. It is further settled that

A live man in your neigh-

borhood can create a good
business for himself by
selling our fertilizers.

They are rightly balanced

and blended to improve

both crops and soil. They
are well known and pop-

ular, hence sell readily to

progressive farmers.

We are among the largest manufact-

urers in the world. Our factories

never shut down.

Send for free Booklet and ask for

Agency today; address nearest office.

The American Agricultural Chemical Company
Baltimore,

Boston,

Boffalo,

Cincinnati,

Cleveland,

Detroit.

JacksonTille,

Los Angeles,

Philadelphia,

New York,
Savannah,
St. Loids.

PEACH TREES
and save disappointment.

800,000 Peaches 5 to 7 feet 9c. ; 4 to 5 ft. 8c. ; 3 to 4 ft. 6c. ; 2
to 3 ft. 4c. ; 2 to 3 ft. light 3c. 200,000 Apples. 50,000 Pears,
50,000 Plums, 100,000 Cherry, 300,000 Carolina Poplar, and
millions of Grape and Small Fruits. Secure varieties now
pay in Spring:. Buy from the man who has the goods

Catalogue Free to everybody. Sheerin's Wholesale Nurseries, DansviUe, N. Y.

For Orchardand Farm,
All srennine "Oataways" are intense cnltivators and
will increase your cropa 25 to 50 per cent. Our Double
Action "Cutaway" Harrow is a wonderful invention
—can be used In field or orchard. Perfect center
draft. Drawn by two medium -horses will move the
earth twice on every trip. We can prove it.

**Intensive Cultivation»" our new catalogue is Free.
Send tor it today.

CUTAWAY HARROW CO.. 854 Mam St. Higguom. Cobb.

arsenate of lead can be safely combined with
lime-sulphur solution and that, in fact, the
addition of two pounds or more of that
poison to fifty gallons of the spray solution
will about double the fungicidal value of the
lime-sulphur, besides adding to it its certain
insect-killing qualities. Almost all of our
fungous pests and all leaf-eating insects can
be controlled by the use of this combination,
if applied at the right time.

The lime-sulphur compounds, made after
the older formula, had to be used at once
and as hot as possible. The newer concen-
trates can be used cold, diluted with cold
water, and stored in tight barrels or other
receptacles for a considerable length of time,

even for another year's use.

Controlling Pear-Psylla

The pear-Psylla has been quite destructive
in some of the New York pear-orchards.
Professors Whetzel and Hedrick, the latter

of the Geneva station, now recommend
scraping all the rough bark off the pear-
trees, then gathering the scrapings and burn-
ing them. Many of the winged adult Psylte
are hidden in that bark. Some growers have
left the bark in the orchard, but gave it a
thorough spraying with whale-oil soap and
kerosene emulsion or miscible oils, at the
same time spraying the trees, covering trunk
and larger limbs thoroughly. Spraying with
lime-sulphur, winter strength, say one to

eight or nine, as late as possible, but so as
to have finished just before the tips of the
leaves appear, will kill the eggs and control
the pest.

Entomologist Professor Parrot spoke of
the false tarnished plant-bug as having done
considerable damage in pear-orchards. It

is the cause of knotty, gnarly pears. In a

large orchard in Lockport, New York,
seventy-five per cent, of the fruit was
affected. He believes that this bug can be
controlled by the same means recommended
for the pear-Psylla.

Some Promising New Fruits

Among the newer fruits which have been
found promising at the Geneva station are

mentioned : Illinois peach, ripening just

before Early Crawford, free-stone, of good
quality, above m.edium size, almost free from
brown rot and an early bearer ; Deacon
Jones apple, large with large core, mild sub-

acid, of good quality, tree an early and
regular bearer

;
Wagener Improved apple,

larger than the old Wagener and promising

;

Rome (or Rome Beauty) apple, large, of

good quality, handsome, a good shipper and
hangs better to the tree than any other

apple except Deacon Jones : tree an early

bearer, and fruit a good seller at good prices.

Orchard Cover Crops

A number of plants were mentioned as

suitable for orchard cover crops, among
them oats, oats and peas. Mammoth clover,

Crimson clover and finally vetch, either alone

or in combination with rye. This last makes
undoubtedly a superior cover crop and is

everywhere considered as the best for

orchards. Sow it the last week in July or

the first week in August, one half bushel per
acre. The seed is as yet mostly imported
and last year cost eight and a half cents per
pound.
Vetch is used in the fall as a robber

crop, checking the growth of the trees ; dur-
ing winter as a blanket, and in spring as a

manure crop. Mr. Bassett tells of winter-
vetch plants having grown twelve feet long
from root to tip end.

The Box-Pack Problem

Eastern apple-growers apparently begin to

realize the need of greater efforts in meeting
Western competition. It becomes plainer

every day that the box-pack must take the
place of the barrel-pack for fancy varieties

in the East. What chance has a barrel of
even high-quality western New York apples
packed in the usual "loose" manner,
especially with a lot of culls in the center,

against the snugly-packed box of beautiful

Western fruit? About the same as a person,

even if in the prime of manhood, but
equipped with an old rusty muzzle-loader,
has against a physically much weaker person
armed with a modern repeating-rifle.

For cooking apples, says Professor Wilson,
the barrel is a good enough package. But we
have in the East a large number of fancy
varieties for which the box package is better

adapted, such as Spy, Mcintosh, Fameuse,
Jonathan, King, Rome, Yellow Newtown,
etc., also a number for either box or barrel

packing, like Baldwin, Greening, King.
The Pomological Department of Cornell

University has issued a circular on packing
apples in boxes for free distribution in New
York State. It gives plain instructions and
illustrations of both the Cornell packing-table

and the nailing-press.

The right size or sizes of the apple-box is

as yet the bone of contention between East-

ern and Western apple-gpowers, and the
stumbling-block in the way of the passage
of the Lafean apple bill still pending in the

House of Representatives. The East wants
the full bushel box, while the West has a

short box in two sizes—namely, the standard,

being ten and one half by eleven and one
half by eighteen inches, and the special,

being ten by eleven by twenty inches. These
two sizes seem to be best adapted for pack-

ing the Western apples. T. Greixer.

SPLENDID CROPS
Jn^Saskatchewan (Western Canada)

800 Bushels From 20 Acres
of wheat was the thresher's to.
tarn from aUoydm inster farm
in the season of 1910. Many
fields in that as well as other
districts yielded from 2S to 35
bushels of wheat to the acre.
Other grains in proportion.

Large Profits
are tbus derived from theFREE HOMESTEADLANDS of Weetern Canada.

Thie excellent ehowing oaoeea prices
to advance. Laud values should double
in two years' time.
Grain growing, mixed farming-*

cattle raisins and dairying are all
profitable. FreeHomesteads of 160
acres are to be bad in tbe very best
districts; 160-acre pre-emptlona at
$3.00 per acre within certain areas*
Schools and churches in every Bet-
tlement. climate unexcelled* sou
the richest; wood, water andbuUd*
in«r material plentiful.
For low settleri' railway rstei and lllnrtrft*

ted pamptilet, "Lovt B«st Week," ftndotherin-
formatioD. writotoSiip't ot hamif., Otbiwa.
Can., or Can. Gov't Agt. (52)

Canadian Government Agent. 413 Gardnet
Bldg., Toledo, Ohio, orKoom 30 Syracusa

Savingf Back Bldg., Syracuse, N.T.

BUY YOUR LAND
WHERE THE
PRACTICAL
FARMER BUYS
We have sold 30,000 acres to hard-beaded, prac-

tical farmers. Ten and twenty acre tracts are
making men rich in th.e Texas Gulf Coast. 25c a
day buys one of our best ten acre farms. Three
crops a year on tbe same soil. No irrigation or
fertilization. Satsuma oranges produce $1,200 an
acre, strawberries and early vegetables net $500
and S700 per acre and upwards. Perfect climate
owing to constant Gulf Breeze. Splendid trans-
portation, rail and water. Free Life Insurance
features. Write for Free Book, "Independence
on Ten Acres."

TEXAS-GULF FRUIT LAND COMPANY
424 Royal Ins. Bldg., Chicago, III.

ALFALFA
All Northern grown, guaranteed to be 99 per cent

pure and free from dodder. Write for free sample
on which we invite you to get Government tests.
This seed should produce hay at S60 per acre annually.
Free instructions on growing.

GRAIN AND GRASS SEED
Northern grown and of strongest vitalit;
le export grade only

suitable for any soils,

- - - „ - . . We han-
dle export grade only and can furnish grass mixture

' fe
'

SOY BEANS
Wing** Mikado, Sable
and Mongol are the
heaviest known yield-
ers. Are all our own

new varieties obtainable from us only. Mikado
has record of 37 bu. per acre. Will grow on poor
soil and greatly improve it. Write today for catalog.

WING SEED CO., Box 349, Mechanicsburg, O.

STUDY FARMING
Why not Icara the improved methods of in-

tensive, scientific africulrare at homcf Make
your farm pay more,

' "How to Make the Farm Pay More,"
VALUABLE BOOKLET FREE

explains clearly how you may bccogie an up-to-date,

'^scientific farmerwithouttheexpenseof foineawayto an
''

aericultural college. It tells how the agricultural college
is brought to your door. How you can increase the profits

on your crops and stocjf by a practical application of tbe
new agriculture. Here is jnst the opportunity you hare
been waiting foi—to learn at home under the direc-

tion of facu^ of experts from leading agricultural col-

leges. Send for free booklet today. Also special courses
in Poultry or Flowers for profit on a suburban lot

American Farmer's School
59 Laird Bldg« Minneapolis, Minn.

Four Magazines for $L00

THIS is the biggest value for $1.00 ever
offered. You can get the best City

Weekly, the best Farm Papers and the best
Home Magazine, together with an exquisite
Art Calendar, all for One Dollar, if you act at

once. Each comes for a whole year. You can
have them sent to one or to different addresses.

100 Papers at One Cent Each
Think of getting all these great papers and

magazines at this low price. Every one is a
paper of national reputation—large and well
printed—one that is sure to be of tremendous
interest; and usefulness to all the family. The
small sum of $1.00 will secure for every week of

the year an abundance of good reading, news
and useful information.

$100

OUR ORREPt
Chicago later Ocean and Fanner

1-Year Subscription—52 nos.

Farm and Fireside

l Year Subscription—24 nos.

The Uoosehold
1-Year Subscription—12 nos.

The Missoori Valley Farmer
1-Year Subscription—12 nos.

The 1911 Beanty Calendar
Packed in a tube, postage

prepaid.

Send foi* Them To-day
For One Dollar you will receive a subscrip-

tion to each of the four magazines for a whole
year, and the 1911 Beauty Calendar. This offer

is limited. You can have each paper sent to

any address you choose or all to your own ad-
dress. Subscriptions may be new or renewal.

FARM AND RRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

New or Renewal
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Potash Prices Please Farm-

ers and Dealers

Sales to them increase.

The long published statement regard-

ing the potash situation, signed by Mr.
Bradley and others, contains some near

truths, much argument and some opin-

ions of attorneys, the latter being

evidently influenced by their clients'

presentation of their troubles. All of

these need to be considered in connec-

tion- with the following facts

:

Mr. Robert Bradley did not sign the

contract July 1, 1909, but according to

Mr. Schmidtmann it was signed by Mr.
Peter Bradley in New York, August 18.

The statement of the Prussian Min-
ister of Commerce in the German Par-

liament on July 7th contained the fol-

lowing :

"Being a man of caution, I have al-

ready drawn up a prospective law,

which naturally I have not yet placed

before the Bundesrat. Now everybody
knows where he stands and can arrange
his business accordingly. Whether the

potash syndicate will be formed is not
material. The question rather is,

whether it will be possible to counter-

act the consequences detrimental to the

general welfare."
It is quite inconceivable that Mr.

Bradley should not know of this - on
August 18th, when the contract provid-

ing that "any export or import duties

or other governmental charges which
may hereafter become effective within

the life of the contract shall also be
paid by the buyer," was signed.

_

Under the circumstances the signing

was a speculation which so far has not
been successful, but he made a bad
guess on what was going to happen
and Mr. Schmidtmann out-traded him.
The other 68 buyers who see fit to

cast their lot in with Mr. Bradley had
contracts with the Sollstedt mine, which
did not expire until 1917. These con-
tracts guaranteed the average price

paid by the two greatest y\.merican fer-

tilizer corporations, and had they not
consented to change them the mine
(which had been purchased by another
American corporation, the International

Agricultural, of which Mr. Schmidt-
mann is president), would have been
obliged to pay the tax.

However, in September or October
they saw fit to sign supplemental con-
tracts in which they assumed all taxes
and other governmental charges, Ger-
man or American. They, too, made a

bad guess and were outwitted by Mr.
Schmidtmann.
The trade lists show about 600 fer-

tilizer manufacturers in the United
States, so that only about one-tenth of
them are represented in the present
contention. Among those who are not
asking the government for help in try-

ing to get an advantage over their

competitors is the Virginia-Carolina
Chemical Co., the largest fertilizer cor-

poration in America. On the contrary,
the German mine Einigkeit, controlled
by the Virginia-Carolina Co., recently
joined the potash syndicate.
Mr. Bradley's ideas on conservation

seem to consist mainly of "filler." The
fact that the law requires an increase
of at least five per cent, yearly in the
quantity mined proves that there is no
intention of limiting production. The
conservation policy of the law is that
the mining shall be so regulated that
mines more favorably situated shall

not export their products at a price
lower than the average cost of mining
and lower than that for which the Ger-
mans themselves can secure the same
products.
We have every reason to believe that

the German Foreign Minister did not
assure Ambassador Hill that "it would
not invalidate or impair the American
contracts," but that the assurance was
given that a provision would be made
so that the American buyers need not
pay more for their potash than had
been paid in previous years. This
promise was faithfully carried out and
this provision stands in the law, but the
buyers have never asked for the liberal

reductions which it permits.
Mr. Bradley dramatically inquires

:

"How, therefore, can Germany afford
to start a tariff war with the United
States?" Germany has no such inten-
tion. A small but noisy fraction of
the American fertilizer manufacturers
is trying to convince the American
government that it ought to start a
tariff war in order to get them out of
a bad bargain.
In the meantime, the potash business

is getting lots of effective advertising.
Farmers and dealers are buying direct
in greatly increased amounts at reduced
prices, and_ are quite satisfied with the
situation since it permits them to mix
their fertilizers at home at much less

cost than they can secure them in

ready mixed form.
German Kali Works.

By H. A. Huston, Secretary.

Pruning—How and When
[continued from page 9]

enough sap to start the callousing-over

process before severe winter comes on.

The effect of the annual winter pruning
of the tree is to produce wood rather than
fruit. In a thrifty, healthy, unpruned tree

there appears to be a balance between the

roots and the top of the tree, or, in other

words, a sufficient number of rootlets to

furnish every bud or growing part of the

tree with the necessary elements for plant

Jonathan Apple-Tree Before Summer
Pruning

growth. If too many of the large limbs are.

removed, there is a lack of equilibrium, and
when spring comes the roots still send up
more food material, thus causing more sap

pressure on each bud. As the amount of

pressure on the bud determines its rate of

growth, a longer shoot is the result. Thus
we can readily see why discretion should be
used in renovating old neglected orchards.

Neglected trees may be brought back into

a good state of bearing by removing only a

part of the wood the first year. If badly
neglected, two or three years should be used
in bringing the tree back to its natural self.

A too severe cutting back will result in a

thicket of water-sprouts.

Summer pruning heretofore has not been
generally practised in the United States.

One reason for this tardy adoption of it has
been that many growers did not know of

the method. Besides, there is real incon-

Same Tree After Summer Pruning - About
a Third of the Year's Growth Removed

venience to it. Usually during the summer
the grower is busy thinning, cultivating, etc.,

and does not care to take the time for the
necessary pinching or cutting back required.
However, summer pruning should be more
widely practised by orchardists, especially

by those in the Eastern states, for it not
only has a tendency to bring the tree into

earlier bearing, but actually increases the
yield, as indicated in data presented below.

If summer pruning is resorted to, the best
time to perform the operation is in July or
early August. At this time the tree has
practically finished growing for the year.

Success will depend largely upon when the

work is performed, for the following reasons :

If the pruning is done before the tree has
ceased growing, it will have a tendency to

force ont the adventitious buds and buds
below the cuts, which results in a growth
of shoots. On the other hand, if done too
late in the season, no opportunity is given
the buds to swell into fruit-buds, which is

the object sought by summer pruning.

If summer trimming is practised, the

tendency is to produce fruit rather than
wood. The principle involved is as follows

:

During the early summer much of the reserve

food is used by the tree in throwing out

leaves and making new growth. By removing
part of the growth at just the proper time,

some of this reserve food material will be
deposited in and behind the buds, causing

them to increase in size considerably, thus
producing fruit-buds.

During the past five years the horti-

cultural department of this institution has
been conducting experiments to determine
whether winter pruning presented any ad-

vantages over that of summer pruning and
vice versa. The trees under observation
were planted five years ago, and the prun-
ing began the first year. The following
figures show the difference in yield between
the winter and summer pruned trees, which
were grown under like conditions as regards
soil and climate :

Ten trees of the Wagener variety, winter
pruned, made a total yield of 261 pounds, an
average of 26.1 pounds per tree. Ten trees

of the same variety, summer pruned, yielde,d

543. 5 pounds, or an average of 54.3 pounds
per tree. That is to say, the summer-pruned
trees very nearly doubled the yield of the

winter pruned.
The ten winter-pruned Jonathan trees

yielded 252 pounds, or an average of 25.2

pounds per tree; 303 pounds were gathered
from the ten summer-pruned trees, making
an average of 30.3 pounds per tree. Prac-

tically one fourth more fruit was thus

obtained from the summer-pruned trees.

Note—The photographs illustrating this

article were loaned by the Horticultural
Department, University of Idaho.

Manuring Fruit-Trees

ON THE strong- loams at the Geneva sta-

tion clean tillage is the great factor in

producing good crops of apples ; of course,

in combination with spraying. Applications

of manures, of whatever kind, whether
organic or chemical, have given no appreci-

able results and been so much money and
effort wasted. But fruit-growers else-

where whose trees ai'e planted on sandy or
gravelly loams report good results from the
use of various forms of plant-foods. Mr.
Bassett of Michigan (secretary of the Mich-
igan Horticultural Society), who has sixty

acres all in orchard, keeps seven dairy cows,
feeds up the roughage on the place, buys hay
and grain, and sells milk. He thus secures

a good lot of manure, besides what he gets

in the form of cheniical fertilizers. He uses

no stable manure in his pear-orchard, how-
ever

;
only bone and potash, and clean tillage.

He gets good crops and has very little blight ,1

in the orchard. T. Greiner. |

Cherry Trees
for $1.95

SPECIAL OFFER
This very special collection of 10 Hardy Cherry

trees will be sent you for $1.95. The selections
were made by Mr. Green personally, as the result
of his 30 years' experience as a successful fruit
grower. Here is the list—there is none better-
all gilt-edged, first-class, largest size, 2-year-old
trees—and all for $1.95.

One Dyehouse, three Early Richmond, flv«
Montmorency, one English Morello. The true
vaiue of these is $2.25 according to Green's
*
'Direct to you" Prices, but others would charge
you much more.
Here is another—a Plum—bargain: Six first-

class Plum trees, medium size, worth $1.50;
Green's "Direct to you price, $1.00. The vari-
eties are as follows—l Burbank, 1 Abundance, 1
Niagara, 1 Bradshaw, 1 Lombard, 1 York State

" Prune—six in all.

^.5*75 pjF/cej arrm rwo^

mB£C7 TO ron

There are many other Bargain Collections of
trees to be found in our 1911 Catalogue—larger,
finer and better than ever before. Every tree we
send you is first-class, thrifty, north grown, triple
Inspected and guaranteed true to name.
We sell direct—have no agents—and our prices

are only one-half what agents charge. Read this

:

*'My trees arrived in good shape. They are fine,
better than some of my neighbor's treesi which
cost twice the price I paid."
Send today for our 1911 Catalogue to convince

yourself. We will also send you free our souvenir
book, **30 years with Fruits and Flowers."

GREEN'S NURSERY CO., Box ie, Rochosler, N.Y.

BUCKBEE'S SEEDS SUCCEIiDl

SPECIAL OFFE«3 ^Made to bnlld New Bngtness. A t...-. „„1 ^„ make you our permanent customer. 1

f Prize Ca^PCtlan^'^'"^' l'' varieties; let-
J
j-l l£,^ vmiCt^bWII^^,^ j2 kinds; Tomatoe«.U
the finest; Turnip, 7 splendid ;

Onion, 8 best varie-
ties; 10 Spring-Ooweplns Bulbs—65 varieties in all.

GUASANTEED TO PLEASE.

SEND 10 CENTS
to cover postage and packfog and receive thfs valuable

' collection of Seeds postpaid, together with my big
t Instructive, Beautiful Seed and Plant Book,
* tells all about the Best Tarieties of Seeds. Plants, etc.

H.W.Bnckbee, 'k^Sc^^^^Dfili?

"KANT-KLOG'*,
SPRAYERS
Something New
Geta twice the results—

with same labor and fluid, ^^s^'
Flat or round, fine or coarse sprays
from same nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc Agents Wantedf Booklet Free.

,
Rochester Spray Pump Co. BocBerlsfi

Spraying

AnAbsolutelyReliableRoof
is one of the best investments a farmer can possibly make. The
trifling additional sum you pay for IMEPonseT Roofings is

made up many times over in the additional protection t6 your build-

ing, freedom from repair bills, fire risks and all roofing troubles.

PAROID ROOFING
The United States Government, all the leading railroads, many of the

largest manufacturing industries and thousands of planters and farmers have
used NEPONSET Paroid Roofing for years. The record of NEPONSET Roofings

is the strongest argument for their xise.

Talk with a man who has used NEPOnseT Paroid Roofing and get the story

first hand. Our dealer can give you the name of such a man in your own
locality. There are different NEPONSET Roofings for different types of build-

ings, and [MEPONSET Water-proof Building Papers for every purpose.

Write for Book o( Plans and Information on Poultry Houses
Be sure to state just what you are building or repairing

and give exact dimensions.

NEPONSET Dealers ererywhere. If you do not know the one in your locality, asic us.

F. W. BIRD & SON, 9 Neponset St., East Walpole, Mass.
Established 1795, OriQinators of Complete Ready Hoofings and Waterproof Building Papers,

NewYork,WasIungton,CIucago,PortIand,Ore.,SanFranciico, Hamilton, Ont., Winnipeg, Montreal, SiJohn

Mnxs: East Walpole, Mass., Norwood, Mass., PhilHpsdale, R. I., Hamilton, Ont., Pont Rouge, Quebec
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Don't Put OS Painting-
It Will Prove Cosdy

The longer you put off painting

the more oU and lead the job

will take.

While you wait your buildings

rot, exposed to the weather.

The cost of paint made of

Dutch Boy Painter"
white lead and pure linseed oil is not
so higrb a'B you may think.
For an average house, the cost now

of this grenuine old-fashioned, mixed-
to-order pure white lead paint is not

more than S4 orS5 greater than it

used to be. Much cheaper than
repair bills.

ff^rite for our free

"Painting Helps No. 347"

NATIONAL LEAD
COMPANY

iS'ew York Cleveland Chicago
St. Loais Boston Buffalo
Cincinnati San Francisco

(Jolin T. Lewis & Bros. Co.,
Philadelphia;

(National Lead and OU Co..
Pitts luireh)

Seldom See
a big knee like this, bat your horse may
have a bunch or bruise on his Ankle, Hock,
Stifle, Knee or Throat.

ABSORBINE
will clean them ofi without laying the horse

S~3H^ up. No bKiier, no hair gone. $2.00 per bot-
|tle, delivered Book 8 D free. ABSORBINE,
Jr., for mankind, 5i.oo. Removes painful

Swellings, Enlarged Glands, Goitre, Wens, Bruises,
Varicose Veins, Varicosities, Old Sores. Allays
Pain. Book free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 23 Temple St, Springfield. Mass.

BIG MONEY
Oan be made by representing ns in your locality. We
want a few good, active, energetic men and women
hustlers for oar latest proposition. Easiest, fastest,
and best selling patented articles ever offered. All
home necessities. Can't be bought in stores. J. White
is making S24 a week. Don't miss this opportunity.
Write at once for territory. First come first served.
THOMAS MFG. CO., S346 Wayne St., DAYTON, OHIO

Hints on Selecting Seed

TIME was when everybody saved their

garden-seed, and this might be practised

proiitably with certain kinds even now.
But on the whole I prefer to select from the

catalogue of a reliable dealer. Catalogue
buying is tnuch more satisfactory than it was
a quarter of a century ago, since no seeds-

man pretends to grow all of his seed. There
are specialists in the production of almost
every kind. It has been found that better

seeds may be grown by specializing—growing
one kind of seed in one section which is

particularly well adapted to it.

To those who are not familiar with the
various dealers I VvOuld suggest this almost
infallible test as to reliability. If you find

advertised such novelties as "strawberries
from the seed in sixty days," "one-hundred-
and-fifty-pound melons" and "rose-bushes
that grow and bloom from seed in one
season," put that catalogtte away careful^'

—

in the fire. There are plenty of legitimate

novelties advertised every year, but common
sense will tell you when the claims made in

the catalogues are possible and when they
are impossible. The man who advertises

exaggerated novelties may carrj' good seeds
in other lines ; but you are safer in dealing
with the houses of whose reputation and
honesty you can be sure at all times.

There are certain extra large and extra

early varieties which will do all that is

claimed for them. But remember that there
is a law of compensation in the plant world
as well as among animals, whereby all the
good qualities cannot be combined in one
specimen. Many phenomenally early kinds
are either shy bearers or of inferior quality,

and this applies to fruit as well as vegetables.

Reliable seed catalogues will usually put you
right on these points.

Seeds That Do Best Near Home

There is also a great deal in the proper
acclimating of seed. Here in Missouri we
believe that when we buy seed-corn from the
North it will not be so large the first year,

though much earlier than when home grown.
Onions are best from seed grown farther

north, while cabbage-seed should be grown
as near as possible in the same latitude as
it is planted. Tomato-seed are best when
home grown, and saving tomato-seed is a

An IHC Ga
Engine Has

Especiallu

For You/

No matter what kind of work you want your engine to do. Whether you
need 1-H. P. or 45-H. P.—whether you want a vertical or horizontal engine,

one that is portable, or of the stationary type—there is an I H C that will

just meet your requirements. Also a line of Traction Engines in 12, 15, 20,

25 and 4S-H. P. sizes—varied types.

The I H C line of Gasoline Engines has been developed to cover every
farm power need. The men who are responsible for their design and con-
struction know conditions on the farm, £.jid they know, too, that no one
type of engine could possibly be designed to do all farm work efi&ciently

and economically. So they have built many.
The next time you are in town call on the I H C local dealer—explain the

work you want your engine to do, whether operating cream separator, feed

grinder, fanning mill, thresher, spreader, turning grind-stone, sawing wood,
etc., and he'U show you the engine to do it—do it quickly—efficiently—and
economically—just as others like it are doing for thousands of other farmers.

He'll show you, too, the many advantages of IHC con-
struction—points you ought to know about if you want the

most satisfactory farm power you can buy.

If you prefer, write for the IHC Gasoline Engine
catalogue. It gives all the facts. Address

International Harvester Company of America
(Incorporated)

Chicago • • USA

IHC Service Bureau
The purpose of this Bureau is to famish farmers
with information on better farming. If you have
any worthy questions concerning soils, crops, pests,
fertilizer, etc., write to the IHC Service Bureau,
and learn what our experts and others have
found out concerning those subjects.

simple process. Select the best specimens '

and when perfectly ripe pull them and lay
;

away till they begin to decay, then squeeze
out the seed and dry. However, excellent
results have been had with Northern-grown
seed.

Cabbage-seed are said to be best when
kept over a year, as old seed produce better
heads, or rather they are more sure to head

;
;

on the other hand, some other seeds, as
I

celery, for instance, will not germinate with
certainty if kept over another year. While
it is best in most instances to use reasonably
fresh seed, I have had good results Jrom
seed several years old, kept in a dry cool

'

place. Corn will retain its vitality for a
number of years, though new seed will gen-
erally germinate several days sooner than
old seed. I have been successful with
tomato-seed iouT years old, while bean, beet,

cabbage, lettuce, squash and turnip are good
j

at least three years, melons even five to

seven. Parsnip and onion are" satisfactory
for only one year.

Of the seed that may be saved at home, '

beans, where one can keep the strain pure,
are easily cared for, as are also peas, corn,
pumpkin, squash and melon. No one saves
beet, cabbage or turnip seed now, and most
of our garden-seed may be bought for less

than the time is worth that would be spent
in saving them. One may have several kinds
of one vegetable in the garden, and saving
seed from any of these would probably
result in a hybrid that would be inferior to

any of the varieties it sprang from ; thus
another reason for buying new seed. Almost
anj' seed will mature earlier if it has been
grown in the North, while the opposite holds
good with seed from the South.

H. F. Grixste.^d.

your home should
Attractattention

If you want to add not only
to the appearance of your
property but to its value, put
up an attractive and durable

RE,PUBLIC
ORNAME,NTAL FENCE
thus combining artistic appear-
ance, permanence and economy.

Republic arebuiltnotonlyfo beauty,

F F M ST C '°' utility. Th^ fabric
t 1^ w £ S is made of best quality

heavily galvanized cables and heavy upright
pickets, corrugated only where they engage
the cabled line wires. These features com-
bine to make a rustproof fabric.

_
Made in attractive designs, for

either wood or iron posts. Self ad-
justing to uneven ground and easily

put up.

Write for catalog of Republic Orna-
mental Fence and Farm Gates.
It's FREE.

Republic Fence 4 Oate Co.,
lOd Republic St. North Chicago, 111.

Home-Made Fertilizer-Mixer

Ml
-XING fertiliz-

Recognized as standard because of their con-
venience, durability, massive strength, sterling
worth. Used by U. S. Govt. Largest vatiety—
a Silo to suit every purse. Catalog free.

^ HARDER MFC. CO., Box SI , CoMesldn. W. Y. ^

and generally dis-

tasteful work when
done in the ordin-

ary way. Cut out

of the side of a
coal-oU barrel two
or three staves a

foot or so long.

Make a door from these pieces of staves

and fasten by hinges to the opening. Bore
an inch hole through the center of each end
of the barrel and put through an iron pipe

long enough to leave arms a foot long at

each end.

Set up two standards having holes bored
through them to receive the pipe. Put
on a crank and you have an easy and quick
way of making fertilizers. J. H. Haynes.

When a Pipe LeeJcs

IT OFTEN happens that a water-pipe gets to

leaking at a time when we are rushed and
when we have nothing at hand to put in its

place. A cheap and efficient way of repair-

ing such a leak is to mix up a batch of

cement and put it all over and around the
pipe, leaving it a little time to set before
turning on the water. It costs but a few
cents and makes the weak spot better than
ever. We have thought of laying all of our
farm water-pipes in cement. . It seems as

though one would have a permanent pipe, as

the cement would keep the iron from rusting.

C. A. Waugh.

s Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Electric Handy Wagon
Low wheels, broad tires. No
[living man can build a better.

Book on "Wheel Sense" free.

Etectric Wheel Co. Box 13, Qoincy, III.

Don't Rust Farm Fence
|

eavily galvanized. Sold
j

direct to farmers at
manufaoturers' prices.

Also PouUrj and Orna-
mental TTire and Ironi

Fences. Sidetrack deal-
ers'profits. Catalog free,]

Get Special Offer. "Write.

THE WARD FENCE CO.

BU 363. OECATUR. INO.

mm

ORNAilENTAL FEXCE. Cheaper and more durable than wood for
I.awns, Churches. Cfoieteries. Public Gronnds. Also Non-Rngting
Farm and Poultry Fence. Catalog Free. Special Offer. Write,

THE WARD FENCE CO.. Box 92 1 , Decatur, Ind.

HEREDITY

Can Be Overcome in Cases

Catches the Wise Ones

J1
TJ ERE is a way of musk

rat- trapping that
works well. Place the

trap in the slide, with
the spring paii; uphill.

Drive stakes on both
sides of trap and cover
it with newspaper which

is better than leaves or grass. You can
catch the wise ones in this manner. The
sketch shows the trap before it is covered
over. D. Conger.

AgricuItureJ News-Notes
Logan W. Page, director of the office of

public roads of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, has been elected presi-

dent of the association, and the permanent
headquarters have been established in Wash-
ington, D. C.

The German potash deposits are prac-

tically inexhaustible. The value of the

annual output is now thirty-five million dol-

lars. Hanover is the central storage and
shipping point of this product to the United
States and Canada.

After six years' experimental work. Prof.

B. C. BufTum, director of the Wyoming Plant

and Seed Breeding Company in the Big Horn
Valley, has originated an improved variety

of emmer. It is a cross between the Russian
speltz and hardy American wheat. It is

|

very prolific and is likely to prove of great
[

value as feed for stock. The average yield
|

of a ten-acre field in 1910 was a little over
[

sixty-nine bushels per acre. Professor Buf-
fum has been an occasional contributor to

Farm and Fireside.

The influence of heredity cannot, of

course, be successfully disputed, but it

can be minimized or entirely overcome
in some cases by correct food and drink.

A Conn, lady says

:

"For years while I was a coffee drinker

I suffered from bilious attacks of g-reat

severity, from which I used to emerge as

white as a ghost and very weak. Our
family physician gave me various pre-

scriptions for improving the digestion

and stimulating the liver, which I tried

faithfully but without perceptible result.

"He was acquainted with my family

history for several generations back,

and once when I visited him he said

:

'If you have inherited one of those tor-

pid livers you may always suffer more
or less from its inaction. We can't

dodge our inheritance, you know.'

"I was not so strong a believer in

heredity as he was, however, and, begin-

ning to think for myself, I concluded to

stop drinking coffee, and see what effect

that would have. I feared it would be a
severe trial to give it up, but when I

took Postum and had it well made, it

completely filled my need for a hot bev-

erage and I grew very fond of it.

"I have used Postum for three years,

using no medicine. During all that time
I have had absolutely none of the bihous

attacks that I used to suffer from, and
I have been entirely free from the pain

and debilitating effects that used to

result from them.

"The change is surely very great, and
I am compelled to give Postum the

exclusive credit for it." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

Read "The Road to WellviUe," in

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.
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Edwards interlocking

''Reo" Steel Shingles
Need

No Repairs!

They Last as

Long as the

Building

They are stamped of best Bessemer
Steel 5 to 12 feet long and 24 inches wide.
They are madeeltherin plain steel, painted
on both sides, or heavily galvanized. They
will not rust nor corrode. The interlocking
teature covers the nails and provides for
expansion or contraction.

Put Them On Yourself
Anyone can lay these shingles on any roof.

Just a hammer and a few naiis is all yon need.

Edwards Interlocking: Reo Steel Shinglea
will eave mooey for you. Tiiey will last
long-er than wood-ehingrle or composi-
tion roofs and give you absolute protec-
tion aerninst fire and lig-htning-. We give a
$10,000 guarantee bond that no roof cov-
ered with Keo Steel Shlngrles will be de-
stroyed by Ug:htnlnsr*

Factory Prices—Freight Prepaid
Being the largest manufacturers of every kind

of iron and steel roofing material, we are in a
position to quote yon lowest possible mannfac-
turer-to-user prices.

Writo foF Mew Catalog 258
which gives valuable information you shonld
ha ve. Vou can save money and have a better roof
by buying Edwards Interlocking Reo Steel
Shingles. Send us dimensions of your building
and we will quote you cost of a Reo Steel Shin^Je
Roof delivered at your railroad station. (36)

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
208-258 Lock Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Money-Making Pointers
On Chickens

—

L'lJtT Our Big FREE
JT 1^ r.r^ Book, "Profit-

able Poultry
Raising," now ready, 212 big pages,

Illustrated. Shows famous birds and
largest poultry plants. Tells how to get

hatch after hatch, 90%—or better, of
strongest, liveliest chicks. Shows why

it's easy and sure with

CYPHERS ^"•^S^^SSS^f"'*
the self-regulating:, self-ventilating,
non-moisture, fireproof, insurable
and guaranteed hatchers. Wr-re for
this free book and get all the facts,

Address store nearest you.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO
Dept. 72 BoffalOf K. T<

New York Oltj, Chiongo, III.

BoatOQ, Mus. Kftnsaa City, Mo.
Oakl&nd, Cftlif. 2000 Selling Agents.

BUCKEYES
50 EGG

INCUBATOR6
' Simple, self-regulating, complete.

'Guaranteed to hatch, every hatchable
egg. Sold on 40 days trial with money
back in case of failure. 150,000 in use.

If your dealer doesn't keep them write to us. We' 11 send
you our catalogue and two books, "Making Money the
Buckeye Way" and "51 Chicks from 50 Egge,'* Free.
THE BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., 573 W. Euctid Avenue, SpringHeld, Ohio.

Builders of Buckeye Portable Poultry Houses
Sold Cheaper Than You Can Build Them.

I C C Egg Incubato
IxJD Chick Broodt

FRhlGHT PREPAID a a.. .....a.;

The Progressive has cold rolled copper
tank, hot water heat, double disc regulator,
self ventilating, deep nursery, high legs,
double doors, safety lamp. It is made from
Special Heat and Cold Resisting Material
with hundreds of dead air cells. "Write today.

PROGRESSIVE INCUBATOR CO., Box 142 Racine, Wis.
G. C. WHEELER, Manager.

no00 120-Egg Incubator
* 120-Chick Brooder

Biggest Value Ever Offered
Safest, surest hatcher made. Metal
covered all around. Self-regulating.
Big Free Book tells ¥¥^17 A Tabout the famous mM^CaJ^m
Freight prepaid Eastof tbe Missouri
River and North of Tenn. Send for
Free Catalogue and bargain offer,

i, >r.niLLEaCO., Box SI, Freeport, lU.

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on

and Almanac for 1911 has '^24 pages with many
colored plates of fowls ti-ue to life. It tells all

about chickens, their prices, tlieircare. diaens-

es and remedies. All about lnrubatorB, their

prices and their operation. All about poultry
houseB and how to build them. It's an encyclo-

pedia of chickcndom. You need it. Only 15o.

C. C. SHOEMAKEK, Box 9fl2. Freepoit, HI.

GET OUR LOWnn I on (irsl-class INCUBA-

1

~mo El TORS & BROODERS.

I

S-HATOH TREE OFFER on our NEW N0|
MOISTURE GEM. Greatest Incubator In-|

jvention Ever Made. No (luess Work. Nos . .

Worry. Thousands in use. Kverybody'^reignt |

succeeds. At dealers or send for free book. raid. |
GEM INCUBATOR CO., Box 35 Trotwood, O.

Best Birds, Best Eggs,
Lowest Prices v'^Ttiel
pure-bred Chickens, Ducks. Geese and Turkeys.
Largest Poultr>' Farm in the world. Fowls. Eggs

and Incubators at lowest prires. Send for big bonk,

Toultry for Profit. " Tolls how to raise poultry and
nin Incubators buccessfuUy. Send 10c for postage.

J. W. MILLER CO., Box 203, Freeporl, III.

Grcider's Fine Catalogae
of pure bred poultry, for 1911, over 200

pages, 57 colored pictures of fowls, calen-

dartor each month, illustrations, descrip-

tions, photos, incubators, brooders, and
all details concerning the business, where
and how to buy fine poultry, eggs for
hatching, supplies, etc., at lowest cost.

Sendisc. B. H. BuElDEB. Box 62. Rheems. P«.

There's For-
tunes In ItlCHICKEN BUSINESS

We start yon. Must successful Poultry Farm.
Thousands to choose from. Low prices on fowls,
eggs, incubators, etc. Big, illustrated, valuable
book, "Profitable Poultry," sent for 3 centa_.

Berry's Poultry Farm, Box 140, Clarlnda, la.

MONEY IN POULTRY AND SQUABS
FOY'S BIG BOOK tells how to start small and
grow big Describes World's Largest Pure-
bred Poultry Farm: gives great mass of poultry
information. Lowest prices on fowls, eggs, i

cubatOTS and brooders. Mailed 4c. in stamps.
F. FOY • BOX 10 - DES MOINES, IOWA,

Poultry-Raising

Poultry Snap-Shots
Seventeen hens that weigh about six

pounds each ought to have not less than five

pounds of grain every day.

It will pay you to give your hens parched
corn, good and warm, for the last meal at

this season of the year. Makes them feel so

good inside when they creep up on the roosts

at bedtime.

I don't think much of any kind of ashes

on the floor of the hen-house. The hens are

so apt to get their feet wet and then walk
in them. You know what comes next—or

is apt to—sore feet. I would far rather

have good earth or dust.

"She just about sits up nights with her

hens. She works so hard for them !" But
hold on how. She gets eggs, and you don't.

That's the difference. She knows that the

price of eggs is work and care. You would
do well to learn that lesson yourself. Then
you would gather in the dollars, too.

E. L. Vincent.

More Incubator Hints

IHAVE had best results by setting the incu-

bator in a large, well-ventilated room free

from drafts. I would always advise

against a sleeping-room. The too small

room is objectionable because the tempera-

ture is apt to rise unduly at midday, owing
to the heat of the machine. On this account,

as well as the variation of outside tempera-

tures, the machine should be set well out

from the walls.

Run it as steadily as can be done con-

sistently on common-sense principles, with

not too slavish adherence to fussy rules. I

have learned that it is best not to worry
about trifling variations in temperature. If

the machine is an ordinarily good one, and
if the eggs are from vigorous, healthy stock,

you will, without doubt, get a good hatch.

I run the machine empty for two or three

days to become acquainted with its manage-
ment and to learn about the correct size of

flame. At the end of not less than thirty-six

hours, when the machine is thoroughly

warmed, I adjust the regulator so that it

moves readily up or down as the temperature

is raised or lowered. Then I carefully note

the size of flame and try to alter it after

that as seldom as possible. I find alterations

risky, as the altered flame may be forgotten

and do more damage than it would otherwise

have done.

Instead, in case of cold snaps, I warm
the room by some means—an oil-stove if

necessary, or by opening doors into adjoin-

ing warin rooms ; or the machine can some-

times be wrapped by blankets if the cold is

not intense. Sometimes, for a cold night, a

layer of newspapers or felt on the bottom
of the egg-chamber will suffice.

One rule that should never be ignored is

to keep the door of the egg-chamber closed

after the eggs are once in, until they are

up to one hundred and three degrees. This
will require about two days. Don't try to

hurry them, but don't hinder them by open-

ing the door.

Airing and Testing

I find no bad effects follow opening the

door later on during the hatch if it seems
desirable

;
but, of course, not often or too

long, especially if the room is cold. A little

fresh air is sometimes needed to renew
the overladen air of the egg-chamber. That
it is often poisonous and insufficient for the

little fellows is evidenced by their gasping

and panting for breath.

The length of time for cooling the eggs

depends on the coolness of the room ; but it

can be done at any time of day, preferably

at the same time each day.

I like best to fill and care for the lamps
in the morning, as then any change in the

flame will be apt to be noticed soon and the

temperature will be kept more even.

When I use my own eggs or eggs of

known, hatchability, I consider it a useless

waste of time to test out infertile eggs on
the seventh day. If eggs are really infertile

they won't be in bad enough shape to injure

the air of the egg-chamber, unless there is

a large percentage of them, even at the en'd

of twenty-one days. You who have boiled

and fed such eggs to the chickens know this

to be true.

But an egg that has had a germ in it

which has started to develop and has then
weakened and died is a different proposition.

Such eggs, and such only, deserve the term
"rotten." If there is any question in your
mind as to the vigor of the layers of your
eggs, it would be best to test on the twelfth

day. as then dead germs can be easily

detected and removed. If many such are

found, then a second testing a few days
later might detect a few more.
When you run tip against this snag, don't

lay it to the machine if it has apparently

behaved well in other respects, but get after

your egg-producers, and find out what is the

matter. Few such eggs will be found when
the hens are fed properly and have had
plenty of exercise. Poor health, over-feed-

ing with consequent excessive fatness, or

inbreeding are frequent factors in the pro-

duction of eggs of poor hatching percentage.

Mrs. E, G. Feint.

Exercising the Eggs

A GOOD deal is said about exercise for poul
try, but did you ever think about exer-

cising eggs during incubation ? Perhaps not.

but you have done it. By this I mean
changing the position of the eggs, and moving
them from one side of the tray to the other,

at the time of turning and airing them.
I always make the first test on the eighth

or ninth day, and from that time, up to

about the nineteenth day, I exercise the eggs.

This is done with a careful movement of the

hand, and from the experience I have had
with incubators I -am satisfied that eggs
handled in this manner will give a better

hatch and the chickens will be decidedly

stronger than when the eggs are simply
turned over and returned at once to the

egg-chamber. The length of time of airing

and exercising is increased as the hatch
goes on.

I find no advantage in keeping eggs very
close in the incubator, for they need plenty

of fresh air. If you are not having good
hatches or the chicks seem puny and weak,
try exercising the eggs more and give

them a good airing each time they are turned.

The length of time to leave the eggs out, of

course, depends upon the outside tempera-
ture, but after eggs have been aired freely

for a week or so they will stand quite a low
temperature. Through an oversight I once
left two trays outside the incubator from
seven o'clock in the morning until two in

the afternoon. This was during the cool

weather in April, too, yet I got better than
a fifty per cent, hatch. V. M. Couch.

Another Sorehead Cure
MR. W. A. Marsh, of Bellingham, Wash-

ington, sends the following useful hint.
His idea is that it is better to dodge sore-

head than to doctor it.

I noticed in your poultry department
(December 25th) a remedy for sorehead that
is a good one, for I have used it. I lived in
Florida fifteen years and raised a good many
chickens while there. In my experimenting
I found a still better remedy than the oint-
ment referred to.

Here it is : Hatch your chickens in

December and January. Fowls of nine
months or older rarely have the disease,
or if they do, only slightly, it being confined
to chicks or fowls a few months old. The
disease attacks in the early fall, very rarely
at any other time of year. After I com-
menced hatching my chicks in winter, I

never lost a chick by sorehead, and followed
that plan for several years.

It is to be noted that Mr. Marsh's experi-

ence has been in the South and later on the

Pacific Coast. The raising of mid-winter
chicks, as recommended, is difficult and
often inadvisable in the colder North.
But then, sorehead is a much less serious

poultry ill in the North than in the South.

Why Don't You
Use

ROOFING.
It Needs No

Painting!

EVERYTHING about Amatite ap-
peals to the man with common

sense. He can see its superiority

at once—the real mineral surface

which never needs painting; the two
layers of Pitch which is the only
imperishable waterproofing known;
the two layers of heavy Tarred Felt
—all these contribute to the pop-
ularity of Amatite.

We can make Amatite better and
cheaper than anyone else on account
of our greater facilities, and conse-

quently we sell it at a surprisingly

low figure;

Simply the fact that it needs no
painting is enough to make a man
sit up and take notice—especially

the man who has spent dollars and
days in painting and repainting his

smooth surfaced roofings.

Write to-day for free sample and
booklet to nearest oflaice.

Barrett Manufacturing Co.
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,

Boston, Cincinnati, Minneapolis.
Cleveland, Pittsburg, New-

Orleans, Kansas City,

St. Louis.
Seattle

The 1911 catalog by Robert H. Essex,
poultry and iucabator experi,
will start you right. Improved iucu-

bators and brooders. Read " Wliy
Some Succeed WTiere others Fail."

ROBERT ESSEX INCUBATOR CO.

83 Henrt St., Buffalo. N. Y.

140 EGG INCUBATOR
"Schick BROODER
The incubatoris Both ^
California Red- Cnr
wood, Covered
with asbestos and galvanized <

iron; has triple walls, copper tank;!
_ nursery; egg tester, thermometer, ready f

to use. 30 Days' Trial— money back <

I
if not 0. K. Write for Free Catalog today.

I Ironclad Incubator Co., Dept. 49 Racine.Wis.

"Hatching Facts'^ Free
/ want to send you my 1911 Booklet. Just send name and

address on a posted—I'll mail you my latest edition of "Hatching
Facts"—the most unique—most convincing—right- to-the-point piece
of literature ever published on Incubators and Brooders and Poultry
Raising for Profit. It gives you just what you want—quick—tells
you how to start right at least expense. My Belle City Incubator
won the World's Championship last season. "Hatching Facts" tells
you all about it— tells you of hundreds of other wonderful hatches.
Write for the Booklet today—or if in a hurry, order direct from this
ad—hundreds of others do. I'll send book, too. Anyway, read my
remarkable offer below, J. v. ROHAN. President Belle City Incubator Comoanr

Incubator Made
$4.S5 Buys tbe Best Brooder

Both Incubator and Brooder, Ordered Together, Cost
But $11.50—Freight Prepaid (East of Rockies)

Our Belle City Incubator will hatch more chicks, under
the .^ame conditions, than any other incubator, eJse your money
will be refunded. This I guarantee. It has double walls and
dead-air space all over, copper tank and boiler, hot water
heat. The best self-regulator, deep nursery, strong egrg tray,
high legs, double door. "Tycos" thermometer, egg tester and safety lamp included.

The Belle City Brooder is the only brooder having
double walls and dead-air space. I guarantee it to raise
more chicks than any other brooder made. Hot-water,
top heat, wire yard, platform and safety lamp.
A Complete Hatching Outfit for Only $11.50
No machines at any price are better—75,000 in use.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Write for book, "Hatching
Facts" today, or send the price now and save waiting.

J. V. ROHAN. Pres.
140-Chlck Brooder Belle City Incubator Co., Box 100 , Racine, Wis.

125 Egg Incubator and Brooder For*'

Why pay more than our price? If ordered together we send
both machine.'' for SIO.OO, and pay all the freight charges.
Hot water, double walls, dead-air space between, double glass doors, copper
tanks and boilers, self-regulating. Nursery underneath tbe egg-tray. Both
Incubator and Brooder shipped complete, with thermometers, lamps, egg-
teeters—all ready to use when you receive them. machines guaranteed.
Incubators are finished in natural colors showing the high grade lumber

paint to cover inferior naterial. If yon will compare our machines with others offered at
price, we will f^^el sure of your order. Don't buy until you do this—you'll save money. It
the"Wisconsin"before you Lay. Send for the free catalog totlay, or send in vour order and

WISCONSIN ~
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Quickest Poultry Profits

On Smallest Investment

Here is your chance at large, sure
poultry profits. Quick results guar-
aniced—proved on most liberal FREE
TRIAL. Greatest bargains ever of-

fered because highest Quality made.
Let us prove it before you risk a cent on
any machine. Start right and at our risk.

P r* A Buys the Genuine
O U 100-Egg Unito Incubator
mmm 100-Chick Brooder $3.50

Only $10 for Both Together

That beats them all by 85.00 to $7.00. You'll say
80 when you know the machinea and see re-

sults. Self-regulating—self-ventilating-—finest
heating system in both. Send for illustrated
catalogue Bbowlng- construction and giving
full details of our plan for saving you
money by selling only goods of guaran-
teed quality direct to users from 16 big
factories. Writ©
for offer quick. rP

The United
Factories
Company
Dept.X49

Clereiand,
OUo.

112P*£E POULTRY
Tells liow to BQCceed with D Q Q |r
poultry on the ordinary farm. ^ ^ *
How to make a first-clasa

brooder out of an old piano
box. 'What breeds lay best.

Plans for poultry houses, how
to feed, breed, etc. Describes

PRAIRIE STATE rncubators and Brooders

FREE

Tou will be surprised at the valuable infoniiation it

contains. It's free. Write a postal for a copy today.

PATENTS:

IVIalce Vour- Own Fiepair'S

!

Mends Harness, Shoes, Canvtts: I^Iyers'
Sewing Awl makes lock-stitch

like sewing niachuie. ?1 postpaid.
BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS.

C. A. MYEKS CO.,
6326 Lexington ATe., Chicago, 111.

For facts about Prize
and Reward offers and
inventions that will

bring- from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of intense interest to inventors, send 8c postage to
Pabs. Patent Sense, Dept. 49, Barrister Bldg.,Wasliington,D.C

PA nr M T e SECXJBED OB FBB
Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
VICTOR J. EVANS Az CO.. WASHINGTOW. D. €.

i' ^PATENTS START FACTORIES.
PATENT SECURED OR

FEE RETURNED
Start right. Free Book—How to obtain, finance
and promote patents. Send sketch, free search.

FARNHAM & SUES, Pat. Attys^ Ad. 43, Washington, D.C.

WE PAYSSO A MONTH SAURY
and furnish rig and all expenses to Inlroducs poultry
and slock powders; new plan; steady work. Address
BICLER COMPAWY, X40a; SPRINGFIELD. ILUNOIS.

Twiceas many by feeding green cut bone.

MANN'S BONE cuTTEw ^i^P^'y',^
No money in advance. Cat'lj; free.

F. W. Mann Co.. Box Si, Miltord. Map.«U ADICTirC Poultr.v, Pigeons, Ducks, Geese,
IHnll. I ItO Turkeys, Guineas, Incubators. Dogs.

Oataloeue 2 cents. MI8.*<>UBI SQUAB CO., 8t. Lontg

MVADIFTIPC POULTRY, HARES, EGGSand STOCKIHniClltO for sale reasonable. Catalogue and
Bhow record free. H. F. ROTH, SOUDERTOW, PA.

The Poultry Show in the City

WHAT a rivalry of noise is here

!

The "hoiik-honk" of automobiles
jostling about the Grand Central

Station, New York City, is still in my ears,

for I had to pick my perilous way among
them to reach the poultry show.
And now as I enter the exhibition rooms

a deafening chorus of trumpetings of geese
and crowings from many breeds and sizes of

cocks, seems trying to outdo the uproar I

have just left in the street below. I almost
dodge aside involuntarily, fearing a whole
column of rushing motor-cars, of smaller
size, is about to mow me down if I loiter

here an instant

!

What ails the poor birds ? Are they pro-
testing against confinement in these narrow
cages or do they think the loudest honkers
and Growers will win the blue ribbons?
Perhaps they are vexed with these glaring

arc-lights that hang above them like mock
white suns, refusing to rise or set, no matter
how vociferously the straining chanticleers

bugle at them.
In this first series of box pens see these

plump silver-penciled Plymouth Rocks. Well
named, are they not ?—with each separate

feather so delicately adorned with marbled
gray and white. Skilful indeed would the
silver crayon of an artist be that could copy
the intricate lines of such plumage. The
feather collars about the hens' necks suggest

a lady's furs, while the cock struts mag-
nificently in what is almost a cape of plumes,
slipping loosely up and down as he pecks his

food or promenades with lordly swaying of
his head. His body plumage is rich in con-
trasts of black and white like a photo-nega-
tive of brilliant definition.

In neighboring boxes are Buff and Barred
Plymouth Rocks, some of them veritable

giants, and heavens ! what lungs ! One of

the russet champions suddenly yells his

challenge into my defenseless left ear, with
his beak gaping like a newsboy's mouth
when he shouts his "Extra !" above the roar
of the city streets. I wonder vaguely if I

shall escape from the show with more than
the wreck of my hearing apparatus.

Studies in Black and White

The Black Orpingtons are the Ethiopian
monarchs in the assembly, the cocks large as
turkeys and wearing their short tail-feathers

defiantly erect. Was it from such an auda-
cious breed that the phrase arose, "cock-
sure ?" At any rate I see something in these
watchful eyes that warns me to keep a safe
distance from the wire netting ; a peck from
one of these powerful beaks would be too
much like the stroke of a leopard's claws
from between the bars of a menagerie cage

!

Near by in a much roomier pen all to

herself is .exhibited the famous hen, "Our

Fifteen Years' Service Without
Painting—Or a New Roof—That
is Our Guarantee to You—

and the guarantee is stamped right on the
roofing itself with the yeau: you buy it.

IT will last you much longer than that, but for
15 years we are responsible. Think o£ that
—lay your roof and forget it for 15 years.

No expense—no repairing—no renewing.
We don't know the wearing possibilities of

our own roofing. Our 2S-year-old roofs are as
serviceable and look as good now as roofing

laid five years ago. We make our guarantee
IS years to be safe, but we know it is good for
twenty-five years.

DICKELMAN
Galvanized Metal Roofing

Is the only metal roofing: made which Is so
scientifically g:alvanized that it can be eaar-
anteed agrainst rust.
Only the toughest, most pliable, open-

hearth stock is ever used. "This metal Is
peculiarly porous and longr-fibered, so that
when it is put into the gralvanizing: pots the
liquid spelter does not veneer but penetrates
this fiber and amalgamates with the metal
base, thus protectingr it forever.
Dickelman Extra is easily laid. It Is al-

ready turned and adjusted for end locks.
All you have to do Is to place together, and
you have a perfect double seam.
Try one of our samples, test it and then

test some ordinary galvanized roofing:. Buy
the one which does not flake or crack. It

will be Dickelman's. Write today for

Free Samples and Book on Roofing

The book will show you how you can save
money on your roofing, how to lay roof-
ing easily, how to avoid repair bills.

Your dealer will know about Dickat-
man's. Ask him. But let us send yon
this free book and sample. Write today.

THE DICKELMAN MFG. CO.
72 Gormky St., F«ntt, Olto

Lady of the Snows." She is alleged to be
the most perfect White Orpington living, and
surely a nobler "queen of the barn-yard"
could not be found. Of great bulk, she is

yet so perfectly proportioned as to give an
effect of stately grace. The billowing
masses of her spotless plumage clothe her as
clinging snow enfolds the vigorous form of
an evergreen in the winter woods, while the
vivid scarlet of her comb flashes above her
milk-white brow like a ruby coronet.

As she walks serenely about her inclosure
the straw rustles crisply beneath her heavy
tread, with perhaps as gratifying effect to

her ears as the "frou-frou" of silken skirts

to a society belle. I never thought a mere
hen could be so superb a creature. She
takes equal rank with a prize sheep, milch-
cow or brood mare. One usually thinks of a
hen as rushing across the path of a horse or
motor-car, with panic fear expressed in

sprawling legs and flapping wings, or else

perpetually scratching and pecking for food
as though on the verge of starvation. But I

could as little imagine this majestic fowl
"hustling," as I could the Queen of Spain
running after a trolley-car through the
streets of Madrid. And when the feathered
empress dines, she must surely be served
from silver dishes and a crystal cup.

Judge and Malefactor

The sleek jet plumage of the Black Wyan-
dottes in the next series of cages is superbly
set off by the cocks' arched and drooping
tail-feathers that reflect a dark greenish
luster like burnished bronze. These are the

black-robed judges among the fowls, who
seem in the mood to issue a gallinaceous

injunction, compelling the spectators to

change places with them and be cooped,
labeled and stared at themselves for a while,

till they see how it feels to help make a
"show."
But now what breed of desperadoes among

fowls have we here ? "Houdans" they are

labeled; "ruffians" would be more appropri-
ate, judging from outward appearances.
Their visages are entirely hidden behind
grotesque mops or carpet-sweeper brushes of
head and chin feathers, sooty black mottled
with white. They might be barn-yard bur-
glars masked for a raid, and the cocks have
a touch of the Satanic added to their aspect,

in the fearsome scarlet horn that protrudes
instead of a comb above the villainous black
brush of feathers.

It is a positive relief to turn from such a
neighborhood, where iniquitous plots seem
more likely to get hatched than eggs, and
look into the spacious cage of the white
doves. This throng of slender, snowy forms
gives an effect of living alabaster, as they
huddle their downy sides close to one
another and nervously flutter their shining
wings. It is as if a marble statue of exquisite

shapeliness had suddenly been endowed with
animation, and were waking to the joy of

life. A rosy hue is added to the lustrous

whiteness by the delicate pink coloring of
the birds' bills, rims of eyes and dainty feet.

The constant cooing suggests the murmur of

a great beehive, and the agitation of the
many wings wafts a gentle wind" from the

cage like a summer breeze.

The assembly of ducks in the next pen
might be trying to caricature the doves,

waddling about on turned-in web feet, com-
ically wagging their stumpy tail-feathers

and making sport of the soft cooing of their

neighbors with quackings that could easily

be taken for explosive chuckles, gibes and
giggles.

And the huge geese next door ! These are

the true and original "honkers," on whose
patent the automobiles shamelessly infringe

with their blatant horns. As if to remove
any lingering doubt of this, one of the caged
trumpeters suddenly clamors so raucously at

my elbow that I almost leap for the curb-

stone's safety, as though I were threatened
by a Juggernaut motor-truck in the Broad-
way traffic. —

Nursing Secret Sorrows

Then the disconsolate turkeys !—does it

seem to you to be the grossly misnamed
"Thanksgiving time" all the year around
that you look from your pens with such fore-

boding? Some poet with a facile imagina-
tion ought to write a Thanksgiving Ode from
the turkey's point of view. Or perhaps some-
one made the birds gloomy by letting them
look at themselves in a mirror ! Has the

attempt ever been made to describe the

appalling homeliness of a "gobbler's" visage?—^with his naked gray head, misshapen,
pendulous nose, redder than raw steak, and
the fleshy mass of wattles below of the same
hue ! It would discourage the most cheerful

of the tjibe from ever again spreading the

pompous fan of his tail, to know what a

monstrous countenance he was setting off.

What delight Nature seems to take in the

contrasts she can display among her feath-

ered folk ! As I wondered at this when
turning from the sinister black Houdans to

the shining purity of the doves, so I must
again as I compare the turkeys' facial ugli-

ness with the rare beauty of form and color

of this silver pheasant, in the last cage at

the exhibition's exit door. The mysterious

Artist behind the veil of visible creation

indeed lavished delicate fancy upon the

shaping and adorning of such a bird as this I

The head is surmounted by a black tuft, the

cheeks are cardinal red ; the white feathers

of the finely poised, tapering body are pen-

ciled with black, but the very long tail-

feathers, the most exquisite ornament of the
bird, spread forth in spotless white, like a
floating scarf of filmy lace or the snowy
spray of a fairy waterfall ; the haunches are
robed in black plumage like clinging velvet
and the legs and feet add a rich tone of
cherry red.

So the visitor goes out again from the
poultry show into the dark and crowded city

streets, with the healthy odors of the bird
bodies still in his nostrils and the array of
their manifold forms filling his thoughts with
wonder of the creative purpose.

Eliot White.

A Shower-Bath of Powder
T ICE and egg production do not go well
'-'together. Here is our system of lice

eradication.

We train all of our hens to perch for the
night in regular quarters in our winter poul-
try-house. In this manner we have them
under our control. Our perches are all hung
eighteen inches from the floor on a level.

We take a wooden hoop from a barrel and
cover it, like a dipping seine for minnows,
with a piece of coarse gunny sacking. To
this hoop is attached a long, light pole.

Into this "duster" we place a quantity
of good insect powder and, with lighted
lantern, go among our flock at night, holding
the duster over them while we tap the end
of the pole with a mallet, sifting the powder
quickly upon the flock.

As soon as the hens feel the powder falling

upon their backs they ruffle up their feathers,
letting the dust penetrate to the skin and
away goes Mr. Louse. We have used this

arrangement profitably for several years and
are especially urgent in its use during the
hatching season. Geo. W. Brown.

Forethought in Hatching-Time
Don't wait until the day you are going to

start your incubator to look it over and
make it ready.

Don't let the last moment come before
ordering repairs. Decide definitely upon
the style and kind of brooder you want and
then get it—not something "just- as good,"
that you have to accept because you are in

a hurry.

Study the different catalogues of incu-

bators before buying. It will pay you gen-
erously.

Decide beforehand whether you want two
one-hundred-egg machines or one of two-
hundred-and-forty-egg capacity. Realize that

it is much easier and safer, unless you keep
hundreds of breeders, to spare one hundred
eggs at a time than to save two hundred
and forty, especially if you are selling eggs
and do not want to disappoint steady cus-
tomers.

Give your machine a fair trial before going
back on it. Be sure whether the fault is

yours or the machine's. You can do best by
sticking to one make of incubators, once you
are satisfied with it—just as you can do best

by sticking to one breed of fowls.

Mrs. J. B. Rogerson.

IT'S FOOD

That Restores and Makes Health Possible

There are stomach specialists as well

as eye and ear and other specialists.

One of these told a young lady, of

New Brunswick, N. J., to quit medicines
and eat Grape-Nuts. She says

:

"For about 12 months I suffered se-

verely with gastritis. I was unable to

retain much of anything on my stomach,
and consequently was compelled to give

up my occupation.

"I took quantities of medicine, and had
an idea I was dieting, but I continued to

suffer, and soon lost IS pounds in

weight. I was depressed in spirits and
lost interest in everything generally.

My mind was so affected that it was
impossible to become interested in even
the lightest reading matter.

"After suflering for months I decided
to go to a stomach specialist. He put

me on Grape-Nuts and my heahh began
to improve immediately. It was the key-

note of a new life.

"I found that I had been eating too

much starchy food which I did not

digest, and that the cereals which I had
tried had been too heavy. I soon proved
that it is not the quantity of food that

one eats, but the quality.

"In a few weeks I was able to go
back to my old business of doing cleri-

cal work. I have continued to eat

Grape-Nuts for both the morning and
evening meal. I wake in the morning
with a clear mind and feel rested. I

regained my lost weight in a short time.

I am well and happy again and owe it

to Grape-Nuts." Name given by Pos-
tum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Read "The Road to Wellville," in

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to tin>e. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.
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Fireless Brooder Plans

WE PUBLISH herewith the best descrip-

tions of fireless brooders sent us in

^

response to our request in the

November 25th issue. There is not much
possibility of variety in the case of the

fireless brooder, as the general plan of con-

struction is in all cases the same—a cloth

cover is supplied to retain the bodily heat
of the chicks, which cover often takes the

form of a substitute for the brooding hen.

Mr. Lewis E. Leigh, Middlesex County,
Connecticut, gives his experience as follows :

I have used hens for
hatching and brooding
chickens and for brood-
ing after hatching in
incubators and have
used warm 1 a m p -

heated brooders as
^well. In the light of
that experience I have
no use for a hen except

to lay eggs, and for my purposes prefer the
simple fireless brooders here described.
To make them I saw a flciur barrel in two

in the center, which makes two tub-shaped
cold-air brooders, the heads of the barrel
being left in. Inside one tub I nail a hoop
(shown dotted at A) about six inches froin
the bottom, for a loose hoop (shown at top
of sketch, B) to rest on. Cover the loose
hoop with woolen cloth, letting it bag down
in the center about two ipches.

This will hold sixty to seventy chicks
right from the incubator. You can set it

anywhere in a moment. Keep some thick
paper in the bottom and it is no trouble to
clean it. After feeding and watering, pvit

the chicks in the other tub and set them out
in the sun anywhere out of the wind. At
night put one-inch wire netting over top of
the tub to keep out rats and other maraud-
ers. Don't smother the chicks with any-
thing more than netting. They need plenty
of air, no matter how cold.

' In about ten days put the chicks in square
hen-coops with a slanting—not peaked—roof.

Mine are twenty-four inches square at the
base, twenty-four inches high in front and
twenty inches high at the back, with loose
top and bottom for convenience in cleaning.

The roof projects three inches beyond sides

all around, and lifts off. Nail a bag—a grain
bag is good—to the roof inside to take the
place of the old hen.

"i Give these chicks a run of fifty feet of
one-inch chick wire two feet wide. Feed
the usual chick feeds two or three times a
'day from the start. I keep bran before them
in a trough all the time, and when they are
three weeks old I inix a little meat with it.

Give them plenty of fresh water, green stuff

cut fine and ashes to scratch in, keep them
clean by putting fresh paper in bottom of
coop twice a day, and watch them grow.
My neighbors used to stop and look over the
fence at my chicks, running around like a
lot of legged sponges in the coldest storms
last spring, and prophesy an early death for

the whole of them ; but at this writing they
are alive, of large size and laying when eggs
are forty-five cents at the door.

Mrs. F. M. Clay, Faribault County, Minne-
sota, uses another type of fireless brooder.

Here is her description of it.

In my poultry work
I now use fireless

brooders altogether,
making them myself
at almost no expense
and with only a few
minutes' work.
Take a box about

eighteen inches
square without a
cover and line the
bottom and sides up

about six inches with tarred roofing-paper.
Now nail cleats in each corner or, better,
thin boards (AAAA) about five inches sqtaare
across each corner. Then fill corners with
chaff. Also, cover bottom two or three
inches deep with chaff. If the weather is
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very cold heap up the chaff at the corners
clear to the top of the corner cleats, leaving
just a place in the center hollowed out and
shaped like a nest and large enough to hold
your chicks—about thirty I like to put
together. I get clean chaff and there is no
trouble from dust. The chaff must be
changed frequently, but these light boxes
are easily dumped, cleaned and aired.
Now you have a good nest for your chicks

and you want a hen or a substitute for one,
to cover them. Make a lath frame that will
just slip inside the box and rest on corner
pieces. Cover this loosely with a piece of
clean flour-sack. (Frame is shown at top
of sketch.) Tack a piece of flannel curtain
cut in one-inch strips over the door (B) for
your chicks to pass through and to help
protect them from the cold. With flour-sacks
or other thin muslin make a cushion filled

with hens' feathers—not too full, but so it

will be loose and fluffy. Lay this on the
cloth-covered frame, and when you put your
chicks in their nest at night be sure that the
cushion comes down so it rests on their bacl.s

like a mother-hen. Now set the whole
brooder in a small brood-coop or other shel-
tered place and when the chicks have been
there a half hour or less put your hand care-
fully through their small doorway and feel

how snug and warm they are. Of course, the
thickness of the cushion will depend on
weather, size of chicks, etc., but as flour-

sacks and hen feathers are plenty you can
have cushions of various thicknesses as
needed.
Be sure the cushion rests on the backs

of the chicks. Then there will be no chance
for them to crowd or pile up, and then think
how would you like to go to bed on a cold
night and have the bed-clothes suspended
over you instead of resting down snugly on
your body ? This is where many make their
mistake in brooding chicks.

I raised over two hundred chicks last

season and have lost none from sickness or
from the fault of brooding. Each brooder is

set in a brood-coop covered with roofing-
paper with a light of glass for window and
muslin-covered door extending across front.

These coops are about two and one half by
three feet. If the weather is very cold, it

might be well to bank the outside of brooder
with chaff, but I have never found it neces-
sary as I never raise chicks in winter.

Mr. C. W. Beyer, Chesterfield County, Vir-

ginia, has a plan for dividing the brooder
space i'nto compartments so the chicks will

not pile up—an idea that should be applicable

to heated brooders, also. Here is Mr. Beyer's

letter

:

over fifty cents complete and will take care
of twenty-five chicks. The cloth screen can
be raised higher after the second week.

T~0 o

1

^^^^^

The illustration shows an original home-
made fireless brooder, five feet long, two
feet wide and ten inches high. The cover is

fastened with hinges. It is divided into five
sections by inch-mesh poultry-netting six
inches, wide. Part of the chicks can be, put
in each section, and they are thus prevented
from crowding together and crushing or
smothering the weaker ones, while at the
same time the heat from the entire flock is

distributed throughout the brooder.
Make a frame of light wood to fit inside

and cover with old flannel or close-woven
burlap and lay it in, letting it rest on the
netting partitions. Bore holes for ventilation
between the frame and the top of brooder.
The cloth will then hold body heat without
danger of suffocating the chicks. There is

no place for lice to harbor and the brooder
should be opened, aired and sunned daily.

If used for the chicks during the day, glass
should be put in the cover. Not more than
fifteen chicks should be in one section. It
is but a small matter to see that they are
properly distributed. In colder sections a
double wall may be used v>rith a two-inch
air space between, the holes for ventilation
being in the inner wall at one side and the
outer wall at the other.

Mr. William P. Baker, Middlesex County,
Massachusetts, uses another type of fireless

brooder successfully.

Here is a fireless brooder I make and use
myself. Common sense and sound judgment
must be used with this, as in every other
corner of a poultry plant, and I do not
guarantee that anyone can raise every live
chick put in this brooder, but I do claim it

to do as well or better than any other I ever
used.

Get or make a box about twenty-six by
fourteen inches by ten inches deep. Wooden
cracker-boxes come just about a good size.

Put a cleat of lath on the inside of each
end five inches from the bottom, then make
a frame of laths to fit inside box and rest
on end cleats. Set the laths of frame edge-
ways, not flat. Over one side of this frame
stretch cotton cloth or burlap and tack it

tight, and cover the other side or bottom of
frame with same material only have it sag
to within two inches of bottom of brooder,
and catch the center up with a string. Now
put on your cover, which should be hinged,
and bore three holes in it about the size of a
quarter to admit fresh air. Of course, have
a small opening for chicks to pop in and out,
put plenfy of chaff thick on the floor of
brooder and your job is done. It won't cost

Pure-Breds Pay
THERE is much prejudice against not only

the show-bird but the pure-bred fowl in

general, on account of the idea that it is

bred for feathers and shape to the exclusion
of egg production. This is a great mistake.
The breeders of pure-breds are constantly
trying to improve egg production and it has
been shown beyond doubt, time and time
again, that the pure-bred will outlay the
mongrel. This is true not only of the

Mediterranean class, but of the general-

purpose breeds as well. In fact, in this part
of Texas, it is doubtful whether the general-
purpose fowl will average one pound heavier
than the Mediterranean. The extra size

does not offset the absence of fixed type'

and color.

A few pure-bred fowls on the farm attract

more attention than a large flock of mon-
grels, and one can get larger prices, ranging
in this region from one dollar and fifty cents

to three dollars per setting and a like sum
for birds. These prices are only for utility

pure-bred stock, show stock being still higher
in price, while the cost of production of the
pure-bred and mongrel is the same.

C. B. Bryson.

If you forget everything else, never forget

to keep oyster shells a-plenty where your
birds can get them when they want them,
which will be every few minutes all day.

Says a New York poultryman : "Fifty
hens ought to have three or four acres of

land to range over. Of course, they will live

on less, but they will do better for the larger

freedom."

When you get too tired to clean out the

houses every few days, the bugs and pests

and things will soon make you tired fighting

them.

Take one hundred laying hens, care for

and feed them the same as you would a
horse or cow worth as much as the hens, and
the results may be an eye-opener as to the
relative profits in the two lines.

Stop and think before you begin to use
any kind of an egg-producer. Nature made
your hens and made them right. You can't

improve on the job. Just furnish your hens
plenty of good, clean feed, in a well-chosen
variety and yovi have given them the best
egg-producer known to man.

Genasco
Ready Roofing
Put it on the roof of all your

buildings, and you'll have peace
of mind, comfort, satisfaction,

and economy; you'll have abso-
lute and lasting weather-protec-
tion.

Genasco is made of Trinidad Lake
asphalt—the natural and only perfect
waterproofer.

The Kant-Leak Kleet keeps seams
waterproof without cement. Supplied
with Genasco, when specified.

Ask your dealer for Genasco, and be sure to
look for the trademark. Mineral or smooth
surface. A written guarantee, if you wint it.

Write for samples and the Good Roof Guide
Book.

THE BARBER ASPHALT
PAVING COMPANY

Largest producers of asphalt, aud largest
manufacturers of Ready-roofing in the world.

PHILADELPHIA
New York San Francisco Chicago

Cross -section, Genasco Stone-surface Roofing
Gravel
Trinidad Late Asphalt
Asphalt-saturated Wool Pelfc

Trinidad Lake Asphalt
Asphalt-saturated Wool Felt

NEWTON'S HEAVE
COUCH, DISTEMPER I IBP
AND INDICESTION wiJREi

The first or second $1.00 can cures Heaves. The Uiird
can is guaranteed to cure
^r money relunded.

The Standard Veterinary Remedy.
Mabes the Borse Strone and Willlns to Work.
CURES HEAVES BY CORRECTING THE CAUSE

whicli Is Indleestlon. Send for booklet "Horse Tront)-
les." Explains fully about the Wind, Throat, Stomach
and Blood. Newton'sissafefor colt, adultor mare in foal

A GRAND CONDITIONER AND WORM EXPELLER
$1.00 a can at dealers, or express prepaid

THE NEWTON KiSMEDY C»., Toledo, Ohio

Pasture

40Acres

.cres

Oats 10 Acres

Fences cost almost nothing compared
with results obtained

A farm of 160 acres fenced into five fields, as shown in the diagram, takes 1,040
rods of fence. At fairly reasonable prices the year's yield from this farm is:

Wheat f600.00
Oats 157.50
Hogs 400.00
Cattle 1000.00

J^arket value o£ year's crop S2157.50

Cost of complete fence $350

Or, in ten years, value of yield $21,575

—

and the fence still good
What"*'did the fence do? Besides enclosing the fields it facilitated crop

rotations and the feeding of stock. Without the fence the same profit could not
have been realized from the stock.

Fences cost almost nothing compared with results obtained.

American fence is made better than ever. It is a thoroughly galvanized square mesh
fence of weight, strength and durability. Large wires are used and the whole fabric is

woven together with the American hinged joint (patented)—the most substantial and
flexible union possible. Both wires are positively locked and firmly lield against side slip

and yet are free to act like a hinge in yielding to pressure, returning quickly to place
without bending or injuring the metal.

rtAal^fe Fv^wiArli^l"** Stocks of American Fence' are carried in every place where
lJGa,lCr!y t4Vt;ry Wlicrc farm supplies are sold. The Fence is shipped to these points
in carload lots, thereby securing the cheapest transportation, and the saving- in freight thus made
enables it to be sold at the lowest prices. Look for the American Fence dealer and get the
substantial advantages he is enabled to ofier. He is there to serve tlie purchaser in person, offer

the variety of selection and save the buyer money in many ways.

FRANK BAACKES, Vice President and General Sales Agent

American Steel & Wire Company
Ckicago New York Denver San Francisco

Send for copy of **Amer*{can Fence News" profusely illustratedy devoted to the Interests offarmers and show»

itui how fence may be employed to enhance the earning power of a farm. Furnished free upon applioatioa
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How Long
Will It Pay
You Profits
You want the separa-

tor that pays the biggesl
profits—not only for the

first year—but for
the longest time.

That's the Great Western.
Thousands of owners have
proven it. The reason is its

remarkable all aromid
superioritj-. The Great
Western dealer in j-our
town will give you any
kind of a trial you want.
If it doesn't skim closer

' and run easier; if it isn't
easiest to clean— if it hasn't
the features to make it last
longest—don't buy it. Our

Million Dollar. 5 year Security Bond pro-
tects you. Big- free book tells about it

and shows why the

GREAT
WESTERN
SEPARATOR

is the best separator investment in the
world. Tells about materials we use in
every part—shows how our bowl is better,
simpler and explains why the Great West-
ern gives you highest quality cream. Don't
buy any separator anywhere at any price
tiU you know the facts. Investigate the
Great Western—/ry it on your own plan-
then decide. Mail postal request for Free
BookNo.C I'oXNOW.

SMITH MANUFACTURING CO..
15S E. Harrison Street Chicago

Farm Notes

M. J. Langenderfer sold $1350.00 worth of

thoroughbred pigs from five of our 0. I. C. 1-2

ton Sows in one year.

Positively only perfect
stock ihipped by us.

See our guarantee
|

agahut Cholera. Write
today for illustrated circu- I

tar and price list showine
some of our famous herd.

The H. S. Nelson Co. , 909 Caxton BHg., Cleveland, 0.

FACTORY PREGE ON QUAKER CITY
mm mam standard for 41 years. Write

Ml 11(9 quick. Free Trial, Freight
In Ills paid

; monej' back i£ wanted..
All sizes and styles. Grind

husks, cobs or meal. Booli free.
A. C. Slraub & Co., 3741 Filbert St.,
Sta. B, Phila., Pa., The Machinerj- Ware-
house, 8703 S. Ashland Ave., Chicago. 111.

Try The

Bull Dog Feed Grinder

10 Days Free
Ton can grind 5000 bu. of cob and corn to

ra>>l6 meal with one set of BollerB and Con-
caves Damp grain can't clog it—nails
won't break it. Has only 2 inch worting
leverage which accounts for light ronoing.
Cret our FREE Catalogue and Samples

CROWN POINT MFG. CO.

135 E. Road. Crown Point. Ind.

No Loafing Acres or Minutes-

THIS is an experience-talk. The 'w-riter,

on his farm in western New York, has
worked out a sj'stem of crop growing

that is not only proving profitable in connec-
tion 'with producing market milk, but which
is decidedly successful in maintaining soil

fertility and, besides, in keeping men and
equipment steadily employed at an even pace
without slack times or overwhelming rush
seasons. I believe this experience puts a

point to some rather noteworthy agricultural

principles.

We raise clover, corn, potatoes and wheat
in our crop rotation. The hay crop is per-

haps the most important, both from the
feeding and fertility standpoint. Ha%'ing
the peculiar power of obtaining its nitrogen
from the inexhaustible supply in the atmos-
phere, clover not only supplies that element
to the soil, but affords an abundance of

nutritious hay and forage for the farm stock.

We raise a few acres of mixed hay for the

farm horses and to sell in case we have a

surplus of roughage after 'wintering the

stock, but clover is our main reliance in

making up winter rations for our cattle and
sheep.

Our corn I consider a scavenger crop,

capable of making the most economical use
of the stable manure and wastes resulting

from stock-feeding and plowing down stubble

and sod land. Properly managed, it can be

grow'n and har\'ested for less money than
any other crop that will afford, an equal

amount of palatable grain and roughage.

Corn has become an even more profitable

crop on the dairy farm since the advent of

the silo. Both because it is the best crop to

plant on a manured sod and because it leaves

the ground in such fine condition for pota-

toes, corn is a most valuable rotation crop.

Potatoes Doubly Beneficial

Potatoes are our money crop. The profits

from our dairy cattle were very small when
we depended upon buying all of our grain

foods and had no funds outside of the

milk-checks to meet the feed-bills. Obvaously

when we depend upon purchased grain foods

as a source of fertility we must plan to

take care of this fertilit}' by growing a

money crop that will be stimulated by the

25 Easter Post-Cards
With Your Subscription

Farm and Fireside has obtained for its readers the most
mag-nificent assortment of Easter Post-Cards you have ever

seen. You can obtain twenty-five of these beautiful post-

cards under the most liberal and unusual offer ever made
by any paper. Each card is a complete and perfect pic-

ture in itself, truly representative of this season of the

year. These cards will not only add interest to your own
Post-Card collection, but will also be a source of satisfac-

tion to your friends and relatives to receive them

Every Card in Fourteen Colors
Every card is printed in fourteen colors and gold and is gorgeously
embossed and tastefully decorated. You could not imagine more
elegant pictures and appropriate sentiment of the season, and each
card in this collection is different. There are pictures of rosy-cheeked
children, Easter rabbits, Easter eggs, beautiful flowers and land-
scapes; in fact, all the beautiful and unusual things that are particularly

associated with Easter. Remember, there are twenty-fi^e of these
magnificent cards in each set.

OUR BIG OFFER
You can obtain Farm and Fireside one yeair—twenty-four big^
numbers—and in addition a set of t'wenty-five of these beautiful >

Easter Post-Cards will be sent you all charges prepaid, all forj

This collection w-ill also be sent -without cost, postage prepaid, with
each three-yeair subscription and remittance of $1.00.
This offer is for a limited time and you should order to-day.

FARM AND FIRESIDE SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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increased soil richness, even if it does not
use that richness up. We chose potatoes
because they fit nicely into our crop rotation
and enable us to develop more plant-food
by tillage. No man who has handled a crop
of potatoes and given them clean cultivation

has failed to note the benefit accruing to

subsequent small-grain crops that follow in

the rotation. The soil that is given intense
tillage is teeming with bacterial life, a con-
dition brought about by opening up the pores
and letting in the air which the soil bacteria

need in the business of making insoluble

plant-food available for the growing crops.
By applying the bulk of the fertilizer to

the potato-field we raise a maximum crop
and have the field in ideal condition for win-
ter wheat, with which we seed our clover
or mixed hay. Many men 'v\'ill object to

applying the bulk of the fertilizer used in

the crop rotation to the potato crop, but
when we figure the cost of growing this

crop and the resulting profits, it is easy to

see that it pays to keep the crop supplied
with an abundance of plant-food from start

to finish. There is practically no waste in

applying large amounts of fertilizer to potato-
ground, for what is not utilized by that
crop is taken by the succeeding crops of
wheat and grass.

Wheat After Potatoes

We raise wheat in preference to other
small grain crOps because it is a conserver
of fertility and serves the purpose of a
cover crop. It is safe to seed clover and
mixed grass seed with, and it makes good
yields when sown on our potato-fields as

soon as that crop is harvested in the fall.

This is not because the potato crop adds any
fertility to the land. It takes fertility from
it. But potatoes demand good tillage, and
tillage permits the soil bacteria to make
available much insoluble plant-food to the
advantage of the wheat crop. Furthermore,
the cultivation of the potato field conserves
a large amount of soil moisture which is so

essential in securing an even stand of wheat
and a catch of clover and grass seed. Using
the potato-digger is equal to plowing the
field, and after harrowing as soon as the
crop is harvested an ideal seed-bed is ready
for the wheat crop.

This rotation of crops in connection with
milk production and a small flock of mutton
sheep distributes the labor of the men and
teams regular!}' over the year, reducing
the acreage cost of tillage and simplifying the

question of hired labor. In this way the

help is regular and contented. It is a funda-
mental principle of all industries that the

equipment must be kept in constant use.

Idle equipment, buildings and capital bring
in no income, and are subject to constant

expense. On the farm where good dairy

cows, farm teams and trained men are kept

this mle operates with special force. The
farm that is producing something every

month in the year is being operated on a

sound, money-making basis.

No Slack and Few Rush Seasons

In the rotation above outlined, part of

the farm being in each of the crops every
year, of course, there are no slack seasons.

Each crop so succeeds the other that plant-

ing begins about the first week in May and
continues to the middle of June, when tillage

begins immediately after or before planting

is over. Clover-hay is ready to cut by the

last week in June, then comes mixed hay,

wheat-harvest, early-potato digging and
hauling to market, silo-filling, apple-picking,

and after the first killing frost potato-digging

and wheat-seeding. The dairy work, manur-
ing, plowing, crop-marketing and hauling

wood keep up activities until spring's work
arrives. This even distribution of fertility

and labor is an economic aid in reducing the

cost of producing crops. Where there is an

equal distribution of fertility and labor less

capital is required to conduct the farm, and
less horse-po'wer, machinery and equipment

are needed.

Not only daily experience, but the whole
history of agriculture proves that crop-

growing is on a safer basis when the bulk of

the field crops are fed to live stock on the

farm and the resulting manure applied to

the fields with as little loss as possible.

Pursuing this course and buying fertilizers

to encourage the growth of highly organized

crops enables us to expand our farm opera-

tions.

We have been farming along too narrow
lines. I firmly believe, and I can say from
experience and a fair amount of observation

in various agricultural sections, that the time

has arrived when more labor, capital, farm
machinery, animal-foods and plant-foods

should be utilized on our farms, in order

that we may keep pace with the other indus-

trial enterprises of the day.

M. Milton Kelly.

New Ventilation for Old Barns

AN INTERESTING question in barn ventila-

tion is raised by a Pennsylvania reader.

His ten-by-sixteen barn alwas's has the

walls damp or crusted with frost. There is

a ventilator in peak of roof. Walls are

double boarded with building-paper between,

and floor is double.

The reason that moisture condenses on the

inside of this barn is evidently because of
lack of circulation of air. The stable is evi-

dently very tightly built and there is not
enough change of air to carry off the moist-
ure from the inside. The ventilator does not
wholly solve this difficulty. '

^
The remedy is to provide several openings

for air to enter. If a barn is built with
upright studding, an easy way to admit air
is to board up spaces between two of the
inside joists for several feet from the bot-
tom, making an air-tight flue. Then cut an
opening near the bottom on the outside,
about two inches wide and ten or twelve
inches long. This will allow the cold air

to come into this flue, where it will be
slightly warmed by contact with the boards
on the inside, thus causing an upward cur-
rent and bringing the air out of the top of
the flue and into the stable. A shutter can
be arranged to close this flue if desired.
There should be two or three flues on each
side of the bam. These, together with a
ventilator in the roof—an ordinary cupola,
for instance—will probably give enough cir-

culation of air. This is a rough form of the
well-known "King system" of ventilation.

If the construction of the stable will not
permit this method of admitting air. hinge
the windows at the bottom so they swing in

at the top and then fasten boards at the sides

so that the air will enter the stable over the
top of the sash. This will prevent strong
drafts and the window can be opened as
much as desired in accordance with the
weather.

Muslin windows give satisfaction in some
localities where the temperature is not too
cold. This permits an interchange of air

without causing drafts or serious loss of heat.

W. A. Stocking, Jr.

Save a Little Muscle
is oftenTT is otten very

* inconvenient t o
hold spring bal-

a n c e s
,

especially

when one does the
weighing alone and
the weight is heavy,
as is the case with
a full milk-pail. To
obviate this trouble

fasten a stout strip

of wood like a fence
picket to the wall
or any convenient
place of support,

using a hinge so
it can be let down
on a level.

Support this by a
chain or rope fastened to wall and to picket.

A notch cut in the end of the picket will

keep the scales from slipping.

When not in use -hang it up close against
the wall out of the way. J. H. Haynes.

Unsound Wool
T»* ANUF.1CTURERS will not buy 'wool which
t'iis not wholly sound. Again and again
have I seen buyers take a sample of the
fleece from the bale and, upon finding that
the threads would uniformly tear at a certain
place, reject the entire supply or else take it

only at a great reduction in price.

There is one great cause for the produc-
tion of weak wool fiber. That is a change of
food and treatment. A flock of sheep may
be in the best of condition when sold, but if

the new owner does not feed and shelter it

properly, the new wool that grows will be of
inferior quality and at the dividing line

between that and the old, it may be easily

torn.

To take a sample of the wool from the
sheep itself, open the fleece over the shoul-
der, select a few of the strands and with the
fingers close to the skin, give a quick jerk.

Then twist together the little lock of wool
you have and try its strength. If the wool
is sound, the man is not living, who can tear
it after it has been tightly twisted ; but if the
sheep have not received proper care, it will

come apart easily. William A. Freehoff.

The dark dairy barn is unhealthy, and the
absence of light makes it colder. Besides,
it injures the eye-sight of the cows and has
been known even to cause total blindness.

The farmer who has installed a gasolene-
engine to do the work formerly done by the
windmill sees one advantage of his choice
when he steps into the little engine-house
some of these zero mornings and starts

things moving with half the bother and
exposure it used to cause him.

Feed-supply about exhausted ? Many a
farmer is in the same row of stumps. Don't
make the mistake of trying to force a heavy'
feeding of roughage to take the place of the
balanced ration. One may be compelled to

buy feed before grass comes, but it's best

to feed both grain and roughage as long as

they are to be had. That plan not only
means better health to the stock, but it is

more economical^—actually a smaller amount
of the balanced ration is required than of
the single article of roughage when that is

fed alone. Then the saving of labor neces-
sary for handling thg bnlky roughage, is ,np
small item. .

-
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VOnao OK Ftuit-Ohl Bldg,,
Sharon^ Pa.

Roofed to Last
With Congo

Here is a building roofed with
Congo 2 ply in 1909.

In 1913 and in 1917 the roof
will require an inexpensive coat of
paint. In 1919 the owner will say
"That roof hasn't leaked or re-
quired any special attention dur-
ing the whole ten years."

If he can't say that he can say
"The manufacturers guaranteed
that they would pay for all repairs
and they did."

That roof cost no^ more than
roofs that are not guaranteed at
all, but the owner knows he is cer-
tain to get satisfaction. There is

in his safe a Surety Bond issued
by the National Surety Company
of New York making the guaran-
tee easily enforceable.

Send for sample and copy of
Congo Guarantee Bond,

UNITED ROOFING & MT'G CO.
Chicago Philadelphia Kansas City San Francisco

CuresThrush
Sloan's Liniment hascuredmanycases
of thrush both in horses and cattle.

HERE'S PROOF.
Mr. K. W. Parish, of Bristol, Ind., R. No. 2,
writes: — "I cured one of my horses of thrush.
Her feet were rotten; the frogs came out; she
laid down most of the time. I thought she would
die, but I used the Liniment, and she never
lies down in the daytime now."

is the best remedy for any kind of horse
lameness. You don't have to rub— it

penetrates. Price, 50c. and $ 1 .00.

Send for free book ou stock,

Br. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass.

Make Yo«»^
Loading

Oat out the backacheB, strains and ruptares by
nein^ low Empire Steel Wheels for your farm
hauling. You can put on a bigger load. Half the
work. Half the time. Save your team. Don't
cut up your fields.

EMPIRE LOW
STEEL WHEELS

cost only one-half as much aa wood-
en wheeiB. They save you tire cut-
ting and repair expense. You can
change your wooden wheels for your
Empire Steel Wlieels any time in 5 minntes.
Send for free catalog showing wheels and
low-priced Empire Handy Wagons.

Empire Mfg. Co., Box 68-X Quincy, III.

WHEELS, FREIGHT PAID, $8.75
for 4 Buggy Wheels, Steel Tires. 'With Rubber Tires,
1118.45. Rerubbing your wheels, §10.30. I manufacture
wheels ?i to4in. tread. Buggy Tops, J6.50; Shaft3,g2.10.
Learn how to boy direct. Catalog free. Repair wheels,
{5.95. Wagon UmbreUaF&ES. F. F. BOOB, CIn'tl, 0.

IVe Waul
Oar Idil

''Catalog In theBome
^of Every FannerJnAmerica

178 pftgeB filled from cover to cover with eea*
fnine Bagfr7t Earness .nd Saddle bargains; 251 illal-

Jrtrationfl, many in colors; 138 styles of Veliicles, 74 do-
fsigna in harness; the biggest and best book .Ter printed

I in this line. Don't miss sending for itl

Hurray BIghest Award Buggies Direct from
Bis Factory — Fonr Weeks Road Trial —
Insures Safe Dellverr—Two Tears' Gnaranfee

I
Bslor. buying any kind of vehicle, |u*l a*Ul!<J«ll

\ Murray Style Book and '

I

compare Murray Prices witb
i all others. Costs yoa noth- 4*

Ving. You mightaswell have
\ this book in your home.

The Wllber H.
L Uoxxay WL'feCo; ,

309 E.5lliSt,
Cincinnati,

,

Oblo
Send

"

ror Tlils^ ,
Free Book
Blgbt Now.

The Way to Show Horses

THERE might be a new adage among
horsemen to the effect that "well shown
is half sold." It is true that hundreds

of us do not get full value for our stock

because they do not appear to the best

advantage. If this were not so, most of

the sales-stables would go out of business.

Showing "horses is an art that cannot be
mastered by everyone, yet there are hun-
dreds of us who, by a little practice and
care, can make an animal appear far better

than they now do when we lead them out of

the barn.

We need have no scruples about having a
horse show up to the best advantage. If we
do not, we are not only doing the animal an
injustice, but our own pocket-book a greater

one. You cannot, without extensive decep-

tion, make an animal appear better than he
really is, but you can easily allow him to

look worse than he should. If he does not
look his best, there is trouble in getting the

price you want. The purchaser pays for

into a gruel by soaking in hot water. Tc?
induce the calves to eat the gruel it should
first be given them mixed with skim-milk at

blood temperature ; then by gradually taking
away the skim-milk, the calf, having become
accustomed to the taste of the gruel, con-
tinues feeding and does well. They should
be started on one half pound of oil-meal and
one half pound of shorts, to which has been
added a teaspoonful of blood-flour, all made
into three quarts of gruel by the addition of
warm water, twice a day. Gradually as the
calf grows the oil-meal and shorts may be
increased until at the age of three or four
months the calf will be taking a pound each
of oil-meal and shorts twice daily, in addition
to clover-hay, whole oats and cracked corn,
which may be fed in a dry form.
The inquirer wants to know whether

granulated milk has ever been tried as a calf-

food. kNot to my knowledge. It might be
worth while to experiment with it, cautiously,

but it would probably prove more costly than
commercial calf-foods or»oil-meal and.shorts.

Hugh G. Van Pelt.

What is the Best Farm Team?
ON A rough, uneven farm the medium-sized

team will prove more satisfactory than
large heavy horses. But for smooth land
and heavy work I believe there is nothing

"When he stands make him stand squarely with his head up"

what he sees before him, not for what you
know you have, and the only way to let the

buyer know what you have is to let him
see it.

The first point in showing off a horse,

either for sale or for the ring, is to have
him in condition, and as a rule it does not

pay to lead a horse out if he is not in shape.

Fattening horses for market pays out as

well as fattening beeves. Currying is as

important as feeding in this line of work,
for a horse well curried will put on cheaper
gains than a horse that is left to himself

;

at the same time a good clean well-kept coat

of hair, with foretop, mane and tail in good
shape, is worth dollars in any ring. Two
or three times a day won't hurt at all.

Before you finally decide to show a horse,

lead him out a few times and notice how he
acts. Do not expect a green animal to stand

up like a veteran the first time that he is led

out. How did you feel at your first party?

Let him know what is wanted, and do not

expect to teach him the whole thing the first

time that he is led on the floor. Trot him
up and down a few times until you know
that he trots as well as you can make him.

Stop him quickly so that the horse will look

as showy as possible. When he stands make
him stand squarely, with his hind legs well

back, with his head up and with his fore-

quarters well together and a little back. A
study of a few good horse photographs will

show the position.

If the animal does not do what you desire,

give him a crack or so with the whip, not to

relieve your temper, but to direct the horse.

Do not hit him on the head if you want his

hindquarters over. Let him understand what
you want and make him do it.

Finally, do not lead him out with an old

halter or a dirty bridle. A white halter is

cheap and at the same time is as good a

thing to show a horse in as any that you
will get. In many large horse shows appoint-
ments count as high as thirty per cent. It

is as important in the sales-stable as in the
show-ring to keep all appointments neat.

B. H. Avery.

superior to a well-matched pair of Percher-
ons. They are active travelers, not easily

fagged, considering their size, and their

progeny is always in demand.
Where foals are not to be considered,

mule-teams are invaluable on a farm. Here
in the South "most of the horses are mules,"
as the Irishman in the anecdote said. But
farther north mules seem to be less appreci-

ated. When well broken, the mule is at

home in front of plow, buggy, rake or a

heavy load. As a general rule he gives little

heed to any strange sights or sounds, disease
seldom bothers him, and if given the same
care a horse receives, he will still be useful
when the horse has passed out of service.

Very^ often here in Tennessee mules are
worked ten or fifteen years, then rested up,
well fed for a few months and sold to the
mule-buyers for a good sum and, again serve
out the lifetime of a farm-horse on the
cotton-plantations. D. B. P.

$750 or $5900
For a Cream

Separator—Which ? A
•SHARPLES

Tubular
Cream Separator
will run for ten years and then
be a good, serviceable machine
for many more years. A stand -

ard size of Tubular separator
costs S75.00, or $7. soperyear for
ten years, and youwill still have

a good separator left

You can buy a (so
called) clieap sepa-
rator for S50.00, the
average of life of
which is one year.
You can buy another

the next year,
and so on until

you have spent
S500.00 in ten years ;

—

S50.00 per year. Which
do you want ? You can
own and use a Sharpies
Tnbnlar Cream Separator

less than any other
separator built. Wo
guarantee it. Shall
we tell you how ?

/ Write for

191 1 Cata-
logue No.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.WEST OlIENTEK, 1>A.
Chicago, m., San Francisco, €al., Portlafid, Ore.

Toronto, Can. Wlnelpes^f Can.

Mi*

The first remedy to
cure Lump Jaw was

Fleming!s Lump Jaw Cure
and it remains today the standard treat-
ment, with years of success back of it,

known to be a cure and g^uaranteed to
cure. Don't experiment with substitutes
or imitations. Use it, no matter how old or
bad the case or what else yoa may have
tried—your money back if Fleminff*8
Lump Jaw Cure ever fails. Our fair plan
of selling, together with full information
on Lump Jaw and its treatment, is given in.

FIemingr*s Vest-Pocket
Veterinary Adviser

Most complete veterinary book ever printed
to be given away. Contains 192 pages and 69
illustrations. Write us for a free copy.

FLEMING BROS., Chemists
222 Union BCock Yards. Chicas^o. lU.

AGENTS 100% PROFIT

Most perfect and valuable Com-
bination of tools ever invented . Sella

at sight to Farmers, Plumbera.
Machinists, Automobile Owners, in stores and the home.
Made of Drop Forged high grade carbon steel. One agent iu

Essex County. N. Y. " fter a 6 days' canvass ordered 100 tools.

His profit $100.00. Big snap for agents. Sample free to workera.

T.THOMAS MFG. CO., 2746 Wayne St., Dayton, Ohio

The Right Diet for Calves
A Colorado subscriber wants to know a
*^ substitute for skim-milk in feeding calves,

from the time they are one week old. It is

not advisable to substitute other feeds for

milk in calf-feeding so early in their lives.

To successfully raise calves it is best to give

them whole milk for the first two weeks, in

order that they may gain a good start. Then
skim-milk may gradually be substituted dur-
ing the following two weeks, when the calf

should be strong, rugged and growing well.

He is then able to stand the change without
a set-back.

At this time it is possible to begin sub-

stituting for the skim-milk some of the com-
mercial calf meals on the market, or a mixture
of shorts, oil-meal and blood-flour made

The 1911
United States Separator
A Marvel ijfEASY Running
There have be^n tremendous advances in the running

qualities of the United States Cream Separators.

The skimming power is there. The same that won the
world's record in fifty consecutive tests extending over a
period of thirty days with the milk of ten different breeds
of cows. .0138 of one per cent.

With the new Interlocking skimming device, the centrifu-
gal action on the milk is so intensified, the course along
which the milk is forced to travel so lengthened, the skim-
ming force so increased, that the Interlocking bowl for any
given capacity is reduced nearly one-half and runs with about
half the power required for older models.

Now add to this great improvement the fact that the
United States Separator is the only successful separator that
distributes the incoming volume of the whole milk evenly
outside the cream zone, thus preventing any remixing of
cream and skdmmilk, and you will see why it is that the In-
terlocking Style U. S. Separator is gradually displacing every
other separator on the market.

A free demonstration will be given by selling agents who
are located in nearly all dairy sections of the country. Ask
for catalogue No. 69 today and we will give you agent's name.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., BELLOWS FALLS, VERMONT
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Galvanizing
Perfect

"Pittsburgh Perfect"
Wire Fencing is best all through.

The wire is drawn from a special quality of open
THE BEST hearth material—tough, pHable, strong, long lived

WIRE like old-time iron wire. It is the finest fencing
wire possible to manufacture.

Heavily galvanized by our own new and perfect
process, the wire is positively moisture-proof.
The fact that

All Stay Wires and Line Wires are Ellectrically Welded
not only eliminates the weakening and

weld

moisture - gathering wraps, clamps
cind ties, but practically transforms
the fence into one piece of perfor-

^^^^ steel.
Sectional view—Amalgamation perfect. No team

No Waste Wire There is no waste wire to make useless weight

;

instead, heavier wire is used and all the weight
NoWsisteWeight is fence. Stay wires being of the same size as

line wires, the

"Pittsburgh Perfect" Fence is the Strongest in the World
EVERY ROD GUARANTEED PERFECT

Catalogue showing 73 different styles and sizes, adapted to every purpose—FIELD,
FARM, RANCH. LAWN, POULTRY—Sent free on request. Sold by dealers everywhere

PITTSBURGH STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

MakerM of
"Pitbbutgh PERFECT" brands of Barbed Wne. bri«hl, annealed

and galvanized Wire, Fence Staples, itandard Wire Nails and
"Pittskurgb PERFECT' Fencing.

i

Live Stock and Dairy

Sensible Farrowing Hints
A Kansan's System

MY FARROWIXG-HOUSE COUsistS of a
building forty feet by twelve, facing
the south, sloping from a seven-foot

elevation in front to a four-foot elevation on
the north. The doors are hinged, being kept
open or closed as the weather permits.
There are five pens in the house and five

yards behind it, the yards being eight feet by
twenty. Both pens and yards are separated
with hog-tight fencing strung on two-by-
four scantlings. Thus the hogs can see
each other, but cannot fight or quarrel.

I aim to breed all my sows within a week
or ten days of each other. Thus the pigs
are more even in size and there are no
robbers. Ten days before farrowing I put
each sow in a separate pen and feed lightly

of corn feed, a slop of one half gallon of
shorts and a tablespoonful of oil-meal, once
daily. This, with the addition of clean
water, a little trough of salt and ashes, is

sufficient.

A light straw bed is provided so that the
afterbirth and other litter can be readily

cleaned up and taken away. When the baby
pigs are a day old, I remove their little tusks,

using an ordinary pair of hoof-pincers. This
prevents the sow from having sore teats and
lessens the liability of her becoming impa-
tient and stepping on the little fighters. I

feed lukewarm slop the first two days, two
or three ears of com until the fifth day, and
then four to six ears. When the pigs are

two weeks old I give the sow her liberty so

that she can have green food, such as grass

or alfalfa when it can be had.

One thing more—be gentle with your sows
and see that they are gentle, for that is the

secret of success. Charles B. Corbin.

THE LOW AM
DOWN Ml

AND UPWARD
THIS OFFER IS NO CATCH.
It is a solid, fair and square
proposition to furnish a brand new,
well made and well finished cream
separator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaranteed,
for $15.95. Different from this

picture which illustrates our large

capacity machines. Skims I quart of

milk a minute, hot or cold ; makes
thick or thin cream and does it

just as well as any higher priced
machine. Any boy or girl can fun

^

it sitting down. The
crank is only 5 inches

long. Just think of that!

The bowl is a sanitary
marvel, easily cleaned,

and embodies all our latest

improvements. Gears run
in anti-friction bearings
and thoroughly protected.

Before you decide on a
cream separator of any
capacity whatever, obtain
our $15.95 proposition.

EXCaS ANY SEPARATOR IN THE WORLD
OUR LIBERAL TRIAL ENABLES YOU

TO DEMONSTRATE THIS. While our prices
for all capacities are astonishingly low, the qual-
ity is high. Our machines are up to date, well

built and handsomely finished; run easier,

skim closer, have a simpler bowl vrith. fewer
parts than any other cream separator. Thou-
sands of machines in use giving splendid satis-

faction. Write for our 1911 catalog. We
will send it free, postpaid. It is richly illus-

trated, shows the machines in detail and tells

all about the American Separator.
Our surprisingly liberal long time
trial proposition, generous terms of
purchase and the low prices quoted
u-ill astonish you. We are the

oldest exclusive manufacturers of

hand separators in America and the

first to sell direct to the user. We
cannot afford to sell an article that

is not absolutely first class. You
save agent's, dealer's and even cata-

log house's profits by dealing with

us and at the same time obtain the

finest and highest quality machine

on the market. Our own (manu-

facturer's) guarantee protects you
on every American Separator. We
ship immediately. Western orders

filled from Western points. Write

us and get our great offer and hand-

some free catalog. ADDRESS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO., BOX 1058, BAINBRIDGE, N. Y.
MADE. Lowest
fuel cost; lowest
up -keep cost;
easiest on theBVyTHELOyyESTCOSTENGINE

machine It operates, delivering steadier power than any other gasoline engine, adapting it especially for operating farm machinery, with better results

and least waste of grain. Lowest fuel cost for it runs on Gasoline, Kerosene, Distillate, Gas or Alcohol and has perfect lubrication. Lowest cost because
it delivers greatest available power per horse. A slow speed, high duty engine. Starts easier and quicker than any other engine, occupies less space,
is less cumcersome, with less vibration, therefore adapting it for either stationary, portable or traction use. rf IS THE POWER CONTRACTOR'S
FAVORPTE ENGINE. No engine made has so wide a range of use. YOD WILL MAKE A MISTAKE IF YOU DO NOT WRfTE OS FORmTORMATION.
iM H P. to H. P. single cylinder. 6 to 20 H. P. two cvlinder. 30 to <^o H. P. lour cylinder. State your requirements and get our advise.

THE TEMPLE PUMP CO., Manu(acturers, 492 West IStK St.. Chic*«a. U. S. A. This is ouiSSth year.

Previous to farrowing, we have our sows
run in the open field getting much-needed
exercise, and do not pen them closely until
a few days before farrowing, when each one
is given a house alone.

The diet consists of corn and oats, slops
and corn stover and clover hay.

If the weather is very rough and brisk, we
have gunny-sack curtains with a sawed strip
of wooden material fastened to ihe bottom
to hold the curtain down.
We also have a hook fastened into the

peak of each roof, and if the weather for
several days after farrowing is very frosty
we hang a lighted lantern on each hook
which makes the temperature as pleasant as
summer-time for the youngsters.
We allow the sows to do their own bed-

ding in these houses as they have plenty of
space.

With a generous ration of slops and
roughage, we seldom have a cannibal sow
as is often the case in winter farrowing.
However, to guard well against such attacks
we make a condition powder by raking up
the waste stalks and cobs about the pens,
burning them into a charred mass and add-
ing a little salt, sulphur and water.

In cold and stormy weather, the curtain
of burlap is drawn over the door. This cur-
tain does not reach quite to the bottom and
ihe sow soon learns to lift it with her snout.
Thus when she leaves the nest for feed her
litter is kept warm and comfortable.
A feature we like very much in the use

of the hog-bunk for early litters is the fact
that as soon as the pigs are a few days old
and become inclined to stir about, they may
soon be found basking in the sunshine at the
open doorway during the middle of the day.
Pigs which come early and are kept in dark,
cold quarters spend too much of the time
huddled together in their nests in an effort
to be comfortable. Early pigs must be kept
stirring in order to promote growth and good
health, and a light, sunny bunk is the best
place, according to my experience, to produce
such results. George W. Brown.

Bunks for Meima Sow
An Ohioan's Ejcperience

FOR the early pigs we have for a number
of years employed the A-shaped hog-bunk

very successfully. Our bunks are six feet

square on the foundation, and five feet high

to peak of roof. A door in one end admits
the occupants, and a small opening in the
end of each gable at the peak admits suffi-

cient ventilation.

Our houses are all made from shiplap pine

and well coated with red oil paint. There
are no floors as we use plenty of stalks and
•straw for bedding and locate the houses on
drained ground.

Paste This in the Stable
The driver should be the horse's best friend.

It is everybody's business to interfere -with
cruelty.

You can get no more power from your korse
than you give him in his food.

Jerking the bit and yelling vonfuse a horse
and advertise a blockhead.

Your horse needs water oftener than you.

Any fool can ruin a team, but a wise driver
maintains its value.

A sandy or muddy road doubles the work.

A rise of one foot in ten doubles the work.

Check-reins are injurious unless left slack.

Your horse may intend to please you. but
does not understand your wishes.

Axle-grease pays one hundred per cent,
profit.

He _who abuses his horse will abuse his wife
or children.

Victor C. Dieffenbach.

Overcoming Foot-Rot
"Tj^HAT can I do to cure foot-rot?" is the" question of an Illinois subscriber whose
sheep have suffered seriously with this too-
common trouble. Some are not only lame,
but their eyes are so sore they are almost
blind.

When foot-rot occurs in a flock, all sheep
suffering from it should be separated from
the flock as soon as detected. Their feet
should be pared to remove all loose portions
of hoof, and all parts of foot washed clean.
When dry, all raw places should be painted
lightly with pure "butter of antimony," using
a feather to apply it, taking great care to
avoid touching the healthy tissue with the
drug, as it is very caustic. Sheep should
then be confined on a clean, dry floor which
has been lightly sprinkled with fresh slaked
lime, until all sores have healed and the
lameness is gone. Repeat this treatment
until they are all healed.

When the disease has become established
in a flock, and new cases appear, the whole
flock should be treated as follows : Examine
all feet and pare away unnecessary hoof,

putting the feet in as natural a shape as

possible. Next construct a shallow foot-

bath, twelve inches wide, twelve feet long
and four to six inches deep, with cross-slats

(laths) six inches apart to prevent slipping.

Foot-bath is now placed in a naiTow runway
made by boarding up each side, leaving a
space just wide enough for a sheep to pass
through. WTien all is ready, the bath should
be flooded three inches deep with a solution

of sulphate of copper, x>ne tablespoonful to

each gallon of water, through which the

sheep should l;e driven two or three times a
week and removed to a dry pasture after

the treatment.

For sore eyes, bathe with following solu-

tion once or twice daily, letting it go into

the eye

:

Boracic acid 3 drams.
Sulphate of zinc....)4 dram.
Boiled water ........ 1 pint.

To prevent foot-rot among sheep, the
owner should trim their feet at least twice

a year (spring and fall), removing all surplus

hoof with a sharp knife. He should not
keep them on low, marshy land, which also

causes foot-rot, Fh.wk Kleinheinz.
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Trade Maik^

Not
In a

,

Trusti

The
^Century

BOOT
(Beacon Falls Brand)

If you had rubber
boots made to order,
you couldn't have
them made better than
the CENTURY BOOT.
It is made of the best
rubber produced. The
vamp IS made extra
strongf. To prevent
cracking at ankle
an extra pure
" gum, no-crack

ankle rein-
forcement is

used.

IT IS THE CHEAPEST
because best—best in materiaL best In workmanship,
and best for wear. Those facts are also true of the en-
tire Beacon Falls line. When you want a high grade
satisfactory rubber boot or shoe, insist that you be
shown goods bearing the Cro«8. Tt insures you quality
and service. If you can^'t secure Century Boots from
your dealer, write us. Send bis name. "We will see that
you are supplied. Send for illnstratsd booklet.

BEACON FALLS RUBBER SHOE CO.
New York Chicago Boston

Mt from tli*

but Rubber pro-

dactd in tbeWorld

LET US TAN
YOUR HIE
Cattle or Horse hide. Calf, Dog-, Deer,

or any kiad of skin with hair or fur on.
We make them soft, lig'ht, odorless,
wind, mottLand waterproof, and make
them into coats (for men or women)
robes, rugs or grioves when so ordered.
Your fur goods will cost you less than

to buy them, and be worth more. Send
three or more cow or horse hides in one
shipment from anywhere east of Den-
Ter and we pay the freight both ways.
Get our illustrated catalog- which

gives prices of tanning, taxidermv and
bead mounting. Also prices of fur
goods, and big moxmted game heads
we sell.

The Crosby Frisian Fur Company.
571 Lyell Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

SEE
THAT REEL

Agents Make
$18 to $30

Per Week
TmS AWL SEWS
a Lock Stitch like a _
chine. Just the thing for repairing

Shoes, Harness. Buggy-tops, eEc. Sews up
Grain Bags. Tents, Awnings, and Wire Cuts on
Horses and Catde. Makes a neat, durable repair and
(Quickly, too. Has a diamond point, grooved needles, metal
handle, and a reel holding 50 yards of waxed thread. Can be
caiTied in any tool boi or the pocket. One man sold $200.00
worth m four days. M. Neal sold 20 m 5 hours, cleared $8.50.

Had no experience. ReguUir pnce $1.00. Complete sample
with three kinds of needles, needle case and two reels of thread
sent postpaid for 60 cents 2 for $1.00. Satisfaction or money
refunded. Send quick for sample and complete mstructions.

ANCHOR MFG. CO. DEPT. M3 DAYTON. O.

TRAVELING
MAIL

For those who have from 300 ft. to 1^ miles to go for
their mail. Easily placed on telephone poles or 2 x 4-'s

fastened to fence posts. The

OAKWOOD MAIL CARRIER
Made entirely of metal. Ball-bearing pulleys. Sold

on thirty days' trial. Write for book "GettingtheMail."
Oakwood Mfg. Co. 25 Stanton Ave. Springfield, Ohio.

FOR MENDING HARNESS
Ittakea • shoes, tents, awnings, pulley belts, car-
a wax "(rf;^ pets, saddles, suit cases, buggy tops,
thread, iJ^S5>^ dash boards, or any heavy material.
leeas ^

•
">i^iBj|<^feta^STEWART'8 Automatic

fromspool and .^^,^^5^^»^ AWListheonlyper-
does the work of yWT^^^*'f^a|L '

, i Sewing
any harness maker ^3^^. ^LrTt^J<!^fm^ Awl
machine. It is iiidis-^^^^^^^fe7^m^fc^^t>^h. '

pensable for farmers. ^^^iS^ftfiK^^^^^^^'^
Agents wanted. Sent prepaid ^
for $1.25. Send at once for ^Vt^^^SF S
catalog. STEWART-SKINNER CO.
42 Hennon Street, Worcester, Mass. ^"""-..^rf^

For 18-ln. It 3-4c for 22-in. Hog iB-itt-jK-M
Fence; Xoc for 26-inch; 18 3- 4c
for S2-inch; 26e for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 48-lnch Poultry
fence 28 l-2c. Sold on 30 days
trial. 80 rod spool Ideal Barb
Wlre^1.4S Catalogue free.

, ^ „ „

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 871 MUHCIE, IND.^^Sh!

DWIGGINS
Wire Fences

CKEAPER
THAN WOOD

Superior Galvanizing, Farm Fences, Gates and Arches
otall kinds. Superior workmanship. Catalog:s Bent free

Dwiggins Wir« Fence Co., 211 Dwiggins Ave., Anderson, fnd.

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Ohnrches and Cemeteries.
Goiled Spring Fence Co.
Box 414 Winchester, Ind.

LAWN FENCE
Many Styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save 20
to 30 per cent. Illustrated
Catalogue free. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box 321 Muncie, Indiana.

CYCLONE
Feixcea and Gates for Farm,
Home, Parks or Cemeteries.
Increase property values.
Strong, Lasting, Hand-
some. Easily erected—all
heights up to 10 feet. Our
catalog and prices will in-
terest you- Wepay freight

THE Cyclone woven Wire fence Co.
1242 E. iStV STREET CIEVEUND. OHIO

Live Stock and Dairy

Sheep Experience in Maryland

MOST of the killing of sheep by vagrant
dogs is done at night. On many farms
the sheep are left in the field or in

an easily-climbed rail pen during the night.

The sheep-fold can be made dog-proof by
planking up a fence two or three feet high,

then putting six-foot wire netting above
this with a strand of barbed wire above all.

Thirty to fifty feet square is sufficient for

the average flock.

In some regions the sheep will need day-
time protection, also. In such cases a boy of

ten or more, armed with a light rifle for

dogs, should be with the flock all day. If he
plays with the sheep and is gentle as every
shepherd should be, they will follow him any-
where, especially if he carries an apple or

two, or an ear of corn to toll along the

leader.

An open shed wherein they can be penned
on rainy days is a necessity, for nothing is

so injurious to the hoof as wet standing-
room, and wet fleeces bring on a whole train

of sheep ills. In this shed put their hay-
rack, with upright bars, so that they must
pull out every bite. Then they will not
waste hay underfoot. Here, also, put a

V-shaped trough, with the sides smeared
with pine-tar in suiumer, so that in eating

the grain they daub their noses, and keep
away flies. Another good place for tar is

around the places from which the sheep lick

their salt—holes in a log, for instance. Pure
clean water is, of course, a necessity.

There will be less likelihood of foot-rot if

the fold is scraped often with hoe and shovel,

and the manure carried to the fields at once.

The shepherd should watch the flock at all

times, and be able to tell at a glance when
one of them has a torn ear or snagged place,

or when the dirty wool needs clipping behind.

Many an hour can profitably be spent clip-

ping tag-locks, mashing ticks or petting the

leaders.

A wide-spreading shade-tree is a joy to

sheep in the pasture-field in summer, and a
real rest out of the sun at noon does them
good, C. E. Davis.

Favors Fall Calves

ONE of the greatest blunders one can make
in the handling of dairy cows is to breed

all of them so they will come fresh at prac-

tically the same time in the spring. There
are these notable drawbacks to the system :

With all the cows dropping their calves so

nearly together, the extra care and labor

required to handle them properly mvtst be
given at a time when the farmer ought to be
doing his rush spring work—the most impor-
tant of the season—or, at least, be preparing
to do it, while milking, separating and han-
dling dairy products will claim a lot of his

attention through the whole summer season.

We ajm to breed the cows so that a part

of them will drop their calves in the fall,

the rest coming fresh during the spring

months. This system not only avoids the

above drawbacks, but provides for a steady
income from the sale of dairy products the

year round, and furnishes plenty of milk,

cream and butter for family use at all times,

besides a steady milk-ration for hogs, poultry
and calves. We have known farmers to buy
butter in the winter, and they would have
bought milk had it been convenient to do so.

Still another advantage : Aside from the

fact that one has more time in which to care

for fall calves, I believe they do better than
the ones dropped in the spring. Of course,

they will require snug quarters and a little

extra grain, but they will also escape the

heat of summer with its liability to scours,

sun-stroke and other deteriorating influences,

while the absence of the blood-sucking, tor-

turing flies is another item that commends
breeding for fall and winter calves.

M. COVEHDELL.

H
For Footsore Horses

ow can I cure a mare whose feet are

very sore and stiff?" asks a Connecticut
reader.

Build a box stall ten or twelve feet square.

Have six or eight inches of sand all over
the floor. Supply a bed of litter on top of
the sand at night, but during the day
leave the sand bare and clean, removing what
gets soiled. Now remove the shoes and pare
or file the sole of the foot evenly all around
it, so as to leave the frog lower than any
other part. This will give frog pressure

all the time. This may cause a trifle more
lameness at first. Keep the feet carefully in

this shape and do not shoe. Drive only

when the ground is covered with clean snow
and then as often as possible. If this treat-

ment is carefully kept up dviring the winter
months, improvement will follow. In sum-
mer, drive on earth roads and avoid pave-
ment and stone. If the animal cannot be

used barefooted, shoe with shoes of full

size (not "tips"), but without heel or toe

calks, and have the sides and heel of shoe
hammered down so as to let the frog take a

good share of the weight. Do not shoe in

such a way as to elevate the toe above its

proper position and have the shoe rather
"easy" where it bears at the heel. While
it is difficult to effect a cure in a case of this

kind, if this treatment is faithfully carried

out, improvement will be noticed.

David Buffum.

About Poll-Evil

A CASE is described by a Maryland reader
in which a horse had an apparent bruise

on the top of its head, with scabs and some
watery discharge. Our inquirer does not
state whether there was swelling or not. In
such cases, if there is swelling, the horse
may be developing poll-evil, which is simply
an abscess as a result of a severe bruise
of the top of the head, called the poll. If

such be the case, have a qualified veterin-
arian examine the horse as soon as possible,

as all such cases are beyond the skill of
novices.

On the other hand, where there is no
swelling, the trouble is likely due to some
slight bruise of the skin causing a watery
exudate. This will soon get well if the place
is given a daily sponging with a strong solu-
tion of sugar of lead, using an ounce of the
lead to a pint of warm soft water.

C. D. Smead.

Dog Losing Hair
A N Ohio subscriber has a fine collie dog^ which is losing its hair. He says there
are no sores on the skin, but are simply
bare dark spots. This trouble must not be
confused with skin disease

; it is due to a
disease or weakness of the hair "follicles,"

the little sacs in which the roots of the hairs
are inclosed. The following may he applied
once a day : Alcohol, four ounces

; glycerin,
one ounce ; tincture of cantharides, one half
ounce

; aromatic spirits of ammonia, one and
one half ounces. C. D. Smead.

You can very easily overdo the matter in
feeding oil-meal to brood sows. A quarter
of a pint to each one hundred pounds the
hog weighs is a pretty safe quantity to give,
allowing less if the bowels become too' loose,
and more if they are not free enough.

Save 50%
on "Breco"— DIRECT FROM FACTORY—
Prove 50% cash savings dtrect-to-you on old re-

liable **Bre€:o" Rubber Roof—guaranteed water-
proof, flre-resistiug and long-lived. Special process
of long-libre wool felt saturated In asphalt. Heavily
coated on both sides. Cannot crack, wrinkle or leafe.

rreight Prepaid
We pay the freight to all points east of the wes-

tern boundaryUneofMlnnesota,Iowa and Missouri
and north of the south line of Tennessee. Every roll
of our Roofing la exactly alike—always uniform-
never varying in any particulars. Write for sam-
ples and book. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
back. Such remarkably low prices may never be of-
fered you again. Don't wait. Write Now.

The Oreese Bros- Co.,
Roofing Dept. 24, Cincinnati, Ohio

Fv^t> Cement and Special Roof- _ .* * Ins Nails Inclosed In BOOK
and

ISant'

/ties

FREE

Heaviest Fence Made
Heaviest Galvanizing

We make i6o styles. Horse
cattle, sheep, hog-, and bull
proof fences made of N0.9
double galvanized wires
and absolutely rust proof
Bargain Frlces:

1 14 cents per Bod Up
"7". ..'. T\ Poultry and Rabbit Proof

- \ Fences, Lawn Fences and
Gates. Send for Catalog
and Free sample for test.

r,y ,)j T-hA The Brown Fence &Wlre Co.
- - Oept. 21E GlcTClaBd, OiUo

Strongosi

Madeof High Carbon Double Strength
Colled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days* free trial.We pay al I freight. 37 heights of farm
and poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Bos 18 Winchester. Indiana.

Genuine .na

Imitation
CREAM SEPARATORS

The all-around superiority of the DE LAVAL Cream
Separators, in farm as well as factory sizes, has now
become so generally recognized that would-be compet-

itors have, alniost without excep-
tion, adopted the pretext of merely
claiming that the machines they
offer are "like the DE LAVAL",
or "as good as the DE LAVAL",
while some even go as far as to

claim that their machines are made
under a patent license from the
DE LAVAL Company.

All of these claims and pre-
tenses are false and a fraud lipon

the buyers of such machines, ex-
cept to the extent that each and
everyone of these would-be

DE LAVAL imitators is using some ten to twenty year
old patent expired and now abandoned type of

DE LAVAL construction, though lacking all the essen-
tial elements of the improved DE LAVAL machines of

today, or for that matter the DE LAVAL machines
of the past five years, while none of them do or can use
the still patent protected "split-wing" distributing
shaft feature of all DE LAVAL machines since 1900.

Buyers of separators are cautioned against such
deceptive misrepresentations by those who may try to

induce them to purchase machines claimed to be similar

to the DE LAVAL, but which in no way compare in

efficiency, capacity or general practicability with the
DE LAVAL machines of TODAY.
DE LAVAL Cream Separators are as much in ad-

vance of all attempted competition today as at any past
time, and their use is speedily becoming as universal

on the farm as it has long since been in the larger size

in the creameries and milk stations the world over.

Th E D E LAVAL
SEPARATOR COMPANY

1 69* 167 Broadwey
NEW YORK

42 E. Madison Street
CHICAGO

Drumm & Sacramento St*.

SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 William Street

MONTREAL
1 4 & 1 6 Princess Street

WINNIPEG
1016 Western Avenue

SEATTLE
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Your Winter "Snowshoes'^
It's time now to buy your heavy winter shoes.

Let them be good and strong. See that they have
heavy soles, proof against mud, snow and icy streets.

They must turn aside the stinging arrows of Jack
Frost and keep j'our feet warm and comfortable.

But be sure that these shoes are smooth inside.

You Have Only to Get the

Base your next shoe purchase

on the " Goodyear "Welt."

It is the patented basis of more
than five hundred different trade-

marked shoes. Some of these are

sold in your town.

Go to yonr shoe retailer. Ask to

be shown the new " Goodyear
Welt " shoes for winter.

Your request for these famous
welts stamps you, in your dealer's

opinion, as one who knows the

best practice in shoe manufacture.

He will show you how the Good-
year welting machine has done its

marvelous work.

How insole and upper are first

stitched to a narrow strip of leather

running around the shoe.

How the heavy outer sole is

lock-stitched to this welt, leaving
all seams on the outside— the
inside is left smooth.

Think how much this smooth-
ness means to your comfort, espec-

ially in winter shoes, which must
be made of heavier leather.

Decide now you are going to get
this added comfort in your winter
shoes, that your very next shoes

for business or dress wear will be
Goodyear Welts.

But first write us for a Ust of all

Goodyear Welt shoes sold under
fivehundred different tradenames.

Your inquiry brings a booklet
illustrating the evolution of a shoe
as it passes through sixty ma-
chines, and also our booklet, " The
Secret of a Shoe— An Industry
Transformed," which tells the true

story of a great American achieve-

ment.

"Goodyear Welt" guarantees
g-ood leather in the shoe. Guar-
antees shoe comfort and durabil-

ity to the wearer.

United Shoe Machinery Co.

Boston, Mass.

Farm Notes

Nut-Culture as an Industry

IN
VIEW of the growing interest now being

taken in walnut culture throughout the

country, and the fact that the industry is

only in its infancy, some information along
this line will be appreciated by the progres-

sive agriculturist. It was comparatively a

short time ago that the growing of English
walnuts for the market started in California.

A Twig From One of Mr. Pomeroy's Trees

And while they are now shipping out in train-

loads every year, yet the United States

imported in the year ending June 30, 1905,

over twenty-one million pounds of English

walnuts and this has increased since then.

As an indication of what has been done in

a similar line the prune industry can be
cited. Not many years ago the United States

was importing regularly great quantities of

Oia You Try The NEW

These
Dairymen DM

Gained
30 IbSm
of milk a day
from 14 cows

The Quaker Oats Co.
Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—During the past
few months I have been feeding
my dairy a ration composed of
equal parts of Gluten Feed and
Distillers Grain. About two
weeks ago I left out the Distillers
Grain and began using Schu-
macher Feed in its place andfced-
ing just the same amount. In two
days my dairy has gained thirty
pounds of milk per day.

At present I am getting as
much as 425 pounds of milk per
day from fourteen cows. Thirteen
of these cows have been milked
since last March and April.

Themostimportantpoint to be considered
in this test is the fact that, whileSchumach-

er's costme $6.00 per ton less than the Distillers
Grain, my cows actually gained in milk produc-
tion by feeding it, and at a time when, as every
dairyman knows, it is the tendency for cows that
have been milked continuously, as long as these

to shrink.
Yours very truly,

J. E. MtTRRAY, Freedom, N. Y.

FBoding
PImn

The P •.-hr Oats Co.
C^.cago. IlL

Gentlemen:—Schumacher Feed
has been a large factor in the ra-
tion we feed our herd for the past
two years. We feed one-half Schu-
macher and one-half Gluten Feed.
This simimer our feed dealer was out
of Schumacher and we bought one ton of
bran to take its place. After feeding this a
few days we saw our cows were shrinking. A
car of Schumacher arrived after we had fed
1,600 pounds of bran. We changed directly to
Schumacher and in three days our cows gained a
ten-gallon can of milk. During one week of last
June we milked 1,600 pounds of milk a day from
forty cows, which you will note is an average of
forty pounds to the cow. This was done on a ration
of Schumacher Feed and Gluten. The strong argu-
ment in favor of Schumacher Feed is that it keeps
our cows in good flesh while they are producing milk.
Every cow we have sold during the past year has gone
directly to the slaughter house and she has been sold
after producing a large flow of milk all the season. We
consider it a hard proposition to make milk the year
around as we do. without Schumacher Feed.

Yours very truly,

C. Easkeli. & Son, Sandosky. N. T.

Did You Read Our ^'Message to Dairymen''
in our previous advertisement in this paper? It is a money saver of unusual value. We told the dairy-
men and farmers of this county how they could save $5 to $8 a ton on their feed by following a simple
feeding plan we have recently discovered. The letters above tell their own story.

Here is the Plan- Will You Try It Now9
You, no doubt, are feeding high protein concentrates such as gluten, cotton seed meal, malt sprouts,
oil meal. Blue Ribbon Dairy Feed and other similar high protein feeds, etc. If you will combine
SCHUMACHER FEED with any of these in half to two-thirds the ration, you will not only save $5.00
to $8.00 per ton on your feed, but get far better results in both milk and "condition'' of your cows
Yon know the prices for milk were never higher, making it especially desirable to get the fullest retume
from your cows right now. Again, the present favorable prices of coarse grains making it possible to sell

Schumacher Feed
^ at or below the price of bran is another good reason wbj you should try this new feeding plan which saves

you money on feed cost. But there are still many other advantages. Schumacher Feed which is
composed of a variety of grain by-products such as corn, oats, wheat and barley, blended

scientifically, ground and kiln-dried, furnishes just the nutrients your cows require to give
them strength and vitality with which to stand long milking periods. It is also a tissue
builder as well as a milk maker and will put your cows in healthy, sleek condition,
ready for the butcher when dry. It is without doubt the finest feed on the market
^ today. Ask your dealer for Schumacher. If he can't supply you, write us.

Tlie Quaifer Oats
Chicago, Um Si PER TON

OnYour Feed

prunes, now we have become exporters on a
large scale. It is predicted in a like manner
that in time the United States will be export-
ing English walnuts.

The hardy variety mentioned in a previous
article (December 25th) in this paper and
named the Norman Pomeroy by Prof. H. E.
Van Deman has proven that the English
walnut can be grown in about any part of
the United States where the thermometer
registers not lower than ten degrees below
zero. Several orchards of this variety are

now started around Lockport, New York.
In planting an English-walnut orchard it is

well to get stock that has come from accli-

mated bearing trees.. The young stock does
not grow over one foot the first year and
for the first three years grows slowly, rarely

exceeding over four feet. During this time
they are the best for transplanting, as they
then have their roots formed and after that

the growth is much more rapid.

English-walnut trees do not seem to

require any special soil, but should not be
set where it is low and wet. The trees

should be planted forty to fifty feet apart

each way. A cultivated crop such as corn
or potatoes with peach-trees for fillers can
give an income before the trees bear.

The pruning should be done between fall

and spring, only such branches as would
interfere with cultivation being removed. In

planting on the lawn the ground should be

kept spaded for the first few years three

feet around the base of the tree. After the

first year some well-rotted manure can be

worked into the soil around the tree.

The soil should not be worked around
walnut-trees after August, as it would
encourage further growth and from then till

fall the wood should ripen and harden in

order to withstand the winter. They are

fine lawn trees, as they make very little litter

and have a clean white bark and a heavy
dark green foliage. The sap has a soapy

Schumacher Feed is Especially Good for HoffSm Try

A Regular Walnut Factory

taste, and owing to this, so the New York
State nursery inspector claims, will not be

injured by the San Jose scale.

Although the tree has both the male and
female blossom and is thus self-fertilizing,

it is well to plant several to insure thorough

pollination. Norm.an Pomeroy.

Extra Early Oats

OUT in Nebraska's drj'-farming district

they are beginning to notice and plant

a variety of oats that ripens by June 28th,

before droughts, hot winds and various

insects come to devastate. Usually the corn-

stalk ground is saved for the oats and barley

and is disked, then harrowed down soon as

the frost is out of the ground. After about

two weeks the seed is drilled in, one and
one half bushels to the acre, and a crop is

assured. Though we have high spring winds,

yet I've never heard of oats being blown

out or making a yield under twenty-five

bushels when planted right and before April

1st. Last year one operator cut oats June

22d that he had planted March 20th and
made thirty bushels. Barley planted at the

same time will come in July 4th or later,

likewise with late oats.

A curious thing is that these extra early

oats are, so far as we can learn, grown only

in this one county (Redwillow). They are

a proven variety, as in a seven-years' trial

on forty acres these oats averaged over

thirty-seven bushels—proven for our section

at least. C. Bolles.

A Not-So-Expensive Luxury
HERE is a good showing for the farmer's

automobile. Mr. Jay Callahan, an old

subscriber of Farm and Fireside, writes

from Williamstown, Ohio: "In April, 1910,

I purchased what they call an expensive

luxury, a five-passenger tom-ing car, fully

equipped, for nine hundred and fifty dollars.

So far I have paid twenty-five cents for

repairs, never had a tire puncture or serious

trouble of any kind, always coming back

home on my own power. The speedometer

registers 2,034 miles and I have paid for

gasolene and oil, both for the engine and

hard-oil cups, just $20.27."
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Get Your Money's Worth
EACH year the farmers of this country

expend more than one hundred million

dollars for farm machinery. Something
more than three per cent, of the income from
all the crops raised is turned over to the

machinery man. Very, very few one-hun-
dred-and-sixty-acre farms get along with
less than one thousand dollars' worth of

machinery, and I know of hundreds where
two thousand dollars would not have bought
all the tools on the farm. Mighty few pieces

of farm implements last over ten years and
an even greater number are worn out or

antiquated in seven or eight. Thus the

farmer on a hundred-and-sixty-acre farm is

compelled to lay out one hundred dollars or

better each year in the purchase of new
implements in addition to the sixty dollars

for interest on the capital tied up in his

machinery, and an unknown amount for

repairs.

Care of this enormous amount of machin-
ery would save millions to the farmers every
month. But I am not going to talk about
that, for many of us are as careless about
the way we buy them as we are about placing
them under cover, and if you have not got

something that is really worth something
there is no use to bother about putting it

out of the wet. Too many times a smooth-
tongued agent comes around with a line of
talk that would make us think white was
black and as a consequence we buy a tool

that is worthless from the standpoint of
materials and construction or, what is equally
bad, that may be built all right but not
adapted to our uses. On almost every farm
we iind some such piece of machinery behind
the barn or out of sight some place which
represents "experience."
One of the first things to consider when

buying machinery is its adaptability to local

conditions. As a rule there is some one
machine made that is adapted to your own
specific needs and it will pay you well to

take enough time to find out that imple-
ment rather than to accept some substitute.

I know of people who will buy a disk for use
ii stony ground when common sense tells us
that the spring tooth is the tool to use under
such conditions. This was done in one case
tjiat came to my attention becatise the local

dealer did not keep the spring tooth in stock.

So it goes. Two years ago we knew early
in the winter that we needed a hay-loader.
Rather than bother about looking up the
catalogues, we let the thing slip until we
-needed the tool. Then we had to take what
we could get, which happened to be one of

the en<lless-apron type that was not at all

adapted to the handling of the heavy hay
that we had. As a consequence we lost

exactly fifteen dollars' worth of time.

We do such things, and every one else

does at times; but it does not pay. The late

David Rankin would discard a whole line

of tools were he able to find another that

would do the work a little better or do the

work as well, but faster than the type
already in use. It paid him. On the con-

trary, many of us will buy a tool that does
not work as efficiently or do as much as some
tool already on the market, because we do
not take the time to look up the matter.

Then again we seldom examine the

detailed construction of a tool. We seldom
know whether it is made of steel or of cast

iron. We do not look at the braces and we
take the whole thing on the word of the

dealer. One thing that should require
especial attention is the provision made for

oiling. This is of prime importance in the

case of all machinery that is likely- to get

covered with dirt or sand. Where there is

any chance of sand getting in the bearings

they should never be fine or small, but rather
especially strong and stout. C. A. Waugh.

Grass in Missouri

I DO not know in what part of Missouri Mr.
J. J. Kelly made his observation that it

takes years to get tame grass to grow on
new hill land, as he stated in Farm and
Fireside a few numbers back. On much of
the hill land here in Christian County grass
will grow readily as soon as the timber is

cleared off and the land broken.
A neighbor of mine has a field which he

cleared and broke two years ago, raised a
crop of corn and then sowed timothy. This
year he cut a good crop of hay. Of course,
he had to cut the hay with a scythe, for the
field is very stumpy and many dead trees
are still standing, but the grass grows all

right. Clover thrives on this soil wherever
it is given a fair chance, and our general
practice is to clear a piece of ground, raise
two crops of corn, sow small grain and seed
to clover, and after that follow a rotation
that puts a crop of clover on the land every
third year. Until we get the stumps out of
the way we use the clover as pasture for
hogs or cattle, thus getting the maximum of
benefit with the minimum of labor.

Court W. T^anslow.

A Willow That Gives Posts

THE willow is one of the most widely

distributed and useful trees in the

northern hemisphere. The wood is use-

ful in a variety of ways in the industries,

and for fuel. Charcoal, used in the manu-
facture of gun-powder, is produced from
certain willows, and osier willows are exten-

sively used in basket-making and wicker-

work. But none of the well-known willows

yield wood that is durable in contact with

the soil, and on this account it cannot be

used satisfactorily for posts and other out-

door purposes on the farm. The life of an

ordinary willow post is about four years.

But there is a little known variety of wil-

low, the diamond willow, salix cordata ves-

tita, which makes a most durable post ;
many

who have thoroughly tested its lasting quali-

ties claiming it to be even superior to catalpa

speciosa for this purpose. The life of the

diamond willow post is from fifteen to

twenty-five years. Some posts of this wood
have been in use in the climate of western

North Dakota for thirty years and are still

in good condition. The habit of growth of

this tree and its easy culture make it well

nigh an ideal one for cultivation where
suitable soil may be had.

There is no description of the diamond
willow, or information concerning it, to be

had from the government forestry depart-

ment. It seems, to have escaped the notice

of the national agricultural department and
I have been unable to obtain anything in

print about it from any of the state forestry

stations to which I have written. Neither

have I found a description of it in any of

the, standard botanies.

The diamond willow is somewhat similar

in form and habit of growth to the golden

willow, but it does not grow so large. It

attains a height of from fifteen to twenty-

five feet, and a diameter of about ten inches

at the butt. It is native along the Missouri

River in the Dakotas, but is seldom found
southward of that region, except as culti-

vated. It has not been planted to any con-

siderable extent, for the reason that its

qualities for durability are practically

unknown outside its native region.

Groves are Profitable Experiments

Recent experiments have .
proven that in

favorable conditions the diamond willow
thrives under cultivation, and that its growth
for posts is profitable. The farmers of

western North Dakota, where the tree is

found in the greatest abundance in its native

state, have been using it for posts for a good
many years, and they are enthusiastic con-
cerning its good qualities. Prof. C. A. Scott,

Forester at the Iowa Experiment Station,

speaks in unqualified praise of it.

Undoubtedly a planted grove of diamond
willows would prove a source of satisfaction'

to the farmer. Nurserymen who handle it

report a rapidly increasing demand for it.

It thrives best in moist soil, and land which
is too wet for general cultivation can be
made valuable by setting it to this tree.

Seedling trees two or four feet in height may
be had for about six dollars a thousand.
As the trees are small in habit of growth,

having trunks only six to ten inches in

diameter, they may be planted quite close

together. Set four feet apart each way,
about twenty-five hundred trees may be
planted to the acre. When the grove is eight

years old cuttings may be made for use, and
a continuous supply may be had thereafter

indefinitely. As the willow sprouts readily
from the stump, new settings do not have to

be made to take the places of the trees cut

out, and thus a little care of the grove will

keep up a perpetual supply of posts for the
farm, or furnish an annual income from the
grove after it reaches a development suffi-

cient to furnish marketable post timber.

It would be well for those farmers who
are coming to believe in the wholesome doc-
trine that the best system of agriculture
involves wise plans to make the farm pro-
duce as nearly as possible all the material its

up-keep demands, to investigate the diamond
willow as a post-producer.

There are no accurate data available as to

the geographical limits of the cultivation of
this tree. The matter has, in fact, never
been given a thorough trial. Heavy plantings
in regions far from its natural home are,

therefore, not to be advised, without a pre-
liminary try-out of a few. But, with that
limitation understood, I now know of no
other tree which has greater promise as a
source of supply for fence-posts than the
salix cordata vestita. M. G. Rambo.

This $1500 Farmers Motor Car
In Many Respects Equals $4000 Cars

FARMERS are delighted to find in this great motor car many of the fea-

tures of motor cars that cost up to $4000. We have spent years in de-

veloping the Abbott-Detroit until now it is the one perfectly standardized

motor car in the world selling at $1500. By this we mean to emphasize that

every part, every detail has been scrutinized and brought to a stage of perfec-

tion where we find it impossible to improve. For these reasons you get in the

Abbott-Detroit a country service automobile far exceeding your expectations.

"The Car With A Pedigree"

Looks Just Like Highest Priced Cars
The painting and trimming specifications of

the Abbott-Detroit parallel those of $4000 cars.
The lines, the convenience, the luxury of the
Abbott-Detroit make a great many people think
it costs three times as much as it does.
Over the roughest country roads the Abbott-

Detroit clearly demonstrates its free easy rid-
ing, its power, its noiselessness, its ability to
assimilate ruts, crossings, hard grades and deep
mud. You are as comfortable as you can be
because of the big, strong, perfectly built
springs which level bumps and make all roads
seem like boulevards.
There are many cars listed at $1500 but by

the time you have paid for all the extras you
have expended up to $2000. The Abbott-
Detroit at $1500 includes everything but top

and wind-shield. It includes a complete elec-
tric light equipment of two electric headlights
and combination electric and oil side and rear
lamps and Bosch High Tension or Splitdorf
dual ignition system.

Write to-day for the Book of the Abbott-De-
troit which gives all the vital information about
this wonderful car and when we send it to you
we will incKide a letter of introduction to our
local dealer who can show you the car itself.

Our guarantee is more than the ordinary
guarantee. When you become an Abbott-Detroit
owner you make a permanent connection with
our organization. We keep in touch with you
and protect you continually. Just drop us a
postal right now and let us tell you all about it.

Abbott Motor Co.,

138 Waterloo St., Detroit, Mich.

Fortune-Telling

Post-Cards

In Sets of Twelve

A DIFFERENT card for each month in the year, showing the
birthstone, the sign of the zodiac and a brief horoscope

—

witches, owls, crescent moons, black cats and all of the Fortune-
Teller's paraphernalia. With these cards you can have loads of
fun telling the fortunes of your friends. Tell them their lucky
and unlucky months and days. You can tell them more about
their characteristics than they know themselves.

ALL FOR SIX CENTS
postage. Send us three two-cent stamps and in return we will

send you,, post-paid, a complete set of these new Fortune-Telling
Cards. Send at once to

DEPT. E

Farm and Fireside
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

$100 BWYSA
full, roll

B (108 sq.ft.)
of strictlyhigh grade roof-
ing, either rubber or flint
coat surface, with cement
and nails complete.
Most liberal offer ever

made on a first class roof-
ing. Better than goods
that sell at much higher
prices. Don't spend a dol-

lar on roofing until you
have seen

As"pT.tT ROOFING
You send no money when
you order tJnito Roofing.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Write today for free Cata-
logue and free samples
for test and comparison
and our nnparalleled sell-

ing plan.

Iron and Steel

ROOFING
Send today for Free

Book and bottom Fac-
tory Prices on Metal
Koo&ng and Siding.
Better than you oaa
buy elflowhere ftt any
price, bbipped at our
piak; You

Send No Money
aoyou take Qo risk. Our
guar&otee and eee-what-
you-buy- before - paying
Plan apecify you pay
nothing unless fully aat-

iafied. Don't buy till

you get out prices and
FREE ROOFERS'
GVTDE. Write for this

Book today.

Wonderful bttfgaing In
Unito Buggies. Latest
styles to choose from—
each absolu tely guaran-
teed and sent on SO days'
trial. Don't pay 815 to 82f)

extra to dealer for less
value. Order a

Unito Buggy
on CUT trial offer and prove for your-
self that it IB b«et. Writ© today
for our big tree catalogue.

Unito Gas Engine
Let us send you a Unito

Engine on our No-Money-
in-Advance FREE trial.

Use it— prove it Com-
pare it with any other
make—then if you don't
want to keep it. send
it back—-we refund even
freight charges. Made
in all styles and sizes-
lowest prices— all guar-
anteed. Ask for FREE
catalogue.

FARM
IMPLEMENTS
Everything from

garden tools to
heavy power ma-
chinery. Fully
guaranteed. Sent
on Free Trialto SQ\\
themselves by their
dependability and
high quality. Real
factory prices save
you big money-
Send for big free
catalogue.

i
Farm Fence
Eitra quality fence

—all etylea and bIecb

—rockbottom prices-

Perfect poultry^gaT'
den and atoch fence,

ertra oIobo woven at

bottom to keep out

ereo little chicks,

&nd wider and Btroog-

er at top to turn hoffs

and cattle. Don't buy
fence till you get our

Factory price. Free
catalogue on request.

SEWING
MACHINES

Don't pay deal-
ers' or agents*
prices when we
guarantee you
better quality
at a big saving.
Any Unito ma-
chine on 30
days' free trial.
Bee and prove for

youraelf before yoa
pay. Get catslo^e.

The United Factories Company conslste of a number of factories co-operating under one selling

head, to deliver direct to consumer—The Best Goods at the Lowest Prices. Write today for our
Big Book explaining the plan that will save yott money, mentioning articles interested In.

~

Tlie United Factories Company, Station A-49> Cleveiands Ohio
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?helpS WantsYou to

Answer thisAdvertisement
-and Get This Buggy Book Free

Phelps wants to pay the postage on his Big New Show
Room Buggy Book for 1911—fresh from the printer.

He wants you to have this Book to look over the
125 different styles of Auto Seat Buggies—Surreys

—

Carriages—Phaetons—Driving Carts—Spring Wagons,
etc.—and a full line of Harness—whether you buy
anything from him or not.

This Big Book shows you more Vehicles and
Harness than you could -see in 10 big towns—or in 25
Dealers' Stores.

Phelps writes the Book himself—and he has a new
plan this year of showing you—with big life size actual
photographs—all the points about a Buggy—how it

should be made—and what it should be made of

—

and it

Phelps knows.

$

P

2522 to $7500
OR NO SALE

30 Days' Free Road Test

—2 Years* Guarantee

Phelps will save you $25.00 to
$75.00 on the purchase price of a
Vehicle—according to the style you select—because he sells
direct from factory.

Phelps has the confidence of over 140,000 farmers throughout
the United States who have already bought Split Hickory
Vehicles from him this way. These customers send Phelps
thousands of other customers every year—and have written him
thousands of testimonial letters because they've been so well
pleased with their bargains.

Every Vehicle Phelps sells he makes to order—giving his
customers many choices as to style, finish, upholster^-, trimmings,
etc.—gives them exactly the Vehicle they want—when they want
it—and at the price they want to pa5'.

Trade-Mark Split Hickory Vehicles

Highest Grade That*s Made
Woodwork In rtmnlngr g-ears and shafts, of straight grrained second growth

Shellbark Split Hickory—wheels celebrated triple A grade found on no other
Vehicle and guaranteed to be up to quality of sample spoke which is shipped
(unpainted) with every
vehicle sold.

Don't you want this Free
Book? Isn't it worth while
to know all about how
a good buggy should be
made? Do you realize that
95 out of every 100 dealers
know little about Buggies—
never have been inside a
Buggry Factory?

Don't you want the best
Buggy made—not one tha*'s

made in big lots by ordinary buggy
manufacturers to be sold to dealers to
compete with the cheap mail order
catalogue houses? Just say on the
postal "Phelps—I want the book"—
he'll do the rest. Address,

H. C. PHELPS, President

The Ohio Carriage
Mainufacturing Co.
Station 27, COLUMBUS, O.

The Largest Factory in the

World Selling Direct to Consumer

SAVE MONEY, TIME AND LABOR
Before Building,Write for Free Booklet and Samples of

WAUBOAlS^.^HgkTHlNG
BISHOPRIC WALL BOARD is cheaper and

better than Lath and Plaster; applied winter or
Summer. YOU can easily nail it to studding. Ap-

plied dry it is at once ready for paint, paper or burlap,
IS clean and sanitary; gnaranteed proof against
dampness, beat, cold, sonnd and vermin.

CONSTRUCTION
Made of kiln-dried dressed

lath, IMBEDDED in hot Asphalt
Mastic, andsurfacedwith sized
cardboard;is cut atthe factory
into uniform sheets, 4x4 ft. sg.
and three-eighths of an inch
thick. These sheet3(delivered
in crates) are easilyandquick-
lynailedtostudding. Usedfor
dwellings, pleasure, health re-
sortandfactorybuildings,new
partitionsin old buildings, fin-

ishing atdcs, cellars, porches.
Applying WanBoara laundries, garages.

Price $2.50 pa 100 tq. ft or $6.40 per crate of 256 st-ft

t. ». b. bctories. New Orleans, Cmdmali, or Alma, Mi^

BISHOPRIC SHEATHING saves 75 per cent in
materialand labor. Same asWall Board, butcard-
board surface of Sheathing is not recommended

for decorative purpose; therefore costs less. Quick-
ly nailed to studs with laths and a8ptialt_exposed.

Show8weallierboardsoverSIieadiii]S,laA,

side exposed; also

Bishopric Roofing^

over Sbeatfiing,(

smooth
£'

'

exposed

Does away with buildingMakes smooth, solid job.

paper. Proof againstheat, cold, dampness. Used with
excellent resaltsas cheapest and best lining for dairy

bams, poultry houses, stablej and other buildings.

Price$2.3S per square of 100 sq. ft. or $6 per oale «f 256
3(1. ft. C •. b. New Orleant, Ciiiciimili,or Alma, Mich.

Writefor Booklet and Free Munple* of Wall Boar<l, Sheathing and RooHng

The Mastic WaU Board & Roofiiig Mfg. Co. 26 E. Third St. Chidiinat^ O.

Farm Notes

Farmers Try Out Concrete

MANY farmers here in Lawrence County,
Illinois, are testing concrete as a build-

ing-material, not only in small buildings

such as the fruit house shown in the second
picture, but in the erection of dwelling-houses

and bams of large size. The home of Mr.
Cluxton, shown in the first illustration, has

A Concrete-Walled Home

walls, porches and floor of concrete, also

interior finish of same. This house was put
up at a moderate cost and is a very ser\'ice-

able, strong, fine-looking building. Others
are using concrete for foundations only, in

block or brick, and sometimes in solid forms.

When cemented together concrete blocks

make better foundations than brick or stone.

Skilled labor is not required to handle con-

crete and the material required for making
it can often be found on the farm in the

way of sand, gravel or rock.

Concrete fence-posts are giving good ser-

vice on many farms in this region where the

posts were reinforced with wire or steel

Fruit House Built for Keeps

rods. Where made with staple attachment
for fastening the wire fence on to them, they

are very handy when there is need of remov-
ing a fence.

The third picture shows the front of

Mr. Parkinson's grounds, near Francisville,

Lawrence County, showing a concrete retain-

ing wall next the road. This fence has been
standing for years and is a very fine-looking

structure. It was made to hold the embank-
ment when the public road was graded down.
Cement mortar was used between blocks

and the entire fence is practically one solid

block of concrete.

In the building of public road bridges,

concrete has given good service here. Wood,

A Handsome, Substantial Retaining Wall

of course, does not last long, under heavy
service, and even steel bridges are expensive

in up-keep. But the concrete bridge, when
finished, is done for all time so far as repair-

ing is concerned, if the foundation was prop-

erly put down. A large five-span bridge

over a railroad cut, in this vicinity, was
rebuilt of concrete after several wooden
bridges had gone down like egg-shells under
the heavy oil machinery and engines that

used the road. They have been crossing

the concrete bridge for three years and have

not broken or marked it. The foundation of

this bridge commenced on the rock eight

feet below the surface of the cut.

Several local farmers are planning to run

a factory for the making of concrete drain-

tile, road-tile and brick. Thomas M. Cisel.

A Rat-Killer

THE cheapest, best and safest way to rid

the place of rats or mice is to mix two
parts of coarse corn-meal and one part of
plaster of Paris with a sprinkling of granu-
lated sugar added for taste. Put this in

cigar-boxes and place in their runs where it

is dry. After the rats eat the plaster of

Paris, it hardens in the stomach and this

does the work. It is tough on the rat, but
so is every other poison or killer.

Mice about the house can be easily kept in
check by using this mixture For years past
we have experienced no trouble from either.

J. H. Haynes.

With (he Editor
[continued from page 2]

We stopped. I wasn't going to let Miss
Field hold anything out on me. The school
was the Kile school, and the teacher was
Miss Eva Plank. It was the most up-to-date
school in the way of prmiary methods I eve."
saw. The little tots went hippety-hoppihg to
the classes and did the school stunts that
only the prize classes of the prize Grade One
and Grade Two teachers are supposed to do
in the prize school systems. Miss Plank had
enough interesting things to show us to have
kept us all daj'. In fact, every recitation was
a real performance. A reading class omitted
their regular lesson and enacted for us a
thing they had done the night before I got
there at the institute. Each child was an
ear of corn, and the "number" included parts
of Whittier's corn song, portions of other
corn poems and portions of verses Miss
Plank had written. Com again, do you see ?

And the best reading yoa'U hear in a day's
journey. No, they aren't neglecting Readin"
nor Ritin' nor 'Rithmetrc ia the Page County
schools. They have clpnenng matches and
reading contests galore, as well as corn-
judging and stock-judging and cookery and
sewing
"Why were you scooting by that school?"

I asked, when we were on the way again.

"Well," said she, looking guilty, "I didn't
want you to think that all of our good
schools were right around Clarinda and that
I was showing you just the best ones !"

A New Spirit in the Old Schools

The fact is, there don't seem to be any
best. Or rather, they all seem to be best. Miss
Field was elected five years ago. Then they
were just ordinarj' country schools. The
children used to slink off and peer at her
around corners, then, she says. The school-
houses were shabby^ dirty, poorly furnished.
Miss Field has_ pouted out all the wealth' of
a fine and loving nature on these schools.
Now the children smile like a summer morn
when she comes in at the door of the school,
and the work ol the class goes on more
intensely than before, without a sign of
embarrassment. As the little runabout goes
flying across the country, every child smiles
and waves its hand at Miss Field, every
farmer's wife waves friendly greeting from
the door—if she happens to be there—and
no team ever seems to be so obstreperous at
the auto's passing that the farmer or
farmer's boy driving it cannot find occasion
to give Miss Field a cheery greeting. Every
child in Page County has at least two
mothers and generally ' three—its "really,
truly mother,-'' its teacher and Miss Field.
Miss. Field is the universal mother of all the
children in the county.
Now this has not been done by changing

all the teachers—two thirds of them are the
very same teachers who were in the just
fair-to-middling schools of five years ago

—

and I'll venture to say that that's a greater
percentage of five-year-old teachers than
your county will show. The great thing
about it is that they are the same teachers,
in large measure, and that they use the old-
fashioned one-room school-houses. But the
difference lies in a change in spirit, coupled
with a change in methods. The teaching
combines mental training with manual train-
ing and domestic science—those sound like
awfully hard things to put in a country school,
but wlaen a boy is brought to making a hay-
rack by his school work, that's manual
training, whether there's a work-bench in
the school or not : when a girl is made
skilful in making bread or hemming aprons,
that is domestic science, whether there's a
school kitchen or sewing-machine or not.
Don't you see ?

Applying School Life to Farm Life

They call it "correlation" in Page County—the correlation of school with life. At
Mrs. Huftalen's school at Norwich I saw a
young man—John -Snyder—studying a text-
book on agriculture, with a rack full of
agricultural bulletins at his hand. He was
writing an essay on raspberry culture—a"

mighty sight better thing than an essay on
Genius or The Causes of the Civil War

!

At the institute we heard a prize essay
contest. The subject was "Why I Like to
Live in Page County." The burden of them
all was the good schools. The best teachers
in the county are not in the city schools

—

which are manj', and I have no doubt good

—

but in the country. The country teachers
receive as high as sixty-five' dollars a month,
and perhaps more. Many of them could get
positions in city schools, but they refuse to

leave the country. And the country-school
pupils are proud of their schools and feel

rather sorry for the children who have to

attend town schools—they are rather uppish
and superior toward the towns.

Progress, kindness, gentleness, good mor-
als, efficient farming, love for country life

—these are the things that characterize the
Page County rural schools. They are won-
derful schools, now ; but they will be much
better in five years more. Then they will

by that time have worked out a complete
application of school life to farm life.

Once in a while there 'arises a great
teacher who takes us back to the eternal
principles of education, which we are ever
straying from. Such a person was Pestalozzi.

the Swiss. Another was Froebel, the Ger-
man. Another was Horace Mann, the
Massachusetts lawyer and teacher. Another
was Colonel Parker of Quincy, Massachu-
setts, and later of Illinois. Such a teacher is

Jessie Field. She found the rural schools in

need of change, and she is doing more to

change them than one could have believed
possible. After her. everj- teacher will be
able to do the same thing everywhere—and
to make such change is to achieve greatness.
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THE editor of Farm and Fireside has several times

asked me to write a letter about myself and my
political views. He wanted my readers, if such

there be, to get my "point of view."

It would be useless to pretend that my reticence has

been due to consideration for my readers. I have

imposed enough on them in the past to give the lie to

any pretense that their comfort made any difference to

me. So this is where I tell about myself, because I must

do it as a preliminary to telling why I think what I am
going 'to say about this reciprocity arrangement of Mr.

Taft and the Canadian government. If my views sound

like treason, why, make the most of it. They aren't

anybody else's views, and such as they are I am willing

to defend against all middle-weight comers^

If I didn't explain my "point of view," a good many
of you would likely think me no friend of the farmer.

So I shall sit down and tell you all about it.

I was born in Illinois. My father never voted any

but the Republican ticket, beginning with Fremont. He
started a private and emerged a captain at the end of

the Civil War, and I'm prouder of him than of anything

else that ever happened to me, excejjt my mother, my
v/ife and babies. Raised a black Republican, I never

voted a straight ticket, and have voted for just about

equal numbers of Democrats and Republicans. Have
small use for parties ; out in Iowa, where I have mostly

lived. Democrats said I was a Republican, Republicans

insisted I was a Democrat. They were both wrong.

I thought I was a mugwump till the term "insurgent"

got broad enough to indicate people from all parties,

and since then I have considered myself an insurgent.

Does Protection Protect Farmers?

v^HEN I was twenty I just naturally knew that the

" protective policy made the world, hung up the

moon and burnished the stars for that twinkle you may
have noticed about them. Like many other things that

one knows all about at twenty, I know now that I don't

know much of anything about it, except that I have

changed my mind. Trusts selling things abroad cheaper

than at home acquired the Angora oi my tariff con-

fidence.

Now, please don't start a lynching party. Don't write

to the editor and stop the paper. Don't get excited

about it. But the fact is that I don't believe pro-

tection of agricultural products has ever been worth a

tinker's

—

Pardon an interpolation. The smallest coin minted in

the world, in value, is made in India. It is called a

dahm. It is worth a very small fraction of a cent.

Anyhow, as I was saying, I don't honestly believe that

protection of the agricultural products has ever been

worth a tinker's dahm to the farmer. It couldn't be

worth anything to him, so long as we were a great

exporting nation. We have been, and still are, such.

The time is at hand when we are not going to export

so much. When that time comes, protection is going

to mean something to the farmer. But does he need it?

The Tariff as a Condition Powder for Millionaires

'yo GO back to my autobiography at this point. I am
a farmer. I have more concern about the price of

wheat than about the price of articles. I live on a

farm and live by it I have owned and sold two good
Iowa farms, and when I came East to live, got one in

the best county in Maryland—Montgomery. I think I

know the farmer's point of view of this thing. And I

say to you farmer friends that protection of your

products never did you any good, in my honest belief,

except as it helped make a home market, the value

of which was mighty problematical in view of the fact

that the exported surplus mainly decided the prices in

the home market.

But let us see what protection did to the market in

which we have to buy. Reasonable protection—the

protection which Alexander Hamilton had in mind in

his Report on Manufactures—I believe in. It was the

protection which the Republican platform of 1908

promised : A measure of the difference between the

cost of production at home and abroad. We have never

had a tariff that was based on that plan. Every suc-

cessive tariff in recent years has taken us farther from
it. Protection enabled the manufacturer to charge us

more for what he made than he could have charged

under free trade. Well, I don't object to that. As a

farmer, I prefer to buy from an American, employing

Americans, at a little higher price, than to buy from a

By Judson C. Welliver

German or an Englishman, paying my money to German
or English workmen. But follow it out

:

The era of combinations came. The trusts were
formed. We found ourselves paying high prices, not

in order that the American working-man might get good
wages, but in order that the people who had issued

fictitious capitalization against the property might get

dividends on it. We found ourselves growing a crop

of millionaires, of multi-millionaires, and talking of

billionaires. These people—the Havemeyers, the Car-

negies, the Flints, the Woodses, the McCormicks and

a long line of them—made their millions out of the

privilege which protection gave them, to charge us

more than a reasonable price—a price that represented

the difference between cost of production at home and

abroad.

Convinced of this, I decided long ago that protection

was overdone. I had already decided that it didn't do

the farmer any good, though to this day I believe the

farmer sincerely thinks he gets as much out of protec-

tion as anybody, if not more. The tariff revision of

1909 convinced me that the tariff was full of graft

—

just plain indecent graft.

Now comes President Taft with his reciprocity plan.

In substance, he proposes to let in Canada's agricultural

products free and to get Canada to take our steel-trust

products free or at much lower rates. He proposes to

let cattle into this country free, but to charge duties

on beef. That is, he lets in competition for the farmer,

but not for the beef trust.

Go all through the scheme and you will find it full

of just such things as that. Why should the farmer

have his protection taken away from him, while the

beef trust is continued in its privilege of charging as

much for dressed meats as it can get hungry people

to pay?

I think this arrangement with Canada is one of the

worst and most jug-handled affairs I ever saw. The
manufacturer gets the Canadian market—and the farmer

pays for it. It is enough to make a self-respecting

farmer swear right in the middle of prayer-meeting.

But—

Let's Try Our Hand at Prophecy

|N SPITE of all that, I am in favor of the arrangement.

^I hope it will be ratified. I think if it were ratified

to-morrow, it would make my corn and hogs worth a

little less ; I am pretty sure it would hurt my next year's

crop of wheat a trifle. But I am for it, and I think every

other farmer ought to be. Here's the reason

:

The benefit the farmer gets from protection has

always been mainly a myth. It is a superstition. Take
it away from him, and I give you my word I don't

believe he will know the difference. For sentimental

reasons, it might slightly affect prices of a few staples

for a short time, merely because everybody expected

them to be affected—not for any other. But in the

course of three years, or two, while things were adjust-

ing to the new condition, it would not make a bit of

difference to the farmer.

Go along with my reasoning now, even if you don't

agree 'with me, and see where we come out. Suppose

I am right, and the farmer was not hurt by the

reciprocity arrangement. What next?

As sure as you are ten inches tall, the farmer, discov-

ering that removal of his protection had not hurt him,

would get to wondering why other people needed all

this protection. He would wonder if the steel trust

really needed all it enjoys. He would look into the

sugar combination, the woolen goods trust, the lead

trust, the coal trust and some hundreds of others, and

he would reason about thus

:

"They took all my protection away frorn me, and it

didn't make any difference. These trusts seem to be

the people that get the real benefits of it. They must,

because they sell their goods cheaper abroad than here.

Why not take their protection off, and let them sell as

cheap here as anywhere. That'll make things cheaper

for me, and I seem to be their best customer."

Whereupon the tariff would be revised, and this time

it would be a real downward revision. It would mean
something. The tariff does protect a long list of trusts

;

but it doesn't protect the farmer. It does make the

prices higher on what the farmer buys, but it doesn't

make them higher on what he sells. Therefore, the

farmer ought to be for this Canadian reciprocity treaty

because it is the entering wedge toward a real revision

of the schedules that concern the farmer in his capacity

as buyer and consumer.

That is why I favor the Canadian reciprocity treaty.

I think it is an outrage on the agricultural interests.

Either it will hurt the farmer to have his protection

taken off, or else the Republican party has been lying to

him all these decades when it told him it would. Is

that plain? Well, it is my opinion that the Republican
party has been lying.

Most of the people who did the lying were not con-

scious of it. They honestly thought it was good for the

farmer to sell in a free market and buy in a closed one.

There were people up at the top—the people who got
the fine, big swag out of it—who didn't believe anything

of the kind. But most Republicans honestly believed it.

I did, till recent years.

It is time for a lot of people to admit that they may
have been mistaken. Nobody needs to inquire about
the whole matter more carefully than the farmer who
has been a life-long protectionist.

A Step Toward Real Tariff Revision

T ET me explain my idea about the practical politics of

^this reciprocity situation and I am done. First, I

believe that it has precipitated the tariff question into

an entirely new phase in this country. We are nearing

the end of the superstition that the tariff made the

earth and the fullness thereof. I shall not over-

state it if I say that I expect this Canadian reciprocity

proposal of Taft's to make a bigger splash in history

than anything Theodore Roosevelt did. Don't think that

means I think Taft is as big a man as Roosevelt, though,

for I don't—not by a long way.

If this Canadian pact is ratified, it will be done largely

by the votes of the South and the industrial sections.

Broadly, a combination of East and South will do it.

Suppose the combination is made, and does it. What
then? Why, naturally, the next thing will be for the

South and West to snuggle up together. They will

discuss it about thus

:

Miss South—"I notice you aren't wearing that lovely

protection plume this season?"

Miss West—"No; you and that snuppy Miss East
seem to have got it away from me."

Miss South—"Land sake, dear, I never had a plume
like that in all my born days. I see Miss East wearing

it every time she goes out. Why shouldn't we join

together and take it away from her?"

And so West and South would in turn join together

and take the protection privilege away from the big

Eastern interests that have so long enjoyed it That is,

they would take the excesses of it away. There would
be honest revision ; the graft would be taken out

Free Trade the Logical Conclusion? No

'T'HERE is, in my opinion, the inevitable result If the
* South, plus the industrials, put through this reci-

procity treaty, then, at the next step, the West plus the

South will take away the excesses of protection to

manufacturing.

This is not a free-trade country and there is no reason

for suspecting that revision of the tariff into some
approximation to justice and fairness will even menace

' the country with free trade. In truth, it will save the

country from the danger of free trade The excesses

of protection have done it more harm in recent years

than the benefits of it have done good.

Just another word. Washington believed that Presi-

dent Taft negotiated this treaty in the form it is—^taking

everything from the farmer and giving nothing to

him—in order to "put in a hole" the mid-Western

insurgents. I rather think so myself. I think he has

put them in, too. They have been asking for tariff

reduction ; now he offers it to them.

Of course, it is very unfair. The farmer has been

asking a square deal, a reasonable downward revision.

He gets all the downwardness of it, and the manufac-

turers get all the benefits ; he pays for opening Canada's

markets to the manufacturer's wares. Every insurgent

would be justified in opposing the treaty, because of its

manifest unfairness. Most of them will oppose it

Well, I am just as good an insurgent as any of them,

and have been one longer than most of them ; and I

think they ought to vote to ratify it That's the differ-

ence. Most of the farmers will doubtless disagree with

me; most of my political friends will; but I started

to write what I believed, and there it is.
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POOR RELATIONS
By Adelaide Stedman

Author of "Miracle," ''Intellectual Miss Clarendon," Etc.

Part VII.—Chapter XIX.

* T FIVE o'clock, just as Clarion was in the midst of

/\ her tilt with Fred, ]\Ir. Hastings, nervous and
irritated, was ushered into the Alartin's librarj-.

^ JL The place appeared strangely different. All

the familiar furnishings seemed to have lost their air of

comfort. Could it have been in this same room that

he had proposed to Penelope two months before? He
fidgeted from one chair to another, then stood clasping

and unclasping his hands. A big old grandfather's clock

suddenly boomed out the hour, before continuing its

throaty ticking. A line from an old poem of Long-
fellow's began keeping time with it in his brain. "For-
ever never ! Never forever. Forever never. . Never
forever."
Twenty minutes went by. His nervousness was almost

beyond conti'ol. For instance, suppose Penelope had
changed her mind, or she regretted their quarrel and
her foolish conduct with the count. Would he be in

honor bound again? Surely he had no right to be
harsh, for he had only kept his engagement vows in the
letter and not in the spirit. He began pacing up and
down the room with swift mechanical insistence, an
army of doubts assailing him at e^-ery step.

Meanwhile, up-stairs in the sunlit living-room, Penel-
ope was announcing her latest decision.

When she had finished, Mrs. Martin exclaimed
angriljf : "J\Iy dear, you don't know what you are .say-

ing. Not marry John Hastings ! Why you're letting

pass the opportunity of a lifetime!"
"Oh, no!" Penelope's smile of natural mockery

touched her lips. "I am only getting off with the old

so as to get on with the new, the infinitely to be
preferred new."
"What do you mean?'" The lady's voice vi'as a mix-

ture of dis'pleasure and eagerness.

"I mean," the girl rose and leaned her lithe body
against the back of a chair, 'T mean that Comte George
de Feronac is on his knees to me, imploring me to

become his wife !" She laughed indulgently as her
mother's face lit up.

"But, Pen," Mrs. Martin cried, coming to her daugh-
ter's side, "I thought you loved Jack ! I—why, my dear,

I want you to be happy, but I confess I should love to

see you a countess. Think of it !" Her eyes glittered.

Penelope's face hardened. "I will be happy," she
murmured. "I must be happy. Of course, when I go
to France father will give me my weight in gold ; but
it would have been a great deal more if George had not
felt that his suit was almost hopeless—and I will be
^Madame la Comtesse ! Do you hear?" Suddenh' her
manner grew intense. "I will be awa}- from this awful
social game. I will know who I am always. Fm sick

and tired of fighting and fighting for recognition in

this snob democracy. There are no real classes here.

People move up and down the social checker-board so
fast that one scarcely knows who is who from one day
to the next.

"Nobody dares do an}'thing revolutionary or even
interesting—because nobody has a sufficiently firm
standing.

"I want something definite—something staple. I want
to get away from the constant reminders of our fight I

I want to get away from—poor relations!

"Why, the other night when I saw ]\Iarion at the ball

in her shabby suit and heavy boots and gloves I shiv-

ered. Think how close we were to a scene—and social

ostracism ! Even as John Hastings' wife I would have
to tremble continual!}'. Who knows what each day
might bring forth? So I am going to buy something
tangible with our money. I am going to buy a title and
unassailable position, and FU be happy !" She laughed
breathlessl.v. "It will be paradise."

Mrs. ]\Iartin stood listening, disturbed and hesitant.

"My dear," she faltered at last. "You are quite right.

I know how clever you are. But—well—you always
call me old-fashioned and perhaps I am. What about the
count? Do you love him, Penelope? Tell me, dear."
"Love him !" Penelope's voice was scornful. "I don't

know, I'm sure. There are too many other

things to consider." A dry sob shook her.

"I haven't been trained to fall in love."

She paused for an instant to control

herself, then went on. "Old-fashioned
mother. You are—to a point ! Be\'ond
that you are just like I am—exactly. You
conform to sentiment just as long as it

doesn't Interfere with anything else, and
not a minute longer."

Mrs. Martin started to speak, but the
girl went on impulsiveh'.

"Listen! Once a young man came to

this house, a fascinating, fascinating young
man. We had a little talk. I—I was
drawn to him almost irresistibl)-—wonder-
fully ! I think I would have loved him
before long."

"Well, why didn't you?" the older
woman asked.

"]>ecause," her daughter's voice was
exquisitely sarcastic, "because he was a
flojist's assistant, here decorating for a

tea."

^Irs. Martin exclaimed in protest, "I

wouldn't be surprised if he were the man
who stole ni}- jewels!"
"You see," the girl cried, "how romantic

you are ! How old-fashioned about love

—

I or.ly saw him that once, but I've thought
of him often. I know I could have loved
him. But I could not have married him.
Could I? No! Then why talk about
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romance and love aiid—democracy? We can't have
them. None of us." She stopped abruptly, while her
mother stared at her speechless.

In a moment the girl recovered herself and walked
quietly to the. door. Then she paused and said: "I

didn't tell you, but Jack has been down-staks—waiting,

all this time. I am going now, to break with him."
"Poor boy !" Mrs. Alartin sighed weakly.
"Oh, you needn't pity him," Penelope flared.. "I think

he is glad, too." She laughed, her voice high and
strained, then added flippantly, "So you see everybody
is happy."
A moment later she entered the library, her head

high, her eyes brilliant, her lips smiling.

"Jack," she murmured, with mock tragedy, "the horn-

has come!" Then her tantalizing laugh rang out, while
her clear ej'es were alert to catch the man's expressions
as they passed.

'"Penelope," he rose and faced her, "I can't be a
hypocrite ! I think it's better for both of us—this

decision of yours. Let us both be thankful that our
discovery of incompatibility didn't come—too late."

The girl drew a flashing ring from her finger and
held it toward him. "I have worn it just three times,"
she smiled, "the night you gave it to me, one other night
to please someone," her eyes sparkled, "and to-rtight

!

I think the third time was the lucky one, don't you?"
The man stared at her, nonplussed. "How could

we ever have been so blind ?" he answered.
Penelope flushed. His frankness was not altogether

pleasing.

"You once told me I could fascinate the Sphinx,"
she mused. "But then, everything is comparative. I

suppose we realize how different our feeling for each
other is from the feeling each has—for someone else!

I know it is so with me !"

She watched him keenly and saw the slow red mount
to his cheeks.
"Oh," she mocked, hiding her very genuine surprise.

"I spoke an accidental truth, did I? So I am not the
only one whom.an engagement did not blind to another's
charms !"

Hastings seemed to have difficulty in speaking, so she
went on. "Tell me, am I correct ?"

"Yes," he muttered. ,;'You have a right to know.
But I have not told—the other young ladi'—that I care.

I was bound to you. It worried me all the time. I

didn't see any way out of the tangle. I wouldn't tell

> ou this, only I know now you don't mind." His manner
was troubled.

"I—indeed not !" The girl laughed, too proud to ask
her rival's name. "We'll dance at each other's weddings,
won't we. Jack? But now, I really must ask you to

excuse me. The Comte de Feronac will be here pres-
ently, and a meeting might be—awkward. Sometimes
you are very fierce, Jack." She paused, then added, "Go
to see my father to-morrow morning. I am going to

allow you to announce our decision to him."
He rose instantly, with a straightening of the

shoulders and a sigh of relief, which hurt Penelope

—

hurt her pride—her sense of power.
"Good-by," he held out his hand and added with real

feeling, "I hope you will be very happy."
"Perfectly, thank you. Two months ago, who would

have thought I could have been without you?"
The man left the room : she listened until the thud

of the outer door closing announced his exit. Then
tremulously she threw herself into a chair and closed
her eyes spasmodically. Slowly from beneath the white
lids large hot tears coursed down her cheeks. The good
in Penelope always fought for masters', but it never
won

;
only crystallized into the salt bitterness of tears.

At.half-past six as Mrs. Martin, her daughter and the
count still held sway in the library, !Mr. Martin settled
himself in his study for a quiet half hour before his
wife disturbed him.
However, hardly had he straightened out his evening

p,apers before a knock sounded at the door.
"Come in," he growled, his manner anything but an

invitation.

Fred popped his head inside the door. "Are you ii»

a good humor, governor?" he questioned jauntily.
"Um—" Mr. Martin ejaculated". "That's up to you.

What's the matter now?" His face softened a little,

only to harden again Fred answered cheerfully

:

"Money !"

"Money," his father protested. "OK, no. See here,
young son, I'm going to call a halt on you. Take a
look at yourself in that glass. I suppose 3'ou spenf^
enough on that awful outfit of yours to equip a suite of
offices."

The boy touched the black pearl in his tie guiltily.

"Well," he responded sullenlv, "what's the money good
for?"
Mr. Martin looked at his son queerly. He had

indulged him in everything. Suddenly to-night for the
first time he seemed to see the results of such training,
as he looked at the face before him, pale, heavy-eyed,
weak.
"Boy," he .finally announced, "you. are going to VFork.

If )-ou get any more mone}-, you are going to earn it.

I've got a pile of bills here, ten thousand dollars' worth
—all for you—in ten months." He tapped his muscular
hand on the table, as his son subsided into a seat, then
went on, "I'll pay these, they're the result of my old
policy—but this is the end

!

"To-morrow, you look for a job, not with me. What-
ever j'ou earn you can spend, for you can live at home.
That will help you!"
The boy gasped. "I say, governor," he protested, "I'm

too tired to joke. Just give me two thousand dollars,

and I won't bother you for a while." He j^awned and
stretched himself sprawling over the chair.

.The older man watched him for a minute with grow-
ing anger. From his silk socks to his neatly parted and
perfumed hai-r, the boy suddeii-ly irritated him.

"Stand up, sir!" he commanded at last, "and have
some respect. You young puppy ! Two thousand
dollars—you won't get two thousand cents from me. I

worked for what I've got. I thought I'd spare you

;

but looking over the items on these bills has changed
m\' mind. Flowers, jewelry, taxi-cabs—late suppers.
I've been a fool, and I've made a blame fool out of
you ; but I change my tactics right here !" He brought
his fist down on the table with a bang.
Fred stood up grumbling. He was used to his father's

occasional bursts of rage.

"All right, I'll go to work," he laughed, looking
lovingly at his manicured nails. "Just give me the two
thousand this once. The need is pressing—urgent."
"What for?" jNIr. IMartin demanded-
"Can't tell you. Sorry."
"Then 'you won't get it."

"Now, governor, be reasonable. A fellow can't tell

everything. I will tell you that it will be put to the best

use 1 have ever made of money in my life. Honest. I

was surprised at myself for—offering it."

"Well, you can take back }-our offer, because you are
not going to get a penny. I said 'No,' and I'm going
to stick to it. I'll make a man of you 3-et. Stand
straight, don't look more stupid than you can help."
Fred flushed angrily and stared hard at his father.

"I simply must have it, governor," he growled.
[continued on page 25]
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STARTING SEEDS IN THE HOUSE
By Ida D. Bennett

NLESS one possesses the convenience of
a hotbed or a greenhouse, the starting

of the seeds of tender annuals and
greenhouse plants in the house becomes
the only practical solution of the process
of growing this class of plants from
seed ; and that they shall be grown from

seed rather -than purchased direct from the florist

becomes not only a matter of dollars and cents but, to

the lover of flowers, a matter of absorbing interest.

Not only is it possible to secure in this way an unlimited
supply of choice things at a nominal cost, but it is also

a fact that plants raised from seed are generally better

plants than plants grown from cuttings and are likely

to give a more satisfactory fullness of bloom.
It is, however, useless to start a Cjuantity of seeds into

growth unless one has enthusiasm sufficient to carry
them through the process of germination, transplanting
and potting and repotting until, in time, the seedling has
become a complete plant, perfect in leafage and flower.

It is the most common thing in the world for one, in

the flush of springtime enthusiasm for out-of-door
things, to buy lavishly of seeds of various things and
to spend a morning or two over pans of moist earth,

planting seeds that as soon as the novelty wears off

will be neglected and, at some not-far-distant day, be
found occupying a neglected corner of the porch, dry
and dead. So one should only undertake the growing
of those things for which one has use and room and
the enthusiasm to carry forward to completion.
The process of starting seeds in the house is exceed-

ingly simple and the equipment required of the plainest

;

a number of small, shallow boxes, known as "flats,"

which may be fashioned from the half-size discarded
cigar boxes or made from pieces of thin wood of any
size desired, but not over three inches in depth. A
long, narrow box of a size to sit safely on a window-sill
about three inches high in front and six in the back and
provided with a hinged lid of glass will give room for

a number of plants and may be easily fashioned.

If "it is desired to start a number of varieties of seed
then the box may be divided, by»means of narrow strips

of wood, into as many divisions as desired.

Both these window boxes and the small cigar-box
flats must have a number of holes bored in the bottom
for drainage and these should be covered with bits of

glass to prevent the earth clogging them.
The best soil for the purpose is a good compost of

fibrous loam, leaf mold and sharp sand. This should
be run through a coal sieve for the seeds of common
annuals like pansies and asters, but in the case of

greenhouse plants with fine seed the use of a flour sieve

will be necessary. The soil should be quite free from
insect life and just moist enough to hold together when
pressed flrml}' in the hand.
The boxes should be filled to within from one fourth

of an inch to a full inch from the top according to size.

Seeds vary greatly in size and must be sown accord-
ingly. Seeds of pansies and asters may be sown in

shallow drills, about an eighth of an inch in depth,
scattered as evenly and thinly as possible. The dis-

placed earth should be drawn back over them and
pressed down firmly with the hand or a piece of board.
But the seeds of many greenhouse plants and some
annuals are far too small to be covered in this way, but
must be sown directly on the surface of the soil and
merely pressed into the soil. Seeds of the begonia,
gloxinia, cineraria and the like appear like fine dust
and are merely scattered on the surface of the soil.

When these seeds germinate one can only see the little

plants by holding the box between one and the light at

a level with the eye. Seeds which need light covering
may be sown on the surface of the soil and pressed,
down and then be lightly covered with fine earth or
clean sand sifted carefully over them with a sieve.

After the seeds are sown and covered and pressed
down into the soil, the flats should be placed in a shallow
pan of tepid water for a few moments, or until the soil

looks moist, not vyet, on top. The surplus water should
then be drained off by tipping the box on one corner
and allowing the v/ater to drain away through the
bottom. A sheet of white paper should then be placed
over the box and the whole covered with glass and
placed where a uniform temperature can be maintained.
Sudden changes of temperature, allowing the earth to

get dry or too great an amount of moisture, retard
germination. Most failures in growing plants from seed
result in poor management of the seed flats or beds;

Then the unfortunate seedsman comes in for a scoring.

If, when the glass is lifted to examine the flats, drops of
moisture are found on the glass or paper, then con-
ditions are too damp and the glass should be lifted a
short time to allow the soil to dry out a little.

As soon as the plants appear the glass should be raised

a trifle to allow the young plants air and light and the
paper may be removed from over the flats and placed
between 'the box and the window glass to temper some-
what at this stage of the plant growth what would prove
too strong a light. Most house-grown plants sheuld
have one or two pairs of leaves before they are strong
enough to stand full sunshine and at first should only
be exposed to the morning sun. Asters are benefited

by two or more transplantings, as it induces a generous
root development essential in standing the rough, out-

Poor Relations
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door life. Plants of tender greenhouse class should be
pricked out into tiny thumb pots as soon as they are
large enough to handle and the pots placed in pans or
trays of damp sand. Sun-loving plants, such as gera-
niums, heliotropes and carnations, may be placed in a
south window until warm enough to place in a sand
box in the open air, while more tender, shade-loving
plants may be given an east or north window. In potting
plants use for the first pottings the same soil in which
the seed was started and always place a bit. of broken
crock cri" glass over the drainage hole to«keep the roots
inside the pot, otherwise they will strike straight through
into the sand. Shift the plants into pots one size larger
as fast as the pots they are in fill with roots.
House plants grown from seed are nearly always

superior to those grown from cuttings and one usually
secures some new varieties—for it must be remembered
that nearly all new varieties of flowers are hybrids
produced by seed selection and in growing a quantity
of seedlings one should never make the mistake of
selecting out the strongest appearing plants as the
smaller and weaker appearing plants are quite apt to
be the choicer

;
especially is this true in growing the

fine, large-flowered petunias.
Outdoor or bedding plants which may be profitably

started in the house are the aster, balsam, ageratum,
canna, coleus, dahlias, lobelias, lantanas, pansies, salvias,
petunias, verbenas, Japanese morning-glories, stock,
wall-flowers, candytuft and the like.

Quite as good dahlias can be raised from seed and
seedling cannas come into bloom almost as quickly from
seed as from roots. In starting cannas from seed the
shell should always be filed sufficiently to show the
white and the seed soaked in quite warm water over-
night; treated in this way the seed will germinate in
three days and February or March planted seed come
into bloom in June. Seed of Japanese morning-glories
should be soaked overnight in quite warm water and
not planted out in the open ground until the nights and
soil are warm. Moon-flower seed also need the pre-
liminary filing and soaking and verbena seed germinate
earlier if well soaked in warm water before planting.

Seeds which germinate in from three to five days

:

Aster, ageratum, canna, salvia, stock; in from five to
seven days, coleus, dahlia, lobelia ; in from eight to ten
days, pansies, verbenas (when not soaked).
House plants which germinate in from five to seven

days : Carnations, cinerarias, geraniums, pelargoniums

;

in from eight to ten days, Abutilons, begonias in variety,
Calceolarias ; in from twelve to fifteen days, lantanas,
petunias; in from fifteen to twenty days, heliotrope,
Asparagus Sprengeri.

"You'll not get it." The obstinate streak in Mr. Martin
was asserting itself. "Not unless you tell me what for

—

"

"I can't tell you, I say !" Fred knew how more than
useless it would be to appeal to Ijis father on Marion's
behalf. Still he had offered something to a pretty girl,

and according to his code "he must make good." He
knew she wouldn't take it, but he intended to send it to

her publishers with some sort of aa explanatory letter.

Now it seemed as if once when he was trying, in his

own words, "to do a decent thing" difficulties were
thrown in his way.

"I want that money, ciad," he repeated.

"Then get it !" His father was stubborn.
"All right, I will," Fred flared. "I will, one way or

another, and you can take the consequences. You say
you brought me up like a fool. That was not my fault.

Now I'm going to get that money, believe me."
He glared at his father a moment, then lurched out

of the room, slamming the door.

Chapter XX.

THiLE Marion was plodding through her daily routine,

Penelope had finished Mr. Shreve's house. Inside
and out she had re-made the old mansion, until even
Mrs. Bellamy admitted that it was improved. The girl

finished her work regretfully, for she had put her whole
heart into it. Mr. Shreve was just due to arrive from
Europe, and she had hurried all hands so that everything
might be in place on his return.

Finally the last touches had beeii put on, and she stood
on the broad veranda, saying good-by to Mrs. Bellamy.
The autumn wind was blowing and occasionally a brilliant

leaf would fly against their gowns or faces as they talked.

"Good-by, my dear," the little old lady said at last.

"I know Mr. Shreve will be delighted with the house,
and as for me, well, I thought I never would admit it,

but I feel at home and on friendly terms with the
furniture already." She laughed softly; then something
in Penelope's quiet grave eyes caused her to draw down
the girl's face tenderly and kiss one soft white cheek.
"I shall miss you, dear," she murmured. "It has been
good to have someone young about. You will come and
see me occasionally, won't you?"
"Indeed, indeed I will," Penelope answered heartily,

pressing Mrs. Bellamy's small wrinkled hands in her
young warm ones. Suddenly she choked a little. "I
hope Mr. Shreve will be pleased," she faltered, "but I'm
not sure."

"Why, Miss Penelope !" Mrs. Bellamy remonstrated.
"I wish he were here to speak for himself, but I know
he will be delighted."
"Thank you for saying so—and—good-by." With one

more pressure of the hands the girl hurried into the
high cart, and in a moment the horse was trotting
toward the station.

Dim clouds scudded overhead, the air was still and
heavy with coming rain ; the whole countryside seemed
bleak and forbidding, a chilling landscape of cold grays
and whites and greens.

In fifteen minutes the little depot was reached ; Penel-
ope dismissed the driver and bought her ticket, then

stood drearily vs'aiting for the incoming train, depressed
and down-hearted. The mystery of Mr. Shreve's abrupt
departure was in her mind continually. She had only
four minutes to wait before the black locomotive raced
into view and came rumbling along the home tracks.

A few people got off, and suddenly Penelope stared
unbelieving, for, suit-case in one hand and satchel in

the other, out stepped Mr. Shreve.
"Why !" she gasped, and the gentleman, turning

around, saw her.

"Miss Martin I" he cried, a blending of embarrassment
and pleasure in his voice. "I am so glad to see you."
"Welcome home," she responded in her soft voice,

which trembled a little* with strange excitement, while
her cheeks were.carnation red. "Aren't you unexpected ?"

"Yes," he agreed. "We didn't expect to dock until

to-morrow, but we made record time. I thought I would
come out and surprise Mrs. Bellamy. I confess,
though," his eyes rested somberly on her face, "it was
a rather lonely home-coming."

"I should think so," she exclaimed with quick sym-
pathy, "but Mrs. Bellamy has a beaming greeting in

store for you, so I must not detain you."
"Oh, not at all," he hesitated in evident confusion,

then queried lamely, "How is the house getting along?"
"It is finished," she replied quietly. "I just used my

best judgment, as you requested. I hope you will te
pleased."

"George," he responded, "I don't see how I can help
being—but

—
" he frowned and half turned away.

"Well, I must be going," she broke in, "the train will

be leaving presently. Just write me if you desire any
changes."

"Yes, thank you, thank you." The man was evidently
struggling with a desire to say something, and finally,

just as the girl was about to turn away, he muttered,
"Er—Miss Martin, I suppose—no doubt—I may offer

you my congratulations by this time. I—I was privy to

the secret of your engagement."
"My engagement?" Penelope echoed in astonishment.
"Why yes—yes. I wish you all happiness." His voice

was gruff with feeling.

"There must be some mistake," the girl faltered, "I
am not

—

"

"My dear Miss Martin, you are not engaged to Mr.
Hastings?" he exclaimed incredulously. "Why, I

—

"

"To Mr. Hastings," she wondered, "oh—now I see.

You—"
"I am sure I beg your pardon if my words are an

intrusion
—

" he interrupted.
"Oh, no ! I am not engaged to him. It is my cousin.

Miss Penelope Martin!"
"Your cousin, Penelope Martin ! The same name !"

he marveled. "Oh, what an idiot I have been. George,
I'm glad." He grasped her hand enthusiastically, his

face alight with joy as he laughed. "That's the best
news I have heard in months !"

"Why, Mr. Shreve," she gasped, trying to withdraw
her hand.
For a moment he seemed recalled to himself and his

face grew as scarlet as the geraniums which bloomed

sparsely about them. Then his eyes grew radiant again,
and the words came pouring out. "I am so happy

—

because don't you know I love you, Penelope? I think
I loved you the first day you came here. I meant to tell

you so a month ago, when Hastings informed me that
he was engaged to a Miss Penelope Martin. Of course,
I thought it was you, so I went away. I didn't want to
see you working at the rooms I had dreamed you would
occupy. But now—oh, my darling I" His voice had all

the ardor of twenty-one. "Now-^^have I a chance ? Tell
me, Penelope! Have I a chance?"
The girl's face was illumined. For a second she stood

silent, as her train flashed out of the station, then the
glory of her smile was an answer, even before she
whispered, "You have more than a chance—because I

have been as wretched as you !" Suddenly she remem-
bered her surroundings and added shocked, "Arnold, we
are in a public place. Please don't look so happy."

"I can't help it," he exulted. "Penelope, Penelope, is

it true?" Again the girl's expression was an adequate
reply, so he went on enthusiastically. "I'll tell you what
we'll do. Come home with me and see Mrs. Bellamy,
and then we will go to New York to tell -your sister

the good news. Do you like the plan?"
She nodded assent, and in a moment they were speed-

ing back over the familiar road.

"Arnold," she murmured, as his arm stole about her
waist, "I believe you are just a boy after all."

"My dear," his answer was conclusive, "I am forty
and I have been married, but this is my first real
romance."
By seven o'clock the couple were at the hotel telling

Marion of their engagement.
For a half hour they questioned one another inces-

santly, then Penelope exclaimed smilingly, "I don't want
to spend the happiest evening of my life in these hideous
rooms. I hate them."

"Let us go out for dinner," Mr. Shreve suggested
instantly. "Where shall it be?"
"Any place where there are soft colors and flowers

and shaded lights."

Immediately the girls donned hats and coats, and in a
few minutes the little party was in a taxi-cab hurrying
down Broadway.

Scarcely had the three left the hotel before Mr.
Hastings entered it, eagerly inquiring for Marion.
"Miss Martin has just gone out," the clerk at. the desk

informed him. "Is there any message?"
He hesitated, bitterly disappointed. Now that he was

free, he must see Marion.
"No, there is no message," he decided at last, and left

gloomily. It was an odd freak of fate that kept the two
apart that night, for it led to consequent happenings
which a few words spoken beween them would cer-
tainly have avoided.
That night after Penelope was asleep Marion wept

softly. Her sister's happiness left her own heart very
sore Why had her romance come too late? Vainlj^
she tried to shut out unpleasant thoughts, but throughout
the long dark hours she laid awake in one of the night
watches of love. [to be continued]
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To Get Farm and Fireside's Biggest Offers

Take these offers now, while they last. They are the most

liberal offers Farm and Fireside has ever made to its readers.

These bargain flower and post-card offers will be withdrawn in 10

days. Furthermore, we cannot promise that you can hereafter

obtain Farm and Fireside at present prices. The cost of

making Farm and Fireside has greatly increased during the

past year. During the next year we shall make Farm and Fire-

side a still better farm paper. We shall give you better value than

ever—but we cannot promise to do so at the present low price.

To make sure of getting Farm and Fireside at the present
price, and in order to get the premiums offered on this page

—

send your subscription at once, during the next ten days. Even
if your present subscription has not expired, renew now—in ad-

vance—and save money. Think of the big bargain Farm and
Fireside is to you. You get it twice as often as other farm
journals, and at a price that scarcely pays for the paper on which
it is printed. Don't delay, send your subscription at once in the
next ten days. . These large offers will not be repeated.

State the month you wish plants shipped
All plants will be shipped carefully packed. Unless the sub-

scriber states on what date she wishes plants shipped, plants will

be shipped to each localitj- at the time the)' should be set out.

Guarantee: We guarantee all plants to be exactly as de-
scribed, all healthy and well rooted, to arrive in perfect condi-
tion, and to give entire satisfaction. Accompanj'ing each lot of
plants there are full directions for planting, care, etc.

Six Superb RosesWithout Cost
Farm and Fireside's Rose Offers have been famous for many years. Hundreds

of thousands of rose collections have been shipped to our readers—^nd we do not
know of a single case of dissatisfaction. Every collection is carefully packed in

burlap and moss, guaranteed to reach you in perfect condition, and is shipped pre-

paid. Every rose is a different variety. We guarantee that

They Will Bloom This Season of 1911
1. The Famous New Blue Rose: This year we

have enlarged our collection to include the
famous new blue rose. The flowers are slightly

double or even single, pretty large, and of a deep
purplish violet, with light violet center, and
prominent yellow anthers.

2. Maman Cochet: The queen of all garden
roses with color of rich, clear pink. Such beauty
as is possessed by this variety is well-nigh mar-
velous. The buds are large, full and elegantly
pointed. The flowers are perfectly double.

3. Etoile de Lyon: This magnificent Tea
Rose, south of the Ohio River, has proved to be
perfectly hardy. Flowers are very large, double,
full and of a beautiful chrome-yellow.

4. White Killarney: A very beautiful Hybrid
Tea Rose. The color is an exquisite shade of
deep shell-pink, lightened with silvery-pink. The
buds are exceptionally long and beautiful.

5. Helen Qould: The most beautiful and sat-
isfactory rose for general planting ever intro-
duced in America. The flowers are perfectly
double, the buds beautifully made, long and
pointed. The color is warm rosy-crimson.

6. Wm. R. Smith: A most promising sum-
mer bedder with beautiful, firm, glossy foliage,
quite like Cochet in appearance and durability,
very vigorous in growth, with shadings of pink.

Order as Collection No. 101

The Above Rose Collection Without Cost as Explained Below

The Last Few Days
Accept one of these Bargain Offers within the next 10 days

All for only

OFFER No. 4. ^ All for only

FARM AND FIRESIDE, one full year in advance,
including 24 big issues, twice every month, to-

gether with 25 beautiful Easter Post-Cards, full

colors, without cost, if you order in ten days.

OFFER No. 3.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, one full year in advance,
including 24 big issues—together with any one
rose or flower collection, prepaid and guaran-
teed and 25 Easter Post-Cards, if you order in

ten days.

OFFER No. 1.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, three full years in advance,—72 big issues, together with any one rose or
flower collection, and 25 Easter Post-Cards
prepaid and guaranteed, if you order in ten
days.

OFFER No. 2.

C • 1 Get two friends each to hand you 50c for a one-year subscrip-
OpeCiai—tion to FARM AND FIRESIDE. Send us the money. We

will send you without cost, your own subscription to FARM AND FIRE-
SIDE for one year, and any one collection of rose-bushes or flowers.

We will also include 25 Easter Post-Cards with each subscription.

An additional rose or flower collection as a premium in payment for each additional FARM AND FIRESIDE
subscription for one yeac at 30c.

All for only

Other Great Flower Collections
Six Magnificent Chrysanthemuns

Order a* Collection No. 102

Six large flowering Japanese varieties, all col-

ors, the very finest obtainable.

1. Black Hawk: Dark velvety crimson.

2. Estelle: Pure white extra large flowers.

3. Millicent Richardson: Beautiful rosy violet.

4. Mrs. Robert Foerderer: Creamy yellow.

5. Percy Flumridge: Very large Japanese
incurved variety of striking appearance.

6. W. F. McNeice: Lavender pearl.

Four Elegant Ferns
Order as Collection No. 103

Of all plants for pot or interior decorations,

ferns occupy the place of.favor in the estimation
of all. This collection,' which consists of the

four leading varieties, will beautify any home.
1. Boston Sword Fern: Long arching fronds.

2. Nephrolepis Scottl: Fine bushy growth.
3. Nephrolepis Whitmani: A beautiful sym-

metrical plant.

4. Emerald Fern: Pretty decorative house
plant.

Five Lovely Carnations
Order as ColIection No. 104

Unrivaled in their rich and refresh-
ing fragrance. _

1. Prosperity: White, overlaid
with pink. Largest carnation
ever offered.

2. Rose Pink Enchant-
ress : Splendid blooming
qualities.

3. Red Sport : A flam-
ing scarlet.

4. Harlow arden
Dazzling crimson,
the largest and best
of its color.

p/ Farm
and
Fireside

Springfield, OLio

5. L a d
B o u n t 1 '

ful: Pure
white
with
large
flow
e r s .

I accept Flower

Ofifer No.^—
Inclosed find $

Send me Farm and
Fireside for__ years.

Name —
Address. •

Other Sabsciibers

:

FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
Anniv<"-sary PVture W-th Every Suhscriiitiou
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WHAT 1 DID WITH IT

The Profitable Conversion of Barren Land

In the first place, there was an old
building which had been used for all sorts
of purposes and was now only filled with
stored-away rubbish. It was about six-

teen feet square and had a loft overhead.
The uselessness of it was impressed upon
my mind, for in the city, space and shelter
were dear and generally utilized to their
utmost extent; while in the country there
seemed to be always ancient buildings
here and there near a farm-house with a
purposeless and decaying air about them.
Beyond this was a steep side-hill, curving
like a section of a Roman amphitheater,
with a bit of swamp at the foot and
beyond that a small pond. In my child-
hood these steep banks used to be culti-

_ vated like any other respectable field

;

mowed, and the grass drawn out by a
certain wise old horse who, knowing well
her own weight and the danger of sinking,
would never venture upon the swampy
spot at the bottom, but who was skilful
in getting up the ascent by a winding
route like that of a railroad climbing a
mountain. But once she made a miscal-
culation—or more probably her . driver
did—the wagon went over and she with
it. There was much shouting and we all

ran to the scene of disaster in great
excitement, only to find that our beloved
horse, though unable to rise from her
rather uncomfortable position until the
harness could be cut, was reaching out
philosophically for a convenient bite of
hay.

Afterward that field was used as a calf-

pasture. A certain white calf inhabited
it one year, I remember, and was greatly
beloved by a very small boy visitor of
ours. They rivaled each other in running
and indulging in apparently aimless and
superfluous antics. But when the small
boy came next year the calf was gone.
That was the first lesson in the bitterness
of the changes wrought by time, for the
large and uninteresting animal pointed out
to him in the cow-pasture was as disap-
pointing as Dickens' Flora was to her
youthful lover. But the supply of calves
seemed to cease, and the field had been
left to go back to a wilderness—a beau-
tiful wilderness, to be sure, in its way.
There was an apple-tree good for nothing
but blossoms, a quantity of tangled black-
berry and raspberry bushes, clumps of
elderberry and dogwood, ferns, cowslips,
meadow-rue and flowering grasses, gold-
enrod and purple asters, so that the place
was hardly ever without flowers of one
kind or another. The dam, which used to
be at the lower end of the pond, had
broken away and the water was lew.
Then somewhere near the foot of the
hill there was a mineral spring which
tasted strongly of iron and sulphur, which
used to gush out in a big clear stream,
and some of our neighbors often filled

jugs there and counted it an excellent
medicine. This had been choked up some-
how through plowing off the bank, after
the old neighbors died and we had become
forgetful of it. Indeed, the whole spot
looked forgotten and even the fence was
dejectedly falling down the hill. What
could be done with it? I asked my friends
and they suggested many things.

Jeannette, who is a neat, stylish little

person, was sure that an Angora goat, or
perhaps more than one, might be turned
in to eat up everything in the place. At
the same time he would yield a pleasing
article for trimming my small nieces'
coats. It certainly seemed cheaper and
more picturesque to have the clearing

By May Ellis

HEN I went back to the
farm after' several years'

absence in the city, it

looked good to me at first,

just as it was. The uneven
grass in the dooryard all

mixed with dandelions was
a pleasant variety after the carefully

tended city lawns. Neglected fence-cor-
ners, crowded with wild flowers and ferns,

were more beautiful than the carefully
careless "wild-flower" beds in the parks.
But after a little, though I still enjoyed
the beauty of it, there was an impression
of neglect and disorder which jarred
upon one who was a farmer's daughter
and meant to be a good farmer herself.

And yet what could be done? Help was
too hard to find and too expensive, to be
employed for the mere look of things,
unless a profit was to come out of it. So
I spent some time in reflection, particu-
larly concerning one of the worst places,

which was only a few steps from the
house. Fortunately, it was at the rear and
on a lower level so that it did not obtrude
upon our view from the windows.

done by goat-power than to hire a man.
But, I suggested, would it not necessitate

a high fence? For the railroad runs
dangerously near, and I remember a small
pig, or piglet, for he was very little, who
escaped as by a miracle from his pen and
sacrificed himself before the engine. The
goat might do likewise; but if he did not,

what should I do with him when the place
was cleared? I am a tall person and
should not look well riding in a goat-
wagon. -No, it would not do.

Johann, my boy neighbor, advised put-
ting the whole side-hill into berry-bushes.
The wild ones did well, as he pointed out,

and naturally tame ones would flourish.

The young minister was much impressed
when I told him about the mineral spring
and nearly persuaded me there was a
fortune in it. When he called soon after-
ward I was sitting out there among the
asters and goldenrod resting after inef-

fective labors with the hoe. My dress
was short, my shoes were muddy and my
hair was about to tumble down. Jeannette
would have been horrified; but, of course,
it is wrong to consider that a minister's
thoughts are upon no higher things than
these, so I did not mind. I was sitting

upon a grassy spot, but with due respect
for the cl6th I pointed out to him a bit of
comparatively clean board, which he
gratefully accepted and sat down upon,
somewhat awkwardly, forgetting to adjust
the crease in his trousers. Ife did not
seem to be altogether comfortable there,
and presently I broached the topic of the
spring, and he grasped my hoe and began
to dig in a promising spot, while I took a
stick and made channels for the water to

run off. There was plenty of water, but
somehow we did not succeed in reaching
the large clear stream I remembared, and
after a while, when he had slipped in the
mud and spoiled the appearance of his

shoes and became more or less spattered
besides, he seemed to be discouraged and
mentioned that he had an engagement for
tea. So he went away and did not come
again, and though I did considerable
exploring by myself, it was not successful
and it really did not. seem wise to hire a
man to dig until I could locate the place
with sonte defini^gness. Se the idea of
curing the world at large, with inciden-
tally some profit to ourselves, was laid on
the table.

Still, there was the pond. "If that could
be drained," suggested my Cousin Robert,
who is a great fisherman, "and a dam
built, it could be stocked with trout and
make a fine fish-pond. You could have
pond-lilies there, too," he added artfully,

"and it would even be large enough for a
small boat. We could easily get rid of the
old building, burn it if necessary, and
make a nice path down to the water. Then
what an attractive place it would be. All
the summer boarders in town would want
to come there to fish and pick lilies, and
you could make a lot of money."'
"Have to make considerable to get back

the money ye put in," said my Uncle
Amos, "and ye'd have to fetch in a gang
of Eyetalians to do the work, I reckon.
Help's mighty skurce." And so it was,
and I rejected that proposition almost in

despair.

What was there left? Should I sit

down and let things drift? No, there was
one resort still—the old-fashioned method
of the farmer's wife to earn spending-
money—chickens. There was a horrible
lack of originality about the idea ; it prom-
ised no artistic beauty, and evidently
meant that I must do most of the work
myself; but it was the only thing in sight
which seemed reasonably sure of any
profit for that patch of ground, which had
almost ceased to have any beauty in my
eyes because it spoke of neglect and
"shiftlessness." So I studied the poultry
papers, got what advice I could and went
to work. By taking time for it and hiring
a man as one could be had, a day or a
half day at a time, it was possible to
procure what help was needed in getting
things in shape. Johann was persuaded
to help me take down the old fence and
carry it away for kindling and to cut
down the weeds and everything except
the old apple-tree and a few clumps of
bushes which were left for shade to the
fowls. Then, choosing a day when the
wind was right and it was not too dry,
we burned up the whole collection of
weeds and rubbish. As much of the lot

as could be managed I had plowed. Then
I bought poultry-netting and had a neat
fence put around it and also down the
hill, cutting it into two yards. The next
spring, after the hens had scratched in
the plowed ground for a while, one yard

was harrowed and sowed with grass and
clover and the hens shut into the other
yard until this got a good start. Then
they were transferred and the other side
seeded down, and afterward I took care
to alternate so that neither yard should
become the bare and unsightly spot so
often seen where poultry is kept.
The old building, however, needed con-

siderable attention if hens were to be kept
in it through the winter. All the old
rubbish was first cleared out and either
burned or stored away in one of the other
sheds or barns about the place. On the
south side were windows, badly broken,
and these had new glass set, and a large
window was put in on the west. A good
high banking was placed around the north
and east sides, and a couple of loads of
gravel added to the dirt floor of the
house, as a protection against the wind
which had a tendency to come up from
those sides underneath the building, where
the ground sloped rapidly away from it.

Also, the outside of the house on the
north and east was covered with heavy
roofing-paper. (I might mention in pass-
ing that Jeannette was much shocked at
my_ standing upon a high step-ladder to
assist in this process.) The loft overhead
was filled with unthreshed oats, both for
warmth and that they might readily be
pitched down from time to time during
the winter for the hens to scratch in.

Light, movable roosts were put up and
convenient

_
nest-boxes constructed, and

the whole interior was given a thorough
coat of whitewash by means of a pump
with spray attachment. Lastly, I had
built a small scratching-shed on the west
side of the house. This was boarded and
covered with paper on the north side, on
the east it was protected by the building;
but on the south and west there was only
netting with cloth curtains which could
be lowered when it was stormy or very
cold.

The next and most important step was
to secure the occupants of the dwelling,
and after some search I purchased fifty

pullets and year-old hens, mixed White
Leghorns and Wyandottes. And they
laid—yes, they laid—in December. Jean-
nette, who is interested in psychology and
has studied the question of dissociated
personalities, was confident that my own
personality was just about to tumble into
two parts; for she found it impossible to
believe that the same person who enjoyed
pretty

_
dresses and well-ordered rooms,

and nice, neat things in general, could
bring herself to wear a short gymnasium
suit and rubber boots and a cap, and go
forth to minister to a lot of dirty fowls.
But Jeannette is limited in her views and
loses much of the satisfaction of life in

consequence. She never knew the joy of
breaking through snow-drifts or of defy-
ing cold and triumphing over obstacles
generally, nor how sociably my biddies
conversed with me when I carried them
warm mash on a cold day, how they
assured me that my venture should suc-
ceed if their ability for laying eggs held
out, for their intentions were of the best
and they had the most kindly feelings

toward me. They did do well, and by the
end of the year had paid for themselves,
for what feed had been bought—about
half their food was from the farm, but
in return for that we had used eggs and
some chickens—for the help I had hired
and for the expense of fitting up the place,

and I had a few dollars left for my next
beginning. This next venture was the
fixing up of the basement of a barn which
had a south and west frontage and was
capacious enough to hold a hundred hens

;

and the next year the profits were so
considerable that my good uncle suggested
I might begin carrying out my ideas con-
cerning the fish-pond, the water-lilies and
the mineral spring. I should like to do
that some day, but for the present I am
busy with my increasing flocks. The neg-
lected spot with which I started, is not bad
to look upon now, for it is dotted with
spots of white, which a nearer view shows
to be groups of active and thrifty-looking
fowls. They show up attractively against
the green background. About the scratch-
ing-shed and on the south side of the
old building, which are the parts to be
seen from our windows, I have placed
woodbine and June roses, and as they
grow year by year the place will become a
picturesque and beautiful part of the
landscape.

So I consider that the problem of one
waste spot has been solved ; but almost
every time that I go to ride about the
country I see some neglected field and
often an old unused building. I wonder
why other farmer's daughters, or sons,

do not wake up to the situation.

TAPESTRY
WOOL, 9 X
Art Squares—9 x 12
ft., »3.25 up. Fine
Smyrna Rugs—9 x
la ft.. »6.»8. Mat-
ting—from 13c a yard
up. Oil Cloth — 24c a
yard up. Linoleum—41c
a sq. yard and up. Brus-
sels Carpets—40c a yard
up.

Roxboroil
Just as big barsains in
Body Brussels, Axmin-
Bters, Velvets, Ingrains,
Wiltons, Rag Carpets,
Carpet Linings, Cocoa
Mats and Lace Curtains.
Talk about handsome
patternsi We have
them for parlor
bedroom, dining
room and kitchen.

ROXBOROUGH RUG CO., Dept.

.'r«'::$7.48
Just think 1 Floor
coverings aa fine
as can be made

—

beautiful, long last-
ing, guaran teed^ with
bnght, fadeless colors

—

at regular manufactur-
er's prices^ one-third to
one-naif less than retaill
We buy in big lots. You
know that saves money.

Get a postal right now,
and write for our hand-
some illustrated cata-
logue. It tells all about
each article and gives
you the exact low price.
Don't put off writing!
You won't have to buy
unless you want to, but
by all means send for

the catalogue, and see
the low prices.

37# . Philadelphia, Pa.

From the

Mill

tn iqh l

Manufacturers' prices save you
dealers' profits. We give a binding
guarantee of satisfaction and save
you 88 1-Sperceut. Youcanbuythe
well-known Reeal Rue, 6x9 ft., re-
versible, all-wool finish, at 4>S.76.
Our Brussello Hug. 6x9 ft., great-
est value known, *].85. Splendid grade Brussels

Knu, 9x12 It., $11. Famous
i«aa>sja!aKiai»-jKi »B Invincible Velvets, 9il2 ft.

,

ife&.'??C?^tl'f'*3'^H Standard Axminsters,
'B>;afc«i-a^3t»g*M*^^ 9x12 ft., $18.50. Fine quality

^jw!^lKl^BBQ«i.jiH3 Lace Curtains, 45c per pairiBX-nr-T-^MLmjBSmasss and up. Tapestry Curtains,
Wilton Rules, Linoleums
at Mill prices.

Write to-day for our NEW
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG,
No. 14. Sent free. Shows
latest designs in actual colors.

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO.
243Z-24S2 JASPER ST., PHILA.

THOUSANDS OF OUR STUDENTS

L NOW HOLD GOOD POSITIONS
y You can become an expert stenographer or

bookkeeper at home or wherever you are, in
your spare time, at small cost.

SPECIAL OFFER
IN SHORTHAND AND BOOKKEEPING COURSES

EASY PAYMENTS
1st Course—Modern Pitmanic Shorthand, easily learned,
rapidly "written, easily read, with courses in SpelUng.Word
Study and Business Correspondence, without ^tracliarge.
2nd Course—Bookkeeping—the most practical system in
use today, with courses in Penmanship and Rapid Cal-
culations, without extra charge.
Students must enroll )jefore April lat to take advantage

of this offer. Further particulars on request. Write now.

ATLANTIC CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
S. W. Cor. Fayette & Charies Sts., BALTIMORE, MD.

NO
25 of the most beaatifal posT""^^^^^^^&fltJ / TWO

cards ever sold, 10 cents. All differeni, ^"^t/ ALIKE
consiBting of beautiful and artistic, deaigaa of Angels. Croaees, .tit, Pretty
Flowere.Rabbits, Chicks,Eggs; a,ll with appropriate Easter Greetings. Some are
emboBsed and in gold, lithographed in many colors on a floe grade of cardboard.
E.HERMAN & CO. , 2430 North Halsted St., Dept.566, CHICAGO

NEW 1911 PATTERN,
Signet Rings, just like illustration, -war-
ranted to wear. Initial engraved FREE.
One sample ring by mail, postpaid, lOe.

BEST RIN€}^ CO., Dept. F. X.
88 Chambers St., - I^ew York City

LEARN TO WRITE:
flDVERTISEMENTS;i EARN

$25 to $100

A WEEK
We can positively show you by msil HOW TO INCREASE TOUR
SALABY. Book mailed free. PaKe-Darls, Dept. 25, OhlcaKO, III.

WANTED!! YOUNG MEN!! RAILROAD!!
pteam and Electric Train Service. $65 to |160 per month. Big
demand. AH roadfl. Bundreds put to work. Experience on-
necesaary. InBtructione by mail. Five hundred more wanted.

I. RAILWAY C. I. Ko. 36, ISBIANAPOHSj INDIANA

Fountain-Pen
Without Cost

Every one needs this Fountain-Pen.
Farm and Fireside has obtained for its

readers a wonderful Fountain-Pen. You
can get one without cost.

THE Handy Fountain-Pen is the best
pen made for usefulness and wear-

ing qualities. It has a fine, well-made
gold-tipped pen. It is made of vulcanite,
which is like hard rubber. There
is a close-fitting dust-cap to pro-
tect the pen-point. For steady
use this pen cannot be
beaten. It is easily filled

and a filler is furnished

with each pen. The
special feature of

the Handy Pen
is its free-flow-

ing ink, re

quiring
no shak-
ing

You
will be

delighted
to have so

fine a foun-
tain-pen. You

will have use for

it many times a day.

It is the most conven-
ient pen that any one

could have. This one it

guaranteed to write well.

(\nv fiffpl* ^* wonderfnl
V'lici fonntain-pen by return mail if you

will send as only three one-year subscriptions fo Farm
and Fireside at SO cents eacb. Tell your friends that this

is a special bargain offer. Yon can easily get them in a
few minutes. Send the subscriptions to

FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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Macbeth lamp-

chimneys are made
of "Pearl Glass."

It's clear,|crystalline.

Macbeth chim-

neys fit the lamp;

are of size and
shape to insure the

right draft and full

combustion. This
means better light.

My chimneys do not break

from heat. They'll melt first.

Barring accidents, they'll last a

lifetime. They make a lamp

do its best.

Send for my "Index"— it will tell you what
chimney to get for any lamp.

Macbeth,
Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

K-c. V . S. Pat. OS.
Doubting Castle

By Rev. Charles F. Weeden

Chicago:
178 East Lake Street

N'EW York:

Philadelphia:
42 South Eight Street

19 West 30th Street

DON'T PAY TWO PRICES-i
FOR STOVES & RANGES
YoQ Save (l&OO to 122.00 on a

Hoosier
Stove or
Range

Whynot bny the best when'
you can buy them at such low,
unheard-of Factory PrlceB.
Hoosier Stoves and Ranges are
delivered for you to use in your^^^^^^^^^^^^ ovm home 30 days free before

yon buy. A written guarantee with each stove
backed by a Million Dollars, Our new 1911 improve-
ments on stoves absolutely surpass anytbing ever
produced. Sond postal today for free catalog.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
126 State Street, Marioa, Indiana

'j / Aladdin MANTLE Lamp
\\l \iJ/ ..BURNSvKEROSEN EKCbairOili.

Produces powerful, white, more brilliant

lieht than city gas, gasolene or electricity

—

simple, noiseless, odorless, clean, safe, dur-
able—c omplctc succes s—recognized
world's standard. Fully guaranteed.

T. H. BALL, California, SOLD 850
On money back guarantee—not one returned,
C.E.Kramer made 3700 in 60 days. Complete line

of lamps and chandeliers for homes, offices and public places.
Ask nearest office fur a?encv proposition or how to get lamp free.

MANTLE LAMP CO. OF AMERICA, Dept. 314
Chicago, Portlind, Ore., Waterbuij, CooQ., Winnipeg, Montreal, 0&nB4ft.

A FLOOD Of IIGHT

Send for free circulEU* of

CORRESPONDENCE
COMMERCIAL SCHOOL

Rochester, N. Y.
If yon want to get a good vrorkiug knowledge of Book-
keeping, Shorthand, Business Letter-writing. English
Composition and Penmanship at yonrhome at reasonable
cost. Courses easy, fascinating, thorough, practical, popular.

%^ LASTINGm MEMORIALS
Marble and Granite monuments chip,

crack, crumble and become mos-q-gro^ii.
We can satisfy you that WHITE
BRONZE is more enduring and artistic
than granite, yet less expensive. Will
you consider the evidence?
We send illustrations and full information

on request. State a"bout what expense you
anticipate. We have designs for all classes

from small markers to public monuments,
memorial tablets, historical tablets, etc. Delivery
anywhere. A'jcnti Wanted—LihcroX Pay.

THE MO\r:>rE\TAL BROXZE CO.,
347 Howard Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

TEAS & COFFEES
Bny Direct From The Importers. WE QrOTK:-

60 lbs. of 30c Cottee al 15'c S 7.75
SO IbG. of SOc Tea al 24?.c 12.ES
SO lbs. of 10c Rics al 3ie 1.76

This Offer holds good to Farmers. General Store Mer-
chants or Local Dealers. Goods packed in pound pack-
ages if desired.

BURNS & REED

($21.75

Hudson, Canal & Desbrosses Sis., N. Y.

Absolutely safe. Makes and bums its own
Sas. Brilliant 500 candle power light.

Casts no sheidow. Costs 2 cents per
week. No smolce, grease, nor odor. Over
200 styles. Every lamp warranted. Agents
wanted. Write for catalog.

THE BEST LIGHT CO.
212 E. 5th SU Canton, O.

25c Value for 8c
Coll&r or Cuff Fins, in SoUd
G«rmaaSilver orRoman Gold
Finish, hand burnished, 26c.

Send addresses of five ladies

and \te will send you a set of
these beautiful pins for four
2c stamps. Write today.

BEST SlUVER CO., Dept. 64, 63 Chambers St., N. V.

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2 Hair Switch
We will trust you ten days.

Choice of >'atural Tva\T or straight hair. Send
a lock of your hair, and wo will mail a 22 inch

,

short stem fine human hair switcTi to match. If
voa find ita big bargain, remit %1 in t-en days,
or sell 3 and GET YOUR OWN SWITCH. Extra

W^^'i shades a little more. InrloseSc postage. Free

^ beauty book showing latest style of hairdressing—
r.'.-'> high grade switches, pompadours, nigs, puffs, etc.

AitnaAyers,Dpt777,19Qi6KySL(3iicago

DOUBTS are not peculiar to anyone.
Mystery surrounds us. The Chris-
tian believes that doubts are greatly-

lessened and m) steries reach a clearer
solution by belief in God. It requires no
.great amount of intelligence to disbelieve.

Careful investigation and vigorous thought
lead to steadfast belief. Why is it that
men talk more about religious difficulties

than others and are more frequently over-
come by them? You eat bread and wear
clothes and never question the mystery
that surrounds their source and produc-
tion. Crowds in the cities whirl along on
steam and electric cars, j-et you never
saw steam in your life and electricity is

an unknown wonder creating motive
power ! But when it comes to religion
some men decline to accept facts. To one
who was stumbling over Biblical miracles
—they are not more remarkable than the
crystallizing of a raindrop into a snow-
flake—a wise old lady said, "Well, if the
great fish swallowing Jonah equals the
world with God, then Jonah swallowing
the great fish equals the world without
God !" What would the world do without
religion?

Believers are tempted to turn aside into
some attractive by-path meadow. In spite

of experience the same mistake is made
over again. There's a time in every life,

however strong, when there will be a
temptation, softly whispered, to go into
some forbidden and sinful road. Hard
places are the safe places. Rocks are
surer than swamps. Unchecked thought
invariably breeds wrong-doing. Fidelity
is the safeguard. Fidelity to business, to
the farm, to school, to church, to our
home.
Supposing we are caught by the Giant

Despair and imprisoned in Doubting
Castle, how may we find our way out ?

Moments" of despondency are common.
At times Shakespeare thought himself no
poet and Raphael doubted his right to be
called a painter. What is the remedy for
these perplexities^ Different ways for
different temperaments. One escape from
Doubting Castle is

By Clear, Honest Reasoning

I once knew of a man in the West who
said if he could only see plan and order
in Nature he would believe in God. As
if taken at his word he noticed at his
feet a plant known as the Texas star.

Picking it, he counted its petals and found
there were five. He counted the stamens
and found five. He next counted the
divisions at the base and found five.

Intent, if possible, on finding in Nature
some evidence of intelligence superior to
human and other than mechanical force,

he determined by multiplying to see how
many chances there were of this flower,
having in it these three fives, being
brought into existence without the aid of
intelligence. He found, of course, the
chances to be as a hundred and twenty-
five to one. This was rather startling

arithmetic. He quickly plucked another
flower like the first and holding the two
before him and multiplying one hundred
and twent\-five by one hundred and
twenty-five he saw that the chances of
there being two such flowers, each having
this exact relation of parts and numbers,
are as fifteen thousand to one. Looking
up over the fields and along the roadside,
he saw thousands of this plant about him,
evidences of supreme intelligence. The
truth flashed into his mind irresistibly

and he cried out, "Bloom on, little flower,
you have a God, I have a God : your God
and Maker is my God and jMaker." Men
can believe if they want to. There is

sufficient proof. Alathcmatics is some-
times an invincible and manh' remedy.
A second way of escape is by the knowl-

edge of a

In Jerome K. Jerome's book, "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back" the
sloven of the boarding-house who has
fallen into immorality and despair is sur-
prised to find that she can come back to
respectable life and true womanhood. It

is the Christ who has said, "Him that
Cometh unto Me I will in no wise cast
out." The old world needs this Savior
and hope.
A third way to escape our doubts is

By Faith

Prayer is the key to God's promises. In
this spirit the divine word becomes real

and we trust. Mr. Moody once learned a

lesson from his little girl. She was always
teasing for a great big doll. She had a

lot of dolls around the house, without
heads, some without arms, some without
legs, but she wanted a great big doll.

"One day," said i\Ir. Moody, "I had a

good streak come over me and took her
to a toj'-shop to get her a doll ; but as we
went in the door we saw a basket of little

china dolls. 'Oh, papa, isn't that the
cutest little doll you ever saw?' 'Yes,

yes.' 'Well, won't, you buy it?' 'Well
now, Emma, let me choose this time.' 'Oh
no, papa, I just want this little doll.' I

paid a nickel for the doll and took her
home. After the newness wore off, the
doll went the way of the others. I said,

Emma, do yon know what I was going
to do that day when I took you to the
toy-shop and you selected the china doll ?'

'No, papa.' 'Well, I was going to buy you
one of those great big ones.' 'You were;
why didn't you do it?' 'Because }-ou

wouldn't let me. You remember you
wanted that little doll and would have it.'

The little thing bit her lip and did not
say anything more.'' God is ready to give
us great gifts, but we scramble for the
baubles of the earth. Faith holds on.

"His will, not mine, be done" is a pro-
found and profitable prayer.
Once more. The strength of our faith

is limited by the strength of the one in

whom we trust.

Love Leads Us

out of doubt and perplexity. In the
Highlands of Scotland there is a moun-
tain gorge twenty feet in width and
two hundred feet in depth. Its steep
walls are bare of vegetation save in

crevices, where grow numerous wild
flowers of rare beauty. Some scientific

tourists once offered a Highland lad a

handsome reward if he would consent to

be lowered down the cliff hy a rope and
would gather a little basket of these
mountain beauties. The boy looked wist-
fully at the money, for his parents were
poor : but when he looked over the yawn-
ing chasm he shuddered, shrank back and
shook his head. But filial love was strong
within him and after another glance at

the money and at the terrible chasm, his

heart grew brave, his eyes flashed and he
said, "I will go if my father will hold the
rope." It was a daring deed, but the lad's

faith in the love of a father's heart gave
him courage and power to do it. When
you and I can believe a loving heavenly
Father and trust our destiny in His hands

|

we can go bravely on, as each day comes I

to us, to bear the wrong or the pain and :

to dare the right and the true.

Why not believe?

What Does Christ Mean to Us?
Grin Edson Crocker

|

WHEN Gypsy Smith was in Chicago last 1

fall he led a parade of Christian
j

workers through the "red light" district,
j

A young man who had been on the down- ;

ward course for several years heard the
singing of the marching throng and the
exhortation of the evangelist. That night

|

he sent the first letter to his mother that
j

he had penned in many months. It was
brief, but to the point. "I am not what I

was," he wrote, "I have found a friend."

It is this sense of friendship with Christ
'

that is the very heart of one's spiritual

life. "What a friend we have in Jesus,"
runs the old gospel melody. "Ever notice
how whole-heartedly any gathering of
church people sings this hymn?" asked one
Christian of another. "It's because 'a

friend' means so much to everyone," he
explained. "If a man feels toward Christ
as he would toward a friend, you may be
sure that he is not very far from the
kingdom of heaven."

One's personal relationship with Christ
thus becomes of vastly more- importance
than one's mere theological opinions about
Him. One may be acquainted with all

the various forms of speculative belief in

regard to the "person" of Jesus Christ
and still be far from the goal of Chris-
tian endeavor. One may be worthy of
being counted among the "wise men" of
the world in matters of theological lore,

but a personal acquaintance with Jesus
Christ and a sense of His constant com-

'•

panionship is worth more in the battle of
life than all the wisdom of those learned

'

in the logic and reasoning of doctrinal
;

speculation.

The delicious natural flavor

and thorough reliability of

Baker's Cocoa

and Chocolate
have made them

the first choice of

good house-

keepers the

world over.

Registered
V. S. Fat. Office

A handsomely

illustrated

booklet of

"Choice Recipes"

containing 40

ne"w recipes for making

home-made candy sent free.

Walter Baker & Go. Ltd.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

52 HIGHEST AWARDS
in Europe and America

Send Your

Old Carpet
We Vnil Make

Bw Runs
Beautlfal desl^a to yonr taste — Plain,
Fancy, Oriental — flt tor any parlor.
Guarcmteed to wear ten years.

Rugs, SOc and Up
Oars 18 the largest factory of its kind
In America. Established 37 years.
Originators of OT.SON FLUFF RUG.
(Grand Prizes at 3 World's Fairs.)

We Pay Freight
Old carpets ar«
worth money;

'don't throw-yours
away.

'KBFF Write today
for book of

designs In colors, prices
and full information.

23 Laflln Sfpeet, ChicaBo, IIL

CANARIES ON TRIAL
Over in, Germany we train these

canaries to actually imitate the tones
of the flute, violin and chimes, and
to trill more beautifully than the
greatest operatic soprano. The Bell
Roll as sung by one of these little
birds is a revelation. They sing until
lights go out.

We will sell you one of these birds and allow you to
keep it for Uoo weeks on trial. Then if you don't
think he is the most wonderful canary you ever heard,
you can return him to us and we will return your
money.
You are underno obligations whenyou order one of

these canaries.We are very willing to take all the risk.

Last season we sold over 4,000 of these songsters on
trial in the U. S.. Canada and Mexico, and every bird
stayed sold. The people who bought them were de-
lighted and we have hundreds of letters to prove this.
We publish a book that tells how canaries are trained.

We will send you this book free. Writefor it to day.

rnri pv J?, Mill I PN Ifii*
market street, PHiiAoapHi*

lUbitY & WULLfcW, Inc., ^t^^ Largeat r^t Shop in the ^^o^^a

LEARN JEWELERS' ENGRAVING
A high a&laried ind easily learned trade, taucht thorougbly by mail. We will

tcaoh the bcrinner better en^raviD^ than he can gain in years of rigid appren-

ticeship. We itiW also improve the sldll of any engraver. Send for our catalog.

The EograTuip School, 25 Page Bld^.. Hichig^an Ave., Cbl«B|CD, lU.

WATERPROOF

Collars a Cuffs
Pat. Dm. 26, 1005. Nni?. 9*. 19fW_Fti. No7. 24, 1903.

Cut out laundry bills and save bother,
too. They have the perfect style and
fit of linen—same correct dull finish:

Guaranteed to give satisfaction.

At ;/our dealer's—Collars, 25 cts., Ct^ts, 30 cis. Or
sent by mail by us on receipt of price. Our

"Slip-Easy" finish tiiake^ tie slide
etmVy. Write for our latest Stifle Book.

THE ARLINGTON CO.
Dept. JL>, 795 Broadway,

New Tork City
Boston
Chicago

PbUadelpbia
San Francisco

St. loDls
Betiolt

Toronto
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Our Puzzle School
Conducted by Sam Loyd

A Rebus
Here is another af Paor Richard's old-

time rebuses

:

A Puzzle Letter From the Farm

DEAR Cousin :

—

We had a high old time at the

farm last week; some wag adver-

tised that Butcher Riesmann would be on
the spot at one o'clock to pay cash for all

the dogs that would be brought to him.

They came in droves and by the wagon-
loads. One cur ran towards him as if to

iDite him, but he seized a heavy switch a

yard long and gave him a big rap, esti-

mated to fell an ox; every dog he saw
he attacked and gave a slap, "plexis solar

knock-out," he called it, but it only gave
rise to the story that he was killing them
to make sausages, so no one would eat

them for a month.
You remember Uncle Alfred, whom we

named the new calf, "Alf," after. He
went crazy the othei" day and thought he
was going to die. He gave orders to ma,
to essentially buy every known medicine
to save his life. He ordered them tO' ride

to the drug-store in the auto cab, bag
everything in sight that might do him
good. Ths drugs and herbs made up- a

great parcel. Erysipelas, grip, lumbago
and infantile colic were killing him. he said.

The doctor came and pronounced him
ill, ether was administered, but he said he
would not be answerable for the dope,

arsenic or nux, which had been gi^-en to

him. We did hope a chest-protector and
a simple mixture of sugar, licorice and
slippery elm would pull him through.
By the way, the- doctor has a new run-

about, so the big touring car rots in the

shop. Seeing the number R, I especially

noted it, as I want pa to get one just

like it.

I promised you a list of the things
raised on the- farm, but you will have to

find them concealed between the words in

this letter.

With much caloric love, remember me
to the whole family. Sam.

Brain-Sharpeners
Why is a leaf of a tree like the human

body? Because it has veins in it.

What is that which is lengthened by
being cut at both ends ? A ditch.

Who is the greatest terrifier ? Fire.

What is the best way of making a coat

last? Make the trousers and waistcoat
first

n you drive a nail in a board and clinch

it on the other side, why is it like a sick

man? Because it is in firm.'

Here is a puzzle based upon the famous
'Plimsoll Mark," which the late Samuel
Plimsoll, M. P., known the world over as

"the' Sailors' Friend," after a continuous
agitation for fifteen years induced the
English Government to have placed upon
every vessel that flies the British flag. It

'the goat to it and then putting your
goose under my pail ?" queried the maiden.

''Because that cross-looking cow might
j

hook me," said Hans.
"Oh, that fool cow wouldn't hook

nobody, and what is to prevent yoir from
driving all three of them into a pasture
field?" replied the terrified maiden. And
right here comes the most interesting

puzzle yet presented to our friends ; for

during the subsequent discussion the fol-

lowing facts developed : They found that

the goat and the goose together would eat

just as much grass as the cow, so if that

field would pasture the cow and the goat
for forty-five days, or the cow and the

goose sixty days, or the g"oat and the
goose for ninety days, how long would i±

pasture the cow, the goat and th€ goose?
Early replies are requested, as Hans and
Katrina are contemplating a speedy part-

nership.

Simple Decapitations
Change one word to another by remov-

ing the first letter.

1. Behead a fruit and leave a word
which signifies separate.

2. Behead a fruit and leave a part of
the head.

3. Behead a vegetable- and leave a plate.

4. Behead a grain and leave a frozen
water.

5. Behead a grain and leave warmth.
6. Behead a grass and leave an admirer.
7. Behead a fruit and leave a stove.

8. Behead a kind of berry and leave a

word which signifies short.

9. Behead a grain and leave a preposi-
tion,

10. Behead a wood-splitter and leave a

brink.
11. Behead a sprinkler and leave a

supplication.

12. Behead a cutter and leave a word
which signifies to listen.

13. Behead a male bird and leave a

farm implement.
14. Behead a farm implement and leave

a word which signifies vulgar.

15. Behead a small wagon and leave

high-class work.
16. Behead the farmer's stand-by and

leave a limb.

is placed on the extreme water-line, and
there are heavy fines inflicted for loading
a vessel so that the mark is below the
water.
The puzzle is to draw the two circles

with a straight mark passing them as

shown, with one continuous mark and
without crossing a line.

Somewhat Mathematical
A Dutchman with a goat and a goose

met a milkmaid leading a cow, whereupon
the maiden screamed with terror.

"What frightens you?" asked Hans.
"You are going to kiss me against my

will," said the coy maiden.
"How can I do that with these cranky

animals on m}' hands?" asked Hans.
"^'v'hat prevents you from thrusting

#^^our cane into the ^pound so as to fasten

Two pals who did "pick it" duty
(oakum) at Sing Sing evolved the follow-
ing problem : "If you gave forty-seven
cents for one hundred apples, and sold
them for seventy cents, what per cent,

profit would you make on your invest-
ment?

Answers to Puzzles of Novem-
ber 25th

To be Found On the Farm : 1, honey,
hen, beans

; 2, gander, cow, houses, oat,

shad
; 3, pick, horse, wheat ; 4, pig, lamb

;

S, scythe, reaper; 6, meadow, mare; 7,

churn, stable', table ; 8, crop, wasp, orchard

;

9, egg, sow, well, stile, lard ;
'10, pasture,

farm-hand, tomato; 11, rake, buttei,

flocks, sand, herd; 12, hen, ox, pitchfork;
13, sickle, barn, harrow, peas.

A Clever Word Puzzle: The word is

"pork you pine."

The Price of Eggs : The grocer offers
the eggs at 9 cents a dozen, but by throw-
ing in two extra brought the price to 8
cents a dozen.

Concealed Geography : 163, Astoria

;

164, Orange; 165, Poland; 166, Nassau;
167, Bath ; 168, Omaha ; 169, Saratoga ; 170,

Medford; 171, Rye; 172, Venice; 173,

Corinth.
The old-time rebus says; "All that glit-

ters is not gold "' which is not correct. It

should say, "All is not gold that glitters

The rebus word is "Speculation." The
charade, "Ma Ted."

A prize puzzle book will be sent to the
fifty readers sending the best answers to
Sam Loyd, Box 826, New York City.

When answering the puzzles be sure to

tell what books you have received so as

not to receive duplicates.

If

Soda
Crackers

Grew
on Trees

Nature would cover them with
shells, like nuts, protecting from
moisture, mildew, dirt and insects.

Just so are Uneeda Biscuit protected by the

moisture-proof, dust-proof package. It keeps
them oven-fresh and crisp, retaining all their

flavor and goodness till used.

Think it over and you will always
buy the protected kind

Une@da
Biscuit
Never Sold

in Balk

.-..-jiTi.'itJ

Anniversary Picture
FOR 10 DAYS MORE ONLY

To celebrate its third of a century Anniversary, Farm and Fireside
decided to present with every subscription a cOpy of the beautiful painting
"Waiting for the Milk-Man." This great picture is one of the finest animal
pictures ever painted. Everybody loves dogs, but it is only once iir a genera-
tion that there is painted a great dog picture.

This picture is worthy of recognition as a masterpiece. It represents
three handsome and mischievous looking little puppies who are evidently
awaiting the appearance of their young master with the portion of milk for

their breakfast. The situation is ti^pical and very natural. It is printed, in col-

ors and win, make a handsome appearance on the wall of your living-room.

"Waiting for the IVliik-Ivlan"

This EJegant Picture, in Colors. Size 1 1x16. Our Gift to You

You Must Write at Once
You can get a copy of the picture during the next ten days only. Send your

subscription iiow even though your present subscription has not expired.

Copies of this handsome picture have never before been offered to the public.

These pictures have befen obtained for our readers at great expense. Every picture
is fully protected by copyright and cannot be reproduced by anyone else who-
soever.

"Waiting for the Milk-Man" is 11x16 inches in size and is printed. on extra
heavy art paper. The picture is in colors and looks exactly like the original

painting.

Send 5 0c l-year subscription to Fj^rm and Ftresi.de—24 n.umbers
—and you will receive the Anniversary Picture without cost.

The Anniversary Picture can also be obtained in connection with the Flower
offers on Page 26.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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THE HOUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT
Helpful Hints for the Busy Housewife and Mother

Some Good Recipes

Swiss Style of Serving Eggs—Cover the

bottom of a baking-dish with two ounces

of fresh butter and upon this sprinkle

grated cheese. Drop the eggs upon the

cheese without breaking the 3'olks and season

to taste. Pour over eggs a little cream and

sprinkle with about two ounces of grated

cheese. Bake in a moderate oven fifteen or

twentj- minutes.

Macaroni-Stew—One and one half pounds

of round beefsteak cut into pieces and boiled

with half a can of tomatoes, one onion and
seasoned with salt and pepper, and half a

package of macaroni boiled tender in slightly

salted water. Put a layer of macaroni in a

baking-dish, sprinkle with grated cheese (.half

pound to the dish), more macaroni and

cheese, and pour over all this the water

from the beef and vegetables. Have at least

a quart of water and as it reduces in the

baking, add more water; keep the top moist.

Bake three hours.

Pocket-Book Rolls—One cupful of yeast-

sponge, one half cupful of sweet milk, one
fourth of a cupful of sugar, one egg, one
cupful of potatoes (well mashed i. flour to

make a thin batter. Beat with mixing-spoon
or Dover egg-beater until light. Let stand

in a warm place until air bubbles cover the

surface ; this usually takes four hours.

To the batter add tlour to make a dough
as stiff as biscuit-dough and work in with

the flour one half cupful of lard and one
teaspoonful of salt. Let rise two hours or

until light, then roll into a sheet one half

inch thick, cut with biscuit-cutter, fold over

in melted lard or butter and put in pan to

rise. When light cook in a hot oven for ten

or fifteen minutes.

Noah's Muffins—Mix well one tablespoon-

ful of sugar, one well-beaten egg, one cupful

of milk, with flour enough to make rather a

stiff batter. Add two teaspoonfuls of baking-

powder. Bake twenty minutes.

A Good Plain Omelet—Beat the yolks of

- three eggs well, add one half cupful of milk,

one quarter of a teaspoonful of salt and one
teaspoonful of flour. Mix well, then add the

beaten whites of the three eggs.

Nun's Beefsteak—Cut one pound of beef-

steak in small pieces, dip each piece in

vinegar and put them into an enameled kettle

with a tight-fitting cover. Peel and cut into

small pieces two carrots, two onions, one
turnip and four stalks of celery. Put them
in with the meat, add salt and pepper to

season, a generous lump of butter and a

sprinkle of flour. Put on the lid and let

cook very slowly for three or four hours,

shaking the kettle from time to time to pre-

vent burning. When done, turn all out

together on a heated platter and garnish'

with strips of hot buttered toast. Slow
cooking is essential to success with this dish.

Apple-Pie—Beat the yolks of two eggs

with one half cupful of sugar until light,

then beat in two cupfuls of strained sweet-

ened apple-sauce. Favor with lemon and
bake in one crust. Whip the whites of the

eggs to a stiff snow, add two tablespoonfuls

of powdered sugar, spread over the pie, and
brown lightly in the oven.

Steamed Cup Pudding—Two eggs, one
cupful of sugar, one cupful of molasses, two
thirds of a cupful of sweet milk, with one
half teaspoonful of soda dissolved in it, one
cupful of beef-suet chopped very fine, one cup-

ful of raisins seeded and cut, one cupful

of currants and citron mixed, one cupful of

chopped apples, three and one half cupfuls
of flour, one teaspoonful of baking-powder,
one teaspoonful of powdered allspice, one
teaspoonful of cloves, two teaspoonfuls of

cinnamon. • Steam two and one half hours.

Serve with sauce.

Steamed Bread-Pudding—Two cupfuls of

dry bread-crumbs soaked in one cupful of

sweet milk, one fourth of a cupful of butter,

one half cupful of raisins, one half cupful

of chopped nut-meats, one half cupful of

molasses, one egg, one half teaspoonful of

cloves, cinnamon and nutmeg, one fourth

teaspoonful of salt, one half teaspoonful of

soda, one cupful of flour. Let stand for half

an hour and turn into a buttered mold.
Steam for one hour and serve with sauce.

Lemon-Extract—Knowing that the real

essence of the lemon is contained in the rind,

I invented this method of extracting it.

Grate off all the outer portion that

contains the oil-cells, peel carefully and
cut into fine bits. Place in a wide-mouthed
bottle, wide enough to admit a case-knife
having a metal end on the handle, with
which to press and grind peelings around in

the bottle. When rind has been placed in

bottle and pressed down tight, pour on
sufficient alcohol to cover not more than

by one third ; then cork. Let stand several

days : the longer the alcohol is left on, the

stronger the extract will be.
_
When the

alcohol has drawn out all the oU that it is

possible to extract, pour essence into another
ijottle and cork tightly. Twenty-five cents'

worth of alcohol and the rinds of six or

more lemons will make essence which will

outlast several bottles of the lemon-extract
sold in stores. Orange-extract is also made
in the same way. _ Mrs. F.

.
King.

For the Invalid

The room of an invalid or sick person
should be stripped of all unnecessary

draperies and ornaments. A restful picture
or two is admissible. A rocking-chair never,

as this is often a source of suffering to a
nervous patient. A kind-hearted woman
calling to see a sick neighbor rocked and
talked incessantly until she left, leaving the
sick much worse for her comirjg. Many
well-meaning people show just this lack of
forethought. It is far better to deny every
outsider entrance, then the fear of hurting
feelings and also of retarding the patient's

recovery would be avoided.

I write this for the benefit of those doing
nursing in their own family. It takes experi-
ence to learn unaided many little things of
importance, as, for instance, not to rattle

paper within hearing of the patient, to keep
all magazines and papers from the room, not
to sit and talk to each other around the bed.
Wait until the person is able to be up and
join you.

Do not ask questions: "Have you a pain
anywhere?" "Are your feet cold?" By
watching, a little experience will teach you
to know intuitively many wishes of the sick
person that may not be expressed.

If you have outside troubles do not speak
of them, keep calm and show no undue
anxiety. Look out for drafts, especially with
an older person. If a window is near the bed,
see that it is protected by a screen or some
device. At the same time fresh air must
enter in a way not to expose the patient.

Serve all meals on dainty dishes and in a
way to tempt the appetite. Do not ask

:

"Would you like so and so ?" Prepare what
the doctor allows and what you know is

good until convalescence.
It is a task to care for the sick and to

furnish that great desideratum, cheerfulness.
It goes so far to help on our way. We must
each (women especially) pass through the
two phases of patient and nurse. Upon
which lies the heavier burden, it is hard
to say, but in each case we learn valuable
lessons in self-control and otherwise.

S. D. Gardner.

A constant delight is to see "green things
growing," especially in the depth of winter.
One little novelty is made by cutting off a
section across the top of a carrot, scooping
it out till it will hold a half inch or so of
water, and hanging it up near a window. By
renewing the water daily, the watcher will
soon see her improvised hanging-basket put
forth little tendrils, and before long it will
be decorated with a rich growth of delicate,
feathery greenness. Parsnips can be treated
in the same way.

Eggs in a nest make a pleasant variation
for the invalid who is tired of the ordinarj'
ways of serving this wholesome breakfast.
In the center of a rather thick piece of but-
tered toast (not too dry) make a hole large
enough to contain an egg set up on end.
The egg can be boiled either hard or soft,

but if soft, care must be taken in removing
the shell not to break the contents. The
shell-less egg can then be placed in the hole
in the toast, sprinkled with salt and pepper
and served on a plate garnished with a few
sprigs of parsley. A delightful addition is to
pour over the whole a cream sauce, as for
creamed chicken.

When celery is to have a place on the
invalid's tray, try splitting it lengthwise into
narrow strips about six inches long and
throwing these into ice-water for half an
hour before serving. The celery will then
be found to be delicately curled, and its

dainty appearance is a real, help to a

capricious appetite.

Don'ts for the Sick-Room
NEVER sit on a patient's bed. Even a slight

jar or additional weight is sometimes
injurious to delicate nerves.
Never sweep a room while a sick person is

in it. Clean it with a damp cloth till the
patient is well enough to be moved outside
while the room is thoroughly overhauled.

Never pour medicine from a bottle without
keeping the label uppermost, and therefore
free from discoloration by the medicine. An
undecipherable label may result in giving
the wrong medicine, with all its attendant
dangers.

Never pour out medicine without first

reading the label and shaking the bottle.

Most medicines are compounds, and need to

be thoroughly mixed.
Never put medicines and poisons on the

same table.

Never whisper in a patient's presence,
especially just outside the sick-room ; the
patient invariably thinks he is the subject
under discussion.

Never use the patient's medicine spoon to

taste his food. See that the food is flavored
right before it is brought to the room.
Never overcrowd the tray.

Never leave drinking-water uncovered in

the room. If nothing better is at hand, a
piece of note-paper makes an effectual lid.

The temperature of a sick-room can be
perceptibly lowered by hanging up sheets or
large towels lightly rung out of cold water.
If "the water evaporates too rapidly, leave
one end of the sheet in a pail of water, so

that the evaporation will be continuous, and,
if possible, hang the sheet so that it will be
struck by some breeze from door or window.

Management in the Home
WHEN the housekeeper of the family

breaks down from overwork it is often
because of the lack of the virtue tidiness.

Not always is it lack of tidiness on her own
part, for most frequently it is because the
other members of the family are without
that virtue. In a family of even three or
four who do not put away the things they
have used, the resulting amount of confusion
is indescribable. Every housekeeper will

acknowledge that picking up is the hardest
part of her labor, but only the methodical
housekeeper knows how much it has to do
with the cleanliness of the house and the
health of the family.
The fact of the matter is a house never

looks imtidy where the children are taught
from birth to put away things when they
are through with them and where the grown-
ups follow the same rule. On the other
hand, the upset house demands and cries

aloud to be cleaned, and forces the house-
keeper to work and work, while her neighbor
in the tidy house easily resigns herself to

occasionally skipping the cleaning-day, for

the impression of cleanliness is there, and
influences even her who knows the truth.

In other words, an untidy house has a
restless, nerve-racking effect on the mind. A
neat, orderly room soothes the nerves. It may
be ever so dusty, but the dust does not show
and seems of little importance to a quiet
mind. But the mind which lacks repose
because that repose is lacking in the sur-

roundings, magnifies the little things, makes
an infinitesimal bit of dust of vast impor-
tance and bids the worker labor until every
nerve and every muscle protests against it.

Contrast the methods of two women. Both
decide to clean. In the house where method
and order prevail the room undergoing
cleaning will be upset and no other. But
the woman who lacks method will upset all

the other rooms while she is cleaning one,
until her house is a mass of confusion and
the task of straightening made double. The
first woman could be interrupted at any
time by chance visitors without doing more
than interfere with her work, but the second
woman, who cannot get order until all the
rooms are cleaned, finds unexpected visitors

a strain on her nerves that, sends her to bed
with a headache after they have gone. Is it

any wonder she eventually breaks down ?

As stated above, children should be taught
from birth to put things away when they are
through with them. But this implies that
the children should be given a place to put
things. They should have a closet of their

own in which to hang clothes, a bureau
drawer for their personal possessions, a

little desk or something which is theirs

exclusively, and in the care of which they
will take personal pride. A place shared
with someone else never means the same to

a child and never develops the instinct for

neatness. It is far better to crowd the books
and clothes and other possessions of the

grown-ups, whose habits have already been
formed, than to leave the child without, his

own little place for his own little things.

Mrs. C. F. Boldtmann.

Little Helps
Instead of greasing your pancake-griddle,
' rub it with a raw turnip and see what nice

cakes you will have.

Yolks of eggs may be kept for several

days if carefully immersed in cold water
without breaking them.

When cooking old potatoes add a little

sweet milk to the boiling water and they
will not turn dark.

To remove blood-stains, slightly dampen
with cold water and cover with starch.

Mrs. F. S.

When the pie-crust is prepared brush the

lower crust with the beaten yolk of an egg
and sprinkle with bread-crumbs that have
lieen grated. This is especially fine for fruit

and liquid pies. So many housewives are
troubled with soggy pie-crust that I consider
this little information very helpful.

Never shake a rug, whether fringed or

bound, by the end. It may stand the strain

for a while, but after a time the goods will

wear and pull out. Hold a rug by the
selvage edge when shaking.

A stained floor or one which has been
shellacked after staining should not be
washed, but rubbed, like the polished floor,

with a cloth moistened in a mixture of equal
parts of crude oil and turpentine. Rub with
a dry cloth afterward.

Clean and whiten the keys of the piano by
wiping with a soft flannel moistened in

alcohol. Denatured alcohol may be used.

When boiling clothes, put a piece of paraf-

fin in the water. It will make them whiter
and they will not require much rubbing.

When making starch, add a small piece of

paraffin before cooking. It will prevent the
irons sticking and give a beautiful gloss to

the clothes.

When making oyster-stew, boil the liquor

of the oysters and the milk separately. Mix
them while boiling hot and the.milk will not
curdle.

Of Interest to Mothers
Helping Mother—When the little son was

five years old he was given a bright new
tin pail and several brushes, and told that
thereafter he was expected to keep a pan of
clean potatoes in the pantry for mother. This
was not a heavy task, but it taught the les^

son of responsibility. Later, mother left a
card each morning beside the potato-pan, with
the name of any vegetable she desired from
cellar or garden, and this was also left ready
for her to use. The little man, now eight years
old, feels very necessary and important in
his own home, and seldom fails in his
responsibility. He feels it a great disgrace
to he reminded of his work. A. M. A.

Whispering Game—A mother of my
acquaintance teaches her children a whis-
pering game when they are mere tots. They
consider it a great accomplishment. This
proves convenient when taking the children
to any public meeting where unusual quiet-
ness is required, or at home when silence is

desirable. With a little girl whose nervous-
ness amounts to seriousness this was a boon

;

when she began showing signs of great
excitement at her play, she was taken at once
to a quiet room to indulge in a "whispering
game." This always quieted her, and she
frequently fell asleep in the midst of it.

Don'ts for Baby—Give baby all the water
you can get him to drink, but don't give it

to him cold. Often when he frets a drink of
water will quiet him. He is just thirsty.

Don't feed him every time he cries, but
at regular intervals. Every three or four
hours is plenty from the start and only once
during the night. More babies cry from
disturbances of the stomach from over-
feeding.
Keep him out of doors all day, if possible.

There is nothing like fresh air for health.
Don't let anyone handle him more than is

necessary. It makes him tired and fretful.

Under no conditions allow anyone to kiss
him on the mouth. There is no surer way
of spreading disease. Mrs. J. J. O'C.

Early Garden Hints
MOST of our flowers for summer beds and

borders require an early start if we get
any flowers during their short blooming
season, and these should be started in Feb-
ruary or March, in the house, and will be
large enough to bloom by the time they are
to be transplanted to their permanent beds.
Plants for bedding, borders, pots and hang-
ing-baskets can all be easily grown from
seed. For bedding, there is the canna.
dahlia, verbena, pansy, snap-dragon, cosmos,
all of which are very easily grown from seed.
The hard seed of the canna should be soaked
in warm water three or four times before
planting.

For borders there is the sweet alyssum
with its feathery white flowers that are so
beautiful for edging beds of scarlet gera-
niums and the salvia splendens. A packet
of this will make sufficient plants for two
or three large beds, and if the flowers are
cut often this will be a mass of bloom the
entire summer. The old silver-leaved cen-
taurea or dusty miller is one of the finest

of edging plants, and grows as easily as a
weed from seed. These seed germinate very
quickly and the plants will live long after
frosts in the fall, making the beds beautiful
after the tender plants have been killed or
moved. These seeds must be started early
and the plants grow very rapidly if given a
rich soil and sufficient moisture.

The cyclamen, smilax, heliotrope and
coleus can be easily grown from seed if

given the necessary warmth, moisture and
patience. A great deal of the latter will be
required as the smilax and cyclamen require
nearly one month for the germination of the
seed, and both should be well soaked in

warm water before planting.

The heliotrope can be grown from seed,

but the seed are very fine and should have
only a thin layer of soil over them, and
should be watered very sparingly. It is best
to place the seed-box in a pan of water and
allow the moisture to soak up through the
drainage holes and in this way the seed
will not be washed out

The Kennilworth ivy is fine for baskets
and a number of fine plants can be grown
from one packet of seed. Iri planting seed
use shallow boxes or tin cans, have good
drainage and finely sifted soil, cover with a
pane of glass and place in a warm sunny
window. Cover each seed to a depth pro-
portionate to its size and keep moist.

The Calceolaria—These queer-looking flow-

ers are usually great favorites with the
children, their curious blotchings and color-

ings being a source of endless delight to

them. They cannot understand why they
should have the hole at the top, and invent
for them many quaint names. They must
have an open, sunny location and a light,

sandy soil enriched with well-rotted manure.
Start them where they are to bloom, sowing
the seed in drills two inches deep. When
they are four inches high, thin to two feet

apart, as they must have plenty of room, and
keep growing fast until the blooming^period
is reached. As they are very tender do not
sow the seed until all danger of frost is past.

Give a top dressing of bone-meal when the
buds break, and water freely. Laura Jones.
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FOR THE SPRING WARDROBE
IDEAS FOR PRACTICAL CLOTHES

BY MISS GOULD

Misses' Yoke Nightgown
Pattern cut for 12, 14 and 16 year sizes. Material
required for 14 years, six and one half yards of
twenty-two-inch material, or four yards of thirty-six-

inch material, with one half yard of inserted tucking

ILLUSTRATED OH this page ate an unusual
number of practical helpful designs for
the woman who makes her own clothes

and is a busy housekeeper. They are all

smart and up to the moment in style, yet
very simple to make. There is the one-
piece street dress in pattern No. 1626
which will appeal to many women ; the
two good-looking waists, pattern No. 1577,
a plain shirt-waist, and the other pattern.
No. 1595, a pretty afternoon blouse; an
apron pattern. No. 1266, and a good wrap-
per pattern. No. 1545. Then there are also
the two practical designs for the young
girl's wardrobe. The petticoat in pattern
No. 1689 and the nightgown in pattern
No. 1067 can easily be made by the young
girl herself. The price of each Womajt's
Home Companion pattern illustrated on
this page is ten cents and they are all

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

No. 1577—Tailored Shirt-Waist With
Rolling Collar

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch
bust measures. Quantity of material required for
medium size, or 36 inch bust, three and seven
eighths yards of twcnty-four-inch material, or two
and one fourth yards of thirty-six-inch materia]

No. 1595—Costume Blouse With Rolling
Collar

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 36 inch bust meas-
ures. Material required for medium size, or 36
inch bust, two and one fourth yards of twenty-
two-inch material, with five eighths of a yard of
velvet and three fourths of a yard of satin for girdle

1626—Coat Dress With Adjustable Chemisette

f^attern cut for 32. 34, 36, 36, 40 and 42 inch bust measures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36 inch bust, six and three fourths yards of thirty-six-inch material, or five and one fourth yards of
forty-four-inch material, with seven eighths of a yard of contrasting material for trimming. Fancy mixture
cheviots, zibelines or serges are attractive fabrics to use for this design, having the collar, cuffs, belt and tie of
soft satin. Use black satin for bright-toned mixtures and brilliant shades of satin such as royal blue, bright
green or cerise for the darker colored materials. Can be used for a traveling costume to wear with long wrap

1 545—Kimono With Inverted Plaits

at Back
Pattern cut for 32, 36 and 40 inch bust measures.
Quantity of material required for 36 inch bust, ten
yards oftwenty-two-inch material,with one and seven
eighths yards of contrasting material for trimming-
bands. The sleeves are cut in one with the kimono

How to Get the Patterns
If you want clothes that are right in style and yet practical, use the patterns

which are illustrated in Farm and Fireside. These are the famous Woman's
Home Companion patterns which are guaranteed perfect. The patterns are
',most simple to use and we supply them at the very low price of ten cents each,

j So great has been the demand among Farm and Fireside readers for our
[Woman's Home Companion patterns that we have established three offices or
depots from which these patterns can be obtained, as follows

:

Eastern depot: Farm and Fireside, 11 East 24th Street, New York City.

Central depot : Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
Western depot : Farm and Fireside, 1538 California Street, Denver, Colorado.
We suggest that you send your order to the depot that is nearest to you to

facilitate the quick delivery of the pattern.

A Premium Offer

- To any Farm and Fireside reader who sends us one new subscription to

Farm and Fireside with fifty cents for the same, we will give as a premium for
the subscription one Woman's Home Companion pattern. To obtain a pattern
without cost, send the subscription to Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

No. 1689—Misses' Princesee Petticoat

Pattern cut for 12, 14 and 16 year sizes. Quantity
of materiel required for mediurii size, or 1 4 years, six
yards of twenty-two-inch material, or four yards of
thirty-six-inch material, with three yards of flouncing

"T^HE new spring and summer catalogue
* of Woman's Home Companion pat-

terns will be on sale March 20th. Every
Farm and Fireside woman reader will

not only want, but will need to see this

big catalogue in which are illustrated all

the best and newest of spring' fashions. It

is full, too, of helpful, practical designs
for useful garments, which are just what
every busy housekeeper and mother needs.
There are also many designs for the

young school girl and for the little folks

at home. The catalogue costs but four
cents and to facilitate quick delivery may
be ordered from the nearest of the fol-

lowing addresses : Pattern Department,
Farm and Fireside, 11 East 24th Street,

New York City; Farm and Fireside,
Springfield, Ohio ; Farm and Fireside,

1538 California Street, Denver, Colorado.

Copyright, 1911, by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 1266—Housework Apron With
Dust-Cap

Pattern cut for 32, 36 and 40 inch bust measures—,
small, medium and large. Quantity of material
required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, four
and one half yards of twenty-seven-inch material.

The pattern includes a very attractive dust -cap
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Home Papers

Without Cost
By special arrangement with the leading
home and family papers in America,you
can get any one of these great papers
for a year without cost with Farm and
Fireside as explained below.

Farm and Fireside

The Housewife
For One Whole Year

The Housewife is a bright enter-

taining monthly magazine, contain-

ing mciny wholesome serials and

short stories and articles of unques-

tioned merit. It is a magazine

that a woman looks forward to

receiving each month. It is well

illustrated with the work of the

best-known artists. Housewife is

edited by Lilian Dynevor Rice. It

has excellent departments devoted

to fashions, cooking, etc.

Farm and Fireside

TheWoman^sWorld
For On* Whole Tear

50'
both 1^1 |C

In Woman's World the up-to-date

articles and good stories are high

class, for it pays more for them thein

any other publication. Woman's
World is progressive. No woman
who is interested in the vital issues

of life can afford to miss Woman's
World. Over two millions read

it eagerly every month.

Farm and Fireside

Successful Farming
For One Whole Tear

Successful Farming is the leading

general farm publication of the

com belt. It is of special interest

and value to people living in this

region on account of its close appli-

cation to those peculiar local con-

ditions. It is also chuck full of

practicaland condensed factswhich

are of timely value. Farm people

in the com belt can profit by this

combination of farm papers.

Farm and Fireside

Green's Fruit Grower
For One .Whole Year

Green's Fruit Grower is packed

from cover to cover with practical

and valuable information on fruit

culture. It covers every fruit grown,

berries, orchard fruits, grapes, etc.

Green's FruitGrower has for many
years been recognized as an author-

ity on fruit culture. Green's Fruit

Grower has also departments de-

voted to poultry and dairying. It

is an aU-around farm paper.

Farm and Fireside

The Poultry Keeper
For One Whole Year

Poultry Keeper gives every month
pointers and ideas for producing

eggs and raising fowl that means
success. It is edited by the best

men on Poultry Raising in America.

It is filled with secrets of feed mix-

tures, quick growing chicks, ideas

that men hesitate to part with.

Poultry Keeper has one motto

—

Make the Hen attend strictly to

business. It is invaluable to the

poultry raiser.

Other Hedf-DollEU* Clubs
Farmer's Voice Southern Planter

Up-to-Date Farming Farm Poultry

Missouri Valley Fanner

We will send Farm and Fireside and any
paper mentioned in this advertisement,
both for one year, for only 50 cts. They
may go to different addresses if you wish.

The Above Offers Good Until Mardi 25, 1911.

Farm and Fireside
Springfield, Ohio

OUR YOUNG FOLKS
Conducted by Cousin Sally

The Grain of Rice
Another Chinese Legend—By Izola Forrester

NCE during the rainy

season the emperor
sent forth word that

whoever could win
the favor of Ama-
tarasu, the Sun God-
dess, so that she

should send sunlight

to earth once more,
might have the hand of his youngest
second cousin in marriage, and dwell in

royal state in the pagoda of the mist.

"Why does he offer the hand of his

youngest second cousin.''" asked Soo Wing
of his brother as they sat on the lowest

step of the pagoda of the mist, under
the shelter of the big bronze statue of

the Sun Goddess. Loo Wing, the younger
brother, tucked his hands farther in his

sleeves and shook his head.

"He has no daughters to offer. And his

second cousins are most high and hon-
orable, also. I would marrj'

the youngest one myself."

"Very likely you would if

you had the chance, you
creeping silkworm that

looks up to the sun," laughed
Soo Wing. "'Why don't you
beat this statue of Ama-
tarasu until she hears you
and grants you sunshine?"
But Loo Wing said

nothing. He stood 'up

and gazed at the majestic, ~

gently -smiling face of the

Sun Goddess above him,
and he wished with all his

heart that he knew of some-
thing he could do to please

her and the emperor, so that

sunlight would shine once
more and he might be given
the hand of the second
cousin in marriage and
dwell in the pagoda of the
mist forever.

Then he turned around
and looked at the great
fields of rice that meant
food and life to the people
of the land, and he saw how-
it was drooping and dying
beneath the weight of too
much rain, and all at once
an idea occurred to him.
For days he hid himself

and labored, while Soo

Wing danced and laughed and teased him,
and finally his offering was completed.
Once a week all the mandarins and the

priests of the temple and the wise men of
the court went up to the pagoda of the
mist to pray to the Sun Goddess for help,

and on this day Loo Wing waited at the
foot of the big bronze statue, and after
they had laid all of their rich offerings at
her feet, he timidly placed his there,

"What is this?" cried the priests. "A
grain of rice

!"

And the old mandarins looked at it

through their spectacles, and the wise men
were mystified, for Loo Wing had taken a
simple grain of rice and had marvelously
carved it into a smiling image of the Sun
Goddess.
"Why hast thou done this, thou worm

that dares to gaze upon the sun?" they
asked Loo Wing, their voices very gruff.

"I did it so she would understand how

As they were leaving the rice-plant showered
tiny pearls of white rice"

very much we need her," sobbed Loo
Wmg. frightened when he saw even the
emperor regarding him sternly.

"Surely thou wilt be buried alive for thy
presumption," said the old wise men.
"Surely thou wilt be buried up to thy
presumptuous neck in the earth, and the
rain shall fall on thee for seventy days for
this."

Then Loo Wing fell on the ground and
beat his bare toes on the marble floor and
wailed, but suddenly the emperor pointed
to the grain of rice, and lo ! it had
sprouted, and from the carved, smiling
lips of the Sun Goddess there showed a
tiny bit of green, and another, and yet
another, till the tender blades unfolded
and there was revealed the growing rice.

And at the same moment the whole
pagoda of the mist was filled with
blazing sunlight, as Amatarasu showed
her smiling face to the world, and

the rain-clouds fled away.
"Bring forth the youngest

second cousin," ordered the
emperor, and Loo Wing was
wedded to her there in the
pagoda, and all of the man-
darins and the wise men
and nobles of the court gave
them beautiful and costly
presents. But just as they
were leaving the rice-plant
showered them with tiny
pearls of white rice, and
the emperor cried out:

"See, how Amatarasu
teaches us that the poorest
shall be the highest, and the
most despised shall be the
highest honored."
And he took the great

bronze sword of the heroes
that hung above the statue
and laid it on Loo Wing
and on the rice-plant.

''So shall j'ou both be
ennobled from henceforth,"
he said.

And to this day the rice-

plant is the most loved in

all China of the food-bear-
ing plants, and wherever
true lovers are wed, rice is

thrown over them in

memorj' of Loo Wing
and the s^oungest second
cousin of the emperor.

December Prize - Winners
LUCILLE Skilton, age sixteen, Ravenna,

Ohio; Frances H. Stull, age thirteen,

Portville, New York; Ethel Wirick, age
thirteen, Maplewood, Ohio ; £loise Case,
age sixteen. South Royalton, Vermont

;

ilildred Isaacson, age fourteen, Phillips,

Wisconsin ; Earl Hess, age nine. Salt Lake
City, Utah ; Bertha Magsig, age fourteen,
DeWitt, Michigan

;
Agnes H. Myer, age

eight, McHenry, Illinois; Grace Ingler,

age thirteen, Bay Cit)% Michigan ; Frances
Grinstead, age eleven, Morrisville, Missouri.

Honor Roll

THE following cousins deserve honorable
mention : Lillian Douglas, Pauline Wil-

sey, Corda Smith, Lydia King, Aletha
Boren, Igerna Barth, Edel Liebe. One of
the above cousins neglected to state her
age, so her verses were not considered
among the prize-winners, in spite of the
fact that they were very good. So please,

bo3's and girls, always write your age
when entering our contests, if you are
anxious to win one of our prizes. Here-
after I shall not give any boy or girl a
prize who forgets to give his or her age.

pvEAR Cousin Sally:—
I received the club button and I am

very proud of it. It is nicer than I expected
to find it. I am sure I will be as faithful
as I can.

I want to tell you about my little dog.
She is light brown and white and I call

her "Muffy." She weighs only eight and
one half pounds and will be six years old
the 24th of April. She is as spry as a
spring chicken. She will sit up and shake
hands and speak for her meals by barking
and jumping; when she wants a drink of
water, and I am down on the floor playing
with her she will tickle me by rubbing her
nose in my side. Now I must close.

Your loving cousin, Elaine Gibbs.

.1 Wish
I
WISH I were a soft white cloud

Floating through the sky.

Far above the valleys,

And o'er the mountains high.

I wish I were a snow-flake
Falling through the air.

Landing on the hill-tops

Or 'most anywhere.

I wish I were a fairy

Or an elf, because
I could drink the flower's dew
And fly on wings of gauze.

I wish I were a rain-drop
Coming from above.

But I guess I better be myself.
And have my doll to love.

Frances H. Stull, Age Thirteen,
Portville, New York.

Merry, Merry Sleigh-Bells

A FAINT, low tinkle in the distance is

heard.
Like an ^olian harp or the song of a bird.

A song that is welcomed by all who hear,

'Tis the song of sleigh-bells, to all so dear.

The song grows stronger, nearer it steals.

And fills the air with its merry peals.

The old and the young then gather to hear
The sound of the sleigh-bells drawing near.

The peals jingle out on the frosty air.

Bidding us fling aside sorrow and care.

The stars look down with kindly gleams.
The moon sheds her light in silvery beams.

The horses slow up, the song is still.

The echoes die o'er the distant hill.

The tones of the bells echo far and near.
Wishing to all a Happy New Year.

Lucille Skilton, Age Sixteen,
Ravenna, Ohio.

Monthly Prize Contest
THIS month I want my boys and girls to

write a composition of about four hundred
words on "My Favorite Hero." You all

have some special hero whom you admire
and with whose life and noble deeds you are
very familiar. I would like you to tell why
he is your ideal hero, and mention some of
the brave things he did, or any little story
that you know about him. But please remem-
ber that your composition must be your own
work. Don't send in anything that some-
one has helped you with, but have confidence
in your own ability and write the best com-
position 3'ou know how.
For the two best compositions we will give

a fancy purse or a book to the girl and a
knife or a box of paints to the boy. For
the next best five in order of merit we will
give prizes of beautiful pictures.

Write in ink, on one side of the paper
only, with your name, age and address at the
top. All compositions must be signed by
parent or guardian to signify that you had
no help with the work. In awarding prizes
the comparative ages of the girls and boys
will be considered. The contest closes March
20th. Address Cousin Sally, Farm .\nd

Fireside, 11 East 24th Street, New York City.

Cousin Sally's Club

IF YOU haven't joined Cousin Sally's Club,
you have missed something reallj' worth

while. Join to-day and find out what it

means to be a member of a big, splendid

club like this. Our club button is very
attractive and pretty, and costs only five

cents. When you write for one. Cousin
Sally will send you a long letter, telling

you the club's motto and just what is

expected of club members. The club is

only for boy and girl readers seventeen
years of age and under, and j'ou do not
have to be a subscriber to belong. In
writing, address Cousin Sally's Club,
Farm and Fireside, 11 East 24th Street,

New York City. If you want to join

the club at the same time you enter

the contest then write your name, age
and address on a separate sheet of paper.
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Interesting Paragraphs
By John T. Timmons

HERE is no land on the

face of the globe that is

wholly free from insects

in some form or another.

It is estimated that the

people of England use each
year the milk of five million cows.

Notwithstanding the fact that Turks are

said to be very cruel people, there is no
country in which so much kindness is

shown to dumb brutes.

The salmon catch of Alaska now equals

that of British Columbia, the United
States and Japan. It is developing into

one of the most wonderful fisheries of

the world.

Physical culture is taught in every
school in Germany, and each school is

equipped with a gymnasium, where the
pupils are expected to take a certain

amount of exercise each day. Certain
days are set apart for special instructions.

Fish are rarely poisonous, especially fish

in northern waters, but in the tropics

quite a few are found that are injurious

to people eating them. A Japanese fish,

fugu, has deadly poisonous roe, and the
roe and meat of pike and sturgeon are
poisonous in spawning seasons.

It is wonderful the difference in rain-

fall throughout the world. In some
of the -tropics, where conditions are just

right, it rains almost every day. In cer-

tain deserts rain is unknown, and in

other sections where the country is known
as desert land rain comes once in every
few years. On the coast of Ireland it

rains on an average of two hundred and
eight days, and in England it rains about
one hundred and fifty days in the year.

People who live on the great continents
and seldom, if ever, travel abroad or study
carefully the geographical condition of the
globe can scarcely realize the truth in cer-

tain matters. The Pacific ocean contains
about fifty-five million square miles of
surface, which is very close to the amount
of land surface in the whole world.

At an elevation of but ten feet above
the sea the apparent horizon is about ten

miles distant. It would be about the same
on a level prairie country.

In Syria oil and iron-ores have recently

been discovered, and home as well as for-

eign capital has become interested in the
development of the new field of industry.

Many interested persons have gone there
from various parts of the globe.

Vast colonies of the Colorado potato-
beetles have been found traveling together
along a country road and near a railway,
and no one has yet been able to determine
where their real destination was, as it was
at a season when the potato-vines were
dead. Ants and worms sometimes move
in great colonies across the countrjf.

In the province of Shansi, in China,
immense deposits of the very best iron-

ore have been discovered, and the finan-

ciers of that and other countries will

erect great iron-works.

One of the more recent propositions in

engineering is the construction of a great
electric tunnel beneath the sea between
Sweden and Denmark. Such a work
would consume years to attain completion.

Russia has just recently established

great electric steel-works, mainly for the
manufacture of armor-plate and material
for projectiles. Other countries have be-
come much interested in this new move
and will doubtless follow the example.

A sort of wine made from the palm,
in addition to being used as a beverage is

used as yeast, an insecticide and a very
successful disinfectant. It has also been
found to be excellent for removing rust

from many metals.

To give the reader some idea of the
growth of New York City, it is estimated
that yearly there has been an increase of
at least twenty-five thousand school chil-

dren in the city during the past five years.

These children alone would populate a
good-sized city. The cost of building new
schools would be no small expenditure.

From the best ascertainable facts it has
been found that a hen will lay about five

hundred eggs in her life-time if she is

healthy and properly cared for. It has
been found that the greatest number of
eggs are laid in the third year, and the
eggs will average more weight per dozen.

Two of the greatest waterfalls in Brazil

are to be used to supply power to a great
electric road that will penetrate a territory

rich with vast mineral deposits. Great
interest is manifested in this new project.

This country is one of wonderful
wealth, but when it is all counted, it is

found that about one fifth of the amount
is represented in the New York Stock
Exchange, where millions of dollars are
changing hands daily, and vast fortunes
lost and made in a few hours.

Naturalists, who are studying the habits
of many birds, have found that an owl
with a nest of young will gather an aver-
age of forty mice a day to feed the young
birds. This is certainly proof that the
owls should be protected against the cruel
sportsmen who are ready to shoot down
anything that offers them a mark.

It is very often quite difficult to get
ample justice in the courts of law. There
are so many ways in wliich real justice

can be thwarted or postponed. There is

a case in the English courts which was
begun in the year 1707, and which is not
ended yet.

Go when and where we will in this

great land, we find thousands of people
traveling. If one were to judge by the
great throngs seen in some of the large
depots of the leading cities, it would not
be unreasonable to imagine enough people
traveling to form a considerable colony.
On a number of occasions, the railroads^

have handled as high as half a million
people or more entering one city, and per-
sons who are fully acquainted with the
facts have stated there is very often
enough people traveling on the entire rail-

road system in the United States in one
day to populate one of the smaller states.

The daily transit population of New York
alone is somewhere near the quarter-mil-
lion mark.

It is said the largest grape-vine in the
world is at San Gabriel, California. It

was planted one hundred and twenty
years ago by Franciscan Friars. Its main
trunk is over a foot and a half in diameter
and about eight feet high. Its branches
and immense foliage cover five thousand
square feet. It often bears the immense
crop of two and a half tons of fine fruit.

Many novel birds' nests have been
found in various parts of the world. It is

remarkable the skill displayed by some of
the different species of birds in the con-
struction of their little homes. The
hanging nests are the most beautiful, and
often show wonderful mechanical skill on
the part of the little feathered weavers.
One of the queerest of nests was found in

a Connecticut town. It was made entirely

from discarded ends of delicate watch-
springs. These bits of metal were woven
together in such a manner as to make it

impossible for a person to detect the point
of beginning or the completion of the
novel nest.

The Mexican Central Railroad has
established a plant where railroad ties

made from native woods are so treated
that they are rendered practically inde-'
structible, and they are placing from three
thousand to four thousand ties in use
every day. This will possibly solve a
problem that has been puzzling railroaders
for years.

Recently a physician suspected that one
of his patients had contracted tuberculosis
from a pet cat. Accordingly, he examined
about a hundred cats in the town and
found tuberculosis germs in every one. A
third of them were seriously ill. It has
been claimed that cats can carry in their
fur the contagion of scarlet fever and
measles.

If one person could understand and
speak all the various tongues in the world
it is said he could not reason long, being
liable to go mad. It seems strange to
think there could be so many languages in

one world, and especially one that is

growing in intelligence and civilization as
rapidly as the earth. But notwithstanding
that there is a growing tendency toward
the universal language, known as Esper-
anto, the people of the earth will be very
slow to discard their native tongues. More
than a million persons are versed in and
are using, when it is possible, this com-
paratively new speech, and it is claimed
by some of our most learned men that in

a few generations there will be but
the one. They say conditions will be
such as to almost demand a universal
language. Some tell us the very things
that created the different tongues will

make our speech universal in time to come.
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Keeping at the Head
of the Farm Procession

Necessitates A-

No. 1 equipment

in this day when
the up-to-date

farmer is one of

the most pro-

gressive men
betweenthe two
oceans.

One of the indisputable signs of this progress is

the ever increasing number of farmers who use a

Remington
Typewriter

When a farmer enters the Remington-using

class he is right up at the head of the_ farm
procession.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere
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Get a Watch and Fob
Without Cost

Boyj
Here is a chance to obtain a handsome and useful

• watch, and a fine leather fob with a gilt metal charm
* engraved with your own initial letter without cost.
~" Farm and Fireside guarantees you satisfaction.

DESCRIPTION : This watch has

a handsome nickel case, with

open face. It is a stem-wind
and a stem-set, just like other

high-priced watches. It

has a close-fitted snap
back. It is only ^ inch

in thickness. It is a

perfect timekeeper,

tested and regulated

before leaving the

factory. It is en-

graved front and
back, and is a watch
of which anyone
would be proud.

The Fob is of

handsome black t

leather with
a polished

buckle, like

11 lustra-
tion, with
a rich gilt

c h a r m|

engraved
with
your
own
initial.

MOVEMENT: Regular 16
size. Lantern pinion
fsmallest made). Amer-
ican lever escapement, pol-

ished spring. Weight,
complete, with case,

3 ounces. Quick
train, 240 beats to

the minute. Short
wind, runs 30 to 36
hours with one wind-'
ing.

Every watch is

fully guaranteed
by the
m a n u -

facturers

and by
Farmand
Fireside.

The man-
u fa ctur-

ers will
make all

repairs
for a year

free.as ex-

plained on
the guar-

antee.

How to Get the Watch
You can get this dandy watch

and fob very easily. Write a pos-

tal-card to the Watch Man. Tell

him you want to get this watch
and fob without spending one
penny. He will be glad to help

you get your watch. This is a

chance you must not overlook.

Write a Postal To-Day

Thousands of delighted boys

have secured their watches this

way with the help of the Watch
Man. You can do it, too. Any boy
that really wants one can easily

get this fine watch. But how will

the Watch Man know about you

if you don't tell him ?

to THE WATCH MAN
FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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We Want You to Have

A Triple Trick
A Combination Roaster

Toaster, Warmer, Steamer
and Sad-Iron Heater

This is the latest invention for women's
comfort—simplest, most convenient and
economical cooking utensil yet produced.
It is practically a whole kitchen outfit in

itself, one which instantly appeals to the

judgment of every housewife in the land,

who is anxious to get the best possible

values out of her food, fuel, heat, time and
labor.

The "Triple Trick" absolutely revolutionizes
meat roastine, because it applies for the first

time successfully the broiling principle, which is

as near real roastine: or cookine with fire as it is

possible to come and use stoves. It saves you
one-half of the 16 to 50 cents on the dollarwhich
scientific test has proven results from roastine
meats in ovens.

In addition to this, every oven win last four
times as lone if meats and other moisture-laden
foods are not baked in them. These are the very
foods which the all-around useful "Triple Trick"
handles to perfection. Do you know that it was
only when women beean to cook meats in ovens
that bastine in any fashion was found to be
necessary. With ovens bastine always will be
needful, because all eood ovens in order to bake
and brown flour foods evenly must have dry,
equalized top and bottom heat, and a dry atmos-
phere always has and always must dry and
shrink meats.

Saves Fuel and Time
You bum more fuel in 15 to 30 minutes, heatine

your oven hot enoueh to use your oven roaster
than the "Triple Trick" combination requires to
operate it a whole hour. The roaster works rieht
on top of any stove, and thus eets direct action,
savine your heat, as well as saving the meat.
The "Triple Trick" Roaster broil-roasts meats
and uses no watei—hence no shrinkaee. It applies
the heat direct and thus saves one-half the fuel,

and does the work without stoopine or liftine.

The "Triple Trick" toasts under cover in a pure,
radiated heat. Thetoast is crisp.aerated,sanitary,
helpful.and is the onlytoaster madewhich is use-
able on all stoves andwhich will keep toastwarm.
A very simple adjustment converts the "Triple

Trick" into a Food Steamer which operates on a
new, strictly scientific principle Never Before
Applied to Steaming Foods—a current of Dry
Hot-Air is admitted to the Steam Chamber which
neutralizes the steam and renders food light,
digestible, instead of heavy and water-loeeed,
as in old fashioned steamers.

Absolutely Without Cost
To really appreciate what the outfit looks like

you must have one in your kitchen and, best of
all, it won't cost you a cent, but will be sent you
as a reward for doing Farm and Fireside a slight
favor. Drop us a line right away and you will
receive full particulars regarding our Special Gift
Plan by return mail.

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

FIFTY
Beautifttl Post=Cards

Assorted Subjects
Poi*

—

Farm and Fireside Readers

We have just concluded
a purchase of Post-Cards
which enables us to ofter

our friends an assortment
of fifty cards of the very
best quality and design,

absolutely without cost.

These cards are with-

out doubt the acme of

post-card production.

They are lithographed in

ten colors and the designs

are new, original and
attractive.vou

Will Want These Cards
And we want you to have

them. The subjects are

many and varied, and can be
applied to all occasions, such
as Birthday Greetings, Best
Wishes, Good Luck, etc.

We give you our positive

assurance that a finer assort-

ment of Post-Cards cannot
be obtained anywhere.
These cards are the best in

every particular.

Write To=day
For Particulars
We will reply immediately

telling you how you may ob-
tain this fine assortment of
high-colored, high-finished,
high-price Post-Cards with-
out a cent of cost to you.

Write at once. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Post'Card Department

Springfield - - - - Oiiio

THE ONLY GIRL WHO MAKES VIOLINS
Alvina de Ferenczy—Already Famous for Her Violins

By Laura Leonard

IN
A sunny studio surrounded by queer-looking tools Miss

Alvina de Ferenczy, the only woman violin-maker in the
world, may be seen any week day busily engaged in the

work which she has chosen for her life's occupation and
accomplishing with extraordinary skill what few men in the
world can do with equal success.

Miss Ferenczy', who is not yet twenty years old, has been
making violins since she was a young girl, having learned the
art from her father, Karoly de Ferenczy, who was one of the

most famous European violin-makers and whose instruments are
prized by some of the greatest violinists of the world. Miss
Ferenczy is a Hungarian by birth, though by .choice she speaks
the German language. She has a charming, ingenuous per-
sonalitj' and her enthusiasm for her art makes her a delightful
talker when she explains to visitors the successive steps in

violin-making, using English with a quaint German accent.

She never makes a violin now to sell for less than one hun-
dred dollars, and as her renown increases year by year, she
hopes that in time her violins will command ten times that
amount, as did some of her father's. Although she can make
bows and strings, she does not do so, preferring to give all

her attention to the creation of violins with beautiful tone and
endurance.

Miss Ferenczy is one of a family of five children, two sons
and three daughters. Her father had hoped to see his sons
grow to learn the art of violin-making in order that he could
bequeath to them the formula for mixing the wonderful var-
nish which gives the marvelous tone to the instruments he made
and which is said to be like that used in the old Cremona
violins. But upon the death of his sons, Karoly de Ferenczy
declared that the secret of his varnish should die with him.
He had never heard of a woman maker of violins, and that a
daughter of his would aspire to be one never entered his

thought. Like all good Hungarian fathers, he felt that the

happiest fate for his

little girls was to

marry when the

right time came and
to devote their time
to household duties

and the care of
their families.

So the little Al-
vina and her elder

sister, Irene, were
sent to school and
were taught the ac-

complishments of
fine needlework and
of cookery. That is

why the young
violin-maker to-day
has a store of beau-
tiful Cluny lace and
fine embroidery that

she made with her
own nimble fingers

and why she can
cook all sorts of de-

lectable German and
Hungarian dishes.

But the little

Alvina's dream of
what her life should
be was not that of
her father. While
she was very young
the familjf moved
from Budapest,
Hungary, to Berlin
and later lived for a
time at The Hague.
Everywhere, Karoly
de Ferencz}'^ made
wonderful violins
and won gold med-
als for them. Al-
vina flitted in and
out of her father's
work-shop and put-
tered around among
the chisels and saws
and glue-pots. Dolls,
the way of most lit-

tle girls, had no
attraction for her,
but if she could have a piece of wood and a tool to

work it with she would invariably amuse herself for hours.
One day, when she was twelve years old, she came to her

father bringing something for his inspection. He knew that

for some time she had been working steadily on a "secret."

When she showed him the "secret," he could scarcely believe
his eyes, for it was a miniature violin fashioned from a cigar-

box, perfect in shape and structure and complete even to the
bridge and the keys.

"Meine tochter," he exclaimed, "meine kleine tochter," and
there were tears of joy in his voice as he hugged her to his

breast and called for ''mutter" to come see.

Not long after she had made the miniature violin, her
father decided to go back to Budapest. When they reached
there, Alvina had quite forgotten the Hungarian tongue, so
it was difficult for her to enter school. At her earnest request,

her father gave her a bench in his shop and permitted her to

make repairs on violins brought to him. She soon became
expert in this, and could make new backs, necks and tops and
repair cracks as skilfully as any of the workmen in the shop
or, even, as her father himself. Then she was allowed to carve
the F holes in new instruments, and when she had become apt
in that difficult part of violin-making, her father allowed her to

make the half-size violins used bj' beginners.
In her work she outstripped the large class of young men

who were learning to make violins under the tutelage of
Karoly de Ferenczy, and at the age of thirteen she was given
her first full-sized instrument to construct. Her delight was
unbounded, and her father's pride in her achievements could
not be concealed.

Wlien Alvina was fourteen years old the family came to

Miss Alvina de Ferenczy—the only
at work in

America, tarrying for a time in New York, then going to
Kansas Citj' and later to Denver. It was in Kansas City that
Alvina made her first violin independent of her father's in-
struction. This she sold for one hundred dollars, and the
second, which was also made in Kansas City, was sold for
one hundred and fifty dollars. Ever since then she has worked
at her art devotedly and her fame as a violin-maker has grown
until now she is known both in Europe and in Asia as a
creator of remarkable examples of the "king of instruments."

i\Iiss Ferenczy lost the guiding support of her father a year
ago, but since his death her devotion to her work has been
the support of her mother and her two sisters, all of whom
look upon her talent as something to be venerated.
When Karoly de Ferenczy was on his death-bed, he in-

trusted to his daughter the formula for making his wonderful
varnish which, up to that time, he had never been willing to
tell her. "My daughter," he had said before, "she may marry;
then I not teach her the varnish to make." But at the last
he desired that she should learn the precious secret which he
had, by strategy and at great pains, captured from Thomas
Zach, the famous violin-maker of Vienna. So Alvina de
Ferenczy is to-day the only violin-maker who has the formula
for varnish like that which is said to have given the brilliant
tone to the old Stradivarius and Guanarius violins. This secret
she guards as jealously as did her father, for, like him, she
has a pride of family and a pride of workmanship, and she
hopes that in years to come the Ferenczy violins, whether in-
scribed Karoly de Ferenczy or Alvina de Ferenczy, will be
ranked among the greatest in the world.

The models used by Miss Ferenczy are those which were
used by her father. One is of Sarasate's Stradivarius which
is now the property of the Queen of Spain, and the other of
Paganini's Guanarius which is guarded day and night in the
Palais Municipale at Genoa. All the wood that shewses comes

from Hungary and
none of it is less

than two hundred
years old. Just now
she is making a vio-
lin from spruce
t w o hundred and
fiftj- years old that
came from a church
in Budapest. Some
years ago, when the
church was torn
down, Mr. Ferenczy
bought the organ
and some of the
benches, had them
sawed into thin vio-
lin strips and in-

scribed his name on
every piece. Later
he sold them, but
after coming to
America he desired
to buy them back
and in doing so was
obliged to pay ten
times the original
price. His daughter
is now using this

wood. Sometimes
she uses Hungarian
maple, of which a
supply is imported
about every year.

Karoly de Fer-
enczy made and re-

paired violins for
such famous artists

as Emil Sauret,
Pable de Sarasate,
Joachin, Wirth and
Heking. His daugh-
ter is not yet so
famous among the
great virtuosi, but
with every year the
fame of her skill

increases. Not long
ago she was asked
to make a violin for
George Arnold, of
Brussels, whom she

had never seen, but who had heard one of her violins. She
sent the instrument as desired and in response received a most
enthusiastic letter from Mr. Arnold. He saj's in the letter.

"To my surprise, it is the best new violin I have had in my
hands for years. ... I am showing it all around and it

is causing more than a little surprise. . . . You have a

fortune in your hands. Miss Ferenczy, and I most sincerel\

hope your name will mark the page of the history of violin-

makers."
It takes about two weeks for Miss Ferenczj' to make a

violin and two weeks more are required for putting on the
varnish and rubbing -it down. A very important part of the
violin structure is the base bar and in the making of these

bars Miss Ferenczy- has been most successful
The steps in violin construction could be better understood

by -watching Miss Ferenczy than from any verbal description.

After the top and back are glued together and the main body
of the violin formed, the "purfling" is done. This is the in-

laying, made with alternate strips of ebony and maple. The
object is not primarili' for decoration as one might think at

first glance, but to prevent the violin from cracking all the
way up should it be injured or start to crack.

Putting on the neck and working out the scroll are fine

pieces of work, but when these are ready the violin is almost
done, all that is left being the fingerboard, varnishing, bridge
and keys.

The finishing touch of all is accomplished when the young
violin-maker inscribes on the completed instrument the
statement, "Made by Alvina de Ferencz}%" which means
so much to her and which she confidentlj^ hopes will in time
mean so much to violinists and violin-makers everywhere.

woman violin-maker in the world
her studio
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BUYING TROUBLE
By Hilda Rich

A YEAR or SO ago a man negotiated for

a farm that seemed to him desirable,

and was about to close the deal, when
by the merest accident he discovered that

the elderly lady who was one of the sellers

had a husband living in another part of
the country. One of the sons had
remarked, when inquiry was made as to

the owners, that his father was dead, and
when confronted with the statement that

the father was still living, he said lightly,

"Well, he's dead to us. Long ago we
ceased to regard pa as one of the family."
Many of the people who knew them inti-

mately were unaware that the old man
was alive, and the family quietly deter-

mined to dispose of the property. Of
course, the prospective buyer refused to

be satisfied v/ith the easy statement, "Pa'll

never make you any trouble," and the pro-
ceedings were dropped. As none of them
were worth much money, and what they
had could not be touched, the man who
narrowly escaped buying a lot of trouble
would have had to compromise the best he
could if he had not discovered the valu-
able information in time.

If people living right in the community
with their neighbors can thus be fooled it

is necessary that strangers be doubly
careful. If there has been any infectious

disease among the stock on a certain farm,
the owner is not likely to mention it, nor
will the neighbors, unless they happen to

be enemies of the owner. There is a sort

of feeling lurking down deep in the
breasts of even good, honest people that

strangers must look out for themselves.
Also, if a man is seeking to sell his farm
for special reasons, it is dishonorable to

meddle with the sale. Well, in a way that

is true, but it can be carried too far. It

is a fearful thing to sell a house reeking
with the germs of tuberculosis or small-
pox to an unsuspecting person, or to keep
still about a typhoid well just because the
prospective buyer asks no questions about
it, and the same rule applies to barns and
out-buildings. In the old days when
"milk sickness" was a dreaded foe, farm-
ers always located it on the next farm or
in the next township, and we are not
wholly past that idea of business dealings
to-day.

Often peaceably disposed men and
women move out of certain neighborhoods
on account of mean, churlish people living
near them. In this case, the buyer surely
gets more than his share of trouble along
with his new place. A selfish, inconsider-
ate man, who cast his refuse into the
stream flowing through his place, infected
the whole neighborhood with germs from
sick stock and otherwise made a nuisance
of himself, lowered the value of land all

around him, for people who were
acquainted with him. A great many peo-
ple said he should be punished, but it

takes time and work to prove sins, even
though everyone feels sure of the guilty
person. No one can rush into court with
rash statements, and expect the law to

make all the neighbors do right. There
must be clear evidence and plenty of it as
to the wrong-doing. Always this man's
stock (scrubs) would get in with that of
his neighbors', and always some hunter
had left the gates open, or the school chil-

dren had torn down the fences, or a tramp
had turned out the stock for spite. Any
man who has ever tried to keep pure-bred
stock by the side of a selfish, churlish man
who allows his scrub animals to run at

large, knows that there is no law made
that will be ample for such cases. Better
inquire about the neighbors and their
methods of farming and stock raising
before buying that new farm.
The stranger going into a new com-

munity should make sure that the people
among whom he proposes to make his
home are intelligent- and progressive. "No
man liveth to himself," especially in the
country. In these days when it is almost
impossible to get enough labor on farms,
the farmers often have to combine to save
the crops, and it is peculiarly exasperating
to have to join forces with the slow,
unprogressive individuals who use anti-
quated machinery and old-time methods.
It takes costly time to explain new ways
and new implements, and then these easy-
going farmers do their worst to show that
the "new-fangled"' tools are worthless.
Surely it is buying trouble to purchase a
farm in such a neighborhood, no matter
what inducements are offered in the way
of soil, for no man can get along alone
in these days. It is the hardest kind of
hard work to pioneer with new things
among farmers, and to "trade" work with
them. They are perfectly willing to bor-
row the up-to-date machinery, in many
instances, but that is as far as their
progress goes. If the stranger refuses to
lend, they boycott him in the way of
exchanging work, and his crops suffer
accordingly. Of course, where a man is

sure he can always hire plenty of com-
petent help, it is easy

, to be independent,
but even then it is rather lonely living

mom

among people who will not "neighbor"
with him.
So in buying a farm anywhere it is well

to carefully look it over from all stand-
points. Often a certain religion, politics,

some organization or other local fact so
dominates a community as to make it very
unpleasant for an outsider. A sort of
"ring" controls affairs, and everyone
must conform to the neighborhood stand-
ard. Then there are neighborhoods where
such a spirit of lawlessness prevails

among the younger set, as to make it

undesirable to rear boys and girls among
them. No low price or good soil or near-
ness to market should tempt a farmer to

settle in such a community. The best crop
on any farm is the children, and it doesn't
pay to expose them to danger. The popu-
lar belief is that trouble seeks out the
individual and pounces upon him una-
wares, but often he buys it and pays a
good round sum for it, as many farmers
could testify if they would.

m Be An Independent Buyer Spend OneXTent Foi*
This Big FREE Book

Direct to YoMi'
TK A.!).E .M.VR K R'EG IS J" K X r. I)

-"And Gas
Stoves, Too"

OVon Thermom-
eter Makes
Baking Easy

Our Big Free Stove and Range Book gives you our
factory wholesale prices and explains all— saving yoa
S5 to S40 on any famous Kalamazoo stove or range,
including gas stoves. Sold only direct to homes.
Over 140,000 satisfied cus-

tomers in 21.000 towns. Over 400 styles and sizes to select from.

2100.000 bank bond guarantee. We prepay allfreight and give you
—30 Days' Free Trial
—360 Days' Approval Test
-CASH OR CREDIT

^
Write a postal for our book today—any responsible person can

have same credit as your home stores would give you—and you save
|5 to $40 cash. No better stoves or ranges than the Kalamazoo could
be made—at any price. Prove it, before we keep your money. Be
an independent buyer. Send name for Free Catalogue No. 1 83*
Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mfrs., Kalamazoo, Michigan

Wanted—Local Club Agents
Farm and Fireside desires a local representative in

every farm community who will devote a portion of his
time to looking- after renewals and new subscriptions.
The work is pleasant and you will receive either Cash
Commission or Valuable Premiums. Write to

Club-Raisers' Department
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

terms
Monex
our Home

There is a lot of money spent in every family in

"dribs and drabs" which amounts to a very tidy sum at

the end of the year, but for which there is usually very
little to show.

Take your own "butter and egg" money for instance.

You spend it for little comforts and necessities, but it

is usually not enough to buy really big things. It

seems so small we call it "chicken-feed.**

Take the pin money of the city woman. She, too,

spends it for just little things—it goes for this and that,

leaving behind scarcely a trace of what it bought

—

that's why we call it "chicken-feed.**

Our purpose in this advertisement is to tell you
how the trifling pinmoney and the despised "chicken-

feed" can be made to buy really big things.

Now, by spending it right, it will purchase many a
useful and longed-for article that you have wanted for

years. We will show you how to turn your spare pen-
nies into home comforts—how to make the "chicken-
feed** furnish your home.

Send for Our FREE Home-Lovers^ Bargain Book

Picturing 3,000 Bargains for the Home
Bargains in Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies, Stoves and Ranges, Pianos, Silverware, China-

ware, Graphophones, Washing Machines, Sewing Machines, Lamps and Clocks, etc.
Our whole business is to buy and sell bargains in Housefurnishings. We go to manufacturers when they must unload and take

surplus stock off their hands. We buy goods only when we are able to buy away below the regular cost.

We have a combined capital of $7,000,000, and we never have less than a million dollars ready for makers who must have money.
We are everywhere known as the largest concern in our line—every maker of housefurnishings who must sacrifice any first quality
stock knows that he can sell it to us. No surplus stock is too large for us to handle, for our customers are numbered by the hun-
dreds of thousands and no sum is too large for us to raise if the prices we can get are low enough.

There are hundreds of makers of housefurnishings who turn to us when they must unload some stock quickly and quietly.
The articles shown in our Big Bargain Book were purchased from over 180 makers. We absolutely guarantee to save you from 15
to 50% on every article shown in our Bargain Book.

A Harvest of Bargains

for You
We not only pickup unusual bargains for you,

but we sell them direct without any middleman's
profit, without any expense save our Bargain
Book.
When these lines are soldregularly, the maker

pays salesmen to sell to the jobber, the jobber
pays salesmen to sell to the dealers, and the
dealers pay salesmen to sell them to you. Each
middleman adds his expense and profit and the
buyer has to foot the whole bill.

We not only buy at an under price but we sell

at minimum cost. There is only our one small
profit between the maker and you.

If some of our prices seem unbelJevingrly low,
please remember these facts: We bought the
goods low, sometimes away below cost— be-
cause the makers had to unload—we save the
jobbers' 1S?J selling expense and the dealers'
505^ selling expense. We are selling you in the
cheapest possible way at the lowest possible
profits.

Cash or ICredit

—

One Price to All
But In addition to all the things we have told

you—and here is where you can make the chicken
money furnish your home—if at any time you do
not have the ready cash to send in for an article
or a bill o£ goods you can have the amount
charged instead o£ paying the whole amount at
onoe. Merely send with your order a small first
payment of about 15% of the total amount and at
the end of 30 days. If you are perfectly satisfied
with the goods and Intend to keep them, you be-
gin paying for them in small monthly payments.
Now, you might think that by doing this, you

are not entitled to all the advantages of a cash
customer. But that's not true. That's just where

the beauty of the plan lies. It don't make a bit
of difference to the Spiegel, May, Stern Co.
whether you pay cash or pay as convenient. You
get exactly the samelowbargain prices on every-
thing. You are extended the same generous
terms; you aie allowed to buy on approval. You
have the privilege of returning the goods if you
don't want to keep them. You are treated ex-
actly the same whether you pay cash or pay as
convenient.
In fact, we would prefer to have you open an ac-

count. About 609^ of our customers run such
charge accounts with us, and about 40% o£ them
pay cash. We are much closer to the people
who have accounts with us and we are more like-

ly to keep on selling them, because the Spiegel,
May, Stern Co. stands out strongly in their
minds.

All Goods Sent on

30 Days* Approval
Whatever you order from our Bargain Book

will be sent to you on approval. You may use
it for a month before deciding to buy it. If it

isn't such a bargain as you expected—if it isn't

in every way satisfactory—you may return it at
our expense, we will pay the freight both ways.

If you have paid cash for it, the whole sum
will be returned to you; if you paid part down,
what you paid will be sent back. If anything you
buy is not satisfactory, the trial will cost you not
a penny.
This plan is foryourprotection. We realize that

our prices will often seem ridiculously low for
goods of first quality. You might hesitate to
order if you had to buy them unseeing. So we
send the goods to you to test and examine—to
compare with similar goods in your own stores.
We do not consider that the goods are bought
until you have a chance to do this. If you want
to return them you are welcome to do so with-
out any cost or obligation.
You may be sure that the goods which we send

out In that way are the bargains which we

represent them. If they prove disappointing
they would cost us the sale, your good will
and cost us the freight both ways. We can-
not afford to run such risks as that.

Our Vast Responsibilities

We publish in our Big Bargain Book let-
ters from some of the biggest banks in the
country who certify to our responsibility.
We refer in addition to any bank or business
house in Chicago. We refer you by special
permission to the following banks;
The National Bank of the Republic, Chi-

cago, III.

Atlas National Bank of Cincinnati, O.
Bank of Commerce, St. Louis, Mo.
First National Bank of Kansas City, Mo.
Any bank in your own city will tell you we

are amply responsible, so will any express
company or railroad agent.

Cut out this coupon and send
it to us, and the big Spring Bargain
Book—or Stove Book—or both

—

will come by next mail. Please do
this before you forget it. doe)

Cut Out This Coupon '

|

J
SPIEGEL. MAY. STERN CO.

J I

, 1376 35th Street, Chicago, 111.

• I J Mail me the Bargain Book.

J Q Mail me the Stove Catalog.

Name

SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO., 1376 35th st, Chicago, ID.

Posioffice

State

I am particularly Interested in
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The One Car That Has The Strength and
Stability to Stand The Strain of Farm Life

YOU want a car that is especially built to do the work that you require. You want a car that is built

for your conditions. You want a car that has backbone as well as character and style—one that
will take you with safety, comfort and speed wherever you want to go and under all conditions.

The Overland will do this and more. It is built for your conditions no matter how rough or severe
they may be. It is built to work and give everlasting service on the farm—service that gives you good
fat interest on your investment. The Overland is the one car the American farmer can invest in and get
his money back with a profit that' s worth while.

Thousands of American farmers own and operate an Overland. Ask them. They would have no
other. Ask them about the Overland's ability to stand up and deliver. Ask them how it works month in

and month out with never a sign of a strain or sprain. And a good many of these thousands of farmers
first owned some other make which went to pieces before the car was many months old. They' 11 tell you
how and why an Overland outclasses any other car on the market. - ,

It Isn't Invention
The Overland position is not due to control of any pre-eminent

features.

Our improvements have been in the way of simplicity, of lessened
trouble and lessened cost of upkeep. We have built for the caireful,

economical buyers, most of whom run their own cars.

For two years our engineers gave their whole attention to creat-

ing an almost trouble-proof car. In doing this they "designed an
engine which has proved itself a masterpiece of mechanism.

The year just past was devoted mainly to irnproving the Over-
land style. The impressive lines of the new-model Overlands, the
splendid finish, the myriad little touches, show the result of these
efforts. • - ' '

All these perfections have aided .success. But they are trifles

compared with what has. been; done'.through efficiency.

Cutting Down Cost
The next step was to equip our plants so that every part could be

built in our.. factories; better and cheaper than anywhere else: •

We installed hundreds of automatic machines, each of which cut

the cost of some part. " '

Each gave us exactness to the thousandth 'part of an inch.' And
each made the part interchangeable.

Overhead expense was gradually cut by enormous production.
This item—which costs more than the labor on most motor cars—is

but a trifle per car on- the Overland. , .

The cost of Overlands, in the past two years, has been cut 28
per cent. That means an average of $306 per car. And every cent
of that saving has gone to Overland buyers.

Overland costs are now at the bottom. The costs of making and
selling have been reduced to the minimum. The margin of profit is

as small as it ever can be. Neither we nor our rivals can ever hope
to sell an equal car for less.

There can be no further reductions. The buyer, of a 191 1 Over-
land will never find a car made as good as it can be—a car of equal
size and power—sold for any less.

Fore-Door Bodies
The cars of the future will have fore doors.

In buying a touring car for years to come, insist on a fore-door
model. Get a style which is coming in, not a style going out. No
reduction in price can compensate for a car that is out of date.

See that the maker doesn't add the fore doors to a left-over open-
front body. The result is a botch.

The finest fore-door models—like the Overland—have the flush

bodies, giving six inches more room in each seat. They , have the

straight lines which give impressive appearance. Note how ever>-

curve and line in the Overland picture shows the car's up-to-dateness.

We still make open fronts for those who desire them. But the

Overland line for 191 1 is a fore-door line. And the fore-door models
cost no extra price. Don't pay anyone extra for them.

Other Comparisons
In comparing cars, compare the power, the cylinder sizes, the

wheel base and the size of wheels. Compare each item in the speci-

fications to see where the differences lie. You can easily find out

which car gives most for the money.
Compare the equipment. See that the maker includes the neces-

sities—such as magneto, headlights and sufficient tire size—in his

advertised price.

Compare, if you can, what owners say. There are Overland
owners everywhere. They will tell you what they got and what
you can expect.

Make these comparisons in justice to yourself and to Overlands.
;If the Overland gives more than any other car for the money, we
want the credit and you want the saving. Be fair enough to find it out.

22 Overland Models
There are 22 Overland models for 191 1, so that every motor car

buyer can -exactly meet his ideas on size and style, on power and
price.

The power runs from 20 to 40 horsepower—the wheel bases from
96 to 118 inches—the prices from" $775 to $1,675. The body styles

include all that are wanted. All are four-cylinder cars.

$775 to $1,675
A 20-horsepower Overland Roadster, with 96-inch wheel base,

sells for $775, lamps and magneto included. The Overland Torpedo
Roadsters start in price at $850. .

.

The 25-horsepower Overlands, with 102-inch wheel bases—select-

ive type transmission—sell for $1,095. '

The 30-horsepower Overlands, with iio-inch wheel bases, sell

for $1,250. They form our most popular cars., .

The 40-horsepower Overlands—with wheel bases ranging from
112 inches to 118 inches—sell from $1,300 to $1,675.

There is an Overland dealer in each of 800 towns who can help

you to prove these facts. I

Send us this coupon for our 1911 catalog, showing all the styles

and giving all specifications. It will help you to make comparisons.

It will show you why Overlands hold the leading place.

The Willys-Overland Company
Toledo/ OhiG

V^^^/ OVERLAND MODEL as

20-H. P. 4 Cylinder, $775.

J

The Willys-Overland Company
so W. Central Ave.

Toledo, Ohio
^-^

SenJ me your latest catalog which tetts the story of

the strongest car ever made.

OVERLAND

30-H. P. 4 Cylinder, 110 in.

Wheel Base, $1,250.

Name

Address

.
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The Right Paint

For This Spring
You can't afford to let 3'our

house stand exposed till oil drops in

price. The way things look now,
the buildings would be paint-hungry
before that time comes.

Get the cost of 100 pounds "Dutch Boy
Painter" White Lead. 4 galloDs pure linseed
oil. 1 g-allon turpentine. 1 pint turpentine
drier—this makes 8 gallons of pure white lead
paint. Divide by 8 for the price per gallon and
compare this with the price of any other paint
you'd think of usingr.

You'll find that the best is the cheapest; also
that, after all. the increase in the cost of " Dutch
Boy Painter" White Lead made - to - order
paint is trifling.

Write for our free "Helps No. 447
It ansivers ail paint gtiesiions.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
An c^ce in each of the follffwine cilits:

New York Boston Bnffllo Cincinnati Chiczco
Cleveland St. Lonis San Frandsco

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Company. Philadelphia)
(National Lead 4 Oil Company. Pittsbureh)

I WANT FAIR PLAY
^

For 45 years I have fought all forms
j
of trust combinations, have kept my
prices down where every farmer could

' buy a first class scale at a fair price
and have protected the dealer. Now
the implement dealers largely sub-
sidized by the trusts say that if I sell
my scales to a farmer they won't let
me sell to any dealer. All right. lam

ready for the fight. Hereafter my price is the same to all.
Money talk-s and any responsible man can buy my scales
on approval to be paid for on agreed terms at dealer's
price. Money talks andyonr request on a postal card will
bring you my offer on any kind of a scale that you may
want, big or little. Money talks and if you have the
money I have the scales and the inclination to fight the
trust which says that no man can buy my scales without
paying a profit to the dealer. Write me and "oon.

"JONES He Pays the Freight"
.

6 May St., Binghamton, N, Y.

Is its Capacity—Earning Power.
SPEKCER HAY PRESS Catalogues make ^at
and definite claims proven by the press in action
or no sale. Nature of contract protects you. Covers
every claim by actual figures. More tons per hour
guaranf^-ed than by any other ^ Write
horse press, same size bale. ^^^BSV Right
Send tor new Catalogue D. /^BmH)m now
J. A. SPENCER

Dwightf Illinois

flMPIRE FENCE
the gennlne EMPIRE big

^ wire fence, direct, at wholesale,
ive dealer's profits.

Big Factory, Big
Sales. 23 Styles

No traveling salesmen, small
' expense, prices low. Every-

.ing guaranteed. Free samples by
lil. Prlcesof leadlngstylesfreightp^&-
'i, to ail points north of the Ohio and
C of the Mississippi River:—

Wjreg Incheahigb Medium Weight £xtn be»T7 (kll No.9)

9 39 S3c per rod 37c per rod
10 47 26c per rod 41c per rod
12 _ 55 32c per rod 49c per rod

Special rates beyond this territory.

BOND STEEL POST CO., 42 E. Maomee St., Adrim, Mich.

AGENTS Here It Is

east (

POCKET SEWING

That's what _
Ed Hopper calls it. Sold 97 In few daya

^li'c%«ow=;^^j^f 100% PROFIT
If yon want a qnick seller, one that gets the money easy,
eend now for confidentiai terms and FREE BOOKLET,
**Inside Inlormatlon on the agency baslnessa*' A few hours
a day means many a dollar in your pocket. Send a postal.
A. JIATHEWS 6146Wayue Street, DAYTOH, OHIO .

CLEVELAND
Fences and Gates for Vaxm,
Home, Parka or Cemeteries.
Increase property values.
Strong, Lasting, Hand-
some. Easily erected. All

J heights ap to 10 feet. Our
catalog and prices will in-
terest you. Wepayfteight,

The CLEVELAND FENCE AND GATE CO,
1 60 WILSON AVE.. CLEVELAHO, OHIO

1 Qicts.arod
For a SO-lnoh or 15

ets. for 261a. Hog Fence; 28
cts. for 50-incli poultry fence.
Sold directtothe farmer on
30 DAYS FREE TRIAU.
Special barb wire , 80-rod spool.
$1.45. Catalog free.

Interlockinc Fence Co.
box 21 morton. illimois.

$50TOS3Q0SAViD
Wc are n^nufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,

jobbers and catalog house profit. 1*11 save you from
S50 toS300 onmv High Grade Standard Gasoline
Engines fromlj to 28-H.-P.—Price direa to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for >, ^_

similar engines in carload lots for spot cash. J^oj^ Direct

GALLOWAY XW'^'rlt
Price and quality speak for themselves ^s^/^ n^^''

*f
and you are to be the sole judge. ^'^J^-r t

Sell your poorest horse and buv a jf^-^jy
Trial, batislac-

S-H..P. only$113.Sa /c^/y^^v?^..Z'^.
' ial proposition. All
you pay me is for raw

material, labor and
i one small profit. Send for

my bi£ BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Cialloway Co.

74& Galloway Station
Waterloo, Iowa

With the Editor
Index to Advertisements

PRINTED words are the most important things in the world. At least that's

what I think after something I write stirs people tip. Words affe'ct ways of

thinking, and thinking makes the world what it is. Ttierefore, there is a

great responsibility in this matter of making people think differently in the matter

of what they are to prodnce. I have this letter from Mr. E. .\. Lagergren of Grant's

Pass, Oregon, who is disturbed by an editorial wc published a few weeks ago on
the future of the fruit business :

I can't refrain from answering Farm and Fireside's editorial- "'Is It a Fruit
Bubble?" There are thousands of people coming to the Xorthwe.st buying
fruit-farms, planting orchards and expecting to make at least a living from them.

Before I came to that editorial 1 read "With the Editor," as I always read
his articles first. One article is worth the price of a" year's subscription-. I read
where he stated that when he w-as a boy the Mississippi Valley was raising
such tremendous crops that the world was not able to buy them. In other
words, I suppose there was an overproduction.

I remember when I was a \)0\ back in Kansas wheat sold far as low- as
forty-five cents per bushel and corn twelve cents. Alind you, this was in 1893,
'94 and '95. During these three years the crops were very light. Lots of wheat
wa-s left uncut because it didn't make enough to pay expenses, and still there
was no market for it. Xow there is an enormously greater amount of wheat
raised than in those years, and wheat sells for one dollar, so.metimes more.
The farmers those days said that there was nothing in it and they would have
to quit wheat-raising.

Now the same question comes up: "Is there nothing in fruit-growing:"
Wh\% these young trees that are being planted now won't produce a full crop
for six or eight years yet. Maj'be when they come into bearing there will be a
greater demand than now.

I am an orchardist, and hearing of good orchard land cheap here, I pur-
chased a' little tract and have it all set to' apples, pears and peaches. The
peaches are fillers and after five- or six years I'll cut them out. They will make
good tire-wood, besides giving a few crops. No-w, I figure that with five acres
in fruit, my family and myself can care for it all. I am raising chix among
the trees and by the time the orchard is bearing I'll have enough chix to pay a
good part of the expenses.

I have one hundred and fifty apple-tree's of standard varieties, and figuring
them at eight pack boxes per tree, at say one dollar per box, they will make a

good living, besides three hundred pears and one hundred and fifty peaches.
If there is no market then for iny fruit, I'll not be up against it as I'll have
my chix and my cow, and can raise clover enough among my pear-trees to feed
her, besides our garden.

As regards pears : They can only be grown in certain localities. There will

always be a demand for such varieties as Bartiett and Anjoiv, arfd the apples that

we raise here will always sell. If the East will raise enough fruit so we can't

sell ours there, we will have the foreign markets to draw on. When the Panama
Canal is finished we will have a cheap water rate.

I know there is a great fruit boom on and booming of sections of country
where they will never raise fruit successfully. I know of fruit sections that

freeze two years out of five and it looks to me as if, with fruit-growing limited

to certain localities, there will be some demand and more in time
The editorial was somewhat discouraging to a man who has come out here

expecting to build a home and depending on fruit-growing for a living. I hope
before our Eastern friends buy an orchard or start one they will investigate

thoroughly, as fruit-growing is a science nowadays.

I like this man's spunk.

I wrote that editorial because I was scared by the enormous extensioii of the

area devoted to fruit. I planted nearly two thousand apple-trees last year and

I have a thousand peach-trees heeled in ready to put in next spring. I am going

on with my orchard, and I shall grow "chix" in it as Mr. Lagergren does. I shall

have seventy-five to a hundred acres of land for crops after I have extended my
orchard to its full size. And if Mr. Lagergren is in the end a loser in his planting,

I shall be in mine.
* * *

I
don't need to say that I hope the most roseate forecast may be safely indulged

in. But I should like to say a word of caution to those who are only thinking

of going into the business. And at that, I may be overcautious.

I notice, though, that those who are most optimistic about the final results of

the boom are counting on about eighty per cent, of the orchards being failures. I

don't like to feel that eight out of every ten that go into the fruit business are

doomed to failure, on account of the inherent difficulty of the raising of fruit. It

is the most technical, the most difficult—and the most beautiful—branch of agri-

culture. It is quiet, sedate, stable and requires faith that runs from generation to

generation, patience that never falters and a brotherly feeling toward trees. It

takes a person who can tell by the expression of the tree's countenance when some-

thing is wrong, either underground or in the air above it. Perhaps eighty per cent,

of those who ar'e jumping into the business w-ill so lack these and the thousand and

one other necessary qualities of a horticulturist that they will fail, and that those

who win will always find themseh es profiting by the weaknesses of their fellows.

But this probability doesn't make me any happier. I once was solicited to buy

stock in an "endowment" society that promised me three dollars for one in a few-

years. I told the agent that it couldn't be done.

"But you haven't figured on the lapses," said he. "Three fourths of these wi'l

lapse, and those who stick will profit by those who fall by the wayside."

"Well," said I, "I don't want to encourage any business in which three fourths

of those who enter lose their hard-earned money—even if they do lose it to me.

And I don't want to take stock in a deal in which I have three chances out of four

to lapse and lose my hard-earned money. Good-day!"

I do know that the proportion of those di.'^appointed in fruit-growing is going

to be pitifully great. But the demand for fruit may increase. Our coiisum.ers are

getting the fruit habit. As prices fall—as I think we must expect them to do

—

consumption may spread to classes of people who can't afford to buy now.

I don't expect to make as much money on my trees as those make now

who have bearing orchards, and I don't want to—but I hope fruit won't go below

the cost of production, as it will if the pessimistic are right. Wheat did so, when

Mr. Lagergren was growing it in Kansas, and when I was laboring in the harvest

ir. Iowa. Are those times past?

I give it up ! But I'm a little afraid of the tendency that history has to stutter.

In the meantime, here's to Mr. Lagergren's trees ! And to the trees of every-

body w-ho plants them and tends them understanding^'. And may we all be given"

to see the right way to treat our trees—for they are the store-houses of the future

and the hopes of our lean years I
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Step high, but be sure that you have a reason

step high.

to

Some men learn only by bitter experience that a ton

of manure on the field is worth ten in the pile.

Keep the alabaster box of hope and love and good

cheer always uncovered. There are so many poor fel-

lows all around you that think they have the hardest

time in life, whose crops never quite come up to their

expectations and whose lives need the help of a good,

bright, all-round friend.

Make sure that the heating apparatus of your brooder

is perfectly safe before yon operate it. We know of

the roasting alive of about three hundred chicks last

spring by a home-made contraption catching fire from
the lamp.

A mind may be so poor that it can get no satisfaction

:from the richest things, and so rich that it can get

something out of the poorest.

The fanning-mill furnishes a wind that blows every-

body good—the live stock with clean, wholesome grain;

the consumer with a pure product for which he bar-

gained; the farmer with a first-class product for mar-

keting, or seed that will propagate a pure, strong and

vigorous growth of plants, free from weed pests.

You cari take the frost out of that frozen comb of

the fowl by bathing with sweet oil, but it will never look

well again. Better not let them freeze have a

warmer house

If you want your nose always to be on the grindstone,

make a practice of buying everything you see, whether

3'ou need it or not. But be sure that your nose will

last longer than your money will.

Why Does Wheat "Quit?"

ONE of the mysteries of farming is the way wheat

"quit" in Iowa and all over the central West.

When this prairie soil was first broken, it grew
as good wheat as western Canada now produces. In

the seventies, the older regions began to have trouble

with crop failures. Wheat was the money crop and

it made hard times. The straw grew as rank as ever,

but it blighted or rusted or failed to fill.

Some said—and it was the prevailing notion—that

"something was used up out of the soil." But those who
used their eyes noticed that "new breaking"—virgin

soil—also failed to produce. Some said that the climate

had changed—but we know that climates do not change,

and that the climate of Iowa is the same now as in 1850.

And now the spring-wheat districts of Minnesota

and North Dakota are having the same trouble; but

the mystery seems in a fair way to be solved. Professor

Bolley of the North Dakota Agricultural College, whose
investigations in weed sprays have attracted so much
attention, has written to the Northwestern Agricultural-

ist announcing the opinion that this failure of the

wheat crop comes, not "frOm something gone out of

the soil," but from a lot of things that have come into

it—that is, parasites and the germs of disease. He
asserts that there are three or four definite fungous

pests that make the land "wheat-sick." He cannot as

yet give any remedy, but he holds out hopes of relief

to the e?ctent of bringing back these lands to much of

their old-time f ruitfulness. He does, however, suggest

that much may be done by proper rotation, the selection

of plump, healthy seed, the treatment of all seed by the

formaldehyde method, the avoidance of such tillage

as to produce an excess of nitrogen in the soil, the use

of phosphates and other mineral fertilizers to hasten

maturity and harden the straw by balancing the ration-

of food for the plant, and thorough drainage, cultivation

and aeration of the soil, while keeping the seed-bed firm.

The prairie states further south solved the problem

by going into corn ^nd stock. The writer lias seen good
corn grown in North Dakota. Fine silage corn can be

grown there almost any year. Owners of "wheat-sick"

lands may well read the history of Iowa agriculture.

Canadian Reciprocity

ON THE whole, we are disposed to take Mr. Welliver's

statement of the case for and against Canadian

reciprocity as fair. The agreement is as unfavorable

to the farmers as it can be made, and if their interests

could be sacrificed for the benefit of the manufacturers,

this pact seems calculated to do it. We do not believe,

however, that the American farmers' interests in the

long run can be hurt by closer commercial relations

with Canada. We can see some benefits from the agree-

ment as it stands. If it results in more wheat being

milled in this country, it should mean twenty-five cents'

worth of fertility, in every imported bushel so milled,

gained to this country and lost to Canada. The bran

and other by-products of milling should be beneficial

to our dairy and live stock interests. And the opening

of so great an area of good grazing lands to free trade

in live stock ought to solve the problem of the supply of

stock for feeding purposes for a long time to come.

We don't look for any appreciable hard times from

Canadian reciprocity—even if it passes the Senate.

Next month ivill begin a thrilling detective story by

Anna Katherine Green, the most celebrated writer of

detective stories of the present day, author of "The
Leavenworth Case," "The Filigree Ball," etc.

Don't slack up on feed now, simply because you think

the live stock will live through till grass comes on. If

your stock go on the grass in a poor condition, it will

require half of the summer to start them growing, and
they never will be the well-developed animals they

would have been had you kept them in prime shape till

time to turn them on pasture.

The Word of the "Practical Farmer"
'T>HE older agricultural papers—those that were pub-
* lished in the seventies and sixties and before—are

very interesting reading. They contain weather reports,

crop reports and country-side gossip contributed by

farmers in their fields of circulation. Much space is

given to markets. They were published in an age when
the farmers were not served as now by the daily paper

and the local weekly, which are able to do news-gather-

ing so much better than any farm paper can hope to do.

The farm paper of to-day must bring to the farmer

things which he cannot get from the local weekly and

the dailies. The progressive farmer now is not a man
of one paper. He looks to his farm paper for the more
strictly high-class, strictly practical and more highly

specialized farm matter which the daily and the country

weekly cannot furnish. A farm paper could no more
be published by the force of a daily paper than could

a- medical journal. The matter in the old farm journal

has been divided, and the news and gossip have fallen

into other hands. It is another of the specializations

of the age.

But in one respect the farm paper is much as it

was ; it still depends on the contributions of practical

farmers for a good deal of its matter. So far as we are

concerned, we always feel a thrill of pleasure when we
open a letter from some man unused to, writing who has

a fact for us—a fact gleaned from experience. The
agricultural college man has entered farm journalism

with his costly experiments and his patient demonstra-

tions, and has added something of the greatest value to

the farm paper. He may well be given the space

formerly accorded to market reports and accounts of

the crops in different parts of the country; but he

should not be allowed to displace the word of the

"practical farmer."

One of the problems of the farm paper is to get the

men who are really doing things on farms to write

about them. They either think they cannot write, or

they are too busy. As to the first, they are mistaken.

The man who really knows a thing can almost always

tell it. Some of the best articles we have had in the

past year were accompanied by apologies as to bad

spelling and bad writing. Such apologies are unneces-

sary—the thought is the thing—the fact. And as to

the practical farmer being too busy to write, it would

seem that he owes his fellows the encouragement of

his successes or the warning of his mistakes.

Panama Shipments Pay
* CAR-LOAD of lemons and one of oranges were recently

^shipped from San Francisco to New York by water

and the Panama Railway. The rate was ten dollars per

ton. The trans-continental rate by railway is twenty-

three dollars per ton. Only seven per cent, of the

oranges were lost by decay, and five per cent, of the

lemons. There was a delay in the hot weather of

the Isthmus because the railway was congested with

business. When the canal is finished, it will not be

congested. There will be no delay. The tolls will either

be nil or lower than the railway rates across the neck.

The time of passage from coast to coast will probably

be less than that required by the cars now used. The
fruit-growers of the coast may well rejoice at the

prospects.

The Crisis in Illinois

rE HAVE come to look upon the Agricultural College

of the State of Illinois as a great tower of strength

to the cause of progress. The world-wide reputation of

its professors, the fine character of its courses of study,

its rapid growth in the number of its students have

combined to convey the impression that in Illinois is

perhaps the great college of agriculture of the future.

It is shocking, therefore, to read Dean Davenport's

published statement that owing to the failure of the

legislature to furnish funds, the college is facing the

necessity of reorganization on smaller lines, and with

crippled facilities. And Illinois so rich, so strong, so

able to make her college what it should be

!

We cannot believe that the legislature can be found

in any state capable of failing in such a juncture. The
members could scarcely claim to be men, not to say

statesmen, should they do so. Surely Dean Davenport's

call for help will be answered in the only proper way

—

by money—from the only possible source—the legisla-

ture. And we hope Farm and Fireside's Illinois readers

will busy themselves about the matter with their repre-

sentatives at Springfield.

You farm the crops ;
why not farm the children ?

It pays better to educate them in politeness, kindness and

common sense rather than to put a little more time on

the crops and have rowdy children.

Where manure is spread ©n the tilled field, it will be

advisable to run the disk over the ground as soon as

the land will do to work in the spring. This may lie

regarded as absolutely necessary where the manure is

spread by hand, and even where the manure-spreader

is employed, the use of the disk will only insure the

fertilizing elements being worked into the soil more

thoroughly.

Beginning next month Margaret Sangster, the most famous woman writer in America,
will conduct a regular department in Farm and Fireside.
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A Friend Misunderstood
The Hydraulic Ram, How It Works and Why It Balks—By Marshall O. Leighton

Jones swears by his hydraulic ram,
So busy all the day

AT SOME
farms i n
this coun-

tr>^ the words
"hydraulic ram"
are tabooed. If

)ou ever feel

that man has
lost the savage
red blood of his

ancestors and
want to prove
yourself wrong,
go as far as
you dare into

the front door-
yard in one of
these farms, in-

flate your chest,

stand on your
toes, and shout
' ' H y d r a u -

lie Ram." Leave
the gate open
when j'ou go
in because a
closed gate is

an obstruction
when one is in

a hurry. If you
make a clean get-awa\-, you will always be able to point
to yourself as the man who "started something." As a

hair-raising sport it takes rank with lassoing rhinos
in Africa or experimenting with a gasolene stove.

-

Why? Because a hydraulic ram that "won't work" is

the meanest, sulkiest, most unreasonable promoter of
red-eyed violence and profanity that ever intruded its

ugl^r iDulk into the life of a farmer. A certain farmer in

the land of Uz, whose name was Job, remained righteous
in spite of heart-breaking troubles. It may give us
comfort to reflect that Job never owned a balks-

hydraulic ram.
The foregoing is one view of the matter. There is

another which prevails in those places where the ram
"works." There, it is the one servant who never skirks
nor sojefs, never complains of his bed or board, never
demands wages, and throbs on like the heart of a perfect
man. Whatsoever of grief, failure or discomfort may
come to the farmer, he knows that there is one ever-
present assurance—Mister H. Ram is on the job. Shout
his name in the front j'ard and the farmer will raise

a ladder, invite you to the housetop and give you a

megaphone. Explain this difference.

Some things look so simple that few people take the
trouble of finding them out. Such things are frequently
extremely difficult. The hydraulic ram is one of these.

Almost everyone who takes it apart thinks he knows
all about it. Generally he doesn't. The ram is extremeh-
complex, so much so in fact, that eminent hydraulic
engineers are still in dispute over certain features of it.

The man who thinks he knows all about it on first

acquaintance generally sets it up wrong. It doesn't work
and he joins the Anti-Ram Party.

What is a Hydraulic Ram?

A HYDRAULIC ram is an impulse engine or pump, which
^when supplied with water dropped through a pipe
from a certain height, will, by the force so developed,
raise a part of that water to a considerably greater
height. For example, if a ram is placed five feet below
a water supph' and water is carried thereto through a

pipe of the right size and length, a part of that water
may, if other conditions be correct, be raised one hun-
dred feet or even more above the supply. We are
familiar with the physical law that "running water seeks
its own level." It never seeks a higher level, but may
be forced up to it. The force that raises the smaller
amount of water from the ram up to the one-hundred-
foot level is that developed by the larger amount in

falling the five feet.

There are many types and sizes of rams. In some
places speciall}- made rams are used to raise water for
the supply of fairly large towns. The ordinarj^ farm
ram is a small affair and can be purchased in the open
market. Some rams are so built that the}' will use dirtv'

or impure water for pumping and raise pure water from
a different source. Such rams are especially service-

able where the pure water is in small amount, but
where there is plenty of impure water to be used for
power.
Almost every man and some women have successfully

driven a nail. The hammer is raised and is brought
down on the head of the nail. The hammer suddenly
stops. It has fallen on the nail with the force of its .

own weight added to that given to it by the man's arm.
Suddenly the force has left the hammer—what has
become of it? It has not vanished

—
"gone off into thin

air." That would be a violation of one of Nature's pet
laws. The force of the hammer has merely passed on
to the nail. As a result the nail enters for some distance
into the wood.
We must go a step farther and consider some mechan-

ical laws governing all this. Let us get them well in

mind, for in a few minutes we are going to apply them
to a hj-draulic ram. When j'ou strike with a hammer
against an anvil or any very solid surface with a force,

say of one hundred pounds, the hammer stops suddenly,
and there is developed at the point of the blow a theo-
retical force of twice that amount, or two hundred
pounds. This is a fundamental law. Force suddenly
checked by an equally forceful and opposite resistance
doubles the actual force instantaneously developed at

that point. The mechanical law governing this is that
ever>' action in one direction must have an equal and

opposite action. This does not mean that if you hammer
a nail with a force of one hundred pounds, you are
really hitting it with a force of two hundred pounds. It

means on the contrary that the timber into which you
are driving the nail is doing some hitting on its own
account. It is resisting the blow with a force of one
hundred pounds, which is saying the same thing.
Now, one of two things usually happens. First, the

wood may be very hard. If it is too hard, the nail will
not go into it, and the usual result is that the force is

used in bending the nail. Secondly, if the wood is not
hard enough to resist the nail point, the nail enters the
wood ; that is, the force is consumed in Overcoming such
resistance as the wood has. The farther the nail goes
into the wood, the greater is the resistance. The nail
therefore enters the wood until the resistance balances
the force of the blow.

Recall now another familiar point about nail-driving.
You have noticed that if a slim nail be driven into hard
timber, especially if the timber be full of frost, the taps
of the hammer must be light, else you will bend the nail.

Why is it that a nail struck lightly with repeated taps
will go into such timber, and if struck a heavy blow
will merely bend and not enter for any appreciable
distance?
Supposing our hammer blow is equal to one hundred

pounds force, and the resistance of the timber at the
nail point is one hundred pounds. It is easy to see that
the nail will not enter the timber. If, on the other hand,
the resistance of the wood is only ninety pounds at the
surface, the nail will go in and penetrate the wood until
its resistance amounts to one hundred pounds. If the
resistance of the wood is only eighty pounds, the nail
will go in farther, and so on. For the same reason, a
heavy blow will drive a nail farther into the timber
under ordinary circumstances than a light blow. But
supposing we have a nail, the strength of which equals
one hundred pounds, and a blow of fifty pounds will
drive that nail into the hard timber one eighth of an inch.
Let us say further that to drive that nail one half inch
at one blow requires a force of one hundred and fift\'

pounds. If we strike that nail with one hundred and
fifty pounds of force in the endeavor to sink it into the
timber one half inch, that nail must sustain three hun-
dred pounds, that is, the blow plus the resistance. But
it can't do that, because it is only one hundred pounds

-strong. It bends. But if we strike it with a light
blow—fifty pounds—it stays straight and goes into the
wood one eighth of an inch at each tap. Finally it is driven
home by these light taps and we have accomplished
what could not have been done by heavy blows. So
much for nail driving. Let us go back to the ram.

The Anatomy of the Rai

A T THE bottom of the page there is shown a skeleton
'•picture of a hydraulic ram. The water goes in

through the "drive pipe" (P). This pipe runs along
under the "dome" (D) and goes out on the other side
with a "turn up" at T, on the top of which is the "waste
valve" (V), which slides up and down. When the
waste valve is "up," its foot (F) meets the top angle
at T, and closes the hole. But as the valve is made of
metal it will fall of its own weight when not pushed
up and sustained b}- some pressure. Now the dome (D)
is fastened on the drive pipe by an air-tight joint. A
hole (H) extends from the pipe to dome and closing
this hole is a second valve (2V). This valve works
opposite to the waste valve—that is, 2V is closed when
it is "down," V is closed when it is "up." Very near
the bottom of the dome is the delivery pipe (2P), which
extends upward. This pipe leads into the tank or
reservoir into which the water is raised.

We will start the ram and assume that it is empty.
Water runs from the supply through the pipe (P), and
runs out through the waste valve. As the supply is

higher than the ram, the water flows faster and faster
through the drive pipe. Finally its velocity is so great
that it presses upward on the end of the waste valve
(V) and closes it. What happens? Remember that

the water was rushing through the pipe (P) with an
ever-increasing force and when the valve closes, the
effect is to check that force. Remember, also, the
hammer. It descends with an ever-increasing force on
the nail-head and is also suddenly checked. The nail

goes into the wood, but the water in the ram goes
up through the hole (H), raises the valve (2V), and
enters the dome. Do you note the similarity in these
two things?
Now, on the first stroke of the waste valve the water

rushes into the doniaand fills it up to a certain point,

rushes out into tlfe oelivery pipe and climbs up in it

for a certain distance. It does not fill all of the dome.
There is air in the top. As the water rushes into the

dome it squeezes this air into the upper part until it is

His neighbor Thompson also swears
In quite a different way

5o greatly com-
pressed that it

just balances
the upward
force against it

and thereafter
it resists fur-
ther pressure.
Remember
what we have
said about the
two forces act-

ing in opposite
directions and
about the tim-
ber resisting
the nail. The
nail could go in

so far and no
farther; so
with the water.
When the water
rushes into
the dome, it

squeezes the air

too hard. There
is a return
downward pres-
s u r e on the
valve (2V) and
it closes. The water in the dome cannot get back
that way, so it pushes out through the delivery pipe.

What has 'been happening to* the waste valve all this

time? It was pushed upwards and closed by the water
pressure. But when this pressure is relieved by the
water rushing into the dome, the waste valve drops
down again. Down comes the water through the drive
pipe (P), rushes out through the waste valve, and finally

closes it again. Once more the water rushes up into

the dome and presses against that air cushion. (We
will recognize it as a cushion if we think about a
''pumped-up" bicj'cle tire or a foot-ball.) It squeezes
back the water, the valve (2V) closes and the water is

passed out through the delivery pipe and up the hill to

the tank.

Now, the water as it is being pushed up through the
delivery pipe resists all the way. Gravity causes that.

The higher it is pushed up, the greater is the resistance.

How high will the hammer stroke of the ram push this

water up ? You may say that inasmuch as there was
double force developed when the hammer hit the nail,

the water in the delivery pipe would be forced upwards
just twice the amount of the force given by. the blow
in the ram. This is true, but there is more to the storj'-

The ram does not have to do all the work at one blow.
It has repeated chances to accomplish its purpose. Think
a moment about driving the nail into frosty timber. We
hit it lightly ; it enters a short distance at a time.

Both Simple and Complex

THE ram does the same thing. It does not push water
out through the delivery- pipe as fast as it comes

through the drive pipe, but it staj's on the job and sends
some water into the delivery pipe at each tap or stroke.

So it eventually raises the water to a far greater height
than twice the amount of drop from the supply to the
ram. Of course, there is a limit to the height at which
the water can practically be driven. When the resist-

ance becomes too great the ram won't work. Think
again of the nail. You may tap as often as you please,

but j'ou can't drive a nail into a piece of steel. The
resistance of the steel is too great. The same principle

holds true when the ram tries to push water up too high.

We have said enough about nails, hammers and rams
to show that certain principles governing the one must
also apply to the other. There are certain conditions
that must be faithfullj- established before a ram will

work properly. The water supply must be sufficient in

amount to operate the ram. The drive pipe must be
of a proper size, and of a certain length to correspond
with the amount of water, the fall from supply to ram
and the lift required to place the water in the tank. The
ram itself must be strong and substantial to be able to

withstand the pressure put upon it. The capacity of
the dome must be adjusted to the size of the delivery

pipe and the delivery pipe must in turn be about one
half the size of the drive pipe.

As before stated, the ram is very complex. To show
this we will describe the conditions under which it will

work in a certain case. Say that we desire to raise

water to a tank forty feet higher than the water supply

and we need two gallons per minute. The supply pipe

from ram to tank is six hundred feet long. Say further

that we are able to find a depression of some sort in

the ground down-hill from the water supply where we
may set a ram, the waste valve of which will be just

four feet below the supply level. This liieans that by
dropping the water four feet, we will raise a part of it

forty feet.

\Ve will assume another case just like the first except

that the ram is eight feet below the supply instead of

four feet. What sort of conditions must we have?
They are shown in the following table:

Height

of

supply

above

ram
Amount

of

Bupply
necessary

Diameter

of

drive

pipe

Length

of

drive

pipe

Size

of

opening

in

waste

valve

a
o

o

N
s

Di.imotep

of

delivery

pipe

Feet

4
8

Gal. per
minute

43
23

Inches

5
3J

Feet

460
250

Sq. in.

m
9i

Cu. in.

3.5,.S60

17,350

Inches

[concluded on page 22]
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Pioneering in 191

1

Experiences on Some of Uncle Sam's Newer Farming Lands

The Lure of the Far
Southwest

MANY who are still "farming it" in

the East (and many who have aban-
doned farming to take up other

occupations) are thinking seriously of the

West, the Northwest, and especially of the

Far Southwest, which section is, perhaps,

more zealously advertised than any other

part of the country. To such people this

is addressed.
Read the railroad circulars, book-

lets and advertisements issued in all

sorts of pleasing covers ; take into con-

sideration the fact that the railroads

are interested principally in inducing peo-

ple to buy tickets to the Southwest. Read
the newspapers of the Far Southwest, who
are, naturally enough, prosperous accord-

ingly as their boosting makes the South-
west flourish. Read the ma-gazines of the

Southwest, especially those owned by the

railroads, and whose reason for being is

a bustling Southwest. Read this little

article—then try to strike a happy medium
and think for yourselves.

While your farm in Vermont, or New
York, or Indiana, or Ohio, or New Hamp-
shire, or Illinois may, perhaps, be run
down, it is also true that if you spend a year or two of

intelligent effort, you can do much to rejuvenate the

impoverished soil.

It is equally true that in many years in the extreme
Southwest not a good rain comes for six or seven

months in succession

!

And it is true that in Vermont, or Ohio, or New
Hampshire you can dig a hole twenty or thirty ,feet

deep almost anywhere and find good water, -while it is

just as true that the federal government promises some
day to construct Elephant Butte dam in New Mexico,

which will furnish water for irrigation purposes to a

great expanse of desert country in New Mexico, west

Texas and northern Chihuahua—^but the water will cost

those purchifsing it four dollars per year for each irri-

gated acre.

In Ohio and Vermont and New Hampshire and New
York and Indiana and Michigan you have long hard
winters. In the Great Southwest you will find terrific

heat. Newspaper files will convince you that in the

Southwest people do not die from the heat—even when
the thermometer registers one
hundred and ten degrees in

the shade at noon and, say,

ninety degrees at four o'clock

in the morning. This is true.

People do not die ; but one
would think they would
shrivel up and blow away in

the first sand-storm; one has
visions of men and women
clinging desperately to mes-
quite roots to' prevent _ their

rising and evaporating in the

hot thin air.

Perhaps it has seldom been
written that in Arizona and
west Texas a common expe-
dient adopted by old-timers

to protect themselves against

the blistering heat at night

is to sleep wrapped in a
blanket that has been soaked
in water. When the blanket gets

too dry and hot, soak it again;

Now a word of cheer. In the
Far Southwest—if you can get irri-

gation water—you raise easily four
crops of alfalfa each year, and you
can readily sell the alfalfa in El
Paso, for instance, at about four-
teen dollars per ton. The winters
are positively delightful—no snow,
no blizzards, no sleet, no cold
weather. The sky is ever clear.

For four months the air is bracing.
Southern Italy doesn't offer anything to equal it.

Also in the Far Southwest, by irrigation, men raise

fine looking apples, great big plums, immense potatoes,
the largest of cucumbers, enormous pumpkins—^but they
are tasteless, or nearly so.

Another word for the Far Southwest. If you are the
least bit inclined to tuberculosis in any of its many
terrible phases, come to the Far Southwest ! Men
reach New Mexico, Arizona or west Texas, living, walk-
ing skeletons, torn with coughing, despairing and des-
perate. In a year, two years, they look ajid feel like

athletes. If they remain in the Southwest, they are
morally certain to live to a natural old age. If they
return East or North, the disease renews its attack.

It always strikes the writer—who was born and
raised on a farm and therefore has a little first-hand
knowledge of his subject, and being neither farmer, nor
promoter, nor railroad magnate, nor even a millionaire,
is absolutely disinterested—it always strikes him as
somewhat of a joke that Jeremiah Smith should leave
his Green Mountains hundred-acre farm, with its fair

crops, if he'll work systematically to produce them, to

come to the desert country, where nothing grows
naturally except coyotes and lobo-wolves and burros and
cactus and mesquiteand tarantulas, expecting to get rich.

The best joke of all is on the northern New York
man—the man from the St. Lawrence Valley, say, who

Yucca, Greasewood, Cactus—and Nothing Else

A bit of Arizona out of leach of irrigation

can sink a well in any fence corner and get crystal pure
water—who comes down into the hot country to dry-
farm !

Having read many prettily illustrated pamphlets

—

issued by the railroads and other boosters, of course

—

on the theory of dry-farming, which go on to say that
crops can be expected only every other season on a
given area, and so forth, because it requires that long
for the ground to absorb sufificient moisture, one cannot
help drawing a picture of the St Lawrence Valley man
standing in a dreary expanse of sizzling hot sand, w^on-
dering why this land, which is exactly as Nature left it,

has not of its own accord, produced something. One
can see the prospective dry-farmer digging, first with
the toe of his boot three inches, then with a shovel three
feet, and finally with heavier tools thirty feet—and not
a sign of moisture ! He will either admire or curse the
nerve, of the authors of the pamphlets he has been
reading.
Dry-farming* is, essentially, a system of saving up

scanty moisture. Our transplanted farmer has reached

Where Stood the Sod 'Shack of the Homesteader Now Stands a Comfortable Frame House

"A village with grain elevators a conspicuous feature"

a region where, no matter how hard he conserves it, he
can never .save enough moisture to make a crop. It

simply isn't there to save.

Truth having much, virtue, it xnay be well to write a

word of warning to those Eastern men who have a
fancy for ranch life, who have read alluring fiction

about the cowboy's romantic nomadic existence. Cattle-

raising on the range used to bring wonderful sums of
easy money—hut with the influx of settlers, the range
has been squeezed until now there are not many tracts

to be obtained for love or money on which to graze
five thousand head. Grass, water—the range—used to

be free! Three years ago I witnessed, in southern New
Mexfco, a round-up of five thousand cattle. As this is

written the owner of the five thousand head is in El
Paso, Texas, looking for a job. He is not stranded, but
he has given up the struggle. "Too many barbed-wire"
fences," he explains.
The Eastern farmer, or ex-farmer, is earnestly advised

to watch for the announcements of the Interior Depart-
ment at Washington regarding Elephant Butte dam.
Here it is purposed to build an artificial lake some thir-

teen miles long and perhaps four miles wide, and five

years, or more, will be spent in its completion.
The lake will store Rio Grande water—and this very

day an old-timer said to the writer : "That water will

make the finest kind of fertilizer !" So it behooves the

would-be Southwestern farmer to take

into consideration, -along with other prob-
lems, that of drinking-water. He will

hardly want to drink water which is "the

finest kind of fertilizer," and in some
places he may drill one thousand feet and
not find water. Again, he may strike an
oil-bed

!

' The Far Southwest is all right ; but the

inexperienced Eastern man who contem-
plates leaving home to cast his lot in the
land of the burro should put on his clear-

est spectacles and closely investigate for

himself. He will be facing unexpected
conditions.

He will find that the people—the natives

—are of the finest in the world ! They
are so patriotic that a casual observer
would estimate that they spend ten cents
every month to water and keep alive each
blade of grass in their public parks, and
a dollar, for each cottonwood tree—but
they do not indulge in fake boosting.

This art—it is an art !—is left for new-
comers, and some of them excel at it.

George Sainte-Amoue.

A word should be added in explanation
of the failure of dry-farming under the
desert conditions Mr. Sainte-Amour de-

scribes. Dry-farming is simply a method of economiz-
ing rainfall, applicable -and a proved success in the
semi-arid regions where there is still enough rain

annually to make crops, if waste of moisture is cut
down to a minimum. Such a system is, of course, inap-
plicable in regions where the total rainfall is too scanty
to grow crops, no matter how it is economized.

Editor.

The Evolution of the Slope Country

J^ORE than double the acreage of last year was
under cultivation this season in the. "slope coun-

try," as the ten counties of western North Dakota,
lying beyond the Missouri River, are called. Thou-
sands of fields of blue-stem, fife and macaroni wheat,
other thousand fields oE flax on the sod, and no
small amount

_
of oats, barley, speltz and corn were

patching practically every bit of the region. Even the
.much-maligned "bad lands" are speckled green here and
there amongst the buttes with isolated farms. In the

better settled portions near
the main lines of railroad it

is not patches, but big fields

joining' on four sides other
big fields, making all told a

cultivated area as pleasing to

the eye as the famous wheat
stretches of eastern North
Dakota, that now make for a

new landscape in the new-
discovered land.

To an old settler in the
slope country—three years'

residence is sufiicient to en-
title one to that appellation

—

this sudden growth of a sec-

tion that but five years ago
numbered its population by
the_ few hundreds is bewild-
ering. One's environment
changes with kaleidoscopic
velocity. Yonder, where

stood a ten-by-twelve sod shack in

which in fearsome isolation lived a
bacon-frying homesteader who
talked to the cat and checked off

the days of his probation on the
almanac, now stands a comfortable
two-story frame house with a big

red barn and a real windmill. That
huge expanse of unbroken prairie

rolling empire-wide, sage green with
tall native grasses, interrupted only

rarely by the deeper hue of a five or

ten acre plot of wheat or flax, is now
checkered off by barbed-wire fences into quarter-section

farms billowing with tall grain ;
there, where the Long

X used to hold its round-up, stands a village with grain

elevators a conspicuous feature—and hark ! the toot of

a locomotive, the honk' of an auto, where but recently

the wild whoop of the cow-puncher was the only sound
that split the wind.

Buffalo pasture, cattle range, homestead, farm repre-

sent the four stages of the evolution experienced by
western North Dakota in a single generation. Home-
steaders, 'tis true, are still considerably more in evidence
than well-established farmers, but the majority of these
homesteaders expect to remain.
The day of the commuter who abandons his land the

date of making proof and never crops it afterward is

past. Indeed, even the day of the good-faith home-
steader is on the wane, as very little public land sub-

ject to filing under the homestead law remains. About
the last of it was taken up last summer. Many who
have been flocking in of late have found only unat-
tractive land available, yet so clamorous are they for
one of Dakota's free farms ere the last of them are
gone that they have gone back into the hill country and
put up their shacks on quarter sections containing in

some cases not more than fifty or seventy-five acres of
tillable land. In a few localities, far removed from a

[concluded on page 22]
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roved Three-Row Marker

THE sketch shows
an improvement
on the old-fash-

ioned marker. The
blades on each side

of the runners press
the ground away and

leave it in better shape than a shovel. They
can be made from an old cross-cut saw or
plate steel. The blades flare out so they are
six inches apart behind. .A seat can be
added, also a pole for guide from last row.
We used two horses on a pole fastened just
over the middle runner. Two-by-sixes or
two-by-eights are used for runners, which are
two feet long, A plank twelve inches wide
is nailed on top of the runners, seven feet
long for three rows three and one half feet
apart. J. E. Elliott.

Reel for Barbed Wire
TAKE two boards one by

four inches and six feet
long. Slope one end of
each like sled-runners and
the other ends like plow-
handles. Take two more
pieces one by four and
about eighteen inches long
and nail to the side pieces
a foot or so from each
end to hold the frame
together.

Bore inch holes through
the center of the side
pieces and put a broom-
handle through these on
which to run the reel.

Leave the large end on
the broom-handle, as it holds in place better
and is easier removed.
One man can easily stretch wire in this

way. J. L. Robinson.

Accurate Rafter-Fitting

ON A level place
draw a straight

line or stretch a
string (W) of length
equal to the total

width of the roof, and
find the center of this
line. Now improvise
a trammel by nailing
narrow strips of wood

together as shown at top of sketch, driving
through spikes at the ends to mark with.
With this trammel strike short intersecting
segments of a circle (shown dotted in the
sketch) with the extreme ends of the line
(W) as centers for the circle. Through these
intersecting segments draw a line to the
center of W. Measure off on this line
the distance (H), equal to the height of the
roof, and mark out at that distance the ridge-
pole (P), or drive a post in the ground to
represent the ridge-pole. Thus we have a
full-size drawing to which the rafters may be
fitted.

This trammel method is an excellent and
accurate method of laying out a large right
angle. Wm. Nicholas.

Sagless Door-Frame
A LJere is a plan for

^ -IT-making a barn
or shed door that
will neither sag nor
get out of shape,
even after many
years of use. H H
are the hinges. The
pieces A, B, C, D
and the braces EE
should be made
of two-by-three-inch
lumber, mortised
and tenoned to-
gether, and then
pinned. Stand the
frame thus con-
structed in the door-

way and nail on the first board. Then put
on the hinges, using screw strap hinges, and
bolt them securely to the door. After rthe

door-frame is thus mounted upon its hinges
push it shut and nail on the rest of the
boards. J. M. Murphy.

Catching Rabbits by Wholesale
THIS trap will

catch any num-
ber of rabbits that
come its way, and
it is always set.

Get a box (A) about
two feet long, four-
teen inches wide
and eighteen inches

deep, and bury it in the ground with the
open top level with surface. Make a box
or chute (B) four feet long, six inches
wide and one foot high, open at both ends.
The bottom of the chute is the trap and is

made as follows : Nail short pieces at each
end, leaving a space of twenty inches in the
center for double trap-doors fastened, by
means of two staples, to nails driven through
the sides of the chute and acting as pivots.

These pivots should be so placed that the
doors will tilt back shut again after a rabbit

has dropped through.
Set the chute toward one side of the

underground box, so that about half the box
is exposed. It can be covered with a
weighted board, which is easily removed to

take out prisoners without moving the chute.

Bait may be hung in chute and a bundle of
fodder may be placed over the whole trap to

attract rabbits, though that is not necessary.
B. F. Wampler.

C H F,
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A Home-Made Force Drill

HERE are direc-

tions for mak-
ing a force drill

for iron or wood
work. The base

^
J

' (A) is a hard-
A wood plank two

inches thick, twenty-four inches long and
eight inches wide. The blocks (BB), four
by four by eight inches, are bolted to A.
C is a two-by-four-by-eight-inch block bolted
about two inches from B—just far enough to
admit the wheel (D). For this I used the iron
top of an ofiice stool. There are threads in
it where E (which is the rod from the stool)
passes through. This rod slips through short
pieces of pipe which are clamped to B and C.
A board (F) eight inches wide is bolted to
E. G is a one-and-one-fourth-inch rod which
passes through a pipe clamped to block (B).
The drill (H) is held into G with a set-screw.
I is a large wheel with a handle. To feed,
turn the wheel (D). This forces F up against
the drill (H). Then turn wheel (I), which
revolves the drill. Wm. A. Weedon.

Water-Gap for Small Stream
USE an old wagon

or buggy wheel,
according to the size
of stream. Chain the
wheel to the fence-
posts, as shown in
sketch, or to stakes.
If you wish the ditch
to fill up, knock off
the lower edge of rim,

drive the spokes into the ground and brace
the upper part of the wheel.

Mrs. Robert Bowles.

Nebraska Four-Horse Hitch
THIS hitch is useful in working old horses

or breaking a team of colts. Hitch the
center pair of horses in regular team man-
ner. If the outside horses are colts, leave
their halters on, and tie the halter ropes of
the outside horses to the outer hame-rings
of the inside horses. Now take the lines of
the outside horses and snap the outside
checks to their bits, but snap the inside
checks to the inner sides of the hames of
the outside horses. The inside checks of the
outside horses then just hang loose.

Three horses can be worked in this man-
ner by simply taking oif the one horse. This
way each horse has his head free to fight

flies, while at the same time you have a line
on each horse. Nebraska Boy.

Frost-Protectors

MAKE a V-shaped frame from the following
lumber : . Three strips ten or twelve feet

long, two inches wide and half an inch thick,
and six short pieces twelve or sixteen inches
long and one inch wide. Nail together as
shown in cut and cover both sides and ends
with cheap muslin. This can either be oiled
or painted. If ordinary care is taken of
these covers, they will last for years.

Set these over the rows at night. I find
this handier than to use individual covers for
each plant. Chas. A. Julien.

Home-Made Eye-Shield
Here is a protector for

the eyes when one is

grinding. Glass protec-
tors are apt to become
covered with moisture,
but this one will not.
Remove the rim from an
old felt hat. Cut out a
piece of cardboard of
such a size that it comes
down over the face to

about the mouth, and cut a hole in it about
four by five inches. Paste over it a piece of
transparent celluloid and pin or sew the
cardboard to the hat. Joe E. Doughton.

Economy Heater
HAVE a tinsmith

piake a drum
(B) about fifteen
inches in diameter
and the height of
stove (A) to which
it is to be con-
nected. Old dis-

carded stove-legs
may be used to support the drum. Have two
holes in the side of drum fitted with thimbles
the size of your stove-pipe. The top hole
should be the same distance from the floor
as that of stove, the other one about two
or three inches from the bottom of drum.
Carry stove-pipe through back of chimney
(CC) to upper hole in drum; then use
another joint of pipe to carry the smoke
from drum through the lower hole back into
chimney.

This drum will heat an extra room without
additional fuel. It is necessary that the
chimney have a good draft.

Chas. L. Shuping.

Sled for Breaking-Plow
TAKE a piece of

sapling about four
inches in diameter
with a curved-up end
if possible. Cut out
the upper side to
within six or eight
inches of the end as
shown in the sketch.

Make a notch for nose of plow. Bore two
three-quarter-inch holes in the rear, sepa-
rated sufficiently to come just outside both
sides of the heel of landside. Drive two
pegs in these holes and the sled is finished.
You will find this an easier way to take

the plow in than riding the handles. E. P.

xonomica1 Fiarm Ice-Box
BUILD your ice-house near the kitchen and

build the ice-box right into it. A good
size is four by four by six feet. Pack the
ice all around this box, with the exception
of the front, where the door is situated. It

is jiot necessary to put any sawdust between
the ice walls of this room. Use double doors
and in the top of the door leave a three-inch
vent insuring pure air. This method takes
only one third as much ice as when the ice-

box is built separate. H. E. Warrick.

Strong, Though Broken
HERE is a good way to mend

a broken hoe, rake or
other light handle. Take a
piece of tin six or eight
inches wide and long enough
to wrap around the handle
two or three times. Wrap
this tightly around the splice

and drive several small nails
through to hold everything
solid. Smooth off any rough
places with a file, and the
handle is as strong as ever.

E. C. Curry.

Pruning-Clipper

/A

WE HAVE used this device several years for
pruning trees, grape-vines, etc. The

knives consisting of binder sections, one
smooth (C), the other serrated (B). The
serrated section is bolted on a piece of wood
(A) by two bolts, one of which is long
enough to go through the wooden piece (A)
and both mower sections. The outer hole of
the smooth section (C) is connected to a
lever (E) by iron rod (D). When the cut-
ting parts become dull, turn both sections
around. Edwin L. Young.

Gunpowder Fire-Alarm

WE WERE led to adopt this scheme when
one of our brooders took fire. It hap-

pened in the day-time and was easily extin-
guished, but it showed the need of an
automatic alarm to wake us at night. We
fastened three feet above each incubator and
brooder a hook like bird-cages hang on, and
from each hook suspended with fine wire six

fire-crackers, the size about three-quarters of

an inch thick, so they hang just above the
machines. Daytimes these crackers are
swung back against the wall.

Mrs. Dale Hunter.

Saves Steps and Temper
^

1 - - - 'T'his simple device

)
'

- 1 I ,1 i
prevents reins from

getting caught under
the wagon-pole when
the team stops for a
few minutes. Take
about three feet of old
bicycle-tire, split one

end down six or eight inches and nail to
wagon-pole as shown in sketch, letting the
free end hang down. M. E. Kent.

Stan Fence-Stretcher

THIS device has
been used on

all my fences and
has given much
satisfaction. T o
the end post (A)
of the fence are
stapled two wire

loops about five feet long (BB). A stick of
round tough timber (C) turns in these loops.
D represents a rope with a loop at the end
and E represents a piece of two-by-four to
fasten to fence.
A strong lever (F) about five feet long is

inserted in loop in rope (D). Then, by walking
around C, you wind up the rope and pull the
slack out of the fence.

This device is not only a fence-stretcher,
but can be used in felling trees or moving
heavy loads a short distance.
To lock this stretcher lift lever (F) up

into loop (B) and tie. Louis Fink.

To Headworkers

THREE prizes of five dollars each are awarded for the three best contributions in

each number of the Headwork Shop. The award is made by post-card vote, each
subscription to Farm and Fireside carrying with it the right to vote for the three

knacks the voter thinks most valuable each issue. Votes are counted two weeks
from date of issue. All other contributions used in this department are paid for at

our regular rates.

Contributions should be written in ink on one side of the paper and accompanied
by ink or pencil sketch where a sketch is needed to bring out the idea. We suggest

that contributors retain a duplicate copy, as no manuscripts will be returned. The
mail is so heavy that it is impossible for us to acknowledge receipt of manuscripts.

Address Headwork Shop, Care Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Hog-Trough" Drag
HI

t

c
/J\

B

B

.ERE is a
'

' h o g -

•trough" drag used
1 n preparing ground
that surpasses any drag
I ever used. Make two
hog-troughs (AA) out
of two-by-eight boards
seven or eight feet
long. Then nail two
pieces of two-by-eight
across top of troughs,
fastening them securely
together, and on top of
these nail three or four
boards (CCC) to stand
on. Bore holes at both

ends of BB for chain or rope to attach the
hitch chain. By hitching to either end, two
different angles on the trough Can be used.

This drag mashes clods and levels the
ground as well. The trough part being up,
can be used for moving off rocks or for
weight. D. Conger.

Logger's Samson

HERE is a handy way to get a log over a
knoll without unnecessary labor. Take a

short crotched stick and drive it into the
ground parallel to the log in the manner
shown in the sketch at A. Then attach a
chain to the log and bring the chain up
through the crotch (B). Wind the chain
around the crotched stick to prevent its slip-

ping and then lead the horse ahead. The
crotched stick will come up to the position
(C) and bring the log to the position (D).
Continue pulling and the log will be carried
to the top of the knoll, ready to be snaked
into place. Henry Tewksbury.

Handy Bag-Holder
HERE

ine
[ERE IS a handy and

lexpensive bag-
holder. The hopper (A)
is galvanized tin four-
teen inches squai-e at the
top, tapering down to the
size of an ordinary stove-
pipe. The wooden cross-
piece (E) is two by two
by fourteen inches and
DD and FF are strap-
irons eight inches and
ten inches long, respec-

tively. The lower ends are bolted to side of
hopper and the upper ends nailed to wooden
crosspiece. To the crosspiece a rope is

fastened which passes up over a pulley so
that the hopper can be hung any desired
height.
The hooks (GG) and spring (H) are riv-

eted to lower part of hopper. The sack is

slipped around bottom of hopper, over hooks,
and at the front the bag is lapped over and
held there by spring (H). Jay I. Harm.

Unrolling Wire Fence
RUN a chain through the roll of fence and

hitch a horse's traces to ends of chain.
The chain catches the stays just enough to
keep all slack out of fence. This method
permits going around trees or stumps and
up and down hill with little trouble.

W. W. Rogers.

Cistern Refrigerator

FOR keeping butter, etc.,

cold this kind of re-

frigerator is good, where
you have no ice. Make
a box with several
shelves, the outside
measuring one inch
smaller each way than
the opening in top of
cistern. Fasten this un-
derneath the lid (A) of
the cistern. The safest
fastening is two or more
long links of heavy chain.
One of these goes

through hole in top of box, and a long spike
is thrust through it crossways. The upper
link goes through a hole in the cistern cover
and a pulley is fastened to it. By a light

block and tackle the whole affair can be
hoisted out of the cistern. The top of
tackle can be fastened to a porch roof, or
anything else that overhangs the cistern.
In the absence of such an overhanging point,
put a tall saw-horse over the cistern.

Mrs. F. A. M.

A Home-Made Anvil
a /^ET an oak log about

'-'six feet long and
eighteen inches in
diameter and set it on
end two and one half
feet in the ground.
Now take two short
pieces of two-by-six
lumber (AA), bolt to
them two smaller pieces
(BB) and place B and
B on edge, parallel with
each other. Slip be-
tween these a piece of

iron rail, bottom side up. Bolt BB firmly

together with a piece of scantling (C)
between them, which piece should be just

wide enough to permit B and B to be pressed
in strongly against the rail, clamping it

tight. Set this on the log and a good service-

able anvil is the result. Wm. Bond.

Headwork Winners January 25th
Hy. F. Nietert - Knocking Teeth Out
C. N. Lyon - - It's All in the Brace
Jcunes W. Campbell - Easier on the Teamream 6

_J
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Our Experiments With Potatoes

WHEN I was a boy of fourteen or fif-

teen, father raised a great many
potatoes, especially for this section

of Indiana (Morgan County), where no
attempt was commonly made to raise more
than "a patch." Somehow, I always had a

liking for the potato business, not so much
for the long rows across the fields, nor the

quantity in bushels, but for the individual

potato, especially the comparison of one
variety with another. Some ten years ago,

when I had become old enough to " 'tend a

patch" for myself, my first move was that of
experimenting. After a little, my brother
and father also became interested, but the
details were left to me.
Our first move in the experiment was to

secure different varieties—not all at one
time, but from year to year as we were able

to secure them. We bought practically all

our seed from men who made a specialty of
potatoes, instead of such seedsmen as buy,
instead of grow, their seed, and we bought
in small lots, for fear we would devote too
much ground and time to some worthless
variety.

Early in our experiments we dropped
Early Rose and Burlsank, because the yield

was poor, and too many small unmarketable
tubers set in each hill. Then, too, the first

early blight I ever saw appeared on this

variety. . Hammond's Wonderful—claimed -to

be scab-proof, and I have no doubt but that

it is—was not grov/n many seasons, for the

yield was poor, the tops small and ft is a
decidedly russeted variety.

Bliss' Triumph Tried

Bliss' Triumph, often called Early Six
Weeks, Red Six Weeks, etc., has been thor-

oughly tested by us, and altogether we do
not like. it. It yields poorly, has small tops,

blights easily and sets far more tubers than
it can mature. One of its curious habits is

that on the soils where our other potatoes
do best. Bliss' does the poorest. It seems
naturally better suited to a damp cold soil

than to a loose and friable soil. It is a

favorite for garden use in many sections of

the country, on account of its earliness. That
there be no mistake in the identification of
this variety, I would say it is nearly round,
very red, has inoderately deep eyes, and you
will recognize it as the first early red potato
from the South in the spring at the grocery-
stores. It is a favorite for the Southern
trucker, but for our region at least I would
advise planting it sparingly—just enough for

early use.

We tried Early Puritan and Burpee's
Early, and found them almost alike in earli-

ness, yield, shape and size, being shallow-
eyed, with fairly heavy tops, and they were
among the last early sorts to drop from our
list. We also dropped Beauty of Hebron on
account of its yield and number of unmar-
ketable tubers.

We hunted everywhere for the Old Blue
Neshanook, commonly known as "Mesha-
nick," and finally secured a few tubers.

Whether they were the genuine or not, I

carmot say, but they wouldn't stand the test

with the newer varieties, their eyes were
weak, and if the weather was wet, we got a

very poor stand. They were moderately
early, but their color was against them as a
market variety.

Another blue potato is the Blue Victor—

a

real curiosity in the way it yields. Some

Early Potentate Potatoes From the
Writer's Farm

years it will give more than any other
variety, then for a few years the yield is

poor. This, with its color, makes it an
undesirable potato. Its shape is that of the
Carman-New Yorker type of potatoes.

We saw the White Ohio bragged on very
much, and gave it three years' trial, and, as
yet, we have not found one single point to

induce growers to grow it. It scabs easily,

has very poor tops which are susceptible to
blight, grows a great many "toey" potatoes.

and the best tubers are not attractive in

appearance, much less the whole crop.

The Early Ohio is a standard early potato
all over the Central West, but we find that it

scabs easily, a familiar occurrence with all

potatoes of the Early Ohio family. It is a
desirable family potato.

The Early Six Weeks—so-called—is almost
identical in shape, size and yield with Early
Ohio, but it is a little pinker in color, has
heavier tops and in an unfavorable season
scabs badly and has a great many toes. This
is the last early variety we dropped from our
list, and we did so because in unfavorable
seasons it was hardly fit for the market.
The Early Peachblow is a new one with

us. It is very early ; in fact, it seems like a
half-brother to Bliss' Triumph, but has a
creamy colored skin, with occasional
splotches of purple. It is a pretty potato,

but yields poorly, and early blight alfects it

somewhat.

Big Ones for Western Use

Queen of the West, often called Queen of

the Valley, Maggie Murphy, Commercial,
etc., has been grown by our neighbors for

years. We have tested it thoroughly and find

it a remarkably large potato, and especially

adapted to Western irrigated sections—

a

very heavy yielder with few unmarketable
tubers. But it has very deep eyes and
spreads so badly in the hill that it is next to

impossible to get the tubers all at one time
with a digger. They are pink, long and flat.

In the fait of 1909 we secured some very
fine potatoes at a fair, which we designated
as Michigan Rose. They were pink and very
beautiful, but owing to the- unfavorable sea-
son last year not one of the tubers resembled
the parents, except in color.

Considering the money-making points, one
year with another, we have failed to find any
potatoes among the early-market varieties

that equals the Early Potentate (some call

it Irish Cobbler, and it tallies close to the
description of both). It is pure white,
though occasionally tubers have a slight net-
ting or russet appearance. They are almost
round, as a rule, though some seasons they
grow a little longer than others, especially

White Seneca Beauties

was this the case in 1909. They are very
strong eyed, though not deep, and produce
the heaviest tops of any early variety and of
the darkest green color. They blossom very
freely, the blossoms being a pale purple,
practically white.

Early Potentate Characteristics

They are seven to ten days later for us
than Bliss' Triumph, planted at the same
time, but make three times the yield, and
side by side with Bliss' on the market wilt
outsell it ten to twenty-five cents per bushel,
this being because they are such a pure
white and so large, fully grown tubers often
weighing one pound or over each.
They cluster remarkably close in the hill,

and taking all this into consideration, we
think them by far the best early potato for
market or family use, as we find their

quality good.
Owing to the unfavorable season of 1910,

the Early Potentate probably had a little the

advantage of later varieties. At any rate,

they were the best yielders and the largest of
any we raised.

Our main croppers, which, of course, are
classed late or medium late, are Green
Mountain, White Seneca Beauty and Carman
No. 3, Green Mountain being our first choice
and Carmc..: No. 3 our last.

We have not yet discovered the difference

between Rural New Yorker No. 2 and Car-
man No. 3, though we have secured seed of

both from different sources.

They are the potatoes you invariably see

on the market, called "the eating potato"
among the grocerymen'—pure creamy white,

round and flattened, with a very large stem
and very thick rind. When you expose them
to the light, they turn, purple instead of
green, the sprouts are purple tipped, and
when the sprouts grow to vines, the vines

have a dark purple skin, are very slender
and often tumble over, making cultivation

difiicult.

Notwithstanding all this, they are a very
hardy potato and a favorite among those
who practise field culture. They keep well.

ship well and look well, but their quality is

poor, especially in wet soils or wet seasons.

For those who love tiptop quality on the

table, no potato can down the White Seneca
Beauty. They are very long, creamy white
in color, though there is often a slightly

russet netting. They have pink eyes, a very
thin skin and are naturally a tender variety.

On some soils they do much better than on
Others ; in fact, they seem almost "choicey."

White Seneca Prize-Winners

Our White Senecas have never been
beaten in any potajto show in theii* class, for
six years, until 1910, when the season was
so unfavorable that they' almost failed and

Genuine Green Mountain Potatoes,
the Writer's First Choice

made a very poor crop. I do not mention
this to boast about our winnings, but to
explain how they seem suited more to some
soils than others, ours being a slightly sandy
clay loam, naturally very rich by years of
feeding on it with hogs. However, they do
very well on any fairly good potato soil.

They have heavy tops, cluster closely in
the hill and are very heavy yielders, being
second in yield in our experiments.
A very close relative to the White Seneca

is the Red Seneca, the only difference in
appearance being in color, the latter being a
pink. For us they yield poorly, yet our
neighbors often get large yields, whereas
the men who raise fine Red Senecas seem to

have poor success with the 'White Senecas.
But the potato that, in our estimation,

tops the entire list is the Green Mountain
(the genuine Green Mountain). I want to

give such a close description of this potato
that none can mistake it.

What Green Mountain Should Look Like

A perfectly shaped tuber is about one half
the width of its length, "a half-long." The
tubers are usually somewhat flattened. The
skin is somewhat russety. We term it a
half-russet. The eyes are moderately shal-

low and are evenly set over the surface of
the tuber, the "seed end" (the end opposite

the stem) being usually sunken. The sprouts
are pure white, greenish tinted, and taake
the heaviest, healthiest tops of any variety

we ever grew. The blossoms are pure white.

The tubers do not cluster so closely in the

hill as some varieties, but sufficiently close to

allow clean digging.

As to hardiness, this is the last variety to

succumb to the attack of insects or fungus
diseases. It scabs very little and will come
up regularly where other varieties drown.
This last characteristic has been demonstrated
on this farm two or three wet seasons. The
season of 1910 is the only one since we have
been in the business that we have not had a
heavy yield of Green Mountain. Owing to

the repeated early frosts and a drought at

maturing-time they made many ill-shaped

tubers and a light yield.

Now you wonder what my opinion is of
the total lot. I have concluded that, if

limited to fotir varieties, I 'would select

Early Potentate or Green Mountain first,

depending on whether I wanted an early or

a late variety ; my next choice would be
White Seneca Beauty and lastly the Carman-
New Yorker type.

Quite often the Carmans are put off onto
the unsuspecting customer for Green Moun-
tain, so bear in mind the Green Mountain
is a half-russet, while the Carmans have a

pure white, smooth skin, or at most very
slightly russet.

It is possible that our experiments* have
differed somewhat from those in other

states, yet from what reports I have noted,

I find these varieties doing well, and I

believe, with few exceptions, they are, or

would be, the leaders in the potato belt if

given a trial. Omer R. Abraham.

A new bulletin. No. 184, has recently been
issued by the Bureau of Plant Industry

entitled "The Production of Vegetable
Seeds."

What that great pioneer wheat, the Fultz,

was in the seventies and eighties, the Turkey
Red of Russia and western Kansas is to-day.

It is now sought for west of the Rockies
- and the Dakotas, and in the dry-farming
districts of Montana and Colorado. *

Part of Trinidad Asphalt Lake

The costliest roofings

are the roofings that
don't last.

The roofing that does

last is made of Trinidad

Lake Asphalt

—

Genasco
the Trinidad-Lake-Asphalt Roofing

Other roofings all have their

drawbacks: Shingles crack,
split, and rot; tin rusts; slate

breaks and blows loose; coal-

tar gets brittle and cracks; so

do the many socalled "asphalt"

roofings, because they lack

the "live" lasting qualities of

natural asphalt.

Genasco has the natural oils of
Trinidad Lake asphalt sealed in it;

and they keep the roofing always
pliable and strong and defensive
against all weathers. Genasco
doesn't crack, rot, rust, or break.
It ispermanmtly waterproof. That
means real ^onomy.

It pays t5 cover the roof of
every building on the farm with
Genasco. Fully guaranteed.

The Kant-leak Kleet prevents nail-
leaks, and waterproofs the roofing-seams
without cement. Makes Genasco easier
to apply than ever.

Ask your dealer for Genasco mineral or
smooth surface Roofings with Kant-leak Kleets
packed in the roll. Write us for the Good Roof

Guide Book and samples.

The Barber Asphalt
Paving Company

Largest proaucera of aaphult, and largest

iiiBBufactur«is of ready roofing In the vorld

Philadelphia

New York San Francisco Chicago

<!^rosA-sectionGenascoSmc>oth-8urfaceRoofins
nidad Lake Asphalt
)haIt-saturated Wool Felt
nidad Lake Asphalt

HAND BOOK
—FREE—

Sixty years' experience—acknowledged
standing. Send sketch for opinion on
patentability. All patents procured by
us published FREE in

Branch Office: SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
62S P Street, MUNN & CO., Attorneys

WASHINGTON, D. c. 357 Broadway, New York

PATENTS: For facts about Prizp
and Reward offers and
inventions that will

bringr from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of intense interest to inventors, send 8c postage to

Pubs. Patent Sense, Dept. 49, Barrister Blilg.,Washingtan,D.C.

Send sketch or model
for FREE SEARCH.PATENTS

liooks. Advice, Searches and D X*
Blc List of Inventions Wanted r *V EZi

Watson E. Coleman. Patetit Lawyer^ Washington, D. C.

A *Sr ^ f* e SECURED OB FBK

Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide
Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
VICTOR J. ^;VANS CO.. WASHINGTON. D. O,

Use KEROSENE
Engine FREE!
Amazing "DETBOIT" Kero-

eene Eneine shipped on 15daya*
FREE Trial, proves Jterosene
cheapest, safest, most powerful
fuel. If satisfied, pay lowest
price ever given on reliable farm
engine; if not, pay nothing.

Gasoline Going Up

!

Automobile owners are
burniDg up so much gaso-
line that the world's supply
is running short. Gasoline
ia 9c to 15c higher than coal
oil. Still going up. Two
pints of coal oil do work of
three pints gasoline. No
waste, no evaporation, no
explosion fiom coal oii.

Amazing "DETROIT"
The ^DETROIT" ia the only engine that handles

coal oil successfully; uses alcohol, gasoline and benzine,
too. Starts without cranking. Basic patent—only three moviog
parts—no cams—no sprockets—no gears—no valves—the utmost
in simplicity, power and strength. Mounted on skids. All sizes,

2 to 20 h. p., in stock ready to ship. Complete engine tested just
before crating. Comes all ready to ran. Pumps, saws, threshes,
churns, separates milk, grinds feed, shells corn, runs homo
electric-lighting plant. Prices (stripped). $39.50 up.
Sent any place on 15 days' Free Trial. Don't buy an engine

till yon investigate amazing, money-saving, power-saving
"DETROIT." Thousands in use. Costs only postal to find
out. If you are first in your neighborhood to write, we will allow
you Special Bxtra-XiOW Introductory price. Writot

Detroit Eneine Works. 133Bellevue Ave.. Detroit. Mich.
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Pull Your Stumps FREE
-—r For30 Days with this

Hercules ±L:£!^ Pullet*

SEE here how the Hercules pulls
out big stumps, roots and all.

Don't have stumpy fields

—

loafer land doesn't pay. This Hercu-
les Genuine All-Steel Stump Puller is

GuBranteed For 3 Yestrs
against breakage—flaw or no flaw. Test
it on your place for 30 days at our risk.
Try it on stumps or green trees.

THple Power
"Triple power" attachment means a
third greater pulling capacity and saves
strain on team and on cables. Three ma-
chines in one—single, double and triple

power. Can be changed in a minute right
in the field from one power to the other by
one man. Nothing like it in the world.
The Hercules is the only stump puller
guaranteed for three years. Only one with
Double Safety Ratchets. Hitch on to any
stump and it is bound to come. Also puUs

largest hedge rows and green trees.
Don't risk costly and dangerous dyna-
mite. Don't risk a cast iron puller.
Write us at once on a postal for our

Special Price Offer
We have a special price proposition to

the first man we sell to in new sections.
We are glad to make you a special price
on the first Hercules sold in your commun-
ity because that will sell many more and
save advertising. Write us and we will also
send you our special price—30 Days' Free
Trial and FREE BOOKS about the only All-Steel,

Triple Power Stump Puller—the Famous Bercales.

HERCULES MANUFACTURING CO., 17a nth Street, Centervtile, Iowa

Burpee's Seeds Grow!
And the Burpee-Business Gtows!

If you would like to read about the Best Seeds that can be Grown and the
Largest Mail-Order Seed Trade in the world, you should write to-day (a postal

card will do) for The 35th Anniversary Edition of THE LEADING AMERICAN SEED
Catalog, a bright new book of 1 74 pages,— it is free to all who appreciate

Simply address W, Atlee Burpee & Co,, Philadelphia

Hardy ^Blizzard Belt'*
Giant Strawberry Plants
Everybody likes fine strawberries, and to prove that our new
GIANT variety is the largest and strongest grower, as well as
the heaviest fruiter, we offer to send you TWO PLANTS (worth
30 cents) absolutely FREE. We have picked la quarts of fine
berries from a test bed grown from but two GIANT plants set
the year before. You can do as well, and at the same time raise
young plants for anew bed. If you care to send lo cents for
mailing expense, we will add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old, and send all to you at proper planting time in the spring.
It will pay you to get acquainted with our "HARDY BLIZZARD
BELT" Trees and Plants. Write to-day and we will reserve the
plants for you and send you our catalog by next mail. Address

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 332 Osage, !owa

I want 1000 Farmers who have never
used it to make a Trial Experiment with

on a small part of a field, on any staple

Crop. It will be a useful demonstration

of the value of Nitrate as a Fertilizer

when used as a Top Dressing. The Trial

Will Cost You Nothing
Send your name and address on Post
Card for instructions and conditions

Dr. WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director of Propaganda
71 Nassau Street, New York

No Branch Oi£ces

IHome Mixing
is sweeping the country

like a tornado.

Our book— "Home Mixing of

Fertilizers"— will show you why.

You can get—only by home mixing

—the exact proportion of Phosphoric

Acid, Nitrogen and

that your land and crops need.

You pay less per unit of available plant food when
you buy the stuff and mix your own fertilizer. You
don't buy filler or pay freight on it in your own home-
mixed brand. You save from $5 to $7 per ton.

If your dealer doesn't keep Potash salts, we can supply
you—any amount from 200 lbs. (one bag) up.

Write usfor -prices. Sendfor onr FREE book, "Home
Mixing." Learn -why Potash Pays.

GERMAN KAU WORKS. Inc.
BALTHiIOKE: Continental Bldg. CHICA60: Monadnock BUt.

. HEW OBLEANS: Whitney Central Bank Bide.

GARDENING
By T. Greinkr

Oregion Reader Wants Green
Onions

FULL instructions how to grow green
onions are asked for. The only thing

that can now be done is to wait for the

opening of spring, and by that time have a

supply of sets in readiness for planting.

Such sets are kept in stock by all seed stores

and by most of our rural grocers. The white
sets (Philadelphia Silverskin) give the best

green or bunch onions. Yellow sets are more
commonly found, however. As early in

spring as the land can be had in good order
for planting, prepare the bed and mark it

out in rows a foot apart. In loose soil you
can stick the sets in with the fingers, an
inch or so apart. Then give clean cultiva-

tion with the hoe or wheel-hoe, and you
will soon have some green onions to pull and
eat or sell.

I get mine much earlier and of better

quality besides, by sowing seed of the Silver-

skin or similar sorts about August 1st, in

very rich soil, giving them clean cultivation

until the fall rains set in, and wintering

them over in the open so that they can finish

their growth in early spring. Whether the

inquirer's climate will permit this treatment,

I cannot say. It is worth the trial in any
climate in the least resembling ours here in

western New York. Planting sets is a long

and tedious job, and the green onions come
in rather late, when we can have them so

much earlier by other methods.

Safe Onion-Growing
An Indiana reader contemplates planting

a half acre in onions, and asks whether he

should use seed or sets. Some parts of the

patch, a rich black loam, are a little damp at

times. I would say, plant neither, at least

not on a half-acre scale for a beginning. If

the reader had some experience in onion

growing, he would know whether to plant

seed or sets. This depends on what can be

done with the onions when grown, or for

what purpose they are grown. We plant

sets here only for green onions, seldom for

dry bulbs. If to be sold for dry onions in

the fall, we plant seed, or if large Spanish

onions, we set plants grown in greenhouse

during winter or in hotbeds toward spring.

A half acre, however, is a big undertaking

for anyone without considerable previous

experience. Plant a little patch. That is

safe. A half acre is not.

We Must Have Strawberries
I am asked about getting a start in straw-

berry growing. By all means get busy. I

cannot see how any family who has even a

little garden spot at command, can afford to

do without a strawberry bed. We can afford

to eat all the berries we want if we grow
them ourselves. But it would take a lot of

money to buy such a supply right along in

the open market. To get the start, go to

some neighbor who is known to you as a

successful strawberry-grower, and bargain

with him for a supply of good plants. When
the time comes to dig the plants, get them
freshly dug and plant them as soon as the

ground is in best condition for planting.

Plant them in rows four feet apart so they

can be cultivated by horse, and will have
room enough to form a good matted row,

say a foot wide.

What varieties to plant? I am unable to

advise you. A variety may do ever so well

in one locality, and be almost worthless in

another. Ask your successful neighbor, or

your nearest nurseryman. Then try several

of the most popular sorts they recommend.
But plant strawberries anyway.

Peanuts for Northern Growers
If you have a nice warm sandy loam that

is well supplied with lime, and your seasons

are usually such as will bring an entire crop

of tomatoes or melons to maturity, you might

safely try a few peanuts. It is an interest-

ing plant, and will please the children, big

or small. There is one variety that holds

out some promise for the more northern

states (north of Virginia). That is the

small-podded "Spanish." Nearly every large

seed house offers them. The pods grow
closely around the roots and are pulled up
with the plant when mature. !.aake the rows

three feet apart, slightly ridged, putting a

filled pod every foot or so in the row. Give

clean cultivation, and when the pods begin to

form draw the loose soil up to the rows with

the hoe. If soil lacks lime, apply it before

planting.
--—

Cotton-seed Meal as Potato

Fertilizer

A New York State reader asks about

cotton-seed meal to be used in combination

with commercial fertilizers for potatoes on

a gravelly loam, also what mixture would be

good for that crop on heavy loam?
Cotton-seed meal has a little over six per

cent, nitrogen, besides small amounts of

phosphoric acid (about one and one half per
cent.) and potash (less than one. per cent.)

I have never experimented with it, but'

undoubtedly the nitrogen in it becomes only
slowly available. In potato-growing I always
aim first for a strong top growth. When I

get the tops, I am reasonably sure of getting

a good yield of tubers. For that reason I

want a fair allowance of ready nitrogen. I

could get it by using nitrate of soda, but
prefer to have it already in the soil from the
year before. That accounts for our prefer-

ence for clover sod. We aim to get a good
growth of clover by using fertilizers, if

any, on the clover. Clover gives us plenty,

of nitrogen in its best form for potatoes,

even without the use of much nitrogen in,

the manure or fertilizer.

If a complete fertilizer is used, the addi-

tion of cotton-seed meal would hardly be
required. But I often use only acid phos-
phate and muriate of potash, either for the

clover or for the potatoes, and. in that case

a few hundred pounds per acre of cotton-

seed meal would probably show good results.

On heavy loam, first grow a crop of clover,

then oats or corn, and then potatoes. Or if

the clover sod can be worked up fine enough,
potatoes might be planted on it without inter-

posing another crop between clover and
potatoes.

Starting Plants in a Hotbed
Questions on hotbed-making, such as are.

asked by a Dayton (Ohio) reader and others,

are now timely. Heating horse-manure
underneath, a frame on top, five or six-

inches of soil inside, on the manure, and
glass sash to cover—that is all there is to a
hotbed. Get it ready in March, and sow
seeds of peppers, tomatoes, egg-plant, cauli-

flower, early cabbages, early lettuce, etc.,

without much delay. I prefer to start these
plants in flats—boxes three to four inches
in depth, filled with rich fibrous loam, and set

directly on the fermenting manure in the

hotbed. When the plants are well started,

we can take the flat out of the hotbed and
set it into a cold-frame (frame without
manure underneath) for the plants to

harden, and then be pricked out and set

singly, proper distance apart, perhaps one
and one half or two inches each wa3', into

other flats. Celery plants should also be
started now.

Most Popular Potato Varieties
New York is a big potato state. In

Steuben County alone, the largest potato
county in the state, twenty-six thou-
sand acres were grown in 1900. And
there are many other countie with large

acreages. According to what Professor
Stewart of the Geneva Experiment Station
tells me, Irish Cobbler is unquestionably the

leading early variety in the state, while the
principal commercial late varieties now
grown are Rural New Yorker No. 2, Sir

Walter Raleigh and Carman No. 3. Green
Mountain is grown quite extensively in the
extreme northern part of the state.

The potato specialists in the state, how-
ever, grow a large number of new sorts, and
each grower seems to have his favorite or
favorites. Among such sorts we have Gold
Coin, Delaware, Astonisher, Pan-American,
etc. The late potatoes are the ones mcHftly

grown, and the professional growers plant

early sorts, such as Irish Cobbler (or

Eureka), Ohio, Bliss' Triumph, etc., only
for home use or for local trade. The
World's Wonder, a very large potato and a
big yielder, and not of bad quality, is largely

grown in the northern part of Ontario
County. The Freeman, a medium early sort

of exceptionally fine quality, is gone almost
entirely out of cultivation.

Spread Commercial Fertilizers

A horse will eat oats from a heap. We
cannot feed plants or trees that way. It is

dead wrong to pile manure up to the body
of a tree, although the bulk of the manure
is not lost, as the plant-foods will be soaked
out by rains and finally find their way into

the soil and to the roots of the trees. The
better way is to let the trees and plants

feed as the horse feeds while on pasture

—

over the whole ground.

Old Potato Varieties
A Missouri reader asks about the Snow-

flake potato, and whether it is like Rural
New Yorker, also about the White Elephant,

and where these sorts might be obtained. The
old Snowflake was a good potato, very much
like the newer Freeman, but not like the

Rural. I have not found the former on any
of the lists of seed-potato growers that have
come to my table thus far this year. Maule
and perhaps other seedsmen offer the Free-

man. Neither have I been able to find the

White Elephant, although I believe a few
growers in the northern part of Ontario

County, New York, still grow it. It seems

to be a reproduction of the Beauty of

Hebron, only larger and later. Both sorts

are of exceptionally good quality, dry and
mealy. You may generally come across

the advertisement of a grower who makes a
specialty of growing many varieties, old and
new. The Empire State, also a iine potato,

is said to i>e a seedling of the White Ele-

phant, and is listed by a number of dealers.
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You Want

Strength
In Your Spreader
Don't let anyone fool you into buying a
light pine and castlron spreader. You know
It canH stand the strain^ Get one with oak,'

hickory and malleable Iron. Get one with a
solid oak frameand big malleable fifth wheel.
Get one with an endless apron that runs on
the greatest number oj large rollers. In ehor^
get the worUVe 6esf—the

GREAT
WESTERN

Tou are guaranteed 50$ greater strength, 50^
less breakage and a 50^ better spreader than
any other on the market. Let us send you some
astounding spreader facts—33 roof that the
"Great Western" spreader costs less per year—
and pays the biggest profits for a lifetime. Send
your name now for big Art Catalog No, 0361
then see thejCJreat Western dealer in your town.

Write today.

Smith Mfg. Company
IS8E.Harrison St.,Chicago,ni.

Made for
W(C?RK-¥EAK

yet so easy in action

a 61rl0rb0yof sixteen

CAN OPERATE'IT

No pushing or pulling the sliovels Trom
one side to tlie other. Just a touch of the

toot and the wheels and shovels move easily
and quickly to right or left. No stopping the

machine to regulate the wldtli between eangs
or the depth of the shovels.

Uneven Land, Crooked Rows and Hillsides
as Easily Cultivated as Level Ground
Made in high and low wheel end
ERADS pivot gang. Built entirely
of steel and malleable iron.
Every possible adjustment.
Light Draft. Perfect balance.
Choice of 26 different equip-
ments gives you just the one you
need for your work. Also the
Cllppor Hammoek Seat and the
Carpo Walker. Don't accept a sub-
stitute. If your dealer does not
handle the KRACS write us for
full descriptive catalogue.

AKRON CULTIVATOR CO.
iOCPT., 16 »KRON, OHIO

SPRAY YOUR FRUIT TREES
AND VINES

Destroy the fungi and worms,
1 thus be sure of large yieldg of
perfect fruit.

Excelsior Spraylne
Outfits and

Prepared Mixtures
are used in large orchards
and highly endorsed by suc-

cessful growers. Write for our
money-saving catalog, which also
contains a full treatise on spraying
Fruit and Vegetable crops.
WM. 8TAHL SPKAYEK CO.,

Box 109S . Qulncy, 111.

"KANT-KLOG"
SPRAYERS
Something New

;

Gets twice the re8ult3-~;s5ss;s-
with same laborand fluid, ^jcs*"
Flat or round, fine or coarse sprays
from same nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc Agants Wanted. Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. B^^^eL^Zlri.

bpraymg
Guide

pygg

Big ProSIfs In Borne Canning
-With a 1 1 STAHLCANNER

Stops surplus fruits and vege-

11

tables going to waste. Very
little money required— hig
profits—a wonder money mak«
CT on the rarm.

Slahl Canning Outfit
All sizes. Fully guarantoed.
I start you ont with every-

S needed. Over 100,000 in use. Prices $4.20
up. TTrite for big illustrated catalogtoday—Now.

F. S. Stahl>Bo:g 383 JQuincy, m.

GKMOEN

Two Packets fat Trial*
We send two regular sized packets of our superior

Garden Seed, your selection, and our Big 1911
Seed Manual absolutely Free to all new inquiries.
We are anxious to increase our number of customers
and have you become acquainted with our Guaran-
teed Seedsis the reason we makethis generousoffer.

If you give Our Seeds a trial, we are sure you will
become one of our pleased customers. Write today
for our Big 1911, 76-page, illustrated Seed Catalog.
A. A. BERRY SEED CO.. Box g42,Clarinda. la.

SEED CORN, OATS AND POTATOES
Beid's Dent & White Cap, ear or shelled. Extra

fine Swedish Select and Sensation Oats. Early Ohio
potatoes. Satisfaction guaranteed. Price liet free.
C. O. VALE. R. F. D. No. 6, NEW CARLISLE, OHIO

iV^ter Melonfu^cTanW
ciouaof all melons. Brieht, eolden yellow
nesti, without any hard core, but is deUcious
tnrouffhout up to the thin green rind. A genu-
ine novelty which everyone will want. Sold

only in packets of 12 seed*
at 25 cents per packet.
Otdway Canteloupe—
An elegant, spicy, orang*
fleshed variety, price 10
cents per packet, seutfres
to every reader who or-
der the Watermelon.
Catalog of superior varie-
ties of garden seeds, free

„ lOWaSEEOCO^
Dept 22 Oea lUoineai. fa.

The Highroad to Appleland
Practical Hints on Starting an Orchard

THE phenomenal growth of the fruit

industry in the Pacific Northwest dur-

ing the past few years has not alone

been due to improved business methods of

packing and marketing. Nor has it been due
to the cool nights, the warm days and the

amount and intensity of the sunshine. Other
factors have been instrumental in promoting
this rapid advancement. The Western grow-
ers have, first, exercised care in selecting

varieties best adapted to their localities

;

secondly, they have paid particular attention

to the types of soil best adapted to these

varieties; thirdly, they used judgment when
selecting the proper location as regards site,

slope, irrigation, transportation, etc., and,

lastly, they were careful in planting. When
it comes to planting a commercial orchard
the prospective grower should thus "make
haste slowly." Mistakes made in fruit-

growing are generally irreparable. It is the

object of this paper to give such advice as

the progressive growers in this section have,

by common experience, demonstrated to be
practical and useful.

Locate E^ght—Orchards Can't Move

The proper selection of a site is vital to

successful orcharding. Faulty selections

have not infrequently been made in the'

Northwest by growers or speculators, and
the result has been failure. When choice is

permitted, the orchard should be on a more
.elevated spot than the surrounding country.

This insures good air drainage, as well as

good soil drainage. As cold air settles to

the lower levels, low places are more subject

to frost, hence low-lying basins or pockets

or practically level places should be avoided.

Careful attention should also be given to

the selection of suitable slope. In the

Pacific Northwest the northern and eastern

slopes have been found to be preferable for

apple-orchards, for the following reasons

:

(1) The soils do not become warm until

late in the spring and this retards the bloom-
ing period; (2) a better protection from the

prevailing winds can be had ; (3) the soils

are usually deeper and richer. These con-

ditions apply more specifically to sections

having a long growing season. Where the

growifig season is short, a southern exposure
may be preferred, as the larger amount of

sunshine brings about an earlier ripening of

the fruit. Higher color is sometimes
obtained from southern slopes.

Soil and Water

In irrigated regions the apple-plantation

should, of course, be located with special

reference to irrigation. It is essential that

the ground be finely pulverized and all high

points lowered and depressions filled before

the trees are planted. If these precautions

are observed, no trouble will be experienced

when running water through the irrigation

ditches. Too steep grades should be

avoided.

As regards soils, light loamy soils with

deep and porous subsoils are, generally

speaking, best adapted to the growing of the

apple. As the character of the soil influences

to a certain extent the character and quan-

tity of the product, the grower should keep
in mind this fact when locating the fruit-

plantation. He should select a soil suitable

to the varieties he wishes to grow.
Proximity to water is important. Orchards

located near lakes or large rivers are less

liable to injury from radical climatic changes
than those farther away. Near large bodies

of water the development of vegetation in

the spring is retarded and the season is

extended in the fall. Immunity from ' late

spring frosts is, practically insured.

An Outlet for Your Product

Nearness to a shipping station is a point to

consider in selecting a location for an
orchard. As fruit is usually grown for dis-

tant markets, it is well to locate where there

are competing lines of transportation, which
usually enables one to secure cheaper rates.

One of the first and greatest problems con-

fronting the prospective grower is the selec-

tion of the proper varieties for commercial
planting. Several factors, such as soil,

climate, etc., must be taken into considera-

tion. A variety that does well in one section

probably will not do equally as well in

another, and the grower should confine his

attention to the varieties that flourish in his

locality. Nothing is gained by lamenting
over the fact that a certain variety cannot be

grown that is bringing such handsome
returns in another section.

The market demand is another factor in

the choice of varieties. The apples that find

readiest sales are those that are fairly large

and highly colored. The American people

prefer a highly colored apple. Many of the

yellow sorts, however, are selling remarkably
well, especially in the English markets.

In starting the commercial orchard, the

grower should insist on having nothing but

first-class trees, no matter if the initial cost

is a little greater. It is seldom economy to

buy cheap trees. The following points con-

stitute a first-class tree

:

1. A well-grown medium-sized specimen.
2. A tree having characteristics of the

variety.

3. A tree that is healthy and free from
injurious diseases and insects.

If the grower is not familiar with the

variety he wishes to purchase, it will' be well

to deal through a reliable, well-established

firm in his locality. It is then generally safe

to rely upon the nurseryman's judgment, for

his business reputation rests upon the service

rendered.
As regards the age of trees to plant.

Eastern writers have been, and are now to

a certain extent, advising the selection of

two and three year old trees, though some
Eastern growers are now taking to younger
trees. In the Pacific Northwest, however,
experience has proved that the one-year-old

tree is best adapted to the conditions. Suc-
cessful growers prefer one-year-old trees for

the following reasons :

1. Young trees make a more vigorous

growth than older ones.

2. In removing from the nursery less of

the root system is left.

3. With the root and stem system intact,

the transplanted tree does not receive such a
severe shock.

4. The head can be formed at any height

to suit the convenience of the grower.

5. .A better yield is obtained.

One-Year-Olds Win in Test

The difference in yield between one, two
and three year old trees, five years after

planting, is graphically shown by the results

with three groups of Rome Beauty trees,

planted by the Idaho Experiment Station five

years ago and grown under like conditions

of soil and climate. The one-year-old trees,

five years from planting, yielded an average
of 19.9 pounds per tree, and, out of the group
of five trees, the best yield was 34.5 pounds
and the poorest 8.5 pounds. Of seven two-
year-old trees, five years from planting, the

best yielded twenty-three pounds and the

poorest six pounds, the average being seven-

teen pounds—only 2.9 pounds less than the

one-year-olds averaged. But from the group
of four three-year-old trees, five years from
planting, the best yield was twenty-three
pounds, the poorest four pounds and the

average 14.5 pounds—over five pounds under
the average for the one-year-old trees. We
can readily see from these results why grow-
ers prefer to plant one-year-old trees.

The ground should be put in the best

possible tilth before it receives the trees.

Many prefer to prepare their land in the fall.

The ground then catches and holds the snows
and rains of winter, it is exposed to the

ameliorating effects of frosts and the subsoil

becomes more firmly settled. When plowed
in the fall the ground is in much better

shape for the spring planting.

Both fall and spring planting are prac-

tised in the Pacific Northwest. Spring, how-
ever, seems to have the preference, since in

many sections the falls and winters are
ICONCLUDED ON PAGE 10]

DON'T PAY ANYBODY—
—MORE THAN WE ASK

Guaranteed Results—Long Free Trial

DAN PATCH\>N

Lightest Draft Spreader on the Market. Saves its Colt

in Horse Flesh in Six Months.

ABSOLUTE UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION
Start right here with a postal to me and inves-

tigate my 1911 Dan Patch Spreader—low factory
prices—exclusive features and longest free trial

proposition on time or for cash. Write the others,

too, if you wish. I'll take all risks. First a

Postal Gets My Two Big Books and My
"Barnyard Gold'' Catalogue

You consider and compare from large photograph
color illustrations all the actual practical points—of

my spreader (side by side in books or on my free
trial on your place.) Send me no money if you say
so. You decide. Write M. W. Savage, President.

THE M. W. SAVAGE FACTORIES, inc.,
Dept. 1 1 9j Minneapolis, Minn.

We Hare Over Fifty Million Eve^reens
All hardy ,tested, nursery grown stock. We ship
to all parts of the world. Large as well as small
trees supplied, $4.00 and up per thousand. Our
prices are lowest of all. Quality the highest.

Hill's Trees Grow
beeanse they are hardy and have good roots

Tou can have a beautiful windbreak, hedge,
shelterbelt or screen with the hardiest of ever-
greens at a rery low cost. Our beautiful catalog,
Illustrated in colors, Is a mine of information on
evergreens, shade, ornamental and fruit trees,
shrubs, roses and vines. Don't buy until you
get free catalog and sheet describing 50 won-
derful bargain lots. Send for them today.
D. Hill Nursery Company, Box2334Dandee« IlUoois

Efei^reea Specialtsta

i
Tkaa RavnaSne TEN CATALPA FREE
t tW Ddrgclllia postage 4 oenti. Send it it jou wish.

10 Cherry - 80o ^* P*r freight on t& orders to Nebr., £ans. o,nd

10 Apple " - 85o tewa. On ?10 orders we pay freight anywhere.

10 Peach ' - 70o 0^ Gataloq is a MoNnr Satsb.

100 Oonoord $2.00 ConpoNS connt as Cash. b„j 26
1000 Seedlings, $1.16 fialbraith Mnrsery Co., Fairhnry, Webr.

llBSmweYou$50
On a Manure Spreadler

r^tf You'll Let Me
This is just a little ad—but a postal will bring- my Big

Book—and give you my $50.00 Sa\-iiig Price and Special
Proposition. You can save as much answering this littie ad-
vertisement as if it coveied a page.
My Spreader positively will do better workaudlastlonger

than any Spreader made—no mat-
ter what the price—so why pay $5i

more? 40,000 larmers hav<a
stamped Iheir O. K. on

~

my spracder and money^
saving price. MySpecial
Proposition will interest you.
Just a postal addressed to Gal-
loway of "Waterloo, Iowa, will

bring you everything postpaid.

Will You Pay a Ponny For
The Postal and Save S50.00?
Address Wm. Galloway, Pres.

WM. GALLOWAY CO.
749 Calloway Sta. Waterloo, la,

Freight
Paid

The Only Implement Necessary
to Follow the Plow inAny Kind of Ground
Is the**AOME."£tcutB, crushes^ levels* tarns and emoothes iu one operation, and thoroughly works all the eoiU

On Plowed Corn Stubble
r oughly sliced and cut it, where its valuable fertilizing qualities are available. The coulters cut
through to the tinder soil leaving no lumps or air spaces between the furrow slices. The under

soli is thoroughly compacted and the top soil left loose attracting and conserving all the moisture.

Pulverizing Harrow Gives Yoa
Greatest Value for Your Money

''because it does moreworkia the same time than any otherHarrowand with the least strain

"on horses. The construction is steel and iron. Every part warranted. Sizes are

from 3 to VlYz ft- wide—a size for your requirements. Get our combined cata-

log and booklet from your dealer, our General Agents or the home office.

1 26 Division Ave., MiUingtoa, N. J. " ^
General Agents, Latter & Jaoobi, Milwaukee, Wig,

Waterbui-y Implement Co..

i^Wi^^^^^^P^^^ft Minneapolis, Minn.

Fr»e Book

CATALPA CDEOinCA TDCCC Mine are true to name.
OrtlllUoA IntlCO Free booklet tells all

about the 150 acres I am growing^ foi telephone
poles. H. C. R06ERS, Box 148, Mechanicsburo. Ohio

St Tells
HowToMakeYourland Pay

i500T«li00<^^
price *

That may sound like a story—but I am here to tell,

> show and to prove that a profit of from $500 to $1,200
I per acre is within the reach of every farmer or grower
[ in the country. I have made this remarkable record on

farms for several years—other farmers who have
adopted my methods are also succeeding—the
same success is within your reach. The secret of
this wonderful profit is scientific and intensive

farming, special preparation of soil aad the growing of special crops.

Write ForMy Two Free Books
Book No, 1 is my intensive farmlngr book, not a catalog, published to sell
for 50c; send and get it now free; tells of my Experiments and experience
for the last 32 years. It has taken 32 years to write and to complete it. If
you win at least spend 32 minutes reading it it will prove to be the most
profitable time you ever spent. This book explains my special method

soil preparation, how to rotate crops, how to make your land
pay big profits as I have done by growing my Grandpa's
Pride Globe Onions which have produced an average profit
of $15,000 on 40 acres and other special crops.

Book No. 2 gives the history of the Alton Improved
Red Raspberry which has produced an average profit

of $1,200 per acre on account of its remarkable «ize,
flavor, long fruiting season and vitality.

Write for my books today, they are free and
will interest the man who is looking for big profits,

. O. GiLBERTSONp CROP SPECiAUST,
Box 63S- Mason City, Iowa,

f Have Farmed For i

Years
During this time I have

experimented, my one aim
was to produce special crops
that would be out of the or-
dinary in quality and profit.
One of the most successful
experiments was with rasp-
berries. Instead of growing

j

the ordinary variety anditak-
ing an ordinary profit I pro-
pagated a special variety I

now known as the Alton Im-
proved Red Raspberry that
has stood the winters of
Nortliern Minnesota, North
and South Dakota and even

j

as far north as Canada,with-
out the least winter protec-
tion. The Berry is especial-
ly remarkable for its size end I

delicious flavor as well as
|

for its long fruiting season,
which on an average ex-
tends over a period of three 1

months. If you only have a
city lot or if you have a farm
investigate this wonderful,
large, delicious berrv now.
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WHEN you buy David Bradley plows you
don't pay for the Bradley factory's eighty years' experience in

making plows for every kind of soil in every state. That
experience is worth a lot to you, but you get it for nothing.

No matter where you farm, or in what kind of soil, you'll

find in the Bradley line a plow expressly designed and built

to meet your requirements.

COur purchase of the great David Bradley plant has revolu-

tionized prices on these famous farm tools. The Bradley
reputation for quality and our celebrated money back guar-

antee are invincible arguments to any farmer.

David Bradley XX-Rays $^750
Frame Hitch Gang Plow, fr /—
Highest Ivift, I/ightest Draft, Slost

Easily Handled.

High, heavy, dust-

proof wheels, with
Bradley patent hubs; 9
inches wearing space
on all axles.

Simple and effective

foot lift
;
any boy who

can handle a team can
do the work of a grown
up man and do it as
easily. High lift; point
of share raises 6 inches
from ground.

Short hitch ; plow and team coupled up dose, doing
away with side draft. Plow pulls easier and
handles better than any other- Turns square cor-
ners either way, with bottoms in or out ofground.

Bottoms are the celebrated Garden City Clipper
shapes, the most perfectly formed shapes known.
All bottoms double shinned. A shape for every
state In the Union. Guaranteed to scour.

This is but one of the many styles of David Brad-
ley riding plows. We mate other models ; frame
or beam hitch, sulky and gang plows, disc
plows, wood and steel beam walking plows of
every description.

CRefer to ovir big General Catalog for pictures, complete
descriptions and prices of David Bradley Plows, Harrows,
Planters, Ctdtivators, etc., the farm tools backed by eighty
years of knowing how; or send today for our Book of David
Bradley Farm Implements.

We can always supply promptly any repair part for any Bradley
implement, no matter when or where bought.

SEARS.ROEBUCRgSSgg

Frame of heavy high quality steel, strongly braced.
Cannot spring out of sliape. even In hardest
ground. No friction on plow bottoms. Frame
and bottoms carried on the wheels, not frame
end wheels carried on the bottoms as you find
In other plows.

Unequaled for side hill work, because pole'and
both furrow wheels can be adjusted from-the seat
by a lever on pole plate while team Is in motion.

Best plow (or stony land; when it encounters a
stone of any size, plow bottoms will raise over
it wlthoutidamage and re-enter the ground im-
mediately. Unnecessary to lock bottoms In
ground; suction holds them there.

PEACH TREES
and save disappointment.

800,000 Peaches 5 to 7 feet 9c. ; 4 to 5 ft. 8c. ; 3 to 4 ft. 6c. ; 2
to 3 ft. 4c.; 2 to 3 ft. light 3c, 200.000 Apples, 50,000 Pears,
50,000 Plums, 100,000 Cherry, 300,000 Carolina Poplar, and
millions of Grape and Small Fruits. Secure varieties now
pay in Spring. Buy from the man who has the ?oods

Catalogue Free to everybody. Sheerin's WholewJe Nurseries, Dansrille, N. Y.

A Seven-Year Record
fVITH A SCORE OF

100 Per Cent.
Have you ever thought of the tremendous amount of work that

a cream separator is asked to do? No other farm implement
is used so constantly, and none subjected to more strain.

Do you know what it means—all that it means—when we say

that a United States Cream Separator on the farm of Mr.
Lewis Richards of Carroll, Neb., has run more than 5000
times, without missing a separation, and with
no repairs?

Then, do you realize what it means to you—a dairyman—when we
say, and are glad to prove to you, that this is by no means a great

record for the U. S.? That U. S. Separators bought nearly 20 years

ago, are doing duty today, as they did in their infancy?

The United States Separator is built to skim perfectly. It does skim per-

fectly. It is built to wear for a generation. It does wear for a gen-

eration. It is built to give the utmost satisfaction, at the lowest price

at which complete satisfaction can be bought. That it does this,

thousands of users are glaf to tell.

Will you be one of the fa&t-growing number of dairymen who have separator
perfection in their dairies? A post-card today will bring you the
"honest truths." Ask for Catalogue No. 69,

Vermont Farm Machine Co. v?rlTJ:'s.^A.

INEAGHTOWK
and district to
ride and ez>

Wbit a sample 1911 Model "Ranker" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents erery-
where are makinRmonev fast. IVrileat oncefor/uUparticulars and special offer.
NO MONEY KEQUIRED until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship to

anyone, anywhere in the U. S. wii/und a cent deposit in advance, i>repay freight, and
allow TEN DATS' FREE TRIAL during: which time you may ride the bicycleand put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense and ivill not be ovt oTie cent.

I flllf CAPTADV DDIPEC Wefumish the highest grade bicycles it Is possible to maka
kUIl rflW I Un I rniwCw atonesmallpr<ifitabaveactuaIfactorycost.Yousavetiato{i3
ZDiddlemen's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your
bicycle. DONOT BUY a bicycleor apair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive
our catalogues and learn our unheard offactory prices and rcTnarkabtt special offer,

Vnil llfll I DC ACTniildlCn when you recelre our beautiful catalogue and study
1 UU flILL DC AO I UnlOnCU our superb models at the -wonderful low prices we
c&n make you. We sell the highest grade bicycles atlower prices than any other fectory. Wear©
satisfied with $1.00 profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can seU our bicyclef
under vour own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail Itotes iriU

be closed out at onc«, at $3 to $8 eacb- Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC AAACTED DDAVC rear wheels, inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, reptln
linCOf UUfId i Cn Dnn&C and everythingin thebicycle lineatbalf nsual prices.

DO HOT WAIT—but write today for our Large Catalog* beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund ol
interesting matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write It now*

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. D-83, CHICAGO, ILL.

n rmin~r'"nnr"~--»-*^-**^';

Garden and Orchard

The Highroad to Appleland
[continued from page 9]

rather dry. This is usually detrimental to

fall-set trees. By heeling in the trees in the
fall the roots become thoroughly calloused,

and on transplanting in the spring respond
with an excellent growth.
The grower has the choice of several

systems of planting. He should decide on
the one best suited for his purpose and lay

off the land beforehand, as it usually
involves considerable labor. The systems in

general use are (1) the square, (2) the
hexagon, (3) the quincunx and (4) the
contour. The square system of planting is

preferred in many sections, as it constitutes

the simplest method of arrangement and is

very satisfactory from the point of con-
venience of cultivation and general appear-
ance. The usual distance of planting in the
Northwest is thirty feet, which gives the
trees ample room for their fullest develop-
ment This is less than the customary dis-

tance in most Eastern fruit regions.

The treatment at time of planting has a
marked influence upon the welfare of the

tree. The roots should be very carefully

pruned by removing all bruised and muti-
lated pieces and interlacing roots. In order
to establish an equilibrium between tops and
roots, part of the top should also be removed.
Since low-headed trees are preferred, the
necessary pruning of one-year-old trees is

sufficient to reduce the top.

Holes should be dug large enough to

accommodate all the roots and deep enough
so that the tree can be set about three inches
deeper than it was in the nursery. By plant-

ing deep a deeper root system is developed
and the tree becomes more firmly set. When
removing the dirt, the usual practice is to

place the surface soil in a pile by itself. This
soil is placed around the roots of the tree,

as it is rich in plant-foods. The soil in the
bottom of the hole should be finely pul-

verized.

Don't Lose tKe Place

By means of a tree-locator the tree can be
placed in its exact position in the hole. A
good type of locator is a six-foot board with
a notch at the center and holes at the ends.

This is put down with the notch at the
mark or stake which indicates where the

tree is to go. Small stakes are then put
through the end holes. When the hole is

dug and the mark for the tree is thus lost,

it can be found again by putting the locator

over these end stakes and setting the tree

at the notch.

The roots are now spread out in all direc-

tions and the surface soil placed firmly

around them. By moving the tree slightly

up and down the soil may be worked under
the roots. When the hole is about half full,

the soil should be tramped down firmly.

After filling, a few shovelfuls of loose soil

are thrown around each tree to prevent
excessive evaporation and the operation is

complete.

If the trees are planted in the spring the

tops should be removed while in a dormant
condition, for such an operation encourages
wood growth. The top should be removed to

within thirty inches of the ground. Four to

five scaffold limbs are all that are needed
to form a well-developed head. The first

branch is allowed to come out fifteen inches

from the ground, leaving fifteen inches for

the distribution of the other three branches.

Most growers in the Pacific Northwest
strive to produce a strong, stocky, symme-
trical, open-topped tree during the first four

or five years, by systematic pruning. The
first four or five scaffold limbs are allowed to

grow without molestation to start with, but

the second year at least one third to one

half the current year's growth should be

removed. This makes them grow strong

and stocky. Laterals will have developed

the third year which must be shortened and
some removed, and all crossing and broken
limbs taken out. From three to four side

laterals on each main branch are allowed to

develop and all others removed. Again at

this time one third to one half the current

year's growth is removed.
Later prunings should be of such a nature

that by removing all crossing and broken
limbs, the top will still retain its sym-
metrical form, thus permitting full circula-

tion of air and sunlight.

C. C. Vincent.

Cherry Trees
for S1.95

Japan, which has heretofore depended
largely upon soja-bean cake as a source of

nitrogenous manure, will now be likely to

substitute nitrate of soda, as there is now
a subsidized Japanese line of steamers to

Chili.

A Maryland correspondent says : "For a

double-barreled truck crop plant Bliss' Tri-

umph potato, as early as you can. When
they are ripe, dig them, and plant Kentucky
Wonder beans at once. Give them good
cultivation and you will get two paying crops

off the same ground, and can seed it to grain

in the fall, or plant onions, fertilizing with

hen-manure."

SPECIAL OFFER
This very sjwcial collection of 10 Hardy Cherry

trees will be sent you for tI.S5. The selections
were made by Mr. Green personally, as the result
of his M years' experience as a successful fruit
BTOwer. Here Is the Ust—there is none better-
all gilt.edge<i, first-class, largest size, 2-year-old
trees—and all for $1.95,

One Dyehoiue, three Early Richmond, five
Montmorency, one English Morello. The true
value of these is »2.25 according to Green's
Direct to you" Prices, but otherg would charge

you much more.
Here Is another—a Plum—bargain: Six first-

class Plum trees, medium size, worth $1.50;
Green's " Direct to you " price, $1.00. The vari-
eties are as follows—1 Burbank, 1 Abundance, 1
Niagara, 1 Bradshaw, 1 Lombard, 1 York State
Prune—six in all.

There are many other Bargain Collections of
trees to be found in our 19H Catalogue—larger,
finer and better than ever before. Every tree we
send you Is first-class, thrifty, north irrown, triple
Inspected and guaranteed true to name.
We sell direct—have no agents—and our prices

are only one-half what agents charge. Read this

:

"My trees arrived in good shape. They are fine,
better than some of my neighbor's tree* which
cost twice the price I paid."
Send today for our nil Catalogue to convince

yourself. We will also send you free our souvenir
book, "SO years with Fruits and Flowers."

GREEN'S NURSERY CO., Box 19, Rochesler, N. V.

Salzer's French
Bean Coffee

(SOJA HISPID*)
A Wholesome drink! The healthiest

ever ; you can grow it in your own gar-
den on a small patch 10 feet by 10. pro-
ducing 60 lbs. or more. Ripens in wia-
consin in 90 days. Used in great quan-
tities in Trance, Germany and all over
Europe.
Send IS cents in stamps and we will

mail yon a package giving fnll culture
directions, as also onr Mammoth seed
catalog free ; or send 8 1 cents and get.
In addition to above, 10.000 kernels un-
surpasaablevegetable andilowerseeda-
enough for bushels of lascions.different
vegetables and brilliant flowers.

JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY
119 South 8th St. LaCrossa Wis,12J

Creflory's Improved

Original Crosby Corn

Delidoosly sweet, early bearing.

Favorite for Market Gardeners and
fancy sbore trade—all our own growing,

Gregory's Honest Seeds are sure growers and guaran-
teed to be pure and fresh. Equally desired by large
truck farmers down to kitchen gardens. Ask for 1911

Catalogue — larger and more helpful

^^„^_^ than ever.

n^c^^ J> H. GREGORY & SON,

Harblebead. Slass.

Cultivating Methods

There is no denying the fact that
methods of cultivating vary. Some
farmers cultivate shallow and others
deep. Of course much depends upon
soil conditions. But there is one
thing certain and that is that the cul-

tivation should be thorough and the
weeds kept down. It is also a fact

that soil conditions and the "lay of
the land" has forced cultivator manu-
facturers to build many types of
machines. One of the most complete
lines of cultivators on the market is

the Buckeye, manufactured by The
American Seeding-Machine Co., In-
corporated, Springfield, Ohio, and the
farmer can get any style he needs

—

Buckeye Adjustable Arch Walking
Cultivators with rigid or parallel

spring shovel beams, Buckeye Sun-
beam Walkers with adjustable arch
and spring teeth or with side harrow
attachment, Buckeye Sunbeam Ad-
justable Arch Balanced Frame Walk-
ers, Buckeye Dodger Pivot Axle
Riding Disc Cultivators which are the

best hillside disc cultivators on the

market; Easy Buckeye Riding Culti-

vators with pin or spring shovels,

Buckeye Pivot Axle Riding Culti-

vators equipped with long or short

'

axles, having four, six or eight spring

trip or pin break shovels or spring

teeth beams with ten spring teeth, ac-

knowledged to be king of all shovel

cultivators ;
Buckeje Hammock Seat

Cultivators in all styles and sizes ; the

new Buckeye Narrow Row, that has

such great latitude as to width of ad-

justment that it will take care of any
narrow row crop and the wide row as

well. Parties who contemplate the pur-

chase of a cultivator should send to

The American Seeding-Machine Co.,

Incorporated, Springfield, Ohio, for

their cultivator pamphlets and then

go to their local implement dealer

and insist on seeing the Buckeye.
Remember that these tools are sold

under a warranty that amply protects

the purchaser—a guaranty that no
manufacturer would dare to inake

unless his goods were absolutely right.
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8 Fhi* Gloxinias,! colors, 29c
7 Doubis Baeonias, 7 " 25c
5 FrlnEod Bsgonlas, 5 " 25c
25 FlnaMixod Gladiolus, 25c

If you love Flow-
ers write me a letter

(not postal) for Park's
FlortiLl Guide, teem-
ing with floral notes,
pronouncing the big
flower names, giving
a germination table,
showing nearly looo
flower pictui-es. It's

different. It insures
success. Be sure to
see it. Best seeds &(

lowest prices. 42dyr.

10 Pkts.Choice Flower Seeds. 10 cts.
Aster. Q. of Market. Mid,
Larkspur, Stock-flowd, "

Pansy. Giant Fragrant
Petunia, Kew Beading, *'

Pblox Srummondi.new

Pinks, New Japan, Mifl.
Poppy. New Shirley "

Portulaca, Large-flwd,
Sweet Peas , .

Mixed Seeds, 1000 kinds.

10 Pkts. Choice Vegetables. 10 cts.
Bset, Imp. Early Turnip. I Onion, Danvers Yellow.
C»bbage,Early Solid Cone Parsnip, Large Guernsey.
Cabbage. Late Flat Dutch Radish. Special Mixture
Cucumber, White Spine. Tomato, New Matchless,
lettuce, Malta DruroheadlTurnip. Purple top Globe

fMK^Send 10c lor either lot, or 20c for
ISe^* both, Or, send 60c for club of three (60
§ktB,) and I'll add four 2-oz. pkts. (worth 40c) Best
weet Corn, Beans, Peas and Squash, also, trial sub-

Bcription to Park's Floral Magazine,which cheera
and brightens more than 600,000 lioines every
month. Six lots (124 pkta.). $1.00. Club with friends.

GEO. W. PARK, B16. La Park, Pa.

QQ Worth of
Flower

Postpeud ^ ^\f*
For Only

1 Pkl. listen. Flora! Park Mixture
1 PM. Pansies, Extra Giant Mfxed

1 1 Pkf. Carnations, Finest Mixed
1 PM. Mignnnclte, Sweet Scented
1 Pkt. Alyssum, Carpet of Snow
1 Pkt. Poppy.DoubleGamation Fid.

1 Pkt. Pelunia, Finest Mixed
1 Pkt. Portulacca, Choicest Mixed
1 Pkt. Verbena.Extra Special Mixed

i'ilHBtBjKfflffligP' '
^'^^^

^^S^^jS^ To get our GardenAnnual into
'JWiijatf.)EgW@^> the hands of as many flower

^lui^tMZQ^^s^ lovers as possible we will send
' the above 10 packets of First Class

Seeils for only 10 cents postpaid.

1. R08C0E FPUiEB & CO., BOX 344, PLORAI PARK, If. Y.

You can't sow thistles and
reap figs. If you plant
Ferry's Seeds you
grow exactly what
you expect and in
a profusion
and perfeC'
tion never
excelled. r

_ Fifty
r years of
study and
experience

make them re-
liable. For sale

everywhere. Ferry's
, 1911 Seed Annual
free on request

D. H. FERRY A CO..
Detroit. Hlch.

Alfalfa
No QtKer farm crop is as valu-
able for feeding. Saves grain.
Increases profits. Three to

,

four cuttings a season. Tick's i

Alfalfa is

Positively free from dodder. Send
for sample and have it tested at9&
your Stata Experiment Station,
Yon should write for prices and our A U*©
free booklet, "Suggestions on Growing Alfalfa.

Vick'
Garden

and Floral
the farmer's and gardener's reliable handbook,
ready for you. Write for a free copy today, and

|

learn more about Viok Quality ITarm Seeds.

JAMES VICX'S SONS, 415 Main St.. Rochester, N. Y.

NOLL'S TESTED SEEDS
I EACH YEAR OUR BUSINESS GROWS—SO DO OUR SEEDS.

A TRIAL MAKES YOU A PERMANENT CUSTOMER.

$250.00 in Prizes— Write To-day
SPECIAL OFFER— PRIZE COLLECTION
NOLL'S Early Short Top Forcing CARROT, NOLL'S Early
Prolific White Spine CUCUMBER, Champion of all
LEHUCE, Prizetaker ONION, Scarlet Turnip White Tipped

I

RADISH. SEND six two-cent stamps to cover postage and
|

packing and receive SEEDS POSTPAID, together with beau-

1

tiful 112-page GARDEN and FLOWER BOOK (250 illustrations) !

and CASH PRIZE Offer I'ree. |

J. F. NOLL. 119 MULBERRY STREET, NEWARK, N. J. S

SEND ME 10 CEi^TS—

1

and the addresses of two flower-loving 1

friends and I will send you 30 seeds of tho
|

Giant Marguerite Carnation
which blooms in 4 months from boiyui*-; also
my bargain collection of Roijal Show Fansies
100 colors; Sweet Peas, over 40 varieties;
Asters, finest mixed; Nasturtiums, 20 kinds.
Also "Floral Culture" and ray handsomely

_ _ illustrated ISfeh Annual Catalog'-.

MiSS C. H. LIPPINCOTT, Pioneer Seedswoman
Dept.- 7*2, Hudson, Wis, (One fiour's ride from Minneapolis)

Save Money on
Berry Boxes and
Basket's
Fruit and Vegeta-

ble packages and Grrover'e Supplie
of all kinds. Write for free monej -

saving catalogue and price-list.

LargfeBt Factory of its Kind in the Coun«iy.

NEW ALBANY BOX AND BASKET CO., Box 110. NEW ALBANY, !ND

SCARFF'S
GOOD SEED CORN
We sold over 11.000 bushels of
it last year. We cannot tell

you about it here, but our catalog is free and if you are
Interested in good corn you should see it. Write to-day

W. N. SCARFF NEW CARLISLE, OHIO

LitUe Giaxnt Seeder
BROADCASTS ACCURATCLV

[^ves hours of time and days of vrork. Pays
: itself every acre it sows. Makes broad-
"icasting as successful for clover, timo-
itby. flax, wheat, oats, etc., as slower.
I more costly methods. Louts life time^
\ Steel frame and bearings. Handhold!^
i_^Body shield! Force feed! On the
V market 20 years. "Write today for
!^;- booklet describing seeder

'
. and full of Bciefitiflc fucts on bioad-

F- n casting soeda mentioned above,

0 at D'eaterg LITTLE GIANT SEEDER TO.
or Prepaid 811 market St., N.OUnchester,Ind,

This Book Fr

Sprays May Kill Bees
FOREHANDED orchaxdists are now figuring

on their spring spraying for the codling-

moth. In this connection there is one
point that deserves early mention in view
of the very general doubt that prevails

regarding it.

Will not the spring spraying, as a defense
against codling-moth, kill off the bees that

may be among the blossoms? One of our
subscribers puts it : "It has been recom-
mended to spray with arsenate of lead solu-

tion when the petals fall. There are almost
always some late blossoms hanging on, and
in our orchard last spring the bees were
thick around them. Will not the spray kill

the bees that are necessary for carrying the

pollen that fertilizes the blossoms—a service

essential to the production of fruit?"

Arsenate sprays, according to good evi-

dence, will kill bees. The solution of the

problem is not to omit the spraying, but to

withhold it until not only most of the blos-

soms, but all of them are off. The accom-
panying cut, reprinted from Professor
Green's fruit column in this paper, two
years ago, shows apple-blossoms at the right

stage for codling-moth spraying. It is even
safe to let the little "apples" develop a
trifle further before applying the arsenate.

Prof. H. A. Surface of Pennsylvania State

Agricultural College says in this connection:

"It is very important, not only for the

sake of the bees, but also for the sake of

Spray for Codling Moth When the Blossoms
Look Like These

the fruit, that no spraying be done on any
blossoms that are expanded, and which are
in condition to be visited by bees. No real

fruit-grower ever sprays his trees while in

bloom. The spraying should be done just

after the blossoms fall, but not while the
flowers are open. It is liable not only to kill

the bees, which are essential in carrying the
pollen from flower to flower, and thus insur-

ing a good crop of fruit, but it is- also liable

to destroy the setting of the fruit itself, to

spray the blossoms."

Melon-Plants for Small Patch
LAST spring we secured common No. 2

salmon-cans, set them in the fire till the
bottoms could be removed, and clipped them
midway between the two ends. These pieces
were then set in a box of fresh dirt, filled to

within a half inch of the top with a mixture
of potdtry-manure and fine soil, and from
six to eight watermelon seeds were placed in

each one and covered with dirt.

We kept the box in the house, sprinkling

water over the cans daily and stirring the
soil. The box was set in the south window
during the day, and protected from chilling

at night by covering it with a cloth. On
warm days it was set out in the open air

and sunlight. We watered often, but were
careful not to get the soil too wet. Care
must also be taken that the box is not placed
too near the fire, which would injure the
seeds and dry out the soil.

Just before the plants came through the
dirt, we prepared hills in the truck-patch
the usual way, spading up a space about
eighteen inches across and mixing in several
handfuls of poultry-droppings and fine stable

manure. Each can was placed gently in a
hole in the center of the hill, and the can
lifted gently from around its contents.

By this plan, a strong, vigorous germina-
tion is assured, unless the weather turns wet
and cold. Again, seeds thus sprouted are
not so apt to be destroyed by bugs as they
are when planted in the open hiU at the start.

M. COVERDELL.

"Pittsburgh Perfect"
Wire Fencing is best all through.

The wire is drawn from a special quality of open
THE BEST hearth material—tough, pliable, strong, long lived

WIRE like old-time iron wire It is the finest fencing
wire possible to manufacture.

Galvanizing H^^^vily galvanized by our own new and perfect

Perfect process, the wire is positively moisture-proof.
The fact that

All Stay Wires and Line Wires are Electrically Welded
not only eliminates the weakening and ™^ weld

moisture - gathering wraps, clamps
and ties, but practically transforms
the fence into one piece of perfor-
ate Stee

. Sectional view—Amalgamation peifect, No team

No Waste Wire. There is no waste wire to make useless weight;
instead, heavier wire is used and all the weight

NoWasteWeight is fence. Stay wires being of the same size as
line wires, the

"Pittsburgh Perfect** Fence is the Strongest in the World
EVERY ROD GUARANTEED PERFECT

Catalogue sliowingr 73 different styles and sizes, adapted to every purpose—FIELD,
FARM, RANCH, LAWN, POULTRY—Sent free on request. Sold by dealers everywhere

PITTSBURGH STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Makers of
'Pittsburgh PERFECT" brands of Barbed Wire, bright, .onealed
and galvanized Wire, Fence Staples, standard Wire Nails and

"Pittsburgh PERFECT" Fencing.

BROWN
Heaviest Fence Made

Heaviest Galvanizing
We make 160 styles. Horse
cattle, sheep, hog, and bull
proof fences made of No. 9
double g"alvanized ivires
and absolutely rust proof
Bargain Prieest

1.4; cents per Rod Up
Poultry and Rabbit Proof
Fences, Lawn Fences and
Gates. Send for Catalog
and Free sample for test.

The Brown fence &Wlre Co,
Oept.21W (Cleveland, Ohio

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
25 Designs—AU Steel

Handsome, cost less than wood,
more durable. Don't buy afence
until you get our Free Catalogue
and Special Prices.

We caa save you money.

Kckomo Fence Macbine Co*.
427 Nortli St., Kokomo, Ind.

Fruit Trees at $6.48 for 100
WE GROW THE TBEITS WE SELL, Trhich

are tlie best knoiim for garden and or-

chard. Freyh dug, true to name, no scale,

no risk. Personal attention given each
order. Send ns a list of your wants for

wholesale prices. Everybody wit© for

free illustrated catalogue.

2 APPLE TREES, 1 Mcintosh and 1
Banana, sent postpaid for 25 cents.

Maloney Bros. S Wells, Boxlft DaLiisvills, N. Y.

Too AluCh people who have
never seen it. Write

Florida Land
Trade for BOOK OF

has been sold facts,
_
describing

different kinds of Flor-

ida soil. We have no
land to sell but want settlers and investors to

develop richest district in Florida, according
to State Dept. of Agriculture; not pine land,

not sand, but high and rolling with rich dark
top soil and clay subsoil. No fertilizer, irri-

gation or drainage necessary. Raises 80 bu. corn per acre.

Best for citrus fruits, truck and staple crops. An industri-

ous man, with $500 to $1,000 capital, can be independent

here. 300 ft. above sea; no swamps or marshes. Ideal cli-

mate, schools, churches, towns, good roads, all conveniences.

Home seekers and investors please investigate. We need
you and will help you. Board of Trade, Box Brooksville.Fla.

LOW PRICESSSSneF-ENCE
100 other styles. Many cheaper than wood—all better. For Lawns,
Churches, Parts, etc. Write for Pattern Boot and special offer.

THE WARD FENCE CO.. Box 821 Decatur, Ind,

SWIGGINS
Wire Fences

CHEAPER
THAN WOOD

Superior Galvanizing . Farm Fencos, Gates and Arches
of all kinds. Superior workmanship. Catalogs sent free

Dwiggins Wire Fence Co., 211 Dwiggins Ave., Anderson, Ind.

; double the present results from your time and labor. Use Planet Jr farm and gar-

den implements, and secure bigger and better crops with less work.

Planet Jrs do the work of three to six men., They do it more
, accurately, and cause a greater yield. They are the result of a prac-

"^^^y/l:'; tical farmer's 35 years' experience. Fully gueiranteed.

'Jlj; I No. 6.1 The newest Planet Jr Combination HiU and Drill Seeder,
Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow, opens the furrow, sows any kind of

^1)'^ garden seed accurately in drills or hills, covers, rolls down, and marks out the

Yf next row—all at one operation. Perfect Wtieel-Hoe, Cultivator and Plow.

Planet Jr 12-tooth Harrow, Cultivator and Pulverizer is a won-
\ derful tool for berry-growers and market-gardeners Works deep or shallow

,
t I without throwing earth on the plants, and pulverizes the soil thoroughly

,

'

y I

J

Invaluable wherever fine close work is needed.

'
'

I
You can't afford to miss the 191 1 illustrated

!^ Planet Jr 56-page catalogue. Free
iS-^ and postpaid. Write today.

S L Allen & Co
Boxll07F PhiladaPa ^"
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Low OneWay
Settlers^ Rates

to many points in

North Dakota
and

Montana
via the

Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway

Dates of sale:

March 14, 21, 28
April 4, 11, 18, 25

Unlimited opportunities in these
states for the business man and farmer.

For exact rates, train service, de-
scriptive literature and other informa-
tion, address

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent, Cliicago

Trees and Plants
The very best treesand plantB direct
from tlie grower. No agests' com-
missisQS. middlemen's profits or
freight charges. Send for our New
Catalogue which gives a great list of
Tanetiea suitable for every soil and
climate, of different grades at wonder-

fully Zoajjj/'tc^.', including delivery at your
railroad station. Catalogue Free, bm to
those who send us 10c we will eend both

the catalogue and a BeauHful Garden Flant.
Write to-day.

THE RICH LAND NURSERIES
Box 106, Rochester. N. Y.

Eochester is the Tree Center vf the World.

Freight Paid

850,000

69 Varieties. Also Small Fralts, Trees, etc. Best Root-
ed StocR, Qenoine, ctieap, 2 sample vines mailed for 10c. Dcso.
price-list free. L£»IS R0E3UH * SOK, BoxB , Fredonls, N. t.

OATS
Sensation—^96i bushels per acre. Also SEED
CORN. Samples and catalogue free.

THEO. BURT & SONS, Melross, Ohio

or four bloom side by side. I don't know I

about garden crops mixing, but com—I've I

seen as high as five mixtures on a field of
i

"pure-bred," pollen from other varieties

having been carried for miles. C. Bolles.

Transplanting Seed-Onions

ONE great objection to growing onions

from seed in the home garden is the

amount of labor necessary in hand
weeding and tliinning. I have grown onions

from seed in the spring in preference to sets

for years, and by my plan there is little more
labor than with the sets. Onion-seed should

be sown as early in the spring as possible

;

indeed, a severe freeze will not injure it.

I select a sheltered spot for the plant-bed,

and have found nothing better than where
brvish has been burned, since this kills all

weed-seeds. If there is much ashes mix well

with the soil and sow in drills six inches

apart. Any sheltered place will do, and the

bed may be covered with an old carpet till

the seeds germinate. A week or two can be
gained by soaking the seeds overnight in

warm water.

When the plants are the size of small

quills they may be transplanted to the ground
where the onions are to grow. This should

be rich and should be worked over several

times in order to kill all weeds, the last

working being just before the plants are

set. Water the bed well and take up the

young plants, cut off an inch of the roots

with a sharp knife or shears and reduce the

top to half. Set them in rows a foot or

fifteen inches apart and two or three inches

apart in the row. If ver}' dry, use a little

water and press the dirt well about the

roots. The advantages are that you will

have earlier onions than if sowed in the

drill where they are to grow, there will be
practically no hand weeding and every seed

sown will be utilized instead of sowing a

great amount to insure a stand and then

thinning out two thirds of them as in the

old method. H. F. Grin stead.

Seed-Catalogue Time
SEEDS—is it best to buy them or grow

them? That depends.

If you have a pure variety, especially a

field crop, that is acclimated, no seed-house

can sell you better seed than you can select

yourself. Of course, I refer to those who
use care in their selection and not the ofif-to-

the-crib-before-planting style. For example,

I have laid away some selected milo heads

that can't be bought on the open market at

any price—seedsmen can't take the pains I

did and sell for a price you'd pay.

However, there are crops it don't pay to

fool with saving seeds. The small gardener
had better buy and have it off his mind. In

general, I believe garden-seeds are better

bought than saved.

The trouble with the farm seed-saving

proposition is we are liable to cross varieties.

Seldom does the average gardener have just

one variety of anything. More likely three

Spring Colonist

Fares to the

Northwest

J>aily

March iO
to
April 10
1911

€L$33 from Chicago; $32 from St. Louis; $32.00 from

Peoria; $25 from St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Superior,

Kansas City, St. Joseph, Omaha. Similar reduction in

fares for through tickets from all points in the East, Mid-

dle West and South to points in Western Montana, Idaho,

Washington, Oregon and British Columbia.

€tOne-way second-class tickets on sale daily March 10 to April 10,

1911, inclusive. Good for stopovers of ten days each at stations en
route, at and west of Jamestown, North Dakota.

CHonored in electric-lighted, leather-upholstered Tourist Sleeping

Cars, ruiming through to the North Pacific Coast daily from Chicago,

St. Paul, Minneapolis, St. Louis, KaBsas City and St. Joseph. Din-

ing cars, a la carte, for all meals on all Northern Pacific through trains.

CLocate this Spring in the Land of Fortune. Make a good living

—

and a good profit—as thousands are, raising apples and other frmts,

vegetables, grains, grasses, alfalfa, cattle, hogs, poultry. Delightful

climate, fertile valleys, irrigated and dry-farming lands. Free Gov-
ernment Homestead Land in choice localities open to entjnj. The
growing cities present great opportunities, too. Ask for Through
the Fertile Northwest" and "Colonist" folders. Name state in

which interested, if possible.

CFor free literature and fiill information address

L. J. BRICKER, Gen'l Immigration Agent

31 Broadway, St. Paul, Minn.

Get a Home in the

Land of Fortune

Gumption in the Garden
WHEN the time for planting early peas was

at hand, and the man we had engaged
to plow our suburban garden had not put

in an appearance, I said to "Wilson" that

the time had surely come for the exercise

of both muscle and gumption.

I took the five-foot handle out of the old

plantation hoe and drove on an iron ring

(A) to within one and one fourth inches of

the butt end and made a five-eighths-inch

mortise (B) one and one half inches from
the butt end. I then knocked out the fork

from my old spader and put it into the

mortised place prepared for it, in the same
position as the tines are of the potato fork

(or "hook") in common use—at right angles

to the handle.

With this "Wilson" quickly dug over
enough land for the planting of the peas.

He said that the work was done both quicker

and easier than if done with the spading-

fork in common use. Later, I found that

even a well-sodded piece of land could be

quite neatly and easily turned over by using
this digger. As a potato-digger it i& also a

success, as the long tines go under the pota-

toes to such a depth that there is but little

danger of damaging them.
It is the best tool of the kind that I know

of, and is more worthy of a patent than
many other garden tools on the market.

While it is no "idol" for the indolent, it is

a sort of one in my tool-house and I only

fear for its temporal welfare, when someone
else than "Wilson" or myself uses it, for

fear they will drive the tines down deep
under some radical, stubborn root, and v/ith

a strong, careless "uplift" wreck my favorite

garden tool and make my tool-house a place

of mourning, because of the "passing" of a

most indispensable tool. Wm. M. King.

Success With Late Cabbage
MOST of the farmers that I know think the

cabbage crop is too much bother to be
of any account alongside their other work.
But if more people knew how easily and
profitably cabbage can be raised they would
probably look at the proposition another way.
Three things are essential for the success-

ful culture of late cabbage : Good seed,

good soil and good cultivation. The three

work together and compel success, and a lack

of any one of the three means a failure.

Any reliable seedsman can supply good
seed, and it is better to pay four to five

dollars a pound for good seed than one
dollar and fifty cents to two dollars for an
inferior grade.

Any really rich soil can be made to raise

a good crop of late cabbage, and it is the

cultivation which concerns us most.
We follow the system of sowing the seed

in a special seed-bed and transplanting into

the field, rather than sowing in the field to

start with.

We plow down in early spring a good
coat of manure and hgrrow and roU the

ground down and leave it. After the weeds
start it is again harrowed and left rolled

down solid to conserve the moisture.

The plant-bed is treated in the same way
and top-dressed with a coating of hen-
manure, which is harrowed into the soil.

The seed is sowed in an ordinary grain-

drill, through the fertilizer part, mixed with
fertilizer, ashes or even fine dirt. Every
other tooth of drill is allowed to sow. The
bed is then rolled down. Keep bed free from
weeds and plants will grow rapidly. We
usually sow the seed here in Genesee
County, New York, from May 10th to ISth.

About June 1st, after the bean crop is out

of the way, we put all spare time on the
ground where plants are to be set. Harrow
and roll thoroughly and mark in rows twen-
ty-eight inches each way. This allows the

cultivator to be run both ways and lessens

the expense of hoeing. After the ground is

marked and seed-bed ready let men go along
with light iron bars and ptmch holes for the

plants. We find light buggy axles good for

this. After these men let others follow and
drop plants, one to each hole. Boys can do
this. Still others follow and press roots of

plants firmly into the holes.

This done, you are well on the way to a

good cabbage crop. Cultivate often, hoe
once or twice and keep insects off.

The method of setting plants described
above will, I know, be criticized by some,
but we have used a planter, one of the best

at that, and find that the extra time con-
sumed by the hand setting is more than
made up in the cultivation both ways, which
the planter-set fields do not allow.

Orein Shepard.

^ESrSEEl
lUfi

start Right wRh GOOD SEED
We know that our Seed is EXTBA
GOOD, and supply yearly many of
the largest growers.

$150 TO $300 PER ACRE
IS WITHIN YOUR REACH

We have an enormous crop of best
commercial varieties and make
Special Low Prices on quantity.
Tell us how many acres you will
plant in Onions and what varie-
ties and we will send samples
and rocfe bottom prices. Better
write now—it's worth your while.

'

Also any ether seeds you need.

,

Henry Field Seed Co.
Co. 80 Field Bids..

SHENANDOAH, lA.

«-<f ^1 go

ISBELL'S SEEDS
For only 10c we send five

packetsFlowerSeeds or five

packets Vegetable Seeds
and then return the money
in the form ofaDueBili
good for 10c to apply on
any order amounung
to 50c or more.
We also send free our
large loi page Seed j4 n-
nital,quo tingfresh , zita I

Michigatt-gro'wn seeds atvery
moderate prices. Perfect satisfac
tion ormoney refunded. Setid to-day,

S. M. iSBELL & Co.. Seedsmen
Box 340 JACKSON, MICH.

R. H.

BESTINTKEWORLD
PRICES BELOW ALL OTHERS

1 give a lot of nev/ sorts for

trial with every order I fill.

'A Grand Big Catalog PPfF
Illustrated with over *

700 engravings of vegetables
and flowers. Send yours and
your neighbors' addresses.

SHUMWAY. Rockford. Illinofa

THE URGEST AND BEST UNE OF

WELL DRILLI
MA/^MINP'BV America. We have''**^«"" • been making it for over
20 years. Do not buy until you see our new Illus-

trated Catalogue No. i5. Send for It now. It is FiEE.

Austin Manufacturing Co., Chicago

iSEEDSSTHAT GROW^
Best quality Vegetable, i i^rr^
and Farm Seeds, Alfalfa,
Clover, Seed Potatoes, Seed
Com, Seed Grain, etc.

Best varieties at
'

prices. We also
carry full line
of Nursery
stock.

Send
name
d ad-

for Free
25tli Aaniversary

Catiiiogandlistofspe-
,1 AnniTeraarj" Collec-

, aiso FK£E packet
'Incomparable Lettuce."

Cvrman NurssrlMa
Box 1 40 BMtrlo*, N*k»

SET r P%O Grown. 6 picts. Vegetable Seeds
iOc. 4pkts Royal Aster. Giant Cama^

tions, Mampioth Verbena and Monstrosa Vine ; also lOra-
rletiesof Burbajik'a Floral Gems and 10 sorts Spencer
Sweet Peas, all for 10c. PLANTS. 4 Roses, 25c ;3 Pelargo-
niums, 26c, 3 Peonies, 23c. CataloeTie and pkt. of oiant
Pansy free, A. O. ANDERSON, Box34, CoIambua,JIeb.

SCARFF'S Berry Plants
1000 acres devoted to the growing of Scarff's fruiting

strains of small fruit plants, fruit trees, farm seeds, gar-
den roots, etc. Oar free catalog will surely please you
and save you money- Write for your copy to-day.

W. W. SCAKFF. New Carlisle, Ohio

Bees on the Farm B?iTuTt^ris
will help you get more pleasure and more profit
from Bee keepinsr. 6 months trial subscription 25c.
Book on Bees and Catalog of Supplies sent free.
THE A. i. ROOT COMPANY, Box 47, Medina, Ohio

UlUUCCnTA FKKE iiOO PAGE BOOK compiledKlinnCOUIH by state. AOCUKATE INFOEMA-
TION about PRICE ofLANDS In, and products of,EACH
OOTJNTT, 2,000i000 ACEES Homestead Lands. Farm
Laborers WANTED. Farms For Bent. Address

STATE BOAJBD OS" HOOGEATIOIT
Room 226, State Capitol St. Paul, tWititi

Seed Com. Pure Bred Eeed's Yellow Dent in ear SI. 75 per
bushel. Lfcorn is not satisfactory return at our expense.
N. R. HXCE8 A: BBO., WHITE HAXL, UX.

REST SEED POTATOES ^c^^^?Js?L
A. G. ALDRIDGE, Fbher'j, Ontario Connty, N. T.

WRITE YOUR OWN WILL—^'"^
FEOEBiX LEGAL BCBEAU,

nformation free.

Dir. F. WASHMSTON, D. C

STBAWBEBBY PLANTS
200AciesofThem. I GkowNqtnimcElse^
I do not ran a nursery—or seed business

.

I devote all my time to Strawberry
Plants. I personally superintend my
firm. Every plant guaranteed "true to

name." Plants grown in Natural Straw-
berry Climate 'so\\ Tight, too. Strong
rooted, prolific bearers. Prices right. Get
my 1911 Catalog, Write to-day.—NOW.
W. W. THOMAS, TTie StrawUern Plant Man 268Main Anna, fl

Free
Catalog

FREE
Send today for pKt
eiuii ransr (eocoL)

and large Inatraotive cat-

alogne ot Best Seeds at
rlgfitprleee. SendZoBtamp
for postage. Gardeueis oak
tor wholeaale list. _ALNEER BROS.

No. 79 A BLI.. IOCKFOBI>,IU.
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An Incubatorand Brooder bar-
gain unparalleled—the biggest
capacity and highest efficiency
ever sold for the price. You get

all the best features found on the
^^..^ high priced machines and in addi-
tion you get an incubator made from special

taod cold resisting material, with hundreds
of dead air cells which prevent absolutely, tem-
perature changes and insure perfect hatches
every time. You are safe in buying my Pro-
gressive Incubator, for my *'BuyBack Guaran-
tee" offers to buy it back from you if not satis-

factory and pay you 8 per cent interest besides.

INCUBATORS
BROODERS

FPFF Hghtfrom this ad.orlfyou
RLl. \rant more Information send at

once forthe*'Progres8lveMethod;" it'afrea.

PROGRESSIVE

FBBIGIIT
PBBFAID
East ftf Boetles

G. C. Wheeler, Mgr.

PROGRESSIVE INCUBATOR <

CO., Box 142
Racine,
Wit.

Money-Making Pointers
On Chickens

—

FREE Book, "Proflt-
Our Eig FREE
Book. "Profit-
able Poultry

Raising," now ready, 212 big pages,
illustrated. Shows famous birds and
largest poultry plants. Tells bow to get

hatch after hatch, 90%—or better, of
strongest, liveliest chicks. Shows why
It's easy and sure with

Incubators a,nci
BroodersCYPHERS

the self-regulating, self-vent ilating-y'

non-moisture, fireproof, insurable
and guaranteed hatchers. Wr'te for
this free book and get all the facts.

Address store nearest you.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO
Dept. 72 Bnrfalo, IS'. Y.

New York OU7, Chicago, III.

Boston, Maes. KanBaa City, Mo.
Oakland, Calif. 2000 Selling Agents.

BUCKEYE^^
"^O EGG '

ii^CUBATOR
' Simple, self-regulating, complete.

'Guaranteed to hatch every hatchable
egg. Sold on 40 days trial with money
back in case of failure. -150,000 in wsq.

If your dealer doesn't keep them write to us. We' U send
you our catalogue and two books, "ftJaking Money the
Buckeye Way" and "51 Ohicks from 50 Eggs," Free.
THE BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., 573 W. Euclid Avenue. Springneld, Ohio.

Builders of Buckeye Portable Poultry Houses
Sold Cheaper Than You Can Build Them.

no00 120-Egg Incubator
120-Chick Brooder

Biggest Value Ever Offered
Safest, surest hateiier made. Metal
covered all arounii,, Self-regulatlng.
Big Free Book tells fi-xT^ A w c;
about tbe famous M.U31iJ\.Ltl3
Freight prepaid Ea-stof the Missouri
River and North of Term. Send for
Free Catalogue and bargain offer.

I. W. MILLEKeO., Box 31, Froeport, UU
Freight
Paid

«WfiBIFTII-Q Poultry, Pigeons, Ducks, Geese,
wnnlCI ItU Turkeys, G-uineaR, Incubators, Dogs.

Catalogue 2 cents. MlSSOUUl SQUAB CO., St. Loidg

RAELROAD MEN WANTED
$30 to $185 A MontEi
Doesn't this beat following a plow? Write
for our legal binding bond to place graduates
in a position sure if 20 to 35 years of age. and
mentally and physically 0. K. Learn in your
spare tune from practical Railroad men.
Costs almost nothing. Positions waiting
everywhere. Write now for information,

Ofi&cial Ky. School, Gen'l Om.ce
405 Freeport, 111.

Poultry-Raising

Step by Step to Success

PROBABLY eight out of every ten people

who start into the business of produc-

ing poultry and eggs for market do so

with the expectation of becoming rich, or

next thing to it, in two or three years.

I worked at the business nineteen years

before I made much of a- showing, and was
on the point of throwing the thing over-

board a dozen times, but natural obstinacy

held me down. If I had known what I now
do about poultry and had the facilities for

shipping we now have in all parts of the

country, I would have made a wad suffi-

ciently large to enable me to quit and rest

long before I did.

If something was to happen to me so that

I should find myself bankrupt to-morrow, I

would at once procure a small stock of good
common fowls and in five years not only be

solvent financially, but also comfortable. But
I have the experience—the knowledge to

take up the business right and go on. An
inexperienced man could not do this, simply
because he does not understand hens. He
must first learn hens and chickens.

A sensible beginner came to me early

last spring. He had acquired no inflated

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

Young Poultry-Fanciers

ideas and he said he knew very little about

the business, but he was determined to learn.

He did start in with forty hens, and he has
just written me that he has learned a whole
lot and can now see his way clear to go
ahead with two hundred hens and make some
money. I predict that he will be a success.

To make a beginning in the poultry busi-

ness one needs but few appliances, simple but
efficient. One must rely more upon his hens
than on machinery. If one has the cash to

spare, he may buy an incubator, because he
can find use for it, but he should remember
that the incubator of itself will not bring

him success, the hens will do that. Incuba-

tors are much like automobiles ; if one knows
how to manage them, he will get service out

of them.
After I learned how to induce a hen to

do her best and how to prevent the discour-

aging loss of chicks, it seemed easy to make
money, because there surely is a good profit

in the poultry business—when loss of chicks

is eliminated and one has learned how to

SiirctyBoiid
'T'HE owner of a building covered
^ with Congo has the satisfaction

of knowing that- his roof is guaranteed
for 10 years.

In each roll of Congo 2 ply and 3
ply is a genuine legally binding Surety
Bond issued by the National Surety
Company of New York.

This year we will guarantee thou-
sands of roofs to last till 1921.

Of course we are not going to
lose—we are offering a sure thing.

o
ROOFING

GUARANTEED
UNTIL 1921

We know Congo will last more than
10 years.

One thing the guarantee forces
upon us; it makes us extremely
careful in manufacturing.

We make doubly sure that every
roll is perfect.

We use the best material that
money can buy.

We provide free of charge, gal-

vanised iron caps which are rust proof

and will last as long as the roofing.

Send for free copy of our Guaran-
tee Bond, and a sample of Congo
Roofing.

Congoleuili We should like to send every reader of this paper
a sample of Congoleum, the new floor covering and

wainscoting. A perfect imitation of light and golden oak. Unusually
durable. The price is very low. Write for samples and further details.

UNITED ROOFING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO KANSAS CITY SAN FRANCISCO

avoid feeding his profits away. Those two
points sound simple enough, but they take

a lot of learning.

In starting into the business be sure to

start with healthy stock, raised on the farm
or open range, and keep it healthy by raising

all your breeding stock under like conditions.

Chicks intended for market may be pushed
and pampered to the limit if they are from
strong, rugged stock, and pushing is the way
to get the largest profit from them. But
chicks that are from the eggs of cooped and
pampered stock will not stand pushing.

Long experience and experiment has taught

me that. The first thing one finds is that

tuberctdosis and diphtheritic diseases are

developing and he has the dreaded "white
diarrhea," roup or other destructive ailments
among his birds, and all prospective profits

vanish in a few days. Chicks from healthy

stock do not develop disease unless they are

kept under very unsanitary conditions.

The Eggs for Hcitching

One should keep his breeding stock sepa-

rate from his market stock and give it a

chance to develop the best that is in it. On
the ordiiiaCry farm or city lot not many hens
are required for breeders. One should not

allow any of them to sit, but keep them
laying eggs for hatching all through the

breeding season. And only the breeding
hens require males with them. No other

males should be kept. In the city I would
prefer to buy eggs for hatching to keeping a

cock to arouse the ire of neighbors with
his crowing just at the time they desire to

finish a good nap. Eggs for hatching can be
procured from farmers who have good stock,

often for less than it would cost to produce
them.
When chicks are hatched it is folly to

lose them. They must be kept in control.

That is, they must be yarded, so that they
will not be destroyed by enemies, storms or

disease. If they are fed right, and their

yards and coops are kept clean and sanitary,

disease will not destroy them, and the owner
must make certain tliat rats, cats and other
like pests do not get them.

After chicks get fairly Started, say two
weeks old, they should be pushed right along
with an abundance of food. Not a minute
should they be allowed to be hungry. To
prevent any possibility of their running short,

I keep food where they can obtain it at any
time. Water and grit must aever be over-
looked.

Save Steps and Double Efficiency

By feeding the chicks large quantities at

a time in good feeders I fovtnd it easy to

feed as high as two and three thousand
chicks in a very short time. Watering was
done the same way. A tank holding one to

three gallons will supply a big lot of chicks
and preclude the possibility of their running
short, these tanks being filled every second
or third day. My constant aim was to cut
out labor and save time by having buildings,

yards and flocks convenient to get at.

Whenever anything was needed I invented
it. Thus when sparrows discovered my
chick-feeders and came by hundreds to fat-

ten at my expense I covered my feeders with
"sparrow-excluders" made of two-inch strips

of board and one-inch-mesh netting. They
were two feet wide, three feet long and
eighteen inches high. The front was boarded
down to six inches of the ground and strips

of cloth that hung down to the ground were
tacked above the open space. The chicks
ran in and out at their pleasure, but the
sparrows feared it was a trap and kept out.

One must bfe alert, and if anything goes
wrong, should be quick to discover the cause.
He cannot be too careful about introducing
disease into his flocks. When buying new
stock, if you think you have to do this, get
yOur eggs or stock from, someone who raises
his stock in the open.

Sell While the Growing is Good

The most successful hog-raiser I know
said to me r "People wonder how I 'made
so much money with hogs. You know how
rapidly a pig can be made to ,grow by good
feed and care. And you know that rapid
growth in a pig from good stock goes on
without check up to two hundred or two
hundred and thirty pounds. Then it slows
up gradually, yet it continues to devour lots

of food. I siippose it is the same with a
chicken. Well, the fellow that keeps on
feeding plays a losing game. I sell."

That is just what I do. Chicks can be
made to grow rapidly to about three pounds,
then they begin to develop a finishing coat
of feathers, combs and other useless material.
If they are sold just before they do this,

all the food that goes into this useless
material is saved. The risk of loss is

avoided, the yards are cleared for finishing

up the later hatches and you have the cash
in your pocket.

How many hens should one keep to make
the business pay? That depends on the
space he has, but one should keep all he can
safely and profitably handle. I made my
hens pay a profit right at or above four dol-

lars a year each. This is not a difficult matter,
as many poor managers think. One must cut
down the labor, cut out all losses, buy feed
stuff at first hand and sell at the proper
time. Keep expenses down. Make every
hen do her best, and if she has no best, sell

her. Fred Grundy.

EDWARDS INTERLOCKING

"RED" STEEL SHINGLES
Lasts a Lifetime fi

They are stampedes
in best Bessemer •S'j

Steel and come in

sheets 5 to 12 feet /
long and 24 inches
wide, either painted
or galvanized. Will
not rust or corrode.
The nails are covered
by our patent interlocking feature which pre-
vents leaking^ etc.
Reo Steel Shingles are easily put on any roof.

Hammer and nails only tools needed.

$1 0,000 Guarantee Bond
Perfect protection against fire, and are abso-

lutely guaranteed by us in a $10,000 bond as proof
against lightning.
Will outwear wood or composition roofs and

cannot be distinguished from best cut wood or
slate shingles.

Get Manufacturer's Bargain Prices
We are largest manufacturers of all kinds of

iron and steel roofing and can quote you lowest
prices. _

Send for Our Free Catalog Ho. 358

It contains valuable information you should
have before you put on that roof. Send dimen-
sions of your building and we will quote cost of
a Reo Steel Shingle roof delivered to your rail-

road station.
We want one representative in every commu-

nity to demonstrate and take orders for Edwards
Interlocking Reo Steel Shingles. Write us to-
day—now I (40)

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
308-358 Lock Street. CINCINNATI, OHIO

YOUR HOME
YOUR STABLES
YOUR BARNS
YOUR DAIRY
YOUR STORE
YOUR CHURCH
YOURVILLAGELight

With Salom Batteries

The perfection of the storage battery by Pedro G.
Salom has brought electricity within reach of all.

No more dim candle light, no more bad smelling
and dangerous kerosene lights, no more soot and
dirt and no. more danger of fire and explosion.
With SALOM STORAGE BATTERIES you can
have all the light you want, and when and where
you want it. You can use electricity for ironing,
churning, cooking, heating, the separator, etc., etc.
With electricity on the farm there will be no awk-
ward questions from the insurance agents, and
besides, the insurance rates are largely reduced.

Lights available Day and Night without Starting
your Engine and are Cheaper to Burn than Lamps.

Write us tonight for full particulars, cost of this
outfit, and in replying tell us whether or not you
have a gasolene engine or any other power.

NIAGARA LEAD & BATTERY CO.
Dept. E. Niagara Falls, N. Y.

140 EGG INCUBATOR
andllo CHICK BROODER
The incubator is B0|;t|
California Red- p-j-
wood, covered
witli asbestosand g'alvamzed

iron; lias triple walls, copper tank;

_ nursery; egg tester, thermometer, ready
to use. 30 Days' Trial — money back

I
if not 0. K. Write for Free Catalog today.

I
Ironclad Incubator Co., Dept. 49 Bacine.Wis.

A Genuine Jtellabis Incubator
less than price asked for those;
cheap pasteboard, Iron walled ma-'
chines. Perfect, reliable, hot air, • i

—
-t t

heating and ventilating system at • I •

I

Lowest Cost of all. "We Pay Freight east of
1 Denver. Send for our Free Book and special

I

offer or better yet Send Order Today.
Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co., . Box«4i Qulncy, III.

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on

and Almanac for 1911 has 224 pages with many
colored plates of fowls true to lifo. It tells all

about chickens, their prices, theircare, diseas-

es and remedies. All about Incabators, their

prices and their operation. All about poultry
houses and how to build them. It's an encyclo-
pedia of chickendom. Yoa need it. Only IBo.

0. 0. gHOEMAKEB, Box 862. Brceport, Ul.

Branch ot larrtiin'

The 1911 catalog by Robert H. Essex,

poultry aud incubator expert,

will start you rights Improved incu-

bators and brooders. Bead " Why
Some Succeed 'Vyhere others Fail.

'

ROBERT ESSEX INCUBATOR CO.

B3 Henri St., Buffalo. N. T.

Best Birds, Best Eggs,
Lowest Prices
pnre-bred Chickens, Ducks. Geese and Turkeys.

Largest Poultry Farm in the world. Fowls, Eggs
and Incubators at Ipwest prices. Send for big book,

"Poultry for Profit." tells how to raise poultry and
run Incubators successfully. Send 10c for postage,

J. W. MILLER CO., Box 203, Freeport, II I.

MONEY IN POULTRY AND SQDABS
FoY*S BIC BOOK tells how to start small and
grow big Describes World's Largest Pure-
bred Poultry Farm; gives great mass of poultry
information. Lowest prices on fowls, eggs, in

cubators and brooders. Mailed 4c. in stamps.
F. FOY - BOX 10 - DES MOINES. IOWA

GET OUR LOWBBI^P oo first-class INCUBA-Ir RIvb TORS & BROODERS.!
S-HATCH FREE OFFER on oor KEW NOj
MOISTURE &EM. Greatest Incubator In-|
,Tention Brer Made. No Guess Work. Nos

,
Worry. Thousands in use. Everybody •"ei.gni!
succeeds. At dealers or send for free booK. raid.

GEM INCUBATOR CO., Box 35 Trotwood, ft

Greider's Fine Catalogne
of pure bred poultry, for 1911, over 200
pages, 57 colored pictures of fowls, calen-
darfor each month, illustrations, descrip-
tions, photos, incubators, brooders, and
all details concerning the business, where
and how to buy fine poultry, eggs for
hatching, supplies, etc., at lowest cost.

Send 15c. B. H. GREiOEii. BOX 62, Rheems. Pa,
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Go into try aha

Make Money
Chicken and egg farming
is a business of wonderful
possibilities. Many of the
best and strongest men in

the country are engaging
in it because of the op-
portunity it affords to
make money. Does
money making interest

you ? Let us see.

I Want 10,000 or More Men and Women
toUUH||0 UA I want to send you my book and talk to

11 1 116 IIICi you about Poultry as a business. I will

undertake to show you that it is the livest calling that keen,

active business men, women, boys and girls can engage in.

You have heard about "The Queen Incubator Way," I am
going to demonstrate to you that the Queen Incubator way
makes poultry pay—makes it a real business. And I'll not
stop at that, my friends. When I have shown you the way I

will make you the most remarkable offer ever you had of start-

ing up in the Queen Incubator way on the make good plan.

It will cost you only a penny to send a postal for my book, my story
and my plan. Will you spend the penny and send the postal ? Address

WiCKSTRUM, Queen Incubator Man, Box 57, Lincoln, Nebraska

THE SURE HATCH
iS MADE RICHT
Dncle Sam never Saya bow a thing ought to be made until he

knows. Farmer's Bulletin No. 236of the U. S. Dept. of Agrical-'
tnre tells the right way to make an incubator and what features :

good incubator must possess. The Sure Batch contains every one
,

of (hose features and is made exactly as Uncle Sam says an incoba-
lor oughl to be made. The -^..^^m^

Sure Hatch Incubator
is the only one on the market that unqualifiedly meets every requirement
of the government. It's the one perfect incobalor.
We will send you a Sore Batch for a 60 DAYf

FREE TRIAL, pay the freight, and refund your'
money if you are not satisfied.

Send for Farmer's Bulletin No. 236, sent free by the
Government. Send also for the Free Sure Hatch Book.
Read the Government requirements of a good incubator,
then read the description of the Sure Hatch Incubator
and you will see why w* guarantee the Sure Hatch
to hatch every fertile egg.

Write for catalogr. Early chicks pay best.

Sure Hatch Incubator Co.,
Box 66 Fremont, Neb,

Write TODAY
for our
FREE

CATALOGUE

Many Superior Points
Requires 1 filling of tank— 1 gallon of
of oil for entire hatch — Central heat

gives equal radiation—Eggs always in sight—

•

Turn eggs without removing nest shaped tray.
Numberless testimonials prove Rayo is the

best incubator on the market. Tells of 99% hatches.
Saves Cost of Hatch—Requires Yz the Work
to operate. Built on simple, common sense princi-

ples. We pay the freight. 70 day trial. Our iron-

clad guarantee backs our claims. Write today for

our free catalogue. A postal will bring it.

RAYO INCUBATOR CO., Fife St., St. Blair, Nebr.

CYCLONE
ORNAMENTAL
LAWN FENC

will give your place the dis-

tinctive air of a well-kept,
prosperous. happy home. Our
many original exclusive de-
si£nsare unrivaled forbcauty,
dignity and attractiveness.

You'll find one that exactly
suits you.

Cyclone Oraamental Fence is made of strong wires, heavily galvanized, rustproof,
Reversetwistismade on the stay, not between, which absolutely prevents slackening.

Cyclone Farm Gates are made of high-grade carbon steel and are strong and
durable. No holes in the frame to weaken it. Write for Freb catalog,

CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY, Dept. 109. Waukegan. 111.

125 Egg Incubator and Brooder
Why pay more than our prloet If ordered tO]?etliep wo send

both machines for *10.(X), and pay all the freight charses.
Hot water, double walls, dead -air space between, double glass doors, copper
tants and boilers, eelf-regrilating. Nursery underneath the egg-tray. Both
Incnbator and Brooder shipped complete, -with thermometers, lamps, egg-
testers—all ready to use when yoa receive them. Ail machines guaranteed.
Incubators are mushed ia natural colors showing the high grade lumber

it to cover inferior materiaL Ifyoa will compare our machines with others oSered at aDywhere
price, we will feel Bore of your order. Don't buy tmtil yon do this—you'll save money. It pays to in*
tZie "Wisconsin' 'before yon bny. Send for the free catuoer today, or send in your orderand save time.

WISCONSIN INCUBATOR CO., Box sa^Racine, Wis,

Wisconsin Incubatori

are made of California
Redwood. Lamps
are galvanized iron.
O. K. Burners. Taylor
Thermome ters.

This Illnstratton
shows the double wails
with airspace between

Wiseondn Incnbator Co.. Racine. Wis. VIcIcait. Ohio
Gentlemen:—I am well pleased with your hictibator. After X had

taken off one batch. I conldhaTe sold it to eeveral of my nei^rhbors,
but I did not want to sell it. From the first hatch I srot 97 chi<^
from 100 essrs and if the efr^a do ZH)t hatch It fa not the fault of th«
Incubator because it is perfect, _MAEY M, STOLL,

Wisconsfn Incubator Co., Racine, Wis, Grass lAlce, Hieh.
Dear Sirs:—I do not think thare is abettermachino on earth than

roar incubator. From the finrt three hatches I ^t 115 chieka from
16 eesB. 105 chiclcB from 106 enrs and 109 chicks from 109 effsa.
No incubator on earth can beat that* I will stand by tbia state-
ment aa i can prgve it* . _

A. JESSUP, R. No. 8,

K^jfe^^fe^fe^ ^^^^ mjr^/mAm^^^^A j&.gfejg-Aat-^a

Poultry-Raising

Spring and Summer Poultry
Markets

WHETHER poultry is raised for meat or

eggs, the requirements of the spring
market ought to be studied by both

classes of poultrymen, as the egg-man's sur-

plus of male birds must go by way of the

butcher.

Broilers and capons are the aristocrats of
the spring market, commanding best prices

in their respective seasons. Of course, their

production is a specialized business.

The market for capons opens early in the
year and continues until the middle of April.

All stock should be shipped in before the
price begins to wane, as it is unprofitable to

keep them over. Capons should weigh eight

or nine pounds each and are dressed in a
unique manner, to distinguish them from
other poultry—the feathers are left on the
rump, the lower part of the wings, the head
and neck, and at the leg-joints. The birds
should be dry-picked for city markets.
The market for broilers opens about April

15th and continues into the summer, the city

market slacking off about July 1st, though
the demand at summer resorts remains good
to the end of the boarding season. Poultry-
men here in New Jersey get thirty to thirty-

five cents per pound for their spring "broilers,

which should weigh from two arid one half

to four pounds per pair, spring broilers

usually running a little lighter and summer
broilers heavier.

Attractive Appearance Counts

The demands of different markets vary,
however. Some retail markets catering to a
very fancy trade want birds weighing not
heavier than a pound apiece, while others
want the birds scalded instead of dry-picked.

The city markets, however, except in the
case of poultry for Jewish feast days, gen-
erally require broilers dressed and dry-

picked, head and feet on and unopened.
After being well cooled they are packed in

small boxes with paper around the edges
and expressed to their destination to reach
there on Thursday of each week.
When shipped direct to city customers we

generally draw the birds and remove the

head and feet. The manner of packing is

influenced by the demands of individual

buyers.

Light-feathered birds only should be
grown for broilers, as they do not show
disfiguring feather marks when dressed. A
good broiler has a firm full body—the oppo-
site of scrawny. Lanky birds must be
eschewed as broilers and left until large

enough for roasters. After a bird has passed
the age when its flesh yields readily to the

heat of the gridiron it is no longer a broiler.

The Jewish festival days, when live poul-

try are in brisk demand, are coincident with
Easter week, Pekin ducks and young chick-

ens bringing top prices then. Shipment alive

is imperative. M. Roberts Conover,

Turkey Hints

THE prevailing high prices of turkeys offer

strong inducements to raise the most
difficult of all fowls. Here are a few
hints conducive to success, from my own
experience.

Provide nests early in the season so that

the turkey-hens will not wander away. An
old barrel with a board in front will answer
the purpose. If the setting has to be kept

for any length of time, it is well to turn the

eggs daily.

When the eggs hatch out put hen and little

ones in a small yard and feed the mother
liberally. This induces the home instinct

and prevents further wandering. The second

day grease the heads and throats of the

youngsters with a little melted lard, and
later, under and on top of the wings, as a

precaution against lice. A good feed can be

made of equal parts of sour milk, cheese and
corn-meal, seasoned with black pepper.

Later on, cracked corn and wheat can be

fed. Onion-tops, finely cut and mixed into

the feed, are an aid to good health.

Close watching for lice is essential,

especially if the poults are raised with

chicken-hens. A day or two of neglect in

hot weather may prove fatal.

My experience has been that White Hol-

land turkeys are more domestic than the

Bronze, as well as more prolific. These
stately white birds not only "delight the

eye," but the pocket as well.

Mary E. Blair.

Have you any egg-eaters in your flock?

Sure sign you have not been giving them a

variety of feed. Give all the raw fruit and
vegetables they will eat in addition to liberal

rations of grain.

While planning for profitable field-work,

don't neglect to put the poultry in prime
shape for summer laying. Chickens are

growing to be more profitable than the field-

crops, considering the amount invested in

them and the labor involved in their keep.

Made on theOnly
CorrectPrinciple
Lamp Is nndemeath. In the center. That gives It the
most even temperature throughout the egg-cham-
ber. Holds 4 to 8 quarts of oil. Automatic trip
cuts down flame at burner when too hot. Others
let heat escape. That's why the X-Eay Incu-
bator needs only

One Gallon of Oil and One
Filling of tbe Lamp

to a hatch, while others need 3 to 5
gallons of oil and must be filled al-
most every day. Sold on 90 days'
trial, guaranteed to be as represent-
ed and we pay the freights

Incubator
means better hatches at less
expense and no bother. Made
of California Redwood,
enameled, steel covered,
rosewood finish. Ask for
free book No.62.

Johnson Gets
Only 7 Percent
Profit on 100,000

Old Tnistys
Johnson says tell yon to sure

send your name this time for his 1911 price

—

less than $10 for Old Trusty, freig-ht prepaid
(East of Rockies)—based on 100.000 capacity
and only ^% profit.

My 1911 Book TeUs You
Take SO, 60 or 90 days' trial. Remember Johnson's

10-year guarantee on Old Tmsty. Covered with gsbes-
t03 and again covered with

——————
handsome sheet metal.
80% or better hatches guar-
anteed. Simple and sure.

Send Name
Hy big 1911 book has hun-
dreds of photos. Every
page a poultry sermon.
Write postal to

M. M. JOHNSON
Clav Center, Nebrasha Kaetof Rockle*

SAM THOMPSON WILL SHIP.
His Fairfield Incubatof on
42 Days* Trial—-Guaraniee

j

It To Hatch 90fo or Better,
]

I want lo prove to you my Incnbator la the
best you can buy anywhere at any prlc«>
The World',
•at
Haloh.r

,

r Send for my
Incubator, 50, 100

or 225 egg ropaclty. ru send It
freight prepaid. Fill It with eggs.
When they're hatched mi it again. IfmyMr-i

neld doesn't prove the best, mo«t satisrsctorv hatch-

^

er vou ever saw, send it right back at my exoensc
Will yon try the Fairfield at my risk?
Write for Frsa Catalog and 2-a
^ ^Hatch Trial OHar, My big book !

telb about my trial plan. I

^SamThompaon,President
|N«brasl(a Incubator Co.

^g^gl|^^^04Main St., Falrlleld.

LIFE PRODUCERS
SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS

LIFE PRESERVERS
SUCCESSFUL BROOOERS

The only machines thatrivalthe mother
hen. Sold on a Direct-to-You Fac«

tonr Price. Get our Big FREE Incubator Book and save
40%. Send postal now. Booklet,"Proper Care and Feedins
of small Chicks, Ducks and Turkeys" sent for 10c
OES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., 61 Second St.. Dec Moines, la.

Slfl BUYS BOTHlU 125 EGG INCUBATOR. $8.00
125GHICKBROODER,$4.00

Get big: hatches with our metal covered,
double case, copper tank NATIONAL"~ INCUBATOR

Automatic reg"ulator, vermin proof
raetail case, roomy nursery. Freight
paid east of Rockies. Write for new

^ 1911 catalog-, free, and bargain ofTer.
Nstlonal incubator Co.,168 18th St.. Raclne,Wi5.

WE SELL WE BUY
GUNS AND TRAPS
AT LOW PRICES

FURS AND HIDES
PAY HIGH PRICES

Send lor catalog No. 27. NOKTH WESTERN
IIIUE AND FCK COMPANY, Minneapolis. Minn.

Best Paying Varieties ESS^sf
Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Eggs, Dogs
and Incubators. All at Low Prices.

Bend 4c. for my Book which gives reliable
Information worth manv dollars to you
W, A, WEBER, Box 936. Mankato, Minn.

FIFTY VARIETIES pure bred chickens, ducks,
geese, and turkeys. Korthem raised, hardy and fine

in plamage. Prize-winners at the world's largeafc

shows. Lowest prices on stock and eggs. Incu-
bators, Brooders, and Poultry Supplies. lArge Illus-

trated Catalo^e mailed for 4 cents.

C. M. AT WOOD, Box 81, Pqndee, Minn.

WE PAYS80 A MONTH SAURY
and furnish rig and all expenses 4o inlrotfuce poultry
and slock powders; new plan; steady work. Address
BICLER COMPANY, X403; SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.^

BIGGEST MONEY MAKERS
100 pens of pure bred,finest atraln

prize-winning stock. The kind yoa
want—at right prices^ Complete
line of Poultry Supplies. Write us.
Booklet "How to Raise 45Chlcks oat
of 50 Hatched"—lOc Catalog FREE.

Royal Poaltry Farm, Dept. 180) Pes Molnest la«

Fowls

FENCE fSlUS^
Madeof HIch Carbon Double Strencth I
Coiled Wire. H.avlly Galvanized to|
prevent rust. Bare no acenta. Sell atif

factory pricea on 30 daya' fraa trial. I

We pay allfrelcht. 37 heights of form
|

and poultry fence. Cataloc Free.
j

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
|

Box 30 Wlnehoater, Indiana.

]2iOenisBRoa\^ ForlS-ln. U»-tt for K-ln. Bog ^ "
Fence; l&efor a&-lnch; 18t-4e
for S2-lnch; ZSe for a <7-lnch
Farm Fence. M-lnch Poultry
fence iS t-3e. Sold on 30 daya
trial. 80 rod apool Ideal Barb
Wlre«1.4S OatalOKaefree.

KrrSELMAN BROS.,
Box 27S MUNCIE, IND.
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A Show Worth Copying

HERE are some new, up-to-the-minute

ideas in the management of poultry

shows. Mr. C. M. Gallup of Skow-
hegan, Maine, sends them expressed in the

following letter and illuminated with the

accompanying picture. We will not need to

point out to our readers the utility of demon-

o'clock of the third day. It was delayed
until this time so that every bird could be
first fed and then starved alike. The killing

was done by a local expert, and the dry-
picking attracted a lot of interest and atten-
tion. Of course, the birds were weighed
alive, and then again after they had been
picked and bled. Next came the cleaning
and trussing "London style," as ilhistrated

below.
This part of the work was done by the

writer, and for hotirs men, women and chil-

dren stood about the table watching. The
process consists, first, in singeing over an
alcohol flame, then the skin of the neck is

split up the back and cut around near the
head. This gives access to the crop, wind-
pipe and lungs, which are all carefully

A New Idea in Poultry Shows—Dressed Carcass Competition

strations such as those here described in

opening the eyes of poultrymen and raising

their standards throughout the community.
These Skowhegan poultrymen have some
ideas worth copying.

Ten fat chicks, duly starved and then
slaughtered to determine the dressing per
cent., made the first annual exhibition of the
Somerset Poultry Producers' Association,
late last December, unique in the annals of
the poultry industry. Nothing could have
brought out the factors that go to make
"market quality" more sharply, and the influ-

ence for good upon the poultry industry of
this locality bids fair to be pronounced.
Incidentally the show was a success from
start to finish, with good crowds and keen
interest throughout.
The association was organized at Skow-

hegan, Maine, in October, with the intent of
developing a system of cooperative market-
ing. The limited membership includes several
chaps of the variety known as "live wires,"
and they have started right in at the founda-
tion, and laid plans for putting the local

industry where uniformity and high quality
will accompany a greatly increased produc-
tion; Chief among them is Secretary Arthur
R. Jewett, a local marketman, who served a
six-year apprenticeship in the great Faheuil
Hall Market of Boston. What he doesn't
know about market poultry and eggs does
not call for very elaborate consideration.

Prizes for Market Quality

The show was a three-day affair, and the
first evening was devoted to the exhibit of
eggs. The number of entries was not large,

but the quality seemed very high throughout.
One particular dozen of rich brown eggs,

that weighed thirtj'-one ounces, looked good
enough to win first at any show or fair in
the state, yet they failed to even get a place.

Their excessive length would involve so
much breakage that they could not be shipped
profitably, and when "candled," they
appeared to be several weeks old. Every egg
in the exhibit had to run the gauntlet of

the electric light, and in addition to the
regular entries, Mr. Jewett showed to the
interested spectators samples of good, bad
and indifferent eggs that had come from cold
storage, as well as some that had been pre-
served in water-glass and lime.
Judging exhibition stock took up most of

the second day, and Professor Brown, of

Maine Agricultural College, spoke on egg
production. He advised the poultrymen to

drop the idea of trying to breed for high egg
production, and work for vigor and market
qualities instead. He said that all the evi-

dence to date indicated that if egg produc-
tion was an inherited trait, it was in too
small a degree to be worth much attention.
Then he went on to describe the characters
of utility poultry that are really worth while
on the business farm.

Killing of the fat stock began at nine

worked loose from the carcass. The neck is

then cut off where it joins the body, and
after that a cut into the abdomen and around
the vent permits all the vitals and entrails

to. be loosened and removed in a mass. The
giblets were then cleaned and, with the neck,
replaced within the trussed carcass. Final
weight in this shape then gave the data for
calculating the dressing per cent. These
data are given in the diagram in the first

column, which indicates sharply the increased
value of matured and finished stock.

Awards in this class were based on quality,

appearance and size. The carcass that won
first was far and away above all the others,
as the m.embers generally were short on this
kind of stock.

For the 1911 show, a special class has
already been announced. Each exhibitor in
this must show a cockerel with four pullets,

two chicks for slaughtering and a dozen
eggs, everything to be of his own production.
By this means it is hoped that the defects
of sundry breeds and varieties may be so
emphasized that the keeping of them here-
abouts will practically cease ; and in place
of excessive variety, we may ultimately
secure a high degree of uniformity.
Most of the fat chicks for next year will

probably be caponized, and the idea is grow-
ing that the birds killed in competition
should be disposed of at a grand banquet
given a day or so after the close of the show.

Many people hardly look at the directions

sent along by the manufacturer of the incu-

bator, and then wonder why in the world
they have such unsatisfactory hatches.

After a few days of warm weather we are

quite apt to have a spell of cold, with Taw
winds and maybe snow a number of inches
deep. Then is the time to keep your pets in.

Just as sure as they get their feet wet they

are apt to have colds. Sneezing hens do not

lay many eggs.

SHOES SMOOTH INSIDE

Look closely at this first illus-

tration. It shows a narrow strip

of leather, called a welt, which
has been partly sewed around
the edge of an unfinished shoe.

But these stitches do more
than attach this welt.

They stitch the welt and leath-

er upper to the channelled lip

of the insole in a strong seam.

Yet not a single thread of this

seam penetrates the insole to mar
the innersmoothness of the shoe.

The shoe is left smooth inside.

the seam completely outside the
shoe.

Judge for yourself what this

smoothness means to the com-
fort of your feet.

And remember that shoes
made by the Goodyear Welt
Method are more durable than
hand sewed, yet they cost only
one-third as much.
Goodyear Welt Shoes are sold

at all leading shoe stores, but to
make sure, write us for the list

of distinguishing names. Do
this before you buy another pair
of shoes.

INDENTATIONS
BETWEEN STITCMea

To see this unbroken smooth-
ness look now at the second illus-

tration. See how the heavy outer
sole is attached to the welt, with

Your name and address on a post card
bringrs these booklets without cost

:

1. Contains an identifying list of over five
hundred shoes sold under a special name or
trade-mark, made by the Goodyear Welt
process.

2. Describes the Goodyear Welt process in
detail and pictures the sixty marvelous ma-
chines employed.

3- "The Secret of the Shoe—An Industry
Transformed." The true story of a great
American achievement.

4. "An Industrial City," Illustrated— de-
scriptive of the great model factory of the
United Shoe Machinery Company at Beverly,
Massachusetts.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

Rubber Roofin

Warranted Twenty-Five Years.
CDCtf^UT DAin To Iny Station East o1 Rocky Moiia-

fKtlUn I rAlU talm, except Texas, Colo-
rado, New Mexico, N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Wyoming,
UQUtana. Special prices to tliese states on request.

• • • • Welglis 35 lbs., lOS Square Feet, 91'10 per roll.
9^0-Pl<T • • • Weiglis 45 lbs., lOS Square Feet, §1.30 per roll.
THB££-PI>7 - Welgbs 65 lbs., lOS Square Feet, #1.60 per roll.

TEHMS CASH: We sare you the wholesalers' and retailers' profit. These
special prices only hold good for immediate shipment.

indestructible by Heat, Cold, Sun or* Rain.
Write for FREE SAMPLES or order direct from this advertisement. Satisfaction
gaaronteed or money refunded. We refer yon to Southern Illinois National Bank.
CENTURY MAWUFACTUmWC COMPANY, Dept. 264, East St. Louis, Ilia.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside
in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the
very best attention.

"Hatching Facts" Free
Just send name and address on a postal—I'll mail you "Hatching Facts"—

the most convincing—right-to-the-point Poultry talk ever published. It tells
you how to start right at least expense. My Belle City Incubator won the
World's Championship last season, "Hatching facts*' tells you about it—and
hundreds of other wonderful hatches. Write for the Booklet today—or if in a
hurry, order direct from this advertisement, I'll send book, too. Read re-
markable offer below: J. y. ROHAN, President Belle City Incubator Company.

Buys the

Best 140-Egg
Incubator ^''^^

Made
<CA Q.K 0,„,^ il ^ T5^««. D„^^J^« Both Incubator and Brooder, Ordered Together
^4.03 OXiyS tne OeSt OrOOCter cost you Only so-Freight prepaid

WHY PAT MOEB? Investigate. I tell you the prlcea right here—and how
my machines are made. You can hare thirty to ninety days' trial on both
incubator and brooder—and I'll send all money back ilthey do not do all I

represent. Be sure to send for my booklet, "Hatching Facts." But, il in a hurry,
you are perfectly safe in ordering right now from this ad. Thousands do this way
every year. I guarantee to ship all orders sent from this ad on day received
—(from wareliouse nearest you, or Racine. No disappointments. Order my

140.Chick Belle
City Brooder .

•
^

ONLY f
$4.85

„ Send only 811.50 for both
incuSator and Brooder—freight prepaid (East of Rockies). You'll surely need ttto
Complete 140-Chack Belle CSty Hatching Outfits

brooder, too. So make the savings. Satisfaction Guaranteed or money back.
No risk, howeveryou order. The editor oZ this paper knows me to be responsible
—I've advertised in this paper for many years and treat my customers liberally.

Belle City Incubators hatch more chickens—under the same conditions—than
anyothermcubator made, or your money will be refanded. This B guarantees

Belle City
World's Championship Incubators and Brooders
Double "walls and dead air spaces all around—12 oz. copper tank —hot water
heater—best self regulator—deep, nursery—strong egg tray—high legs

—

double door—and everything that's any good on an incubator—ail in the Belle
City. "Tycos" thermometer-egg tester—safety burner and lamp included.

^ The Belle City Brooder is the only one having double walls and dead air
in spaces, 1 guarantee It to raise more healthy chicks than any other Brooder

made. Hot-water top heat—large, rooray, wire runway yard, with platform
—metal safety lamp and burner. FuU direction and Poultry Guidebook.

Complete Hatching Outfit Only $11.SO
Over 75,000 machines in use—all doing perfect work. The Belle City should be your choice. Don't

w more than my price. No machines, at any price, are better hatchers or brooders.
Y'-^ Mrs. M. J. Clifton, of Qalnlan, Oklahoma, won the World's Championship with her Belle City Inon-

1^ bator by hatching the highest perfect score in Successful Farming's 1910 prize contest of 188 entries

—

140-eggsize—140 egg set—140ciiicl(S hatched. Thiswas100% perfect on the full capacity of her
Belle City. Thousands of other testimonials show you Belle City can do best for you also.

J. V. Rohan. President
Belle City Incubator Company Box lOO, Racme, Wisconsin
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Pails and
Pails of Milk
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full and foaming over, is what the up-to-date dairyman gets

who gives his milch cows small daily doses of Dr. Hess
Stock Food in their grain ration. No hard times on his farm
—no talk about ' farming don't pay"—just a full pocket-

book and prosperity. Dr. Hess Stock Food has reason

back of it It is formulated on scientific principles, by
a practical stockman—Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V. S.) and

iills a want long recognized by the American dairyman— a suitable digestive tonic for live stock.

acts directly on the digestive organs. It gives them "tone" and strength. It causes the largest possible percentage of

hay and grain to digest and pass into the blood to be secreted as milk. For the same reason (increased digestion)

it hastens fatting in the stsdl-fed steer, the market hog and the spring lamb. "The poorest ration, thoroughly
digested, is better than the best ration poorly digested.'' This is "The Dr. Hess Idea" of feeding and

its success fully warrants the faith which stockmen everywhere place in it. If you want to have fat,

sleek and profitable farm stock, use Dr. Hess Stock Food. It relieves minor stock ailments.

100 lbs. S5.00. Except In Canada and extreme West and South. Smaller quan>
25 lb. pail $1.60. titles at a slight advance. Sold on a written guarantee.

DR. HESS & CLARK
-Ashland, Ohio

hlso Manufacturers of Dr. Ness Poultry Pao-a-ce-a and Insianf touse Kilfer.

Free from the 1st to the 10th of each month—Dr. Hess {M.D., D.V.S.)
will prescribe for your ailing animals, 96-page Veterinary Book

free. Send 2g stamp and mention this paper.

r\0 UPee Dm 11 TDV DAM — A~r^PaiA is the foundation of present day poultry
Ur\. ribO^ l~V/Wbl ni I-^MH « V^C « success, it increases appetite and assimi-
lation—hence the egg yield. It hurries the growing chick. It makes market birds fat faster. It shortens the
moulting period and cures roup, cholera, gapes, etc. A penny's worth feeds 30 fowls one day. Sold on a written
guarantee.

I'A lbs. 25e.. mail or express. 40c: 5 lbs. 60c: 12 lbs. $1.25 : 26 Ib.p8U S2.50I.

Except in Canada and extreme West and South.
Send 20 for Dr. Hess 48-page Poultry Book, free.

INSTANT LOUSE KILLER KILLS LICE

1 Twelve Fortune-Telling Post-Cards

ALL FOR THE ASKING
ADIFFERENT card for each month in the year, showing the birthstone, the

sign of the zodiac and a brief horoscope—witches, owls, crescent moons,
black cats and all of the Fortune-Teller's paraphernalia. With these cards you
can have loads of fun telling the fortunes of your friends. Tell them their lucky
and unlucky months and days. You can tell them more about their characteristics

than they know themselves. Then, too, we will tell you how to obtain

SO Elegant Post-Cards Without Cost
Send us three two-cent stamps right away to pay cost of postage and in return we will send you,

post-paid, a complete set of these new Fortune-Telling Cards. Also a large number of sample Season,
Birthday and Good Luck Post-Cards for you to show vouf friends. Send at once before our supply
is exhausted to

FARM AND FIRESIDE, DEPT. E, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

THE LOW
DOWN

AND UPWARD
THIS OFFER IS NO CATCH.
It is a solid, fair and square
proposition to ftimish a brand new,
well made and well fimished cream
separator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaranteed,
for S15.95. Different from this

picture which illustrates our large

capacity machines. Skims I quart of

milk a minute, hot or cold; makes
thick or thin cream and does it

just as well as any higher priced
machine. Any boy or girl can run
it sitting down. The
crank is only 5 inches
long. Just think of that!
The bowl is a sanitary
marvel, easily cleaned,

and embodies all our latest

improvements. Gears run
in anti-friction bearings
and thoroughly protected.
Before you decide on a
cream separator of r ay
capacity whatever, obtain
our $15.95 proposition.

EXCELS ANY SEPARATOR IN THE WORLD
OUR LIBERAL TRIAL ENABLES YOU

TO DEMONSTRATE THIS. WhUe our prices
for all capacities are astonishingly low, the qual-
ity is high. Our machines are up to date, well

built and handsomely finished; run easier,

skim closer, have a simpler bowl with fewer
parts than any other cream separator. Thou-
sands of machines in use giving splendid satis-

faction. Write for our 1911 catalog. We
will send it free, postpaid. It is richly illus-

trated, shows the machines in detail and tells

all about the American Separator.
Our surprisingly liberal long time
trial proposition, generous terms of
purchase and the low prices quoted
will astonish you. We are the

oldest exclusive manufacturers of

hand separators in America and the

first to sell direct to the user. We
cannot afford to sell an article that

is not absolutely first class. You
save agent's, dealer's and even cata-

log house's profits by dealing with

us and at the same time obtain the

finest and highest quality machine

on the market Our owd (manu'

facturer's) guarantee protects you
on every American Separator. We
ship immediately. Western orders

filled from Western points. Write

us and get our great offer and hand-

some free catalog. ADDRESS,

Live Stock and Dairy

'*'Tir"'«rW ^F=*"*TiPi'<

Live Stock Forecast

FEBRUARY came in with hogs selling for
more money than the prices of pro-
visions seem to warrant. The experts

seem to think that they are too high and
that the country has a lot of hogs waiting
to grow heavier. The runs of hogs at the
yards average more cars than for a couple of
years, and it looks as if they would be more
plentiful than in the recent past ; but as yet

i they are still scarce—much scarcer than five

years ago. No very great slump in hogs is
i looked for by the best posted people.
Whether that big crop of hogs is really on
the way to market, nobody knows for certain.

Eastern cattle are reported as backward,
and Chicago the center of the fat-cattle
market. The feeders report good gains on
account of mild weather. Feed has not been
as high as formerly, and profits are fair to

the skilful feeder. Plenty of killing stuff is

said to be in sight to last to April 1st. All
through the corn belt cattle on stalks and
roughage have done finely, and the stocker
market is supplied with exceptionally good
cattle for the time of year. The demand is

such that cheap cattle are thought by some
to be too high. This has affected the cheap
beef cattle to such an extent that such stuff

is said to be too high to be economical for
butchers.

The sheep market is not very promising.
So many Western sheep came into the feed-
ing regions on account of the droughts on
the ranges that the markets are congested,
and promise to remain so until toward May
1st. Mutton may be one of the commodities
to cut down the cost of living this spring.
But after the Middle States have unloaded
their fat ^heep, the source from whence a
big supply is to come cannot be pointed out.
The Western droughts, in brief, after pro-
ducing a glut while their output is being

I

sold, are likely to cause scarcer sheep and
mutton than ever until the flocks can be
recruited.

Horses are still high, in spite of the fact
that the city demand has fallen off lately.

In the Middle West work horses can be got
from $110 to $150. but good mares weighing
from 1,300 to 1,500 and of fair breeding

—

grade drafters—can be sold for $160 to $250.
The demand is strong for farm horses—and
these mares are wanted for brood mares as
well as for work. If the newer portions of
the West and Canada receive the immigra-
tion which recent years have taught us to
expect, the demand for horses will be likely

to increase. There is no sign of lower
prices before May, at least.

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO., BOX 1058, BAINBRIDGE, N. Y.

Harness-Oiling Device
A JOB which many team-owners dread is the

oiling and dressing up of their hatness,
and indeed it is somewhat of a disagreeable
task, when a poor equipment is at hand
for the purpose.
We have noted several equipments for

this purpose, but none we like so well as the
oiling-pan device described below.
Have a galvanized iron pan made two and

one half feet in width, three feet in length
and ten inches deep. In each corner of the
bottom lay a brick or other material of the
same size and fill into the pan sufficient

water to cover the bricks. Set it upon an
old stove in the shop, or beneath it place a
kerosene or gasolene burner.

Into this pan fit another one eight inches
in height with flaring sides and slightly

smaller than the under pan.
As this pan sets upon the water in the

under pan a perfect water bottom is formed,
thus preventing oil or harness straps from
becoming burned in case of too much heat.

In the upper pan place a quantity of soft
water, and with some good harness soap
wash up all straps and gears to be oiled, in

warm water with plenty of soap.

Let the harness gears dry thoroughly;
then place in the upper pan a quantity of
good neat's-foot or harness oil, start up the
fire and thoroughly immerse all straps, work-
ing into the leather all the oil possible.

With this equipment one man can oil up
several sets of harness in one day, and the
unpleasant task of working cold grease into

rough, hard straps is avoided.
After the harness has soaked in the oil

thoroughly give the surface a light coating
with some good black harness-dressing.

With such an equipment the boys can take
in many dollars in a season by oiling up
harness from other farms where the owner
would much rather hire such work done than
do it himself. Geo. W. Brown.

Look for 3 good kind horse on the farm
of the man who loves every living thing.

You won't be disappointed.

A Pennsylvania horseman writes : "Never
strike or hurt a balker; I stuff cloth in his

ears or hold up his foot and tinker with it

for several minutes. This diverts his atten-

tion and he will generally start when you
get back into the wagon."
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WiachS»iaUItBe?
ONE

SHARPIES
Tubular

Cream Separator
and perfect satisfaction for life—or several "mail
order" or other (so called) cheap separators
that exasperate you every day and last, on the
average, one year apiece ?
Remember that one Tubular will outlast ten

Cheap machines. Then as k yourself if the Tubu-
lar is not the cheapest machine to own and use.
Our local representative virill put a Sharpies Dairy
Tubular—The World's Best cream separator-
right into your home for a thorough

FREE TRIAL
without one cent of expense to you for
freight or anything else. We can afford
to do that because Tubulars are later
than and different
from all others.
No disks or other
contraptions.
Twice the skim-
ming force of other
separators. Wear
a lifetime. When
you demonstrate
these facts,

in your own
home, then
srpu'U have a
Tubular or
nothing.
Guaranteed

forever b y
Amerlca'sold-
est and
world's big-
gest cream
s eparator
concern.

Write for
igil catalogue
No. 112, and
free trial.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST OJIE8TEK, PA.

Ohtcaffo, m.. Ban Francisco, Cal., Portland* Or%»
Toronto, Can. Winnipeg, Can.

JOHN DEEUE PLOW CO., Gen'I Ae«ntl,
Dallas, Texas.

Fnlly ten thottsand horses
are cured every year vrith

Fleming's
Fistula and Poll Evil Cure

and mttny of them are bad old cases
that skilled doctors have aban-
doned. Easy and simple; no experience
needed: no cutting to be done: just 'a
little attention every fifth day—and your
money refunded If it ever fails. Cures
most cases within thirty days, leaving the
horse sound and smooth. Valuable in-
formation and full particulars given in

ilemlngr's Vest-Pocltet
Veterinary Adviser

Best veterinary book for farmers: 192
pages, 69 illustrations. Copy mailed free.

FLEMING BROS., Chemists,
222 Union Stock Yards. Chicago, lU.

A trace holder that holdB—
holds fast— never lets go
until you say so. Then it

releases the tug at a touch.
Will not clog, freeze, rust or
catch the horse's tail ; holds
both the trace and the loose
end. i^o accidents if yotir
buggy is equipped with the
Fernald. 15c. at carriage,
harness and hardware deal-
ers, or from ns for fie more.

Femald Mfg. Co., Inc.

North East, Pa.
Makers of Femald Qnick-
Shlfts, Femald Sash Keln
Holders & Spitzll Conplers.

THIS

sow WEIGHED 932 LBS.
AT 23 MONTHS OLD

tiave started more breeders on the road to suc-
I oess than anyman living. Ihave the largest and fin-
I est herd in the V.S. Every one an early developer,
I ready for the market at six months old. I want to
place one hog in each community to advertise my

loerd. Write formy plan, "How to Make Moneyfrom
iHogs." g S. BENJAMIN, Masonic BlJg., Portiaml, Mich.

HORSEOWNERS oH.c.„r
,to try th6"0LEANCarry
Comb and save dollars
In time, labor and

'.^H^^^^nan. « pense. Automal

' action, durable, efleo-

I K« I TAXI-- » tlve, easy on the horse,
f loe CLtAN. Ma,ni always clean. Send

maraddress—stating number
ofhorsesowned,and we'llsendComb postpaid.
BnA thlrty-flvA ceDtB after trial, or return at our expense. Valuable Horw
Book free. Clean Oomb CQ..48 gifth St.. Baclne.'Wla.

WANTED!! YOUNG MEN!! RAILROAD!!
Steam and £Ieotrio Tnla Serrioe. |66 to |150 per month. Big

demand. All toaHm. Hundreds put to work. Experience nn-
seoessary. Instruotlons ^^J maU. Hve bundred more wanted.

L RAILWAY 0. I. No. 86, INPIAJyAPOLIS, MTOIAWA

CALVES
RAISE THEM WITHOUT MILK

Booklet Free
J. W. BABWELL, WAPKEOAl?, HI/.

Try The

Bull Dog Feed Grinder

10 Days Free
You can grind CQOO hn. of cob and com to
table meal with one set o£ BoUeis and Oott-

cavef. Damp grain can't clog it—naila

won't break it. Has only 2 inch working
leverage which accounts for light ninning.
Qet oni FBEE Catalogu* and Sample!.

CROWN POINT MFG. CO.
<- 135 E. Road. Cromm Point, Ind.

A Maine System of Sheep-
Raising

ERNEST Hilton of Anson, wlio is the

largest sheep-raiser in Somerset County,
Maine, says that sheep can be raised

the easiest and the most profit can be derived
from them of any animal on the farm. Bert
Hilton, who is the next largest sheep-raiser

in Somerset County, affirms this. They both
work on the same plan. They have worked
out a method that has proved successful and
they claim it is practical for every farmer to

raise sheep under these conditions.

To commence the year, they turn the sheep
into the field to start them gaining before they

the talent that has been intrusted to her,

but being under man's dominion she must
depend upon him to supply her needs.

Hence, the cow's performance will never
rise above the intelligence, the kindness and
the liberality of her owner.

The only way to have clean, pure milk is

to keep it clean and pure. After milk is once
defiled there is no science or art that can
bring it back to its original purity.

Cows elaborate no milk, secrete no butter-
fat from pedigrees. These things come from
feed, and the good pedigree means that the
cow to which it belongs has an inherited
right to be able to produce largely from the
suitable feeds she shall consume.

The greatest profit in dairying must come
from having special purpose cows that shall

be able to use the maximum amount of home-
grown provender in their rations, so that the
farm may make profitable disposition of its

"Who Cares for the Snow!"
Bert Hilton's Oxford-Down evres

are bred. After the ground gets frozen
they are put in the barn cold nights. Then
they commence to give the sheep whole com,
believing that a bushel of grain in November
is worth more than three in April. As soon
as the sheep come into the barn for good
they are fed just what good hay they will

eat up clean and no more, with grain at

night and roots in the morning. The Hiltons
always feed clover hay if they have it ; other-

wise, some kind of soft hay, but never coarse
ripe timothy.

The cribs are swept out twice a day. If

the sheep are fed out of doors, it must be in

a perfectly clean place as the sheep are very
neat. The water pails and tubs are rinsed

about every day. Then the sheep are bedded
with a little straw once a week or oftener

as they are very careful to avoid mud.
Outside of pitching down the hay, Ernest

Hilton says it does not take more than ten
minutes a day to care for the sheep until

they get ready to drop their lambs. He does
not know of any other animal that is so easy

to care for or so profitable.

About a month before lambing time they
begin to feed bran and oats with roots of

some kind. Only a few sheep are put into

products to the dairy. Thus the farmer sows
one crop and reaps two profits.

Corn is the great American feed crop.

It has three unassailable recommendations

—

enormous yield of feeding units, great

digestibility and palatability ; but while it

furnishes much it cannot give everything to

the ration. There must be more protein in

the feed than corn alone can supply. There-
fore to feed corn alone to any animal is to

feed it wastefully, for without these other

elements lacking in corn, it is impossible for

the animal to recover fully all the wonderful
value of the corn. W. F. McSparran.

Cured

Splint

" I have used Sloan's Liniment
on a fine mare for splint and cured

her. This makes the third horse

I've cured. Have recommended
it to my neighbors for thrush and
they say it is fine. I find it the
best Liniment I ever used. I keep on,

hand your Sure Colic Cure for myself

and neighbors, and I can certainly

recommend it for Colic."—S. E. SMtrH,
McDonough, Ga.

FINK FOB SWEENY.
Mr. J. H. Fleming, of Stilesboro,

Ga., writes :—"Sloan's Liniment is fine

for sweeny on mules, and it is also

fine for abscess on the lungs, as I know
it did my sister good. It helped to

cure her."

SLOAN
LINIMENT
is a reliable remedy for both
familyandfarmuse.Verypen-
etrating, needs no rubbing.

Price, 50 cents and $1.00.

Sloan's book on horses, cattle, hogs,
and poultry sent free. Address

Dr. EABIiS. SLOM, Boston, Ma^s.,U.S.d.

BROAD TIRES
make good roads and save drafU
Ibeie'B long service in the modem

Electric Metal Wheels
with stralKlit or staggered oval steel
Bpokes. No tires to set,no break*
downs. Fit any wagon. Make a
new wagon onf of yonr old gears.
Write for free catalogue.

ELECniC WHEE CO., Bo(13, Ooliiiil.mi

"Leggo My Chin!"
A prize imported Hampshire ewe—Ernest Hilton

a pen, to prevent them from crowding and
jamming one another. As the little ones
commence to come along only two or three,

and if the lambs are weak, only one ewe is

put in each pen. The feed is not only kept

up, but increased in quantity and, • if trying

to grow the lambs fast, cotton-seed meal is

added to the feed. The rations for the lambs
are crushed oats and shorts fed in a separate
creep. When the lambs are five days old

their tails -are docked. The Hiltons shear
their sheep the first of April and then when
the grass has grown enough they are ready
to go to pasture and can stand the cold

storms without trouble. Before turning out
to pasture they dip all the sheep and lambs
for ticks and lice. Then salt once a week
is all the care they need until weaning time,

wh^n the same process can be gone over
again. John E. Taylor.

Dairygrams
ANYTHING that contributes to the comfort

and health of the cow means greater

profit for her owner.

Milk-giving is the expression of the full-

ness of the cow's life. It is her work. It is

her method of showing how she has used

One Animal and Three Hogs
to an Acre

THIS is a fair estimate of the average feeding ability of

the soil. On a farm of 80 acres the highest limit of

efficiency is 20-acre fields. Large fields diminish the

earning power because two small fields alternated will furnish

much more support for stock than the same average in one big
field. The fence is the important factor; and with the liberal

usf of gates, unlimited extension and alternation is simple.
The steelin Ellwood fence is specially as to prevent sagging. The small and

made from carefully selected stock.
It is hard, elastic, tough and springy.
The line wires, composed of two or
more wires twisted into cables, give
each individual wire the shape of an
elongated, coiled spring. The fence is

theref re r.iifficiently elastic to take
care of expansion and contraction, and
yet so rigid when properly stretched

permanent mesh is made by weaving
one continuous wire throughout the
fabric. The mesh or stay wires are so
interwoven that slipping is impossible.
The triangular truss is the strongest
form of construction known. For this
reason, Ellwood fence will stand tha
hardest usage and still retain its
shape.

Ellwood Fence is sold in your town. Euwooa ae'ai-

er and let him show you his difierent styles of fence and quote you his low
prices. Get his expert advice on your special needs. He is on the spot,
buys in largre quantities, gets the lowest carload freight rates, demonstrates
quality before your eyes and is the man from whom you will get the most
tor your money.

FRANK BAACKES, Vice President and General Sales Agent

American Steel & Wire Co.
Chicago New York Denver San Francisco
Sendfor copy of"Ellwood FenceNews^"profaaely illustrated, devoted to theinteresls offarmers and show-
ing how fence may be employed to enhance the earning power ofafarm. Furnishedfree upon application.
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JMHESE MACHINES
^iiiMMifctei- . whenYouKnow

Them(I
Waterloo Boy

Gasoline Lngme
is like a lot of people you and I know. It improves on acquain-
tance. You must know it to appreciate it.

It's just a fine, substantial, solid looking engine and when the
hard work comes it quietly wades in and does it.

The Waterloo Boy and do a lot heavier work
than you ever expected. You can always depend on 5t. You
know what it will do. It is so simple your 10 year old boy
can be engineer with perfect success.

The old reliable fly-ball governor keep3 the speed steady. It has a patented
mixer and new positive igniter. Automatic fuel regulation makes it economical.
The speed lever will vary the speed from 50 to 75 revolutions while running.

Starts easy in winter, always ready without fuss or bucking, open jacket, frost
proof. Nearly all parts interchangeable.

Farmers are "boosting" Waterloo BoyS more than any other engine. Does
that prove anything?

I Buttercup Cream Separator
leads the world in efficiency— it skims out 99—99-1009& of the
cream. It is a standard tested machine and one of the first to com-
bine the wing and disc principles of skimming. It is low
down, with heavy base, convenient, light running— has large bowl, easy to
clean. Construction simple, few working parts, very durable.

You will buy these machines when yon know them and will like them better
every day you use them. They will prove your most dependable friends on
the farm. Test them at our risk. We send them on 30 DAYS FREE

Trial because we wantyou to know them before you buy
1. They are GUARANTEED FOR 5 YEARS.
Our record protects you—18 years of making

good, of dealing square, of keeping our promises,
ight down to the slightest detail.

Let us tell you more. Our catalogs are free.

Wri[e today.

Waterloo Gasoline

Engine Company,
173 W. 3rd Ave.,

Waterloo, Iowa.

WHICH TEAM
IS YOURS ?

Undipped
Clipped horses are fresh and full

of life and vigor because they dry
off quickly at night, rest well and
get all the good from their food.
Every man who considers the
unnatural conditions under which
horses are obliged to live and
work, assists them to better
health by clipping in the spring.
No way has ever been devised for
doing it SO EASILY and QtTICK-
LY as with this

Stewart
Ball Bearing

Clipping
Machine

This machine weighs only 36 lbs.
boxed. You can carry it about
anywhere. It has 6 feet of
new style, easy running
flexible shaft, so all parts of
the horse are reached easily.

1

Clipped

It has the Famous Stewart
One-Nut Tension Knife—highest
grrade. The gears are all cut from
the solid steel bar and made file

hard. Then all are enclosed and
protected from dust and dirt,
where they run ^ mm g\
in constant oil • M •>| I
bath. Price, aU «P £ •%J\J
complete, as M ,
shown. Is only •
It isGuaranteedfor 25 Years
and anjrene can run it and do
perfect clippins vnth it.

Clip Your Cows with it. Too
The best dairymen everywhere clip the
flanks and udders of cows every three or
four weeks. It is easy then to keep tlie

parts clean when miUdsg. This machine
clips cows to perfection.

GET ONE NOW at your dealer's or send
S2.00 and we will ship C. CD. for balance.

Write for new 1911 catalogue.

DO IT TODAY
Chicago Flexible

Shaft Company
134 La Salle Ave., C]ucag:o

Keep Your Feet Dry and
Your Health Good
Wear "Ball-Band" Rubber Boots—the kind that defy snow and

slush. You can be out all day in the wet, yet have dry, comfortable feet.

Today 8.600.000 people know this and will have no other rubber
boots than the famous "Ball-Band" groods. They know that in no other
rubber footwear is there the same combination of durability and comfort.

BALL © BAND
TVe have built np this enormoiis business simply by giving a little better boot than
lybodyelse. ^Ve iiave sacrificed profits to do this, But we have built up a host of

satisfied customers and getiing more all the time.
From top to toe, iasido an4 out, **Bttll-Bimd*' rabbfer footwear repreeenta the best
materials aud the best workmanship that money can bay.

-'v^ 000 dealers sell them. Some sell other kinds, too, so insist on seeing the Rf!I>
1-Band" trade>mark. It's your protection.

If your dealer can't supply you, write us, mentioning his name, andwe will Beo
that you are fitted.

MISHAWAKA WOOLEN MFG. COMPANY
MISHAWAKA, INDIANA

"TTie House That Pays Millions for Qaality"

w
Old Versus Young Sows

HiCH is the
better sow for

a breeder—the

old sow or the gilt?

That question was
raised recently by a
contribution from Mr.
A. J. Legg of Nicholas
County, West Virginia.

It is an important
problem, for the choice

of the old or young sow is not only im-
portant in itself, but it involves a choice
btween two different systems of swine man-
agement.
We have accordingly secured for our

readers the additional testimony on this

question of five experts in swine breeding,
which we give below.

Some hog-growers dispose of sows long
before their period of usefulness is past and
replace them with young sows. It has
always seemed to me that this was a bad
practice. The mature sows have more and
better pigs than young sows ; then the old
ones will winter on less feed and come out in
spring in better condition than young ones.
The young sow is always an uncertain

quantit}'. She may be careful of her litter

or she may eat them upon first sight. An
old sow that has been tried and found to be
all right and a careful and good mother is

likely to remain so. She is much more
reliable than the young sow.
A sow is likely to do good service at rais-

ing pigs until she is seven or eight years old.

I kept a sovir until she was past seven years
old not long ago, and her last litter consisted
of eight pigs. She was slaughtered because
I had more sows than I cared to keep. She
fattened as readily at this age as a young
sow would have done, and from all appear-
ances she would have been a profitable brood
sow for one or two years longer if I had
needed her. I prefer brood sov,fS from two
to seven years old to younger ones.

Wm. Dietrich of the Illinois station,

author of "Swine Breeding," the latest and
most advanced manual on the subject, says:

I think as a rule an old or mature sow
will produce a larger litter than a young
sow. Sometimes, also, an old sow will have
a better developed udder and can raise a
better litter of pigs than a young sow. The
latter, however, is not always true and the
reverse frequently occurs.

In order to have a good old sow, she
must be properly developed when she is

young. That is, she must be properly fed
and must raise a sufficient number of pigs
during the first one or two periods of lacta-
tion. In other words, if a sow has only a
few pigs in the first one or two litters, the
chances are that only the parts of the udder
used then will become developed and the
remainder will become dormant, so that she
will not be able to develop more good pigs
afterward than she raised during the first

one or two litters.

I believe in the policy of keeping all good
old sows as long as they are good producers.
Even though young sows are carefully
selected, there are always a number of
inferior ones in the bunch. In fact, there
are never more than a few outstanding good
sows in any bunch of gilts that may be
selected ; and, furthermore, this cannot
always be recognized until after having
raised the first litter. Some may not be able
to produce larg& litters, others may not
breed at all, and still others may not be able
to give suffieient milk and so on. Conse-
quently, a herd of sows should be selected in

the first place before they are bred, so as to

breed nothing but the best ones, and these
should be selected again after raising the
first litter and all the good ones kept.

Again, sows should be selected at weaning-
time and fed for breeding. If they are fed
along with the market hogs till the latter go
to market, the chances are that they will be
injured for future breeding purposes.

In regard to an old sow being able to get
through the winter on less feed than a young
sov/, I would say that a young sow naturally
is growing and needs sufficient feed to make
this growth, besides being maintained.

Here is the testimony of B. E. Carmichael,
chief of the animal husbandry department of

Ohio State Experiment Station :

Concerning the relative merits of old and
young sows, no definite rules can be given
that will apply to all cases. The Ohio
station has had young sows that were quite
as good mothers as any old- sow could be
expected to be. In some cases old sows have
been far more careless than the average of
the young sows. On the other hand, some
old sows have proved so valuable that they
will be retained for breeding purposes as
long as practicable. With both old and
young sows the kind of feed that is supplied
and the condition in which the sow is kept
will have much to do with the behavior of
the sow at and after farrowing. Hog-raisers,
who do not supply their sows with material
richer in protein and ash than corn, are
likely to have trouble with pig-eating sows
and a small milk flow. Corn should, how-
ever, be the basis of even the brood sow's
ration in the corn belt ; but it should be
supplemented by one or more of such feeds
as alfalfa hay, clover hay, skim-milk, tank-
age, soy beans, linseed-oil meal, or other
feed of this kind.

[concluded on page 19]

Don't
Let a
Skin
Disease
Spoil Your
Horse

If he rubs mane, tail or

other parts you have reason to

suspect mange or other parasitic

skin disease and it is time to

administer the remedy.

and Disinfectant
is the horseman's mainstay when it's

necessary to fight disease in the stable.

This is a non-irritating and harmless
preparation, svire death to infectious

germs, skin parasites, lice, sheep
ticks, etc.

In proper solution, it prevents and
cures hog cholera, infectious pneu-
monia, sheep scab, foot rot, and
lice on cattle, swine and poultry.

Nothing equals it as a disinfectant

for pens, stables, outbuildings, and
places where decay may breed disease.

"Write for booklet.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.

HEAVES
An absoTutely guaranieed

remedy for Kes%es, Coughs,
Distemper. Indigestion and
all Lung, Throat and WinU
troubles; a Blood ParUier
and Conditioner. 50c at

dealers. 60c by mail.

One or rwo packages
mosi always cure; three or
four packages—cure g,uaran'

(etd or money back. There
is DO remedy la the world
that vill cure so quickly

nd permanently at so
small a cost as Prussiat^

Heave Powders— ( he rc*

cognized Heave Cure all

over the country for

tweniy-two years.

173 page lllusirtted

Farmers', Stockmen's and
Poulirythen's Book Free

PRUSSIAN REMEDY CO.

SALESMEN WANTED
Traiaed Salesmen earn from Sl.200.00 to SIO.OOO.OO

a year, and expenses. Hundreds of good positions
now open. No experience needed to get one of tliem.We will assist you to secure a position where .vou cain
get Practical Experience as a Salesman and eamSlOO
a month er more while you are learning. Write to-
day for our free book, "A Knight of the Grip," list
or good openings, and testimonials from hundreds
of men recently placed in good positiona

Address nearest office. Dept. 193
National Sale«men's Training Associatioll

Chicago New York Kan«s City Seatde New Orieau J

T YOUR IDEAS
600 for one Invention. Book. "How

Obtain a Patent" and "What to In-
vent" sent free. Send rough, sketch for
free report as to patentability. Patents
advertised for sale at our eipenee iJi

fourteen Manufacturers' Journals.
Patents Obtained or Pee Retorned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'ys
EeUblishcd 16 Years

944 F. Street, Washington, D. C.

Indestructible g^SllTuS Collars
prevent and cure sore ehoulders. Save costly

of hwnes, pads, or straps. Stronger, lighter,
better. Always keep their shape, Guaran-
teed not to rust. Adjustable in size to fit I

animal whether falj poor or spring fat.
i

•Write Today For Our YEAR'S FREETRUL
j

with freight prepaid. Endorsed by vet-
erinaries, used by City Fire Depts. and more h

than 100.000 farmers and teanisters. Sold G
hj dealers everywhere. Good agents wanted. H

WeHNSTON-SlCCUM £0.728 State StgRO. UiiMj^

PATENT YOUR HEADWBRK ?f?J- tSfifSS
report of patentability; also book of instnictions. Ko patent, "no
charso. BRSTEA PATESTS CO, Dir. F Wsshington, D. C.

PATENT SECURED OR
FEE RETURNED

Start, right. Free Book—How to obtain, finance
and promote patents. Send sketch, free searoli.

FARNHAM & SU£S, Pal. Atlys., Ad, 43, Washington. D.C.

ADMIRAL S-MAN PRESS

ipATENTS START FACTORiES

'KANSAS arr

PROF. H. MINHICK, Tuscarawas, 0., T^'.t'^^MT^
horse and colt training for 25 cts. Tricks 25 cts. each.

BE AN nXXTSTKATOR—J<um to drftw. We will teach jon mtU hov

to di«w fwmacwinei ifc — ^^"^^ «f Blastration

LAWN FENCE
Many styles. Sold on trial ai
wholesale prices. Save 2C
to 30 per cent. IlJaelratetl
Catalogue free. Write today.'

KITSELMAN BROS, i

Box 322 Muncie, Indiana.'

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap «s
wood. 32 pa£-e Cataio^e
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,
oiled Sprine Fence Oo.

'S03 403 WiBchater. lod.
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It costs

us

10 cents

When we receive your

cream separator or-

der it costs us 10 cents

to handle it. You pay

the 10 cents in addi-

tion to factory cost and

factory profit. «If an

agent takes your or-

der it costs $25.00 to

$35.00 on top of all

the other costs, profits

and expenses. Take

your choice—^buy

where you please, but

first send for the Econ-

omy Chief Dairy Guide

forlOil. It costs you

nothing.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.

ChicagOf Illinois

Train Your Colt
In 8 Hours—BreakYour
HorseofAnyBad Habits

br my slmple method. I can teach you to break
any colt In 8 bonrs thru my wonderful mail sys-

tem, or break your horse
k of any bad habits, snch as
balking:, klcklne:, shying,
'being afraid of automo-
in fact, any habit can be

cured by my method.
Instructions complete and simple;
nastered in a short time vdth little

study.

$ly200 to $3,000 aYear
At Home or Traveling

Several of my pupils are making big money
giving exhibitions in different cities. Others
train horses at home, making $15 to $25 a head.
You can do the same.

I have graduate pupils in every walk in life-
Farmers, Professional Horse Trainers, Hocae
Breeders, Rldintr Masters, Teamsters, etc.
I have two courses—one. "How to Train a Oolt to

Drive, and Break Horses of Bad Habits*'—the otlier,
"How to Ride and Train the Saddle Horse; Different
Gaits end Fancy Steps **

Let me send you my Free Book on horses, and the
opportunities open to you. Write today, now, while
you think of it, for Free Book. Also tell me about
your horse. (14)

Prof. Jesse Beery, Box 22, Pleasant Hill, Ohio

Faritiers' Handy Wagon

at a Low Price
AbBolntely the best wagon built for every kind

of heavy teaming. Low steel wheels, wide tires.
Will last a lifetime without repairs.

STEELWHEELS
for farm wagons
—any size to fit

any axle* Send
for our free

booklet before
you buy a wagon
or a set of wheels.

EMPIRE MFG. CO.* Box 68-W Quincy, ML

FREE TO FARMERS
A Valuable 160-pagG book entitled

"SILO PROFITS",
Written by 200 x>f the most successful
Feeders, Farmers and Dairymen In
the World. ff^ Every farmer In
America should read this book, and
as long as our supply of these books
last we will mail one copy free to
each person asking for it- It gives
theactual experience of these^rm-
ers and in their own words.
Our Factories are located at An-

derson, Ind., DesMoines, Iowa, and _
Kansas City, •^ro*Write NOW «se:i^ T>_*C:4«"
Missouri. MfS^for this book OllO rrOtltS

india!na silo company
ttl4 Union BuildlnflTf Anderson, Indiana

HARVEY BOLSTER SPRINGS
hSoon save their cost. Make CTery waffon aiprlog
IwftgoD, therefore fruit, Te^elables. CEgrs. etc.,

nbriDS money. Ask for special proposition.
RHarrey Spring Co., IW-Xtth St., Baelne, Wl«.

GUARANTEEO

Live Stock and Dairy

Old Versus Young Sows
[continued from page 18]

The claim is often made that old animals
are better for breeding purposes than the
younger ones, or than the older animals were
when they were young. Except for a greater
prolificacy and a better milk flow, it is

doubtful if there is any ground for such
claims. Some of the finest specimens have
sprung from young parents. The fact that
breeders aim to retain only the best of the
young animals for breeding purposes, prob-
ably accounts in larger part for the preva-
lent opinion that old animals exert a stronger
hereditary influence than do young ones.
However, very young sows that are not

well nourished themselves could not be
expected^ to produce and nourish strong pigs,
and it is undoubtedly true that young sows
will require more feed than will mature
sows. Sows at one year should be able to
give birth to vigorous pigs and to nourish
them satisfactorily, if they have been
properly developed.
The fact that the young sow herself is

growing and does not need to be fed for
maintenance solely, makes the breeding of
young sows popular, especially with men who
do not care to raise two litters a year (for
which purjjose mature sows are better suited
than are younger sows). Moreover, with
critical selection, there exists a greater
opportunity for improvement in type when
young sows are used, for a larger number of
generations may be produced in a given
number of years. Besides, should a young
sow fail to breed, she may be marketed to
better advantage and with less loss than an
old sow which had been fed for several
months solely for her litter.

It seems that men who produce breeding
stock will favor .the old sow on account of
the fact that she is valued for what she has
done, and there is a fair assurance of her
repeating her performance ; while the man
who is merely producing market hogs, unless
he chooses to produce two litters per year,
will probably continue to depend upon young
sows for most of his stock, but will keep an
occasional old sow that has proved to be
exceptionally valuable. As stated at first, no
definite rules can be laid down that vytill

always apply.

Lloyd G. Brown, who manages the hog
department of the successful farm of Brown
Brothers in Minnehaha County, South
Dakota, thus summarizes the question of old

sow versus gilt:

My experience is that your correspondent
is right in his retaining tried brood sows in
preference to gilts, but the practice of keep-
ing only gilts to breed from has its advan-
tages. When one keeps gilts, he usually
keeps a large number, has the pigs come in
May, runs them on pasture with but little

feed, fattens them after husking and sells

in the winter when the market is low. In
this method there is little care needed at

farrowing time, the smallest amount of grain
is consumed, making the feeding a small
chore, and the sow grows along with the
pigs ; but the crop is marketed at bottom
prices. It is a case of small investment, a
fair profit and farming big, a system which
the American likes.

Now the other way : The mature sow is

bred for a March litter (this requires a
warm farrowing-house unless one lives in

a southern latitude) and she is bred again
for a fall litter, August or September. The
spring pigs can be marketed in the fall before
the heavy winter run, while the prices are
still good. This marketing vacates the pens,
giving the fall pigs the space which by this
time they need. The warm farrowing-house
gives them good winter quarters and at far-
rowing time again in March they can be put
into the summer sheds. They are then fat-
tened and sold on the summer high prices.

This method requires more expensive
equipment and uses more feed when grain is

at a high figure; but the additional cost is
more than made up in the difference in the
returns. In the first place the mature sow
farrows more pigs. Of course poor milkers
and careless mothers must be culled out.
The Iowa Experiment Station conducted an
experiment along this line. I have not the
figures before me, but I remember them quite
distinctly. The sows which farrowed their
first litter averaged seven and one half pigs
to the litter, the second litter sows averaged
nine pigs, and the mature sows ten and one
half pigs. The number of pigs raised ran
six, seven and two thirds, nine and one half.
Besides this, each pig from the old sows
weighed more at farrowing and made faster
gains because he was more vigorous. The
old sows also had less trouble farrowing.
A tried brood sow is a certain income

producer. We know about how many pigs
she will raise and, if a pure-bred, know the
type of pigs she will produce if bred to a
tried boar. The tried boar is as important
as the tried sow, and if one raises two litters

a year he can well afford to keep his boar
over until new blood is needed.

However, if a man cannot put up a house
warm enough to raise March pigs he had
better not try it in sheds, but have his pigs
come in May and from gilts as it does not
pay to raise November pigs ; neither does it

pay to keep a mature sow for one litter a
year, for the feed used in keeping her over
is a dead loss.

The raising of pigs from gilts has put
many a feeder on the road to prosperity in
the past, but we must heed the handwriting
on the wall. This method has served its

purpose well in the days of cheap products
and cheap lands, but in the future we must
employ the more intensive methods that
changing conditions demand, and work our
porcine machinery to its fullest capacity.

Largest -s!^'
Stock Farm '^^'^
Barn in

Minnesota:

This building waa roofed with
NEPDNSET Paroid by the farm
hands themselves.

No Saving in First Cost Can Pay a Fractional Part

of the Cost of the First Leak

When it comes to roofing, you need ike best—the

kind that has proved it will not leak. Proved it in all

cHmates, through many years of service to thousands

of farmers and manufacturers throughout the country,

to the U. S. Government and the leading railroads.

NEpdnseT
PAROID ROOFING

For Bamsy Stables, Poultry-Houses and

Other Farm Buildings

NEPONSET Paroid Roofing is becoming each year more and more

recognized as the most thoroughly satisfactory roofing and siding.

More lasting than shingles; easier to lay and a safeguard against fire.

For the residence NEpdnseT Proslate Roofing gives a handsome

effect and saves you from repair bills and all roofing troubles.

Write for the Bird NEpdnseT Book

which gives full inforhiation concerning the different NeponseT

Roofings for different types of buildings. Also describes

NEPDNSET Waterproof Building Papers which keep out cold and

dampness from your house and reduce the fuel bill.

There are NEpdnseT Roofing Dealers everywhere. If you do not know
the one in your locality, write us and we will tell you. We will also

tell you the buildings nearby where WtfmseiK Roofinss have been used.

F. W. BIRD & SON, 19 Neponset Street, East Walpole, Mass., U. S. A.

Establiihed 1793. Orietnauri of Cumplcu Riadj Riojines and WaUTtrmf Building Papirs.

Mew York Waabiogton Cbingo fottland, Ore. Bui FtanolBoo Hsunllton, Out. Winnipfig Uo&txeal St John

m li/Fjr/wi/^^^^^ His 1911 Catalog

tW^fr :3i Every Farm Home
Wonderful Bargains

In Vehicles and Harness
Before you buy any kind of vehicle or harness, send for

the 1911 FreeMurray StyleBook and compare Murray Pricet
•with others. This Big 178 Page Boofc costs you nothing and
is exactly what you need. Every Farmer in America should
have it in the home handy for use. 251 illustrations, many in
colors; 138 styles of Carriages, 74 styles of Harness. See our
Wagon Leader of special construction, page 101, and Big Special
Harness Bargain, page 143.

» *'Bighest Award" Buggies Direct From
His Factory—Fonr Weeks* Road Trial—Insures

Sale Delivery—Two Years* Guarantee
why should you even think of buying Buggies, Harness or Saddlery from

any Dealer, Agent or Mail Order House, vrhen you can save 30 to 50 per cent
by dealing direct •with the old, reliable Wilber H. Murray M'f'a Co.,
Factory in Cincinnati? Isn't it just good "horse sense" to keep all these
middlemen's profits in your own pocket? Even if you are prosperous, there
is no real reason why you should throw away your bard earned money.

FRE
It

te »
30 Day Free Road Test

We don't aBk you to buy a "pig in a poke". We want you to act with your
eyes open— everythine In plain sight—know exactly what you are doing. That's
why we say to you, ''Teat any Murray Pleasure Vehicle 30 Days Free before
you buy". Just hitch up and use it every day for a whole month, if you like,.

th*n make up your mind. And, remember, when yoa do decide to buy we standi
squarely behind you with the famous Murray Guarantee of Quality.
Tbe Wilber H. Murray WVa CO..309 E. Filth St.. CiacinnaU. Ohio

Mail Coupon Now!
We Want our 1911 Catalog ,„.To Tbe

,
inthe Hon^e ofEveryFar. MuS^yM'r^ Jmer tn America. Mau Company. |
Free Coupon Right^^ 309 E.5th St Clndimatl. 0. .

Now! Pleasosendmemycopyof the |
Big FREE Murray Style Book,

without obligation on my port.

Karne.
I

I

Addresa..^—....

-^J
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Cream Profits That
Stay in Your Pocket
THERE was a time when the first cost

of a cream separator was a big fac-

tor in deciding which separator a
cow owner should buy. But now it is

different. Men have found it the best in-

vestment to pay a little moi-e at the start
rather than to be paying the difference con-
stantly afterward in cream profits lost and in repairs
necessary. Men have learned that in the

Empire Line
Of Quality Separators
they can get not only the style and size separ-
ator they want, but also the one that nets the
greatest returns for the money invested for the
longest term of years—the one that makes
profits that stay in their pockets.

Seventeen Cents a Year ^T^-age cost ot re-
pairs on all of the hundreds of thousands of

Frictionless Empire Empire Cream separators in use last year. And
^ the majority of these Empire machines have been

^

in use for many years. It's the itme test and re-
pair cost that tell whether a separator is a paying investment.

Let us also prove that Empires turn easiest, are simplest,
most sanitary, highest quality and most satisfactory. Write
postal now.

EmpireCream SeparatorCompanyoSSt

THE OLD

WhichWay
is Best?

THE NEW

The hard, irksome sweaty labor with a band shear;

the tired, aching swollen wrist of the shearer;

the mair
~

' :ad mangled sheep from it; the
unevc -ring, cutting the animal in some
places . earing an inch of wool in others;

the fleece in shreds and tatters and s'la^d with second cuts, OR the easy turning, fast, even shearing of a

Stewart No. 9 Ball Bearing Machine
that anyone can do; the fleece taken off «rmoothly and quickly in one unbroken blanket, with every fiber at its longest;

with not a scratch of any kind to the sheep and with all the wool secured, enough more, at the present price of wool
to bring you from 15c to 40c more from each sbccpf That's wh^ you can do with this Stewan No. 9 Machine.
It requires no expert labor to use a Stewart Shearing Machine. Any of the help can do it.

^

Tbe machine, ail complete, with ball bearings in every joint and having a ball bearing shear-
ing head, and including four combs and four cutters, costs only
This machine turns easier and shears faster than any other shearing machine we have ever pro-
duced. It is a big advance over anything else on the market. Get one from your dealer or send $2 and we will ship

C O D. for the balance. Write today for new 1911 catalogue and our free copyrighted book, "instructions on
Shearmg Sheep*' by the leading American expert.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT COMPANY, 134 LA SALLE AVE., CHICAGO

tewan wo. y Maccine.

$11.50

"What is

the Avool

ot

A Dirty Fleece

THE question is often asked,

meant by a dirty fleece in

market ?"

Breeders recognize three classes

unclean wool.
The first class results from two causes.

Either the sheep are not provided with clean
sleeping places, and cannot help but lie in

a filthj' bed or they are yarded with cattle,

and become defiled, particularly where cattle

and sheep are crowded together. Both of
these conditions make a matted and a dirty

fleece.

Weeds are another prolific cause of
trouble. By far the most disagreeable is the

burdock, but sand burrs are scarcely second
in importance. Wool buyers wiU not pay a

high price for wool snarled up with weeds,
for there is no machinery made that can
separate it without serious damage to the

threads.

In some sections, sand causes the most
trouble of all. Some summer days, when a
high wind is blowing and the sheep are

huddled up against some hill, sand from the
valley below will be blown against them in

a steady stream, until the wool is permeated.
A fleece which is not soaked with manure,

or that is free from weeds and sand, is

considered to be clean, even if it is not as

bright in appearance as might be desired.

William A. Freehoff.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside in writing

to advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the very best attention.

Ringworm
Ac^SE of ringworm is described by a Mich-

igan reader. One of his calves, he says,

began losing the hair around its eyes and
later from other parts of its head, the skin

of the affected places cracking and bleeding
slightlj'. The trouble was spreading among
his calves.

This disease is caused by a vegetable para-
site—dermatomycoses it is called by the
veterinary profession. But don't try to pro-
nounce the name unless you have a surgeon
handy to set your jaw afterward. Better
call it ringworm and let it go at that.

To treat ringworm, have the druggist mix
for you one ounce of pure carbolic acid in

the liquid form and seven ounces of olive

oil. Wash the parts with a strong suds made
of Castile soap and when dry apply some of
the carbolized oil with a brush. Repeat this

once in three days if necessary or until the
hair • ceases to come out. This is a very
contagious disease and whole herds may
contract it. Therefore, I advise using a
little of the oil about the eyes of all of them
to prevent the spores taking root there and
producing the disease. While it generallj'

commences about the eyes, it sometimes
takes hold of other parts of the body. Keep
watch of the whole herd and use the remedy
upon its first appearance. C. D. Smead.

A true shepherd never grabs a sheep by its

fleece, but catches it by one ear, a horn or
around the neck, if without a crook.

Dark or damp stables cause low spirits

and conduce to disease. Patient and gentle

grooms and drivers are worth more pay than
others. Good blankets are a safe investment
and save feed, if used wisely.

A Book You Ought to
Phelps Wants to Send it Free

/ Guarantee
every wheel and part of the ran-
ning eear to be made of triple

A grade Straight Grained Split
Hickory^the same grade exactly^

this spoke which I sendun-
l^painted as a sample of

the material used
with every
Bugzy I

ship

It's a Big Show Room of over
125 kinds and styles of Vehicles
for you to choose from—more
Vehicles than you could see in ten

big towns—or 25 Retailers' Stores.
Each Vehicle is described in smallest detail by Phelps him

self—the Practical Buggy manufacturer, both in vpords and
and in big photographs, which show you more about the points
you ought to know about the Buggy you're going to buy than
you could learn from any other source in a month's time.

Split Hickory
'Confidence

of over 140,000 farmers
Think of it—Phelps has their confidence—over 140,000 satisfied purchasers are driving
Split Hickory Vehicles throughout the United States today—all customers of Phelps,
who is the originator of the plan of selling made-to-order Split Hickory Vehicles direct-

from-factory-to-user on 30 Days' Free Road Test—on a 2 Years' Guarantee.
Don't you want this New Book—afresh from the printers for 1911? In it you'll

find a great variety of Auto Seat Buggies—Runabouts—Surreys—Phaetons—Carriages

Driving Carts—Spring Wagons, etc.—and a full line of high quality Harnessj,

Visit Phelps' Factory through his Big Book—it -will cost you onlv a postal,

Just say—"Phelps, send me the Book"—and he'll do the rest.

H. C PHELPS. President

le Oliio Carriage Mfg. Co., Station 23, Columlius, Ohio
Largest Factory in the World Selling Direct to Container

$25
lo$7S

Saved—Or No Sale
—Bccorcling to style
of Vehicle yon Buy.

CARTRIDGES

The straSglit shcotiiig, hard-hitting,

sure-firing .22's.

The reaion why UMC J2 Caitiidges are

the best is, that they are made with pre-

cisely the same care, the same tested ma-

terials, and undergo the same rigid safe-

guards as the heavier calibre, big game

shooting UMC ammunition.

UMC .22's are also made -willi the hollow potat

biille1». which incrsaie that shocking »nd

ItilKBB power over ihe old solid build.

Try Oar New "Lamoh"
UMC .22 short. .22 lone, .22 long rifle

Lesmok, Smokeless <md Black Pow-
der—as you wish-

Targets Sapplied Free

The Union Metallic Cartrij(e CoBpany
Agenc;: 299 Broadway, New York Cty

Farm Fence and Gates
I

Send for prices with
manufacturers' dis-
counts on poulti*y

}
and farm hardwire

s fence. Best of gal-
vanizing. Great

J
strength—long ser-

j
vice. Write today.
The W^rd Fenn Co.,'^^^^^^^ BoxS83,De»t<U',hid.
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The Lambs on an Illinois Farm
T IS very important that the young lambs
be started right early in life in order that

they may develop rapidly and continuously

at a minimum cost. After the Iambs are

dropped it is a good plan to keep them and
their dams separate from the rest of the

flock, until they may gain the necessary

strength so they may go with the rest of

the flock.

The ewes should be fed plenty of roots or

other succulent feed and a liberal ration

which contains sufficient protein to promote
a large flow of milk.

When the lambs have reached an age of

ten days or two weeks, a small pen should
be arranged in one corner of the sheep barn
or yard and a lamb creep provided, by which
the lambs can gain access to this pen at all

times, while their dams are excluded. Some
bran should be put into a trough there, at

first, and in a surprisingly short time the
lambs will find tlieir way to it and eat a
considerable amount. After they have
become accustomed to this grain ration, a
little ground oats from which the hulls

have been sifted, may be added.
This, with what clover leaves they will

eat if the ewes are fed bright clover hay,
will materially hasten their growth and when
springtime comes and they are turned out to

grass they will be well started toward sheep-
hood. Where handled judiciously the thi-ifty

single lambs of the larger breeds can be
made to gain quite, or nearly a pound a day
for the first few months of their lives. I

have often raised lambs that weighed forty
pounds when five or six weeks old, and have
repeatedly weighed lambs when on grass
that were gaining from six to seven pounds
a week. But in order to get such gains as
this, the flock must be handled carefully and
be in a thrifty condition.

Change Gradually to Grass

I am confident that a great many farmers
and sheepmen make a mistake in taking the
grain ration from their ewes as soon as they
are turned to grass. It must be remembered
that the change from dry feed to the succu-
lent grass is a great one and it is very
essential that such changes be made gradu-
ally and cautiously. Not only should the
grain ration be continued at least until the
sheep become thoroughly accustomed to

pasture, but the feeding of clover hay should
be continued at least once a day for some
time after the sheep are turned to grass.
Quite often some farmers say that their
sheep will not eat the hay after they are
turned to grass, but I have found by repeated
experiments that they eat a reasonable
amount of good clover hay in the early
morning with relish. Remember, in making
this statement, I. say "good" clover hay.

It is better to confine the sheep in a yard
with access to the barn at night, especially'
during the early spring and the early part of
the summer when storms are so frequent,
and feed the hay in the morning and con-
tinue the separate grain ration for the lambs
until the pasture gets at its best. Indeed,
for most economical results I find that, except
during the season when the^ pasture afforded
is the -very best, it will pay to grain the
ewes until the lambs are weaned. The ewes
then go into winter quarters in good flesh
and it is unnecessary to grain heavily during
the period of winter confinement.

This method of management will give a
better clip of wool, a more thrifty flock,
and a much better lamb, at a very slight
increase in the grain ration. I have found
that it is not profitable to try to save feed
on any young animal that is intended for the
market. The sooner they are placed on the
market, at marketable size, the greater will
the profit be. R. B. Rushing.

More for Your Money
A FEEDING problem of wide interest is given
•*»us by a New York r_eader. Here are his
special conditions—but the problem is a
typical one. He is milking thirty-eight Jer-
sey cows daily, obtaining seven hundred and
sixty-five pounds of milk. He feeds the fol-
lowing ration : Three and one half pounds
each of hominy, wheat and gluten, or a total
of ten and one half pounds of mixed grain;
ten pounds of timothy hay ; twenty pounds
of corn silage. Those amounts are what
each cow gets daily.

The market prices at the time of the
inquiry for those feeds were about as fol-
lows

: Hominy feed, $28.00 per ton; wheat
chop, $29.00 per ton

; gluten, $32.00 per ton

;

timothy hay, $15.00 per ton, and silage, $3.00
per ton. We were able to suggest a change
of ration that would not only give better
results, but give them cheaper.
The above ration reckoned on this basis

costs at the figures stated, twenty-seven and
one half cents per cow per day, and the
ration has a feeding ratio of protein to car-
bohydrates and fat of 1 :8.1, which is too
wide for best results. The ratio for most
economical results should not be much
over 1 :6.

A ration that can be substituted to good
advantage is the following : Ten pounds
timothy hay, thirty pounds corn silage, three

and one half pounds gluten meal, three

pounds wheat bran, one and one half pounds
cotton-seed meal.

In our inquirer's vicinity wheat bran was
selling for $26.00 per ton, and cotton-seed

meal at $33.00 per ton—fair average prices.

The ration we recommend, at the prices

given, would cost twenty-four cents per cow
daily, or a saving of three and one half. cents

on each cow's daily ration or a total saving

of $1.33 a day on the feed of the herd, or a

total monthly saving of $39.90.

Timothy Cost and Clover Value

But this is not the only saving worth con-
sidering. In most markets good quality

timothy hay will sell for $5.00 per ton more
than good quality of clover hay ; whereas the

clover hay has practically doubled the
protein element of the timothy. So by feed-

ing clover instead of timothy hay a saving
of two and one half cents a day on the hay
of each cow's ration can be made and for

the entire herd ninety-five cents a day can
be saved. Nor is this all.

By substituting clover for timothy in the
foregoing ration the cotton-seed meal can be
reduced to one pound and the protein will be
supplied by the clover and make good the

deficiency. This reckoned for the herd makes
a saving of nineteen pounds of cotton-seed
meal daily and reckoned for the herd for a

Inonth makes another saving of $9.40. The
total of these items saved is namely : $39.90,

$28.50 and $9.40, amounting to $77.80 per
herd for each month while fed for milk in

the stable.

The ration substituted is somewhat above
the required nutritive value for medium-
sized cows giving an average of twenty
pounds of milk daily, but we must not lose

sight of the fact that they are also supplying
growth and vitality to the calves they are
carrying.

This ration will give good results if the
feed is of good quality. But of course, much
depends on the feeder and care-taker and
the judgment that is used in feeding just
the right quantity to each cow. Without this

good judgment and care to know just how
much feed different individuals can make
good use of, even the best adapted ration
will not bring good results.

It pays to figure out balanced rations
with one eye on a feeding table and the
other on market quotations. The real pur-
pose of ration-balancing is to do the herd
the greatest possible good at the smallest
possible expense. B. F. W. Thorpe.

To Keep So"w From Eating Pigs
'T'HE question is asked by an Ohio reader
* of Farm and Fireside, how to prevent
sows eating their pigs ? The most common
cause is that sows do not receive sufficient

laxative protein food during pregnancy.
Pig-eating rarely happens when the sow is

running on pasture during this period.

Vegetables, such as apples or cooked pota-
toes, fed with wheat middlings instead of all

corn, and an occasional slice of cheap meat
or even a slice of pork is a good preventive.
Often the desire to eat the pigs can be
attributed to the sow's being passively insane
at the time of farrowing, due to her nervous
condition. In such a case, a dram dose of
the hydrate of chloral, wrapped in a piece
of very thin pork, may be given every half
hour until she quiets down. C. D. Smead.

aOSBEO STONB

TWENTY years ago the oil lamp had
already been driven out of the city
into the country home where gas

could not follow—so we thought.
In those days we would have laughed

at the idea of a country home lighted
with gaslight.

But like the telephone and free mail
delivery gaslight has finally left the city
to become a common rural convenience.

In the year 1911, the up-to-date vil-

lager or farmer not only lives in a gas-
lighted house, same as his city cousin, but
when he drives home on a cold, wet night
he actually lights

up his barn, his
barnyard or porch-
es ^ on his house
with this gas-light
by simply turning
an '

' ignition '
' but-

ton on a post or
wall.

* * »

And this change
seems quite like
magic when you
consider that this
rural gaslight is

home-made— made
by the family it-

self right on the
premises.
Take fifteen min-

utes once a month
to make all that can be used in a large
house.

The magic is all in the curious manu-
factured stone known commercially as
"Union Carbide."

This wonderful gas producing sub-
stance, ''Union Carbide," looks and
feels just like crushed granite. For
country home use it is packed and
shipped from warehouses located all over
the United States in sheet steel easis con-
taining 100 pounds.
Union Carbide won't burn, can't ex-

plode, and wUl keep in the original
package for years in any climate. Por
this reason it is safer to handle and
store about the premises than coal.

« * *

All that is necessary to make "Union
Carbide '

' give up its gas is to mix it

with plain water—the gas, which is then
instantly generated, is

genuine Acetylene.
When piped to

handsome brass chan-
deliers and fixtures

Acetylene burns with
an intensely brilliant,

stiff flanie, that the
wind can't affect.

This flame makes
Eght so white in color that it is com-
monly called '

' Artificial Sunlight. '

'

Experiments conducted by Cornell

University have proven that it will grow
plants the same as sunlight itself.

Physicians recommend Acetylene as a
germicide and a remedy for eyestrain,
and it is used as an illuminant in fifty-

four hospitals in New York City alone.

Then, too, Acetylene is so pure that
' you might blow out the light and sleep

all night ia a room with the burner open
without any injurious effects whatever.
On account of its being burned in per-

manent brass fixtures attached to walls
and ceilings. Acetylene is much safer
than smoky, smelly oil lamps, which can
easily be tipped over.

For this reason the Engineers of the
National Board of Insurance Under-
writers called Acetylene safer than any
illuminant it commonly displaces.

In addition to all these advantages,
Acetylene light is inexpensive.
An Acetylene light of 24-eandle power

costs only about 4 cents for ten hours'
lighting, while for the same number of
hours regular oil lamps of equal volume
cost about 6 cents in kerosene, chimneys
-and Tricks on the average.

« * «

Consider this carefuUy and you will

hardly wonder at the fact that there are
today no less than 185,000 town and
country homes lighted with home-made
Acetylene, made from "Union Carbide."

Once a month some, member of the
family must dump a few pounds of
Union Carbide in a small tank-like ma-
chine, which usually sets in one corner of

the basement.
This little tank-like machine is auto-

matic—it does all the work—it makes no
gas until the burners are lighted and
stops making gag when the burners are

shut off.

The lights located in every room in

your house, on your porches, in your horse

and cow barns, or barnyards and chicken

yards if you like, will all be ready to turn

on with a iwist of the wrist or a touch

of the button at any time of the day or

night.

No city home can be as brilliantly or

as beautifully illuminated as any one of

these 185,000 homes now using Acetylene.

If you want to be up-to-date,
_
enjoy

modern conveniences,
and keep the young
folks at home, write

'y. us how many rooms
5 J- and buildings you
' have. We will send

you free an intensely

interesting lot of
facts, figures and
booklets.

Just address Union Carbide Sales
Company, 157 Michigan Ave., Chicago^
111. Dept. A. 28.

Make the Most ofItburl^ter Supply

^
Save many minutes every day—do a-way with hard

disagreeable -work by pumping to any place onyour farm.
Water right at the sink will save many steps; water in the barn, the

stable, dairy or stock yard will save yeu and your men time and
strength that is needlessly wasted, or a Goulds hydraulic ram will pump
automatically day and night without expense.

GOULDS PUMPS
will solve this problem—each different style will give the best possible
service for which it is intended.

Write us what you want to do—tell us your requirement and we
will gladly help you solve it no matter how small or bow large it may
be. Send for our free booklet

" Water Supply for the Home '*

before you think of buying e. pump. It is full of valuable suggestions
for better water service.

The Gonlds Mf^. Co.,114 W. Fall Street. Seneca Falls. N. Y.
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have no terrors for G & J Tires. They have an extra

margin of strength and durability that carries them, your car and

yourself through every emergency, and makes possible remarkable

mileage no matter what the roads. Try them. You will be just as

enthusiastic as the thousands who will use no others.

QUALITY
SERVICE

SATISFACTION

G & J Motorcycle
Tires— Recommend-
ed by all leading racers and en
durance riders.

C&J "Bicycle Tires—Universal favorites
becauseof strength, resiliency, easeofrepair.

Wriie for Price List

G & J TIRE COMPANY
Branches in All l^rge Cities Indianapolis, lud.

We Sell Continental Demountable Rims

liqhfninq Pilless Scales
New Pacfiem. 5olid ChaoinelSfeel Fraone

Ohannels are seven inches which is the height of platform from gronud.
X/evers are octagon in shape giving greater strength. Bearings are
Toolsteel, This scale will last a life time with ordinary care.
Equipped with compound Beam Free. Furnished abso-
lutely complete eioept platform planks. Guaranteed
accurate and tested to more than its capacity.
Write for our prices and description before buying.

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS CO.. 1 24 Mill St., Kansas City. Mo

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside in writing to

[advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the very best results.

\i Farm Notes

Potato Peculiarities

OUR potato crop last year furnished an
interesting study and a brief survey
may prove profitable. Those who

believe in planting in the signs or on ruling
daj's can learn from it the fallacy of their
beliefs.

March and one half of April were real

summer months here in central Indiana.
Our neighbors were impatient to plant. One
believed that St. Patrick's Day was potato-
planting day ; he had never seen it fail in

producing a good crop ; another thought
Good Friday the opportune time. We warned
them of the danger of haste, but to no avail.

The six weeks of summer was followed
by six weeks of winter. Their potatoes came
up—grew finely till Jack Frost nipped them
the third time and the inevitable happened.
We waited until the time we thought the

winter would give way to spring; then we
planted. We began working among them
as soon as the tubers were above ground,
keeping the soil loose and free from all

weeds—level culture and death to all bugs

—

with the result that we had a fine crop of
spuds while our neighbors had to buy

!

The potato is peculiar irr this respect : It

thrives under conditions of just enough mois-
ture, heat and fertility of soil. Too much
of any or of all of these is detrimental. Too
early planting endangers the young plant to

frosts and cold. Too much moisture rots

the roots and tubers. Too much heat makes
blight more likely. Too rich a soil produces
vines without tubers.

Realizing these things, we ought to know
how to grow them. But are we doing this

with profit? Does a yield of seventy-five or
eighty bushels per acre pay? We think not.

The successful grower ought not to be

A Wonderful New Gasoline Farm Ws^on

and General Farm Power Machine
Here is the machine that Farmerseverywhere have been looking foiv—

a

mackine that will really take the place of horses for general farm work

Road Work Field Work Belt Work

y/ill Do More Kinds of Work Than Any
Other Farm Power Machine

This is the first and only machine that is a
Combination Farm Wagon and General Farm
Power Machine. It carries loads on its own
body, pulls plows and other machinery in the
field and drives other machines by belt power.
You can do road work. Held work or belt

work, all with this one machine.

Entirely Original in Design
All other farm power machines are de-

signed only for furnishing pulling power,
but not for carrying a load. The Avery
Tractor is the first and only machine built

that furnishes power for field or belt work
and will also carry loads on its own body.

It is the first and only machine with a vari-

ation of speeds of from three miles per hour
for slower, heavy work, or up to fifteen miles
per hour for fast traveling with a light load.

It is the first and only machine that has
a wheel construction that gives it a good
footing on a hard dirt road, a macadam road,
a muddy road or in a soft field.

THE AVERY FARM TRACTOR
The Wonderful New Guoliac Fum Wa«on aad General Finn Power M^ti**

The Siory of Its Invention

Everywhere men have been looking for a
machine that would really take the place of
horses for general farm work.

Many machines have been built to meet
this demand, but none of them have been of
a design that made them suitable for general
use on the average sized farm.

The Avery Company has recognized this

need and has been working on the prob-
lem for a number of years, and at last, after

long and careful planning, experimenting and
testing out is now able to ofiEer the first sttc-

cessful machine to do the work oi horses on the
average sized farm.

Many have already been sold and are in

successful use. Severe tests have proven
that they are able to stand up under hard
service and that they are reliable.

Find Out at Once About This Wonder^
ful New Farm Power Machine

Our free catalog gives full description of

its construction as well as pictures showing it

doing a large number of different kinds of
work. Ask for a catalog, and find out all

about the Avery Gasoline Tractor.

Avery Company
532 Iowa Street^ Peoria, IlL

Also Makers of Steam Plowing, Threshing and Com
Growing Machinery. Send (or Catalogs.

content with less than three hundred bushels
per acre, and he can with proper care make
it five hundred bushels.

Why not raise our average several points
in this important plant industry?

J. H. Haynes,

A Cheap Home Water -Works
'T'HE equipment of the water-supply system
* shown in the accompanying sketch will
cost complete about forty dollars or without
the cistern (A) fifteen dollars. Of course,
if one has not a cistern, it will be necessary
to dig one.

A force-pump should be located in the
kitchen (D) in such a way that water can be
pumped to the bath-tub (F). All pipes

should be two inches in diameter and should
be laid, as shown in the diagram, going three
feet below the surface of the ground, to
prevent freezing. The tiling, which carries
off the waste-water, should be three inches
in diameter. Claude Abbey.

Pioneering in 1911
[continued from page S]

railroad, some good land is still open to
entry.
Though the land subject to homesteading

will probably aU be taken by this fall, there
will yet remain many thousand acres of
tillable but unsettled and unutilized land.
A large part of this is owned by private
individuals who have proved up and aban-
doned their claims. Other large tracts are
owned by the railroads. Still other unutil-
ized territory, amounting in the aggregate
to an enormous area, is held as school lands.
Almost none of it has yet been offered for
sale. These three classes of raw land com-
prise together an area equal to some of the
smaller Eastern states.

Prices range from ten dollars an acre up.
The price depends not so much upon the
quality of the land as upon its distance from
a market. It is possible to obtain in the
more remote regions quarter sections every
bit tillable for two thousand dollars to three
thousand dollars. These prices double
almost immediately on the incoming of a
railroad.

Last year was not a very favorable one,
but in the good growing seasons for four
years back many a farmer paid for his land
with his first year's crop. The statement
may sound trite, still, with a yield of fifteen
to twenty bushels of wheat, which some of
the lucky ones got, and twelve bushels of
flax to the acre, it does not take long to pay
for land worth fifteen dollars an acre.

Florence L. Clark.

A Friend Misunderstood
[continued from page 4]

All of the foregoing conditions are neces-
sary for a first-class working ram. If the
length of the drive pipe be different, or if
it be of a smaller or larger diameter, if the
waste valve be smaller or larger, if the dome
capacity or the delivery pipe differ from the
above specification, the ram will either work
badly or not work at all. Remember now
that all these dimensions are based on the
original assumption that we need two gallons
per minute, that we have four feet and eight
feet fall from the supply to the ram and we
wish to raise water forty feet. If any of
these figures were different the whole
scheme would be changed. In view of all
this it is not strange that a ram will not
usually work well if set up at random. The
majority of rams are set up under such cir-
cumstances. Is there any wonder that we
find an Anti-Ram Party?

It will be impossible in this article to
discuss all the mechanical and hydraulic laws
governing the setting up of rams. It would
require more space than there is in this
entire issue and then it would not be clear
to the reader unless he had had thorough
training in hydraulics. Nor can we hope to
describe the setting up of the ram under all
conditions. Each place is different from
every other. The thing to avoid is the
setting up of the ram yourself unless you
have received specific instructions. Always
buy your ram from the maker or his
authorized agent. Let him know aU the
conditions, distances and quantities, and
then set the ram up strictly according to
directions. Have him guarantee satisfaction
if the work is properly done. The makers
of rams are quite as anxious as you can be
that their instruments shall work well. They
make their living by the success of their
rams.
One more point requires mention. We

have here considered a rain that will furnish
two gallons per minute. This is a fairly
large one. Remember that a ram works all

the time. Two gallons per minute means
2,880 gallons per day, which is usually
enough for the household purposes of fifty

people. If a ram furnishes two quarts per
minute, it means 720 gallons per day, which
should be enough for the usual farm house-
hold. Therefore, if you find your water
supply is not as great as that discussed in
the foregoing cases, do not be discouraged.
The ram works while you sleep and even
a small one will pump considerable water
between dark and daylight.
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Farm Notes

"Yours With Success"

Two Selling Lessons Drawn From
Elxperience

A FEW issues ago we published, under the

title "A Gardener's Selling Lesson," an
argument by one of our correspondents

in favor of selling direct to stores, or whole-
saling, as against peddling, or retailing to

consumers. It had been his experience that

the annoyances of peddling far outweighed
its advantages in the way of better prices.

A Connecticut reader has had a very
different experience. He has succeeded in

eliminating the drawbacks of house-to-house
retailing. Here is his system :

For a number of years I wholesaled all my
truck and found myself at the end of the
season with a very small margin. So I

decided to peddle.
That was a year ago last August. In start-

ing my route I began in the first-class section
of the city, went to entire strangers and
informed them that 1 would call twice a
week, Tuesdays and Saturdays, and that I

would carry first-class vegetables, eggs and
poultry.

I called regularly. I dressed neatly and
cleanly, and my wagon and load were kept
clean. I informed my trade that 1 would
take back anything that was not good, but
I have never had to take anything back. I

did not call out from the wagon—always
called at the back door, pad and pencil in
hand, took the order, went to the wagon and
put it up neatly in a basket.

People sent me to their friends, and my
route increased so. I had to hire a wagon-boy
to help. I use one horse and a good-sized
wagon and don't have enough produce to go
around. In fact, I have refused enough cus-
tomers to put on another route.

Pass By the Troublesome Ones
The trade I now have has been selected

carefully. I dropped the poorer customers
that it did not pay to stop for. My losses
since starting have been just twenty cents.
The route is now of excellent, honest people
and should give me a handsome living for
the rest of ray days.
You sell a bushel of onions at wholesale

in this vicinity for sixty-five to seventy-five
cents, a bushel. Sell to the consumer, and
you get five cents per quart, and thirty-two
quarts to the bushel gives you $1.60. Isn't
that enough for anyone ? When I whole-
saled, the grocer made the price both ways

—

if I sold to him, I had to sell at his price ; if

I bought from him, I had to pay his price.
My vegetables are, of course, the best I

can grow. The finest seed-potatoes are
- selected, and so on. My customers are
actually enthusiastic over my truck. Try
and take one from me if you can—I am not
worrying.
As far as buying goes, I can buy anywhere

I want to and pay cash, and grocers seem
glad to get my trade. ^

After New Year's I go to town but once
a week. In my trenches and cellar are sup-
plies of cabbage, carrots, onions, potatoes,
parsnips, turnips, beets and squash. Celery
I buy from a neighbor, but shall try and
raise that this year.

I have an established business and a hand-
some income, though my land is only sixteen
acres, eight acres under cultivation. As for
getting cash, I never had over three dollars
standing out at a time, but get my cash as
I deliver. Yours with success,

H. V. Davis.

An Ohio farmer adds these further points
to the discussion, drawn from his own
experience

:

It has been asserted that if any producer
is to get a sizable share of the consumer's
dollar he must be located near a city. This is
not always the case. In our own experience,
after we had been growing truck and fruit
crops, and selling them on a large city mar-
ket for some years, we found it expedient
to return to the old farm, away from the
city, where only ordinary farm crops were
grown, and produce sold to the local stores.
The dealers who got the butter and eggs
perhaps sold a small quantity of the best of
the butter locally, at retail, and shipped the
rest, with eggs, etc., to commission men in
the city, where also the poultry was sent,
while potatoes were also shipped there by
the car-load, and fat hogs shipped away, as
also hay and other crops.

Outflanking the Middleman
Under such conditions we began to look

about, and found that a town of some nine
thousand inhabitants, thirteen miles away,
was having produce, truck and fruit largely
shipped in from wholesale dealers and com-
mission men in the city, so that whoever
produced these goods was obliged to share
the consumer's dollars with his local dealer,
and the wholesale or commission man, while
two slices went to the railroad or express
company, and a final slice for the local
retailer. We soon discovered that instead
of taking our butter and eggs to the local
stores, and thus contributing liberally to the
support of these middlemen, it was a better
business proposition to make weekly trips
and deliver the produce, etc., to a number
of parties in town who were willing to pay
well for better quality than they could get at
their grocery. We soon found an outlet, in
addition to butter and eggs, for surplus poul-
try, lard, sausage and other meats, cured
hams and shoulders, potatoes, apples, apple-
butter, fresh cider, vinegar, pop-corn, nuts,
honey, maple-syrup, and even corn, oats and
wheat for chicken-feed for some who keep a

small flock of hens; and having previously
acquired something of the habit of growing
truck and fruit, we began to grow such
things as seemed to be particularly in
demand. We now grow more and more of
vegetables and fruit, and with all this
increased acreage we can scarcely keep pace
with the demand ; for by making these trips

regularly new customers are added. Even
grocers have been regularly supplied, at good
prices, because they would rather buy of us
than have things shipped, as the quality is

always so much better, with no waste, delay,
express or freight charges.

In general, we are getting better prices
now than we could get on a large city mar-
ket, except for such things as border on
luxuries and those that by reason of special
quality bring high prices. For those there
is always better sale in large cities. There
is this difference, that we cannot grow a
large crop of any one special thing, as a rule,

as we were in the habit of doing for the city
hiarket, but rather must regulate our pro-
duction so as to have a constant supply of as
great a variety of things over as. long a
season as possible.
Making the trip, of course, always means

the loss of a day from other work, but there
is generally the loss of part of a day anyway,
even when produce is taken to the local
stores, while aside from the full prices we
get for our own things, we usually take some
of our neighbors' butter and eggs along,
allowing them as much or a trifle more than
they get at the country stores, and still have
profit enough on these to about furnish the
family supply of groceries, which we usually
get at pretty close prices, because we buy
for cash in reasonably large quantities. We
also do our banking and other necessary city
business on those days, so that we consider
the time well spent. C. Weckesser.

The only gun that fills the

demand for a trom
bone ("pump") ac

tion repeater in

.25-20 and

.32-20
calibres.

Shoots

high ve-

locity smoke-

less cartridges,

also black and low
pressure smokeless.

Powerful enough for deer,

safe to use in settled districts, ex-

cellent for teurgel work, for foxes,

geese, woodchucks, etc.

Its exclusive fe&tnres: llie quick, tmooA working "pump" acllon;
the wear-resisting Special Smokeless S(ee/ barrel; the modem solid,
top and side ejector for rapid, accurate fixing, increased safety and
convenience. It has take-down construction and Ivory Bead freak
sight; these cost extra on other rifles of these calibres.

Our 136 page catalog describes tte full 7?2ar/in
line. Sent for three stamps postage. Write for it«
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ANIIRICAN SAW MSLLS
Make most money because they do best work in

quickest time with leaist power and smallest crews,
, owing- to their simple construction and improved,
patented devices. Portable and stationary. All sizes,

f
Variable Fricliou Feed, Combined Ratchet Setworks

J
and Qnick Receder and otlier superior features. Free
Catalog- and Prices will interest you. Lists our com-
plete line of wood working machinery.

American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
ISO Hope St., Uacbettstown, N. J.
1676 Terminal Building, New York

It IS to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside
in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the
very best attention.

Water Proof
Acid Proof
Air Tigtit

For economy sake never have another shingle roof. Prepared roofing is no
longer an experiment. Thousands upon thousands of property owners have

proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that a good, first-class prepared roofing not
only costs less than shingles, but will wear longer.

Buy your roofing under Montgomery Ward's ":^o mid-
dlemen " plan and the saving is at the very least one-half

—

often two-thirds. Atlas Long Fibre Felt Eoofing is today in

use on a host of homes, bai'ns, farm buildings, business blocks

and warehouses. It has withstood equally well the test of

city smoke and gases and the open country's driving storms. It

is not affected by the hottest or the coldest weather extremes. It will neither run at the equator
nor crack at the arctics. It is absolutely waterproof. It is proof against acids and heavy gases.

Atlas Prepared Roofing is made from selected long fibre wool felt, thoroughly saturated with
non-volatile compounds, and coated on both sides with a patent composition which makes it closely

resemble "rubber." So close, indeed, is this resemblance that it is commonly called "rubber"
roofing. Contains absolutely no tar or other volatile matter, therefore it cannot dry out or crack. Con-
tains nothing in its composition that will evaporate, therefore it will never become brittle or hard. It is

suitable to use on flat or steep roofs.

LAY IT OVER YOUR OLD ROOF
Atlas Roofing can be laid directly over the old shingles.

This means a saving in both time and labor. If you were
to re-shingle the roof, it would be necessary for you to tear
off all the old wood. Furthermore, to shingle a roof re-

quires a considerable amount of skill and a great deal of

time. It is a slow, tedious job if the covering is to be water-
proof. Any man can lay "Atlas" roofing. No skill is re-

quired. Full and complete instructions accompany each
roll. These can be mastered in two minutes' time. "Atlas"
can be laid in a third the time required to shingle a roof.

o Special
Tools

No special tools are re-

quired. A n ordinary
hammer, a pair of shears
or knife and a pair of
hands. When the Atlas
Eoofing is laid, the work

is done. It is not necessary to give it any extra coating

except at the laps. Each roll contains a suflScient sup-

ply of large head, galvanized roofing nails to lay it. Also
there is a supply of liquid cement for cementing the laps.

Send for Special RoolingBook
We have issued a special book on roofing ma-

terials and suppliea It describes our complete
line of prepared roofinga, our roof coatings,
bnilding papers, sheet metal, corrugated and
otlier roofing materials. Also roof trimmings,
metal ceilings and sidings, eave troughs, etc.
Every article listed is a big value.

One Roll Covers
100 Square Feet

Each roll of Atlas
Roofing contains 10 8

square feet. This makes
a liberal allowance for

all laps. The net sur-

face covered when laid will be 100 square feet. The
roofing is 32 inches wide and is made in tliree weights.

The quality of all three is identically the same, the

only difference being in thickness and weight.

Oiar Prices on
ATLAS

Freight Paid to Your
Station

To all points south to

Virginia, Tennessee and
Arkansas and west as

far as Kansas, Nebraska
and the Dakotas—$1.27
per roll for the Standard
Atlas, $1.58 per roll for

Heavy Atlas, $1.94 for

Extra Heavy Atlas ; to points in Oklahoma, Tes as and
Louisiana—$1.45 per roll for Standard Atlas, $1.85 for

Heavy Atlas, $3.20 for Extra Heavy Atlas ; to all other

points in the United States—$1.61 for Standard Atlas,

$3.02 for Heavy Atlas, $2.43 for Extra Heavy Atlas.

These are absolutely the greatest roofing values

ever offered. Tou cannot get a better prepared roof-

ing, no matter what price you pay. If you want
samples, we will gladly send them free. Send your
order or request for samples to our nearest address.

Montgomery Ward <t Co.
CHiicago Avenue Bridge, Chicago
19th and CainpbeH Sta, Kansas City

IS You are Plamung to Build.
Get This Book at Once

We also publish b complete catalogue of
Building Materials and supplies. Before you
make any definite plans regarding any new
building, secure and study a copy of this new
book. It will show you countless ways in which,
you can save from to on your building eup-
plios. And, remember, you make this saving
without sacrificing qiiality.
Even though you are not going to build imme-

diately, at least secure a copy of this book that
you may h.ive it h.nndy when you do need it.

A post card will bring either the roofing book
or the Building Material Catalogue—both, if
you want them.

MontgomeryWard& €o.
CHICAGO AND KANSAS CITY

Chieago Avenue Bridge

Chicago
19tli and Campbell Sts.

Kansas City
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Windmills Get "Black Eye!"
Our Special Bulletin on
"WIND VELOCITY,"
based on Government
weather reports, shows
that over half the wind-
mills throughout the
United States are idle
all the time—TVb Wind!

foHNioN Farm Pump Engine
Works 365 DAYS A YEAR!

The Farm Pump Engine is fast
supplanting windmills in every part of the coun-
try. Costs less than a windmill. Does ten times
more work than the best windmill on earth.

Works 365 days a year. Never "waits for wind."

Pumps 400 to 1,000 Gallons Per Hour!

Runs indoors or out—rain or shine—zero
weather or sleet. Supplies abundance of water,

fresh from the well, for big herds of stock. No
need for tank heaters.

Nothing to Buy but the Gasoline!

after you get the engine. No "extras" of any
sort—no pump jacks, no belts, no walking beams,
etc. No anchor posts to hold it down. No
special platform needed. You simply fill the gas-

oline tank, oil up, and start the engine!

Runs Separators, Grinders, Light Machines

The Farm Pump Engine is equipped with
wide pulley for running the many machines that

are ordinarily operated by hand-power or by
foot-power.

Fits Any

Pump and

Makes It

HUMP!

Patented in the United
States, Canada and other
foreign countries. Other
patents applied for.

Thousands Sold! Write for Free Catalog!
Little engine— Big Power I Over 100 practical uses. Think of such

an engine for less than the cost of an unreliable, lazy, rickety, dangerous
windmill! Get a "pumper" going noa;. \ (238)

FULLER & JOHNSON Mfg. Co., (Estab. 1840) 3 Forrand St., Madison, Wis.

Give Things That

.(Brand-new Look

Nothing like Vamo-Lac
to improve the things about the home.
Stains and varnishes at one operation.

Imparts to maned, scratched,weather-

worn surfaces a fine, glossy, enduring

beauty. A finish that gives the real

appearance of oak, walnut, mahogany
or other expensive woods.

ACMf QUAUlY
Paints, Enamels, Stains and Varnishes

—there is one for every purpose—give you the very acme of paint

protection. Whether you want to "do over" Ihe chum or the

wagon or the furniture, there's an Acme product to fill the bill.

Acme Quality Painting Guide Book

We will gladly send you a complimentary copy. Tells

you how each kind should be applied and which should be
used. Illustrated in colors.

Your dealer should have Acme Quality Paints and Finishes.

If he can't supply you, write to

ACME WHITE LEAD and COLOR WORKS
Dept. X DetroU. Mlcb.

Farm Notes

A Partnership of College and
Country School

IN
Iowa the agricultural college has a rural

school extension department that is of
inestimable service to the public schools.

All alert county superintendents use the
professors and honor students of the institu-

tion at Ames, and in return the college
utilizes the zeal and devotion of the public-

school people. Through this reaction of the
one upon the other the college and public
schools are benefiting beyond expression the
sons and daughters of the farms in domestic
and agricultural activities, and the college is

immeasurably improved in spirit and power
for usefulness.

In demonstration of this usefulness' I

report two days that I spent, some time ago,
with two of the representatives of the col-

lege at Ames in Wright County—Prof. H.
H. Pugh of the Animal Husbandry Depart-
ment and Mr. Moore of the Farm Crops
Department. In response to an invitation
from County Superintendent O. H. Benson,
these men joined Us in school visitation and
at a school township fair.

In one school we spent a forenoon. Every
pupil came from a farm home. Of the
twenty children in the rural school twelve
were in the agricultural class, and the vis-

itors were let loose upon these boys and
girls. They had studied a sensible text-

book on agriculture and under the inspira-
tion of the school had studied their own
farms and those of the community. They
knew the size of every farm in the neigh-
borhood and the price per acre of every
farm recently sold in the township. They
knew the breeds of cattle, sheep and hogs
raised thereabouts and the characteristics of
every standard variety. They knew how
many cows, steers and sheep their fathers
had and who had the largest number of each
in the township. They knew the average
corn yield of the state and what was the
largest yield in the district. It was
especially interesting to hear them explain
the advantage of having hogs run at large
in pastures. It is cheaper, the hogs are
healthier, have larger frames and fatten
quickly when put on grain. The time of
shearing and the relation of each breed to its

shearing furnished an interesting discussion.

The School Ground a Fair-Ground

Of all the good things in Wright County,
that which appeals to me most is the town-
ship fair, because in all my study of rural
schools this is original and highly suggestive.

Each of the sixteen townships in the county
has a fair annually, half of them in the
spring and half in the fall. Superintendent
Benson has a tent which he takes to the
school where the fair is held. The school-

yard is for the afternoon turned into a cattle

show and in the evening there is a public
meeting in the school-house. The patrons
of the district contribute money for prizes,

half of which is given for the best stock and
products and half for skill in judging stock
and crops.

That which interested toe most at this

fair was the stock-judging contest. Pro-
fessor Pugh gathered about him the larger

boys, and with a ten-months-old bull taught
the essential points that make for value. The
men from the farms stood behind the boys
and listened to the remarkable scientific

object lesson. "The head must be distinctly

bullish, the legs short, the muscles of hind
legs thick. He must be thick and deep just

back of the shoulders to be sure there is

ample room for the lungs. Half of the

entire meat value of a steer is just in front

of the hips and the bull should be very broad
here, and deep. The skin, especially on the

side, should be loose so that it can be easily

taken up with the hand. The animal should
be true to its type."

There were five other young bulls in com-
petition and the boys estimated the merits

of each on the basis of this instruction. The
boys decided upon the best animal and then
stepped aside with Professor Pugh and told

just why this one was better than each of

the others. The boy who best satisfied the

expert from Ames received a five-dollar gold
piece.

Thus the various exhibitions were passed

Pratt-Elkhart "40
is the quietest, simplest and most powerful car
in the "40" ciass. They are in use today in over
half the States in the Union.

BACKED BY THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS'
SUCCESSFUL MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE
Made in four classy designs ; 117-inch wheel base, Unit
power plant, three-point suspension, offset
crank shaft, Bosch Magneto, 34x4-inch tires.

List Price—$1800. 00. Top and wind shield extra.

W« Want > Sample Car in Every LocaGty—Write for Catalo* aad vtry
liberal propositioa

ELKHART CARRUGE * BXRNESS HFC CO.. EDi^ laCaM.

upon. The interest on the part of the
fathers was no less keen than that of the
boys, and the immediate profit to them was
as great as to the pupils. A. E. Winship.

Since this was written Superintendent
Benson of Wright County has been taken
into the service of the national government
as an "expert in agricultural education"—

a

notable indorsement of his work.

When the Fire is in the Heart
RIDING on the stage a while ago I met a

man that stirred me up from the very
bottom. I was ashamed at the same time,
and I have not yet gotten over the feel-

ing that I have done nothing yet in all

my life that was really worthy of me. Would
you not like to hear this story ? It is as
true as any you ever heard.

This man was already in the stage when I

got in. It was not long before he opened up
conversation. Almost the first question he
asked me was, "What do you think about
commercial fertilizer? Can I keep my farm
up with it?" From that time on we had a
"continual stream" of talk about farming till

the trip ended two hours later. Then, when
we came to leave the stage I got a jolt that
pretty nearly upset m£. The man that had
told me more about good farming than I had
dreamed of had to be helped out of the
wagon. He had a piece of clothes-line hitched
about his waist and running down to his left

foot, where it passed under the instep. That
was the only way he could keep that foot
from dropping down and tripping him. The
right hand carried a cane. It was pitiftd to
see him try to get along. I took his grip-

sack, and was as glad to do it as if he had
been the President of the United States, and
then I went at it to find out some more about
the man's history.

Seven or eight years ago he was thrown
out of the back of a wagon. The fall

injured his spine so that for years he was
totally paralyzed below the waist, and ho
never has fully recovered from the accident,
though he is improving and hopes some day
to be quite like himself again.

At the time of the accident, this man had
a farm which he still owns. He was doing
things on his farm, and the great cry of his
soul was how he could do better. Maybe it

would be better to let him tell his own story
of the work he is carrying on.

Undaunted

"I have to hire everything done, of course.
I don't want to let Tom, Dick and Harry live

on my farm, and so I have let out the plow
land and hired the haying done. If I could,
I would keep cows. I know that is the best
way to keep the land up, but as I am fixed
now I can't do it. I must depend on com-
mercial fertilizer. When oats are sowed I
have fertilizer put on and again after the
land is seeded down I top-dress frequently.
I depend mostly on the hay for my return
from the farm.

"Not all the farm is under cultivation by
any means. I have not been able to bring
it under the plow, but I am gaining on it

some. This year I' had thirty-five acres of
meadow land to cut. I have just been up
attending to the work of pressing it. Ffom
the thirty-five acres we cut forty-six tons of
good, clean timothy-hay. I can't use clover,

because the market calls for timothy.
"It cost me two hundred and sixty dollars

for fertilizer and work in getting the forty-
six tons cut, and it brought me ten dollars a
ton, so that I have two hundred dollars clear
for my hay this season. I believe my
meadows are growing better every year.

"But I see some sorrel is coming in and
that troubles me. I want some lime on the
ineadows, but I can't get anybody to draw
it and apply it to the land. They don't like

to handle it. But I am corresponding with a
firm that makes a machine to spread lime
without having so much trouble with it, and
then I have heard of a waste from the steel

mills that has lime in it—not a large per-
centage and it is not available so soon as
clear lime is, but I am told that it is good
and lasts longer. I tell you it is a prob-

Jem for a man to get along as I am !"

But he did not complain at all. He was
so glad that he was getting better and that
he could do what he could ! Then he
went on

:

"Over where I live now, with my father,

we have poultry." Then I got another side

of his life. They have full-blooded White
Leghorns and ship their eggs to a man in

New York who gives them the highest mar-
ket quotations, depending on what he can
get above that figure for his commission. It

costs two cents a dozen to pay express
charges. The crates are kept till there are
a number of them in the city, when lower
rates are obtained than if they were shipped
back separately.

It would take too long now to giVe all

the good points I learned from this man as
to the poultry business, but you can see that

even if he is doing things under difficulties,

he is really doing them. He is living a
happy life in the face of troubles that would
knock some men out, and he is doing it just

because he has the fire of a great ambition
in his heart.

Isn't this enough to make the rest of us.

ashamed? How our own souls ought to be
warmed and inspired by the story he told!

E. L. Vincent.
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THE editor has promised that I am to call the roll

from time to time. For derelictions in this an

explanation is necessary. There have been few roll-

calls this session ; fewer yet that were important. But

there have been enough to provide some interesting

commentary for people who believe in keeping tab on

their statesmen. Personally, I think there is no more
serious duty of the citizen than to know how his

representatives have voted. If all the people would
make it their business to know how their spokesmen are

speaking and would govern themselves accordingly, the

voice of the people would be heard more often and

vigorously in the product of legislative bodies.

When a measure is pending, nothing does so much
to decide how members will vote as letters from home.

Letters from home passed the pure-food law and the

meat-inspection act. They "put over" the railroad-rate

legislation, and they will probably pass the reciprocity

agreement, if it passes. They will defeat the proposal

to increase postal rates on magazines, because the folks

at home have risen up in a marvelous protest against

that bit of class legislation—a measure designed to

punish the magazines for being unduly independent in

their attitudes about various public questions.

This affair of raising the postal rate is different from

any other legislative proposal I have seen in Congress.

A year ago it was proposed, but the protest was so

vigorous that the idea was dropped. Most people

thought it was permanently dropped.

They were wrong. Postmaster-General Hitchcock

returned to bat this winter with the same proposition,

but made little noise about it. The post-office appropria-

tion bill passed the House without a suggestion of such

a change. It went to the Senate, and was referred to

committee. It was considered at some length; and then,

just before it was to be reported, two or three senators

were summoned to the White House, talked to about

the desirability of mulcting the magazines, and went

back—to get the increase written into the bill just before

it was reported! No hearings were had; nobody was
asked to present arguments pro or con ; it was all done

in the secrec}^ of the committee-room, a star-chamber

proceeding that, considering the immensity of the inter-

ests involved, rendered the motive quite liable to all the

suggestions that have been made about it.

Saving the Bacon of the Elxpress Companies

AS SOON as it was known that the committee had

inserted the amendment, the storm broke. The pub-

lishers flocked to Washington to protest. Newspapers,

which were not affected by the increase, joined the

magazines in the fight, because they suspected that once

the magazines were subjected to such regulation, the

turn of the newspapers would come next. But the

really effective protests came from the people who buy

-magazines, farm journals, religious papers and other

periodicals. These saw that if the rate were raised,

their papers would have to cost them more; and the

idea of taxing intelligence, in order that the express

companies might be permitted to continue their graft

of handling parcels that ought to go through the post-

office was too much for the people back home.

It's this way. The law contemplates that the post-

office shall monopolize mail business. But for many
years the. post-office authorities have refused to enforce

their monopoly of the parcel business, letting the

express companies do most of it, even in parcels of the

size that the post carries. Now, this relinquishment of

an immense volume of traffic to the express companies

has resulted in a great reduction of postal revenues

from what they ought to be. The consequence is that

the Post-Office Department is run at a loss instead of

a handsome profit. Postmaster-General Hitchcock wants

to make it pay better; so he proposes, not to enforce

the monopoly of the light parcel business, but to raise

the rates on reading matter

!

It was a simple question of taking the money away
from the readers of magazines, or taking the business

away from the express companies. The express com-

panies are rich and powerful ; the readers are unorgan-

ized, scattered and presumably not much interested,

individually, so it seemed easy to decide in favor of

the express companies and against the readers.

That is about all there was to it, except that the

readers turned out more interested than had been

expected, and the protest they raised has been doing

sad injury to the welkin around these immediate parts.

As I write, the Senate has not voted on the item ; but

By Judson C. Welliver

the best information is that the proposition will be

defeated or carried by a very close vote in the Senate,

and defeated by a big vote in the House, and finally

will go out of the bill.

About the roll-calls of the present session—there will

be none of more interest than this coming one on the

postal amendment, if it reaches the roll-call stage.

Meanwhile, there have been three—two in the House,

one in the Senate—of large public interest.

The Roll-Call on the Tariff Commission

'-pHE first was on the tariff commission measure, Janu-

ary 30th. By the vote of one hundred and eighty-six

to ninety-three the bill passed the House. The measure

does not need discussion here, for it has been so thor-

oughly set before the country. Most of the Republicans

voted for it, most of the Democrats voted against it;

but it was by no means a party vote. There were one

hundred and one votes not recorded, because of absence

;

so if your congressman's name does not appear in this

list, you know he was absent. The yeas and nays were:

thirty-nine against the bill. Vice-President Sherman,
who gets a vote only in case of a tie, voted for the first

time in the Senate, over which he has presided for more
than two years; and he voted in the affirmative, carrying

the measure. This roll-call is one for which there has
been considerable demand among readers of Farm and
Fireside. Most of the inquirers have intimated that

they were prepared to be displeased if their senators

voted for the measure. Anyway, here is how they voted

:

Alexander, Mo.
Ames
Anderson
Anthony
Ashbrook
Austin
Barchfeld
Barnard
Barnhart
Bartholdt
Bartlett, Nev.
Bates
Bennet, N. Y.
Bennett, Ky.
Bingham
Bo©her
Borland
Boutell
Bradley
Brantley
Burke, Pa.
Burke, S. Dak.
Burleson
Butler
Byrns
Calder
Calderhead
Campbell
Cantrill
Cary
Cassidy
Chapman
Clark, Mo.
Cocks, N. Y.
Cole
Cooper, Wis.
Cowles
Cox, Ohio
Crumpacker
Currier
Dalzell
Davidson
Davis
Dickinson
Diekema
Dodds
Douglas
Driscoll, M. E.
Durey
Dwight
Ellis

Elvins
Englebright
Esch
Fassett
Fish
Focht
Foelker
Foss
Gallagher
Gardner, Mass.
»Gardner, Mich.

Adair
Adamson
Aiken
Ansberry
Bartlett, Ga.
Beall, Tex.
Bell, Ga.
Boehne
Bowers
Burgess
Byrd
Candler
Carlin
Clayton
Cline
Collier
Conry
Cox, Ind.
Craig
Cullop
Dent
Denver
Dickson, Miss.
Dixon, Ind.
Driscoll, D. A.
Edwards, Ga.
Ellerbe
Ferris
Finley
Fitzgerald
Flood, Va.

YEAS- 186

Gardner, N. J.
Garner, Pa.
Gillett
Good
Goulden
Graff
Graham, Pa.
Greene
Gronna
Guernsey
Hamer
Hamilton
Hammond
Hanna
Hardy
Haugen
Havens
Hawley
Hayes
Higgins
Hill
Hinshaw
HoUingsworth
Howard
Howell, Utah
Howland
Hubbard, Iowa
Humphreys, Miss.
Kahn
Keifer
Keliher
Kendall
Kennedy, Iowa
Kennedy, Ohio
Kirikaid, Nebr.
Kinkead, N. J.
Knapp
Kowland
KoDp
Kustermann
Lafean
Langham
Langley
Lawrence
Lenroot
Lindbergh
Lloyd
Longworth
Loud
McCall
McCreary
McCredle
McKinlay, Cal.
McKinney
McLachlan, Cal.
McLaughlin, Mich.
McMorran
Madden
Madison
Malby
Martin, S. Dak.
Massey

NAYS-93
Floyd, Ark.
Foster, 111.

Gaines
Garner, Tex.
Garrett
Godwin
Gordon
Graham, 111.

Hamlin
Hardwick
Harrison
Hay
Heflin
Helm
Henry, Tex.
Houston
Hubbard, W. Va.
Hughes, Ga.
Hughes, N. J.
Hull, Tenn.
James
Johnson, Ky.
Jones
Kitchin
Korbly
Latta
Lee
Lever
Lively
McDermott
Macon

Maynard
Miller, Kans.
Mitchell
Mondell
Moore, Pa.
Morehead
Jlorgan, Mo.
Morgan, Okla.
Morrison
Morse
Moss
Moxley
Murdock
Murphy
Needham
Nelson
Nicholls
Norris
Nye
Olcott
Padgett
Parker
Parsons
Payne
Peters
Pickett
Poindexter
Pou
Pratt
Pray
Prince
Pujo
Randell, Tex.
Reeder
Roberts
Sharp
Sheffield
Simmons
Slemp
Smith, Iowa
Southwick
Stafford
Steenerson
Sterling
Stevens, Minn.
Sulloway
Tawney
Taylor, Ala.
Taylor, Ohio
Thistlewood
Thomas, Ohio
Tilson
Underwood
Volstead
Vreeland
Wanger
Washburn
Weeks
Wickliffe
Wiley
Wilson, 111.

Woods, Iowa

Maguire, Nebr.
Martin, Colo.
Mays
Moore, Tex,
O'Connell
Oldfield
Page
Palmer, A. M.
Rainey
Ranch
Robinson
Roddenbery
Rucker, Colo.
Rucker, Mo.
Shackleford
Sherwood
Sims
Sisson
Small
Smith, Tex.
Sparkman
Stephens, Tex.
Sulzer
Talbott
Taylor, Colo.
Thomas, Ky.
Thomas, N. C.
Ton Velle
Watkina
Wilson, Pa.

Bradley
Brandegee
Briggs
Burkett
Burnham
Burrows
Carter
Clark, Wyo.
Crane
Cullom
Curtis
Dick
Dillingham

Bacon
Bankhead
Beveridge
Borah
Bourne
Bristow
Brown
Burton
Chamberlain
Clarke, Ark.
Crawford
Culberson
Cummins

Aldrich
Bailey
Bulkeley
Clapp
Davis

YEAS—39
Dixon
du Pont
Flint
Frye
Gallinger
Guggenheim
Hale
Heyburn
Jones
Kean
Lodge
Lorimer
Nelson

NAYS-39
Fletcher
Foster
Frazier
Gamble
Gronna
Johnston
La FoUette
McCumber
Martin
Newlands
Overman
Owen
Paynter

NOT VOTING- 13

Depew
Gore
Money
Rayner
Richardson

Nixon
Oliver
Page
Penrose
Perkins
Piles
Root
Scott
Smoot
Stephenson
Warner
Warren
Wetmore

Percy
Shively
Simmons
Smith, Md.
Smith, Mich.
Smith, S. C.
Stone
Swanson
Talliaferro
Taylor
Terrell
Thornton
Tillman

Sutherland
Watson
Young

The Roll-Call on Reciprocity

N February 14th the House voted on the bill to
^—' carry into effect the reciprocity agreement with

Canada. This may generally be set down as the most
important roll-call of the session to this date. All but

five Democrats voted for President Taft's plan. Most
of the extreme stand-pat Republicans voted against it,

and so did most insurgents. The administration

Republicans largely voted for it; and the conclusion

was that, in a division altogether unprecedented, the

reciprocity plan carried, two hundred and twenty-one

to ninety-two, with sixty-seven not voting and four

answering "present." To save space I shall give first

those who voted "no :"

Bennet, N. Y.
Bradley
Broussard
Burke, S. Dak.
Burleigh
Campbell
Chapman
Cole
Cowles
Creager
Currier
Dalzell
Davidson
Davis
Dawson
Dodds
Dwight
Ellis
Elvins
Englebright
Esch
Estopinal
Fairchild
Fassett
Focht
Fordney
Foster, Vt.
Fuller
Gaines
Gardner, Mass.
Gardner, N. J.

Allen
Ames
Andrus
Barclay
Bates
Bennett, Ky.
Capron
Coudrey
Crow
Diekema
Driscoll, M. E.
Edwards, Ky.
Foelker
Fornes
Fowler
Gardner, Mich.
Gill, Md.
Gill, Mo.
Goulden
Hamilton
Howard
Howell, N. J.
Howell, Utah

NAYS-92
Goebel
Good
Graham, Pa.
Grant
Guernsey
Hamer
Hammond
Hanna
Haugen
Hawley
Hayes
Hull, Iowa
Humphrey, Wash.
Keifer
Kendall
Kennedy, Iowa
Kennedy, Ohio
Knapp
Kopp
Langham
Lenroot
Lindbergh
Loudenslager
Lowden
Lundin
McLachlan, Cal.
McLaughlin, Mich.
Malby
Martin, S. Dak.
Mondell
Moore, Pa.

NOT VOTlNG-67
Hubbard, W. Va.
Huff
Hughes, W. Va.
Johnson, Ohio
Joyce
Kahn
Lindsay
Livingston
Loud
McGuire, Okla.
McMorran
Maynard
Millington
Moore, Tex.
Mudd
Murdock
Murphy
Palmer, A. M.
Palmer, H. W.
Patterson
Payne
Pearre
Randell, Tex.

Morgan, Mo.
Morgan, Okla.
Morse
Moxley
Nelson
Norris
Olcott
Pickett
Plumley
Pratt
Pray
Prince
Pujo
Reeder
Scott
Simmons
Smith, Iowa
Snapp
Southwick
Steenerson
Sterling
Swasey
Thistlewood
Thomas, Ohio
Volstead
Wanger
Washburn
Webb
Wheeler
Woods, Iowa

Ransdell, La.
Rhinock
Richardson
Rothermel
Rucker, Colo.
Sabath
Sheffield
Smith, Cal.
Smith, Mich.
Sperry
Spight
Sturgiss
Sulzer
Talbott
Tawney
Townsend
Wallace
Willett
Wilson, Pa.
Wood, N. Jr
Woodyard

The Senate Locks Horns on Ship Subsidy

THE most remarkable roll-call of the session was on
February 2d, when the Senate voted on the ship-

subsidy measure. There were thirty-nine votes for and

Four members—Burleson, Calderhead, Riordan and

Langley—answered "present," but did not vote.

All the other members of the lower house, aside from

those already listed, voted for the reciprocity proposal.
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" 'Look!' he cried. 'That is your name, isn't it>'
"

POOR RELATIONS
By Adelaide Stedman

Author of ''Miracle^ ''Intellectual Miss Clarendon," Etc.

Illustrated by Herman Pfeifer

Part VIII.—Chapter XXI.

MR. Charles Martin's offices were a terror to the
uninitiated. To reach the heart of them, where
the man himself sat in a nest of mechanical time-

saving appliances, was to pass through a grilling "third
degree" in which the visitor ''stated" everything he
wanted, and very much he did not.

On the morning following Mr. Martin's angry scene
with his son, an old man, a man withered and shrunken
with the grip of years, announced himself as the brother
of the procurer of all this red tape.

A clerk smiled at him skeptically, as he looked at
his shabby, lustrous suit, at all the evidences of poverty
which clung to him. ''Come out of it!" he chuckled.
"That's a good gag, but

—
" He shook his head. "What's

your real business?"
The old man's transparent cheeks reddened. "You

impudent jackanapes," he growled. "Give me a pencil
and paper, and take a note in to Mr. Martin."
'Desk to your left." The clerk pointed with one

thumb, meanwhile snickering to a clerk, "Brother ! I

guess we'd have seen him before this if it were true.

Brothers don't forget to call on men like C. M." "C. M."
was the title by which the employer was known about
the office.

In a minute the alleged Mr. Martin beckoned his

tormentor. "Take this in," he ordered, handing him a
sealed note.

The boy entered the private secretary's office sanctum
a little curiously. "Note for C. M.," he explained,
"from an old fellow who says he's his brother."
The secretary stepped inside the heavy mahogany door

and handed Mr. ]\Iartin the envelope. "Man says he is

your brother," he smiled, '"it didn't work with the boys,
though."
The man read the letter, frowning and annoyed.

What did George want now ? "I must see you," the note
said. That meant trouble. "I'll stay until I do." He
frowned more heavily. He remembered that his wife
had sent her flowers and condolences to Joseph when
George's daughter had died, and that he had written
an angry letter in response, but could not be concerned
about that now. However, Mr. Martin did not want the

old man sitting about, babbling of relationship, so he
finally ordered

:

"Show the gentleman into my son's office, and tell

him to wait."

His junior disappeared instantly, only- outside of the

door allowing a surprised whistle to escape his lips.

With vastly more respect the old man was ushered
past the rooms where many lesser dignitaries held forth,

and into Fred's office. It was empty.
"You can wait here, sir," the boy informed him and

vanished.
The office was elaborate, almost effeminate. It was

furnished in Circassian walnut, with the chairs and
couch upholstered in purple leather. At the windows
hung straight lengths of the same materials, giving a

rose tone to the room. It looked more like a studio

than the office of a banker's son.

The old man's face worked spasmodically. His
fingers twitched and fumbled with nervousness. An
hour went by, and still no one came. A brass screen

occupied a space between two windows. The old man
wandered toward it, curious to see what it concealed.

There was nothing more mysterious than a rack,

heavy with hats and coats. His curiosity^ satisfied, he
turned to a window and soon became fascinated by the

pin-head panorama unfolded. For a long time he gazed

down from his eighteenth-floor pinnacle at the beehive

island palpitating with life. The sudden tiny spurts of
automobiles and carriages, the hurrying pygmy people

—

it all looked changed, like the moving film of a cine-
matograph. His own figure was entirely hidden from
view behind the capacious screen, when abruptly he
became conscious of the scraping of a pen behind him,
and faced about wondering. Sure enough, there at the
desk sat an over-dressed young man absorbed in some
writing at which he was gazing intently, evidently
unconsci(jus of George Martin's presence.
The old man was irritated. His hearing was becoming

very bad when he failed to notice a person's entrance.
He started to speak, when something in the boy's occu-
pation caused a spark to kindle in his faded eyes, and,
instead, he stood mouse-still and watched.
The young fellow had a check-book open in front of

him, in which he was writing industriously, but slowly,
very slowly

;
comparing his work from time to time with

a paper which lay on the desk near by.
For perhaps fifteen minutes he kept it up, when

suddenly he gave an exclamation of excitement and
triumph and quickly filling in a new check, tore the rest
into large pieces and dropped them into a waste-basket,
beside him.
The old man shrank back into his hiding-place, his

eyes burning. The young fellow began whistling in a
bravado fashion while readjusting his coat and hat
before a glass. Then for a long minute he hesitated,
tapping his fingers against a polished table. Angrily
mumbling to himself, he rushed out of the office and
slammed the door.
For a few seconds old Mr. Martin did not move.

Then slowly he crept to the basket, his breath coming
fast with excitement.
With fingers tremulous, he scooped out the wad of

pink check paper, and sinking into the desk chair, pieced
one signature together. He fairly chuckled with elation
as he got the result, for the name read Charles F.
Martin.

Hastily, with a swift, covetous motion, he put all the
fragments into his pocket. "I'll show Charlie," he
thought maliciously. "He thinks he is so smart. I'll

show Charlie how his clerks are robbing him. It took
old George to discover it

!"

He chuckled again, then abruptly his manner changed
and he drooped and shriveled like an airless balloon.
His mind had come back to the reason of his visit.

At last, just two hours after his entrance, a clerk came
to lead him to Mr. Martin.

"Well," that gentleman exclaimed once the two were
alone together, "what is it now?"
"Not money !" the old man almost hissed. "The last

time I was here I vowed I would never come again, and
I'd starve before I asked you for a penny !"

"Well then," Mr. Martin broke in, "what can I do
for you?"

"I don't know how to say it," George Martin gasped,
his face paper-white. "First," he felt in his pocket, "I
want to tell you something I discovered in your office."

"No," his brother answered. "First your affairs."

The old man cleared his throat chokingly. "I—

I

would give ten years of my life if I didn't have to come
to you ; but to-daj' I must make you remember that we
are of the same flesh and blood—the same flesh and
blood—and the disgrace of one would be the disgrace
of the family

!"

"What do you mean? Speak out!" The banker's
voice was gruff. "But perhaps it would be better if I

said once for all, no plea of family for me. It doesn't^

go. Every man has got to stand for himself. I won't
prop anyone up. Now go on ! Time is precious."

The old man paused a moment, then sobbed weakly.
"It is about my son," he muttered. "About Frank!"
"Well—"
"He—he has stolen !"

"What ! the contemptible young rascal, and I suppose
you want me to pay for his folly

!"

"No—no—he is the—man—who robbed your wife—the
day of the tea. He is the thief you have been hunting.
He confessed to me last night. Now you can't prosecute
him, Charlie, you've got to give him a chance. The
jewelry is gone, but you've got to give him a chancel"
His voice rose quiveringly intense.

"The crook—to steal from me !" was his brother's
answer.
"He didn't know where he was—he didn't know until

after he had—^taken—the things. Then your daughter
spoke to him (he is^a florist's assistant, you know), and
the sight of her so luxurious, having everything she
could wish for, made matters worse. Can't you under-
stand, Charlie? He has always loved luxury and he
has never. had even a taste of it. I—I wanted to give
it to him, but I've been in a bank, earning first sixty,

then seventy-five dollars a month for thirty years. I

can't seem to do any better. Everyone isn't meant—for
success. But the boy wanted fine things—and finally

—

that day—he took them. It was wrong. It was awful.
But can't you understand—" He held out his hands
pleadingly.

"So that is the family I am to remember ! No ! I

won't save him. Let him become the jail-bird he is,

anyway!" The man's voice was a sneer.

"No! No! No ! you can't hound him !" The father's

eyes were wild. "He is all I have. My wife is dead,
Martha is dead. He is all I have. You must drop the
case I" He rose and tottered toward his brother, shaking
one finger in the other's face. "If you do take him, I'll

have it in all the papers," he threatened, "that he is your
nephew, and that if you had helped him, this calamity
would never have happened !"

"Oh, no you won't." Charles Martin rose, also. "If

you do, I'll see that the case is_ made so h.Qa.\y that he'll

go to Sing Sing, not to State's
!"

He stared at the pitiful old figure in contempt. Never-
theless something in its abject misery made him growl,
"I hate cowards, but I'll tell you what I'll do. If the

boy shuts up about the whole affair, the relationship and
all, when he's caught, I'll have the case dismissed. But
I'm going to let them catch him and jail him for a night.

Show him how it feels to be behind the bars."

"Haven't you any pity? Think of the disgrace—for

me." The old man rose, his eyes glittering. "It can't

happen!" he cried. "He sha'n't go to jail! He sha'n't

go. I'll stay here until you promise to free him. I will

if it's till doomsday!" Trembling, he collapsed into a
chair, groaning at intervals, while Charles Martin gazed
at him annoyed, but otherwise unmoved.

Suddenly a rap sounded at the door and Fred put his

head in. "Dad," he began sullenly, then catching sight

of the shabby stranger, he retreated hastily, with a word
of apology, until he was stopped by the look on the old

man's face. He was gazing at him, his eyes ablaze, his

mouth quavering.
"Is that your son?" he demanded of his brother, point-

ing shakily at the boy.
"Certainly."
Suddenly George Martin laughed, abruptly he turned

menacing, maliciously triumphant.
"Then I'll make you wriggle!" he hissed. "It's my

turn now. You say my son is a thief. Beneath contempt,
because, tempted all his life, he finally stole. Well, your

[continued on page 39]
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PRIZE PONIES AND THEIR MASTERS
Farm and Fireside's Last Pony Contest

ALMOST every year Farm and Fireside has held a Pony
Contest for its boys and girls. It is not Uke other contests,

for all the hundreds of boys and girls who enter it have
the jolliest times of their lives. Every boy and girl who even

enters the contest receives a prize, and the reason it differs from
all other contests is because all who take part in it are delighted

with the prizes, whether they win a pony or not, and are well

repaid for the time they give to Farm and Fireside.

Last Year's Prize-Winners

On this page we want, to introduce last year's pony-winners
(and their ponies) to all the boy and girl readers of Farm and
Fireside, and to all the grown-up readers, too. Of course, these

lucky boys and girls are delighted with their ponies. Just

read their letters and see what fun they are having with

their new pets. One of the pony-winners wrote to the

Pony Man that she drove her pony, Pete, to the next town,
.eight miles away, in an hour. That, was pretty good for

a pony, wasn't it, even though he was a prize pony.

Of course, we were delighted to get the letters from
the pony-winners, and to know of their pleasure and
satisfaction, and to get the photographs of their ponies.

The letters that have pleased us most, however, have
been those from the hundreds of boys and
girls who did not win a pony. Every one of
these boys and girls received a reward for

the work he or she had done. And they were
overjoyed with the beautiful prizes they
received. Farm and Fireside always fully

rewards every contestant in its Pony Con-
tests for the time spent—no matter how little

time it is.

Object of the Pony Contest

Farm and Fireside is ambi-
tious. We hope no reader will

take exception to that. We want
more of the neighbors and friends

of our present subscribers to

become readers of the paper. We
know that Farm and Fireside is

the best and most progressive farm
paper ; we know you think so ; and
we want your neighbors (your
good neighbors) to know it, too.

That's why we have a pony con-

test. We ask the boys and girls of Farm and Fireside families

to introduce Farm and Fireside to a few of the neighbors—it's

easy, and it's lots of fun. One has only to start in the contest

to be sure of a fine prize. In last year's contest, almost every

boy and girl who took part, from the winner of Fuzzy down,
was surprised to receive a handsomer and better prize than he

expected. To begin with, we paid a cash commission for every

subscription—but that was only the beginning. Every contestant

received another prize, in addi-

tion, as reward for the time
given to Farm and Fireside.

Every contestant was offered a

choice of a prize or a definite

money reward. In addition to

the ponies and outfits, and the

hundreds of watches, fountain-
pens, cameras and other prizes

that went to contestants, the
Pony Man paid nearly two
thousand dollars in cash to

Farm and Fireside boys and
girls for the time they spent
for Farm and Fireside.

This Boy Won First Prize

Here are the pictures of
Fuzzy and of the bright young-
ster who won him a few
months ago. He certainly has
a pretty pony and is very proud
of him, as you can see. Allen Weber is his name, and he is one
of the proudest boys you ever saw. Here is Allen's letter to
the Pony Man

:

Dear Pony Man :—Once again I am going to tell you how
pleased I am with the pony I won in- your 1910 pony contest. Only
ft seems as if I cannot find words to express my gratitude and
delight with my pony and cart.

You see, I have used all the words I know to express my
pleasure before this, and now this is the greatest happiness I have
ever known and- those same words don't seem to express enough.
But truly those who deal in ponies and others who know about
ponies tell me Fuzzy is as good a pony as money can buy, and I
always tell them Fuzzy is a pony that money can't buy, as I will
not sell him at any price.

And my cart also is one of the prettiest and best on the market.
As you see, I could write and write and then I could not tell all
the merits of my pony. Just think the very most favorable things
you can of my pony and then think he is much better than that, and
even then you won't know how splendid he is.

Yours with very much love and gratitude,
Allen Weber.

Allen Weber, R. R. 4, New Carlisle, Ohio, and Fuzzy,
First-Prize Pony

The second-prize pony was won by a little girl over in New
York State. Just about the same number of boys and girls have
won ponies in Farm and Fireside pony contests. In this contest
there appeared to be two boys and one girl. Altogether thirty

or forty boys and girls have won Farm and Fireside ponies

—

but we are now talking about last year's contest, and little Lena
Purchell, who won Pete.

Dear Pony Man :—I hardly know how to express my thanks to
you for your honest, kind heart toward me. I feel that I must owe
you something yet for your goodness to me. He is an awful nice
gentle little fellow. Everyone that has seen him yet says he is a
nice little pony and, oh, he is so gentle we can do anything with

him. He don't kick nor bite. I never expected that I

would ever win the pony when I started in. Now I am
very glad that I djd stick to you and the contest. You
were so good and honest with me all through I do hope
you will be blessed in all your business and I must thank
you again a thousand times.

Everybody told me that I would not get anything for
sending in subscriptions for the
paper; they all tried to discourage
me all they could. Now I am glad.
I stuck right to the post. That's the
only way, you wrote me all the time,
that I could win and the only way
to have anything in this world is to
stick right to it, wha<-^ver one starts
to do. He is an ; ,iul nice little

traveler. On the road he goes so
steady, and he isn't afraid of any-
thing he sees or meets along the
road. I have driven him to Mar-
garetville twice to have his picture
taken and it's sixteen miles from my
home both ways. He will go it in
an hour or a little over one way and
that's as good as a big horse will do.

Lena M. Purchell,
Halcottsville, New York.

Ejctra Checks

Dear Pony Man :—I received
your letter yesterday, together with
the check, and certainly was sur-
prised, for I could hardly believe my
eyes when I saw it. I really don't
believe you owed me anything any
more. I will always remember
Farm and Fireside to all my
friends. It certainly was the most

pleasant surprise I have ever experienced and thank you very much
for it. Arthur W. Andrea,

Monticello, Wisconsin.

Dear Pony Man :—I received your letter yesterday and was very
much surprised to find a check, for I did not think I would get
anything for those credits which you gave me. I thank you very
much for the one dollar and twenty cents,

Aurora, Indiana.

Allen Weber is About the Proudest Boy You Ever Saw

Irene Ruhlman.

Dear Pony Man :—I received
your letter and draft for eight
dollars and forty-eight cents, and
I think I have been doubly paid
for my work. Thanking you for
your kindness to me and wishing
Farm and Fireside success in
the future, I will bid you good-by
until the next pony contest.

Helen Mitchell,
Horace, Illinois.

They Were Well Repaid

Dear Pony Man :—I was so
glad when I received my bracelet
I didn't know what to do. Mama
and papa were proud of my
bracelet. I hope the rest of the
children will be as proud as I

was. I wish I could have gotten
Fuzzy, but I am well pleased with
what I got. Marie Evans^

Woodcliff, Georgia.

Did Not Expect a Prize

Farm and Fireside's pony contests are full of surprises-
pleasant surprises. Every boy and girl who takes part is
rewarded, no matter how little has been done.

Dear Pony Man :—My daughter is away on a trip and did not
expect the least premium for only the one name she could send you
as a subscriber, but the elegant picture you sent her has come. I
shall give it to her, for which please, dear Pony Man, accept both
our heartiest thanks and our well wishes, -also. Mrs. B. Bowen,

Menomonie, R. R. 8, Wisconsin.

A New Pony Contest

Every Farm and Fireside boy and girl will be delighted to
know that the Pony Man is about to begin a new pony contest,
as explained on Page 34 of this paper. We have talked it all

over with the Pony Man and we can assure you that it will be
the best pony contest Farm and Fireside has ever held. If you
who read this know a boy or girl, advise the youngster to
write to the Pony Man and learn all about the Pony Contest.

ASK FOR

Lena M. Purchell, Halcottsville, N. Y., Who Won Second-
Prize, and Her Prize Pony, Pete

Tom Clark Pennington, London,
Prize Pony

Ky., and Spot, Third-

PRINTS

Why spend time-cost and
labor-cost in making a short-
lived dress of poor material
when you can buy

Simpson-Eddystone
Black-and-White Printo

These are superior calicoes
of durable old - fashioned
qualitywhich hasneverbeen
lowered in the 68 years of its

manufacture. These styl-

ish cotton dress-goods have
charming new designs print-
ed in absolutely fadeless
color on substantially woven
fabrics. The standard since
1842. "Worth making up."
Show this advertisement to your

dealer when you order, and don't
accept substitutes. If not in your
dealer'sstock write us his nameand
address.We'llhelphim supply you.
The Eddystone Mfg. Co.. Philad'a

SFounded '1842 byWiaSimpsonSr.

EACH
Postpaid

Star of the East
Senora, "A Gem"
Stop, Stop, Stop
Dreaming

SHEET MUSiC 15c
This Music lit, the same, lii every particular, as you

purchase In Music Stores, except the price,
which is always lower.

SONG 8—Words and Music for Piano or Oreon
Garden of BoBes Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly
Eainbow You Are Ideal of My Dreams
My Pony Boy All I Ask Of Yon Is Love
Silver Bell Call Me TJpSomeEainyA'noou
Sweet Bunch Daisies To End Of World With You
I Love It I'mLookingforaDearOldLady
Winter Any Little Girl that's Nice Girl
Kiss Me My_Honey By Light of Silvery Moon

I've Got Kings on My Fingers
I'd Rather Say Hello
Dublin Bag "Madam Sherry"
SiiverThreadB Amongthe Gold,

Think It Over Mary Mesmerizing Mendels'n Tune
Daisies Won't Tell Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet
Yip-I-Addy-I-Aye WhenAutumn leaves are falling
Some Of ITiese Days Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland
Cubanola Glide My Love is Greater than World
That Italian Bag Where Eiver Shannon Flows
Garden of Dreams Play That Barber Shop Chord
UfSTHUMENTAL—Music for Piano or Orean
Meditation by Morrison Star of Sea Reverie
Kiss offspring Waltz Loveland Waltz

Moon Winks. Three Step
Maple Leaf, Rag
Beautiful Star of Heaven
Ben Hur Chariot Race

^ -
-^ Wedding of Winds V^altz

Drifting Leave3,Eeverie College Life, Two Step
Burning of Bome,March Apple Blossom,Tone Poem
Trip to Niagara, March Blaze of Glory, March Hit
THE MYREX CO., 248 W. 364h St.. New York

Hamilton Profit-Sharing Coupons with all Orders— Send 2c Stamp far "Money Saving" Catalog —
A PULL TURNS ON THE SUNLIGHT
{Better than electricity or city gas. cheaper than
ikerosene or candles, steady, white. Brilliant; l-4c i>er

Burns 97 per cent air. Lig"
'

- - -
i

"

Silver Bell. Two Step
Rainbow, Two Step
Dill Pickles Hag
Turkey in the Straw
Raf?-A-Tag-Rag

^. _ _. jjffhted or extingioiahed by
pull of chain. No amoke, no Boot, no odor, no greasa*

IPorhomea, stores, halls, factories, shops, chorcbea.hotels.
public buildings, streets. Delivered ready for anyone to in-

I stall. Write now for free booklet and make selection front
lour numerous artistic styles. Exclusive territory and biff

? money for Rood amenta. We help you sell.

Standard-Gillett Light Co., 11 F Michigan St., Chicago, U.S A.
Established 1898. Paid-in Capital $100,000.00

Band Instruments
Skipped Anywhere

on Six Days' Trial

We sell on monthly payments and take old instru-
ments in exchange, Instruction Book and Lessons
with each instrument without extra charge. Ifyou
don't plfty, start now and learn. "You'll soon be
able to join the Band in your town. Ifyon doplay«
get a fine new instrument of standard make at our
low price. Write "for Free €ataloir which gives
pictures, descriptions and prices of all instruments
and tells how to form a Brass Band.

W. J. DYER & BRO..
(Est'd 1870) Dept. 488, St. Paul, Minn-

DO YOU WANT TO EARN
Fifty Fifle Assorted FOST=CARDS?

Then write to us to-day and say that you
wish to earn this fine lot of cards. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Post'Card Department Springfield, Ohio

Band Instruments
We supply the U. S. Government

Gfet our low prices. Write for big, new
125 page illustrated catalog. Easy Payments-

The Radolph Wurlitzer Co*

124 E. 4th St. Cmcinnafa' 345 Wabash Ave. Chicago

Makes and bums its own gaa. Costs 2o per
week. Gives 500 candle power light and
casts no shadow. !No dirt, grease, nor
odor. Unequ nl Ied for Homes, Stores,
Hotels, Churches, Public Halls, etc. Over
200 styles. Every lamp warranted. Agents
wanted. Write for catalog.

THE BEST LIGHT CO.

212 E. 5th St., CantonTH

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2 Hair Switch
We will trust you ten days.

Choice of Natural wavy or btraight hair. S«nd
a look of your hair, and we will mail a 23 inch
short Bfcem fine human hair switch to match. I£
yon find it a big bargain, remit $2 in t«n dayB,
or Bell 3 and GET YOUR OWN SWITCH. Ex»r»
shades a little more. Inclose 5c postage. Ftm

beauty book showing latest style of hairdreisinf—
alM high grade ewitohes, pompadours, wlga, puffii, «tc.

AniiaAyer5.Dpt864,19QuiacySLChicago.
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LookForThe Bab
WhenYjuBuySafeiyPins,
Pound Onfy onthe Best

STEWSDIHEC, PINS

The baby

on the card is

your protection.

It means you're

getting the safest

and best wear-

ing safety pin

made.

Don't fake substitutes.

Get the kind that lasts

the longest.

Sample card sent FREE on re-

ceipt of your dealer's name and
address.

CONSOLIDATED SAFETY PIN CO.
30 Farrand St., Bloomfield, N. J.

BABY BLANKET
Somethinjr new, dainty, attractive and ser-

viceable, combining- extreme lightness and
warmth. Finely made and beautifully finished.
Every mother knows that the ordinary heavy
covering tires her baby, and will welcome the
light, sanitary FLUFFY-DOWN. Made with
white centers, and pink or blue bands. You can
buy cheaper blankets, but not as ligrht, warm and
satisfactory as FLUFFY-DOWN. Price S2.00
each, delivered at your mail address. Send check
or money order to the

WOOL PRODUas COMPANY
178 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Nofe on sale at stores, order direct.

LASTING
MEMORIALS

Marble and Granite memorials become
inoss-grown.crack, crumble and decay in time
White Bronze will outlast the Pyramids.

Moss-growth, chipping, cracking and crum)>-
ling are impossible.
Less expensive than granite; more artist

Don't purchase without writing us for
illustrations and prices.

State approximate cost desired. Full in-

formation FREE. We deliver anywhere.
GOOD AGENTS WANTED. LIBERAL PAY.

The Monumental Bronze Co*
^t47 Howard Ave. Bridgeport, Conn.,

Easter Post Cards

if the most beautiful post

cards erer aold. 10 cenc3. All different,

oonsietingof beautiful and artistic designs of Angels, Croeses, Text, Pretty

Flowers,Kabbita, Cbicltg.Eggs; all with appropriate Easter Greetings. Some are

embossed and iu gold, lithographed in many colors on a fine grade of cardboard.

E.HERMAW & CO., 2430 North Halated St.. Dept.560, CHICAGO

PRINT FOR YOURSELF
Cards, circulars, l>ook, newspaper. Press $5.
Larger $18. Rotary $60. Save money. Print for
others, big profit. All easy, rules sent. Write
factory for press catalog, TYPE, cards, paper.

THE PRESS CO. Meriden. Connecticiit

Bat 1 Wonldn't SeU It to i
You for a $10 Bill
Send for our Big Eook
which proves to you
that you can save

moneyby buying
your Farm Ma-
chinery. Dairy
Supplies, House-
hold Necessities,
Clothing, Grocer-
ies, etc., from the
Great Farm-
ers' Company.
Let us tell you

about our won-
derful Co-ope-
rative Plan and
liberal' offer.
Thousands ofbuy-
ers are enthusias-
tic about it and
daily writing us
letters of praise.

Our Big Book of 840 Pages and
weighing nearly 3 pounds will be sent to

you Free. All charges for postage (21c)

etc., prepaid. Send a postal for it.

Only a limited edition. Write For It

Today so you may see for yourself and
learn about Our Great Original Money
Saving Ottev. It will pay you—do not
delay. Do it now.
Universal Trading & Supply Co.

3500-3506 Morgan St., Chicago, Dl.
Owned and Operated by Farmers.

Beautifying the Farm-Home
By Samuel Armstrong Hamilton

Photographs by Frank Cremer

Rose Arbor Over a Garden Walk

HERE IS every
reason why theyard
and grounds about

the farm-home should
be beautiful. One
reason is that they are
located in the country,
where it is possible to
produce, cheaply, the
effects necessary to out-
door beaut>-, and it can
be done by the farmer
and his family, with less

trouble and expense,
than in any location in

town or city. The farm-
home, situated as it

generally is, in the
midst of a large j'ard,

is susceptible to the
best treatment, which is

not the case, frequently,
in the homes of dwell-
ers in towns and sub-
urbs, where space is

restricted.-

In many cases the
absence of proper treat-

ment of the surround-
ings of the farm-home

is attributable to lack of knowledge on the part of the owner;
he feels that he cannot afford to have his surroundings land-
scaped by an expert, and he drifts along from year to year,
occasionalh- planting a rose, or ornamental shrub, haphazard.
In other cases, there is the feeling that it is wasted effort, as one
farmer put it, for : "There is no one but the family to see it."'

What a reason !

During the season of 1910 I examined the grounds about a
large number of farm-homes. Many of these had evidences of
some attempts having been made to beautify them, but the

efforts were not comprehensive, nor along a worked-out scheme,
without which none will be effective. There are farm-homes
which, from a horticultural point of view, are almost hopeless

—

the conditions are so bad, owing to the manner in which the

houses are placed, and in these cases little can be done until

there has been a rebuilding, but most of those which I examined
required but a little intelligent effort, a small amount of money
expended, and personal care thereafter, to^make ideal country
homes.

I found that in past years there was too much low building

of farm-homes. They were set so that the top of the cellar wall

came barely above the ground, making but one step to the first

floor. This was from a mistaken notion that it made it easier

for the old folks. The result of such con-

ditions was that there was little if any
drainage in the yards, without which even
grass will not grow well.

This is the start of the beautifying _ of

the farm-home

—

drainage. When locating

a new farm-house, let it stand three feet

from the ground to the floor of the first

story. 'If it stands one hundred feet from
the road (few farm-houses stand less than
this) run a line from a point two feet from
the top of the cellar wall to the grade line

of the street. If the land is level, this will

insure a fall of two feet to the hundred;
if the house stands on ground rising from
the road, as it should, whenever possible,

the drainage will be increased by this rise

added to the two feet. This line will be the
grade of the center walk.

From this center walk grade on each
side to the fence line, which will average
fifty feet, and the fall should be not less

than two feet at the house line, grading
away to nothing at the road. This will, for
horticultural purposes, make a perfect grad-
ing, and for this reason I give it here- On
such a grade the most beautiful grass can
be grown. Lawn-grass is not an aquatic, as
some people who try to grow it seem to
think. A lawn on which the rain-water
stands a long time after the rain has ceased,
needs draining. If it cannot be done by
grading, the next best thing to do is to
under-drain it, by putting in lines of porous,
square drain-tiles, two feet deep, at distances of sixteen feet
apart. The one real and impelling reason why the farm-home
should be beautified is that the farmer and his family, in the
summer, live mostly outdoors.

Starting with a well-graded or drained yard, let the farmer
who intends to undertake a comprehensive campaign for orna-
menting his grounds, make a rough sketch of the lot, placing
the house, Other buildings, trees and any shrubs worth preserv-
ing in their relative positions. With this before him, faced
in the direction in which the house faces, he can decide what
to plant and where to plant it. The direction in which a house
faces decides very largely the scheme of planting. If it faces
east or southeast, the best locations, it is susceptible of better
eft'ects than if faced any other direction. This should be- kept
in mind in setting new houses, as there often is a choice.

The farm-home should be open to the sun all around. This
means that no trees should be planted close enough to it on
any but the north side, to cast full shade on it It is all right

to shade a porch, or the grounds close to the house. Set no
large-growing trees closer than thirty feet from the house,
excepting on the north side.

In the case of a house fronting east, one hundred feet from
the road, graded as outlined above, let me outline a planting
scheme. The center walk should be not less than three feet

wide, and made of the most available materials, screenings,

pebbles, gravel, brick or, if you can afford it, pr can do the work
yourself, cement. Set the stakes for the grade of the walk
and plow up the yard, deep, taking up not less than two inches
of the subsoil. Put the disk-harrow on it, and cut it as fine as

the disk will do it, and then drag it to an even grade, both
lengthwise and crosswise. This should be supplemented with
hand-raking to make the soil as fine and mellow as sand, when
it is ready for the seed. . It is rare to see a good farm-lawn, as
most of them are either made with sod, or sown with coarse,
native grasses which, with the lack of grading and drainage,
make them unsightly.

The sow^ing of lawn-grass seed requires some care in order
to get a g;ood "stand." If you are sure of the seed being
recleaned; if all the weed-seeds and chaff have been taken from
it, it need not be sewed thicker than one quart to three hundred
square feet of surface. If it is seed brought in the ordinarj-
way, weighing not more than fourteen pounds to a measured
bushel, sow it twice as thick. Sow with the wind, taking in the
hand just what can be comfortably held between the thumb
and the first and second fingers, with a wide sweep. After al!

is sowed, give a hard rolling, then water slightly, and .when
partly dry, re-roll, and keep the surface moist until the green
of the new grass shows, when a rain twice a week will be
sufficient.

If the j-ard is a parallelogram as most farm-yards are, run
wide borders down the sides, at least six feet in width, in which
to plant flowers, shrubs and bush-plants. Do not make the
mistake of reserving one for hardy and the other for annual
flowers, but use the rear portion of each for the hardy stuff,

and the front portion for the annual flowers, which can be
changed, if desired, every year, making a different eft'ect in the
garden scheme. At the back of the borders plant shrubs, such
as althea, amorpha, baccharis, buddleya, berberis, calycanthus,
azela mollis, cercis Canada, • chionanthus, coluta, cornus,
deutzia, hydrangea, snowball, mock-orange and Others. In front
of these may be planted hardy roses, far enough apart so that
other hardy plants may be planted between and among them,
and leave, a strip a foot wide along the edge for annuals, which
may have an edging of coleus or other suitable plants.

There are two ways of preparing these borders. The
ordinary way, and the method which insures intensive culture,

and a hundred times better results. The ordinary way would
be to dig or plow the borders, rake them fine, and do the
planting. No amateur who works for the finest results would
do it thus. He would remove all the good top soil from the

borders, excavate the subsoil to a depth of two feet, and fill

in with six inches of broken stone. The excavation would then
be filled with a compost made of the top-soil, old sods from the
road-side, or soil from a field in which clover or alfalfa has
been growing within three years, one part ; well-rotted horse
manure one part.

When this is thoroughly mixed and allowed to stand, packed
tightly together, for a month, mix with it one quart of bone-meal
to an estimated bushel of the mixture, and a sprinkling of air-

slaked lime. If the soil be heavy limestone loam, then be
sure to add one fifth the bulk of the mixture of sharp sand.

This compost will last the border a life-time, with nothing

An Attractive Farm-House Porch

but feeding from the top, after four or five years, and the roots

of the shrubs, roses and plants will luxuriate in it, and the

blooms will be the finest of their kinds. If this kind of intensive

gardening would be followed in the farm gardens, what a great

improvement there would be in the appearance of the home
surroundings. And there is no place where it can be so success-

fully followed as on the farm, as there one finds plenty of

ground, sufficient help, manure, tools, water and sunshine. All

that is needed is knowledge and enthusiasm.
In choosing the roses select the hybrids, which bloom over a

long season, and can be protected anywhere, south of Canada.
For the hardy plants, choose those which give a variety of

colored blooms, and so as to have bloom in the borders all the

season, from the time the snow goes away, when the bulbs

come into blossorf, until the hard frosts of late November kill

the chrysanthemums. This is not difficult.

Here is a list of thirty kinds so selected that there will be

this continuous bloom. Any first-class plantsman will make
such selections for you. So will any seedsman, if you desire

to grow the plants yourself : April, Adonis, arabis, hepatica,

aubretia, helleborus; May, alyssum-saxatile, anemone, aquilegia,

astilbe, sanguinaria
;

June, achillea, baptisia, calimeris, bellis,

delphinium; July, althsea, belemcanda, calirhoe, campanula,
centaurea; August, anthemis, asclepias, bocconia, clematis Dav,
coreopsis; September, cimicifugia, funkia, helianthus, hibiscus,

lobelia; October, aconitum, aster, gaillardia, helenium, rud-

beckia; November, chrysanthemum, senechio, stokesia, cono-
climum, cerastostigma.

[concluded on page 29]
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Wit and Humor
Quite Fortunate

NEW Girl (timidly)
—

"I s'pose you are
a fine cook, mum ?"

Young Mistress—"Bless me, no ; I

don't know anything about it."

New Girl (relieved)
—"Then we'll get

along famously, mum. I don't either."—The
Housewife.

The Substitute

SMITH has a lovely baby girl,

The stork left her with a flutter,

Smith named her Oleomargarine,
For he hadn't any but her.

—Judge.

Not Easy

"V^HAT is the hardest work you do?"
" "My hardest w«rk," replied Senator

Sorghum, '"is trying to look like my photo-
graph and talk like my speeches when I get
back to my home town."—Washington Star.

Economy
'"T'HEN this," asked the rejected suitor, "is

1 absolutely final ?"

"Quite!" was the calm reply. "Shall I

return your letters ?"

"Yes, please," answered the young man.
"There's some very good material in them I

can use."—Life.
^

Should Have Known
LADY Customer—"Do you keep coffee in

the bean ?"

New Clerk—"Upstairs, madam; this is

the ground floor."-—-Princeton Tiger.

Well Recommended

Two negro men came up to the outskirts of
a crowd where Senator Bailey was making

a campaign speech. After listening to the
speech for about ten minutes, one of them
turned to his companion, and asked :

"Who am dat man, Sambo?"
"Ah don' know what his name am,"

Sambo replied, "but he certainly do recom-
men' hisself mos' highly."—Success.

No More at Present

IN THE capacity of a house servant for the

Carters in her early days. Aunt Dinah had
imbibed a wholesome respect for the Queen's
English. Not so her husband, Uncle Ike.

The old man had little use for the letter "r,"

a notable example of which was found in his
pronunciation of the word "more."

"Gib me some 'lasses, Dinah," said Uncle
Ike one evening at supper.

"Don't say, 'Gib me some 'lasses,' Ike,"

rebuked the captious Dinah. "You oughter
say, 'Gib me some mo-lasses.'

"

"Look yere, you," demanded her spouse

;

"hovv you spects me to say mo' 'lasses when
I done hain't had none yit?"—Lippincott's.

Eager Spectators

DE ROBINS am de first to see
Dat cherry-ripenin' has begun ;

Dey 'gins a-settin' in de tree
To watch 'em reddenin' in de sun
Long time befo' de work am done

!

An' when I'se makin' cherry-pie,
De chillun all watch me j'es' so

!

Can't fool dem chillun if I try

!

Somehow they alius seem to know
When I'se a-rollin' out de dough

!

-—Hamilton Pope Gait.

The Milkman's Fib

OY—"What is a white lie. Pop ?"

Father—"'Most of the milk we buy,
my son."—Lippincott's.

Why He Worried

SKINNER—"I wonder why Wheeler feels so
bad about the dwindling birth-rate in

France."
Shadler—"He's an exporter of go-carts."

—G. T. E.

B

M

'U

A Loss of Memory
NCLE MosEj" said a drummer, address-
ing an old colored man seated on a

dry-goods box in front of the village store,

"they tell me that you remember seeing
George Washington. Am I mistaken ?"

"No sah," said Uncle Mose. "I useter
'member seein' him, but I done fo'got sence
I jined de church."—Everybody's.

Daffy MiUinery

He'd ne'er been knocked so fiat

—

He viewed her latest hat
Too dazed to try to flatter,

And badly told her that
The famous mad March hare
Must surely be her hatter.—Terrell Love Holliday.

A Comforting Word

IT WAS at, a colored camp-meeting in a
Southern town, and a colored evangelist

was exhorting his hearers to flee from the
wrath to come. "I warn yo'," he thundered,
"that, in the language of the Scriptures, there
will be 'weeping and wailing and gnashing
of teeth."

"

At this point an old colored woman in the
back of the tent stood up : "Brother, I have
no teeth."

"Sister," returned the evangelist, severely,
"teeth will be provided."—Everybody's.

The Young Husband Speaks
iss Passay—"You have saved my life,

-young man. How can I repay you? How
can I show my gratitude ? Are you mar-
ried ?"

Young Man—"Yes; come and be a cook
for us."—H. L. H.

The Dangerous Garment

MRS. Jasper—"Mrs. Turnley has given her
hobble skirt away; she was afraid to

have it around."
Mrs. Davis—"Why?"
Mrs. Jasper—"It nearly strangled her

cook the other day."
Mrs. Davis—"How?"
Mrs. Jasper—"The ignorant girl tried it

on upside down, and the small part got
'round her neck."—G. T. E.

"Oh, Lyric Love!"

FIRST Cat—"How sweetly you sing ! I

never heard anything so entrancing

!

What was that last song?"
Second Cat (sentimentally)—" 'If I had

nine thousand lives to live, I'd live them all

for you.' "—H. L. H.

At the Door

One day the front-door bell at our house
rang loudly. Aunt Sabriny, colored, who

has lived with us for more than three
decades and knows all our visitors, hurried
off to the door. We heard her in conversa-
tion a moment, and then she came back,
vouchsafing no explanation.
"Who was it, Aunt Sabriny ?" I inquired.
"Aw, jus' some fool pusson lookin' fer the

wrong number," said she.—S. W. R.

Beautifying the Farm-Home
[continued from page 281

These are at their height in the months
named, but they overlap the months before
and after, which makes the border one mass
of bloom the whole season. This continuity
of bloom can be applied to the porches and
trellises as well, by using the well-known
family of clematises. There are varieties
which come into bloom in May, and each
month thereafter, until the last paniculata
is killed by the frost.

I have found the average farm-home weak
'in climbing-vines of the finer kinds. There
are a few honeysuckles used, but mostly^ of
the old-fashioned kind, which is very inferior
to the Hall's Halleana, which is an import
from Japan, and which is in bloom every
montlr from June to November, if given good
soil and plenty of water. For continuous-
blooming clematis use the varieties : Henryi,
Jackmani, Duchess of Edinburgh, Boskoop
Seedling, Mme. Baron Veillard, Mme. Ed.
Andre, Ville de Lyon, Virginiana, paniculata
and Montana. The clematis should have a
deep rich soil, but no manure next to the
roots, and should never be set at the south
side of a building, where it will be exposed
to the glare of the sun all day. It is not
bothered by insects. The paniculata some-
times gets covered with anthracnose, for
which spray with standard Bordeaux mix-
ture, after the plants have been pruned in
the fall. As soon as the frost has killed the
vines in the late fall, cut the vines off at the
porch floor and fasten the stub so it will not
shake in the wind in winter. This will
increase the size and quantity of the blooms,
as all varieties of clematis bloom on wood
of the current season's growth.

If the front walk from the road to the
porch is over seventy-five feet in length
there should be a break in it. For this pur-
^pose there is nothing nicer than an "island
bed" filled with bulbs in the spring, bedding
plants in the summer and low conifers over
winter. In the case of our three-foot walk,
make a six-foot bed at a point half-way.

running the walk around it both ways. If
a bed is not desired, a sun-dial, lily-pond
or fish-pond can be used instead.
For the climbing vines, make permanent

borders as given above, as they are hardy
and permanent. If you desire some shrub-
bery, set them on either side of the walk,
not more than one third the distance from
the road to the house, in clumps of three,
with the apex of the triangle to the road.
These should be low-growing kinds, such as
hydrangea paniculata, Norway spnice, hem-
lock spruce or Austrian pine. Keep a space
clear of sod two feet all around them for
the first three years, when you should sow
shady-place grass to cover the vacancy.

In such a yard as we are considering,
there should be not more than four tall-

growing trees, and these should be set near,
but not close, to the house—none of them
directly in front of it. If you desire to grow
for posterity, set an American elm to one
side, twenty feet in front of the house line
and midway between the house and the side
line. Back of this opposite the rear house
line may be set a willow or maple, and the
same scheme may be repeated on the other
side, or it may be varied, but there should be
at least one tall-growing tree such as the elm,
oak, plane and locust, in every farm-yard.

If the borders extend any distance behind
the house, let them be continued as far as
possible, and in them grow the flowers, such
as sweet-peas, gladioli, asters and others,
which you will need for the vases, which
can be cut and not make the yard appear
unsightly, which wovild be the case did you
cut them out of the front borders.

If there is a stock-law in your section, do
not have any fences, as they detract from
the appearance of the home-grounds. If

you desire something to mark the division
between the yard and the road, use a low
privet-hedge, planted in a trench, the same
as the borders, and keep cut to a height of
two and a half feet.
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Cotjnchu 1911. Halimal Chui Suit Co.

It thowa yoa
Linserie Dresses

Silk Dresses

Waisto -

Skirts -

Hats

And

Have Yoa Written For Your

' "NATIONAL" Style Book

\ Are you waiting > Have you post-

poned writing ? Are you likely to

' forget—that we have one "National"
Spring Style Book put away for you ?

\
Then let us repeat that one

"National" Spring Style Book is

Your very own, because we have

reserved books for every reader of this

pubKcation. And we have taken this

page in your magazine simply to tell

you about this very wonderful new
Style Book.

Every page of this 224-page book
will prove to be a page of interest,

and of beauty, of style instruction, of

fashion opportunity, and of money
saving. It shows you all the new
styles in all kinds of apparel for

Women, Misses and Children—and

aU at money-sa'ving prices.

$3.98 to $19.98

$11.98 to $22.50

98 cents to $8.98

$3.98 to $14.98

$1.98 to $14.98

"National" Tailored Suits
Made-to-Measure from $15 to $40

It is the most interesting Style Book ever published.

Pure Linen
Hand-Embroidered Waist

Regular Price, $1.75

Price, $ 1.OO
Postage Prepaid By Us.

No.Zl Qll- There are seven notable points about
this beautiful waist.

First it is i>tfe linen. Yes, Madam.we mean Pure
Imported Irish Linen. It is Hand-embroidered—
guaranteed—and prettily and neatly done. It is

lace-trimmed as pictured, and it is one of the very
newest and most deliifhtful styles.

It is a reprular $1.75 waist, now offered at a friend-

making price of $1.00. And we pay the postage.

Fact No. 8 is, that if you are not delighted with
this waist—if you don't think it actually cheap at

$1,75, send it back at our expcnse.and we will refund
your money. The charming style feature of this

model is the simulated front closing- in effective

point design, trimmed with lace insertion and a
ruffle of edging, further enriched with Irish crochet
buttons and hand embroidery. A yoke effect is

formed of pin-tucks and wide tucks on the shoulders.
The back, which closes invisibly, has clusters of

pin-tucks, and the fashionable sleeves are tucked
and lace-trimmed to form deep cuffs. A lace- •

trimmed high collar completes this very becoming If*-

J

waist. SIZES : 32 to 44 bust. White only.

Worth anywhere $1.75.

Special Price, $ 1 .OO
Be Sure to State Size Desired.

National Cloak & Suit Co.,
west 24th str,,,

JEW YORK CITY
No Asent* or Branches Mail Orders Only

I n Be An Independent Buyer Spend One Cent Foif
This Big FREE Book

Direct .bu
—"Ana Ga»
Stoves. Too"

OVon Thermom-
eter Makes
Baking Easy

Our Bie Free Stove and Range Book gives you our
factory wbolesalc prices and explains all—savine you
£5 to $40 on any famous Kalamazoo stove or range,

including eas stoves. Sold only direct to homes.
Over 140.000 satisfied cus-

tomers in 21,000 towns. Over 400 styles and sizes to select from.

filOO.OOO bank bond guarantee. "Wc prepay allfreight znA^vtyon
—30 Days' Free Trial
—360 Days* Approval Test
-CASH OR CREDIT

Write a postal for our book today—any responsible person can
have same credit as your home stores would give you—and you save

S5 to $40 cash. No better stoves or ranges than the Kalamazoo could
be made—at any price. Prove it, before we keep your money^ Be
an independent buyer. Send name for Free Catalogue No. 1 83*
Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mfrs.* Kalamazoo, Michigan

ouijcs ai.^ liLi*; ^jiji^c^jt^ci and most up-to-date

fine shoes you could ever hope to wear—shoes
that are not only modern and stylish, but for

wearing qualities they are far better than
shoes that sell at the same price.

MAYER HONORBILT SHOES FOR MEN
are made to give lasting service. They hold their shape

and style because they are made right. The finest up

pers, the toughest soles, the most skilled labor, go into

Mayer Honorbilt Shoes. They are built on honor—that's

how they get the name. To get the biggest shoe value

ask for Mayer Honorbilt Shoes.

Be'sare acid look lor the Mayer Trad«
Mark on the sole. If yonr dealer doe*
not supply you, write to us.

EREE—Ifyou will send U8 the name of a dealer-who does
not bandle Mayer Honorbilt Shoes, we will send you
free, postpaid, a handsome picture, size 16x20, of
George Washington.

We also make Lesding Lady Shoes, Martha W»sh"
ington Comfort Shoes. Yertnai Cushion Shoes.

Special Merit School Shoes
and Mayer Work Shoes.

F. Hayer Boot & Stioe Co.

HtMukiS, wis
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ON PROBATION
The Story of a Trained Nurse—By Izola Forrester

Illustrated by Wilson C. Dexter

It's
too bad she's leaving." Doctor Newell

stirred a powder into a half tumbler of water
slowly. His level brows were slightlj^ drawn.
"You always liked her." The head nurse's

tone was tinged with a dash of gentle raillery.

Newell was the j'oungest surgeon at St.

Clement's Hospital, as well as the best looking.

She had known him since his training as intern

there. Now he was on the staff, and in spite

of his reputation as leading surgeon in Hamp-
ton, there was still something about him that

reminded her forcibly of the shy, proud South-
ern lad who had come North for his medical
training. j\Iore than one of the younger nurses
had colored under his steady glance, but not
one had ever brought even a look of interest

to his eyes until Amy Lovering came. And it

troubled the head nurse.

"She isn't at all fitted for a nurse by tempera-
ment, Doctor," she went on. "It really has been
a trial for the rest of us. She does not like

discipline."

The corners of the doctor's firm mouth
twitched suspiciously. He knew by experience
that Miss Lovering did not like discipline.

"And she argues with the doctors over their

orders."

"I know it," laughed Newell outright. "I

heard it going for old Barnes the other morning
over his fever patient. Barnes sticks to the old
school. No water for a fever patient. And she
brought a quart bottle of mineral water in, and
gave it to the man every time he wanted it.

Barnes very nearly had a stroke when he saw
the bottk."

"She took the little girl in Number 12 out of
bed last night, and walked the floor with her
until she fell asleep, and the wound from the
operation is not healed yet It might have
injured her badly."
"Not the way Miss Lovering carried her,"

Newell said quickly. "I saw her."

"Did you speak in her favor with the board ?"

"No." His tone was rather low. "I urged
that she was not suited to the profession."
The head nurse turned her head. Standing in the

door of the laboratory was Miss Lovering, and she heard
the doctor's last words. Her head, with its coquettish
cap all little frills and bows, was tilted higher than
usual, but there was surely a pained, surprised look in

the great dark blue eyes as they met the doctor's glance.
She waited until her prescription was filled, and went
out without a word. And after her went Newell. Just
at the turn of '"he upper hall, where the sunlight poured
down from the solarium skj^light, he stopped her.

"Amy, I want to speak to you."
"But I won't listen." She turned quickly, her eyes

bright wnth unshed tears. "You urged that I was not
suited to the profession, didn't you? After pretending
to help me, and to be a good friend all the time I have
been here on probation. And you knew just what it

meant to me to pass."

"You told me you did not like the life."

"Neither do I the way you doctors run it. It is one
long horror of suffering, and precious little to show
for it. Old Barnes had an operation the other day on
a poor woman, and went down after it was over, to her
husband waiting in the reception-room. And he told

him it had been a very successful operation in every
way from a surgical standpoint, but the woman was
dead. I saw her die. He was lecturing to a lot of
interns, and the heart action stoppe-d. He said he didn't

know she had heart trouble. And that child, that child

that Baldwin operated on without giving an anesthetic

at all—I can hear her shrieks yet. Haven't they any
judgment? Can't you study the individual a little as

well as the science of the thing? Not like it? I love
to help alleviate pain and nurse them back to health,

I love it, but I hate it all here."

"You are too emotional for the life," answered
Newell gently. "I Icnow what you mean. I felt that

way, too, when I came here first. But truly, we are not
all brutes like old Barnes, or experimental students like

Baldwin. Baldwin will always be a student. He can't

get past it, and he's been a practising physician for
twenty years. You are too sympathetic for the life.

There are lots of mistakes one must overlook."
"Yet you cannot overlook my mistake of being too

sympathetic for the life," she echoed his words rebel-

liously. "I want to stay here, and you know I try hard
to conform to the rules. Perhaps after a time I will be
cold-blooded like the other nurses, too. I must staj',

truly, ti-tily. Doctor Newell. There isn't any other place
for me to go."

He looked at her keenly through his rimless eye-
glasses, at the curious little break in her voice.

"Can't you go back home?"
"No. I have no home. My mother .died just before

I entered here, and my father has married again,

married in less than a year, think of it. I can never
go back home now. And if you won't let me stay on
here, I don't know what I can do."

Newell bit his lip and tried to steady his judgment.
"If you will come to me the day you leave St.

Clement's, I think I can get you another position."

"As office assistant to some doctor?" her tone was
eager and almost pleading.

"Yes," agreed Newell. "As assistant to some doctor."

Just here the head nurse came quickly, lightly down
the hall and paused a moment to lay one hand on
Amy's arm.
"Miss Alston is ill and has gone home," she said.

"You will take her ward to-night, nurse."

Amy's face brightened as she assented.

want you leave it Now do you blame me. Amy?

"The little girl is there," she told Newell as she left

him. "1 think I make her forget her pain a little l)it."

"You could make any one forget anything, even their
head," Newall said laughingly. "I have two patients in

Ward 44 and will see you to-night."
It was eight when she went on duty. The ward was

verj' quiet, exc-ept for the little impatient moans of the
child and the stead)- buzzing of the electric-bell in Room
17. Amy felt sorry for the woman in 17. She was still

young, and surprisinglv lovely, even with the pallor of
her desperate fight wfth death still on her face. She
had only been in the ward three days. Amy had known
of her coming, hearing the nurses talk at table about
her. St. Clement's was far down in tlie business section
of the town. Nearly all its patients were poor. . Yet
this woman was young, refined, delicately nurtured, and
her clothing was of the best material. She had been
operated on for a blood-clot on the brain the third day.
There was still a faint odor of ether about her room
when Amy entered it, as if the scent had accompanied
her from the operating-room. She had a private nurse,
and Amy only paused at the door to ask after her.

"We cannot tell yet," said the nurse pleasantly, in a

low voice. "She has been dangerously ill for months.
It was feared she would lose her reason. She could not
articulate or think coherently. And it is pitiable. She
is yotmg and has everj-thing to live for. If she wakens
from the ether rational, there is hope of a recovery.
Otherwise, she will die."

"To-night?" Amy was startled in spite of her effort

to be impersonal. In the soft, shaded light she could see

the face on the pillow. The wealth of blond hair had
been braided in two long plaits and hung on either side

of her shoulders. Her breath came in deep, spasmodic
efforts through shut teeth. Her hands were clenched
as if still in conscious pain.

"How very lovely she is," she said softly. "Wliose
patient is she?"
"Doctor Newell's," answered the nurse. "Didn't 3'ou

know? She is Mrs. Newell."
Amy went her rounds with throbbing pulses and a

bewildered feeling of unnatural calm. She soothed the

little girl in Room 12, told her some stories and petted

her, until she fell contentedly, tranquilly asleep. A new
patient was brought in, an old Irish woman, who stead-

fastly refused to remove her red flannel underwear,
although the thermometer registered eighty-nine degrees
in the room, and it took all of Amy's gentle diplomacy
to get her safely into hospital garb. Down at the end
of the hall another woman was sobbing because she had
left five children at home, and there was no one to

care for them. Amy went to the ward 'phone and
called up the head nurse, and in ten minutes an outdoor
nurse had been sent out to see that the five children did

not get into trouble. Everywhere, at each point, she
carried quick, efficacious relief, and unfailing sympathy
and understanding. As she came back from the 'phone, she
found Newell waiting for hen It was after twelve, and
her eyes were brilliant with dark shadows around them.

"I want to speak to you, nurse," he said. "Don't wear
yourself out. You look tired. It's about the lady in

17. She is very low."
Amy's head lifted, and she looked him in the eyes

fearlesslj\

"I will take every eare of her. Doctor Newell. Shall

I call you if there is a change for the worse—or better?"

"I shall not leave her to-night. She does not
rally from the effects of the ether, and I want to

be there when she does to see if she will know me."

Amy's hand pressed the white collar at her
throat. She tried to speak and could not. The
tears, that always came when she was sorely
tried, rose to her eyes, and he saw them. Before
she could stop him or guess his intention, he
caught her two wrists and held them firmly.

''Amy, Amy, don't. You must not let these
cases affect you. Listen to me, dear."

"Will you let me go?" she whispered, trying
to draw her wrists awaj'. Somebody was coming
rapidly along the passage. He bent his head
and kissed her fingers tenderly, reverently. And
she turned to face the private nurse from 17.

"Will you come at once, doctor ?" she
exclaimed. "Mrs. Newell is conscious and spoke
your name."

After they had left her. Amy stood, her hands
covering her face. She loved him, had loved
him for months, thinking him unmarried, and
now his wife was lying there, calling for him,
calling for him from the very valley of the
shadow of death, while his kiss still burned on
her cool finger-tips. It was like some terrible,

shocking nightmare. She turned with a quick,
desperate idea of calling the head nurse and
leaving, getting another nurse to take her place,

anything to let her escape from the Chance of
meeting him again.

As she hurried along the corridor to the
'phone, she heard the little girl calling her softly.

"Nursie, nursie, come here, please"
"Yes, dear." She stepped to the door quickly.

"What is it?"

"Can you see the pretty light from the win-
dow?" she tried to raise herself on one elbow,
but fell weakly back. "The glow made my room
all red a minute ago."

Amy went to the window and lifted the
curtain. There was a court-yard around the
hospital and a stretch of green sward near
the outer railing. iThe next building was on
fire. From the third story window where
she stood she could see the smoke pouring
from the upper windows and see the flames
darting out here and there at the lower

casings, as they ate their way through. Yet her tone
was calm and soothing as she lowered the curtain again.

"It is pretty," she said. "I think there is a searchlight

out toward the river, dear. Just go to sleep and
forget about it. I will come in again in a few minutes."
There was not an instant to lose. Walking softly,

quickly down the hall so as not to alarm any one, she
reached the telephone and called up the office. Telling
what she had seen, she asked that the other nurses be
roused at once and sent to their posts throughout the

building, that somebodj' be despatched to ring the alarm,
and it must be a still alarm. She met the nurses calmly
as they hurried through the halls, directing, instructing

each what to do, to close the windows noiselessly, to

lower all shades, to quiet any suspicions, above all to
stand ready for any emergency.
"Oh, J\liss Lovering, what if we had a panic,"

exclaimed the head nurse, half clinging to her arm.
"You have never been through one. I was nearly suf-
focated in a fire rush at the old city hospital."

"Be quiet. You only alarm yourself," said Amy
gently. "I suppose it is- awful, but we must think of the
poor patients first If we are ordered to leave the
building, I think we can do so- safely. Rouse the
interns and servants, and have theni ready with
stretchers at the north hallway, on each floor, and
ambulances down on the side street, and you had better
send up to the other hospitals for extra ambulances,
for they v.-ill have to take our patients. Let the nurses
go with the worst cases."

And the head nurse obeyed orders. In every ward,
at every staircase stood silent watchers. At every street

door ambulances were lined up, waiting, while the
engines drew up outside, without the usual mad clamor
and disturbance, and wrestled with the fire. And quietly,

unknowingly, the patients slept, unconscious of the
danger or excitement.

It was after two before the last hose-cart went down
the street, and nearly half an hour later before the
wards were cleared.. The head nurse found Amy kneel-
ing beside the bed of the little girl in Number 12, her
face hidden in her hands. The older woman embraced
her and kissed the waves of soft, dark hair.

"My dear, you have proved j^ourself a veritable

heroine this night," she said. "I ask your pardon for
even suggesting that you are unfitted for the profession
of a nurse. Doctor Newell wants to speak to you."

"I won't, I cannot see him," Amy faltered.

"But he has good news. Mrs. Newell is conscious
and is quite rational. She will recover. She even heard
the sound of the hose playing on the fire and asked
about it, and said she was not afraid."

''Was her—husband with her all the time?" Amy
asked the question with difficulty.

"Her husband? Why, he is dead, dear. She is a

widow, with several little children, and Doctor Newell,
her brother-in-law, has had full charge of her since the

accident. She was injured in a motor accident some
time ago, and it was feared would lose her reason. The
doctor is waiting to see you before he goes."
Amy rose unsteadily and went out into the hall.

"I could not leave without seeing you," Newell told

her. "I want you to know the truth. I did speak against
retaining you here as a staff nurse, because I want you
to leave it all and be my wife. Now, do you blame
me, Am3'?"
She flushed shyly and lifted tired, happy eyes to his.

"No, no, not one single bit," she said softly. "Not since

I found out that a doctor cannot attend his own wife."
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Practical Clothes for Every Occasion
Designs by Miss Gould

No. 1632—Child's Yoke
Dress

Pattern cut for 6 months, 1 , 2
and 4 year sizes. Queuitity of
materia] required for medium
size, or one year, three and
three eighths yards of twenty-
seven-inch material,with three
eighths of a yard of inserted
tucking for the square yoke

TT IS just ten days now
* before the spring cat-

alogue of Woman's
Home Companion pat-

terns will be ready for
delivery. Every woman
reader of Farm and
Fireside will need to

consult this big cata-

logue, for it is full of
just such things as the
busy housewife and
mother needs to know
about her clothes. Send
your order now, inclos-

ing two two-cent stamps
for this spring cata-
logue of Woman's
Home Companion "pat-

terns so that it will

reach you promptly. It

may be ordered from
our three pattern
depots. Choose the one
which is the nearest to
your home so as to
facilitate quick and
prompt delivery.

THIS is the time of year
when everyone's wardrobe
needs replenishing. It is

not quite time for the real
spring and summer clothes, but
the winter ones are beginning
to be quite shabby, and then
there are a few days in early
spring when heavy clothes are
uncomfortable. Illustrated on
this page are a great many
designs which will be very
helpful in remodeling half-
worn gowns and in making
new costumes when an entirely
new wardrobe is not necessary
or desirable. There is a very
smart suit and some street
dresses, as well as three dainty
wrappers, two shirt-waists and
two designs for children. In
fact, there are designs suitable
for mother, grown-up daughter
and little sister.

No. 1442

No. 1719—Tucked Tailored
Skirt-Waist

Pattern cut for 32. 34, 36, 38, 40 and
42 inch bust measures. Quantity of ma-
terial required for medium size, or 36
inch bust, (our yards of twenty-four-inch
material or two and one half yards of
thirty-sK-inch matericil. The new ma-
dras showing dots or stripes in color is
stylish material for this shirt-waist. The
silk tie matches the dot or stripe

No. 1442—Double-Breasted Coat
Pattern cut for 4, 6, 8 and 1 0 year sizes.
Quantity of material required for me-
dium size, or 6 years, three and three
eighths yards of thirty-six-inch material,
or two and one eighth yards of forty-
four-inch material. Dark blue serge or
cheviot are the most serviceable mate-
rials for children's coats, and braid is

a good trimming for a coat of this style

Three excellent wrapper de-
signs are shown on this page

;

one for a young girl and the
other two for women. The
prettiest ones show flower pat-
terns in the natural flower
colors. The backgrounds, how-
ever, are usually dark in color
which makes the material more
practical than if it were in a
light tone. Embroidery or
rather coarse lace would be
remarkably pretty trimmings
for patterns Nos. 1712 and 1701.

No. 1729—Short Box Coat
Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust. Material re-
quired for 36 inch bust, three yards of thirty-six-inch mate-
rial, with one half yard of contrasting material for trimming

No. 1730—Gored Skirt With Foot Band
Cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist. Material for 26 inch
waist, four and one eighth yards of thirty-sin-inch material,
with one yard of thirty-siz-inch material for foot band

THE suit design illustrated on
this page in patterns Nos.

1729 and 1730 is an especially

smart one. It is a very simple
one, too, for the amateur dress-
maker to use, for the skirt is

easy to put together and the
coat, because it is only semi-
fitted, will not be hard to make
even for the woman who has
never made a coat before. A
new feature of this coat is the
narrow collar with wide revers
and the tw^ buttons, which are
on the left side, making the
coat fasten like a man's over-
coat. The design in patterns
Nos. 1722 and 1723 is a very
good-looking one for wear
during the early spring weeks.
It is an exceptionally easy cos-

tume to make, as indeed are all

the other patterns illustrated

on this page.

-Plain Tailored Shirt-

Waist

Cut for 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44inch bust
measures. Quantity of material requir-
ed for medium size, or 38 inch bust,
four and one eighth yards of twenty-
four-inch material, or two and one half
yards of thirty-six-inch material. This
pattern provides for the linen collar
which would be pretty if embroidered

No. 1713—Misses' Dou-
ble-Breasted Shirt-Waist
Pattern cut for 12, 14 and 16
year sizes

No. 1714—Misses* Gored
Skirt Buttoned at Side

Pattern cut for 12. 14 and 16
year sizes

A PATTERN can be sup-
plied at the very low

price of ten cents for
every design illustrated

on this page and in the
big spring catalogue of
Woman's Home Com-
panion patterns, which
will be issued March
20th. Woman's Home
Companion patterns
are the kind for every
busy housewife and
mother, for they are
simple to use, and are
perfectly graded.

No. 1 7 1
2—Misses' Empire
Wrapper

Pattern cut for 12, 14 and 1 6 year sizes.

Quantity of material required for me-
dium size, or 1 4 years, four and one half
yards of twenty-four-inch material, or
three yards of thirty-six-inch rnaterial.

This dainty Empire wrapper is made
with the sleeves cut in one with the
short-waisted body portion. There are
plaits on the shoulders back and front,

and the skirt is Joined to the waist by a belt

Both the plain and tucked
shirt-waist will be fashionable
this season and the models here
illustrated are good designs.
Pattern No. 1620 would be styl-

ish if made of plain gingham
or chambray, while pattern No.
1790 \yhich is a little more
elaborate would be pretty made
of some of the thinner ma-
terials, such as the popular
cross-bar dimity or batiste. No. 1712

No. 1722—Blouse With Shawl Collar
Cut for 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust. Material required for 36 inch bust, two and one eighth yards of thirty-
six-inch material, with one yard of contrasting material thirty-six inches wide for trimming and one and one
fourth yards trf tucking for guimpe

No. 1723—Skirt With Band-Trimmed Tunic
Cut for 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist. Material required for 26 inch waist, eight and one half yards of
thirty-six-inch material, with one yard of contrasting material thirty-six inches wide for bands

No. 1701—Empire Wrapper
Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch
bust, ten and one half yards of twenty-four-inch ma-
terial, or six yards of thirty-six-inch material, with one
half yard of contrasting material for the trimming,

How to Get the Patterns
If you want clothes that are right in style and yet practical, use the patterns

which are illustrated in Farm and Fireside. These are the famous Woman's
Home Companion patterns which are guaranteed perfect. The patterns are
most simple to use and we supply them at the very low price of ten cents each.

So great has been the demand among Farm and Fireside readers for our
Woman's Home Companion patterns that we have established three offices or
depots from which these patterns can be obtained, as follows

:

Eastern depot: Farm and Fireside, 11 East 24th Street, New York City.

Central depot : Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
Western depot : Farm and Fireside, 1538 California Street, Denver, Colorado.
We suggest that you send your order to the depot that is nearest to you to

facilitate' the quick delivery of the pattern.

A Premium Offer

To any Farm and Fireside reader who sends us one new subscription to
Farm and_ Fireside with fifty cents for the same, we will give as a premium for
the subscription one Woman's Home Companion pattern. To obtain a pattern
without cost, send the subscription to Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Copyright, 1911, by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 1456—Wrapper With Princesse Back
Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch bust meas-
ures. Quantity of material required for medium size,

or 38 inch bust, eight and three fourths yards of thir-

ty-six-inch material, or seven and one fourth yards of
forty-four-inch material. Use percale or cotton crepe
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GIVEN-AWAY 18
PRINTS OF LONG
LOST CIVIL WAR

Photographs
Send 10 cents only for mailing

' E have found 3,500 photographs of
the Civil War that had been lost

for nearly fiftj' years. Think of it

!

Actual photographs of that mighty con-
flict ! We have recovered them from ob-
livion and we have put them in such shape
that you can own them. And to help you
realize the wonder of this discovery, we
will send you 18 of these pictures, each on
a sheet 12xl2j4 inches in size and ready

for framing. You need send only 10 cents for mailing cost. You and
your family will pass many a winter evening fascinated by them.

These photographs were taken by the country's greatest photographer.
He gave up his handsome studios in New York and Washington and spent
$100,000 accompanying armies and navies through the four years of the
conflict, often at the risk of his life. But from this splendid work of his

genius he got little, for he died in a hospital almsward. Grant saw these
pictures—Garfield valued them at $150,000. Now the original negatives
are almost priceless, for they form

The Family Album of the Nation
telling the real, intimate story of that war that came so close to the life of
the country. Brothers and cousins, fathers and uncles of the whole nation
fought in that terrible conflict—and here are their photographs—exactly
as they were fifty years ago. This is no fancy artist's handiwork but the
work of the camera that cannot lie. It can only tell what it sees—^the

truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.

These pictures tell a story of the war you never heard before ; for they
show strange scenes—like the hanging of the Lincoln conspirators—where
no camera was supposed to be. Here you will see the men merry-making
in camp, lingering in hospitals, lying in prison, spying on the enemy, man-
ning the battleships, punishing the deserter,

drilling the awkward squad, dead on the

field of battle, fighting in the trenches, an
ever-changing panorama of these four mo-
mentous years on both
sides of the struggle.

rhis offer catmot be extended in-

definitsly. Mail the coapon at onca
fur your eightddn pictures. With
them we will send you a handsomely
illnstratod booklet telling the strange
story of how these photographs were
taken, how they were lost for 50
years, how they were found again
and

how you can get the whole 3,500
for less than one cent a picture.

The Review of Reviews Company
13 Astor Place, New York City, N. Y.

Review of Reviews Company, 13 Astor Place, New York, F8F3-10
Send me, free of charge, the 18 reproductioDB of your newly discovered Brady Civil

War phMographB, ready for framing and contained in a handsome portfolio. Also
Had me the story of these photographs and tell me how I can get the whole 3,500
for lela than one cent a piotuze. lenolose 10 oenta t4 cover theco9t of mailing.

Name

^ddrets

^ I emment paid Brady
for pictares like theae yoa cam
have without ooBt.

ecOO TThat it oojt Brajy towvCU talce theae ploturM.

»7i:n The value placed by
« f >IU G«nj. Benj. P. Butlat
and Greely on Bnch piotnrafl.

10 CENTS ^^i^Stil
all yoa send to get thesa pl>
tores ready for framing.

Cut off cind

mail this

coupon
today

No Expensive Piping
No Dangerous Electric wires

"SUN" HOLLOW WIRE SYSTEM : better than gas or electricity. Only
a few spoonfuls of gasoline need be in your house. Pressure tank any-
where inside or outside house. Lamps operated independently. Bright,
soft, steady light, 100 C. P. for homes, 800 C. P, Shadowless for stores,
halls, churches, etc. Permitted by insurance underwriters. Sold di-
rect—No Agents. Catalog.

SUN VAPOR LIGHT CO.. 1111 Market St„ Canton. 0.

The Farmer
Who Hasn't aTelephone
Isnt Fair to Himself

He makes trips to town that are often un-
necessary. He either guesses at market

prices or depends upon what he hears. He
trusts to luck that he and his family won't need
the doctor in a hurry. If you haven't a tele-

phone by all means get one. But be sure your
telephone is a

Rural Telephone
—the trouble-free, clear-talking kind made by the
manufacturers of the celebrated "Bell" telephones.

Farmers everywhere use them.
'SJVE Tinr urn rnaoHf

'mmaKwtxuissttaat

Sign the coupon for booklet
giving interesting and In-
structive information about
Western Electric Telepftonea.

Tie Wesfero Electric Company Furnishes
Cquipmenl for Every Electrical Need.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
PhnJsinh'i, f^^'"' u Manufacturers of SalntLouls^ San Francisco,PhlUdelpma, IndianapoUs, - nnn nnn Kansas City. i AnirpiM

Cincinnati. ">« 5.000,000 Denver. "
|eatS^

^^S."' Minneapolis. "Bell" Telephones ITiSue cit,
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vanoouver London Paris

Antwerp Berlin Johannesburg Sydney Tokyo

a
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LSVNDAY READINQ

True Happiness
By L. D. Stearns

t's a beautiful world, friend.
Why spoil it by grumbling ?

Why throw away your
birthright of joy and glad-
ness and deep abiding
peace in a mad rush after
gain? Don't forget that

the best things lie very close at hand.
I heard yesterday of a poor lad, par-

alyzed the entire length of one side, his
right hand and arm useless, yet he was
making good at odd jobs in a large con-
cern, singing and whistling the whole day
through, and when one of the working
force said to him one day, "You're always
happy, John. How is it ?" he turned, with
his ready smile fading a bit. "I have to
be, don't you know. Miss F ," he
replied. "I have to sing and whistle to

forget!"
Friend, it helps to be cheerful. It helps

to be brave. We're all reaching out for
happiness, but we think too much about it.

We're too closely occupied with the / of
it, to get the most out of life.

What though you did fail in your
undertaking ? Begin again. What though
you did meet with a loss? Thank God
it left you with health and strength. What
if life hasn't turned out just as j-ou
planned it From one end of the earth
to the other humanity echoes the same cry.

Up in the heavens God's stars are still

shining, telling their wonderful tale of
a mighty power which holds them, every
one, in their places. Over the broad
world His soft breezes wave, whispering
softly a tale of love. In the song of every

bird, in the budding of every tree, in the
fleeting, wondering smile of every little

child, there's something that speaks of
God.

Let's be true, friend. Lefs be true!
True to ourself, to life, to God. It will
mean the giving of our best every day,
when perhaps we're tempted to give but
half best, or even to shirk utterly, and
give next to nothing. It will mean mak-
ing our bodies a fit dwelling-place for the
souls God put within them. It will mean
self-denial of those things that hurt.
It will mean accepting responsibility

—

shouldering blame in our work, when the
blame is ours ; not trying to make excuses
nor throwing them on another. It will mean
being patient and brave and kind, whether
the burden of the day be heaw or light

—

reaching out a helping hand to the one
who is close beside and almost ready to
fall. It will mean the putting aside of
your own plans, now and then, cheerfully

—

making home happy and cheerful and
bright. It will mean, friend, giving out
to the world a bit of that same God-spirit
that was fashioned into j'our soul when
you were sent into this old earth fresh
from the heart of love and of God.

It's not all in the reading of your Bible,

the falling on your knees to przy, the
going to church on the Sabbath. It's in

living and in loving, in reaching out help-
ful hands toward life. Thus, and thus
only, shall happiness that is real and abid-

ing and true settle down into your heart
and your life, when you have ceased
seeking and begin to give.

Do All Things in Love
By Grin Edson Crooker

¥ OVE, in the Scriptural sense, does not
'-'pertain to the affairs of the heart or
the sentimental side of life. It refers
primarily to sacrifice and service in behalf
of others. "Greater love hath no man
than this," said Jesus, "that he lay down
his life for his friend."

In Victor Hugo's masterpiece, "Les
Miserables," there is a little incident which
well illustrates this meaning of the word.
Jean Valjean, when a galley-slave, had
been noted for his almost superhuman
strength. For years after his escape from
the galley-ship he had lived as the
respected Monsieur Madeline in a little

village of which he had been chosen
mayor. One day he came upon a party
of peasants who were seeking to rescue
the parish priest. Father Fauchelevent,
from being crusKed to death under a

heavily laden wagon. After watching
their fruitless efforts for a time, he
remarked to the police inspector, Javert,

who stood near, that it might be possible

for someone to crawl under the cart and
raise it upon one's back to enable the

unfortunate man to be drawn from under
the wheel. The inspector, who suspected
that Monsieur Madeline was the escaped
convict, Jean Valjean, and who was only
waiting for some proof of the fact before
sending him back to the galley-ship,

replied insinuatingly, "I never knew but
one man strong enough to raise such a

load upon his back, and he was a galley-

slave by the name of Jean Valjean." Yet
in face of this, Monsieur Madeline, with
everything to lose and nothing to gain,

forgot that his act would send him back
to the prison-ship. He went down on his

knees in the mud under the cart and with
one mighty effort raised the great load
upon his back and Father Fauchelevent
was saved. That was love! That was
sacrifice of self. That was service in

behalf of others without thought of what
it might bring to oneself.

One does not need, however, to go to

such extreme ends as this in order to

follow the Scriptural command, "Do all

things in love." Not a day passes but one
is called upon to demonstrate one's love
for others through some act of service

or sacrifice. It may be in the home ; it

may be in the school ; it may be in the
shop, the factory or the store. Life would
be hard indeed did not people help to
lighten one another's load by giving a

kindly lift now and then to the burdens
which they see them carrying.

Someone has said that "Sympathy,'
"Kindness," "Sacrifice" and "Service'

are the oils which lubricate the great
machine which we call society and which
make its wheels turn easier. It is a good
thing to keep a generous quantitj- of
each on hand and to use them generously.
Life holds lots more of joy and content-
ment if the "wheels" turn smoothly and
without friction.

The Strength of Faith

By C. O. Edwards

ISAIAH, the prophet, says, "In confidence
shall be j'our strength." Here is the

secret, if secret it be, of many a person's
success. Confidence lends strength to the

powers we already possess. How often
have we seen some one, splendidly en-

dowed for a particular work, fail for no
other reason than that he lacked confi-

dence in himself. When put to the actual

test he disappointed the hopes and expec-
tations of his friends.

On the other hand, we have read of

the drummer boy, who, when asked by
Napoleon during the battle of Marengo to

sound a retreat, replied that he had never
been taught to beat a retreat, but that he
could sound a charge that would make
even the dead fall into line. The record
of history shows that the boy's confidence
in his own powers was not over-esti-

mated.
In very much this same way our confi-

dence or faith in God rewards us with a

spiritual strength that we can little afford

to be withottt. We know not what each
day will bring to us. Oftentimes we are

called upon suddenly to face unexpected
situations. Crises in life frequently come
without warning. Our own powers sel-

dom prove sufficient for such times when
they come. Then it is that we must draw
upon the reservoirs of strength that exist

for us in our companionship with God and
Christ Here faith points the way. Trust
in God quiets the fears of the heart Con-
fidence takes the place of doubt We rest

coiTtent that strength from on high will be

added to our own if the burden becomes
too great.

When we are alone we have our
thoughts to watch ; in family, our tempers

;

and in society, our tongues.—Hannah
Moore.

I know it does seem as if you couldn't

help thinking about troubles sometimes,
and it's quite a chore to keep bright; but

then it seems so much more cheery not

to be .fretted over things you can't help,

and it is such a sight pleasanter for every-

bodv else I—Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
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The Housewife's Club
EDITOR'S NOTE—Monthly we give prizes of $2.00 for the two best descriptions (with rough sketch) of origrinal home-made household conveniences or labor-saving devices, and $1.00 for the third best or any

that can be used. ^ We also give 25 cents each for helpful kitchen hints and suggestions, also good tested recipes that can be used. We would suggest that you do not send more than two recipes, and
not more than five kitchen hints each month, because we receive so many that space will not allow us to print them all, in spite of the fact that they are reliable and practical. ^ All copy must be in by the third of
April, and must be written in ink, on one side of the paper. Manuscripts should contain not more than 250 words. We would suggest that contributors retain duplicate copy, as no manuscripts will be returned.
The mail is so heavy that it is impossible for us to acknowledge receipt of manuscripts. Address *'The Housewife's Club," care of Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

Take three pieces of fairly

A Hanging tough lumber one inch

Clothes-Horse' square and eight feet long,

and two pieces one inch
by three inches and eighteen inches long for

the ends. Bore three holes and attach wire
as shown in sketch. With a clothes-line,

hang it to two pulleys in ceiling, making the
ropes fast to a cleat on the wall, at a con-
venient height. This is so much handier than
an ordinary clothes-horse, at least I find it

so, as it can be pulled up out of the way,
and the clothes placed on it always dry so
quickly. Mrs. A. W. H., British Columbia.

Everyone knows how hard
When Hemming it is to turn a very narrow.

Napkins even hem on table-napkins.
Suppose you try my plan

next time. Put the hemnier attachment on
your sewing-machine, and without using any
thread run the napkins through the hemmer.
They will be creased very narrow, all ready
for hand sewing. Mrs. L. M. K., Ohio.

This is the most satisfac-
To Preserve tory method of preserving

Eggs ' eggs that I have ever tried.

Have ready a kettle of
boiling water, put the eggs in a wire basket
and dip them in, allowing them to remain in

the water until you count ten very fast.

This cooks the white inner skin and makes
it air-tight, so that evaporation cannot take
place. The eggs will keep perfectly for many
months. C. R., Nebraska.

This little invention of
A Stirrer for mine will no doubt be of
Apple-Butter interest to others. It is

made by a wooden shaft
about two inches thick" and about three
inches higher than the kettle, with a crank

about one foot long, turned by a
long pole, as shown in sketch.

The shaft is held in place by
a strip of board, through
which it passes. The board
has a mouth at each end,
which fits 'around the kettle
handle. At one mouth is an

iron slide and a set screw to hold the board
in place. It is very little trouble to make
apple-butter with this stirrer, which is so
easy to make. C. R. B., Pennsylvania.

I had some furniture to fix
To Remove over and did not know
Varnish how to get the varnish off

without scraping it, until
a friend told me this way. Buy five cents'
worth of sal soda, make a thick paste of it

and spread it over the varnish. Let it stay
on for an hour or so, then scrape it off
with an old knife. The varnish will come off
very easily. V. R. LeC, Mississippi.

Wash the cut with salt-

For a Cut water. Dissolve one table-
spoonful of salt to a pint

of water. A doctor told me that it was one
of the best antiseptics one can use. It
^smarts for a few seconds, and then entirely
relieves the pain. M. B., Wisconsin.

Two eggs, one half cupful

Coffee-Cake °^ «"f^'''
half cupful

ot molasses, one scant half
cupful of butter, one half

cupful of strong cold coffee, one cupful of
raisins, one and three fourths cupfuls of
flour, one half teaspoonful of cinnamon
and one fourth of a teaspoonful of cloves
and one level teaspoonful of soda. Then
bake. Mrs. M. J. H., New York.

. The accompanying sketch
Convenient Com- shows a holder that will
bination Holder provide a place for the

broom, duster, dust-pan
and carpet-beater, and keep them where they
may be found when needed.
The holder is made from a board one inch

thick, about three inches wide and fourteen
inches long. The ends are cut down so as
to make them one inch square, leaving the
center full width of the board with a notch
cut in it to receive the broom-handle. Two

shoulder hooks are screwed into the outside
edge of the wood, one at each end, on which
to hang the duster and carpet-beafer. A
plate-hook turned into the under side of the
wood and behind the broom-handle makes a
place for hanging the dust-pan. The wood
is fastened to the wall with two nails or
wood screws. Mrs. S. J. H. Wisconsin.

Here is a convenient

Lifter for Pies "^^I'^t-
fo^"^ Placing pies in

or taking them out of the
oven. Take two pieces of

wood eighteen inches long, three fourths of
an inch wide and one half inch thick. On
the one-half-inch side make two small holes
through each piece, one hole 'being one half
inch, and the other
five inches from the
end. Now bend two
pieces of stiff gal-

vanized wire into k wires

curved shapes like
the illustration and
place the ends into
these small holes,
having them fit tightly. When this is finished
lay one piece of wood upon the other and
fasten together at the lower end with a
small screw or bolt, being careful not to
fasten too tightly, as the pieces must open
and close. To lift a pie, place the wires
under the rim of the pie-tin, then draw up
tight. Mrs. S. L., Michigan.

When one tires of the
New Way to plain article, it makes
Serve Corn an agreeable change served

as follows : To one can of
corn add three well-beaten eggs, one pint of
milk, salt, pepper and a little butter. Stir
together well, put in baking-dish and bake
slowly for one hour. This is excellent.
Green corn is especially fine served in the
same way. Mrs. E. W. P., Iowa.

A discarded wagon-hub is

Handy Clothes- the foundation for this

Line clothes-line. In the ground
drive a strong post, which

comes as high as an ordinary line. On the
top place the old wagon-hub so that it can

revolve. Put six light

poles about six feet
long in the hubs to
form spokes, and
upon these stretch
three rounds of
clothes-line, and your
line is ready. It is

not necessary to tnove
the basket or shift
your position while
hanging or taking
down the clothes. This
is a splendid way to

utilize an old wagon-hub—and I am very
well pleased with my revolving and conven-
ient clothes-line. Mrs. E. L., Wyoming.

One cupful of sugar, but-
Southern Cin- ter the size of an egg, one
namon-Cake cupful of milk, one egg,

two cupfuls of flour, one
and one half teaspoonfuls of baking-powder,
a pinch of salt and a little nutmeg.

Beat the butter to a cream, gradually add
the sugar, then add the egg unbeaten. Beat
all together thoroughly, add the milk and
flour, again beat hard for five minutes ; then
add the baking-powder, salt and nutmeg.
Put into a greased pan, sprinkle with sugar
and cinnamon before putting in the oven.
This is delicious. Mrs. R. H. H., Montana.

I find that the most satis-
Nest for Setting- factory way to handle

Hen setting-hens is to put them
in a house to themselves.

I use little houses (like sketch given) having
three sides, no bottom and a slide door.
Stand house against wall, fix a nice nest

inside on the ground, put eggs in it and at
night place a setting-hen on the nest. Close
slide door and do not disturb her for a day
or so. Then let her out in the room to get
food and water. She will soon grow to know
her nest. I have twelve nests in one small
room. These nests will last for years if

they are well cared for, and are very easy to
handle when they need scalding or white-
washing, j. G. H., South Carolina.

To prevent embroidery-
Embroidery floss from tangling, cut

Hints the skein at each end,
separate into three strands

and braid loosely. This is also a convenient
way to keep it.

In eyelet embroidery, to fasten the thread
when the eyelet is finished, leave the last two
stitches loose. Pass your needle back
through these stitches, then draw them tight
and when the thread is cut you will have a
secure fastening and an invisible one. This
hint has helped me. G. M. K., Michigan.

Mix two cupfuls of brown
Devil's-Food

.
sugar with one half cupful

Cake of butter and three eggs
well beaten, one cupful of

fresh buttermilk, in which a teaspoonful of
soda has been dissolved ; then stir in two
and one fourth cupfuls of flour and one
fourth of a block of unsweetened chocolate
which has been dissolved in half a cupful
of boiling water, (this generally takes about
ten or fifteen minutes'). Bake in layers or
loaf. The following Caramel-filling is splen-
did : Boil one and one half cupfuls of brown
sugar with three fourths of a cupful of
water until thick. Add a teaspoonful of
butter and three tablespoonfuls of cream.
Let boil up, then set off and beat while
cooling, Mrs. D. R., Missouri.

I read in a magazine a
Hint Worth short time ago a "hint" in
Knovyring which it said to cut a cor-

ner off the cereal boxes,
instead of opening the entire top. Trying it,

I found it worked beautifully the first two
mornings, but on the third morning I noticed
a tiny web hanging from the box as I was
about to return it to the cupboard. I tore
off the top and found a complete network of
webs around the inside of the box. Igno-
rance might have been bliss, but not health-
ful nor appetizing, so now when I buy
cereals I empty the contents of the boxes
into glass fruit-jars and screw the tops on^
well. Packages showing any signs of habita-
tion are returned to the grocer from whence
they came. Mrs. M. H. B., New York.

. By proper management
ToGrow Lettuce and care, lettuce may be

made a very valuable gar-
den' product. For years past I have suc-
ceeded in having a continuous supply through
spring, summer and autumn, growing it in
the open garden. To secure this result I sow
a bed of seed as soon as the ground can
be put in proper condition at the opening of
springtime. Three or four weeks later, as
weather conditions permit, I sow another
bed. Thereafter, at like intervals, I continue
to repeat the planting of the seed until late

in September. Constant use of this esculent
plant is sure to prove a great promoter of
health. R. D., Indiana.

Chop cabbage fine, season
To Can Cabbage with salt, pepper, vinegar

and add a little sugar.
Cook about fifteen minutes. If the cabbage
is sealed in glass cans with good rubbers,
it will keep one year. Mrs. M. N., Illinois.

If it is necessary to serve

For the Invalid the invalid's meals in bed,
this little bench will prove

useful for holding the tray of food. It sets

over the body and allows the patient perfect

Milk-Strainer

freedom. Food placed upon it is in no
danger of upsetting, as the bench is very
firm. Mrs. M. H. B„ New York.

To make hens lay more
A Poultry Hint eggs put shelled corn in a

vessel and cover with
warm or hot water, and let stand ten or
twelve hours before feeding. The corn I

feed the chickens in the morning I soak the
evening before, and that which I feed in the
evening I soak in the morning. I find it a
great help. Mrs. L. Z. H., Ohio.

If the oysters are fresh,

Oyster-Pie remove from shell and
wash. Take the liquid

they have come in, place over slow fire and
bring to boil.. Flavor with butter the size of
a walnut, salt, pepper and paprika to taste.

Thicken flour with a little milk or water and
add to the oyster-juice until of good con-
sistency. Place a cup in the center of a
baking-dish, place the oysters around it, and
pour liquid over them. Cover same as for
chicken-pie with a good pie-crust and cook
until brown. If oysters are canned, wash
well, strain liquid and thicken as above. The
rest of recipe is the same. I have used this

for years. Mrs. H. A. F., New York.

As so many of the flour-

A Model Flour- bins are traps to catch the
Bin hands or fingers, I had

mine 'made in a way to
avoid such unnecessary accidents and at the
same time have the bin conveniently located.

It is built in the form of a quarter circle, the
angles and bottom of one-inch pine or white

wood, and the quarter circle of good quality
galvanized iron. In the center is a partition
and in one compartment I have wheat-flour
and in the other corn-meal.
The bin is fitted with casters, and the

upper edge of the galvanized circle is well
rimmed. It is attashed to the back of the

cupboard door, the casters resting on the
floor, as shown in sketch. The door is

opened by means of a drawer pull, and the
bin rolls out. When the door is closed it

has just the appearance ot an ordinary cup-
board. M. B., New York.

Two cupfuls of granulated
Peppermint- sugar, two thirds of a cup-
Creams ful of boiling water. When

boiling rapidly, put in one
eighth of a teaspoonful of cream of tartar.

When the syrup strings take from fire and
add one teaspoonful of peppermint and beat
until it begins to grain. Drop quickly on
waxed or buttered paper. J. H. C, Connecticut.

Take a piece of white
flannel about six inches
square, hem all around and

work a small buttonhole in each corner.
Make a frame of four small strips of wood

;

tack together with
small nails, allowing the
nails to project a lit-

tle ; then put the cloth
over the frame with
the buttonholes over
the heads of the nails.

This makes it easily

removed for washing.
There is quite a

difference in the milk
when strained in this

way than when strained through a common
strainer. Mrs. J. L. R., Ohio.

Two cupfuls of granulated
Banana Cake sugar and one half cupful

of butter creamed together,
one cupful of sweet milk, three cupfuls of
flour sifted with two teaspoonfuls of baking-
powder. Beat thoroughly and add one egg
and two yolks well beaten.

Filling : Beat the whites of two eggs,
take one and one half cupfuls of sugar,
three fourths of a cupful of water and let

boil until it spins a fine thread, pour it into
the whites, stirring well. Then beat all until
cool. Spread between layers with sliced
bananas. Mrs. R. R., Indiana.

This handy chicken-feeder
Feeding-Pail for can be made from a cot-

Chickens tolene pail. With a can-
opener cut in pail four

holes one inch high, as shown in sketch.
Nail the pail to a square board two
inches wider than the
pail. Nail a piece of
lath on each side of
the board, so that it

will project one half
inch above the top of
the board. You will

then have a chicken-
feeder which answers
the purpose as well as
a high-priced patent
one. Mrs. C. W. K.,

'

California.

Wash pickles and place in

Sweet Pickles crock. Throw in plenty of
salt and over all pour

boiling water. Let stand overnight and in
the morning remove pickles from brine and
dry with a clean towel. Put vinegar on fire

and
^
sweeten to taste. Put in spices, either

in little sacks or loose. Let boil for about
one half to one hour, according to strength
of spices. Drop in pickles, let boil up twice,
then remove from fire. Put pickles in glass
jars and pour the vinegar over them while
hot and seal. Be careful not to puncture the
pickles or they will shrivel up and therefore
get soft. M. B., Pennsylvania.

The board is fifteen inches

Ironing-Board wide by five feet long with
a mortise one by four

inches, six inches from the end. Take
another one-by-four-inch hard-wood board

three feet long
and another one

^ two feet long and
cut as shown in

the illustration.

These two pieces
are put together
with a bolt and
adjusted to the
height of the table—the slot allow-

ing the bolt to move in the desired place. Fit
the foot-piece into the mortise of the ironing-
board and clinch on the end or side of the
table, which acts just like a pair of tongs.
After padding the board it is then ready
for use. Mrs. J. E. E., Pennsylvania,

T r> 1 u f
^^'^^ ^"'^ P"* ^

1 o rackHam tor jar two layers at a time.
Summer Use using a wooden potato-

masher to pack each layer
so that it will be air-tight. When the jar is

nearly full, melt lard and cover about an
inch deep on top. Do not have the lard too
hot or it will warm the meat. As meat is

used be careful to see that the lard is spread
back over the remaining layers so that it will
not spoil. Mrs. R. D. C, Pennsylvania.

This table 'may be made
Kitchen Table out of inch boards, thirty-

four inches high, six feet
long and twenty inches wide. Underneath
the top is a shelf for pot-lids, cake-tins, etc.,

and under this is a board four inches wide
for hanging saucepans and dish-pans. At

the side of the table a nail is driven on
which to hang the mixing-board. The
back of the table is eighteen inches high,
and at the top there are hooks for hanging
spoons, cups and other cooking-utensils. The
table is covered with oil-cloth. If desired a
curtain can be run across the front to keep
out dust. Mrs. A. M., Michigan.'
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Our Biggest

and Best

Pony Contest

For Our
Boys and

Girls

Read How To Win "Beauty"
Good news to you all. Don't you want to win "Beauty?" Well, you can win him and his cart and harness without spending

a penny. "Beauty" is to be given away in a little while to some boy or girl who will do Farm and Fireside a favor.

Just think, he won't cost a single cent! Do you want to be the lucky boy or girl to win him? I guess you would be the happiest boy
or girl in all the land, and the proudest, too. "Beauty" more than lives up to his name. He is the most beautiful pony you ever saw.

"Beauty" has soft, long, brown hair, with a lovely, fluffy mane He is just 40 inches high and
weighs 250 pounds. He is as gentle and lovable as a kitten, and as sound as a dollar, and, my,
how he can go! Don't forget this for a minute: "Beauty" is a real, live, flesh and blood Shetland
pony, and he will be given away to some Farm and Fireside boy or girl on June 30th. And you
can be that boy or girl if you start right now, and husde. But "Beauty" -is by no means the only
prize. Altogether we shall give our boys and girls

Three Beautiful Ponies and Outfits

"Beauty" is as playful as a kitten

Five Hundred Magnificent Grand Prizes

And $2,000 will be Offered in Cash

Every year Farm and Fireside has a Pony Contest for its boys and girls, but this Pony Contest,
which starts March 15, 1911, is the biggest and best Pony Contest we have ever held. In addition to

'Beauty," and the other two ponies and outfits, there will be three magnificent $600 Pianos, and Five
Hundred Grand Prizes including a Gold Watch, a Victor Talking-Machine, a Bicycle, Shot-Gun, Sewing
Machine, Camera and many other beautiful prizes. Besides all the prizes, more than $2,000 is offered
to our pony contestants in Cash. If you wish, you will receive cash in place of a prize. See the pictures

of the 1910 pony-winners and their ponies on Page 27 of this number. What pretty ponies they are.

My, how proud these boys and girls are of their ponies. What these boys and girls have done you can
do. You can win "Beauty" or one of the other beautiful prizes. We guarantee that, for this is no
ordinary contest. In this contest you can't lose, for we guarantee

A Prize For Every Contestant
Farm and Fireside stands behind this guarantee, with hundreds of thousands of dollars of capital.

We want every Farm and Fireside boy and girl to take part, and we shall handsomely reward every boy
and girl who enters. Just as soon as you become an enrolled contestant you are sure of a prize, abso>
lutely sure. Farm and Fireside further guarantees that every contestant will be rewarded directly

according to the number of subscriptions obtained. Nothing in the world can keep you from getting
'"Beauty" with his cart and harness, or one of the other beautiful prizes if you will hustle a little. And,
in addition to your prize, we will pay you in cash for absolutely every subscription you get.

Write to the Pony Man To-day
Don' t waste a minute. You can be the first to start. Send to the Pony Man to-day for full

information about this Pony Contest. He will send you the big free Pony package, including ten

handsome pony pictures, and the complete story of "Beauty" and the other ponies to be given
away, and description of the other handsome and valuable prizes. You will also get a letter

from the Pony Man telling you just how to win "Beauty," together with everything neces-

sary to start right in and win. The Pony Man will also send you, free, the beautiful Pony
Book, full of pictures of beautiful ponies which Farm and Fireside boys and girls have won,
and the pictures of the boys and girls themselves. It is the most interesting book

for boys and girls ever written, and it's free. It is very important that you send at once.

All these things won' t cost you a penny, and won' t commit you to do a single thing.

Just write your name and address on the Coupon (or a postal card will do) cut it

out and send it to The Pony Man. Don't wait, write to-day, now. Address

THE PONY MAN, FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
P.S.—If you want to make sure of a prize and of becoming an enrolled contestant, just ask 10 friends

each to give you 25 cents for an eight-months* subscription to Farm and Fireside. Then you will be a

prize-winner and an enrolled contestant sure. You can keep five cents from each subscription as your
cash commission.

A special prize of 25 beautiful Easter Post-Cards will be given on April 1, to every En-
rolled Contestant. Send your name to-day.

He love» little girls, and he is. oh!

so gentle and kind

Dear
Pony ^Man:—

Please toll

me by retiim
mail how to win
"Beauty." Also
send me, free, the
pictures of "Beauty"
and the other ponies,
and the Pony Book, I am
very aniious to get'*Beauty,"
so save a place for me in the
contest. I will send my ten sub-
scriptiona as soon aa possible.

"Beauty" a real flesh and blood

pony. He is now on the Farm
and Fireside pony farm

Name-

Town-

R.R.. -State..
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OUR YOUNG FOLKS
Conducted by Cousin Sally

Al.M»^ ^...i '

A Poor Rule
By Ruth V. Clark

HI,
Yi, mama! Mama, look here!

Look here !"

"I see—and hear, my son. What
is it?"

"Fifteen cents. Earned it all myself."
"Splendid. Only nine years old and earn-

ing money. How did you do it?"

"V/hy, I cleaned the sidewalk for Mr.
Decker. I went to the door and asked to

clean the walk. Mr. Decker came to the
door and asked me how much I wanted for
doing it. 'Five or ten cents,' I told him.
First he said he would clean it himself, then
he said I could. That was after I told him
my price," explained Raymond as he paused
for breath. "Then I cleaned it. It was
good hard work, too."

.
"That," approved Mrs. Ross, "is the way

to do. If you want work, go after it."

After carefully examining his hands for
several minutes, Raymond announced, "I got
three blisters. There's one, and there's one,
and there's another."

"Oh, well," his mother told him, "blisters

don't hurt folks. You'll forget all about
these before you're a grandfather."
From that small beginning Raymond con-

tinued to earn money by doing odd jobs in
the neighborhood until he had quite a nest-
egg in the savings bank. When people
learned that he was a boy who was always
ready to work they hailed him on his way to

and from school and each new job made the
nest a little larger and his hands a little

harder so that blisters were becoming rare.

At this point in his business career his
mother said to him one noon, "Don't you
think you could clean our walk off before
returning to school. Sonny Boy ?"

"Aw, no," was the disagreeable answer.
Then a bright idea, as he considered it,

occurred to him, and he asked, "How much
will you pay? I'll do it for ten cents."

"But you ought not to charge your mother
for a little work like that," protested Mrs.
Ross.

"I don't see why not," her son argued."
"Everybody else pays me. Ten cents is

cheap. It is worth twenty cents."
After a moment's consideration Mrs. Ross

said : "I have always heard that it's a poor
rule that don't work both ways. Do you
think, Raymond, that you would like to be
businesslike in all home affairs ?"

The boy was surprised, but inanaged to
answer iirmly, "Yes, I should."

"Very well then. I will pay you ten cents
to clean the walk."
Raymond soon finished the work and col-

lected his money, but in the busy hours that
followed entirely forgot that his mother had
also started in business. However, he was
reminded of it at supper by finding at his
plate a menu with the price of each dish.

Curiously he examined the card and was sur-
prised on counting up to find that the entire
supper would cost forty cents.
While wondering why the things a boy

wanted to eat cost so much and puzzling over
what course to pursue, his mother's voice
startled him by asking, "What shall I bring
you ?"

"Why, why what does it all mean?"' Ray-
mond asked.
"You order and pay for anytliing you want

on the menu," was the rather sharp answer.
The bewildered boy nervously pushed his

finger over the different items and finally

stopped at "Bread and milk, five cents."
"I 'spose I'll have to take that."
"Take anything you see that you like,"

urged Mrs. Ross.
The names of several of his favorite dishes

looked very tempting, and his finger insisted
on lingering at "Peach-sauce and cake, ten

cents," but to take so much money from his
cherished hoard was n'ot to be thought of,

so in scowling silence Raymond ate the
generous quantity of bread and milk which
he received for five cents.

After supper the young financier brought a
mitten to his mother with the request that
she mend the thumb. Mrs. Ross was reading
near the open-fire, but she at once laid her
book down and rose to get her work-basket
herself instead of asking her little 'son to get
it for her, as she usually did. Raymond
noticed this and wondered until, when the
mitten was mended, his mother said as she
handed it to him, "Two cents, please." Then
he understood.

For a long time he sat by the fire trying
to puzzle out the new state of affairs. He
was forced to smile once when the thought
came to him, "What if mama should charge
me for getting warm by this fire." At last he
could bear the silence no longer and in as
natural a tone of voice as possible he said

:

"Mother, I guess I charged too much for
cleaning off the walk this noon."
"Oh no, my son," his mother replied very

positively, "it was not a high price."

Again there was silence while Mrs. Ross
read and Raymond fidgeted. Then :

"Mother," taking her hand, and his voice
was not quite so sure as before, "I don't
know as I ought to have charged you any-
thing for cleaning the walk. You do a good
many things for me."

"That's all right, son. Don't think about
it any more. After this we will be entirely
businesslike. You can go to bed any time
you want to. Your room is all ready. Lodg-
ing is eight cents if you can get along without
a fire. If you feel cold I will build a fire and
you will pay ten cents."
"Are you going to charge me for my bed?"

The cry escaped the boy's lips before he
could repress it. That was too much, and
putting his head in his mother's lap he
sobbed out his grief and disappointment in a
"businesslike" manner.

In less than a minute the book was laid

aside and the sorrowing little boy was held
closely in his mother's sheltering arms.
After the sobs ceased blessed rest and peace
came to the little shaking boy. Bills of fare
with prices attached, tnittens, beds and even
money were forgotten for the time.
"Sonny Boy," his mother tenderly asked,

"do you think you like to be businesslike at

home ?"

"No, mama, I don't. After this I will
work for you and won't charge a cent."

"That's my helpful boy, and now let us
talk about this a little."

Then Mrs. Ross explained to Raymond
some of the principles on which homes and
family life are founded that he never forgot.

"It's like reciprocity, isn't it, taama? We
had that word at school to-day. Teacher
said it meant to help each other."
"That is exactly it, my dear. Each mem-

ber of a family pays the others, not with
money, but with willing help of some kind."

The Letter-Box

DEAR Cousin Sally :

—

I received my club button and think
it is fine.

I wrote you a letter, and it was published
in the September 10, 1908, number, and
since then I have been getting post-cards
and letters from the readers, both old and
young.

I am still crippled and haven't improved
any since I wrote to you before.
The letters and post-cards are a great

pastime for me.
I have 1,680 post-cards—seven albums all

full. And I enjoy looking at them so much.
I have many lovely views. I like them, for

I can see so many beautiful places it will
never be possible for me to see in reality.

I have cards from every state in the Union
but four. They are Nevada, Arizona, New
Mexico and Maine. I am very anxious to
get some from these states. I keep all the
letters I get so I can read them over. I now
have over four hundred. They are all very
interesting ones.

I have a wheel-chair now, which was given
to me as a surprise on last Fourth of July.
You may know it was a pleasant surprise.
The readers helped to buy it.

I got many lovely, gifts on my birthday
and Christmas from them.

I am having fine times with my wheel-
chair. It is so nice now, and I can push
myself in it 'most any place I wish to go.

I am always glad to see some letters on
"our page," but wish you would print more.

I think the club has such a nice motto, and
I am going to try to live up to it.

Well, I will close for this time, with every
good wish to the cousins.

Your cousin,
(Miss) Ulyssa Calvert, Age Fifteen,

Gervais, Oregon.

Dear Cousin Sally :

—

As I enjoy reading Farm and Fireside so
much, I thought that I would write to you.

I wonder if any of the cousins like to ride
horseback. I think it is fine. Papa bought
me a saddle and I have a horse named Lucy
that I ride. Papa and myself went fox-
hunting last fallj and I had a fine time.

I have a little pet dog named Mac, also a
pet cat named Friday. My little dog comes
to meet tne every evening when I come home
from school.

I enjoy the stories in the young folks'
page so much. I never see any letters from
the girls and boys of North Carolina, so I

hope that my letter will be printed.
Your little friend,

Mamie Crowder Hicks, Age Thirteen,
R. D. 2, Box 5, Manson, North Carolina.

Dear Cousin Sally :

—

I am a country girl thirteen years old. I

go to school and I am in the sixth grade. I

do not ride horseback, but I play ba-sket-ball

and like it. We played with Atlanta Friday
night and the score was six to nothing in

favor of Atlanta. We took it all in fun and
are going to try harder the next time we
play. Friday night was the first time we
ever played. We played in the auditorium.
Our school-house is in the center of White
River Township and is six miles southeast
of Arcadia. It is called Walnut Grove. I

live about one hundred rods from the school-
house. We girls are going to have sewing
next week. The boys are going to have
manual training.

I want to join your club and I send five

cents, for which send me one of the club
buttons. I would like to exchange postals
with all the boys and girls.

As ever your friend, Celia Newby,
R. F. D. 16, Arcadia, Indiana.

Dearest Cousin Sally :

—

I must write and tell you that our page
has pleased me so much this last year.

It is such pleasure to me to read the
stories which appear on our page, also the
cousins' letters. Best of all, I like your
letters.

We have fine times coasting and skating.

I am attending school and am in the eighth
grade. I would like to correspond with some
of the cousins.

I have almost forgotten to tell you what
contests I like best. Story and verse-writing
are my favorite ones.

Lillie M. Saunders,
Hedgesville, West Virginia.

By Frederick White

This is the cat who didn't care.
To-day she hasn't brushed her hair.
And looks as rough as any bear.

This cat forgot to go to school.
Next day they stood him-on a stool.
I hope he's really not a fool.

This cat could be improved a lot.

Her one excuse is: "I forgot."
Of course, she gets it good and hot.

'How do you
manage to have

your little

girls look so
neat?"

"W , . my
family has
always used

TOIIE
1>U

NORD
for school dresses, because there is nothing
else which stands up and looks so well under
wear, and every washingr makes a new dress."

TOILE DU NORD is a fancy Gingham of
such all-round serviceability that it has been
the standard wash goods of a generation. Noted
for charming designs, permanent colors and
durability. It launders so well as to give prac-
tically a new garment at each washing. For
home dresses it has no equal. Every woman
and every child should have at least two or
three dresses made of TOILE DU NORD.

Buy from your retailer

Send to us for Samples
Parkhill Mfg. Company, Fitchbnrg, Mass.

FASHION CATALOG NOW READY
We Want

O/nzTHMixm
TO SHOP BY MATT, TS THE BIG STORE

Yo.ur F
l9iI$PMr •mm

We want every reader of Farm and Fireside to write To-day
for their Free Copy of our 160-Page Catalog on everything per-
taining to Women'8 apparel—also for Men, Boys, Girls and
Babies. This book fullv explains our
FREE DELIVERY FROM CHICAGO TO YOUR HOME

And 24-Hour Service Plan
OUR GUARANTEE

If you are not pleased (more than satisfied) with any arti-

cle, return it at our expense and we will refund your
money as cheerfully as we accept it. : : ; :

Address Dept. E for FREE 160-Fage Catalog
Tour name and address on a postal will bring by return mail, postage

prepaid, this woaderful Catalog of Paris, London and Nefr York Fashiocs
at CHICAGO PRICES.

Write for Your FEEE Copy To-day. Addregs Dept K.

THE gS^ ORIGINAt

LEARN TO WRITE
ADVERTISEMENTS EARN

$25 to $100

A WEEK
We can positively show you by mail HOW TO INCREASE YOUR
SALARY. Book mailed free. PaRe-Davis, Dept. 2&, Chicago, III.

AGENTS WANTED frj.%r.rB!^
Profits. Groceries, Coffees, Teas, Extracts, Perfumes, Soapi, etc.
With or without premiums. Write for catalogue A.

Baahway Flavoring Extract Co., 961 N. Water St., Decatur, XU.

25 LOVERS' POST CARDS and NAME CARDS
Tiie finest line ever sent out. (No two alike). Floral Mottoes,
Friendship, Birthdays, Pretty Girls, Loto Letters, Lovo Scenes,
Escort, Acquaintance,Hidden Name and other new card e; also our
Big lllugtrated Catalogue and Preminm List.all for10 Cents.
TTNION CARD CO., B 79 Oolumbua, Ohio.

^^^jLUSi- ^ «00^ LIGHTING

Larger and more elaborate systems at pro-
portionate prices. The moat up-to-date,
economical,and complete lighting system on
the market. Beautiful fixtures for the home.
Attractive high candle power inverted area
for stores, halls, etc. Best proposition for
hustling agents. Write today for terms and
territory. Cataloprue Free. SUPERIOR

G. CO., 318 Second Sl..Aon Arbor, Midi.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

^rWERIAK
in Your Own Home at OUR RISK
Has EXCLUSIVE FEATURES »uch ao:
Odor Hood—Carries all steam and odors from
cookinc to chimney. Ash Sifter—Permits sift-

ing ashes right in range. Oven
Thermometer—Stone Oven
Bottom—Absorbs and holds heat

in oven; a fuel saver.

Direct from factory to you at

Wholesale Price. Freight Prepaid.

Has; Credit Terms if Wanted.

365 Days Guarantee.
Write today for Free Catalog

aai Special Prices.

THE IMPERIAl STEEL RANGE CO.

768 State St., Cleveland, 0.
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SENT FREE
A handsomely illus-

trated booklet of

"Choice Recipes''

with 40 new

recipes for mak-

ing home-made

candy, besides

recipes for pre-

paring many de-

licious drinks

and dainty dishes

withRegistered
U. S. i^a,t, Offlc*

Baker's Cocoa

and Chocolate
Absolutely pure, of delicious

natural flavor and color, and

all the strength of the best cocoa

beans scientifically blended.

52 HIGHEST AWARDS
in Europe and America

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
EitaUulied 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

This
plume

is just the

kind for which you woald have
to pay $5.00 at any retail store.

It is extra wide, fully 16-inches
long-, in all colors, with willowy
flues of great length that do not

lose their curl easily. SendusJl.OO
today, for this is an opportunity not

to be missed. We ofEeralsoan extra
large andhandsome $7.50 plume at $2.50.

Send your money by mail, express or money order.

Remember that your money will be refunded if the
plume is not entirely satisfactory.

Hew York Ostrich Feathar Co., Dipt. B 513-515 B'way, N. Y.

DON'T PAY TWO PRICES-
FOR STOVES & RANGES
You Save (18.00 to (22.00 on

Hoosier
Ranges
Heaters

Whynotbuy thebeet -when
you can buy them at Buch low,
TiDbeard-of Factory Prices.
Hoosier StoTes and Ranges are
delivered for you to use in your

a^m^^a^^^m^^mm own home SO days free before
yon buy. A written ^arantee with each stove
backed by a Million Dollars. Our new 1911 improve-
ments on stovefl absolutely surpass anything ever
produced. Send postal today for free catalog.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
126 State Street, Marion, Indiana

Aladdin MANTLE Lamp
iBURNS KEROSENE (Caai Oil)

Produces powerful, white, more brilliant

light than city gas, gasolene or electricity-
simple, noiseless, odorless, clean, safe, dur-

able—complete success—recognized
world^s standard. Fully guaranteed.

T. H. BALL, California, SOLD 850
On money back guarantee—not one returned,

, C.E.Kramer made $700 in 60 daya. Complete line

of lamps and chandeliers for homes, jffices and public places.

Ask nearest office for agency proposition or how to get lamp free.

MANTLE LAMP CO. OF AMERICA, Dept. 41«
^

Chicago. PoHUnd, Ore., Waterbury, Conn., Winnipeg, Moatreal, Oantoft.

FROM JCCHOSf NT
A FLOOD OF LIGHT

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to ita Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
^^eo^an^l^C^t^ruggistt^^

The Improved MONiTOH
MAKES IRONING EASYAND A PLEASURE
Pronounced "The World's Best" by over 276.000
eatiafied customers. No hot stove—easy fo operate.

Heat regulated instantly. SATISFACTION CUABANTEED.

Highest In quality—lowest in price.
Highly polished and nickel plated.

ACENTS WANTED.
Write for catalogue and terms.

The Monitor Sad Iron Oo.
F '^15 HtmSt.. Big Prairie, 0.

A Modern Farm-House
By William Draper Brinckle

VruY quaint and picturesque are the old-time farm-houses of
the Eastern States—great huge kitchens, queer little

winding stairways, long, enticing passages leading to some
odd-shaped sleepi^ng-rooms. Oh, the magazine-writers and the
artists can wax enthusiastic over It all! But these same
enthusiasts don't have to carry on the common things of life

in Such houses, else their point of view might change. For
those old-time farm-houses—and, alas, many that are not old-
time!—those farm-houses, I say, are sadly wanting in nearly
all the things that go toward brightening the labors of the
house-mistress. Steep, heart-breaking stairs, kitchens twice
the needful size, bedrooms all on the upper floor, no indoor
toilet arrangements—it's a long- list! And yet it's quite possible

to plan a convenient, comfortable, beautiful little farm-home
at no more cost than the average commonplace thing. Just a
moment, now, while we run over the points.

Here's a house suited to some young farmer and his bride,

yet scr arranged that additions may readily be made from time-

to time. Let's take the living-room. First, in place of

having a separate dining-room, just one large apartment
is built Then, the dining-table may stand at one end; if

need be, a curtain may divide the room. It's much less

expensive and much less trouble than the usual two-room
arrangement. The little office or den is meant as the

private business place of the farmer, where he keeps
his farm matter and meets the men to whom_ he
would sell or of whom he would buy. This
office is more and more to be found in modern
farm-houses, for the successful farmer is

becoming more and more of a business
man. Or, the office might serve as a
sewing-room. It is veiy well placed for

such use, with a door opening to the
kitchen so that the housewife has the
shortest possible step from stove to

sewing-machine.
The kitchen is small; the days when

dozens of harvesters had to be fed are
happily past, and a large kitchen only
means more steps and more cleaning.

Beyond the kitchen is the pantry, with
its large dresser, while next comes a toilet-room with frost-proof
water-closet Off the living-room is a passage leading to bath,

bedroom and linen-closet. This first-floor arrangement of bath
and bedrooms means much to the housewife. It is a known fact

nowadays that the constant climbing of stairways is utterly

destructive to the physical well-being of any woman. Above
all, the young mother needs these rooms; her endless ups and
downs from crib to kitchen, and back, mean almost surely

suffering and shortened life. Ask your doctor if this isn't so

!

The stairway is so placed as to be convenient to both kitchen
and living-room ; the cellar-steps, by the way, having just as

easy a slope as the others. It's absurd to put the steep, danger-
ous, laborious stairways in our cellars, when proper ones cost

scarcely any more.
Up-stairs one finds two good bedrooms, besides an unfin-

ished store-room or play-room. The space along all the

eaves is used for storage closets, instead of being wasted.

Section. Scale Vie inch to one foot

Under the entire house a cellar is built At front and rear
the earth is banked up to form terraces; These terraces,
cemented and sheltered by the broad overhanging eaves, serve
in place of porches. A great saving, too, this is, for porches
cost money ! The brick walls extend, up 'to the window-sill line;

above that the walls are of frame, shingled on the outside. This
shingle is not only far more picturesque than ordinary wood
siding, but it is far cheaper, for the expense of repainting soon
becomes a serious one to the frame-siding house, whereas
shingles, once stained, require nothing more. The brick-work,
by the way, is rough-plastered on the outside; thus any sort
of cheap, defective bricks may be used.

Inside the living-room all the second-floor joists show in
the first story; they are planed arid blocked together in pairs,
so as to give the effect of a beamed ceiling. .Properly stained,
this is extremely attractive and less costly than 'a plastered ceiling.

There should be some proper heating system in the basement

;

hot-water, vapor or something similar. Stoves, or even the
•old-style hot-air heaters, are not advisable; they burn
entirely too much coal, require constant attention and do
not heat the house properly. If possible, electric wires
should be put in the house ; a small generator run by gasolene-
engine or windmill will give all the current, not only

for lights, but for electric flat-irons, and that means a
good deal of comfort to the housewife. The sewing-
machine, too, may have a little motor, while the
water supply can have an electric pump. Of

course, if a trolley-line runs near, it is easy
to buy one's current quite cheaply. The
sewage from the bath-room runs into a

deep cesspool, dug at least thirty fett
from the house, on the lawer side or,

better still, to a septic tank. This is

walled up with dry brick-bats and cov-
ered by a concrete slab.

It is quite useless to give an estimate
of the cost of this house. The expense
of building varies so greatly, in different

places, that any figure set down would
be woefully misleading, to nine out of
ten readers. The only safe way is to

-take this magazine to one's local carpenter and show him this

design; he can readily make some sort of estimate that will

be fairly accurate, much more accurate than any price that

could be given here.

This is surely a house that will appeal to the man or \voman
who is a lover of light and air. The seven windows in the

living-room make it bright and cheerful—a very good thing in

any house, particularly in a farm-house. This house can't help

but appeal to the busy housewife, too, who knows the value of
time and appreciates the need of having the rooms conveniently
located to save her many unnecessary steps, and make her work
less wearing and burdensome

Note—Any questions regarding the modern farm-house here
illustrated will be gladly answered by Mr. Brinckle if a stamped
and self-addressed envelope is inclosed. Send inquiries to

Margaret Hartness, Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Floor Plans. Scale l-io incK to I foot

There is one bedroom down-stairs and two
bedrooms up-stairs. The living-room is large

and cheerful and very conveniently located. Note
the plans for the future enlargement of the house.

Later on, when your needs and means have
increased, these additions may be made, and thus

both appearance and convenience vastly improved.
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The Housewife's Letter-Box

Do You Need Help?
Have you been looking for a special recipe for years ? Do you need any information on hou«ekoId
matters? And do you meet with little problems in the home that you wish someone would solve

for you—someone who has had a little more experience than you? Then, why not make ua<s of

YOUR OWN department and ask the questions which have been troubling you > This department
has proved that the spirit of helpfulness is abroad in the land, especially among the women of the

farm. That our readers have the mutual desire to help one another is evidenced by the large and
prompt response we have had to the questions which are printed here rnonthly. There i« no pay-
ment made for contributions to these columns. All answers and inquiries should be addreued
to "The Housewife's Letter-Box," care of Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Questions Asked
M^Ul someone please tell me—

•

How to make an especially fine layer cake ?

C. M., Ohio.

Recipe for making cream-puffs?
A Subscriber^ Utah.

How to make buckwheat cakes with yeast
so that they will not sour without using
soda ?

How to crochet an aviation cap ?

Mrs. N. E. D., Ohio.

How to make vanilla wafers like those you
buy? Mrs. B. R. T., Kentucky.

How to make lemon-butter?
Mrs. C. M., Ohio.

Mrs. E. B., of Wisconsin, would appreciate
some patterns of crochet rick-rack.

Questions Answered
Measured Pound Cake, for Mrs. C. A. D.,

Tennessee—One and one half cupfuls of
sugar, one cupful of butter, five eggs, two
cupfuls of flour, one scant teaspoonful of
baking-powder. Beat sugar and butter to a
cream ; stir eggs and flour together ; then
stir all together, adding- baking-powder last.

Flavor with ten drops of rose-extract.
M. E. S., New York.

A design for the quilt pattern, "Corn and
Beans," has been contributed and will be
illustrated in the Letter-Box April 10th issue.

Recipe for Cheese, for S. W. Z., Georgia

—

Here is a recipe for making cheese that I

have used for forty years with satisfactory
results. I find it a good way to use surplus
milk when the cows are fresh. Take the
evening milk, strain into a boiler. In the
morning stir the cream well into the milk,
set it on range and heat to eighty degrees.
Add morning's milk ; set boiler on back of
range and add one third of an ounce of
rennet-extract to eight gallons of milk. Use
enough rennet to start milk curdling in one
half hour. Let stand two hours. The
cheese is ready to cut when it will cut
smoothly. With a long knife cut both ways
in one-half-inch squares. Let stand fifteen

minutes, then pour over this a tea-kettleful
of boiling water. Let stand one hour, then
draw off the whey, salt the curd just enough
to be palatable and thoroughly mix. It is

now ready for the press. A straight gallon
tin bucket with the bottom cut off will do
very well for a hoop. Line this with cheese-
cloth, first setting the hoop on a smooth
board, then filling with curd. On this place,

a follower, slightly smaller than the hoop.
Apply pressure by placing a ten-pound stone
on the follower. Let this remain ten hour£,
then place another ten-pound stone on this.

Let remain twelve hours. These stones do
very well when there is no better way of
adding pressure. Take from the press and
bind a strip of cheese-cloth around the
cheese. Wipe the cheese dry. Place on a
shelf in a cool dry room and rub and turn
every day for eight weeks, when it will be
sufficiently cured and ready to use. Dip
a cloth in melted butter and use daily for
rubbing the cheese.

Eight gallons of milk should make a five-

pound cheese.
A hoop seven inches in diameter will make

a cheese four inches thick with this quantity
of milk.
Below is my recipe for making rennet-

extract :

Secure a rennet from your butcher. (Ren-
net from a calf is best.) Thoroughly clean
and wash, then fill full of salt and rub salt

on outside. Rennet prepared in this way
will keep good any length of time.
When rennet-extract is wanted for making

cheese, cut off one inch of rennet, put in a
half cupful of water and let stand overnight,
and the extract is ready for cheese-making.

Mrs. E. W., Illinois.

If Mrs. W.H.F.,who writes that her cream
will not churn, will read the letter by G.
E. H., of Illinois, printed in our February
10th issue in this department, I feel certain
it will contain just the help she is looking
for. Editor.

To Keep Cider Sweet, for Mrs. M. H.,
Connecticut—If you will let the barrel of
cider lay out of doors on the ground when it

comes from the cider-mill in the late fall,

you will find that it will keep sweet all win-
ter. Do not put a faucet in the barrel, but
siphon it out with a rubber tube. The cider
will not freeze in the coldest weather.

Mrs. B. I. B., New York.

Mrs. W. W. S., of Oklahoma, suggests the
following for keeping cider sweet : Put in
a porcelain kettle, put on stove and let come
to boiling-point. Then can in glass jars
same as you do fruit.

Pudding-Sauce for Mrs. M. M. J., Ohio

—

For a pudding-sauce that can be used as a
foundation to be varied according to circum-
stances, take a piece of butter the size of an
egg, and melt in the saucepan. Blend with

the melted butter two tablespoonfuls (heap-
ing) of flour ; add half a cupful of sugar
mixed with a tablespoonful or more of flour

to prevent forming lumps, and a cupful of
water. Bring to a boil, add a pinch of salt

and flavoring, and it is ready for use.
Another form of this sauce is made from
coffee left from breakfast, instead of water,
and the yolk of an egg beaten up with as
much cream as one can spare, the thickened
sauca. poured upon the beaten egg and cream,
beating thoroughly. This can be made as
rich or as economical as one likes. Vanilla,
lemon or vinegar for an acid sauce, fruit-
juice left from preserves, all can be used
for a change. Don't forget the pinch of
salt ; it makes an amazing difference in the
flavor. White cottolene can be used in
place of butter.

Mrs. M. H. N., Massachusetts.

Here are two recipes for hard sauce, which
Mrs. R. G. H., of Massachusetts, thought
Mrs. M. M. J. would also like to have:
No. 1 Hard Sauce—One tablespoonful of

butter incited in one tablespoonful of boiling
water. Beat in slowly one cupful of pow-
dered sugar until creamy and add juice of
one half lemon and a little nutmeg, if

desired. Set to cool till firm.

No. 2 Hard Sauce—One cupful of sugar,
piece of butter size of an egg, well creamed
together ; add to> this the well-beaten white
of an egg. Flavor to taste.

The following recipe is a little different
from the ones given above. Perhaps Mrs.
M. M. J. will care to try them all:
One tablespoonful of flou . one tablespoon-

ful of butter, one teacupful of sugar, two
cupfuls of boiling water. Put on stove and
boil about two minutes, then stir in the
beaten yolk of one egg. Be careful not to
let egg curdle. Let stand until cool. Flavor
with vanilla, then stir in the white of egg
beaten to a stiff froth. I always mix the
flour and sugar together, so that the flour
will not be lumpy, and set the sauce back
from fire so that it will not be too hot before
adding the yolk of egg.

Mrs. E. L. B., Pennsylvania.

To Keep House Plants in Winter—I keep
my plants from freezing in winter by putting
them in a large box papered inside and out
with many layers of newspapers. I put the
box on the floor and throw an old quilt over
the plants. Mrs. C. H. B., Missouri.

Corn Crisp, for L. M. S.. Ohio—Take one
third of a cupful of glucose, two thirds of a
cupful of sugar and one fourth of a cupful
of Orleans molasses and a very little water.
Put in granite kettle and boil two minutes,
then add one fourth of a cupful of butter.
Cook and stir until it begins to color. Have
twelve cupfuls of corn popped and hot in big
pan. Add a pinch of salt. Pour candy over
corn, stirring briskly. Press out on table
into thin layers. Use ^ common pint cup.

Mrs. R. M., Indiana.

To Can Sauer-Kraut, for A Subscriber,
Nebraska—When it is ready for use, put in
vessel and bring to boiling heat. If it is
too dry, put in water so that when the glass
cans are filled there will be a little juice
on top. Seal cans or jars with wax same as
you seal fruit jars. M. S., Indiana.

Mrs. H. S., Colorado, writes: Put the
sauer-kraut in a granite dishpan with plenty
of water, and boil until it is pretty thor-
oughly cooked. Can and seal, same as fruit
is canned. Be careful to put in plenty of
juice so there will be no air bubbles to cause
it to ferment. If the juice boils out in the
dishpan, I add boiling water.

Dandelion-Wine, for E. C. B., Pennsyl-
vania—-This is the recipe which was printed
some time ago, in Farm and Fireside :

For a good tonic in the spring or to take
after an attack of the grip, nothing is better
than wine made of dandelion blossoms. It is
made as follows : One gallon of blossoms
and a small handful of the roots ; over these
pour one gallon of 'boiling water and let
stand for twenty-four hours. At the end of
this time add five lemons and three pounds
of white sugar and let it stand two weeks or
until it ferments thoroughly. After it has
ceased working, strain and bottle. Some-
times it takes longer for it to get through
working than other times, on account of the
difference in the amount of heat it gets.
Some people prefer adding part orange

instead of all lemon, and also a handful of
raisins, but this is only to make it more
palatable, for it does not add to the value as
a medicine.

To Remove Lime from inside of a tea-
kettle, for L. A. F., Venetia—Boil vinegar
in your kettle. It will loosen the lime and
cause it to crack off. Scrape it all off.
Always keep an oyster-shell or a few marbles
in your kettle. The lime will collect on them
instead of adhering to the bottom and sides
of the kettle. Of course, the marbles should
be removed very frequently. Editor.

To keep cheese from molding, for Mrs. E.
W. La. G., New York—If you will take a
muslin bag wrung out of vinegar and put
cheese in bag, it will not rriold as long as it

is kept moist. A. L. S., New Jersey.
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Special 9 Piece
Weathered Oak.
Solid oak thronghout. High grade in

construction and finish- Finished in dull
dark weathered brown that is eo popular
and aerviceab 1 e.Handsome, massive, strong.
A dining room suite that will last you a
life time; The sideboard is of quarter
Sawed oak throughout. Extra large in
size. 5 feet 8 inches high and 54 inches
long. Has two top drawers—one lined for
silverware. Large drawer at bottom and
extra large cupboard. Has 14x38 in.

French Beveled Mirror. Weighs 250 lbs.

China Cabinet is 66 in. high, 44 in.
wide. Double strength glass in side and
doors. Weighs 125 pounds. Extension
Table Massive, plain, artistic design to
match other pieces. Extra large 45 in.
top. Extends to 6 feet when opened.
WeighB 150 pounds. Mission Chairs
match other pieces in design. Have
shaped wood seats. Backs just right height
to make them comfortable. Weighs about
25 pounds each. ^ This Dining Room Suite
In a retail furniture store would cost at
least $90.00.

Western Star Pattern
Semi-Vitreous

Porcelain, 100 Pieces.
Heavily emboesed with a rich, emooth,

milk white glaze . Guaranteed not to sur-
face crack. This is strictly fir«t quality
ware. This set would ordinarily retail
at $6.50.

Snow White Damask
Table Cloth. Half doz.

Napkins to Match.
Pure linen. Bright, attractive designs.

Rather small with pretty borders between
two rows of open work with plain stripe
St edge. Would retail at $3.50.

26
Rogers

Piece Dinner Set
Oombination set consisting of 6 each

Webster pattern Tea Spoons, Table
SpponB and Table Forks. 1 Butter Knife,
1 Sugar Shell in extra plate and 6 plain
handle. Triple-plate Table Knives. Your
dealer would ask at least $6.00 for this set.

Quality forQuality
you cannot duplicate
this Outfit for $100.00
At your local dealers' you cannot possibly secure

the furniture alone for this price. The other
articles are practically thrown in free. Every
part of this outfit is purchased direct from the
manufacturer in tremendous quantities—quanti-
ties a thousand times larger than the average
retailer can buy. This gives us the very lowest
price it is possible for any one to secure. To this

we add just one small profit. We sell direct to
the consumer—the user. No middlemen—no trav-

eling salesmen—no big selling expense.

No matter what you pay for furniture if it goes to pieces
quickly the price is too high. Our prices are low but the
values are always honest. This dining room suite is

strongly and honestly constructed of the very best mate-
rials. K will not only last for years but will look well to the
very last. One of the biggest advantages thafi^ission fur-
niture offers lies in the fact that it does not show"the marks
and scars of hard wear as will other types and styles.

Send for Our Big
Furniture Book
Contains
a tbousand

It illustrates and describes a bigger, more
<'ompl6te line of furniture than you will
find in a dozen retail stores, and at prices
that are at least a third less than your local
dealer will ask. Every article is j)erfectly

l>fg values illustrated and accurately described. No
matter what you may want in the way of

furniture, rugs, carpets, portieres or upholstery materials you
will find it in this baragin book. Send for the book today. Along
with it we will send a copy of our "Big March-April House Fur-
nishing Sale" Book. A post card will bring both of these valu-
able books to you. When they arrive compare the prices and
values with those you can secure anywhere else.

Get the books now. Address the place nearest yotu

Montgomery Ward & Co.
CHICAGO AND KANSAS CITY

19th and Campbell Streets Chicago Avenne Bridge

KANSAS CITY ms CHICAGO

Pictures 3jix4}i. Price $4.00.

This latest addition to the popular Brownie
family meets the demand for a camera, which is

equipped with the essentials for a high class of
amateur work, but is so simple that even the
children can use it with good results.

This camera has the first quality meniscus
achromatic lens, Eastman rotary shutter, fixed
focus, two view finders, so that either vertical or
horizontal exposures can be made. It is a neat
and attractive camera, covered with handsom e

imitation grain leather. It is a convenient shape
tocarry, and weighs but 24 ounces. This Brownie
takes four, six or twelve exposure Kodak film

cartridges, and like the Kodak, loads in daylight.

Askyour dealer or -write usfor afree copy of
"At Home With the Kodak,"

our newest booklet.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
382 State Street. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

/°ThisRockerSent for'^l=°

storm shield, elaborately nickeled,
collapsible Go-cart» full size.

Chase leather, hood and body in
MarooDr Green or Tan. Halt-inch
rubber tires. Order No. KS884.

.00 cash, 50 cents" monthly payments.
Total price $9.25

Our Five Great BUY- FRFF'
ON~GREDIT Catalogs ^ ^ B" B«
Our Great Catalog K32— Furniture ud HouBe-
famlshings— positively saves you money, shows you
exact reproductions of Carpets, Rugs, Oilcloth and Lino-
leums in their actual colors, also illustrates and describes

Furniture, Curtains, Crockery, Silverware, Baby
Carriages, Washing Machines, Sewing Machines,
Office Desks, Musical Instrumentsincluding Pianos
and Organs of famous makes.
Catalog L32—Stoves and Ranges— Gives
completedescriptionsand illustrations of theWorld's
Best Stoves and Ranges.
Catalog Wl32^Is the great Wateh and Jewelry
guide ; illustraies, describes and tells how to save
the most money.
Catalog P32—Clothing forMen—Askforthis
Style Book—it tells all about the latest makes and
styles, the lowest prices, etc.

Catalog S32— Clothing for Women and
Children—A complete book, illustrating the latest

styles and quotin g lowest prices.
One or all of these elaborately fllnatrated money / ^ ^ €i€%
saving books are yonrs simply for the asking—say 1 £ *

which yoa want, it will be sent FREE. *

SB

Kli90
This Handsome Rocker*
Golden Oak or Mahogany finish,

nicely carved, upholstered with
Chase leather, spring construction.
Order No. K1190.

cash, SO cents
monthly payments.

Total price $S.SO

f^raflit I^BUOH fA ITuAruhArfu On Everything by tliis great mail order institution—the bouse with thousands of satis-
WfeUBI UlWn HI everyUvUJ fied customers and a successful record of over 25 years. Goods shipped any place in

the United States. You use them while paying— write at once for any or all of our 5 great money-saving catalogs. Address

Straus & Schram, Inc., Dept. 32—-35th St., Chicago, HI*

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside
in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside folks get the
very best attention.
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Your Chniy "unance
Farm and Fireside's Biggest Subscription Offer

The period for entering Farm and Fireside subscription for

the coming year has almost expired. The last few days of the

subscription period have arrived. During these few days, we are

making Farm and Fireside readers the most generous offers

of the season, in fact, the most generous offers ever made by a farm
paper to its readers. These offers are unparalleled. You can get

more than double your money's worth. They will shortly be with-

drawn, never to be repeated. Accept now, while the opportunity exists.

The Most Progres-

sive Farm Paper

Farm and Fireside's
readers are unanimous
in their declaration that
Farm and Fireside is

the most progressive
farm paper published.
Not only does it sur-

pass other farm papers
in appearance, being as
handsomely printed as
any high-priced maga-
zine, but it has taken
the lead in championing
better methods in agri-

culture'," better deals for

the farmer by Congress.

The most remarkable
series of articles ever
published by a farm pa-
per will appear in the
ensuing issues of Farm
AND Fireside on the
subject o f "Marketing
Farm Products." Prof.
H. C. Taylor, America's
highest authority on the
rise and fall of prices,

will write exceedingly
valuable articles on
'"When to Sell Hogs,"
'"When to Sell Corn"
Eind other similar sub-
jects.

These Farm and Fireside offers are for every reader of FARM
AND Fireside. We want you to have a set of these beautiful Easter
post-cards. FARM AND Fireside will continue to be published
twice as often as other papers. If your remittance for FARM AND
Fireside is overdue, kindly send it now—you will be hand-
somely rewarded for so doing. If your subscription still has
some time to run, remit now for its extension at the special prices
here offered It will save you money.

The Farmers*
Lobby

One of the biggest
and most distinctive fea-
tures of Farm and Fire-
side will be the Farmers'
Lobby at Washing-
ton, under the able
management o f Judson
C. Welliver, who has been
retained as a special and
exclusive representative
for Farm and Fireside
readers. Mr. 'Welliver
will call the roll on good
and bad measures and
the men who vote on
them. Your congress-
men and senators will
be in on our roll-call.

Easter Number
The big Easter num-

ber will appear next
month, a handsome pa-
per, fidl of big features,
including a wonderful
Easter Picture, which
every reader will want
to cut out and hang on
the wall. The picture is

entitled "The Song of
the Ages." This big
special number will be
sent to paid-in-advance
subscribers only.

Beautiful Easter Post-Cards
Every subscriber to Farm and Fireside can obtain a collection of these beautiful

Easter post-cards without cost, as explained below. This is your only chance to get
these magnificent cards. If you want them you must act at once.

It is sate to say that so fine a collection of Easter cards has never before been
brought together. Every card has a handsome and appropriate Easter design, and
is embossed and printed in twelve colors and gold. We can't begin to picture the
beauty of this collection of Easter cards. There is as much difference in the quality
and costliness of post-cards as there is in the quality of butter. Our Easter post-
cards are the handsomest to be obtained.

This year Easter comes on April 16th, so that you will have plenty of time in

which to send Easter post-cards to your friends. These cards will also be very hand-
some in an album. The designs are all new and original. We have to make these
cards a long time in advance, and they are so expensive that we have only a limited
supply. That is why we can only agree to , send them during the next 30 days. To
make sure of getting the best choice of cards and of getting them promptly, we
advise you to send to Farm and Fireside right away. Subscribe for yourself or
subscribe for your frftnds. If you wish we will send the post-cards to you and enter
the subscription for some friend.

Extra Offer
Get two Farm and Fireside sub-

scriptions, each at 25c; send us the

5Uc Each subscriber will receive

Fakm and Fireside for eight
months togethei with a collection

of 8 Easter post-cards. Yon will re-

ceive 25 Easter Post-Cards without cost.

Or, get two Farm and Fireside sub-
scriptions, each at 50c; send us the
$1.00. Each subscriber will receive
Farm and Fireside for one full

^ear, together with a collection of
25 Easter post-cards. Yon will re-

ceive 25 Easter Post-Cards withont cost.

One of the subscriptions may he
your own.

A Blue Mark
fn the square below indicates that

your subscription to Farm and
Fireside has expired, and that

you should send your remittance at

once for the continuance of your

subscription.

Please remit promptly. You may take

advantage of any of the special offers

made to present subscribers on this page,

provided your subscription is mailed with-

in the next 30 days.

The big special forthcoming numbers
of Farm and Fireside, including the

great Easter number and the thrilling

Detective Storj', will be sent to paid-in-

advance subscribers only.

Use the Order-Blank opposite at once.

FOR 30 DAYS
Farm £ind Fireside's final and greatest offers

are good for the next 30 days only.

Farm and Fireside
24 numbers a y«ar—^two times a month—twice

as often as other fann papers—more valu-

able reading matter than any other paper in the

world at the price.

100 Agricultural Features
Including the "Farmers'' Lobby," "Market-

ing Farm Products," "The Headwork Shop,"
' 'How to Make Money From Poultry on the

|

Farm," and many other important subjects.

25 Thrilling Stories
Including two or thl-ee complete novels, each

of which would cost 50 cents or more if pur-

chased at a store, romances, tales of adventure,

and love stories.

Fashions for Women
The latest fashions described by the most

|

popular fashion authority in America, with full

details of how to make your own clothes in the

latest fashions.

Easter Post-Cards
Set of beautiful Easter Post-Cards printed in

twelve colors and gold, handsomely embossed,
with every subscription, Post-Cards and sub-

scription may be sent to different addresses.

Offer No. 1

Farm and Fireside three
full years— 72 numbers

—

I

and 50 Easter Post-Cards

$1.00
Offer No. 2

Farm and Fireside one
full yeaur—24 numbers—^and

25 Easter Post-Cards

50c
Offer No. 3

Speciad Introductory Offer
-Farm and Fireside—16 big

1 papers—eight months' sub-
scription and 8 Easter Post-

I
Cards for

25c

For Subscribers Only

The forthcoming numbers of Farm
AND Fireside will contain the big-

gest features we have ever offered.

These special big numbers, will be
only sent to paid-in-advance sub-
scribers to Farm and Fireside.

Next month will begin in Farm
AND Fireside the first section of a
thrilling, absorbing Detective Story
by Anna Katharine Green, the most
famous writer of detective stories

in the world.

Beginning next month, also, Mar-
garet Sangster, the . most famous
and popular woman writer in Amer-
ica, will write regularly for Farm
AND Fireside.
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Poor Relations
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[CONTINTED FliOM PAGE 26]

son. who had no cause, your petted, pampered
darting is a thief, too ! He forged, I saw
him with my own eyes. He signed your
name to a check! He is a thief, tool"

Suddenly Fred exclaimed hoarsely, his

face ashen.
"Don't pay any attention," his father

ordered. "He's crazy."
"Crazy, am I ? Ob, no !" his brother

mocked.
"Then you are lying I" The man's face

was livid.

"Be careful ! I have the proof!" came the
sneering answer.

Eagerly he fished in his pocket for the

pink scraps and again made a complete sig-

nature out of some of them.
"Look!" he cried. "Charles F. Martin.

Look ! That is your name, isn't it ? You
didn't write it, did you? No? Well, your
son did. I saw him. I was behind the

screen in his office and I saw him." Cov-
etously he grabbed the scraps and replaced
them in their hiding-place.

Suddenly he turned to the boy. "Deny
it I" he cried. "Go on, deny it. I have the
proofs."

"Fred!" his father's voice was terrible, "is

this true?"
The weakling quailed. "Well," he blus-

tered, "what if it is ?"

"What if it is ?" Charles Martin roared.
"I'll show you !" H^ started toward the boy,
when Fred broke out defiantly :

"I don't care what you think. I told you
I wanted two thousand dollars. I told you
to take the consequences when you refused
it. Whatever happened is your fault. I told
you I'd get even, and T, did

!"

"Where's the check?" The big man was
shaking as with .an ague.

"It's in the bank," the son retorted.
"You're too late !"

"My God!" his father gasped, even as the
old man cried exultantly, "In the bank!
Then I've got you. Ycu have been dictating
terms to me—now, Charles Martin, I'll do
some dictating. Every check in the G
Bank goes through my hands. I'll get this

one. Then I'll show .up your darling boy.
All your money won't stop this scandal."

Charles Martin seemed stricken dvimb. He
stared at his son—he stared at his brother

—

stunned. Then suddenly he raged to his
feet. "It's all a conspiracy," he cried. "It

can't be true ! Fred," he shook the boy by
the shoulders, "tell me, you couldn't do such
a thing

!"

"He did do it)" the old man chimed in.

"He did do it. To-morrow everybody will
know." His whole body shook with glee.

"Everybody will know that all of Charles
Martin's millions couldn't keep his son
straight !" The words came with bitter force.

Suddenly Fred made a swift motion to

leave the room. "Stay here, sir," his father
ordered. "Don't you Dudge !_ I'm going to

see if this is all a fiendish fairv tale."

He turned to his desk and took up the
telephone. "Hello," he called. Spring 5005."

"The bank—what for?" his son whispered.
Mr. Martin did not answer. In a moment

he had his connection.
"Is this Mr. Smith ?" he questioned.

"Yes—listen. Smith, has Fred been at the
bank within the past two hours ? Find out,
please." He was all anxiety.

In a moment his answer came. "He was,"
he repeated lifelessly. "Yes, that's all. I

just wanted to locate him. Good-by."
He turned back to the others, older by ten

years. A shudder shook his heavy frame.
Slowly he turned to his brother, his face

gray white.
His was a physique made for command.

Helplessness sat ill on him.
"GeorgeJ' he muttered hoarsely, with utter

change of manner, almost an appeal in his
eyes, "you've got me. I'll pay you your
price. Your son goes scot free."
The old man fairly stammered with eager-

ness. "So you think that is my price, do
you? Oh, no!"

Charles Martin turned, to his son dully.

"Why did you do it, boy ?" he questioned.
"Why in the world did you do it? Were you
anxious to humble me to the dtist?"

"It's your own fault," Fred growled, ''hx-^

I won't talk in front of him." He jerked
his head toward his uncle's bent form,

"Before I go any further I've got to know
the whole of this thing," the father
exclaimed. "Will you go into the next office

a few minutes, while I question the boy ?"

"And let you smuggle him off to' Europe,
eh? Hide him until I die! Oh, no; I'D stay
right here. You can't hoodwink old George!"

Mr. Martin looked at the old man help-
lessly.

"I give you my v/ord of honor that he will
not leave this room," he volunteered.

His brother shuffled to his feet. "All Tight,
go ahead!" he mumbled. "After all, I could
make a pretty scandal, no matter where he
was." He walked to the door, and stood
there a minute. His white hair, silky and
tinged with yellow, was disheveled. His
parched skin was gray, his lips almost coloi--

less. Only his eyes 'ourned hot. If e."er

pathos and menace were blended in one
figure, they were in his. He looked at the
tv.'o men in silence, then walked into the
next office and closed the door.

Charles Martin looked at his son, anger
and despair on his face.

"Well," he finally ejaculated, "who was it

that made you forget your—honor—ana
your—family ?"

"Now listen here," Frea got to his feet
loudly argumentative. "I told you last even-
ing I wanted that 'money for something
decent, the decentest use I have ever wanted
money for -in my life. • Couldn't you have
believed me? No!' You went up 'in the
air!' How did I know you thought I was a
fool ? You made me one ! I've had money
all my life, but not much else. You and
mother and Pen were all too busy to worry

about my doings so long .ts T kept out of

your way. I was packed off to boarding-
school, then to college, with an allowance
large enough to spoil a saint ; and when I

finally came home who took any interest in

me ? You may have felt it, dad, but you
took good care not to show it.

"Now you ask me why I didn't consider
the' family. Well, I didn't care a hang—

"

"That will do," his father interrupted.

"What did you do with that money? That
is what I want to know. Answer me, sir!"

"All right, then," the boy's voice was inso-

lent. "I used it for Marion Martin!"
"What!" the older man stormed to his

feet, all barriers broken by this fresh revela-
tion.

"Confound these poor relations !" he swore.
"Like rats, they come creeping out of every
crack and crevice ! We were happy before
they interfered. First the girl lures you
away from us, and now my brother—my own
brother is going to disgrace us all ! For
Marion !" he exploded fiercely. "She wasn't
satisfied with coming to our house and trying
to make a scene, she had to inveigle my son
into crime ! What did I ever do that I

should be cursed with poor relations? Why
should I be a human check-book for the
entire family ? Not one of them would have
come near me, if they didn't want some-
thing!" He sank into his chair, panting,
only to grasp the telephou'e a minute later.

"Give me the Morning Chronicle he
demanded. He looked at his son grimly.
"I'll give your young lady a piece of my
mind !" he laughed savagely. "If she insists

on her claim of relationship, I'll ^ise it, and
she will never forget what I say."

"Hello, Chrotucie. Is Miss Martin in ?

Miss Marion Martin."
"See here, father," Fred broke out. "Don't

get so excited. She's the finest girl imagin-
able. She doesn't even know that the money
was for her ; she wouldn't listen to me when
I offered it. She is true blue."

"Don't lie ! I don't believe you," his father

cut him short.

"Hello, Miss Martin ?" the man's face was
a study in angry disgust. "This is Charles
Martin. Yes, I want you to come to my office

right away. I want to see you."
"Won't this afternoon do? I am very

busy." Fred caught the faint v;ords even
where he stouu.
"No, now! It's imperative. Come!" His

voice was stern.
"Very well. I'll come right now."
Mr. Martin slammed up the receiver.

"Dad," Fred's face looked rhanlier than his

father thought possible. "You don't want to

make any mistake about Marion. We have
all treated her and her sister like cads or
snobs or anything that's beastly.

"She has worked hard here in New York.
We haven't helped her. She came to our
ball not out of choice, but because she was
a reporter and had to ! She should have been
an invited guest. Don't you suppose it hurt
her? I wish you could have heard Jack
Hastings take her part against Penelope.

"I wasn't myself that night, and I behaved
like an idiot. The next day when I called

on her to apologize she refused to see me,
and whfen I did get to see her, she almost
showed me the door. By Jove, yes. She's
as proud as Lucifer.
"At any rate she told me in her excitement

that some publishers would accept a book of
hers if she could pay' fifteen hundred dollars.
Then she 'would be independent.

"I offered her the money right away—but
she iust laughed at me—and that was all

there was to it.

"Just the same, I made up my mind to

send a check to the publishers and fix it

with them that she should think they
accepted it unconditionally.- I wanted to
give her a lift ! I suppose I'm crazy, but I

love her, and I'd marry her to-morrow if

she would have me." He raised his head
and looked at his father defiantly.

"Marry," Mr. Martin sneered. "You are
going to be punished, Fred !"

"Oh, no, I'm not ! I have that much
respect for you. I know your brains and
your money will keep me out of trouble some
way. I'm not even frightened." He paused
and added sullenly^ "Don't you bully Marion,
father; I won't stand for it!"

"You won't stand for it," Mr. Martin
repeated dully. "Aren't you ashamed—at

all? But go call George. Every word you
say only makes matters worse !"

[concluded in our next issue]

Do You Know Jed?
By Tudo? Jenks

It's mighty queer, but in our town
There ain't nobody knows

The way to (io things like Jed Brown

!

To hear him you'd suppose
There never yet was made or planned

So slick a farm as he
Would have if he could get some land;
• But he ha'nt none, you see.

He tells us all our "hay-crop's scant,"
A.nd don't amount to much

;

It's not the way "he'd plow," or plant.

Or "oizen bugs and such,
Why, when Jed sniffs or sorter srtiiles

You feel just like a gawk—

•

I never seen so many styles

Of plain and fancy talk

!

But, somehow, Jed don't get along;
Year in, year out's the same

;

He sings one old unending song,
And don't "get in the game."

We keep at work and raise good crops.
In spite of all he's said,

I sometimes think one needn't know
So many things as Jed

!
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Always^
Ready
Wise foresight should
lead you to keep in the
cupboard a half dozen or
more handy pacicages of

Uneeda Biscuit
They won't get broken, musty,

soiled or soggy like ordinary

soda crackers because their

crisp, clean freshness is

protected by the
moisture-proof
and dust- tight

package.

Never Sold

In Bulk

the meisture-proaf

yackage

NATIONAL EfSCUlT COMPANY
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Onfi FliCt=="^^®
number of Remington-

V/IlG' i CIV I owning farmers is rapidly
growmg.

A Question^
_Why do so many farmers
choose the Remington in

preference to any other
writing machine?

The AnSWer==Because the

Remington
Typewriter

Is not only in
every respect the

ideal writing ma-
chine of today
but it is also the

writing machine
that does not re-

quire an expert
to operate it or to

keep it running

—

the typewriter
that is always
ready for instant,

perfect service.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere
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I
S THERE ANY DOUBT IN YOUR MIND as to which cream separator

will g"ive you the most satisfactory service and be the most economical for

you to buy?

Here is a proposition that should interest you.

Ask our nearest ag-ent to bring; a DE LAVAL out to your house and set

it up for you. (If you don't know the DE LAVAL ag"ent drop us a line and
we will give you his name and address.) Try out any other separator you wish

alongside of it. Give them both a fair, honest trial. Then buy the machine that

Skims the cleanest
i

Turns the easiest

Is easiest to wash
Is best constructed

If there is any doubt in your mind when you make this test as to the

comparative skimming of the two machines, take a sample of skim milk from
each separator and send it to your [State Experiment Station. They will tell

you which sample contains the most butter-fat.

We sell thousands and thousands of cream separators' every year upon
just such tests.

We don't hesitate to ask you to make such a test because we know the

DE LAVAL will skim cleaner and give you better service than any machine
on the market That's why we are perfectly willing- to let you try it out

alongside of any "would-be" competitive machine ever built. ; Our willingness

to have you make such a test should mean more to you than volumes of

printed claims. ; j j- '-^

Give your cows a square deal. Be fair to yourself. If there is any one
farm machine that should be of the very best possible construction it is the cream
separator. It is used oftener than any piece of farm machinery—730 times

a year—and the very best machine that you can buy will be far the. cheapest

in the end. You have always heard the DE LAVAL spoken of as a hig-h-

grade machine. All DE LAVAL users are DE LAVAL '.'boosters,
'

' because
it always "makes good."

!

'

DE LAVAL cream separators are made in all sizes and capacities, rrom a 135-lb. an hour

machine that sells for $35 to a 1350-lb. machine that sells for $160. ' :

DE LAVALS are made to run by hand, or can be furnished with attachments for operation

by various kinds of power. '

\
'\\'" -

J
1

1

'^r. -

We have agents in almost every locality who will be glad to set the machirie up for you
and give you a free trial, and we have an arrangement with our agents whereby a purchaser, if

he desires, may make a partial payment at time of purchase, and pay the balance on easy terms

covering a period of twelve months. . -

If you are interested in the purchase of a cream separator, be sure to write for our new
catalog which illustrates and describes in detail the features which have made the DE LAVAL
the universal favorite among dairymen all over the world.

In writing please address your inquiry to nearest De Laval office.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
165-167 Broadway

NEW YORK
29 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO
Drumm & Sacramento Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 William Street

MONTREAL
14 & 16 Princess Street

WINNIPEG
1016 Western Avenue

SEATTLE

,^ of the World's
^ Creameries Use

DE LAVAL
Cream Separators

Ten years ago there were a dozen different makes

of creamery or factory separators in use. To-day

over 98 per cent, of the world's creameries use

DE LAVAL separators exclusively.

It means a difference of several thousand dollars

a year whether a DE LAVAL or some other make
of separator is used in a creamery.

Exactly the same differences exist, on a smaller

scale, in the use of farm separators. Owing to the

fact, however, that most farm users do not keep as

accurate records as the creameryman, they do not

appreciat-e just what the difference between a good

and a poor separator means to them in dollars and

cents. Nine times out of ten the farmer can't tell

whether or not he is wasting $50 to $100 a year in

quantity and quality of product through the use of

an inferior cream separator.

Now, if you were in need of legal advice, you

would go to a lawyer. If you were sick you would

consult a doctor. If you had the toothache yon

would call on a dentist. Wh}-? Because these men
are all specialists in their line, and you rely upon
their judgment and skill. When it comes to buying

a separator why not profit by the experience of the

creameryman? His experience qualifies him to ad-

vise you correctly. He knows which separator will

give you the best service and be the most economical

for you to buy. That's why 98 per cent, of the

world's creameries use the DE LAVAL exclusively.

There can be no better recommendation for the

DE LAVAL than the fact that the men who make
the separation of milk a business use the DE
LAVAL to the practical exclusion of all other makes.

jsooner Or l^ter Vou Will Ruv » HR I.AVAI
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WATERLOO BOY
^ THE PRICE MAKER
i HriCC No other gasoline engine

reduced the price of gaso-
line engines like the

WATERLOO BOY
Waterloo Soy has fewer parts than I

any other engine. It costs less to make few parts ,

than many parts. Waterloo Boy is made in,
large quantities. It costs less per engine to make
100 engines a day than tomake 10. That'swhy '

we make the under-
'

selling price.

ervice^
Waterloo Boy is Dependable
Always ready to go. Nofoss. No Bucking. Starts'
easy in winter. Igniter simple as a pair of scissors. 1

Automatic feed regulation does away with both
the expense and bother of a pump. Speed lever 1

works like a throttle on a locomotive. Nearly all
'

parts are interchangeable. If yon want satisfac-
i

^ tion all the year round, buy the "Waterloo
j

Boy. Waterloo Boy Lasts
It' 6 not a "cheap skate. " Built

j

. of best material, by men tha':
know how. 17 years of,

'UraDUlLymakinggood. GUABAK-
/ TEED 5 TEAES, 30
DAYS EEEE TRIAL

Waterloo Gasoline Engine Co., _ _
173 Vi. 3d Av. Waterloo, » >

Iowa.

AGENTS looi PROFIT

13 In One
Just oat.

Patented^ New Useful Combinatioiu
Low priced. Agents aronsed. Sales easy. Every home needs
tools. Here are 15 tools in one. Esses, Co., N. Y. agent sold 100
first few days. Mechanic in shop sold 50 to fellow workmen.
Big snap to hostlers. Just write a postal—say : Give me special
confidential terms. Ten-inch sample free if yon mean business.
TH031A8 MFG. CO., 5746 Wayne Street, DAi'XOH, OHIO

Make If Yourself
If you have timber, save money
and make money sawingr for

^ others, with a Portable

^ American Saw Mill
r Simple, reliable, little power
needed, no experience necessary.
Catalogfree. Also describes wooci-
working machinery of all kinds.

AMERICAN SAW MILL MACH'Y CO.
ISO Hope St., Haefceltstoim.N.J.
1576 Terminal Bld^s., New York

T YOUR IDEAS
500foroneliLveution. Book. "How

Obtain a Patent" and "What to In-
vent" gent free. Send rough sketch for
free report as to patentability. Patents
advfrtiserl for sale at our expense in
fourteen I\ranufaeturers' Journals.

Patents Obtained or Fee Betorned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent AttV»
EsrablUhed IG Years

944 F. Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS: For facts about Prize
and Reward offers and
inventions that will

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of intense interest to inventors, send 8c postage to
Pabs. Patent Sense, Dept. 49, Barrister Bldg.,Wasliington,D.C.

LAWM FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood* 33 pat:e Catalo^e
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,
foiled Spring Fence Co.
'Box 403 Winchester. Ind.

LAWN FENCE
Many Styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save 20
to 30 per cent. Illustrated
Catalogue free. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box 322 Muncie, Indiana.

TEC£ RATCE[£'r MIRE SP1.ICBR
I

Win wrap with ease tlie
g>Pftr.r<0VJ^09 1 largest hardwire in the nar-

'''rowest space in a woven
fence. Sample bv mail post paid for 50 cents.
Agents wanted. Free illustrated circular.

A. B. PROBASCO, Lebanon, 0.

PATENT SECURED OR
FEE RETURNED

Start ri;;ht. Free Book—How to obtain, ianance
and promote patents. Send sketch, free search.

FARNHAM & SUES, Pal. Attys., Ad. 43, Washington, O.C.

^PATENTS START FACTORIES

PATENTS

EARN

similar engines in carload lots for spot cash,

GALLOWAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse and buv a

Direct
From

My Fac-
tory on 30

Days' Free
Trial. Satisfac-

tion or money
back. Write forspec-

ial proposition. All
you pay me is for raw

material, labor and
One small profit. Send iox
mybigBOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway. Pres.

Wm. Galloway Co.

74& Galloway Statloo
WaierJoo, iowa

6eud sketch or model
for FREE SEARCH.

Rooks, Advice* Searches and T7* ¥T<
Xtie List of Inventions Wanted ^ IV He Hi
Watson E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer^ Washington, D. C.

S25 to $100

A WEEK
We can positively show yoa by mail HO>V TO INCREASE TOUR
SALARY. Book mailed free. Page-Davis, Dept. 26, (Jhlraco HI.

li is to yonr advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

S50 TO S30Q SAVED
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,

jobbers and catalog house profit, I'll save you from
S50 toSJOO on my Hi2h Grade Standard Gasoline >.

Engines froml3 to 28-H. -P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for

FARM AND Fireside has, in the person of Mr. Wm. H. Plohr, R. V. D. 1, Warren,
Ohio, a reader who thinks for himself. He takes me to task for some things

in our advertising cohimns, makes some interesting suggestions and asks us

to insert an advertisement for him (and send him the bill for it) in the following

^vo^ds

;

If you have a big farm, I will rent 30 acres of it, on the following terms : There
must go with the thirty acres a 7-room house, stable and bam for 3 horses and S

cows, pens and sheds for 10 to 15 hogs, chicken-house for 25 to 50 chickens. I will
sign a contract for 10 years to work out the rent of this property at $1.75 a day of

-- 10 hours, working ever}' other day each year as agreed tintil the rent is paid. Build-
ings must be good, and the 30 acres fenced well, with one 5-acre lot fenced for
pasture and the garden of acre fenced pig and chicken proof. Place must be within
eas5' reach of a Catholic church from one to three miles, or access by street-car to
church.

Well, Mr. Plohr, here's your advertisement, free of .charge. I can assure you
that it would have cost you a good many day's labor at seventeen and a half cents

an hour to pay for that much space in our advertising columns. I am putting it in

here, because it contains an idea. An idea is worth its space anywhere.

Mr. Plohr's idea relates to the problem of farm labor. He is evidently a man
who is willing to put in half his time working for a farmer, if he can have the rest

of his time to himself. Isn't that a fair and reasonable proposition? He wants a

house, so that he can live like a good American, with wafe and family, instead of,

like a tramp, here to-daj- and there to-morrow. He wants to be a citizen and a

fixture in the community, with a vote and a voice, and a stake in the land. He is

willing to be a hired man to-day if he can be his own man, running a little leased

farm of his own to-morrow.

If )-ou have the big farm mentioned, wh}- isn't this a good proposition for you?

If the land is worth four dollars an acre a year, you can get the rental in the

hardest commoditv' to get in the market—good dependable labor—for we must

assume that Mr. Plohr can give references and show himself to be a good hand.

Now the important thing about this matter is not the case of Mr. Plohr, or of

one man with a big farm, but of the need on farms for the people who are needed to

work the farms. We are becoming more and more deiiendent on casual labor,

which moves from farm to farm and from job to job doing the work of the nation,

and getting mighty little for it except a bad reputation and demoralizing influences.

There are a great many men in the country like my correspondent, who want a

home and are willing to work steadily and well, if conditions are made attractive.

MR. Plohr does not get through with us, however, in one trip. He has ideas as to

how we should run the advertising columns. Listen to what he says—I con-

dense a little

:

I notice that j'ou put in ads. for things that do not benefit the farmer, but rather
tend to entice the young man from the farm, such as "Young Men Wanted for Brake-
men, Firemen, Conductors," with instruction by mail.

I think j'ou would do better by the farmer if you would start a want column for
him to secure him help through your paper, leaving out such advertisements as
"Young Men Wanted," Walter Baker's Cocoa and Chocolate, Whittemore's Shoe
Polish, Hoosier Ranges and Heaters, Rugs, Carpets, Curtains, Wright's Underwear,
Macbeth's Lamp Chimneys, "Two Bags of Poultry Feed for the Price of One," etc.

Such as these do the practical farmer no good, and he does not like to pay out his

cash for such trash. As a farmer, I would say keep your paper what its name implies,

Farm and Fireside, the Farmers' Paper.

You see this man has ideas of his own. He believes that a paper has duties

toward its readers in the matter of advertising. We believe this, too. We take no

advertising the good faith and reasonableness of which we have not investigated.

And we guarantee the performance of every promise made by advertisers. If a

swindler gets into the family of a reader through our advertising columns, we make
good the losses to our subscribers.

But Mr. Plohr thinks we should act as guardians against unwise and extravagant

acts on the part of our readers, as well as protectors against swindling. And do

)0U see where this would land us? •

Mr. Plohr does not think farmers should polish their shoes. You do. Shall

Farm and Fireside decide whether the makers of a shoe-polish shall give you the

chance? Mr. Plohr does not believe in proprietary poultry feeds. Most of our

poultry writers, I notice, do believe in them in one form or another. Shall we keep

the whole poultry-feed matter dark for fear that someone will make a mistake?

!Mr. Plohr does not believe in "fudge" or cocoa frosting nor any of those delicious

confections that girls of all ages like to putter with—to the delectation of some

man's appetite, usually. But if you will look in the Housewife's Club, you will

find that most of the women do. Shall we say "Hush !" and shut out the cocoa

advertisements because Mr. Plohr thinks the ads. "trash?"

For, of course, he doesn't think these articles "trash." Those mentioned by him

are standard articles of proved excellence. But he doesn't think the space devoted

to the advertisements is used as well as it could be.

I wonder how many readers there are who agree with Mr. Plohr ! Don't, for

mercy's sake, write in about it, for no matter how many there are w^e couldn't change

our methods of doing business. It would be impossible.

In the first place, we can't be guardians for our readers. They would explode

in a body with indignation. The farmers of this country are able to judge for them-

selves as to what they want to buy. All they want is the knowledge—which they

have—that the advertisers among whom Farm and Fireside introduces them are

clean and honest tradesmen.

As a matter of fact, if we were to print Farm and Fireside without ads. one

issue, people would not like it. The best writers are employed to make the ads.

interesting. Do you know any paper or magazine that has an)' circulation without

advertising? No! There would be if the subscribers did not like the advertisements.

And, finally, if the manufacturers of cocoa, ranges, shoe-polish, and the like,

are willing to pay for the publication of Mr. Plohr's paper, how as a good business

man can he object? It pays these people to talk to you through the columns of

Farm and Fireside, and they more than cut in half your subscription price.

Of course, we couldn't use space as valuable as ours for "Help Wanted" ads.

Mr. Plohr's ad. will go to tens of thousands of farms so far from Warren that he

wouldn't think of moving if he found that man with the thirty acres of land and

buildings—which I hope he'll find. If he had paid for the ad., he would have had to

pay for all that circulation that would be of no use to him. But for things like those

he criticizes, these columns are a great clearing-house for good business.

Index to Advertisements

Agents Wanted
Bigler Company 13
Buslnvay Flavoring Extract 12
Mead Cycle Company 14
Probasco, A. B 2
Thomas ilanufacturing Company 2

A iitoinobiles
Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Car Company 22
Owen, R. M. (Reo Motor Car Company) .... 18

Bone-Cutters and Grinders
Crown Point Manufacturing Company 16
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The golden rule always works both ways.

A smile in time maj' prevent nine frowns,

A farmer may sometimes be known by his gates.

A cow caimot sing, but she knows the difference

between Old Hundred and a hard boot.

Wlen a farmer knows so much that he feels that it

a waste of time to attend the institutes or to read

agricultural literature, it is about time for him to retire.

Plant a few cherry-trees just for the robins, over and

above what you plant for }'onrself. They fight valiantly

and well against your multitudinous insect enemies.

They are worthy of their hire, and you should be proud

of them as your retainers.

Gather up all your troubles, wrap them up well in

the mantle of forgetfulness and bu.ry them in a hole so

deep that nobody ever will hear of them again. Tell

your joys, your dreams, your successes from the house-

top. The world wants to know about them, but it

doesn't care a rap for your groanings.

The White Corpuscles in the Soil

A LL of US know about the corpuscles in the blood.

Ljk "Corpuscle" means "little body." The corpuscles

^of the blood are little bodies floating in the

veins and ai'teries. Some of them are red
;

' and there

are so man)^ of these that they make the blood look red.

"The blood is not really red, but clear and yellojwish. It

is reddened by the red corpuscles, just as the water of

a creek would be, if a few billions_ of little red fish

were swimming in it.

There are also white corpuscles in the blood. The red

ones don't seem to have any independent life of their

own ; but the white ones appear to be living animals that,

having taken up their residence in the blood and liking

the location, go on and multiply and replenish the body.

They are very useful, too. They are simple creatures,

with no mouth or other organs, and when they want a

meal, they go to the thing they crave and wrap them-

selves about it, as you might wrap a hollow rubber ball

about a hickory-nut. Having thus "swallowed" it, the_\'

digest it.

The white corpuscle eats bacteria. Every day, per-

haps, each of us takes in germs of disease. These germs

are little plants, small enough so that none of us will

ever see one except through a powerful miiscroscope

Some of them are so small that no microscope has ever

made them visible. The white corpuscle, being an

animal, lives on plants. The bacteria, or disease germs,

are just the size to make nice^ meals for the white

corpuscles. Put a typhoid or tuberculosis or small-po.x

or any other germ in the blood, and one of these little

animals will pounce on it and eat it up in the way just

' described. H the germs are not too - numerous, the

corpuscles will devour them all, and no disease will

result. People who don't take diseases jjasilj- have a

"great many white corptiscles in their blood, or very

,
active ones. The white blood corpuscle is a sort of

mJcroscopic guardian angel.

But in the soil the white corpuscles are a different

breed of cats, and a horse of quite another color. We
•don't want bacteria in the blood, and we do want them
in the soil. In the blood they make disease ; in the soil

they secrete nitrogen. They live in the nodules on the

roots of clover, and plants of the clover tribe, and

enrich the soil. All of us know about this.

We have to take the bitter with the sweet, however,

and must resign ourselves to the new discoverv that

there are white corpuscIes»in the soil eating up the good

bacteria, just as there are white corpuscles in the"blood

eating up the bad bacteria. They are called amoebae—but

they are of the same family as the white corpuscles and

eat the same sort of things. If we can ever find a way
to treat the soil in such a way that the amoeba, or white

corpuscles, are killed, and the bacteria left uninjured,

we can grow better crops. Baking the soil will do this,

but we can't bake the soil on any commercial scale.

Certain chemicals will do it, too; but we can't see our

way to kill the white corpuscles in that way either,

without its costing more than it'll come to. Maybe
some of our fertilizers help the soil by affecting the

white corpuscles unfavorably. Possibly that's what lime

does. We don't know much about it yet, but the future

may show this to be a great and useful discovery. At

present it is more interesting than useful. But so were

Franklin's discoveries in electricity. Wait a hundred

years. Our great-grandchildren may have the ama;b;e

eating out of their hands by that time.

OUR ANNUAL EASTER ISSUE

Will Appear

April 10th

In addition to the regular departments, which
will contain a wealth of practical information suit-

able to the season, this issue will present a notable
array of special features. The original and at-

tractive cover is on a new plan. An important
angle of the rural school question is discussed by
experts. An absorbing serial begins.

Commencing with the Easter number the Fire-

side section will contain a new department of

Heart-to-Heart Talks With Women
conducted by Margaret Sangster, the most famous
woman writer in America. Every month Mrs.
Sangster will talk about the many different sub-
jects which ai"e so close to the heart of the busy
housewife. Her cheerful sympathetic talk will

surely prove an inspiration to Farm and Fireside
readers. Mrs. Sangster needs no introduction to

women of America. Her friends are legion and
to them she has always brought the spirit of up-
lift and cheer.

The Railway Rate Decision

npHE Interstate Commerce Commission has decided that

* the advance of railway rates all along the line cannot

be made. The decision will -go far to restore in the

minds of the producing masses their confidence in gov-

ernment of, by and for the people. The thanks of

farmers especially are due to the progressives in Con-

gress, who placed in the rate law the provision that

wiien it comes to the justice or injustice of a rate

ad\ ance the railroads and not the people must bear the

burden of proof. Before that law was enacted, the

advance was necessarily made first and the fight after-

ward—and lost before it was begtm.

Far be it from us to advise Mr. Morgan in this matter

of getting more money for his railways, if they need it,

as he says they do. Mr. Brandeis has suggested that a

million dollars a day might be saved by greater efficiency

in railway management ; and the commission seems to

think there is something in this. And if Mr. Morgan
will now sell his own steel rails.to his own railways for

a few dollars a ton less than twenty-eight dollars—which

so good a steel man as Mr. Carnegie says he could well

af¥ord to do—the railways, it would seem, would be

on Easy Street.

But that is not our problem. The Interstate Commerce
Commission has stood between the farmers of the

countr}' and the imposition of a real burden, and, we
believe with the commission, an unjust one.

Starting a Rotation System

EVERY farmer knows that he should rotate crops.

We all know that it is a sort of agricultural crime

to run along haphazard and sow and plant where

it is most convenient. We throw away half our work
when we put in the same crop year after year, eveti on

the richest land. And a succession of crops that

embraces no legumes and is simply for convenience is

only a little better.

Why do we, so many of us, go on in the old bad way
when we know it to be foolish and unprofitable?

Because to change over the system of cropping so as

to get into a good rotation takes scheming and the

adjustment of ends to means, and often some sacrifices.

It is hard to rearrange the cars in a train while the train

ir, running ; and to change in cropping from lack of

system to system, or from a poor system to a good one,

is almost as hard.

And yet, we should all make the change who have not

already done so. Every one of us who has hitherto

neglected it should work out a system of rotations and

make a start on it this spring. There is no possible wa\-

of starting any younger.

And in this connection no man should rest in the

belief that his rotation is the best. He may find a

better one by study. And, finally, there is no matter in

which the advice of experts and successful farmers is

more valuable than in this. Take advice and make a start.

Here's a Practical School Job

THOUS.VNDS of rural schools will start doing some-

thing related to the farm work this year. We may
take that for granted. Not to do it will be to mark that

school which omits it as behind the times. Others will

look for good educational things to add to the work

already under way.

To both of these we suggest that an intelligent teacher,

with the aid perhaps of some educated farmer in the

district, may do a fine and useful thing by beginning the

testing of farm seeds in the school. Garden and meadow
seeds especially are like4y to be mixed with seeds of

weeds and alien plants. Farmers buying seeds ordinarily

are not skilled in the work of testing their purchases for

purity. Let the school provide itself with one or more

copies of Farmers' Bulletin No. 428 on "Testing Seeds

in the Home and in the Rural Schools," which can be

obtained of any senator or congressman, and start in.

It will be fun. It will be a good thing in every way.

Later in the smnnier the weeds themselves can be

brought in and studied. Perhaps methods of exterminat--

ing them will prove interesting. And if the school has

one of .the weed-seed cabinets mentioned not long ago

in these columns, it will have a good start in a beneficial

sort of farm work. Each school might well be a place

where farmers could go to ha\'e such analyses made.

Demonstration, Not Experiment, Farms

FOUR counties in Ohio have voted to establish county

experiment farms. We regret the result for two

reasons. The first is that only four counties so voted.

As the National Stockviaii and Farmer remarks, the

others will all be behind those four. The other thing

we regret is that they call them experiment farms. The

county farm is no place to make experiments. It is the

place to demonstrate things established at the state

experiment stations. What counties need is demonstra-

tion of successes, before the "face and eyes" of the

people ; the experiments can be taken care of at the state

station. The United States needs ten thousand demon-

stration farms ; but it is a question as to whether we

haven't about all the experiment farms we need. As a

matter of fact, we believe the county farms will really

be demonstration farms, not experiment farms. Then

why not call them by their right names?

Your Last Chance to Subscribe at Special Prices is Given On Page 34
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Cooperate With City People
A Lesson in Short-Circuited Marketing— By O. F. Sampson

ADRUMjrER friend of mine told this story as we sat

together at a hotel table. He had solved the

.poultry' and egg problem for his family and
friends, and naturally he was pleased with himself. He
told his story from the standpoint of the city man—the
consumer—but as he talked I kept thinking of the other
side of it, the side of the farmer—the producer. It

gave me one of those smiles that don't come off to listen

to his account of his experience, as the full possibilities

of the scheme opened out.

His family consists of his wife and two children,

and during the high meat prices they used about two
dozen eggs per week; but his wife had all kinds of
trovible getting good poultry and eggs at their city

grocers or dealers. His wife remembered her people
used to get their potatoes from farmers, and so inquired
of her husband if he ever saw poultry plants on his

trips in the countrj'. He didn't really know a poultry
plant when he saw one then, but on his next trip, aided
by his wife's suggestion, he looked for fresh eggs and
a place to buy them direct from the poultrynian. He
saw several, and finally found one who kept layers of
large eggs and whose birds and houses were much
cleaner than the average.
This man would ship him a case every week of thirty

dozen at five cents per dozen more than the price paid
by the producer's local dealers—and guarantee every
egg clean, fresh and of good size. He would deliver

them at the drummer's city by express. The price quoted
was four cents per dozen less than the wife had been
paying her local dealer for eggs that were called "fresh
from the farm," but that ran from three to five poor or
very bad to the dozen. Taking this into considera-
tion, the city man was getting his eggs for about ten

cents less per dozen than
those he had been buying.
One thing prevented

the deal being closed at

once. The poultrynian
told him eggs should not
be kept over two or three
weeks for table use, even
in the refrigerator under
favorable conditions.
How could he ivse thirty

dozen in two or three
weeks ?

He wrote his wife and
again she helped him out.

She turned "drummer," and saw her neijjibors, telling
them the facts. They agreed to take from a dozen to
two dozen each week, and the matter was settled.
To-day that group of neighbors are thinking of taking
two cases per week, as every egg has been satisfactory
and other neighbors want them.

I have had many poultry talks with *'men of the grip,"
on trains and in stations, that show the way the wind
blows in the case of this one food product alone. The
idea is this : If drummers, whose wages are higher than
the average mechanic or laborer and whose time spent
at home is rarely forty-eight hours in the week, thus
size up the poultry and egg situation, and save money
and worry, why doesn't the same idea apply to the
mechanics and laborers and their families? It does. I

know of several mechanics, laborers and professional
people who are arranging with either poultrymen or
farm acquaintances to furnish them not only eggs and
poultry, but meats, vegetables, butter and other produce.
Not only are middle-

men's profits saved, but
a cleaner, fresher and
better article is given.

Why do not more city

people arrange for such
cooperation with farm-
ers? It seems to indicate

almost a lack of enter-

prise on their part. But,

as a matter of fact, it is

harder than it looks for
the consumer to come to

the producer. The aver-
age city man has but a

very faint suspicion of vfliere his breakfast-table eggs
come from. For the ten-hour-a-day laborer or clerk, it

is almost out of the question to go for a day's explora-
tion in the country.
The first move, then, is ''up to" the producer. He should

have no difficulty in getting in touch with the consumers,
directl)-, or through city friends, if his quality and prices
are right. Tlie right price is almost anything up to the
city retail price for "fresh" eggs.

Quality is the point that counts most. Country people
have no idea of how people in cities, especially large
cities, appreciate truly fresh eggs. Of course, there are
plenty of fresh or nearly fresh eggs on every city mar-
ket, with which the cooperative producer must compete.
His advantage lies in the fact that his customers know
that his eggs are fresh. When they buy from the
grocery they do not know—they hope.
The farmer must justify the confidence of his part-

r.ers in cooperation, with every egg in ever case he sells.

. He will find it profitable to produce eggs that are more
than simply fresh—eggs that are big and fine. One
matter that ought to be seen to from the start is that of
cleanliness in handling and packing. The more an egg
is handled, in fact, be the packets and hands ever so
clean, the less fresh it will be, regardless of its age. The
farmer who sells direct can well carrj- the matter to its

logical conclusion and ship in sealed packages, handling
them as little as possible to start, no matter how clean
his surroundings.
The surroundings of the eggs and the hens that la\-

them should of course be of the best, in trade like this,

where so much depends on good faith between producer
and consumer. Extra quality is something the consum-
ers "ha^e coming" as their return from the partnership.

Enemies of the Apple
A Complete Spraying Table for Mr. Orchardist's Ready Reference—By C. C. Vincent

Insects Affecting the Apple

Insect
^

Dam.\ge Done
How TO C0ME.\T OR

Spray to Use When to Spr.^y

Aphis
(green)

Causes curling of leaves.
Saps vitality of trees.

To destroy eggs, use
lime-sulphur (see note
a below). To destroy
adults, use tobacco-
decoction (note c).

In early spring be-
fore buds break.

In summer when
aphis is at^work.

Aphis
(woolly)

Aerial form causes ab-
normal growths on
twigs ;. attacks nursery
stock. Root form
causes galls on roots,

sucks juice.

Destroy aerial forms
same as green aphis.
Tobacco-dust around
roots will exterminate
root form.

Same as above.

•

Borer
(flat-headed;

round-
headed)

Attacks diseased and
dying trees. Tunnels
under bark and feeds
on sap-wood of newly
planted and nursery
trees.

Best remedy— cut
borers out. A tree-

protector may be used
as a^reventive. Above
this covering apply
soft soap, carbolated,
1 pint to 10 gal. of
water.

Borer (shot) Bores into twigs, inter-
fering with sap-flow.
Twigs wither and die.

Remove the diseased
limbs.

Canker worm
(spring; fall)

Injures the foliage. Arsenate of lead, 2

lbs. ; 50 gal. water.
Or place a band of
fly-paper around base
of tree.

When worms begin
eating.

Caterpillar

(red - hump-
ed; yellow-
necked)

When young they feed
upon the under tissues
of the leaves. Later
they devour all the
leaf but the mid-rib.

Remove colonies by
c u 1 1 i n*g off small
twigs. Also jar trees

to dislodge them.

Caterpillar

(tent)

Denudes branches " of
their leaves.

Remove and burn egg
masses on young
twigs in winter.
Arsenate of lead in

summer will destroy
the caterpillars.

Cigar-case
bearer

Feeds upon leaves, buds
and young fruit.

.\rsenate of lead, 2

lbs. : water 50 gal.

1st, when cases are
seen on buds. If
very bad, 2d appli-

cation a week later.

Curculio Punctures fruit, caus-
ing deformation and
dropping.

Destroy fallen fruit.

Intensive cultivation
recommended.

Maggot Eggs deposited in small
apples. Maggots hatch

- and tunnel through
pulp, causing prema-
ture ripening.

Windfalls should be
gathered and de-
stroyed.

-

Moth (bud) -\ttacks unfolding flow-
er and leaf buds.

Arsenate of lead, 2

to 3 lbs.; 50 gal.

water.

When buds begin to

swell.

Moth (brown
tail)

Feeds on opening
leaves ; later in sum-
mer strips the
branches of leaves.

Arsenate of lead, 2 to
.3 lbs. ; 50 gal. water.
Or burn nests or webs
in fall.

When leaves IJegin

to develop.

Moth
(codling)

Makes apples wormy.
and unsalable.

Arsenate of lead, 2 to

3 lbs. ; SO gal. water.
1st, after petals fall.

2d, 10 days later.

3d, 8 to 9 weeks
after first worms
appear.

Moth
(tussock)

Eats the leaves of the
trees.

Arsenate of lead, 2 to

3 lbs. ; 50 gal. water.
When caterpillars
are working.

Rose-chafer Destroys blossoms,
leaves and fruit.

Repeated applications
of arsenate of lead, 2
to 3 lbs. ; 50 gal.

water. Or jar chafers
from trees onto sheets
saturated with kero-
sene.

When they appear.

Scale(oyster-
shell bark;

scurfy bark)

Damages young trees. Lime-sulphur, summer
strength (see note 6).

When the young ap-
pear in summer.

Scale (San
Jose)

Attacks tree and fruit,

saps vitality of tree
and kills it.

Lime-sulphur (see note
a).

In early spring be-

fore growth begins.

Diseases Affecting the Apple

DiSE.'KSE D.4M.\GE Done How to Combat or
rSpR.\Y TO Use When to Spr-^v

Bitter rot;

black rot

Cankers on limbs. Also
appears on half-grown
and mature fruits in

small brown rotten
spots.

Destroy diseased fruit

and cankered limbs in

fall. Or use Bordeaux
mixture (see note rf).

1st, about July 1st,

when disease is no-
ticed. 2d, 20 days
later. 3d, August
20th to 30th.

Crown gall Causes a li normal
growths around collar
of tree. More damage
done to nursery stock.

All nursery trees af-

fect e d should be
destroyed. No pre-
ventive remedy.

[CONCLUUED ON PAGE 8]
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Fullerton Says-

Uplift Movements in Long Island Farming— By Eugene Wood

THKRE are two ways of making money out of real

estate. One is to raise crops on it ; the other is

to raise the prices on it. Which of the two is the

more beneficial to the country, and which is the more
beneficial to the individual is for me to know and for

you to find out.

This rather clever idea came into my head as I was
planning how to tell about a visit to Experimental Farm
No. 2 on Long Island, between Medford and Yaphank.
(They do have such pretty names on Long Island,

Yaphank and Speonk and Quogue and Patchogue and
Shinnecock, and all such.) If I described what I saw
growing there and how it was grown, I shouldn't be

really telling the story at all; I should be dodging it.

For the story is not so much that Hal B. Fullerton is

raising three hundred and eighty varieties of vegetables,

fruits and flowers on soil that three years ago was the

God-forgotten est patch of ground you ever laid eyes

on, as it is the story of why all Long Island from Mon-
tauk Point to Brooklyn bridge is not doing the same as

he does. Right across that bridge, you know, is New
York City, Cjuite a good-sized town, containing more
human beings to the cubic inch than you can imagine,

if you've never been there, and all of them doing more
or less eating every day. There's your "home market"
for you that the Paynes and Aldriches of other days

used to hornswoggle the farmer with, so as to make him
think he could grow rich by getting less for his money.

If you were to scoot through Long Island in your
touring car— Haven't got one! Why, I thought all

farmers had automobiles ; the newspapers say so—you
would go mile after mile without seeing a house. You.
could even cut across country through the Hempstead
Plains for fourteen miles with not a fence to stop you.

Deer run wild on Long Island, not in preserves, but so

that on certain days anybody can gcrout and take a shot

at 'em. Long Island is practically a new country. The
first settlements are as recent as 1630. I don't know
but what "sediment" is a more accurate word than
"settlement." They've kind o' sunk down and stayed
right there.

With New York City setting up fjhe Macedonian cry

for food, everywhere you look on Long Island you see

wastes of scrub-oak and blackened stobs of burnt-over
pine, thickets of huckleberry and fern and goldenrod
and all kinds of weeds, even where there are fences and
inclosures and traces of human occupanc}'. And here
comes in the clever idea about raising prices on real

estate being a gainful occupation as well as raising crops
on real estate. I live on Long Island, forty miles from
New York City, and there's a farm near here that the
man wants six hundred dollars an acre for. The soil is

as rich as brick, and after a hard rain and two clear

days about as easy to cultivate. You couldn't quite drive
nails with a clod of it, but you could come near to

doing that.

Patiently Waiting for Millionaires

YET this man, if he'll go on raising goldenrod and bit-

terweed long enough, will get his six hundred dollars

an acre. For, every year more and more residents of
New York Citj', wearied of its cares and anxieties,

harken to the slogan, "Back to the Farm !" and go where
a man can have an easy time of it. They are car-

penters and bricklayers and stationary engineers and
pants-pressers, and all such who, by industry and
economy, have amassed millions of dollars. Some one
of these is sure to buy that land at six hundred dollars

an acre for a country estate and build thereon a house
that, when you go past it, will make you exclaim : "Well,
for the love of Mike, will you look at that

!"

For it will scream--,"MONEY !" at yoa. As you go
on by and turn your head to look, fascinated by the
horrible vulgarity of it, the house will catch you at it

and scream "MONEY !" at you.

Nothing else. Just "Money !"

Money talks, but it says only one
thing, "Money."

That's one thing that makes
Long Island so useless to its

country.
Then there's the Long Island

Railroad. You've heard the
expression, "All the traffic will

bear." So has the Long Island
Railroad. Only it puts more
stress on the word "all." And
you've heard the expression, "A
little too much is just about
enough." So has the Long
Island Railroad. Onlj- that
doesn't apply to its service ; it

applies to freight rates and pas-
senger rates.

And there's another thing. An
island is supposed to be a body
of land entirely surrounded by
water, unless the geography book
is away off. Long Island has the
Atlantic Ocean, the Sound and
East River all around its edges
—salt water. And it has sweet
water on the under side of it,

any place that you sink a well,
always provided you have the
money to sink the well deep
enough.

'

But on the top i,ide of it,

especially during the growing
season—Huh-uh! You can de-
pend upon a drought coming just
when it oughtn't to come; just
when there is no sense in having
dry weather. And it's no merely
technical drouaht ; it's the real

"Wastes of scrub-oak and all kinds of weeds'

Mr. and Mrs. Fullerton taking Colonel Roosevelt and President
Peters of the Long Island Railway on an auto exploring

tour across Long Island

thing. Good years it's only about six weeks long; last

year there wasn't enough rain to lay the dust from June
18th to October 20th. Also, with rare wisdom and fore-

sight thty have cut of¥ all the timber that would bring-

in any money no matter how small the sum, and con-
sequently there are almost no springs and brooks. No
rivers at all. Being as Long Island is a gravel-bank
where the melting end of a glacier dropped the pebbles
and sand it had ground off the face of New England,
the melted snow and rain run right through like a

colander, and along toward the latter part of August
the herbage is as juicy as a waste-paper basket. Long
Island has water around it on all sides except the
top side.

"They Hain't Noink In It"

A ND still another thing. The Long Island farmer is a
'^poor farmer. You can take that expression any way
you like. You can take it to mean that he isn't scientific

and you can take it to mean that he hasn't much mone}".
You'll be about right each way. Except at each end of
the island, near enough to Nev/ York to drive in, and
at the end of the island where they ship their cauli-

flowers and potatoes by water. But elsewhere they are
"poor" farmers. And whether one meaning of the word
doesn't imply the other meaning of the word is another
thing for me to know and for you.to find out. (Ain't I

the sassy thing, though?)
In New York City you have to pay to have stable

manure hauled away ; on Long Island you have to pay,
and pay big, to have it hauled to you. Maybe that is one
reason why the natives are so firmly convinced that

stable manure is ruinous to the soil. It burns it up ; it

breeds grubs ; it scatters weed-seeds—I don't know
what it won't do if you are fool enough to put stable
manure on your land. As they say in their quaint
dialect, "They hain't noink in it." But chemical fer-

tilizers, ah ! they're all right. Yesyes. Soink into that.

Yesyes. ( On l.ong Island they can't say "Yes," it's

"Three hundred and eighty varieties ... on soil that three years ago was the God-forgottenest patch
of ground you ever laid eyes on"

always "Yesyes.") \Vell. to make a long story short, a.^

any old gas-bag will say, I will say that on Long lslan<l

they still cut grain with a cradle. Now do you under-
stand the situation?

In some parts of the country, if you are looking for
trouble, all you've got to do is to say "Booker Wash-
ington" and you can be accommodated immediately.
So on Long Island, all you've got to do is to say, "Hal
B. Fullerton,"^ and the curtain goes up on the first act
without more ado. For Experimental Farm No. 1, on
the north side of the island, and Experimental Farm
No. 2, on the south side of the island, are not govern-
mental institutions, but Long Island Railroad institutions.

I can see why the Long Island Railroad (which means
the Pennsylvania Railroad) backed these experimental
farms atid told Hal B. Fullerton to go ahead, pick out
the "on'riest" pieces of ground he could find and show
what he could do. Because, you know, Long Island is

not all desirable shore-front property worth its weight
in gold ; it isn't all suitable for country estates for those
people whose notion of the joy of life is to go seventy
miles an hour in an automobile, running over dogs for
the fun of hearing them pop. There are no big cities

back on the island, no great industrial plants with a lot

of freight to haul going and coming. And, since there
are people who still believe in "the peasant farmer," who
think that if a man has a patch of ground as big as a
bedspread, he can make a good living off it, support a
family and send six sons to Yale to study foot-ball, if

he is industrious and not afraid to work twent3'-five or
twenty-six hours a day—since there are still people who
believe that in this age of combined capital a man can
go out into the scrub with a hoe and a horse and $38.52
in cash, and no credit, and win out, why, why not do
something with that superstition? If enough of these
farmers would settle in Long Island and ship truck to
New York* and manure out of New York at present
rates, wh}', it wouldn't be long before the Long Island
Railroad could actually pa}' dividends on the common
stock ! It looks like a wild statement, but I believe it

could be done.
But whatever the prompting cause for putting Hal B.

Fullerton on the job of making the wilderness blossom
like the' rose, he has certainly done the blossoming act
right up to the handle. It's wonderful. That's right.
It's wonderful. You ride along the railroad and you
look out on a forlorn jungle, and just to look at it

makes black-and-blue marks come on your stomach
where the plow would kick pulling through those roots
tough as a rope. The top soil is white sand mixed with
charred bits of twig. Where the wagon-wheels have cut
through the dirt is about the color of corri-meal. And
when the conductor yanks the bell-cord and lets you
off to visit Experimental Farm No.. 2, it looks 'like the
frazzled-out end of no place.

His Private Rain Supply

TDUT he's got three hundred and eighty varieties of
^vegetables, fruits and flowers growing there as pretty
as you please.

"Yes, and it costs him a dollar apiece for every ear of
corn," asserts the native.

Fullerton says, "Oh, pshaw !" when j-ou tell him that.
I think it was, "Oh pshaw !" Maybe it was "Oh" some-
thing else. I won't be certain.

I'll tell you what he's done. Realizing that truck
crops require moisture and that the rain that falls during
the growing season is too skimpy and too chancey, he
has abandoned the hope of getting enough water on the
top side, and has gone to the bottom side and driven a
well down to where there is an endless supply ; he has
built a five-thousand-gallon tank and installed" a pump-
ing engine. Thus there is water piped into the house

—

Fullerton says that the bath-tub is a paying investment,
too—water for the cows and
chickens and, most important of
all, water for the crops. Fifty
feet apart are rows of boards in

the ground, say, three feet high.
Held on them by two wire nails

bent is a pipe. Every four feet in

that pipe is a hole, cut and
threaded by the same operation,
and in that hole a brass nipple
which squirts a stream of water
as big as a knitting-needle twen-
ty-five feet. You can turn the
pipe so that, the sprinkler shoots
straight up into the air and
waters near-by plants, or you
can turn it more flat-like to wet
the farther ones. This is a good
imitation of rain. An hour and
a half of it is as good as a sat-

isfactory shower and doesn't
clod up the ground.
Does it pay?
Fullerton says it does. - Ful-

lerton 'says you can profitably

spend up to six hundred dollars
an acre on a watering proposi-
tion for truck crops. Two plats

of alfalfa; same treatment as to
fertilizing and preparation ; one
watered, the other not. Five
cuttings from the watered

—

three from the unwatered. By
the way, he makes a sort of

chimney of chicken-wire and two
saplings

;
piles his alfalfa-hay

about that—on a platform

—

covers it with canvas and says

that's the best way he's so

far found for keeping alfalfa.
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Codling-Moth and Curculio Trap

TAKE two pine
boards, one foot
wide and two

feet long, and wire or
hinge them together
so as to open like a

book. Line both boards inside with pieces

of Canton flannel. Have them come near
together when closed, but leave space enough
for the insects to crawl in for shelter. Hang
these traps near the ground, on the tree.

On cool nights the insects will seek shelter

in these. Remove them in the morning,
close them tightly to prevent any insects

escaping. J. H. Haynes.

Corn-Sheller From the Laundry
WE FIND this a cheap and easy way to shell

corn. Set a washboard into a tub or
other wide vessel with sides a foot or two
high. Rub the ear of com up and down the
washboard, holding the ear lengthwise of
the washboard, and the corn will drop like

sixty. One person can shell twenty to

twenty-five bushels a day. We do this at

odd times every winter. Alex Zailer.

Down Bossie's Throat

A • B0
THIS is an article very useful to a dairy-

man, for it may save a valuable animal
from choking on a piece of apple, potato or
the like. Take a piece of wire eight feet

long and bend to form a smooth loop (A)
about ten inches long and one and one half
inches wide; then twist the strands of wire
together and make a smaller loop (B) at the
other end for a handle.
To use, grease the loop (A) and slip past

the obstruction in the throat, then pull it

out, and the piece will nearly always come
with it. Howard W. Foster.

Sparrow Trap
FASTEN a cone or

funnel made of
window screening at
one end of a small
building where the
birds are frequent
visitors. Make the
hole in the gable end
a week or so before
you place the cone.
When the birds get
the habit of going
in at their own

option, place the cone. They will keep on
going in, but when they, want to go out they
find themselves prisoners. Nola Benton.

Brake for Hay-Rack
THIS brake is

designed more
especially for use
on hay and straw
racks. Make
levers (B and C)
out of strong two-
by-three timber,
B being six feet

long and C being
four and one half
feet long. Get two
srnall stirrups

(DD), bolting the top one to B and bottom
one to C. A pair of strong iron bands (E)
of equal length are bolted to hay rigging and
onto both sides of B. At lower end of B
an eye-bolt runs through, to connect rod (H)
with eye-bolt in lever (A).
The brake itself is of the ordinary type,

except that lever (A) turns down instead of
up. When there is a high load on, the lever

(C) can be slid up in the stirrups so it

reaches above the load, a spike being put
through one of the holes in B. There is a
rope at top of C, reaching to the driver's seat.

F. W. P.

Making Rack Into Wagon-Box

Here is a kink in connection with the flat

rack, sometimes called "set of ladders,"
now generally used with low-down handy
wagons. It is a heavy job to lift off the
rack and put on a wagon-box when you want
to haul ear-corn. So we simply build a
wagon-box on the flat rack, which serves as
the bottom of the box. We set up a long
board at each side of rack, held in place as
described below. These boards have a pair
of cleats near each end, between which we
slip the end boards of the wagon-box. About
one quarter of the way along each side board
we can have another pair of cleats, not
shown in the sketches, into which we slip

another cross-board to make two sections in

the wagon-box when sorting out seed-corn
from feeding-corn in the field.

There are three good ways to hold the side
boards on the rack. You can set stakes (as
AA in sketch at left, showing end view of
rack) up on both sides of the boards, stakes
going into holes bored in pairs near edges
of rack, or you can have one-by-one strips
nailed along the edges of the rack ; set the
side boards up inside these strips, put the
cross-boards in place in cleats, then use three
iron rods (as B) such as are used across
wagon-boxes with nuts on ends to hold the
side boards firmly together—the same kind
of rods as are used across wagon-boxes. This
plan is shown in middle section of sketch.

The third way, which I like best, is to

have two or three L-shaped irons (CCC)
permanently bolted to the side boards (see

section of sketch to right of middle—side

view of box). The shank of the L is bolted
to the side board, so that the bottom of the L
comes about an inch lower than the bottom
edge of the board, so that side board sits

on top of boards or rack, while the shanks
of the L-irons slip underneath, as shown in

cross section of side and bottom boards at
right of sketch. The irons are then bolted
up through the boards of the rack.

This box can be left on the rack when
hauling fodder. J. C. Beall.

Collar for Ax-Handle
Ax-handles are often ruined

when nearly new by com-
ing in contact with the wood
or log being split, in such a
way that the handle is bruised
and splintered just below the
ax-head. Cut a strip out of
heavy leather or the top of a
rubber boot, about two and

a half inches wide and long enough to reach
around the handle, and fasten it in place as
shown in the sketch, using carpet-tacks. When
the collar wears out, replace it with a new
piece. You'll find this little job pays.

W. C. W.

Windlass Power on Wagon Nut
To loosen a tight nut

on a wagon, fasten
the wrench-handle to one
of the spokes of the
wheel with a strong
piece of stay chain. Now
turn the wheel the way
that will loosen the nut
and the work is done.
Simple, but muscle-sav-
ing. M. H. G.

To Give Tablets to a Cow
I HAD a sick cow last fall and the veterinary
gave me some tablets to mash up and feed

to her in chop or bran. But She would eat
neither the chop nor bran. So I took an ear
of corn, broke out one grain, put the tablet

in the space, and fed her the corn, holding
uppermost the side with the tablet in it.

Margaret K. Railey.

Practical Seed-Tester

Take an inch board that
will fit into a shallow

roasting-pan. Rule it

and bore as many holes
as you can by using an
inch auger, being very
careful not to let auger
go clear through ;

only
far enough, so screw on
the end of auger makes
a small hole on bottom
of board. The sketch
shows one end of a small

board thus treated. Now number the holes
and take five kernels from first ear and place
in hole number one, then five from second
ear, and so on, until holes are all filled. Now
place board in the pan and pour in lukewarm
water until water fills each hole about two
thirds full. Set it away for twenty-four
hours, then lift board out carefully and pour
out remaining water in the pan. Replace
board and cover with damp cloth. Put under
stove, and after three days you can read the
result. Mark the number of the strong
germinating kernels, then go where you have
previously arranged and numbered the ears.
Use the best ones for seed and discard the
rest. C. C. McCleary.

For Big Double Doors
IS hard to fasten

firmly a pair of
large swing doors.
This device fills the
bill. In the middle
of the doorway, just
under the place where
the doors come to-
gether, set flush with
the ground a post or
concrete block (A)
with a hole in it.

Shave down one end
of a two-by-four (B)
round and small
enough to fit into hole

in block. This two-by-four should be tall

enough to reach three or four inches higher
than the sill at top of door. Shave top of
two-by-four down round and make hole in
middle of the top sill to receive it. Slip top
of two-by-four into top sill and set bottom
into hole in block.
About half-way up the two-by-four bore a

hole through it, and insert a stout wooden
pin (C) long enough so about two and a half
inches protrude at front of two-by-four and
an inch and a half behind. On front end of
pin (C) fasten a crosspiece (D) about five

inches long and an inch thick. On other end
fasten a tongue (E) about eight inches long,
at right angles to D.

I

Cut a notch about an inch deep in the
edge of each door, as in sketch. If you want
to fasten the door from the inside, pull
halves of door shut, holding tongue (E) up
horizontal, so that cross-piece (D) is brought
straight up and down, as in small diagram
1 at top of sketch. When doors are in
place, let tongue drop down, bringing cross-
piece horizontal so it catches edges of doors
(2, top of sketch). Have tongue light enough
so you can turn this latch from outside, if

that is desired. Elijah Warner.

For Surface Filing

An old square-headed three-fourths-inch
bolt—a larger size will do—about ten

or twelve inches long, is bent as shown in
illustration. The first bend is made about
two inches below the head, the second bend
about five inches below the first, or far
enough below to give room for a hand grasp,
the end at this second bend being brought
back in line and parallel with the body of the
bolt just below the head. The top of the
head is cut out with hack-saw and chisel, as
shown at left, above, so as to fit 'over the
handle point of the file, and the end of the
bolt should be just long enough to sit firmly
upon the body of the file midway between its

two edges. Frank H. Mark.

Over Your Boot-Tops
Here is a very good way to keep water

from getting in your rubber boots when
you are working where there is considerable
water. Just paint your overalls with coal-

tar from the bottom to a point six or eight

inches above the tops of your boots, overalls
to be worn on the outside of boots and the
bottoms tied down tight with a cord.

D. Conger.

Cooler Without Ice

Here is a simple but
sure way of keeping

milk and butter cool dur-
ing the summer months.
It is made of two tin or
zinc tubs. Stand the
smaller tub (A) on a flat

rock, in a cool shady
place. Pour cold water
into it to the depth of

three or four inches. Set the jars or containers
of milk and butter in the water. Now take
the second tub, which must be a little larger
than the first, and slip it down bottom side
up over the first tub. The top tub must go
down so that it will completely cover the
bottom tub and its contents.
We have been using one of these outfits

successfully for several seasons. It also
keeps out the rain and trash of all kinds.
The water must be changed frequently to
keep it pure. A. Woodward.

Always-Clean Fodder-Fork

WOODEN forks are handy when working in
fodder, for if the points are made smooth

the prongs will not pierce the stalks, but will
stay clean. Mine is made as follows : Head
piece (A) is a solid two-by-two piece of elm,
eighteen inches long. Bore in this four
three-fourths-inch holes for prongs, also a
hole for handle and two half-inch holes for
a bail (B). This stands up at right angles
to the handle in the way shown in the
sketch, and can be made from any tough
wood shaved and bent. Bore a small hole
in handle and two in the bail for No. 9 wire
for brace (C). The prongs are eighteen to
twenty inches long tapered down, and curv-
ing up a couple of inches.

Everett Penquite.

Strengthens Weak Traps

To strengthen
worn-out or weak

steel traps, insert a
coiled spring, a little

longer than the space between the upper
and lower parts of spring of trap, and place
it as indicated in sketch (at A), pushing ends
of coiled spring over the spring of trap, so
as to hold it firmly in place. E. Stephenson.

Besting the Balky Base-Burner
The next time you get up in the morning

and find the fire out in your base-burner,
don't call the stove names. Just get an inch
board wide enough to cover the bottom of
the magazine and shove it under the maga-
zine, letting the ends rest on the edge of
the fire-pot. Be sure that the board is short
enough so that you can close the doors of the
stove. Then shake out the ashes from the
fire-pot, put in kindling and light. When

To Headworkers

Three prizes of five dollars each are awarded for the three best contributions in

each number of the Headwork Shop. The award is made by post-card vote, each
subscription to F.\rm and Fireside carrying with it the right to vote for the three

knacks the voter thinks most valuable each issue. Votes are counted two weeks
from date of issue. All other contributions used in this department are paid for at

our regular rates. Where two persons send in the same or nearly the same idea, the

contribution that is the neater and more clearly expressed will be given the preference.

Contributions should be written in ink on one side of the paper and accompanied
by ink or pencil sketch where a sketch is needed to bring out the idea. We suggest

that contributors retain a duplicate copy, as no manuscripts will be returned. The
mail is so heavy that it is impossible for us to acknowledge receipt of manuscripts.

Address Headwork Shop, Care Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

fire is well started add a little coal, then let
it go. As it burns the edges off the board
the coal in the magazine will drop down on
the fire gradually. This saves emptying the
magazine. G. A. Kirtland.

This Gate Shuts Itself

THE post (A) is about
three feet taller than

the gate and is round,
smooth and slightly

tapering. The hinges
(BB) are made of old
wagon-tires, as shown
(enlarged) above, so that

Bthe circle of them is a
little larger than the
post. The ends of the
hinges lap on each side
of the gate and are
bolted through.

-A piece of two-by-three two feet long (C)
is bolted on the gate. A chain (D) is

fastened to the top of C with a clevis, and
-runs up to the top and around behind the
post where it is fastened with a large screw.
When the gate is open the chain wraps
around the post and raises the gate. The
weight of the gate always brings it shut
again. B. F. Reinhart.

Kink for Felling Trees
CUT a straight sap-

ling (A), preferably
of hard wood, eighteen
to twenty-four feet
long, according to the
stiffness of the stick.
The longer has more
power if stiff enough.
Sharpen the thin end
or insert a spike, so
that it will dig into the

bark of a tree. Then jab the butt end into
the groiuid on the side of the tree from
which you want to push, about as far from
the stump as the tip of your pole is from the
ground. - ,

Then engage the sharp end against the
bark and pull down on the pole at A, so
as to bend it as shown by the dotted lindE.
Leave it bent and chop till you think the tree
should fall, then push up a little on the
pole at A and it will straighten, pushing the
tree. Before the tree can get. its back-swing,
bend the pole down again quickly, aiid
straighten. If the pole is heavy enough, and
has the proper stiffness, its power is tre-
mendous when thus used. John J. Kadletz.

Dehorning Device
ATwo-iNCH plank eight

or ten inches wide is

nailed to a post or door-
( way at about the height
of the animal's head.
Four- one-inch auger
holes are bored as shown,
through which three-
fourths-inch ropes are
drawn. The animal is led
up alongside the plank
and halter rope inserted

through the loop (A), bringing the nose into
the loop. At the same instant the rope (B)
is thrown around the neck and over the plank
where the loop is caught by a spike, which
is thrust into a hole in the lower edge of
the plank.
Another spike or stick is then inserted on

back of plank into loop (A) which is around
the nose, and loop drawn tight. The animal
may then struggle and assume almost any
position without injury. We have held the
strongest animals and as soon as the horns
were off they were loosened in an instant
without any entangling of ropes and halter.

Geo. W. Brown.

Curing a Self-Sucker
Te used the fol-

lowing device
with success to cure
a Jersey of the habit
of sucking herself.
We placed a leather
halter on the cow and
a leather surcingle

around the body just back of the forelegs.

To the surcingle a ring was attached and
connected with ring under jaw on the haltgr
by an iron rod (hickory stick would do).
The cow could graze, but could not get her
head around to her side. We kept this rig-

ging on our cow two years and then removed
rod and belt, leaving halter on. She had
apparently forgotten the habit and never
repeated it. Mrs. J. T. Burton.

A Killing-Time Help

Back up a wagon truck to the platform on
which the hogs are scalded. Place a two-

by-six or a fence-post (A) across rear wheels
so that each end will extend over about
eighteen to twenty inches on both sides, and
tie it down to each wheel. Put a rail through
spokes of wheels to keep wagon from moving.
Then take a strong pole with a notch (B) in

the thick end, lay it across the post (A), lift

up on other end and fasten on hog at B.

Bear down, catch end of pole under hub of
front wheel and your hog is hung.

F. Tom have.

Headwork Winners Feb. 10th
A. E. Vandervort ... Hen-Classifying Nest

J. W. Foster - . - . . For Early Birds.

J. H. Haynes ... Kill Mites Like Moths/
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Mixed Seed-Corn Again

LAST Spring I read with great interest the

articles by Mr. Evans and others about

mixed seed-corn. My experience while

growing corn in Kansas and Oklahoma con-

vinced me that mixed seed-corn may be used

to advantage, in that region at least.

All farmers in those states realize that the

retaining of soil moisture throughout the

growing period of the corn crop is a pecu-

liarly difficult problem. Subsoiling, dust-

mulch and other methods of culture are of

great assistance m conserving soil moisture.

But it occurred to me that it should be

possible to solve the problem, in part at least,

by selecting seed-corn that would be better

adapted to droughty climatic conditions and
make corn-growers more certain of a fair

yield each year without dependence on a

large amount of rainfall just at the right

time during the growing season, in order

to mature a fair crop of corn. I wondered
if, by mixing different varieties of seed-corn,

I could not produce this desirable type.

I wrote to several experiment stations

about this, but not one of them had, at that

time, condvicted experiments along that line.

So I will be compelled to stick close to my
own experience and that of some of my
acquaintances who have been investigating

along similar lines as myself. I wish to say

frankly that I am not an expert corn-breeder

and that I am going to present this matter
entirely as it presents itself to me, regardless

of the way scientific corn-breeders look at it.

Breeding Corn to Beat the Weather

In the middle counties of Kansas and
Oklahoma there are few years but what there

is sufficient rainfall to mature a fair crop of -

early corn or late corn, although there are

very few years when both early-planted and
late-planted corn make good yields. The hot

dry spell that is sure to come every summer,
followed by heavy dashing rains, comes just

at a time when one or the other—either the

early-planted or the late-planted com—is in

great need of moisture. Either one or the

other is thus likely to be injured, depending
on the time the dry spell comes. How to

meet the peculiar climate of this country
and prolong the breeding or fertilizing sea-

son of the corn, was the question that I was
trying to work out, by selecting seed that

would produce corn that would not all be

dependent upon moisture at the same time
and be more certain to prodvice a uniform
crop equally distributed over the whole field.

I also wanted to get corn that would develop

so as to prevent the pollen all being washed
off at any one time by the hard dashing rain

which the country is noted for.

I am convinced that the work I started

while living in that country would partly

solve this question, for I grew crops that

were much above the average in yield every

year, when many failed who make a practice

of planting one variety of seed.

I reasoned that if I secured the best seed

I could not lose out through poor seed, and
that if I planted more than one kind it

would not be all dependent upon moisture at

the same time and that I would be more
certain to have an average crop equally dis-

tributed over the whole field, instead of sixty

bushels on one acre and ten on another.

The Cross-Bred Corn Did Well

After taking these points into considera-

tion, I sent to reliable seedsmen for one peck
each of Iowa Silver Mine, Clark's Early
Mastadon, Reid's Yellow Dent and Pride of

the North and mixed these four varieties

and planted in check rows at the rate of four

quarts to the acre. This field produced about
fourteen bushels more corn per acre than
the Reid's Yellow Dent alone and about six

bushels less than the Clark's Early Mastadon.
The year's results convinced me that I was
on the right track and I would have looked

for a larger yield from the mixed seed had
it not been for the fact that it came from
Illinois and was not acclimated to Kansas.
The next year I selected seed from the

mixed seed and added one part each of

Bloody Butcher and Riley's Favorite in order

to maintain the strength and vigor of the

seed by the use of an infusion of fresh seed.

This field made an average of about eighteen

bushels more corn per acre than the Clark's

Early Mastadon and about two bushels less

than the Reid's Yellow Dent. This result

convinced me that mixing the seed made no
decrease in the corn yield if I made proper
selection, but I realized that if I held in

subjection the tendency to produce corn that

would ripen all at the same time it would
be necessary to add some seed of a standard
variety of late corn and some of an early

corn, so the following year I added some
Iowa Silver Mine and Pride of the North
and the mixture produced eight bushels more
corn than any other I raised. The next year,

my last year in Kansas, I planted all of my
corn from the mixed seed, adding one part

each of Iowa Silver Mine and an early white
variety that I can't recall the name of, and
it made a very good crop on upland soil, but

the season was very favorable for -corn in

that section of the state. . .

I like to see seed-corn all of one variety

and uniform and take pride in selecting good
seed, but when we face peculiar climatic

conditions and hot winds and dry weather
I believe that we can afford to sacrifice color

and uniformity for quality and quantity.

Understand that I am not advocating this

practice in a country where an abundant
rainfall is certain, but I am speaking of the
conditions in a section of the country that is

the dividing line between the Great American
Desert and the agricultural lands.

I am sure that every man who is facing

the uncertainties of maturing a crop of corn
in these sections will be interested in any
work that the agricultural colleges or experi-

mental farms may do to assist them in this

matter of obtaining a kind of seed that will

be better adapted to meet the climatic con-

ditions there.

While I know that some corn experts will

say that my ideas are ridiculous and unrea-

sonable, yet I am confident that it is a matter

worthy of their consideration, and if any of

them have conducted field experiments along

lines more practical, I shall be very glad to

have my plan and methods criticized.

W. Milton Kelly.

The Middle is the Best

THE accompanying illustration shows the

relative shape and size of kernels of corn
shelled from the tip, the middle and butt of

the average ear. Obviously a mixture of

such kernels will be dropped tmevenly by a
seeder and not give as satisfactory results as

will kernels of uniform size. This picture.

then, shows graphically the need of grading
seed-corn before putting it in the seeder.

Practice has shown that kernels shelled

from the middle of the ear, besides being
uniform in size, produce the best corn-plants.

Hence, in preparing seed-corn for planting, it

is a good scheme to first remove the kernels

at the tips and butts and use only the middle
third of the ear for seeding purposes.

How He Handled His Acre
KARL Warner, the fourteen-year-old win-

ner at the Clarinda (Iowa) Junior Corn
Show, has consented to tell Farm and
Fireside readers just how he grew on his

acre of ground the ninety-three and a frac-

tion bushels of corn that won for him first

prize. Thorough preparation of the seed-bed
and plenty of cultivation contributed largely

to his success, since the reader will observe
that no fertilizer was used—but let Mr. War-
ner tell his own story.

The acre of corn that won the acre yield
prize of fifty dollars at the Clarinda Junior
Corn Show was planted May 25, 1910, on
ground that was spring-plowed. For a few
years previous it had been in pasture and
clover sod. The soil was a black loam, very
rich, but had received no manure or fer-

tilizer. Both ends of this plot were formerly
slough, rich from the wash from higher
ground. They had never been farmed
because of too much moisture, but after
tiling, these ends made fine corn ground.
The middle ran over a knoll where the

corn fired because the soil was lighter, and

as the summer was very hot and dry the
yield was reduced. This plot was plowed as

soon as the frost went out of the ground

;

we plowed to a good depth, and harrowed
after every rain. A few days before planting
it was gone over with a disk harrow, lapping
half so as to leave the surface even, then
harrowed and cross-harrowed.
My father has Reid's Yellow Dent corn.

Part of his seed-corn was picked before the
frost, but most of it was sorted out of the
wagon when unloading at husking-time. Of
this seed-corn I got permission to select

thirty ears. I took what I thought was the
very best. The;e I tested in a test-box, tak-
ing six kernels from each ear, but less than
half of it grew. I then took one kernel from
each ear and planted it out in the garden and
all of it grew. Father said the corn was all

right, he knew it v>fould grow, so I planted it.

Cultivation Pointers

I intended to plant on the 20th of May,
but as it rained then I had to wait while
some tile was being put in so it was a little

late when I planted. The planter was set to

drop single kernels nine inches apart, the
rows being three feet and six inches apart
and running north and sotith.

Before the corn came up, the ground was
harrowed twice. The first cultivating was
done v?ith a sharp four-shovel walking culti-

vator. The next time I used the same
cultivator with six small shovels.
By changing to three small shovels on

each side, the ground will not be stirred so
deeply, but more of the surface pulverized.

If I had used the four shovels they would
much of the time have followed in the fur-

row made by the first cultivating though
cutting a little deeper. This I did not wish
to do. In laying by the corn, I changed the
cultivator back to the gangs with two shovels
on each side, but took off the big shovels
and put on gopher blades. These blades cut
only an inch or two deep, leaving the surface
almost level and covered with a dust mulch.
The corn was by this time so large that some
stalks were broken when they passed under
the arch. Being very thick, averaging almost
four stalks to the hill, the stand shaded the
ground so that very few weeds came up. I

did no hoeing or weeding.
At harvesting-time the vice-president of

the farmers' institute for our township
appointed two men who were to measure the
ground, oversee the husking and weigh the
corn ; this was done November 21, 1910. It

weighed 6,555 pounds, and at seventy pounds
to the bushel made ninety-three bushels and
forty-five pounds. Karl Warner.

Test, Brothers, Test
Corn-growers, here are some nuggets of

advice from a man who knows. One of

the best-known seedsmen in the country, who
makes a specialty of testing the seed-corn he

sells, recently sounded this warning in a

personal letter to the editor of Farm and
Fireside :

You ought to impress on the minds of the
farmers through your paper or any way you
can that the seed-corn is not anywhere near
as good this year as most people believe.

There seems to be a general impression that
everything will grow this year and it is not
necessary to test anything. While it is true
that the corn is fairly good and, in fact, is

better than last year it is not perfect by any
means.
We have tested over 105,000 single ears of

corn in the last month, and find that even
in pretty good-looking corn about twenty per
cent, of it has to be thrown out. It was
either dead or crippled.
Another point you ought to impress on

them is that it is not enough to throw out the
dead corn, but the weak corn also must be
thrown out. A crippled grain of corn is

really worse than a dead one. It will make
a weak, good-for-nothing stalk which takes
up room in the field, takes up moisture, fer-

tility and sunshine and will not make an ear
or at best will only make a nubbin. It would
be better to have the hill entirely vacant than
taken up with a stalk like that.

Urge the farmers by all means to test

every bit of corn they plant.

A Trick of Nature

A Maryland friend of F.\rm and Fireside^ Mr. Noah A. Edmondson, says of this cvirious
tree : "It is known as the Old Bent Oak and stands on the farm of Mr. John Schneidei'

about eight miles south of Westminster in this state. The tree is more than a hundred
years old, so the oldest inhabitants state."

Are any others of Farm and Fireside's big family living in neighborhoods that boast
natural rural curiosities? We should be glad to receive photographs of them and, if.

we could use them, to pay for them. We will have to rule out the nationally famous ones.
But we would like to see pictures of curiosities which, like this one, have only a local
celebrity, but deserve general interest. Remember that, to make good printed reproduc-
tions, photographs must be extra clear-cut. Gloss.-nnish photographic prints are preferred.

Whether it is Auto
or Carriage

—

Paint Means Wear
The man who is in the Auto
class knows the importance of

keeping things "spick and span."
He knows that the right paint

means longer life. And hun-
dreds of thousands of users of

Acme Quality Carriage Paint
(Neal's) testify to its perfect

protecting and beautifying qual-
ity. It's one of the big family of

ACME
QUAurr

Paints and Finishes
that provide for every surface

around farm or home. Each the

best for its particular purpose.

Acme Quality Carriage Paint is

best for anything requiring a
brilliant varnish-gloss finish that

will withstand extreme exposure
and hard use. Rich colors and
black. Write us to-day for a

copy of the

Acme Quality Painting Guide Book
It tells just how any paint, enamel,
stain or varnish should be applied
and what should be used for a given
purpose. Illustrated in colors—sent
free. Ask your dealer for Acme

Quality Paints and
Finishes. If he can't

supply you, write toACME
igUAUTYk ACME WHITE LEAD

and COLOR WORKS
Dept X« Detroit. Hlch.

years
"Asbestol"

Gloves and
Mittens have

been the standard
for farmers.

The leather—Eisendrath's
Celebrated Horsehide—used

in "Asfcestol" Gloves, is a secret
processtannage,which retains the

natural softness and adds toughness.
"Asbestol" Gloves and Mittens stand more

hard use than others; dry pliable after
wettingr and washing, fit perfectly, and
cost no more. It pays to wear them
because they are unegualed for
comfort and hard service.
Protect yourself agrainst un

worthy brands by lookingr for
and finding the "Asbestol"
trade-mark on the palm
of all erloves and mit-
tens you bu,y.
If not at your deal*

er3, write us- We
will see that you
are supplied
and send our
vest pocket
memoran*
dumbook
free.

None
^enuioe

without thts
trade-
mark

EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED
HORSE HIDE

EISENDRATH GLOVE COMPANY
Dept- H Chicago
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Use a HERCULES
All-Steel Triple-Power

Stump Puller on
30 Days' Free Trial
Clear up your stumpy fields at our risk now

•with a famous Hercules on 30 days' Free Trial.
Test it on your place at our risk. Pulls stumps
out, roots and all. 4005 strong-er than any
other puller made. Triple power attachment
means one-third greater puU. The only stump
puller gruaranteed for 3 years. Only one with
Double Safety Ratchets. Only one with all

bearings and working parts turned, finished
and machined, reducing friction, increasing
power, making • it extremely light-running.

I Hitch on to any stump
400%

Power JL Stump is Bound

to Come
Also pulls largest-

sized green trees,
hedgerows,
etc. Don't risli

dangerous
and costly
dynamite. It
onl-j shatters

stump and leaves
roots in ground.
Save big money
by getting our

and free trial offer. Also
special proposition to ,

first buyers where we have no agents. Write us a
postal card today. Address

HERCULES MANUFACTURING CO.
178 17th Street, Centerville, Iowa

FREE BOOKS

CENT
SEED
SALE

m f>00 KERNELS OF

FERTILE SEEDS for lOO
1 500 Lettuce 1000 Celery
1000 Onion 1 00 Parsley
1 000 Radish 1 500 Rutabaga

1 00 Tomato 1 000 Carrot
1S00 Turnip 100 Melon
1200 BrilliantFlowerSeeds, 50 sorts

Any one of these packages is worth
the price we ask for the whole
10,000 kernels to start with. It is

merely our way of letting you test

oui' seed— pro^'ing to you how
mighty good they are.

Send 16 cents in stamps to-day and
we will send you this great collection of seeds by
return mail. We'll also mail you absolutely free
our great catalog for 1911— all postpaid.

JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO.,
119 South ath Streat, LaCrosse, Wl».

How Do You Dig Potatoes?
This Digger is as necessary as a cultivator. Don't hold

to old fashioned, expensive ways, when a postal will
bring you the explaining catalogue of the

Farquhar Elevator Digger
This is the successful digger you have
heard about. It means less work,
quicker work, and added profits of
15 cents a bushel. We have a fuUn
line of diggers suitable for any size
field. They make good, are inex-
pensive, and will repay their cost
in one season. At least send for
the catalogue—do that now.

A. B. FarauharCc, Ltd. 4SI
BOX220 York, Pa

"KANT-KLOG"
SPRAYERS
Something New
Gets twice the results—;::j~s--F-

with same laborand fluid. 3rc=^'"
Flat or round, fine or coarse sprays
from same nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc Agents WanteC Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pomp Co. fi'X^rf

Spraying

BEES HOW TO MAKE THEM PAY.
The pleasures, the work and the
profits of bee keeping are fully cov-

ered in *'0leaning3 in Bee Culture." 6 months trial
subscription 25 cents. Write for book on Bees and
free catalog—both free.
THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Box 4T, Medina, Ohio

450,000
aOO Varieties. Also Grapes. Small Fruits, etc Best
rooted stock. Genaine, cheap. 2 sample currants mailed for 10c.
Catalog free. LEWIS BOESCR * SON, Bex E, Fredonla, 5. T.

lAfilllTCn t° become independent farmers inWAn I L.U Eastern North Carolina, "The Nation's
Garden Spot" With our "Club Plan"

yon can secure a fa rm free. C. Van Leuven, Presi-
dent, WHmingrton, N. C.

SenBation—96i bushels per acre. Also SEED
CORN. Samples and catalogue free.

THEO. BURT «. SONS, Melrosa, OhioOATS

mm
START RIGHT WITH GOOD SEED
We know that our seed is EXTRA
GOOD, and supply yearly many of
the largest prowers.
$150.00 TO $300.00 PER ACRE IS

WITHIN YOTJE EEACH
We have an enormous crop of best^
commercial varieties and make
Special Low Price*? on quantity.
Tell lis how many acres you will
plant in Onions and what varie-
ties and we will send samples
and rock bottom prices. Better
write now—it's worth your while.

Also any other seeds yon need.

Henry Field Seed Co.
No. 80 Field Bldg.
SHENANDOAH, lA,

A New Strawberry Culture

WHAT I give here is not theory, but
represents my own experience with
an experimental f eld of strawberries

on my place. I have obtained some of the

finest, largest berries by this method that I

have ever had the pleasure to see and eat.

Some years since, an ordinary tin milk-

strainer got in among my vines and was
unnoticed at the time, but observed later

when cutting oft runners. The sieve cov-

ering the hole in its bottom had been torn

off and the basin, or bowl, of the strainer

was inverted, the larger opening, or rim,

resting upon the ground, while through the

smaller opening a runner plant had found
access and taken root in the soil beneath.

The weather was very dry at the time and
the greater portion of the plants showed
unmistakable signs of drouth, but the plant

growing up through the strainer was much
taller, larger and thriftier in every way than
its neighbors and green as a leek.

This suggested a thought which I at once
put into execution. Having part of a roll

of sheathing-paper at hand, I cut it length-

wise in the center, making two strips, each
eighteen inches wide and about forty feet

long. I then took my shears and, at inter-

vals of eighteen inches along one edge of

each strip, cut semi-circular openings three

inches across and corresponding, so that

when the strips were again placed edge to

edge the openings formed complete circles

three inches in diameter, through the center

of,the strip or completed sheet. I then trans-

planted a number of good plants on an
adjoining clean strip of ground eighteen
inches apart, conforming to the holes in the

paper, and at once pushed each strip, sep-

arately, up to the newly-set row from either

side and pinned them securely to the ground
with wire pins I had previously made. These
were about eight inches long with a loop in

one end to serve as a head.

Berries Fatten, Weeds Wilt

The weather continued dry, the plants so

treated stayed fresh and green and by cold

weather they were taller, broader, better

plants in every way than any of the others

in the field. The next season, these plants

were literally loaded with the finest, largest

berries imaginable. The paper, although
rumpled somewhat by the weather, was still

intact and free from dirt on its upper sur-

face, thus forming a perfect protection to

the berries from any dirt whatsoever. It

also acted as a most excellent mulch, as the
soil underneath, even in driest summer, was
always found cool, moist and loose, although
within four or five inches of the outer edges
of the paper the ground was dry for several

inches down. Except for a few in the

circles, which were easily removed, no weeds
grew, nor could they, with the hea\'y paper
mulch.

I claim for this method that after the
ground has been carefully prepared and set

to plants, a minimum amount of tending is

required. I leave an open strip of ground
eighteen inches wide between the strips of

paper so that the plant rows are about fifty-

four inches apart. This narrow strip of

ground is all that requires cultivation, and
once through with the five-tooth walking
cultivator a couple of times a week in the

•growing season is sufficient.

I have since made other experiments to

provide for the runner plants by making
additional holes at suitable distances in

lines in the paper parallel to the original row
of plants and find I have to a great extent

solved the problem of runner plants being

spaced the proper distance apart, for by
making holes for these extra plants to set

in, I get them where I want them without
subsequent setting or thinning, the only work
being to trim oft' superfluous plants after the

additional holes have all been supplied with

young plants. I am making tests to find

more durable paper, and tests, also, for the

proper colors, as I find the darker shades

of paper attract more heat in the cool earlier

season than lighter kinds. I have also made
tests with concentrated commercial fertili-

zers by soaking the paper to be used with

them, then thoroughly drying it, so that when
put down, the rain would leach much addi-

tional fertility to the roots of the growing
plants. This plan also has proved itself of

real benefit.

Being only in moderate circumstances on
a small farm I haye necessarily been com-
pelled to work on a rather small scale.

Nevertheless, what I have already accom-
plished has convinced me that strawberry

and other fruit culture can be made cheaper

and better by this method than by any exist-

ing culture practised. G. A. Randall.

Burying Berry Trouble
AFTER the black-raspberry bush gets three

or four years old, the wind sways it badly

and much w'ood is broken from the base of

the plant. It is observed also that right at

the surface of the ground a large knot or

bulb forms on the plant and that all new
wood grows from above this enlargement.

To obviate this swaying and loss of canes
we plant the young tip in the bottom of a

furrow about three or four inches below the

surface, and as the plants grow we gradually

fill in during the season so that by fall we
have a level surface around the plant with
the union of wood and root below the ground.

The new wood comes from below the surface

each year and if after several years the

plant should show signs of sprouting higher

up we throw a slight ridge along the row of

plants.

No winds will affect such plants and they

can be of service for many years. Ordinarily,

in windy sections, a patch is ruined in three

or four years. We run the furrow with an
ordinary one-horse shovel plow and set the

plants in the bottom of the furrow. This
applies to all the tip varieties—black or

purple. J. H. Haynes.

A Connecticut reader has a pear-tree, the

fruit of which cracks before ripening. This
is probably scab fungus. Spray with Bor-
deaux mixture or, better yet, with lime-

sulphur solution, just before the blossoms
open and just after petals fall, and again
about two weeks after the blossoms fall.

Better add arsenate of lead or Paris green
to the mixture and get the codling-moth and
other pests at the same shot.

Enemies of the Apple
[continued from page 4]

Fire blight Attacks blossoms or
tender growing tips

and kills entire sea-
son's growth.

Cut out all affected
limbs. Disinfect tools
before making a cut
with 1 part corrosive
sublimate, 1,000 parts
water.

Fruit spot Small spots or specks
appear just under skin
of apple.

Bordeaux mixture
(note rf). Or commer-
cial lime-sulphur, 1

gal. to 30 gal. water.

1st, when petals fall.

2d, 3 weeks later.

Leaf blotch Attacks foliage, causing
brownish-white spots.

Bordeaux mixture
(note rf).

Same time as for
bitter rot.

Leai spot Works on the leaves,
producing numerous
dead spots of a gray-
ish color.

Bordeaux mixture
(note (/) or commer-
cial lime-sulphur, 1 Yi
gal. to 30 gal. water.

1st, just before
flower buds open.
2d and 3d, at inter-

vals of two weeks.

Scab (see
note e)

Attacks leaf and apple.
Appears on the apple
in small, scabby, olive-
black patches.

Commercial lime-sul-
phur, IK gal. to 50
gal. water. Or Bor-
deaux mixture.

1st, before blossoms
open. 2d, when
petals fall. 3d, 3

to 4 weeks later.

4th, 10 weeks after
petals fall.

a—Lime-sulphur: IS lbs. lime, 15 lbs. flowers of sulphur, 50 gaL water. Slake lime
in kettle to a paste, dilute to a thin whitewash, stir in the sulphur and boil one hour,
adding water as it boils down. Dilute to fifty gallons, bring to boil again, strain hot
through screen and apply hot. This solution does not keep. Concentrated commercial
lime-sulphur can be bought, which keeps until diluted for use. Home-made concentrated
lime-sulphur can be made by several formulx, one of which is: 38-40 lbs. lime, 40 lbs.

sulphur, 50 gal. water. Boil forty-five minutes, strain and seal up in barrel until ready to

dilute for use. Dilutions are based on strength as determined by hydrometer.
h—Lime-sulphur, summer strength : 8 lbs. lime, 8 lbs. sulphur, 50 gal. water. Make

as directed rmder a, first formula.
c—Tobacco decoction : 1 lb. tobacco stems to 2 gal. water ; boil.

d—Bordeaux mixture: 5 lbs. copper sulphate, 5 lbs. quicklime (not slaked), SO
gal. water. Dissolve copper sulphate. Slake lime in separate vessel and strain out big
lumps. Pour the two together, mix well, dilute to 50 gal. Use it same day. Don't use
iron or tin vessels for mixing.

e—A treatment of this kind, when arsenate of lead (2 lbs.) is added to the lime-sulphur

or Bordeaux mixture, will control scab, codling-moth and leaf spot.

^ Paint Is Cheaper
Than New

Buildings

You know hov7
quickly a building

tiiat never saw paint

Ul \//// goes to rack and ruin.

\m i \/// ^^'^ boards rot

I W i'//
nails,they

I
|tL^i/WW^v^ crack and warp.

— BEjCZ/tw Only constant re-

pair keeps the build-

ing standing.

An occasional coat of good paint made with

"Dutch Boy Painter"
White Lead

and real linseed oil will save your buildings

and reduce repair, to say nothing of im-
proving the looks of the place.

Decide to use Dutch Boy Painter " White
Lead this spring. It's a mighty grood investment.

JVriu for our "Belpt No. S47," which wilt tell

you why, haw, with what and when -to faint.

National Lead Company
New York Cleveland Chieafo
St. Louis Boston Buffalo

Cincinnati San Frandsco
John T Lewis 4 Bros. Co., Philadelphia
National Lead 4 Oil Co., Pittsburgh

Have you read

Johnfi?
Jane

In the San Joaquin
Valley, California.

A new story by Eleanor
Gates profusely illus-

trated with orig:inal

sketches.

It is an interesting account of how a youne
married couple made their way to a compe-
tency and the ownership of an irrigated farm
in the San JoaQuin Valley of California.

The author of "Cupid the Cowpunch," etc.,
and the owner of "Los Ranches de la Rosas"
knows the Southwest and California. Her
story is a true picture of actual conditions as
they exist in the wonderful valley.

The "land hungry," whether struggling in
town or trying to pay rent where farming
conditions are hard, can profit by reading
"John and Jane."

For a copy. free, drop a postal to

C. L. Seagr.'VVES.
General Colonization Agent, Santa Fe,

2103 Railway Exchange, Chicago

BOYS!
Get This

Air-Rifle
Without Spend-
ing One Cent
The King Air-Rifle is a repeater,

It shoots 150 times without re-

loading. It is strong, durable
and shoots accurately. It

These ''^fcv
cultivates trueness of sight

and evenness of nervefine air-

rifles are
provided
with pistol-
grip, true
sights, and are
so strongly made
that it is almost
impossible for them
to get out of order.

This rifle istiarmless.

It uses no powder
—just air.

Th ere is no
smoke, no
noise. Air is

plentiful
and shot

costs but

10c for

Boys have use for it

every minute—hunt-
ing in the woods, shoot-
ing at targets, drilling
.as soldiers, and innu
merable uses that onlj' boj's
can discover. Every boy
will want one of these rifles,

and this is an unusual oppor-
tunity to get one absolutely
without cost. Get your sub-
scriptions at once and send
your order in early.

Rf^'V'C Send a postal to
* ^ Farm AND Fireside

to-day. Just say you want an .\ir-

Rifie without having to pay one cent.
Thousands of happy boys easily
earned them this way.

1,000.

Write to-day-

Address

FARM AND HRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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Here Is The Harrow
To Use On Your Farm

ACME

'^Becaus© tlie "ACME" Harrow
gives results. It is used for
preparing the soil for all grains

and aKalfa. It Is particularly suc-
cessful because the sharp, sloping

fenives cut through to the under soil,
cutting and slicing trash that has been

' turned under by the plow and leaving it
' buried to fertilize the growing crops. It
can be used on all kinds of land, whether the

soil be heavy or light, preparing a perfect
eeed bed.

Pulverizing; Har*
row. Clod Crusher
and Leveler

cutSv crushesp turns, levels and smoothes tn
one operation, and is the only implement neces-
sary to be used after the plow in completely fit-

ting your soil for the seed. There are no lumps
or air spaces between the furrows. The under
soil is left compacted and the top soil loose. This
conserves the moisture for the growing crops
and will insure you larger yields per acre. The
"ACME" Harrow is made of steel and iron, is
light of draft and easily handled. Sizes from S
to 17i4 feet wide—a size to suit your needs.
Price, the cheapest riding Harrow made. On
a twenty acre field the "ACME" will pay for
itself in one season through increased yield.
Let us send you our booklet and catalog,
"Preparation off the Soil"—FREE. It will
mean money for you. Ask your dealer for
prices, or write to DUANE H. NASH, Inc.,

126 Division St.,

Miillngton, N. J.

General Agents*
JOHN DEKRE PLOW CO.,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Omalia, Neb.

Jjonls, Mo.

We Have Over Fifty Million Erersreens
All hardy ,tested, nursery grown stock, we ship
to ail parts of the world. Large as well as small
trees supplied, $4.50 and up per thousand. Our
prices are lowest of all. Quality the highest*

Hiirs Trees Grow
because they arc hardy and have good roots

You can have a beautiful windbreak, hedge,
shelterbelt or screen with the hardiestof ever-
greens at a very low cost. Our beautiful catalog,
illustrated in colors, is a mine of information on
evergreens, shade, ornamental and fruit trees,
shrubs, roses and vines. Don't buy until you
get free catalog and sheet describing 50 won-
derful bargain lots. Send for them today.
D. Hill Nursery Company, Box233E|Ifnndee, ilUnoIs

Evergreen Specialists

Send a postal to-day for our 100 Page
Beautifully illustrated catalog of genu-

ine seed bargains, mailed FKEE to any address.

URGHIAS' SURE SEEDS
Plants, Shrubs, Vines, Bulbs, Fruit and Fancy
Trees, have been tested for over 25 years; they •are

|

Money Growers, and Mortgage Lifters,
and thebest thatmoney can buy. Write
at once—we can save you money.

$100&& Cash SI^I?

Archias* Seed Store (Corp.)

Bos 32, : : Sedalia, Mo.

THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE OF

MAC^HENFRV <" America. We haveiwmwi IV .IX been making it for over
20 years. Do not buy until you see our new Illus-
trated Catalogue No. I5. Send for it now. It is FREE,

Austin Manufacturing Co., Chicago

Bp r.wh ^ mental Shrubs,

I 11k&U Roses, Bulbs &

Trade Mark-Red Tag Plants
Send for Descriptive Priced Catalog FREE.

600 acres. 13 Greenhouses. Established 1852.

Phoenix Nursery Co.,
Dept. F, Blootnington, Illinois

DRILLING
Machines

Over 70 sizes and styles, for drilling either deep or
shallow wells in any kind of soil or rock. Mounted
on wheels or on sills. With engines or horse powers.
Strong, simple and durable. Any mechanic can
operate them easily. Send for catalog.

WII.LIAMS BROS., Ithaca, Y.

ADMIRAL S*MAN PRESS

BEST SEED VOlkWESy^^^Tehie
*^ A. G. ALDRIDGE, Fisher's, Ontario County, N. Y.

SPRAY YOUR FRUIT TREES
AND VINES

Destroy the fnngi and worms,
and thus be sure of large yields of
' perfect fruit.

Excelsior Spraying
Outfits and

Prepared Mixtures
are used in large orchards
and highly endorsed by suc-

cessful growers. Write for our
money-saving catalog, which also
containsa full treatise on spraying
Fruit and Vegetable crops.
WM. BTAUL SPRArER €0.,

Box 1093 , Quincy, Ok

GARDENING
By T. Greinbr

Some Good Things You Want
Don't forget the "Delicious" squash,

provided you like a dry, mealy, sweet
winter squash that can take the place

of the sweet potato on onr Northern tables.

Even a five-cent seed-packet of it may give
you a dozen hills, eight or ten feet apart each
way, and a full supply of a really enjoyable
vegetable for fall and winter.

Plant a few hills of the Tennessee sweet
potato pumpkin for pies. All large seed
houses catalogue it. It can be grown in the
corn-field if desired.

Of course, you want some good musk-
melons. Nothing better in quality than
Emerald Gem, and it is early, too ; it will

succeed on any warm piece of ground, even
in the northern states. We can also raise

Paul Rose and Gold Coin, both high-qviality

melons, and many others. I would not like

to do without any of these vegetables named,
and give this in answer to questions asked
by a number of readers.

as you would plant potatoes and you will

get flowers in plenty—always supposing,
however, that you have secured good and
well-matured bulbs.

To increase the stock of any one variety,

the most common method is by means of the
little corms, cormlets, or bulblets, that grow
at the base of the large new corm. These
may be taken off in the fall when the big

corms are taken up and stored in paper or

other bags or sacks or boxes, safe from frost,

until spring. Then plant them as you would
peas. They will make large corms and give
bloom the first, or, more likely, the second
season.

If you planted them last year and failed to

make them grow, the most likely cause of

the failure is that the corms were allowed to

dry out too much. We sometimes plant a
row of gladioli for a fringe or border along
the main walk in the vegetable garden, and
they delight the eye of everyone who passes
by their gorgeous coloring.

Why Not Egg-Plants?
A Montana reader wants to raise some egg-

plants and asks when to plant them and how
to take care of them. Our friend lives in

Flathead County, a rather mountainous

For Covering Verandas and
Summer-Houses

A New Mexico reader asks what climbing
rose and other vines wotild be best for

covering a summer-house. For covering ver-

andas, etc., we usually select clematis, some-
times wistaria, and of roses, the Crimson
Rambler. Among the climbers that are avail-

able for this purpose are honeysuckle, Ampel-
opsis and others. Any of these can be used
for covering summer-hovises. My prefer-

ence, for that purpose, however, would be

a thrifty variety of grape-vine, such as Con-

"Fat, Sassy Watermillions Hidin' In the Vines"
Don't Miss Having a Patch This Season

region, and I do not know what kind of a
summer they have there. Egg-plants like

summer heat and rich food. They are high
livers. Yet I have always been able to raise

all the egg-plants I wanted, even here in this

climate of western New York.
The best thing an inexperienced gardener

can do is to secure his plants from a pro-
fessional plant-grower and set them in open
ground after the weather has become warm
and settled, here about June 10th. If the
land is not very rich already, scatter a few
handfuls of poultry-manure or other rich

fine manure around each plant, give clean

cultivation and you will get the eggs all

right.

If you wish to raise your own plants, start

them in March by sowing seed in a flat under
glass, giving it a place where a temperature
ranging between sixty degrees at night and
ninety or so in daytime may be maintained.
After the plants are a couple of inches high,

prick them out and transplant into other flats

or pots, always giving richest fibrous loam
and good heat. The plant, both under glass

and in open ground, has many insect enemies,
the attacks of which may have to be guarded
against by frequent spraying with a com-
bination of either Bordeaux mixture or lime-

sulphur solution with arsenate of lead.

cord, or Worden, or any sort that will do
well in the locality. What a person in New
Mexico would select, is another question.

A Pointed Hoe
NEECING a tool to set strawberry and other

plants, I cut off the back of an old hoe so

that the corners are points. At the shank
it is two and one half inches wide. I have in

mine a short handle. It worked so well that
I cut all our hoes the same way and like

them better. They are lighter, "take" better
and will work closer to small plants.

E. G. Brockway.

Cabbage -Worm an Easy Victim
An Idaho lady reader says she has had no

trouble growing cabbages free from worms,
and cabbages to beat her neighbors, by using
a spoonful of black pepper, or cayenne, or

red pepper in a pail of water, with two
spoonfuls of salt. She sprinkled this over
the cabbages ever week.
The various kinds of pepper have often

been recommended and used as a remedy for

the green worm. So has salt. If you will

spray your cabbages with hot soap-suds with
some salt in it, the worms will be likely to

disappear. I have also used tobacco in

various forms, both dry and in tea form, as

also buhach, solutions of muriate of potash,

lime-sulphur wash, etc., with good efliect.

We might say : "Use any old thing."

Fruit and Vegetable Brevities
B'rance produced only about half as many

bushels of potatoes in 1910 as in 1908 and
1909.

Prof. E. W. Duckwall (chemist) states

in the Canner and Fruit-Dryer that rhubarb,
squash and pumpkins are the most corrosive
products that are put up in tin cans.

The Pure Products Magazine advises the
proprietors of canneries not to be satisfied

with running them during the summer, but
to put up various food specialties during the
rest of the year. J. W.,-Jt!.

Low OneWay
Settlers^ Rates

to many points in

North Dakota
and

Montana
via the

Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway

Dates of sale:

March 14, 21, 28
April 4, 11, 18, 25

Unlimited opportunities in these
states for the business man and farmer.

For exact rates, train service, de-
scriptive literature and other informa-
tion, address

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent, Chicago

CIDER PRESSES
The Original Mt. Gilead Hydraulic Press

produces more cider from less
apples than any other and is a
BIG MOKEY MAKEB. Sizes
10 to 400 barrels daily. Also
cider evaporators, apple-
butter cookers, vinegar
generators, eto.

CATALOGUE FREE.
THE HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO,
126 Lincoln Ave., Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

SEEDS
Two Packets for Trial*

We send two regular sized packets of our superior
Garden Seed, your selection, and our Big 1911
Seed Manual absolutely Free to all new inquiries.
We are anxious to increase our number of customers
and have you become acquainted with our Guaran-
teed Seedsis the reason we make this generous offer.

If you give Our Seeds a trial, we are sure you will
become one of our pleased customers. Write today
for our Big- 1911, 76-page, illustrated Seed Catalog.
A. A. BERRY SEED CO., Box 242, Clarinda, la.

TREES THAT GROW
Apple 4c, Peach 6c, Plum 15o,
Cherry 12c. Best quality,
i arge bearers, grafted
stock, not seedlings.
Concord Grapes, $2.50
per 100. Foresf
Tree Seedlings
tl.25 perl
We pay
freight.

me
,nd ad-

'dresfl for Free
'Z5th Annivcraary

tat-ilogandlistofspe
'cial Anniversary CoUeC'

tions, also FREE packet
Incomparable Lettuce."

German Nurseries,
00X 140, Beatrice, Neb.

MIUUrQnTA FRKE aOO page book compiledminnCOUIH bj- state, aooueate infobma-
TION about PEICE of LANDS in, and prodiiots of,EACH
OOUNTT, 2,000.0(10 ACRES Homestead Lands. Farm
Laborers WANTED. Farms For Eent. Address

STATE BOARD OF IMMIGRATION
Room 226, State Capitol St. Paul, Minn.

Want tl/Ken
Like VOV, Who Want to Make

$3,000 g^a^o^mo^

How Gladioli are Increased
A lover of the gladiolus wants to know

how to treat the little bulbs, of the size of a

pea or hazelnut, that grow at the base of

the big corms, so as to get flowering btilbs.

He broke them off last year and planted
them, separately, but for some reason they
failed to grow.

If you have a good sandy loam that is

well supplied with humus, you will find it as

easy to grow gladioli as any other flower,

and they are as pretty and as satisfactory as

any. All you have to do is to plant them

We need a good live man right now
in your territory to handle real
estate deals for us. No experi-
ence or capital necessary. I will
teach you the Real Estate Busi-
ness. Also Commercial, Law and
Business Methods, then appoint
you representative in your local-

Easy work; large profits. Write for free book.
KOROEiv LaniD & Loam co.,

234 Palace Bldg., Klinneapolis, Minn.

ity.

Be^in with Weil-Bred Seed
Raise it yourself or buy it on the cob „

Then remember that the best-bred corn
can produce only nubbins if it does not
have food. Supplement the clover sod and
barnyard manure with 50 to 100 pounds of

muriate of

and 200 to 300 pounds acid phosphate
per acre, broadcasted before harrowing.

It will pay to also drill in with the
seed 75 to 100 pounds per acre of Kainit
to keep away cut-worms and root-lice.
In this way Potash Pays.

Write us for prices.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Incorporated
Continental Bldg., Baltimore Monadnock Block, Chicago

Whitney Central Bank Bide.. New Orleani
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Higher Cost of Living
Does not Include Fence

Ten years ago it

took 2 bushels of corn
to buy 1 rod of fence. To-

day 1 bushel of corn will buy 2
rods of better fence.

Price Low—Quality Better Than Ever

Within ten years farm prod-
ucts have greatly advanced in

market value while the price of

woven wire fence has been re-

duced. These are the reasons:

Newer and improved methods
of digging the ore, shipping to

the furnaces, melting into steel

and making into finished prod-
ucts are in force. Ten years
ago operations were on a small
scale. Today the plan of oper-

ation is vast. The manufac-
turer is able to deliver the fin-

ished goods quickly, of better

quality and at a lower price.

American fence is made bet-

ter than ever. It is a thorough-
ly galvanized square mesh fence

of weight, strength and dura-

bility. Large wires are used
and the whole fabric is woven
together with the American
hinged joint (patented)—the

most substantial and flexible

union possible. Both wires are

positively locked and firmly held
against side slip and yet are free

to act like a hinge in yielding

to pressure, returning quickly

to place without bending or
injuring the metal.

T)AjilA«*e K v^t*VYArn^1*A Stocks of American Fence are carried in every placeX^CCUiClO l-iVCl WlldC -where farm supplies are sold. The Fence is shipped
to these points in carload lots, thereby securing: the cheapest transportation, and the saving in

freight thus made enables it to be sold at the lowest prices. Look for the American Fence dealer
and get the substantial advantages he is enabled to offer. He is there to serve the purchaser in

person, offer the variety of selection and save the buyer money in many ways.

FRANK BAACKES, Vice-President and General Sales Agent

American Steel & Wire Company
Chicago New York Denver Stm Francisco

Sendfor copy ot "American Fence News" profusely illustrated, devoted to the interests of farmers and
owinghow fence may be employed to enhance theearningpower ofafarm. Furnishedfree upon applicaiion.

Hardy *^Blizzard Belt''
Giant Strawberry Plants
Everybody likes fine strawberries, and to prove that our new
GIANT variety is the larg^est and strongest grower, as well as
the heaviest fruiter, we ofiFertosend you TWO PLANTS (worth
30 cents) absolutely FREE. We have picked la quarts of fine
berries from a test bed grown from but two GIANT plants set
the year before. You can do as well, and at the same time raise
young plants for a new bed. If you care to send lo cents for
mailing expense, we will add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old, and send all to you at proper planting time in the spring.
It will pay you to get acquainted with our "HARDY BLIZZARD
BELT" Trees and Plants. Write to-day and we will reserve the
plants for you and send you our catalog by next mail. Address

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 332 Osag«, Iowa

DO YOU WANT TO EARN
Fifty Fine Assorted POST=CARDS?

Then write to us to day and say that yoii
wish to earn this fine lot of cards. Address

FARM AND
Post'Card Department

FIRESIDE
Springfield. Oliio

ORNAMENTHL FENCE. Cheaper and
far better than wood for Lawns,
Cliurches, Cemeteriea. Also Poul-
try and Farm Pence. Free Catalog.
Write for Special Offer.
FENCE CO., Roi Ml Deoatar. Inl.

Home
Mixed

ilizers
Some day you will want to mix your own

Fertilizers, so as to get them CHEAPER and
BETTER than any other way. You need
my book on Home Mixing, containing

and instructions, as well as other informa-
tion. Send your name and address on
Post Card to

Dr. WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director of Propaganda
71 Nassau Street, New York

NO BRANCH OFFICES

and bis book will be
sent you Entirely Free

Garden and Orchard

Home-Made Miscible Oil

THERE are certain spraying solutions

that will ruin the looks of any dwelling
or painted surface they fall upon. After

spraying a few cherry-trees with the lime,

Bordeaux and arsenic mixture, I found a
newly-painted spring-house a mess of yellow
splashes on three sides, looking for the world
like iron-rust. They remained so. In spray-
ing trees about a dwelling-house, one can
soon ruin a costly job of painting.

But the sprays made up of the miscible
oils will not injure the paint upon either

house or fence, neither will it leave a mark
on the trees and they do not destroy the
spraying utensils as the lime and sulphur
spraying solution does.

A miscible oil is one so made that it will

mix readily with water. You buy the misci-

ble oil by the gallon, already mixed, or 3'ou

can get the formula and make it yourself.

It is usually mixed at the ratio of one gallon
of the miscible oil to fifteen gallons of water.

If used correctly, miscible oil is sure'"death

to the San Jose scale. Some young apple-

trees sent me from an Eastern nursery came
literally alive with this scale. Prior to ship-

ment, nursery stock should be dipped in a

solution of miscible oil prepared as described.

Unless this is done, that nursery soon goes
on the bad books of those who purchase
fruit-trees nearly every year, if not every
year regularly.

Lime-Sulphur and Miscible Oil

The lime-sulphur wash is certainly an
efficient remedy for the San Jose scale,

especially on peach-trees and on other insect

destroyers of this tree, but the miscible-oil

wash is considered by many fruit-growers
equally as effective for peaches and much
more so on old apple-trees, as the ingredients

of the miscible oil are very penetrating.

The mixture of these miscible oils is

usually a secret with the manufacturer, but
the main ingredients are well enough known
to make a very good miscible oil at home.
As the commercial oils are cheap, it may he
just as well to buy them unless you have
a big iron kettle and a thermometer to record
three hundred degrees Fahrenheit. In this

case it is cheapest to make these oils your-
self, although your druggist must be one
trusted to get you the best of ingredients.

I will give a formula used at the experi-
ment station at Storrs, Connecticut : Two
quarts of carbolic acid, crude, liquid, one
hundred per cent. : two and one half quarts
of good quality fish-oil ; one pound of granu-
lated caustic potash. Heat to three hundred
degrees Fahrenheit, remove immediately
from fire and at once stir in three and one
half quarts of kerosene and five quarts of

water. This will make three and one fourth
gallons of the emulsifier, which in turn, will

make nineteen and one half gallons of the
complete miscible, which in turn will make
three hundred and twelve gallons of the
spray.

Mixing and Using

This emulsifier is a clear claret-brown
color and will keep indefinitely. In the mak-
ing of this, use an iron kettle set at a

distance from a building. Stir the acid,

potash and fish-oil well before adding the

fire to kettle, and stir slowly while^ heating

up. Then place a lid with a hole in it, into

which you fix a perforated funnel to hold

thermometer. This thermometer can be held

in the funnel by means of a string. As the

stuff will foam it is best to use a kettle

large enough to be not more than half full

of the boiling ingredients. When the ther-

mometer reaches three hundred remove the

fire and as the stuff" in the kettle cools, add
first the kerosene, next the water. To add
either when the boiled stuff is at high heat

would cause an explosion.

To make the miscible oil, 'yoti use with
eight parts of the emulsifier thirty-five parts

paraffin-oil, five parts rosin-oil and one part

water. These ingredients must be mixed in

a warm room and vigorously stirred. At
first the mixture is thin, but after some
hours becomes thicker and smooth. This is

the miscible oil that when placed in water
turns white and mixes as milk would with it.

I. M. S.

Dwarf Apples Found Wanting
FROM time to time the question of planting

dwarf apple-trees has come up. Such
trees have been used quite freely in Europe
by private growers, and in some places pos-

sibly commercially. Periodically they have
been boomed in this country. When the San
Jose scale scare took hold of our fruit-grow-

ers, their attention was drawn to the dwarf
trees, as more amenable to treatment for

that insect. Then the two New York State

fruit-growers' societies, in conjunction with

the Geneva station, took the bull by the

horns and established three dwarf apple-

orchards in different parts of the state.

After six years of experimentation. Profes-

sor Hedrick, horticulturist of the Geneva
station, who gave the report at the recent

Koche^ter meeting, comes to the conclusion
that the dwarf orchard holds out no promise
of becoming a factor in commercial apple-
growing, though a few trees may be of
service in the suburban home garden.
There are two classes of dwarf apples.

One is top-worked on Paradise stock and
makes a small, bush-like, shallow-rooted tree
that needs good soil and a constant supply of
moisture. Only a limited number of varieties
will succeed on the Paradise stock, and the
experiments with it seem to justify the con-
clusion that this class of dwarf apple-trees
is of comparatively little value for the Amer-
ican fruit-grower. The other class is top-
worked on Doucin stock which is midway
between a true dwarf and a standard tree.

Most varieties of apples succeed on it. This,
then, is the tree for the owner of a suburban
home who has but little room for trees and
wants just a home supply of a number of
varieties of apples.

Early Crop Claims Not Made Good

Trofessor Hedrick finds little in the results

obtained to back up the claiiu of early bear-
ing. In the fifth year the trees on Paradise
stock gave an average of 12.7 apples; the
trees on Doucin stock six apples, the stand-
ards .5 apple. The expectation that we
can get a "profitable crop" the second year
after planting was not realized, and even the
fifth year's crop, as shown, was not large
enough to cut any appreciable figure.

In Europe it is claimed that all orchard
operations such as pruning, thinning, spray-
ing, etc., are mere easily performed on the
dwarfs than on standards. Per contra. Pro-
fessor Hedrick finds that there is more work
in pruning, watching, etc., and that it is

more difficult to give the required thorough
and clean cultivation. The loss from gales
in a windy country, however, is greater
among tall trees than among dwarfs. The
claim of better quality, higher flavor and
higher color has not been upheld by the
results obtained in the three trial orchards.
Altogether, Professor Hedrick thinks that

the dwarf tree, especially on Doucin stock,

is of value only to the amateur who has a

small area and wants a number of varieties.

I may say that I have a half dozen such
trees, now tweniy-one years old, on my
grounds and that in a general way my
experience -with them agrees with the shorter
experience of the Geneva expert. To plant

for home U'se, yes—for business purposes, no.

- T. Greixer.

Simple Spraying Outfit

THE following outfit has proven so prac-

tical in my orchard that I want to give
others a chance at it. Secure a worn-out or

out-of-date grain-drill with good wheels and
have a blacksmith bend the axle (A) as in

illustration, to fit around a fifty-gallon barrel.

The center of the barrel should come a little

in front of the axle ends.

A piece of strong strap-iron or wagon-tire
(B) is then bent to fit around under bottom

of barrel when it is set upright with middle

of Jbarrel about even with axle. At either

enTi of this iron* band hooks are bent to fit

over axle (at XX).
Another piece of strap-iron (C) may be

fastened around the axle in front and bent

around under bottom of barrel allowing it

to project up back of barrel several inches.

It can be riveted to back band (D), as

shown. The shafts extend as shown, and a

piece of buggy-tire (D) is bolted to shafts

and bent around back of barrel to keep
same from tilting backward.

This iron basket as one might call it, with

the wheels, singletree and shafts, forms the

cart. The barrel is placed within the basket

and a good barrel pump, with air chamber
and the necessary accessories, is attached.

Do not buy a cheap pymp. About twenty

feet of .half-inch discharge hose, a ten or

twelve foot extension rod (iron pipe will

do) and a single nozzle completes the outfit.

One man, walking along behind, pumps
and drives and cam furnish sufficient power
for one nozzle, while another man. also

standing on the ground, operates the nozzle.

It is surprising how much spraying can be

done with this simple outfit in a day, as it

can be drawn almost any place, along hill-

sides or under low trees, with one horse. It

is not suited for trees over twenty-five or

thirty feet high. The cost of such an outfit

need not exceed twenty dollars.

David Plank.
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Apple Worms—Keep Out!

How to Guard Your Fruit From Codling-

Moth

THE depredations of the codling-moth in

the apple-orchards of the United States

are notliing less than appalling. So
serious have the devastations of these pests

become- that many states have passed horti-

cultural laws compelling the growers to take

measures in order to hold them in check.

Several states have gone so far as even to

prohibit the sale of wormy apples. The
losses from this insect alone are said to be
greater than those from all other insects

combined. Mr. C. L. Marlatt, of the Bureau
of Entomology, in discussing this loss, says

:

"It has been shown by careful estimates in

various apple-growing states that this insect

may cause a loss of from twenty to forty

per cent, of the fruit which would other-

wise be sound and merchantable. The loss

on the lowest, or twenty per £ent., basis will

amount annually to $11,400,000 in the United
States and this does not include the

expenditures for spraying trees with arsen-

icals which amount to more than $8,600,000
additional, including a total loss chargeable

to the codling-moth of nearly $20,000,000."

This great loss, however, is rapidly being

reduced in the leading fruit sections of the
United States. The growers in these sec-

tions have practically agreed that it is use-

less to try to hold this pest in check without
adopting the latest methods of control.

'

The Four Ages of the Moth

As the system <of control is based on cer-

tain points in the moth's "life cycle"—the

series of transformations the insect goes
through in its development—it will be well

for the grower to become familiar with these

different stages. This will enable him to

make the applications more intelligently. In

the development of the moth we note four
different stages : The larva, the pupa, the
moth and the egg.

Larva stage : The codling-moth passes the
winter in the larval stage. Everybody is no
doubt familiar with the "worm" found in the
apple. This small worm is known, in scien-

tific parlance, as the larva, and it spends
most of its life within the apple. After
becoming full grown in the fall it emerges
from the apple and seeks a secluded spot, in

a crack or a hole in the tree, or in the house
where the apples have been stored. There it

spins its silken cocoon. In the spring the
larva enters the pupa stage.

Pupa stage : The larva is transformed
into a brownish, glossy, legless "worm,"
quite different in appearance from the larva

or common "apple-worm." It rests a little

over two weeks in this condition, when it

emerges as a moth. The moth begins to

appear soon after the blossoms open.

No Race Suicide

Moth stage : These adults are grayish-
brown in color, similar to the bark of the
tree and with wings extended measure about
three fourths of an inch across. The most
characteristic markings are large golden-
brown spots on the outer hind angle of the
front wings. These moths are pretty little

things, surprisingly delicate for insects caus-
ing so much havoc. The moths fly about for

three or four days, and then deposit their

eggs, which are about fifty in number. The
codling-moth, you see, is no believer in race
suicide, though some insect-pests do beat it

as egg-layers.

Egg stage : On examining the leaves or
twigs just before the blossoms open, minute,
pearly-white eggs about the size of pin-

heads may be found. They resemble convex
disks. The eggs are so tiny that it is hard
for the ordinary observer to locate them.
Three or four days later a red ring appears
within the egg, which marks the position of
the embryo. Two or three weeks after the
blossoms open the worms appear. With these
fellows the orchardist is most concerned.

Two Broods to Fight

The grower will be interested in the num-
ber of broods he has to combat. The first

worms, or larvce, as stated above, are hatched
from' the eggs laid on the leaves just before
the blossoms open. These represent the first

brood. The larva on hatching seeks shelter
and the first place that presents itself is the
calyx end of the young apple. The majority
of the first brood enter the apple by that
route. As it only takes on an average fifty

to fifty-seven days for this brood to com-
plete its life cycle and run through the
changes of larva, pupa and egg-laying moth
again, we find" the second brood of larvae

appearing some time in July. These fellows
usually enter the apple from the side. After
this second generation has reached maturity,
the worms spin their cocoons and hibernate
for the winter. Thus we see that the grow-
ers have to contend with only the two gen-
erations, but that is bad enough at the best.

The average life cycle of the moth of the
first or summer brood is about fifty-seven
days. But there, is a wide variation in the

rate of development of the different indi-

viduals, hence the difficulty in keeping them
in check.

The best means of holding the codling-

moth in check is by spraying the fruit with
some arsenical poison, the object, of course,

being to poison the larva before it enters

the fruit. Professor Malander says : "The
most successful method is based on the

theory that if a poison can be introduced into

the calyx of the flower, the worm is killed

when he enters." As the first brood tries to

enter the apple by way of the calyx, it should
be well filled with poison. The leaves and
sides of the apples should also be covered.

Several arsenical sprays are at present
in general usage throughout the country.

Paris green, up to within a few years ago,

was the best known of the arsenical sprays,

but it is being rapidly supplanted by the

several commercial brands of "arsenate of

lead." This material is sold in the form of

a paste and is used in the proportion of two
or three pounds to fifty gallons of water.

. The orchardist may make his own arsenic

poison by mixing the following ingredients :

White arsenic, one pound
;
lime, two pounds

;

water, three gallons. To prepare this solu-

tion the arsenic should be mixed with the

lime white it is slaking and boiled fifteen

minutes. This stock solution should be
diluted at the rate of one half gallon to

fifty gallons of water. Some growers in the

Northwest prefer to add to every fifty gal-

lons of the diluted solution two pounds of

lime, for its white color aids them in deter-

mining how well the spraying has been done.

This preparation is cheaper than the pre-

pared arsenate, but does not stick nearly so

well as the prepared sort.

A Cup of Poison

When should the poison be applied? No
set dates can be given for spraying, as the
time of blooming differs so materially in

different localities and different seasons.

However, since the first generation appear
soon after the blossoms open, and the
majority of the worms enter the fruit by the

calyx, it should be the aim of the first sprayr
ing to fill this cup. The first application then
should be made just after all the blossoms
have fallen, before the calyx cups have
closed. A second spraying about ten days
later finishes the campaign against the first

brood.

Eight to nine weeks after the petals have
fallen, the first application for the second
brood should be made. It sometimes requires

a second application two or three weeks later

to control the second brood, but this is not
usually necessary.

Professor Ball of Utah, who has been
working on the codling-moth question for the

past ten years, has obtained some remarkable
results. He has endeavored to find the
effi-ciency of the first, second and third

application for the first brood. He has been
trying to find whether the third application

is essential for the control of the moth.
His first application was made just before
the blossoms had fallen ; the second ten days
later, and the third fifteen days after that.

His results are shown in the following table :

Times sprayed. 1st 2d 3d
Wormy apples 8 4 3

Worms killed 64 68 69
Per cent, killed 89 94 96

From the above table we can readily see

the importance of making the first applica-
tion when the blossoms fall, for at this time
practically eight ninths of the worms were
killed. The first and second application
killed seventeen eighteenths of the worms,
or ninety-four per cent. When three appli-

cations were made ninety-six per cent, were
killed. This was slightly better than the two
sprayings. Probably not enough difference
was obtained to justify one in making the
third application for the first brood.

Sprayed Well, Pay Well

Some other trees near by were left

unsprayed as a check. These had about nine
times as many wormy apples as those that
received one spraying.

These results show that when the spraying
is thoroughly done and every part of the
trees and buds covered but few of the
codling-moths escape. The grower should
bear in mind the fact that thorough spraying
is the secret of success.

The kind of apparatus used will also deter-
mine to a marked degree the success
obtained. In commercial orchards of any
size, the tower gasolene spray pump should
be used. The tower is quite essential in

aiding to combat the moth, as the operator
can get above the blossoms, thus driving the
spray into the flower more forcibly. For
this brood, the Bordeaux nozzle has the
preference, as it throws a fan-shaped spray.
One hundred pounds pressure should be
kept up, as it takes power to drive the poison
into the calyx. With the later sprayings, a
mist nozzle may be used. This kind of spray
covers the apple more thoroughly.

For small plantations barrel piimps will
do, of course.

A large proportion of the worms may be
killed by placing bands around the trees.

This serves as a check on the spraying.
Fasten strips of burlap about eight inches
wide about the trunks. About every two
weeks the bands are examined and the
worms killed. C. C. Vincent.

"Pittsburgh Perfect"
Wire Fencing is best all through.

The wire is drawn from a special quality of open
THE BEST hearth material—tough, pliable, strong, long lived

WIRE like old-time iron wire. It is the finest fencing
wire possible to manufacture.

Galvanizing Heavily galvanized by our own new and perfect

Perfect process, the wire is positively moisture-proof.
The fact that

All Stay Wires and Line Wires are Electrically Welded
not only eliminates the weakening and

weld

moisture - gathering wraps, clamps
and ties, but practically transforms
the fence into one piece of perfor-
ate^l steel

Sectional view—Amalgamation perfect. No seam

No Waste Wire There is no waste wire to make useless weight

;

instead, heavier wire is used and all the weight
NoWasteWeight is fence. Stay wires being of the same size as

line wires, the

"Pittsburgh Perfect" Fence is the Strongest in the World
EVERY ROD GUARANTEED PERFECT

Catalogue showins 73 different styles and sizes, adapted to every purpose—FIELD,
FARM. RANCH. LAWN, POULTRY-Sent free on request. Sold by dealers everywhere

PITTSBURGH STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Makers of
"Pittsburgh PERFECT" brands of Barbed Wire, bright, annealed

and galvanized Wire, Fence Staples, standard Wire Nails and
'•Pituburgh PERFECT" Fencing.

GASH

OR

CREDIT

Cata-

FREE.

ONLY $10.00,
Cash, balance $5.00 a month,
buys this 3-year guaranteed
Buggy—$33.50 on time pay-
ments or $29.50 cash. We trust
honest people located in all

parts of the World.
Write for free catalogueof Buggies,
Surreys, Phaetons, Spring and Farm
Wagons.

CENTURY MANUFACTURING CO.

Dept 286 EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

PEACH TREES
and save disappointment.

800,000 Peaches 5 to 7 feet 9c. ; 4 to 5 ft. 8c. ; 3 to 4 ft. 6c. ;" 2
to 3 ft. 4c.; 2 to 3 ft. light 3c. 200,000 Apples, 50,000 Fears.
50,000 Plums, lOCOOOCherry, 300,000 Carolina Poplar, and
millions of Grape and Small Fruits. Secure varieties now
pay in Springr. Buy from the man who has the efoodt

Catalogue Free to everybody. Sheerin's Wholesale Nurseries, Dansville, N. Y.

~4

Freight Prepaid
Guaranteed 10 Years

Write today for free trial offer. See how you can
get this big labor-saving farm, machine, freight
prepaid, for 10 days free trial without trouble or
red tape. Sharpen all your farm tools, and if you
send it back I'll pay the return freight too.

Luther Farm Special

Tool Qrinder?S.rSSS
Will Not Draw Temper From Steel

With the Luther Farm Special Grinder there is
no need of cooling with water, or no danger of
drawing temper from steel, because the wheels are

Genuine Carborundum
the most wonderful sharpening substance the
world has ever known. But beware of imitations
with high sounding names. Get the Luther
Grinder with the genuine, ten. year guarantee.
Carborundum wheels.

Write for Free Trial Offer
Answer this advertisement today and get particu-
lars of my free trial ofEer. You'll be under no
obligations. I will also send you the interesting
story of Carborundum. Write today sure.

LUTHER GRINDER CO., C. J.Luther, Prest,
619 Newton St., Milwankee, Wis. 12 MACHINES IN ONE
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^ SURE HATCH
INCUBATOR
Ib made itrictly after the way tho U. S.

Bulletlu No. 3.10 issued by the Agrfcnitare
Department says an incnbator should be
made. When made this way it works
right and gives satisfaction. You want

only the machine
that will hatch the
greatest number of
fertile eggs and do
it with the least

trouble.

^'cgr Senton 30 Daya
Free Trial.
Frei g b t paid.

^ Price lower than
\any other reli-

able incubstor.

Gives a larger per-
cent of hatches
Nthan anyother ma-
chine.You need it

Mosit
Darablft
Machine
BuiU. r

When Uncle Sam puts his approval on a
thing it is safe to accept it as all right. The
Sure Hat-ch has all the requirements for a

good incubator as described on page 20 in

Farmers Bulletin No. 236 issued by Agricul-

tural Dept. at Washington. They are :

''Walls should be of unshrinkable ma-
terial and air tight."

"Should be dead air space between
walls."

"Body should be mounted on strong
legs."

"Top should be smooth; unincum-
bered."

"No machine is complete without
nursery and chick trav."

"Must have double doors perfectly
fitted."

"Beet regulator is double disc.

No other incubator has all these re-

quirements. Sendforourbig FreeBook.

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO..
Dept. 66 Fremont. Neb.

One Gallon of
Oil to a Hatch

-and one filling oi the lamp—and better
hatches. That's because we put lamp under-
neath and because oJ our automatic trip which

cuts down flame when too hot. The

X-RAY INCUBATOR
opens from top, easiest to ventilate and turn eggs In*

See thermometer any tnne through glass panels at top.

Don't buy any incubator or brooder till you get ouy

Interesting Book—Free
Tells some startling facts that you ought to
know about X-Ray Incubatorsand Brooders.
~ sad what many users say. Then decide,

D days trial. Fully guaranteed and freight

paid- Send postal now and ask for
~

2 Book No. 52. Address

X-Ray Incubator Co..

Wayne, Neb*

Qualify Higher- Price Lower

|TrIed and Proren
for 17 Years

Des Holnes Incnbai

We beat them all again. Get
our DIRECT-TO-YOU prop-
osition, low prices, and BIG

^1 on SUCCESSFUL
looubators and firood«ra before you bay
ftuywhere this year—the greatest value
erer offered. Catalt^ FR££—send namA.
If you want • book on "Proper Care of
Chickn, Ducks. Turkeyfl"—Bend 10 cents.

T Co. 61 Second St., Des Uolnes, la.

^102200 120-Egg Incubator
120-Chick Brooder

BiKSest Value Ever Offered
Safest, surest hatcher made. Metal
coTered all around. Self-regrulating.
Big Free Book tells ¥l~v|7 A I Gabout the i'amous M.UE^£^m^tj
Freight prepaid East of the Missouri
River and North of Tenn. Send for
Free Catalogue and bargain offer.

*. W. DILLERCO., Box 31, Frceport, IIU

Poultry-Raising

Keeping the Chicks Alive
COMPLAINTS were general last spring in

our section of Indiana as to the loss of

chicks, both those hatched in incu-

bators as well as under hens. While there
may have been climatic reasons for some of
this loss, we think much of it came from a
want of care. With a reasonable amount of

attention chick losses can be reduced to a
minimum.
One of the first requirements in setting

the hen is a clean vermin-proof nest. A
good plan is to keep a moth-ball constantly
in the nest to ward off this danger.
The chicks should be allowed to remain

under the hen until all are hatched. The
practice of removing them as fast as hatched
is fatal to inore chicks than any one other
cause. They should be left with her till they
are "nest ripe," and anyone familiar with
handling chicks can tell when this occurs
by the actions of the chick.

Before removing them to the coop the hen
should be well fed, for she has been many
hours on her nest. If removed in a hungry
condition, she will be restless and hence
will not brood her chicks properly.

Grubstaking the Youngsters

Little food is required by the chicks the
first day, although stale bread-crumbs may
be given in small amounts. Brooding is more
important than food.

The second day the feed should be one
part hard-boiled egg mixed with three parts

of finely-chopped stale bread, soaked in milk
and pressed dry, given a little at a time
and often.

After the third day crushed wheat, boiled

rice, oat-meal or rolled oats may be added
to the egg and bread, and fed up to the tenth

day, after which corn-meal can be sub-

stituted. When two weeks old whole wheat,

cut bone, mashes of shorts, stale bread or

corn-meal may be fed. Milk or water should
be accessible.

When fully feathered separate the chicks
from the mother. Until they are six weeks
old they should be fed five or six times a
day. After that three times dailj' will

answer. During this time they should be
carefully looked after because there is a

heavy drain on their digestive system to

supply feathers for a covering, as well as

bone, sinew and inuscle.

Early hatched chicks, unless in the hands
of an expert, seldom prove a success. The
first eggs laid in spring are not as often

fertile as those later on and the loss in

hatching is not only great, but the resulting

chicks are not robust. If the hens that

produce early layings have not been laying

much through the winter, as is so often the

case in farm flocks, they will not have
recuperated from their winter's idleness and
their progeny will lack vigor. Hens set

between the middle of April and middle of

WYOMING SHOVELS
Just one look tells you that WYOMING
SHOVELS will give that long, satisfactory

service you have been looking for.

They are made to stand the gaff. Their blades

are made of crucible steel—they seldom need grind-

ing. Their strong ash handles defy the most severe

strain you are apt to put upon them.

If you want to accomplish twice the work in_a

given time, and save the money usually lost in

buying inferior grades, use WYOMING SHOVELS.
Your money invested in them will be

well spent. Get a WYOMING SHOVEL
to-day and prove its worth for yourself.

All varieties of shapes. Every one fully

guaranteed. Write for our Free Booklet
" Calling a Spade a Spade." At your

dealers, or conveniently supplied.

WYOMING SHOVELWORKS
Wyoming, Pa.

well seasoned,
ash handle^

ThePETTEBONE
VPatenrProlEcted

I
BackStrap

Rivets and
Bach Strap
below the line

///
oj wear.

Blaxles maile of

Standardgraxk

CRUCIBLE Sm.

INCUBATOR
IViany Superior Points

Write TODAY
for our
FREE

CATALOGUE

Requires 1 filling of tank— I gallon of
of oil for entire hatch — Central heat

gives equal radiation —Eggs always in sight

—

Turn eggs without removing nest shaped tray.
Numberless testimonials prove Rayo is the

best incubator on the market. Tells of 99 '« hatches.
Saves Yi Cost of Hatch—Requires Yz the Work
to operate. Built on simple, common sense princi-

ples. We pay the freight. 70 day trial. Our iron-

clad guarantee backs our claims. Write today for

our free catalogue. A postal will bring it.

RAYO INCUBATOR CO., Fife St., St. Blair, Nebr.
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May will, as a rule, give best results, in

numbers and strength of chicks.

My own experience has been that the best
way to produce strong healthy chicks is to

select good two-year-old hens and mate them
with a healthy year-old male, allowing eight
or ten hens to one male. J. H. Haynes.

Dangers of Close Cooping
MANY times I have been asked at farmers'

institutes what I thought about the sys-

tem of raising the chicks to maturity in

coops, and keeping them in these coops in

small numbers their first year or as long as

they are kept.

I have experimented a whole lot along

this line and have found that chicks hatched
in incubators, chicks raised in heated brood-

ers and fowls confined to coops are the first

to develop tuberculosis and diphtheritic dis-

eases. The conditions are not natural, but

are just right for developing these diseases

in their most virulent form and bringing

disaster and ruin to poultry-raisers. I have
long been well satisfied that the germs of

these destructive diseases lurk in the eggs

of fowls confined and bred in coops, and
for that reason would never purchase eggs

for hatching from such fowls. Many a costly

plant has been infected by these diseases

introduced through eggs from such fowls

and developed by the conditions prevailing

in such plants. Fred Grundy.

Poultry-Watering Device

A USEFUL improvement of the "inverted

pail" poultry fountain is described in a

letter from Mr. Newton Gilson, a Farm and
Fireside subscriber at Sparta, Wisconsin.

He says

:

I have used this

fountain s e v e r^ 1

winters with good
satisfaction. It is

made from a straight-
sided one-gallon pail

(A). If the pail has
a rim around the
top, melt that oft".

Punch two small
holes (B)—an eight-
penny nail makes a
good-sized hole—two
inches apart on one

side an inch fr«m the top. Then get a tin
pan (C) about one inch and a quarter deep
and two inches wider across than the pail.
Make a shelf for the fountain between two

studdings, projecting out the width of the
pan. Drive two nails into the wall over the
edge of the pan to keep it from tipping.
Also nail a wire across between the stud-
dings to slip over the top of the pail and
hold it in place.
To fill the fountain, take out the pail, turn

it right side up and fill it up to the holes (B).
Put the pan over the pail. Place one hand
over the pan and the other under the pail,
and invert it quickly, holding the pan under
it. Set the whole thing back on the shelf.
The pan will fill until the water covers the
holes, but no farther. When the water gets
below the holes, more gushes out until the
holes are covered again. The apparatus
works on the same principle as the poultry
fountains quite commonly seen in stores.
Push the pail to the back of the pan so

the chickens will have a clear two inches at
front of pan from which to drink.
The advantages of this fountain are that

it keeps water warm longer than a trough,
and much cleaner. If it happens to freeze,
it is easy to turn it upright and loosen the
ice by thumping it against the wall, for the
sides of the pail are naturally elastic when
the rim is off.

I have two of these fountains for each
fifty hens, one for milk and one for water,
and they give good satisfaction.

Gritty Bits
Don't set eggs that are not fertile and

then blame the incubator.

You want eggs next December, sure. Then
start your hatches now. Chicks you get in

April are the ones that will put the eggs
in your basket next winter.

We worked up quite a trade one year with
ducks' eggs, and the funny part of it was
that it was mostly among people who had
lived in Germany. Wonder why that is ?

Incubators are fine, but worry along with-

out one till you can pay for it. Debt is such
a load to carry. Better do most any way
for a while than to weigh yourself down with
worry over promises to pay.

I have seen folks throw good, clean feed
right down into a six-inch layer of dirty lit-

ter on the floor of their hen-houses, and
expect the hens to dig it out. Inviting pros-

pect, isn't it? Men and brethren, that's no
way to use a hen. Clean litter or none

—

that's a good rule to go hy. In fact, set the

table for your hens just as clean as you
would like yours to be.

Don't waste your time and patience setting

hens that won't stick to their jobs. If there

is anything that makes me tired, it is to

have a hen stay on the nest just long enough
to spoil a lot of nice eggs and then skip the

coop, saying, "I'll see you later." Makes me
mad enough to see her with a good, sharp-

edged ax in my right hand and a pair of legs

in my left. E. L. Vin'CE.\t.

A Business
Worthy of Your
Best Efforts

Many of the best and strong'

est men of the country
are going into poulti'y

because of the fine

opportunity it affords
to make money. They
are adopting the

Incubator
way— making I
the poultry 1
business a
REAt busl- (

;. ^

ness. I want V
to send you \^
my book and
tell you more
about "the
Queen Incubator
way" of making
more money.
My poultry-loving friends, I believe I can
convince j'ou that it is the l/vesJ bMsimss
you can go into. I will not only convince
you, but I'll make you the most liberal
oflfer you ever had in the way of starting
up. It is not play, but money makinR,
that I and my 61,000 friends are engaged in
a business worthy the best energies of

the best men and women. I have a fine

free book—a poultry educator—to hQlp me
tell the story. You need it. Writs fiie.

WICKSTRUM, QUEEN INCUBATOR MAN
Box 57, UNCOLIf. NEB.

Johnson Gets
Only 7 Percent
Profit on 100,000

Old Trustys
Johnson says tell you to sure

send your name this time for his 1911 price

—

less than SIO for Old Trusty, freight prepaid
(East of Rockies)—based on 100,000 capacity
and only 1% profit.

My 1911 Book Tells You
Take 30. 60 or 90 days' trial. Remember Johnson's

10-year guarantee on Old Trapty. Covered with asbes-
tosandagalncovered with """

'
"

handsome sheet metal.
80% or better hatches guar-
anteed. Simple and sure.

Send Name
My big 1911 book has hun-
dreds of photos. Every
pagre a poultry Bermoa.
"Write postal to

M. M. JOHNSON
Clay Center. Nebraska

the FrelBht
Eaatof Rocides

GET OUR LOW!B C on fIr<l-cl«» INCUBA-rm\^K TORS a. BROODERS. I

a-HATCH FBEE OFFEB on our HEW NOl
JUOISTURE OEM. Greatest Incubator In-|
.Vention Ever Made. No Guess Work. Nol

,
Worry. Thousands in use. Everybody Freignt I

succeeds. At dealers or send for free book. Faid.
|_

GEM INCUBATOR CO., Box 35 Trotwood. 0>>

Best Birds, Best Eggs,
Lowest Prices t^riJful
pnre-bred Cbicbens, Dacts, Geeso and Turkeys.
I-nrgest Poultry Farm in the world. Fowls, Eggs

and Incu^jators at lowest prices. Send for big book,
Touitry for Profit.

'

' Tells how to raise poultry and
run Incutiators successfully. Send 10c for postage.

J. W. MILLER CO., Box 203, Froepori, III.

M Best Paying VarietiesK^'s^
Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Eggs, Doge
and Incubators. All at Low Prices.

Bend 4c. for my Book which gives reliable
Information worth many dollars to you
W. A. WEBER, Box 936. Mankato, Minn.

FIFTY VAKIETIES pure bred chickens, ducks,
geese, and turkeys. Northern raised, hardy and fide

in plumage. Prize-winners at the world's largest
shows. Lnweat prices on stock and eggs. Incu-
Itators, Brooders, and Poultry Supplies. Large Illus-

trated CatalO(^ue mailed for 4 cents.

C. M. ATWOOU, Uox 21, Uundee, 3I1ud.

A? P M T e SECTJHED OB FEB
Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
yiOTOK J. EVANS A: CO.. WASHIAGTON. D. C.

P

WE SELL
GUNS AND TRAPS
AT LOW PRICES

WE BUY
FURS AND HIDES .
PAY HIGH PRICES

Send for catalog No. 27. TKOKTUWESTERN
HII»E AND FCK COMPANT, MhinenpolU. Minn.

AGENTS WANTED Men or Women to
sell Consumers. Big

Profits. Groceries. Coffees, Teas. Extracts, Perfumes, Soaps, ate.
With or without premiums. Write for catalogue A.

Bushway Flavoring Extract Co.. 961 N. Water St., Decatur, HI.

PFILE'S 6S VARIETIES
Land and Water Fowia. Fnrm-r.Ti.ied stock,
xvith Eggs in fieasou. Send 2 cenla for my
valuable illustrated descriptive Poultry Book
forJ911. Write today.

Box 627,HENRY PFILE, FREEPORT, ILL.

«1IADBIirTIPC Poultr.v. Pigeons. Ducks, Geese,VHnBC I ILO Turkeys.Guiiieos. Incubators, Dogs.
Catalogue 2 cents. MlSS«n KI SQUAB CO., St. Louis

WANTED!! YOUNG I^IENI! RAILROAD!!
Steam and Electric Tr»in Serrice. i6& to |1W per month. Big
dcm:iQd. AU roads. Hundreds put to work. Expcricuce ou-

necc'snry, InstructionB by jnail. Five buadred more wmted.

RAILWAY a I. No, 36, IKDIASAPOLIS, ^DIANA

LEARN JEWELERS' ENCRAVING
A hiirh Lul.-iritii and easily learned trade, tauglit IhotougLly byTnail. We wHI
i^Ti.'-.' the beirinner Letter engraving than can pain in years of rigjcl appren*
tiot-aliip. \Ve wiU also improve tbc slcill of ^nj engrave; ^end for ou/ catfttog'

Tbe FD^ra^ing- ffehooli 25 Page BIdg., Michlgai) Are.. CfaicB^Oi III
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EDWARDS INTERLOCKING

"RED" STEEL SHINGLES
Lasts a Lifetime

They are stamped
in best Bessemer
Steel and come in

sheets 5 to 12 feet
lonfr and 24 inches
wide, either painted
or galvanized, Will
not rust or corrode.
The nails are coveredBKmM^HH^HBaaM
by our patent interlocking feature which pre-
vents leaking, etc.

Reo Steel Shingles are easily put on any roof.

Hammer and nails only tools needed.

SIOTbOO Guarantee Bond
Perfect protection against fire, and are abso-

lutely guaranteed by us in a $10,000 bond as proof
against lightning.
Will outwear wood or composition roofs and

cannot be distinguished from best cut wood or
slate shingles.

Get Manufacturer's Bargain Prices

We are largest manufacturers of all kinds of
iron and steel roofing and can quote you lowest
prices.

Send for Our Free Catalog No. 358

It contains valuable information you should
have before you put on that roof. Send dimen-
sions of your building and we will Quote cost of
a Reo Steel Shingle roof delivered to your rail-

road station.
We want one representative in every commu-

nity to demonstrate and take orders for Edwards
Interlocking Reo Steel Shingles. Write us to-

day—now ! (40)

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
308-358 Lock Street. CINCINNATI, OHIO

ANNOUNCEMENT
Farm and Fireside's

1911 Premium Catalogue
All Ready for Distribution

We want every Fabm and Fireside reader
to have a copy of our big catalogue. It is

brimful of useful necessities, amusing games
and toys, instructive books—in fact, there ia
sojaething for every member of the family,
young and old.

Write To-day for This Book
Get started early. Send for a copy of this

catalogue, containing the newest and most
desirable assortment ofjiovelties to be found
in the eastern market. Not an article in the
whole lot that is not of high quality and
guaranteed by us to give service and satis-
faction.

Simple, self-regulating, complete.
'Guaranteed to hatch every hatchable
egg. Sold on 40 days trial with money
back in case of failure. 150,000 in use.

If your dealer doesn't keep them write to us. We'll send
you our catalogue and two books, "Making Money the
Buckeye Way" and "51 Chicks from 50 Eggs," Free.
THE BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO.j 573 W. Euclid Avenue, Springfield, Ohio.

Builders of Buckeye Portable Poultry Houses
Sold Cheaper Than You Can Build Them.

EC EGO inCUBATORDATU
JJ CHICK BROODERDUin

Largest capacity, highest efflol- FAD
enoy Incubator ever sold for so low wH
a price. Made of special heat and ^t<tf <f OC
cold resisting material with hnn- f Tf

drede of dead air ce Us,*C I I ^^mi
coppertank, hot water | |
heat. Order now—"Buy hmh

Back Guarantee' protects you,
or send for ' 'Froi^reesIve Method"
-tehs all about It- FREE.

Progressive Incubator Co., Racine, Wis.

Q. 0. Wheeler, Mgr. Boi 142.

FREE-PoultpyGuidc
/"Profitable Poultry Raising." 212 large pages,

Illustrated. Practical guide to the most profits,
It also telle why you'll succeed the best with ™

"^^r B^l C3dL Incubatorsw ^Smm ^ and Brooders
The non-moisture, dependable, continuous hatchers
—guaranteed. Write for the free book NOW,
Cyphers Incubator Co. Dept. 72 Buffalo. N.Y.

New Yoik City CbloBgo,IU. EassoB Clty.Mo.
Boston, Mftao. 2000 Selilng Aseato Oakland, CaL

Poultrij
Branch of Farmim

t Paying

The 1911 catalog by Robert H. Essex, W

poultry and incubator expert,
y

will start you right. Improved incu- i

bators and brooders. Read '* Wliy
|

Some Succeed "Where others Pail." 1

ROBERT ESSEX INCUBATOR CO.
j

83 Henry St.. Buffalo, N. Y. *^ OFQMt,IT* \

140 EGG INCUBATOR
"Schick BROODER
The incubator is Bothi
California Red- Forwood, covered

FreighiPald \ ^ with asbestos and galvanized
East of iron; has triple walls, copper tank;

the Bockiea Jjl nursery; egg tester, thermometer, ready
tonse. 30 Days' Trial— money back

I if not O. K. 'Write for Free Catalog today.

I Ironclad Incubator Co,. Dept. 49 Racine.Wis.

Greider's Fine Catalogue
of pure bred poultry, for 1911, over 200

pages, 57 colored pictures of fowls, calen-
dartor each month, illustrations, descrip-
tions, photos, incubators, brooders, and
all details concerning the business, where
and how to buy fine poultry, eggs for
hatching, supplies, etc., at lowest cost.

Send 15c. B. H. BllHDER. Box 62. Rheems. P«.

WE PAY $80 A MONTH SALARY
and ffurnish rig and all expenses <o inlroduce poultry
and stock powders; new plan; steady work. Address
BIQLER COMPANY, X403; SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on

and Almanac for 1911 has 224 pages with many
colored plates of fowls tree to life. It tells all

about chickens, their prices, theircare, diseas-
es and remedies. All about Incubators* their
prices and their operation. All about poultry
houses and how to build them. It'san encyclo-
pedia of chickendom. Von need it. Only 15o.
C. C. SHOEMAKEIi, Box 362. Freepoi t, 111.

Poultry-Raising

Fine Quarters Don't Make Fine

Birds

THE question as to what can be done in

poultry-keeping is an old one, and it is

usually answered by detailing the "sys-

tem"—inclusive of kind of shelters, method
of feeding, etc.—that is deemed necessary

to success. But a more important question,

for the average farmer, is what can be done
without the elaborate equipment of any pre-

scribed "system" where one has to depend
more or less upon improvised shelters lack-

ing in almost all the features that modern
poultry-keeping demands. For there are

comparatively few who would feel like get-

ting new equipment while they already have
buildings which, even though ill-adapted,

might be made to answer the purpose.

I shall try to answer this question by
stating, briefly, what we have done with
poultry here on Prudence Island and by
quoting a few figures from our books. And
let me say right here that it is impossible

to do any really good poultry business with-

out keeping accounts ;
for, otherwise, the

profit is wholly a matter of estimate con-

stantly leading to wrong conclusions.

Fitting Ourselves to Circumstances

The first thing to decide about poultry-

keeping is whether eggs or table fowls shall

be the main issue. In our case, our near-

ness to a market where there is always a

strong demand for fresh eggs at high prices

decided us to make egg-production our chief

aim. For this purpose we chose the Leg-
horns. They have proved good, all-the-year-

'round birds and it has been our experience

that they lay fully as well in winter as

those breeds commonly believed to be more
hardy. Within reasonable limits, the pro-

duction of eggs depends more upon care and
management than upon breed

;
but, neverthe-

less, the non-sitting breeds are always to be

preferred where eggs alone are the object.

We keep no hen more than two years and
we keep cocks only with our breeding flocks.

The farm, „as we bought it, contained a
greater number of buildings of various kinds
than most farms possess ; but there were
only two poultry-hotises intended, respect-

Houses Covered With Building-Paper

Gave Good Service at First

ively, for one hundred and two hundred
hens. We proceeded, however, to partition

oft" in the other buildings all the space that

could be spared for poultry. We used for

these partitions a framework of narrow
strips of boards and sometimes poles cut in

the woods, across which we stretched old

grain bags. This made an exceedingly inex-

pensive wall and, for an interior partition,

as tight and warm as one made of boards.

Covered with whitewash or cold-water paint

it was even tighter, but we rarely found
this necessary.

The objection has sometimes been made
that partitioning ofl: a part of a building

for hens is dangerous on account of infecting

the rest of the building with lice. We man-
age to keep the lice down throughout every

part of our poultry-plant, so that trouble

does not have to be reckoned with. One of

the most important rules in poultry-keeping

is that whatever measures ai-e used for the

prevention of lice it must be applied with

clock-like regularity ; and this, too, whether
such prevention is apparently needed or not.

A well-managed poultry-house is always
practi'cally free from vermin.

How We Manage Our Flocks

We prefer flocks of twenty to twenty-five

hens, but owing to dift'erences in the build-

ings it was often impossible to arrange this,

as some of our flocks were larger
;
sixty was

the largest. But, though we have since

begun to build new houses of the size we
prefer, in no case have the poultry done
better in the new than in the old.

The interior arrangement of the com-
partments necessarily varied as much as did

their size, but in certain respects they were
alike. We always placed the perches in the

rear and in front of them had a curtain,

made of old grain bags, which was always
let down at night in cold weather. In the

front part we keep, in summer, clean sand
and in winter a layer of litter above it for

the hens to scratch in. The walls, nests and
perches are kept clean by occasional white-

washings. A few cracker-boxes suit the

hens for nests just as well as anything else,

and what is equally to the purpose, the eggs

that are laid in them sell for just as much
money.
Now it will be seen that the essential

requirements of good poultry management
can be carried out in rough and improvised
quarters as well as in houses built for the

purpose. It cannot be said that they are,

literally, just as good, for the rough walls

are harder to whitewash and in several cases

we could not get as much light as we wanted.
In our chicken-raising—for we raise all

the pullets with which we replace the two-
year-olds—we have followed equally inex-
pensive and what I have no doubt many
would consider primitive methods. But we
raise the chickens. Most of our brooders
are home-made and during the first two
years all our chicken-runs were covered
with second-hand fish netting of which we
had an opportunity to buy a large quantity

for a mere trifle. It was unfit for further

use in the water, but was sound enough for

the use to which we put it.

No" Secret—Just Sense

For the details of management, we claim
no special "secret" of success, beyond the

fact that our po^iltry is carefully looked

Stone Poultry-House—a Paying Ornament
to the Writer's Farm

after, fed according to our best judgment
and their quarters kept clean and free from
vermin.

Comparatively few people realize, I think,

that poultry is exactly like other stock in

regard to the equipment essential for keeping
it. Many a farmer who would prefer an
up-to-date, modernly equipped cattle barn is

constrained to keep his cows in old-fashioned
and not over-convenient quarters and yet,

by taking proper care of them, gets an
equally good result. It is the same with
poultry. Make their quarters warm and
comfortable and take good care of them and-

they will do just as well as in more elegant

surroundings.
Last year our hens, seven hundred in num-

ber, paid us a net profit of $868.11, or about
$1.24 per hen. The year before five hundred
and eighty hens paid a net profit of $742.44,
or about $1.28 per hen. These figures are
fairly representative, though we have some-
times done better and sometimes not so well.

They show, I think, what any farmer can do
with only the equipment that is already on
his farm, if he makes the best of his

opportunitiesT

The accompanying photographs show types

of new houses that we have built and found
successful. In these buildings we allow five

square feet of floor space to each hen, which
our experience has proved to be about what
is needed. David Buffum.

Digging asphalt from Trinidad Lake

A roof is only as good
as its waterproofing.
Knowing this, will you buy

the covering for yotcr roof on
its "looks" alone, and not
know what it is made of?

the Trinidad-Lake-Asphalt Roofing

is waterproofed entirely with nat-
ural asphah. In Trinidad Lake
this asphalt has resisted blazing
sun and terrific storms for hun-
dreds of years. It has natural oils
that give it lastingf life in a roof
despite the buffeting of rain, snow,
sun, wind, heat, cold, and fire.

Man has tried to make lasting
waterproofers—and always failed.

Ordinary ready roofings show you
what happens. They are made
of mysterious "compositions" or
coal tar; and they soon crack,
break, leak, and go to pieces.
Yet as for looks, they are mighty
good imitations.

The life and backbone of Genasco is

Trinidad Lake Asphalt—the natural
everlasting waterproofer—and that
makes Genasco last.

Genasco is made with mineral and
smooth surfaces. Guaranteed, of course.

The Kant-leak Kleet waterproofs the
seams of roofing thoroughly without the
use of smeary unsightly cement, avoids
nail-leaks, and gives the roof an attrac-
tive appearance.

Ask your dealer for Genasco Roofing, with
Kant-leak Kleets packed in the roll. Write us
for the Good Roof Guide Book and samples.

The Barber Asphalt
Paving Company

LaigeBfc producers of asphalt, and largest

manufacturers of ready loo&sg in the world.

Philadelphia

New York San Francisco Chicago

Cross-section Genasco Stone-surface Roofing
Gravel
Trinidad Lake Asphalt
Asphalt-saturated Wool Felt
Trinidad Lake Asphalt
Asphalt-saturated Wool Felt

— — - —ii,

MONEY IN POULTRY AND SQUABS
FOY*S BIG BOOK tells how to start small and
grow big Describes World's Largest Pure
bred Poultry Farm; gives great mass of poultry
information. Lowest prices on fowls, eggs,
cubators and brooders. Mailed 4c. in stamps.
F. FOY - BOX 10 - DE5 MOINES. IOWA

Big News for ^^Jf;;
The famous Belle City Incubator, price only $7.55

winsANOTHER World's Championship making it the
Doable World's Champion. It won the "Tycos" Cap
Contest over machines selling from 2 to 5 times as much.
And the winner raised over 9 7 per cent of the chicks.

Hatching Facts" FREE telling all about this

and the other world's championship.

Write today—or if in a harry, order direct from this ad—hun-
dreds ofothers do. Pll send book too. Read remarkable offer
below. J. V. ROHAN, President Belle City Incubator Co.

Buys the
BestM

Incubator l^^s^
$4.85 Buys the Best Brooder

Both Incubator and Brooder. Ordered Togetlier, Cost~ But $11.50—Freigitt Prepaid (East of Rockies)
Our Belle City Incubator will hatch more chicks, under

the same conditions, than any other incubator, else your money
will be refunded. This I guarantee. It has double walls and.
dead-air space all over, copper tank and boiler, hot water
heat. The best self-regulator, deep nursery, strong egg tray,

high leg's, double door. "Tycos" thermometer, egg tester and safety lamp included.

The Belle CityBrooder is the only brooder having-
double walls and dead air space. I guarantee it to raise

more chicks than any other brooder made. Hot-water,
top heat, wire yard, platform and safety lamp.
AComplete Hatching Outfit for Only$ 1 1.50
No machines at any price are better—75,000 in use.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Write for book. "Hatching
Facts" today, or send the price now and save waiting.

J. V. ROHAN. Pres.
140-Chick Brooder Belle City Incubator Co., Box 100 , Racine, Wis.

125 Egg Incubator and Brooder For*' ^
Why pay more than our price ? If ordered together we send W9

both machines for SIO.OO, and pay all the freight charges.
Hot water, double walls, dead-air space between, double glass doors, copper
tanks and boilers, self-regulating. Nursery underneath the egg-tray. Both,
Incubator and Brooder shipped complete, with thermometers, lamps, egg-
testers—all ready to use when you receive them. All machines guaranteed.

,

Incubators are hniahed in natural colors showing the high grade lumber
used—nopaint to cover inferior material. If you will compare our machines with others offered at anywhere
near our price, we will feel sure of your order. Don't buy until you do this—you'll save money. It pays to in-
vestigate the*'Wisconsin"beforo you buy. Send for the free catalog today, or send in your order and save time.

WISCONSIN INCUBATOR CO., Box 88, Racine, Wis.
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TRIPLE ASPHALT-COATED. MICA-PLATED

9

Makes good in any climate. It is used successfully on all kinds of buildings
in every state in the Union and under the most trying conditions. Snow, ice, and
sleet or the hot summer's sun have no effect on it. It is just the thing for farm
buildings. Cannot rust, rot, or blow off. Makes a neat, fine appearing roof.

CAL-VA-NITE is made up of heavy wool felt—triple-

coated on both sides with pure mineral asphalt, and finally fin-

ished with a heavy "armor plating" of flaked mica. It needs
no painting—there's no after expense.

Water-proofed with mineral asphalt, and weather-proofed
with a perfect insulation of flaked mica, it is little rronder
that CAL-VA-NITE gives such satisfaction in all climates.

GAL-VA-NITE comes in rolls, ready to put on. No
hard work or skilled labor required. Each roll contains nails,

lap cement, and full directions for laying.

Get CAL-VA-NITE from your lumber dealer. U he
hasn't a stock of it, he can get you some mighty quick, if you
will \irrite us. Look for the sign "Ford's Caiva Knight."

Ask our nearest office for "The Inside Of An —
Outside Proposition."

/^©l^eO*

FORD MFG. COMPANY
ST. PAUL CHICAGO ST. LOUIS

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We will ship you a

'GRANGER" BICYCLE
on approval, freight
prepaid to any place in

the United States wUkoiit a cent deposit in advance^ and allow ten days free trial
from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in every way and is not all or more
than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get anywhere else regardless of
price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keep it, ship it back to us at our
expense for freight and you will not be out one cent.

I nW FflPTHBY PPIPFQ ^^e sell the highest grade bicyclesdirectfromfactory
LUtf rHUIUnl rniuCu to rider at lower prices than any other house. We
save you SIO to S25 middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Highest grade models with
Puncture-Proof tires.Imported BoUer chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap
mail order bicycles; also reliabl medium grade models at unheard of low prices,
ninrn AOCUTC UfA UTCII each town and district to ride and exhibit a sample 1911
KlULn llUL,llld WMra I LU 'Rnneer'' Bicycle furnished by us. Tou will be
astonished at the u-ondeyfuUy^low pnces and the liberal propositions and special offer we will give
on the first ]9H sample going to your lovm. Write at once for our spe^-ial offer.

DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at any j)ric^ until yon receive our
catalogrue and learn our low prices and liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS* you can sell our bicycles
under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.
SECOND HAND BICYCL.ES—a limited number taken in trade bv our Chicago retail stores will be
closed out at once, at $3 to 88 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TinrQ PflAQTPD DDAIfC ^^'^^ wheels, innertubes. lam ps, cvclomet^rs, parts, repairs
I inCO^ UUnd I Ull DnHflC and everything in the bicycle line at half asnal prices.

DO NOT WAIT but write to-day for our Large Catalogue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of
interesting matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write It now,

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. D-83 CHICAGO, ILL.

DWIGGINS
Wire Fences

CHEAPER
THAN WOOD

Superior Galvanizing, Farm Fences, G-ates and Arches
of all kinds. Superior workmanship. Catalogs sent free

Dwifgins Wire Fence Co.* 211 Dwiggins Ave., Anderson. ind.

Farm Fence and Gates
Send for prices with
manufacturers* dis-|

counts on poultry,
and farm hardwire
fence. Beat of gal-j
vanizing. Great;
strength—long ser-
vice. Write today.
The \y»ri Fene* Co..

Box 863,Deflatar,Ind.

Green Bone and Egg-Making

SOME time ago we asked for the experi-

ences of our readers with green-cut and
dry-ground bone as a poultry-feed. The

former got the vote of everyone who wrote
to us. We publish several of the letters

received on the subject, below. They not
only give good evidence in the matter of
cut-bone feeding, but also very useful inci-

dental feeding hints drawn from actual every-

day practice.

Mrs. M. G. Adams writes from Texas

:

There is no comparison between green-cut
bone and dry-ground bone as a food for
poultry. Dry-ground bone contains only
mineral elements, principally lime and mag-
nesia. Green bone contains all those min-
eral elements together with the bone serum
or blood, marrow, cartilage and bone cover-
ing, all animal elements, in extract form, so
to speak, and it also has the advantage of
containing a certain per cent, of meat that
the butcher's knife cannot get, especially
back or neck bones.

I never had better results with any poul-
try-food I have tried than with green-cut
bone. I bought a dozen hens from a party
who sold them because "they would not lay."

They were fat, but molting and sluggish. I

gave them green-cut bone every day and by
the tenth day all had sleek glossy' coats, red
combs and were laj'ing. When the hens
heard the whir of the cutter they began to

sing like a Georgia negro camp-meeting. I

calculated so each would get about one table-

spoonful of the bone-meal. It was scattered
on the grass. They never had any disease of
any kind among them and they did not care
to sit, or if they did get broody they were
very easily made to forget it by placing them
in a coop and feeding green-cut bone and
scrap meats for a few days.
For chicks, I mix green-cut bone three

times a week with their other food, so that

each would get about a teaspoonful. The
effect was very noticeable, comparing them
with neighbors' chicks the same age.

Use fresh green bone, not bone that has
been boiled, fried or baked or allowed to lie

out and sun-bleach. After a hen has been
fed the green-cut bone for one year, I believe
it is better to sell her, for she has "laid

herself dry."

From Minnesota come the following hints,

sent by George W. Downie

:

We have fed green-cut bone for a number
of years, and can readily see the result in
the increased production of eggs. We feed
it only in winter. It spoils too quickly in

warm weather, and then, too, in winter the
hens are confined and need the animal food
that the green bone furnishes. In summer
they can find insects to take the place of
meat.
One ounce of green bone per day for each

hen is the prescribed ration. Though a
little more might do no harm, it is a good
plan to go slow on it, as it is very rich and
stimulating.

Experiments have demonstrated that bones

THE LOW
DOWN

AND UPWARD
THIS OFFER IS NO CATCH.
It is a solid, fair and square
proposition to furnish a brand new,
well made and well finished cream
separator complete, subject to a

long trial and fully guaranteed,

for S15.95. Different from this

picture which illustrates our large

capacity machines. Skims I quart of

milk a minute, hot or cold ; makes
thick or thin cream and does it

just as well as any higher priced

machine. Any boy or girl can run
it sitting down. The
crank is only 5 inches

long. Just think of that!

The bowl is a sanitary

marvel, easily cleaned,

and embodies all our latest

improvements. Gears run
in anti-friction bearings
and thoroughly protected.

Before you decide on a
cream separator of any
capacity whatever, obtain
our $15.95 proposition

EXCELS ANY SEPARATOR IN THE WORLD

OUR LIBERAL TRIAL ENABLES YOU
TO DEMONSTRATE THIS. While ottr prices

for all capacities are astonishingly low, the qual-

ity is high. Our machines are up to date, well

btiilt and handsomely finished; run easier,

skim closer, have a simpler bowl with fewer
parts than any other cream separator. Thou-
sands of machines in use giving splendid satis-

faction. Write for our 1911 catalog. "V\"e

will send it free, postpaid. It is richly illus-

trated, shows the machines in detail and tells

all about the Americ£in Separator.
Our surprisingly liberal long time
trial proposition, generous terms of

purchase and the low prices quoted
will astonish you. We are the

oldest exclusive manufacturers of

hand separators in America and the

first to sell direct to the user. We
cannot afford to sell an article that

is not absolutely first class. You
save agent's, dealer's and even cata-

log house's profits by dealing with

us and at the same time obtain the

finest and highest quality machine

on the market. Our own (manu-

facturer's) guarantee protects you

on every American Separator. We
ship immediately. Western orders

filled from Western points. Write

us and get ottr great offer and hand-

some free catalog. ADDRESS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO., BOX 1058, BAINBRIDGE, N. Y.

do not vary greatly in food value ; but if

they have meat adhering, they are more
valuable. We feed the greea bone clear,

but it may be mixed v^ith a bran-mash or
other food if desired.
A little experience will enable a person to

pick out the best bones and the ones that
are the easiest to cut. They cut easier when
frozen, and boiled bones are easier to cut
than fried or baked. Shin-bones are so hard
to cut that they are apt to chip the knives
of the cutter.
When bones become dry they have lost

much of their nutritious matter, and are too
hard to cut in a bone-cutter. They could
be ground in a mill, but this would mean
having two machines. Green bone cannot be
ground. It needs to be cut, on account of
its toughness.
Bones bleached in the weather are prac-

ticaHy worthless. They can be burned to
charcoal, and then pounded to grit, but are
hardly worth the trouble.

C. H. Caldwell, Delaware, testifies as fol-

lows regarding green bone and other feeds :

Our experience has been that green-cut
bones are a hundred per cent, better than
dry-ground bones.
,We have found that oyster-shells ground

and fed with skim-milk are almost as good
to make hens lay as green bone.
One of our favorite feeding mixtures is

beef-scraps, fed with charcoal, bran and
buckwheat, with cut clover as other green
food.

From Minnesota, again, comes -the follow-

ing letter. The writer, W. Willoughby, has
a flock that has made a remarkable egg
record, which testifies to the efficacy of the
feeding system he describes.

At present writing (December) I am feed-
ing ninety-six Brown Leghorns the following
daily rations. Morning, noon and about
three p. m. they get eight quarts of hay
shatterings from the bottom of the manger
(principally clover leaves and heads) steamed
and mixed with three and a half pounds of
shorts. I give daily three pounds of horse-
meat and bones run through a cutter, with
six pounds of wheat in deep litter, and four
and one half pounds of corn given just
before the chickens go to roost. As they
get used to the meat I shall increase it until
I am feeding six pounds.

In September and October I feed boiled
potatoes mixed with shorts and bran, sun-
flowers, wheat and oats—no corn.
Water is before them all the time.
About this kind of feeding produced

two hundred and eleven eggs per hen in
1909 and my estimate for the year 1910,
almost completed at this writing, gives an
average of two hundred and five eggs per
hen.

Green-cut bones I have found very much
superior to dry-ground bones.

I use outdoor fireless brooders, twentj'
inches high in front and ten behind, four
feet wide and nine feet long, divided into
three sections. The first section is two feet
long, has glass front and solid lift cover.
This section contains a two-by-two hover.
The second section is three feet long, cov-
ered with storm sash and the third part four
feet long, covered with wire netting and
without floor. The brooder is fixed so water
will drain away and no skunks can dig under.
In a dry region one could put fifty chicks in

such a brooder, but here, when they get
damp, they pile up, so we put in only thirty.

I am in northern Minnesota and we have
freezing weather until May. Our first chicks
come off about April 20th, and when they
are two daj's old I put them in this brooder.
When they are four or fi\'e weeks old the
hover is removed. Litter is kept in all the
parts. The youngsters do finely.

Mr. S. A. Souke, Wisconsin, also uses fire-

less brooders. He writes the following
regarding his flock and their feeding

:

From January to November, 1910, I kept
twenty Single-Comb White Leghorns for
eggs, which brought me $48.40. They laid

2.640 eggs, or 132 eggs per hen, in ten
months' time, and I sold the eggs on an
average of twenty-two cents per dozen, or
$2.42 for each lien. Later these hens were
sold at fifty cents each. This, of course, was
just part of our poultry-raising—we raised
at the same time chicks for market and some
pullets, now laying.

This is what I feed my hens. In winter I

give them grain in the morning—oats or
barley—and in the forenoon half a head of
cabbage one day, and the next a good-sized
mangel, which I cut in two and hang the
halves up in the scratching-shed. At noon
we give bran and ground oats and crumbs
from the table, mixed in lukewarm w-ater.

In the evening we give them enough com,
warmed a little, to last them until the next
morning.

In summer they are kept penned in a
yard as I have only one and a half acres
of land. I feed them about the same, only
without warming it, and give them also

plenty of green feed—grass or clover.

Where one can get green-cut bone—we
cannot now—it is very good, but too much
should not be fed. Three times a week
I think is often enough.

Says a Nebraska correspondent : "Never
feed calves cold milk. It will not only cause

scours, but other stomach troubles as well.

Warm the milk and feed them the same
amount each day, with a heaping tablespoon-

ful of ground oil-cake to each calf."

A good way to give the hens coal-ashes, is

to put them on a screen or sieve which is

placed on a box about a foot high. As the

hens scratch the cinders the ashes will fall

through, and they are enabled to get small

pieces which would otherwise be hidden in

the ashes.
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Top-Notch Dairy Farming
Lessons for Us All in One Man's Success

THE purpose of this article is to call

attention to certain principles which
must be understood and practised if

present-day farmers' problems are to be

worked out successfully. It is a fact estab-

lished by reliable investigations that farm-

ing, as carried on by the large per cent, of

farmers, is not profita^ble. On the other

hand, a few—perhaps twenty-five per cent.

—

are receiving for their time and labor a

larger income or salary, after paying inter-

est on investment and running expenses,

than the average business man in town or

city, and are enjoying more of the best

things in life because the farm pays for

them. There are farmers who are making
farm life so desirable that the children wish
to stay on the farm. They see that their

This amount, it will be understood, is not

the amount saved above family living ex-

penses, but it represents Mr. Finch's family's

salary or labor income. It is evident that

Mr. Finch and family can live on this

amount on a farm and save a considerable

sum each year to pay for permanent improve-
ments.

One principle which Mr. Finch has demon-
strated is that it is a good thing to have a

good farm equipment. I think he made some
debts in building and buying tools and
improving his stock, but his income is now
sufficient to pay for them in a short time.

It was safe for him to borrow money to

spend for his farm equipment, because he
studied to learn right methods so as not to

make any serious mistakes.

A Five-Thousand-Dollar Barn at Half Price

In describing the equipment of this farm,
I will first mention the barn recently- built

(shown by photograph). This barn is one
hundred and twenty by forty feet and is one
of the best-built barns in Delaware County,
one that can be used by several generations.
Nearly all the lumber in it was cut from Mr.
Finch's own wood-lot. Having his own sup-
ply of lumber, and doing a large part of the

neglected to provide for family use orchard
fruits, small fruits and a vegetable garden.'

He has a very comfortable residence, pleas-

antly located. The telephone and rural

delivery place him in quick communication
with the world. About two miles from his

farm is a railroad station and village, with
churches, a good school and several stores.

I mention these because the conditions of

living in this instance are typical of much of

the present farm life in the best parts of the

dairy sections in New York.
W. H. Jenkins.

"There is no place where hens pay so well as on the dairy farm"
Mr. Finch's chicken department, barn in back^ound

best opportunities are right at home. We
are interested in the methods of such farm-
ers because we can learn something valuable
from them.

Certain principles are demonstrated by the
work of these men, which I wish my readers

to see more clearly, because these principles

are the basis of success in dairy and diversi-

fied farming. They are ideals to keep in

mind and work toward.
In dairy farming, the first necessity is a

good equiprrient—a sanitary barn, a good
working herd of pure-bred or high-grade
cows, and farm implements that enable one
to do the work economically and well.

It is desirable to grow as nearly as possi-

ble a balanced and succulent ration on the
farm ; this reduces the purchase of grain. It

iy necessary to send out a clean and honest
product and, lastly, to make farm life

attractive by beautifying the home and sur-

roundings, providing modern comforts and
conveniences and good literature, and grow-
ing on the farm better food than can be had
elsewhere.

Sound Principles Well Applied

I have selected a farm in Delaware
Cotmty, New York, to illustrate my points,

because they are practised on it to a greater
extent than on most farms. The owner is

Joseph Finch. The farm contains two him-
dred acres, fifteen of which are in timber.

About forty pure-bred and grade Holstein
cows are kept. For the cows in full flow of

milk the winter ration is ten pounds of ensil-

age, ten to fifteen pounds of clover or mixed
hay, and ten pounds of a mixture of wheat
bran, hominy and gluten per day. The sum-
mer ration is good pasture with sometimes a

little grain in a dry season. The fact that
there is no place where hens can be made to

pay so well as on the dairy farm, where
there is a large grass range and skim-milk,
has been demonstrated by Mr. Finch. He
has good poultry-houses and a full equip-
ment of incubators and brooders. About
four hundred White Leghorns are kept, and
he is realizing a net profit from them of very
close to one dollar each. His two sons,

nearly grown to manhood, assist him in this

and the general farm work, which reduces
the help bill.

Mr. Finch and I went over last year's
accounts together, and we placed the receipts

and expenses as follows :

Receipts

Returns from milk sold to creamery .. $3,000
Net returns from hens 400
Surplus stock, etc., sold 300
Fruits and vegetables grown on farm. 300
Fuel from timber-lot SO
House rental 100

work with his regular farm help, Mr. Finch
was able to build a barn that would other-

wise have cost five thousand dollars for

about half that amount. This shows the wis-

dom of preserving a good-sized timber-lot

on the farm. The cow and horse stable is

in the basement of the barn. Through the
center is a driveway, and on both sides of
it there are cement gutters. All the manure
is saved by the use of absorbents and is

drawn out and spread every day in winter.

On the second floor are the carriage-room,
granary, tool-room and workshop, and on the
third, three large bays for hay. It is a
double over-shot barn, having bridges from
the ground to this floor. A hay-wagon
can be drawn in at one end of this

floor over the bridge, and driven out after

unloading over another bridge. Nearly all

the hay goes down the bay, not up. The
threshing-machine, horse-power and corn-
cutter are on this same floor. The ensilage
corn is cut on this floor, and also goes down
into the one-hundred-ton silo. On this floor,

also, grain is unloaded and conveyed to the
stables below by chutes. It will be noticed

Cement Hog-Floors
THAT cement hog-floors are lasting and

easy to keep clean and dry none will

question. But they must be managed cor-

rectly or their drawbacks- are almost as

many and as great as those of the ordinary
floors. In the first place the cement floor

must be so built that no water can reach it

from below. It should slope slightly so that

thorough drainage will be always effected,

for a cold, damp cement floor is a menace to

the health of hogs.

Another drawback to be carefully guarded
against in cement floors is their liability to

cause bone and muscular ailments among the
hogs, especially in the legs, shoulders and
hips. Cement hog-floors should be used only
for feeding and sleeping purposes. Arrange
so that the hogs can run in a lot and be off

the cement floor most of the day, as their

joints and muscles are likely to be seriously

affected by walking very much on the firm,

unyielding cement.
Still another and more important item to

be considered in connection with the cement
floors is their adaptability at farrowing-time.
Where a sow farrows in a house with a

cement floor her bedding will be all in one
corner of the building, where she invariably
collects and piles it. After the pigs are born
it seems to be an inbred characteristic for

them to wriggle about and crawl off into a
corner. The arrangement of the average
nest does not prevent them from doing this,

and upon reaching the bare cement floor it is

an easy matter for them to slide away from
the warm nesting, with the result that the
cold floor quickly chills them to death.

To guard against this occurrence it is

advisable to arrange a board-slat frame that
will rest on the floor and yet serve to hold
the nesting in place and prevent the pigs
from crawling out on to the cement. A
lighter, more durable and equally satisfactory
frame can be easily made at small cost out
of poultry netting or common hog wire fence.

Nevertheless, in any and all cases, one should
keep a close watch of the sows at farrowing-
time, as there are many accidents that could
occur which would cause the unnecessary
loss of several promising pigs by chilling.

M. Coveedell.

When to Dry Off a Cow
Cows that go dry of their own accord are

generally unprofitable for dairy purposes.
They should be dry six or eight weeks before
calving, but they should be made to dry off.

A good cow should be giving at least sixteen
pounds of milk per day when the drying
process is begun.
Ten weeks' before calving cut off all cake

and meal from the cow and, if in winter,
roots or silage. After reducing the feed for

a week, milk her only once a day for a week

Another View of the Big Barn, as Described in Accompanying Article—the
Silo a Prominent Feature

Total $4,150

Expenses

Grain purchased for cows . $ 800
Hired help -. 100
Taxes and insurance . SO
Incidental expenses.. 100
Interest on an investment of $8,000 . . 400

Total $1,450
Net profit . .

'.

; . . $2,700

how Mr. Finch makes gravity work for him.
At the entrance of the basement is the milk-
house with a supply of spring water.
"Willow Park Farm" the place is named,

because of a park near the house. Farmers
who wish to keep their children interested in
the work of the farm, could learn a good
lesson here. Mr. Finch at considerable
expense made his little park, with flower-
beds, swings and rustic seats, and the boys'
play-ground, where they can play croquet,
base-ball, tennis, etc., with their friends.

They also have a tent there to sleep in on
hot nights. The recreations boys like best
are provided for them, so there are no
inducements for the boys to go away from
home.

Mr. Finch believes that the farmers should
enjoy the best of everything, so has not

and the next week every other day. Then
stop, for if inilking is continued the cow is

bound to respond. Sometimes, two or three
days after milking has been entirely stopped,
it may happen that the udder will cake a
little ; in this case, milk a little, but gen-
erally nothing of this sort occurs. Six
weeks previous to calving, the cow should be
quite dry.

Many farmers, however, continue to milk
until within four weeks of calving. The
objection to this practice is that at four
weeks the cow has begun to freshen, and
stopping to milk at this time, when the new
inilk is forming, is almost ceitain to result in

trouble. If a cow is not dried ofl: sooner
tjian four weeks before calving, it is better to
continue milking the remainder of the period.

W. R. Gilbert.

K&rBraK
Calendar
1911 -1912

TheKarBraK
Calendar

The BIGGEST Calendar
Ever Made.

V or 60 inches LONG
Four 7x9 Photo Reproduc-

tions of thoroughbred live
stock from originals by one
of the most famous artists
—of world wide fame. You
can have one of these calen-
dars absolutely free, and
you place yourself under no
obligations by replying to
this advertisement. All that
is necessary is for you to fill

out and mail the coupon
below today.
We send this beautiful and

artistic Calendar, (60 inches
long and 8 inches wide). Ab-
solutely Free and postage
fully prepaid in order that
your attention may be called
to our famous

KarBraK
Disinfectant—Insecticide
Germicide—Scalicide -

and Deodorant
EarBraK Disinfectant is

an absolutely uniform pro-
duct ^embodying the germ
killing elements of Creselic
Acid and Sulphur in perfect
solution. It can be used
with absolute assurance of
invariably producing the
desired resmts. A quart of
KarSraK Disinfectant dilut-
ed 100 to 1 (100 parts of water
to one part of KarBraK) will
make 25 gallons ready for
use as a general utility dis-
infectant.deodorizer, insecti-
cide ana germicide. This
makes a strong, efficacious,
disinfecting solution for san-
itary purification of Dwell-
ings and Tenement Houses,
Water Closets,Urinals,Sinks,
Drains, Cess Pools, Stables,
Cattle Sheds, Public Schools,
Railway Stations, Hospitals,
"Workshops, Hotels, etc.
Destroys the Active

germs of Hog Cholera,
Mange^ Infections, Pneu-
monia, etc. Kills all forms
of parasitic life

—

Kills Lice, Beetles, Moths,
Fungi, Caterpillars, Codd-
ling Moths, Spiders, San Jose
Scale, Cucumber and Squash
Bugs, Fleas. Moths, Ticks,
Scab, Lice, Foot Rot, Mangre,
Scratches, Scabbies, Spanish
or Ranch Itch, Eczema, Wire
Cuts, Calks and other affec-
tions.

^
Destroys Diptheria,

Typhoid, Pneumonia, and all

other germs. Keeps the air
pure and sweet.
Would yoiA like to know

more about.

KarBraK

,'p-*,ft-,-it-..rnt

DEALERS : Our ]ine is sold
through Local Dealers. Send
for the best Sales Plan ever
conceived.

Accfipi noSiibsiiiuies
• Insist upon fheofi^inai

H.F. Bosh, Geii.Mgr.KarBraK Chemical Co. Dept.612 Wellsboro.Pa.

Send me absolutely free and postase fully pre-
paid your 6 foot KarBraK Calendar.

Name
P.O
B. F.D
County ,,,,,,,,,, .State

Have you ever tiaed KineTeniK?

lown...Horse»„.Cow3.,JIogs and ^^^....aarafarm

WHEELS. FREIGHT PAm. S8.75
lor 4 Buggy Wheels, Steel Tires. With Rubber Tires,

$18.45. Rerubberingyourwheel3,?10.30. I manufacture
wheels % to4in.tread. Buggy Tops, 86.50; Shafts.$2. 10.

Learn how to buy direct. Catalog free. Repair wheels
85.95. Wagon Umbrella Feee. F. P. BOOB, Cln'tl, 0.

Theresa FREE
Copy For You'

Write For It Today
Murray 1911 Style Book, }ust out, is the I

I mostcomplete and best Book of the kind; 178

1

pages; 251 illustrations, many in colors; 138

1

I styles of Vehicles, 74
styles Harness, all direct
fromthe A/urrayKac<ory.
See our Wagon I,eader,

I

page 101, and Special
Harness Bargain,

,

page 143,
I
*t >/

' Vehicles
Are Bold with prlTlleee of 4 weeks actti»l

[ road test. No buying a "pig In a poke"! Tou
must be fully •tisllad, or no Bale. That's tha
Murray Malhod— the only fair way to sell Ye-

' hides and Harness. It gives yon full protection
before buying; the famons Murray Suarania*
of Quality makes yoti safe afiar bufing.
Mnrray "Hlghesl Award" Baggies Direct From
Bis Factory — Fonr Weeks' Koad Trial—Insures

Sale OeUvery—Two Years' Guarantee
Before bnylne Vehicles, Harness or Saddlos

from any Manufacturer, Dealer or Mall Order
House, get your copy of the 1011 Frea Murray
Styla Beofc and compare "Murray" prices with€ others. Kven If you need nothing

;h» now, send for this Book, anyway,
We Want Onr 1911 Cafaloo In the
Borne of Every Farmer In America.
Wllber H. Murray Arrg Co..
309E. SthSt. Cincinnati. O.

1^^^ c^Lt^^t^'otao -
I Please send my Free Copy of MurrayB
H

Style Boole—no obligation on my part.

g-Name. _
5 Address _ •—S
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ThatLameHorse \

ERE'S a fair and square proposition to every man who
owns, breeds or works horses. We offer to tell you how
to cure any horse of lameness—absolutely free. We offer
you without one cent of charge, the advice of one of

America's leading specialists on the lameness of horses. Many
a good horse, temporarily lame, is sold for almost nothing, be-

cause the owner does not know how to go about getting rid of the
lameness. Don't let your horse suffer—don't sell him for a few dollars—ask ns to
tell you how to remove the lameness safely, surely and quickly. See illustration
of horse below and read paragraph, "Free Diagnosis Coupon."

Mack's $f,00O Spavin Remedy Is Guaranteed
to quickly and permanently relieve the very worst ease of Bone or Bog Spavin,
Kingbone, Thoroughpin, Curb, Capped Hock, Shoe Boil, Sprung Knee, Lacerated
and Ruptured Tendons, Sweeny and all other forms of lameness affecting a horse.
It's a powerful remedy that goes right to the bottom of the trouble and quickly
restores natural conditions in the bones, muscles and tendons—cures the lameness
in just a few days to stay cured and the animal may be worked as usual.
Contains nothing that can injure the horse and heals without leaving scar, blem-
ish or loss of hair. We positively guarantee every bottle of Mack's $1,000 Spavin
Remedy; If it fails, you get back every cent you paid for It as stated in our $1,000

Warranty Bond. Write us today and get our free diagnosis. Don't let anyone
"blister" or "lire" because such methods are positively cruel, Inhuman, extremely
painful, always leave a big scar and seldom do any good. Use Mack's $1,000 Spavin
Remedy to remove the lameness quickly and without a bit of pain.

Relieves Gases FormeHy Considered Incurable
No matter how long your horse has been lame, or

what the nature of his lameness, you can absolute-
ly rely upon Mack's SIOOO Spavin Kem«dy.
We know of many cases where horse owners have
paid out big fees and had valuable animals tortured
with "firing," "blistering" and other good-for-
nothing methods and as a last resort tried Mack's
SIOOO Spavin Remedy, and were amazed at
the painless, positive, quick and permanent cure.
It does not leave any ecar, blemish or loss of hair

—

absolutely no mark to show that the animal has
ever been lame. Safe to use on any horse, old or
young. It's the surest remedy money can buy, and
It's the only spavin remedy In the world that Is ab-
solutely guaranteed by a

$1fOOO Warranty Bond
Write for a sample of this bond and other value-

able information about lame horses. Mailed free
upon request.

Your Druggist Will Obtain
Maclf's $1,000 Spavin
RontBdy For You—

If you ask him. Price $3. per bottle. If he re-
fuses, remit $5.00 to us and we will see that yonr
order Is filled without delay.
No matter where, when or from whom you buy

Mack's SIOOO Spavin Remedy the price Is

the same. Every bottle Is absolutely guaranteed,
and Is accompauied byour *1000 Warranty .Bond,
which insures voa that your money will be refund-
ed If the remedy fails to do all wo claim for It, as
stated la our guaranty.
Do not accept a substitute, for there Is no other

remedy.llke Mack's JIOOO Spavin Remedy—nothing
80 powerful and sure to cure. It stands supreme as
a remedyin all forma of lameness.

McKALLOR DRUO COMPANY
Binghamton, NmYm

iBUDSIS COUPON

On pl«tqre
of horse
mark irith

OQ X just
where swell'

ing or lame-
ness occurg,
then clip out
coupon and
mail to us with
s letter, telling
what caused
the lameness,
how long horse
has been lame,
how it effects

the animal's
gait, ago of
horse, etc.

We will tell yon ^tist what the lameness is, and how to
relieve it quickly. Absolutely no charge. Write today*

free Book—'*Horme Sense''
Send as the Free Diagnosis Coupon, get abso-

lutely free a copy of oup book **Horse-Sense."
Describes and illastratee dJeeases of horses
limbs, shows correct name for every part of
horse and tells raluable facts every horse
owner ou^ht to taiow.

The

REAL TEST
pf a Cream Separator is, after all,

its skimming power. The

United States Cream Separator

holds the World's record for close skimming in

50 consecutive runs, continuing through 30
days, with the milk of 10 breeds of cows,

.0138 of one per cent.

Awarded only Grand Prize, Seattle, 19.09

Write us today for Catalog No. 69

Vermont Farm Machine Co.

Bellows Falls, Vt.

Distribotine Warehouses in all Dairy

Sections of the country

Rubber Roofing

Warranted ' For Twenty-Five Years.
FBFmUT BAin To AnyStsNon East of Rock} Moun-

rKfclUni rAlU tains, except Texas, Colo-
rado, New Mexico, N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Wyoming,
MOQtaoa. Special prices to ttiese states on request.

OBfE-PI«Y • • • • Weighs 35 lbs., lOS Square Feet, per roll.
TWO'PIiT • • • Welglis 49 lbs., 108 Square Feet, 91'30 per roll.
TaB££-PI.T • Weigbs 5S lbs., 108 Square Feet, 81.50 per roU.

TERMS CASH: We save yon the wholesalers' and retailers' profit. These
special prices only bold good for Immediate shipmest.

IndestPMctibie by Keati Co8d. Sun or Bain.
Write for FBEE SAMPLES or order direct from this adTertieement. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded. We refer yon to Southern Illinois National Bank.

CENTURY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Dept. 264, East St. Louis, iHs.

I Fit all running gears. Getanewwagon
J just by buj-iiig wheels. Unbreakable,

'r /TTkXM almost everlasting. All heights and
tire widths. Also new Electric Handy
Wagons. Write for book on " How
to Make Old Wagons New." Free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. Box 13. Quincy. lU.

will make yonr old farm wagon nAAOf
as good as new. Save money be. flUvli
cause they never need repairs. „ _ _ _
Write for our big free book tell- FRFF
ng all about them and bow they "

pay. Emp),-e Mfg. Co., Box 68Z, Quincy, III.
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To Get Healthier Calves

WITHIN the next sixty days millions

of cows will come fresh. The
amount of milk and butter-fat yielded

by the cow during her period of lactation is

largely governed by the feed and care she
receives during the last four or six weeks
of the gestation period.

Many cases of abortion are due to a lack

of proper care and feed during this impor-
tant period. Cows should be well housed in

warm, well-ventilated, dry barns and not sub-

jected to changeable weather and the excite-

ment of mistreating ; nor should they be
compelled to secure the greater amount of

their food from the stalk-field or be com-
pelled to drink ice-water from the creek.

On the other hand, cows should receive a
sufficient amount of exercise. It is well to

keep them stabled during the "night and
allow them the run of a large barn-yard
and gain the advantage of the sunshine dur-

ing the warm part of the day. When cows
are producing milk in large quantities, there

does not seem to be a great demand for

exercise. This is probably due to the fact

that the cow producing large amounts of

milk secures a great amount of exercise in

doing so. During the last two months of

gestation, however, the cow is dry or nearly

so. and it is altogether advisable to permit
her to secure her exercise from another
source.

Stinted Cow, Stunted Calf

To believe, however, that because the cow
is giving little or no milk she does not

deserve or need much feed is a very mistaken
idea. There is no time when so much care
should be taken in supplying the cow with
food in the proper amount and of the proper
character. During this time the unborn calf

is making its greatest growth, which is almost
entirely of muscle, blood, bone, hair, hoof,

etc. Experiments teach that beyond a doubt
these portions of the animal body are made
entirely of that constituent termed protein,

which is found in large quantities in oil-

meal, bran, gluten feed, brewers' grains,

beet-pulp, distillers' grains, clover-hay,

alfalfa-hay, cow-peas, soy beans and other

legumes. On the other hand, this constituent

is found to be greatly lacking in cojn, corn-

fodder, timothy-hay, silage and corn-stover.

Cows compelled to rustle for their feed

and subsist entirely upon these latter feeds

sometimes abort because there is not suffi-

cient nutriment for maturing the fetus. In

other instances, the calf comes into the world
puny. and weak and may be termed a living

abortion, predisposed to calf cholera, calf

scours and other diseases so numerous in

dairy herds. Stunted on the start, it never
lives long enough to fully outgrow the effects

occasioned by the lack of embryonic nutri-

tion.

Care Now Pays Double

Therefore, at this season of the year, cows
due to freshening before grass comes should
be provided with the opportunity of sufficient

exercise during the warm portions of the

da}', they should be stabled at night in the

proper kind of a barn, the -water they drink

should have the chill taken from it and they
should be supplied with all the leguminous
hay, such as that made from clover, alfalfa,

sweet clover, cow-peas or soy beans, they can
eat, and in addition to this they should be
fed a grain mixture consisting of two parts

corn, two parts oats, two parts bran and
one part oil-meal.

The amount of this food they should
receive daily should be governed by the con-
dition of the individual cow. If poor in

flesh, she should be well fed and a daily

ration ranging from three to fifteen pounds
of this grain mixture, fed in conjunction
with the clover-hay, is to be advised.

During the winter months, all farm ani-

mals should be provided with a succulent

food and the pregnant cow is not an excep-
tion to this rule. For this reason corn-silage

is a choice feed and as much as they will eat

should be supplied in conjunction with the
remainder of the daily food ration.

Cows thus properly cared for will not only

produce stronger and more active calves, but
will also be in a stronger and more vigorous
condition when they freshen. They will

make up greater udders, produce more and
richer milk and milk more persistently

throughout the year than though they freshen
in a half-starved, poor and emaciated condi-
tion. Hugh G. Van Pelt.

The following medicated salt is recom-
mended by Dr. C. D. Smead as a helpful

safeguard against the parasite that causes
nodular disease of the intestines in sheep.

It is also eft'ective against other intestinal

worms that afflict sheep. Mix well two
pounds of powdered charcoal, ten pounds of

common salt, twelve ounces of powdered
I
worm-seed and eight ounces of dried sulphate

j
of iron. Place this where the sheep can

{

have free access to it. There are several

\

ready-mixed compounds on the market that

I
answer the same purpose.

A SHARPIES
Cream Separator

Delivered at Your Home
No Money in Advance
No Freight to Pay

You don't have to unbox it You
don't have to put it together. You
don't have to start it You don't
have to do anything by guess. You
don't have to take any risk or

responsibility.

You let us hear from
you and we will deliver
the separator, show you
how to operate it, how
to make it pay you, and
show you how it costs
you less than any sepa-

rator for which
you are asked
to send money

in advance. This machine
will be guaranteed forever
by America's oldest and
the world's biggest cream
separator concern. We

can make that guar-
antee because Tubu-
lars are The World's

Best—wear a lifetime

—

whereas cheap separators
last, on the average, one
year. Write for catalog
No. 112, and say you

want a Tubular set up in your home—free

—

with no
expense or
trouble to
you.

30m
THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.

WKST CHESTER, PA.
Chleaso* m.^ San Francisco, CaL, Portland^ Ore*
^^^^^^Toronto^Cai^^JJ^Innlgeg^anj^^^^^^

Removes
Shoe Boils

Sloan's Liniment is the best remedy for

Spavin, Curb or Splint, Stiff Joints, Shoe
Boils, and any enlargement.

nEKE'S PKOOF.
Mr. AuTHOST G. HiTER, of Oakdale, Pa., K. F. D. 1,

writes :
— " Sloan's Liniment U the best made. I have

taken shoe boils off a horse with it as big as a water
bucket. I have killed a quarter crack on a mare tliat
was awfully bad. I also cured a sore neck on three
horses that "were raw. I cured greece heel on a mara
that could hardly walk. I have told lots of people
about it and they have used it."

SLOANS
NIMENT

At aU dealers. Price, 50c, end J1.00. Send for free book
on cue of stock. I>r.Earl S.SIouii,Bo!«tui>,Mus8.

See New York
at Our Elxpense

Do you want to visit the greatest city in the
world, take a trip to Coney, see the sky-ecrapers,
Chinato^-n, the Bowery. Brooklyn Bridge and
hundreds of other interesting eights, and all
without spending one cent of money ?

Then send at once for the latest set of Post-Oarde.

SEEING NEW YORK
Fifty fine colored views of America's Metropo-
lis sent without cost to any person sending ue two
trial 8-month subscriptions to Fakm axd FlBZ-
eiDE at 25 cents each. Send your order to

FARM AND FIRESIDE,
Springfield, Ohio

1

I

No matter how old the blemish, t >¥"

how Icine the horse, or how many doctors
have tried and failed, use

Fleming's
Spavin and Ringbone Paste

Use it under our gnp.rnntee—your money
retunded if it doesn't make tbe hor^
go sound. Most cases cured by a single 45-

minnte application— occ'isionally two re-

guired. Cares Bone Spavin, Kingbone and
Bidebone, new and old cases alike, ^ot used
on splint, curb or soft bnnches. Write for

Fleming's Vest-Pocket
Veterinary Adviser

Best book on blemishes, and we eend it
free. Eead it before yon treat any kind o£
lameness in horses. 192 pages, 69 illustra-

tions, durablv bound in leatherette.

FLESliNG BROS.. Chemists, (2)

222 Vnion Stock Yards, Cliicago, III.

Try The

Bull Dog Feed Grinder

20 Days Free
You can grind 5000 bn. of cob,and corn to
table meal with one set of Rollers and Con-
caves. Dauip grain can'i cli«g it—nails

won't break it. Has only 2 im-h working
leverage which accounts for light running.
Get oar FRZE Catalogue and Sample*.

CROWN POINT MFG. CO
135 E. Road. Crown Point, Ind.
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The Stallion's Disposition

FEW of US, in breeding a mare, take into

account the stallion's disposition, yet

to a certain degree that characteristic is

just as likely to be transmitted as any. It

is a well-known fact that many stallions

have a reputation for siring colts that are

hard to handle, hard to break and of a gen-

erally mean disposition. In a carriage horse

this is a particularly bad- feature, for though

we like an animal with plenty of spirit, it is

mighty unhandy to have one that we must
watcli all the time.

A treacherous animal is a bad investment

even though he may show the best of con-

formation and breeding. After all utility is

the main consideration and in many cases if

you can get the style, action and conforma-
tioYi to a good degree in a stallion that is

slightly inferior to one of a mean disposition,

then, I say, take the one that is not breachy.

Of course, do not understand that one should

The yearly amount of butter produced in

Iowa is approximately one hundred million

pounds. If churning clean cream from clean

milk should add one cent to the value of

each pound, Iowa creamerymen would be

enriched one million dollars and in turn be

able to pay higher prices for cream, all of

which shows the profit of carefulness most
admirably.
The general cleanliness standpoint is not

the same as one of hygiene and economy. It

is rather one in which the wholesomeness of

milk as a food is considered. One would
rather eat clean food than food produced
under undesirable conditions, not merely

because the unclean food might cause sick-

ness, but simply for the sake- of cleanliness.

It is not 'with a feeling of pleasure that the

consumer upon emptying his glass of milk

finds resting upon the bottom of it a quantity

of sediment which might better have gone

to enrich the fields.

Clean milk is not an Utopian ideal of

dreamers. It can and must ultimately be

produced wherever dairying is followed. It

will not come necessarily as the result of a

vigorous reform movement, but as the result

of the realization on the part of producers

that they have under their care a human
food as well as a source of profit. They
will then become as careful in its preparation

as is the good housewife in preparing her

meals. She does not allow the floor to be

swept while the biscuits are being made, nor
will the dairyman allow dust-raising opera-

tions to be carried on in the barn while

milking. The housewife washes the dishes

after each meal and the dairyman will see

that it would be fully as permissible for her

to omit this operation as it is for him to

neglect the washing of the separator after

each usage. Other undesirable practices will

succumb in like manner. John Gordon.

A Gentlemanly 3tallion and His Boss

breed to a poor individual simply because he
is no£ a bad actor.

-The same is true of draft animals though
Tiot to such' a marked degree. However, it

must be taken into account that many of

the draft-horse misfits are used for express

and other delivery work and that a runaway
cannot be used in that kind of work. Also,

on the farm we like a team that will stand
without hitching once in a while.

The illustration shows an excellent draft

sire that combines several draft characteris-

tics. That he is gentle the four-year-old boy
beside him proves. The colts got by this

stallion are not without spirit, but they are

not breachy. Clyde A. Waugh.

Why Milk Should be Clean

THE production of market milk is one of

the most rapidly-growing industries of

this day. The demand for milk does

not diminish at any time, but is steadily

increasing. Because of the limited amount
to supply the need, prices in large cities have
soared to a much higher point than th^t

which has existed in the past years. Yet
milk is still to be considered the most eco-

nomical- and, when pure and undefiled, the

most wholesome and easily 'digested of all

foods of animal origin.

On the pther hand there enters the state-

ment that milk in order to be wholesome and
easily digested must likewise be clean and
pure. It must be free from dirt visible

and invisible. Dirt in itself might not be of

great injury, but the presence of dirt implies

the presence of dangerous micro-organisms.

There is no food which furnishes more
favorable conditions for the growth of bac-

teria and which is subject to as much con-

tamination during preparation as is milk.

Milk may carry disease germs such as the

organisms causing tuberculosis, typhoid fever

and diphtheria. It, therefore, may be highly

dangerous when subject to infection with

such gferms. Aside from this power of carry-

ing disease, there is the more important fact

that an excessive numbeE of bacteria when
present in milk may, even though they are

not specific disease germs, cause derange-
ment in the digestive tract, especially in the

case of infarcts. Dirty milk when fed to

infants may have in place of the action of a

food the action of a poison. Investigators

have reckoned that one third of all the babies

bom die before they are one year old, and

that one fourth of the total deaths are due

to bowel and stomach disorders, of which
dirty milk is one of the principal causes.

Cleanliness Pays Dividends

. The contamination of milk is to be dis-

cussed not only from a hygienic standpoint,

which is the phase considered in the forego-

ing paragraphs, but from a standpoint of

general cleanliness as well.

The dairyman having the reputation for

producing the cleanest milk should get the

best price for his product. Clean milk will

not sour as quickly as dirty milk. When we
do not consume milk in its raw state, we
generally make from it butter, cheese and
other products. The value of butter and
cheese depends upon their flavor. Flavor

depends upon the cleanliness of the original

milk. Dirty milk, therefore, means poor

flavor and decreased value, while clean milk

means improved flavor and increased value.

A Nebraska reader makes this suggestion :

"Have you any small pigs that are scrubby
looking? Put them in a roomy, dry, warm
pen and, instead of letting all the meat-
scraps go to the flea-bitten dog, mix them
with a quart of milk for each pig and a table-

spoonful of oil-meal and give the mixture to

them warm from the stove."

A Michigan reader sends in the following
suggestion: "I have found this a labor-

saving trick when feeding turnips, swedes
and beets to sheep. Cut them up just when
you begin to feed them ; but as soon as the

sheep learn to like them you can give the

roots whole and they will go right on eating

them. That gets root-cutting down to an
easy job. The only sheep you will have to

cut roots for will be the young ones that

have lost their nippers."

Trade in Your Old Separator

for a New DE LAVAL
More than 15,000 users of inferior and

worn out cream separators of various makes

traded them in last year on account of new

DE LAVALS, and doubtless there

are many more owners of such

machines who will be glad to know

that the DE LAVAL Company still

continues to make liberal "trade"

allowances for them.

While these old machines have

little actual value to the DE LAVAL
Company, as the machines thus

taken in trade are broken up and

"scrapped" for old metal, such exchanges

afford a practical example of the difference

between good and inferior separators, and

add to the prestige of the DE LAVAL in

the neighborhood.

Now that you will soon be

milking more cows, why not take

advantage of this liberal offer?

See the nearest DE LAVAL a£ent,

and he will tell you how much he can

allow on your old machine toward

the purchase of a new DE LAVAL.

If you don't know a DE LAVAL
agent, write to the nearest

DE LAVAL office giving make,

number and size of your present machine,

and full information will be sent you.

Important to Users of Old DB LAVAL Separators
While DE LAVAL machines of ten or fifteen years ago are much superior even to present

day machines o£ other makes, during the past four or five years many improvements have been

incorporated in the present DE LAVAL machines that make them simpler in construction,

easier of operation and more effective in skimming.

Liberal trade allowance will be made by any DE LAVAL agent on your old DE LAVAL
toward the purchase of an up-to-date style. It will pay you to investigate. Any DE LAVAL
agent will be glad to explain the new DE LAVAL improvements, or a DE LAVAL catalog

illustrating and describing the construction of latest styles and sizes will be sent upon request

to nearest DE LAVAL office.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
ISS-167 BROADWAY

NEW YORK
29 E. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO
DRUMM & SACRAMENTO STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 WILUIAM STREET.
MONTREAL

14 & rS PRINCESS STREET
WINNIPEG

101s WESTERN AVENUE
SEATTLE
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You want proof, and the Reo has plenty of it.

The most important thing is get -there -and

-

back ability. This is absolutely proved by the

Reo record from

New York to San Francisco

10 days 15 hours 13 minutes

It is also complete proof of ample power, speed, strength,

comfort, and all the other qualities that belong to a high-grade

motor-car.

The car that ploughed through the deep mud of Nebraska

in wet weather, kept going at a steady pace through the wash-

outs and chuck-holes of the Great American Desert, climbed the

rough grades of the Desert, the Rockies, and the Sierra Nevada

Mountains—the car that has done all this at record

speed, with not a wrench touched to the engine, will

do all that you will ever ask of it.

You know what you can do with a Reo—this record

proves it. We have plenty more proof if you ^vant it.

The most economical car to buy and own.

Send for catalogue and " Reo and the Farmer ". Plain facts.

R M Owen & Co Lansing Mich Reo Motor Car Co

ShearYour Sheep
with this Machine
It makes the job infinitely easier than with the old hand shears, it takes the wool off

evenly all over the body. It never injures or maims sheep like hand shears and the even-
ness of work done by this machine nets you from 15c to 40c worth more wool per head.

This Stewart Ball Bearing Machine No. 9
is the only sheep shearing machine ever made with ball bearings throughout and with
a ball bearing shearing head. It has all gears cut from the solid steel and made file

hard. They are all enclosed in a dust and dirt

proof gear case where they run constantly in oil.

It. turns easiest of all shearing machines and
anyone can operate it and do good work. Any
of your help can operate it ^ ^ ^ ^ ^_
well from the very start. ^ B C%lB
The price. aU complete. S' i i v
with four combs and four
cuttexs LS only
Get one from your dealer or send f2 and we will

ship C. O. D. for balance. Write today for copy
of our free copyrighted book, "Instructions
on Shearing Sheep." by the leading
American expert. DO IT NOW.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO.
134 La Salle Avenue Chicago

f!

Your ceigrhbor will tell you that they last longer, are more comfortable
and give better satisfaction than any other rubber footwear made.
'Ball-Band" boots are grivingr good service when ordinary boots are
worn out. Ask one of our 45.000 dealers to show you a pair. But be
sure the REO "Ball-Band" trade-mark is on it.

I£ he can't supply you, write us, mentioning his oame.

MISHAWAKA WOOLEN MFG. CO.
MISHAWAKA, INDIANA

"TTte House that Pay Millions for QucUity''

You Can Work Outdoors in the

Wettest Weather
Wear "Ball-Band" Rubber Boots and you can work outdoors all

day in snow and slush without wetting your feet or injuring your health.
For many years we have been using every effort to produce under

the RED "Ball-Band" trade-mark the very best boot that we could. We
have sacrificed profit right and left in order to put into each pair the
highest quality of material and workmanship.
That is why 8,000.000 people insist On the RED "Ball-Band" trade-mark.

. To Prevent Sore Shoulders

IT
IS about time to bring out the horses

for work on the plow, and that after sev-

eral months of idleness. The first care is in

getting a collar that fits, and one of the right

material. It is a mistake to put heavy pads
on the collar ; a hard leather collar is best

and coolest in warm weather. There is a

metal collar sold that has proven satisfactory,

but these collars must fit perfectly.

Horses should not be put at hard work
suddenly. They should first be hitched up
and worked for a part of the day in early

spring. The shoulders should be bathed with
salt-water twice a day for the first week
after beginning steady work. This toughens
the skin and keeps it free from dirt. Clean-

liness should be observed throughout the

year, for dirt and ill-fitting collars are the

source of all sore shoulders.

If the shoulder should become sore, never

tise vaseline or grease of any kind while
working the animal. As soon as the harness

is off at night, however, wash clean and apply

carbolized vaseline or other good salve. A
sore neck is something hard to cure. Sul-

phur dvisted over it everj' night is the best

remedy I have found. Short metal pads to

fit on top of the neck just under the collar

are of much benefit in some cases, as thej'

tend to prevent chafing. H. F. Grinste.\d.

Thoroughbreds

demand more
than"scrub"care.

Kindness is a

balanced ration,

the value of

which the best

horsemen fully

appreciate.

Placing a pure-blooded sire at the head

of your herds and flocks is like putting a

trusty general at the head of an army—
for he is the leader on whom rests the

glory of victory or the disgrace of defeat.

"Pinto," Not Arabian

A HORSEMAN in Utah inquires as to the

probable breed or origin of his spotted

stallion which seems to be a common West-

ern type and answers the following descrip-

tion : White with black spots, mostly on the

hips ; weight, ten to eleven hundred pounds ;

action good ;
general appearance handsome ;

commonly called "Arabian" by local horse-

men of that district.

I judge from the description of this horse

that it has the two colors in large patches.

If so, he is of the kind known in different

sections as the 'calico," "patch-work" and

"pinto." They are of no kin and have no

similarity to the Arabian. They are believed

to be a "sport" or "happen-so" among the

descendants of the horses first brought over

by the Spanish conquerors. A strain of that

color probably runs through the breed and

occasionally breaks out. They are not, as

far as I am aware, a distinct breed, though

undoubtedly having the tendency that all

horses have in greater or less degree to

transmit their color to their offspring.

Any physical peculiarity, like an unusual

color, that enters into the component ele-

ments of a breed is almost certain to reap-

pear some time, and animals that thus revert

or "take back" will very easily fix the pecu-

liarity and make it permanent. Thus if a

calico horse is /iifcrbred and fibred, a dis-

tinct breed of that color will very soon result.

This principle is an important one in the

development of new breeds of any of our

domestic animals and was recognized and

made use of at a very early date. Jacob

made use of it in establishing his breed of

spotted and speckled cattle and the Biblical

account of his stock-breeding given in the

thirteenth chapter of Genesis is very inter-

esting reading. D.wiD Buffum.

If you want to give your horses a real

resting-time at noon, slip the harness off and

rub them down a bit when you come in from

a hard job. Takes but a minute and it will

do the team more good than all the hay and

grain you feed them.

A big department-store with its hundreds

of clerks and immense assortment of goods

or a great factory costing thousands of dol-

lars is brought right into your home when

you order a catalogue from the advertisers

in Farm and Fireside. It tells you all about

the articles offered for sale. So if you need

any of them, it's a simple matter to make out

an order and the goods are delivered to your

door. Many people find this method of

shopping much more convenient than going

to town. But if you prefer to see the goods

you order, write for the catalogue anyway,

then you will know about the articles and

call for them by name at your dealer's.

A
Great "Queen"

Horse Story
"KATE and QUEEN'
By Prof. Jesse Beery

King of Horse Trainers

Equals the famoiia "Black Beauty" in
humaai^ interest—surpasses it in practica-
bility. ""^Kate" a Yictim of poor handling

vividly contrasted with "Queen" who was
more fortunate. You sympathize withone
—rejoice with the other—even as you sigh
for the elum waif and laugh with ttie child
of fortune.
Prof. Beery has skillfully woven, into this

intensely interesting and true story, many
valuable suggestions for handling horses—

a

result of a lifetime's experience.

Special Offer to Horsemen
Prof. Beery desires that every horse otrner,

trainer, breeder—everyone interested in
horses—should read this great story. To
make it possible, for a short time he offers
every interested horseman a copy, worth
SI. 00, for the remarkably low price <rf

25c Postpaid
If you have even a passing interest in

horses—if you own, trainer breed them, you
will gather from it s fund of knowledge
worth many times the small price. Send
for a copy today. Enclose stamps or coin^

17Uiri7 With each boob we send free a
Mr I\.Xl4ll4 beautifiil colored picture of
Queen—oU painting effect—Boitable for
framing. Order today. Address

PROF. JESSE BEERY
;Boz 508 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

NEWTON'S HEAVE
COUCH, DISTEMPER ^1 1 r> |7AND INDIGESTION W^JIXEi

The firslor second SI.00 can cures Heaves. The third

can is guaranteed to cure
j)r money relunded.

The Standard Veterinajy Kemedy.
Makes the Bone Strone and XVIlllns to Work.

CURES HEAVES BY CORRECTING THE CAUSE
which Is Iridigestlon. Send for booklet ''Horee lYoab-
les." Explains fully about the Wiiid, ITiroat. Stomac'h
and Blood. Newton'sidsafeforcolt, adnltor mareln loal

A GRAND CONDITIONER AND WORM EXPELLER
$1.00 a can at dealers, or express prepaid

XUE JfEWTOH BiJMEDY C9., Toledo, Ohio

Beautify Your Home
or make money with our latest and most

Complete Stenciling Outfit
Tou can make the most artistic PilJow Tops. Portieres, Car-

tains. Centers, Scarfs, etc., in colors for yourself, or for sale
with the aid of our up-to-date Outfit, without having any
Idiowledpe of j

aintiug.

The OUTFIT illustrated above consists of;

6 Artistically Cut Stencil Desi^s on heavy oiled board.
6 Tuhes of Assorted Stenciling Oil Colors.

3 Stencil Bruf^hes.
4 Brass Thnmbtacks to hold Stencils in place, also fnll

directions how to use and mii tlie various colors to

the desired shades.

Our Offer
We will send this complete stenciling outfit ,

without

cost to you {{ you will send us only three yearly sub-

scriptions to FARM AND FIRESIDE at 50 cents

each. One may be your own. See your neighbors and
friends and get one today. Send your orders to

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, O.
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Making Manure Go Further

THE Stable-manure problem comes up for

solution every winter. Just how to care

for and apply the stable manure in order

to get most out of it with the least amount

of labor is a rather difficult problem. In a

sense each farmer must solve the problem

for himself, as it is a question that requires

a consideration of local conditions and crops.

If the manure is to be applied to meadow-
land, the sooner it gets to the soil, the

better, as it not only fvirnishes plant-food,

but it also helps to protect the sod from
the severity of the winter. It is a mulch and
also helps to keep the sojl warm. If it is to

be used on land intended for corn, it is best

to have the manure out on the soil.

Some farmers art afraid of loss from
leaching if the manure is put out during the

winter, but most soils are hungry for plant-

food and will hold the valuable parts of the

manure until the crop can take them up.

1 have made a practice of applying the

stable manure to land intended for corn,

.
broadcasting it over the soil during the win-
ter months, then turning the soil early in

the spring. I have noticed that I grow the

best corn on the parts of the field where the

manure is applied earliest in the winter.

If the manure is intended for the garden,
it is best to have it well rotted and it may
be stored away with but little loss if some
acid phosphate is mixed with it.

The acid phosphate not only prevents the

escape of ammonia, but it also helps to bal-

ance up the manure by adding needed phos-

phoric acid. The manure contains only about
one half as much phosphoric acid as it does
of either potash or nitrogen. A large part

of the phosphoric acid taken from the soil

goes to market in the corn, wheat and oats

sold, so there is tisually more phosphoric
acid needed in the soil than there is of either

potash or nitrogen.

The phosphoric acid may be mixed with
the manure, or else when untreated manure
is applied to the field as made, the phos-
phoric acid may be applied when the crop
is put in. I find that I get much better

results if I apply acid phosphate on land
where manure also is applied than I do
where no manure is applied. I also find

that the stable manure does not give nearly

as good results if used alone as it does used
in connection with acid phosphate.

A. J. Legg.

Harrowing Experiences

IT IS a common experience among alfalfa-

growers to have the fields grow foul with
weeds and for the stand to get thin. This
puts an uncomfortable proposition before the
farmer, for he hates to let the field go into

another crop, and at the same time it does
not pay to keep the field in alfalfa, when it

does not return a good yield. But it is easy
to remedy the matter.

In a case of this sort one can run over the

field with the disk. After this, run over the

field with an ordinary spike-tooth harrow.
This loosens up the soil and at the same time
destroys the weeds. As a rule it does no
damage to the alfalfa. At times it destroys
a few of the crowns, but this damage is so

Ordinary Spring Tooth and Same
Narrowed at Point

small that it is not worth mentioning. If it

is simply a case of weeds, this treatment will

remedy the matter. If the alfalfa is thin,

one can sow a small amount of seed on the

very barren places and drag it in with the

spike-tooth.

Lately I have heard of using a spring-

tooth harrow for this work. To suit the job
the teeth were narrowed down at the tips, as

shown in the illustration. Then they pass

by the crowns without any injury to them.
On our own farm we have saved several

fields of alfalfa by this treatment. One of

the times we did the harrowing in the mid-
dle of September when the ground was very

- dry. Another time was during the middle of

August just after a rain, and when there

were fair indications of another so that we
thought that there would be a fair chance for

the seed to come up. When the ground is

very dry in a case of this sort the alfalfa

does not seem to be hurt, while the weeds
are hit pretty hard, so if the work is done
simply to eradicate weeds I would advise

doing it when the soil is dry. But if you
sow alfalfa-seed at the same time, there must
either be a fair amount of moisture in the

soil or a rain must come to your aid if you
expect the seed to come up at all.

Clyde A. W.augh.

uto Tires

Motor car owners now are using 500,000
Goodyear No-Rim-Cut tires. They are so

popular that our tires sales trebled last year.

And 64 leading motor car makers have
contracted for them this year.

These are the hookless tires—the tires

that can't rim-cut—the tires 10 per cent

oversize.

They are saving motor car owners millions

of dollars by cutting tire bills in two.

The No-Rim-Cut Tire

These two tires—the No-Rim-Cut and
ordinary—are fitted on the same rim.

This is the standard rim for quick-

detachable tires, also for demountable

rims.

The difference is this: The removable

rim flanges are set to curve outward
when you use a No-Rim-Cut tire. They
must be set to curve inward—as shown
in the picture—when you use an ordi-

nary tire.

These removable rim flanges can be

set either way by slipping from one

side to the other. So Goodyear No-Rim-
Cut tires involve no change in the rim.

Rim-Cutting Impossible

The No-Rim-Cut tire, when deflated,

comes against the rounded edge. Rim
cutting is simply impossible. We have

run these tires flat in a hundred tests

—

as far as 20 miles—without cutting the

tire in the slightest.

The ordinary tire—the clincher tire

—

needs to be hooked to the rim. The rim

flanges must be set to curve inward, to

grasp hold of the hook in the tire. That
is how old-style tires are held on.

Note how that hooked flange digs in-

to the tire-when deflated. That is what
causes rim-cutting. That is why a new
tire may be ruined by running a few

The Ordinary Tire

hundred feet on a deflated tire. That
rim-cutting usually adds one-fourth to

one's tire cost.

How We Avoid It

We have invented a tire with an un-
stretchable base. We vulcanize into the

base 126 braided piano wires. Nothing
can possibly force this tire o£E until you
unlock and remove the rim flange.

When this tire is inflated the braided
wires contract. The tire is then held to

the rim by a pressure of 134 pounds to

the inch.

That is why hooks are not needed.
Not even tire bolts are needed. The
tire can't come ofiE because the base is

unstretchable.

We control this feature by patent. It

is the only way known to make a safe,

practical tire which doesn't need to be
hooked to the rim. It is the only sort of

tire which you will buy whenyou know the

facts. For the worry and damage of rim-
cutting is now an utterly useless waste.

Tires 10%
Oversize

Goodyear No-Rim-Cut tires are made
10% oversize. The flare of the tire per-

mits that' when the rim flanges turn

outward.

We give you that 10% oversize with-

out any extra cost. That means 10%
extra carrying capacity. It means,
with the average car, 25% more mileage

per tire.

Most tires are overloaded by the ex-

tras one adds to a car. The top, glass

front, gas tank, extra tire, etc., load

the tires beyond the elastic limit. That
is the cause of blow-outs. It is the

cause of one-fourth of all tire expense.

This oversize avoids that.

These No-Rim-Cut tires—these over-

size tires—now cost the same as other

standard tires. They used to cost one-

fifth extra.

These two features together cut tire

bills in two. You can get them with-

out any extra price by insisting on
Goodyear No-Rim-Cut tires.

Our new Tire Book tells scores of

things which motor car owners should

know. Write us to send it to you.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Sixtieth Street, AKRON, OHIO

Branches and Agencies in All the Principal Cities We Make Ail Sorts of Rubber Tires

(118)

Li€5Jifmnq Pifless Scabies
New Pacfiem. 5olid Channels feel Fraane

Channels are seven inches which is the height of platform from ground
Levers are octagon in shape giving greater strength. Bearings are
Toolsteel, This scale will last a life time with ordinary care.
Equipped with compound Beam Free. Furnished abso
lately complete except platform planks. Guaranteed
accurate and tested to more than its capacity.
Write for our prices and description before buying.

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS CO., 124 Mill St., Kansas City. Mo.

GREAT COOK-BOOK
BY MARIAN HARLAND W I THOUT COST

'

I
'HIS Cook-Book is by the greatest cook in America. It contains hundreds of practical recipes. No
home should be without it. Your cooking will delight the home folks when you gret Marian

Harland's Cook-Book. The cover is of oil-cloth and you can wash it off if it gets soiled.

OUR Of-HER:
We will send you this Cook Book, without cost, postage paid, if you will send us only two eight-

month subscriptions to Farm and Fireside, at 25 cents each. One may be your own. This offer is

good for the next seven days only. Your order must be mailed within one week of your receipt of this
paper. Send the subscriptions to

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

No.
1591

GIRL'S WATCH
Do you want to have one for yourself?

This handsome- watch is

dainty and attractive

and a fine timelceeper.

It c a n be worn with
a chatelaine pin.

It is guaranteed
for one year. You
can get it with-

out cost.

We will send this watch
for only six yearly sub-
scriptions to Farm and
Fireside at 50 cents each.

Each subscriber will also

receive a set of 25 Beau-
tiful Easter Post-Cards.
You can easily earn the

watch in an afternoon.

Send the subscriptions to

FARM AND FIRESIDE Springfield, Ohio

Elkhart Vehicles and Harness
havS a world-wide reputation for high quality and our

prices have made them famous,

THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS'
experience selling to the consumer means succes s.

We ship tor examination, guaranteeing safe del V-
ery, satisfaction and to save you money.

Catalog- shows all styles o£ pleas-
ure vehicles and harness, pony
vehicles and harness, spring wagons,
delivery wagons, farm wagons,
and harness.
May we send you large catalog?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.*
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THERE is no need
to worryabout the
children— aft er

yon have a telephone.
Wlierever they are—they
can easily and instantly
tellj'ou. But that's just
a suggestion of the many
advantages of a telephone. When you
are lonesome—call up the neighbors.
When you want this or that—use the
phone. There's never a dull hour in the
home that has a phone. And from a
practical view-point—there isn't a bigger
mo?iey-inaker than a

Stromberg - Carlson
Independent Telephone

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

Type No. 896 The men can receive
market reports at any
time and sell when prices
are high. Daily v?eather
reports enable them to
plan their work right.
There aremany otheruses
that will suggest them-
selves to you. Let us tell

you more about Strom-
berg-Carlson Telephones
[—how to organize a Local
ISystem and make it pay
for itself. Ask for Book
Edition 33 and address
nearest office.

STROMBERG-CARLSON
TELEPHONE MFa CO.

Rochester. N. Y.

Chicago, ni, Kansas City, Mo.

1911 Buggy Book
Send a postal—get the Book— d)^17and through it visit with Phelps fiVlili
the biggest faaory of its kind in
the world. Let him show you in his photographs
how a good bnggy should be made—what it

should be made of. Phelpsknows. They'reall

Split Hickory Vehicles
—over 125 styles—every kind—auto
seat Buggies, Surreys, Runabouts, etc.
—all soM direct to user on 30 Days' Free
Road Test—2 Years' Guarantee—at h-om
RS to $75 saving. I>on't you want the
iSoolc ? It will postyou on stj'les and
what you ought to pay wlierever
jrou buy. A postal gets it.

H. C. Phelps, President,
TUB OHIO CABRUGE

HFe, COaPAXI,
fitatloa 23 , Colombas, 0,

iaisesi Factory In the World
BolUnt TehlalM Dlr«c>

fMPIRE FENCE
Get the genuine EMPIRE big
wire fence, direct, at wboleeale.
Save dealer's profits.

Big Factory, Big
Sales. 23 Styles

No traveling salesmen, small
' expense, prices low, Every-

_ '^thlng guaranteed. Free sampleft by
mall. Prices of leadingstyles freight pre-
paid to all points north of the Ohio and
east of the aiississippl River:—

Wires Inoheshigh Medium Weight Extra lieaTj(»ll No.9)

9 39 23c per rod 37c per rod
47 26c per rod 41c per rod10

12 65 32c per rod 49eperrod
Special rates beyond this territory.

BOND STEEL POST CO.. 42 E. Mamnee St., Adrian, Mich.

Stg*ongest

Made of High Carbon Double Strength
Coiled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay all freight. 37 heights of farm
and poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE OOi.
Boi 30 Winchester, Indiana.

HOE COMFORT
MEANS HAND-SEWING

We guarantee the comfort of our Hand-sewed shoes
for women, also the Quality. We make them and know
how good they are. Save on the retailer's profit and get
a better shoe. Write for free book—styles, prices and
guarantee.
COlONIflL SHOE CO.. 424 Chestnut St.. PHILflDELPHIfl. PA.

s

Farm Notes

An Instance of "Farm Repair"

NOT long ago, ex-Governor Hoard of

Wisconsin purchased, for a small con-
sideration, a worn-out farm near Fort

Atkinson. The former owners of the place
had raised wheat and sold it until the soil

was so depleted that the crops were hardly
worth the harvesting. Its owners were very
glad to dispose of it and no doubt they
thought they had driven a sharp bargain by
unloading their barren acres.

Now, ex-Governor Hoard happened to be
a pretty good farmer, as well as an expert
dairyman, and he knew just how to restore

the fertility of that worn-out farm. It took
him several years to do it, but he has suc-

ceeded in making it one of the most pro-
ductive and fertile farms in the state.

The first thing he did was to put on the

farm a big herd of dairy cattle. He had
to buy feed for them at first, but he selected

them for their milking quality, and they paid
with their product for the food that they
consumed, and the manure that they made
soon began to change the character of the
soil of that worn-out farm.
Bumper crops of corn, timothy and alfalfa

were grown where little or nothing was

Reciprocity Between Fowls
and Fruits

WE OFTEN begrudge the bit of land set

apart for the poultry, and on this account
often restrict them to too small runs. This
is not practicable because there are a number
of crops that can be very successfully raised

on the chicken-lot, not only increasing the

profits on this bit of land, but adding to the

comfort and health of fowls. We have a

yard consisting of one half acre of ground.
On the upper end of the lot around the

chicken-house we have planted plum-trees,

red raspberry-bushes and two grape-vines.

The lower half of the lot has been given
over to early potatoes. Last year we raised

enough on this patch _to supply a family of
eight for daily use during the summer,
besides having several bushels to sell at

early market prices.

These potatoes were planted deep so that

the chickens would not scratch them out.

The soil was enriched by the droppings taken
from under their roosting-places as well as

from the droppings during the day. Little

hoeing was required, since the fowls kept

the soil stirred up about them ; and although
the bugs almost destroyed my potato crop in

the garden close by, I did not see a bug on
these vines, the fowls no doubt eating the

eggs before hatched.

As is well known, plum-trees are especially

affected with pests that sting the fruit and
cause it to fall off, and unless one does a

great deal of spraying it is difficult to raise

Manure . should be hauled to the fields as soon as possible

raised before, much to the surprise of the

neighbors, and all that was raised upon that

farm was fed to his rapidly increasing

Guernsey herd. Three crops of alfalfa were
grown in one season where a scanty growth
of grass grew before.

Almost any man could have done as well

if he had gone at it in the right way.
Farmers must feed more of their products
upon their farms, or in a few years more
their land will become impoverished, unpro-
ductive and unprofitable. Manure should not

be allowed to ferment and leach in the barn-

yard, but should be hauled to the fields as

soon as possible.

Landlordism has caused the impoverish-
ment of many farms. Not long ago we vis-

ited a large farm in northern Illinois that

had been leased several years for dairying.

The tenants had been either too indolent or

indifferent to remove the manure from the

barn-yard, where it lay in unsightly heaps
several feet high, evidently the accumulation
of several years. The soil was impoverished
and the place was for sale at half the price

it was valued at twenty years ago.

Eugene J. Hall.

Clip Horses
I Before the spring work
I begfJns, clip off the lone win-
I ter coat of hair. Your horses
I will sveat less, they will dry
I off quickly at night and get
[better rest. They will get
I more good from their feed,
I feel better, look better, and
1 do better work-

nyone can Clip
with this machine
It turns easy, clips fast and will

last a lifetime. This

Stewart Ball Bearing

Clipping MacliiRS

Get one
from
your
dealer
or send
$2 and
we will

ship

C. O. D.
(or the

baliuice.
I

Clip Cows
Clip the flanks and udders

J every three or four weeks. It
1 i s easy then to clean the parts
Ibefore milking. Insures

I
clean and sanitary conditions,

1 One large dairy company re-
I cently purchased 100 Stewart
I machines for its stables.

hag all gears cut from steel,

file hard and enclosed and pro»
tected from dust and dirt. They
run constantly in oil. Clips both
horses and cows without change.
There is 6 feet of new style,

easy ruuning flexible shaft on
this machine and the famous
Stewart single tension nut clip-

ping knife. Price of ma- fry en
chine complete is only • ',2}^

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO.

134La Salle Ave., Chicago

a crop. Plum-trees planted in the poultry-

yard will not need to be sprayed to insure a
crop, since the chickens will destroy the

pests. Every plum year we sell bushels of

fine plums off the trees grown in our poultry-

run, besides having all we need for ourselves.

Raspberry-bushes make ideal shade for the

chickens. During the heat of summer days
fowls can congregate under these ; and even
if they do not give any fruit they will be a
paying investment, helping to conserve the
health of the fowls. Shade is absolutely

necessary in our poultry-runs if we wish to

have success.

We planted the bushes of the red rasp-

berry, since they have a taller and more
upright growth than the other varieties. If

the chickens show a tendency to eat the
fruit, as they sometimes will, the bushes can
be covered with fly-netting while ripening.

Grape-vines take up little ground space

and can be trained on trellises or over the

house if desired. Chickens seem very fond
of elder-berries and as they are always a

sure crop, I have a few bushes planted in

out-of-the-way places for the special benefit

of the fowls and they seem to enjoy them.
Besides the fruit and potatoes produced, this

plan renews the soil and provides the fowls
with plenty of shade. M. M. Wright.

Bits of Dry-Farming Lore
Hull-less barley, though much exploited for

dry-land farmers, falls down in the respect

that 'hoppers eat it before they will other

grain, and also gives trouble from lodging

and a lower yield than the common bearded
type.

Emmer has given fine results for the whole
district, except that, when it was late in

maturing, the 'hoppers made it an unprofit-

able crop. The western edge of the district

grows it because barley and oats fail. This
grain has about three fifths the feeding value
of corn pound for pound and doesn't have
to be ground. It is also well relished.

Those that are on the point of buying
shallu at thirty to forty cents a pound should
read the Bureau of Plant Industry's Circular

No. 50 on shallu before sending in their

orders. I notice that several firms are listing

it at thirty cents or more a pound, while as

a matter of fact it is worth nearer seven or

eight cents—the price a Texas firm asks, in

large lots. The premature frost of last

August kept me from getting a full case of

experience with shallu last year. One thing

we do know, the bureau and the experiment
stations are improving the durras, Kafir and
the canes along their special lines rather

than shallu along any line. C. Bolles.

and Disinfectant
—one part dip to 70 of water—meets
the United States Government require-

ment as an official dip for sheep scab.

It has proved invaluable to American
sheep raisers as a pre'venti've and cure

for this costly disease.

You can use it with little trouble

and absolute certainty of good results.

Dr. Hess Dip and Disinfectant de-

stroys the germs of hog cholera, infec-

tious pneumonia, foot rot in sheep,

and all forms of parasitic diseases on

cattle, poultry, sheep and swine.

One gallon makes 50 to 100 gal-
lons of solution ready for use.

Write for Dip Book.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.

JMiiiiililiHi
THE FARMER'S AKD WORKINGMM'S FRIEND.
SAVES YOU $25.00 A YEAR.

Soles Ol HARDENED ALUMINUM,
,

the new metal, top3 of extra grade
Grain Leather. All the advantages,
none ol tbe drawbacks ofsttwr Metal

|

Shoes>Cannot Ruat, Lighter.
Stronger, Sanitary, Water I

and Snag-Proof. Outwears
|

6 pairs ot All-Leather Shoes.
Flexibility not found In
Steel Sheea. You Don't I

Have To Walk Flat-footed
All Sizes, tan or black.

laced and bu etc led tops, 6 Inches high at
S4.00: 8 Inches at $5.00: 12 Inches at $6.00:
16 Inches at $7.00. Guaranteed, money re-

I funded If not satisfactory. Send order, Stat-

I
Ing Size and style wanted, to

METAU SHOE COMPANY
24 H

BMl!
ItetVESriEXlBIUTK

I
CusUoD - lined.

Minn^apolitf Minn.

Heaviest Fence Made
Heaviest Galvanizing
We make 160 styles. Horse,
cattle, sheep, hog. and bull
proof fences made of No. 9

double galvanized wires
and absolutely rust proof
Bargain Prices

:

14 cents per Rod Up
Poultry and Rabbit Proof
Fences, Lawn Fences and
Gat«s. Send for Catalog
and Free sample for test.

The BrownFenee A HireCo.
Dept. 31W Clereland, Ohio

CLEVELAND
Fences and Gate<i for Farm,
Home, Parks or Cemeteries,
Increase properly values.
Strong, Lasting, Hand-
some. Easily erected. All
heights op to 10 feet. Our
catalog and prices will in-
terest you, Wepayfreight,

The CLEVELAND FENCE AND GATE CO. i

160 WILSON AVE., CLEVELAND, OHIO

I CentsaRod
ForlS-ln. 14 S-4e for 22-ln. Hog
Fence; ISefor 26-lrioh; 188-4e
for 3:i-inoh; 2Bc for a 47-lnch
Farm F«iice. 48-inch Poultry
fence 2S l-'2c. Sold on 30 days
trial, £0 rod spool Ideal Barb
Wire$1.45 Catalogue free.

KItSELMAN BROS.,
Bos 272 MUNCIE, INO.

1 QScts.arod
Fora 20-inch or 15

cts. for 26 In. Hog Fence; 28
cts. for M-inch poultry fence.
Sold directtothe farmer on
30 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
Special barb wire . 80-rodspooL
^.4S. Catalog free.

Interlocking Fence Co.
box 21 morton. illinois.

tYCLONE ORNAMENTAL FENCE
CHEAP, DURABLE, ATTRACTIVE

j

Has double strength at resistance points. Easily erected.

Exclusive designs. Beauty combined with utility.

CycloneFarm Gates are strong, easy work-

ing and cheap. CYCLONE FENCE CO.
I
Our Free cata- Dept. 109, Wankegan, 111.

1 aboutI loe t

I these goods _,»tV — . c -1
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Farm Notes

Everybody's Road-Maker

NOT for long will Iowa "have anything

on" Tennessee in the matter of home-
made good roads—not if the Memphis-

to-Bristol Highway Association can help it.

Last summer, you remember, Iowa farmers-

along the river-to-river road turned out

with road-machines, King drags and gump-
tion to smooth and surface that road in

the most approved style, each contributing

his own bit to the state-wide job.

The Memphis-to-Bristol Commission is

organizing Tennesseeans for the purpose of

drawing a similar streak of good going across

the landscape of their state, some time next

y\ugust. They are asking farmers, doctors,

merchants—everyone who uses the roads—to

cooperate with them, individually or through
their clubs and other organizations, in push-

ing the good work along. They have asked

Farm and Fireside to help, by reprinting D.

Ward King's own directions for making the

split-log drag he invented. We are glad to

do this, not only for our Tennessee readers,

but for all our readers. Says Mr. King, speak-

ing from experience : "The split-log drag has

its work in the rocky, stumpy East as well as

in the prairie and gumbo soil of the Missis-

sippi Valley. . . . The drag was used on
shell roads in Maryland with just as good
effect as I ever had at home (in Missouri)."

This is a scrap-book article—a text to

keep for reference and inspiration.

The drag should be made of light wood.
For ordinary teams (horses of twelve hun-
dred pounds weight) the slabs should never
be over seven feet long. The logs or planks
may be from eight to twelve inches across.

If a man has a heavy team (horses of four-
teen to eighteen hundred pounds), he may
use a drag eight or nine feet long.

may even, by sharpening two feet of the
ditch end of the steel enforcement and by
hitching to it properly and standing at the
extreme ditch end, make the drag throw a
furrow like a twelve-inch plow. The steel

ought to stand only half an inch below the
edge of the slab at the dtich end of the drag
and at its other end should come up flush

with the slab.

My Experience With Potatoes

EACH year for the past three years I have
used one acre of land, treating it in this

way : On one third I put cow-manure, on
one third I put cob and coal ashes and the

last third I did not _treat at all. "Early
Ohio" and "King of the Earliest" were the

varieties used on each third, and equally

thorough ^cultivation was given. The soil

was a good loam with clay subsoil.

The potatoes from the first plot were all

of good size, smooth and with very few
scabby or small ones. The second plot pro-

duced no scabby tubers and few small ones.

The third unfertilized plot gave some good
potatoes, but a great many small and scabby
ones as well. J. F. Rambo.

Should the Over-Middle-Age

Farmer Move to Town?
THE contrast between the cost of living in

the country, where the farmer can raise

or grow his meat, milk, butter, eggs and
fruit, and where he dwells rent free, and
living in a rented house in town, where
everything from a bit of kindling to drinking-

water must be paid for witlv hard-earned
cash, has often been clearly drawn.

Lacking interest and a healthy incentive

to labor is not conducive to keeping the

heart young. Rust devours- far faster than
labor.

Used to pure air, pure water and exercise

in the country, he finds foul odors, filth and
disease in the overcrowded city. He may
not have the pleasant comradeship of the

-CV - 05^

The King Drag

Don't be particular about the character of
I lie stuff yoti use. A red-cedar log is perhaps
the best. It should be carefully split, and
the largest and most solid slab used in front.

Have the heavy ends placed to travel in

the ditch, and eighteen inches from the end
bore a two-inch auger-hole in the center of
the face of the slab. Then go to the other
end of the slab and, if the wood is solid, bore
a hole three or four inches from that end
in the center of the slab's face. Now
stretch a string from center to center of
these two holes and half-way between them
bore a third hole.

Bring up the other slab and place it so
that the first hole bored will be opposite a
point about four inches from its right-hand
or ditch end, then bore the three holes. In
boring all of these holes, be careful to have
the auger perpendicular to the face of the
slab, and have each stake parallel with the
others. In making stakes, shave them and
don't make any shoulder. This gives them
elasticity. There is a trick about putting in

the brace. Bring the slabs together on the
slakes until the 'slabs are about thirty

inches apart. Then wedge the stakes into

the front slab. Next mark the point on the
stakes to which the ' rear slab comes and
drive it back an inch or so. Then fit in the
brace to the ditch end of the drag as shown
in illustration, fitting it in the mark. Drive
the rear slab - snugly into place against the
brace then and wedge securely.

Platform and Hitch

By performing the operation in this man-
ner, it is not difficult to get the brace so
firm ly into position that it will never get

away. For earth roads use three and a half
or four feet of iron on the ditch end of the
front slab. For gravel roads it is best to put
a piece of iron almost the full length of

both slabs. The platform to stand on should
not be nailed to the stakes, but should be
nailed to cleats, which should be^ dropped
between the stakes so that the platform will

not move endwise. Space should be left

Vjetween the boards of the platform so the
loose earth, that sometimes comes over the
front slab, will sift through.
The distance that the doubletree is attached

from the drag has much to do with the
amount of '"bite" that is given the drag. If

the doubletree is a considerable distance
from the drag, the latter will move more
dirt.

The beginner should fasten the clevis for
his two-horse evener at such a point on the
chain as will make the drag follow the team
at an angle of forty-five degrees when it is

not loaded. The point at which he hitches,

in combination with the place he stands on
the drag, -governs the slant of the drag. One

country, bvit, instead, mean, quarreling or

perhaps cold and unsociable neighbors. His
wife, with neither flowers nor garden to

occupy her leisure hours, loses her health
and discovers nerves.

The ex-farmer wearies of the street corner
and longs for old Dobbin and Jim, and the

sleek heifers and the fat pigs. His place is

taken by younger men and his hopes marred.
When the seed catalogues come, and his

heart burns to try this new seed or that

potato, it is a vanished dream. Once gone,

his slowly gathered tools and acres of a

lifetime cost more than he can hope to pay
to get them back.

On a farm, even if it is but a part of his

former holdings, he can raise vegetables and
chickens enough to keep himself and his

wife in comparative comfort, with fresh air,

pure water and old friends at hand, and ever-

changing scenery, and flower and plant life

to keep up his vital interest in life.

The farmer that- retires to the city is

likely to realize too late the truth of the old

saying : "God made the country, and man
made the town." , C. E. Davis.

No Better Life
THY should the pros-

perous farmer not be

abreast of the city man in

the appearance of his home
surroundings and in enjoy-

ment of the comforts and
conveniences afforded by
modern appliances ?

Usually, he has more space

for a lawn, flowers and
shrubbery than his city

brother, and can thus pro-

duce a more varied and pleasing effect. The
telephone puts him in direct communication
with the outside world. The R. F. D. service

enables him to obtain all the reading matter

necessary to keep him posted on all vital

topics of the day. The automobile now pre-

sents to him an always-ready, swift and
luxurious means of transportation. Further-

more, the farmer that plans his work can

set aside more time to enjoy these things

than the city man, and if he would but avail

himself of all his opportunities, we see no

earthly reason why he should look with envy

upon his city brother. M. A. Coverdell.

As Imoortant as the Shoe
Before you buy you next pair

of shoes find out if they were
made by the Goodyear Welt
process.

This knowledge saves you all

bother about getting value re-

ceived for your shoe money.

It makes plain to you that

the way a shoe is, made is the
most important thing for the
shoe buyer to know.

One feature you want is dur-
ability.

The Goodyear Welting ma-
chinery has a capacity of 500
tight, strong stitches a minute.
Cheap or inferior materials can-
not be utilized on these rapid
machines. Good materials must
be used. Long wear is assured.

No seam or thread from these
swift flying needles penetrates
the insole. The shoe is left

smooth inside. Comfort is as-

sured.

These machines make shoes
more durable and comfortable
than hand-sewed, but at one-

third the price. Economy is

assured.

The most stylish shoe is in-

variably a Goodyear Welt. It

has a smarter appearance even
than a shoe hand-sewed.

Thus Style, Economy, Dura-
bility and Comfort unite in every
Goodyear Welt.

Aren't these the qualities you
seek ? Would you learn how to

distinguish Goodyear Welts

?

Your name and address on a post-card
brings these booklets without cost

:

L Contains an identifying list of over
five hundred shoes sold under a special
name or trade-mark, made by the Good-
year Welt process.

2. Desci'ibes the Goodyear Welt proc-
ess in detail and pictures the sixty mar-
velous machines employed.

3. "The Secret of the Shoe— An In-
dustry Transformed"." The true story of
a great American achievement.

4. "An Industrial City." Illustrated

—

descriptive of the great model factory of
the United Shoe Machinery Company at
Beverly, Massachusetts.

UNITED 8HOK MACHINERr CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

Wanted—LocalClub Agents
" Farm and Fireside desires a local-representative in every farm community who will

devote a portion of his time to looking after renewals and new subscriptions. The work is

pleasant and you will receive either Cash Commission or Valuable Premiums. Write to

Club-Reusers' Department, Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

][c HOC

Yes, You Do Need It

Every progressive farmer who does not own a

Remington Typewriter needs one—needs it to

write his letters and orders—needs it to write his

records of seed tests, poultry matings and stock

breeding—needs it for a score of other uses.

This means YOU.
Yes, you DO need a

Remington
Typewriter

more urgently
than you can pos-

sibly realize until

you try the ex-

periment and find

out how valuable

an aid it is to you
as a time saver
and an efficiency

increaser. Visible

Writing

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

30E
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FamousModelatNswPrice

Including Magneto, 3 Oil Lamps, Complete

Set Tools, Tire Repair Kit, Horn and Tube.

PREVIOUS to Januar}- 1st

Old Price ^900
PIthis identical high-powered

Runabout sold for $900. It

was the greatest seller Mr. Maxwell ever produced.

People realized its wonderful value and bought every one we made. Its success

has endured because it is built right. During the unseasonable month of November,

1910, $1,125,000 worth of these machines were sold. Everyone marveled. We did

ourselves. Most of these machines went to farmers in the Central West, who
realized that a machine properly equipped was just as serviceable in Winter as any

other time. On January 1st the industry and buying public marveled again when
the Maxwell prices were reduced. In the height of our success prices were lowered.

Why? Because when the Maxwell joined the United States Motor Company, we
promised to give to the public the economies effected by this affiliation. It was

able to do so January 1st, and did, although 95% of its cars were then sold to dealers.

You can afford tKis Car What it means to>^u

High-grade, first-class in every partic-

ular, it is not only low-priced, but most
economical to maintain. This is the car
that demonstrated in public test last Oc-
tober, that it can be operated cheaper
than a horse and bugg}^
As a money maker and
time saver it cannot be
beat. Speedy, with more
power than you ordinari-

ly use, it is an ideal Road-
ster for two. When you
need room for four people, you can ad-

just a surrey seat in a jiffy. For haul-

ing, errands, etc., receptacles can be put

on and taken off in a minute. Every-
thing conveniently located, comfort-

able, first-class and absolutely reliable.

Every farmer really and honestly needs
an automobile. He needs it in his busi-
ness, his family needs it for pleasure,
health and recreation. It is the car you
have waited for at a price you can afford.

It's right in construction,
power, appearance; it's

simple to operate andeasy
to care for. It's ever ready
in all kinds of weather,
never tired, cannot be
overworked and gives

very little trouble . It costs nothing when
not in use, doesn't die of overwork. No
feeding or grooming—just a crank and
3^ou are off. Your increased earnings will
pay for the car in 3 months. You'll have
dividends in health, recreation besides.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Car
If you consider buying a car, this one deserves 3^our closest attention.

Don't part with your money before jon know its wonderful value. At
$900 it was the greatest seller ever produced. At $750 it is in a class

by itself; it has no equal. After May 1st not one of these cars will

be left. Better inform yourself now, and get in a reservation order.

These Books Free
We want to supply you with infor-

mation on automobiles in general
that will aid you in making your

motor car investment. We have prepared booklets that tell the story from
start to finish. Our "Farm Booklet," "How to Judge an Automobile" and
latest catalogue are three books worth reading. They surely will save
you money—cost nothing and involve, no obligation. Send us a postal.
Just say, "Mail Books."

Sale of Maxwells to Date

Sold to Feb. 1, 19U - 41,273
Sold During Feb.. 1911 1.392
Maxwells in use today 42,665

Watch the Figure* Grow

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY
(Division of the United States Motor Company)

Gobe Street Tarrytown, N. Y.

Factories : Tarrytown. N. Y. Newcastle, Ind. Providence, R. I.

Member A. L. A. M.

DO YOU WANT SIX HANDSOME EASTER POST-CARDS?
Then this is your chance. We still have a few select sample Easter Post-Card sets left and we want to place one of these sets in the hands

of every Post-Card admirer as long as the Cards last. It will be a case of "First Come, First Served," until our supply of sample Easter Post-
Cards is exhausted. We are making this offer simply for introductory purposes because we have the handsomest assortment of Easter Post-Cards
that has ever been collected. As' an evidence of sincerity and to partially defray the cost of postage, we request you to inclose with your letter
one 2c stamp, and a set of six of our nicest Easter Post-Cards will be sent you by return mail. Right now is the season for Easter Post-Cards.
Better accept the offer to-day, rather than be too late with your order.

SPRINGFIELD POST-CARD COMPANY. SPRINGFIELD. OHIO
MADE. Lowest
fuel cost; lowest
up • keep cost;
easiest on theBVYTHELOWESTCOSTENGINE

machine It operates, delivering steadier power than any other gasoline engine, adapting it especially for operating farm machinery, with better results
and least waste of grain. Lowest fuel cost for it runs on Gasohne, Kerosene, Distillate, Gas or Alcohol and has perfect lubrication. Lowest cost because
it delivers greatest available power per horse. A slow si>eed^ high duty engine. Starts easier and quicker than any other engine, occupies less space,
is less cumbersome, with less vibration, therefore adapting it for either stationary, portable or traction use. IT IS THE POWER CONTRACTOR'S
FAVORnX ENGINE. No engine made has so wide a range of use. TOO WILL MAKE A MISTAKE IT TOO DO NOT WRITE DS FOR INFORMATION.
1% H P. to ^Vz H. P. single cylinder. 6 to 20 H. P. two cylinder. 30 to 50 H. P. four cylinder. State your requirements and get our advise.

THE TEMPLE PUMP CO., Manufacturer* , 492 West IStli St.. Chicago, U. S. A. This is our 58th year.

Fullerton Sa^s—
[continued from page 5]

Also, by the way, he laid out an alfalfa-
field into four plats, A, B, C, D. A was just
the soil ; B had dirt from an old alfalfa-field
scattered on it ; C had the seed soaked in a
bacterial solution; D had the soil wet with
bacterial solution. Results : C and D, noth-
ing doing. B, the finest in the land. A
came up nicely, but petered out, although
patches of green worked over from B.
Moral : Inoculate the soil for alfalfa with
soil from an old alfalfa-field.
The native says of Long Island soil

:

"They's noink into it." So he proceeds to
put soink into it with commercial fertilizers.
Fullerton says he has tried 'em all, all kinds,
all strengths, all mixtures, and experiment
shows him that stable manure gives best
results. I had the figures as to a test of
how much better potatoes did with stable
manure than fertilizers, but I forget 'em. It
was about twice as well. Anyhow, he slathers
on the manure, he slathers on the humus,
rotted wood shipped from New Jersey, rotted
wood brought from Long Island, Canada
wood-ashes and lime.
The pages keep stringing out and stringing

out, and I can't begin to tell all I want to.
Artichokes; they don't amount to much to
eat, but people with more money than sense
pay fancy prices for them. Double sashes
for cold-frames ; he can germinate and head
lettuces in them and save all the trouble with
mats on cold nights. Fruit-trees chock-a-
block with the prettiest fruit you ever socked
a tooth into, and you can stand on the ground
and pick every one of them. Fullerton says
there's no sense in growing cord-wood. Tops
the trees and paints the wounds. Sprays
fall and spring, not with lime-sulphur or
Bordeaux mixture : afraid of putting out
eyes, darn near did it once ; he uses soluble
oils : better results ; doesn't clog the sprayer.
Funny thing. He has watermelons and

squashes and pumpkins and cucumbers and
cantaloups all growing in one bed together.
I told him that was wrong. I told him they'd
all mix in together so's he couldn't tell
t'other from which by the taste. He just
laughed at me.

"Did that watermelon you had for lunch
taste of pumpkin ?"

He had me there. Four helpings of water-
melon argue against pumpkin taste.
"They won't mix. They won't cross or

hybridize. You can't make a watermelon
mule. The books may say so, but the facts
don't."

Get the Lure

I could write a book about what I saw and
what Fullerton said, but I dassent. I'm
fairly aching to tell how he digs the holes
for his orchard all at once in less than a
second, and cheaper than by hand. Dynamite.
I tell you what you do. You write to the
Long Island Railroad Company, New York,
and ask them to send you "The Lure of the
Land," which Mrs. Fullerton has written. It
is a beautiful book "with lots of illustrations
in it. You can get it for the asking. That's
where some of my money went, money that I

paid for transportation and freight. You
might as well get the good of it. Go ahead.
Now does this farm pay ?

It paid the people alongside that haven't
done a tap of work, who are asking one hun-
dred and fifty dollars an acre for land they
would have been glad to get fifteen dollars
an acre for two years ago. Raising prices on
real estate sometimes has the edge on raising
crops and it isn't nearly so hard on the con-
stitution.

But does it pay on this investment?
Fullerton says it does. But you must

remember that when you start out in a
jungle to make a home and a farm you can't
expect to be making money in two years
when you put in suddenly and all at once
what would take a man a lifetime to put in
if he had no capital to speak of at the start.

Fullerton says that the older Experimental
Farm No. 1 pays twenty per cent, on the
investment . "It don't do noink o' the koind,"
say the natives. There you have it. I don't
know. I didn't go over the books. I am
willing to discount what Fullerton says.
He's an enthusiast. He has to be to get
work done. The natives are not enthusiasts
about anything or anybody. You remember
the old chestnut, "I don't want to say any-
thing against the feller, but, between you
and me, he's a liar and a horse-thief." So I

don't want to talk about my neighbors, but
they are as handy with the hammer as any-
body I ever saw when it comes to knocking
any improved way.

First off it doesn't look as if twenty acres
were enough to raise enough of any one of
three hundred and eighty different kinds of
stuff to make it pay. But then he doesn't
specialize on any one crop and ship it in for
commission merchants to do as they please
with. He has customers, to each of whom
he ships a hamper every week. Fine, first-

class stuff. No culls. Each thing is wrapped
up in waxed paper and comes to the house
as fresh as from the vines. They've shipped
stuff clear to Paris, France. The hamper
sells for one dollar and fifty cents. You
can't get the quantity in a New York grocery
for two dollars and fifty cents, let alone the
quality. 'The package costs him twenty cents,

the express thirty-five. There's ninety-five

cents for him. Express charge, thirty-five

cents. Parcels post? Parcels post? Did I

hear anybody say "parcels post?"
The question of whether Fullerton's farm-

ing pays depends more on what he gets for

his truck than on what it costs him to make
it. If he can get right to the consumer with-

out any intervention of the middleman, and
get anything like the prices the consumer
has to pay, I should think he would make
money.

But say. Don't forget about getting that

"Lure of the Land" from the Long Island
Railroad Company. It would be a favor to
me if you could wring out of them what they
have wrung out of me. You might say you
were looking around Some, and might cOii-

clude to settle on Long Island. I dotr<t think
that would be a really wicked, sinful story.
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TKe/FARnElO' LODDY.
ACOMPLETE revolution in the relation of the Ameri-

can people and government to the railroads was

brought about by the recent decision of the

Interstate Commerce Commission forbidding the roads

to increase their rates.

From the beginning of the efforts to control corpora-

tions, through the anti-trust acts of states and nation,

and through the railroad commission legislation of

states and of Congress, there has been no decision' com-

parable in importance with tlvis one.

Competition among railroads has received its death-

blow. If you believe in competition among railroads,

you will be aggrieved with this decision. I don't believe

in it, and therefore I am pleased with the decision;

But there are other aspects. There is the great ques-

tion of whether the railroads were entitled to have their

rates raised. The commission says they may not have

the increase. The best evidence that the commission

guessed about right is the announcement that the rail-

roads will not appeal.

The decision in this case ought to be read by every

farmer and business man in the country. It represents

the deliberate conclusions of a body of seven trained

students of transportation economics, after thorough

study. They discuss impartially the whole railroad

situation in this country, and their decisions are thor-

oughly optimistic. They have no misgivings' about the

ability of the roads to give service, improve their sys-

tems -and raise money for future expansion.

A Lid Over the Rate-Raisers

THE railroads placed themselves at a disadvantage

when they entered the proceedings. Last summer
Congress passed a new railroad bill. Senator Cummins
wrote into it, after a long fight, a provision that as to

future increases of rates the burden of proof must be

on the railroads to show them reasonable, and that no

rate might be raised without the express approval of

the interstate commission.

When the railroads saw that this provision was going

to become law, they determined to raise rates just as-

much as possible while the right to do so still remained

with them. So, before the new measure could become

law, railroads all over the country filed new tariffs,

extensively raising rates. These new rates would go

into effect thirty days after they were filed.

Protest came from all over the country, and the

government secured injunctions prohibiting the new
rates taking effect. The new burden-of-proof law pres-

ently became effective, and the interstate commission,

under it, ordered the suspension of all increases pending

investigation as to their reasonableness. The investi-

gation closed a few weeks ago, and soon afterward the

commission gave its decision. It refused to grant any

of the increases. West or East. The South may yet be

granted a few. But the cases already decided lay down
the principle of government control, which leaves no

doubt of the commission's purpose.

In substance, it is now the public policy of this

country that railroad rates shall be made by government.

Poverty Garbed in Greenbacks

T AST summer's increase of rates by the roads, at the

•'-'eleventh hour, looked like a grab. Of course, the

railroads explained that they needed the money
;
awfully

hard up ; couldn't keep the wolf off the cow-catcher

without more revenue. But to the public and the admin-

istration it looked to them as if the roads had hurried

out to the smoke-house to gnaw off a few choice cuts

before the door could be locked.

The burden of the roads' plaint was that they had to

pay higher wages, higher prices for steel rails, more
money for fuel and supplies. The commission, after

hearing them through, decides that supplies and

materials have, in fact, not advanced
;

wages have
advanced somewhat, and likewise fuel. But altogether

the increases are found unimportant compared to^the

emphasis the railroads laid on them.

Beyond this the roads insisted that their credit would
be ruined if they did not get Ihe advances. They would
be unable longer to induce investors to buy their shares

and bonds, and many thousands of miles of new road

the country needs would remain unbuilt, development

would stop and all industry would be prostrated.

It was a sad forecast; but the commission found this

to be the fact:

That in the last ten years—the period marked by the

greatest advances in railroad regulation by government

By Judson C. Welliver

—a group of typical Western roads had paid regular

dividends and increased their aggregate surplus from

$108,000,000 to $262,000,000, considerably over ten per

cent, a year. The commission opined that this was as

much as was healthy.

That in that same period the earnings, both gross

and net, had grown more than in any other like period.

That in that decade the roads had sold no less than

$4,500,000,000 of bonds ; which convinced the commission

that quite a bunch of people must still have measurable

confidence in the solvency of the railroads.

That government regulation, far from injuring the

credit or reducing the earnings of the roads, had

improved both. The reports of the carriers demon-
strated the increased earnings ; the immense flotations

of their securities proved that their credit had not been

impaired.

It was shown that for the roads of the whole country

the earnings per mile were actually fifty per cent, greater

in 1910 than in 1900. A group of six Western roads,

all of which- were earnestly assuring the commission

that regulation threatened to ruin their credit and cut

them off from capacity to borrow, were shown to have

borrowed $450,000,000 in the last ten years. These same
six typical roads—all "grangers"—paid $26,000,000 in

dividends in 1901. They paid $55,000,000 dividends in

1910. And besides doing all this, they increased their

surplus by $134,000,000. ^

Taking the railroads of the whole country, the books

show that in 1899 their surpluses amounted to only

$194,000,000. In 1910 the same item had mounted to the

tremendous figure of $800,642,000.

The commission just naturally couldn't figure, from
these statistics, why the railroads suddenly needed a big

advance of rates to keep them out of the poor-house.

But it has seemed to me that the most important policy

laid down by the commission relates to the unearned

increment of value in railroads. Suppose a railroad

company builds a road one hundred miles long for

$2,000,000. It is in a new country. Traffic is scarce.

Then the country settles, traffic is heavy, and the com-

pany finds itself earning so much that it is able to pay

forty per cent, on the $2,000,000 investment.

Whose Melon >

T N THE beginning, that road paid five jper cent, a year.

When it gets to forty per cent, the management sees

a chance to carve a melon. It realizes that the farmers

along the line, earning maybe four per cent, themselves,

view with concern their railroad earning forty per cent.

So the railroad recapitalizes. It figures that a property

paying forty per cent, on $2,000,000 would pay five per

cent, on $16,000,000; therefore, it is worth $16,000,000.

The difference between the original $2,000,000 and

the present $16,000,000 is the unearned increment of

value; the value that grew into the property because

other people built towns and farms along its line. The
railroad didn't make that value; the growth of the

community did it. Who is entitled to that value?

The shareholders say they are, and proceed to increase

the capitalization to $16,000,000. Is that fair to the com-
munity along the line? Is the road entitled to earn

returns on the values other people have injected into it,

or is the public entitled to have the rates reduced as

the traffic and earnings grow?
There is the biggest question of public policy, in

dealing with railroads, that the country still has ahead

of it. We have settled that the government is going to

make the rates ; but on what valuation must these rates

earn returns ?

The commission gives its view unmistakably on this

question. It does so in discussing the case of the

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy road. That road urged

that its property was worth vastly more than the amount
indicated by its capitalization. It claimed to have

invested $258,000,000, and capitalized it at $320,000,000.

But beyond this it claimed that its property had so much
enhanced in value that it was really worth $530,000,000

and was entitled to rates high enough to earn returns

on that sum.

On this point Commissioner Lane wrote:

"This contention opens the broadest field of inquiry,

as to the question of law and fact upon which the com-
mission could enter. We have before us a property

constructed by private persons under authority of gov-

ernment' to be devoted to a public, use. These private

persons invest in that property the issues of certain

sales of stocks or bonds amounting to $258,000,000. They
capitalize this property at $320,000,000, one third of

which capitalization is represented by stock and two
thirds by bonds; they carry upon their books the cost

of road and equipment at $364,000,000; and they now
insist that the law gives them the right to a return upon
$530,000,000.

"Under its present capitalization this corporation had
available for distribution as dividends $13,975,620 in the

year 1910, or 12.61 per cent, on its capital stock out-

standing. 'This,' says the Burlington, 'is an insufficient

return, because it is based on a capitalization which
represents much less than value, and the courts have
decided that under the constitution property of this

character is entitled to a reasonable return upon the

present fair value of the property in the service of

the public'
"

The Actual Investment the Basis for Rates

'T'o THIS statement for the railroads, Mr. Lane, repre-

senting the opinion of the entire commission, replies:

"The difference between $258,000,000 and $320,000,000

represents investment in the property made out of earn-

ings and increase of the value of right-of-way and
terminals.

"If a stockholder takes his money in the shape of

dividends and later stock is issued to the same amount,
which he buys out of this dividend money, should the

shipper be subjected to an increase in rates because of

this action? If he should, then it is within the power
of a board of directors indefinitely to increase the ship-

per's rates. For all that is needed is that the railroad

iti one year make an exceedingly large return and, after

paying a dividend, issue stock to the stockholders

equivalent to the balance of the unappropriated operat-

ing revenue available for dividends, and the money,
being invested in the property, creates more value, which
the shipper must care for."

It is thus laid down that the commission does not

believe in stock dividends to represent excessive earn-

ings and absorb them. It means that the commission's

policy will be to object hereafter to rate advances based

on the desire to earn returns on values that the stock-

holders did not put into the property, but that came
from its excessive earnings or from the development of

the surrounding community.

This is easily the most important thing in the whole
decision—and the most dangerous. For it raises a

question yet to be finally adjudicated. The supreme
court of the United States might easily overturn the

whole decision on the ground of this declaration of

the commission.

A National Question in a Nutshell

T MAY summarize very easily the two contentions, and
* the summary will indicate how tremendous is the issue

raised and soon to be fought out:

The railroads insist that they are entitled to returns

on the cost of their propertj^, and also on all values that

may have grown into the property because other prop-

erty around them has enhanced in value.

The commission says they are entitled to returns on

their investments. Its position is that after a railroad

is built, if it gets immensely profitable because of the

country's growth, then the public is entitled to lower

rates, rather than the stockholder to higher dividends.

Don't misunderstand me. The commission didn't say

it so baldly as that. But that is what it means.

You can see how big a question it is. Suppose a rail-

road has 1,000,000 acres of right-of-way land and ter-

minals, in Iowa, bought at one dollar and twenty-five

cents per acre many years ago. That same land is now
worth for agricultural purposes one hundred dollars

an acre. It cost $1,250,000. It is worth $100,000,000.

Shall it earn dividends on the $1,250,000, or on the

$100,000,000 ?

The farmer who bought land at one dollar and twenty-

five cents an acre and still holds it, insists that he is

entitled to returns on the present value of one hundred
dollars an acre. Why not the railroad?

Mr. Lane's answer, and the commission's answer, is

that the railroad is a public concern, built under gov-

ernment concession, performing a public function and

entitled to give service at rates reasonable to the public

interest. In short, the commission finds that public

property is not entitled to capitalize its unearned incre-

ment, while private property is entitled to do so.
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"Fred stepped forward. '1 iove you, he muttered humbly"

POOR RELATIONS
By Adelaide Stedman

Author of "Miracle," 'intellectual Miss Clarendon," Etc.

Illustrated by Herman Pfeifer

Part IX.—Chapter XXII.

GEORGE Martin reentered the office sober and more
pallid than ever, the overwrought excitement gone
from his manner.

"'Well?" he questioned wearilj-. "Well?"
Fred and his father stared at him, unanswering, while

they mechanically noted every detail of his attire, the
crumpled black bow-tie at his throat; his large old-
fashioned cuff-links, the yellowed silk handkerchief
protruding from his pocket. To both the harmless-
looking figure seemed fierce with menace. Neither
looked at his nervous twitching face.

There was a minute's silence, then Charles Martin's
big hands clenched the chair-arms when he finally burst
out, "Thank God you are my brother ! You can't send
the boy—to the dogs!"
"No I Why not ?" the cracked voice forced itself into

harshness. "I don't think he needs much sending, he
seems to know the way."
"Don't!" the other man's manner was subdued.
"All right !" the old man consented solemnly, "but I'm

going to make you pay my price for silence—my price

!

"Let me see." He raised his wrinkled hands, and
counted on his fingers. "When I was thirty I asked
you for five thousand dollars to go into business. You
refused me ! I want that money ! In 1890 I needed only
a thousand dollars to lift the mortgage on my cottage.
You sent me away empty-handed. I want that! And
lastly," he looked straight at the hvmiiliated man, "I

want twenty-five thousand dollars for these scraps I

have in my pocket; these pretty little pink scraps!"
He smiled bleakly and went on, "I know you could

overpower me and take them away, but you won't do
that ! You know I would die rather than give them up

!

Charlie, I have been practically down on my knees to
you three or four times in my life; and you would have
let me stay so until I wore holes in the carpet, for all

you cared. Your brother ! Now 3-ou remember it

!

You have been mighty anxious for me to forget that
fact, all these years. Well, I have forgotten it ; and
you had better be careful, or I won't sell my silence

—

at any price I"

"Fred," Charles Martin pointed to the room where
most of his private work was conducted, "go in there
and stay until I call you."
The Ijoy stumbled into the tiny office, growling, "Great

fuss about. nothing
!"

His father closed the door, the sanctum's only opening,
then leaned against the mahogany, breathing hard.
There was a hesitant pause, but finally the financier
began, his voice holding the bitter agony of the strong.
"George, listen to me. Be reasonable! You know I

have always hated my relations. I thought they were
to be shaken oft' like a shell I had outgrown ; neither
by my fault nor my misfortune. I didn't see any duty I

owed anyone. I needed no help. I felt I could
stand alone!" He stopped, only to go on harshlj%
"I was a fool ! Every man needs a few people to
uphold him through thick and thin, and those people
are his family, I suppose. They are the only ones to
count on.

"Great heavens! I am all alone now, all alone! Even
my son doesn't care, or he wouldn't have disgraced me
so. I can't tell Clem and Penelope about this. It

would break their hearts! Besides, 1 won't lean on

women ! I have not a soul to turn to !" Slowly he
walked to his desk-chair and sank into it despondently.
There was a brief silence, while the old man fumbled

with the bits of paper in his pocket. Charles Martin's
shoulders, broad and thick and used to burdens, were
bowed and drooping. Suddenly he looked up. "Will
you—take the—money?" he muttered. "I'll pay."
Without waiting for an answer he drew his check-book
toward him, and for a moment his pen scratched over
the pink sheet. Then he tore it out and held it toward
his brother.
"Give me those scraps," he demanded. For" an instant,

as the check changed hands, the two men regarded each
other steadily, a whirl of conflicting emotions battling
in each. Then George drew from his pocket the bits

of pink paper.
At sight of them, a purple flush rose to the father's

cheeks. He snatched them fiercely, and with the aban-
don of despair sank once more into his desk-chair.
"How I worked and planned and plodded," he

groaned. "How I planned for him. Always, I thought
he would succeed me. And now—no matter what he
does, I will never feel safe to trust him with a penny !"

His breath came slowly. "Whom can I trust? Who is

going to help me when I grow old? I am all alone!"
One great dry sob shook him.
His brother rose feebly, his burning eyes fixed

strangely on the other man's haggard face.

Charles Martin looked up dully. "I have your word.
This business goes no further

!"

"Yes," the old man answered. "And I have yours
that my son goes—free."

"Yes, good-by!" he turned back to the desk, his head
on his hand.
George 3\Iartin hesitated. Silently he stood watching

the other man's heavy chest heave ; watching, with an
odd fascination. Then he turned his eyes to the pink
check in his hand, and stared at the shaky faltering
figures on it, until the\' danced and blurred before him.
Suddenly his mouth began to quiver rapidh"-, and a sharp
little cry burst from his lips.

"Charlie," he cried, crumpling the slip in his hand,
"I can't do it. It's no use ! I can't do it ! Here, take
the money. I can't live on your boy's disgrace ! It's

no use. I've tried to make myself do it; but it's no use!"
Charles Martin rose dazed. Mutely he looked at the

old man, then suddenly he sprang toward him and
grasped his outstretched hand in a convulsive grip.

George," he cried passionately, "George !" then the
tears welled up in his eyes and trickled down his thin,

pale cheeks.
"We'll stand by each other, Charlie," his brother

faltered, "we must. You remember once how our
mother spanked us both for quarreling and refusing 'to

make up.' I remembered how grieved she looked and
worried. It wasn't so long before she died ! I started

to think of her there in the office when you were talking

to Fred. •! couldn't help knowing how she would have
felt—about to-day. And finally I couldn't stand it,

Charlie: I just couldn't stand it!"

How long the two men stood there, they never knew,
while refreshing tears wiped away corrosion left by
years of acid hate. An observer could have noticed the
resemblance between them, that mysterious tie of

blood which had drawn them together with its spell.

One face was niiodeled in bronze, the other in clay,

but they were intangibly alike—of the same family.
The healing moments of tenderness were of brief

duration, for in a few minutes a rap sounded at the
door. "Come," Charles Martin called.

"Miss Martin to see you, sir. She says she has an
appointment," the clerk announced.
"Let her wait in the next office a second. I'll come

out."

"It is for her—Fred did it
—

" he explained to George,
as soon as the secretary had disappeared. "It was my
fault, I suppose. If I had helped the girl, it never
would have happened. Now the boy is in love with her."

"Well, let him marry her, if she'll have him. She and
her sister were over to Staten Island once, and she's a
sweet girl

!"

"What !" Mr. Martin exclaimed with a touch of his
old manner. "Nonsense !"

"Well, anyway you had better tell her the whole truth,
or there may be complications."

"I suppose I must." His face turned graver. "I'll see
her in the next office. You wait here. Call Fred in
if you like."

In a moment Marion was facing her uncle, her eyes
flashing with anj-thing but meekness. She had, figur-
atively speaking, "put on her war paint." Between
Charles Martin and herself there was nothing but
unpleasantness.
However, the man who began speaking was strangely

humble, and as he told his miserable story, vk^ith many
stops and painful hesitations, the girl was confused,
disturbed and all but pitying. At the end, however,
when he begged her to conceal everything from the
publishers and to remember that FretT was her cousin,
a scornful reply was almost spoken, when suddenly she
noticed how her uncle's hands trembled on the chair-
arnis, and she remained silent. It was only a little

thing, but it aroused the womanliness in her. She could
not hurt a man when he was already so wretched.
"Uncle Charlie," she finally answered, "I should be

terribly angry. I should blame you for all and every-
thing that has occurred. Frankly, I think the respon-
sibility does lie with you, but I am only sorry for you,
indeed I am. I always envied Cousin Penelope until
to-day. But now it's different."" The man winced.

"I don't think there has ever been much plain speaking
between you and your son. There's a great deal of good
in him, I believe. The right influence could save him
yet. He is nothing but a piece of driftwood, without
the least bit of resistance; weak, but not bad, really.

Uncle Charlie, he can be saved
!"

"Will you marry him and try?" her uncle blurted out.
All during Clarion's speech the idea had gained favor
with him. Suddenly he saw in her another ally of his
own flesh and blood.
"Marry him!" the girl exclaimed. "Wh}', what are

you thinking of?"
"He loves 3-ou," the man went on doggedly, "and he

did—what he did—for your sake! That was a pretty
good test of devotion. Marry the boy; j'ou can make a
man of him !"

The girl flushed, then turned slowly pale. "It is

out of the question," she answered, her anger rising.

"The idea, why should I? I have only suffered
humiliation from you and your family. Now you
want me to undertake the task of reclaiming your son.

[concluded on page 35]
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Letters From a Country Sister

Common-Sense Talks Which Will Lighten Household Tasks

EAR Martha:—
It is so long since I have

written you anything of
myself or home no doubt
you have forgotten your
country sister. Farm
women are so busy—or

that is the common opinion—^that they are
generally exempt from many of the little

. courtesies of life. I know how it has
• been in my own case. Routine work

—

cooking, washing, scrubbing—has monopo-
lized not only my time, but also most of
myself. There seems to be nothing but a
husk of a real, live woman to offer rrty

family. My friends—well, I may not have
given them even that much.

I wonder to-day where the fault should
be rightfully laid, on my shoulders, on
husband's broad back or at fate's thresh-
old. Perhaps all three are guilty to some
extent, but it takes a strong-willed, strong-
bodied and far-seeing woman to prevent
.her work wearing a rut in her life deep
enough to swallow herself bodily and drag
the family in after her.

My life on the farm can be sketched
in with a few bold strokes, like that of
many another farmer's wife. The light

and shade; the misty background of
unfilled hopes; the dull, fiat foreground of
present and future realities are about the
same in everj^ picture. The high lights in

mind stand out strongly.
First a mortgage on the farm, new barns

and additional m.achinery and some im-
ported stock, another sixty acres added to
the farm,more new machinery and so forth,

while the dark spots in the picture always
remained the same—an inconvenient house,
long outgrown by the family; lack of
working equipment ; the same worn-out,
back-number methods of doing the work.
Why didn't I rebel long ago? The answer
must be found in that mortgage and the
imperative "must haves" on the farm.
But my guardian angel knows that aching
back and feet and hands have' been my
hourly companions for weeks at a time in
busy seasons.

Martha, do you ever wonder if there
will be an extra reward in the next world
for the farm women who patiently carried
water by the pailful into and out of the
house, carried wood into the house by the
armful, while the world moved rapidly
onward and evolved better appliances and
an easier way in housework for these self-

same women who knew nothing of them?
Personally, I think the recording angel
will put all such work down in the column
of sins of omission and those women will

not even be credited with patience, for
many times they might have had the easier
way if they had cared enough about it to
ask for it.

Sometimes I think men should be
classified with bats and moles when it

comes to seeing needed things about the
house. Set their faces in the right direc-
tion, illumine their intellects, and they will
generally get into line and do the right
thing. The light that cleared my Hiram's

vision, on at least one point, came in a
peculiar way. I must tell yoa about it.

The barn had been finished and was
naturally the pride of Hiram's heart, as
well it might be. It was modern in every
particular, running water in the stables

and all that. It was only necessary to

open a faucet at one end of the stable

and a stream of pure water ran into every
stall. Another faucet at the other end
opened' the waste-pipe and kept the water
fresh. Similar contrivances were in the
pig-pens.
One day a neighbor took dinner with

us and was later shown the new barn.
I had nothing half so grand at the hous^
to exhibit ; in fact, our cramped quarters
made it impossible for him tcf avoid seeing
all the operations of getting dinner, even
to bringing in wood and water. At the
barn he praised everything and Hiram's
soul was satisfied. But just at the end
the visitor turned abruptly and said, "My
friend, I'm surprised that you treat your
pigs better than you do your wife. Why
don't you have water brought into the
house for your wife as conveniently as
for your pigs?"

It vras a sharp blow for Hiram, but he
took it like a man and not many weeks
later I had running water in my kitchen.
There was reproach in his voice, though,
when he said, "You might have had it

sooner if you had only mentioned it. I

didn't see your need, you know."
That was the beginning of the changed

conditions in my life. That single im-
provement in house equipment was an
elixir to me. Running water in the house

!

Merely turning a faucet and there it was
at hand, pure and cold ! No more carry-
ing it into the house by pailfuls ! I found
myself trying to calculate the time and
strength saved even in one day by this

simple contrivance and I was astonished.
One day I gave Hiram an extra good

dinner, talked him into a particularly
good humor and told him I wanted the
good work finished. I wanted a waste-
pipe put into the sink so the waste-water
could be carried off as easily as the fresh
supply was brought in. Hiram demurred,
but I used diplomacy and tact, got what I

asked for and was content—for a time.
But a ray of light had shone in and I

began to see where other changes might
be made in my working equipment to- save
time and strength for me—two commod-
ities that are necessary to farm women.

I began to realize as I never had before
that my work in the house was every bit

as important as Hiram's work on the
farm in our business of hom.e-making.
I have had my awakening and it has not
only made my home more comfortable,
my life more livable, but it has shown me
some things which we farm women need
in our homes. I am going to give you
some of my experiences.

Are We Making the Most of Life?

By L. D. Stearns

TWENT for a walk this noon before
•returning to my work, on the way pass-
ing a grain-stor€r Dozens of bags of
grain were piled outside, all dusty and
sweet, and the smell of the soft, yellow
meal came strongly to me.
Once again I was a little girl, out in the

old barn, basin and spoon in hand, won-
deringly dropping the steaming, yellow
dough pat by pat, while the little soft,

downy, yellow and white chickens came
crowding around and the old hen clucked
threateningly near by.

I remember how I used to stand and
watch them, wondering what their world
was like and if they had their own way
of thinking and talking together as we
did, only in a language we couldn't under-
stand. I'd look at the ants—such busy,
tiny atoms—as they wen,t hurrying, to and
fro, in and out of their hills, and I'd

'wonder if they, too, were thinking and
talking together; and then I'd wonder if

somewhere'" there was another sort of
heing as much beyond us as we were
beyond the chickens and the ants.
My mind goes back over it all to-day

—

-sent by the whiff of that meal—and
together we're wandering over the inter-
vening years—that little girl and I.

I'm wondering if she's made the most
of life or if we—she and I—should have
built a better, stronger fabric out of the
months and years.

Little girls—you who are just facing
life, holding your breath a little aft'right-

edly at what it may unfold—I want to
talk to you a bit to-day. I want to tell

you to stand fast. The world is very,
very wide, dears, and it's full to the brim
of joys and beautiful unfoldings and glad,
bright to-morrows, full of working and
learning and success if—and here's where
I want you to stop and think a little

—

if

'you only make it so! But it''s just as full

of disappointments, disillusions, failures—if you build that way. It will give you
just what you build. If you want much,
and want it enough to work for it, you'll
get it; but you'll never reach any great
height without great effort. If you want
friends, you must be a friend.
Look out at the world squarely. Don't

shirk. Hold yourself sweet and strong
and true. Be wholesome. Remember,
God created you a woman, and some day,
if the right man comes to you, you'll want
to give him a womanhood all unstained
and untainted. Hold it sacredly; don't
let anything come near, either in thought
or in deed, to mar its purity, its sweetness,
its strength ; and in the meantime give
to the moments your best and the weeks
will swing into place all right. Make
yourselves bright and fresh and sweet
before you leave your room in the morn-
ing. It's the people you live with—^who
see you morning, noon and night—that
you want to shine your best for and give
your best to—your very best. They're
the ones who love you the most and
who are close at hand just now, to-day.

"You May Send Me
My 'National'

Style Book"
That is the message we

are waiting for from you,
that we may send you free

your "National" Style

Book. That is what your
book is waiting for—only a

word of welcome and your

name and address.

NATIONAL CLOm'SCS''''
>iF.W YORK CtT

Copynshl, 79/7, By National Cloak and Suit Co.

What this « NATIONAL"
Style Book Means to You
We have reserved one Style Book for every reader

of this publication because it is the most interesting:
fashion book ever published—and also because we
know yoa will be delighted with your copy.

It shows 224 pages of the new styles—and all are
offered at "National" prices. It illustrates and
describes "National" Tailored Suits, made to
measure, $15 to $40.

You can make your selection from all the new suit
models and have a suit designed, cut, made, trimmed
and lined to your special order—actually and in every
detail made to measure for you.
But even more than this. You have unlimited choice

of over 300 materials. And now comes the wonderful
part—we guarantee the finished suit to fit you and
please you perfectly—we absolutely guarantee your
complete satisfaction, or we will refund your money
cheerfully, and pay express charges both ways.
In writing for your Style Book, be sure to state

whether you wish samples for these "National"
Made-to-Measure Tailored Suits. Samples are sent
gladly, but only when asked for.

And what shall we say of the new "National"
Waists—the most charming collection ever gathered
together—and "National" Skirts, America's best
and most styhsh. Let us give you a brief index of
the magnificent showing of the new styles:

Waists . 98 cents to $8.98
Skirts . . $3.98 to $14.98
Lingerie Dresses . $4.98

to $19.98
Wash Dresses, $3.98 to $8.98
Silk Dresses, $11.98 to $22.60

Hata . . $1.98 to $14,98
Hisses* Waak Dresses and
Misses' Tut) Suits, $2.98

to $9.98
Misses' Tailor-Made Suits,

$9.98 to $17.98

In fact, nearly everything for Women, MisseB
and Children is beantifnlly illustrated in the
" NATIONAL" Style Book we have reserved
for you, to be sent you free ii you write for it.

The "NATIONAL" Policy
The ""NATIONAL" prepays expreaaagt and

postage to all parts of the world. Yoa may
return, at oar expense, any "NATIONAL"
garment not satisfactory to yoa, and we will
refund your money.

National Cloak & Suit Co.
283 West 24th Street New York City

No Agents or Branches. Mail Orders Only.

DONT PAY TWO PRICESn
FOR STOVES & RANGES
Tou Save (18.00 to 122.00 on

Hoosier
Ranges
y w and

Heaters
Whynotbuy thebestwhen

you can buy them at such low,
unheard-of Factory Prices.
Hoosier Stoves and Ranges are
dellrered for you to use In your
own home 30 days free before

yon buy. A written guarantee with each stove
backed by a Mlilion Dollars, Our new 1911 improve-
ments on Btoves absolutely surpass anything ever
produced. Send postal today for tree catalog.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
126 State Street, Marion, Indiana

Sweethearts
THE NEW FARIOR 6AME

This is a grame that will delight both
youngr and old. Entertaining, amusing
and instructive. Just the thing for
parties and social gatherings.

Send us two yearly subscriptions to
FARM AND FIRESIDE, at 50 cents
each, and in return we will send you the
game of Sweethearts with full instruc-
tions and suggestions for use.

FAHM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, 0.

MADTHA
WAsSHINGTONICOM FORT ^HOES

Sensitive, feverish, aching feet get lasting relief from
Martha Washington Comfort Shoes. They fit like a"

glove and are as easy as a stocking. No buttons or laces-

just complete and lasting comfort.

MARTHA WASHINGTON COMFORT SHOES
rest the feet. Be sure you get the genuine. There are many in^rior im-
itations. Reject as counterfeit anything ojgtered that has not the Mayer

name and Trade Mark stamped on the sole. Ihe
best merchants handle the genuine.

The real Martha Washington has the
name and the Mayer Trade Mark
stamped on the sole. Ifyou can't find
a dealer, write to us.

Free—If you will und us the name of a dealer who does
not handle Martha Washington Comfort Shoes we will

send you free, postpaid, a beautiful picture of Martha
Washin^oa, size 15x20.
We also make Honorbilt Shoes for Men. Leading
Ladv Shoes, Yerma Guslllon Shoes, Special Merit

^
School Shoes and Mayer Work Shoes.

F. MAYER BOOT & SHOE
CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
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160-Page Catalog FREE

LoSdoa "an'l N(W York FMhloni
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„.vr a new hat for spring look
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brims Satin is used for this facing and t
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Ii regard to arranging the trimming, i s
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to one side of the back. Of course, this is

not afways so, for when the brim turns up

sharplv on one side, or the hat is in turban
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No. 1717—Double Waial in Surplice Effect

Cul fo. 32, 34.36. 38.i,d40inohbu.l. M.lj.it! required

lor 36 inchko.l. on. ond 00= h.ll y.rd. ol ihirly-.a-mcW

material, wilh three loutlhii of a mi oi. con-

ItnuinK mnterio] for tnmminB ond iwo and hve eightha

ynidt of iwcniy-four.ineh motenal tor underblouse.

Tliis i» ft very Pre'tV woiBt desiiin snd one that 19 easy

to copy. The underblotiae may he of net or battste, and

the overblouse of pongee, poplin or ailk. Ihe

collftt and sleeve ttimmiiiB may be simply braided
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\ PRINT FOR YOURSELF

WURUTZER-
Band Instruments
Wt tuppljr tbe U. S. Gonnuncnl

The Radotph Wartitzer Co.
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and summer hats. the»d
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1 £,9 1—Double Waist Witk V-SliplJli

C«t tor 32. 34. 36 and 38 inch l>"'t 'MS
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No. 1592-Cored Skirl Wilh FoolW

Cm for 22 24. 26 and 28 inchw.i.l «««»

yard, of twenty.tyo^.nch 'W ,„ ul
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No. 1642—French Chemise

PBttern cut for 32, 34. 36. 38. 40 and 42 inch bust mcaB-
utes. Quantity ot material requited for medium size,

or 36 inch bust, five yards ot twenty-two-inch material,

or two and one half yards of thirty- six-inch material.

The special feature ol this attractive chemise pattern is

it» fitted back which is shown in the center of this page.
This is an extremely easy chemise fo make and one that

can be made in vcrv little lime. It is pretty when finished
W)th)ust a scalloped edge though, of course, embroidery,
no matter how simple the design may be. is very effective

j

No. 1320—Work-Apvon Buttoned on Shoulders
Cut for j2. 36 and 40 inch bust mea.ures-
amall. medium lotse. Quanlily o( material

I
required for medium .we. or 36 inch bust, four

I

»r.d one half yards of twenty-four-inch maie-
I

nnl. or three yards of thirtj--six-inch material

If you want clothes that are right in style and P^Sect- Tb«

- - .vhich are guaraiueenj^^^jj jjck.Wom.\n's Ho.\ie Comp.\n'ion jiattcrns wh
are'simpieVo'tlse and'w'e 'supiifv "them at the low P''"^'=, "V'SsTof-

So great has_ been the demand among
,F'^|'J''^jf3,,"is|,ed tliree

Woman's I-Iomi-: Companion patterns that we have c^^--

from which these patterns can be obtained, as fo""™*
street Ne« ''°

Eastern depot: F.\rm and Fnir.siDK, 1 1
East _

Vji-iQ,
Central depot : 1-'ar.m and Fireside,' Springfield, Oh'°-g

jt,

Western depot: Farm and Fireside, 153S California ^

A Premium Offerrt r icii"""«
^ ^^^^ su

To any Farii and Fireside reader who sends "5. 0"^^.^ js /
pTDrcinr? ,..:.l, i;f*.. ^a.,t ^ (^,- tlio cniTlP. WC WHI t^.. ,l,ffli

vSubscr.P;i^^^

lo any tarm and imreside reaaer who
and Fireside with fifty cents for the same, we wi" iTp^'^iitaiii a

subscription, one Wom,vn's Home Companion P2'¥''":_„(;eld, O"""'
cost, send the subscription to Farm and Fireside, bpm b

njtte"'^

Copyright, 191 I. by The Crowell PublishmE

No. 16e3-Waist With Vest

KSh,"' ™ 12 inch bu.t mea.urc.iJmto of maienal required fo, medium lize. o
"

mM.,; I
* ""^ tounh yards of twenty-i

i S ff >" J, •ishtl, yard, ot thirty« »>lenJ. with three fourths of a yard o( all

36

No. leM-Skirt With Side Drapery

m'^ult }\ 30 md 32 inch wai.l me..-

^ ^"t.'^f twenty.two-inch material or
iBhths yards of ihirty-six-inch

sh*'"aK''SS^^'''°<'='^-l'i'e others

detract from the slim effect
"^'^ '^^

few of them L e i""'P'"'' '"o- A
majority haTes JevJ ''H-

t"" *e
below tiie elbow.''T,rsuch'"v' isK''t'i''^'f

"ve"rv a'if
- "vi'JhX'bo

i e^'=""
t ear Serle "r fabries this,tear, berges, cheviots and novelty ^vorVedeare all modish, A silk thread r iiis IhroSsome of the new elieviots, whi e other" are

Ss'" TW "'""iictiois
p aids. I hey come in black and white
I i"'"; '"o of gray and n

'tfT,°^ f^V" and brown. Th^ doublefaced tweed is also in high favor amrwe
and re 'edi;

^"'""""^''^ as wood brow,"
a d reseda green, smoke gray and king's

laHtV tF '*"^''!'"".vari,;s as to its popu-
larity. I his spring It is in the small eord

I wo materials with which we are all inti-mately actiuainted will be fashionable fa-
vorites for the spring eostumes. These are
voile ami foulard. Wool, cotton and silk
voiles will be e.-ctremely popular and .nreshown m a variety of effective colors, both
plain and with a printed design. The fou-
lards have never been more fascinating In
colors, navy blue heads the line. It is
closely followed by other shades of blue-
bright blue, gray blue and light bine. After
blues come black, black and white and gray

Illustrated on these pages are several
designs which though smart in style are
very simple. One of the new serges or
cheviots would be attractive for the dresses,
and marquisette or cotton voile pretty for
the waist design shown in pattern No." 1717.

No. 1454—Tucked Waist With Chemisette

Pattern cut for 32. 34. 36, 38 and 40 inch bust mea.-

ure.. Material required for medium sire, or 36 inch

bust, two and one fourth yards of thirty-sii-mch

material, wilh five einhths of a yard ol luclaag

No. 1455—Nine-Gored Skirt— Butlonetl

in Front

Cut fo, 22 ,
24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist rneasure..

Length of skirt all around, 41 inches. Quantity of nra-

lerial required lor medium size, or 26 inch waist,

four and three fourths yards of thtrty.sii-mch

The Catalogue is Just Out

iiviov"' l'°"''
'°-''av for the big spring catalogue of Woman's Home Com-

'kc
" "sts but four cents and is filled with designs which show what

"hicli ^""1^ fashions are. They are practical designs, too, designs for costumes

Sottas ,„ I*
dressmaker can use and will need. There are designs for hoiise-

desio
'™'-'»oking wrappers, designs for pretty waists and afternoon clothes,

Eotlen smart-looking street costumes. The children have not been tor-

'^-^t, e've pages of designs for coats, aprons, dresses and, in

le t'V^'"^ generation needs. There are paper patterns wh ch

"•alogiie! '°" f"-'" °f *™ "=> ''"''^"

""'^ splendid chance of studying the new fashions, hut send your

*^og„e ZSl" °' ""-ee pattern depots inclosing t^vo two-cent stamps, and tiie

""1 be sent you.

Copyright, 191 I. by The Crowell Publishins Company

THE hat in the above illustration is a
very attractive one. It is made of
Japanese straw braid in the natural

color and is trimmed with two small black
velvet bows and a band of the velvet
encircles the high round crown. The hrim
turns upward, a little higher on the left
side than on the right. The head sire of
this shape is large, pcriiiittinc the hat to
set well ilown on the head wliioli is the
tashion this spring.

No. 1 578-Apron Will, Kimono Sleeves

Pattern cut for 4. 6 nnd 8 year »i<e«, Qunnlity of ma-
lerial required for medium_*izc, or 6 years, tlirec yorda
of twcnly-four-inch motcrinl, or Iwo ynrdi nf thiny-nix-
inch material. There can never he too many aprona in

the little irirl'a wardrobe, for the nprr>n aland* for

economy. The design shown in (Inn pnllern in an
eapecially aood one becau»e il olmoil enticFly covrrn
the linle Jreaa worn benroth it. Croi«-bar dimity
and ploid sinehair) are sood matrriols (or thii apron

oil caiiiiut altoid towasW
cost of dress- 111 akifij; by

t on inferior

Simpson-Eddystone
Silver Grey Print*

;irc tlio cotton (ircss-gi.\K]s ol
ho^iutifiil apiKMr.uiLf. l.isiins
<|ualily, Ami triio oconomy,
'llusc standaixi Ciilii\H>3 have
artistic designs printed deep
in fadeless color on welt-
wovcn labrics. They arc

, backed by 68 years' experi-
encc and skill. "Worth

j*^
making up."

. Show tills Qdv.'Hi^omriil lo \<nif
l^ik-nlcr when vmii uiili i, lui.l tli-n'l

iU-iciit subittitulcii, II iitii III voiir
,» dcnlpr';. .mn.'k XMiti- (in Iii-i nnmo
tj .nid ,.Ll<l^.l.^, I,,,;,, ),„„

o Lddy»toi>c Mfu. Co., PliiUd'*

FoundoJ 18*2 b.vVniSlmp«ooSr.

400-CARD

Post-Card Album

Sent

Without Cost

I

'

'l llis ll ,1 11 cl S.tin r

I'nst.Ciid.Mbnniwill
li"l(l -HHi cards, h
is S'j inches wide by
I I inches hiijh and
h ;i 8 100 panes. Ih

Niibslaniially bound
ill clotli and has a

li.iiidfloinely d c c i> -

raled cover. A lunik

of tliiit Itiiul is abso-

lutely efiSfiuial if VMii

wIhIi Id hIiow nff voiii

puKt- card culli clinii

III the tifst a<lvaiitai;c. It will enuble vnn
III kee|) pofit-cards almost indefmili U

.

You want IIiIb for your pogt-i ard collet ti<>ii

Our Offer - Send uft only three yearly

ubicriptiont to Fakm AND I' iKl siDi:, mid

remittance of -T^l.-S), and we will llicii m ikI

yon, |K)St>paid, this fine IIH)-]iai,'i- I'uM

Card Album,

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

No, (476—Princesse Wrapper— Seams to

Shoulders

Col for U. 36, 38 «. 42 .nd « '^STi"
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Read How to Win This Pony
Good News for our Boys and Girls. This beautiful pony is to be g'iven away by Farm

AND Fireside to some boy or g-irl. Just think, he won't cost a single penny!
Yes. "Beauty" and his handsome cart and shining- harness, all complete, goes

to some boy or g-irl on June 30. 1911. Do you want to be the lucky boy
or g-irl to win him? I g-uess you would be the happiest boy or g:irl in

all the land, and the proudest, too. Well, you can be that boy or
g-irl if you start right now and hustle enoug-h.

Our Greatest Pony Contest
Every year Farm and Fireside conducts a Pony
Contest for its boys and g-irls. Hundreds of boys and
g-irls have won ponies and other handsome prizes, but
this 1911 Pony Contest is the biggest and best Pony
Contest we have ever held! Altogether we offer our
boys and g-irls in prizes and awards

Three Beautiful Ponies and Outfits

Three Magnificent $600 Pianos

$5,000 in Prizes and Cash Awards

Besides ' 'Beauty' ' two other beautiful ponies and out-

fits will be g-iven away, or, you may choose in place of

a pony a $600 Uprig;ht Cabinet Grand Piano.

Furthermore, Five Hundred Grand Prizes will

be awarded. And a total of more than $5,000

will be offered in prizes and cash awards. But

this is not all. We guarantee .

A Prize for Every Contestant Enrolled

March
25th

Dear Pony
Man:—

Please tell me
by return maU
how to wiB "Beau-
ty." Also send me,
free, the pictures
of "Beauty" and the
other ponies, and the
Pony Book. I am very
anxious to get "Beauty,"
so save a place for me in the
contest. I will send my ten
subscriptions as soon as possible.

You are Sure of a

Prize
Every boy and g^irl who starts in tliis contest wil l be fully

rewarded for all time spent. You can't lose. If you just start

you are sure of a prize. Farm and Fireside guarantees that

absolutely every contestant will be rewarded directly according

to the number of subscriptions obtained. The prizes include a

Gold Watch, Victor Talking-Machine, Bicycles, Shot-Guns, Sew-

ing-Machines, Cameras and almost everything else any boy or

girl ever wished for. You are sure of a prize if you just start.

Besides you will receive a Cash Commission for absolutely every

Farm-And Fireside subscription you send the Pony Man.

The Pony Book Free!
You can get the beautiful Pony Book free by just sending

your name to the Pony Man. The Pony Book contains the pic-

tures of dozens of handsome ponies, which have been won by

Farm and Fireside boys and girls. It also contains the pic-

tures of the boys and girls who have won ponies. It is the

most interesting book you have ever read. It is written by these

boys and girls themselves and tells just how they won their

ponies, and how you can win "Beauty." You are -invited to

write to any of these boys and girls, each of whose complete post-

office address is in the Pony Book, and find out just how easy

it is to win a beautiful pony if you have energy and really want

a pony for your own. They are ordinarj' boys and girls and

have won by perseverance and hustle. What they have

done you can do, too. Start right away if you want to

win "Beauty."

A special additional prize of 25 beautiful

Easter Post-Cards if you become an Enrolled

Contestant and get 1 0 points before April

15th. Hurry up! Send in your name
to-day! Don't wait.

Write to the Pony Man To-day

Absolutely the first thing to do is to write your name and
address on the Coupon below (or on a postal-card) and send it

to the Pony Man of Farm and Fireside. I will tell you right

away, by return mail, how to win "Beauty" and the other ponies.

I will also send you a lot of photographic pictures of "Beauty"

and the other ponies, together with everj^thing necessary to

start right in and win. Also, I will send you the beautiful

Pony Book. All these things won't cost you a penny and won't

commit you to do a single thing.

Become a Prize-Winner at Once
If you want to make sure of a prize the very first thing,

don't wait to hear from me—just get lo of your friends each to

give you 25c for an eight-month subscription to Farm and
Fireside. Then you will be a prize-winner and enrolled con-

testant sure. Keep 5c for each subscription as your Cash Com-
mission. Hurry up! Start to-day!

Name

Town

This is "Beauty" with Cart and Harness Complete

The Pony Man, Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio
R. R State..
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Going Into Business

REALIZING that the choosing of a pro-
iession or art is the turning point in

a young man's career, the old puzzlist

who is resting after threescore years and
ten, devoted largely to agricultural pursuits,

takes occasion to present a puzzle-game
which effectually settles this important
question.
Exercise the patience and skill of the

crafty Modoc to read the many vocations
hidden between the lines, remembering
that the first word missed denotes the
business in which you will be engaged.
We caution the gentler sex to note every
word, as the first name overlooked tells

the profession of the future spouse.
We shall tell about Thomas Smith, of

the great Smith family, whose motto
should be: "God Bless Pocahontas," who
came from Ansonia, Ct., or Harrisburg,
La., reckoning on making a fortune by
farming. This incident is told to . show
that Smith, who was dead-broke, realized
that hard work was in store for him. He
wished to cultivate a cherry and apple
orchard, but the land was a mere sand-
bank ere coming into the possession of
Thomas. On this sand-bar berries of a
wild nature might thrrve, but cherries,
apples or other fruit would not grow on
account of a i-ank underbrush which
Smith, however, with a patent grub-rake
managed to clear away. It was a long and
tedious battle with poverty, and his old
negro certainly was getting lazier every
day, which laziness was so chronic he mis-
took it for genius, claiming to be a second
^sop ; he would bandy erratic fables with
the other help, such as the "Story of the
Stupid Hen and the Door-Knob Egg." A
revolution had begun. Smith's farm,
handsomely cultivated as it now was,
began to yield bumper crops and lowing
herds, Mary's poetical little lamb having
grown into a stalwart ram, proved it or
showed that time was passing swiftly.
Smith being located on Mad River could
ship lumber by boat, or export cattle, fruit
and grain ere he had been in business
many years.

Smith was so practical that his castles
in Spain terminated more successfully
than is generally the case. He secured as
skillful a borer or sinker of driven wells
as could be found and irrigated his lands.
He read scientific books and papers on
profitable farming and restoring soil by
the employment of correct fertilizers;
rotating the crops as recommended and by
improving the breeds of cattle, horses, etc.

Customers who first bought at retail

ordered by the herd or flock afterward.
But all this has no more to do with

choosing a calling than the style of the
summer chanticleer hat has to do with a
tin kerosene oil can, so let us get back to
our subject.

Unfortunate mistakes are sometimes
made in selecting a business or partner.
.iEsop tells of a foolish carp entering into
a compact or partnership with a shark
who became a despot, terrible and dishon-
est. Beware of sharks.
There is a funny little game called

"Boiling Water," where the young folks
dance around a kettle and chant doggerel
lines in German or French. "Auf feur Ich
das wasser Koche," and wlien the water
boils they are mated as they may be
paired.

Now who can read their fate from this
impromptu rigamarole?
Speaking about trades and professions

reminds us to ask the juvenile class if they
can guess the business which the gentle-
man follows, as shown in the following

Pictorial Charade

Charade on Two Words
Of Similar Pronunciation

First Word
I rush and roll and gambol.
Dancing with many a bound.

And when I run o'er pebbly beds,
I make a gurgling sound.

The waters that are near me
In quiet wend their way.

Darkly gliding through the night
And sparkling in the day.

Second Word
From bush of clearest verdure,

I hang in clusters bright.

Red, juicy, round and acid.

Pleasant to taste and sight.

A healthy, useful fruit I am.
As ever grew for man.

And when I end my summer life,

I'm buried in a can. ,

Both of these words are like in sound.
In sense they're not the same;

The head of each one is a dog

—

A dog unknown to fame.
And when the heads are from the tails

Torn violently asunder.
One shows a rent, the other means
Something that sounds like thunder.

Square Words
Of course, all puzzlists know how to

make square words. Take a word that
means frozen water; what parents give to
children ; a sign, and a word that indicates
gone. They will form a square word, the
same from the top down or from left to
right. The answer to this, of course, is

:

SNOWNAMEOMENWENT
A better way to form puzzles of this

kind is by the aid of pictures, which leaves
more to the imagination to tell what they
represent. Here is a simple illustration of
a square word

:

Brain-Sharpeners
Why, when you paint a man's portrait,

may you be described as stepping into his
shoes? Because you make his feet yours
(features).

Why may a beggar wear a very short
coat? Because it will be long enough
before he gets another.
Which is the most valuable, a five-dollar

note or five gold dollars? The note,
because when you put it in your pocket
you double it, and when you take it out
again you see it increases.

Why is a pretty young lady like a
wagon wheel ? Because she is surrounded
by felloes (fellows).

Answers to January Puzzles
The Price of Silk and Worsted: Silk

cost five cents and worsted four.
Dividing His Herds : It will be found

that there were seven sons, fifty-six cows
and just seven horses. The elder son took
two cows and his wife six. The next three
and his wife five. The next four and his
wife four, and so on down to the seventh
son who took eight cows, which left none
for the wife. Then each son took one
horse and each family shared alike.

Twenty-Two Birds : Lark, eagle, black-
cap, bird of paradise, swallow, rook, kite,
blackbird, sailor, crane, butcher, rail,

mocking, rice, tailor, peddler, secretary,
turkey, armadillo, swift, jay, wren.
Charade: Seven and even.
Anniversary Puzzle : Plane, ax, spade,

mallet, shovel, lathe, anvil, file, awl, auger,
square, vise, scoop, grindstone, saw, screw-
driver, hammer, hatchet, brace and bit,

adz, hoes, oil can, paint pot.

Cheese Puzzle: Hans cut his cheese
into fifteen pieces, as shown in the fol-
lowing illustration :

A prize puzzle book will be sent to the
fifty readers sending the best answers to
Sam Loyd, Box 826, New York City.
When answering the puzzles be sure to

tell what books you haye received so as
not to receive duplicates.

Always
Ready
Wise foresight should
lead you to keep in the
cupboard a half dozen or
more handy packages of

Uneeda Biscuit
They won't get broken, musty,
soiled or soggy like ordinary
soda crackers because their

crisp, clean freshness is

protected by the
moisture-proof
and dust- tight

package.
Never Sold

in Bulk

In the mohture-^proQf

package

NATIONAL BfSCUlT COMPANY

J

Fortune-Telling

Post-Cards

In Sets of Twelve

A DIFFERENT card for each month in the year, showing the

birthstone, the sign of the zodiac and a brief horoscope

—

witches, owls, crescent moons, black cats and all of the Fortune-
Teller's paraphernalia. With these cards you can have loads of

fun telling the fortunes of your friends. Tell them their lucky

and unlucky months and days. You can tell them more about

their characteristics than they know themselves.

ALL FOR SIX CENTS
postage. Send us three two-cent stamps and in return we will

send you, post-paid, a complete set of these new Fortune-Telling

Cards. Send at once to

DEPT. E

Farm and Fireside
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

[H Be An Independent Buyer Spend OneX^ent Foi*
This Big FREE Book

'A Kalcimakzos
Dii You"

-•'And Ga»
Stoves, Too"

Ovan Thermom-
eter Makes
Baking Easy

Our Big Free Stove and Range Book gives you our
factory wholesale prices and explains all— saving you
£5 to £40 on any famous Kalamazoo stove or range,

including gas stoves. Sold only direct to bomeSi
Over 140.000 satisfied cus-

tomers in 21,000 towns. Over 400 styles and sizes to select from,

SIOO.OOO bank bond guarantee. We prepay allfreight and gipc you

—30 Days' Free Trial
—360 Days' Approval Test
-CASH OR CREDIT

Write a postal for our book today—any responsible person caa
have same credit as your home stores would pive you—and you save
$5 to $40 cash. No better stoves or ranges than the Kalamazoo could
be made—at any price. Prove it, before we keep your money. Be
an independent buyer. Send name for Free Catalogue No. 1 88*
Kalamazoo Stove CoxDpaiiy» Mfrt.» Kalamazoo* MicIugaD
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FIFTY
Beautiful Post=Cards

Assorted Subjects
Rot-

Farm and Fireside Readers

We have just concluded
a purchase of Post-Cards

which enables us to offer

our friends an assortment

of fifty cards of the very
best quality and design,

absolutely without cost.

These cards are with-

out doubt the acme of

post-card production.

They are lithographed in

ten colors and the designs

are new, original and
attractive.vou

Will Want These Cards
And we want you to have

them. The subjects are

many and varied, and can be
applied to all occasions, such
as Birthday Greetings, Best
Wishes, Good Luck, etc.

We give you our positive

assurance that a finer assort-

ment of Post-Cards cannot
be obtained anywhere.
These cards are the best in

every particular.

Write To=day
For Particulars
We will reply immediately

telling you how you may ob-
tain this fine assortment of

high-colored, high-finished,

high-price Post-Cards with-

out a cent of cost to you.

Write at once. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Post^Card Department

Springfield = - = - Ohio

The Funniest Ever
Little Willie Again

PA I" came little Willie's voice from
the darkness of the nursery.
Pa gave a bad imitation of a snore.

He was tired and did not wish to be
disturbed.

"Pa !" came the little voice again.

"What is it, Willie?" asked his father,

sleepil}'.

"Turn in here ; I want to ast you
sumpin'," said the little voice.

So pa rose up from his downy bed and,
putting on his bath-robe and slippers,

marched into the nursery.

"Well, what is it now?" he asked.

"Say, pa," said little Willie, "if you was
to feed, the cow on soap would she give
shaving-cream ?"—Harper's Weekl}-.

She Meant Sensations

IX A primary school examination, over
which I once had the pleasure to pre-

side, one of the questions was with reg^ard

to the five senses. One of the bright
pupils handled the subject thus:
"The five senses are : Sneezing, sobbing,

crying, yawning, coughing. By the sixth

sense is meant an extra one which some
folks have. This is snoring."

A Sailor's Yarn

SAILOR
—

"Just at that moment my father
received a bullet that cut off both his

arms and legs and threw him into the sea.

Fortunatelv, he knew how to swim."—Le
Rire.

Reasons

PROFESSOR
—"Why did you come to col-

lege, anyway? You are not studying."

Willie Rahrah—"Well, mother says it

is to fit me for the Presidency ; Uncle Bill,

to sow my wild oats; Sis, to, get a chum
for her to marry, and Pa, to bankrupt the

family."—Puck.

Not to Overdo It

LILY—"'I'se gwine to a s'prise party
to-night, Miss Sally."

]\Iiss Sally—"What will you take for a
present?"
Lily—"Well, we didn't cal'late on takin'

no present. Yo' see. we don' want to

s prite 'eni too much."—Brooklyn Life.

Saves
for Tir

s of Steps

The Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet gives you
more for your money
than any other Cabi-
net. Notice how
much MORE goes
with the Hoosier
with NO EXTRA
CHARGE:

Metal flour bin with
sliding glass panel and
removable sifter. Bin
holds 65 pounds. Self-

feeding metal sugar
bin. When a scoopful
is taken out the same
quantity drops down.
Six crystal glass spice
cans with aluminum
lids. Crystal glass tea
and coffee jars with
aluminum lids. Hoo-
sier patent "clock-

face" want list. Great
big aluminum sliding
work table, larger and
higher than a kitchen
table. White wood
cutting board for
bread and meat. Metal
bread and cake box.
Plate racks, gliding;
shelf, big cupboard,
large compartment for
pots and pans, cutlery
drawer, linen drawer,
handy hooks, copper
door fasteners and
drawer pulls.

The cabinet Is 70H
Inches high and 40
inches wide. The depth
of the lower section is

28 inches. The cabi-
net is on pressed steel

ball-bearing casters.

To the Housewife who does her own worlc: You wouldn't keep house an-
other day without the low-priced Hoosier if you knew how many miles of st/sps

this wonderful cabinet would save you. Tnink of the countless trips you now
make day eifter day from the kitchen table to the pantry—and to and from the
hooks and shelves for your materials and utensils.

The Hoosier saves you these steps. It saves yoti from reaching to high
shelves. It saves you from the back-breaking strain of bending over bins, bar-
rels and boxes. It enables you to do your kitchen work in half the time. A mill-
ion women in the United States now have kitchen cabinets. Half of this million
have Hoosiers. Tens of thousands arein busy farm kitchens. Why not in yours?

Hoosier ciH^t
One Dollar a Week Puts This Cabinet in Your Kitchen

Agent. Look for the sign (shown below).
The merchant who has this sign in his win-
dow is a good man to know.
But write for tne Free Cabinet Book at once.

The Hoosier returns its price to you over and
over again in the help it gives. Women tell us
the Hoosier solves the problem o£ kitchen help.

It is the lowest-priced cabinet made—meas-
ured by the years of service it gives. The Hoo-
sier is built of three thicknesses of golden oak,
and lasts a lifetime. It is the only kitchen
cabinet with aluminum work table.

Write us for our FREE Cabinet Book, illustrat-
ing the roomy and convenient Hoosier, with
the full equipment listed above. We will also
tell you where you can see the wonderful
Hoosier Cabinet near your home. In nearly
every community there is a Licensed Hoosier

_ iui__..i_„»,._- _ Home Office and Factory. IS French street, Newcastle, Ind.
Hoosier ManUtaCtUring Co. San Francisco Uranch: 3aS Paclflc BuHdlne. (Kl

World's Greatest Makers of Kitchen Cabinets

Mr. Husband:
Yoa have riding plows and many farm imple.

ments to make your work easy. Have you ever
thonaht that your wife shoutd have a etep-saver
for HER work? The old-time kitchen table is aa
far out of date as the walking plow. The Hoo-
sier Kitchen Cabinet saves as much labor in the
kitchen as the riding plow saves in the field.

Write us NOW for oar Kitchen Cabinet Book,
and learn how happy you can make your wife
with the Hoosier.

Look for This Sign of the Licensed Hoosier Agent—a Good Man to Knew

No Assistance Needed

As THE train neared the city, the colored
porter approached the jovial- faced gen-

tleman, saying with a smile:

"Shall ah brush yo' off, sah?"
"No," he replied ; "I prefer to get ofif in

the usual manner."—Princeton Tiger.

The Kind He Planted

A SM.\LL boy was hoeing corn in a sterile

•'"field by the roadside, when a passer-by
stopped and said

:

" 'Pears to me your corn is rather
small."

"Certainly," said the boy; "it's dwarf
corn."
"But it looks yaller."

"Certainly ; we planted the yaller kind."

"But it looks as if you wouldn't get

more than half a crop."
"Of course not; we planted it on

halves."

MK. Hobble—''Come on or we'll miss the

train."

Mrs. Hobble—"But, dearie, we've got
an hour."
Mr. Hobble—"Yes, but we've got three

blocks to walk yet."—Sante Fe Employes.

Used Up

So YOU were introduced to Teddy
Roosevelt this morning, eh? Let me

shake the hand that shook the hand of

Roosevelt
!"

"No, sir: that hand's lame."—Lippin-
cott's.

Candor in the Home

YOUR sister's a long time about making
her appearance," suggested the caller.

"Well," said the little brother, "she'd be a

sight if she came down without making
it."—Cleveland Leader.

His Wife

WHAT do you do for a living, ]Mose?"
"Fse de manager ob a laundrj'.'"

"What's the name of this laundry?"
"Eliza Ann."—Louisville Courier-Jour-

nal.

The Evidence Located

DID }-ou sweep your room, Bridget?"
"Faith an' I did, mum. If yez don't

believe me, look under the bed."—Life.

Can't Be Beat

'AH, YES, we have a wonderful climate,"

'**said the man from southern Texas.
"Why, only last season we raised a pump-
kin so large that, after sawing it in two,
my wife used the halves as cradles in

which to rock the babies."

"Yes," replied the man from New York

;

"but in my state it's a common- thing to

find three full-grown policemen asleep on
one beat."—Lippincott's.

Modern Mary

MARY had a little skirt.

Tied tightly in a bow.
And everywhere that Mary went
She simply couldn't go.

—Harper's Bazar.

A Big Hit

THE Cabbage—"Were you ever on the

stage?"
The Egg—"No; but one of my family

was once cast for the villain and made a

big hit."—Smart Set.

Between Friends

"f don't like my new gown ver}- well,"

*said the young lady. "The material is

awfully prettA-, and the style is all right,

but it needs something to improve the

shape of it."

"Why," suggested her dearest friend,

"don't you let some other girl wear it?"

—

Boston Globe.

Who Won?

The late Duke of Wellington got a letter

once from a lady, saying she was solic-

iting subscriptions for a certain church,
and had taken the liberty to put his naiue
down for two hundred pounds, and
hoped he would proinpth- send her a

check for that amount. He forthwith
replied that he wou]d respond to the call;

but he, too, was interested in a certain

church which needed subscriptions, and,

counting upon his correspondent's well-

known liberality, he had put her down for

two hundred pounds. "And so," he con-
cluded, "no money need pass between us.'"

—The Christian Register.

The Reason

CRAWFORD—"Is this club j-ou belong to

homelike?"
Hexpeck—"No; that's the reason I go

there."—Smart Set.

Every
Wife
Must
Have
One

Every housewife must have an AUTO-
MATIC Vacuum Cleaner. It saves taking

up the carpets, and It keeps the carpets, rugs,

upholstered furniture, mattresses, pillows, etc..

clean and sanitary every day in the year. It

brings out the colors bright and fresh, raises

the nap making the carpets wear longer and

soft to walk on.

3 quarts
of solid
dirt

Pumped
from one

clean"
rug

This picture shows three quarts of dirt pumped
out of a 10x12 rug which the housewife had

just swept. The AUTOMATIC pumps dirt

out of the texture of the carpet just as you

would pump water from a well and it get?

every atom of dirt, dust, moths and every form

of microbe, and without removing a tack.

The AUTOMATIC is sold with a guaran-

tee to be the best hand Vacuum Cleaner or

the market, to have the strongest suction, to

clean the carpets cleaner, to outlast any three

other cleaners on the market. We guarantee

it for 20 years.

We Want
Live Agents

We want a live man in each town, village

and post-office to sell AUTOMATIC Vacuum
Cleaners. Experience is not necessary. ^In

fact many of our best agents are farmers and

farmers' sons who never had seen a vacuum
cleaner before they received ours.

The AUTOMATIC practically sells itself.

Simply show it to the customer, and let her

clean a few square yards of her own carpet and

she is convinced then and there.

This Agent
Sold Over 300

W. O. Orwig, a farmer of Prairie City, III., sold

more than 300 and made a fine profit.

J. A. Hamitt, a farmer of Atlanta, 111., sold 125

machines.

P. A. Swadley of Downs, 111., sold 250 machines.

These men are all land owners and are selling

cleaners on the side to people in their own neighbor-

hoods, and are but a few of the scores who are doing

the same at an excellent profit.

Send $25.00 to-day for an AUTOMATIC,
try it for ten''days, give it the most thorough

tests you can and if you do not find it satisfac-

tory in every respect, and better than am
cleaner you ever saw, we'll refund your money.

Handsome Booklet Free
Write for oar free illustrated booklet and liberal offer to agents.

AUTOMATIC VACUUM CLEANER COMPANY

nth Street, Bloomington, 111.

Don't spoil the

light with a poor

lamp-chimney.

My "Pearl Glass"

lamp-chimne3's are

clear—cr3"stalline

—transparent.

I make a lamp-

Ee5.tj.s.p.t.o£ chimney for every

style burner. My Index is the

guide to the proper chimney.

Get it and then get the right

chimney. It pays in econom}',

comfort and better light.

Macbeth
Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

Chicago: Phil-Adelphi.a:

178 East Lake Street 42 South Eighth Street

New York: 19 West 30th Street

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-

side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside

folks get the very best attention.
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The Household Department
Makeshifts for the Kitchen

Two young housekeepers went to new
homes about the same time in the same
neighborhood,, but there was a vast dif-

ference in their methods of conducting those
same new homes. Each had come from a well-

equipped home kitchen and each was to

begin in a very modest way in the new
home. One bride lamented that she was
forced to do without many ol the conven-
iences of her old home, .and sighed as she
read the attractive recipe^ dn the cook-book,
while the other set to .work to tnake as many
of the conveniences as possible without a
great outlay of time and money.

The sensible young woman enjoyed
steamed puddings very much, but she could
not afford an expensive, steam cooker. She
saved some empty tin -coffee-cans and used
them in a kettle of boiling water .on a home-
made rack of coiled wirt, and turned out just
as good things as ever came .frorn the most
complete steamer.

Coffee-cans properly marked .held her mod-
est supply of lard for immediate use; "her

fryings, her sugar and a dozen and one 'other

supplies, while her neighbor was allowing the
sugar and groceries to stand about in papef
'bags, lamenting that she could not afford to

buy jars for them. Baking-powder cans kept
the spices from the air; and old cocoa-bottles
contained the powdered sage and other herbs
used in seasoning.

An old lard-can served as a bread-can and
another for the fruit-cake in winter-time.
Both of these had been discarded for lard
because they had holes in them, but they
did very well for bread and cake receptacles,
A good lard-can made a fine wash-boiler for
the towels and other small pieces, and her
ironing-board was a home-made concern on
stout supports.

A home-made table that could easily be
moved about was a great comfort, to the
young housekeeper, though it had no rollers

like the up-to-date kitchen tables. However,
she could easily carry it to the side of the
stove for frying doughnuts or washing
dishes and to any other place in the house
where it was needed.

A kitchen cabinet was out of tjie question
at first, but the store-box cupboard with its

curtains before the shelves was always neat
and tidy. It was carefully constructed and
stained a good color, so that it did not look
rough and out of place in the clean kitchen.

All the cream, except enough for the
household butter, was sold, so a churn was
made by fitting a cover on a tall stone jar
and making a dasher for it.

For poaching eggs, a clean bright pie-pan
that was used for nothing else was buttered,

the eggs broken on it and it was set on the

wire pudding-rack in a frying-pan of boiling
water. The cover was put on and in a few
minutes the eggs were delicately done with-
out the trouble of draining the hot water
from them.

Sandwich-bread was baked in coffee-cans
instead of the specially made pans, and a
long wooden stick made smooth and round
lifted out doughnuts better than a steel fork.

Hilda Richmond.

The "Cut-and-Dried" System
THIS article will "not be as "cut and dried"

as its title might indicate. In fact, it is

a protest against the "cut and driedness" of

systems laid out for the house-mother.

We can hardly pick up a woman's maga-
zine that we do not find explicit directions
regarding "system." In one of the recent

current magazines of a high standard we
were given the exact rule for spending our
day. We are to take a few physical culture

exercises the first thing, take a cold bath,

make our toilet and spend a few minutes in

quiet reading and devotion, all this iij fifteen

minutes or thereabouts.

The first thing after breakfast we are to

pass through every room in the house and
put it in spotless order—and this in a seven-
room house is not to take more than twenty
minutes ! This before we do our breakfast-

dishes.

A woman I know called my attention to

this article. She liked it, she thought it

would be ideal to live that way and do that

way, but "What am I to do ?" she said.

"Now, this was my outlook on life the next
morning after I read that piece. I was called

up about half-past four, to get a breakfast

for men who were going six miles to help a

bereaved neighbor,' whose farm work had
been delayed. I didn't take a single physical

culture exercise.

I bounded out of bed, slipped into my
clothes the easiest and quickest way possible,

I did brush my hair and my teeth, but I had
no chance for 'high reading. After breakfast

I looked longingly at my house, but my irons

were hissing hot and there was work to do
before the fire went down.

If I had gone through my house to

make it spick and spotless, my dessert

could not have been baked with my early

fire, nor could my ironing have been accom-
plished. It would have necessitated my mak-
ing a fresh fire, thus using more coal, and
even soft coal costs us about nine dollars

a ton here. So I tackled the 'duty that lay

nearest.' I kept doing the things that I had

to until eleven o'clock and dinner in sight,

then I went right on doing the things that
seemed duties to me."

I could only laugh a little for systems
^re systems, and the system that suits one
woman and one woman's work cannot be
made- to embrace another woman and another
woman's work.

The womart above mentioned has a good
deal of executive ability, but she could not
that day, nor can she any day, live up to that
other woman's standard of housekeeping.
She must individualize her system. The
older we grow the more we can see how
futile it is to plan for other people, whose
lives we know little about.

Don't be too discouraged when you read
of the wonderful accomplishment of other
women, maybe they wouldn't do much better
than you do, in your situation and circum-
stances. Rose Seelye-Miller.

Some Good Recipes
Muffins—One pint of buttermilk or sour

milk, one half teaspoonful of salt, one even
teaspoonful of soda, one half cupful of corn-
meal. Flour for stiff batter. Beat well,

then add one tablespoonful of hot lard, pour
in hot, well-greased gem-pans and bake at
once in a quick oven. This will make one
dozen muffins.

Fruit-Puffs—Two cupfuls of flour, two
teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, one half
teaspoonful of salt, sweet milk to make stiff

batter. Butter six teacups. Put in alternate
layers of small fruit (such as canned cherries
or berries) and batter. Steam one half hour.
Serve with cream and sugar.

Chocolate Pudding—Let one quart of
sweet milk come to boiling-point, add one
cupful of sugar, one half cupful of grated
(and melted) chocolate, two large tablespoon-
fuls of corn-starch dissolved in cold milk.
Boil till thick, stirring constantly. Pour into
cups. Set in cold place until firm. Serve
with sugar and whipped cream.

Cranberry Bread Pudding—Fill a granite
pudding-dish with alternate layers of bread-

crumbs and fresh cranberries, adding to each
layer plenty of sugar to sweeten, a few
seeded raisins, and a little spice -if liked, and
dot with bits of butter. The top layer should
be of buttered crumbs. Stir a well-beaten
egg into one cupful of fruit-juice and pour
it over, then bake slowly for about forty
minutes, or until the berries are done. Serve
with a sweet pudding-sauce or sugar and
cream.

Apple-Fritters—Peel the apples and cut
out the core, leaving the apples whole, then
slice across in round slices one fourth of an
inch thick, sprinkle with lemon-juice and
powdered sugar, and let stand for an hour,
drain, dip each slice in batter and fry until
of a light brown color. Sprinkle again with
sugar and serve hot.

Helpful Hints
If new stockings are washed before wear-

ing, it will tighten the threads, and they will
wear twice as long.

A very useful and inexpensive present is

a set of plate-protectors. Cut from cotton-
flannel or cotton-batting circles to fit plate

;

buttonhole edges with any colored mercer-
ized cotton. Each set consists of one dozen.

A fine way to make a black chip hat look
like new is as follows : Take a piece of an
old silk handkerchief, dip it in olive-oil, rub
the hat thoroughly, then take a dry piece of
silk and rub again until well rubbed in.

Dabbing the eyelids with a piece of
absorbent cotton dipped in weak tea is

cleansing and prevents sties.

Keep a bowl of oatmeal on the wash-
stand, and after washing the hands dry them
in the meal. This will keep them white
and smooth.

To remove grease from wall-paper, mix
pipe-clay with water until it reaches a
creamy thickness

;
spread the paste over the

spot to be cleaned and leave until the follow-
ing day, when it may be easily brushed or
scraped off. The process may be repeated if

the stain does not entirely disappear with
the first application.

The delicious natural flavor

and thorough reliability of

Baker's Cocoa

and Chocolate
have made them

the first choice of

good house-

keepers the

world over.

Registered
U. S. Pat. Offlca

A handsomely

illustrated

booklet of

"Choice Recipes"

containing 40

ne-w recipes for making

home-made candy sent free.

Walter Baker & Go. Ltd.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.
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What $1,000,000 Did
New Bargain Book Picturing 3,000 Furnishings, Mostly Bought

At Makers' Year-End Sales. Terms—CASH or CREDIT
Our whole business is buying and selling bar-

Bains in housefurnlshings. We buy makers'
surplus stocks—we relieve hard-up makers—we
buy when they must have money.

' Our harvest time is at the year-end—just be-
fore inventory. Hundreds of makers then want
to close out stocks, often far below the cost. If

they cut to their dealers it would hurt their
whole business, so they unload on us.
We went to these makers in November and

Decemberwith §1,000,000 in cash. And we picked
up amazing bargains in3,000 things forthe home.
In our new Bargain Book we picture all of these
bargains. The prices will save yoUiUp to 50^.
We want to mail you that boolc.

Pay As Convenient
We sell for cash or credit at an equal price.

We have charge accounts with 600,000 homes.
They have goods sent on approval, and pay as
convenient—a little each month. We allow on
the average over a year to pay, without any
interest or any extra price.
We are glad to give credit to anyone -who

buys things for the home. There is no security,

no publicity, no red tape—just an open charge
Account.

Bargains In

Furniture Silverware

Carpets Chinaware
Rugs Graphophones
Draperies Washing Machines
Stoves Sewing Machines
Ranges Baby Cabs
Pianos Lamps and Qocks

Cash or Credit

Buy just as you wish—pay cash or pay as
convenient. Either way gets our lowest bar*
gain price.

A Month*s Trial

Every article is sent on 30 days' approval. You
can U:.e it a month before you actually buy it.

If it isn't such a bargain as you expected you
can return it, and we will pay freight both ways.
The trial will not cost you a penny.
On these fairlines we have built up the largest

business of our kind in America. You ought to
know it. Such bargains, such variety, such
pleasant dealing will appeal to you.

Bargain Book Free
This mammoth book of 3,000 bargains will be

mailed you free. The size of the book is 12x24
inches. The pictures are many times as large
as we show here, and many are in actual colors.
This is our latest book, and every housewife
should have it—new customer or old.
Cut out this coupon and send it to us, and the

return mail will bring tlie book. Please do this
now, before you forget it.

No. 38X1095—Special Carved Frame Coach, full
size, npholstered in our eruaranteed fabricord leather
over full Bteel spring construction, made of selected
kiln-driedlumber veneered with high quality quarter-
sawed oak. You cannot possibly duplicate thia couch
comfort anywhere for less than 30 percentmore money.
862 secured at a partnership dissolution 4^10 0^
forced sale and BOld at the half price of M'XUtatf

Cash or Credit

High-grade
9x12 ft. rug
b a r g ains
bought at
auction
from the
largest man-
ufacturer in
the United
States. A
saving of 30
per cent is

guaranteed
on everyrug.
All patterns
and colors.
Bargain
prices as
follows;

Tapestry Brussels Bu^s. 9x12 ft. $11.95 up
Vehet Bdjs, 9x12 (t. - - 13.95 up
&xminster Bn^s. 9x12 ft. • 17.50 up

Cash or Credit

Cut Out This Coupon
Spiegel, May, Stern Co.

1472 35th Street. Chicago

Mail me the Bargain Book.

S Q Mail me the Stove Catalog.

No. PX1035 — Massive Colonial Library Table
bought from a maker who needed ready cash to meet ur-
gent bills. Finished throughout i n American quarter-
sawed oak in a rich, flaky ^rain of golden. Has28i 48
inch top. While these 480 last, you save CIH 1^
fully 40%. Special bargain price • - • ipXl/c^JO

Cash or Credit

NO.40X
695— Kit-
chen Cup.
board,
bu i 1 1 of
s 6 I e c ted
solid oak,
finished in
golden. 78
in. high,
38 in. wide
and 16 in
deep. Has
3 adjust-
able top
shelves,
2 large
drawers and 2 lower cup-
boards. Bought from an
over stocked manufacturer
below cost. Fully JO^ per
cent saving guaran-
teed at • •

Name.

Post Office.

State
I am particularly interested in

No. SOX 1820 — Steel
Range Bargain. Made in our
famouB Empire factory. One
of the grandest ranges ever
built. We guarantee a saving
of at least one-third on all
stoves sold by us. This style.
bargain fljl O OH "P- ^
price from yJXO.iStU cording
to size.

Cash or Credit

$6.93

Cash or Credit

No. 23X625-
A splendidly U]
bolstered Kocke
8,200 bought at
pre- inventor
price from a mai
ufacturer
who glad-
ly sacrific-
ed his pro-
fit to turnthese
r ocfce rs
into cash
before
yearly in-
ventory.
This is a massively constructed
rocker, upholstered in our guaran-
teed fnbricord leather on a frame
of solid oak, riehiy carved, hand-
somely finished and immaculately
constructed. Unimpeach-
able bargain at thisfactory M^Utwil
price.

Cash or Credit

No. LX485-EneliEliFoId-
ing Go-Cart Bargain, Newest
1911 design. We takethe factory
output at a specially low price.
Has steel frame, fabricord lea-
ther upholstering and large rub-
ber tires- The best collapsible
go-carton the market. 52^5
Factory bargain price iP*»OtJ

Cash or Credit

(94) SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO., 1472 35th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Home Papers
Without Cost

By special arrangement with the leading
home and family papers in America, you
can get any one of these great papers
for a year without cost with Farm and
Fireside as explained below.

,both

for 50
Farm and Fireside

The Housewife
For One Whole Year

The Housewife is a bright enter-

taining monthly magazine, contain-

ing many wholesome serials and
short stories and articles of unques-

tioned merit. It is a magazine

that a woman looks forward to

receiving each month. It is well

illustrated with the work of the

best-known artists. Housewife is

edited by Lilian Dynevor flice. It

has excellent departments devoted

to fashions, cooking, etc.

Farm and Fireside

TheWoman'sWorld
For One Whole Year

In Woman's World the up-to-date

articles and good stories are high

class, for it pays more for them than

any other publication. Woman's
World is progressive. No woman
who is interested in the vital issues

of life can afford to miss Woman's
World. Over two millions read

it eagerly every month.

c

>botli

for 50
C

both

for 50
C

both

for 50
c

Farm and Fireside

Successful Farming
For Ore Whole Year

Successful Farming is the leading

general farm publication of the

com belt. It is of speciaJ interest

and value to people living in this

region on account of its close appli-

cation to those peculiar local con-

ditions. It is also chuck full of

practical and condensed factswhich

are of timely value. Farm people

in the corn belt can profit by this

combination of farm papers.

Farm and Fireside

Green's Fruit Grower
For One Whole Year

Green's Fruit Grower is packed
from cover to cover with jsractical

and valuable information on fruit

culture. It covers every fruit grown,

berries, orchard fruits, grapes, etc.

Green's FruitGrower has for many
years been recognized as an author-

ity on fruit culture. Green's Fruit

Grower has also departments de-

voted to poultry and dairying. It

is an all-around farm paper.

Farm and Fireside

The Poultry Keeper
For One Whole Year

Poultry Keeper gives every month
pointers and ideas for producing

eggs and raising fowl that means

success. It is edited by the best

men on Poultry Raising in America.

It is filled with secrets of feed mix-

tures, quick growing chicks, ideas

that men hesitate to part with.

Poultry Keeper has one motto

—

Make the Hen attend strictly to

business. It is invaluable to the

poultry raiser.

Other Half-Dollar Clubs
Farmer's Voice Southern Planter

Up-to-Date Fanning Farm Poultry

Missouri Valley Farmer

We will send Farm and Fireside and any
paper mentioned in this advertisement,
both for one year, for only 50 cts. They
may go to different addresses if you wish.

The Above Offers Good Until April 25, 1911.

Farm and Fireside
Springfield, Ohio

^£'50'^

OUR YOUNG FOLKS' DEPARTMENT

The Singing Heart

HERE is a wistaria
arbor in the em-
peror's gardens at
the old Manchu
Palace. They call

it the Arbor of the
Singing Heart. If

you keep very still

and sit there when
the wind blows,
you will hear the
singing heart
quite plainly.
Sometimes it is

happy and almost laughs aloud for joy, and
other times it is sad and seems to sigh and
weep. And they say it is the heart of
Wistaria singing to the blind emperor, Liang.
Liang had been blind from his birth, and

though he was emperor in name, yet his

mother reigned at Peking, and he sat all day
in the arbor at the old summer palace, wish-
ing he could see the
birds that fluttered in

the wistaria boughs over-
head.
Then one day he heard

a new melody, and he
ordered his slaves to

bring him that bird and
to put it in a cage near
him.

So they hunted in all

the trees in the' garden,
but they could not find

the bird. And the next
day the emperor heard it

singing again, and he
ordered them to catch it

quickly before it flew
away, but still they could
not find it. Then the
emperor said, "I myself
will find it. I will call

to it the next time it

sings, and it will come
to me because I am the
emperor."

The next day when he
heard the melody, he
commanded everybody to

leave him, and he rose
and stood in the entrance
of the arbor, and lifted

his face to the sunlight.
"I want you, oh, bird,"

he called softly. "Your
melody enchants my
heart and makes me for-

get my blindness. I beg
of you to come to me
and sing sweetly."
Then he listened, and

he heard the melody
again, this time in the
flowering shrubs at the
side of the arbor, and he
was satisfied. He lis-

tened to it for hours.

By Izola r orrester

until he fell asleep, and when he wakened
the melody was gone. Everywhere it was
still.

Yet every day afterward, at the same hour,
he would hear the singing, and it comforted
him and made him forget his blindness.
And he told his people, "We must reward
the bird. Hide to-day when it sings and
catch it for me, and I will place a necklet of
jewels around its throat."
And that day when the singing began, the

slaves of the emperor hid with nets to catch
the rare bird, and they caught only Wis-
taria, the little daughter of the gardener, as
she hid in the flowering shrubs and sang
to the emperor.

"Is this the bird?" said the emperor
wearily. "Take her away. I am disap-
pointed."

But Wistaria fell on her knees before him
and cried, "Oh, my emperor, it is not my
lips that sing to you, it is my heart, and now

'And they caught only Wistaria, the little daughter of t'ne gardener

you have broken it with your unkindriess.
Even an emperor should know that you
cannot catch a heart with a net."

But the emperor would not listen to her,
and the next day they told him she had died
of grief, and they brought him her broken
heart, all carefully wrapped up in white silk,
and it was like clearest crystal, broken in
many pieces.

"I do not care to have it," said the emperor
sadly. 'T want to hear the melody again."
And just then the wind blew softly through

the wistaria lilossoms, and the crystal pieces
stirred faintly and there came a faint strain
of far-off, delicious melody from them.

"That is it," cried the emperor happily.
"That is the bird singing again."
"Nay," they told him, "it is onlv the

broken heart of Wistaria trembling in the
wind."
"Then hang it there among the blossoms,"

ordered the emperor, "I cannot see it any-
way, and when the wind
stirs it and I hear the
melody I shall thin1< I

am listening to the bird.
The music brings cheer
to my heart."

So they took the little

crystal heart and strung
the pieces on gold thread
and hung it where the
wind would play upon it,

and the emperor was
content.

"It is the love of little

Wistaria that makes it

sotmd so sweet," they
told him, but he only
shook his head at this.

"Nay, it is only the
singing of the wind and
the waving of the leaves
about the broken heart,"
he said with a note
of s a d n e s s in his
voice, but the people
knew differently, and to
this very day you may
buy the singing heart of
Wistaria, little, tiny,
broken bits of crystal
dangling on silken cords,
and when you hang it in
the wind, you will hear
the same music that the
great emperor heard
many centuries ago in

the Arbor of the Singing
Heart.

W^e Americans call
these singing hearts,
wind bells, because,
whenever the wind
touches the dangling,
glistening crystals, it

makes them tinkle, tin-

kle, oh ! so softly, like the
nuisic of a silver bell.

Cousin Sally's Letter

DE.\R GlKLS AND BoYS :

Once again I want to speak to you
about the contests. Dear little friends, please
always bear in mind that whatever work you
send me must be your own work. I have
tried to make it clear that your verses, stories
and drawings must be original, and original
means "not copied," just yotir own work,
your very own ideas. Do you understand,
boys and girls? And won't j'Oii please think
of this the next time you enter our contest ?

When, you copy and win a prize for work
that is not your own, you are doing a dis-

honorable deed and you are not acting fairly
to the other contestants.

It would hurt me to feel that any of my
cousins copied intentionally. I don"t want to
think that any one of our young readers
would. In the future, no verse, story or
drawing will be considered in the contests
which does not bear the signature of your
parent or guardian to certify that it is your
own work.

Let's be fair and square in every-
thing ; let's win honestly ; let's do the best
we can, no matter how poor that "best" is.

That's the only way to be happy, little

friends, then your minds will not be troubled,
and when you win a prize you can cay, "I
won it honestly."

I was so pleased with your work in our
January 25th issue telling me about your
gardens. Such splendid letters ! Dear me,
I do believe every one of my boys and girls
had a garden last year.

I had one, too, when I lived in the
country, and I think most of my hap-
piest moments were spent in that little

garden by the old stone wall, weeding
the bed and tending the flowers. Oh, the
joy of watching the little seeds come up and
seeing the little plants grow larger and
larger each day and then burst into bloom.
By all means have a garden this summer, too,
no matter how small it may be. I feel quite
certain that mother and father will be very
witling to give you a small piece of ground
if you tell them how very much you would
love to have a garden all j-our own. where
you can plant just what you wish and watch
the green things growing.

I had such a hard time to pick the winners
in this garden contest. The letters were all so
good.

After I had the best ones selected it took
me nearly a whole day to choose the winners.
I wanted to make sure that my judgment
was the right jvidgment. Some of the best
letters will be printed next time. And we
will have our monthly contest then. I am
planning a new kind of contest, and there
wasn't room for it this time. So I think we
had better go -back to our former arrange-
ment and have it on the 10th instead of the
2Sth. We are going to have a splendid page
next is.sue, so do not fail to see it.

Our club grows daily, and our members
are doing theix; utmost to keep the rules.

One little girl writes : "Mother says I am
a nicer girl since I joined the club. I am
not so cross, and I don't say unkind things
like I used to. And I enjoy our page so
much."

Don't you want to join, too, and enter
into our good times ? And don't you
want to help make the world and the people
about you a little happier? Yoti can if you
want to, and if you want to, then join Cousin
Sally's Club. Our button of membership
costs only five cents and I know you will be
delighted with it.

With lots of love to you all,

Aft'ectionately, Cousin Sally.

Dearest Cousin S.\lly :

—

I am a little girl eight years old, and love
to read the little letters of our club-members.
I live in Geneva, and I love to go to church
and Sunday-school and Junior League. I

am a member of the Methodist Church and
League.

I want to tell you about my kitty. It is

the first kitty I have ever had. It is black
and white. It likes to play with a ball. It

has large round gray eyes and a plhk nose,
and its name is Polly. My little brother
likes to play with her. He tried to tie a

knot in her tail. I do not like him to be
rough with her. She scampers around after
me upstairs and down, and she loves to lie

on a soft -cushion by the kitchen stove. It

is the sweetest, dearest kitty that ever was.
Anna Schooley,
Waldron, Indiana.

Winners in Jan. 25th Contest

LORA Farringtoj?, age fourteen, Kalispel.
Montana ; Vinita Lee New, age sixteen,

Stanwood, Washington ; Jay Renick, age
fourteen, Lewiston, Ohio : Hazel Shipman.
age seventeen, Ramsey, Illinois ; W'illie Men-
sing, age twelve, Lowden, Iowa ; Mayme
Grassmee, age fifteen. Carpenter, Wyoming

;

Gertrude Wertz, age eleven, Bryan, Ohio

;

Bessie D. Truax, Hanlin Station, Pennsyl-
vania ; Ellen Norden, age thirteen, Xew
Home, North Dakota ; Ruby Liddle, age nine,
Andes, New York : Norman Russell, age
thirteen, Middleport, Ohio,

Honor Roll

THE following boys' and girls' work was
unusually good and deserves honorable

mention. They each received a charming
picture as a supplementary prize :

Agnes White, age sixteen, Pasco, Florida

;

Earl Colliton. age eleven, Delanson, New
York; Marie Weder, age twelve, Winchester,
Illinois : Peter J. Kole. age twelve, Ringle,
Wisconsin; Pauline J. Johnson, age twelve.
Deer Isle, Maine : Russell O. Beers, age
thirteen, Davenport, New York ; Laura Kel-
lar, age twelve, Clariton. Iowa ; Olive Man-
gold, age sixteen, Carrolltown, Pennsylvania:
Carl Fallon, age nine, Peru, New York ; Inez
Norton, age eleven, Ray, Indiana

; May Y.
Anderson, age fourteen, Thornton, Idaho

:

Mabel Christensen, age thirteen, Harrold.
South Dakota ; Gertrude Thomas, age four-
teen, Ellensburg, Washington ; Maggie G.
Christy, age thirteen, Deep Water, Missouri

:

Marjorie Fralick, age nine, De Beque, Colo-
rado ; Viola Roser, age twelve, Harrison,
Ohio ;

Ethelyn Bowles, age eleven, Canisto.
New York : Esther Kelley, age twelve
Ottawa, Illinois; Marie Hohnesland, age
thirteen. Fort Shaw, Montana.

THE following cousins are eager to corre-
spond with some of our younger readers

:

Helen G. Weher, R. F. D. 2, Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania : Estelle Throop^ Deer Park,
Washington ; Hanna Dotson, Clyde, North
Carolina ; Margaret Braatz, R. R. 2, Chal-
mers, Indiana : Annie Bacon, Box 27. Bald-
win's Mills. Quebec, Canada.
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Right From the Heart
By Edgar L. Vincent

HEN a squirrel wants to get

the sweetest part of the

kernel of corn, he strikes

for the heart.

Yea have perhaps
watched one of these

bright- ^ed little . fellows

on a sprnig morniiig, when he was taking

his breakfast. Somewhere he has found
part of an ear of corn. What a bonanza
for him, after the long winter's housing up
in the hole in the old maple yonder, with

never a thing to eat but dried old hickory-

nuts laid lip last fall

!

For a moment or two he sits on the

wood-pile and chatters about his find.

Now and then he turns a quizzical glance

your way, as li to ask what you are going
to do about it. "Going to.hurt me, or will

you give me the same chance to live and
have a good time that yoayourself want?"
Then he dives straight for the heart of

his kernel of corn. Right there is the

sweetest, richest, most nourishing bit of

all. The shell he tosses away and picks

up another kernel—the dear little gor-
mandizer he is !—and digs the heart out
of that, too.

I'or the heart is sweetest of all.

Up through the meadow on a warm
summer morning you make your way.
You have been busy while the sun has

been climbing toward midday. Now you
must have a drink. Why not stoop down
by the side of the brook? Here the

water is pure and clear as crystal. It

ripples a sweet song to you, as if to invite

you to kneel on its banks and slake your
thirst. But no. Up yonder is the spring

—

the heart of the brook. No water so cool

as you will find up there. Down here the

little stream has touched the earth and
gathered up something of its impurity.

Many a bit of wood, more than one tiny

straw floats on the surface of the water
down here; but up there it is cool and
fresh and clean, just as God made it.

There-you kneel and drink till thirst is

gone.
The heart of the spring is purest of all.

Let's make our word mean a little more.
The heart is always best of all.

And yet, why is it that many times you
and I hide our hearts away from those

who love us best of all? I know what you
will say. "I do not like to wear my heart

on my sleeve. '
It is all right to laugh

and to smile and to be friendly with every-

body, but my heart's my own !"

So while we. keep our hearts wrapped
about by this shell of hardest steel, men
and women are going up and down the

world, starving for what we might give

and be the richer for the giving.

This morning you met one on life's

way who really needed a kindly word.

His home life is so bare ! His soul so

pinched for lack of a warm, tender, loving

touch ! Did you speak the word which
would bring cheer? Did you give the

touch that would have made the whole
day sunshiny and beautiful? Did you?
Or were you cold and distant, so that

he went on a bit more lonely, a little more
hungry than ever before ?

It costs to give, of oneself this way?
Surely it does. 'When the heart of the

kernel of corn was gone to make the

breakfast of the squirrel, nothing was left

that' ever would be worth while afterward,
for the life of the corn is in the heart.

Giving that, it gives all. A little less water
went trickling down the hillside to turn
the wheels of the mill below after you
had knelt at the spring that summer
morning. But the world was a little bet-

ter and a little happier after that. Giving
to the very last is the grandest thing you
and I ever will do.

But there is this difference when we
give from the 'very heart. Out of our
heart of hearts we have taken a seed and
dropped it into warm, yielding, blessed

ground. Now if we but drop a tear or
two to soften it, by and by when we go
that way we will find fruit, rosy-cheeked,
beautiful, delicious. It does cost to give
right from the heart ; still, he who thus
gives 'is richer than ever before.
Away off in the heart of some of the

tropical lands grows a wonderful vine.

Planting its roots deep down in the dark
earth, it feels its way up through the
shadows, clinging to the branches of the
trees, pushing on toward the sunlight.

Listen ! What is it saying now ? "Old
Mother Earth, lift hard down there ! I

know it takes our strength ; I can feel the

very throbs of your heart as you tug with
your arms under me ! But you keep cheery
and I'll do my best, and some day some-
thing worth while will come of it

!"

And the fond mother does lift hard
while the vine presses on heavenward and
skyward.
There comes a day when the last

shadow has been passed. Out into the
clear, pure air of the sky the vine leaps

;

and away up there it sends out a bud that
becomes a lovely blossom, the very crown-
ing beaut}' of its life. The heart of the
gray earth has lifted till the flower comes.
Little to show for the work done till the
topmost branches come at last into the
sunshine, but there is radiant glory

!

Right from the heart—that's the way
to give. Give smiles; give words of hope
and joy and comfort; give the very best
there is in you and some day blossoms
will hang their banners of beauty above
the reach of earth's shadows, where God
will see them and all the world be blessed.

A Bad Habit
By M. Carle

HO will not admit that the

hoarding habit is a very
bad habit? Yet those that

would admit it the quickest

are perhaps hoarding some-
thing without being aware

_ that they are doing so.

Silver and gold are not the only things

one can hoard.
I remember an old "aunty" of my youth.

Being present at a lecture one evening,

this old aunty was very much impressed
with a certain remark of the speaker's. I

suppose it was about the only thing she

understood. After the lecture she sought
out the speaker and asked him to write
down the remark for her. Being acquainted
with the old woman and knowing she
could not read, the speaker regarded her
with surprise.

"I want to pass it on," explained
"aunty," and her request was granted.
The old woman took the slip of paper

home and pinned it -to her window-blind
virith the words facing the street. Oru
being asked the reason for her action, she
replied : "Dem words done me a heap o'

good. Maybe dey help some other person."
She did not have much to give, but she

was glad to pass on that which had given
her a crumb of comfort.
How many who have been the* recipients

of a helpful thought, a kind word or a
loving deed think to pass them on ?

What you give the world is still your
own. Like the old aunty you may keep
the effects in your own soul, but hang in

your window that which has brought you
peace so that others, too, may be comforted.

Remember that which you give you will

receive back doubled. Some people never
think of passing on the good deeds, words
or thoughts that have come their way, yet
they scatter with a free hand all the
unkind things that have taken root in

their own hearts. And this brings to my
mind another incident concerning the old
"aunty." A neighbor came to her with a
grievance

:

"Mrs. D didn't speak to me to-day.
I suppose, now she's got her new house,
she thinks she's better'ii poor folks. Well,
I ain't got no new house, but what I have
got is paid for. If all I hear is true, she
would not have a new house or anything
else if her bills was paid!"
%How many who have been the recipients
mo'ning I opened my south winder where
de flies was a-hangin' about. Thinks I,

dese flies will go out in the sunshine. But
bress your heart, all dem flies what was
inside stayed inside an' de outside ones
comed inside, too ! Packs an' packs o'

dem till de hull winder an' walls, too, was
jes' black with flies. I thought how flies

was jes' like bad thoughts, dey come
a-crowdin' in at de first chance. We got
to chase dem out like I had to chase dem
flies an' put in de screens to keep dem
out. Better put in your screens, honex
den you won't hear things what don't
concern j-ou, an' Mrs. D 's snubbin'
won't hurt you."
Wise old "aunty !" Let us all take her

advice and put in our screens to shut out
the bad thoughts, but don't let us forget
to pass the good thoughts on so that we
won't get into the hoarding habit.

Special Offer
ROSE-BUSHES

With Your Subscription
Will Bloom This Season of 1911

For 30 Days
You can get this great

collection of five choice,

rose-bushes without cost

with your subscription

until April 25th. We
have just obtained from
one of the biggest nur-
series in the country, a

small stock of their most
popular and beautiful col-

lections. By our arrange-
ment this offer must be
withdrawn in just one
month—on April 25th

—

and it will not be re-

peated. Read this offer.

The Five Best

Roses
This elegant collec-

tion includes the choic-
est varieties of famous
roses, as follows

:

The beautiful white
Killarney Rose; The
popular pink rose, Wil-
liam R. Smith; the famous yellow
rose, Etoile de Lyon; the gorgeous
crimson rose, Helen Gould, and the
luarvelous pink Maman Cochet.

We guarantee these rose-busiies to

be exactly as described, to arrive in

perfect condition and to give entire

satisfaction, or new bushes will be

substituted without cost. They will

bloom this season of 1911. The col-

lection of rose-bushes will be shipped

prepaid to your door.

Until April 25th
And Not One Day Later

Two Giant Offers to Readers

OFFER No. 1

Farm and Fireside, one full j^ear, twice every month,
including twenty-four big numbers and the special Eas-
ter Number, together with Collection of five Rose-
Bushei.

All For

SOc
OFFER No. 2

Farm and Fireside, three years, twice
every month, including seventy-two big
numbers and the special Easter Number,
together with Collection of five Rose-
Bushes.

All For

$i.oo
Send Your Subscription at Once

Order Rose Collection as No. 105

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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Before Prices are Advanced
opportunity to

still have a few
Farm and Fireside subscribers have a last

take advantage of our big Easter Offers. You
days during which you can obtain these most generous offers of

the season. In fact, the most generous offers ever made by
Farm and Fireside to its readers. " This subscription bargain is

unparalleled. You can get more than three times your money's
worth. But the time is short. These offers will positively be with-

drawn April 15th never to be repeated. Accept now.

A Wonderful
Assortment

There is an unusual
variety of Post-Cards in

this collection. Each
card in the set we' have
for you is different.

Every Post-Card is a

complete and perfect pic-

ture in itself. Friends
that you remember with
one of these handsome
Post-Cards vsf i 1 1 be de-
lighted and keenly ap-
preciative of your
thoughtfulness. Such re-

markably beautiful Post-
Cards are bound to

excite the admiration of
every one of your friends
who sees them, but it will

be impossible for anyone
to obtain Post-Cards like

them because these Eas-
ter Post-Cards have been
manufactured especially
for Farm and Fireside
readers.
We know that you will

be anxious to receive
your beautiful Easter
Post-Cards just as soon
as possible, so we have
the cards right here in
our big office all packed
and ready to send as soon
as your order reaches
Farm and Fireside.

These Farm and Fireside offers are for every reader of

Farm and Fireside. We want you to have a set of these
beautiful Easter Post-Cards. FARM AND FIRESIDE will continue
to be published twice as often as other papers. If your remit-

tance for Farm and Fireside is overdue, kindly send it now

—

you will be handsomely rewarded for so doing. If your sub-
scription still has some time to run, remit now for its extension
at the special prices here offered. It will save you money.

Gorgeous Colors
Every card is printed

in fourteen colors and
gold and is gorgeously
embossed and tastefully
decorated. The rich
coloring, the delicate
touches and dainty ef-

fects brought out in
these beautiful Post-
Cards is the work of one
of our greatest artists.

You could not imagine
more elegant pictures
and appropriate senti-

ments for the season.
There are pictures of
rosy -cheeked children,

Easter Rabbits, Easter
Eggs, Cupids, beautiful
flowers, and landscapes

;

in fact all the beautiful
and unusual things that

are particularly associ-

ated with Easter-time.
The Easter Post-Card
season is now on us and
you will want these ele-

gant Post-Cards to send
to your friends and rela-

tives and to keep your
own Post-Card collection

up-to-date. This gives
you an opportunity to
surprise and delight your
friends with one of these
Post-Cards at Easter.

Elegant Easter Post-Cards for All
It is safe to say that so fine a collection of Easter cards has never before been

brought together. Every card has a handsome and appropriate Easter design, and
is embossed and printed in fourteen colors and gold. We can't begin to picture the
beauty of this collection of Easter cards. There is as much difference in the quality
and costliness of post-cards as there is in the quality of butter.

This year Easter comes on April 16th, so right now is the time you should have
Easter Post-Cards to send your friends and for your album collection. If you
admire beautiful Easter Post-Cards our collection is bound to delight you. You must
order soon, however, because after April 15th our offers will be withdrawn never
to be made again at such low prices.

For Subscribers Only
The forthcoming numbers of Farm

AND Fireside will contain the big-

gest features we have ever offered.

These special big numbers will be
only sent to paid-in-advance sub-
scribers to Farm ."^.nd Fireside.

Next month will begin in Farm
.A.ND Fireside the first section of a
thrilling, absorbing Detective Story
by Anna Katharine Green, the most
famous writer of detective stories

in the world.
Beginning next month, also, Mar-

garet Sangster, the most famous and
popular woman writer in America,
will write regular!}' for Farm and
Fireside.
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THE LAST CALL
Until April 15th

Farm and Fireside \
24 numbers a year—two times a month—twice

as often as other farm papers— more valu-

able reading matter than any other paper in the
world at the price.

lOO Agricultural Features
Including the "Farmers' Lobby," "Market-

ing Farm Products,'' "The Headwork Shop,"
"How to Make Money From Poultry on the
Farm," and many other important subjects.

25 Thrilling Stories
Including two or three complete novels, each

of -which would cost 50 cents or more if pur-
chased at a store, romances, tales of adventure,
and love stories. ^-

|

Fashions for Women
The latest fashions described by the most

popular fashion authority in America, with full

detail.*! of how to make your own clothes in the
latest fashions.

Easter Post-Cards
Set of beautiful Easter Post-Cards printed in

fourteen colors and gold, handsomely embossed,
with every subscription. Post-Cards and sub-
scription may be sent to different addresses.

J

Only
OFFER No. 1

SpecisJ Introductory Offer
—Farm and Fireside—16 big

papers—eight months' sub-
scription and 8 Easter Post-
Cards for

OFFER No. 2

Farm and Fireside one
full yeiur—24 numbers

—

and
25 Easter Post-Cards

SOc
OFFER No. 3

Farm and Fireside three
full years— 72 numbers—
and 50 Easter Post-Cards

$i.oo
EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER
Get two Farm and Fireside subscriptioDs, each at 25c ; send us the SOc. Each
subscriber will receive Farm and Fireside for eight months together with a

collection of 8 Easter Post-Cards.^ You will receive 25 Easter Post-Cards

without cost. Or, get two Farm and Fireside subscriptions each at SOc;

send us the $1.00. Each subscriber will receive Farm aad Fireside for one

full year, together with a collection of 25 Easter Post-Cards. Yon wiU

receive 50 Easter Post-Cards without cost.

One of the subscriptions may be your own.

The Most Progressive

Farm Paper
Farm and Fireside's readers are

unanimous in their declaration that
Farm and Fireside is the most pro-
gressive farm paper published. Not
only does it surpass other farm papers
in appearance, being as handsomely
printed as any high-priced magazine,
but it has taken the lead in champion-
ing better methods in agriculture, bet-
ter deals for the farmer by Congress.
Farm and Fireside is just now get-

ting ready for the most important
study of tools and agricultural imple-
ments ever undertaken by any farm I

paper. It will pay you to follow these
articles. Prof. H. C. Taylor, Amer-
ica's highest authority on the rise and
fall of prices, will write exceedingly
valuable articles on "When to Sell
Hogs," "When to Sell Corn" and
other similar subjects.

Farmers' Lobby
One of the biggest and most dis-

tinctive features of Farm and Fire-
side will be the Farmers' Lobby at
\\'ashington, under the able manage-
ment of ludson C. Welliver, who has
been retained as a special and exclus-
ive representative for Farm and
Fireside readers. Mr. Welliver will
call the roll on good and bad meas-
ures and the men who vote on them.
Your congressmen and senators will
be in on our roll-call.

Easter Number
The big Easter number will appear

next month, a handsome paper, full of
big feattires, including a wonderful
Easter Picture, which every reader
will want to cut out and hang on the
wall. The picture is entitled "The
Song of the Ages." This big special
number will be sent to paid-in-
advance subscribers only.

Use Order-Blank Opposite AT ONCE
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"Always you have looked down on us as

'poor relations,' as 'necessary evils' to be
disposed of as cursorily as possible. Now
you come to me for aid and for help !

"My fault that your son forged ! No ! It

is yours, Uncle Charlie. You don't know
justice when it's meted out to you. You are
right about family. Blood ought to count

!

Relatives ought to stick together, but have
you ever practised what you now preach ?"

Marion's manner was lofty.

"Yesteraay you were afraid to have Fred
even oall on me, to-day I must decline the
very doubtful honor of becoming his wife

!

Now, that nobody else would have him, you
give him to me to repair the damages ! I am
sorry for the boy." Her voice trembled.
"But I don't love him, I never could respect
him and I won't marry him !"

As the last sentence left her lips, she sud-
denly became aware that Fred himself was
standing in the doorway.

"I heard everything you said, Marion," he
muttered, "and I don't blame you ! I'm not
a very brilliant specimen of humanity. Am
I ?" He glanced sullenly at his father, but
Charles Martin did not respond, while into
his eyes came a look of dumlj suffering.
Marion had been thinking hard. She felt

unaccountably disturbed at the sight of her
uncle's apathetic face.

"Uncle Charlie," she asked, "will you leave
me alone with Fred for a few minutes?"
She lifted her eyes to him pityingly, and the
blue of them was very soft and deep.
The man rose slowly and, moved by a

vague impulse, put his hand on her arm.
"Try to help him, Marion," he begged, then
after a long pause, "I can't." Heavily he
moved toward the door, turned a long
inscrutable look upon the two and went out.

'Marion," the boy exclaimed, "you are
going to give me a chance to explain, aren't
you ? You know I did it for you, dear. I

have loved you ever since the first time we
met. You are adorable with your saucy face
and golden hair." _
The girl raised her hand in protest.

"Fred," she began, disregarding his words,
"I suppose you understand that I won't use
the money you sent to the publishers."
"Not use it !" he cried almost angrily.

"It will be a sin to waste it after all this

trouble." He laughed a little, seemingly with
no idea of the gravity of his -fault.

Marion closed her eyes for a moment. A
great softening compassion pervaded her.

She had suffered so much herself during the_

last weeks that she was in sympathy with
all pain. Evidently happiness was not her
portion. Would it be better to spend her life

helping another than to let it pass in useless
repining ? She tried to think connectedly,
but the boy broke in :

"Listen," he begged, ca.tching up one of her
hands and holding it tight. "All I need is

someone to love me—to care about me—you
understand. Nobody ever has—for my own
sake. There never seemed to be anybody
who cared to hear abotit my troubles.

"When I saw how dad treated j'ou and
your sister I got furious. Honest, dear, it

was the be.st in me, not the worst which
made me try to help you. I took the wrong
road, but, Marion darling-, if I knew you
were watching, I would go straight. You'te
fine and sweet, and an inspiration. When
you are around I feel as if I could knock
down a brick wall with one hand. I'm not
a bad sort, Marion, not yet, but I will be
soon, if nobody cares."
He looked very boyish, very tender, very

earnest, as he spoke, and all that was
motherly in the girl answered his appeal. So
when he stopped, she replied very gently :

"I don't love j'ou, Fred, how could I help
you under such circumstances?"

"Wait until I've earned your respect, then
you will love me fast enough. Marry me
anyway, Marion. Give me an anchor now.
You'll never regret it, dear, I promise you."
He captured her other hand, too.

She looked at him in bewilderment.
Everything seemed so different that day.
Fred begging her to marry him. Fred's
father making the same plea with unheard-of
humility ! She stared at the boy dazed ; not
even drawing her hands away until creak-
ingly a door opened, and Charles Martin
reentered the office. Marion lifted her eyes
to his face questioningly and all her sensitive
nature tingled with a great pity for this lion-
like man at bay. He was so big, physically
and mentally. Helplessness sat so ill on
him. No caged animal ever looked so futile.

"Uncle Charlie," she ventured at last, "let
us not have a painful scene. You—you look
very tired. Here, do sit* down." Withdraw-
ing herself from the boy she pushed a heavy
chair toward him.
"What are you going to do about Fred?"

he queried insistently, not moving. "But I

know, you're going to take him and make a
man of him, of course." An eager desire for
confirmation ran through every word.
The girl shook her head sadly.
"Marion," Fred protested, but her red

lips only closed more firmly. "I'll go out
and shoot myself," he cried wildly. "Nobody
cares if I'm alive or not anyway. I thought
you would, but you won't!" He started
blfndly for the door.

"Fred," Marion commanded, "if you meant
a word of what you said, let me see you
begin to earn my respect now. Be a man !"

"What for? For your sake I would." He
broke off passionately.
"He means that, Marion, I honestly believe

he would do right for your sake," his father
declared, the words coming with difficulty.
"I'm not used to begging for what I want,"
he floundered, "but I'm pleading—now. I
want you to take him. I ask you to, I, who
deserve only hatred at ^our hands. I—love—the hoy. You are his only salvation. You

are strong and, yes—fine, besides he loves
you. Be engaged to him, I don't know how
to say it, but I guess it would be the right

thing for you to do under the circumstances,
on account of—the family. 'The Family,'

"

he laughed shakily. "I've said those words
oftener in the past few hours than in all

the rest of my life put together!" His voice
choked with the intensity of his feelings as
he exploded : "Great heavens, I can't

explain, but I'm begging you to have him.
I'm begging you to love him, Marion !"

He stopped and looked at the girl, then at

his son, still standing in the doorway.
"Come back, sir," he commanded, "you

would move heaven and earth to make her
happy, wouldn't you ? Tell her so now."

Fred stepped forward and half held out
his arms toward the girl. "I love you," he
muttered humbly. "I'll prove it to you if

i'ou will let me."

Marion rose unsteadily. Was she dream-
ing? Could it possibly be right for her to
do this thing? She looked at her uncle in

amazement. There was a subtle flattery in
his pleading. The enormous magnetism of
his personality influenced her. The force of
the man was felt even in his misery.
He nodded at the girl and said slowly,

"By every means in my power I'll repay
you."

"But I
—

" she began, when suddenly the
boy sprang forward and caught her in his
arms.

"Darling," he pleaded, "say 'yes!' Say
it—quickly now !"

"Yes now," echoed the heavier tones of
his father.
Marion quivered, as she freed herself. It

was all so strange, so inexplicable. Perhaps
they were right. Perhaps this was her duty.

"Oh, Fred," she sobbed, "I don't know
right from wrong, but if you think it best,

I'll try tff help you—I—I'll marry you l"-

" Sweetheart," he cried exultingly, but she
drew away, only to feel Charles Martin's
hands closing strongly over hers.

"God bless you—girl
—

" he murmured
brokenly.

Just then the door from the outer offices

opened and John Hastings stepped into the
room.

"Good-morning, Mr. Martin," he called.

"The clerks told me to come right through."
Then he stopped as, looking up from the
lighting of a cigar, he beheld the scene before
him. His eyes traveled from Fred to his

father, then to Marion amazed and vaguely
troubled. "Good-morning! Good-morning!"
he repeated.

"Come with me, Hastings," the older man
requested bruskly, as his, as he thought,
prospective son-in-law bowed to the other
two. "We can talk in my sanctum." With
one more look at Marion, he walked away,
and Jack Hastings perforce followed him.
The girl flushed poppy-red and her hands

turned cold.

Fred began his love-making with fresh
ardor, but she sat unheeding, gazing fas-
cinated at the mahogany door. No doubt
the two men were arranging about Penelope's
marriage. Her lips quivered. She was going
to be. married, too. She gasped and trembled,
but kept on staring at the door.

Suddenly Charles Martin's voice rose loud
cind distinct, ''What !" he cried. "Yo.u and
Penelope have broken your engagement

!

Why ?" Then his voice sank again and
became an indistinguishalile mumble.
The girl's brain seemed stunned. The

engagement off ! John Hastings free ! Now
that she had promised to marry someone
else. A hysterical sense of the ludicrousness
of the situation touched her, then abruptly
wrenching her hands from the astonished
Fred, she buried her face on the arm of the
leather chair and sobbed out her heartache.

Chapter XXIH.

ALL the afternoon and night following her
engagement Marion went about in a

numbing daze. She had gone right home
from Mr. Martin's office. Of course, her
request to see Mr. Hastings at five o'clock
was disregarded entirely.

Penelope had gone to New Rochelle to
spend Sunday with Mrs. Bellamy and her
fiance. Marion was to have joined them, but
she sent a brief note of excuse, pleading a
cold and begging her sister to stay. So
when Sunday morning came she was still

alone and enveloped in a depression which
made even the friendliest noise sound like
the bell of doom.

Over and over she had argued with herself
that she could not marry Fred, and as many
times an inner voice had questioned, "Are
you willing to take the responsibility of his
ruin ? Right or wrong, his fate rests with
you."

"No, no," she would protest miserably. "I
can't reform him if he can't help himself."
But swift the reply always came, "That is

true of a bad man, but not of a weak one !"

Back" and forth, time and again she reasoned
out the whole aft'air, but the morning light
brought with it no revelation.

Breakfast over, the girl sat by the window
in their' little parlor, and stared across at the
gray brick wall. Who had said that right
was easily discerned? To her it seemed to
have as many betraying angles as a hopeless
mirror-maze. Her thoughts whirled through
a thousand conjectures, but always in the
background of them was a stationary image
of John Hastings. She loved him, and since
yesterday deep down in her consciousness
not acknowledged, but unreproved, was the
lurking hope that he loved her. Surely they
had a right to happiness. But could happi-
ness be won by sending Fred adrift ? She

sobbed a little, hopelessly, her emotions drift-
ing each moment nearer and nearer auger.
Why had she been brought in this affair?

Why should she pay the penalty for another's
wrong-doing? Wearily she leaned her fore-
head against the cool window-pane. At half-
past twelve Fred was coming to take her to
her uncle's. They were going to discuss the
situation at a family dinner. What a horror
her first function of that sort had been.

She wished she had sent for Penelope.
How soothing the sound of her soft low
voice would be. But then it would have
been cruel to disturb her first happiness.
And what about John Hastings' happiness?

"If your suspicions are true, are you con-
sidering him?" queried the inward voice
again. So it went, the hours passing
unnoticed until a rapid knock at the door
told her that half-past twelve and Fred had
arrived.

Heavy-eyed and pale, her smile of greeting-

was far more like a twitch of pain.
Tenderly the boy questioned her, eager,

devoted and beaming with happiness. The
emotion of the present always filled Fred to

overflowing. His nature was not large
enough to harbor deep reserves of feeling.

So for him yesterday was just an unpleasant
memory, only the happy to-day was worthy
of consideration.

Stoically Marion submitted to his embrace.
She almost ceased to feel herself a free
agent. It seemed as if she were a mere bit

of flotsam, pulled about by strength other
than her own.

Suddenly the sharp peal of the telephone
startled them. The girl took up the receiver
mechanically. "Mr. Hastings calling," she
gasped. A swift unreasoning joy sent a
momentary sparkle to her face, then swifter
still she seemed in bondage to an inexplicable
fear. She could not see John Hastings, mvich
as she longed to. She could not keep her
self-control before him—not now. All these
thoughts flashed through her brain during
the first breath of astonishment.

"Tell Mr. Hastings Miss Martin has a
severe headache and begs to be excused,"
she finally directed, then hung up the receiver
without waiting for an answer.

Fred moved uneasily. "I heard about
Hastings and Pen," he began, "but why is

Jack calling on you ?" He glanced at the girl

perplexedly and added, "You look awfully
queer, Marion."

"Oh, no," the girl protested, the break in
her voice making the denial worse than
useless. Why had she spoken Mr. Hastings'
name aloud?

Abruptly Fred stepped close to her, several
impressions piecing themselves together in
his mind. "Marion," he almost whispered,
with a sickening conviction, "you—are—not—in love—with him ?"

She started amazedly and demanded,
"What do you mean by asking me such a
question?" The words were faint with
alarm and nervousness, while wave after
wave of color surged across her face.

A sudden dogged expression, faintly sug-
gestive of his father, strengthened the boy's
mouth and chin. "I wish you could see
yourself," he muttered brokenly. "Your
face is a signed, sealed and delivered con-
fession !"

"You ridiculous boy!" Marion tried to

laugh naturally. "I believe you are jealous !"

"Yes, I am!" he cried hotly. "You don't
love me ! How do I know—

"

"How will you ever know ?" she returned
swiftly. As there was no answer, she walked
to the bedroom doorway and said in a differ-

ent tone, "I must put my hat and coat on,"
then went in and closed the door.

The boj', wandered to the center-table, the
dogged look on his face hardening- into reck-
lessness. For several minutes he stood tap-
ping his fingers against the wood of a chair,
much as he had stood that day in his office

with the pink check in his hand.
Suddenly a big strangled sob sounded from

the other room.
Swiftly Fred took from his pocket an odor-

ous leather memorandum, and scribbling a
few lines on a page of it, laid it on the table.

Then jerkily snatching- up his hat and cane,
he tiptoed toward the door. Tears were in
his eyes and his lips were tremulous. Softly
he turned the knob and stepped into the
hallway. Once more he looked toward the
little apartment, a passionate tenderness in

his eyes. Then he hurried away.
Five minutes later Marion, reentering the

parlor, ready for the street, looked uncom-
prehendingly at the empty room. Hurriedly
she opened the hall door and glanced to right

and left. The corridor was empty.
"Why," she puzzled, then turning toward

the window her eyes caught sight of the slip

of paper, conspicuously white against the red
table-cover.

Snatching it, a premonition of its contents
seized her, and she read, sorrowing but
unastonished, the few lines scrawled across
the page :

Marion Darling :—Marry Hastings if

you want to. I'm going away. Some
day when I've made a man of myself I'll

come back. Don't hunt for me. I'll

write the governor ! Fred.

Twice she re-read the brief message, as if

trying to realize its meaning. Fred gone

—

why, he had been talking to her so short a
time ago, standing right in that room, so
vivid and real, in flesh and blood. And now
he was gone.
A nervous tremor ran through her, and

with it came a sudden unexpected sense of
loneliness. How still the room was. She
sat down on one of the hard chairs, drawing
off her gloves mechanically. What would
Uncle Charlie think? He would blame her

—

of course. Perhaps rightly. And what would
John Hastings say? If she only had not sent
him away

!

Her head felt so heavy, her eyes so hot.
If there were only someone to talk to, instead
of the deadly silence. She did not cry, but
tried to force herself to think. Should she
telephone her uncle? What was best to do?
Every way was almost unbearably hard for
her. Risin.g hesitantly, she caught sight of
herself in a mirror above the mantel-shelf.
Her face was white and pale-lipped, with
dark circles throwing tragic shadows beneath
her eyes. For perhaps a minute she gazed
mutely at the linage ; then she broke down
and standing quite still allowed the deep-
rooted sobs to rack her frame.

"I'm young," she cried aloud to the girl in
the glass. "I should not look like that.
What have I done th'at I should be made so
miserable? Oh, I'm afraid!" Her voice
died down again and she resumed her fas-
cinated staring. A creature of moods, the
last week had demanded of her iron stability
and courage. Bravely she had made the
eff'ort to be firm and just, but the constant
crying of her heart' made the words of justice
very indistinct.

After about ten minutes another peal of
the bell disturbed her. She almost flew to
the door. She would welcome any human
being. The maid, a bell-boy—anybody. The
desire to hear a friendly voice, to speak to
someone, possessed her. Her disheveled hair
and tear-marked face were forgotten.
Eagerly she turned the knob, and there on
the threshold, l)ig, erect, expectant, stood
John Hastings.
"You!" Marion exulted, a dancing thrill in

her voice, forgetting to wonder how he came
up unannounced ; then with a quaint resump-
tion of formality, she added, "Won't you
come in and sit down?"

Gravely he removed his overcoat, watching
the relief and peace steal into the girl's eyes.
They looked at each other, a whole love tale
in their glances ; then in a flash, his arms
were about her, crushing her close, as he
whispered, "Darling, darling! You are going
to marry me !"

After that the little hotel room facing the
gray brick wall; the despised little room,
with its shabby furniture and air of depriva-
tion, became a glorified place where two
people enjoyed their moment of supreme
happiness.
Then tender confidences began, lasting

until Marion suddenly questioned, "Why did
you come back. Jack?"

"I met Fred," he answered, "and he told
me to come."

"Fred," the girl cried. "Oh, I forgot!
He wrote me he was going away for good."
Hurriedly, she told him the whole story,
ending, "Oughtn't we to let Uncle Charlie
know?" She was crj'ing softly.

"Yes," Hastings decided. "I'll telephone.
That's the least we can do anyway." He
crossed to the 'phone and asked for the
required number.

"Break it to Uncle Charlie gently," the girl

cautioned, "or—or rather—let me speak.
I've been very selfish to forget—until—just
now."
The man handed her the receiver, just as

the connection was given.
"Hello." she began, "I want to speak to

Mr. Martin. Tell him it is Miss Marion
Martin."

Jack pressed her free hand in sympathy,
unlil a heavy voice sounded.

"Uncle Charlie," she hesitated, "I—I just
want to tell you that you had better not
expect Fred home—

"

"Don't worry," he broke in grimly, "he's
here now !"

"There now !" Marion cried.

"Yes," the heavy tones were husky, "I
caught him just as he was packing his suit-

case. We understand each other a little

better than we did, I think—and he has
decided to stay—and make a man of himself—here!" The ring in his voice tingled
through the telephone.
"You—you don't blame me?" the girl

went on.
"Don't worry," he said again. "I'm

beginning- to know justice when I see it, and
I think—this aft'air may prove a good thing
for—the whole family."

"Oh, Uncle Charlie!" Marion exclaimed;
but there was only a choked "Good-by" in

answer. Then he hung up the receiver.
"Do you suppose it's wrong to be so

happy," she cried, her face alight with relief

and tenderness, as Jack once more drew her
to him. "I feel that I can never be good
enough—or kind enough—or gentle enough
—to deserve this—great, great joy !"

"I'm quite satisfied with you, -just as you
are," Hastings smiled, "and I have been ever
since that first day, when you entered my
office, so demure and shy. Think—if you
had married Fred !"

"Or you Penelope!" she broke in archly.
"Penelope is going to marry the Com-te

de Feronac," he replied so contentedly that

it moved them both to laughter.
"My own Pen is engaged and I'm engaged,"

Marion caroled, "and, oh, Jack dearest, don't
think me mercenary ; but I'm so thankful

—

that we won't be 'poor relations' any more!"
Once again they gazed at each other in

full understanding, on their faces a light it

would be sacrilege to describe.

[The End]

Don't you want to let the editor of the
Fireside Department know whether you have
enjoyed "Poor Relations?" Is it the sort of
story you like ?
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